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IRRESISTIBLE
lovely to look q\, delightful to give, and perfect
for the budget that must stretch over many holiday items. A combination like this is hard to
resist, especially when it is IRRESISTIBLE, the
name that is synonymous with "allure" in cosmetics; with quality and real value.
If you want to be romantic as well as practical
about your gift problems, ask for Irresistible
Beauty Aids. They will solve your year-round
cosmetic problems, too. Introduce yourself now
to Irresistible Cosmetics ... to satin-soft powder,
to Up Lure that is so vivid and lasting, and to
Irresistible Perfume, potent as the wine of
thousand Christmas flowers.
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME IN ATTRACTIVE BOX — \Qi
3-PtECE IRRESISTIBLE GIFT SET— 25f!
S -PIECE IRRESISTIBLE GIFT SET IN SILK LINED BOX — 50(!

IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME, FACE POWDER, ROUGE, IIP LURE,
MASCARA, COLD CREAM, COLOGNE, BRILLIANTINE, TALC.
ONLY 10^ EACH
AT ALL 5 AND 10^ STORES

"PINK

TO

OTH BRUSH" makes her avoid a 11 close-ups —
teeth and tender gums destroy her
A MAN'S
first swif
it vigMassage
t
oughly. orousDo
dingy
look sometime
s
charm
ly. it regularly.
And your mouth will feel cleaner. There
cannot possibly give teeth and gums
says . . . "You're a charming woman."
will be a new and livelier tingle in your
enough work to do to keep them healthy.
And a woman's eyes may answer . . .
gums — new circulation, new firmness,
They grow lazy. Deprived of the natural
"You're a likeable person."
new health.
stimulation of hard, coarse foods, they
And then she smiles. Lucky for both
become sensitive, tender. And then, presMake Ipana plus massage a regular
of them if it's a lovely, quick flash of
white teeth, in healthy gums.
ently, "pink tooth brush" warns you
part ofassistant
your routine.
is the
ablest
in the It
home
caredentist's
of the
that your gums are unhealthy — suscepFor a glimpse of dingy teeth and tentible to infection.
teeth
and
gums.
For
with
healthy
gums,
der gums can blast a budding romance in
Modern
dental
practice
suggests
Ipana
a split second!
you've ceased to invite "pink tooth
plus massage for several good reasons. If
brush." You are not likely to get gingiWHY IS "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
you will put a little extra Ipana on
SO COMMON?
vitis, pyorrhea and Vincent's disease.
brush or fingertip and massage your
And you'll bring the clear and brilliant
beauty of a lovely smile into any and
giuns every time you brush your teeth,
It's very simple. The soft foods that we
all eat nowadays — almost exclusively —
every close-up.
you will understand. Rub it in thor-
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SIXTEEN

SCREEN

MEN,

From the blood-drenched decks of a man o' war
to the ecstasy of a sun-baked paradise isle . . . from
the tyrannical grasp of a brutal captain to the
arras of native beauties who brought them love
and forgetfulness . . . came sixteen men from the
"Bounty". Now their romantic story lives on the
screens of the world ... in one of the greatest
entertainments since the birth of motion pictures !
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{Continued on page 70)
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3*, good;
Modern Screen
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Kate Cameron
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SCREEN

to special tkeatres in leaJin^ cities . . . following Its
remarkatle

reception in NewYork

an J otker world capitals . . .

tke spectacle connoisseurs consider "tke most important
production ever done In talking pictures."
WARNER

BROS.

PRESENT

REINHARDT'S
MAX
FIRST MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

A

MIDSUMMER
99

NIGHT'S
By
WILLIAM
Music by

FELIX

DREAM
SHAKESPEARE
MENDELSSOHN

Joe E. Brown.
Olivia de Havilland
r raiiR
Ian Hunter
Hokart

^1^

Cavanau^k

Dick Powell

Jean Muir
Ross Alexander
Victor Jory
Grant

Mitckell

nearly one thousan d D ancers an^ d Su pernum
eraries
Owin^ to tLe production s exceptional nature and extraordinary lengtb,
it will be presented only twice daily, witli all seats reserved.
To insure your early enjoyment of this picture
it is advisable tbat you
^^urc/iase

^/icl:ets in k^^Ji^
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TOUR

THE

CINEMA

HAS

You'll find grand characterizations by Edward G.
Robinson, Miriam Hopkins
and Joel McCrea

in "Bar-

MARKET

OFFER

BY

"Shipmates Forever," in
which Dick sings and
Ruby dances.

TODAY'S

TALKIES-WHAT

TO

Another Dick Powell-Ruby
Keeler cinema triumph,

OF

THIS

LEO

MONTH

TOWNSEND

In "I Live My Life," Joan
Crawford proves her ability to handle a dramatic
role expertly. Brian Aherne
is her leading man.

bary Coast."
Worcestershire, one of the dampest spots on the English Isle. He
**★*
I Live My Life (M G M)
made his stage debut in that town at the age of three, in an amateur
After seeing Joan Crawford in a series of psuedo-sophisticated roles
production staged by his mother, who was determined, even at that
in which she spent the major part of her tinne indulging in smart talk
date, to make an actor out of her son. She was one of the organizers
with the Montgomerys and the Gables, it is a pleasant relief to find
of the Birmingham Repertory Company, and through this connection
the young lady in an assignment which gives her an opportunity to
secured Italia Conti for her son's dramatic coach. But Aherne's only
use the dramatic talent she once showed such generous signs of
aim in life was to be a successful business man. It was only after
possessing. Of course this newest Crawford opus has standard Crawgetting down to his last five shillings following a try at the cold, cruel
ford equipment — the idle rich and all the accessories — but W. S.
business woild that Brian turned to acting. This time the grease-paint
Von Dyke, who knows his directions, has handled it in such a way
got Broadway,
him for good.
you'll
be seeing
Crawford
lhat one actually views the dramatic Miss C. of several years ago,
on
for sheOnehasofherthese
eye days
on the
stage,
and is Joan
devoting
every
which should be good news to all of her clients. More good news is
spore
moment
to
study.
She's
built
her
own
Little
Theatre
in
her
the fact that the cast includes Frank Morgan and Brian Aherne. Mr.
Beverly Hills backyard, and with Fronchot Tone and one or two other
cronies, Joan writes, stages and acts in one play after another. . . .
Morgan as the wealthy father of Joan — although the wealth isn't
really his, he married it— is excellent, and Brian Aherne, as an
Frank Morgan started his professional life as a brush salesman, but
archaeologist who follows Joan from Greece to America, proves himringing doorbells soon ceased to be fun, so he decided to follow in
self a swell actor with a light touch which could well be studied by a
brother Ralph's footsteps to the stage.
number of our younger Hollywood citizens. All of which adds up to
the fact that "I Live My Life" is the best Crawford picture in several
****
Barbary Coast (Samuel Goldwyn)
Produced
with the skill and good taste which have accompanied
Preview Postscripts
most
of
Sam
Goldwyn's recent pictures, this tale of California's
Old Sol held up production on this picture for a few days. The
boisterous
youth
emerges
oneplace,
of the
most colorful
company hod gone to Cotalina Islands on location, and director
exciting photoplays.
In theasfirst
you year's
have Miriam
Hopkinsandin
one of her best performances, as the gal from New York, who has
Woody Van Dyke magnanimously gave them the first day off to bask
come west to gather gold without going to the bother of digging
on the beach and enjoy themselves. They did — the first day. But
around the hills for it. Next, there is Eddie Robinson, who is perfect
the second found most of the cost in bed with sunburn salves dripping
from their bodies and ice-pocks from their heads. It was Brian
as the owner of the gambling dive where Miriam decides to settle
down. Eddie is boss of San Francisco, and Miriam teams up with
Aherne's first good dose of California sun, and after a lifetime spent
him, runs his roulette wheels and finds {Continued on page 10)
in the fogs of Englond It hit him pretty hard.
Brian comes from
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Your

Dreams

Of

SCREEN

R omancc

Set To Music!
Dreams of say, mad, exci tins love! Dreams
of slamorous beauty . . brought to life by
the charm of the screen's [oveh'est sins=
ins star. . . and poured forth in an inspir=
ing rhapsody of Jerome Kern's music by
the glorious voice that thrilled the world!

LILY

I DREAM
an

RKO

in

PONS

TOO

MUCH

= Rac[i'o Picture witK

HENRY

FONDA

Osgood PERKINS • Eric BLORE
Directed by John Cromwell
A Pandro S Bernlan Production

Music

by JEROME

composer

of

KERN

''ROBERTA'

■ .'•'•.■.•-;;t

(CONTINUED

FROM

PAGE

8)

(Above) "The Dark Angel" is a picture that no
one should
missSterling
and one
that women'byparticularly will love.
performances
Merle
Oberon, Herbert Marshall and Fredric March.
(Above, right) Warren William plays one of
his lawyer roles in "The Case of the Lucky
Legs," with Genevieve Tobin and Patricia
Ellis in supporting roles. (Right) "The Bishop
Misbehaves," a grand mystery tale v/ith
Norman Foster and Maureen O'Sullivan.

the boys only ioo glad to lose their gold.
Complications arise when she meets Joel McCrea, a young prospector with the heart of a
poet. More complications come when the
law-abiding citizens band together to break
Robinson's lawless control of the city. "Barbery Coast" sets a rapid tempo almost
from its opening shot and maintains it to the
fadeout. Incidentally, you'll be surprised at
the excellent performance by Joel McCrea,
and you'll welcome a new comedian named
Walter Brennan, who'll have you in stitches.
Preview Postscripts
The United Artists lot had a wild and
wicked look while this picture was being
filmed. Son Francisco's water-front of 1850
was faithfully reproduced down to every
saloon, dance-hall and dive. The famous
Barbary Coast was built around the studio's
two-acre water tank, on which floated two
genuine ocean schooners, transplanted from
the Pacific piece by piece for the occasion.
Mud and fog were the two props that caused
the most trouble. Workmen were constantly
busy stirring up barrels of mud to keep the
"streets" covered with the two feet of mire
which took the place of pavement in them
thar days, while Paul Widlcza, Hollywood's
famed fog-maker, worked day and night.
There's not a cough in a carload of his
product, for the old-time smoke and incense
10

fogs are taboo with him. Paul's murky atmosphere comes from an apparatus that
shoots live steam into mineral oil. The temperature was 140 degrees the first few days,
but an air-cooling system was finally installed
which saved considerable wear and tear on
the cast. Not, however, before Director
Hawks had lost 25 pounds, Joel McCreo 17,
and the rest of the crew had lost plenty of
pep if not pounds. Producer Samuel Goldwyn and Art Director Richard Day spent
months scouting around San Francisco for material and old lithographs on the Coast of
the old days. The pleasantest research job
was on the old-time refreshments. "Blue
Blazer" was a favorite In the days when men
were men and whisky was the real stuff.
They just set fire to a gloss of whisky and
downed It for on appetizer. "Prairie Oysters"
were the approved pick-up for the following
A. M. Into this concoction went a raw
egg, salt, pepper, Worcestershire sauce, tobosco and whiskey. This not only picked up
the researchers but practically flung them
through the roof.
The

Last

Days

of

Pompeii (RKO)
As a spectacle, this production rates high in
the month's ratings. As out-and-out dramatic
fare, it is still above the average, although

we believe the photographers and the technical department are the real stars of the
picture. Sets are gorgeous, and the scenes
of the destruction of Pompeii are actually
breath-taking in their seeming reality. For
those scenes alone the picture can be highly
recommended. The story is not the tale we
all know, for the producers have taken it
upon themselves to make a complete change
in that department. We now find "The Last
Days of Pompeii" to be a story of a poor
young blacksmith (Preston Foster) who decides, after his wife and son die, because he
has no funds for their proper care, that
money and power shall be his gods. He
attains his ends only to find everything he
has built up shattered before him, and the
real truth coming to him. An excellent cast
is headed by Basil Rathbone, David Holt,
Louis Calhern, John Wood and Dorothy
Wilson.
Preview Postscripts
Research on this picture took longer than
any yet undertaken by RKO Studios. For a
year and a half, experts waded through material on the ancient days of Pompeii, on
costumes and customs of the people, and
particularly on the architectural developments
of the ducer,
time.
MeriamtripC. toCooper,
took a special
that parttheof'prothe
globe where Pompeii formerly stood, in

MODERN
order to give it a first-hand once-over and
capture the mood of the place. The magnificent sets which were built on the studio lot
were beautiful enough for permanent buildings but were wrecked in order to show the
final scene of the smoking ruins. The last
scene in the picture is an exact replica of
the famous painting from which the film
takes its name. On the sets were reproduced
the Temple of Jupiter, the market and forum,
a section of the Arena with 75-foot statues
surrounding it, a shopping section of the city,
with the potters' shops, silversmith's stores,
wine-shops, etc. There were also built on
the lot two houses typical of that time. They
were complete in every detail with the rooms
opening off a central courtyard as in the
good ol' days. Props for this picture ran
up into Big Money. For wigs alone, $8,000
was spent, to say nothing of the cost of hundreds of suits of armor, chariots and costumes.

****

Shipmates

A

SCREEN

Bi

g

Forever

(Warner's)

The fleet's in again — and so are Ruby
Keeler and Dick Powell. Since this romantic pair has already covered most
branches of their government's service it
seems only natural that they should now
turn their attention to the Navy. There
have been nasty rumors afloat that the
U. S. Navy was plenty peeved at the way
Ruby and Dick have ignored them, so the
Warner Brothers swung into action, and
"Shipmates Forever." Diwe nowrected byhave
Frank Borzage, it turns out to
be one of the better Powell-Keeler offerings. For one thing, Dick is learning how
to act, and although we may be called
old-fashioned for it, we always say acting
helps a picture. Mr. P., incidentally, is a
crooner whose father, a Navy Admiral,
wants him to enter the Naval Academy.
Dick doesn't want to, possibly because he
only recently graduated from West Point
in "Flirtation Walk," but he finally consents and from there on life at the Academy is depicted with humor and spirit.
By now you may be a bit tired of watching actors in imiforms, but you'll enjoy
"Shipmates Forever."
Preview Postscripts
Most of this picture was mode on location
— and interesting ones, too. Frank Borzage,
Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler, Lewis Stone and
Ross Alexander spent a month at Annapolis
and five weeks on the flag-ship "Pennsylvania"
at Son Pedro for local color. The Navy Department evidently likes its activities glorified
with Ruby and Dick, for they offered generous
cooperation in every way, even to sending
two technical experts to Warners for the
length of shooting on the picture. . . . Ruby
Keeler is still Mrs. Al Jolson and now she's
the proud mama of an adopted son, Al, Jr.
The Jclsons hove bought a small ranch out
Son Fernando Valley way and are going to
live the rural life in earnest between pictures.
. . . Dick Powell is o native of Arkansas, but
his "discovery" came. when he was master of
ceremonies for three years in a Pittsburgh
theatre, where Jock Warner spied him. Before
this Dick hod lived a tranquil life back in
Little Rock, where he sang in the church choir
and worked for the telephone company, hoping some day that he might be the leader of
one and vice-president of the other. hie
drifted into the theatre business after a kind
old lady told him his voice was too jazzy for
choir singing. . . . Frank Borzage is one of
Hollywood's finest in the directing line. His
first success was with "Seventh Heaven" and
from then on he has done some of the best
pictures in the business. Borzage is a quiet,
low-spoken man, and remains that way even
in the heat of a polo match, {Coiltd. on p. 98)

ONCE this lady fairly loathed the
idea of taking a laxative. Postponed itas long as she could. Hated
the taste; hated the effect; hated the
aftermath. Then she found out about
Ex-Lax.
It tastes just like smooth, velvety,
delicious chocolate. Mild and gentle in
action . . . approximating Nature. She
found it thorough, too, without overaction.
There was no need for her to keep
on increasing the dose to get results.
On every count she found Ex-Lax the
ideal laxative. It is the best in America
. . . according to America's opinion of
it. Because more people take Ex-Lax
than any other laxative. 46 million

boxes were bought last year alone. 10c
and 25c boxes; at every drug store.
GUARD AGAINST COLDS! . . .Remember
these common-sense rules for fighting colds
— get enough sleep, eat sensibly, dress
warmly, keep out of drafts, keep your feet
dry, and keep regular— with Ex-Lax, the
delicious chocolated laxative.
MAIL THIS COUPON— TODAY!
EX-LAX, Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
MM125 Please send free sample of Ex. Lax.
Name
_

(// vou
Canada,St. write
Ex-Lax, Ltd.,
736 live
.Vofrein Dame
W., Montreal)
When

Nature forgets
remember

—

EXLAX
THE
ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED
LAXATIVE

Tune in on "Stririige as it Seems" , new Ex-Lax Radio Program. See local newspaper for station and time.
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All Photos by J. B. Scott
Colleen Moore's ex, Al Scott, and
Janet Gaynor! This is the latest
bulletin on the Gaynor lass and
from their frequent datings it looks
like big romance stuff.

One of the gayest breakfast parties around
these parts was sponsored by the Eddie
Robinsons a few Sundays ago. It was one of
those affairs where, as someone once said,
"fifty people were invited and all five hundred came." The spacious Robinson lawn
took care of all the customers, however, and
many
a Saturday
night hangover was
whipped
into submission
by a combination of New
Orleans Fizzes, scrambled
eggs and sausages, and
waffles
served
by a
buxom colored lass who
must have been a standin for Aunt Jemima.

You can check Jimmy
Cagney off the list of
Hollywood
Admirals,
because he has
just gone
out and sold his boat. It
was really a sad parting, for Jimmy wanted
to become a hardy old
sea dog. Talking to us
on the "Frisco Kid" set.
he dolefully announced
the sale and his renunciation of the open sea.
It seems, says Jimmy,
that one can't have a boat
and a movie career all at
the same
You when
can't
live
on time.
the boat
you're making a picture,
and when
your studio

YOUR
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They will be married now. Sally
Blane and Norman Foster beam

Two old married steadies, Ruby
Keeler and Al Jolson. Al looks

happily
after Claudette
Colbert's
mail divorce
cleared the
way.

proud after previewing Ruby's
new opus, "Shipmates Forever."

gives you only a week or two lay-off between pictures your vessel comes under
the heading of superfluous scenery. So
it's goodbye to the briny for the Cagneys
until Jimmy decides to retire.

Practically the cream of Hollywood society
turned out recently for the local opening oi
Ina Claire's stage success, "Ode to Liberty."
The lovely Ina's performances are considered swell acting lessons in some quarters
hereabouts, although most of the first-nighters
were there primarily for entertainment. It
was nice to see Ann Harding among those
present, for since her legal battle with exhubby Harry Bannister over the custody of
their
appearances
have
been child
few. Ann's
From public
all indications
she made
up her long absence by enjoying a big
evening with Brian Aherne. And we mean
immense!

Dr. Joel Pressman, who the gossips say
will
Claudette
Colbert's
new hubby,
must soon
have bebeen
a football
star back
in his
college days. Even if he wasn't, he gave
a swell exhibition of broken field running
at the
"Dark with
Angel"
preview.
doctor attended
Claudette
and The
the Paul
Lukases, and it seems he was opposed to
being photographed. So when cameramen
approached, the Lukases and Claudette
formed a flying wedge while Miss Colbert's favorite physician neatly picked his
way through the crowd and into the safety

LATEST

of the lobby. Score, at the end of the
first quarter : Dr. Pressman, 7— Photographers, 0.

This month's leather medal for hard luck
goes to "Riff Raff," the Spencer Tracy-Jean
Harlow picture. Jean and Spencer took
turns being ill for several weeks during production, with Spencer leading by a cold in
the nose. The day we dropped in on them
Spencer's cold was doing very well for
itself, but that wasn't bothering him half as
much as the fact that he was wearing makeup for the first time. He actually cowered
at the approach of the make-up man with
his powder puff, much to the amusement
of director J. Walter Rubin and a collection
of prop boys.
One of the current questions in Hollywood is : what are Janet Gaynor's plans
for the future? Since the merger of Fox
and 20th Century no picture has been
announced for the Gaynor, although there
is still a period to go on her contract.
Her last picture was supposed to have
been "Way Down East," but after the reported "head-on collision" with Henry
Fonda on the set she left the picture and
was replaced by Rochelle Hudson. That
bump on the head must have gone to the
little lady's heart, for she seems to have
given up her former gentlemen friends and
is now seen everywhere with Al Scott,
the millionaire ex-hubby of Colleen
Moore.
It looks serious !

HOLLYWOOD

Now you see them and now you
don't — Jack Gilbert beauing the
Dietrich! This billing is subject to change
by the hour!

The Harlow family is having its troubles.
First Jean's mother announced she was
divorcing Marino Bello, whom she married
in 1927. Mr. B., it seemed, spent too much
money for clothes, among other things. And
just a few days after the Bello divorce suit
was announced, Jean whispered to friends
that she and Bill Powell had decided that
all marriage plans are off, but they're still
to
out with
other gives
when the
they're
the gomood.
All each
of which
Heartsin
and Flowers department a severe jolt, for
Jean and Bill for the past several moons
have been one of this town's most attractive
matrimonial candidates. And here's more
news! Bill has been escorting his ex- wife
Carole Lombard, about town.
■

■ ■

It's getting so a star can't look at another star without also coming face to
face with one of those ever-alert cameras,
as Joan Bennett and George Raft will
gladly testify. Joan and George are good
friends and have just finished co-starring
in "She Couldn't Take It." Sooo, the other
night Joan was stagging it at the Trocadero (hubby Gene Markey is in London)
when she bumped into George. The gallant Mr. R., also alone, offered to escort
Joan home, which was fine except that
just as they reached the door a newspaper
photographer snapped them. Now Joan
didn't want Gene to think she was stepping out on him, and our George was
averse to having Virginia Pine regard
him as a two-timer, so a kind-hearted photographer agreed to destroy the print.

WHAT'S

WHATl
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Ain't love swell?
Maybe Franchot has made Joan Crawford
"Mrs. Tone" by the time you see
this devoted snap.

As we go to press the score on the much
touted Crawford-Tone nuptials stands at no
hits, no runs and plenty of errors as far as
the press and Joan are concerned. Joan
hit New York and Grand Central in a blaze
of glory the other a.m. Franchot, who was
also on the Century, obligingly did a
fadeout at Harmon to leave Joan alone
with her public. But somehow, the press got
mixed up with the public and asked some
very impertinent questions about the rumored
wedding and Joan didn't like it at all.
However, M-G-M saved the situation for the
hcrrassed fourth estate by letting them have
a chummy get-together with Joan, still sans
Tone, at the Waldorf the following day.
Joan sat on the floor, waving white gloved
hands and refusing prettily to mention the
moot question while the press had a jolly
time talking mere nothings, but "nothing,"
my dears. Score another five-star performance for Joan despite a thin plot!

Marlene Dietrich has just finished
"Desire," her first picture away from the
supervision of Josef Von Sternberg, and
the whole town is anxiously awaiting the
preview. Von Sternberg, who brought
Marlene fame in "The Blue Angel" and
directed all her American pictures, has

Personal appearance

and debut

of June Dorothea Erwin. Isn't she
a perky lass? Papa Stu holds
her efficiently, being his second.

You had to look like a hayseed
to get into Pinky Tomlin's party,
so Jack Oakie is dressed up but
Alice Faye carries her props.

given way to Frank Borzage. Incidentally,
during the making of the picture Marlene
saw a number of interviewers, and Paramount mstructed them all not to ask her
a single question about Yon. The interviewers agreed, and everything was lovely except that Marlene talked on only
one subject, and that was Von Sternberg.

Personal to Mae West: Remember the evening a few weeks ago when you dined out
with a pair of gentlemen friends? And one
of them paid the check and generously
slapped down two dollar bills for a tip?
Maybe you were impressed and maybe you
weren't. Two dollars is a nice tip, but
here's one we'll pass on to you. If you
recall, the big-hearted boy friend was last
to leave the table, and in a perfect example of timing and poise, he made one of
those hand-is-quicker-than-the-eye gestures
and rescued one of his bucks.

Connie Bennett is still the best offscreen actress in Hollywood, in spite of a
lot of competition. We mean that when
La Bennett makes an entrance in a public
place it's so grand that one almost looks

Just before Merle Oberon

left for

Europe she attended "The Dark
Angel" preview with David Niven, her favorite Hollywood escort.

Meet Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perry.
The bride is Helen Vinson to you
and she looks pretty happy as
she and her husband cut cake.

around for the cameras and the lights.
Connie has a knack of arriving places at
dramatic moments. At a tense moment
in the tennis matches a few weeks ago,
with
everyone
everyone's
breath,
the lovely
Missholding
B. made
her entrance.
Full of "perze" and such, she strolled
calmly all the way across the grandstand,
paused momentarily, and strolled all the
way back — she was looking for her private
box. Finally, with a happy smile, she
located it. It was the same one she had
been sitting in every day for a week.

We've heard of busy people, but a new
high in that sort of thing was established
recently by Binnie Barnes. When a girl
tosses a te-rrific cocktail party for a hundred
or so guests and then finds she's so busy
she can't attend it herself — well, that's what
happened to Binnie. The party was in honor
of her husband, Samuel Joseph, a British art
dealer who was in Hollywood for a twoweeks' visit, and Binnie invited practically
everyone in town. Just as things were about
to start, comes a call from dat ol' davil
studio, and Miss B., full of apologies, scampers out. The guests were extremely loyal,
however, for some of them stayed on and
on and still on.

And what's this? Jeanette MacDonald without Bob Ritchie and
with Gene Raymond? Mr. Ritchie
was
in England
on business.

MODERN
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Just to show you how stories get their
on how
start in Hollywood, here's the dope
the Bing Crosby divorce rumor got around.
Bing's Toluca Lake home has only three
bedrooms, and since the Crosbys are getting numerous Bing put the house up lor
sale, planning to build a home in Beverly
Hills big enough to hold all the present and
future crooners. The minute the house was
offered for sale the rumors began, but they
turned out to be falser than a dollar alarmclock. Bing sold the house to Al Jolson, who
gave it to Ruby's mama and all the Keelers.
And Bing isn't going to build a home in
Beverly Hills after all. His Toluca Lake
neighbors, including Jack Oakie, Dick Powell
and W. C. Fields, sent Bing a petition saying that Beverly Hills was too good for him.
So the Crosby mansion is being erected at
Toluca Lake, and Bing remains one of the
lake's respected citizens, along with the
aforementioned gentlemen, the Richard Arlens and Egbert, the swan.

NEMO

It's becoming almost legendary with the
Barrymores, but when one of them is in
difficuhy the rest of the clan rushes in to
help. For instance, when John, after his
highly-pubHcized pursuit across the continent, arrived in Los Angeles brother
Lionel was on hand to meet him. All has
not been well between the brothers B. of
late, and it is to Lionel's credit that he
can swallow the Barrymore pride when
an emergency arises.

"Your corsets — since you wear
them next to your skin — need frequent washings," declares Nemo.
"Not only to preserve their looks
and fit, but because perspiration
when allowed to remain in fine
corsets actually rots away the

Since Henry Fonda scored such a tremendous hit in "The Farmer Takes a Wife," a
couple of producers have been toying with
the idea of co-starring him in a picture with
his former wife, who happens to be Margaret SuUavan. The idea isn't as impossible as it may sound, for Henry and La
Sullavan have co-starred in summer stock
since their divorce and may well be talked
into doing the same for the cameras. Just
to
completeWilly
the Wyler,
picture, could
perhaps
husband,
be Margaret's
persuaded
to direct. And the blonde menace could be
played by Shirley Ross, who is Henry's
current heart-throb.

strength of the fabric!"
A DANGER. Your corsets are
made of "live" fabric — need gentle treatment. Don't make the
mistake of washing them with hot
water or a strong soap ! Any soap
less pure than Ivory is apt to
make the elastic flabby. Use chiffon-thin Ivory Flakes, made of
pure Ivory Soap — "safe even for

We imagine that no one was more surprised than Frances Dee, recently, when
she opened the daily papers and read that
she was in Reno to get a divorce from
Joel McCrea. Not to mention the amazement of all Hollywood which had thought
that Frances was down at the McCrea
ranch
new itoffspring's
Severalawaiting
editions alater
came out arrival.
that it
was all a mistake and that Dorothy Lee
was in Reno divorcing Marshall Duffield,
the former football hero. Just how the
fourth estate got so muddled with their
Dees and Lees is a mystery — but everyone was glad that one of Hollywood's
happier couples hadn't joined the friendlydivorcers.

The fashion queen of the tennis matches
was undoubtedly Kay Francis. The day we
saw her the gorgeous Francis arrived in
something very special and very much beyond our masculine powers of description.
All we know is that her arrival was accompanied by the proper number of "Ahs" and
"Ohs," which is as it should be. The only
unusual thing about her appearance was
that she wasn't accompanied by Delmer
Daves, who's her constant companion on her
nights out. Delmer is a scenario scrivener
{Continued on page 56)

skin."
Aa baby's
PRECAUTION.
"If you give
your corsets Ivory Flakes care you
can keep them looking as they did
in the fitting room," promises
Nemo. "Ivory Flakes are an absolutely pure soap — they preserve
the elasticity and fit, prolong the

FLA
KE
life of fine corsets!"
DO's and DON'Ts in Corset-washing
DO use lukewarm water and pure Ivory Flakes.
DON'T use a less-pure soap — it weakens fabrics.
DO squeeze suds through, using a soft brush on soiled
spots — Rinse in lukewarm water.
DON'T rub, wring or twist — it may distort the
DO garment.
roll in towel and knead to remove excess moisture.
DON'T allow to remain rolled up.
DO dry garment away from heat — Press fabric parts
on wrong side with a moderately warm iron.
DON'T use hot iron — Don't iron elastic.

IVORY

FLAKES
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Perfumes can do wonders for one, when applied properly and selected wisely. Notice Rita Cansino (above,
left), applying a dash of her favored scent to her eyelids and Mary Carlisle (above) touching her ear lobes
with the perfume bottle stopper. Nowadays, perfumes
are done up so elegantly that they find their way into
many a Christmas stocking. The sketch on the left
may give you some gift suggestions.
BY

LET

YOUR

PERFUME

MARY

REFLECT

IF PERFUMES were chosen to fit personalities, we would have to choose a brand new
for Merle Oberon in "The Dark Angel."
onewould
It
have to be a sort of elusive perfume
that would take wings when you were closest
to it, that would never overwhelm you with
the definiteness of its odor. It would have to be a blend
of such richness and variety as to suit this amazing Merle,
who can make real such widely varying roles as that of
the young English girl in "The Dark Angel" and the
Japanese wife in "Thunder in the East." How
poignant the
dififerent
perfume we would choose for her now than
we would have chosen for her in her. exotic era.
Before her part in "The Dark Angel," Merle Oberon
always played purely exotic roles. The exotic has given
way to the smartly wholesome, as represented by Merle
Oberon and Myrna Loy, two of the most interesting
women on the screen, who have been de-Orientalized for
modern roles. And the exotic in perfume has given
way to the light bouquet odors, blended of the fragrance
of myriad flowers, as Merle and Myrna are blends of
myriad personality types in one. Just as you are and as
we all are.
Perfumes seem to run in cycles like films.
For a
16
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while we had a regular run on Japanese and Chinese
screen stories. Perhaps that was why my conversation
with a film executive, who had just recently returned
from Japan, turned to incense-guessing parties, of all
things.
They have them in Japan, you know.
CENSERS of incense are passed around, each guest
smells dutifully of the fumes, and records his guess.
As the game progresses, the sense of smell becomes so
numbed that it is customary to rinse the mouth at intervals with pure vinegar. (And, come to think of it, a
vinegar rinse ought to be excellent for the girl who sat
next to me in the theatre last night. I practically drowned
in her perfume.) It seems that instructions are very
rigid where the guests are concerned at these incenseguessing parties. Etiquette demands that the guests wear
no perfume themselves ; further, that they must not have
eaten any but the lightest and least odorous of foods
before coming. It wouldn't do for them to stage a party,
for example, after an American Thanksgiving dinner
where the turkey is stuffed with sage and onions. But
even further than that, they are expected to take a prolonged hot bath just before the party, and at the party
they are expected to give their entire attention to the

MODERN
indulging in no unnecessary conversation.
Well, maybe an incense-guessing
party wouldn't be so much fun, but
how about a perfume-guessing party ?
Now I can't pass the perfumes under
your noses and require you to take
vinegar rinses, but I certainly can
describe some perfumes that are

IB
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bride

worth while "guessing at." They
make your mouth water in anticipation of }-our next party . . . and
g u e s s - w h o - w i 11-be-the-belle-of -theball ? I don't say that a perfume can
transform you from a Lizzie Glutz
into a Claudette Colbert, but I do say
that it can give you an emotional lift,
and a confident little thrill that will
do wonders for you socially.
Um-m-m . . . smell the gardenia?
And no Joan Crawford in sight. The
fragrance comes from one of the
smart little bottles pictured in the
art spot on page 16. There are gardenia perfumes and gardenia perfumes— and most of them I have felt
too awfully extravagant, even for
perfume. But this is as inexpensive
as it is delightful. Gardenia is a
challenging fragrance, you know.
That's why it does things to you,
and for you.

HERE'S A perfume for you to
smell only at a luncheon or breakfast guessing party. It's especially
created for daytime wear. It is
lightly unobtrusive. Even the hardest boiled boss couldn't object to it in
his office. (Have you seen Claudette
Colbert in "She Married Her Boss" ?)
When you leave the office and throw
ofif your "office personality," or when
you leave the house and want to
throw off the shackles of the wifehousekeeper personality, then there's
a special evening perfume for you,
a twin to the daytime creation. They
say that twins are generally less alike
in most ways than sisters. That's
why I call this evening perfume the
twin of the daytime fragrance.
You'll like them both, but I think the
evening number will be your favorite.
It will be a long time before the
lilacs bloom again. But you can
catch the true essential fragrance of
lilacs in this next perfume I'm waving provocatively under your very
noses. A famous actress once said
that she had two favorite fragrances
in the whole wide world. One was
the smell of lilacs in the warm spring
rain, the other was the smell of fresh,
warm gingerbread.

There's another perfume that
makes you think of all the freshness
of a garden in the warm, spring rain.
It paints a perfume picture of romance in the rain. It comes in talcum powder, Eau de Cologne, and
other
{Continued
on
page 72)

TALL— with honey-colored hair,
gray eyes and a smooth, beautiful skin — Camay never had a fairer
or more sincere advocate.
What she doesn't quite understand is why all women — everywhere— aren't just as devoted to
Camay! And there is something in
her viewpoint. Because if you, and
you, and you would begin today
with Camay — note how swiftly it
lathers and how luxuriantly — how

pleasant is its delicate fragrance —
how soft and smooth it keeps your
skin — -what definite improvements
follow its use— Camay would be your
beauty soap, solely and exclusively !
Buy at least three cakes of Camay
today. You'll find that its price is
surprisingly low.
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

CAMAY
17
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VOICE

TIBBETT!

He stirs you as never before in this great picture,
revealing the glamour

and glory . . . comedy

and

caprice . . . rivalries and loves . . . behind the curtain of the world's most spectacular opera house!

VIRGINIA
ALICE
CESAR

BRUCE

BRADY
ROMERO

THURSTON

DARRYL
20th

Directed

HEAR

F. ZANUCK

CENTURY

Presented

THE

HALL

PRODUCTION

by Joseph

M. Schenck

by Richard Boleslawski
•
GREAT

TIBBETT

SING:

Pagliacci . The Road to Mandalay
The Toreador Song from Carmen
The Barber of Seville • Faust
18
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Over at the Brothers Warner there's a dark-eyed little girl who is busy chalking up some excejlent
credit marks to um'
her name. She's Olivia De Havilland who surprised you with her swell
Wa)
White
performance of tiermia in "A Midsummer Night's Dream." She's up -Ihpi
to her pretty ears in
pirates at the moment as you can guess by the trappings above. "Captain Blood" is the business in hand and it gives her another neat little part to prove how versatile she is.
21
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When gals sigh over you and men admit you're a "good guy," then
you can be called a matinee idol. That's how Dick Powell rates.
He's Hollywood's most elusive bachelor and one of its busiest actors.
"Shipmates Forever," with Ruby Keeler, is his current opus.

Those old meanies who whispered
that the Hepburn crown was slipping
have had to eat their words. After
Kate's tender, sympathetic

portrayal

of
pathetic
"AliceseatAdams,"
shepoor
can silly,
snatch
back that
on the
top of the Hollywood heap. "Sylvia
Scarlett" will give her another meaty
part that should be right in her stride
now that she is geared to a new
dramatic pace. Those rumors of her
marriage to Leland Heyward still persist, but after her silence on her first
marriage, it's doubtful that the gossips
will get farther than rumor.

Meei the screen's number one silent, he-man.
Gary Cooper can suffer more stoically, meet situations mors forcefully and tie more leading women
into knots by his I-understand-it-all lovemakmg than any one other movie hero.
Having just dreamed his life away in "Peter Ibbetson"
with Ann Harding, Gary will cast his spell next on Marlene Dietrich in "Desire."
They should
make an exciting team — the Dietrich lure plus the Cooper charm.

Lovely

to look at, delightful to

see — is Gladys Swarthout, who
will make you revise the notion
that

all operatic

fair, fat and

stars

forty. A

are

piquant

personality...a charm and grace
all her own...a voice of molten
gold...audiences will take Miss
Swarthout to their hearts when
they see her in Paramount's
colorful "Rose of the Rancho,"
in which she is co-starred with
John Boles.
ADV.

A

YEAR ago when things looked bleak and
hopeless all over the country, when no conversation was ever concluded without a few groans
over the depression, Washington held out
helping hands in the ' form of the AAA,
NRA, SERA and many other alphabetical combinations. Then, suddenly, Hollywoodinwent the
in for
"letters"
too,
and out
Westthe was
organized
the TRA.
It is safe to wager that Washington has never heard of the
TRA, although the most
hard-boiled pessimist must
admit that this one depression cure has made
greater strides toward
a complete mental
and financial re-

LTemple
i f e son.
in persaver"

THE

DE-

PRESSION'S
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FOR
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THOUSAND
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covery

than

all

the

other

remedies

put

together.

TRA, if you're still with me, stands for the "Temple
Recovery Act," and the big brains of this organization is
little Shirley Temple.
TO MANY people, this beautiful child is known as a
career-saver for Jimmy Dunn, who was floundering about
in a rough sea of bad roles and in worse pictures when
Shirley threw him a life line in "Baby Take a Bow."
Two pictures with Shirley Temple and Jimmy is tops
again.
To Hollywood casting directors, she is that little girl
who, through her unbelievable popularity, has caused their
offices to be overrun with thousands of other curly-haired
children whose mothers are of the opinion that their little
pets have everything that Shirley has. "Yes, and a little
more," says one fond mama firmly.
To the financial barons of the Fox organization and to
many a motion picture theatre box office suffering from
undernourishment, Shirley was a Godsend ; to theatre
patrons all over the world she was something new and
amusing to see when Mr. Hays and his moral squad said
"nix for
on the
sex blues.
appeal," and she has been an international
cure
That would seem enough for one small girl to have
accomplished before her sixth birthday, but Shirley stops
at nothing. Not content with cheering up half the civilized population of the world, she has done a man's size
job of bringing about financial recovery for, a great many
people.
Three people have a salary 52 weeks a year on account
of Shirley's meteor-like rise to stardom. When actually
making pictures, which is about forty weeks a year, seven
more people have regular weekly salaries. This does not
Such

cunning costumes as this mecm 52
weeks of work for the
studio seamstresses.

All of Shirley's dresses
hove a childish simplicity like this pale
blue silk with organdy.

include the hundreds of people who work in and on her
pictures or the hundreds of others who are employed in
the various Shirley Temple enterprises throughout the
country.

DURING THE making of "Curly Top," there was the
usual rush of activity in the wardrobe department. The
hum of sewing machines, the jangle of telephones and
the rushing about of fitters and seamstresses all added to
the general confusion.
Suddenly, above the general tumult, a child's voice
floated out through a transom over a fitting-room door.
"I want to show the girls," the tiny voice demanded.
"Please let me show the girls my wedding dress."
Almost immediately the door opened and out came
Shirley resplendent in • a white satin wedding dress.
Grasping her long skirt with one hand and her veil with
the other, she skipped gaily toward the sewing room.
"Sing, girls, sirig!" she demanded, as she stood poised
in the doorway. "You must sing the wedding song."
With no thought other than to obey the command of
their princess, for to them Shirley is nothing less, all
work stopped and a dozen or so sewing women began to
sing, "Here Comes the Bride," as Shirley tripped happily
down between the long rows of sewing tables, the recipient of adoring glances as she passed.
"It's beautiful," said one woman. "All you need is a
"Yes," Shirley giggled, "the only thing missing is the
husband."
THE PARADE over, Shirley was maneuvered back into
broom."
the
fitting room by her mama and the French designer,
Rene Hubert.
Reluctantly, she (Continued on page 78)
Rene Hubert, designer
of this daisy dress,
says there's no star
he'd rather create for.

She wore this in
"Curly Top" but her
favorite dress was
the wedding gown.
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(Left) Spencer says, "For actors to
complain about Hollywood and the
producers is like a spoiled brat hitting an undemanding parent in the
face. ' ' (Below) With Virginia Bruce and
Robert Barrat in "Murder Man." (Right)
His deaf son, Johnny, whom Spencer
adores, and, extreme right, his wife.

"ME," SAID Spencer Tracy, "I pay for what
I get. I also get what I pay for. Every sorrow in my life has had its corresponding joy.
Every loss has had its profit. My life, like

"WHICH BRINGS me to Hollywood— the debit and
credit sheets of Hollywood. Well," said Spencer, leaning across our table for two in the M-G-M commissary
while that sun-tanned, blue-eyed rough-hewn face of his

everybody else's, I guess, is a matter of debit
and credit. The scales weigh pretty even if you have
the patience to balance them.

blazed with an honesty as real as flame, "well, I'm kinda
nuts
on the
on the
said that
most subject
of life of
is aHollywood
matter of debit
and scales.
credit. I've
So

"I can't discuss any vital matter," Spence said, that
shy and honest grin of his making a ruggedly plain face

is Hollywood but with the credit side so outweighing the
debit that a man would be a son of a sea cook to do much
complaining.

not plain at all, "I can't talk about anything concerning
myself without bringing my ten-year-old son, Johnny, into
it. That's because Johnny is the vital thing in my life,
you know. It's his tenth birthday today, by the way.
He's having twenty-one kids in for a party. I'm the
twenty-oneth !
"Well. Johnny, as you know, doesn't hear. He had
infantile paralysis when he was too little a shaver to have
met up with suffering at all. He has caused me the nearest thing to heartbreak I ever want to know. On the other
hand he has given me profound happiness, the emotion
of a deeper tenderness than I could ever have known
without him, a humble understanding of what courage
can be in a little kid, a thrilling hope for what we may
build together out of his disasters. Pretty heavy «on the
credit side, huh?
"My own mistakes — romance I should have foregone
— the 'bad boy' I've played on occasion — the remorse of
these derelictions, however beautiful, have been balanced
by a deeper understanding with my wife, a stronger love
of home and home things than I could have had in any
other way. Sure sorrow and shame have their credit
side. Their faces, when reversed, are sort of divine.

"And I'm not in the soft-soap business, either. I can
wave a red flag with the best of them if there's anything
to wave about. But I'd like to know where else in the
world people could make what we make here. Nowhere !
I get so damned sick and tired of hearing beefs about
producers, about parts that have to be played, about staying on sets until after sundown, about 'injustices' ! Injustice hell! When a producer is paying a man some
hundred and fifty thousand dollars a year — which is just
one hundred and forty-nine thousand and nine hundred
more than that same man would be likely to get for any
other job — why shouldn't the producer be entitled to ask
the actor to postpone his dinner hour a few minutes? I
sometimes think the studios will have to work with dogs
if the actors don't get hep to themselves and get off their
high horses and down on their knees where they belong.
"I've often had to get out of a room because I couldn't
sit with a gathering of people where some million dollars
a year or more is represented in actual earnings and listen
to the yowlings about the working hours, and all the other
thises and thats. Why, blank-blank-blank, most of us
never heard of such sums of (Continued on page 81)
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PUT

Directly crbove you see
the Luise Rainer who
made such a great hit as
the little companion in
"Escapade." And surrounding her you see
Luise Rainer as she is today, living high
lywood hill with
future at her
This charming

on a Hola brilliant
fingertips.
Viennese

girl made a first-picture
success and now she is
all set. She waves aside
flattery, loves American
jokes and negro jazz, tries
hard

to speak only English but has to converse
in German with her Scotch
terrier! Her next role is
in "The Great Ziegfeld"
with William Powell.

LUISE

RAINER

ON

HOLLYWOOD'S

THERE MUST be something to a star who
refuses to be flattered !
Luise Rainer is such a girl. Flatter her, if you
will, but be prepared for the consequences. If
she simply laughs at you consider yourself
lucky. If she calls you "liar" — in a perfectly charming
way, of course — you will be astonished to find yourself
laughing with her, for Luise is one of those rare people
who can do' such things and get away with it !
Why ?
Probably because she is so dififerent from anything
Hollywood has ever known. Because she is so utterly
appealing.
Right here let me say that I don't mean to "reveal"
her. There is no knowing Luise, I'll confess that. One
minute she is a madonna, her luminous eyes shining with
all that is good and sweet — ^and the very next she is the
gamin, indulging in impish pranks, her little nose crinkled
with fun, her lovely teeth exposed in a broad smile. I
don't believe she knows herself, has plumbed the depths
of her abyssmal little soul, for there is a great deal to
her. Her tremendous achievements are a source of wonder and admiration to everyone. But I will profess to
know her at least as well as those few who have been privileged to share her hopes, her memories and her dreams.
I was talking with an M-G-M executive about her the
other day, and among many things he told me:
"Luise is a marvelous person. She is the best actress
on the lot. She does everything thoroughly and everything right."
The make-up artist, Lillian Rosine, said :
"She is so anxious to grasp — and she grasps everything !"
While Peter Lorre insists :
"She can make those who look at her face know
actly what she is thinking !"

ex-

STAR

ROLL

The point really is, I guess, that Luise knows exactly
what others think !
ALONE IN a foreign land, acclaimed and fawned upon
franklyher: tremendous success in "Escapade," she told me
since
"All my photogi-aphs flatter me. I know, because I
have been looking into my mirror for twenty-three years !"
And what answer is there to that?
But things were not always champagne and caviar with
Luise. Her father, a merchant of Dusseldorf, managed
to lose the family fortune when she was sixteen. This
was the first crisis in her life and she met it admirably.
She announced she was going to visit her grandmother,
and turning her thoughts and feet in the direction of the
Luise Dumont Theatre she presented herself for an audition. Ten minutes later she had been oflFered a contract,
accepted it, and there she remained for two years, adding
to the family's income and her own invaluable exjjerience.
Her next stop was the Reinhardt Theatre in Vienna,
where success was assured. When only a child she had
travelled in Italy, Switzerland, France, Germany and all
parts of Austria. She attended no less than eight schools,
and she learned languages, "all except English." She
also studied art and music, becoming an accomplished
pianist. But her histrionic achievements were so immediately brilliant that she cast her lot with the theatre, and
after Vienna, she travelled throughout Europe, adding to
her fast-growing prestige.
During the engagement of Pirandello's "Six Characters
in Search of an Author" she was signed by Metro and
rushed to Hollywood, and here we find her now. a bu.sy.
happy young person entirely engrossed in her work.
"Do you know what I like about America?" she exclaimed, with those same delightful mannerisms which
earned her the love and
{Continued on page 84)
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OSBORN

I ENTERED the impressive offices of Bing
Crosby, Inc., not expecting to see Bing, but
to talk to Ijrothers Everett and Larry Crosby
about an appointment with Dixie Lee Crosby.
(They're a gang, that clan, and to see one,
you usually have to be passed on by all.) I
didn't want even to see Bing, but there he was, anyway,
in pins and needles — not on them, but I mean in them,
literally — for there was the Crosby tailor taking tucks in
the Crosby suit, because the Crosby physique had lost
weight.
"What do you want to see Dixie about?" asked Bing,
his arms spread wide, to avoid the pins.

I

"To find out the best rules for holding a husband —
you, for example. She seems to have been very successful and I have . . ."
But I was interrupted. "Stuff and nonsense!" said
Bing. without changing his awkward position, and I would
say that at that moment Bing came as near to being bombastic as his easy-going disposition will probably ever
allow him to be. "That's a lot of tommy-rot . . . ridiculous to say the least. Her holding me ! I'm easily held.
Most husbands are. But holding a wife — well, now,
that's something, something that requires brains and a
lot of finesse, especially when the wife's as attractive as
Dixie." (Puffing himself up a bit as he talked.) "If I
do say so, I think I deserve the credit in my family ! And
I can get away with saying so, because it's a compliment
to her. Now, why don't you do a story like that ! 'How
to hold a husband' — there have been a million stories like
that — but 'How to hold a wife' — there you've got something practical and original !"
"Have I ? Well, it all depends what you've got to say
on the subject, Bing, old Bing. So go ahead — my pencil
is poised — and give!"
FIRST

BING

experimented to see if the suit would give.

It did, so he sat down. "In the first place, for a happy
marriage, the woman has got to rule the roost. I know
some men think differently about it but they're wrong.
There's no woman living who wouldn't rather boss than
be bossed. It's natural — and it's nice. I like it, anyway.
Dixie rules our roost, and she can continue to. It takes
a lot of responsibility off my (Continued on page 63)
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holl'k^ood's
little
wom'en
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daddies'
MURIEL

whims!

BABCOCK

LOOKING AFTER papa— seeing that his
bank account isn't raided, that he gets home to
bed early, that the blondes don't snatch him —
is a full-time job for a good Hollywood wife.
What would you do if you saw your husband
set upon by, not one, but twenty predatory
women ? You'd probably shriek and run to his rescue. A
movie wife can't. She has to control herself. I actually
saw Mrs. Fred Astaire stand calmly and without a
tremor, while a group of gurgling,^ feminine fans practically rushed her husband off his feet. They flattered him,
cooed at him, and patted him.
Someone said, "Doesn't that disturb you? I should
think it would make you furious."
"No," said Mrs. Astaire, "the time to get furious is
when they pay no attention to him. Being idolized by his
fans
is part
of his that
stock Mrs.
in trade."
Yet,
I noticed
Fred stood right there and
watched everything. At the psychological moment, she
grabbed hubby by the arm and nonchalantly dragged him
away, leaving the fans high and dry.
Mrs. Fred is one of our most astute and clever wives.
She keeps herself in the background, yes, but Fred scarcely
makes a move without her counsel. She spends long
hours on the set, watching him dance, later analyzing and
discussing his work with him. She makes a full-time
job out of beings good and clever wife.
I DON'T know why it is, but there are just as many
children among our big handsome male screen idols as
there are in any good representative kindergarten. Lots
of these well-tailored he-men you see strutting across the
screen in the latest London tweed or specially cut tails
are so helpless they can't even tie their own neckties without mama's help.
Not many wives, of course, go to the lengths one did
in seeing that her husband started the day in a tranquil
mood and was protected from any jarring notes, as he
awakened from his rest-giving slumbers. This was Mrs.
George Bancroft. Instead of grabbing Georgie by the
arm and giving him a good hard shake when it was time
for him to get up, she used to waft an orange peel gently
in front of his nose. Whether the orange peel brought
on a terrific sneeze which jolted (Continued on page 65)
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A hit in "Farmer
Wife/'
Takescasta Fonda
Fox
in *'Way Down
East" with Rochelle Hudson.

THERE

ARE

a lot

MEET

HENRY

to the movies with if the city
slicker forgot to phone or if the
handsome youth on the fifth
floor suddenly remembered that
he always took his sister to the
movies on Saturday night.
Then Henry would get a break.
Not that he was ever a male

in Holh'of
woodpeople
who claim
that
Henry Fonda has
had a lot of luck. In
FONDA!
HOLLYthe cinema city less
than a year, the lad who until
WOOD PREDICTS
recently was merely a producer's gift to the summer
wallflower, mind you. No indeed. There w€re plenty of
stock company, has found himBIG
THINGS
FOR
HIM
self cast with Janet Gaynor in
girls who would have enjoyed
"The Farmer Takes a Wife,"
BY MARTHA
KERR
his company, but they weren't
and serving as leading man to
intere.sted.
Margaret Sullavan, so he wasn't
Lily Pons diminutive star of
the Metropolitan ( )pera. Any
Finally, came their engagement in stock. It was summer stock in a town flooded
one of the al)Ove assignments would have sent the averwith moonlight and honeysuckle. The roles were romanage leading man ahout town "into the throes." but our
Henry seems to have taken it all in stride.
tic and Miss Sullavan said "Yes" to the sincere youth
It is easy to believe that the Fonda could easily play
who had been asking her to marry him for man}' months.
After the stock engagement. Margaret went to Chicago
the original Bashful Boy. There are plenty of conceited
youths in town who have a strong "Ritz" complex and
who charge their concentrated aloofness to being that
shy. However, it is the belief of those who know him
best that Henry really would have plenty to say if he'd
bother to put his thoughts into words.
Several years ago he met Margaret Sullavan in New
York.

He became one of her beaux — the one she'd go
34

in a play and it was from the ^^^indy City that Henry
received a wire informing him that he was a free man
once again, that the little woman had divorced him. He
had no inkling that she had any thought of becoming a
divorcee in her pretty head. But who ever has an inkling
of what goes on in the Sullavan cranium ?
To say that this was a blow {Continued on pai/c 75)
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CHATTER IN HOLLYWOOD:
'Tis said Greta Garbo
is extremely unhappy over her romance with George
Brent. Believe it or not, the greatest screen vamp of
modern times is reported to have fallen desperately in
love zmth the handsome Brent. And when Brent, who
loves to fly and play tennis, seemed to prefer his sports,
Garbo is said to have actually sulked. Well, personally,
I think this makes Iter more human. And another thing'
that makes her human is that she is rowing with Fredric
March. Freddie, who is tops today when it comes to
acting, has been unconsciously doing a little scene stealing and Greta doesn't like it. (News item some time ago.)
BELIEVE-IT-OR-NOT RIPLEY should know about
this. For if there lives the man who can make Garbo
(Garbo!) "extremely unhappy" over her romance with
him, if there lives the man who would make Garbo
"sulk." if there lives the man who prefers to fly, swim
or fish father than to dally with the Solitary Swede —
well, words fail me. All I can say is that the case should
be investigated and analyzed. I investigated. The clinical diagnosis follows.
I talked with George Brent in an office on the Warner
Brothers lot. He had exactly one hour to give me. For
within the hour and ten minutes he was taking off in his
plane, by himself, for ten days in Mexico. Fishing, adventuring, alone. A ten days' leave had come his way
after nine consecutive pictures. And he was taking the
ten days not where the Garbos glow nor the Crawfords
charm but somewhere in darkest Mexico, with a fishing
rod, womanless. . . .
I put two and two together and the total tallied with
the newspaper excerpt above.
Nor is it only Garbo, the great and glamorous who
becomes mortal for long enough (Continued on page 68)
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Above

and
left, Dolores alone and with
her husband, Cedric
Gibbons.
Below left,
with

Everett Marshall in "I Live for
Love." An apt title
for her own life.
Dolores thinks of
her marriage as
an exciting
love

affair.
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By

HILARY

THERE'S an enormous mural in the Mexican Embassy
Hall in Paris painted by the well-known Mexican artist,
Zarraga. It's one of those pictures that creates discussion because it has a message — and it's created plenty —
for and against ! In the central group of three figures,
a beautiful dark orchid of a girl, obviously of the upper
classes, is breaking the shackles that bind two workers—
a peasant farmer and a mechanic.
The girl who posed for the main figure was Dolores
del Rio. It was painted during her honeymoon grand
tour of Europe with her first husband, the ill-fated Jaime
del Rio. In the face qf much criticism — particularly
from her socialite friends in Mexico City — Dolores finally
succumbed to the pleadings of the young artist who had
received the important commission, and consented to pose
for him.
"1 always loved that painting," she told me very simply,
"because it symbolized what has happened in my own
life — the break from a hide-bound, artificial existence,
shackled by old-fashioned, stifling, social conventions to
the unrestricted modern life I lead with Cedric today."
(Cedric, in case you don't know, being Cedric Gibbons,
the famous art director of M-G-M.)
Dolores declares she is one of Hollywood's most modern girls. And it isn't because her house offers one of
the finest examples of modern interior decorating and
furnishing in the West, nor because she has a yen for
modern French and Mexican paintings, nor because she
reads ultra-modern literature. It's because she has modern ideas about life and love, and she really puts them
into practice !
"I have a modern design for living and loving," Dolores
continued.

LYNN

But if it ever disappears — we'll leave one another. That's a vow Cedric and I made the day
of our wedding!"
IN ITSELF this was a startling enough statement
to make anyone sit up and take notice.
Doubly startling in view of those frequent discussions about Hollywood marriages which refer to Cedric and Dolores as
if they were museum pieces.
If they're ever .seen together on the boulevard, which isn't very often because
they keep pretty much to themselves, they're pointed out
with pride as one of the rare examples of a happy married
couple in America's best training school for divorces. "It's
a happy marriage because it's an old-fashioned one," explain
the know-alls.
When I repeated this statement to Dolores, she was positively insulted. "It's ten million miles removed from anything that could be called old-fashioned." she said.
First of all, Dolores and Cedric refuse to regard one another as husband and wife. They think of each other as
lovers ! Which accounts for that dangerouslv thrilling
"flavor of sin."
"And we live like lovers — deliberately," says Dolores,
proudly.
"First of all, we meet only at night, because we're
both kept so busy with our work.
And, fortunately for
us, our stucHos are at the opposite ends of California, .so
to speak — M-G-M at Culver City and Warner Brothers
at
we haven't
intoBurbank.
each other So
between
9 A.M. much
and 6chance
P.M. ofAndbumping
when
we finally meet for dinner at eight o'clock every evening
— and nothing on earth except urgent studio business
can interfere with that rendezvous — it's with the same
excitement that lovers have when they meet after

"To hear you talk, one would think you were living
in sin." I said, "at least indulging in a little free love !
But how come? You're the respectable married wife
of Mr. Cedric Gibbons — and I hear he's not only dignified and reserved, but he's also a very masterful gentleman who won't put up with any nonsense !"
She laughed, and the face which Baron Huene pronounced "the sublimest and most interesting for photographing of any star in Hollywood" lit up with that
peculiar del Rio radiance! Even her scarlet-stained toenails seemed to gleam with a special audacity through
the lattice of the smart white sandals she was wearing.

not bored husbands and wives."
(At this juncture I couldn't help
smihng and wondering, privately,
whether Dolores and Cedric had
ever heard of that Oklahoma in-

"We may be married," said Dolores, "but our marriage
has the flavor of sin." She watched my reaction to this
bombshell. "That's why it continues to be so thrilling.
As long as it has that exciting quality .we'll stay together.

stitution, the "Husbands'
Gratitude Club." ' These
are the national bene{Cont'd on p. 76)

being separated for a long time."
She smiled exultantly.
"You've no idea how
exciting a marriage can be when you look at it
as a thrilling love affair, and not a tied-to-each
other- for-life, monotonous burden.
And marriage could be that for everyone — if they
were willing to act the part of lovers, and

Miss Pross, Edna

May

Donald

Oliver.

Woods

as Charles Damay.
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THE MESSAGE ... It was the year of Our Lord 1784.
Up Shooter's Hill on the
Dover Road (for they called that stretch of mud and ruts a road) a coach plodded
doggedly.
The passengers, perforce, walked by its side, for it was all the poor horses
could do to pull the coach, let alone the passengers. Close they stayed to the clumsy
vehicle, as if for protection, thoughts of highwaymen astir in their minds. The
sound of an approaching horse sent them huddling even closer together — sent
nervous hands reaching for pistols and blunderbusses.
Out of the fog came a hard-ridden nag.
"Dover Mail?
Are you the Dover
Mail?" demanded Cockney accents from over a mound of muffler.
"I'm a
messenger from Tellson's London Bank.
I wants Mr. Jarvis Lorry."
Is that
"Here I am.
forward.
came
figure
a
passengers
of
group
the
From
r'fiQT
Jerry Cruncher?
It's all right, driver," to the apprehensive coachman. "I
Sydney Carton
Ronald Colman
know him.
What's the message, Jerry?"
Lucie Mdnettc
Elizabeth Allan
"Wait at the Royal George for mam'selle," deHvered Jerry.
Miss Pross
Edna May Oliver
"Ah!
She'll be at Dover.
Give this reply to the office, Jerry: 'Recalled
Madame Defarge
Blanche Yurka
to Life.'"

IP'^'^''...Reginald Owen
"Very good, sir," bowed Cruncher, and departed.
Marqms D Evrcmonde
-pj^jj. exchange of cryptic sayings left the others in almost as nervous a
n
M
4,
u
^AsiL
Rathbone
gj^^
^.j^
actually been held up bv one of the robbers of
Ur. Manette .... Henry B. Walthall
*u
a
'
Charles Darnay Walter
Donald Catlett
Woods
^"^
Barsad
AT DOVER . . . The waiter at the Royal George had his own
Fritz Leiber
Gaspard
Gabelle
H. B. Warner
opinion about the relationship of the fussy, prosperous-looking
Ernest Defarge
Mitchell Lewis
elderly gentleman from London and the pretty lady, who had just
Jarvis Lorry
Claude Gillingwater
arrived with her maid.
With that smileless smirk peculiar to all
Jerry Cruncher
Billy Bevan
waiters, he announced to Mr. Lorry that Miss Manette was in
Seamstress
Isabel Jewell
her rooms. "Good.
Good," said Mr. Lorry. He settled his odd,
Lucie as a Child
Fay Chaldecott
crimped little wig more firmly on his head.
Then, catching

-Adapted from the METRO-GOLD
Directed by
picture.
WYN-MAYER
From the screen
JACK CONWAY.LIPSCOMB.
Based on
play by W. P.
the famous novel by CHARLES DICKENS.
Fictionized by MARY MAYES.
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unnecessarily,
the waiter's sardonic eye, he added,. . quite
I m from Tellson s
Er .
Strictly business.
Busmess.
A good man, Jarvis Lorry, if a trifle cramped and '
Bank."
from a life of attention to — er — strictly
over-precise
business.
Lucie Manette greeted him with a sweet courtesy. Bade

Lucie Manette, Elizabeth Allan.

WIN

THE

GIRL

HE

LOVED

him be seated. Yes. she had received a message from his
bank. A message about . . . Obviously, something was
puzzling her. An odd little frown wrinkled her brow.
"Are you quite a stranger to me, sir?" she asked. "I
know you — I'm sure I know you."
A shade fell on Mr. Lorry's business-like face. "Yes,"
he said. "Seventeen years ago. when you were a little
girl, I was instrumental in bringing you and your mother
over from France." He fell silent for a moment. "And
now," his precise manner returning, "the business we
have in hand relates to your father."
"You knew him before he died?"
"Yes. He was a client of Tellson's Paris Bank." Mr.
Lorry fingered the wig, pulled at the snowy linen frills
of his shirt. It was becoming increasingly hard to be

Basil Rathbohe

as the cruel Marquis.

business-like about what he had to say. "I am an arm of
that bank — a mere arm. That is how you must regard
me."
Certainly none of these matter-of-fact statements could
have caused the color to fly from Lucie's face. It must
have been something in the man's voice.
"You are," the voice went on. "in a manner of speaking, a ward of Tellson's — my ward. I have always
handled your financial affairs. Now. let us suppose your
father had not died. . . . Oh, don't be frightened, child !"
"Mr. Lorry!
Please, what is it?"
Oh, he was making a botch of it !
"If your father had not died; if he had suddenly and
silently disappeared ; if he had had an enemy who caused
him to be imprisoned ..."
But Mr. Lorry got no further, for Lucie had fallen, a
slim little unconscious heap, to the floor.
His inexpert masculine attentions and his fussy alarm
were interrupted by the entrance (Continued on page 89)
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INTO A cold, gray London factory, on a
foggy morning, tramped a cheerless girl in a
shabby hat and a rag of a dress. Under her
arm she carried a lunch box, nothing more
than an old pasteboard shoe box which was
turnea to everyday use. Going to her place at a grimy
iron stamping machine, she opened the box and took from
it a small picture cut from a magazine. This she fixed
to her incongruous treadmill where she could see it for

and drive a milk cart about the London .streets."
What a background ! But I couldn't help wondering
why an English actress had been chosen to play an
American beauty.

the long day ahead. "My eye !" remarked the girl next
to her. "Don't tell me it's the Prince of Wyles?"
"No," theShe
hopeless
Russell.
was romanticist was told, "it's Lillian

them out of it. They'd tested about a thousand girls for
the Lillian Russell part, but although they got beauty

called The

American

"You can't be more surprised than I was," she said.
"It knocked me right off my pins. You see, they cabled
me to come over and play Miss Russell's chum, Edna
McCauley, the fashionable dressmaker. But when I got
here, they were in a jam and they grabbed me to get

galore, they couldn't get just what they were after. They
wanted someone sym-

Beauty, and I'd rather
be like her than any
other woman in the

"Miss Russell was."
I recalled.
"Then you knew

world."
Into a warm, bright
Hollywood room on
a sunny morning
breezed a joyous creature trim and smart

her !" exclaimed Binpathetic."
nie, wide-eyed.
in
Miss Russell
known
I'd
that and
Expla
Casino
her ining
Weber and Fields

in sky-blue pajamas.
A soft hat rakishly
perched upon her
gold-shot hair set oflf
her refreshing charm.
She held out a friendly hand in greeting.
Then she drew forth

SHE'S
AND
SO

DRIVEN
WORKED

ACTING

a platinum-framed
photograph which she
placed admiringly

BY

IS

upon the table. "I simply can't quite make myself believe
I've somehow lived to be her in the film 'Diamond
Jim,'
marvelled the one-time London factory girl,
Binnie" Barnes.
"Has it been so great a change?"
"Look at me !" she challenged — ^and that wasn't hard.
"Nothing
possibly
be greater
than mechanging
what I wascould
to LilHan
Russell.
It. takes
back to from
that
day when I worked at a racketty machine from nine in
the morning till seven at night for a pound a week — five
dollars. Not that 1 minded. It really was easier than
my first job. when I had to get up at four every morning

Universal

film,

"Diamond

Jim."

MILK

IN

CHARLES

Cesar Romero, Binnie Barnes and
Edward Arnold in the successful

A

A

CART

FACTORIES.
SISSY

JOB!

days, I assumed that
the slender Binnie embodied the "Beauteous
One" of an earlier
date.
"Yes," she replied,

"when

Miss

Russell

Pastor's
at Tony
was just
her
entering
and
Broadway career. She

DARNTON

(Courage, man!
'And vou'rewas ) twenty-eight."
"Twenty-six."
Singing with the angels, Lillian Russell, who had a
way
keeping
youth
of Father Time's hands,
must of
have
raised her
a note
of out
thanks.
"One thing that encouraged me was a yellowed program of the bill at Tony Pastor's announcing, 'Lillian
Russell in English Ballads.' As I'd sung them I felt we
had something in common. And when it came to playing
her I wasn't afraid of my English accent. It isn't very
noticeable, is it? You know, I've been taken for an
American girl ever since I went (Continued on page 66)
When

Binnie Barnes

played

Lil-

lian Russell ain lifetime
"Diamond
Jim,"
she realized
ambition.

V u 1g e s
Sylvia dibeauty
and health
habits.
Joan's

BE

SLIM

AND

HEALTHY

THE

REMAIN

-

LOSE

SYLVIA

WAY

tf4

Joan Personette, the Modern Screen
reader Sylvia chose as bearing the
greatest resemblance lo La Crawford.
BY
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MADAME

SYLVIA

OKAY, Joan Personette, just take a look at
your picture published right here in Modern
Screen !
What a swell baby you are! And you don't
stop at just looking like Joan Crawford, you
even have her -first name. That last name is pretty cute,
too. What's this Personette business? Don't you know
how to spell personality ? Well, whether you spell it
or not, you've got it.
Suppose you had the advantages of grand lighting,
skillful photographers and make-up experts as Joan Crawford has ! If they took that little pan of yours and gave
it the works as they gave it to' Crawford
something swell.

you'd see

But what's the matter, honey ? Do you need that prop
to hold you up? You won't need it after you've received
the personal letter from me telling you exactly what to
do to perfect yourself. You'll throw away that spear,
hold up your shoulders, pull in your tummy and look
the world smack in the eye with a flashing smile.
SPEAKING

of smiles, where is your smile, Joan Per-

tell you something, lots of the Hollywood pearls are cultvired. Half the teeth in Hollywood have been straightened or are covered by porcelain caps. And in this day
of modern dentistry there is no excuse for anyone —
movie star or stenographer — to have unattractive teeth.
Never mind, baby, I'm one jump ahead of you. I know
what you're thinking. You're saying, "That's all very
well and good but where in the name of Will Hays am I
going to get the money for expensive dentistry?" And
that brings me to something I've wanted to say to all
of you for a long time.
When you want a thing badly enough you can always
find a way to get it ! (And that goes for beauty and health,
too. If you really want it you can Jtave it.) You buy
little luxuries and clothes on the installment plan, I'll bet.
You make sacrifices for a new coat, maybe. Whatever
you really want you can get!
And figuring out a way is good for your character. I
mean that. But I'm giving it to you straight. The courage, the will power and the determination that it takes
to "find a way" and go through with it makes you a better

sonette? Were you afraid, maybe, that your teeth aren't
quite so pearly as the Hollywood belles'?
Well, let me

Look at the movie stars. When the new girls are
person.
signed to long-term contracts, {Continued on page 74)

Read what Sylvia has to say to Miss
Personette and you girls who have
or would like a Crawford figure.

V/^rK with Sylvia and take off thatexcess weight! Her famous diets and
exercises lop off 15 pounds a month. ,
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In spite of her fame as an opera singer, and
now a movie star, Lily Pons is regular.

In the happy days before Miss Pons broke
her engagement to Dr. Fritz von der Becke.

SHE IS no bigger than a minute, weighs but
ninety pounds with her clothes on, and looks
like a miniature Mona Lisa. Standing beside
Jeritza or Farrar, she would diminish into a
a female Tom
Thumb. She has
reached the highest range in
music, but in spite of her fame
she remains as simple as a
child. Meet Lily Pons, Grand

Thus, with one wise, diplomatic sweep she smote to
smithereens the rumor which had circulated up and down
the Boulevard that something approaching "the tops" in
tem]ierament was about to hit the town.
Stories leaked
out from the RKO lot
that when La Pons arrived, she would bring
with her from Paris and
New York a retinue of
servants, advisors, music
teachers and whatnots
that would set a new

Opera's latest contribution to
the steadily growing list of
songbirds who are bringing to
the screens of the world a
renaissance in music.
When Miss Pons makes her

record for visiting celebrities. In fact the Pons
pilgrimage to Hollywood
would be in the nature
of a Safari bordering on
extravaganza. But at
the tea she was incons]:)icuous enough to be
mistaken for her producer's secretary !

debut in "Love Song," she is
expected to be as phenomenal
a success in the cinema as she
was on the night of her operatic debut at the Mulhouse
in Alsace Lorraine, when she
brought the musical critics
to her feet. Aside from a

A few days after her
arrival I met Pons & Co.
in the mansion she had
leased
on
Los Felix

bell-like voice, it is felt that her
diminutive personality will
do much to endear her to film
Boulevard. Unincorj)orBY RAMON
ROMERO
fans who demand their heroated, boasting no officials,
ines slim and slight.
without any stock to sell,
Minus the usual fanfare of
and
officially without
even a company title, the
trumpets,
the little French
invading
Ponites had
doll of Opera appeared suddenly one day in Hollywood to be introduced at a press
quickly settled clown to the serious business of work,
tea at the Knickerbocker.
Dressed simply in a linen sport
in the large, rambling vine-covered house, which might
outfit, she seemed anything but a glamorous star of the
easily have been a villa on the Italian Riviera.
Metropolitan.
Unaffected and ingratiating, she met each
Pons "herself met me in the garden, and led the way
into a reception room for which I anticipated would be a
new person with wide-eyed interest, eager to explore
private interview ! Ah ! Sweet anticipation ! From
into every new angle of movie production, bombarding
behind
the closed doors of the nearby music room I could
reporters with questions, while each succumbed completely under the Pons charm.
News went out the next
hear melodic strains of "Pons' repertoire" doing things to
a piano.
In her cute, broken {Continued on page 94)
morning that Lily was regular !
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(Left) Frances Dee and Francis Lederer make
"The Gcry Deception"

IN

THE

LOBBY

of

a

BY

DOROTHY

BEHIND

THE

a delightful comedy.

sheher of a backdrop,

Budapest theatre the frockthe manager, frock-coated, gardeniabuttonholed, trouserless, stood staring
coated, gardenia - buttonholed
D
O
N
N
E
L
L
manager stood complacently
after a slim figure running toward the
surveying the throng of pawings, pulling on a white linen coat as
trons hurrying from their cars.
he ran. With an air of conviction he
It was within ten minutes of the curtain's rise and the
spoke aloud. "Someday," he said, "someday we shall hear
evening's events were proceeding in orderly manner.
Suddenly in the midst of top hats and evening cloaks burst
Lederer relates this little interlude of his career
that one."
of Francis
a young man with wild black hair, dressed shabbily in
as an instance of his early struggles. To him it is neither
threadbare grey, carrying a white linen jacket on his
extraordinary nor amusing. It is merely the way reasonarm. A youog man in a hurry.
able human beings behave. If Lederer continually astonishes Hollywood it is because Hollywood is strange, not
"If you please," he said, panting and smiling, to the
Lederer.
manager, "would you be so very kind as to lend me — for
If he chooses to spend his Sundays outflung on the
just half an hour — your trousers?"
ground
under a tree instead of at Malibu or Caliente in
It is a tribute to the young man's charm and radiant
order to renew contact with the earth it is not eccentric,
smile that the manager did not c9.ll the police. It is a
tribute to his intense earnestness and sincerity that the
merely natural. If he cannot work unless his pens and
request even seemed reasonable.
pencils point to the right sign of the Zodiac it is not
superstitious but scientific. If he leaps from his seat in
"If you please, quickly ! Or it will be too late," gasped
the newcomer, seizing his arm and steering him down a
the midst of a play and runs up onto the platform to make
a
charming little speech of praise for the acting, it is not
passage
"Itchance
is so Iterribly
important,
you
understandbackstage.
! The first
have had
in a month.
impulsive, but polite. And if he does not take Hollywood always into his confidence it is not secretiveness,
Only a waiter's part but who can tell? It might lead to
but because he has a diflferent idea from reporters and
something. Naturally I could not play a waiter in grey —
all the world knows that waiters wear black trousers.
columnists as to what is interesting.
The coat I borrowed from a barber. I took it off him.
"I would have told about it if anyone had ever asked,"
He seemed a little astonished but he will understand when
he said simply, when reproachful interviewers descended
I return it and explain. Only nowhere could I get the
upon him to demand why he had never confessed that
rest of my costume. I stopped men in the street. I
Hollywood's most famous bachelor had four years ago
separated from a Viennese opera singer to whom 45he was
begged them. But no one — none," said the young man
tragically, "would lend me his trousers! Until you . . . ah
, . . thank you ! Thank you ... a thousand thanks."

married for less than two years. "But you see," added
Francis with the beaming little (Continued on page S3)

PART

WHEN

V

STUDIOS
LIST

HER-WHAT

BLACKTHEN?

WHEN
JOAN CRAWFORD
made it possible for me
to get extra work, I asked her how I might repay her
and she said, "When

you're in a position to do so, helj)

some
poor I girl
needs aid."
At other
the time
did who
not realize
how soon an opportunity
would come but now my artist friend, Bradley, who had
just confessed his love for me, was leading me to the
home of a girl who had been insulted, as I once had been,
by When
the "quickie"
she made director.
a row about it, this director turned all
the blame on her and said she was trying to "frame" him.
It occurred to Bradley that her story would be given
credence if I told my own similar experience, which was
just as harrowing.
We found the girl, whom I shall call "Dolly," in tears.
She reminded me of myself when I first came to Hollywood—young, eager, bewildered. 1 tried to comfort her
by telling her that our experiences were exceptions and
that, although this director had insulted me during the
first week I was in Hollywood, I had never had such an
experience again. 1 assured her that the directors on the
big lots are much too busy and much too impervious to go
around making life unpleasant for extra girls. It is
suph cheap, small-time men as the one who had made Dolly
and me unhappy who give Hollywood its bad name —
a name it in no way deserves.
But I told her that I would be glad to help her out by
telling my story and she seemed to feel better.
I did what I promised her I would do and it was all
utterly useless. The shoddy director behaved in a cheap,
rotten fashion and declared that I was no better than Dolly
and that I, being her friend (although I had just met
her), was also in the plot to frame him.
Such injustice made us boil, but there was nothing
to l)e done about it. I tried to dismiss it from my mind.
But I was not to be allowed to forget it so easily.
I had. as I've told you, been receiving fairly regular
calls for work from the various studios. These calls
began to lessen.
At first I thought it was simply because the season was
dull, not many pictures were being made. But other
extras wilom I knew had not noticed this. I tried not
to worry too much.
(Continued on page 79)
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Earl Contrell, Poramoiuit

electricicm, admires

ELECTRICIAN

SPOT-

LIGHTS FAMOUS

FACES

Helen

Mack (above) because she's as sweet as Mary Brian.
Seeing Arthur Brisbane on the set one day thrilled
him more than rubbing elbows with Dietrich (below)!

BUT

THRILLS

BY

CATHERINE

TO

FEW!

ALBERT

IF YOU were to walk on a movie set tomorrow, no doubt the center of your interest
would be the glamorous stars making passionate love to each other beneath the glare of
lights, before the watchful eye of the camera.
You would be interested to see whether your
favorites were more beautiful on than off the screen.
JWhen the cameras ceased their turning, you probably
would be held spellbound as you heard the director discussing the next scene with the players. And, after all
this, if you were not whisked of? the set by the office boy,
who was showing you around, you might waste a couple
of glances on all the other people on the stage.
That man with the broom sweeping away marks of
the actors' footprints, you would be told, is an assistant
prop boy. That lad, who clicks two sticks together beneath the microphone as a signal that all is in readiness
to shoot, is a member of the camera crew. That girl
with a ream of typewritten pages in her hand, sitting close .
And below is Earl Cantrell, in person. He has been
at Paramount for ten years and probably will be for
ten more even though he thinks from time to time that

to the director, she's the script clerk. And all those men
moving the enormous lights, scrambling over the parallels at the top of the stage or walking around aimlessly,

he might break away.

•, apparently doing nothing — they're the electricians.

He's typical of many

others.

DRAMA
IS here. There is glamor and excitement in
the hopes, the ambitions, the personalities of the people
behind the camera — those people who, daily, are so close
to the stars and yet, in actuality, so far removed from
them. And we, who spread the Hollywood scene before
you, are often so blinded by star dust that we cannot see
the importance of these people.
Take the electrician, for instance. Would you like to
be one? Would it excite you to be within touching distance of Garbo, Dietrich, Norma Shearer, Clark Gable,
Claudette Colbert, every day of your life? Would it
thrill you to know that the lights you wield had the power
to make or mar the star's beauty?
Now meet Earl Cantrell, a typical electrician, and
answer these questions for yourself.
For ten years Earl has been at Paramount, handling
"babies," "barrels," "pans," and "strips." He has been
assigned to pictures in which the most glamorous47 stars
have appeared.
From Swanson (Continued on page 93)
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short cape is usually made with the skins in a horizontal
and circular effect.
To sidestep for a moment from furs, 1 want to tell
you something about the costumes that Josephine wears
"in this j>icture. She wears thirty-six changes of costume,
covering a period of more than twenty years. The fashion period starts with 1917 and goes through the present
dav to several vears hence. The interesting thing is that
the' 1917 fashions, with but few changes in skirt length
and waistline, are not unlike the present day fashions

.we are wearing. Helen Taylor, who has done such a
grand designing job on these, believes that no one would
suddenly walk down Hollylaugh at Josephine should sheher
1917 outfits. And those
wood Boulevard in some of
that forecast fashion trends a few years hence are
defmitelv worth keeping in mind.

to get down to earth, since you and
onlyButin terms of the lavish silver fox, we can
to the manv other charming furs that come
budget confines and still retain {Continued

1 can't thmk
turn our eyes
closer to our
on page 87)
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with

smokinc|

Jasper

a

Comer'

Morqan

When not occupying her town
house, Mrs. Morgan is at Westbury, Long Island. "Mildness is
important in a cigarette," she
says. "I'm sure that is one reason
every one is enthusiastic about
Camels. And I never tire of their
flavor." The fact that Camels are
milder makes a big difference.

Young Mrs. Jasper Morgan's town
house is one of the most individual
in New York, with the spacious charm
of its two terraces. "Town is a busy
place during the season," she says.
"There is so much to do, so much
entertaining. And the more people
do, the more they seem to smoke —

and certainly Camels are the popular
cigarette. If I'm tired from the rush
of things, I notice that smoking a
Camel revives my energy in a pleasant
way. And I find their flavor most agreeable." Camel spends millions more
every year for finer, more expensive
tobaccos. Get a "lift" with a Camel.

AMONG THE MANY DISTINGUISHED WOMEN
WHO PREFER CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS:
MRS.
MISS
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MARY BYRD, Richmond
POWELL CABOT, Boston
THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston
ERNEST DU PONT, JR., mimington
HENRY FIELD, Chicago
CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL, New York

MRS. POTTER D'ORSAY PALMER, Chicago
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York
© 1935, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem. N. C.

In summer Mrs. Morgan is keenly
interested in yachting. "Another
thing that makes me like Camels
so much," she says, "is that they
never affect my nerves. I suppose
that is because of the finer tobaccos in Camels." Smoking Camels
never upsets your nerves.
Camels

are Milder!. ..made

from finer, more

expensive

...Turkish and Domestic. ..than any other popular brand

tobaccos

JQ^ontantlc

"^uat
Backstage love — an aspiring young

soprano and the successful baritone. In

other words, Lawrence Tibbett and Virginia Bruce in "Metropolitan." This
behind-the-scenes yarn of the opera gives Tibbett a grand setting for his screen
return. And are you fans pleased! Alice Brady's a diva whose best notes are
sour. As for Virginia, she gets the breaks, not only Tibbett but Cesar Romero.
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Miss Constance Hall says: "Pond's Cold Cream keeps my skin clear and fine."

Under
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skin

Deep-skin

reaches
Common
What

Skin

Cream

beginnings
Skin

bloom...

of

Faults

annoys you most when you

peer into the mirror.''
Blackheads dotting your nose?
Lines on forehead.^ Little blemishes?
If you could only start new— whh a
satin-clear skin!
And you can! — by putting new life
into your underskin! There's where
skin faults begin. And there's where
you must work to get rid of them.
Your underskin is made up of tiny
nerves, blood vessels, glands and fibres.
Kept active — they rush life to your
outer skin — free it of flaws. Annoying
lines, blackheads, blemishes are a sign
your underskin is losing its vigor!
To KEEP that underskin pulsating
with life — stimulate it deep with
Pond's Cold Cream. Made of specially
processed oils, it seeps down the pore

Faultless!

through cloggings of dirt. ..make-up...
skin secretions. Out they flow — leaving
your skin fresher, immediately clearer.
But Pond's Cold Cream does still
more! Pat in more cream briskly. Circulation quickens, little glands get
busy. Now pores reduce, blemishes
go away, hnes begin to fade!
A double-benefit treatment
Every Night, pat in Pond's Cold Cream to
uproot clogging make-up and dirt. Wipe
off. Now pat in fresh Cream — for underskin stimulation!
Every Morning, and before make-up, refresh your skin with Pond's Cold Cream.
It smooths your skin for powdering.
Pond's Cold Cream is absolutely pure.
Germs cannot live in it.
Special 9-Treatment Tube
POND'S,
. I enclose
fto cover Dept.
postageM50.
and Clinton,
packing)Conn.
for special
tube Wiof
Pond's Cold Cream, enough for g treatments, with
generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and
5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder.
Name
Street_
City_
.State.
Copyrisrbt, 1935. Pood's Extract ComDany
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Love

game

on the tennis court and

in the

it struck
grandstand! At least that's the wayspotted
all
Scotty when he looked about and
Gladys
right,
At
rs.
spectato
as
these teams
Swarthout, the operatic screen star, and her
n. They're very deFrank Chapma
husband,voted.
Then below, left to right, Margaret
Sullavan and spouse, William Wyler, prove
that everything is hunky-dory with them again.
Bob Riskin with Carole Lombard, an inseparable duo. And in the bottom row, none other
than Gloria Swanson, looking smarter ancl
younger than ever, with her constant swain,
Herbert Marshall. They seem to be having
more fun than anyone else. And last, Ann
decision
Sothern waits eagerly for Roger Pryor's and
on.
This romance goes on
on a play.
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Don't let adolescent pimples cramp YOUR style

\5llT 50 LOVELV AND CLEAR
\Sr1— V NOW "

From 13 to 25 years of age, important glands develop. This
causes disturbances throughout
the body. The skin becomes oversensitive. Harmful waste products get into your blood. These
poisons irritate the sensitive skin
and make pimples break through.

Physicians prescribe Fleischmann's Yeast for adolescent pimples. This fresh yeast clears skin
irritants out of the blood. Pimples vanish! Eat it 3 times a day,
before meals, until skin clears.

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
55

Left, a brother and sister
team that hoofed successfully from Broadway to the
screen — Vilma and Buddy
Ebsen. Buddy also has the
distinction of being married to Walter Winchell's
Girl Friday, Ruth Cambridge. And right, the Hollywood
heart,snapshooter's
Arline Judge.sweetAnd
that's our own Scotty with
his arm about the gal. The
camera lads decided that
Arline always gave them
the breaks, never refused
to pose — so they presented
her with a silver cup, inscribed, tribute.
"You're the topsl"
Nice

(Continued from page 15)
on the Warner lot, and tennis on a weekday afternoon is only for the idle rich and
the snooping reporters.

Love in Bloom Department : Sally Eilers
and hubby Harry Joe Brown holding
hands like a couple of school kids during
a recent cocktail hour. . . . Pat Ellis at
the "Bright Lights" opening with Dick
Green, an assis,tant director at RKO, who,
they say, is Pat's true love. . . . Lyle
Talbot dividing his evenings between
Paula Stone and Martha Merrill, among
others. . . . And Alice Faye sharing her
spare moments with Billy Seymour and
Vic Orsatti. . . . Lee Tracy and Isabel
Jewell together again at the Baer-Louis
fight in New York.

Von Sternberg, as you probably know,
has just finished making "Crime and Punishment" for Columbia. Many were the
Hollywood gags which floated about during
its production — such as calling the picture
Von Sternberg's Crime and Columbia's Punishment— but those who have seen the
rushes predict it will be one of the real hits
of the new season.

The off-again on-again honors for the
month are hereby handed to Robert Taylor and Irene Hervey. Following their
romance is driving us dizzy, but we've
finally figured it out. On Tuesdays,
Thursdays
SaturdaysWednesdays
they're madly
in
love. OnandMondays,
and
Fridays they deny everything, and people
see Bob with Alice Faye and Irene with
someone else. We haven't got around to
figuring out their Sunday status yet.

Visited Johnny Weissmuller and Maureen
O'Sullivan on the set of "Tarzan Escapes,"
56

on which they have been working since
last June. This is their third venture into the
jungle, and Maureen seemed particularly
happy about it because Johnny Farrow
wrote the dialogue and spent much of his
time on the set. It's hardly possible that
Johnny contributed the dialogue for the
scene we watched, which consisted of
"Ugh!" and something that sounded like
"Ummmph!"

If you can measure prosperity by the
length of a person's automobile, Mae West
is the wealthiest gal in the world. Mae
must have been saving the money she
usually invests in diamonds, for she has
just stepped out with a swank Dusenberg
that's
almost
long day
as a you
feature
picture.
Even
on aas foggy
can
see Mae for miles, for the job is all done
up in white. All, that is, except the
driver, who is three shades darker than
Stepin Fetchit.

Mae's pretentious buggy sort of puts Bob
Montgomery's imported Bentley Racer in the
anti-climax department, but it hasn't taken
away
of Mr.
his
car. AtanyMetro
starsM'sareenthusiasm
allowed tofordrive
their automobiles onto the lot, which means
that Bob practically drives his right onto the
set and almost runs over his pals in his
anxiety to show off his prize possession.
It's getting so he spends most of his time at
the wheel; if Metro wants a Montgomery
picture
Robert athey'll
racing either
yarn. have to blast or write

It seems there are two subjects Gene
Raymond hates to discuss with interviewers,
and they are love and marriage. Recentha writer asked him, "What is your opinion
of a trial honeymoon properlj' chaperoned?'' Gene replied. "First tell me what
would be your opinion of a trial chaperone
properly honeymooned?"

Danced with Una Merkel at the Trocadero
recently and she raved about the grand
wardrobe she wears in "Riff Raff." Thinking Adrian must have poured his soul into
his supreme creations, we visited Una on the
set a few days later for a first-hand preview
of her gorgeous gowns. The little number
she was wearing must have cost all of
thirty-nine cents. It was a house dress obviously made for someone who was — well,
bigger around the house than Una. And it
wasn't an Adrian creation. Una said she
personally shopped for her things and the
complete wardrobe, dresses, shoes, stocking,
jools and all cost her ten dollars. "There's
just one thing wrong with this lovely creation," said Una of her oversized house dress,
"the men — it drives them mad!" So watch
for "Riff Raff" and the ravishing new Merkel
ensembles.

Jackie Cooper's mother has the right
idea in re-bringing up a child star. Mrs.
C. and Jackie take a beach home every
summer, as a rule, and return in the winter to their place in Beverly Hills. This
summer Jackie had such a swell time with
the kids in the beach neighborhood that
they forgot all about him being a movie
star and elected him president of their
club. Mrs. C., believing that Jackie is
getting a chance to be just one of the
gang, has closed her Beverly Hills home
and will keep the club president with his
fellow members at the beach all winter.

Evalyn Knapp, who suffered a broken
back two years ago and is now making her
screen comeback, got her start on a lemonade stand. When she was ten, it seems,
she wanted to take dancing lessons, but
her parents told her dancing was wicked,
and so — no dough for dancing lessons.
Brother Orville, now the orchestra leader,
decided
to finance
gal's career
himself,
so
he built
himself the
a lemonade
stand
and
turned the proceeds over to Evalyn for
her dancing lessons. So if you want to gel
into the movies, just take a few lemons, add
water and a dash of sugar.
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The introduction — he
gives you the once
over — do your eyes
invite friendship^
SIX
The first date —
he follo2vs your
eyes, searching
for understanding, for more
than friendship.

OF

STAGES
LOVE

Then the fateful
moment, when
gazing into each
others eyes, the
realization of love
comes.
EYES
IIVVITE
ROMANCE
The proposal
— says
the
"yes"
in your eyes
more than lips ever can.

Now

a wonderful

new

way

to beautify

lashes— as easy as using lipstick or rouge.
Instantly EVERY girl can have the romantic eyes
that men adore . . . thanks to the latest improvement
in mascaras, based on years of experience.

At the altar — eyes meet
in sacred understanding.

An up-to-the-minute creamy mascara ! Always
ready! No water required! No mixing. No bother.
Easier to apply. In 40 seconds your lashes look
longer, darker, more luxuriant.
Creamy Winx comes in a dainty, convenient
tube, handy to use anywhere, anytime. You simply
squeeze a bit of Creamy Winx on a brush and
apply . . . it's so easy.
This new Creamy Winx keeps the lashes soft and
silky, with no danger of brittleness. And, of course,
this new style of Creamy Winx Mascara does not
smart — it is tear-proof, smudge-proof. Absolutely
harmless.

On the honeymoon and
ever after he adores your
eyes — if from the very
introduction youve kept
your lashes long and
alluring with Winx
Mascara.

Its creamy smoothness beautifies lashes naturally, overcoming the artificial look of ordinary
mascaras.
Today, buy a tube of this new Creamy W inx —
to try it is to abandon all others. Black, brown or
blue. At all 10c toilet counters.

Other Winx Eye Beautifiers
Winx Mascara for darkening lashes is also presented in
cake and liquid — each superior in its field. For lovelier
brows, use a Winx Eyebrow Pencil. For giving your eyes
depth and accent, use Winx Eye Shadow.
ROSS COMPANY,

243 West 17th Street, New York City

WINX
9
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Get busy, ■folks, and let us hear from you. If you would
like to have your letter published in these columns, you
must write something interesting about a movie personality or a phase of motion pictures that will interest
everyone. Address: Between You and Me, MODERN
SCREEN, 149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

MENTHOLATED

CIGARETTES

- CORK-TIPPED

'Star-Gazer"

on

the

pleasingly natural as Miss Judge has
done. — Frank Crowe, Spokane, Wash.

Carpet
Because of a letter in
the September Modern
Screen, signed "StarCornwall,myEng.,"
1Gazer,
am writing
first
letter to a column of this

THOSE cork tips please your lips. The
fine Turkish-Domestic tobaccos please
your palate. The mild menthol brings a
cool and thankful refreshment to your
throat. Finally, the B 8e W coupon in each
pack of KGOLS is a constant source of
gratification. Save them; they are good
for a choice of attractive items of nationally advertised merchandise. (Write for
latest illustrated premium list No. 1 0 ; offer
good in U. S. A. only.) For a year of
Thanksgiving smoking switch to KQOLS!
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.
SAVE COUPONS /or HANDSOME PREMIUMS

kind. To call Joan "the
artificiality"
bad enough, but essence
to add ofthat
she is onlyis
a "glorified clothes-prop" really rings the
bell. Miss Crawford probably wears
clothes better than anyone else in pictures.
As for her leading an artificial private
life, I believe we, who live here in Hollywood, know something about that, and
know that she is kind, generous, sincere
and cultured. We hope Joan will continue
to be our beautiful, fascinating, talented
American Girl — and I'm half English! —
Vernita McClelland, Los Angeles, Calif.
Joan Crawford lives as natural a private
life as anyone in the movie colony. Joan
and Franchot make a perfect couple. As
to publicity
there and
hasn't
as
much
about — Joan
DougbeenJr. nearly
as there
has been about Doug Sr. and his English
lady friend. — Roberta Peers, Virginia,
Minnesota. A large dress house in New
York has copied all of the gowns Joan
wore in "No More Ladies" and they are
all good sellers ! Joan deserves more than
a carload of orchids for having the knack
to wear such glamorous clothes. I have
written Joan numerous times and she has
always answered and written lovely letters,
which proves she appreciates her fans interest in her, — Betty Miller, Scranton, Pa.
It's a shame that you don't know all the
little kind things that Joan has done for
a number of unfortunate people, and if
you did, you would not dare to call her
artificial. In fact, you would dash off an
apology at once. Your comment on her
mouth is unjust. Only once has she deserved such criticism and that was in
"Sadie Thompson" — there it was slightly
exaggerated. As for her hair, thousands
of girls are dependent on her pictures to
give them new ideas on how to wear their
hair. Without movie stars to set the styles,
everyone would look alike. — Billie Befanger, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Good

Work,

Arline!

I am glad to see Paramount has given a real
break to a great little
star who really deserves
it. I refer to Arline

15*

TWENTY

RALEIGH CIGARETTES . . . NOW AT POPULAR
PRICES
ALSO CARRY B & W COUPONS
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Judge, whose performance in "College Scandal" was one of the most
natural portrayals I have ever seen on the
screen. There have been many stars who
have laid a claim to natural charm and
good down-to-earth acting, but I am sure
that Hollywood has never seen an actress
who could have made the character of
"Sally Dunlap"
so utterly human and

Success

Secret!

I am a great admirer
of George Raft. He has
the same effect upon me
as Katharine Hepburn —
I am content to just sit
and watch these two, they
are so utterly fascinating.
A lady once said to me :
"Doesn't it just thrill you the way he
shows 'them' teeth?" I guess that must
be one of Mr. Raft's secrets of success.
However, it seems to me that the stories
he is in are rather slow moving. "Limehouse Blues" and "The Glass Key" were
better. But the leading lady in "The
Glass Key" couldn't act and wasn't even
pretty. I can't understand this when ycu
see so many pretty girls in comedies and
Westerns,
girlshimwhoin can
act, story
too. with
Here'sa
hoping I see
a good
good leading lady. — Bernice Coleman, Fort
Scott, Kansas.
Five

Wishes

Things
I'd like to see
done
:
Ann Harding (picgiven a one-way
ticket totured)China.
Better roles for Spencer Tracy with an actress instead of a glorified dress model as his leading lady.
Ditto Franchot Tone. Why he is always cast as the weak-kneed husband or
suitor is past me, especially after his perin "Bengal
Lancers."
Shirley formance
Temple
giving
her fans a rest
for a while. Enough is plenty.
Three loud phooeys for Herbert Marshall. Isuppose he calls himself an actor,
but to me he is nothing but a walking
flagpole with his conceited airs and so
perfect
vocabulary.
I wish
he'dgood
go back
to England
instead of
spoiling
pictures with his everlasting egotistical
performances. — Just Me, Detroit, Mich.
Bela

Lugosi

Crime

Report
The "Veiled Woman"
sat in the "Thirteenth
Chair" and dined with
the "Prisoners." She
cried, "Oh, For a Man! '
not knowing "Such Men
Are Dangerous."were
The
"Renegades"
"Broadminded" about taking "Dracula"
with them on their "Black Camel" to visit
"Women of All Nations." "The White
Zombie" with the aid of "Chandu, the
Magician," committed "Murders in the
Rue Morgue" on "The Island of Lost
Souls" by(^Continued
means of on"The
page Death
95) Kiss."
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ARE

MATCHING

AND

FINGER

LIPS
TIPS

Natural I'P""'^
Mauve IVaii i

Cora'
Coral

/AYBE it's the touch of matchmaking init that appeals to every woman! Anyway, you'll want to come out
— right now— in the new Cutex matching lips and finger tips.
Abandon any fears that the matching
idea may be complicated to work out ! Just
choose one of the 6 smart shades of Cutex
Polish. Then complete your color ensemble bysmoothing on matching Cutex
Lipstick. Could anything be simpler?
A Perfect match in quality, too
Cutex Polish, you'll find, flows onto your
nails with positively divine smoothness.
It leaves no rim or streaking of color. It
won't peel or chip. And every smart
shade is authentic, selected by the
World's Manicure Authority.

il r
Cardinal NaLipstick
The new Cutex
is just as ex-

pertly made as the polish. It's smooth,
creamy . . . yet never messy or greasy.
And it stays on — without drying your
lips. It's a perfectly grand lipstick at
about half the price you usually pay!
Get Cutex Liquid Polish . . . Creme or
Clear... with patented metal-shaft brush
that holds the bristles in tightly, and
Cutex matching Lipstick, in a smart
black enamel case, at any Toilet Goods

CUTEX

Department.
Start off with your favorite shade of
Cutex Polish and matching Cutex Lipstick— and you'll soon see what an adventure insmartness it turns out to be!
Begin today!
North AM Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris
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Yum-yum, Mrs. Woods has certainly prepared
delicious meal for Donald.
He's telling
her that English Beef and Kidney Pie is
just what he craves.
And Chopped Meat
Casserole with Rice (right) is another dish
that adds zest to a dinner menu. The coupon
at the end of this article will bring you recipes
for these and other delicious meat dishes.

BY

MARJORIE

DEEN
Courtesy Southern Rice Association

"MEN
"AND

LIKE

MEAT.

IT'S

SERVE

A

IT

" SAYS

WISE
THE

ASK ANY man what he'd like to have for dinner
and chances are about ten to one that he'll answer
"steak" or "chops" — just like that without a minute's
thought.
it's only natural, therefore, that a great many women
fall into the error of thinking that those are the only
two kinds of meat their husbands really like, when the
truth of the matter is simply that the darling lacks

DONALD

WOMAN
WAY

WOODS,

WHO

THEY

WILL

LIKE

IT!"

variety to the daily menu by serving an English Beef and
Kidney Pie, a teinpting Chopped Meat Casserole with Rice,
or a rich, brown Hungarian Goulash !
"GIVE jNIE one of the dishes I've mentioned, in preference
to steak any day," Donald told me. "Well seasoned, attractively served and absolutely swimming in gravy, these
meats star on any menu.
With them I personally want
something starch}' — potatoes, rice or noodles.
That combination, so far as I'm concerned, makes a really perfect
meal !

imagination and can't think of anything else to say on
the spur of the moment.
But no housewife will make any mistake in thinking
that when it comes to food preferences men like meat.
"Yes," continued attractive Mr. Woods (whom you'll
So, spurred on by a desire to economize, fortified with
soon be seeing as Elizaljeth Allan's young husl^and in
determination and armed with a few good recipes, she is
Ronald Colman's next starring picture, Dickens' imsure to discover, as I have, that there are lots of meats
mortal "Tale of Two Cities"), "yes, it's a wise woman
who realizes that most men eat vegetables only because
less expensive than steaks or chops and just as popular
with the men folk.
they have to, don't care a hoot about vitamins, conOf course, these cheaper meat dishes must be particularly
sume salads under compulsion only, and shudder inwell cooked and seasoned to compete successfully with more
wardly (if they're polite) or kick openly (if they're
costly cuts for masculine approval.
But I have Donald
not) at the sight of too-sweet desserts. But if the
main dish is meat and that meat dish is a success,
Woods' word for it that no man can resist the appeal of a
friend husband will overlook any bad points about
Savory Lamb Stew or fail to appreciate a wife who adds
60
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the meal and leave the table in a jovial
mood, satisfied with the world in general
and his wife in particular!
"Take my own house as an example,"
he
continued.
"My !wife
to like
meat herself
But doesn't
like thehappen
wise
little woman she is, she serves her fancy
salads, vegetable plates, dainty egg dishes
and the like at bridge club luncheons only.
Then for dinner we have one of the many
meat combinations that she has discovered
I like to eat. Clever girl, what !" he concluded with a proud grin.
Perhaps it was the praise showered upon
her by Donald, or maybe my own entreaties had something to do with it, but at
any rate Mrs. Woods went to considerable
trouble describing the foods over which her
handsome young husband is so very enthusiastic. You can be sure that I listened
with the greatest interest, for I felt that
Donald was on the right track when he
stressed a man's marked preference for
meats over any other food. And you can
be sure that I literally grabbed a batch of
Woods recipes when they were offered me
and rushed home to try them out and to
pass on to you the results of my conversation and e.xperiments.
AFTER testing the recipes gathered from
files.meats
I'm here
tell you
that the
suchWoods
succulent
and to
fiavorsome
gravies I have never tasted. Never before
did I realize that one could do such wonders with a simple lamb stew just by adding a little chili sauce and the right amount
of seasoning. Never did I think that a
pound of chopped beef could be stretched
to make a meal for four, nor that it could
be seasoned and served in such a way
that it becomes a dish fit for a king —
or a screen star! Well, you live and learn
they say and certainly I learned a lot
about men's liking for meats from Donald
Woods and discovered how to prepare
original and unusual meat dishes from his
wife.
/ know that you will be pleased to hear
that 1 am going to give you several of these
tested recipes this month. You will find
two of them at the end of this article — one
for the Savory Lamb Stew, the other for
Pork Chops, Hawaiian — both of them great
favorites of Donald's.
Just below the recipes you will see a
coupon.
If you
are aat wise
you'llit
fill out that
coupon,
once,woman
and send
along to me, because some of Donald
Woods' best bets in the line of meat dishes
are included in this month's recipe leaflet.
It is yours for the asking — as always. Yes,
absolutely free ! And pretty darned attractive, this recipe leaflet, if I do say so.
Thousands of women already have taken
advantage of this generous monthly offer
of free, tested, practical recipes for the
favorite foods of well-known screen
stars. Others would do well to follow
their example, especially this month when
a moment's writing and a stamp or postal
will bring you suggestions for meat dishes
that are sure to win your husband's approval (or that
your these
best recipes
beau's heart).
The fact
will help you
save on your meat bills is just another
point in their favor. I doubt very much
if Mrs. Woods had any such idea in mind
when she set out to discover ways of preparing and serving meats that Donald
would like. But though she only sought —
and found — ways to add variety to the
menu, you will discover and appreciate tlie
fact that her suggestions are economical
as well.
For these recipes provide splendid examples of the two best ways to "stretch"
meat money that I know of. One way, of
course, is to use the cheaper meat cuts. The
other way is to make a more expensive cut
go further by "extending" the meat
{Continued on page 97)

"J think this is right but
I'm not sure. Anyway
dolly loves Johnson's
Baby Potvder no matter
where I put it. It smells
so good!"

'I'm Johnson's Baby Poivder — the kind that
soothes away skin irritation just like that! For
I'm soft as silk — made of the very finest Italian
Talc. No gritty particles nor orris-root in me.
And

don't forget my

Baby

Soap and Baby

team-mates
Cream!"

— Johnson's
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PERFUME!

ASK

To

introduce

LUXOR . . . moisture-proof powder
Combats shiny nose, conspicuous
pores, floury blotches
You
can't mixes
possiblywithhavenatural
a lovely
if face
powder
skinskin
moisture
and lets shine through, clogs pores and
makes them conspicuous, or forms pasty-looking blotches.
So change at once to Luxor, the moistureproof face powder. Prove it yourself It won't
even mix with water in a glass. Thus, it won't
mix with similar moisture on your skin and
make a harmful paste.
More than 6,000,000 women stick to Luxor
because it is moisture-proof It comes in a range
of smart new shades, scientifically blended in
our vast laboratories to flatter brunettes,
blondes,
and in-betweens with gorgeous
natural effect.
No powder at any price, contains finer, purer
ingredients. Insist on Luxor by name, and get
FREE/ 2- drams of ha Richesse
a sophisticated, smart French scent, selling regularly at $3 an ounce. An enchanting gift to
win new friends for Luxor. Powder and perfume together in a bright new Christmas wrapper at all cosmetic counters for the price of
Luxor powder alone.

I

Moisture-proof

J\MJ%f2\.
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FACE POWDER

AMAZING HAND SOFTENING CREAM DRIES LIKE MAGIC!
By all means try this spectaculai newsoftener for hands. A marvelous absorbent cream works right inro
tissues — dries like magic ! At
all cosmetic counters.
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GO
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HELEN COUGHLIN, Rochester, N. Y. ; FLORENCE
WILLIAM T., Clarkton, Mo.— The part of Addie May
STONE, Detroit, Mich.: MARY BUTTY, Brooklyn,
in "Steamlioat 'Round the Bend" was taken iiy a
N. Y.; ELEANOR DEIMLING, Cleveland, Ohio;
little girl named Lois N'erner. Garbo's next will
GERALDINE GENTZIG, New York City: GLENN
probably
be "Camille."
Margo her
finished
Hood
SCHULTZ, Alma, Wis.: LORRAINE DeNEP, Chiof El Dorado"
beforeROYE
starting
New "Robin
York
play.
ANNE,
Macon, Ga.,
T. BRAKE,
Burkesville,
cago, III.: LOIS WATTS, Dallas, Tex.: MARKy.: JANET GOLDIE, Newtonville, Mass.; J.
GARET MOODY, Pasadena, Tex.; MARTHA HILL,
DRAVILLAS, Oakland, Cal., CONSTANCE PETTY,
Kansas City, Mo.; DORA BROWN, Sask., Canada;
Gilberton, Pa.; HERBERT GIBSON, Lansdownc,
MARY F. MOYLAN, CAROLYN KLINE, Phila..
Md. ; OLEN McDonald, Monroe, N. C; MARIAN
Pa.; GRACE NOLAN. Devon, Conn.; HILDA &
SAVIDGE, Jersey City, N. J.; E. V. FLITCRAFT.
HULDAITE PINARD,
STUTZMAN,
Miss.; MARGUEROak Park, 111.; BETTE WARREN, Norfolk, Va.;
Oakland,Natchez,
Cal.; HELEN
BURGSTA,
LOUIE SAUNDERS, Snoqualmie, Wash.; JOANNE
Wallington, N. J.; ELSIE HORVATH, Lorain,
Ohio: ALLAN LESLIE, Antler, N. D. ; RUBY
ROGERS, HoUis, N. Y.— Rochelle Hudson is going
RICKETTS, Anadarko, Okla.; N. P. GUNNERSON,
places,on,andyou'd
sincebetter
you'llstock
be seeing
of her
from
now
up on more
her past
history.
Shrewsbury,
— Our Harlow,
first subject
for born
examination this monthMass.
is Jean
who was
with
Born
in
Claremore,
Okla.
(Will
Rogers'
home
tov/n)
on March 6. 1914, she received her education in the
the name of Harlene Carpenter, on March 3, 1911,
Claremore grade school, and the Hollywood High
in Kansas City. Mo. Her father was Dr. Frank
School after her parents moved there in 1930. She
Carpenter,
a
dentist.
Until
she
was
ten
she
atdetermined to become a film star and after many
tended the Barstow School for Girls in K. C then
futile attempts signed an RKO contract, making
moved to Hollywood where the Hollywood School
for Girls carried on her education. Then back to
her screen debut
in "Laugh
Get that
Rich."company
After
completing
five more
picturesand with
K. C. and the Bigelow School and later Ferry Hall
she signed a Fox contract following her success in
in Lake
Forest,
111.
At
16
she
ran
away
and
married Chaiies F. McGrew II and went to Hollywood
aimportant
small roleto with
Rogers
"Doctor
Bull."hadIt nois
mention
that,in while
Rochelle
to live, but was divorced 2 years later. Through
previous professional stage experience, she had apa bet she registered at the Central Casting office
peared in local performances, had taken dramatic
and in a short time was assigned to an extra part
lessons as well as singing, dancing and painting.
in Kichard
Dix' her"Moran
of she
the played
Marines."
Then
Her hobby is hook rugs, has two cats as pets, likes
Hal
Roach took
over and
in a Laurel
to swim, play tennis and read good fiction. She
and Hardy comedy, released in 1929. Because of
has grey eyes and her favorite color is blue. She
family pressure, she was forced to ask for her reis 5 feet 4 inches tall, weighs 100 pounds and has
lease from the Roach contract and spent the next
S months doing nothing. Trying her luck once more,
dark
brown hair.
"WayFonda,
Down she
East"willin be
whichin
she appears
withAfter
Henry
Jean (she had adopted her present name with her
"Snatched"
with
Bruce
Cabot
and
Cesar
Romero.
first picture) landed a part in Clara Bow's "SaturShe is under contract to 20th-century Fox. 1401 N.
day Night Kid." Then she met Ben Lyon and
Western
Ave., Hollywood. Calif. Miss Hudson is
not married.
James Hall
makingthe"Hell's
and
through
themwhowaswereawarded
lead inAngels"
that film.
GLADYS PRYOR, Salisbury, Md.— John Wayne most
The rest is movie history. Jean is 5 feet 3'A inches
assuredly is not dead. His two most recent pictures
tall,
has togray-blue
silveryweighs
blonde 109
hair.pounds,
She loves
entertain eyes
and isand
an
are
"Lawless
New Frontier." Buck
Jones
will be Range"
46 on theand4th"The
of December.
excellent cook. Collects wire-haired terriers and
MARY
LOUISE
ADKINS,
Cleves,
Ohio; ELLEN
phonograph
any swim
musicalandinstruSANDFORD, Los Angeles, Cal.; L. GLENNON.
ments, likesrecords,
to play can't
golf,play
tennis,
ride.
Boston, Mass.; MARY HILNER, Taines. Fla. ; PAHer second husband was Paul Bern, her third —
TRICIA GORDON, Oakland, Cal.; IRENE HANHal Rosson. She and William Powell are still likaYAK, Bamesboro, Pa.; DOROTHY FLETCHER,
this. Jean is under contract to M-G-M Studios,
Melrose, Mass.; JEAN LAZARUS, New York, N. Y. ;
Culver City, Cal., where she is now working on
MATTIE LEE, Pasadena, Cal.; KATHERINE
"Riff Raff" with Spencer Tracy.
KNIGHT, Dallas, Tex.; MOVIESTRUCK, Iowa
LETTYE ANN VOGEL, Kansas City, Mo.; MARY
City, la.: EDNA MANSFIELD, Burlington, N. C.
ANN GORDON, Jersey City, N. J.; V. SCHNEIDER,
New York City — Nelson Eddy is now working on
—Henry
And Montgomery.
now's for Robert
iNIontgomery.
The son
Bob was
born in Beacon.
N. Y.,of
"Rose Marie" with Jeanette MacDonald. If he
on May 21. 1904. There were tutors and exclusive
makes "Maytime" it will probably be with Grace
places forcationhiswas received
early training
and fashionable
his prep-school
eduMoore. "Follow the Fleet" is the next Fred Astaireat the
Pawling
Ginger Rogers opus. John Ford directed "The
School for Boys, following which he was sent to
Whole Town's Talking" and Clarence Brown "Anna
Europe to complete his education. When Bob was
Karcnina." George Raft's next after "Every Night
16 his father died quite suddenly, leaving the family
at Eight"HAWLEY,
is "She Couldn't
Take Mass.;
It."
fortune in a sad state. He and his brother set
RUTHE
Boston,
ESTHER
LOOMIS, Ruxton, Md. : IDA SELLINGER, Chicaabout immediately to find work. Four months later
Bob was deck hand on an oil tanker. On his return
go, 111.; MARY CHADWICK. EILEEN LEARY,
to New York Bob got a bit part in a show through
Newark, N. J.; CHARLES R. QUINLAN, AUDREY
his room mate, following which he joined a stock
SMITH, New York City; JANE FRIEDMAN,
company in Rochester. After his stock experiences,
Queens Village. N. Y. ; DOROTHY VINCENT
Montgomery returned to New York, where he talked
DOROTHY MINNETTE, St. Louis. Mo.; M. R
himself onto Broadway, and was a rising success
MASON. Disputanta, Va.; KENNETH BIDWELL,
there for five years. His first talking picture was
Greenville, Ohio; N. SANTORS, Bklyn., N. Y •
CLARA HCUSTEAU, Leetonia, Ohio; THELMA
"So This Is College." and his first stellar picture
REILLY. Salt Lake City. Utah— Qiester Morris,
was "Man in Possession." He dresses with exceedson of Wrlliam Morns and Etta Hawkins, both well
ing care,sideredshoots
game ofplayers
golf and
is conone of thea good
best tennis
in the
film
known on the stage, was born in New York City
on February 16, 1901. Chester attended grade and
colony. He plays the piano and sings a nifty tenor,
is an incessant reader, and very fond of scotties.
high school in Mt. Vernon. N. Y., and later the
Art Students League. Altliough his father did not
Elizabeth Allen is Mrs. Robert Montgomery and
want him to become an actor, young Jlorris joined
they have one daughter. He is scheduled for three
a stock company in Mt. Vernon. When he was 16
pictures, the first of which will probably be a musical
he obtained the role of an old man in "The CopperwithMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Jessie Matthews and Studios.
Clifton 'Webb.
him
at
Culver Write
City. Cal.
head"
Barrymore.
after stage
which produche appeared inwitha Lionel
great number
of other
CELESTE
Brooklyn, ofRussell
N.Jack
Y.— Holt.
David
and
Betty
Holt are SIMARI,
not the cliildren
Rosalind
is
in
her
late
tions. Then came vaudeville followed by more
twenties.
plays
in New York.
the summer
of 1928In
MERCEDES FRITZD. W. Griffith came to
SCHING, Washington,
D.
C, Kent,
ELEANOR
New York to unearth
If
you
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to
see
a
brief
synopsis
CLARK,
Ohio;
film talent. Chester
JEANETTE SMITH,
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Schenectady, N. Y. :
of
your
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life
in
this
department,
fill in and send us the coupon on page
SHIRLEY ANDERSON,
which
netted
the
lead
in him
"Alibi"
Chicago, 111.; LOUISE
contract
with
Josepha
73. General ques-lions, of course, will be
MULLINAX.
Gadsden.
Schenck. On November
answered
here,
too.
Those
asked
most
Ala.; MARGARET
S. 1926. Chester Morris
KYLE,
Winnipeg,
Canwas
married
to
Sue
Kilfrequently and the most interesting ones
ada: MARY HOLDEN.
born. They have two
receive first preference. And not too
children. Brooks and
Quincy,
Mass.:
ENID
MITCHELL, Columbus.
Cynthia.
is 5
many at a time please. Address: The
Ohio: DIXON WELLS,
feet
9 inchesChester
tall, weighs
Greene,
N. Y. ; D. LEE
Information
Desk,
Modern
Screen,
149
155 pounds, has green
TOMPKINS,
eyes and black hair.
{Continued
on pageCedar
73)
Madison
Ave.,
New
York,
N.
Y.
His most recent M-G-M
picture is "Pursuit."
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Mama
(Continued from page 32)

COOLER

PERMANENT

WAVE

shoulders, and makes her feel important
. . . and she is. So why not?
"All women like to have their own way,
and, in the long run, their way is usually
best. Of course, a woman likes to have a
little argument now and then. So, every
once in a while, I remember to argue a
point — just so Dixie can have the pleasure of seeing me give in. That's a very
important point ! You mustn't be too easygoing, or she'll forget you're a factor and
take you for granted. Yes, sir, a little disagreement once in a while sure peps things
up around the house !
"I guess you know I don't like to dress
up very
much.
In fact,Butclothes
one
of my
hobbies.
Dixiejust
has aren't
been
after me on that score for years and I'm
honestly trying to let her have her way
about it. There's only one handicap, you
see I'm color blind. An orange sweater,
a green tie and a blue shirt — they all look
the same to me. So it's not exactly my
fault that I haven't given in sooner. But
I'm all right today, am I not? Everything Ihave on is tan, isn't it ? And you
can see she finally got her way about my
getting thinner ! Thus proving that the
wife is always right, or should be !
THERE'S only one thing I boss — one
exception to my rule. And that is
Dixie's health. I won't let her do anything to endanger it. And that's another
good way to hold a wife — there's really
more to it than appears on the surface.
You can't be happy unless you're healthy.
A healthy woman makes a good companion,
and a sick one doesn't. I was glad when
Dixie went back into pictures and I encouraged ituntil I saw that too much work
was overtaxing her strength, right then
and there was where I laid down the law.
And I can do it, too ! As a matter of fact,
I just finished doing it this morning!"
Bing added rather proudly.
"You see they want her to do another
picture right away. But the doctor told
me she should have a little rest first. So
that's what I told her. We've been staying down at the ranch, and this morning
she wanted to come back to town with
me. But I wouldn't let her. I made her
stay down there, much as I would have
liked to have her with me. But it's good
for her down there — good for her, and
good for the kids. A husband's got to
think of those things. And besides, if I'm
cautious about her health, she knows how
really precious she is to me !
yes, and before I forget it, here's
one"Oh,_
thing
every married man should keep
in rnind. Remember anniversaries ! And
special ones, too ! Ordinary anniversaries,
like_ when you were married, when the
babies ^ were born, Christmas and Easter
and birthdays aren't enough. Why I've
invented all sorts of anniversaries ! The
day we met. The day we bought our
house. All those things ! I even make an
anniversary out of Dixie's first day, and
her last one, on a picture. Why, when she
finished "Redheads on Parade" it cost
me one mink coat, but it was worth it, I'll
say !

"You see I don't want Dixie to think
that her career and the money
she makes
out of it, has anything to do with us. It's
bad to let a wife mix her business up
with marriage."
I got him all right, and was so sold on
what I got, that I decided to try out a

Bennett
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Now Pat showed signs of cooling off,
and continued, "Of course, there are other
things that are important, too. Little
things,
like taking your wife dancing
rest !"
whenever
she wants to go, whether you
feel like it or not. And you know that
slogan you see in some restaurants : 'Take
your wife
to eat gag
once for
a week'?
That's
okay,
too —out
a swell
any married
man to follow. Take her out as often as
you can — go to movies, go dancing, or just
go for an auto ride — hold her hand and
give her a kiss or two, like you did in
the good old days before you were married. Don't be a mugg and sit home in
your slippers all the time. A woman likes
to see the bright lights, meet new people,
and show off a new dress. And for heaven's sake, don't ever let her think she's
iriissing something by being married!
My next victim was Chester Morris.
Now Chet is as sentimental as a school-boy
about his sweetheart, even after a good

BASIL SYDNEY

TUNNEL
York

to London

THE MOST GIGANTIC
FEA T IN ALL HISTOR Y
GB THANKS

|

Walter Huston. George!
Arliss for graciously .
contributing portrayals ;
of the President of the'!
U; S. and the Primes
Minister of England . . .

Directed by MAURICE ELVEY
COMING SOON
uction
* Courtety of M. G M.

few other to
of find
Hollywood's
married
husbands
out how happily
they stay
that
way. It's true that women have a great
deal more freedom today than they have
ever had before. And freedom furnishes
temptations. Another thing, women, as
they grow older today, become constantly
more attractive — often more attractive
after marriage than they were before.
Yes, this holding a wife is a modern
problem,
not
exempt.and even Hollywood men are
One of the most attractive wives in
Hollywood is Mrs. Pat O'Brien. Pat,
being a fighting Irishman, knows only
fighting-Irishman rules. And here they
are :
"When I received an ofTer to come to
Hollywood," Pat told me, "I practically
had to kidnap Eloise to bring her along
with me. And when I got my first pay
check, I just told her we were going to
get
eventimes.
thoughI finally
she'd said
'no'
aboutmarried,
forty-eight
dragged
her right up to the altar. Well, that's sort
of made me boss ever since ! And that's
why I don't agree with what Bing says
about letting the lady rule the roost.
"Of course a man's got to be considerate of the little woman's feelings and
preferences about certain things. But I
don't hide from her the fact that I'm crazy
about her, and that she belongs to me, and
that I get jealous every time another guy
looks at her cross-eyed ! I don't mind admitting Ihope she's jealous of me, too.
I believe in showing it now and then —
not petty jealousy, hell no! — but enough
to prove I'm not going to let anything
break up our home. We've fought for our
home for years, to make it what it is today, a haven of security, a baby and a balance in the bank. And just let anybody
try to take it away from us ! That goes
for scandal mongers, gossipers and the
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many
years
marriage.
easywayto
see that
Mrs.of Morris
feelsAnd
the it's
same
about him. "In the first place," said Chet,
"if there are any such things as rules, I
believe that considerafcness is the greatest thing any man can give to his wife.
And it's especially important for an actor,
because you know how unbearable an actor
can be I Why, after a disappointment —
not getting the role I wanted — I sometimes go for hours without saying a
word — sulking, because I feel sorry for
myself, I suppose. It's an actor's greatest
failing
I just
can't help
This tryis
an
awfulandstrain
on Susie
and Iit.
usually
to clear out until the mood is over Or
Susie will say simply, 'Mood, honey?'
And I'll answer, 'Yes, mood.' And then
she says, 'Well, O. K. Work it out, I
won't bother you.' And with that little
understanding between us, we never have
any friction because of temperament.

"Another thing, I ha\e sort of funny
ideas about children. Although we have
two of
them, inand
most letadorable children
the they're
world, the
I never
my
affection for them come before my love
for Susie. When a father (or a mother,
either), allows his children to claim first
place in his interest, he weakens the close
bond between himself and his wife. It's
bound to happen. And it's so foolish,
for children
always
ents when they
growrunup.out on their par"I've also found that always telling the
truth is one of the surest ways to preserve
happiness. Even about little things. Even
when Susie doesn't ask me about something, Itell her every little thing I do all
day long — the people I've met — the people
I've talked to, and what was said. It
saves a lot of misunderstandings later. Her
confidence in me is terribly important to
her and to me, too.
"I like to humor her, too. If Susie likes
to have breakfast in bed, she never hears
me complaining about having to eat downstairs alone. I have no reason to complain. Ilike her to do anything and everything she wants. Every husband should
m.ake it a point to indulge his wife's whims
now and then — and also to go out of his
way to do little favors for her. Always
be
of her
strength.
don't
be considerate
backward about
showing
yourAnd
afTection
for her in front of other women. A woman likes that, though she may pretend not
to ! And have a lot of laughs ! A lot of
them. They've got what it takes to stay

AT constantly
the Eddiesending
G. Robinsons',
love of
is
a little gift
married !"
roses, or Rolls-Royces, or diamond bracelets, or a whole new bedroom set ! Eddie
simply showers gifts on Gladys, and as he
ssys, "It isn't so much the gifts that count,
but I do try to show her, by them, how
much
think of Eddie
her andwashowtoooften."
And I because
modest to
enumerate them himself, I'm going to
tell you just a few little items that he
showered on her after the baby was born.
There was one new town car, spic and
span, shining black. One beautiful bracelet. _One service set, a lovely old Swedish
design. And one stunning tea service, with
tremendous tray to match. In addition to
which he bought the town out of toys for
the 'oaby.

Of course not every man can afford such
a splurge, even when the first baby is
born but, as Eddie advises, "If a man has
five dollars to spare, he should spend at
least four of it on his wife. Yes, sir,
four out of five, that's my motto! It shows
her you're proud of her.
"And I try to please her in other ways,
too. I'm sort of a quiet chap and could
stick around the house seven nights in a
week. But, if Gladys wants to get dressed
up and go out, well then, we get dressed
up and go out. And I even 'go the whole
hog' and wear tails and a white tie, if she
wants me to. Women just naturally like
to see their men well-dressed, I guess, and
I think there's been entirely too much said
on the other side of the question, about
how women should keep themselves just
as attractive, just as slim, just as well
dressed after marriage as before. Well,
how about the men? It's just as important for us as it is for the women.
"Another thing, most women are more
socially-minded than men. And it's no use
to buck it. If she likes to entertain and
play hostess, then it's up to the husband to
be just as cordial a host as she is a
hostess. But it's not right to have too
good
time.twoIt'speople
all the
manythepeople
for
soul around
of marriag
e for
to get of¥ by themselves together once in

a while."
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{Continued from page 33)
George out of his snores or, whether its
scent was supposed to be a sentimental
reminder of their wedding, I never heard,
butTheanyway,
what she did
bigger that's
and handsomer
the ! husband,
the more he has to be coddled. If you
don't think Mrs. Clark Gable has a chore
with Clark, you don't know your onions.
Clark is much like a big, gamboling St.
Bernard dog — lovable, happy-go-lucky and
unwilling to be bothered by the details of
life. He leaves everything to Mrs. Gable.
But he doesn't like to be bossed, so she
has had to develop her own subtle, but
neat, technique in handling him. Wives who
have big, gamboling, hearty husbands —
take note !
In the first place, she caters to his tastes
rather than hers by making him perfectly
happy and comfortable at home. A socialite, she loves the opera, formal dinners,
dressing on all occasions. Clark hates
formality. And so Mrs. Gable caters to
Clark's ideas. Most of the time they entertain no more than eight people informally at home. They have stews, cold cuts,
or steak and potatoes, and beer, the kind
of hearty food Clark likes, instead of
squab and champagne. Only once in a
blue moon does Mrs. Gable exercise her
wifely prerogative and get Clark into something distinctly social. Then, though he
protests a little, I think he really enjoys
himself.
Rea Gable has never tried to "tame"
Clark. She knows that he loves to go
prowling at night by himself, having talks
with garage mechanics, hot dog proprietors, being with people who do not know
he is Clark Gable. That his hunting trips,
up in the Arizona and Nevada mountans,
for a week at a time — where he fraternizes
with hunters and guides, men who don't
know him as "sex-appeal Gable," are important to his being himself. And so she
neveron objects
when except
she doesn't
hear wire,
from
him
these jaunts
the laconic
"Be home tomorrow. Love, Clark."
WISELY', while he is keeping himself
happy and fit, she attends to the business details of the household. She pays
the bills, banks the checks, and sees that
the household runs smoothly for him. And,
undoubtedly,
Gable's why
wisdom
wife
is one ofRea
the reasons
Clarkashasa
maintained his standing on the screen so
ably.
Some of our most successful stars are
frank to attribute much of their success
and a great deal of their stability to the
good sense, unfailing discretion and tact
maintained by their wives. Quite a few
will admit frankly that they probably
wouldn't have a cent to their names if it
were
for wifey's keeping a close eye
on thenotcheckbook.
In days of yore, papa not only brought
in the dough, but spent it. If mama wanted
a new dress, it was he who stopped by
at the general store and planked out $1.75
for a bolt of calico which would last her
and the children for five years. But not
in Hollywood today. Papa may bring
in the dough, but mama not onl}- spends
it, but keeps track of it.
Some wives, even though they don't
check the family exchequer or pay the
bills, are fine balance wheels for their
husbands. Mrs. Robert IMontgomer}- has
done a great deal towards stabilizing Bob,
and it has taken great patience and great
strength of character on her part. Bob,

dull

giallow^

Miss Rosalie de Forest Crosby, a beautiful brunette

'The right powder

makes

brilliant/' Color Analyst

it
said

Here's a girl who thought all brunette
powder shades were alike. Dark-haired
with pale creamy skin, she had been
using "just any" brunette powder. Her
skin looked sallow with it — yellowish.
Pond's Color Analyst told her why: "Too
dull a shade. " He smoothed on Pond's Brunette. "Why, this brightens my skin!"
Her coloring looked positively alive!
Don't THINK Pond's Brunette is
like any other brunette shade. Nor
Pond's Rose Cream like any other blonde
powder! They're not. Pond's Powder
shades are the result of a new discovery
that adds life to every skin.
With an optical machine. Pond's coloranalyzed the skins of over 200 girls. They
discovered the secret tints that made each
skin what it was. Most astonishing of all,
they found that dazzling blonde skin
owes its transparency to a hidden blue
tint ! Glowing brunette skin gets its creamy
clarity from a hidden touch of green.'

Over 200 Slrls' skin color-analyzed to find
the hidden tints in lovely skin now blended
invisibly in Pond's new Face Powder.
Pond's blended all these precious tints
into their face powder. Invisibly. When
you fluff on Pond's, dull skin lights up.
Pale skin surges with new vitality. A
florid complexion tones down soft. Every
skin blooms afresh!
Don't use a powder shade that stamps
you old-fashioned, dull. See what the
new Pond's shades can do for you —
Brunette — clears brunette skins
Rose Brunette — warms dull skins
Rose Cream — gives radiance to fair skins
Natural — lighter — a delicate flesh tint
Light Cream — a light ivory tone
With Pond's, you don't have to be "powdering all the time" — it clings for hours.
So delicate, it cannot clog.

5 Different Shades FREE!— Af^// Coupon Today
(This offer expires February i, 1936)
POND'S, Dept. M-94, Clinton, Conn. Please send me free 5 different shades
of Pond's new Powder, enough of each shade for a thorough 5-day test.
Name
.
Street,
Citv
55^ size now 35<^
$1.10 size now 70^
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who is essentially a happy-go-lucky, carefree young man, went through a difficult
maturing process a few years ago. Hollywood rather went to his head and I think
he got the idea he was a great sheik with
the ladies. He was a pretty foolish young
man on a couple of occasions, and it is
to
Mrs. him
Montgomery's
that she
watched
with great credit
forehearance
as
well as an appreciation of his finer qualities, realizing that he would bounce back
to normal eventually. Bob appreciates this
now.
Taking care of an absent-minded movie
papa is really something of a feat. Ask
Billie Cagney, wife to Jimmy. You may
have thought of James as a serious, responsible young man who does things with
clock-like precision, but if you should talk
to his wife, you'd find out he's worse than
the traditional absent-minded professor.
Billie's best example of this is about the
time they didn't meet on the corner to go
to the theatre ! It's typically Jimmy and
reveals a side that few people know. Billie
had gone to visit her mother and was to
'phone Jimmy where to meet her. In due
time,
it. It the
was 'phone
Billie. rang. Jimmy answered
"Will you meet me in a half an hour,

WHAT
wouldn't she give to hear it
ring? To hear a girl friend's voice:
"Come on down, Kit. The bunch is here!"
Or more important: "This is Bill. How
about the club dance Saturday night?"
• • • •
The truth is, Bill would ask her. And so
would the girls. If it weren't for the fact
that underarm perspiration odor makes
her so unpleasant to be near.
What a pity it is! Doubly so, since perspiration odor is so easy to avoid. With
Mum!
Just half a minute is all you need to use
Mum. Then you're safe for the whole day!
Use Mum any time, even after you^re
dressed. For it's harmless to clothing.
It's soothing to the skin, too — so
soothing you can use it right after shaving
your underarms.
Mum doesn't prevent perspiration. But
it does prevent every trace of perspiration
odor. Use it daily and you'll never be
guiltj' of personal unpleasantness. BristolMyers, Inc., 75 West St., New York.

MUM
TAKES
OF

THE

ODOR

OUT

PERSPIRATION

ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS is on sanitary
napkins.
and ofyou'll
never have
to
worry Use
aboutit for
thisthis
cause
unpleasantness.
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"Yes, of course," he said.
"Will you please, while I hang on to the
'phone, see if my watch is on the dresser,
dear?"
and
then we'll decide where."
Jimmy went, discovered the watch, returned to the living-room, where he sat
down and calmly went on with his reading while Billie held on to the telephone in
a public booth miles away. She could
hear the rustle of the newspaper as her
absent-minded spouse went on with his
reading. She heard him whistle a little
tune. She shouted over the telephone, she
squeaked, she whistled, but his thoughts
were far away. She heard him get up, put
on his coat, and go out the door to meet
her — goodness only knows ivherc! So, she

Biography

hung up and took a taxi home to meet
Jimmy coming shamefacedly in the door.
The hook
receiver
the
! to the telephone was still off
She doesn't let him handle his own
money. He has a bank account but is never
permitted more than a hundred-dollar
balance at a time, not for the reason that
he's extravagant in his spending, but because he is so generous. He will give
money to anyone wiio asks for it.
ONE of the most thoroughly protected
and cared for actors in Hollywood is
George Arliss, but why not, when he has,
not only Mrs. Arliss always by his side
and working right along with him, but
Jenner, his staid English valet who has
been with him for twenty-nine years. Efficient and noiseless, Jenner is a terrific
tyrant and sometimes runs afoul of Mrs.
Arliss in his duties. I presume that she
is victor in these matters, but at the time
the air sponse
is tofilled
with sparks.
rethe studio
employee Jenner's
who came
up to him to ask some questions regarding
Mrs. Arliss' work in "Richelieu" is indicative of this. Jenner turned away haughtily and replied, "I really don't know. You
will have to ask her. We are not speakFor aplomb in the face of circumstances
whiching today
would
!" startle a complacent Mrs.
Minneapolis Banker out of her mind, I
mustoccasion
report Jessica
Barthelmess's
on
the
of the Fiermonte
fight poise
in Hollywood when she saw her husband, shirt
open at the neck, walk calmly into the
ring, carrying pail and towel, to be introduced as the Italian's second. Jessica
probably
minded if
Dick,
who is thewouldn't
soul of have
conservatism
himself,
had
given sitting
her some
but he
Friends
withwarning,
her heard
herhadn't.
gasp
for breath at the sight of him. But she
quickly controlled herself, and all she did
was wave kerchiefsweetly
a congratulatory handin his direction.

of

Binnie

{Continued from page 41)
on the stage. In fact, I was billed as
'Texas Binnie Barnes' in the first thing I
did, a rope-twirling act with Tex McLeod
in South Africa. Nobody knew I was
English, and the funny part of it was,
that I myself didn't know I had a Southern
accent. I'd picked it up from Te.x, and
thought that all Americans talked as he
did. When I went back to London I
couldn't get a job as an English girl. I
played gangster molls in 'Innocents of
Chicago' and other sweet, tender little
things in which you couldn't call your life
your own. And was I tough !"
"You don't look it."

she laughed.
kindly,
you were
THAN
I had
bad daj's.
my sir,"
"ButK those
a terrific make-up, and oh, the walk of
me I Later on I played Spanish, French
and German girls, all with the same accent. Then I tried an Irish one in 'The
Silver Tassie' with Charles Laughton on
the London stage. It seemed odd to be
on
Eighth'work
the movie
'Henry my
him again
with screen.
I started
But in
the
with Idas. Lupino's father, Stanley, in short
He threw pies, and had to have
comedie
'em.meTheflatfirst
could take
who along
girlcame
athat
my
on one
knocked
fanny. Far from a beauty," she pensively
'Pie-Face'."
was tocalled
added,
"You "Iseem
have had a varied career,"
I sympathetically remarked.

"A bit of this, that and the other," she
lightly replied. "I was in slapstick for
years. I didn't mind, just taking my luck
as it came. I'd probably never got on the
stage
at all
McLeod
hadn't
to
come
intoif aTexLondon
dance
hall happened
where I
was working. It's all been surprising. But
it amazed me to be given the part of
Lillian Russell, for London producers had
always associated me with tough parts.
And I certainly never was known as a
beauty. In England we have no great
beauties. Of course, there was Lily Langtry
in herto time,
even sheToday
couldn't
hold
a candle
LillianbutRussell.
we have
personalities, to my mind, far more important than beauty, especially on the
"Whom

do you consider the most beau-

"Wait
a moment
— a fine lot of trouble
tiful screen
actress?"
I'd be piling up for myself saying that !"
screen."
"Nonsense, she
go hesitated,
ahead." "I will say that
"W-well,"
Claudette Colbert is charming. But beauty's
no good if you've no personality. English
girls are much quieter than American girls,
who have more push and are more sexy,
but do not have more charm. But an English girl can be very dull. She is kept
down by chaperons and God knows what !
Life is more of a routine in England. Just
as in all old countries, it goes on and on
without change ; customs and habits re-

MODERN
maining the same. Here there is more
freedom. This makes it easier for an
American girl to marry. She learns an
awful lot. Then there's the climate, with
more opportunity for sports, which develop the body and must do the mind
some good. Everything here is action. Before an Englishman does anything he
thinks twice — particularly about marrying.
So what can the poor girl do ?"
"But you managed it?"

SCREEN

muiinv!

ONCE — and never again. Now that
I've got a husband I'm going to hang
on to him. That's my main job, and I'm
going back to it after making one more
picture here. But I'll return to America.
I never want to stay in any one place a
long while. After a bit I like to pop off
somewhere else. I've had a lot of experiences in different parts of the world, and
they've
all been Iswell,
even once
whenin I've
been
out of dough.
grumble
a while,

"When I left a place I always got a
better one," was her most intelligent reply.
"I liked 'em all while I stayed.
"Work was good for me," she insisted.
"If I'd been brought up in cottonwool, I'd
never have done anything. And it was fun
having a go at one thing and another. I
got to know all kinds of people. Lord,
the different ones that poked their heads
out of doors when I was delivering milk!
That was the time, early in the morning,
to see them as they really were without
any frills. The things they wore and the
things they said ! I'll never forget one old
crone who wore diamond earrings — probably slept in 'em — and a second-hand lady
with the airs of a duchess. Oh, well, I
dare say I thought myself pretty grand
when I got that job in a dance hall ! I'd
wait for a customer to do a twirl with me,
then slither out on the floor like Lady Vere
de Vere herself."
"After all your other jobs, what do
you think of movie work?"
"This," said the practical Binnie, "is a
sissy job."

... So rang the cry from stem to stern of H.M.S. BOUNTY, homeward
bound to England from the enchanted islands of the South Seas . . .
"MUTINY!

Down

with Captain Bligh!"

The men of the BOUNTY had been at the breaking point for
many long weeks, and at last, unable to stand any longer the
scenes of horror and ghastly brutality that had marked the
voyage, they turned against their captain in fierce mutiny,
led by the gallant mate. Fletcher Christian.
Gaining command of the ship. Christian and his men
turned their course back to the green isles of Tahiti.
The men were elated . . . were they not bound for a
peaceful carefree life . . . for a Paradise on earth?
Christian rejoiced, for he was returning, as he had
promised, to Maimiti. the beautiful Tahitian maiden
who had captured his heart ...
/.

but
idea,
ever I'm
sincenever
I wasdiscontented.
a kid, has My
been one
to keep
working."
"You mentioned driving a milk cart."
"We had no money, so I had to do something. Dad was a London policeman, and
when he died he left mother and me on
a tiny farm. So we went into the milk
business. The hardest part of it was getting up at four in the morning. That's
not gay. even for a fourteen-year-old girl.
But I loved driving the horse. Snowy we
called him. He got so he knew every
house on the route and would stop without
my saying" a word or pulling a line. And
that, mind you, meant sixty houses. Then
there was a little coffee shop where I'd
get a cup for myself and lumps of sugar
for Snowy. That turned out to be our
hard luck place. I was coming out of it
one morning when Snowy, scared by a
passing tram, started to run away. I just
managed to swing myself up on the wagon,
but he
I couldn't
stop inhim.
He tore
along
till
got jammed
between
two trams
and was so badly hurt he had to be
shot."
"Were you hurt?"
For answer she pulled of? her hat. Her
forehead showed a white scar.
"That runaway put us out of the milk
business. But as soon as I was able 'to be
about again I got a job in a factory, where
I tested electric light bulbs and became
a first-class solderer — sealed the tin casings,
you know". Next I worked in a paper bag
factory. Then I pressed veins on artificial leaves — sounds silly, doesn't it? From
there I went to a tobacconist's. I never
did office work ; for one thing, I wasn't intelligent enough."
No?lieve her.With all due respect, you can't be-

But cruel Captain Bligh. whom they thought
dead, was seeking revenge , . . could they
escape him and remain in this Eden for
which they had fought so desperately?
You will enjoy reading the thrilling and
romantic
story
of "Mutiny
on the
BOUNTY." M-G-M's picture featuring
Clark Gable, Charles Laughton, and
Franchot Tone — it appears in comissue plete story form in the December
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TROUBLES

Try This Improved
Pasteurized Yeast
to Eat

PIMPLES and blotches, like muddiness and lack of color in the
skin, are usually caused by a sluggish system.
That is why external treatments bring so
little relief.
Thousands have found in Yeast Foam
Tablets a pleasant, easy way to correct skin
troubles caused by digestive sluggishness.
Science now knows that very often slow,
imperfect elimination of body wastes is
brought on by insufficient vitamin B complex. The stomach and intestines, deprived
of this essential element, no longer function
properly. Your digestion slows up. Body
poisons cause ugly eruptions and bad color.
Yeast Foam Tablets supply the vitamin
B complex needed to correct this condition.
These tablets are pure pasteurized yeast —
and yeast is the richest known food source
of vitamins B and G. This improved yeast
should strengthen and tone up your intestinal nerves and muscles. It should quickly
restore your digestive and eliminative system to normal, healthy function.
With the true cause of your trouble corrected, pimples and other common skin
troubles disappear. And your whole system
benefits so that you Jeel better as well as
look better.
Don't confuse Yeast Foam Tablets with
ordinary yeast. These tablets have a pleasant, nut -like taste that you will really enjoy.
Pasteurization makes Yeast Foam Tablets
utterly safe for everyone to eat. They cannot
cause jertnentation in the body and they contain nothing to put on fat.
Any druggist will supply you with Yeast
Foam Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only
50c. Get one today. Refuse substitutes.
YEAST

FOAM

Lone

Wolf

TABLETS

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY I
FREE
You may paste this on a pen7iy post card |
I NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
MM-12-3S I
I 1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
•
' Please send free introductory package of Yeast !
j Foam Tablets.
J
I
I|
I Name
_
I
I
j Address
j
I
i
I City
State..
I
I
J
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(C ontinued from page 35)
to sentimentalize over the Irish George.
There is no man in all Hollywood, today,
who causes more .palpitations than George.
Nor any man who cares less whether ladies
palp or not. Preferably NOT. I can
even list some of them under the general
heading
of "Palpitations
One, Two,
and so on.
There was Loretta
Young,Three"
who
admitted to a more than professionally
friendly feeling for the dark Irishman in
the pre-Chatterton days when she and
George were making "Week-End Marriage" and "They Call It Sin" together.
There was La Chatterton herself, who
from the day when she first saw his test
for her picture, "The Rich Are Always
With Us," uttered the now famous line,
"Where has he been all his life?" There
are those who say that because George
flies, Ruth flies, too, in the airy hope that
perhaps, someday, in the ether . . .

END

That's Easy
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THERE is Joan Crawford — Joan went,
I happen to know, to quite devious ends
to invite George to one of her ultra-conservative, very private at-home dinner
parties. It is said that she asked Jean
Muir to bring him with her because she
knew that Jean and George were friendly.
George was teaching Jean to fly. And
then the columnists fell upon the lessons
with both pens, so to speak, so pupil and
teacher flew no more that day. Nor any
other day. And there is a hint of the
wistful in the Muir eyes, remembering . . .
A few days ago a pretty girl approached George on the set and said to
him, "You don't remember me, do you?"
George confessed politely, that he did not.
Then the girl seized him by the lapels of
his coat saying in a hushed, emotional
voice, "Did you ever have the feeling that
yoii belonged to someone?'' George gave a
loud yelp and dashed for the safer precincts of his set, muttering that he had
felt that way and wanted none of it. The
girl turned out to be an extra from another
set, inoculated with a Brent-bent. Quite
harmless.
And that's reason No. 1 for George being the "Lone Wolf of Hollywood" today.
He doesn't want to belong to anyone. He is
afraid of women. He is afraid of possessiveness. He has survived two unsuccessful marriages and they have not
served to lessen his fear. He loathes ties
and bonds of any kind. He despises routine eating hours, household schedulism,
the silken strands with which women bind
a man who would be free. He wants
travel and adventure and solitude far
more than he wants the frail fevers of any
feminine entanglement.
Undoubtedly his birth and background
have everything to do with it. George was
born, as you may know, in Ballinasloe, a
town in mid-western Ireland. His father
was a newspaper man, the descendent of a
long line of fighting Irshmen.

George was eleven he made his
WHEN
first trip to America. And learned
to love the roll of a ship beneath his feet.
He soaked in eagerly the talk of seafaring
men, the sight of far horizons. "I knew
then," he told me, "that I would never stay
again."to attend the
place
any one to
long
He inreturned
Dublin
I'niversity there, and, later, during the inception and success of the Abbey Theatre,
he was inspired to go on the stage by the
plays of Yeats, Lady Gregory, Padraic
Coium and others. "I felt," said George,
"that the theatre crystallized all of my am-

bitions for me. I had been torn between
the newspaper business and the cavalry.
On the stage, I figured, I could be all of
the cliaracters I wanted to be — I could
smell the sea in my nostrils when I played
a sailor, know the tang of war as a makebelieve warrior, feel the plains of the West
under my feet as a frontiersman. But
most of all, / -iconld be going places. That
v»'as why I chose the stage. I would never
be still. Never tied to one place, nor to
one group of people. I would be free. Tlie
theatrical profession, I knew, was one
of the three or four in the world which
does not stay in one place. And that was
my real ambition. The only real love I
have ever had, has been, and is today, the
love of freedom. To be free, a man must
walk alone.
"I managed to matriculate at the Abbey
and the only times I didn't show up for the
rising curtain were times when newer and
more stirring interests diverted me. Rebellions and political cabals and such.
"That was the time of the Irish Revolution of 1924. With a patriotic newspaper
editor for a father and with the hot blood
of generations of Irish patriots boiling in
my blood, it is hardly necessary to say
where my sympathies were. I was in the
thick of it from the first and acted as dispatch carrier for Michael Collins.
"I was a spy. And I learned, during
those days, to mistrust small talk and the
people who were glib with it. I learned
to keep my mouth shut and my ears open
and to respect those who did likewise. I
learned to weigh every syllable before I
uttered it. I learned to fear women. I
learned
ments. to steer clear of their blandishTHEN Michael Collins was slain and
the young George fled from Ireland for
his life. For a time he went into hiding in
Glasgow. And there again, he learned the
lesson
silence hecannever
be. has unlearned — how golden
But even in Glasgow, the English authorities found him out and in the dead
of night he left Scotland and entered
England, figuring that it would be the least
likely place for them to look for him.
A freight boat out of Ph'mouth offered
him safe passage to .A.merica and he
took it.
His career as a warrior and as a spy
was at an end. And George found that
his love for the theatre still clung to him.
For five years he played more than three
hundred leads in stock companies. He
ranged through the States — Florida, Massachusetts, Colorado, New York. Then
"Love, Honor and Obey" brought him to
Broadway, where he played opposite
Alice Brady. In that company was another
young actor of whom you may have
heard ! His name was Clark Gable.
The screen began to talk. The dragnet
for new talent spread out. New faces for
old. There were tests and a few minor
pictures for George before the big call
came from Warner Brothers, who announced that they were looking for a leading man for Ruth Chatterton. And the
rest is history known by heart.
All of which should tell you why George
Brent is the "Lone Wolf of Hollywood"
today. Why, when he has a leave of absence, he prefers to spend it in the remote
ether rather than with such earthy Venuses
as Garbo, Crawford, Jean, Loretta. . . .
I faced him down about being a Lone
Wolf.
He smiled that diffident smile of
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his. You have to come right out and face
him with things when you talk to him because he ivill not aiisn'cr questions.
"You are the -Lone Wolf of Hollywood,' "I stated.
"I am," he said. "I work too hard to
be anything else. Nine pictures in a row.
When I'm through at night I'm too tired
to put on the soup and fish, order flowers,
go through the necessary rituals. I go
heme to my house in Toluca Lake — rented,
not owned — I wouldn't own a house for
anything. It might come to own me. I
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go' home and
go to bed and read and I repeat this performance every night of my
life, week in and week out. I'm poor copy
for a story just because I don't do anything."
"If you were not working so hard, were
not tired," I said, "you'd do the same
thing?"
"The same," agreed George. "Matter
of honest fact, I'm a very shy person,
always was. I have no small talk. I
can't spend an evening dotted with such
conversational high-lights as, "So what?' or
like that?' I'm not com'How do fortableyou
at parties, at the Grove, places
like that. And if I'm not comfortable, it
naturally follows that I'm not having a
good time and if I'm not having a good
time, why should I go?
"I'm working with one objective in
view, to pay off some annuities of mine.
When I get them all paid up I'll be really
free.
And when
free, I'llI go
awayto
from here.
I wantI am
to travel.
want
see all of the far places of the earth and
all of the strange people. I want to
hunt, fish, knock about, and keep my mouth
shut and my ears open. I don't want to
have to punch a clock. I don't want to
know or care what time it is. I don't
want a home, possessions, ties or responsibilities. Ibelong with men, in a man's
world. I fit better there. I'm more comfortable there. That's all there is to it."
I SAID, "But we read, now and again,
squibs in columnists' chatter stating that
you were seen lunching here and there,
dining this place and the other. For instance, some time ago an item appeared
to the effect that you were seen at the
races with Garbo. The story went that
a small child sat in back of you, poked
her mother and said, 'Oooh, Ma, there's
Greta Garbo with George Brent !' And
the mother, peering, said, 'Nonsense, dear,
it is not!' "
George said, his eyes turned now in the
direction of the flying field where his
plane was tuning up, "If the incident
really happened at all, I can say only that
Mama was right ! I went to the races
only once and that once was with my
friend and agent, Minna Wallace. None
of these items happens to be true. I read
that I was seen at Caliente, when I have
never been to Caliente. I read that I
dined here, there, the other place — and
they are usually houses I have never
stepped foot into and people I have nevfer
met. There are, of course, a few places
I should like to go. Grace Moore invited me for dinner several times, for instance. Iam very fond of Grace. She
is ago grand
I've But
never
able
to
becauseperson.
of work.
for been
the most
part, I go nowhere. I know that one
invitation leads to another and before you
know it you are enmeshed. And so — I
change my telephone number every two
weeks and stay alone in my lair."
Strange as it may seem — this is the
simple truth. Garbo may sulk, Jean look
wistful, Crawford invite, Loretta remember— but far off in the limitless ether his
books and his fishing rods beside him,
George Brent looks down upon a toy
world — alone.
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YOUTH shall not be denied loveliness, says April
Showers . . . and forthwith presents the most exquisite toiletries that ever fitted a young budget! Face
potvder . . . a sheer veil of scented mist. Talc for a refreshing body-bath. Eau de cologne for a glamorous
rub-down. And a perfume created by one of the
world's greatest perfumers to give you a fragrance
that is young and gay and in supreme good taste.

BUDGET
PRICE LIST
April Showers
Eau de Cologne 2Si,b5i,$l
Face Powder. . . 28f! and 55ji
Talc
IBi and 55fi
Perfume
i/urse sizes 28j! and SOji
Dusting Powder
S5f and $1.23
Rouge,
Lipslici,
Bath Sails, etc., Skin
from Lotion,
2Si to
85^. At stores everywhere.
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Diamond Jim (Universal)
Don't Bet on Blondes (Warners)
Doubting Thomas (Fox)
Escapade (M-G-M)
Escape Me Never (United Artists)
Every Night at Eight (Paramount)
The Farmer Takes a Wife (Fox)
Forsaking All Others (M-G-M)
Four Hours to Kill (Paramount)
Front Page Woman (Warners)
G-Men (Warners)
The Gilded Lily (Paramount)
Ginger (Fox)
The Girl from 10th Avenue (Warners)
The Glass Key (Paramount)
Goln' to Town (Paramount)
Go Into Your Dance (Warners)
The Goose and the Gander (Warners)
Hard Rock Harrigon (Fox)
Here Is My Heart (Paromount)
Hold 'Em Yale (Paramount)
Hooray For Love (RKO)
I'll Love You Always (Columbia)
In Caliente (First National)
The Informer (RKO)
The Irish in Us (Warners)
The Iron Duke (G-B)
It Happened in New York (Universal)
Jalna (RKO)
Java Head (First Division)
Laddie (RKO)

9 -4-

3 -AA^

3
933 -44'
3^

3
3
3 -43^
■5 w
3•3 ^X
z IT
"5 -A'

Lady Tubbs (Universal)
Les Miserables (20th Century)
Let 'Em Have It (United Artists)
Life Begins at Forty (Fox)
The Little Colonel (Fox)
Love in Bloom (Paramount)
Love Me Forever (Columbia)
Loves of a Dictator (G-B)
Mad Love (M-G-M)
The Man on the Flying Trapeze (Paramount)

J IT

9 -XJ IT

The Man Who Knew Too Much (M-G-M)
Mark of the Vampire (M-G-M)
McFodden's Flats (Paramount)
Men of Tomorrow (London Films)
Men Without Names (Paramount)
Mississippi (Paramount)
Mr, Dynamite (Universal)
Murder in the Fleet (M-G-M)
Murder Man (M-G-M)
Nell Gwyn (United Artists)
A Night at the Ritz (Warners)
No More Ladies (M-G-M)
Oil for the Lamps of China (Warners)
One More Spring (Fox)
Orchids to You (Fox)
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The People's Enemy (RKO)
People Will Talk (Paramount)

3*-k
1^•k

Princess Charming (G-B)
Public Hero No. 1 (M-G-M)
The Raven (Universal)
Roberta (RKO)
Sanders of the River (United Artists)
The Secret Bride (Warners)

5-k
iir
3k
32*■*

Shadow of Doubt (M-G-M)
Shanghai (Paramount)
She (RKO)
She Married Her Boss (Columbia)
Special Agent (Warners)
Steamboat Round the Bend (Fox)
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The Triumph of Sherlock Holmes (G-B)
Two for Tonight (Paramount)

We're in the Money (Warners)
The Werewolf of London (Universal)

2-^

3*

The 39 Steps (G-B)
Times Square Lady (M-G-M)
Top Hat (RKO)
Transient Lady (Universal)

Vagabond Lady (M-G-M)
Vanessa (M-G-M)
The Wedding Night (Sam Goldwyn)
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4-k
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Mildness

^cientists have found the mildness
of cigarette smoke depends not on
the tobacco but on its preparation.
The smoke from your Philip Morris
cigarettes has been proven definitely and measurably

milder than

from ordinary cigarettes. This fact
has been presented to, and accepted
by, the medical profession.
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POUNDS

Lf
DILE
with
writes
Mrs. X-RE
H. H. DUfO
LANGLEY

Now

YOU

can

take

'

off

POUNDS
of UCLY
FAT
THIS SAFE. EASY QUICK WAY!
No Dief/ng...No Self Denial, No Strenuous Exercises!
SOUNDS too good to be true? Yet it is
true. Dilex-Redusols increase your
metabolism . . . they turn food into energy instead
of fat. You will be amazed at your increased vitality!
POUNDS no WITH
12 box...or
nEr^ll^K
■^"■'
^^K
1st
coft.'
H Many satisfied users report they have reduced as
much as 40 and 50 pounds with safe Dilex-Redusols.
Eat What You Wish And All You Want!
H At last you can reduce safely and quickly without
denying yourself the good things of life. You do not
have to go through tiresome exercises. ..simply take
these carefully prepared capsules and watch the fat
disappear!
remove the Dilex-Redusols
cause of obesity.are eflfective because they
Profit Bv the Amazina Experiences of Others!
REDUCED 50 POUNDS LOST 40 POUNDS
"I
want about
you to
every w„„i<'i have lost
pounds
■woman
my tell
reducing
- 40 Mrs
M rin R.
p13
Mis.H.C.
60 pounds." Mrs. E. D.
LOST 35 POUNDS REDUCED 36 POUNDS
""Chanired my weight from "Am losing 15 pounds a month
169 to 134 pounds." Mrs.H.L. with Eedusols"... Miss L. H.
The DILEX-REDUSOL Way is the Safe Way!
U Do not accept any substitute for safe Dilex-Redusols...the absolutely harmless capsules that reduce
-your
weight
by increasing
metabolism.
Kedusols contain
no thyroidyourextract
or other Dilexharm,
ful ingredients. They are absolutely safe when taken
as directed. Beware of any product that makes extravagant claims for more rapid reductions—physicians will tell you it is harmful for anyone to reduce
more than 15 pounds a month.
Remember you reduce 12 pounds...or no cost!
DON'T WAIT. . . fVIAIL COUPON TODAY

r ■City"
f iTu"t
Tns S512A,
9 East 40th
New York
L eIc Dept.
Ci Street,
□•"l
Enclosed
find
$3.00
for
which
please
send,
postpaid,
of 90 Dilex-Redusol Capsules in plain wrapper. one
o box
£end one box of 90 Dilex-Redusol Capsules, CCD. I will
pay postman $3.00 (plus 23c. postage).
If I do not lose at least 12 pounds after taking the first
box of Dilex-Redusols as directed, you will refund my $3.
T'.umc
Write Mr., Mrs. or
Address _
Chy
_State
die Height _
Canadian and Forewn Coitviri^s Caith in Advance
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fragrance-bearing beauty aids, too, as well
as in perfume. I can give you carnation,
orange blossom, and violet fragrances in
delightful bath powders and Eau de
Colognes. What are your guesses? Write
me, and I'll tell you if they're right.
Now that you've had a guessing party,
perhaps you would like some practical
hints for your next honest-to-goodness
holida>' party. Well, first of?, there's a
grand
new two-minute
facial.
It's oatmeal
all dressed
in a heavenly
fragrance,
and
with new beautifying properties that you
mustn't fail to know about over the holidays. All you have to do is to blend it
with water, and it turns into a smooth
creamy lotion that will make you feel as
if you had acquired a new skin. It is particularly helpful for the rough dry skin
to which we are all so subject now that
the weather has reverted to type. Then
again it combats large pores by deep-cleaning. You know the hardest skins to treat
are the large-pored, dry skins. It seems
that they are even worse than the oily
skins that are so productive of ugly coarse
pores. Blackheads which are the result of
inefficient methods of cleaning will respond to this two-minute facial. Since the
holiday season is almost under your noses,
you'll be glad to learn of such a quick
cleansing method for party occasions, and
after-party occasions when it seems that
you're too "dead tired" to so much as pick
up a wash cloth. When you've only two
minutes to dress for that important twosome . . . there you have a perfect twominute pick-me-up.
With your skin in condition, you'll want
to apply your perfume right on the skin
— the only proper place for it. Fabrics
have an imperceptible odor all their own.
They destroy some of the essential delicacy of the perfume fragrance that the
warmth of the skin serves to enhance.
Mary Carlisle applies her perfume with
the perfume bottle stopper, touching it to
her ear lobes, the seductive hollow of her
throat, and her wrists. Rita Cansino, new
Fox starlet, touches her perfume to her

eyelashes. You have to be skillful in doing
this so as to avoid getting any in your
eyes. Ginger Rogers has a trick that is
especially alluring. She adds just a drop
of perfume to her eyeshadow before she
applies it. I have heard of several of the
stars adding a little perfume to their
foundation cream, too, as a fragrant base
for their powder. It all sounds very festive !
doesn't it ?
Because I know that you're going to be
particularly anxious to keep your personal
daintiness contributing" to your allure during the holiday season, I have prepared a
special bulletin for you about the whys
and wherefores of Personal Daintiness.
It tells you about deodorants that deodorize without preventing perspiration, and
those that prevent both odor and perspiration. It talks about soap appeal and sex
appeal. It will clear up all the guess-work
questions you've been wanting to ask about
the rather intimate subject of a woman's
personal daintiness.
You'll see that I'm trying to be your
good angel this month, because I have yet
another special bulletin for you, and this
one has a great many tips to help you solve
your gift problems as well as your own
personal glamor problems.
Get the answers to your guess-work
questions now and send in this coupon.
MARY BIDDLE,
Modern Screen,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me your bulletins on
Personal Daintiness □
Holiday Beauty □

Name
Address
No.
Street
City
State
Just check and send in with stamped,
addressed envelope.

A gay trio at
the tennis
Norma
mate
hes —
Shearer,
Sam Goldw Y n and
Jack Gilbert.
getting
Jackly is certainabout the
town these
days and
nights!
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{Coil tinned from page 62)
Grove, W. Va. : DOROTHY ROBINSON, Pompton
Lakes. N. J.; ELAINE MIDDLETON, La Grange.
111.; JAMES MANK, Indianapolis. Ind.— Katharine
Hepburn ofiirobably
holdsfrom
the stage
world's
record for She
the
nuriiber
times tired
productions.
was kicked out of the lead in "The Big Pond." removed from the casts of "Heath Takes a Holiday
and "The
Kingdom"in and
canned
fromAnimal
the production
whichevenshe temporarily
eventually
HusWarrior's
"The
stardom,
gained Broadway
band."
Her
dynamic
personality
and
fine
this play caused RKO officials to sign her towork
a longin
term contract and put her in "A Bill of Divorcement." She then scored in "Christopher Strong"
and "Morning Glory" followed by "Little Women. '
Briefly,
these
are the inhighlights
of Miss Miss
Hepburn's
rise and
the cinema
burn w^aspresent
born infameHartford,
Conn., sun.
on NovemberHep-8
about 27 years ago. She is a graduate of Bryn
Mawr. Her first appearance on the legitimate stage
was in "These Days." She next understudied Hope
■Williams
in "Holiday"
for her ^vith
one
night on the
road tour. and
She substituted
has also appeared
considerable
successKatharine
in stock hasproductions,
larly in Baltimore.
auburn hair,particugreen
eyes, and a beautiful, slender figure. She never goes
to night clubs or large parties. Goes to bed very
early. For hobbies she indulges in tennis, swimming
and golf. She is divorced from Ludlow Smith and
rumored alreacly married to Leland Hayward. Following "Alice with
Adams"
is now working on "Sylvia
•Scarlett"
BriansheAherne.
VIOLA CRISSINGER, New Windsor. Md.— Maurice
Murphy
playedlancetiieplayer
part ofandJimmy
"Curly Top."
He
is a free
you canin probably
reach
him at the 20th Century-Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave., PlollyW'Ood, Cal.
OXFORD CLUB, Rockford, 111.; EDWARD M.
WRIGHT, JR., IRENE OSIKA. Chicago, 111.;
EDITH HELEN
GALLOWAY,
O'CONNOR,
Ohio;
HIDA, TERRY
Plainfield,
N. J.; Warren,
BETTY
KNOWLES, Rocky Mt., N. C; EATON SMITH.
Lebanon. N. J.; BEVERLY BEVILLE. Detroit.
Mich.; ANTHONY HANSEN. Brooklyn, N. Y. ;
MARGEAN SCHULTZ, Michigan City, Ind.; VIRGINIA CERNEY. Wilmetre, III.; BETTYE LAWSON, Reisterstown,
Cooper12 can
hardly
be called that Md.any— Little
longer.Jackie
He was
his
last birthday, September 1.^, and is now all of 5
feet 5 inches tall and weighs 135 pounds. Born in
Los Angeles, he is the son of Mabel Leonard, a
former vaudeville violinist, and the nephew of the
well-known
Norman
was
educated in director.
kindergarten,
then Taurog.
by privateHetutors.
Because of the i^osition of his uncle in the movie
world, it naturally followed that Jackie should turn
to the screen. His first part was a very small one
in a Lloyd Hamilton comedy. Other bits followed,
including
"Our him
Gang."
was
the
picturesome
that with
launched
on his "Skippy"
road to stardom,
but
"The
Champ"
with
Wallace
Beery
the biggest hit of his entire career. Ilis hobbywasis
tennis and airijlanes. He is .enthusiastic al.)out athletics and likes dogs. Jackie has blonde hair and
hazel
Boy,"Youwith
Beery, eyes.
is his "O'Shaughnessy's
most recent vehicle.
can Wally
write
him at M-G-M Studios. Culver City. Cal.
LUCY KALEN, Boston. Mass.; ELIZABETH KIRKPATRICK. Indiana. Pa.; JESSIE DETTY, Steilacoam. Wash.; ANN ROWE. Hamilton, Canada:
SYLVIA CALHOUN, Olympia, Wash.; BERTHA
MARKINS, Wordsworth, Ohio; MARGARET
SCHISLER, Nashville, Tenn.; M. FRIEDBERGER.
ALICE CHECK. Phila.. Pa.: ELSIE MARTIN.
Falls City. Neb.; ELAINE LECAS. ALICE PERRETTI, New York City; SADIE GREENBLATT.
Plainfield. N. J.; VIRGINIA CAMPBELL. Sioux
Falls. S. D.; M. HANLIN. Bklyn., N. Y.— The
future Anthony Adverse — we'd better call him Fredric March31. for
now In
— was
"Wis.,from
on
August
1898.
1920 born
our in
heroRacine.
graduated
the University of Wisconsin, having won his letter
at football and track and also having been elected
to the Beta Gamma Sigma and Alpha Delta Phi
fraternities. He won a scholarship which the National City Bank maintained to train students for
service in its foreign branches, and consequently
worked on a bank staff for nearly a year. Then
came a change in bank presidents and young ]\Iarch.
fearing a like change in the scholarship, asked for
a leave of absence and went on the stage. His first
theatrical job was third assistant stage manager,
but after that he got speaking parts which, step bv
step, became larger. For three years he played
stock in Denver, where he met and married Florence
Eldridge. In 1928 Fredric went to Los Angeles to
play
the otTered
stage ina "The
Family" andtalkie,
as a
resultonwas
part inRoyal
the Paramount
which he
a"The
long Dummy,"
term contract.
Thisaccepted.
handsomeThisgentresulted
is 5 feetin
11 inches tall, weighs 170 pounds, has brown hair
and brown eyes. His favorite recreations are horseback riding, tennis and swimming. Fredric and his
wife (it's astill
Eldridge)
have «bove,
two adopted
children,
girl Florence
and a boy.
As hinted
Fred
will
make
'Anthony
Adverse"
in
the
titleto role
and a good .Anthony he should be, too. (Note
V. —C.
—Marilyn Knowlden was the cute little girl who
played
foster
in "LesArtists
Miserables
You canFredric's
reach him
at child
the United
Studios,")
1041 N. Formosa Ave., nollywood. Cal
INFORMATION DESK,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please print a brief life story of

Q-^w's
BIG

afraw

BAD

C

of

a

ORN

?

'Not I" , said Brave Blue-Jay, as he set about
to rescue the beautiful lady in distress

(1) She was in distress, too, that beaucitui
hdyl This terrible corn had her by the toe
; ; and he just wouldnt let go! He stabbed
and kicked and made ugly wrinkles and a
look of agony come into her beautiful face.

(3) Blue-Jay attacked that terrible corn and
had him down in a moment utterly helpless.
The villain's torturing hold on the beautiful
lady was instantly broken, and —

her rescue?"
(2 ) Who awill
whispers
kindcomeand tohelpful
friend.Blue-Jay
And out!"'
of his package-home leaps Brave Blue-Jay,
ready and willing. Quick as a flash —

(4) She sprang to her feet and danced from
sheer joy! Now that corn would trouble her
no more . . would no longer make her cranky,
nor keep her from dancing with her friends!
MORAL:
if you
have a corn, get rid
of it safely and quickly
with Blue-Jay— the
scientific
remover • Thecorn
pain Stops

the minute Blue- Jay is ap'
plied. The snug-fitting pa(i
of the finest softest felt
cushions the corn against
painful shoe pressure.
Then the mild Blue-Jay
medication gently loosens
( 5 ) The end of the story is the end of the corn. Imprisoned by
and undermines the corn
Blue -Jay for three days, at the end of that time his lifeless form
— and after 3 painless days
was lifted out, carried away. Thanks to Brave Blue-Jay!
the dainty pad is quickly
removed and the corn lifted
out easily and completely.
Blue- Jay scientific Corn Plasters have been used
successfully by millions of corn sufferers for 35
years. They are made by Bauer &? Black, famous
surgical dressing house.
25c at all
druggists.
Special sizes for
bunions and calluses

EXERCISE BOOK FREE Illustrates valuable
exercises for foot health and beauty. Contains helpful information for foot sufferers. Address Bauer fej*
Black, 2500 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.
(Pasting coupon on government postcard saves postage)
T^ame.
City. .
Street

BLUE
BAUER & BLACK -JAY
SCIENTIFIC
C O R N
P LASTE
R
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Figure

Like

Crawford
(Conliiiiicd from page 43)
COLD

THE

FIRST
Drive

of

Your

DAY!

It Out
System!

Ac OLD once rooted is a cold of danger!
. Trust to no makeshift method.
A cold, being an internal infection, calls for
internal treatment. A cold also calls for aCOLD
treatment and not a preparation good for a
number of other things as well.
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is definite
treatment for a cold. It is expressly a cold treatment in tablet form. It is internal in effect and
it does four important things.
Four Effects
First, it opens the bowels. Second, it checks
the infection in the system. Third, it relieves
the headache and fever. Fourth, it tones the system and helps fortify against further attack.
Grove's Bromo Quinine is distinguished for
this fourfold effect and it is what you want for
the prompt relief of a cold.
All drug stores sell
'
Grove's Laxative Bromo
Quinine. "When you ask
for it, don't let anyone
r,
jw
switch you to something
*

1*5^-

Sil
1^

else, for
reason! The
'^os' is small, but the
stake is large !
A Co I d is an
Internal Infection
and Requires
Internal Treatment

GROVE'S

LAXATIVE

BROMO

QUININE
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the studio takes them in hand, remodels
them, fixes up what's wrong with them — •
and
the good
studioway
paysto the
And that's
a darn
makebills.
a selfish,
lazy
sissy out of a girl. But when you have to
struggle and skimp and sacrifice to get the
things you want, you can throw your
shoulders back and say, "I am somebody."
And
that, you
forgetonce
so
easily not
and only
so quickly
that won't
you were
an ugly duckling, as the movie stars love
to
forget. are
Gosh!
Some asoftheir
thoseleading
stars'
memories
as short
man's close-ups. We
what's given to us.

seldom appreciate

AND
back Joan
to thisPersonette.
month's movie
■ starnow
double,
You
have a beautiful forehead, high and broad.
And the structure of your face is very
nice. It is the kind of face that has camera
possibilities. Remember, it was the possibilities that the studio saw in Joan
Crawford. Your hair is nice and you
show good taste in the way you arrange
it. You're smart to keep it simple.
And now I want you to gain health and
vigor. Notice some of the things Joan
Crawford does. She has a swimming pool
but she isn't an ardent swimmer. She takes
long sun baths, and there's nothing better
for you than that, but she's wise enough to
know that swimming develops ugly shoulder, arm and thigh muscles.
Joan can't afford to develop her shoulder
muscles. As it is she has very wide
shoulders. Do you know that gal is a
size sixteen through the shoulders and a
size twelve in the waist? And she gives
the appearance of being a small fourteen !
Also Joan Crawford dances. But she
dances in the right way. That's why her
legsforremain
good looking.
She doesn't
go
in
the muscle
building buck
and wing,
tap stuff. She does more soft shoe work
and graceful bends.
Turn on your radio or phonograph to
some
that's
the
right snappy
beat andmusic
tempo.
Allgot
theexactly
old tunes
are swell. Like "Turkey in the Straw"
or "She'll Be Comin' 'Round the Mountain." Believe me, that tune will get the
moon over the mountain. That's what Kate
Smith has been trying to do for years.
I'm sure if that moon of hers were in the
first quarter it would be lots easier.
There's an old saying that when you see
the moon in the first quarter any wish you
make will come true. But don't just wish
and let it go at that. Wish and work is
the way — and let's have a lot more working
than wishing. Because right now I'm going to tell
you how to lose fifteen pounds'
in one
month.
Get up early. Never sleep more than
eight hours. Every morning or evening
get those tunes going and dance around the
room a dozen times. Put some pep in the
dance. Take this limbering-up exercise.
Stand with feet slightly apart, arms
straight above your head. Stretch and
reach as high as you can. Now swing the
body from side to side. Keep knees stiff
and do not move the feet. Always keep
arms above head. Then swing the body
from the waistline in a circle, not moving
the lower part of the body. Do this ten
times in one direction and then reverse.
Take a brisk walk whenever you can.
Don't, don't sit down after meals. Get up
and move around. Don't take hot baths. A
tepid shower is best. Use a body brush and

dry

with

a

real

heavy

Turkish towel.

special exercises for
THEN
(How are you gals getspots.your
the fat take
ting along with those hip and thigh exercises I've already given you? Is the soreness gone yet? No. Well never mind,
keep it up. It's good for you.) But for
heaven's sake use your common sense.
Don't write me for a million exercises at
If you're
time. else
at a place
job any
one than
Stick
once.
work
the tohips
fatter in
on them until they begin to go down before
you start on the abdomen exercises.
And now for the diet. Some women,
you know the type, the whiny ones— complain that it's monotonous. I'd like to give
them a good shaking — and it would do
them good, too, believe me. I give you
plenty of choice — and how can anything
be monotonous when your mirror tells you
that you're getting slimmer and more
beautiful every day. Stop complaining!
Breakfast
Small glass grapefruit or orange juice
Slice melba toast or thin wholewheat
toast or rye wafer with a little
honey, but no butter
Cup black coffee (no sugar)
Luncheon
Glass tomato juice or grapefruit juice
Large bowl of clear vegetable soup
or consomme
(no crackers) or
(that'ssalad
"or" ornotcole
"and")
slaw green
In the middle of the afternoon tomato
juice or orange juice or an
Dinner
apple.
Fruit cup or melon (not watermelon)
with lemon juice and no salt
Salad of lettuce and tomato or endive
and watercress (Dressing of very
little oil and lemon)
Choice of the following:
Small broiled rare steak
One double lamb chop
One slice one-turkey
fourth inch thick
roast beef
Two slices of broiled or roasted
Chicken breast and wing
Two slices meat)
of broiled lamb
Small portion of broiled ground
round steak (without fat I
(No thick gravies or sauces with any
Two vegetables (Peas, carrots, broccoli, greens, etc.)
Small baked potato prepared like this :
When potato is done scoop out the
inside
leaving
inch still
on theabout
skin. one-fourth
Put this
skin back in the oven until it
is crisp and brown. Eat
this instead of bread
For dessert have fruit gelatin or baked
apple without sugar or stewed
fruit without sugar
Use very little salt. And take no
liquor at with
all ! the exercises
This diet, combined
will take off fifteen pounds in one month.
It's worth working for ! It's worth fighting
forRemember,
!
too, that I am always eager
to help you with any beauty, weight and
general health problem that you may care
to ask me about. Just send a self-addressed, stamped envelope for a reply.
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(Coiitiiiiicd from page 34)
to the sincere, emotional youth sort of
comes under the head of an understatement. He mooned around for weeks before he decided to try to get over it. He
still phones her. There are those who say
he has visited his ex-wife on the "So Red
the Rose" set, but this Henry denies. At
any rate, no woman has meant anything
to the lad since Margaret, which puts him
in the class of a "one-woman man," a
rare specie in Hollywood — or in any town
for that matter.
Henry will do anything in the interest
of his job. The day we saw him, the
company was shooting the ice floe scenes
for
East." Many
a leading
man "Way
would Down
have demanded
a double
rather
than take a certain ducking as he fled
after Rochelle Hudson over huge cakes
of ice. But our hero wrapped himself up
in a mackinaw, boots and fur cap, on the
hottest July day that ever bloomed, and
did his stunt. Of course he touched bottom somewhere between the third and
fourth cakes of ice, but he came up smiling
and asked, "Will I have to do this again?
It would just be like someone saying that
my scarf wasn't on right the first time!"
HENRY wants to get back to the New
York stage. "Trite but true," says
he, "there's nothing like audience reaction.
g up to a big
buildinable
like being
There's
to sustain
scene and
dramatic nothing
the emotion. In pictures, when you're all
'Cut' and you've
e shouts
someonlike
up deflate
het to
a balloon and start all
got
over again.
"I'm not saying a thing against Hollywood, mind you. I like the place. I have
an apartment now — share it with another
fellow
— and
we man
have we
a cook.
than the
house
used toShe's
have.better
He
sort ofbiggotshot
us or
down.
some
other He'd
and worked
I think for
he
thought we were a little on the uncouth
side. You know, not dressing for dinner
and such like,
not out
muchof ona
wardrobe,
whichI guess
annoysI'mheck
valet."
Henry flew to Omaha over week-ends
during production. It worried the company, but his father was ill and he was
going to be with him every minute he
could steal from work. There's a loyalty

Skeet shooting is one of Hollywood's favorite sports and
here is one of its youngest devotees, George Breakston. He's
currently appearing in "The
Return of Peter Grimm."
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The Wrong Shade of Face Powder
Will Make You Look Years Older
Than
You Really Are!
BY

Are you using the right shade of face powder
for you?
That sounds like a rather needless question,
doesn't it? For there is nothing a woman selects
more confidently than her color of face powder.
Yet, it is an actual fact, as artists and make-up
experts will tell you, that many women use altogether the wrong shade of face powder.
The shade they so fondly believe makes them
look their youngest and most attractive does
just the opposite and makes them look years
older than they really are!
Brunettes think that because they are brunettes they should use a dark shade. Blondes
think they should use a light shade. Titians
think they should use something else.
Choose by Trying
The fact is, you shouldn't choose a face
powder shade according to your "type" or
coloring, but according to which one is
the most becoming for you. After all, a
brunette may have a very fair skin while
a blonde may have a dark or olive skin
or any shade between. The only way to
tell, therefore, is to try all five shades
which, experts agree, accommodate all
colorings.

When

Rather

than

It Really
No.

4

So fundamentally sound is this principle that
I want you to prove it to yourself at my expense.
I will therefore send you all five shades of my
Lady Esther Face Powder free of charge and obligation. When you get the five shades, try all five
on. Don't think that your choice must be confined to any one or two shades. As I say, try on
all five. Maybe the very shade you think least
suited to you is really your most becoming, your
most flattering.
Stays on for 4 Hours
When you make the shade test of Lady Esther
Face Powder, I want you to notice, too, how
smooth this face powder is — how evenly it
goes on and long it holds. By actual test, you
will find this face powder adheres for four
hours or more.
Write today for all five shades of Lady Esther
Face Powder which I offer free. With the five
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder I will also
send you a 7-day tube of Lady Esther Face
Cream. The coupon brings both the powder
and cream.
FREE
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (19)
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanaton, Illinois
Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7 -day supply of
your Lady Esther Four-purpose Face Cream.
Name
Address-^
City
^State—
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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and sincerity about the lad that is truly
touching. It shows through in his work.
It shines through his eyes, which are the
bluest blue you could ever imagine. He's
a good-looking youth, but seems totally
unaware of it. He's very tall and slim
and diets in a mild way. If you accused
him ifofscrambled
this, he'deggs
say,and
"Don't
redick,"
but
stewedbe tomatoes
every
pleasure,
there's
no suchluncheon
thing asis aa key
to the then
calories
!
Mr. Fonda spends his evenings at home.
Which is another source of wonderment
to the city of glitter. There are so many
places to go when the sun goes down, gay
places with guh-rand music and celebrities and beautiful girls. Henry doesn't
take them in. He's not interested at this
point. He doesn't care to be rumored
about. He says, "If the right girl comes
along, she'll never believe I'm on the
level if she's read I've been here and
there with this beauty and that." Being
on the level is very important to Mr. F.
Things are as they seem to him.
"I've got to sing in Lily Pons' picture,"
he said. "At least it's in the script.
Maybe when they hear the play-back,
they'll cut out the song, which should spare
the audience no end. There's no need
of torturing nice people, you know, when
all they want is good, clean fun — a little
honest entertainment." Which, we suppose, is fair enough, even though it is said

Romantic—

that Henry can hit a mean musical note.
OFTEN Hollywood does strange things
to people. Sometimes it gives them
the big head. There are those skeptics
who claim that when Fonda begins reading his very excellent press notices he's
going to think, "Pretty good, this Henry
— eh, wot ?" That it would be only human. Our guess is that no such thing is
due to occur.
He says of himself, of course half kiddingly, "I must be pretty hot stuff. Why,
the producer who signed me to make pictures has loaned me out ever since the day
I put my name to the contract. Yep, two
for Fox and one for RKO. Some fun,
The very fact that other companies bid
for the services of a movie newcomer
shows what faith the powers that be in
the Celluloid City have in Henry. He
really has about everything, you see.
Youth, good looks and acting ability. A
rare combination to turn up in a town
where if you look the part, you're apt to
be blah and if you're a swell actor, the
?'' anything to be taken seriously ;
profileheyisn't
in fact, it should be somewhere on the
comedy lot.
Yes, we think if we had any shekels to
bet, we'd
place
Fonda'sin
very
straight
nosethem
and, on
so, Henry
would come
the winner of the cinema sweepstakes.

Never

Routine

(Continued from page 37)
factors who decided that what this country needs — besides a good 5-cent cigaris more connubial osculation. So they
took the following pledge :
1. I solemnly pledge myself daily to embrace my wife, kiss her and tell her
that I love her.
2. I promise to compliment her at least
once each day on some particular part
of the menu she prepares.
3. I promise to perform at least one kind
and unexpected deed for her daily.
Latest news reports attest that, after a
fair trial, the wives of these reformed husbands declare it to be a marvelous idea,
and insist that the Club be continued. . . .
(Did some of these smart husbands perhaps hear of the wonderful results of the
Gibbons-del
romance ? ) Rio marital experiment in
Let your own mirror and the flattering comments of friends prove that last
season's dress can be a smashing success
today — with Rit!
Tinting and dyeing with Rit is so easy,
so sensible, so economical, you'll find
dozens of uses for it. For tinting, use only
warm water; even for dark colors, you
need NO BOILING. Try Rit today—
you'll be grateful for the introduction!
Kit is a concentrated wafer: easier to measure than powder; won't sift out of the package; dissolves instantly.
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White Rit Color Re.
mover . . . takes out
colorthewithout
ing
fabric — harmreally
whitens white goods.

AND," continued Dolores, breaking in
my reverie,
imagine
how . Ionanticipate
that "you
nightlycan't
dinner
date
with Cedric. That's the advantage of being
absorbed in my work all day long. I'm sure,
if I didn't work as hard as I do now and
if I had the empty time on my hands I
used to have in Mexico City, I couldn't
make a goto ofseemyother
marriage.
compelled
people allBut
day beinglong
makes coming back to Cedric both a soothing tonic and a wonderfully fresh adventure.
"Then there's another important rule we
observe which makes ours an out-of-theordinary marriage. The question of
finances never enters into it at all.
"I earn money enough to be financially
independent of Cedric — and I spend it as
I like. I've always thought it shameful
for women to have to go begging to their
husbands every time they want a new
dress or coat. To be made to realize that
they're dependent, body and soul, on the
man they marry. Ugh ! It's humiliating. Icould never bear it!"
But Dolores admits that Cedric doesn't
allow her too much independence. That's

never good for women. As the old grannies say : "It gives 'em ideas — puts foolish notions into their heads."
Cedric insists on paying all the household expenses. Which indicates clearly
to all concerned whose house it is and
who's the master in it. There should
never be any doubt about that, he firmly
believes. And Dolores quite agrees with
him.
So with the salary Dolores earns (which
is no slouch these days) under her new
contract with Warner-First National, she
buys all her own clothes, pays the wages
of her secretary, and does lovely gracious
things for her parents — such as building
and decorating a new home for her mother
to
during her annual six months'
stayoccupy
in Hollywood.
DOLORES
exceptionally
proud of
that houseis because
it is completely
her own brain-child — every spot of color,
every stick of furniture in it. It was her
way of from
showing
how much
she'd
learned
him Cedric
in the matter
of artistic
selection.
She admitted all this to me one day in
her dressing-room — which, by the way, is
also very modern — a sparkling affair in
white and tomato red. When I admired it
and remarked how perfectly it suited her
personality, she said, "I'm glad you think
so. To do one's best work and to be happiest one should always manage to wear
a touch of one's personality color, or have
it in one's surroundings. Red is my color
— just to see it makes me feel alive and
Actually, with
Dolores
looks up
intelligence
something
of to
awe,Cedric's
as an
adoring pupil regards an adored and splendid teacher.
"I know he's mentally superior to me,
and I'm certainly not sorry !" she declares.
In the past four years, since her marriage to Cedric Gibbons, Dolores del Rio
has learned more about life and the right
way to self-expression and the achievegay !"
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NEW

EASY

WAY

TO

They

were all set for matrimony but now Irene Hervey
and Bob Taylor just go out
together occasionally.
ment of happiness, than most young women
of her age — and certainly more than she
ever learned in the 24 or so odd years
before Cedric entered her life. She's
profited wonderfully by the sad experience of her first marriage.
She realizes now what is of permanent
value to a woman and she's employing the
knowledge that was born of suffering to
maintain
the happiness she's found with
Cedric.

FIRSTLY, Dolores realizes that there
can't be a true and happy relationship
between a man and a woman unless it's
tacitly understood by both that the man is
superior to the woman in some way that
counts. And that doesn't necessarily mean
earning more money — or being physically
stronger. It's much more subtle than that.
A woman must never be allowed to consider herself the superior or the equal of
It's fatal — no
her mate in every respect.
matter how emancipated the two people
consider themselves. Think back over the
smashed-up marriages in Hollywood. How
many times are they caused, primarily, by
the wife being a Neon-lighted star who regards herself, and compels everyone else
to do so also, as the superior member of
the union. And the husband — whatever his
profession and no matter how good at it
he is — must either submit to being patronized because he's just Mr. Movie^ Star —
or get out because he can't stand it 1
This explains Dolores' delight in being
able to look up to Cedric's "superior into feel !herself inferior to himtelligence."
inShe wants
some respects
Then there's still another thing she's
learned. Keeping a love relationship at
a high pitch of emotional satisfaction depends largely upon the woman. Having
become quite a young philosopher, Dolores has a theory about this. She believes
it's
easy
womanbe tofordoa this,
least,
easier thanforitawould
man at
because
every woman is a true actress at heart !
"A woman never completely reveals herself as she really is no matter how much
she adores her man. She simply can't help
acting just a little, even though she wants
to Further,
be entirely
honest believes
!"
Dolores
that love is
like the theatre — "You have to continually
create and maintain a perfect illusion to
hold an audience, or your lover, spellbound !"
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New! New! NEW! Just off the press! "Magic Recipes" is a tlirilling new
g
Ea an'
successor to "Amazing Short-cuts." Gives you brand-new recipes — unbelievably
quick and easy — for pies, cookies, candies ,frostings ! Sure-fire custards ! Easyto-make refrigerator cakes! Quicker ways to delicious salad dressings, sauces,
beverages, ice creams (freezer and automatic). Address; The Borden Sales Co*,
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Wedding

bells rang for Sylvia Sidney and Bennett Cerf recently. The

pair won't have time for a honeymoon until Sylvia finishes her Paramount
film, "Mary Burns, Fugitive."
100% Improvement Guaranteed
We with
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the byvocal
organe —
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•'Sem-PrayCreme made me look 15 years
younger.
>Iyskin is lovelier
too." Mrs.
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instantly.trated.Look
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(Continued from page 27)

It

all

depends

on

the

WOMAN
There are sensitive women every where who
do not trust the superficial information that
is going around about feminine hygiene.
These deep-natured women want the whole
truth from the scientific standpoint. They
must depend on themselves to sift out the
real facts. And to them the news about
Zonite will be welcome.
• You do not need to use poisonous antiseptics for feminine hygiene, just because
an older generation used them. In those
days there were no antiseptics powerful
enough for the purpose, except the poisons.
But that was before the discovery of Zonite
—the antiseptic-germicide of the World War.
Zonite is powerful, and Zonite is safe.
Zonite is far more powerful than a???/ dilution
of carbolic acid that can be used on the
human body. But Zonite is not poisonous.
Not caustic. Zonite has never harmed any
woman. It will not desensitize tissues. It
cannot cause accidental poisoning.
• The old-fashioned poisonous antiseptic
has no place in the life of the modern woman.
She has welcomed Zonite— and Zonite is now
available in every town and city throughout the length and breadth of America.
Sold in bottles; 3 sizes, 30c, 60c, $1.00.
Another form of Zonite . . Suppositories
Besides the liquid Zonite, there are also Zonite
Suppositories. These are $1.00 for box of a
dozen. They are dainty white cone-like forms,
each sealed in its own glass vial. Some women
prefer them to the liquid. Other women use
both. Ask for both the Zonite Suppositories
; nd the Liquid Zonite by name at drug and
department stores. There are no substitutes.
• Send for the booklet "Facts for Women."
This is a plain, clear statement on the whole
subject of feminine hygiene. Much discussed in
circles.it Coupon
bring you
awomen's
copy. Read
and get below
frank, will
authoritative
data on this important phase of modern life.
Write today.
USJ_COUPON
FOR FREE BOOKLET
ZONITE PRODUCTS CORPORATION
MS-5I2
Chrysler Building. New York, N. Y.
Please send me free copy of the booklet or booklets checked below.
( ) Facts for Women ( ) Use of Antiseptics in the Home
NAME
IPlease print name)
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
(In Canada: Sainte Therese, P.Q.)

allowed the dress to be unfastened. Lovingly she patted the soft satin.
"I'm going to keep it always," she said
soberly, "and when I get married I'll have
a big
dressshejust
Before
leftlike
the it."
building, slie returned
to the sewing room to wave goodbye to
the "girls." She carried away an armful
of scraps of silk, which they save for her
doll clothes, but she left behind a smile
on everj' face. Those women love her
and they are also grateful to her for their
jobs. They know that when a Shirley
Temple picture is being prepared there
will be several weeks' work for three extra
seamstresses and it makes them all happy.
In "Curly Top" she has eighteen
changes of costume. Each tiny garment
is beautifully made and finished with the
most exquisite handwork — little rabbits on
pink satin
pajamas,
flowers
dered on black
velvet.gayThere
are embroihats to
accompany many of the
her shoes are made to
"Every dress we make
from
$35 tois $40,"
Rene
And there
no star
for

costumes. Even
order.
for Shirley costs
Hubert
toldgreat
me.
whom the

designer would rather fashion clothes. "She
is so refreshing," he explained. And every
garment that is made for her is given to
her for her personal use when the picture
is finished.
Marion Weldon, a young lady who sings
and dances, is another who owes her
weekly salary directly to Shirley. She
learns all of Shirley's songs and dances
ley.
and, in turn, helps to teach them to Shir"I try them out on Marion," Jack Donohue. the dancing instructor, explained.
"When I'm satisfied with them I teach
them to Shirley by having her watch
Marion. It's the easiest way to teach a
child and besides, Shirley is a born mimic."
During a Temple production, he hires an
assistant to carry on his regular work so
that he is available for Shirley at any
time. Handicapped by the law, which allows children to work a limited number of
hours a day, he must be ready to rehearse
with Shirley whenever she can work with
him. In preparing for a new picture they
usually rehearse two hours in the morning
and two hours in the afternoon. There is
an extra pianist hired for
hearsals. For "Curly Top"
dancing girl was hired at $15
least a week to teach her a

Shirley's rean Hawaiian
a day for at
native dance.

SHIRLEY says her lessons to Miss
Lillian Barkley, who teaches the stock
players at the studio, but a welfare worker is employed for Shirley exclusively.
This welfare worker, Mrs. Veta Geddes,
receives $9 a day for her services and she
works every day that Shirley does. She
reads to Shirley, plays games and is with
her every minute she is on the set.
Both teachers are enthusiastic over their
small pupil and say she always worries
over other children who work in her pictures. When making the baptizing scene
in "The Little Colonel" the little colored
times beduckedthe many
to be suited
boy had
fore the scene
director. Each
time, after the ducking, it was Shirley
who ran for the blanket and wrapped him
up Generous
so he wouldn't
take she
cold.wants to share
to a fault,
her good fortune with others and particularly with her little stand-in, _ Marilyn
Grannis. If she is of¥ered an ice cream
cone or a piece of candy, she will scarcely
wait to say "thank you" before she adds.

"Marilyn is over there."
Marilyn, however, has profited more
than in these small attentions by Shirley's
rise
to stardom.
In "Baby
a Bow"
Marilyn,
with some
other Take
children,
was
hired to do a specialty number. Mrs.
Temple and Shirley took a fancy to Marilyn and her mother and so she has been
employed regularly at a salary of about
$30
week Marilyn
to act earns
as Shirley's
stand-in.
The amoney
is not needed
for
"family"
expenses
for her use
later on.and is put away intact
Of course Shirley's mother wouldn't be
any place, but with her child. But for her
companionship, for teaching Shirley her
lines and for other duties she performs
(perhaps as a reward for having had
Shirley!), Mrs. Temple is paid a salary of
$100 a week by the studio.
This money enabled Mrs. Temple to
hire a housekeeper to do the work which
she had previously done herself. It also
enabled the Temples to move into a more
secluded home when Shirley's popularity
caused a crowd of curiosity seekers to
surround their house at all hours of the
day and night in an effort to get a peek
at the tiny star. While this was an unbearable annoyance to the Temples, it was
a break for the real estate dealer who sold
them a new home.
Several to
months
fan maila
increased
more ago
thanShirley's
4,000 letters
week (more than that received by any
Fox star) necessitating the hiring of a
secretary to answer it. She is a permanent
employee and taking care of the mail occupies all of her time.
BESIDES the people employed at the
studio in Shirley's pictures and for her
in other ways, there are hundreds of
other people who enjoy a salary every
week on account of this child. There are
the people who wrote and published the
Shirley Temple books. There are the people who manufacture and distribute the
Shirley Temple cut-outs (paper dolls).
There are the Shirley Temple dolls,
which must be manufactured, dressed and
distributed. This business has grown to
huge proportions. There are the Shirley
Temple hair ribbons, her latest venture.
There are the Shirley Temple dresses,
which have become so popular that the
company which manufactures them on
Long Island, New York, has recently
moved the factory into a larger and newer
building.
Last, but
no means who
least,makes
is Shirley's
lawyer,
Loydby Wright,
all of
her contracts and takes care of her
business.
In spite of this fame and attention, it is
the general opinion of those who know
that Shirley has remained remarkably unspoiled. Her influence has been felt around
the world. Just to see her in a picture is
to feel better.
Darryl F. Zanuck has big things in store
for Shirley and that means a treat for
her great legion of fans.
How would you like to have Shirley
in a grand musical ? Well, one is being
considered now. The idea is to give
Shirley's nimble feet and musical talent
full sway, surrounding her with a cast
that will be tlie tops.
\\'hile all these plans are on foot, Shirley is having a perfectly grand time slowing her fast foot work down to the sedate
pace of the minuet and the quaint dignity
of the hoop skirts she wears in "The Lit-
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tlest Rebel." When this is finished she
will rest before playing in that beloved old
story "Captain January."
Speaking- of plans for Shirley, Mr. Zanuck says, "By . her talent, Shirley has won
her way to the highest rank of the film
stars. We mean to help her remain on
top. In the future, everything will be
done for Shirley that is done for grownup stars. She will have the best writers
and her supporting casts will be composed
of outstanding personalities. Great care
will be exercised so that her roles will
be varied and the fans, whose hearts she
has captured, shall remain hers for a long
time to come."
With all this sudden wealth, the Temple family has hardly changed its mode of
living. Shirley has worked in pictures
before and her mother has always accompanied her to the studio. The greatest difference isthat formerly Mrs. Temple had
to hurry home to prepare dinner for her
husband and two hungry boys.
An adverse Supreme Court decision, together with Father Coughlin, couldn't (if
they would, and they wouldn't) jar this
one-girl institution, for the TRA is the
most effective cure-all yet advanced.

Confessions
Extra

of

an

Girl

{Continued from page 46)
But when absolutely no more calls came
I realized the truth — that the story had
been whispered around, that the director
■ was being believed and that I was dubbed
"bad news." Apparently others were
afraid to give me work lest I "pull off
another frame."
In vain I tried to do something about it,
but I found that I could not even see the
assistant directors who had once given me
VvOrk. And I realized that I was being
"blacklisted."
When I was working more or less steadily I spent the surplus money with which
I had come to Hollywood for clothes, because agood wardrobe made me more valuable. The result was that I had no extra
money on which to fall back. I was behind with my rent for the first time.
I believed that Hollywood would forget
that I was "bad news." Hollywood forgets so quickly, sometimes. And so I began looking for other work to tide me over
until that happened.
Another job? What a fool I was! I
had not learned typing and shorthand in
high school, so sure was I that I was destined to be a famous actress, so I applied
for work as a waitress and then as a clerk
in cheap stores. But how many thousands
of girls there are in Hollywood who come
out to seek fame and fortune and, finding
neither, start looking for other jobs. Stores
and restaurants are filled with would-be
Garbos, Crawfords and Colberts.
And so the days dragged on. I was so
miserable and unhappy that I would not
even read the studio news in the papers.
Now I had one alternative. I might
have given up and gone home. But I could
not. No, there is something about Hollyv.'ood that gets you, even if you're on the
very outer fringe. I would undoubtedly
have been better off had I not gone to
Hollywood in the first place but once there,
there is no turning back.
Then finally another alternative presented itself.
One evening Bradley called for me in
his car and we drove to the beach together.
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Gains of 10 to 25 lbs. in a few
weeks. First package must add
weight or the trial is free
AN AMAZING new "7-power" yeast disXi. coverv in pleasant tablets is putting
pounds of solid, normally attractive flesh
on
of "skinny",
run-do-\^n
who thousands
never could
gain an ounce
before.people
Doctors now know that the real reason
why great numbers of people find it hard
to gain Vitamin
weight Bisand
thatironthey
don'tdaily
get
enough
in their
food. Now scientists have discovered that
the richest known source of health-building
Vitamin B is cultured ale yeast. By a new
process the finest imported ale yeast is now
concentrated 7 times, making it 7 ti»ics more
j'owcrful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds
of
blood-strengthening'
iron in little tablets
called
Ironized Yeast tablets.
If you, too,
are one
the many
run-down
persons
who of need
these "skinny",
vital elements,
get
these
new
"7-power"
Ironized
tablets from your druggist at once.
Day
after day, as you take them, watch flat
chest develop and skinny limbs round out to
normal attractiveness. Indigestion and constipation from the same source quickly
vanish, skin clears to normal beauty — you're
an entirelj' new person.
Resuhs guaranteed
No matter how skinny and run-down you may be. try
this wonderful new "T-power" Ironized Yeast for just a
If you'reyour
not money
deliglited
with tlie
results
offewtheshort
very weeks.
tiist package,
instantly
refunded.
Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right away, we
make this absolutely FIIEE
offer. Purchase a package
of honized Yeast tablets at
10 lbs., 3 weeks
once, cut out the seal on
the box and mail it to us
"IWithwas Ironized
like a scarecrow.
Yeast I
with a clipping of this
gained 10 lbs. in 3
paragraph. We will send you
a fascinating new book on
weelcs.
"
—
Fannie
Alcorn,
Oneida, Tenn.
health. "New Facts About
Y'our Body."
Remember,
results guaranteed
with the
14 lbs. quick
very
first
package
—
or
money
refunded. At aU druggists.
"I seemed born to be
Ironized Yeast Co., Inc.,
skinny, but with IronDept. 312 Atlanta, Ga.
ized Y'east I gaint'il 14
lbs.
in 3Anaheim.
weeks." — Calif.
Dora
Sotslo,
"SKINNY? SEE HOW
I LOOK SINCE I
GAINED 12 POUNDS"
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0\erlooking the beautiful moonlit water,
lie told me that I had no chance of becoming a star and that 1 should give up trying
to get extra work again.
"Darling," he said, "I love you. I
want you to marry me so that I can take
care of you and protect you."
The security of a fine husband — no more
financial and emotional worries ! But 1
could not accept Bradley now. I had two
reasons for my refusal and I hope I can
make you understand them.
First of all, I still had to prove to myself that I could act if I were given the
chance and I felt that I must not give up
when only situations over which I had no
control were apparently keeping me back.
Secondly, I felt that perhaps Bradley was
asking me to marry him simply because he
felt sorry for me. And my pride would
not let me accept that. Before I could
marry Bradley or anybody I had to prove
myself in some way.
I tried to explain these things out there
in the moonlight but I saw how hurt and
disappointed Bradley was. He hid his hurt
with anger, called me a "damn career
woman" and, when he left me at my door,
swore that he would not see me or talk to
ine until I had "come to my senses." Actually, he did not know in what straightened
financial circumstances I was.
AND so began the most depressing and
heartbreaking period of my life.
There is nothing so dreadful .as being
alone and without money in Hollywood.
Time and again I was tempted to call
Bradley but that I could not do until my
pride was restored.
I sold a few dresses to the second-hand
clothes shops with which Hollywood
abounds, but I could not give up all my
best things in case I received a call. I
pawned a little bracelet with one diamond
in it that my mother had given me.
Finally I discovered myself completely
without money. For two days I did not
eat. Once during those days I weakened
and called Bradley. He was not in and I
did not leave a message. No, I must see
this thing th.rough myself.
But hunger is awful. One night as I
walked along the street I thought, "If this
were not Hollywood, I would have the alternative of the oldest profession in the
world. But, heaven knows, one can't sell
love in Hollywood when so many girls are
I must
have it."
been a little crazy to think
eager
to give
such things. As I walked I stumbled
against something. I looked down and
saw a garbage can that had just been put
out. On the top was a big piece of dry
bread. I hurriedly looked about me to
see if anyone were looking, I snatched the
bread from the garbage can and ran with
it, cramming it into my mouth as I ran.
I thought what my mother would say, what
tears she would weep if she knew I was
eating food f rotn garbage cans !
I tried to stop myself from having these
thoughts. I ran along the street in the direction of some lights ahead of me. At
one of the few studios — a smaller one — •
actually remaining in Hollywood proper,
they were doing some night shooting.
I discovered that they were working on
the street in front of the studio. A crowd
had gathered to watch. I became one of
that crowd, on the outside looking in again.
The scene showed the star being picked
up, obviously having been struck down by
an automobile, and being carried away on
a stretcher. How familiar it all was — the
lights, the cameras, the sound truck.
Would I ever be working in this atmosphere again?
I heard
the director say to the extras,
"Here now, when she is put on a stretcher
one of you throw a coat over her." He

called for a prop boy and asked for a coat,
but the boy explained tha,t since no such
prop had been requested beforehand, none
was available.
The director looked the extras over.
Several girls were wearing coats but one
was too dark and one was too light.
Suddenly his eyes fell upon me. "Will
you lend me your coat, young lady?" he
asked. "It is just what I want."
Gathering all my courage I said, "I will
it you'll let me be the one to throw it over
He laughed. Apparently he thought me
some idle girl who wanted the thrill of
v/orking
in a picture. Ah, if he only
knew
!
"Okay," he said. And so again by the
merest accident I was working. I even
had a small bit to do, stepping forward
when the star was lifted on the stretcher
and throwing the coat over her.
We her."
past three
and
then
heworked
said it until
was time
to go o'clock
home. The
assistant director came to me and gave me
five dollars.

D the money and was just
SNATCHE
I turning
to go when the director shouted,
It's
get thethecoat.
and when
girl and
thatscene
"Say, stop
stretcher
in this
spotted
arrives at the hospital it must be thrown
over it." He turned to me. "Will you
sell us the coat?" he asked.
"No," I said, "it's the only one I have."
"Then will you rent it to us ?"
"Yes," I answered, "if I go along with it.
You'll need extras in the hospital scene,
won't you? Let me be one of them."
He shook his head. "You've been
spotted in this scene. We'll need other
faces at the hospital. But I'll rent the coat
for what I'd pay you — five dollars a day."
And so, by a curious chain of events
which could not possibly happen anywhere
but in Hollywood, I ate regularly once
more and my coat worked for me.
Every evening I went to the studio and
collected the money the coat earned. On
the third day they said they were through
with it but that I should keep it carefully
since they might need it for retakes. And
then I took a bold chance. I asked to see
the assistant director. He undoubtedly
thought, when he saw me, that the nuisance
was back again.
I said, "You must listen to me." And I
told him. the whole story and my belief
that I had been "blacklisted."
He was most kind and he said, "Such a
thing is actually impossible. There is no
blacklist in Hollywood. I'm sure I can
explain what happened, although I've
never heard of your particular case before. But perhaps this rotten fellow told
a few people not to use you. As you
know, the people right on the ground are
the ones who get the jobs. When they
stopped seeing you around they forgot
about you. It's just one of those tough
breaks. But I'm willing to help you. I'll
begin right now by putting you on my call
list for a new picture. It will probably
start
againinforpictures
you." once
AndthesoballI rolling
was back
more.
That evening I called Bradley. He
seemed unhappy that I had another chance.
"I thought," he said, "that I could make
you see that marriage was the best thing
And now I have told you the most dramatic things that have happened to me. But
before I finish completely with my confor you." fes ions Iwant to do what I promised to
do in the first place.
Next month I'm going to end my story
by telling you what my life is like today
and discuss what I— who should know
Hollywood by now — think of the chances
for an unknown girl in this town.
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{Co)itiiniCil from page 29)
money until we came out here ! Most of
us never knew whether we'd eat from one
week to the next until we hit this town !
"Look at doctors and lawyers and longshoremen, do they yelp and howl if they
have to work all hours of the night? They
do not. And do they get the rewards we
get out here? Not on your life they
don't and can never hope to. And some
of 'em have had long years of arduous
with
'em work,
preparation
their
musclesandandothers
their ofsinews
and their
strained hearts. ^^■e need never have
school — Hollywood doesn't ask
gone
us for toany mortar board. And the strain
wouldn't
and muscles
our hearts
we putan onembryo.
hurt
Better
hit me over
the
head, if you want me to stop. This is a
sore point with me. Seems to me that for
actors to complain about Hollywood and
the producers is like a spoiled brat hitting
an overindulgent, undemanding parent in
the face.

ANYWAY, this is viy credit side of
the sheet. If it hadn't been for Hollywood and what it has done for me I
wouldn't have been able to do what I've
done, and am doing, for Johnny. I
couldn't have taken him to the best doctors, the last-word experts in the country.
I couldn't have taken him to San Francisco
last week, for instance, and have tests
made and a device used which has ascertained that he has a little hearing. A
very little but enough so that there is
hope for the future. Enough so that he
could, for the first time in his life, hear
's. Say, no headmy voice
mother
line storyand
thathiscould
be written
about me
could be the big story this one line of information is. And say, I'd owe Hollywood the skin off my back if all it ever
gave me was the look on that kid's face
when he lieard his mother's voice and
mine for the first time in his life."
Spencer cleared his throat, rubbed one
hand across the blue of his eyes and said
roughly, "Sure, it's given me the chance
to live on the ranch we're living on now
— Gary Cooper's you know. It's given
me the chance to give Johnny and Susie,
too, horses and polo ponies and dogs, a
swimming pool, fields to roam about in.
It's opened a whole world of activities to
a little chap who might have been shut out

of a lot of them. Just this alone is enough
to swell the credit side of my sheet so topheavy there won't be much room for the
debits.
"Hollywood saved my mother's life. She
was seriously injured in an automobile accident back East. The doctors there said
that the injuries were fatal. I could and
I did bring her out here, into the sunshine,
irito a house of her own in Beverly Hills.
Care was available, medical attention. She
is alive and well today. It couldn't have
been done if I had been in any other line
of work. Chalk that one down to the
credits
. ." are other items which beAnd .there
long on the credit side of Spencer's Hollywood.
he didn't
tellme.me There
himself. Things
hisThings
friends
have told
are the old friends of his Dad's — men who
are tired and beaten, too old and too frustrated to start again. Well, thanks to
Spencer they have started again and one
of them said to me one day, "It wasn't only
the money he gave me, it was the faith in
people
"When/ got
I wasback."
a youngster I dreamed of
being a doctor," Spencer once told me,
adding with a laugh, "but hell, I wouldn't
have got through the first year of premedical school. Too dumb."
SO is now
a certain
who
goingthere's
through
McGillyoung
and.man
Spencer
will tell you proudly, standing third in
his class. And when this young man begins to heal with his hands the wounds of
I-.is fellowmen
it willhim.be the hand of Hollywood that trained

"I don't want money. Not for myself,"
Spencer told me. "I'd be a bad boy if I
had too much dough. And I know it. If
I could say to the studio tomorrow,
'Toodle-oo, I won't be needin' you!', I'd
So I keep myself broke and
go berserk.
I'm happy and safe. I have insurance
and annuities so that if I should die tomorrow the family would be substantially
care about. I've got no
all I myself.
That's
safe.
use for the stuff

"On the credit side goes, too, the way
people feel about us — us movie actors I
mean. In all the fan letters that come to
me there's not one with a grouse in it.
You'd think that some folks would write
in and say, 'How did you get this way,
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OVER
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Do you know a woman who is never at a
disadvantage, never breaks engagements,
never pleads that she is "indisposed,"
and whose spirits never seem to droop?
She is apt to be that eighth woman who
has learned to rely on Midol.
Eight million women once suffered
every month. Had difficult days when
they had to save themselves, and favor
themselves, or suffer severely. But a million have accepted the relief of Midol.
Are you a martyr to "regular" pain?
Must you favor yourself, sa\'e yourself, on
certain days of every month? Midol might
change all this. Might have you playing
golf. And even if it didn't make you completely comfortable you would receive a
measure of relief well worth while! Midol
is effective even when the pain has caught
you unaware and has reached its height.
It's effective for hours, so two tablets
should see you through your worst day.
And they do not contain any narcotic.
You'll find Midol in any drug store —
usually right out on the toilet goods
counter. Or, a card addressed to Midol,
170 Varick St., New York, will bring a
trial box postpaid, plainly wrapped.

ALWAYS HERSELF — Nature doesn't keep
the eighth woman off the links — or from other
strenuous activities. Midol means freedom
from the old martyrdom to "regular" pain.
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Divorce, Hollywood style!
A d r ie n n e
Ames and
Bruce Cabot
have f r e quent dates
now
that
vorced!diAnd
they
don't are
they
look like
bride and
groom

you big punk? Who are you to be making
your dough and riding around on polo
ponies and living on dude ranches and buying orchids while we sweat for a beastly
Rinse away hair dullness with ColoRinse. Rinse in "the Sheen of Youth"
— glowing, natural color; shimmering highlights;
and a soft, glamorous lustre. Neither a dye nor
a bleach, absolutely harmless. It tones up dull,
faded or harsh hair imniedigte/y. Used and
praised by leading beauticians everywhere.
10c Trial Size at all 10c Stores
Also ASK FOR
Nestle SujierSer, GoU«ii Shaiqtas or Hmaa Hiamfaa
Hot Oil Stuffiiuo ffiiil Nestle Shampoo
THE NESTLE LeMUR COMPANY
MAKERS OF QUALITY PRODUCTS
NEW YORK

^^AIR-CONDITIONED**
FOR RAPID DRYING MD BETTER GURLS

I, Patented end lock is a
beveled disc . . . not a ball.
Locks curler without stopping air-circulation. 2. Ends
of curler never close. Ample
air flow is assured. No other
curler has these features. 3. Perforations increase ventilation. This
complete "air-conditioning" insures rapid drying. Curk set swiftly. Hair dress takes less time . . . and
curls are softer, lovelier, last longer.
I JANE HAMILTON
IRKO pliyfr
HOLLYWOOD

-

CURLER

HT 5« AND 1(K STORES
m NOTION COUNTERS

pittance and are as good as you are ?' You'd
think they'd say this sort of thing, some
of 'em. They never do. No one seems
to begrudge us our big piece of cake. And
so I say that on the credit side of my
sheet goes my appreciation, my knowledge
of the generous hearts, the unbegrudging
spirit of n.y fellow men.
"And not only from the fans do we get
this attitude, but right here at home
where our well-paid and pampered bodies
are right under the eyes of fellows who
sweat for a living wage. The boys on the
sets, I mean. Why, a finer gang of fellows never lived. And when I hear some
actor beef, or when I myself think of
beefing because I have to work overtime
and then look at those chaps — say, it
teaches you a thing or two.
"I remember," said Spencer, flipping an
admiring paw at Jean Parker as she
passed
rememberouronetable
nightwith
whenherwe chaperone,
were making"I
'Dante's Inferno.' I was dead tired, doing two pictures at the same time. Day
and night stuff. There were two hundred
extras on the set that day and the director
couldn't make up his mind whether he
wanted me to stand up on a platform and
take a long shot or a close-up. Along
around seven o'clock I got temperamental
for the first, and I think, the only time in
my life. I ripped ofif the shirt I was wearing and started to go. As I made to leave
the set one of the electricians grabbed hold
of
me. those
'Say, big
Spence!'
he this
said,take,
'I you
had
to move
lights for
know. Damned heavy, those lights, when
you've been moving 'em all day. And it's
seven o'clock for me, too.'
"So it was. So it was seven o'clock
for him, too. Say, I put that shirt of mine
back on and got back to that set in a
hurry. Seven o'clock for him, too, and
he couldn't send out for coffee and sandwiches, either.
"They try to say that the life of a
screen actor is short-lived. Phooey ! Unless we go crazy, get grogged and stay that
way we can keep working till the wagon
comes. Look at George Arliss and Lionel
Barrymore and Lewis Stone and a few
of the others.
Spencer was saying, "Now about these

here?

debits — I told you I'd have to dig a bit for
them. It comes to about this, I think. We
actors are like the children of very wealthy
parents who keep a very close watch on us,
have guards and spies set over us. The
studio is the mama and papa of the actor.
The whole world, the press, the public are
the guards and spies. We can't really be
ourselves, much of the time. "Maybe,"
laughed Spencer, "maybe it's just as well,
but it's damned uncomfortable at times. I
mean, the average chap can do what he
pleases, but an actor must always be on
fiis toes. One slip and the whole town's
talking, and magnifying it to tremendous
proportions.
"I can't go about dressed like the farmer's son as I would like to do and do
do a good part of the time. But even when
I do,blueI can't
pleasure
outthat
of
the
jeans get
and the
sweatfullshirt.
I feel
I should be sporting the soup and fish and
making papa proud of his little boy.
"I can't play practical jokes, shoot off
my mouth, horse about as I might want to
for fear of being misinterpreted by some
little bird who might overhear me or oversee me. It's kind of a strain, all this. Even
when I play polo I have a sense of guilt.
I know that mama and papa studio really
disapprove. They fear that I might break
my little neck which is carrying the
Tracy face through a production with a
heavy cost sheet.
"And them thar," said Spencer, finishing his pistachio ice cream with a flourish,
"them thar are about the only items I can
think of to list on the debit side. Kinda
skinny little items they are, at that. But
I can't invent any. Even the well known
'temptations of Hollywood' are a lot of
bologna, most of them. All the pretty
girls, they say. Sure, but you know the
old psychology about a candy shop. Work
in one for a few days and you pay no
attention to the sweets ! The only temptation I know about out here is a sort of
general inclination to go mildly nutty when
you aren't working. The balmy air, the
vacationland atmosphere do tend to make
you have to buckle on the armor and behave.andButifthat's
really up will
to the
vidual
the individual
keepindihis
eye on the credit sheet he won't really
disgrace mama and papa — not for long.
"I got no kick coming," said Spencer,
"it's all on the credit side with old man
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PARKaiLFORD'S

(Coiitiiiitcd from page 45)
boyishness which is his greatest charm,
"nolDod}' ever did ask me if I had been
married so I did not think to mention it.
There are so much more important things
to talk about."
CERTAINLY this young man with the
face of an ardent ascetic — a passionate
monk — does not lack for words even in
his adopted language. Night after night,
from college and lecture platforms, he
pours them out, day after day when he is
not on a movie set making love before the
grinding cameras, he is sitting at his desk
writing them — flaming words, coaxing
words, persuasive words, ten-dollar words !
The two cramped, dusty offices he occupies
on the studio lot in place of the richlydecorated dressing-rooms of other stars
are filled to overflowing with words, locked
up in cabinets, filed away under "P,"
Peace Plans, "U," Unemployment Remedies, "W," War Statistics.
But under "L" you will find nothing
about Lederer, Francis, Stage and Screen
Idol, or Luxury, or even Love. And under "M" you will find no notes about
Marriages, past or to come.
"If being a husband means being an escort, adancing partner, a host for dinner
parties, then I would make a very bad
husband indeed," Francis admitted when I
asked him whether the rumors of his coming marriage to Mary Loos were true.
(I wasn't going to make the mistake of not
asking
this time.)
"But if being
wife
means being
a housekeeper,
or a abridge
partner,
a hostess
I do
not
need ora wife.
I dofornotone's
live parties
in a house.
1 do not play bridge. As for parties, time
is too precious to waste eating and drinking and making small talk about nothing
at all. I do not know what to say when
charming ladies rush up to me to tell me
pretty things about my last picture. They
wouldn't believe me if I would tell them
how embarrassing it is for me to hear such
compliments and how wasted the time is to
talk about myself. You cannot point
out to these charming ladies that there are
important, worth-while problems they
would do better to discuss. Instead at the
end of a party you are exactly where you
started except perhaps with a fine headache."
Whenever there is a Cause to be upheld, a Little Theatre to be launched, a
college speech to be made, a peace convention to be addressed, Francis Lederer is
there. But no parties. For one reason,
he does not drink. At the age of ten his
teacher in school in Czecho- Slovakia
showed the class the colored picture of
the stomach of a drunkard, and the sick
memorv has remained with him all his
life !
"I think that a woman to marry me —
Francis Lederer — would have a very difficult task ahead of her," he reflected aloud.
"My life is not the sort of life most women would have the courage to choose.
And yet I am not a cold idealist. I believe with all my soul that love is the
greatest thing in life, a love that is a
sharing of the mind and not merely the
sharing of a roof, a love that springs from
complete sympathy and understanding and
not from holding hands under the moon.
And I am hoping that I will find that love.
I have heard that one of your poets says
that he is strongest who travels alone.
But my life is so full of empty places !
When I stand before a big audience and
feel their response and their enthusiasm I

am alive, excited, ecstatic.
over and there is no one to
it over with, to share all
then I know that it is not

But when it is
turn to, to talk
this experience
living fully to
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be alone."
FRANCIS LEDERER is right. It
would be difficult for an American girl
to fit her American ideas of marriage into
the strange, selfless, chaotic life he leads.
No Hollywood movie star cashes in his
fame and popularity for the things on which
this handsome, eager young Czech spends
his. He lives in an inexpensively furnished apartment, drives his own car of
a popular make and by no means new.
He owns no yacht, no swimming pool nor
vi-ardrobe filled with sixty suits of clothes.
His manager, one of his own countrymen, quivers with emotion as he tells of
the offers that pour in by every mail from
Paris, Vienna, Berlin, London and New
York — ofifers of stage parts, movie roles,
lecture tours, magazine contracts which
must all be turned down. "Meeelions,"
mourns the manager flinging out his hands
desolately, "we refuse meeelions just because Mr. Lederer must make the peace

Francis Lederer, bachelor, may keep
himself poor to have money to spend on
talks."
cause near to his heart. Francis Ledthe
erer, husband, will assuredly do the same
thing. There will be no square-cut emeralds, no star sapphires for the woman
who marries this young idealist, no villas
with forty rooms and a Roman swimming
pool, no imported limousines.
"If she is the woman for me she will
not want such foolish things," smiles Francis. "I would never fall in love with anyone who finds them necessary
to her happiness. Myself, I own nothing. Even my
ranch house is for sale. It is a forty-five
canand Il' have
drive
minute
not afford
to from
waste Hollywood
so much time.
only spent two days in a house of my
own in my whole life. Houses, sticks of
furniture, pots and pans— are these things
me!"
marriage?
Here is aNot
manto who,
looking back, remembers none of the dear associations of
home. When he was a small child his
parents were divorced. His beloved older'
brother was killed early in the war. He
himself was in the trenches firing a machine gun when he was thirteen years old,
before his bones had become man bones
or his childish ideas, man ideas. Since
then he has hung his hat in many places.
He hasabout
neverhim,
known
need of "familiar
walls
or the
a rosebush
that he
himself has planted at his own doorstep.

" A HOUSE becomes a tyrant," he says
impatiently. "It demands that you
live by the clock. For instanc
e, three
meals a day ! I could never, never promise
any lady to love and honor and eat three
meals a day opposite her ! Some days
when I have much on my mind I do not
eat at all, most days I eat onlv when I am
hungry. I want only fruit and vegetables
and perhaps crackers. Such things seem
to me so unimportant, so unreasonable.
Is It reason, I ask you, to spend the
precious days
life, performing
the ceremonials ofof one's
domesticit}-— shoppin
g,
cooking, always repairing, mending, keeping the machinery of a house going?
Surely there are women in this world who
v/ould not think that love means that a
man must come home at a certain hour to
dinner.
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"And a woman who was so courageous
as to marry me would have to be willing
to be alone a great deal. I have only been
home two nights out of the last ten days !
When I am not in a picture, I am speaking,
here, there, everywhere. I have made live
talks this week already. There are times
when I attend two meetings within the
same twenty-four hours, a hundred miles
apart. There are times when I drive my
car all night, after a day on the set, to
speak at some woman's club or school
group. My wife would have to choose
v.-hether she would remain behind and occupy herself with her own interests or
whether she would travel about with me.
leading the same active life I lead. I
tell you that I would be the most difficult
husband in the world ! And yet," his expressive face grows wistful, "if I found
someone who felt as I feel, who saw the
world as I see it, who thought my
thoughts, she would perhaps not know that
there were any difficulties because she
would also like to do the same things that
NEW
GRIFFIN
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Less work, no mess — just paint it on for
a jet black finish which will not wear
off. Gives you a "new" pair of shoes
with old shoe comfort. Adds another
pair of shoes to your wardrobe. Available at your favorite 5 and 10 cent

The girl whom Hollywood watches
lunching
almost
daily atis Francis
side at the
moment,
not theLederer's
typical
movie
I do." actress. Mary Loos, the niece of
Gentlemen-Prefer-Blondes Anita, is a college girl. She belongs to the exclusive
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority. She has
dark thoughtful eyes and a serious forehead and she is in the movies more or less
b)' accident.
"Does any woman," I asked Francis
Lederer, "really care about World Peace,
do "Iyou
suppose?"
know
one," he answered quietly. "Miss

Loos is deeply interested in it. She is
helping me hunt for something to make it
colorful, a substitute for the parades and
martial music that takes man's reason
away, and tlie flags that children are
taught they must be glad to die for and
willing to kill for. Only then will we be
able to make peace as dramatic and exThe citinglittle-boy
smile radiates his dark
asiswar."
face, it
strangely touching, that young,
eager smile in a face cut deeply, chiselled
by sad memories and anxious thought.
"Please, do not think that I have no other
interests than that one. There are too
many things in this world that I shall never
find the time for. Right now I am taking
up sculpture and painting. Miss Loos
thinks that I have talent. She has made
a friend of hers, an art critic, see my
poor beginnings and he encourages me to
go on. I am always trying to learn sometliing new, to talk with people who can
teach me things I would like to know.
Long ago I made up my mind tliat every
moment of my life I would be doing something that would develop me as a person.
That thought drives me ! You see now
why I am impatient with parties and dull
Driven ! Tliat is the word for Francis
Lederer.
It explains the eagerness of him,
domestic details.''
tlie nervous vitality that chacterizes him
on the screen, the deadly earnestness and
sincerity that led a blase theatre manager
to part unquestioningly with his trousers
when he asked for them long ago in Budapest. It explains why, except to the one
woman he seeks, he would make the worst
husband in the world.

store, or any shoe
repair shop.
lOc BoniE
GRIFFIN MFG.Co.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

The easiest nursing bottle and
nipple to clean is the safest
to use. Ask your doctor.
Y G E I A
THE SAFE NURSING BOTTLE AND NIPPLE
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They were getting on each
other's nerves. Intestinal
sluggishness was really the
cause — made them tired
with frequent headaches,
bihous spells. But that is all
changed now. For they discovered, like millions of
others, that nature provided
the correct laxatives in
plants
Tonight
Nature's
Remedy and
(NRvegetables.
Tablets). How
muchtrybetter
you
feel — invigorated, refreshed. Important — you
do not have to increase the dose. They contain no phenol or
_
mineral derivaITONICHT
tives. Only 25c —
i TOMORROW ALRIGHT
all druggists.
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(Continued from page 31)

"Escapade."' "I
of everyone
admiration
seems to be walkeveryone in
like it because
ing on little pink clouds ! Europeans, you
know, are too intense!" And then, after
"Buta
added,when
seriously
veryabout
thinking
is that
Europeshe
what I like
man loves a woman she knows it, but here,
here she seems to be just another good
friend!" Darn clever, those Viennese!

me most was the treamazed
WHAT
mendous progress she has made in
English and she explained it so :
"I have worked at it very hard. At
first the lessons, they were no good. I
was talking with my face, my whole body,
expressing everything in actions, not words,
and then I said to my teacher, 'Please may
And
the telephone?'
lesson over
my decided
I talk
so
it was
! Every
day for a long,
long time I would speak over the telephone and every time I tried to say something in action I realized it would do no
good so 1 just had to learn English, you
see?" And she seemed entirely delighted
at fooling herself.
Off the screen she tries very hard to
talk English exclusively, ex;cept when
speaking with Johnny, her Scottie, that
she brought from Europe with her. Johnny
understands only German for the studio
hasn't gotten around to him yet.
For Bob Leonard, who directed her film,
she has a deep regard and eternal gratitude
"He was so kind," she said, "he explained how pictures differ from stage
work, how to repress action in close-ups,
how to keep from moving about and to
use my voice skillfully under a microphone. And," she added, mischievously,
"he taught me how to joke in American."

Luise jokes "in American" very well.
She has mastered the pun with telling effectiveness and is as quick on the come-back
as her most agile adversary. When Bob
told her macaroni grew on vines she took
it all in, very seriously, but her retort was,
"And I suppose the egg plants are fresh
every morning, too I"
ONE scarcely expects such hardiness
from the slim brunette who isn't strictly beautiful, but whose expressiveness
makes her face a constantly changing picture, and whose eyes have repeatedly been
called
"the description
most beautiful
in no
Europe"
—
with which
one finds
grudge.
Puttering about her small house at
Santa Monica, right next to Max Reinhardt's, she seems happy and content for
she loves the beach and the open air reminds her of "home." But she hasn't had
time for leisure — or for that matter, loneliness either. She is being wined and
dined, teaed and cocktailed. Virginia
Bruce was the first to introduce her to
the American crowd and like everything
she does, in her intense, whole-hearted way,
she has embraced the American scene.
For instance, she likes Cab Calloway,
is delighted with the Mills Brothers. She
clogs on the set to the delight of both cast
and crew and plays and sings in our best
Yankee style. At the studio commissary
she invariably tops off her dietless lunch
with apple pie !
The studio itself realized her value as
a new and exciting personality when the
"rushes"' were run off after the first few
days' shooting. To their lasting credit it
must be recorded they practically rewrote
the part to fit her individuality. When you
admire her charm and "cuteness," the latter
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an all too inadequate word to describe her
certain magnetism, you may be reassured
you are meeting tlie real Rainer, for they
are her gestures.
Bill Powell, you know, was delighted
with her. And in return she thinks him
"the most brilliant and wittiest man I have
ever met. And kind, too ! He gave me so
much confidence by being patient and considerate of me!"
In short, she is in love with everything
and from observation, everyone is quite
head over heels in love with her.
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I told her she seems so satisfied, so filled
with a zest for life that I wondered if
somewhere there might not be some secret
peeve, an unexpressed
cumstances or people. annoyance with cirthings and
which
bothermind.
me areI
a "The
narrowonly
outlook
a small
don't believe in people dividing themselves
up into factions and each believing they are
right. And," she added, "I also like only
to be told the truth."
That alone sets Luise in a class by herself.

Pen

in

Hand

{Continued from page 47)
appearances in Chicago recently, John did
the unheard of, and un-Hollywoodish
thing of entertaining as many fans as he
could in his dressing-room after every
performance. One evening there were
sixteen. (There were hundreds of others
waitmg outside the stage door, but these
sixteen young women had made an appointment en masse.) John was as cordial and hospitable as he is in his own
home. Among other things, the girls asked
him why he hadn't sung their favorite song,
"Sylvia," on the stage. "Because I didn't
know it was your favorite," he replied.
"But it's not too late to remedy that !" And
John called in his accompanist and sang
the song for the girls !
PERHAPS
the
many John you
Bolesdon't
Fan know
Clubs about
all over
the country, and in England — and if you
don't you should. To John they are one
of the most encouraging things about his
career. He talks of them often, never
bragging, but oh, so appreciative. The
motto, slogan, battle-cry, or whatever you
want to call it of these clubs, is, almost
universally, "We want John Boles to
sing !" And no snatches of songs, either,
as he did in "Music in the Air." (Did his
fans raise something about that!) His
fans want him to sing lots of songs and
sing each one of them all the way through
in his pictures. Here are some more aims
of these clubs:
1. To encourage friendship amongst the
admirers of our favorite singer and
actor, John Boles.
2. To promote his popularity and his
progress by writing to his studio and
requesting suitable roles for him.
3. To show our appreciation by writing
Mr. Boles and the studio after seeing
each new film.
4. To encourage members to correspond
with each other and to get together to
see John Boles' films.
5. To keep members informed of Mr.
Boles'tins toactivities
members. by issuing club bulle6. To send Mr. Boles greetings on his
birthday and other days of celebration.
At times these clubs stage contests for
the best letter about Mr. Boles, or perhaps,
just a membership drive. On such occasions John usually donates some personal
belonging for a prize. His own monogrammed handkerchiefs are most in demand. He also writes his clubs regularly
once or twice a month, and his letters are
always reprinted in the club bulletins.
But now to get down to the questions
at hand, as John and I did later that
afternoon. Here are his answers as
he wrote them out for you.
How do you spend your time zvhcn
you're not working?
"Out-of-doors, mostly. You see, I think
keeping physically fit is one of the first
laws for success in this business. After

I have finished a picture, I am really fatigued. My energy is at low ebb. It
isn't the work that does it. It's the strong
lights. They take something out of me
which only the sun and the fresh air and
good healthy exercise can put back into
me.
That's
why I and
play like
so to
much
tennis,
and ride
horseback,
go fishing
in the High Sierras. I take Sundaj' automobile rides, too, just like you do. I like
to go picnicking. In the spring I spend
a great deal of time at the baseball training quarters. Baseball is one of my hobbies, you know ... I used to play it in
college. In the fall, every Saturday afternoon finds me at a football field, on the
50-yard line, yelling my head off. Not
good for my voice ? On the contrary, I
think
helpsyonit !"
Whenit did
start to sing?
"I started to sing when I was seven
. . . and I am still studying, still taking
singing lessons ! One of my first recollections, as a barefoot boy on our ranch
in Texas, is hearing the negroes singing
in the fields. Their rich, tuneful voices inspired me to sing, too, and negro songs of
the South were the first songs that I
learned. I also learned to dance their
dances. My uncle had given me an airgun, one of my prized possessions. I made
a bargain with one of the best negro dancers on the ranch. If he would teach me
to dance, I would let him shoot my air
gun. I have never yet sung those songs
or danced those dances on the screen, but
perhaps I will have an opportunity some
Hoiv did you get your first job?
day
"I soon."
borrowed a thousand dollars from
my father to go to New York and then
went to Glens Falls and taught French in
the high school, meanwhile studying voice
with Oscar Seagle. Two years later I
went to Europe and studied a year with
Jean de Reske. When I returned, a year
later with scarcely five dollars in my
pocket, I looked up my buddy with whom
I had been through the war, and he gave
me a bed to sleep in. Then started my
long weary trek for a job. In spite of
my urgent need, I was convinced that I
should hold out for a leading role in a
musical show. Small, bit parts would do
me little good. I had to make money and
make it quickly.
"Managers looked at me as though I
were crazy when I turned down small
parts and asked for the lead. They
laughed at me for four months and then,
strangely enough, they began to believe
that, if I was so confident of my ability,
I must have something after all. If they
only knew ! It was not so much confidence
as determination ! Then, when the leading
man in 'Little Jesse James' had to leave
the show, I was given his role. You can
imagine that all my years of study, my
burden of debt, my anxiety and my longwait, were well rewarded at that moment.

quick-drying Italian Balm (just one drop is
sufficient) and see how quickly your skin becomes soft and smooth in texture !
Italian Balm is recognized as one of the
quickest-acting, most economical skin beautifiers ever invented. These two qualities —
effectiveness and economy — have made it the
largest selling skin protector in America.
In one of the nation's largest cities a recent
Parent Teacher's Association Report, covering over 5,000 homes, revealed that Italian
Balm was practically a 3 to 1 favorite — used
in about 3 times as many homes as any other
similar preparation.
Italian Balm is made from a secret formula,
by a secret process. There is nothing like it
on the world market today. Your drug and department store carry Italian Balm in 3 sizes
of
long-lasting
bottles — 35c, 60c and
$1.00 — and in handy
25 cent tubes. ^^^^

HANDY
HOME DISPENSER
Nickel plated, 100^ guaranteed
Italian Balm HOME DISPENSER
— attaches easily to bathroom,
kitchen or laundry wall (wood or
tile). Dispenses one drop when you
press the plunger. Try your druggist 6rst— ask for the Dispenser
Package. If he can't supply youthen get one FREE by sending
ONE 60c Italian Balm carton (and
10c to cover packing and postage), or
TWO 60c cartons and NO MONEY
— with ANA,
your name
address— to
CAMP
Batavia,and Illinois.

Italian
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THE ORIGINAL SKIN SOFTENER
"America's Most Economical Skin Protector"
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TUM? MADE
ME A NEW
WOMAN

gBob
o m Monte r Y
shows off his
new snooty

HEY.. HOW
ABOUT
THAT BONE?

looking
OLD MOTHER
HUBBARD
HAS FILLED HER BARE CUPBOARD
WITH ONIONS AND STEAKS AND CHEESES;
HER STOMACH FEELS GRAND
SINCE SHE KEEPS TUMS ON HAND . . .
SHE EATS WHAT SHE DARN WELL PLEASES!
NO

ALKALIES

im-

ley car toportedhis
Bentpal
Chet
Morris.

FOR

ACID
INDIGESTION!
MILLIONS have found they do not need to
drench their stomachs with strong, caustic
alkahes. Physicians have said this habit often
brings further acid indigestion. So much more
safe and sensible to simply carry a roll of
Turns in your pocket. Munch 3 or 4 after meals
— or whenever troubled by heartburn, gas,
sour stomach. Try them when you feel the
effects
of last
night's
party,a orwonderful
when you antacid
smoke
too
much.
Turns
contain
which neutralizes acid in the stomach, but
never over-alkalizes stomach or blood. Pleasant
to eat as candy. Only 10c at any drug store.
FOR THE TUMMY _
TUMS
TUMS ARE
ANTACID . .
NOTA LAXATIVE
Beaatifnl
5 color of1935-36
the purchase
a 10c rollCalendar-Thermometer
of TumS or 25c box of
FREE: with
NR(the all-vegetable laxative). At your druggiBt's.

Hair

OFF
is
I once looked like this. Ugly hair
on face . . . unloved . . . discouraged.
Vntoved
Nothing helped. Depilatories,
■waxes, liquids
.
.
.
even razors
failed. method.
Then I dis-It
covered asimple, painless,
inexpensive
worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. My FREE Book, "How toOvercomeSuperfluous Hair,"
explains
method andAlsoproves
success.
Mailed
in plainthe envelope.
trial actual
offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette.P.O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 187. Chicago.

MercoIizedWax

K<seps Skin Young
Absorb blemishes and discolorations using
Mercoiized Wax daily as directed. Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed and all
defects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautifully clear, velvety and so soft — face looks
years younger. Mercoiized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.
Phelactine removes hairy growths
—takes them out — easily, quickly
and gently. Leaves the skin hair free.
II—Reduces
Powdered
Saxolite
—
wrinkles and other
age-signs. SimI ply dissolve one ounce Saxolite in half-pint
I witoh hazel and use daily as face lotion.
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Ill less than six months I was able to return the thousand dollars I had borrowed
from
Who myarefather."
your best friends?
"That buddy of mine who helped me
through the war, and who kept me alive
while I tramped Broadway looking for a
job, is still my best friend today. I have
never had very many friends but the few
I have are good friends. No one person
can do justice to a great many friends.
It is much better to have only a few who
mean something, and to whom you can
really offer something, than a lot of halfway friends.
FOR the last few years I have been begging this buddy of mine to come to
California to visit us. But until recently
his business prevented such a trip. Then,
a few months ago, when I was planning
to go East to make personal appearances,
I wired him that I was coming by plane,
and for him to meet me. He knew that I
had never flown before. Nor had he. He
wired me to please take the train East
because he wanted to return to California
with first
me, by
plane. He
said,air'Let's
have
our
experience
in the
together,
just as we had our first experience toat the what
front.' we did. And we did
"And getherthat's
have an experience. We were returning
by
on ofNew
Year's
Eve plane
night to
and Hollywood
at the stroke
twelve,
we
were sitting up front with the pilot. He
had let us put the radio ear phones over
our heads, when suddenly out of the great
dark space about us, came the cheery,
friendly greeting, 'Happy New Year 1'
"We scarcely could believe our ears.
'It's the landing field below,' the pilot
explained. 'We're passing over Leavenworth, Kansas.' He handed me the microphone. Icalled out into it, 'Happy
New Year yourself!
Happy New Year!'
"Someone handed us paper cups. In
them, there was champagne. One of the
passengers had brought a bottle of champagne for a champagne
New Year'sout toast.
"Drinking
of paper cups,
hundreds of feet in the air, with the landing field below calling up, 'Happy New
Year 1' It was a thrill tfiat darned near
brought tears to my eyes."
]Vhy don't you sing in all your pictures?
"I love to sing. I would like to sing in
all of my pictures but unless a story carries a logical excuse for music, it is better to have no music in it at all, than to
drag the music in at awkward spots. Just
because there is a piano in the room, is

no reason to break the thread of the story
with a song. But if the song and the
singing is the natural development of the
story — well, that is something different.
Gladys Swarthout, the famous Metropolitan Opera star is making the operetta,
■Rose of the Rancho' for Paramount, and
I'm^ in that with her. So you can
you're going to have to listen to a lot see
of
myWhat
singing
on!"for the future?
arc from
yournow
plans
"I never look more than a year ahead.
A year very
is a little
long point
time in
in looking
this" business
—
there's
beyond
it. There's one thing, however, which I
do realize, and which each succeeding year
only makes more clear, that material things
aren't so important, as I used to think
they were. As a boy I used to worry
about building up financial security, I
wanted to possess material things. Now
these things don't seem to matter very
much. The important thing is to be able
to work, and to enjoy it, because you are
doing the best kind of a job you know how."
And here is a typical letter from one
of the John Boles Fan Clubs. This
one was from the John Boles Music Club
of Minneapolis and reads as follows :
Dear Mr. Boles :
Because I've received so many letters
from your fans, who say that they
want very much to join your Alusic
Club, but that they have been ill, and
out of work, or either they are going
to college, and really find it difficult to
pay the Club dues of one dollar — which
I think is quite reasonable for one year
— I have had a nciv sheet printed with
the Club's particulars and aims and I
am asking only fifty cents for dues
now, because I am very anxious to see
your Music Club grow ... so that
more of your ardent fans will promise
to write to the Studio, and to the
magazines to plead for more films and
better roles for JOHN BOLES.
Would you kindly let me know
whether or not you think the new
sheet I've had printed for you is better
than the one I had printed last summer ? other day I telephoned to Mr.
The
Bob La Finer of the Minnesota Theatre Co. and asked him if it is really
true that you will appear in person at
the State Theatre here in Minneapolis
in a few weeks. I was afraid my husband was just teasing me but Mr. La
Finer assured me that it Sincerely,
is true. All
the Club members here are delighted.
Lillian Musgrave.
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{Continued from page 50)
aura of the glamor that we demand of any
fur purchases we may make this winter.
Like dresses, the length of your fur coat
is optional, only more so since you can
make your coat briefer than you can your
dress ! The three-quarter swagger is one
of the most popular, and I think one of
the most youthful. For those who demand
both practicality and smartness, this coat
offers both. It is long enough to be warm,
it has dash, with its fuller and favorite
swagger cut, and it is to be had in every
imaginable fur from the inexpensive lapm
to the definitely expensive mink. One of
the very best examples of this style is
Glenda Farrell's attractive Persian lamb,
shown on page 49. The easy, flaring silhouette, the small turnover collar and
the slash pockets are all excellent details.

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND, on the
other hand, wears the longer, less
fully flared swagger of Safari brown seal.
Many of you will prefer this length to the
shorter one of Glenda's because it is
warmer and permits the wearing of thincostumes beneath. Olivia's sleeves
fullness through the arm which is
have ner
reCan'tat you
cuffs.
tightused
into
gathered member
when you
seal as
to sniff
"an old lady's fur?" You don't need to
any longer because both black and brown
seal coats come in such smart, young
styles that they are perfectly charming.
you can't invest in real
feelHudson
who the
you
For
n seal,
Bay seal is being
Alaska
made equally as smart and wears just as
well. The same is true of the real beaver
as compared with the less expensive nutria
or beaver-dyed lapin.
Of course, lapin which can masquerade
as eight other furs, is the answer to the
small budget. All sorts of very smart
costumes are being made up with lapin.
The three-piece suit with the topcoat
warmly lined with it, or with deep tuxedo
revers is one of the best investments of
the season because it gives you that good
old combination of several costume possibilities inone. School girls and business
women especially are finding these lapin
and fabric combinations a joy since they
come well under the hundred dollar mark,
yet create the illusion of a luxurious costume.
Gail Patrick gives you that luxury
yearning with her two winter fur purchases.
One is a magnificent black broadtail coat
made with a complete disregard for economy. Its Princess lines give it a nipped
in waistline and a great flaring skirt that
is bordered deeply in red fox. And, as if
that wasn't enough, a huge muff of the
in for good measure. It's
is thrown
fox last
the
word in daytime elegance, only
equaled by the pet mink which every star
considers her final seal of success when she
can at last own one.
And Gail goes the cape subject one better,
too. She sweeps into the night in a full
length white ermine with sable collar and
jeweled catch. The skins are used horizontally, giving a very unusual and stunning
effect. We can ogle such elegance futilely
but satisfy ourselves with a decorative
black velvet cape with collar of ermine
or some less expensive yet equally effective fur. There's always a way of getting
around such yearnings, you see, even on a
comparatively slim purse. And by day,
the glorious broadtail cannot even "top
hat" its less sophisticated sisters the kidskin or pony caracul.

THE short jacket is not prominent among
this winter's first furs but a few of
them are seen. Virginia Bruce wears an
attractive
in "Metropolitan."
Hers is
of white one
ermine
and at first glance,
it
looks like a cape until you discover that
the sleeves are loops of fur like slings,
covering the arm from shoulder to upper
wrist. The rest of the jacket is hip length
and slightly flared at back.
Frances Dee wears a kidskin coat that
is a compromise between the short jacket
and the three-quarter length coat. It is a
fingertip length and has a boyish collar
caught with the ends of the fur. Fairly
straight in line, Frances wears this wrapped
over in front and unbelted. It's a nice
type for you who cling to your jackets.
Hollywood loves the white fur coat for
daytime as well as evening. Any number
of the stars wear them with their street
clothes. Norma Shearer has had one for
several seasons and so has Anita Louise.
It is more appropriate for their winter days
which often turn too warm for heavier
and darker furs. Frieda Inescort, a stage
star who made her screen debut in "The
Dark Angel," has just such a coat in her
personal wardrobe. I have shown it on
page 50. It has a brief Johnny collar and
very graceful sleeves that are bloused just
above the wrists.
Aside from the furs which I have shown
this month, there are several others which
you will find much to your liking. The kidskins in many becoming costume shades,
either swagger or belted types with slightly flared skirts and tunics of the Russian type, not to mention the longer, less
extreme but very wearable styles that
are standbys year after year.
An old favorite that is being revived
is mole. Mole, like squirrel, is listed among
the more perishable furs. They are not
quite as hardy as the muskrats, the caraculs, seals and beavers but they are grand
to wear and own if you can have an extra
coat to save the wear and tear. Mary Astor
has a smart moleskin swagger coat this
season with a large matching muff made
with an overflap in envelope style. The
flap has a jeweled gadget for ornamentation.
Glenda Farrell has an auxiliary coat to
her Persian lamb . . . squirrel with the
skins put together diagonally, a treatment usually seen in ermine and mink. For
sports coats, leopard and leopard cat are
sturdy and so good looking whether they
have a contrasting fur as trim or are self
trimmed. Civet cat, mink and ermine gills
together with a dozen or so unusual furs,
give you a selection that ranges up and
down the price scale, making it possible
for everyone of you to own. a warm, attractive fur coat which will give you more
than a share of the Hollywood brand of
glamor.
I can't think of furs, whether they are
collars, whole coats, capes or separate
scarfs, that I don't think of the giddy little
hats you can have such fun wearing as
toppers to these flattering furs.
THE other noon, I attended a luncheon
at which Nicole, a famous French
milliner, now having her main shop in
New York, was the guest speaker. Mme.
Nicole arrived with an enormous hatbox
out of which she brought hats, like a
magician brings rabbits. These weren't
just ordinary hats, either, they were copies
of chapeaux which she had designed for
three well-known stars. There was a forward jutting black velvet with sharp black
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If you like to draw, test your sense
of design, color, proportion, etc.,
with our simple Art Ability Test.
An opportunity to get a frank opinion, free,developing.
as to whether your talent
is worth
Magazines, newspapers, publishers
and advertisers spend millions yearly
for illustrations. Design and color
influence the sale of most things we
buy. Artists have become important
to industry. Machines can not displace them. If you have talent,
train it. Drawing may be your surest
road to success.
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The Federal Schools, affiliated with
a large art, engraving and printing
institution, has trained many young
men and women now serving industry as designers or illustrators,
capable of earning from $1,000 to
$5,000 yearly. Its Home Study
courses in Commercial Art, lUustrating
Cartooning,
contain
exclusive and
illustrated
lessons by
many
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famous artists. Practical instruction
by experienced men is the reason for
its many years' outstanding success.
Courses sold on easy payments.
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Send today for Art Test and Free
Book explaining present opportunities in art. Just fill out and mail
coupon below.

'
1 2 2 9 E Federal Schools Bldg.
: FEMRAL'SCHOOLSriNC.
,
Minneapolis, Minn.
> Send me, without obligation, your Art Test
, and
Free Book.
>
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Couldn't even Lie Down!
W'HAT
a terrible
they doTheto
*' pull you
down affliction,
physicallyPiles!
and What
mentally!
worst part of it is that Piles are such an embarrassing
subject, that many people hesitate to seek relief. Yet
there's
more serious
than Piles, for they can
develop nothing
into something
malignant.
There is no more satisfactory treatment of Piles
than Pazo Ointment. Pazo supplies the needed effects.
First, it is soothing, which relieves pain, soreness and
itching. Second, it is lubricating, which makes passage
easy. Third, it is astringent, which tends to reduce the
swollen blood vessels which are Piles.
RESULTS!
Pazo comes in Collapsible Tube with Detachable
Pile Pipe w hich permits application high up in rectum
where it reaches and thoroughly covers affected parts.
Pazo also now comes in suppository form. Pazo Suppositories are Pazo Ointment, simply in suppository
form. Those W'ho prefer suppositories will find Pazo
the most satisfactory as well as the most economical.
All drug stores sell Pazo-in-Tubes and Pazo Suppositories.
OLD
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WORRY
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GRAY

HAIR
N ow, without any risk, you can tint those streaks or
patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. A small brush and Brownatone doestintit.to Prove
by applying
famous
a lock itof— your
own hair.a little of this
Used and approved — for over twenty-four years
by thousands of women. Brownatone is safe. Guaranteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of
hair. Is economical and lasting — will not wash out.
Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts
rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
or comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
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1— If you are afraid to start out
on a whole costume, get into
the swing by crocheting this
charming beret and bag set.
Patricia EUis has made hers in
red and gives you all her instructions for the writing in, as
explained below.
feathers sweeping out over the face and
down to shadow one cheek. Guess who?
Marlene Dietrich, of course. And perfect,
too, for the lovely German. Another Dietrich number was the other extreme ... a
mannish velour with creased crown pierced
by two bright quills, set at opposite angles.
Marlene could remove these quills, replacing them with other colors to suit the
costume.
A tiny turban v/ith a great cascade of
coq feathers down one side was a Claudette
Colbert choice. While Adrienne Ames had
picked a Venetian tricorne of almost fatal
charm. Also, black, it had a great veil
that swept down from its front point in a
flaring triangular piece. This veil only
half covered the face and was sprinkled
with chenille dots that gave a wicked glint
to the eye they half hid.
And, if you don't think veils are popular, try to resist buying at least one hat
with one. I have pictured several here this
month. Back to Mme. Nicole. There were
other hats which she had designed for these
three but the point which she stressed
about each was this . . . she would not
design a hat for anyone in Hollywood
unless she felt that she could express her
true personality in so doing. No business
of just making pretty hats, these were hats
that bespoke the character of the star. It
is something to bear in mind as you pick
your
. don't
Sally next
looks hat
well. .in,
choosejustonepick
that one
you that
are
you in !

2 — A two-piece costume "with
smart scarf is Genevieve Tobin's example of her handiwork. You can knit it all, or
just the sweater top. The skirt
is brown and the top beige —
but use your imagination for
your own color scheme.

If you can't find a becoming hat this
winter, you never will. The majority are
giddy
and of
gay day
but in
for a you,
who can't
face
the light
slightly
mad concoction, there are plenty of conservative
standbys, either brimmed, off-the-face or
turbaned. And your pet old beret pops up
time and again in as many disguises as
an amateur sleuth. You can have an international flavor to your hats . . . Venetian
tricornes, Italian military hats with coq
feathers, Mussolini's fringed fez hat,
African native turbans, Tyrolean sports
hats, French gendarme caps. Anything you
like, but wear only what really becomes
yon,

remember !

KNIT YOUR COSTUAIES ! CROCHET YOUR ACCESSORIES!
Get your needles and your yam,
girls. For several months, henceforth, I am going to give you a
chance to get full instructions for
some of the smart knitted things all
Hollywood is making. Begin with
the two featured above this month.
They are easy to make, fun to work
on and exciting to wear. Just
designate by number and the name
of the star, the instructions you
want. Write directly to me. Adelia
Bird, Modern Screen, 149 Madison
Avenue, N. Y. C. It's all free for
the asking — just include a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
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{Continued fro)n page 39)
of_ a redoubtable woman — a very battleship of a woman — all starch and competence and bombazine, who flew at him,
demanding, "What have you done to my
ladybird?" Then flew at Lucie with tender croonings of dismay. Then flew to
the door, shouting for cold water, burning feathers, vinegar, quick ! And then
flew back at poor Mr. Lorry, upbraiding
him for a great oaf — and asking why had
he told her whatever he had told her
with such clumsiness. During the hubbub, Lucie opened her eyes.
"Lm all right. Miss Pross," she said
to the battleship female. Then, to Mr.
Lorry, her gentle voice firm, "I entreat
you to tell me, sir — zuhere is my father?
You must take me to him at once 1"
"I will," replied Mr. Lorry.
RECALLED TO LIFE
Later, Lucie and Mr. Lorry were being
escorted by one Ernest Defarge up the
filthy stairs of a still filthier rabbit-warren
in one of the unhappiest quarters of Paris.
A towering, taciturn bull of a man, Defarge. Had not the minds of the other
two been so intent upon their mission and
had they not had good cause to be grateful to Defarge, they might well have
found it in their hearts to fear him. And
that wife of his, down in the wineshop —
taciturn like her husband, with a cold eye
and a hard mouth. Seldom speaking.
Knitting, knitting, all day. A vast web
which proved, upon examination, to have
the coat of arms of many a noble French
house worked into its folds.
And the men who frequented the wineshop— what men ! Garbed in rags — for
there were no clothes in Paris for the
poor. Thin, for there was no food in
Paris to feed them. Silent, for what topic
could men discuss in those days, except
the ever-present one of injustice and
cruelty? And if the wrong ears overheard such talk, a man found himself behind bars. Even the tragedy that had
occurred that afternoon was not discussed
too openly. The tragedy — scarcely worth
mentioning, for such things happened so
often — was the murder of their friend
Gaspard's little boy. The child had been
clumsy enough to get himself run over
by the coach of the Marquis D'Evremonde. Very vexing — to the Marquis,
who had had to stop when his horses
plunged and reared. Standing there on
the step of his elegant carriage, a delicate
frown on his high-bred features, he had
given a moment of his precious time to
rebuke the father for not taking better
care of the child — and had tossed a gold
louis in the road to show that, after all,
he bore no permanent ill will toward the
wretch who crouched there, so silent, with
the limp bundle in his arms.
But there, as we have said, such things
were not worth mentioning — except, perhaps, in whispers. And there had been
some whispering in Defarge's wineshop
— a whispering between groups of equally
ragged and starved-looking men who
seemed, all of them, to have the same
name. At least, each called his fellow
"Jacques" and was in turn called "Jacques"
himself. Surely, it could not be that these
scarecrow mortals had still enough levity
in their souls to play a sort of game?
The arrival of Lucie and Mr. Lorry had
put an end to all this. Mr. Lorry's signal, "Recalled to life," had met with a
recognizing nod from Defarge.
It was

all very sinister and mysterious. Lucie
remembered
things afterward — long afterward.
At the very top of the crazy building,
Defarge stopped. Across a grated door,
he pulled a rusty key. "Must you lock
him in ?" asked Mr. Lorry.
A shrug of the huge Defarge shoulders.
"He's lived so long that way, an open
door would . . ."
"Is it possible !"
"All things are possible in France today!" The deep voice shook as though
with secret fury. "Just as all things will
be
possiblethelater!"
unlocked
door. And Ernest Defarge

secern^ <tay

take a Beauty Laxative
DR. MANETTE'S

STORY

Eighteen years before the time of our
tale, the iron gates of the Bastille had closed
upon Alexandre Manette. His crime had
been this : he had been summoned to give
medical care to a young girl — summoned
too late, for she had died. From her tearful mother and sister he had pieced out the
sad little story. The girl, young and
pretty, had found favor in the eyes of the
Marquis on whose estate her family lived.
The fact that she had loathed his attentions only whetted the nobleman's desire
and, of course, the laws of France stated
that all things on his lands were his. So,
what was not given willingly was taken
by force.
A common enough story. The only uncommon part about it was that a clever
and respected surgeon bothered to go to
the mighty Marquis — the same bored and
elegant Marquis whose progress through
the Quarter had been upheld that very
day — and register a protest. That, indeed, was uncommon — unheard of. And
it was quite to be expected that D'Evremonde's guards should, shortly thereafter,
have entered the doctor's home — torn him
from the embrace of his golden-haired wife
and the sight of his little daughter — and
taken him to prison. A trial? Any sort
of hearing?
Naive questions!
For eighteen years. Dr. Manette remained in the Bastille. "105 North
Tower" — he came to think that that was
his name. But on a piece of paper he
wrote other names — the names of every
member of D'Evremonde's house. Wrote
with pencillings of soot and grime from
the floor of his cell and with blood
squeezed from his ragged body. And he
buried that list under a loosened brick in
the floor.
After months — eons — had passed, to
save what remained of his sanity, he
begged permission to learn a trade and it
was granted. He learned to make shoes
— and for the rest of the eighteen years,
he made shoes. All day. Every day.
D'Evremonde had, naturally, long since
forgotten the trivial case of the impudent
doctor. But there was one who had not
forgotten — the sister of the girl who died.
When she grew up, she married a wine
merchant named Ernest Defarge. And
through some tortuous, secret means
known to themselves, they had been able
to snatch one victim from the Bastille.
One victim "recalled to life."
It scarcely seemed, however, that the
pathetic, trembling ghost whom Lucie and
Mr. Lorry saw before them could have
any life left in him. He could not understand that it would be quite all right for
him to leave that room. Fie clasped his
rough shoemaker's tools to his ravaged

If you want to keep the sparkle in your eye
and the peaches and cream in your complexion, get rid of accumulated body waste regularly. If Nature fails to maintain a regular
schedule, take a beauty laxative.
Olive Tablets are just the thing for the
purpose. Gentle and mild, easy to swallow,
non-habit-forming, they assist nature in her
work of house cleaning.
Keep tab on yourself. If more than a day
goes by, take a beauty laxative — Olive Tablets. Three sizes— 15»l-30(!-6O(!. All druggists.
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body.
last, Lucie's
gentle
insistence
seemed At
to awaken
some dim
remembrance
in his mind. But there was one other thing
whicli troubled him. "The list? Where
is it?" and he felt pitifully along the
floor for the loosened brick — the brick
that must be there.
"Something he left in his cell," rumbled
Defarge. "Get him out of France!" he
went on. "Get him to England ! For his
sake — and for the sake of the Jacquerie

COUGHS

quicker by "MoistThroat" Method

Getting throat's
moisture glands
to worit "soothes"
coughs away

who rescued himl"

al cause ^
THofE a usu
cough is the
drying or clogging of
moisture glands in
your throat and windthis happipe. When
pens, heavy phlegm
collects, irritates. Then you cough. Ihe
letting
quick and safe way to reliefdsis tobypour
out
Pertussin stimulate those glan
gm loostheir natural moisture. Sticky phlef!
ens, iseasily raised. You have relie
Get after that cough today— with Pertussin. Over 1,000.000 doctors' prescriptions for
Pertussin were filled in one year, accordinft
to Prescription Ingredient Survey issued by
American Pliarmaceutical Assn.

In stuffy little London chambers, two
men shared lodgings — Mr. Stryver and
Mr. Carton, King's Counsellors. An oddly
paired duo. People often said they couldn't
understand why that nice Mr. Stryver —
such a gentleman !— put up with that very
peculiar, if extraordinarily handsome,
Sydney Carton. Air. Carton drank, they
said. He had no manners. It seemed too
bad that Mr. Stryver kept up his schoolfellow association with one who, obviously, was little better than a pensioner.
That's what they said — hitting the truth
just about as accurately as they usually do.
"Really! Not working yet. Carton?"
Stryver entered the littered apartment, to
find his friend sprawling morosely in a
chair, a bottle before him. "This is too
much. You've got to put your mind on this
case. They've got this, this Charles Dartreason."
nay"I up
don'tforknow
Charles Darnay," in sardonic accents from Carton. "I hate treason
and I hate Frenchmen. For that matter,
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I hate Englishmen, too."
"Yes, all very well, but Lorry sent this
case to us with a special request for all
our"You
consideration."
don't need me to help you," replied
Sydney bitterly. "You're becoming a great
man in the law courts these days."
"I use my brains."
"You mean you use mine," said Sydney.
"Well, if I do, I pay you for it."
To this, Sydney replied that the money
wasn't sufficient to make up for the continual interference with his drinking. And
he poured another drink. Somehow, Stryver
managed to set the brief before him and
make him glance at it. "I tell you, Darnay
is lost," he said despairingly — meaning
that the case was lost, of course, "unless
we can do something to counteract the evidence of these witnesses, Barsad and Cly,"
"Barsad and Cly. Barsad and Cly,"
mumbled Sydney. "Cly and Barsad. Why,
the case could be tried on the mere sound
. . . From the very syllables of their names,
they are manifestly villains. Barsad- —
Barsad. Seems I've heard that name before. Now, the other fellow. Charles Darnay, is, from his syllables, man'f'stly a
gen'lem'n." This sudden thickness of the
tongue — annoying ! He took another drink
to relieve it, clapped on his hat at a crazy
angle, and prepared to leave. To the protesting and puffing Stryver, he answered
merely that he thought he knew where
Barsad did his drinking. "That means I
can pursue this case in a congenial atmosphere. You're in luck, Stryver. I'll lay
you a wager I'll drink you a victory."
AND
so it came about, because the
handsome, melancholy, clever and disillusioned Sydney Carton did not like the
name Barsad and did like the name Darnay, that one life was saved and the threads
of three lives were woven together in a
bond that nothing but death could break.
In the dock at Old Bailey Court, young
Charles Darnay stood — pale, resolute and
handsome — with hope quite lost. He knew,
too well, the one across the Channel who
had engineered this trumped-up treason

charge.
And
the power
of that one.
Some months ago, he had come to the
long-pondered conclusion that his manner
of living was, through no direct fault of
his own, wicked and wrong. He existed,
common sense and common humanity tolcl
him, on the sweat and blood of other men.
The delicate food he ate, the well-cut clothes
he wore, the chateau which was his home
— all were paid for and kept up because
the peasants of France were taxed to the
breaking point. But the real power to
make the slightest change in the French
ancien regime was not his. Conversations
and pleadings with his uncle, the Aiarquis
D'Evremonde, had brought him to the
bitter conviction that D'Evremonde was
not only a cold and indifferent man, but
an evil one as well. And so Charles Darnay had forfeited his noble name, divided
his inheritance among his people, adopted
the simple appellation of monsieur and
journeyed to Eiigland.
When he had informed his uncle of his
resolve, sneers had been the response.
Some hot words had passed between them.
Sorrowfully bidding farewell to his old
tutor, Gabelle,
retainer, he had asetfaithful
out forD'Evremonde
England.
He had not seen the calculating look in
the Marquis' eyes, bent upon him. He could
not know that the Marquis' gold louis had
purchased the services of a certain Joseph
Barsad, informer par excellence , who had
always been able to secure evidence on
anybody,
involved. provided there was a cash profit
ANDdocksoandCharles
looked, Darnay
with hisstood
heart inin the
his
eyes, upon the sweetest face in England.
Lucie, Lucie, that heart cried. Life is hard
— I have found you, only to lose you so
soon. The gentle girl and her father he
had met on the Channel packet. They had
been summoned as witnesses in his case.
Forced to comply, they hadn't known that
Lucie's most diffident statements would be
used against the young Frenchman. Oh, so
he had commented — and adversely? — upon
England's treatment of her American
colonies ? No, no, the gentleman had merely said ... If you mean the prisoner,
madame,
kindly say
the Mr.
prisoner.
— .
Witness dismissed
! And
Barsad,Butyou
are quite certain this list of officers in His
Majesty's army had been prepared by the
prisoner? Quite, yer honor! And the crowd
outside Old Bailey waited to see the miserable French spy hung, drawn and quartered . . .
Hours later, these vultures went away,
cheated and grumbling. The clever Mr.
Attorney Stryver, it seems (to whom Air.
Attorney Carton had been passing notes
throughout the trial) had nullified the evidence of Joseph Barsad. In fact, at one
point in the proceedings, Mr. Barsad had
turned an odd shade of green and shaken
as if with the ague. That was when Mr.
Carton had looked up from the papers on
which he kept scribbling and stared Mr.
Barsad straight in the face. Mr. Barsad
had taken back almost every statement he
had made. And Charles Darnay had been
acquitted. (Oh, the light in Lucie's eyes!)
Yes, Sydney Carton had drunk Mr.
Stryver a victory. How? Oh, a little
matter of many bottles at the tavern where
Barsad did his drinking. A little boasting
about certain fictional misdeeds of his own
which, in turn, had prompted Barsad to
do some boasting, too, for there are men
who love to boast of their misdeeds. And
how could Barsad have known that the
roistering rake in the tavern would turn
up next day at Old Bailey, gowned and
wigged for the defense?
Was Sydney elated over his victory. Not
at all. He was glummer than ever. Life
was a savorless, lonely affair, with no
one to share its joys and sorrows. There
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never had been anyone. . . . Today, when
he, too, had gazed upon Lucie Manette's
sweet face, he had thought, "If there was
one who would look upon me like that !"
And themainedlook,
and Lucie's
in his mind
all day. face, had reLate that night, he stared moodily at his
unkempt reflection in a tavern mirror. He
had dined with Darnay and the youngFrenchman's courtesy had had an uphill
struggle against Carton's taciturn reserve.
"Why did you treat the man like that?"
Sydney
his image.
"Is fallen
.it because
he shows asked
you what
you have
away
from and what you might have been?
Change places with him, and would you
have been looked at by those blue eyes as
he
was?
Comein on.
jealous!
Have
it out
plainCarton,
words you're
: you hate
the
fellow !"
SOME

YEARS

ELAPSE

It was plain, of course, to the veriest
duffer, that there could be only one ending to the love story that had begun on
the Channel packet. Lucie and Charles
Darnay were married and Charles took a
position in Tellson's bank. He liad frankly told everything to Dr. Manette, now
much restored in mental and physical
health. When the doctor heard the name
D'Evremonde, his face had gone haggard
and some of his old vagueness had returned for a moment. But for the sake of
the daughter he loved, above everyone
else in the world, he had smothered his
own feelings and given his blessing, only
cautioning Darnay not to worry Lucie with
a needless repetition of his past story.
Affairs in France were unsettled — it might
distress her. Satisfied with this reason,
Darnay consented to keep his secret.
They were married, and in due time,
there was a little Lucie, as fair and sweet
as her mother. Miss Pross now had an
entire household to bully and fuss over.
Lucie's visitor
behest, inSydney
Carton His
became
aAt frequent
their home.
life,
sweetenedfluence,
andbecamewarmed
by that
home's
ina little less
bleak.
Content
to be near Lucie, he kept his love for her
locked in his heart. At her pleading, he
drank less, became a little less moody.
"I feel you still have such possibilities,
Sydney," Lucie often said.

"They will never be realized," Sydney
would reply lightly. "Think of me as one
who died young."
"I'll insisted.
never give up my hopes for you,"
Lucie
"I know better. But this I know, too.
I would embrace any sacrifice for you and
for those dear to you. Think of me as a
man who would give his life to keep a life
you love beside you."
"Thank you, Sydney. God grant it shall
never be necessary."
"IS HE

NOT
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Mest

D'EVREMONDE

1792! The Revolution — a plant sown
years before, nourished by oppression,
tended by misery, ALSO?"
reached its full harvest
in that year and flowered under the hot
breath of fanaticism. French aristos, hundreds of them, fled to England — those who
were lucky enough to escape. An edict
passed by Citizen Danton confiscated their
property and made their return to France
punishable by death at the hands of
Madame La Guillotine. The sharp-toothed
madame claimed many victims those days.
After the flimsiest hearings before selfappointed judges, hundreds were hurried
through the bloody streets to appease her
appetite.monde,
Some,
the Marquis
D'Evre-It
were notlike
accorded
this honor.
saved time when one of the Jacquerie
(could it have been Gaspard, father of the
murdered child?) knifed the Marquis in
his luxurious bed. The Chateau D'Evremonde was razed to the ground and the
still-faithful Gabelle taken prisoner by the
mob — he might be useful later !
On the historic day when the populace
stormed the Bastille, chanting their ghoulish
cry for liberty, fraternity and equality, the
huge figure of Ernest Defarge and the grim
face of his wife could be seen in the
lead. They had a little private mission to
attend to in 105 North Tower. Under a
loosened brick in the cell floor, they
found Dr. Manette's list, the names of
all those in the house of D'Evremonde. The
public tribunal could find a use for this !
Dr. Manette's hands trembled so that he
could hardly hold the letter. It was from
his son-in-law — and very brief. Darnay
wrote merely that he had heard his old
friend, Gabelle, had been seized by the
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Revolutionaries and that he would be released only upon the verification of Darnay.
For this reason he had gone to Paris.
There was no need to alarm Lucie. Would
the doctor simply tell her that business had
summoned her husband away?
No need to alarm Lucie ! Ah, now, for
a surety, there was need for all to be
alarmed !
What to do first? He must tell Lucie
her husband's secret — he had no right to
keep it from her now. Mr. Lorry was in
Paris, beonablebusiness
Tellson's
he
would
to help, for
perhaps.
And — Dr.
Manette felt sure that his own past history would have some weight. He would
seek out Ernest Defarge.
So Lucie was told and with hope and
fear alternately sending their hearts up
and down, they set forth. Miss Pross,
staunch female, would not hear to letting
her Ladybird go without her — nor would
she leave little Lucie behind. She poohpoohed the entire Revolution and Lucie,
too distraught to know what was wisest
to do, let her have her way.
Inquiries in Paris quickly unfolded the
bleak situation. Gabelle's letter to Darnay
had, of course, been a hoax. The hapless
tutor had been murdered, after cruel torture had forced him to reveal the whereabouts of his former young master.
Charles Darnay — his noble origins twice
disclosed, once by Gabelle and once, so
ironically,
Dr. North
Manette's
revengeful list inby105
Towerown
— had
been
seized, upon his arrival in Paris, and incarcerated inLa Force Prison.
Dr. Manette pushed his frail strength to
the utmost in trying to gain a reprieve for
his son-in-law. He had counted so earnestly on the help of the Defarges. But they,
inflamed and insane with the blood-thirstiness of the times, gave him little satisfaction. "You, Citizen Manette, have suffered
with us. But Darnay, is he not a D'Evremonde also?" It seemed hopeless — it was
hopeless. Charles Darnay was condemned
to die at the hands of La Guillotine.
"GREATER LOVE HATH NO MAN"
The gaoler outside No. 23 in La Force
prison was remarking that you never
could tell about these accursed aristos.
Why, the women played games with their
children and did fancy work. And here
was a D'Evremonde in 23 who did nothing but write letters. His companion — the
one they called the English spy — replied
absently in abominable French that that
was so. The English spy, who seemed to
have something on his mind, waited until
the gaoler had gone on his rounds. Then
he beckoned down the dark corridor. A
figure appeared. Stealthily, the English
spy slipped a key into the lock of No. 23.
And the other figure passed within. "Thank
you,
"I'mBarsad,"
afraid it
we said.
won't pull this ofif, Mr.
Carton," whispered the "spy."
"Do as you're told and we will."
"There's got to be a No. 23 in the
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"There will be. No, look here — return
morning."
before
the gaoler comes back to take Air.
Carton — Mr. Carton, understand? — to his
"Lor, you couldn't pay me to do what
you're doin', Mr. Carton," and a look that
was
almost reverence passed for a moment
coach."
over the villainous Cockney face.
"Oh," Sydney Carton replied lightly, "I
daresay you'd have your price even for
Speechless,
this,
Barsad." Darnay stared at the man
who, once before, had saved his life and
who had come now to — what had he come
to do?
Apparently, he had come to dictate a
letter — a letter which Darnay obediently
wrote, but w'hich he could not comprehend.

It said, "I ask you to recall the words that
passed between us on a certain occasion.
I am grateful the time has come when I
canDarnay
prove them.
looked..."up. "What occasion ?
What
that waving
queer smell
? I feel back
faint . and
. ."
Cartonis was
something
forth in his hand. Darnay leaped up to
stop him, but Carton, too quick, felled him
with a blow. Then with feverish haste, he
took
off the
the inert
youngform
Frenchman's
dressed
quickly in clothes
his own—
and himself donned Darnay's attire. He
pulled his own hat far down over Darnay's unconscious face — called Barsad.
The next morning, the prisoner in No.
23 looked out of the murky little cell
window. His eyes were shining, his heart
full of a deep peace. When a grating
noise sounded at his cell door, he turned
eagerly, as one who welcomes a guest.
The time had come then ? Good.
BUT it was not the gaoler — it was a
bigger, burlier man — who was speaking to someone without. "For the doctor's sake — this last interview. It's all I
can do, but if it is discovered, it's all over
with me. Remember — keep faith."
"I will, I will!' And thank you — bless
you, Defarge !" said Lucie's voice. She
entered the cell, spoke a name. "Charles !"
Quickly, Sydney Carton snuffed out the
candle on the rough table. Lucie caine forward— seemed to sense something — stopped.
"Lucie, my darling, it was brave of
you
to come,"
Sydney
in awards
whisper,
but with
the haste
of spoke
one who
off
another's speech. "There is nothing you
can do — nothing,
but insaythe
good-bye."
Com-so
prehension dawned
blue eyes,
bright with unshed tears, that were raised
to his. With an almost superhuman effort,
he went on. "Remember, all that I have
given you, I give freely. Say good-bye
quickly, my dear. To stay, to make any
protest — would be to endanger the others
— all the others, even little Lucie." With
a stifled . sob, Lucie flung herself in his
arms. A look that was mingled agony and
ecstasy passed over Sydney Carton's face.
"Charles is safe. Say good-bye for me."
he murmured, gently loosening her arms.
"Say
to me
For good-bye
a long time,
she I"gazed at him. Then
she drew his face down to hers and kissed
him.
"Your time is up, Citizeness," said a
gruf? voice at the door.
Later that afternoon, the mob around
the guillotine howled and shrieked as one
noble head after another was severed by
Madame's blow-. Sixteen ! Seventeen !
Eighteen ! Nineteen — an effete viscount,
who thanked the headsman graciously for
terminating a life which had become a
burden. Twenty and Twenty-one — the
Due and Duchesse of — what did it matter?
Twenty-two ! A little seamstress — oh, a
dangerous traitor. She had been heard to
express sympathy for an enemy of the
Republic who had been knifed the day before. Her face was pale to ghostliness.
Her step faltered. She struggled to gain
a little courage — turned to No. 23 behind
her.
"You're not afraid ! The others are
pretending — but you — you really aren't
afraid.
It's almost
as if for
you welcomed
it!"
The mob
howled
the accursed
D'Evremonde — see, he hides his face !
Haste, haste, headsman — the light is dying.
Sydney Carton spoke to the little seamstress. "Believe me, it is a far, far better
thing I do than I have ever done ; it is a
far, far better rest I go to than I have
Sydney
Carton's
handof rested
for aseammoment on the
shoulder
the little
stress, as though in a blessing. The peace
known."'
ever glory
and
that had come to his soul that
morning was glorified a thousandfold.
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{Continued from page 47)
to Negri to Dietrich — he's known them
all. He has worked on big musical productions in which Hollywood's most beautiful chorus girls have appeared in costumes consisting of — well, a little of this
and a little of that and a couple of beads.
And musical productions bore Earl to
death.
WOMEN
stars, with a few exceptions,
bore him, too. His favorite stars
— and he's seen them all — are Dick Arlen,
Randy Scott and Gary Cooper. The one
woman about whom he is wildly enthusiastic is Tallulah Bankhead, because "she
always thanks you when you do her a
favor."
And what
favor, you
ask,hecould
an
electrician
do Tallulah?
Well,
can
rig up an impromptu dressing-table with
.the lights placed at just the right angles
around the mirror. Or he can attach a
small electric heater on cold days. These
things do not come under the head of
regular duties. They are just little side
jobs, small courtesies. And it seems pretty
bad if the star neglects to thank the
electrician.
are time
so many
that
it An
is a electrician's
favor when duties
he takes
out from
his other tasks. The electrical crew arrives on the set before any of the other
workers. The night before, the "best
boy," as he is called, has looked over the
set and decided what lights are necessary
for the next day and has requisitioned these
from the electrical department. Before
the other workers arrive the "gaffer," the
floorman (or "best boy") and the operators (or crew) do a little stunt called
"roughing in" which means setting the
lights so that the set will be well flooded
and all the generators will be at advantageous points. When the cameraman
arrives
the
is under
orders from"juicer"
him. or
It electrician
is the cameraman
who tells where he wants the spotlights
placed.
told me, "cameramen can "And,"
be more Earl
temperamental
than the
stars when they want to be."

THE toughest set Earl (who is a "best
boy") ever had to light was the Algerian town in "Devil and the Deep." The
electricians worked for two days on that
location before the company showed up,
for, in order to light the street, platforms
had to be built for the lamps. There were
five portable generators, 150 lamps, 20
sun arcs and a lot of other things — all of
which generated about 20,000 amperes.
Twenty electricians were used.
Just to give you a slight idea of the
amount of lights used, even an ordinary
set would cost you about sixty dollars an
hour, if it were on your electric bill. The
studios, of course, make their own juice.
No, the electrician's job is not an easy
one. Although the biggest work consists
of
morning's
in," the
mustthe all
be moved"roughing
and changed
for lights
each
different scene, or set-up. And every hour
brings some new problem.
For in
instance,
you'rewalks
watching
scene
which when
an actor
into aa
room and snaps on the light you probably
don't stop to realize what a difficult job
that is to photograph. He can't, for instance, walk into the room in pitch black
darkness, else you wouldn't see him. There
must be some light right at first. Then,
when he snaps the switch there must be
a great deal more. It takes the electrical
crew just about forty-five minutes to rig
up the lights so that you will see this effect
on the screen.

Although they get overtime, the electricians hours are long and tedious. The
longest stretch Earl ever worked was from
six A. M. Sunday to 10 :30 Monday night.
In telling me of this he said, "And the
rest of the crew worked on until midnight."
I asked, "Why did you leave at tenthirty?" Very simply he answered. "Well,
they telephoned onto the set that our baby
had just been born." And there, gentle
reader, is a little drama for you. For forty
and a half hours he had been pulling lights
around in front of actors' faces, knowing
that his wife was at the hospital having
a baby. But he could not desert the fake
drama for the real thing.
WHEN
he was just a kid. Earl ran
away from home and got a job as a
laborer at Universal City in the studio mill.
From there he went to a quickie company as an assistant cameraman. Then he
learned the electrical business and has, as
I've told, been at Paramount for ten years,
working darned hard every minute. "Some
days," he told me, "I hate the studio. And
then I like it. No, it isn't a thrill any
more. I don't exactly know what it is."
do I, but myself
since I've
theNeither
same sensation
I canexperienced
guess. It
is, somehow, being so intimate a part of
the life of the drama. Work it is, but it
is invariably exciting, stimulating work.
For instance Earl has lots of fun watching new actors and actresses in their first
roles. He makes little bets with himself
about whether they will make the stardom
grade or not. And he has seen so many
come and go, that he is usually right. He
prophesied, to himself, of course — for who
thinks that an electrician knows anything
about art ?— that Mary Brian would last
longer than Betty Bronson. That was when
he watched the two of them work together
in "Peter Pan." Mary is still in pictures.
And Betty? Where is she?
He thinks Mary Brian is a swell kid,
by the way. Helen Mack he admires, too.
She is sweet like Mary.
He has wonderful times kidding around
the set with Dick, Randy and Gary — his
three favorites. He also is very fond of
Kent Taylor and Cary Grant. They, he'll
you, In
are some
regular
andinterest
that's
atellrelief.
films fellows
he has— no
at all and doesn't care to see them on
the screen. But others he watches carefully in the making, they're usually the
outdoor, he-men pictures. Later he takes
his wife and kids to see them, when they
play at the neighborhood theatre. He is
always interested in watching how his
lighting effects show up and tries to explain about it to his wife. But she's more
interested in knowing what Claudette Colbert is really like.
Then on the days when important visitors come on the set it's fun. It's work,
too, of course, because he has to make
a new electrical set-up so that the still men
can take photographs of the visitors for
the newspapers. He has seen probably
every important person of this generation. Royalty doesn't interest him at all.
He wouldn't waste a second look on them.
But the football stars, ah, they're great
and
lows. usually all of them are swell fel-

with interest when he told
HE meglowed
about them. And suddenly, he
turned to me. "Guess who I saw on the
set one day?" His voice was low. He
was truly impressed. This was to be a
name with which to conjure. But keep in
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mind that Earl has seen all of Hollywood's
biggest stars, has worked with them daily.
And here he was saying, thrilled, "Guess
who I saw on the set one day? I saw
Arthur Brisbane!"
No, Earl wouldn't turn around to see
Marlene Dietrich in the altogether. But
it was a big day when he actually saw
Arthur Brisbane. It is a matter, I suppose, of whom one's heroes are.
The gaffer called him. They were talking a strange language — "save 'em," "put
a silk on that broad and kill the baby."
"get it hotter," "bring it up," "put a screen
on that." It was a language you and I
couldn't understand. They were in the
secret world of their trade. Earl was
busy now putting those curious words into

Pons

&

Co.

action. As I was leaving he broke away
long enough
to say,
afternoon
be
over
on the test
set."This
I like
making I'll
tests.
It's swell seeing the new kids. And, funny
thing, sometimes they're more at ease than
the"Do
old-timers."
you ever give the new ones tips
about
acting?"
I asked.
earnestly.
"I would if they asked me to," he said
And he could, too. For he's seen the best
and the worst acting of his generation; he
knows
the of
difference.
And maybe
it'skept
the
realization
this knowledge
that has
him so many years at the studio.
In spite of the work, the long hours, the
grief, the pandering to temperaments — the
electrician's job has its compensations.
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English she hastened to explain that she
had been practicing the "Bell Song" from
"Lakme" since the early hours of the
morning.

long before I knew my teacher, I played
the music halls of Paris, but I did not
sing a note in the act. I was merely a
comedienne in a skit. As you say over

"If I do not keep up constant practice,"
she accompanied herself with Frenchy gestures, "in one month it is difficult for me
to reach a high note. A voice must be
watched even more carefully than a child.
Only no amount of pampering can spoil
a voice. A mother lives for her child, a
singer for her voice. Such is the leisure

here,
I was door
a stooge."
Another
opened. (There were at
least a half dozen leading into the large
reception room where our interview was
under way.) A sleek, dark young man

life of an opera star."

rethe movies
are her.in"That
BUT you minded
that atI last
means now,"
you will have some time for play. Once a
song is recorded, it's recorded, and that's
"I'm afraid I have not much time for
play,"
she answered,
for words
with whichcarefully
to makesearching
herself
clearly
that." understood. "You see, I have a
schedule by which I must work in Hollywood, the same as in Paris or New York.
Here everything is new to me, and it is
the same as a baby learning to walk.
N'est-ce pasf In the mornings I practice my operatic selections. In the afternoons, Imust change my technique of rendition to rehearse the songs I am to sing
in the picture. To mix the two would be
dangerous. The vocal cords would rebel.
My teacher is here with me to see that I
do nothing to injure my voice. After all,
I must go back to the Metropolitan next
The doors of the music room swung
open and Miss Pons' celebrated teacher,
Signor
season."Alberti de Gorostiaga ; a shy, meek
little Italian with the quietly twinkling
eyes of a Pekingese, came in to join us.
Miss Pons hurriedly explained to him, in
his native tongue, my mission. Signor de
Gorostiaga, evidently pleased, bowed and
bowed and bowed. Such graciousness have
these Continentals !
"If it were not for Signor Gorostiaga,
I would not be in Hollywood today." She
looked proudly at the little music master
as she spoke. "It was his belief in my
future that made my musical career posSignor Teacher broke into a ripple of
smiles that bespoke approval and, although
he understood not a word of the English
she
was trying to speak, he knew the
sible."
significance of the words, and nodded and
nodded
nodding. and nodded. I, too, found myself

Bathe them with LAYOPTIK
instant relief for inflamed, sore, tired, strained or itching
eyes. 6000 eyesight specialists endorse it. 25 years success. Get Lavoptik iwith free eye cupi from your druggist.
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"Signor Gorostiaga has been my teacher
from
very dreamed
first," she
pointed
myselfthenever
I could
everout.be "Ia
singer worthy of the Metropolitan. Once,

walked in, and was introduced as Le'nman
Byck, Miss Pons' director on her radio
programs of last winter. He, too, had
made the migration across the continent
to assist the diminutive diva in her movie
debut. Upon his foreign features was
written the look of a thick accent. When
he opened his mouth he actually spoke
English !
Then suddenly from another door, a tall,
blonde woman appeared, followed by a
handsome, olive-complexioned middle-aged
lady bearing a striking resemblance to the
most
interpretors. renowned
The dark of
one,theMr."Lakme"
Byck introduced
as Miss Pons' mother, and the other as
her secretary. Like the good Signor Gorostiaga, they, too, could not speak English.
After bowing, nodding, and bowing some
more, we all sat down in a little family
circle to continue the interview. The
scene had suddenly taken on the feeling
of the denouement in the last act of a
play. All the leading characters were on
the stage and very soon a climax must be
reached.
Mr. Byck, jittery about something, rose
suddenly, explained that he must be off to
the studio, where the sound department
was waiting to discuss the best method of
presenting the Pons voice to the movie
microphones. As he disappeared the one
person besides myself who could understand English, was gone — like the final
flicker of a candle. As for my French,
it would be worse than their English. I
looked hopefully towards dear Signor Gorostiaga. He was still nodding.
The interview must go on. "Did you
ever think of becoming a movie star before
you
Grand Opera?" I promptly
askedwent
Missinto
Pons.

n.
animatioaga
with Gorosti
ood !nedSignor
brighte
underst
HERShe eyes
seemed to understand, too, for there was a
new gleam in his eyes. Also the mother
and the secretary. I expected them all to
answer at once. Words hung on their lips.
But it was Miss Pons who replied.
"Never could I imagine that I would
some day be a movie star," Mademoiselle
Pons confessed. "You see, I was not a
pretty child, my family disapproved of a
professional life, and Hollywood was so

MODERN
far away. But," she chuckled with the
memory, "I was such a movie fan!"
"You mean Hke those people who stand
around begging for autographs and
writing fan letters ?" I probed relentlessly,
giving gesture for gesture.
"Only worse," Miss Pons answered. "As
a little girl in France, I adored movie stars.
Thomas Aleighan was my favorite. I
used to collect his pictures avidly, out of
newspapers, magazines, and keep them
pasted in a book. Once I went backstage
in a little provincial theatre and stole his
photographs off a wall of the dressingroom."
"I presume you are still a movie fan."
I addressed Miss Pons, but it was Signor
Gorostiaga who bent forward and clung to
every word. "Who is your favorite star
nowFor?" a moment she digested my question,
wavering between diplomacy and honesty
— then promptly confessed, "Wallace Beery.
I never miss his pictures. Oh, I loved
'Viva
Villa!'/'
On the
subj ect of men, I garnered courage
and ventured into more dangerous territory.
"Why right
did you
divorce
your husband?"
I asked
out loud,
emitting
the words
so quickly that it would be impossible to
recall them. Then, holding my breath, I
waited for the explosion of Parisian temperament.
MLLE.

PONS stiffened. Embarrassment fluttered across her face. She
opened her large eyes even wider, and
looked at me in delicious dilemma. Even
the Signor understood the word 'husband'
giving him his cue. He, too, stiffened, in
rhythm with the emotion of bis famous
pupil — and for once he did not nod — but
only stared, helpless and pathetically forlorn, like one suspended in mid-air. Mamma
Pons and the secretary looked at one another as if I had just asked them to join
a nudist colony. I tried smiling even more
sweetly than Maestro Gorostiaga.
Miss Pons broke into one of her little
chuckles, clearing the atmosphere of the
electricity with which my question had
charged it.
"I had to choose between marriage and
a career." She perked her head up defiantly. "So I chose a career.
"You see," she went on to explain, "I
was so young when I married. I did not
realize then what this career meant to me.
I have given years to my studies. My
teacher," she looked fondly across at the
beaming little Italian, who looked at that
moment like a romantic puppet vendor on
the canals of Venice, "my dear, dear Alberti, believed so much in my talent that
he gave years of his time to devote to my
training. When the great opportunity came
to go into Opera, I could not walk out on
him in repayment for his devotion and
faith."
As if sensing that he was the subject

Between
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of Miss Pons' long impassioned speech,
Gorostiaga permitted his eyes to blink
with modesty, and had he had a puppy dog
tail he would have wagged it.
"After I married I tried to continue with
my career," she went on to vindicate her
matrimonial misadventure. "Each week
found me in a different Opera House in a
different country. I was no longer just
a woman. I no longer belonged to myself.
My husband followed me with such tender
thoughtfulness from one city to another,
to be near me always. But I soon realized
he had become only a part of my entourage. It was unfair to a man so very deserving of domestic happiness. So I diHowever, after her divorce, Lily found
romance
vorced." again. It was a shipboard romance with Dr. Fritz von der Becke. She
m.et and fell in love with him during a return trip from South America. They announced their engagement, but later it was
broken by mutual consent. The ship's doctor and the star could not make their separate lives merge to the happiness of both.
It meant that one must give up a career
and neither felt such a sacrifice was fair.
On being queried about her recent romance and rumored marriage to Andre
Kostelanetz, orchestra leader on the prima
donna's radio programs, she denied that
there was anything to it.
"Well, anyhow," I laughed nervously,
noting the glint of iron in the secretary's
eyes, "how do you like Hollywood?"
"It is fascinating," she replied at once,
then immediately interpreted my question
for the three listeners. They all agreed
it was fascinating, and broke into a symphony of nods and smiles. Yes, yes indeed, it was fascinating. Everyone nodded.
Everyone acceded. All was bliss and harmony again.
"Everyone is so friendly." She went
on to relate how thoughtful were the studio
executives, how polite the electricians, how
gracious the stagehands, how generous the
press. Each time she handed out a bouquet, goodchanically
Signor
Gorostiaga's
pressed down
on his chin
chestme-in
agreeable affirmation.
"Hollywood is making some wonderful
predictions for your future in pictures," I
assured her.
She glowed for a moment with the excitement of the information, then quickly
relayed it to her teacher. , He promptly got
up, and bending himself in two, bowed to
me. What could I do but bow back.
The secretary glanced at her wrist watch.
In French, she reminded Miss Pons it was
time to go to the studio. The interview
was at an end. Thanking me, the vestpocket-edition prima donna bid me adieu.
The last glimpse I caught of her, she was
bounding up the wide stairs to her bedroom, two leaps at a time, like a little girl
who must get dressed in a hurry because
she is about to be taken to a party. She
was crooning "Alinnie the Moocher" 1

You

and

Me

{Continued fy om page 58)
to see a movie, did you notice that men as
"The Mysterious Mr. Wong" spent a
well as women go? Movies are not made
"Night of Terror" at the "International
for women only. Why, then, are movie
House" after "The Return of Chandu."
magazines made just for the females?
"The Whispering Shadow" was satisfied
that the "Black Cat" received "The Mark
Yes, lots of men and boys read your magof the Vampire" for chasing "The Raven"
azine and we want to see styles of men
because he knew that "The Best Man
and masculine advertisements. We are
Wins." — Hope Lininger, Johnstown, Pa.
sick of reading about lipsticks, powders,
mascara, Paris gowns, reducing diets, cookDisgusted
ing recipes and headache powders. — Walter
Richelieu, Camden, New Jersey.
If by some miracle you have ever gone
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Plenty Mad
Something should be
done about these smartaleck reviewers. Often
I see a picture and enjoy
it thoroughly, but when
the reviews are printed,
one would think the photoplay that I had enjoyed
was a menace
society.
If there's
any
criticizing
to beto done,
it should
be about

;

NEGLECT
A

COLD

Di
'istressing
chestnever
coldsbe and
minor throat
irritations
should
neglected.
They
usually respond to the application of good
old Musterole. Musterole brings relief
naturally because it's a "counter-irritant"
— NOT just a salve. It penetrates and
stimulates circulation, helps to draw out
local congestion and pain. Recommended
by many doctors and nurses— used by
millions for 25 years. Three kinds: Regular
Strength, Children's (mild), and Extra
Strong, 40ji each.

the way good American talent is being
wasted in favor of Continental importations. Lilian Harvey was perhaps the
most colossal flop of them all and Anna
Sten has been released from her contract.
Yet, they spend millions to bring them
over to America and gamble on their success while such talent as Blondell, Dvorak,
Brady, and many others are wasted on
one poor picture after another.
My last complaint is about Hollywood's
prize ham actress — Constance Bennett, of
the mad, mad Bennetts. I nearly went
mad when I saw "After Office Hours."
The way she posed with a cigarette in
one hand and hot air in the other, was
disgusting. Connie promised to retire from
the cinema last year but I knew it sounded
too good to be true. — Kenneth Gilbert, San
Diego, Calif.
Talent

HOLLYWOOD'S

LATEST
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Unnoticed?

Frankie Darro is one
boy actor who deserves
more praise than he has
been receiving. He has
everything, good looks,
fine voice, acting ability
and a personality no one
can resist.
Even m tough, unsympathetic parts he
adds a certain humanness that makes his
role an outstanding portrayal in any production. He makes one forget he is acting and ment.
I Adon't
knowactor
of a who
greater
achievejuvenile
troupes
like
a veteran, and who wrings tears and
laughter from his audience with equal
ease. — A. Cooper, Arlington, N. J.
Big

Things Ahead
Luise Rainer has something that no other star
in Hollywood has. Her
beauty is rarely to be
found and the tone of
her voice is beautiful. I
wish her all kinds of
success and I have a
feeling that she will some day reach the
top.
Such a personality !— Jane Jurgens,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Too

Much

Nudism

Have you noticed the
insane mania of late to
show men, as well as
women, in bathroom
scenes, displaying every
part of the anatomy they
can get away with ? Recently we saw William
Powell as a detective who seemed to conduct most of his work showing his naked
body or consuming enormous quantities of
liquor — much of the picture was taken of
him in the bath, scrubbing and soaping
his hulk. Powell started out to be a good
actor, but he has become so darned conceited and puffed up that he is fast spoiling what chance he did have to draw the
public. He got his start as a drawing
card in "The Thin Man," but now that
he has put on weight (apparently muchly
in the head) he seems to have lost his
love for "thin men" and wants to display

his manly form. — John
Angeles, Calif.
Down

Luter, Los

with Double
Features

Speaking as Miss American Movie Fan
I want to condemn the double feature
policy. Because of it I am missing a lot
of good entertainment, for 1 won't go to
a movie like "Sequoia" if I have to sit
through a "quickie" like "The Winning
Ticket." Why can't the studios re-release
film successes of recent years to be used
to fill in? As I see it, it would save the
studios the expense of producing inconsequential pictures, give our old favorites
more prestige, make our hours in the
theatre more enjoyable and increase box
office returns since more people would
flock to the theatres. I don't think anyone would object to seeing "Public Enemy," "Scarface," "Bill of Divorcement,"
"Hell's Angels," "Wings," "Anna Christie," "The Sign of the Cross" again. —
Frances Miller, Seneca Falls, New York.
Star

Stuff

Why not star Rosalind
Russell? She's got that
certain snap and vigor in
her ture
manner.
steals" in She
every "picrole
"China
—
receives
she
Seas," "Casino Murder
Case," etc. Give her a
break— star her.— Edith Johns, Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Who's

to Blame?

Shirley
has dbecome
What
to have
seems Temple's
acting?of She
unaffecte
once
wonso
she
e
innocenc
childish
lost the
profirst few
in her Ijecome
derfully displayed
dull and
ductions. Her acting has
cted.
over-affe
Perhaps she has been too
generously praised and admired. Outside
the gates of movieland await children
whose talent and wholehearted acting
Shirley's. — A Fan,
would
e, R.surpass
Providencfar
L
On

Privacy
Stardom

and

The last few interviews I've read,
granted by the stars, have been practically
identical. They all moan about their lack
of privacy and how they want to keep
their personal affairs to themselves. This,
of course, is very natural but it seems to
me that by now the stars should know that
mix. Why
don't
stardom
once
s different
interview
theirprivacy
make and
not
in a while?— Betty Sue MoUoy, Berryville. Ark.

Wray-Lindsay

Booster

If anything could be
d further
said that woulFay
Wray
the careers of
ret
and Marga
would say it.
doing well
two so young,
like
to se,
see but
themI would
co-starred with really
I suppo
great male stars, such as Fredric March
and Clark Gable. They are both very
beautiful and they look an awful lot like
sisters, and twins at that ! I like to boost
the people not yet at the top, because with
what they have to work with they usually
do as good a job as the so-called stars
of the picture.— E. Staley, Indianapolis,
Indiana.
(pictured)
Lindsay, I
Theyh are
for
enoug
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{Continued from page 61)
through combining it with other things
and supplying a great deal of rich, meatflavored gravy to add zest to the foods
with which it is combined.
Take the Pork Chops, Hawaiian, in this
article, for instance. The delicious gravj'
for the rice and the accompanying bananas
will make father forget that with pork in
the luxury class these days, he will have
to content himself with one small pork
chop instead of the two big ones he used
to demand. The same is true of the Chopped
Meat Casserole which you will learn how
to make by getting your copy of the leaflet.
The top round of beef called for in this
recipe is not the most inexpensive of beef
cuts by anj' means but there is absolutely
no waste in fat or bones and besides here
again rice
as an
permeated asis
it used
is with
the "extender"
flavor of — meat
and rich tomato sauce.
FOR the Lamb Stew you will notice Mrs.
Woods recommends meat cut from the
shoulder of the animal. You will find this
is slightly higher in price than some of
the other cuts (notably the neck which is
fine for stewing purposes and is exceedingly cheap) but you will also find that there
is more meat and less bone to the pound
if you purchase shoulder lamb.
You will be delighted with this recipe
I am confident, for this is no pale, soupy
stew but rather a brown, flavorsome combination of well-seasoned meat and meatseasoned vegetables. I urge you to try
this recipe and the Pork Chops, Hawaiian,
that also appears here. Don't ever overlook the recipes that appear in the magazine itself — for they are as carefully tested
and fully as good as the ones in the leaflet
and they certainly deserve to be added to
your collection, together with the ones that
the coupon brings you.
I know that if you try these two recipes
you'll surely want to have the leaflet containing more of Donald Woods' meat suggestions and I surely want you to have
these recipes, for they include such delicious things as Hungarian Goulash, English Beef and Kidney Pie, Chopped Meat
Casserole and Stuffed Veal Birds.
Just wait 'til you see how easy these
recipes
follow an! Just
wait 'til they
you
discover are
howto great
improvement
are over the meats you generally serve !
Just wait 'til you hear the kind things your
family will have to say about your new
culinary achievements ! But don't wait
to send in the coupon or you may forget
—Forandthis
thenis you'll
have ofreason
be know,
sorry.
the time
year, toyou
when meats should be featured because
they furnish heat and energy to the body
for chilly days ahead — besides being high
in proteins. And then too with the Holidays coming soon, now is the time when
you will surely welcome the economical
features of these recipes.
PORK CHOPS, HAWAHAN
4 lean pork chops (1 pound)
1 teaspoon salt
A few grains pepper
2 tablespoons butter
cup water
1 tablespoon brown sugar
}/2 cup pineapple juice
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon flour
54 cup seedless raisins
Sprinkle chops with salt and pepper,
dust lightly with a little flour. Brown

chops on both sides in butter in hot skillet. Add water, cover and simmer until
chops are tender. Remove chops to hot
platter. Add brown sugar, pineapple juice
and lemon juice to liquid in pan. Stir
until blended. Thicken gravy with 1
tablespoon flour moistened to a smooth
Daste with a little water. Add raisins and
simmer for a few minutes. Pour gravy
over chops. Surround chops with mounds
of boiled brown rice and halved, spiced
bananas.
SPICED

Smooth-white attractive hands give you poise
and confidence. You can have them too, by be-

BANANAS

3/4 cup vinegar
cup sugar
18 whole cloves
1 small stick cinnamon
4 small bananas
Boil together vinegar, sugar, cloves and
cinnamon until sugar is dissolved and the
bubbles begin to look thick. Peel bananas, cut in halves crosswise. Drop
banana halves into the hot syrup. Boil
hard for two minutes. Remove from
syrup carefully to pork chop platter.
SAVORY

LAMB

STEW

2 pounds shoulder lamb, cut in small
pieces for stewing
salt, pepper, flour
salt pork or bacon fat
2 cups boiling water
2 stalks celery, minced fine
1 bay leaf
sauce
654 cup
smallchili
carrots
6 small white onions
6 small potatoes
Dip the lamb pieces into boiling water,
drain, sprinkle with salt and pepper and
roll in a little flour. Melt pork or bacon
fat in heavy pan or dutch oven. Brown
meat in this fat, turning frequently so as
not to burn. When meat is thoroughly
browned on all sides add boiling water,
minced celery, bay leaf and chili sauce.
Cover closely and cook gently for an hour.
After an hour add carrots, scraped and
cut in halves lengthwise, peeled onions
and peeled potatoes. Cover stew closely
and simmer gently for one hour longer
or until meat and vegetables are tender.
Taste gravy before serving, adding more
salt and pepper if desired. H you wish
you may thicken gravy slightly with a
little flour moistened with water to a
smooth paste.
MODERN
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RECIPES

HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
MODERN SCREEN Magazine
149 Madison Avenue, N. Y., N. Y.
Please send me the December leaflet
containing Donald Woods' favorite
economical meat recipes, at no cost to
me.
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Reviews
GRLEJEIN-ABC
(Continued from page 11)
^ici^ The
(Paramount)

Virginia

Judge

Walter C. Kelly, who toured the vaudeville boards for years with a sketch entitled "The Virginia Judge," now brings
his character to the screen in a pleasant,
homey type of picture which you'll enjoy
considerably,
if you're in the
for is
thata
sort of entertainment.
Its mood
setting
small town in the South, where Mr. Kelly
is the local judge. There are several hilarious courtroom scenes involving local
rivalry between Stepin Fetchit and another ebony-hued gentleman, but the story
itself is built around a juvenile love
triangle involving the judge's son, the
town banker's son, and, of course, the gal.
Robert Cummings, the judge's offspring, is
jealous of Johnn}' Down's car and his
ample spending money and believes they
are the reason Marsha Hunt has transferred her af¥ections to the wealthy youth.
All of which gets pretty involved, but
the youngsters are pleasant and the comedy,
as handled by Stepin Fetchit, is both
spontaneous and funny.
****The
Dark
(Samuel Goldwyn)
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Angel

Back in the days when silence was
golden (or was it Goldwyn?) it may be
recalled that "The Dark Angel," as played
by Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky, was
an entertainment full of charm, romance
and a certain haunting beauty. For those
of you who can think back that far it will
be good news to learn that the talking
version retains all of these qualities and
distinguishes itself as the Number One
tear-jerker of the season. It is perhaps
unnecessary to remind anyone that this is
a story of a girl who is in love with two
brothers, and that she chooses one of them
on the eve of their departure for the war.
When he doesn't return she believes he
has been killed, and is about to marry the
other brother when the man of her choice
is discovered living in a nearby community.
Blinded by the war, he is too full of remorse to return to his home. Fredric
March portrays the blind war hero with
his customary competence, Herbert Marshall does well with the sacrificing brother, and Merle Oberon is completely natural as the heroine. Fay Chaldecott and
Cora Sue Collins are fine in their roles.

***The
(M-G-M)

Bishop

Misbehaves

What the bishop does may not actually
be in the misbehaving department, but you
might say his activities are a bit bizarre
for a man of the cloth. An avid follower
of detective stories, he beains with almost
unholy glee when he accidentally bumps into what looks like a first-class crime. After
a bit of expert snooping he discovers the
crime is a robbery perpetrated by Norman
Foster and Maureen O' Sullivan. It seems
Reginald
cheated
father out Owen
of the had
rights
to an Maureen's
invention,
and Maureen enlists Norman to help her
obtain the papers that prove it. The robbery is completed in a roadside pub, by
special arrangement with the proprietor,
a neighborly chap who hopes to be cut in
on the proceeds. The papers and the jools
are carefully tucked away, and Owen and
his wife, Lilian Bond, are properly bound
and gagged in an ante-room of the pub
when the bishop and his sister happen in
and complicate things. Since it's a mystery picture, we won't spoil it for you by
telling what happens, but we can say that
it's a lively and pleasant af?air worth your
attention. Both Edmund Gwenn and Lucile Watson, as the bishop and the sister,
are excellent, and an engaging bit is performed by Lilian Bond, who oughta be in
more pictures.
****The
1936
(Paramount)

Big Broadcast

of

Paramount's annual round-up of the
radio stars is with us again, and it is our
pleasure
to announce
that this and
year's
ering isthe
most entertaining
the gathmost
successful of them all. It may be recalled
that in the past a rather flimsy story was
tacked around the of¥erings of the radio
celebrities. This season the plot is actually credible ; you could send the radio
stars home and still enjoy a good comedy.
Concerned in the plot department are Jack
Oakie, Henry Wadsworth, Burns and
Allen, Lyda Roberti and Wendy Barrie.
Jack and Henry own a radio station, but
they're on their uppers until George Burns
and Gracie Allen drop in with an invention which can tune in on anything in the
world, be it broadcast or be it not. They
try to sell it to Lyda Roberti, a mysterious
countess, but she falls in love with the

This pretty,
smiling gal
real
She's heart.
Molly
is Phil Reed's
Lamont and
here they
are

at

the

preview of
"Top Hat."
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boys instead of their machine and carts
them off to her island castle. It's goofy,
but it's fun, and injected into it are numbers by such names as Bill Robinson,
Amos 'n' Andy, Ray Noble and his band,
Bing- Crosby, Ethel Merman, Mary Boland,
Charlie Ruggles, and the Nicholas
Brothers.
■y^**Two
(Paramount)

Fisted

This is your picture if you like 'em
with a punch. Lee Tracy delivers some
fast verbal ones and Roscoe Karns the upper lefts. Young Billy Lee stages a
garage boxing-match with some pals which
beats
many a isprofessional
we've seen.
Gail Patrick
an attractiveonefeminine
foil
as the wife of Gordon Westcott who's
ruthless as thej come and bent on kidnapping" their son. There are a few mascaramessing moments when he succeeds, but
all is saved at the crucial moment, including the rain checks. The Tracy brainpower is responsible for this heroic rescue
and for Kent
straightening
brother,
Taylor. up
But Gail's
when alcoholic
it comes
to managing Roscoe Karns, Lee has to
take
a back
seat. a For
two out
yearsof he's
his all
to make
fighter
him,given
but
it's
who
The
has

the
prettyRoscoe
nurse-maid,
Bradley,
inspires
to win Grace
his first
fight.
cast is competent and though the plot
its
moments,to you'll
less weak
from laughing
care. be too help-

**Red
(Reliance)

Salute

The publishers of modern screen guarantee that you will
be satisfied with your purchase of every packaged product
advertised in this magazine. If for any reason you arc
dissatisfied, MODERN SCREEN will replace the product or, if
you prefer, refund your purchase price. In either case all you
have to do is to send us the unused portion, accompanied
by a letter outlining your complaint. This guarantee also
applies if the product, in your opmion does not justify
the claims made in its advertising in MODERN SCREEN

Careful examination before publication and rigid censorship, plus
our guarantee, enable you to buy with complete confidence the
products you see advertised in this issue of MODERN
SCREEN.

Barbara Stanwyck, whose celluloid likeness wetohaven't
seen in
returns
the screen
in aseveral
drama months,
which
contains some good comedy, some firstrate acting and quite a bit of unnecessary
flag-waving. Barbara, the daughter of an
army general, is in love with a violent
young college man who spends most of his
campus hours making speeches. He is
what some newspapers would call a Red
Menace. The general, realizing his daughdanger,
sends immediately
her off to
Mexicoter'stoimminent
forget.
Barbara
re-crosses the border with the help of a
young American soldier, Robert Young.
You practically know what's going to happen from there on. It is, perhaps, sufficient to say that the screenplay is in the
modern manner, which calls for the hero
and heroine to hurl insults at each other
for several reels, all of which is a tipoff to movie-wise audiences that they are
madly in love. As mild comedy-drama,
"Red Salute" is amusing because of the
efforts of the co-stars and Cliff Edwards
in a supporting role, but as propaganda
for the U. S. Army it falls short of its
mark.
★★The
Little Big Shot
(Warners)
Dished up from a formula that's almost
as old as the Hollywood hills, this little
number emerges as a combination toughguy — tear-jerker which really belongs back
in the gangster cycle of several years ago,
although it has its entertaining moments.
Everybody knows, of course, that there are
no more gangster pictures, so the machine
guns which blast away in this film are
probably some the boys had left over from
"G-Men." Getting to the story, it seems
that Robert Armstrong and Edward
Everett Horton, a pair of Broadway
phonies who hawk fake watches on street
corners, fall heir to little Sybil Jason,
whose daddy has been rubbed out for an
unexplained reason. When the boys enlist Sybil to aid them in peddling their
watches they incur the honest wrath of
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Glenda Farrell, a hat check girl who secretly loves Bob. At that point the machine
gun boys pin a murder on Bob and kidnap Sybil, but the cops arrive just in time,
and our Robert wins himself a reward and
everybody settles down in the country,
where clean living predominates.
**King Solomon of
Broadway (Universal)
For some reason or other, this seems to
be revival month for gangster pictures.
With its kidnapping and its gunplay, and
its actors who talk out of the side of their
mouths, King Solomon of Broadway
joins the parade. Not that Edmund Lowe,
who as King Solomon owns Broadway's
biggest dine and dance palace, is actually
a gangster himself — he merely has connections. One of his connections, a gentleman called "Ice" Larson, and a menace
if ever we saw one, owns a piece of the
joint.
Eddie,
no part
"Ice,"
arranges
withwhoa wants
beautiful
and ofwealthy
client to buy him out. The client is Louise
Henry and she's in love with Eddie. Eddie,
however, is in love with Dorothy Page,
an entertainer at his dance palace. However, before Eddie can swing his deal, an
opposition
mob buys
the establishment,
and out
even"Ice's"
goes soshare
far of
as
to kidnap Miss Henry. This sort of thing
irks Eddie no end. It makes him just
mad enough, in fact, to go out and rescue
Miss Henry, and that lovely lady is so
grateful she talks her father into backing
Eddie in a terrific new enterprise. At that
point Mr. Lowe fools us all by going right
out and telling Miss Page he loves her.
"King Solomon" of Broadway has a couple of swingy tunes, some good lines, and
Pinky Tomlin.
*** O'Shaughnessy's
(M-G-M)

Boy

Here is what might be termed a two-man
show, for almost all the footage is given
over to the histrionics of those two
established pals, Wallace Beery and Jackie
Cooper. You knew them, man and boy,
in "The Champ," and you wept quite a
bit over them. Let the weeping now begin
anew, for they're back together again in

another of those father-son epics which
promises to be even more lachrymose than
their former effort. Beery, in the sort of
role he seems to relish, is a circus animal
trainer, big and bluff but just a boy at
heart. His son, who is his pride and joy,
is Jackie Cooper, except in the earlier
sequences when it's Spanky McFarland,
who plays Jackie as a youth. (Can you
remember way back when old Mr. Cooper
was a mere lad himself?) The boy is taken
away from his father by a mean sister-inlaw who puts him in military school. Several years later Wallace gets custody of
his son, but the boy's mind has been
poisoned against him. Time and a dramatic
clima.x bring these two old pals back together.
* Music

Is Magic

(F ox;

If you've ever been smitten with the
urge to crash pictures, see this one and
learn how not to do it. Alice Faye is the
blondined brunette in this case who believes that all is fair in love, war and
Hollywood. The results aren't so good but
the laughs are. Ray Walker does a good
job as Alice's agent — that is, he does a
good job of the acting. The best he can do
to further his client's career when they
first land in Hollywood is to get her work
in a laundry. Mitchell and Durant do
some of their noisy cutting up, but the
real laughs come
Luis
Alberni's
characterization
of anfrom
Italian
waiter.
Bebe
Daniels plays the role of a movie star
who's seen better and younger days, but
won't admit it. Her deft impersonation
should cause many a lady about town to
wince. Rosina Lawrence is attractive as
Miss Daniel's daughter, whom she is trying to pan off as a sister.
** The Last
(Paramount)

Outpost

This one is actually a western thriller
done up in soldier suits. It has all the action
and every bit of the hokum which used to
mark the horse operas of William S. Hart
and Tom Mix, even down to the scene
where the hero, armed with one revolver,
holds off an entire band of Indians. In
this case, the hero is Cary Grant, and his
trusty six-shooter holds back an oncom-

ing tide of native Africans armed with
rifles, spears and arrows. Just at the moment Cary begins to get the feeling he is
slightly outnumbered, he looks back over
his shoulder and discovers, happily, that
the British army is about to join him.
Needless to say, these stalwarts make
short work of Gary's opponents. A firstrate cast, including Grant, Gertrude
Michael andstory.
Claude Rains, is wasted on an
outmoded
* Two for Tonight
(Paramount)
Even the best of studios make mistakes.
If you're courageous enough to have this
statement proven, a visit to this little opus
will convince you. Built around an impossible story, with situations always bordering on slapstick and lines that are supposed to be funny falling with a thud that
can almost be heard on the sound track,
this is one long headache for a number of
people, including Bing Crosby and the audience. Bing, according to the plotmakers, is a song writer who becomes acJoan Bennett,
producer's
secretary.quaintedItwith seems
she has acrashed
into
Bing with her airplane (how a $30-a-week
secretary can afiford a plane is not explained), so in order to make retribution
she calattempts
by Bing. to sell the producer a musi**The
Legs

Case

of the

Lucky

(Warners)

If a pair of lovely legs can cause all this
trouble, we'll take elephantiasis. Patricia
Ellis is the owner of the lucky limbs in
this case, which take her into all kinds of
trouble — broken hearts, homes and a murder, to mention a few. But it all gives
Warren William, as her lawyer, something
to think about besides sloe-gin. If Mr.
William is any example, no lawyer should
pass more than one bar without stopping,
for he manages to unravel mysteries that
would stump any denatured brain. Genevieve Tobin is equally amazing as a secretary who's both beautiful and bright. Lyle
Talbot plays Mr. Talbot with his usual sure
touch and Peggy Shannon is capable in a
small role. ■

Left, George O'Brien and his
wife, Marguerite Churchill,
seem to be having a big
laugh atat someone
expense
the Kings else's
Club.
Doesn't Marguerite look
well and happy since the
arrival of her new daughter? And how do you like
her Algerian turban? And
to the right you see two
jovial gents at the Cafe
Lamaze — Fred Astaire and
Randolph Scott. Randy's
sideburns are a "So Red
the Rose" hangover!
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Upon

the admission

bands

of outlaws

of California

invaded

to the

Union,

the state, and.clainning

the old Spanish land-grants, fell upon the property
of the original owners. Beautiful Rosita Castro,
daughter of a proud old Spanish family, found herself falling in love with a man whom she believed to
be a member

of a dangerous

gang of land-jumpers

who were trying to seize her father's estate.
Caught between two tides — her love and loyalty
for her father
new

and her family tradition

love for one who

represented

against her

everything

she

had beentaughtto despise — how did she decide?
. . . Who was this handsome stranger who rode into
the life of proud
outcome
Read

Rosita Castro?

of their stormy

"ROSE

OF

THE

. . . What

was the

romance?
RANCHO."

the story of

Paramount's outdoor musical, with Gladys Swarthout, lovely star of opera and radio, and goldenvoiced John Boles. Complete story in the December issue now on sale at all newsstands.

Other complete stories in December will
include: "Mutiny on the Bounty" with
Clark Gable, Charles Laughton and
Franchot Tone . . . "Love Song" starring
Lily Pons with Henry Fonda . . . "Magnificent Obsession" with Irene Dunne and
Robert Taylor . . . William Powell with
Rosalind Russell in "Black Chamber" . . .
Barbara Stanwyck with Preston Foster in
"Annie Oakley" ... "A Night at the
Opera" starring the Marx Brothers with
Kitty Carlisle , . . "Spanish Cape Mysr
teiy" with Helen Twelvetrees and Donald Cook... James Cagney and Margaret .
Lindsey in "Frisco Kid."
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. . . What

WITH

happened

when

HER

SLAVE

beautiful aristocratic Arabella

Bishop became the captive of the man she had once purchased at the slave block for ten pounds?
Admiration for his proudly insolent manner and for his
refusal to be humbled by those supposed to be his masters,
coupled with a strange inner feeling, had prompted her to
bid ten pounds for this man when he was auctioned off.
And although his manner toward this girl, who had bought
him as she would buy a horse, was one of scorn, Peter
Blood could not dismiss the face of Arabella from his mind.
. . . Even the hardship and torture of a slave's life could
not do this. . . .
You

will enjoy reading the thrilling romance

of Captain

Blood — an exciting story of slavery and piracy in the Caribbean. The complete story of "Captain Blood," Warner's
new picture, starring Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland,
appears in the January issue of SCREEN ROMANCES.
Other complete stories in this issue include "Riffraff," with
Jean Harlow and Spencer Tracy. . . . Jack Oakie, Joe Penner
and Frances Langford in "Collegiate." . . . Paul Muni in
"Enemy of Man." . . . Gene Raymond in "Seven Keys to
Baldpate." . . . Also previews of "Hands Across the Table,"
with Carole Lombard. . . . Shirley Temple in "The Littlest
Rebel." . . . "Mary Burns, Fugitive" with Sylvia Sidney. . . .
"Transatlantic Tunnel" with Richard Dix and Madge Evans.
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Don't
adolescent
keep

YOU

let
pimples

out of a job!

Between the ages 13 and 25,
important glands develop. This
causes disturbances throughout
the body. The skin becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin
— and pimples are the result.
For the treatment of these adolescent pimples, doctors prescribe Fleischmann's Yeast. This
fresh yeast clears the blood of the
skin irritants that cause pimples.
Eat Fleischmann's Yeast 3
times a day, before meals, until
your skin is entirely clear.

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
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THE

FUNNIEST

CHAPLIN'S

SCREEN

PICTURE

SHOULDER

SINCE

ARMS

Imagine what they do
With the wider range

And that—
If your memory is good . . .
Was way back yonder!
★ ★ ★

Of the screen—
And three master comics
To do their stuff.

We've gone a long way back
We admit.
But then, consider what
"A NIGHT

AT

THE

Then
OPERA"

has-

Put ^1,000,000 into
Making this picture.
Yes, sir! One million dollars
For ninety consecutive minutes
Which,
Of entertainment.

And you'll see why
We feel safe
In making
This comparison.
★ ★

★
So our Certified
Public Accountant

It has
The Marx Brothers—
Groucho . . . Chico

Or any other country.

V
says.

Is ^12,000 worth of laughs
Per minute (and that, we think,
Is an all-time high) .

And Harpo—
Every one of them a comic genius,
And together the funniest trio
That ever played on stage or screen
In this
>r

And

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

And

I '

lest we forget,

That new song— "Alone"
By Nacio Herb Brown
And Arthur Freed

it was written by

(The tunesmiths who gave you

Two famous comedy dramatists —
George Kaufman
And Morrie Ryskind
(George is the fellow who wrote

Five happy hit numbers

in

"Broadway Melody of 1936")-^
And there's lots of
Music and romance
For instance

"Once in a Lifetime,"
"Merrily We Roll Along,"
And Morrie collaborated

Allan Jones' rendition
Of "II Trovatore"

With George on

this boy,
he's
A(Watch
new singing
star)

"Of Thee I Sing" and other hits).
This is their first joint job
Of movie wntmg.
Their stage successes were

And

watch

Kitty
—
She isCarlisle
something
To watch!

Laugh riots—

Si

"A

NIGHT

THE

AT

OPERA
Starring the

MARX

BROTHERS

with KITTY CARLISLE and ALLAN JONES • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
Directed by Sam Wood • Story by George S. Kaufman and Morrie Ryskind

A

TOUR

TODAY'S

By

Leo

OF

TALKIES

Townsend

(Right, above) Walter Abel (as D'Artagnan),
Heather Angel and Ralph Forbes in a tense
scene from "The Three Musketeers." Remember Doug Fairbanks in the silent version? (Center) There's some fine entertainment in this Ronald Colman-Joan Bennett
opus, "The Man Who Broke the Bank at
Monte Carlo." (Bottom) Carole Lombard
gives her best performance to date in "Hands
Across the Table," with Fred MacMurray.

*** The Three Musketeers
(RKO Radio)
Possessing all the charm and dash of the old silent version which
starred Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., "The Three Musketeers," with sound
effects, is a welcome addition to the new season's playbill. The story,
familiar to everyone, has undergone few changes, and scenarist Dudley
Nichols (who wrote the screen play for "The Informer") has done a
swell job in keeping it swiftly paced and well stocked with humor. As
D'Artagnan, Walter Abel gives his character all the life and vigor the
script calls for. Movie patrons with memories may prefer the more
swashbuckling D'Artagnan of the elder Foirbanks, but Abel's performance isexcellent and should make this recruit from the Broadway stage
a permanent guest in Hollywood. The musketeers are played by
Moroni Olsen,
and Heather
they're in
capable
hands.
Others Paul
seen Lukas
about and
are Onslow
Margot Stevens,
Grahame,
Angel,
Ian
Keith and Ralph Forbes. If you like your entertainment dished up
in the virile manner, this film has everything you're looking for.
Preview Postscripts
"The Three Musketeers" talk at lost. Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., made
the silent version several years ago, and followed it with . "The Iron
Mask,"
which took research
up the adventures
Dumas
twentyversion
years
later. Extensive
was made offorthethis
more gangs
elaborate
and the costs were tripled on the former pictures. Faithful reproductions were made of old French scenes and architecture. The grilled
iron gates of an old palace outside of Paris were imported for one
scene, as were sixty-five fine steel rapiers from a French museum and
many old costumes from which duplicates were patterned. The court
ladies look elegant on the screen, but they didn't feel that way. Every
gown had steel ribs holding in the bodice and some of the skirts were
lined with wooden slats to give that modish flare. . . . This is Walter
Abel's first picture, but not his first movie contract by any means.
He was signed up two years ago after one of his many Broadway
successes. Hopefully, he come to -Hollywood' and, optimistically, he
hung around the studios. The pay checks came regularly, but not a
sign of work. Somewhat disillusioned about this new art, Mr. Abel
returned to Broadway. A year later he was recalled and decided to
give the studio another chance to see him work. Again the weeks
drifted by, and just as he was boarding a plane to New York a producer rushed up with an assignment to play in this flicker. Mrs. Abel
was able to give her husband some pointers on playing D'Artagnan.
She once played that gentleman's role in an ultra-performance staged
by the girls of Bryn Mawr. In those days she was Mary Anno Bitters,

with fond hopes of seeing that name in the electric lights. She thinks
her present name looks just as good in lights, though. . . . Moroni
Olsen, that first name notwithstanding, is of Norwegian descent. He's
anyone's idea of a Viking, with six-feet-four and two hundred and
twenty-five pounds to his credit. This is Mr. Olsen's first celluloid
appearance, too. But now he's busy with two pictures at the same
time out on the RKO lot. hie'll be Buffalo Bill in one of them. On
Broadway, Olsen played with the Theatre Guild and with Miss Katherine Cornell for several seasons, besides having his own repertory
theatre for a time. . . . Onslow Stevens is a Pasadena product. The entire
Stevens family is stage-struck. In a recent play at the Pasadena
Community Theatre, Popo Stevens, Mama S. and three of their sons
took part. Onslow's the only professional. The rest of the family
just participate for the fun of it. . . . hieather Angel and Ralph Forbes
fell in love with a couple of other people while making this picture.
But it was just to please the director. This was their first picture
together since their marriage of a year ago. . . . No one has arrived
in Hollywood recently with more ballyhoo and hullabaloo than Rosamond Pinchot. She was given space in the Social Register because
her father is Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania. But she was given
the coveted role of the nun in "The Miracle" because she had proved
herself on actress of talent and beauty. Hollywood, however, hemmed
and hawed about o role for Miss Pinchot several months before giving
her this one.
***

Hands

Across

the Table

(Paramount)

Here's a grand picker-upper for all the woikin' gals out battling the
world and the New Deal for a living. For Miss Lombard plays a
poor but pure — oh, very — manicurist, who lands a millionaire playboy
for her very own. The fact that he turns out to be just the playboy
without a million doesn't spoil it either, since Fred MacMurray is our
hero. But don't think Carole didn't hove a chance to be in the money.
She spurns the bonaflde bankroll of Ralph Bellamy for love in a cottage. Further proof that money isn't everything — to Carole — is the
fact that she looks lovelier in her starched beautician's uniform than
she's ever looked hung with diamond bracelets and Travis Banton's
creations. Marie Prevost does a grand comeback in this picture as
Carole's plumpish pal. Fred MacMurray and Ralph Bellamy are excellent in their respective roles. And Miss Lombard tops a whole list of
good performances with this one.
Preview Postscripts
Training to be o barber and finding yourself in the movies Is apt
to be a shock. So don't worry about that startled look on the faces
of the dozen young men in the barber shop sequences. Paramount
sent a rush call to the Los Angeles Barber College one day for twelve
of their prize students and then kept them on the studio payroll for a
couple months. Miss Lombard had a surprise, too. She found herself transplanted from the studio to a Boulevard beauty shop, where
she had to give manicures for a whole day, following some intensive
instruction in the ort. The next day she appeared on the lot with her
two dachshunds on a leash. Both were sporting brilliant ruby red clows.
Carole had been doing her homework. . . . This marks Fred MacThrills and laughs galore in "Rendezvous,"
from "The Black Chamber," with Binnie
Barnes, Bill Powell and Rosalind Russell.
WWII

OHIO!

Murray's first starring role in pictures, thanks to Miss Lombard's insistence and persistence with the powers that be. Fred has leaped
to fame in the cinema. But then, he's a speedy young man, having
literally blown through college. He played a saxophone in the
orchestra. Carroll College is his alma mommy, which school also
boasts of Alfred Lunt — now. Fred's soulful soxophoning attracted the
attention of a Chicago orchestra leader and he was offered a job.
The pay wasn't much, but there was a possibility of the band having
a free trip to California in the summer. So Mr. MacMurray joined
forces. The next two years were spent traveling between Hollywood
and New York with various orchestras. When in Hollywood, Fred took
any extra roles he could get, but always returned to his first love.
While in New York with the California Collegians, a comedy stage
band, he was suddenly offered a dramatic role in "Roberta." In this
he was "spotted" by a cinema sleuth and woke up one morning back
in Hollywood. . . . Director Mitchell Leisen used to be a set dresser
for Cecil DeMille in the good old days of silents. He still has an
eye for the artistic and made it a rule to appear on the set every
day in a different suit with some dazzling combination of handkerchief, tie and socks. Bets ran high among the cast as to whether
Mitchell's miraculous wardrobe would hold out for two weeks. The
thirteenth day Director Leisen showed up in shorts and sweat shirt —
sockless, shoeless and hankyless.
He admitted he was beaten.
T^-A-* A Night at the Opera (M-G-M)
The title of this one is really too modest. It should have been
tagged "What a Night at the Opera!" for it stars the Three Marx
Brothers. Some of you patriarchs may recall that there once were
Four Marx Brothers, but Zeppo, one of the silent partners, has since
retired and gone straight. Groucho, Chico and Harpo carry on,
however, and uphold the fair name of Marx in excellent fashion.
Groucho is Otis J. Driftwood, and he uses his abundance of sex
appeai to lure Margaret Dumont into contributing heavily to an opera
company which supports the romantic leads, Kitty Carlisle and Allan
Jones. Mr. Jones, incidentally, has a voice and a personality which
should get him places. The action shifts from Italy to a transatlantic
liner to the Metropolitan Opera House in New York, where Harpo
and Chico break up the performance with a series of backstage antics.
All in all, it's one of the Marx's maddest jamborees, and our only
complaint is that we could have used more of Groucho. To us he is
the funniest of the brothers, and his every leer is loaded with drama,
sex, and just a touch of hysteria.
Preview Postscripts
Director Sam Wood lost fifteen pounds worrying over the Marx
Brothers during the filming of this picture. Those boys just never
run down. No one on the set was safe from their practical and impractical jokes. Instead of the usual camp chairs with their names
printed on them for use on the set, the brothers Marx had large beds
moved to the lot, with their names printed across the foot. Their
musical instruments were placed on on adjoining table, so at a sign
from poor Mr, Woods the boys could just reach over, get their instruments, and tune up. When they weren't {Continued on page 88)
Kay

Francis, Paul Lukas

and

Ian Keith

head the cast of "I Found Stella Parrish."
Little Sybil Jason is in it, too.

THE

BEERYS'

FEAST
OF

IS

CHRISTMAS

CHOCK

CULINARY

FULL

SURPRISES

CHRISTMAS at the Wallace Beerys is a page
from Dickens. Excitement reigns from the amusement room, decked in tinsel and holly, to the steaming kitchen where Blanche, the cook, and Mrs. Beery
(when she's not unwrapping gifts before the tree)
superintend the making of goodies that will tempt
the vast number of relatives who are invited for the
eventful day.
Recipes handed down from Mrs. Beery's mother,
from Wally's mother and his mother's mother produce Christmas culinary surprises for the delectation of their guests. And just wait until you hear
more about the Hollywood holiday foods that Reta
Oilman Beery, wife of the screen's best-loved character actor, has for you, too ! Ruby-colored, shimmering cranberry jellies and
sauces . . . turkey stuffing made
of shredded wheat biscuit (imagine that !) and rich with chestnuts and oysters ... a wholesome
fruit concoction that is good for
children ... a Yuletide pumpkin
pie with walnuts scattered over
its broad golden expanse . . .

8

By

Marjorie

these and other delicacies will make

Deen

their proud

appearance at the Beerys' Christmas feast.
During the entire week preceding Christmas, the
low, sprawling, Spanish plaster house is a seething
center of planned activity. Wally's beloved and
lovely adopted daughter, Carol Ann, hustles about
with mysterious packages — presents purchased by
the hoarding of pennies and nickels from her
twenty-five-cents-a-week allowance. Wally himself
is secretively busy in the amusement room — a tabooed spot for Carol Ann until December 25th !
And for the whole week before Christmas the tree
is in place so that Wally can have the fun of hanging
ornaments and decorations by the dozens on its
friendlv green arms.
"I don't know who is more excited, Carol Ann or Wally,"
pretty blonde Reta Beery told
me. "Both are up at the crack
of dawn on Christmas morning
and down
they
the amusement room
to go
seetowhat
Santa
Claus has brought them. Carol
Ann is a firm believer in Santa.

MODERN

SCREEN

As for the tree it takes days for
Wally to decorate it to suit his fancy.
He puts ornaments here and there,
then changes them, like an artist, to
get a better effect. Really I am just
as excited as they are, for we all
love gifts and celebrations."
Good-natured, big-hearted Wally is
at his expansive best as Yuletide
host, surrounded by relatives big and
little, old and young. Doubtless as
he looks at the smiling faces about
him he recalls his own pitiful, cheerless Christmases as a child in Kansas
City where his father's patrolman's
wages barely supplied the needs of
life and left very little for frivolity.
At fourteen broad-shouldered, muscular, young Wallace joined up with
a circus, you know ; became successively elephant trainer. New York
chorus boy (his brother, Noah was
one also) and thus entered show
business where he remained with
short excursions into hobo-ing and
banking for contrast ! Not until
Wallace Beery reached manhood did
he ever have a bang-up Christmas
celebration. Small wonder, therefore, that Beery, today, assembles
as many as fifty or sixty relatives
and friends in his Beverly Hills home
and plays Santa Claus to them all.
AND

such food as they serve in

Wallace Beery's household when
Christmas dinner-time comes around !
Of course, the turkey, as everyone
knows, is the piece dc resistance and
the rite of its preparation is one that
engages
Beery's
ownbe personal
attention. Reta
The bird
should
dressed
the day before, she says, and salt and
pepper sprinkled inside it— after
which it should be allowed to stand
and season over night. In the morning the bird is stuffed with the
special stuffing already mentioned,
placed in a slow oven and roasted
for the required amount of time, allowing twenty-five minutes a pound
for cooking. Reta cautions that the
turkey must be cooked slowly and
basted every fifteen minutes.
"Turkey to reach its peak of perfection must be juicy, yet well done,"
says Wally's wife, "and still further
deliciousness is added to this popular bird by a well seasoned stuffing."
The turkey stuffing Reta uses is perfectly elegant and entirely novel.
The coupon that will bring you a
copy of her recipe accompanies this
article, but of that more anon.
Of

course, turkey without cranberries ispractically unthinkable, so
Reta Beery next introduces you to
her cranberry recipes. You may prefer the red berries with their crunchy
shells left in, as a sauce ; or smooth
and clear as a jelly, so I'm giving
you Reta's {Continued on page 67)
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GUARD AGAINST COLDS !... Remember
against it. You can strain your
these common-sense rules for fighting colds
system with some violent harsh
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cathartic. But . . . why?
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dry,
and keep
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old enemy to health and lovelines . . . constipation.
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any other laxative. And
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Adventuring

witli

PTAIIV

The

buccaneers

Bros.' vivid

are coming ! . . . in Warner

picturization

of Rafael

Saba'

tini's immortal story of the 17th century sea rovers.
After two years of preparation and, according
to reliable Hollywood

sources, the expenditure

of a million dollars, "Captain Blood" is ready to
furnish America with its big holiday screen thrill.
What

with

crashing

in combat,

in rip-roaring
destroyed

great

ships,
with

250

more

feet in length,
than

1000 players

fight scenes - with

an entire town

by gunfire -this drama

of unrepressed

hates and
a man

loves, the story oi

driven

by treachery

into becoming

the scourge

of the seas, is superb beyonc
any

screen parallel.

1

And

the cast is just as ex

citing

as the production

First there's a brand -nev^
star, handsome Errol Flynn
captured

from

the Londoi

stage for the title role; am
lovely Olivia

de HavillarK

who brilliantly repeats the success she scored in "A Midsummer Night's Dream'
Others in a long list of famous names are Lionel Atwill, Basil Rathbone, Ros
Alexander, Guy Kibbee, Henry Stephenson, Robert Barrat, and
with Michael Curtiz, directing for First National Pictures.
To

do justice with

words

to the fascination

of "Captain

Hobart

Blood"

Cavanaugl"

is impossible.

it ! It's easily the month's grandest entertainment. And Warner Bros, deserve
thanks for so brilliantly bringing alive a great epoch and a great story !

Se
ou
|

When you
you may
see observe
"Klondikethat
Lou,"
latest,
La Mae
BelleWest's
West
is the best-dressed woman in the cast — and
there's a reason. Seems that Lucille Gleason
was signed for an important role in the picture, and Travis Banton designed a few
nifty costumes for her. They were so nice,
in fact, that our Mae walked off the set
when she saw them, refusing to return to
the studio on the following day. However,
into the breach stepped Ernst Lubitsch, Paramount's new big boss, and a heavy conference ensued. Following it everyone kissed,
made up and returned to work. The dove
of peace flapped again, albeit somewhat
nervously, over the "Klondike Lou" set.
The big splurge of the social season,
thus far, was the premiere of "A Midsummer Night's Dream," for which everyone dug the ermines out of the moth balls
and tucked away ordinary preview costumes in favor of white ties and tails. The
occasion was so gala that it took threequarters of an hour to move from the
corner of the theatre, which was in the
middle of the block. The traffic was so
tied up, despite — or maybe it was because
of — the presence of a police delegation,
that the picture started an hour late.
Everyone saw Shakespeare, heard speeches,
applauded members of the cast and girded
themselves for the hard fight getting out
to their respective cars. And thus was
a new social season born.

No rest for boiled shirts and white
ties this month in Hollywood —
such goings-on! At right, Myrna

Following the premiere, some 500 guests
journeyed
to —Marion
Monica
beachouthome
we wereDavies'
going toSanta
say
"cottage" but it hardly seems a proper title
for a 30-room domicile — where Miss D. once
more proved herself the undisputed champion hostess of Hollywood.
It would be

Loy autographs a fan's book while
Arthur Hornblow grins — at "Hands
Across the Table" preview. Grace
Moore hanging on to hubby, Valentin Parera, at the "Dream" premiere. Grade's always good for
the dazzling smile and so's Vol.

btj LEO
TOWNSEND

Those Wylers, tsk, tsk!
Maggie Sullctvan and
Willie do a tandem
on their new cycle. A
new way to prove
marital compatability.

OUR
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NOTES

ON

HIS

DRESS

SHIRT

impossible to list all the celebrities present,
for almost anyone you could name was
there. A specially-built dance floor covered
the space usually occupied by a few swimming pools and a couple of tennis courts,
and a blue canopy sheltered the entire area.
Two orchestras furnished the music — and
most of the fancy dancing was supplied by
the hostess and one of her escorts of the
evening. George Brent.

The most amusing single incident connected with the opening was the advertisement in a Hollywood trade paper. You
probably don't know it, but when a picture is completed everyone from the director to prop boy, advertises in the trade
papers to announce his part in the completed task. In this manner, producers,
noting their accomplishments, hire them
for new pictures from which the boys
often make enough money to pay for the
ads on the last one. Anyhow, a day before the opening, and after much hullaballoo about the genius of Reinhardt and
the courage of the Warner Brothers, there
appeared a half-page ad in one of the
trade papers which simply said : "A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM— original story by William Shakespeare."
Last month we told you that Jeon Harlow
and Bill Powell had taken back their deposit
on the orange blossoms and decided to be
just pals, instead of Mr. and Mrs. That it
was a friendly break-up has appeared to
be correct, but there is one little dissenting
voice of rumor that puis a new light on the
sitchee-ashun. It seems that the cause of
the break was no less a beguiling lass than
Rosalind Russell, his co-star in "Rendezvous." So Jean steps out of an evening with
her "Riff Raff" director, Walter Ruben — or

More

"Dream" premiere-trot ers. Al Alma
Mammy Warner Brothers, too. Pat Ellis, the
Warren Williams, Lyle
Talbot and Paula Stone.

FRONT

AS

HE

RACES

with Harry Richman, who seems to be the
gent to dab a hankie in the eye of many a
distressed damsel!

The Grant-Bruce twosome is passe,
for Virginia has switched her affections to
Cesar Romero, the Latin from far-off
Manhattan. Having been seen out together three nights in a row they are,
according to the rumor-makers, all set for
a march to the altar. When you take a
girl out three nights in a row in Hollywood, your fourth day finds you flooded
with wires from the air lines offering attractive round-trip rates to Yuma with a
quiet wedding thrown in for a small additional charge. And on the fifth day you
start getting information on the rates to
Reno.

Questions without answers department:
What very good-looking young star, who
recently gave the heavy boy friend the air.
now finds herself in the same boat, so to
speak? Making a picture on location, she
fell considerably in love with a handsome
male star, but when they returned to Hollywood the gentleman decided home and fireside was the best place, after all. So now
the young lady is enjoying a mild breakdown. Wasn't it Wordsworth who once
said of a girl like this, "She can dish it out,
but she can't take it"?
Hollywood is doing considerable buzzing about the Barbara Stanwyck-Frank
Fay
The but
"I atold
sos"more
are
havingdivorce.
a field day,
few you
of the
observant natives are almost willing to
bet that the divorce will lead to a reconciliation. For one thing, it must have

Leslie

Howard

done something to Frank, for iie has gone
back to work in a big way. Once one of
th.e smartest comedians on Broadway,
Frank went into almost complete retirement after his marriage. Since the marriage fell apart he has finished a role in
"Stars Over Broadway."
Item number two on the Michael accident:
Gertrude was rushed to the hospital in a
semi-conscious state, and during the examination an interne, gathering information,
asked her her name. Gertrude knew she was
in pictures,
but shemust
couldn't
herself. The interne
have quite
had place
the same
idea, for he said, "You're in pictures, aren't
you?" "Yes," replied Gertrude, with what
she thought was the light dawning on her,
"I'm Grace Moore."
Now that Gertrude has fully recovered
from her automobile accident, this little item
can be told. When Gertrude was thrown
from her car, a group of Mexicans, who saw
the accident, immediately phoned the hospital and took care of her until the ambulance arrived. After seeing Gertrude safely
into the ambulance they left — with her
purse, her wrist-watch and her shoes.

Another nice-gesture-of-the-month is
that made by Fred Stone. When Will
Rogers died, his stand-in, Leonard Traynor, was left jobless. He was, that is,
until Fred heard of his plight. Now
Traynor is Fred's stand-in, and just to
be sure he always gets the job. Stone had
a clause to that effect inserted into his
contracts with RKO and Paramount.

Probably the most social-minded of our
younger
gentlemen,
hereabouts, is Tom

and

Norma Shearer in earnest confab at the very
elaborate Marion
Davies party after the
"Dream" premiere.

THROUGH

FLICKERTOWN'S

These Britishers! George
Breakston and his Dad
talk things over with
Freddie Bartholomew at
a Father and Son gettogether breakfast.

SOCIAL

WHIRL!
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Above,

left to right, a telling little trio of snaps that shows

you love's thorny path in Hollywood! Joan Blondell, looking very wistful, dates Dick Powell, looking very gay. Next
evening Joan, all smiles, steps cut with ex-hubby George
Barnes. The same evening, Alice Faye, putting on the big
gay act, dates a wistful looking gent named Powell! And
so, my pets, that to the Powell-Blondell romance rumors! To
the right and down, bride Sally Blane looks adoringly at
her new husband, Norman Foster. Hermia arrives for her
Hollywood debut in "Midsummer Night's Dream" — Olivia
de Havilland, looking more like Juliet, has a tussle with her
train while Ernest Mendel-Hall looks on. Olivia received
braves on her fine performance in the Shakespeare-Reinhardt special. And last, gaze on Cinematown's sizzling
romance of the month — Cesar Romero with that blonde
charmer,

Virginia Bruce, at the "Metropolitan"

preview.

Brown. Almost all of his appearances, however, are with Jane Frances Mullen, socialite of Los Angeles.
Young Mr. Brown, by the way, is fast
becoming a very popular guy with the
young lady fans, if what we saw at a football game last month is any indication. It
was at the outside gate, and a group of
young things were crowded about a lass
who was exhibiting a Tom Brown autograph she had just obtained. As we passed
she was in the process of rejecting a tradein offer of a genuine Dick Powell. Of course,
the young lady with the genuine Dick Powell may have had a couple more at home.

When you read about the lavishness of
tlie stars — how they spend fortunes wiring
their swimming pools for sound and so
forth — it's nice to know that there are a
few residents out here who know the value
of a dollar. Take Ruth Chatterton, for
instance. Ruthie is no pauper — she has a
lovely home, cars, and flies her own plane,
but she can skimp when she has to. Just
recently, for example, she sent a basket
of flowers to a friend in honor of an
anniversary. With it was her card, a
pretty sentiment on one side, and on the
other, in neat engraving, Mrs. George
Brent.

And what's
this about
Blondell
When
she obtained
her Joan
divorce
from?
George Barnes everyone thought she was
a gal who divorced for keeps. Well, on
a Monday night she was seen out with
Dick Powell, which proved everyone's
prediction — until Wednesday, when she
attended the premiere. The gent whose
arm she clung to was none other than exhubby George Barnes, and they looked
sooo devoted, which certainly put everyone on the ropes !

Simone Simon, 20th Century-Fox's French
import,
couldn't
speak
a word
of Eng-is
lish who
when she
arrived
in this
country,
doing all right with her language these
days, judging from a recent conversation
we had with her. The little lady announced
she was about to buy a car, and when she
was asked what brand she had in mind
she replied: "Oh, just a little Packard!"
Being
to say
"Packard"
after the
only head
two
weeks able
in these
parts
comes under
of nice going.

We're a little late announcing it, but
Katharine Hepburn recently posted an offer
of $100, and it went begging. It happened
this way: just before her last jaunt to New
York she was stopped in front of a Hollywood cafe by a photographer who wanted
a picture with her escort, Leland Heyward.
Katie refused, and paused long enough to
announce that anyone agile enough to snap
her between here and New York would be
handed a hundred bucks. Miss H. still has
the money.
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Speaking of autograph fiends, Evelyn
Venable has just met the tops in that
field. Recently Evelyn was stopped on the
street by a little girl who handed her a
sheet with two carbon copies and asked
for her signature. Evelyn inquired about
the carbon copies and the little lady said,
"Well, I sell the original, give the second
copy to one of my friends, and I usually
keep the third copy for myself." P. S.
Need we add that she didn't get the autograph !

Left and down, Marion Davies with George Brent at "Midsummer Night's Dream" preview — Marion threw a huge and
very exclusive party after this. Glenda Farrell with her big
heart throb, Addison Randall, at the opening of a new
night spot, the Roosevelt Cinegrill. John Boles and Gladys
Swarthout take a radio duet very seriously. Lower row,
left to right, Gary Grant still goes places with Betty Furness.
Here they are on a recent evening at the Trocadero. And
next, that young smoothie, Tom Brown, beaming on Toby
Wing. Tom told Scotty to say that he hadn't given la Wing
his class pin yet — the wag! Incidentally, Tom seems to be
taking lessons in variety from some of the town's more
seasoned Lotharios. Gary Cooper and wife, Sandra, take
in a preview of "Hands Across the Table." Somehow the
Coopers always look so glum about their public appearances. Could it be that they don't like photographers?
If any of youse guys have ever gone six
months without a haircut you'll have a
rough idea of how nice a barber chair
looked to Donald Woods recently. It wasn't
that Donald couldn't afford a haircut, it iust
seemed that his art forced him to let his
hair down. Parts in "Frisco Kid," "Enemy
of Men" and "A Tale of Two Cities" all
called for long tresses, but after six months
of it all three roles were finished and Mr.
W. sat himself down at his favorite tonsorial
parlor. Five minutes later a frantic phone
call told him to hold everything — he was
needed for retakes on "A Tale of Two
Cities." Donald rushed to the studio and
did his scenes entirely in profile, for the
barber had finished half of his job and
only one side of the Woods' head was
Dickens.

Now that Christmas is approactiing it
might be well to know what 3'our favorite
stars want in the way of gifts. We
haven't got around to many of them so
fai, but a heart to heart talk with Edith
Fellows reveals that she's counting on
Santa Claus to bring her a monkey. Anyone possessing a monkey, even if it's a
slightly
one, We
can have
address
for the used
asking.
think,Edith's
though,
that
Shirley Temple's request tops them all.
Shirleydolls.
doesn't
toyswants
and tlie
she Dionne
doesn't
want
She want
merely
quintuplets 1

LyIe Talbot is going to stop being nice to
kiddies. Mr. T. is one of Hollywood's most
accommodating
gentsThe
— he's
autograph
hounds.
other even
night anice
groupto
of youngsters surrounded him and, after he

had autographed all their books, he gave
one of the lads a fatherly pat on the head.
As he turned to leave he heard the little
guy's voice booming out. "Say," said the
kid, "who is that guy?"
Hollywood has gone terpsichorean, and
you can blame it all on Fred Astaire. After seeing Fred's nimble footwork in "Top
Hat." the young ladies of the town have
taken to dropping uncomplimentary remarks about the dancing of their male
friends.
Remarks,
you dear,
know,I merely
like "I didn't
say
you were
clumsy,
asked
if you had seen the way Fred Astaire did
it." Soooooo, after a series of nasty looks
from their young men, the gals have
banded
together members
and formedarea Patricia
dancingclass. Charter
Ellis, Grace and Gertrude Durkin and
Paula Stone.

It may not be a new idea, but Dolores
Del Rio says it is, and who are we to doubt
Dolores? Her idea is to equip her wardrobe
for each picture with gowns of the same
shade.
you saw
in "In Ca'ienfe"
you
probably Ifnoted
that her
everything
Dolores wore
was white, from unmentionables on up. In
her call,
next, and
"Meetthose
the who
Duchess,"
will get
the
have black
seen some
of
her creations say they're swell.

Now that Jan Kiepura has arrived to
make a picture, Hollywood seems like the
old days once more. Mr. Kiepura is the
Polish tenor whose pictures are so
sensational in Europe, and Mr. K. is
also extremely
(Continued on page 58)

A

DRESSING-TABLE

"GETTING

PREVIEW

READY

FOR

Mary

Biddle

By

so YOU'RE going to a party ! Well,
here's our own little private preview
of "Party Glamor" (produced and
directed by Mary Biddle — ahem!).
Olivia de Havilland is the star, and
we might re-title it "A Midwinter
Night's Dream."
Olivia de Havilland's mother
named her after the Olivia in Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night," and perhaps the name itself has touched her
with magic. At any rate, her fresh
beauty has stirred even Hollywood
to enthusiasm . . . and for her, the
dream has come true. She has suddenly awakened to find herself all
that she had ever dreamed of being,

Reinhardt protegee in "A Midsummer Night's Dream"
discovery ... a sought-after
actress. lywood
Holent
differ
have
us
of
Now, all
dreams about what we want to be
and what we want to have happen to

us, but I imagine we're all alike in
having shared the dream of being
"the belle of the ball," with all the
Gables and Montgomerys beseeching
us for just one little dance. And the
one particular heartbeat would be
fuming and glaring from the sidelines in savage jealousy over our
being so popular, and all the wom.en
would be murmuring not too sweetly,
"What has Mary done to herself . . .
she's a positive sensation." Isn't that
a pretty good crystal reading of your
own cherished dream ?
Let's analyze this business of being the belle of the ball, before we sit
down at our dressing tables. Think
of the most popular girls you've ever
known. Did you ever know a popular girl who didn't have a gay face
and a gay manner at parties, a sort of
party face and party manner? Miriam Hopkins, for example,
is a
16

A

OF

PARTY"

grand party belle. She has a certain
radiance about her, an outward reflection of her inner gaiety. The
most effective beauty aid in the
^^'orld is a happy mental state.
Sometimes

girls write me

say,
never
they
right

and

"I dread going to parties. I
have a good time." Well, there
are handicapping themselves
at the start. They work themselves into a glum, gloomy state of
mind even before the}' get to the
party. Have you ever watched children's faces when you say the word
"party" to them? They light up
with an eager anticipation over the
magic word. If you could just work
up a little more of that spirit, too,
3'ou would be surprised at what an
effective beauty aid it would be.
A famous artist once said that the
most
(Continued
on
page 72)
With the holiday partying season in full swing,
Olivia de Havilland illustrates some tricks to
give new life to the hair.
Sprinkle a little brilliantine and a dash of perfume on your hairbrush
and brush vigorously.
This gives the hair an
even sheen, rather than
the smeary, plastered
effect that results when
brilliantine is applied
with the hands.
Try it!

I

I

Joan andas Franchot's
wedding
you imagined it, not the simple
affair it really was!

JOAN

TONE

DISCUSSES

HER
By

MARRIAGE
Katherine

I CAN tell you that what the Crawford-Tone wedding
lacked in orange blossoms and Lohengrin, it made up for
in to-do from press and public. For weeks Joan and
Franchot had been playing a matrimonial hounds-andhares with the poor, benighted newspapermen. They were
married . . . they weren't married . . . they might be married. And so it went until, finally, Joan and Franchot
slipped away to a little New Jersey town and were quietly
wed by a local judge. Joan had consistently, even tearfully, denied even to me that she would marry Franchot.
Franchot, like a gentleman, refused to say whether or
not he was sitting on the fence waiting for her answer.

WITH

HER

CLOSEST

FRIEND

Albert

And the question that you will ask is, "Why

did Joan

mind?"
change
Ever her
since
the day that Joan divorced young Doug,
she had stoutly maintained that she was through with
marriage forever. She said that it had no place in her
scheme of things.
THE DAY after
changed her mind.
"Franchot," she
person made me
marry for months

her marriage I asked her what had

said. "Franchot and all that he is as a
17
to
change my mind. I had wanted
but Franchot {^Continued on page 70)

MODERN

A

might

mi

have

been

SCREEN

YOU

trapped

by this

MOW

new

underworld

terror!

Like the girl next door ... or at your office . . .
the Loretta

of this story never

dreams

that

crime will strike her . . . until one cruel night
she is hurled
nation-wide
threatened

into the machine-gun
manhunt

. . . her

fury of a

loved

ones

. . . her life endangered!

Frantically, these people struggle. And
heart beats to THEIR

horror, THEIR

YOUR

hopes ... for

suddenly you realize,"This can happen

not only

to a girl I know... THIS

TO ME!"

CAN

HAPPEN

/

F. ZANUCK

DARRYL

TWENTIETH
PRESENTED

CENTURY
BY

JOSEPH

PRODUCTION
M.

SCHENCK

W/ th

ROCHELLE

CESAR

ROMERO
EDWARD

HUDSON

• BRUCE
NORRIS

CABOT

We don't expect you to bother to go beypud
this pctge! For sheer physical beauty and
panther-like grace, this picture of Johnny can't
be trumped. He looks like the stattoie/ of an
Indian brave come to life . . . oh, well, you get
the idea! We could go on like this for hours!
Suffice to say that Tarzan returns and that
M-G-M has saved itself the wrath of thousands
by letting Johnny handle the further exploits
of the screen character he originated. Maureen
O'Sullivan, all dressed up in some smart new
animal skins, is Johnny's jungle girl friend
again. Need we add that you'll have a swell
time at "Tarzan Escapes"?

jesiii

lisirlow

A grand gal, Jean, and one of Hollywood's real "toiling tillies." So much so, in fact, that it must
seem strange to her to find no immediate picture scheduled after "Riff Raff" and an eastern vacation
trip a reality. "Riff Raff," incidentally, gives Jean a new team-mate in the form of Spencer Tracy.
Spence, an exponent of the Gable-Beery virility school and a grand actor, with Harlow, should give
you fans a new combination to cheer.

«o Broke tbs n

,

musf

»

sueh^

?®coroKo„

^

Partner

rocliclle

liiiilsoii

It looks as if dark-haired, hazel-eyed
Rochelle is stepping right into the star
shoes of Janet Goynor. Since illness forced
the Gkrynor
to quitsothe
"Way took
DownherEast"
cast
and Rochelle
capably
role
over, 20th Century-Fox has been busy
looking over scripts suitable to the Hudson
talents. Rochelle is fragile and young looking, but she's a poised, intelligent gal
when it comes to planning a bright future.
"Show Them No Mercy" is her next picture,
comes "Ramona" with John Boles.

iirleiie

ilietrieli

Marriage?

What

Dareos

II
e
SI |i p
THE PLANETS
for 1936 frown
balefully on Hollywood and many of
its They
best-beloved
stars . . . !
say :

Prophesied

1. Death for three of the screen's best-loved players.
2. No Pickford-Fairbanks reconciliation despite talk. Mary to make success
at writing.
3. Emotional uncertainty for Constance Bennett — beginning of career decline.
4. Chaplin to complete picture — fact of his marriage to Paulette Goddard
accepted.
5. Garbo to go to Sweden; her mother to die; career to decline; no marriage.
6. Leslie Howard divorce whispers untrue; scandal threat; screen and stage
in London.
7. which
Marriage
'35 or '36 for Loretta Young; breakdown late in year,
willeither
stop in
work.
8. Barbara Stanwyck on verge of divorcing Frank Fay but will make up.
Adopt child.
9. Claudette Colbert to be victim of violence. Threat of scandal. "Will do
10.
1 1.
12.

a Garbo."
Miriam
Hopkins to have big screen year.
Katharine Hepburn to marry.
Big .professional year for Ronnie Colman.

Accident?

No marriage.
No marriage despite rumors.

— there is more woe ahead for Harlow! Danger of life or limb menaces
Gable! A serious motor crash lies directly in John Boles' path! It'll be a
"bad year" for Bing Crosby, and an
even worse one for Constance Bennett ! Kidnappers have their eyes on
many Hollywood children ! Gangsters
threaten Mae West ! Dolores Del Rio
faces heart unhappiness ! Many other
stars enter the year in the shadow of
accident, scandal, sickness, even possible death. The break-up of several
stars' homes is indicated. For Hollywood itself — internal strife and subseupheaval.
But quent
there
is good, too, to balance
the bad in the year's astrological aspect
. . . the public will thrill to torrid ro-

EIGHTY
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ILLUSTRATION
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BY
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Success?

to

FORECAST

JR.

Unhappiness?

the

mances in the lives of Garbo, Myrna
Loy, Gene Raymond, Dick Powell,
Janet Gaynor ! And marriage — happy
marriage — is probable for Merle
Oberon, Claudette Colbert and Loretta
Young. Bright futures lie ahead for
Shirley Temple and Freddie Bartholomew, the child-wonders of the past
year. There'll be new babies in Hollywood homes — the Jolsons will probably
adopt another child, perhaps even
twins. And there's a likelihood of
twins being born to the Fred Astaires !
The Paul Munis, the planets say, may
adopt a child, too. For Hollywood,
generally, it will be 3" big financial year,
despite what internal woes the industry may have. At least one great film
will be produced, during the year, that
will amaze the world.
All these events are in the 1936
forecast of Dareos, that worldrenowned (Continued on page 74)

What

Happened

Death of Will Rogers, Junior Durkin and Sam Hardy.
2.
1. Correct on both prophecies. Doug and Mary are divorced. Mary's three
books are selling well.
3.
Connie's emotional life none too serene. Career definitely on wane, after
year of free-lancing.
4. Picture completed and Hollywood does accept marital status with Paulette.
5. Did go to Sweden; mother still lives; her career waning; no marriage.
Right about divorce talk; no known scandal. Did successful London screen
and stage work.
6.
No marriage as yet in '35 but Dareos says to watch '36. Breakdown now
keeping her from work.
As this is written Barbara and Frank are separated. They adopted a boy.
No known violence but scandal whispers concerning her Mexican divorce.
' Now hiding from questioners.
10.
11. Right-o, Dareos! Miriam's career on the up but no marriage.
She denies it but HoUywod says yes.
12. Correct. Colman has had splendid pictures but no marriage despite romance rumors.
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WHAT GOES into the making of a successful actress?
What are the ingredients of screen success and how do
you mix them and at what temperature do you bake

she certainly deserves the tag of "spectacular" without
contention. Katie's "Alice" made you feel that she had
undreamed of dramatic potentialities and it makes the

them?
Wouldn't
a lot of
people,
you and I,
like to know
the answer
to that
one including
!

question of whether she is an "assembled"
the analyzing at this point in her career.

Someone, at a party not long- ago, described Katharine
Hepburn as an "assembled" star. Asked to explain, she
said, "Katie uses her hands like Nazimova, walks like
Hope Williams, talks like Garbo . . ." and so on through
quite a lengthy list of characteristics, the implication being
that Miss Hepburn's borrowed attributes had been im])ortant factors in her truly spectacular success. And I
don't use "spectacular success" with any reservations
.since the amazing dramatic right-al)out-face Katie did in
"Alice Adams." From one of the worst slumps anv
actres'^ ever experienced to a new high in fine acting.
2x

.star worth

LET'S GO 'way back for a moment. In the first place
Katharine Hepburn has been one of the most assiduous, the shrewdest, the most successful borrowers of
stage or screen. She has always been a person who
knew what she wanted yet who has recognized her own
limitations. When she was a small, red-haired girl in
Connecticut, she knew that she wanted to be an actress.
In fact, she was convinced that she was an actress because
she had discovered that the tears and the heart-rending
sobs, which she could produce at will, were very useful

THERE

ARE

BORROWING

THOSE
IS

WHO

CLAIM

REMODELED

KATIE'S

INTO

in getting her what she wanted. She sobbed at her father
until he built her a small theatre of her own in the back
yard where she could practise her lachrymose histrionics
to her heart's content.
Then and there, Katharine began to "borrow." There
was a little girl in the "company" who was, it seemed to
Katie, a more convincing cry-er than was Katie, herself.
She insisted upon knowing how the other child did it.

A

A

COPYCAT!

BRIGHT

NEW

IF

SHE

IS, HER

FORM

OF

GENIUS

amusement, she acted for him. She did it with such fiery
and bad-tempered verve that he engaged her, despite her
awkward lankiness. And Katie began to learn ... or
borrow . . . some more. That was what she was there for.
She detected some discontent with her delivery of
lines . . . and no one in the company had time to coach
the newcomer. So, when Kenneth McKenna joined the
company briefly as a visiting star, she asked him, point
blank, what was wrong with her. He told her, bluntly that
there were a great many things wrong. Chiefly her timing.
She spoke too rapidly, her bodily poise simply wasn't,
she did not know how to time gestures to suit action.
Katharine listened . . . and when the season closed she
betook herself to New York, engaged a voice and diction
teacher and then besought Mordkin, of the Russian
Ballet, to help her to overcome her long-legged awkwardness. She Jmunted that ballet at performances and rehearsals and, if the Hepburn of today
undulates in poetic fashion across the
screen, it is partially due to that persistent haunting.
But there is more
famous
number

about that now-

walk of Hepburn's. After a
of devastating disappointments

(the gal had both backbone and deter-

MANNERISMS

?

She studied, imitated, analyzed this superior art of sobbing until she had made the secret her own. Even as a
voung and spoilt child she developed the knack of benefitting from what other people had learned.
Later, having profited in school dramatics not only from
the instructors but from talented amateur colleagues,
Katharine, in the face of violent family objections, went
to Baltimore and demanded to be allowed to become a
member of Edwin Knopf's stock company. She was, she
mformed Mr. Knopf, an actress. When he viewed her
gangling figure and youthful enthusiasm with obvious

mi nation!), she finally was engaged to understudy Hope
Williams in the stage play, "Holiday."
Now, Hope Williams was a young woman with an
arresting and dynamic talent, a boyish figure and a sort
of ball-bearing walk which she had developed to conceal
the fact that her legs were a leetle mite too long for
ideal symmetry. She was at that moment one of New
York's sensations.
Hepburn was, in a trice, letter perfect in the role. She
29
rehearsed it, she stood in the wings during performances
. . . months of successful
(Continued on page^l)

THE

BATTLE

OF

THE

SONGBIRDS

IS ON— WITH

MOORE,

MAC

DONALD,

Moore and Pons have a real rival in
Gladys Swarthout, whose rare beauty
and dulcet tones are thrillinq audi-

Grace Moore has "One Night of
Love" and "Love Me Forever" to
her credit. Can she top these performances?

VOICES PITTED one against the other. A
war with song as the ammunition. A rhythmic
conflict which no League of Nations can stop,
for in tlie end the best voice must win. Victory
means popularity. Screen immortality. An
everlasting niche in the Hall of Fame. Gladys
Swarthout versus Grace Moore ! Lily Pons against Jeanette MacDonald ! Marta Eggerth challenging Mary Ellis.
And in the reserve forces, behind this vanguard of
golden-voiced nightingales, Marion Talley, Jeritza, Irene
Dunne, Jane Froman. names that have won their spurs
wherever melody is loved. Musical comedy queens,
Grand Opera stars, movie prima donnas — all mixed up
in a musical melee, the like of which has never been seen
in all moviedom. All out to capture the exalted title of

ences with "Rose

of the Rancho."

JEANETTE MacDONALD'S answer to the enemy was
"Naughty Marietta," which has proved to be her most
successful picture. It has recovered for her much of the
lost prestige she had conceded to her victor. The combat
between these two songstresses has become so personal
that the battlefield has narrowed down to a lyrical prizering. Behind the ropes in this corner, ladies and gentlemen, you have Miss Grace Moore (applause), and in
this corner Miss Jeanette MacDonald (more applause).
You, the Public, are the referee. When the gong goes off
and these two lovely ladies start pulling notes out of
each other's throats, all for your amusement, it will be
your audience reaction that will decide the championship.
M-G-M's star prima donna has just won a coup over
her rival by being awarded the most coveted musical role

"The Jenny Lind of the Movies."
The first shot fired from the melodious first-line
trenches transpired a little over a year ago when Grace

of the year, the title part, in "Rose Marie," in which
Nelson Eddy is once again her co-starring partner. If
you remember, Miss Moore, who is under contract to

Moore appeared in "One Night of Love," scoring such a
tremendous hit that Jeanette MacDonald's laurel wreath
was blown right of¥ her pretty head, forcing her into immediate retreat while preparing a counter-attack.

make one picture for Miss MacDonald's employers, was
originally announced for the same picture. Miss MacDonald issaid to have insisted on having the part. Now
it is reported Grace Moore will {Cntitinued on page 68)

PONS

AND

SWARTHOUT

AS

CONTENDERS!
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ACHIEVE

Eichberg

EVEN HER best press agents wouldn't call Miriam
Hopkins "glamorous." Nor would any artist choose her
as one of the "Ten Most Beautiful Women in America."
Yet there is hardly a man who knows her who doesn't
swear that she is one of the most fascinating girls he
ever met. Many of them, indeed, are more than a
little in love with her.
So 1 decided to find the reason for Miss Hopkins'
astonishing charm.
Consequently, 1 rang the hell, not long ago, at the door
of the little house she occupies when in New York. A
butler showed me upstairs, and into the library. It was
a cheerful room — not very big — with a log fire burning
to take the chill off. The walls were covered with books.
They weren't de luxe editions; they were just a miscellaneous collection of volumes that she had read and liked
well enough to keep for re-reading. ( The others, she told
me later, go to the Salvation Armv. the Old Sailors'

Home, and so forth.)
There were no dressy, flash)
chairs, made to be seen rather
than sat in — simply two huge, sol
armchairs and a long, low davenport witli
a coffee table before it.
Maybe that's the first of her charm secrets. She knows
how to make a home livable. She doesn't make it just a
"front" for a movie actress ; it's the sort of room every
man wishes his wife would give hirii.
1 sat and waited. In a moment I heard quick, light
footsteps running down the stairs from the third floor
and in came Miriam, wearing a trim little gray tweed
suit, a gay neckerchief, a wide smile and practically no
make-up. Her lips were pink instead of bright red, her
cheeks were powdered but unrouged, and her fair, curl\
hair floated around her face. She looked scrubbed and
wide awake

and gay

Maybe

il isn't a compliment

to

Men who know Miriam find her completely fascinating,
many ore more than a little in love with her. What
makes her so captivating is a lesson to every
girl who yearns for popularity and-th© admiration of men.
As it happens, the big heartthrob in Miriam's life, since her divorce
from Austin Parker, is that blond fellow,
Michael Hopkins, her young adopted
son!
At the extreme left you see her
in a scene with Joel McCrea from
"Splendor."
Joel just finished winning the gal in " Barbary Coast, "too.
"Lucky duffer," did we hear all
the gents in the audience say?

hetwo had
days.to

stay

in

bed

for

And I had heard about the
time an old friend of hers in
New
York,
phoned across
the continent
to her one
night to say that he had just
sold his first play to the
movies, only to be asked,
"Why bother me about it?"
So I decided to see .this alleged "holy terror" in action,
and proceeded to ask her
dumbest, most infuriatK^B
^1^1..
question I could. I said,
iliPi
j^^P'^ll^
^Hak
t
"Say, Miss Hopkins, how do
■F
^fc
i
vou go about getting men to
• *
fall for you?"
And then I
waited for the storm to break.
Instead of flying into a rage
or even simpering coyly she
burst
out
laughing, promptly
looking about eighteen years old.
Her eyes twinkled as she changed
the subject by suggesting that we
discuss something that she "knew
something about." No false modesty
— she just didn't want to talk about
her amazing charm.
But in the conversation that followed,
she revealed
ality.
many

sides of her multi-faceted person-

As we sat down to breakfast (yes, she'd been
thoughtful enough to order two of everything)
she said, "I'm sorry I kept you waiting, but I had
to broadcast last night, and after that some friends
came over here with me and we scrambled eggs, played

say that a
young woman
looks "wholesome,"
Imt there it is. There wasn't
even the faintest trace of glamor; she just looked clean,
healthy and full of life.
AND maybe that's another reason why men fall for
her. Maybe glamor is just a little frightening to most
men.
Now, I had heard that Miriam was a holy terror.
I had heard the story about the time she was to be guest
of honor at a week-end party on a yacht, and how, after
the first day, she got bored and made the host head back
for port. They say he was so broken up about it that

the phonograph and talked 'til after three."
"How are you as an egg scrambler?" I asked.
"Oh, I didn't really scramble them," she confessed.
"One of the men did that. I just looked on and ate them
and told him how good they were. But I can cook and
sew if I have to. I take care of the baby when the nurse
is out, and he seems to like it. Wait a minute, I've got
to show you some pictures that I took of him a few
She ago."
jumped up and went to the desk, caught up a
weeks
handful of snapshots and came back. "Here," she said,
sitting close beside me, so that she could point things out,
"this one's Michael. He's the one making the face. Don't
you think he looks strong ? And he's only three ! Now
he's ..."
one.fewHere
look
Andat inthis
these
minutes she had unwittingly disclosed
several more

reasons why

she appeals to men.

First,
.53
she's punctual — apologizes for being less than two minutes late. She's good-natured, ( Contimtcd on page 66)
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Above, Patsy Kelly, queen of comedians,
knows Ruby Keeler (left) as no one else does
and so she gives the lowdown on her friend.

ilsiiicii

little feet, tapping gaily on the

echoing floors of Jack Blue's dancing school. Four tired,
hot feet, with aching toes and blistered soles, shuffling
over the last few blocks of scorching sidewalk from 51st
and Broadway to 70th Street and Third Avenue. F"our
flashing, nimble, educated feet, cHmbing steadily upward.
And now, two of these four feet, encased in comfortable slippers and propped against a camera dolly, are
resting between scenes on the Twentieth Century-Fox
set and Patsy Kelly, fresh from a boudoir scene with
Dick Powell in "Thanks A Million,'' is spilling the lowdown on Ruby Keeler. And if there's anything about
Ruby that Patsy doesn't know, it's because it hasn't happened yet.
"Don't let that gal fool you.'' Patsy was .saying, "she's
34

ifi

always had a system. She may have stood in the background and never tried to -sponge up any credit for anything, but she was little Miss Efficiency all the time, and
she had a way with her. She was so darned sweet, she
made giving easy. And don't ever make the mistake
of
thinking it was luck that got Ruby where she is. It was
svstem and efhciencv.
"WE WERE about ten, I guess, when I got my bicycle.
A friend of the familv gave it to me, glory be. And
somebody else had given Ruby a pair of roller skates,
glory be again.
"As I remember them they weren't anything like the
roller-bearing skates of today. One, I think, had an eggshaped wheel on it. Either that, or those old New York

Big-time stuff! At the age of ten years young,
Patsy (left) and Ruby all set for a doting audience at one of Jack Blue's syncopation soirees.

sidewalks had goose flesh. Anyhow, one foot always felt
like it was on a miniature bump-the-bumps.
"I don't know how wonderful Ruby thought those
skates were, but I'll never forget how well she sold them
to me. Before she got through I was convinced that I
was the luckiest kid along Third Avenue to be able to
use them while she rode my bike. When I look back at
it now. I sometimes suspect those skates had grown to
my feet.

"ANYWAY, Rubv was the prettiest girl I'd ever seen,
and I used to love to watch her ride the bicycle. Maybe
it was because she looked like I ached to look, way down
deep in my heart.

"I remember

the first day ( Continued

on page 71)
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WHAT'S HAPPENED
to Jean Muir? Two
years ago she was one of the nnhappiest girls
in Hollywood. Today, I would venture to say
that she is one of the gayest. And what
caused this amazing change is a story from
which you can take a lesson in the achievement of true contentment.
To tell this
properly,
go remembrance
back to Jean'sis
childhood.
She story
told me
that herI must
earliest
something both sensitive and lovely. One day she was
rolling her doll buggy, when suddenly a drop of rain
fell upon her hand. Looking down, she was filled with a
curious wonder at the miraculous beauty of that raindrop,
trembling there before evaporating. And Jean believes
that it was this first emotional reaction to loveliness
which has made her seek it, unconsciously, throughout
her life.
As a child, she outwardly refuted this inward sensitiveness. She was wildly rebellious, invariably putting
her worst foot forward. Once she was sent home from
school because she would not pledge allegiance to the
flag. She was to stay expelled until she would take the
simple oath the other children so willingly gave. But
she never did. No one bothered to explain to her why
loyalty to flag and country was expected of every citizen.
Therefore, she couldn't attach any significance to a piece
of striped and starred bunting. And, when she was told
the story of George Washington and the cherry tree, she
refused to believe that he couldn't lie. Jean went on the
theory that everybody told fibs and that the Father of
His Country was no exception ! In fact, Jean should have
been born in this decade of progressive schools. She
would have basked in the careful explanations that are
uart of modern child education and psychology today.
So different was Jean from the pack, so ready was she
t(i ([uestion and doubt, so intolerant of those who did
not share her doubts, that it is not surprising that the
other children disliked her. Children are quick to sense
the misfit. Jean was definitely a misfit and so thcv
punished her for her nonconformity by chasing her with
sticks and stones. She used to walk backwards so that
she could keep her eye on her persecutors and then, when
she was only a couple of blocks from home, she would
r)reak into a run and throw herself, weeping and terrified,
upon the floor,
BUT TEARS were reserved only for the times when
she was alone. She faced the world rebelliously and the
world was her enemy. Her maladjustment followed her
difough adolescence. She was big, awkward and gauche
and boys did not like her. At dances no one cut in.
So she dramatized herself and escaped from reality.
And, from dramatizing herself, she stepped quite naturilly at school, to dramatizing in plays.
.\ wise teacher allowed her to have her way in her
classes and for the first time in her life Jean achieved a
little personal happiness. Here ( Continued on page 74)

Her desire to set herself opart from the
crowd has caused Jean misery and loneliness. Those wallflower days are over now
since handsome George Wolcott is her constant companion.
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Peter Lorre in person, so truly mild that it's
fcmtastic that he could i^ay vicious criminals.
And below with Mrs. Lorre, a Vieimese actress.
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Lynn

haunted the studio Hke a sick kitten

during all those months f)f waiting" for the
right role to turn u])," one of Columbia's
executives commented. "He's miserable unless he's acting fourteen hours a day. Honestly. 1believe it nourishes his body as well as
Yet one of the first things he asked me, stop])ing for a
moment
his soul."in his steady locomotion back and forth across
bis dressing room, was —
"Doesn't it strike you as just a little funny when you

Below, Peter Lorre, Marian

Marsh

and Douglas

Diunbrille in "Crime and Punishment." Peter's
in nearly every scene and it promises to be great.

think of us actors eternally putting on and taking oft"
make-u]) and spending the best ])art of our days anf]
nights making funny faces ? When you look at it from
a grown-up point of view, acting is the most childish o1
professions, isn't it?" He eyed me seriously.
"The way I justify it to myself is that with me acting
is like a drug and 1 am an incurable addict. 1 can't get
along without it. 1 can't throw it off. 1 must act!"
THAT MUST was a still, small voice which ])rompted
him when there seemed no earthly possibility of fulfilling
his
for
the craving
sort of face
<le Bergerac his
woman in love
handsome.

the
Heaven
knows,
didn't
have
one stage!
associates
with an
actor.heLike
Cyrano
beauty was an inner thing. Not even the
with him can call Peter I^orre remotely

The extreme poverty and narrow Puritanism in his
family clo.sed the doors of all show hou.ses to him, even
after his family had moved from the small Car]^athian
mountain village to Vienna. So that Peter Lorre has the
distinction of being the only actor in Hollywood who had
his first taste of the theatre, not from a seat in the gallery,
but from a walk-on part on the stage ! The first time he
entered this "house of the devil." as his family probabl\
termed it. he came in bv the stage entrance. And he's
lieen going in that way ever smce I
He walked on to his first stage without a word to say
( his original three-line part having been cut because be
]ilaved it like T.adv Macbeth in ( Cnntinucd nn page 77)
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MONDAY:
Mornings are all the same. I wake. I wonder why I
never go to bed until the dawn comes up like thunder.
I can't decide.
My mouth feels like the flannel underpinnings of a
moth.
I ring for orange juice. Before it arrives, I open my
door to look for the morning papers. I hope they will
not be there. So that, item. I can find something to kick

ilisirv

it. I then settle myself against my three-cornered reading
pillow (a Christmas present) and read the movie columns.
I rise and totter to the shower.
I go out of doors.
I survey my lawns with melancholy pleasure. I decide
that I was just as happy in more modest diggings. I

about. And, item, so that I won't have to read them.
They are always there.
The orange juice arrives. I contemplate it skeptically.

figure that it's all right, though, if only communists don't
crawl under the wall — or tax-collectors over it— or termites into the house itself.
The other day a young lady, with healthy interests,
asked me how one knows when one's house has termites.
My answer scientifically was sound. I record it. I said,

I don't know whether it will go — or rather, stay. I achieve

"If you should fall from vour bedroom

through to the

Photo by Abril Lamarquc
AMUSING!

of

cellar, that
She said,
I went to
across to the

SPICY!

bill

As

given

to

Gladys

iiowell

would be a definite
termite symptom."
"Oh, rullyf"
the swimming pool and shivered. I looked
Barthelmess estate. I wondered where Dick

might be. I've had a gate cut through the wall connecting our two properties to save Dick walking all around
the block. He came along presently. He asked me how 1
felt. I told him lousy. I said it was the last three. He
seemed to understand. I asked him how he felt and he
said swell. That made me feel like licking him on the
courts so we played a few sets — but I didn't !
I felt that some liquid refreshment was indicated. I
went to look for my key.s — any keys. The keys to the.

.

Hall

.

locker by the pool. Or the locker in the game-room. Or
the one in the dining-room. I never find them. Dick
asked me i'f I ever knew where I put them, and 1 said
After
luncheon I had an interview. I was on the stage
that
1 didn't.
for years and I've been asked all the questions so ] only
give interviews because I like some of the interviewer.s,
and don't want to seem snarky.
The young woman asked me what I think of love. I
.said, "You are twenty years too late." She wanted t<i
know what I meant by that. I told her that, when 1 was
twenty I knew all about love,. how its works went around.
I could have talked about it for {Continued on page 80)

Retirement for Jctnet? Or will she turn
from youthful roles to more mature ones
such as "The Farmer Takes a Wife"
with Henry Fonda? Right above, Al
Scott, a recent beau, not a serious one.
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is dead! Long five the Queen!
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and one or two very old, tried and tested friends who

Are "They" saying that about Janet Gaynor ?
For "They" — the shadowy, invisible host known as
"They" — are muttering and mumbling, that is certain.
"They" say that Janet no longer reigns as sovereign
on the Fox lot. "They" say that young Rochelle Hudson
is being groomed for the stellar place once held, undisputed, by Janet. When Janet stepped out of the cast

wouldn't misquote Janet if they were drawn and quartered for it. For Janet has kept her counsel well. She
has gone ahead with her work and with her play, giving
no confidences. More, far more is known about Garbo,
here in Hollywood, than is known about Janet Gaynor.
Like most girls of her type, she has been shy and secretive
— and very clever.

of "Way Down East," all kinds of rumors reared
their serpent heads. "They" muttered that Janet
wasn't really as ill as the public was being led to
believe. "They" theorized, knowing nothing, about
the change of studio policy, when Mr. Sheehan

Is the Queen dead — or isn't it merely that she stands
with reluctant — or unreluctant — feet where the brook and
river meet? The brook which was her shining girlhood.
The river which begins to carry her to an uncharted
womanhood ?

stepped out and Mr. Zanuck stepped in. "They"
said
had believed
heard "on
. . that
. thatthey
it was
. . good
. that authority
someone

Years ago a Golden Girl made her dainty debut before

close to Janet had said. . . ." Just what it
was that "They" had heard or that was
believed or that had been said was
somewhat incoherent.
And there hasn't been anyone close to Janet. No
one save her
mother

the screen public. She was called "America's Sweetheart." The whole world loved her. Elderly men, watching her, felt the pangs of nostalgia for their days which
were no more. Elderly women watched her and they, too,
felt the grip of that nostalgia for their own vanished
yesterdays. Young men watched her and felt within their
skeptical young hearts tlje stirring of an olden chivalry.
Young girls watched her and faced their mirrored selves
uneasily — lipstick and jazz and petting parties. They
wondered whether . . . perhaps . . . perhaps not.
Her name is Mary Pickford.
Time

and tide caught up with her. America's

By
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Sweetheart matured.
eclipse.

THAN
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ABOUT

Her white nostalg'ic star went into

AND THEN another America's Sweetheart was smihng
winsomely from the screen. Again men and women,
girls and hoys, vihrated to youth, wearing the white flower
of innocence.
When
Heaven"
its lyrical
loveliness
hefore
our "Seventh
eves, another
whiteflashed
star was
born
an<l we watched it and said, "Yes. this is the way youth
should he . . . and love . . . and life."
She is called Janet Gaynor.
No two girls on the screen have ever so captured the
public — heart, imagination and box ofince— as have Mary
and Janet. For they were youth when the world was
young and the hearts of men gallant and the hearts of
women pure. And we loved them for reminding us.
But youth is a dream and dreams fade and new dreams
rise up to replace the old. And is it because they feel,
uneasily, the dimming of that young dream that they
murmur, uneasily, about Janet?
For a good many years Janet held the high at the
box office. Month after month statistical ratings gave
her top place. Then, a couple of years ago, the beloved
Will Rogers caught up with her and they were teammates at the top — the winsome girl and the kindly man.
At this writing, Janet's box oflice has dropped

THIS

RETICENT

STAR

one to two points. That is all. If she no longer appears
at the apex, she never drops below third place. I believe
that Clark Gable is one of the two to top her at this
writing.
It may be because the Tree of Movie Life has so
spread its branches that new ways, new faces, newenthusiasms occasionally force their lusty young life
to the top. It may be lack of perfect storv material
— no second "Seventh Heaven."
But it is my belief that the change, if any, is
simply that Janet has grown up. And Janet, the
woman, is beginning to assert herself. When
the mature woman steps in and takes the star
personality, which is herself, in hand, some
changes are bound to occur. H the studio
backs her up as she enters upon a newphase, then a new lease of life should
be guaranteed.
In Janet's case,
and just at this possible juncture in her life, a new
studio regime came in.
Unsettled conditions
(Continued on
page 84)
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Freddie Bartholomew's promotion to
stardom didn't ruffle him a bit since
his allowance remains 5 cents a day.

"WEJUL, young man, you're a star now,"
Louis B. Mayer announced to eleven-year-old
Freddie Bartholomew.
"What

By

Freddie asked.

"Why, it means you're important to us,"
the older man explained.
"It means you
will get more money, for one thing."
"You mean I'll get more than five cents
a day to spend ?" the child asked eagerly,
for to him money is important only insofar as it affects his spending money.
When
informed that his allowance
woiild remain at its present figure,
the value of stardom took an imme-

"How do you like the idea of supporting a
mere child, who has made but one or two pictures?" Iasked an actor who has been one
of America's finest, both on stage and screen,
for forty years or more.

diate slump in Freddie's mind, but
remained at par in the minds of the
M-G-M executives, who consider
this child one of their most im-

actors — but he was more than lucky. He was
able to make good. He is not only a great

Tv-n
Dillon

Franc

does that mean?"

portant stars.

FREDDIE'S
TURE

EVEN

THAN
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FU-

LOOKS

BRIGHTER

a star
was not
Freddie
at the
expense
of made
money and
years of time.
He earned the
title and all that goes with it
in one picture by his portrayal
of David Copperfield. Since
then he has received more
fan mail than "even Clark
Gable," a wide-eyed girl in
the
fan-mail department

STAR-

reported.
Popular demand made
him a star, a star with

RING CONTRACT

equal rights to those of
Tean Harlow, Nelson

HIS

Eddy, Wally Beery and other top-notchers.
You saw him with Garbo in "Anna Karenina,"
and after that he will be the star of any picture in which he appears.

"I CAN'T say I like it." the actor replied honestly. "But in all fairness, I must say Freddie deserves it. He had a great break — a
break that comes to one out of hundreds of

artist, but a charming, unspoiled boy."
Now actors are known to have what is called
"professional jealousy" — which is really no
different from the common, garden variety of
jealousy — and such an honest tribute from a
fellow-actor is as rare as it is greatly to be
desired. Freddie is a genuine favorite at the
studio where he works. His contemporaries
are constantly bringing him gifts, doing him
little favors, vying with each other for his
affection.
Recently Constance Collier, the famoros
English actress, presented him with a cocker
spaniel, "a relative of Flush," Freddie will
tell you proudly, which he promptly named
Concoll. "Con for Constance and coll for
Collier, see?" he explains.
Miss Collier
(Continued
on page 64)
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HYSTERICAL!

THIS IS a story about some
crazy people. In other words,
the Marx Brothers, who treat
everybody with equal and impartial disrespect. Whether he be
executive, co-worker or relative,
each is in line for a practical
joke at one time or another.
The Marxes are natural comedians. They never quit. That
same erratic brand of tomfoolery which has successfully, year
after year, sent audiences into
delighted hysterics, is applied
around the house. So, at home,
they can be a trial.

iioirt
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Hollywood reports, was considered the latest fashion —
lounging-dinner pajamas. Except for their wide trousered
legs they resembled an evening
gown — silver cloth and satin
with a low-cut back.
AFTER

SPINNING

about

for her husband's approval, and
admonishing him to "Please
hurry up and dress ; they'll all be
hei-e any minute !", she left him
to greet the company.
An half hour later, Groucho
ai
mar
made his appearance. At the
moment Ruth was in the pantry,
Recently, Ruth, Groucho's
supervising the cocktails. She
wife, gave an elaborate dinner
heard sudden and loud laughter.
party. Among the guests were
No one needed to tell her. A
two whom Groucho had never
met.
brother
! Marx was up to his tricks.
Prior to their arrival, Ruth
She ran into the living-room.
There she saw Groucho conwarned him concerning his befronting their guests, attired in
havior. "I want to make a nice
a short smoking jacket, and the
impression. They're very imblue-and-white striped trousers of his sleeping pajamas.
portant people," admonished
Mrs.
Gi'oucho Marx.
She really should have known better. Such a remark
"Hello," he blandly called. "If you can wear your paaddressed to any of the Marx clan, will, with unfailing
jamas, Iguess I can wear mine !"
For the remainder of that evening, he did so.
certainty, defeat its purpose. Dignity to them is like raw
Episodes of like dizziness are no uncommon 43events.
human flesh to hungry cannibals.
They devour it whole.
When
they motored to Agua Caliente, Ruth, who loves to
Unaware of an impending bomb, Mrs. Groucho dressed
dance, and claims Groucho
(Continued on page 69)
for the party.
And she put on an outfit, which, from
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MADAME

EVERY

WOMAN

Led Crosby

SYLVIA

can hold her husband ! But not every

woman knows how to do it, nor does she reaUze that it's
as much of a career as any nine to five job in an office.

KEEP YOUR husband making love to you! Isn't that
what all of yovi hope you can do the day you marry?
But how many of you can honestly say that it is true

Instead of tiie business woman's eight hours a day, a
wife's job is twenty-four hours long.
You know the old adage used to be, "The wa>' to a
man's heart is through his stomach." That's still a bit
of wisdom to bear in mind — but. while you give him
what he wants to eat and plenty of it, be sure that he

today? What's wrong then? Have you let him keep his
individuality or have you tried to remodel him? Don't
tell him how he ought to be. Remember that you fell in
love with him as he was. And he fell in love with you, as
you were (probably a cute, slim baby) so before you
start making him over, take a long look at yourself, and

isn't allowed to become sluggish or grouchy. And you be
smart about your diet, too. Don't eat your head off.
stuffing on sweets and starches, so that, before you realize
it, you are the one who looks fat and acts sluggish. If you

be that slim baby again. Don't nag at him. nag at yourself so hard that you stick to diets and keep at those

do, be forewarned now, you don't stand a chance in
competition with the slimmer gal'^ he will meet in his
daily contacts.
There is nothing so wonderful as being a pal to your
husband. It's the perfect relationship in any marriage.
But no man wants a pal. if she weighs a ton. And you
can't be a real pal when overweight limits your activities
— voTi have to be alert in bodv as well as mind.
44
DON'T

LET

A

SLIMMER
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GET

exercises of Sylvia's !
Above all else, be regular. Once, I read a lot of nonsense about holding your husband by the simple — and I
mean simple in the sappy sense — trick of waking up in
the morning, applying fresh make-up, slipping back into
bed and waiting for your husband to awake and murmur,
"Ah, how ravishing!" Such bunk, as if any man wouldn't
realize what a hoax it all was. You don't need any such
slim dodges if you stay slender, keep your skin clear and
fresh with health, vour hair glossy from constant, careful

YOUR

HUSBAND

WHEN

YOU

CAN

grooming. You can't help looking grand, without benefit
of make-up, if you follow such a regime.
Don't listen to that rubbish about "preserving" the
illusion of slimness. It can't be done. Don't even try for
an illusion, make it a reality and you'll get along better.
Look at yotir Hollywood favorites. Nine times out of
ten, a star can hold her husband as long as she wants
him. all because she's learned the art of staying attractive.
Of course, every time 1 mention a happily married Hollywood couple I keep my fingers crossed and watch for the
first divorce rumors ! It's hard to stay happy in Hollywood where everybody butts into your private life. But
it's
hard reason.
to stay happily married in Jones Center for the
identical
I'll risk a chance on saying that Joan Bennett can hold
Gene Markey's love as long as she likes. Why? Well,
look at her picture. She's cute, she's slender. And you
couldn't find a fault with her gleaming hair, brushed to
a trim cap. She looks regular — nothing artificial about
her. Her eyes are, above all, beautiful but they are something more than that — they look at you honestly, un-

wavering. Look at her lovely hands, her perfectly
groomed derfulnails.
look who
at, think
she mustShe's
seemexciting
to theto man
has how
beenwonher
husband for over four years.
JOAN'S a real pal. Gene adores her. You'll often find
him visiting her set when she's working. He brings her
silly little gifts. They are a family combination as well
as careerists — don't forget Melinda and Diana — but they
preserve romance by laughing and playing together.
They're both the matrimonial tops with me.
Then there's Irene Dunne. Do you think you could
handle your marriage as smartly as she has with three
thousand miles separating you most of the time? Irene
has a husband whose dental profession keeps him in New
York, her work ties her to Hollywood. Yet neither of
them has asked the other to give up his or her work.
Instead, each keeps from interfering with the other and
they look forward eagerly to their fre([uent revmions.
when they meet it's like another honeymoon. I wouldn't
recommend this except for {Continued on page 83)
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CONCLUSION

FIVE YEARS ago. when 1 came to
Hollywood so full of hope and ambition,
you will recall the pledge that I scribbled
upon a piece of paper. That pledge, to
myself, was to the effect that within a
year, if I had not become a leading woman.
I would return to my home. Today, as J
conclude this chapter of my career, 1 am
still in Hollywood, still an extra and with
little hope of becoming anything more important in even another five years ! The
pledge is lost. My mother has died, m\
father re-married. Now Hollywood is my
only home. Even Bi-adley, the man who
begged me to give up my idea of a career
to marry him, has gone to New York. No
doubt he has lost faith in me and I -have
lost a finer career than Hollywood will
ever offer — that of a wife and mother.
As I jot down these depressing facts,
telling myself over and over again that 1

am only an extra among thousands of
extras, a hope still lurks in my heart. And
there you have the real tragedy of Hollywood— false hope. For, although fiveyears of bitter experience shotild have convinced me that my case is hopeless, still 1
have the fixed idea that some day, some
time, I'll get the chance to show 1 can
act ! 1 continue to grasp at that will-o-thewisp, fame ! Nor must you think that J
am unique in this — there are thousands
like me right here in Hollvwood. Girl^
who struggle on. barely making a living,
eating the crumbs from the fat loaf while
hoping
that the whole loaf will be theirs
some day.
I promised that in this concluding chajjter 1 would tell you girls how tnuch opportimity I think there is for you in
Hollywood. Therefore, let me analyze <-ht
situation for you (Continued on page 7^)
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don't
Helen Vinson,
luckily for her,
followed her instincts.

vice

take
Paul

Muni

takes the do-asI-please
attitude always.

Remember Cagney's rebellious

Myrna Loy's first
hunch
proved
right in her recent
studio fracas.

THE OTHER day on a
movie set I saw a little
newcomer, who had just
signed her first contract,
sitting at the feet of an
elderly actress, eagerly
listening to her.
When she arose and
came over to me her eyes

!
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Mary
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IT

1)elieve statistics will bear
me out that the people
with the biggest boxoffice appeal are those
who have thrown suggestions and rules to the
California winds.
The point is, I believe,
that the sort of person
who must go to others for

E. Parks

were shining. "She's so
marvelous," the girl said,
indicating the actress, "and she has been giving me such
wonderful advice."
I smiled at this touching tribute, but what I wanted to

guidance hasn't the force,
the vitality, or the courage, to face the rigorous* demands
made by life and careers. And there is within great
artists some innate intuition which makes the small voices

shout was, "Don't take it, if you want to get ahead.
Whatever you do, don't take it !" For I have seen "good
advice" ruin hundreds of Hollvwood careers.
And I

of
own
taketheir
a look
!
Remember

souls the only ones worth heeding. Let's
when

Jimmy

{Continued nn page 82)
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Four ideas that run high in fashion but lowrhinestones
in cost. Bilhe
attractive
with Burke's
a new
way to place your hair clip.
Anne Darling's red bead and
rhinestone set. Billie again in a
lame jacket and flowers bunched
at the neck. Virginia Bruce's
simple felt hat with fetching veil.

slioeslriiia

ANY YOUNG, ambitious extra in Hollywood today can
tell you that it takes wit, perseverance and more than a
share of close figuring- to dress like a star on a spasmodic
income of a few dollars and fewer cents a month, "^"ou
skirls with your weekly pay envelopes, no matter what
amount they contain, are far better off than they —
you know how much you can plan on, they never know !
They may work three days one week and onlv one the
next.
And there's hardly a big star today who won't break
down and confide the rigid economies she had to carr\
out in order to feed and clothe herself well during those
first long steps toward stardom. Many a time a few
yards of a good fabric, bought in a remnant sale, were
.sewed into a dress that helped keep up a smart face during the grilling round of the casting offices. Just such an
economy was resorted to by Merle Oberon only a few
short years ago. She told me that she used to wait for
sales of fine fabrics and then would buy enough for a
dress but would have to wait for a season or so to roll by
before the fabric was seasonable again to make into a
dress. She would buy woolens and velvets to-ward spring,
then save them to make u]) in the fall — and in turn, she

HOLLYWOOD
4S

SHOWS

YOU

HOW

would buy cottons in the summer sales and wait until the
next spring to sew them into dres.ses.
Frances Drake likes to design her own clothes even
now because she got in the habit of making charming
clothes before she coiild buy them. And there are many
more who get a kick out of remembering the penny-saving
dodges they practised in leaner times.
Dressing well with a firm hand on the purse zipper is
like going on a diet — you have to pass up the pastries of
the fashion output for the more homely vegetai)les I
FOR SOME time now, with this article in mind, 1
have asked every star I met to tell me what rules she
considered important in trying to dress on a shoestring.
And so 1 give you the ideas of some of the cleverest and
smartest of the cinema gal.s — everyone questioned was a
former member of that large sorority of sisters who live
on next to nothing a year .'
From sophisticated Claudette
Louise, eight stars out of ten put
on their budget lists. Not just
])Ut one that is tops in fabric and

Colbert to young
a tailored suit as
any tailored suit,
tailoring. Scrimp

Anita
a must
either.
some-

where else, thev all chorns. lint don'l try to spend vour

TO

MAKE

ECONOMIZING

QUITE

When you can't hctve several evening dresses Rosalind
Russell recommends one simple black one like hers, above,
which con be infinitely varied by changing accessories.
Black crepe with gold leather gardenias, very graceful but
devoid of fussy details. And for an all year 'round evening
gown, as smart in summer as in winter, Miriam Hopkins
suggests white moire taffeta with only a huge self fabric bow
for trimming. Maureen O'SuUivan's practical thought is a
dual personality frock. Black crepe trimmed with white
which can be formal without its jacket and just right for a
Sunday evening supper or cocktail gathering with its widesleeved, split-down-the-back jacket.

fewest dollars on your suit. They unanimously select the
semi-mannish style, in a good worsted, that is so popular
in Hollywood. A suit that is neither sporty, nor elaborate
but one that by its very simplicity can change its personality by a dozen little accessory tricks such as a bright scarf,
a new piece of costume jewelry, a flower boutonniere and
an infinite interchange of inexpensive blouses, sweaters
and vestees. That's the frugal Hollywood suit that goes
right through the day and often into an informal eveningdate. And it's a suit that goes right aroimd the year with

PAINLESS

WITH

A

DOZEN

OR

SO

you from spring through the cool clays of summer,
through fall and then slyly slips under your winter coat
innocent !bystander that it's a brand new outandfit kids
in each the
appearance
Just as you can't scrimp on your suit, you must follow
the same rule about your accessories, according to the
Hollywood budgeters. One good set a season in a shade
that will harmonize with everything in your closet is a
sound investment. Good shoes, a nice handbag and one
good hat — a trio that will reincarnate any ancient dud and
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SKIN'm

eans-^

Lazy

Under

Shin

BLACKHEADS,
BLEMISHES

SAY:

"Something's blocked below!'
STRETCHED
PORES

SAY:

"Clogging skin-oils did it!"

Miss Helen Mitchell Stedman, of an old Boston family, eays:
" Pond's Cold Cream makes my skin much finer. Pores don't show I "

Underlying

glands,

fibres . . . need

nerves,

rousing

with

this deep- skin cream
TODAY, stand close to some girl you
know. Gaze right at tlie skin on her
nose, on her chin. Isn't it awful ?— the way
coarse pores and blackheads stand out!
Your own face gets the same "third
degree"every time you're at arm's length.
People think. Why don't you do something about your skin?
Yet it's not the skin they see that's at
fault. It's your lazy underskin! Tiny
glands are overtaxed . . . The oil they give
off is thick . . . clogs the pores on its way
out. What follow are the blackheads,
coarse pores that ruin your good looks!
Even heartbreaking lines and sagging
contours are just the outward signs of
an underskin "let-down"!
Stop Skin Faults . . .
But you can quicken that underskin —
rouse it, set it to work. Yes, you can!—

Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel iii
Not a eingle flaw in the skin of tliis beautiful young
Society woman I She says: ^The last thing before
bed — every morniag, too — I use Pond's Cold Cream.
It stimulates and tones up my skin . . . Blackheads
and blemishes just never come

with this deep-skin cream of Pond's.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
processed oils which go straight to the
underskin. Even as you smooth it on,
you see it go in, come out — thickened
with grayish dirt, stale make-up. Now
your skin is clean. Clear to its depths!

Now smooth on more Pond's
Cream. Pat it in sharply with
finger tips. This way you rouse
lazy underskin. Nerves, glands

Cold
firm
that
and

fibres "step lively" . . . flush your skin
with new fault-fighting vigor! Keep
this up. See how quickly bad skin becomes "a good complexion."
Tip-ends of blackheads loosen. Deeplodged matter comes out . . . fine texture
takes the place of every blemish. Even
critical eyes can't find anything wrong!
For a Beautiful Skin
Every Night, pat in Pond's Cold Cream.
Watch it bring out dirt, make-up, secretions.
Wipe off. Pat in more cream briskly. Your
underskin/ff/j it . . . gets awakened. Your outer
skin shows it . . . blooms fresh, unblemished!
Every Morning, and always before make-up,
renew this newly-won freshness with Pond's
Cold Cream. See it brighten your skin — soften
it. Now powder can't possibly catch or flake!
Try this cream without delay. Pond's Cold
Cream is pure. Germs cannot live in it.
SPECIAL

9-TREATMENT

TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S Dept. A-50, Clinton, Conn.
Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for
9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams
shades andof packing.
Pond's Face Powder.
I enclose and
IQ^ 5to different
cover postage
NameStreetCity—

-StateCopyright, 1935, Pond's Extract Compaoy
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Patricia Ellis (3) and Genevieve Tobin (4) model
these attractive articles which they have made.
Pat shows YOU a crocheted hat, scarf and bag set.
Genevieve models a stunning one-piece green dress.

it's

knit

thriflY

\nnr

THE KNITTING craze has taken
Hollywood by storm. When you
walk onto a set it isn't the click-click
of the camera you hear — it's the
click-click of knitting needles !
It's the smart thing to do, but more
than that it's the thrifty thing, too.
After all, any of you can buy a dress,
but to look really stunning in something you've made yourself for next
to nothing — that's a thrill. It's a sad
star these days who cannot boast of
at least one or two knit things that
'T've done myself, my dear!"
Because we suspected that you
would want to join the Hollywood
knitting bee and would like to make
duplicates of some of the star knitting fashions, we have asked Patricia Ellis and Genevieve Tobin,
two of the most skillful knitters in
52

to

clothes

the film colony, to let us use their
directions.
Last month you had two fashions
to send for, this month you have two
more.

If you
last month's
instructions, sendwant
for them
at the same
time that you indicate your preferences for these. Model 1, last month,
was Patricia's beret and bag set. No.
2with
was scarf.
Genevieve's two-piece costume
Our instructions tell you how to
cast on and cast off stitches ; how to
purl, to knit, to slip a stitch, to increase and decrease, as well as
specific instructions on each individual garment.
The crocheted accessories are fully
explained, also.
And just a word about finishing
your knitted {Continued on page 82)
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GIFT

XMAS

PROBLEMS

For Reading Enjoyment

• For Xmas Gifts
All Prices Postpaid

For Your Library

THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR KHAYYAM
"A book of verses underneath the bough,
of wine,edition
a loaf of
of this
breadfamous
— and thou."
This isA a jug
beautiful
romantic classic. It has
beautiful colored illustrations. Everyone should have it and it is ideal
as a gift, being suitable for men and women, young and old. Gold
stamped, leatherette cover. Regular Price $1.50 Our Price .60
WOMAN'S

GUIDE

TO HEALTH AND HOME REMEDIES
Mary Melendy, M.D.
This 400-page
book gives complete information on all matters pertaining to
1. The Female Human Body with special emphasis on sex.
2. Beauty, Grace, etc.
3. Care and management of infants and children. . .
4. Prevention, treatment and cure of diseases.
Regular Price $2.00 Our Price .60
THE HEPTAMERON— Margaret of Navarre
This great classic is like Boccaccio's DECAMERON, containing asuccession of exciting, absorbing and amusing
stories many of which are rather sophisticated. This imported, unexpurgated edition is illustrated and contains
over 450 pages. Regular Price $4.00 Our Price $1.00
LOVE LYRICS FROM FIVE CENTURIES— G. G. Harrop
This book contains the glorious and immortal love-poems
that have become part of the language of romance and
the art of love-making. It is a splendid de luxe book
and it comes boxed. The perfect gift for your sweetheart.
Regular Price $5.00 Our Price $2.00
LOVE

LETTERS OF A LIVING POET
Benjamin de Casseres
A passion growing every day more lovely, a devotion
unfaltering in its outpourings and an all-encompassing
love burn steadily through these letters. They are delightful examples of the perfect love letters and at the same
time are a beautiful love-story. DeCasseres is a wellknown poet. Regular Price $2.50 Our Price .60
MADAM BOVARY— Gustave Flaubert
This French novel created a sensation when it was
banned upon publication 50 years ago. But the
author told his story of the French habits and customs of infidelity and great love in such a fine
style that this book was recognized as great literature and the ban was removed. This edition is
one of the great Crown Classics. It has a beautiful
two-tone cover, gold stamped, wrapped in cellophane. Regular Price $5.00 Our Price $1.25

.„

DON'T DELAY
MAIL TODAY

\

^

enclose Cash □

New York Bargain Book Co., Dept. B
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

^ Money Order □ in full payment for the books checked below:

□ THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR
□ LOVE LYRICS
FROM FIVE
KHAYYAM $.60
CENTURIES $2.00
n V«^OMAN'S GUIDE TO HEALTH
□ LOVE LETTERS OF A LIVING
AND HOME REMEDIES $.60
POET $.60
BOVARY $1.25
MADAM
□
$1.00
□ THE HEPTAMERON
to:
direct
□ Please send the books checked above
Name
Address
State
City
If you prefer, we will send your books as a gift package with your card enclosed. Check
here □ If you want this special service and instead of your name above give name of
person to whom package is to be sent. Be sure to send your gift card enclosure with
this order.
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TO

inal. Trimmed and sheared within an inch
of the bone, the picture pla^'crs are moulded
into mechanical robots of fashion. The
camera adds pounds to the physique. Wonder how some of the movie idols appear in
real life.
In "Top
Hat,"toy,
Ginger
sembled a tinker
dancingRogers
away reon
long spindling legs. The curving figure of
Pat Ellis has melted away into stereotyped
loveliness. Charles Bickford used to be

Movie-set rules are not made to
be broken, as this fan learned
on her first visit to a studio.
BARRED FOR LIFE!
I've just returned from the Coast where
it was m}' pleasure (?) to visit a major
movie studio set. Here are some of the
rules a visitor must observe :
Don't look at the actors, they hate being
stared at. Don't attempt to get autographs,
stars resent being asked. Don't snoop onto
sets, somebody might get suspicious of
you. Don't make any noises, a sneeze at
the wrong moment may cost the studio
thousands. Don't open your mouth, someone may think you're about to speak and
get
nervous
prostration.
Don't oflean
against
a building, it
may be made
cardboard
and
toppleyou
over.
stay in one a place
too long,
may Don't
be formulating
plan
to cut off Harlow's platinum locks or
shave off Menjou's continental moustachio.
Confusing? It was to me, too, but, being a sort of devil at heart, I decided to
break one of the strictest rules. I spotted
Clark Gable and had a brief conversation
with him. I was somewhat averse to approaching him, his pirate make-up for
"Mutiny on the Bounty" looked so fierce,
but he was very kind and agreeable. But I
had
hardly
do?" official
when
I saw
the said
evil "How
eye ofdo ayou
studio
nearly pop out of its socket and I ran as
fast as I could for the studio gates. I'm
barred for life !— Hollywood Visitor.
RAFT NOT A CREAMPUFF
Every time I see my idea of a man and
not a "creampuft" my heart melts. I
have not
of George
Raft's pictures andmissed
never one
will.
Many people
call
him "a barrel of vaseline," but by saying
that they are merely acknowledging their
ignorance. He is in my opinion the one
and only good actor on the screen and I
don't think anyone can top him as far as
acting is concerned. — Beatrice Sarafian,
Detroit, Mich.
STARVED-APPEARING STARS
It is surprising how the personality of
the movie stars diminishes with poundage.
Dieting- creates a poor decoy of the origWIN

A
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hardy, Have
robust,youstrong,
typically
man's
man.
seen him
lately?a Thinner, of course, but also haggard and pale,
with eyes circled. The spice is gone.
Even that splendid actor, Charles Laughton, has not escaped the frenzied fad. He
was a type and his weight helped to make
him so. Recently he's lost over 50 pounds.
The
is disastrous. He's positively
meek result
!
Bony, flat chests, skinny necks, sharp
elbows, and shapeless legs are not pleasing. Does the public really like it? Or
have the moguls of the movies established
this type of beauty, and are the women of
America killing themselves, depriving
themselves, to compete with the starvedappearing slickness of the stars ?
Personally, give me brawn and bravery
in the heroes, and plenty of dimples and
cvn'ves in the heroines. — Harriet Bossard,
Lynbrook, N. Y.

INTEREST

nie
EVERYONE

LIFELESS PERSONALITIES
KILLING MOVIES!
There is a group of actresses in Hollywood today who are getting more than
their just dues. Hangovers from the silent days, when the chief requisites of a
movie queen were a set of good-looking
facial expressions and the ability to pantomime gracefully, these players have made
no_ attempt to adapt themselves to the
swifter tempo of the talkies. With the
biggest roles, bolstered up by desirable
leading men, the best directors and given
vast publicity, they continue to slither and
slink across the sound stages, apparently
indifferent to their waning popularity. In-

Dieting has changed

many

a

star's personality and Laughton's a sad victim, says a fan.

To
millions
of thrill-seeking
gals, George Raft is head man
on the star list.

different and independent, with their huge
salaries.
Are the producers blind to the truth
that numbers of films in recent years,
which should have been highly successful,
were shunned simplv because of loss of
interest in these lifeless personalities of
Ann Harding, Garbo, Constance Bennett,
Del Rio, Dietrich and Loretta Young?
In justice to the cash customers, does it
not follow that these former stars should
withdraw and make way for the vibrant,
personality-packed young moderns for
whom the public clamors ?— Isabel Jarsk.
NEW

Your opinions on movies and
movie personalities are important! Here's your chance to
voice them. What have you
got to say? Speak frankly to
your fellow fans through these
columns. Address: Between
You and Me, Modern Screen,
149 Madison Avenue, New
York, New York.

YOUR

LETTER!

STAR

I'm wondering why the millions of
Gable, Montgomery, Harlow and Garbo
fans don't leave those aloof stars in their
personal heavens and boost and encourage
a lesser star who is, without doubt, worth
all of it. I'm referring to Peter Lorre.
Never before have I seen such superb acting as Lorre's in "M," "The Man Who
Knew Too Much" and "Mad Love." Now
attention
more needs
pay who
let's man
fans,
big-star
you
our
rising
steadily
to this
cooperation. — Mildred Johnson, Fort
(Continued on page 61)
Worth, Texas.
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Columbia Studios, 1438 N. Gower St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Samuel
Goldwyn
Studios,
1041 N.
Formosa Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Mascot Studios, 6001 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City, Calif.
Paramount
Studios, 5451 Marathon
St., Hollywood, Calif.
Republic-Monogram Studios, 9336 W.
Washington Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
RKO-Rodio Studios, 780 N. Gower St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
20th Century-Fox Studios,
1401 N.
Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Warner
Bros.-First Notional Studios,
Burbank, Calif.
ABEL, WALTER: EKO-Radio.
AHERNE. BRIAN: M-G-M.
ALBERNI, LUIS: Free lance. Write him at 20th CenALBERTSCN, FRANK: Free lance. Writs him at
RKO-Radio.
ALBRIGHT, HARDIE: Free lance. Write him at
Mascot.
ALEXANDER, KATHERINE: Free lance. Write her
at M-G--M.
ALEXANDER, ROSS: Warner Bros.
ALLAN,
M-G-M.
ALLEN, ELIZABETH:
GRACIE: Paramount.
ALLEN. JUDITH: Paramount.
ALLEN, ROBERT: Columbia.
ALLWYN, ASTRID: 20th Century-Fox.
AMES,
mount. ADRIENNE: Free lance. Write her at ParaAMES, ROSEMARY: 20th Century-Fox.
ANGEL, HEATHER: RKO-Kadio.
ARLEDGE, JOHN: RKO-Radio.
ARLEN,
luniliia. RICHARD: Free lance. Write him at CoARLISS, GEORGE: United Artists.
ARMETTA, HENRY: Universal.
ARMSTRONG, ROBERT: Warner Bros.
ARNOLD, EDWARD: Universal.
ARTHUR, JEAN: Cnluniliia.
ASTAIRE. FRED: RKO-Radio.
ASTHER, MARY:
NILS: Warner
RKO-Kadio.
ASTOR,
Bros.
ATWILL, LIONEL: Paramount.
AUTRY. GENE: Reiniblic.
AYRES, LEW: Free lance. Write him at 20th Century-Fox.BENNY: Paramount.
BAKER,
BANCROFT, GEORGE. Free lance. Write him at
Columbia.
BARBIER, GEORGE: Paramount.
BARNES, BINNIE: Universal.
BARNETT, VINCE: Universal.
BARRAT, ROBERT: Warner Bros.
BARRIE,
MONA: 20th
Century-Fox.
BARRIE, WENDY:
Paramount.
BARRYMORE. JOHN: .M G-M.
BARRYMORE,
M-G-M.
BARTHELMESS, LIONEL:
RICHARD:
Warner Bros.
BARTHOLOMEW, FREDDIE: M-G-M.
BARTLETT, MICHAEL: Columbia.
BAXTER, JANE: United Artists.
BAXTER, WARNER: 20th Century-Fox.
SEAL, JOHN: RKO-Radio.
BECK THOMAS:
Century-Fox.
BEECHER,
JANET:20thParamount.
BEERY, WALLACE:
NOAH, JR.: M-G-M.
I'niversal.
BEERY.
BELLAMY, MADGE: 20th Century-Fox.
BELLAMY,
RALPH: Free lance. Write him at Columbia.
BENCHLEY, ROBERT: M-G-M.
BENEDICT, WILLIAM: 20th Century-Fox.
BENNETT, JOAN:
CONSTANCE:
M-G II.
BENNETT,
Paramount.
BENNY,
JACK:
JI-G-M.
BERGNER, ELISABETH: United Artists.
BERNIE, BEN: Paramount.
BICKFORD,
Free lance. Write him at
Uni\ ersal. CHARLES:
BIRELL, TALA: Columbia.
BLACKMER, SIDNEY: Free lance. Write him at
RKO-Radio.
BLAKELEY, JAMES: Columbia.
BLANE, SALLY: Columbia.
BLONDELL. JOAN: Warner Bros.
BLORE, ERIC: RKO-Radio.
BLUE,
lance. Write him at M-G-M.
BOLAND.MONTE:
MARY: Free
Paramount.
BOLES, GLEN: Warner Bros.
BOLES.
20th Paramount.
Century-Fox.
BOYER, JOHN:
CHARLES:
BRADLEY. GRACE: Paramount.
BRADY,
Kadio. ALICE: Free lance. Write her at RKOBREAKSTON, GEORGE: Free lance. Write him at
BRENdIeL. EL: Warner Bros.
BRENT,
mount. EVELYN: Free lance. Write her at ParaBRENT, GEORGE: Warner Bros.
BREWSTER, JUNE: RKO-Radio.
BRIAN, MARY: Free lance. Write her at 20th Century-Fox. CARL: Paramount.
BRISSON,
BRODERICK, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
BROOK,
Century-Fox.
BROWN, CLIVE:
JOE E.: 20th
Warner
Bros.
BROWN, JOHN MACK: Columbia.
BROWN, TOM: RKO-Radio.
BRUCE, NIGEL: 20th Century-Fox.
(Continued on page 86)

MAKE YOUR NEXT SELECTION "KOOLS"— That note of
mild menthol refreshes every throat, those cork tips save every
lip, and those valuable B & W coupons in each package are good
for mighty worth-while premiums. Hot throats need KQDLS- Get a
pack and sing for joy. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation,
Louisville, Kentucky.

SAVE

COUPONS

Parker Pen and Pencil Set. Choice
of three smart colors. 250 coupons

. . . MANY

HANDSOME

NEW

PREMIUMS

FREE. Write for illustrated 24-page
Detecto Scale. White, bathroom-type,
booklet of B & W premiums
Guaranteed. 400 coupons

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES.

.ALSO CARRY B&W

COUPONS
55

inform

sitioii

desk

If you would like to see a brief synopsis of your
favorite's life in lliis department, fill in and send
us the coupon on page 57. General questions,
of course, will be answered here, too. Those
asked most frequently and the most interesting
ones receive first preference. And not too
many at a time please. Address: The Information Desk, Modern Screen, 149 Madison
Ave., New York, N. Y.

ASK
GET

MARIE
WHEELER.
Willimantic.
Conn.; JANE
SILL, Ozone Park,
N. Y.; GWEN. Omatia.
Neb.: FLORENCE
BERRELL, Trenton,
N. J.; LORRAINE
ZVONAR. Newark,
N. J.; MORRY, Binghamton. N. Y.; PHYLLeavenLIS COHEN,
worth.
Kans.;GREGORY,
JOSEPHINE
LETTY GIBNEY,
Bronx, N. Y.;Bloomfield,
I. BULLWINKEL,
John Howard
N.
J.;
KAREN
Let it
ye! Hear ye! STONER, Hagerstown, Md.— Hear
young man who
be known that the very attractive
older
s
Brown
lorn
Haley,
Duncan
of
part
the
played
other than
isisnone
in "AnnapolisMr.Farewell,"
brother, HOWARD.
conijiarative
a
Howard
JOHN
first picture being Lar
new-comer to the screen, hisCox
as his screen name.
99" in which be used John
why. isBorn
ask John
don't1913,
but 14,
to Howard,
it's back Ohio,
NowCleveland,
the
on April
in
son of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Howard. Educated in
an exwasWestern
East aCleveland,
the public
scholarshiphe to
cellentschools
student andof won
honors than
Reserve Universitv. There he held ofmore
the University
is believable. Was president
manager of
Players and the Student Council ; senior
National Colthe
of
the basketball team ; member
the UniCabinet,
A.
Y.M.C.
the
of
legiate
Players,
versity Choir and the Thalian Club; won a Phi Beta
for
Honor Key, a scholarship
Kappa Key, a W.R.U.
prizes. Moreof essayoutstanding
and a ascouple
work overin heEnglish
man
the mostactivity
was chosen His
was divided
school
Class.
in the Senior
between
dramatics and sports and he found time to
broadcast over radio station 'VVHK ofwhere
sang
1934 hea ParaIn the spring
piano. spotted
the scout
and played
mount talent
young Howard
in a
campus show and offered him a chance to go to
Hollywood.
because
he had This
won. amazing
along withyoung
all theman
otherrefused—
things,
a scholarship to the graduate school. And without
that, he could not earn the professorship in English
on
which be
he'dfinancially
set his heart.
Soon for
he him
learned
that
it would
impossible
to take
tins graduate course, so he reconsidered the offer.
His screen test was satisfactory and in September,
1934, Mr. John Howard reported at the Paramount
Studio in Hollywood, where he proceeded to spend
his first
three
in the
studyhe ofwasmotion
ture acting
and months
technique,
before
put inpic-a
picture.
Howard's
hobbies
are
drawing
and
painting.
He is 5 feet 10 inches tall, weighs l.=>0 pounds,
and
has
blue
eyes
and
brown
hair.
"i\Iillions
the
Air" is bis third picture, following whir'T hein will
aiipear in "Soak the
1 ^« ^^^.'^im^HHS^B NOTE: Because there are
for
over 350 requests
^S biographies
^BS^f^Pn
Mlf'^^^^
B2S^^i^
of the fol" *j^^^^^^H
lowing players, it will
Rich."
to print
be
names and addresses
the impossible
Please conthis month.yourself
included.
sider
Born onin
POWELL—
DICK
View. Ark.,
Mountain
November 14. 1904. Richard E. Powell (his genuname)country
anjustuntil
was boy
ine other
he attained the age of
this time
12 years.
Dick Powell
and
father, Atmother
liis
themtransplanted
Luther,young
Howard
two brothers,
Dick attended
Rockandwhere
selves to Little
school and college. During this time Dick began to
annoy the neighbors by learning to play the saxoclarinet choir
he sang
between times
and cornet.
and funerals.
and forIn weddings
church
in the phone,
And besides that, organized an orchestra. In St.
Louis he took a crack at vaudeville but hurried home
. At this
appreciated
he'd be his
knew became
where
bad
were time
wife. Things
Mildred heMaund
until a visiting orchestra, the Royal Peacocks, gave
him a contract and took him on tour. He had varimasterhe
up as
finally ending
ous positions after
where
theatre,
Pittsburgh
in athat,
of ceremonies
remained for three years. Luck finally turned up in
the form of a talent scout who offered him a screen
test and a contract with Warners. In 1932 he made
film
Outside
Event."
his
golf, ofswimflying,
lie in music,
interests"Blessed
his picture,
workfirst
ming, horseback riding, bridge and football games.
His hobbies are collecting musical instruments and
making homemade movies. Dick is 6 feet tall, weighs
172 pounds, has blue eyes and auburn hair. He's no
56

longer married to Mildred Maund — they were dishortly afterinterested
iJick reached
and
now is vorced
seemingly
in the Hollywood
Blondell —girls,
.Toan
ajid
sister
Rose.
"Shipmates
Forever"
and
"Tlianks a Million" are his most recent films. His
next willYouprobably
with Brothers
Marion
Davies.
can reachhehim"Glorious"
at the Warner
Studios. Burl)ank, Cal.
ROBERT
now'spopularity
for the low-down
on
tlie latestTAYLOR
contender— And
for male
honors. Son
of the late Dr. S. A. Brough, Bob was born in
Filley, Neb., but later moved to Beatrice, where he
attended public school. Then to college at Doane,
Neb., for two years, and finishing at Pomona. In
the latter institution Bobby Brough was outstanding
in dramatics and a star tennis player. Seen in a
campus
by a studio
scout. Bobproduction
was givenof a"Journey's
screen testEnd"
and audition
and
promptly sent back to college. After completing
his college
course
and
earning
his
Liberal
Arts
gree, he was given anotlier test and signed tode-a
contract. He immediatelj^ went into training at
I\letro-Goldwyn-Mayer. which grooming has stood
him in good stead. His favorite sports are tennis
and horseback riding. He once accompanied his own
songs with a cello for a period as a radio broadcast
artist at Doane College, and is also an accomplished
pianist.lecting
Hedifferent
ownstypes
a collie
dog andin his
hobby isWhen
coland colors
sweaters.
it comes to black cats and ladders. Bob is just a bit
superstitious, and he is a firm believer in hunches.
His plepetwho whistle.
aversion Six
is peofeet
tall, li e weighs 165
l)ounds and has brown
hair and blue eyes. There
is no Mrs. Taylor at
present,
but Irene
Hervey seems
the most
likely candidate for that
title at the moment.
"Three Live Ghosts"
9«_^3_isr^^ will be his next picture
him
% N^^
K^'w ■m
'"^^ writeCulver
'^'"
Mayer ^ Metro-GoldwynStudios,
m
[^^
^
GENE RAYMOND— This
young man is certainly
Robert Taylor
holding his own with the
female fans. But why not? Raymond Guion is his
real namethough and
York 13,
City1908,
his birthplace.
Alborn onNewAugust
Gene has been
anything but unlucky. For one who is of French
descent Gene looks more like the typical American
male than many descendants of the Pilgrim Fathers.
At the age of 5. young Raymond made his stage
debut, was educated in New York public and private
schools while occasionally taking parts in plays. From
3 922 to 1931 he appeared in a great many stage productions in important
His
play.from
"Young
Sinners,"
such him
a roles.
success
thatlast
it ran
1929
to 1931 andwaslanded
a contract
with
Paramount,
His first picture was opposite Nancy Carroll in
"Personal
the expiration
of his
contract GeneMaid."
took to After
free lancing,
and made
pictures
for every major studio. Gene is 5 feet 10 inches
tall, weighs 150 pounds, has blue eyes and very
blonde curly hair. He enjoys horseback riding, tennis
and golf. His favorite delicacy is a thick juicy
steak and he can prepare bacon and eggs expertly,
lie spends his leisure days on the desert, plays the
piano well and enjoys
travel. So far Gene has
seemed
be a some
confirmed
bachelor,to but
day
he'll probably change his
mind. Now under conto RKO-Radio
Studios.tract780
Gower St.,
Hollywood, Calif., his
next picture will be
"Seven Keys to Baldpate,"
with scheduled
three more
tentatively
for
him.
GEORGE RAFT— He is 5
feet 1 0 inches tall and
weighs
pounds.
His
hair is 155black
and seal
George Raft
smooth, Like
his eyes
brown.
Jimmylight
Ca„-._,
- ,
,
^,
9th
between
Street
inwasHell's
born
Kitchen in New York (on;ney41st
was
he
his
27, 1904,
and 10th Avenues). September
is
birthdate and George Raft his real name, which
Italian
and
German
French.
of
one
surprising Hefor attended
descent.
Public School 169 and later
St. Catherine's. After school and during vacations
helper
an electrician's
aGeorge
week, worked
but thatas wasn't
enough for
him.for At$4.00
15
as a bantamgame
pugilist
the
he decidedweight, toand inenter
the next 2 years fought 25 times,

A

QUESTION—

AN

ANSWER

was knocked out 7 and quit the game after his last
l>eating. Then came the baseball era, with Raft
signing with the Springfield Club. His fielding was
good but his batting bad. so he was dropped after 2
seasons. Baseball still remains his favorite sport
and he likes to watch prize fights and the horses.
Returning to New York, he became a professional
gigolo
at Churchill's
Rudolph
held
a like position.
Rudy where
departed
for theValentino
movies, later
sendingwas forableRaftto totakebe the
his job.
double,Butl)uthe died
Raft
was before
doing
well in his own line, dancing at the best known
places all over the country, sometimes hoofing with
Walter Winchell.
later in shows
as Elsie to
Piker's
partner.
Then he introduced
the Charleston
New
York and later to London, becoming an international
sensationrope.and
appearing
the night
capitalsclubs
of EuThen back
to Newin all
York,
and
vaudeville, finally ending up in Hollywood for his
first his
picture
Millions."
He is
separated
from
wife,"Quick
and Virginia
Pine still
seems
to be
the "head woman." You really shouldn't have
missed
him inis "She
Couldn'tStudios,
Take it,"
latest.
His address
Paramount
5451 his
Marathon
St., toHollywood,
Cal.be Either
or "It
Had
Happen"
his next"Concertina"
flicker.
GINGER
ROGERS—will
The Charleston
did things for this
gal, too. It was through her winning the Texas
Charleston championship at the age of 15 that she
olitained a vaudeville contract, sundry stage engagements and a featured
in ladder-top.
"Top Speed" Born
— all
of
which served
rungs role
toin the
Katherine
VirginiaasMcMath
Independence.
Mo., on
July 16, 1911, she later moved to Fort Worth, Tex.,
where tan"shewas her
attended
school. made
"Youngin Men
of Manhatfirst picture,
the East
during
the run of "Top Speed." Then came several other
musicals,
last of which
in which
she was a thetremendous
hit wasHer"Girl
first Crazy"
Hollywood
picture. "The Tip Off," followed this in 1931. Ginger
is 5 feet110 4 pounds,
inches
tall, weighs
has eyes.
gold-red
blue
Her hair
hobbyandis
dancing, she plays a fair
game of tennis and is
fond mingofand golf.
riding,She swimlikes
music and cooking
and
her favorite dish is ham
and eggs.
Edward became
Jackson Culpepper
her
when
she first
was husband
very young,
and Lew
her secGinger Rogers
ond on Ayres
November
1 4,
1934. "Tn Person" with
George Brent
most recent opus musical,
and "FolFleet,"is Ginger's
another
next.low theRKO-Radio
Studios,Rogers-Astaire
780 Gower St.. Los An-is
geles, Cal., is her home studio where you may
write her,
JEAN PARKER— This one started out in life in Deer
Lodge,
Mont., onwasAugust
11, in1915,Losas Angeles
Mae Green.
Her education
received
and
Pasadena, where she attended high school. Getting
into the movies for her was literally a bed of roses.
Riding
a float
in aamovie
Pasadena
'Tournament
Roses sheon was
seen by
executive,
tested, andof
assigned
a
role
in
"Divorce
in
the
Family"
in 1931.of
Just like that! Jean is interested in a number
things: interpretive dancing, acting, painting, music
and writing. She speaks French fluently and likes
to dance and swim. Her favorite color is jade
green, which goes beautifully with her dark brown
hair and blue-green eyes. Her friends call her
Robin — and no wonder, for she is only 5 feet 3 and
weighs a mere 105 pounds. The lucky girl recently
had herself a trip to England where ^he played opposite Robert
in "The
GhostMetro*GoldwynGoes West,"
which
willDonat
be
seeing
anon.^
Alayer you
Studios.
Culver
City,
Cal., claim her as
their contract player.
NELSON
EDDY —ofYou'll
probably
see ihis,
if the number
requests
for itbearegladanyto criterion!
And
not
to
keep
you
in
suspense
any
longer
—
and Jeanette MacDonald will be thrilling you Nelson
again
shortly dence,
in R. "Rose
glad, huh?
Provi-as
I., has Marie."
the honorAre ofyaclaiming
Nelson
its home town boy. Born there on June 29, 1901,
the
of Isobelsingers.
KendrickEducated
and M^illiam
Darius school
Eddy,
both sonexcellent
in grammar
at Rhode Island Normal, the remainder of his education was obtained in night school and from correspondence courses. His early ambition was to be
either a doctor or a trap drummer, but his first job
was as a telephone operator. Following that he
worked in the shipping department of an iron works,
in the art department of a Philadelphia newspaper,
and for five years was reporter, copy reader, etc..

MODERN
for two other city papers, to say nothing of writing
advertising copy. Although Nelson had sung in
Providence churches as boy soprano, and after his
voice had turned to baritone, only for his own enjoyment, he began to amuse himself at this time by
singing with phonograph records. Suddenly it dawned
on him that perhaps his voice might serve as a
means of livelihood. So off to David Bispham, the
great American baritone of his time. Nelson hied
himselfa toyeartakelater,
singing
Bisphani'sto
death
Nelsonlessons.
drifted After
from teacher
teacher until he came to William V. Vilonat. with
whom he studied in New York, Paris and Dresden.
Soon after he made his anonymous stage debut in
"ThewasMarriage
in 1921.
Three Civic
years Opera
later
he
singing Tax"
for the
Philadelphia
Company. By 1931 he was ready for New York,
where his debut was sensational. In 1933 he came
to Los Angeles in a concert at the Philharmonic
Auditorium and got 18 encores! Screen tests and
an M-G-M contract resulted, with Nelson having a
part in "Broadway to Hollywood." But none of his
pictures really counted until "Naughty Marietta"
came
along.
parents
were again
divorcedandwhen
was 14.
His Eddy's
father has
married
Nelsonhe
has an eight-year-old half sister, Martha Virginia.
Tall (6 feet), handsome and athletic. Eddy finds
relaxation in swimming, motoring, tennis, dancing
and sailing. He weighs 173 pounds and has blue
eyes and blonde hair. This super-man sings 32
operatic roles: He sings in English, French, Italian.
Spanish, him,
Russian
and Y'iddish.
no wife
has
claimed
but how
long will heSo befarable
to resist
this
feminine
onslaught
?
If
you'd
like
to
write
him, M-G-M Studios. Culver City, is the address.
SHIRLEY TEMPLE~On April 23, 1929, little Shirley
Jane Temple made her first appearance in this
wicked world in a hospital in Santa Monica. Cal.
For Mr. and Mrs. George F. Temple the birth of
a baby girl was a most happy addition to the small
family which already included two small boys. John
and George. When she was three, Shirley had her
first dancing lesson, and it was at one of these
classes that a studio scout discovered what a talented little dancer she was. Result — she was signed
to appear in
seven
Burlesk
Comedies
for Educational.
FollowingBaby
her work
in these
comedies
she
playedto aParamount
small part forin an"Frolics
of Y'outh"
went
over
inconspicuous
role then
in Randy
Scott's
"To the
the Temple
Last Man."
Fox decided,
that
point, that
child was
just whatat they
needed for the singing and dancing role in "Stand
Up and Cheer." That picture was the making of
this Hollywood honey. This was followed by "Now
I'll Tell." "Change of Heart." "Little Miss Marker,"
"Baby Take a Bow." "Now and Forever," "Bright
Eyes," "Little Colonel," "Our Little Girl" and
"Curly
Top." years
All offorwhich
up to a Her
lot ofnext
workis
in two short
one soadd young.
"The Littlest Rebel" with John Boles and Karen
Morley, and after that will come "Captain January."
It is israther
tell and
you that
that her
La Temple's
hair
blondesuperfluous
and very tocurly
eyes are
blue.
she receive
can't read
she willOf becourse
glad to
lettersvery
fromwellyouyet,
at but
the
20th Century-Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Ave.,
Hollywood, Cal.
JANE
WITHERS—
And while
we're give
on the
youngsters,
we might
as well
you subject
Withersof
fans
a
break.
Jane
was
also
born
in
April
—
the
12th
—but in 1926. Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Withers
lived in Atlanta. Ga.. at the time of Jane's birth,
and atGarbo.
the ageBefore
of four
Miss Jane
child
the family
movedwasto Atlanta's
Los An;
geles,
in "The
Review"on
and forshetwo was
yearsfeatured
was heard
over Toy
the land
air waves
Station WGST. During this time she was learning
French and Spanish and taking to horseback riding.
In Hollywood the Withers searched in vain for seven
months for a spot in the movies for their cheeild.
Then
bit inat"Handle
with Care,"
and amore
few
other came
small a parts
other studios.
Nothing
came along, so Jane returned to radio work and was
starred
"Juvenile
Review,"
in which
she
sang inandKFWB's
gagged with
the master
of ceremonies.
Her ability to do impersonations — she can do over
forty — as well as her skill at singing, landed her
the
"brat" Jane
part isinjust
"Bright
Eyes." and
Off scene
a wholesome
littlea contract.
girl, full
of personality
and
mild
devilment.
She
swimming and skating, and her love of pets likes
has caused
her to accumulate a small menagerie. She numbers
a kitten, a rabbit, baby ducks, carrier pigeons and
love birds in her collection. At present her ambition is to acquire a monkey. "Paddy O'Day" is
Miss Withers' next picture and after that there will
be
"Gentle
she reach
has dark
browm hair Julia."
and hrownUnlike
eves.Shirley,
You can
her,
also, at the 20th Century-Fox Studios.
ROSS ALEXANDER— If you asked him, he would tell
you
been Born
an actor
for 24 yearsN.— Y.
and. on
he
has, that
morehe orhadless.
in Brooklyn,
July 27, 1907, young Alexander made his stage
debut atgarten
the production.
age of four
a kinder-he
From when
that hedayplayed
to thein present
has devoted his major time to acting, though he did
attend a number of schools as a duty and secondary
interest. While still a student Ross joined a group
of young players studying and acting under Hugh
William Towne in his Little Theatre in Rochester.
There he stayed for two years until he came back
to New Y'ork
to continue
studies
the Packard
Theatrical
Agency.
In thehisvery
same atweek
that he
graduated, he reached the ripe old age of 18 and accepted the juvenile lead in Blanche Yurka's "Enter
Madame. " Since that time he had been on Broadway in hit shows until with the last one. "After
Tomorrow." he was given a screen test and sent
to Hollywood for a role w'ith Claudette Colbert in
"The Wiser
in 1932.
Sinceterm
then contract
he has risen
rapidly,
has Sex."
acquired
a long
with
Warner Brothers Studio, Burbank, Cal. , and is
being built up profto
stardom.
He
is
married
to
a
nones ional. Six feet 1 S4 inches tall, he weighs 160
pounds and has brown hair and blue eyes. His
hobbies are tlie theatre, swimming and soccer football. He has an important role in "Captain Blood."

SCREEN

YES, MOST BAD BREATH COMES FROM
IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH. USE
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM-ITS SPECIAL
PENETRATING FOAM REMOVES THE
CAUSE. ..AND MAKES THE TEETH
BRIGHTER, TOO!

HE WAS HORRID TO ME-I HATE HIm!
AND WHY DO YOU TALK ABOUT MY
TEETH -YOU KNOW HOW CAREFULLY
I BRUSH THEM !
JUST THE SAME, THEY SAY
BAD BREATH COMES FROM
IMPROPERLY CLEANED TEETH
IT won't hurt to ASK
DR. MOORE.

I'LL TRY IT, DOCTOR, i'll
GET SOME COLGATE
DENTAL CREAM
TODAY.

.YOU SHOULD SEE PECCY NOW
COME ON, PEGGY, ..
JUST ONE dance!
/
GO WAY., .THIS
IS MINE !

THANK HEAVENS
I'LL NEVER
FOR COLGATE'S.
BE CARELESS )
AGAIN I

5^

Most

Bad
with

MAKES YOUR
CLEAN
MOUTH COLGATE'S
FEEL,
MOTHER !

Breath
the

Begins

Teeth

!

MAKE
you Dental
don't Cream.
have bad
Use sure
Colgate
Its breath
special !
penetrating foam removes all the decaying
food deposits lodged between the teeth, along
the gums and around the tongue — which dentists agree are the source of most bad breath.
At the same time, a unique, grit-free ingredient polishes the enamel — makes teeth sparkle.
Try Colgate Dental Cream — today! Brush
your teeth . . . your gums . . . your tongue . . .
with Colgate's. If you are not entirely satisfied after using one tube, send the empty tube
to COLGATE, Jersey City, N. J. We will
gladly refund TWICE what you paid.

INFORMATION DESK,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please print a brief life story of
in your department.
Name
City
State

IT'S WONDERFUL
HOW NICE AND

I Of ,

v^mms^

LARGE SIZE
Giant Size, over
twice as much,

Jan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth.
Hollywood thinks
they're married.

Bride and groom. Sylvia SidNorma Shearer holding hands
ney with her new husband,
with hubby, Irving Thalberg,
Bennett Cerf.
at a recent party.

(Continued from page 15)
temperamental. He knows what he wants, and he generally gets
whether or not he's married
wondering star
everyone
Right now
it. Marta
to
Eggerth,
the iscontinental
who is now making a
picture for Universal. Both Kiepura and Miss Eggerth deny the
rumors, iDut 'tis said that Jan recently admitted to a writer that
they were bride and groom. "However," he is reported to have
said, "if you print it I'll sue you."

A fan of Paul Kelly's from East India sent Paul a talking minah
bird. Paul's feathered friend arrived with a distinct accent, and
Paul spent considerable time working on the creature's broad A. He
feels he's been successful, too, for the other day the bird greeted
him with, "Hello, Paul Kelly, Paul Kelly, Paul Kelly." "Have you
Charlie?" asked
breakfast,
had
to make conversation.
just trying
Paul, your
Without a moment's hesitation the completely Americanized Charlie replied,
I
"Hell, NO!"
I
You've practically got to climb the
highest mountain if you want to see
Edward Arnold these days, for he and
his family have just moved into a house
on one of the loftiest hilltops in these
parts. There's a grand view, and the
air is swell — in fact, everything is
dandy until you look out one of the
bedroom windows. There is a perpendicular drop of 325 feet. Eddie
seems to like it, though. He says you'd
be surprised how it cuts down the number of overnight guests.

There is, at least, one girl in Hollywood
who doesn't want to be in pictures, and
that's Kaiherine Alexander's very efficient cook. One day Katharine was rehearsing a difficult bit of dialogue at her home, and after
trying it several times with little success, she wandered into the
kitchen, where Bessie was laundering the woodwork. Exasperated,
Miss A. said, "Bessie, let's change places. I'll scrub and you learn
my lines for me." Without missing a stroke on the woodwork, Bessie
replied, "No, ma'am. Ah knows when I'se sittin' pretty." Maybe
she's right, but no one ever heard of a floor-scrubber being furnished
a stand-in.

Autograph fiends have their most trying moments when they
attempt to sign up the Marx Brothers, mainly due to the fact
that these three zanies off the screen can hardly recognize themselves. Groucho, for instance, without the painted moustache and
the eyebrows, is just Mr. Julius Marx of Great Neck, L. I. At
the preview of "A Night At The Opera," we saw Groucho standing 'by himself
while
autograph
around Kitty
Carlisle
and Allan
Jones.
Tryingseekers
to be cluttered
a good Samaritan,
we
pointed out Groucho to one of the younger element, who took one
58

skeptical glance and replied: "That guy? Nuts!"
Eddie Cantor's "Shoot the Chutes" barely had gone into production when one of the Goldwyn Girls announced she was on the way
to the altar. Of late years, it seems the young ladies of the Goldwyn
ensemble have taken the place of the Ziegfeld Follies' beauties in
the racing-to-the-alfar department. Anyway, the gal in question is
Charlotte Russell, and the hubby is Richard Hamm, a Coast millionaire. It would probably spoil the story, though, to add that
they've known each other for years and were going to get married
even if Charlotte wasn't Glorified by Goldwyn.
The year's big event for Hollywood's younger set was Betty
Grable's birthday party forballroom
Jackie for
Coogan.
Betty and
hired
a hotel
the affair,
practically
all the juvenile leads in Hollywood
turned day.
out Incidentally,
to honor on
Jackie's
the 21st
samebirthday
Jackie came into a trust fund reported
to total several million dollars. It just
goes to show that education doesn't
pay, for
millions Jackie
before he made
could most
read oforhiswrite.
Now that he's grown up and enjoying
a college education he hasn't made a
nickel. It's nice, though, to be able to
knock off a couple million before you
learn your ABC's. It sort of sees a
guy through kindergarten.

While we're discussing birthdays, perhaps the most pleasant of the month was
Jean Arthur's. The Arthur gal was working on "If lot
Youwhen
CouldtheOnly
on the
Columbia
big Cook"
day arrived.
She had just finished a scene, when producer Harry Cohen, accompanied by a
full set of lackeys, presented her with a
handsome bouquet and the announcement that she was to be given
co-star billing on the picture with Herbert Marshall. Jean was so
happy she almost gave out her right age.

Patricia Ziegfeld has scorned the screen for a career and will
go in for higher education instead. She's registered at the University of California in Westwood and Mama Billie Burke says Patricia's in deadly earnest about her homework. But it may be just
one of the Ziegfeld follies!

Hmmm, were those rumors just that and that's all about Paulette
Goddard
Chaplin? Paulette,
and Charlie's
two smallbeing
sons Mrs.
haveCharles
been inseparable
for overCharlie
two years,
until a
month or so back when Paulette suddenly began appearing in
late-spots with other cronies. The reason, she assured snoopers,
being that Charlie was busy on "Modern Times," his new picture.
But the picture's in the tin box, now, waiting release, and still the

"Our Gang" all lined up for inspection. Left to right, Harold Sweitzer, Scotty
Beckett, Darla Hood, Baby Patsy, Spanky, Buckwheat, Alfalfa and Pete. Aren't
they cute?
Watch them carry on in "Our Gang Follies of 1936."
Goddard girl goes about minus Mr. Chaplin,
broken home or just a broken date?

So what?

Is it a

diiiicult Mrs. Raft has been can just be checked up to idle chatter.
She is really more than glad to oblige. Only one thing does she
ask. That's the entire earnings from Georgie's Paramount contract
for the next five years! What, not even Paramount Studios, Mrs. R.?

Constance Bennett seems slightly party-minded these days. Recently she gave a homecoming party that was one of the gab
events of the season. It was to honor her husband, Marquis Henri
de la Falaise, who had just returned from a little world-jaunting.
A few nights later Connie gave another celebration on an even
grander scale. This was a farewell party, also for the Marquis
Henri de la Falaise. Hank and his hangover headed for South
America
the next day, where he's planning to make another film
of the wilds.

Wally Beery believes in doing everything in a big way. All his
new swimming pool needs is a mountain peak to put Lake Louise
to shame. Carol Ann, the Beery five-year-old, didn't think all
that water shoidd be wasted for swimming. Being more practicalminded, she thought it would be nice for boating and asked Papa
for a 3'acht. Wally compromised on a small motor-boat, so ^liss
Beery is kept busy churning up the swimming pool.

Sure, George Raft's wife will divorce him so's he can marry
Virginia Pine.
All those yarns you've been hearing about how

If the censors don't stop this, you can enjoy a choice morsel v/ith
us about Miss Shirley Temple.
She's (Continued on page 96)

der thatnew
staysface
on your
powLOVELY
A
cheeks
and nose for hours.
That spreads farther* than
other popular- priced powders and does not clog the
s— Powd
poreal
the new
er, Woodbury's
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powder you have been using.
Compare the areas the two
powders
cover. Woodbury's
is
so far-spreading
because
it stays on the outer surface
of the skin. It does not work
down into the pores. It leaves
your pores free to breathe.
Six smart shades. One of

Spread a pinch of Woodthem will flatter your combury's on your arm. Close
to it, a pinch of the face
plexion. $1.00, 50c, 25c, 10c.
*Determined by Gar-Baker Laboratories, Inc , New York

TRY All SIX SHADES — FREE!
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me — enough
free — allin sixeach
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0. (In Canada) John H. Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ont.
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Above left and right, Warner's new child
star, Sybil Jason, with her sister and uncle.
And the smiling Bill Gargans at a preview.
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George Raft in a new role! He and Virginia
Pine guide Virginia' s daughter through traffic.
Their marriage still waits on Raft's divorce.
Below, left, Anne

Shirley, Jimmy

Greer and

Pat Ellis indulge in "record" autographing.
Right, the Eddie Robinsons and their heir.
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{Continued from page ?4)
BRAVO.

MYRNA!

I am getting sick and tired of hearing
all versions of why Myrna Loy walked
out on "Escapade." If more actors and
actresses would be as particular about the
parts they play and a little more independent, we would all benefit by better pictures. Many times I have turned against
favorites of mine simply because I saw
them in pictures extremely unsuited to
their talents. So I say to others in Hollywood, choose your roles and give better
performances — Beatrice Herman, Cincinnati, Ohio.
WATCH

THIS NEWCOMER!

I wonder if any fan other than myself
noticed the excellent work of John Howard as "Duncan Haley" in "Annapolis
Farewell." I've read several reviews of
the picture, but none of them mentioned
Mr. Howard's performance. Never have
I seen anyone more capable of expressing
emotion facially and never have I seen
anyone more charming on the screen. Here
is a young man who is destined for a big
movie career if the producers will give
him a chance. What do you think, fellow
fans? — William Eury, Nashville, Tenn.
TEMPLE

vs. WITHERS

I've wanted to write just such a letter
as Helen Lawrence wrote in your November columns regarding Mrs. Temple's resentmentShirley.
against Jane WeWither's
being at
in
a film with
all marveled
Jane's performance in "Bright Eyes," but
after viewing "Ginger" everyone I talk to
agrees with me that she is the greatest
child actress on the screen. Fox ought to
wake up to the fact that they have a miniature Marie Dressier in this child ; the
way she handles her roles, comedy and
drama, with equal ease, is simply amazing. The studio seems to devote too
much time to get just the right story
for Shirley and overpublicizes her so much,
that every time you buy a movie book
you know it will be full of Shirley befor you open it. There are many talented children in Hollywood but I'll place
my bet on Jane, for since "Ginger" came
to Houston she's the talk of the town —
Waneda Simpson, Houston, Texas.
NEW
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[free! New Cook Book of WondersTj I
■ New! New! NEW! Just off the press! "Magic Recipes" is a thrilling new
(successor to'*Amazing Short-cuts. "Gives you brand-new recipes — unbelievably
quick and easy — for pies, cookies, candies, frostings! Sure-fire custards! EasyIto-make refrigerator cakes! Quicker ways to delicious salad dressings, sauces,
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State.
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ASTAIRE?

As a dancing partner. Ginger Rogers is
not good enough for Fred Astaire. Why
not star someone opposite him who can
really tap dance on her own ability without having to have Fred Astaire dance with
her to put her over. Eleanor Powell and
he would be a tremendous sensation and
certainly a treat for those who enjoy real
tap dancing. I am sure it would be far
more pleasing to see both dancers able to
get up and dance individually, as well as
together, than it is to see just one do all
the work and the other one help to take
the applause. I believe in giving a swell
dancer like Fred Astaire a partner who
can at least keep on the level with his
own dancing ciualities. — Yvonne Aston,
Toronto, Canada.
ENOUGH

EAGLE

IS ENOUGH

Father and

son.

Phillips Holmes
with his dad,
Taylor Holmes.
Pop used to be a
big star in silent
days. This was
snapped at a
Fathers' and
Sons' get-together.

It seems to me that comedy inventors
{Continued on page 63)
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Picture and Producer rX"'
Accent on Youth (Paramount).... 3-*
Age ol Indiscretion (M-G-M).... 2*
Alias Bulldog Drummond (GB)... 2-k
Alias Mary Dow (Universal).... 2-*
Alibi Ike (Warners)
3*
Alice Adams (RKO)
4^

screen

movie

Picture and Producer
A Feather in Her Hot (Columbia) . .
The Flame Within (M-G-M)
Forsaking All Others (M-G-M). . .
Four Hours to Kill (Paramount). ...

2★
2^
3*
3ir

seoreliosiril

Picture and Producer ^^^^tZg
Living on Velvet (Warners)
2*
Love in Bloom (Paramount)
2*
Love Me Forever (Columbia)
4t^
Loves o! a Dictator (GB)
3*

Front Pago Woman (Warners).... 3-k
The Gay Deception (20lh Cent.-Fox) 3 ★

Mad Love (M-G-M)
Manhattan Moon (Universal)

Anna Karenina (M-G-M)
4-k
Annapolis Farewell (Paramount). .2^2 *
The Ariionian (RKO)
3*
Bad Boy (20th Century-Fox) 2*

G-Men (1st Nat'l.)
The Gilded Lily (Paramount)

4*
3★

The Man on the Flying Trapeze (Par.) 3 *
The Man Who Knew Too Much

Ginger (Fox)
The Girf Friend (Columbia)

3-*
Mr

Barbary Coast (United Artists). ... 3-*^
Becky Sharp (RKO)
3*
The Bis Broadcast of 1 936 (Para.) . . 3 ★

The Girl from 10th Ave. (1st Nat'l.)
The Glass Key (Paramount)
Goin' to Town (Paramount)
Go Into Your Dance (1sl Nat'l.). . .
The Good Fairy (Universal)

2*
3-k
3if
3*
3ir

The Bishop Misbehaves (M-G-M) . . 3 ★
Black Fury (1st Nat'l.)
Black Sheep (Fox)
Break of Hearts (RKO)

4*
2*
3*

Brewster's Millions (United Artists) 2-*:
The Bride of Frankenstein (Univ.).. 3*
Bright Lights (1 st Nat'l.)
3★
Broadway Gondolier (Warner:)... 3ir
Broadway Melody of 1 936(M-G-M) 4 ★
Call of the Wild (20th Century) .... 3 ★
Cardinal Richelieu (United Artists) 4-k
Car 99 (Paramount)
3*
Case of the Curious Bride (1 st Nat'l.) 3 -k
Charlie Chan in Egypt (Fox)
3*
Charlie Chan in Shanghai (20th-Fox)
China Seas (M-G-M)
The Clairvoyant (GB)
Clive of India (20th Century)
College Rhythm (Paramount)

2 -k
4*
2*
4*
3^

The Crusades (Paramount)
Curly Top (Fox)
Dante's Inferno (Fox)
The Dark Angel (Sam Goldwyn)..
The Daring Young Man (Fox)
David Copperfield (M-G-M)
Diamond Jim (Universal)

4-k
3 Ik2*
4-Ar
2-*
5^
3^

Don't Bet on Blondes (Warners)...
Doubting Thomas (Fox)
Dr. Socrates (Warners)
Escapade (M-G-M)

2-*3-^
2.*^
3*

Escape Me Never (United Artists) 3 -k
Every Night a' Eight (Paramount). . Or
The Farmer Takes a Wife (Fox)
3★

Goose and the Gander (Isl Nat'l.) 2*
Hard Rock Harrigan (Fox)
Z-k
Harmony Lane (Mascot)
Here Comes Cookie (Paramount)..
Here Comes the Band (M-G-M) ...
Here Is My Heart (Paramount). ...
Here's to Romance (20th Cent.-Fox)
Hold 'Em Yale (Paramount)
Hooray for Love (RKO)
I Live for Love (Warners)

2-A3*
1★
A-k
2 ir
3-k
2★
2*

I Live My Life (M-G-M)
2*
I'll Love You Always (Columbia). . 2*
In Caliente (1st Nat'l.)
3*
The Informer (RKO)
4*
The Irish in Us (1st Nat'l.)
The Iron Duke (GB)

3*
3*

It Happened in New York (Univ.). . 3 -k
Jalna (RKO)
3*
Java Head (First Division)
2^
King Solomon of B'wy. (Universal)
Laddie (RKO)
Lady Tubbs (Universal)
The Last Days of Pompeii (RKO). .

1 ir
3*
Silr
4*

The Last Outpost (Paramount)....
Les Miserables (20th Century)....
Let 'Em Have It (United Artists)..
Let's Live Tonight (Columbia)....
Life Begins at Forty (Fox)

2-^5-*
3*
2^
4*

Little Big Shot (Warners)
The Little Colonel (Fox)

2-A3^

Lives of a Bengal Lancer (Para.).. 5-^

2*
1^

(M-G-M)

3*

Mark of the Vampire (M-G-M). . . 2*
McFadden's Flats (Paramount) 2*
Men of Tomorrow (London Films). 1
Men Without Names (Paramount). 3*
Metropolitan (20th Century-Fox). . 4*
A

Midsummer
Night's Dream
(Warners)
Mississippi (Paramount)
Mr. Dynamite (Universal)

5*
3^
2*

Murder in the Fleet (M G-M)

2*

Murder Man (M-G-M)

2*

Naughty Marietta (M-G-M)
Nell Gwyn (United Artists)

4*
3*

A Night at the Ritz (Warners)

2★

No More Ladies (M-G-M)

3*

Oil for the Lamps of China (1 st Nat'l.) 4 ★
One More Spring (Fox)
4*
Orchids to You (Fox)
2*
O'Shaughnessy's Boy (M-G-M).. 3ic
Our Little Girl (Fox)
2*

Pictureof the
andRiverProducer
'IX"'
Sanders
(United Artists)
2*
The Scarlet Pimpernel (U. Artists). . 4*
The Secret Bride (Warners)
3*
Shadow of Doubt (M-G-M)

Shanghai (Paramount)
2-AShe (RKO)
2*
She Married Her Boss (Columbia). . 4^^
Shipmates Forever (Isl Nat'l.) 3*
A Shot in the Dark (ChesterSeld). . 2*
Silk Hat Kid (Fox)
1*
Smart Girl (Paramount)
2*
Society Doctor (M-G-M)
Special Agent (Warners)

Ratings,
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5*, extraordinary;

4*, very

3*Of

Star of Midnight (M-G-M)
3^
Steamboat Round the Bend (Fox). . 3^
Stranded

(Warners)

2*

Sweet Music (Warners)
3^^The 39 Steps (GB)
4*
This Is the Life (20th Century-Fox) . . 2 ★
The Three Musketeers (RKO)
3*
Thunder in the Night (Fox)
2*
Times Square Lady (M-G-M)

2*

Thunder Mountain (20th Cent.-Fox)
Top Hot (RKO)
Transatlantic Tunnel (GB) .......
Transient Lady (Universal)

1 Ik4if
3
2*

Traveling Saleslady (1st Nat'l.) Sif
The Triumph of Sherlock Holmes(GB) 2 *
Two for Tonight (Paramount)

1*

Page Miss Glory (Warners)

3*

Under the Pampas Moon (Fox)... 2*

Paris in Spring (Paramount)
The People's Enemy (RKO)
People Will Talk (Paramount)

3-k
2*
2★

Under Pressure (Fox)

Princess O'Hara (Universal)
Private World; (Paramount)

3*
4*

Public Hero No. 1 (M-G-M)
3*
The Public Menace (Columbia). .. . 1*
The Raven (Universal)
2*
Red Salute (Reliance-United Artists)
Rendezvous (M-G-M)
The Return of Peter Grimm (RKO) ■ .
The Right to Live (Warners)

2★
3*
3★
3*

Roberta (RKO)
5*Ruggles of Red Gap (Paramount). . 5-k

struck an
General
good;

average
Rating,

3*, good;

3*

Vagabond Lady (M-G-M)
2*
Vanessa (M-G-M)
3*
Way Down East (20th Cenlury-Fox) 2*
The Wedding Night (Sam Goldwyn) 4-*We're in the Money (Warners)... 2*
The Werewolf of London (Univercal) 2^
West Point of the Air (M-G-M). .
When a Man's a Man (Fox)
The Whole Town's Talking (Co!.). .
A Wicked Woman (M-G-M)....

3-*
2*
4*
2*

Wings in the Dar!< (Paramount)... 3-*
The Woman in Red (Wcr.-iers)..... 2*

Here is a condensed version of the Modern Screen Movie Scoreboard! You'll find
it simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing your film entertainment. Instead
of giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper
movie critics all over the country, we have
find this average under the heading.

3*

of their ratings. You'll
beside each picture.
2*, fair; 1*, poor.
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have long since worn out the idea of imitating the colored race. I am inclined to
doubt if there ever was a time when it
was a clever idea. Of course, in slavery
days and immediately afterward, there
may have been a reason for having a few
laughs at the expense of the negro. But
in 1935 the situation is entirely different.
With freedom came intelligence and progress and pride. We would do well to consider awhile before playing upon the pride
of a whole race of people for the sake of
cheap comedy. To me it is downright insulting. Enough of a thing is enough. —
A Fan, Kimball, W. Va.
EXPERT

EYEBROW

LIFTER!

Some fans admire Gable's dimples, others marvel at Crawford's gowns, and some
go in ecstasies over Colbert's eyes ; now
it's
my turn
to rave
adorablebefore
way
Russell
Hardie
liftsabout
his the
eyebrows
he speaks.
ing to him. It's very distinctive and becomSpeaking of his eyebrows, why not let
them charm some co-ed sometime instead
of just being her brother. This brother
stufi is all right, but we hope he'll graduate from these dull roles in time. — Fan,
Portland, Alaine.
IDEA

FOR

KIDDIE

FILM

Why not have a film entirely acted by
child artists? This would probably settle
the question of the Queen Starlet. Imagine a screen play with Jane Withers
and Jackie Searle as "mother and father."
Shirley Temple, the "debutante daughter,"
wtih Freddie Bartholomew her "heart interest." Cura Sue Collins, George Breakston, _ Virginia Weidler, Sybil Jason, and
Dickie Moore "supporting" and Baby Jane
Quigley the B."other
girl." — Connie Cowell,
Vancouver,
C, Canada.
HOORAY

FOR

REGAN!

I sit through all of Phil Regan's pictures twice just to hear him sing! And
he's so breathtakingly handsome, too !
Bing Crosby and Nelson Eddy are not to
be compared to sweet-voiced Phil. I'd
rather have him sing to me than dance
with Fred Astaire, go out with Clark
Gable, dine with Greta Garbo, go up and
see Mae West, or play house with Shirley
Temple. — Nell Ljutic, Richmond, Calif.
CRITICIZING CRAWFORD
We all appreciate the fact that Adrian
means well by designing clothes such as
those worn by Joan Crawford, but some of
us do feel that those clothes are unattractive and that it is utterly impossible for
clothes like that to be worn by people
other than an actress.
I do not know how many people will
agree with me when I denounce Crawford's way of wearing her hair and making her lips look very large. I think that
her make-up is ugly and that it makes her
look common. She not only looks common and ordinary, but she acts as if she
had been brought up in the poorer districts of some city where cheapness and
commonness are part of one's nature.
I strongly hope that Miss Crawford
will either learn to act better, dress better,
make up differently and get over being
cheap and common, or leave the movies.
— D.E.K., Pelham Manor, N. Y.
{Continued on page 96)
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Little

Man,

What
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{Continued from page 42)
probably never dreamed of the series of
events which would be brought about by
this gift, for Concoll proved to be a sort
of
Freddie's manner his
of turning pointthisin time
Freddie and
living. Up to
aunt had been content to live in a simple
apartment, and they rode to the studio
each day on the bus. But, as you must
admit, any dog— particularly "a relative of
Flush" — needs a yard in which to run, so
Freddie and his aunt looked about for a
house with a garden that would lend itself
to the happiness of Concoll.
"And we found a very nice house,"
Freddie will tell you, in a manner that
indicates it isn't at all important to him
but is probably of great interest to you.
"It has three bedrooms and two baths
and a lot of other rooms and a two-car
garage." But he admits with a sigh that
Concoll didn't appreciate the yard. In
fact, he proved himself most ungrateful
Freddie was disconaway.
by running
solate and the
studio was in a turmoil
until the dog was found and returned a
few days later.
"But to
he like
hardly
everin goes
outdoors.
He seems
to be
the
house better," Freddie added in a perplexed tone of voice.

THE next important event following the
advent of the dog occurred on a sad
day when the conductor on the bus refused to allow Concoll to ride. "It's
against the law," he told Freddie, and that
presented a major problem because, of
course, Concoll had to go to the studio.
How else could he be shown to all of
Freddie's friends ?
"So," Freddie recounted, "we just had
to Ithave
a car
cart was
the aclog
around toin."
seems
thatto this
problem
be
taken up with no one less important than
L. B. Mayer, the head of the studio, so
Freddie paid a call on Mr. Mayer. What
happened
own
words.next is best told in Freddie's

could find, right in the middle of the
back of the chair.
All of which proves him just a normal,
fun-loving
but doesn't
answer
questions asboy,
to whether
or not
he hasanya
chance to become a normal man. What
lies before this attractive, unusual child,
who is so clever as to be called a genius?
The studio has four or five pictures in
mind as starring vehicles for him, all to
be made within the next year. Besides,
he has been loaned to 20th Century-Fox
to do "Professional Soldier," with Victor
McLaglen and then he will portray "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" for United Artists —
all good breaks, but what of the future?
Even a contract that will, within a few
years,
make him
rich youngAndman,
can'tis
stop Freddie
from a growing.
there
a strange lack of screen roles for a boy
of adolescent age. Even when he reaches
manhood there is no assurance that he
will be as attractive a man as he is a
child. Has he plans? Will he be prepared for whatever comes ? I wondered,
and I found out.
Freddie has a definite plan for his future. Although his new contract, which
he has just signed, covers a seven-year
period, he anticipates a time within a
few years when there will be no roles
for him and he is determined to utilize
that time to further his education. His
earnings are put into a trust fund which
will provide for his advanced schooling
as well as for his future. He wants a
good, solid education — -"Oxford and other

good English schools" — because, he will
tell
you ask
earnestly,
"I want
to write,"
and
if you
him what
he wants
to write
he will say, confidently, "Oh, classics, like
Freddie understands everything that is
Shakespeare."
going on about him. He realizes his importance in the film world. But tennis,
swimming, horseback riding and all the
sports enjoyed by any normal boy, occupy
his thoughts for the most part.

knows that articles are written
about him in newspapers and magthem. azines, but he isn't interested in reading
HE

"Why should I?" he asks blandly. "I
know
all about
He never
readsmyself."
the reviews of his pictures and, not without some logic, explains: "If they say nice things about me,
I don't need to know that. If they criticize my work, it's too late to do anything
about it. I did my best when I made
He hates to watch himself on the
screen,
preferring for amusement to see a
the picture."
ture. murder mystery or a western picgood
It is most difficult to remember, when
talking to this boy, that he is but eleven
years old because he is mentally so much
older. He has an eager, curious mind
that has grasped and retained everything
he has ever heard. He has stored up
knowledge far beyond his years, and his
cultural background is one that the ma-

"I told him that we had to have a car
for
because
wasn't
ride the
on dog
the bus.
No hedogs
are allowed
allowed to
to
ride onthethedogbus,to you
couldn'ta
bring
the see.
studioWewithout
car.
"Mr. Mayer said he would attend to it
right away," Freddie continued. "We had
to wait
a short
because a they
have
a black
car. while
We wanted
blackdidn't
car.
I It
think
don'tcar
you?"
wasthey're
agreedmuch
that nicer,
a black
was
much to be desired, but why did Freddie
believe he could get a car by merely asking Mr. Mayer for one?
"Oh, I was sure Mr. Alayer would give
us one. He's a charming gentleman and
we're very good friends," Freddie explained airily.
This confidence was no doubt fostered
by his experience, a few months previous,
when he wanted very much to own a
bicycle. His aunt, fearing an accident, refused to allow him to buy one. Freddie
figured out in his own mind that if a
bicycle were given to him, his battle would
be more than half won, so he hinted to
David Selznik that he "would like it extremely well" if he had a bicycle.
Unaware of Miss Bartholomew's objections, Mr. Selznick gave Freddie a
bicycle and everything turned out as
Freddie had hoped. It was no doubt a
spirit of gratitude which prompted him,
the next time he visited Mr. Selznick's
office, to add his bit to a handsomely
carved chair. This he did by cutting his
initials on the largest polished surface he
64

Meet Freddie Bartholomew's family. His sisters, Eileen and Hilda,
his father and mother. They lost Freddie's guardianship to his
Aunt Cis, who has taken care of him since he was three years old.
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jority of grown people might envy. He is
an omniverous reader, poring over and
re-reading books that ordinarily would be
considered far beyond the understanding
of a boy who is in the eighth grade of
grammar school.

FACTORY

HE talks of his roles with mature understanding. Inspeaking of the forthcoming "Oliver Twist," in which he will
portray the title role, he remarked, "Oliver
was much
such like
a sadhimlittle
I'll Itry
be
as
as fellow.
I can, but
do tohope
I won't be that sad."
But don't get the impression that he is
always serious. As a matter of fact, he is
full of fun and loves nothing better than
to tease or play a prank on someone.
When he worked with Miss Garbo in
"Anna Karenina," the two struck up a
close friendship. He learned that he could
make her laugh and cause her to break
up a scene by talking Pig Latin in imitation of the dif¥icult-to-pronounce Russian names. It took the combined efforts
of the director, Freddie's tutor and his
aunt to induce him to stop.
"She's sweet," he said, in speaking of
Garbo. "I like her. We have so much in
common. And do you know," he said,
his eyes wide, "I can lift her? Really, I
can.
"l liftedsix
her inches
this farorfrom
floor,"
measuring
so the
with
his
hands.
For no obvious reason this memory
seemed to please the little man very much
and he laughed heartily to himself. _ The
joke, it was told me later, was a series of
pranks he played on the great star all
through the picture.
In addition to becoming a writer, Freddie's greatest ambition at the moment is
to own a large ranch and a lot of horses.
Recently he spent several weeks on a
dude ranch in Arizona. He spent all the
time he wasn't riding with the cowboys,
saddling horses for the other guests to
ride.
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SINCE his visit to the ranch, his favorite cowboy visited Freddie at the studio and brought him a lariat. To the
great consternation of everyone at the
studio, Freddie learned to rope things.
Until he tires of his rope, no one within
reach of the weapon is safe, for Freddie
is no respecter of persons.
He is so fond of this particular cowboy that he would like to keep him in the
family. He figured out the easiest way
would be for the cowboy to marry his
Aunt Cis.
"Of course," he told her patronizingly,
"as long as I'm around you won't need
anyone else, but if anything should happen to me, it would be a good idea for
you to marry him so he could take care
of you."
"Taking care" of his aunt is a responsibilityshe
that Freddie
doesn't
lightly. When
suggested
that take
she
would learn to drive the new car, Freddie
objected.
"It's not a woman's work," he protested so vigorously that the idea was
given up.
He not only takes care of his Aunt but
his two sisters, Eileen and Hilda, as well.
When a recent court order made his Aunt
Cis his sole guardian, Freddie promised
to contribute to the support of his sisters,
who are living in England.
In spite of his tender years, he is doing
a man's w'ork in that he supports his
relatives, and he feels his responsibilities
keenly. His tutor declares him to be an
excellent student and far ahead of the
school standard fixed for a boy his age. It
is safe to say that regardless of what
profession he chooses after he is grown,
he will be no ordinary man. In fact, right
now he is a most remarkable fellow !
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Her wedding eve!
How
could she
know that one last
fling could end in
disaster for herself
and all who loved
her?
Iris, alone at last with Don, was suddenly ieriified. His hand slid olong the
railing and rested upon her own. She drew hers away with a little cry, then
laughed tremulously to hide her perturbation.
"Moonlight does tricks with one's emotions," he said huskily, as though he had
not noticed her gesture.
Standing there beside him, so tall, so capable of carrying all her burdens, she
ielt an almost ungovernable desire to tell him the truth and let him decide what
she must do.
Suddenly she was crying soitly, tearlessly. held close in his arms. It swept over
her just how glorious it could be if she dared relax, dared let herself be attracted
by this man who so obviously was attracted to her. She closed her eyes to stifle
the thought of the beauty of what might have been and what never could be now!
What desperate thing stood between Iris and Don?
What dark secret of her past was forever to darken their lives, their love?
BEULAH POYNTER will tell you in her new novel
"FIND

THAT

WOMAN!"

Read it in the January Issue
SWEETHEART

STORIES
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Why

Men

Fall

For

Miriam

Hopkins

(Continued from page 33)
easily amused. And she lets the menfolk
putter around the kitchen, appealing to
their vanity, if not their stomachs, by
complimenting their efforts. She's frank
— doesn't put on any act about "simply
loving housework," but can do it when she
has to. And makes a great appeal to the
paternal instinct by her enthusiasm for
her adopted son.
It was at this point that the butler
brought in a messenger boy with a note
for Miss Hopkins. When she had read it,
the youngster asked, in a scared, awestruck voice, "Wouldya mind writin' your
name on the envelope for me. Miss?"
Miriam smiled and shook her head, "Oh,
that's not good enough for you," she said.
"What's your name?"
"Joe," he said.
She went to the desk and hunted
through it. "Sorry, but I can't find a
photograph.
this'll do.
." She
took one of Maybe
her letterheads
and. .scribbled
Joe a note on it, gave it to him.
The boy — he was about seventeen — was
too happy to thank her. He grinned from
ear to ear and kept saying, "Gee — oh,
gee!" to himself as he stumbled out.
Stumbled
is the
because
he couldn't
take his eyes
off word,
the note,
and very
nearly
fell down the stairs. He was the happiest
kid in the western hemisphere.
YOU
people
into see,
two A'liriam
classes —doesn't
those divide
who can
be
of use to her and those who can't — as
some stars do. She won't bother with a
bore whose only recommendation is that
he's a "big shot." Conversely, she never
looks upon anyone as an "inferior" just because he happens to have a prosaic job.
She and her colored maid hold long conversations, and the maid, together with
her large brood of children, is permitted
to live in the house while Miriam is in
Hollywood.
Her French chef is another of her good
friends. She even lets him teach her his
native tongue, much to his delight. And
Michael's
nurse,nights
an astrology
couple
of extra
ofif every fan,
week gets
to goa
star-gazing, after which Miss Hopkins
practises horoscopy with her. Miriam gets
a big kick out of casual conversation with
taxi drivers and elevator men, too.
"They're more interesting than some of
my friends,"
she says.
"I think
whose
work brings
him into
contactanyone
with

large numbers of people accumulates a lot
of interesting conversation.
"For that matter, the quiet little fellow
who sits in a corner by himself at a party
is likely to be the most interesting man
in the room. You don't have to be somebody who does important things to be interesting. The world needs people who
appreciate art and music and literature
and all those things, as well as people
who create them.
"I like to talk to people, and I like to
listen. No, I don't play bridge or golf.
I haven't time for the practise they require. I like to walk, to read, to play
tennis, to dance and to listen to music.
I like parties, but I detest people who're
the life of the party. They're a terrible
strain
on parlor
everyone
else.and
I don't
think
much of
games
intelligence
tests, either, because the dullest people
usually seem to win. Show-ofifs of any
sort are very trying.
"If I like people, I like them for themselves, not for what they've done or what
they own. Most of my friends aren't in
pictures — they're in all walks of life. People who are well informed and alert are
always good company, no matter what
their occupation is. They have something
to say instead of just a lot of words. I
loathe people who are deliberately 'arty'."
NOW, looking over this little speech
we She
can likes
find atofew
moreas
clewsoftoMiriam's,
her charm.
listen
well as talk. She appreciates people for
what they really are, and if she doesn't
like them, she won't be bothered. Sure,
she's frank about it ; maybe that's how
she got a reputation for being rude because plenty of people have told me that
she can be most unpleasant upon occasion.
But rumors of that sort can spring
from truly trivial incidents. For example,
while I was with her she received a phone
call from someone who wanted her to
pose for a publicity picture, stepping into
an airplane with a sleeping suit for* Baby
Michael under her arm. "No," she said
into the transmitter, "he doesn't wear that
sort of suit and it wouldn't be fair to
make people think he does. I'm sorry, but
I Probably
can't do the
it." press agent whose request
she refused will tell how he was highhatted by the "snooty" Miss Hopkins. But
you and I know better ; we know that she

wouldn't go for the stunt (which, incidentally, would have gotten her picture
into lots of newspapers and magazines)
because she didn't want to fool people.
Sure, she's endorsed things. A leading
brand of cigarettes, for instance. But
when
she smokes,
the brand
she reallywhich
uses. is seldom, that's
men.
And men do like honesty in their woJust to check up
conversation was
thought, I went to
know her — men who

and
as
see
have

see whether the
revealing as I
three men who
been her friends

for several years. Their names don't matter, and I'm leaving them out because
rumors concerning Hollywood stars' affectionsgrow
.
so rapidly, even when utterly unfounded.
Man Number One, a writer, said,
"We've been friends for a mighty longtime and still I don't know Miriam. She's
unpredictable. You never know what she's
going
or do.
tried one
to
analyzetoitsay
before,
but I've
if I never
must pick
quality which has particularly fascinated
me,Saidit'sMan
thatNumber
she's never
Two, atiresome."
business man,
"She's sympathetic and understanding.
She's always willing to listen to your
troubles
to yourfriend,
triumphs.
She'sI
not
just asa well
fair as
weather
in fact,
think she's even nicer to people when
they're having setbacks than just after
they've experienced some particular success. After all, it's when you're in trouble
that a woman's sympathy counts most."
(Maybe
that's the
on have
the story
about
the writer
who "inside"
is said to
been
snubbed
when
he
phoned
to
tell
about
selling his play.)
And Man Number Three, a movie director, added, "I like Miriam because she
doesn'tself.
putSometimes
on an she
act.may
She'snotalways
be inheras
amiable a mood as at other times, but she's
no hypocrite. She doesn't go temperamental, either
scenes.
and wants
to —beno left
alone, Ifsheshe's
saystired
so.
The rest of the time, she's mighty good
(How does that fit in with the yacht
company."
ride
So, story'?
ladies,) if you're the Miriam Hopkins
type, which means an average American
girl, not especially beautiful, but no eyesore, either, you might take a few leaves
from her book. It seems to work.
You don't need to have the disposition
of an angel all the time. Apparently men
get even more enthralled when they don't
know whether you're going to be nice to
them or not. Perhaps it's because they
like to recall when somebody else couldn't
get along with you that they get a big
kick out of a few kind words.
Alost of the heroines of literature had
their whims and their moods — their spells
of not wanting to bother with anybody
and their pleasure in talking to the Charcoal Burner's third assistant.
Maybe it's because Miriam brings these
fairy princesses to life that she has captivated almost every man who has met
her.
]\Iaybe it's because they never know how
she's going to treat them.
Maybe it's because she's thoughtful of
them, sometimes — maybe because she has
a wide variety of interests — maybe because
ity.
she seems to be brimming over with vital-

Miriam Hopkins with two amused escorts. The one on the left is
Max Ree, costume designer, and the other is Sam Wasson.
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recipes for both kinds.
CRANBERRY SAUCE
2 cups cranberries
1 cup sugar
V2 cup boiling water
Pick over and wash cranberries carefully. Place sugar and water in saucepan
and boil for ten minutes. Add cranberries and cook them gently in the syrup
for twenty minutes longer. Store away in
sterilized jars until ready to use.
CRANBERRY JELLY
4 cups cranberries
2 cups boiling water
2 cups sugar
Pick over and wash cranberries carefully. Place berries in saucepan, add water and boil twenty minutes. Press the berries through a sieve. Add sugar and cook
gently 5 minutes longer. Pour into molds
or jelly glasses. For a novel way of serving cranberry jelly cut molded jelly into
thin slices, then cut slices into fancy
shapes with cooky cutters.
While Reta Beery is busy in the kitchen
with the turkey or cranberries, blonde
Carol Ann (domestically attired in one of
the little hand-embroidered peasant aprons
that she and Wally bought in Germany on
their recent European trip) busily takes
care of her own small chores in a corner
of the kitchen. Like all youngsters she
loves to cut out cookies — hearts and diamonds, bunny rabbits, birds and Christmas trees ! But on the day I visited there
she was busy with blunt shears snipping
marshmallows for the confection that the
Beerys have named "Carol Ann Date Loaf"
in her honor. It is a wholesome dainty
which other children besides Carol Ann
will love. Mothers will like it, too, for it
involves not one bit of baking. Here is the
recipe :
CAROL ANN DATE LOAF
graham crackers
marshmallows,
cut
into small
pieces
1 package pasteurized, pitted dates,
chopped fine
114 cup walnut meats, chopped fine
cup cream
Put crackers through food grinder or
roll out to make fine crumbs. Reserve
cup crumbs.
Combine remaining crumbs
with cut marshmallows, chopped dates and
chopped walnuts.
Moisten mixture with
cream.
Blend
all together thoroughly.
Form into a roll and cover with remaining
% cup crumbs. Wrap in wax paper and
store in refrigerator several hours or over
night. Serve in thin slices with whipped
cream.
15
20

Of course the Beerys will have dozens
and dozens of Christmas cookies besides
those that Carol Ann has the patience to
cut out herself. There will be the hard,
spicy, brown, sugared Pfeffeninesse, made
in strictest accordance with an old German recipe, and Maudelkrance — little
cooky rings that all youngsters will adore.
These are displayed on the Beerys' long
buffet which is further loaded with fruits,
nuts, candies and noggins of egg nog. You
may have recipes for these cookies, you
know, if you would like to have them.
Another Beery Holiday Special for the
children of the party will be Honey Cake
which originated in Hungary, but for
which Reta Beery now has the recipe.
You, too, can make this delicious nut and

honey treat by sending for the leaflet.
On Christmas morning, big, bluff, Wally has his domestic stint to do, too, for
someone has to make that traditional
Christmas beverage, egg nog. So Wally,
with the aid of the butler, summons up
milk, cognac, rum, eggs and pulverized
sugar and sets to work. Wouldn't we all
love to be there to sample the results with
him! However, if you have a man under
your roof-tree perhaps you would like to
have Wallace Beery's egg nog recipe so
that your own lord and master can try his
hand at making it. That recipe, also, is included in the leaflet.
Doubtless the most welcome of all the
recipes, however, will be the one for
Reta's Pumpkin Walnut Pie. Several of
these pies will be safely stored away as
the perfect Christmas dinner dessert, when
the Beery's start their day of celebration
by opening the packages under the tree.
Even little Carol Ann is allowed to have a
wee_ sliver of Pumpkin Walnut Pie on
Christmas. And, of course, she'll have
generous piece of turkey for that is aa
delicacy which tickles her palate as well
as Wally's. In fact on December 25th
Carol Ann's usually
eating schedule
will be disregarded simple
completely and she
will be allowed to sample small portions
of each and every item of the feast.
"I want a bag of toys, some easy little
songs and a piano," she told Santa's emissary, Wallace Beery, the other day. She
is a cute and wise little youngster, this little blonde darling who dominates the affections of the entire Beery household.
But on Christmas day all thoughts of
careers will be forgotten in the delights of
Reta Beery's bounteous dinner . . . the
table fairly groaning under the weight of
the succulent turkey with its steaming,
nutty stuffing, the shimmering cranberry
jelly, the mounds of vegetables, the plates
of delicacies and finally the spicy golden
pies, crowned with walnuts ! While on
the sideboard, squares of Honey Cake and
plates heaped high with cookies will tempt
flagging
appetites. Mrs. Beery's recipes
for the holiday
fare I have described are
so delicious that you, too, would enjoy
sitting down at your own festive board to
partake of one or all of her famous
specialties.
You've already guessed, if you don't
already
know, that all you have to do to
get copies of these recipes is to ask for
them! The Beery recipe leaflet is absolutely free and the coupon will bring you
your set promptly.

So here's wishing you all a A^erry
Christmas, with Reta Beery's recipes for
Turkey Stuffing, Honey Cake, Egg Nog,
Pumpkin Walnut Pie and two kinds of
cookies to make it merrier !
HOME SERVICE DEPARTMENT
MODERN SCREEN MAGAZINE
149 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Please send me a free leaflet containing Wallace Beery recipes for special
holiday fare.
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You can safely leave all that to us. Your baby's
other needs, and your family's and your own,
are too important to permit you to waste hours
and hours in the kitchen — pushing spinach
through a sieve !
Besides — and we say it with all modesty — we think
we can doit better ! Many baby-feeding specialists agree
with us, too. That is because we are specialists. We use
methods and equipment, and exercise a precision of
scientific control, that the most complete home kitchen
could not even approach.
Saving Vitamins and Minerals
Most important of all, Gerber processes prevent losses
of nutritive value that so often occur in home cookmg.
We are able to retain more of vitamin C, because we
cook with air excluded; and we save valuable minerals
that may be poured off with the cooking water.
Another
all our at
vegetables
from
specialpoint
seed,— picked
the peak areof "fancy,"
goodness,grown
and
packed in all their garden freshness. Then, we use a new
process, "Shaker Cooking," which insures thorough
cooking in less time, so your baby may have fresherlooking, fresher-tasting vegetables to tempt his budding
appetite. (Gerber's are intentionally left unseasoned, so
your physician may prescribe every detail of baby's diet.)
Let Gerber's 9 Strained 'Vegetables and Cereal solve
your feeding problem and relieve you of work and worry.
Read the names below — perhaps you
have been using only two or three kinds.
Your dealer will gladly supply all nine.

Shaker-Cooked Strained Foods
Strained
Soup . .Tomatoes
Green . Spinach
Beans . 'Vegetable
Beets . Carrots
Prunes . . Peas
4J^-oz. cans. Strained Cereal . 4K and lOK-oz. cans.
Every Have
MotherThis
Should
Book!
A treasure-house of valuable
suggestions
baby's trainfeeding, clothing,onbathing,
etc., with
tablesing,for
fillingwell-planned
in priceless
records
of 32baby's
and history.
pages progress
5/4x8^
in. By Harriet Davis, R. N.
Send 3 Gerber labels or 10c,
coin or stamps, for your copy.
Gerber Products Co., Fremont. Michigan
(In Canada: Grown and Packed by Fine Foods
of Canada, Ltd., Tecumseh, Ont.) mm-i-b
liame
Address
..StateCity67
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star instead in "Maytime," which Jeanette
golMacDonald spurned. Thus the lovelyround
den-haired star has won another
from her opponent!
But Miss MacDonald's troubles are not
yet over, for she now has a rival right
on her home lot, in the person of young
Marion Talley, Metropolitan soprano.
conWhen two prima donnas are isunder
bound to
tract to one company there
be fireworks and tight competition. For,
eventually, the most popular one will get
the choice singing parts. Miss MacDonald has no way of telling just how Miss
public's fancy. She
Tallev will strike the
does know that the young newcomer from
opera is to be given a big build-up under
Leo, the Lion's trademark, with her first
Hoffman,
picture, "Tales
debut. an-It
for "heralready
vehicle
nounced as the of
seems Miss MacDonald will have war not
only outside of her own gates, but perhaps
revolution at home.
And Miss Talley— new to Hollywood,
inexperienced in the tricks of movie technique, at the mercy of the camera— surely
realizes, too, that she will be compelled to
y
popularit
d's herself
MacDonalfor
Jeanette
withwishes
vie she
the
to capture
if
rich rewards of a permanent place m the
Hollywood sun. In order to do so she
must submit to the Hollywood machine,
and make herself over from the buxom,
wholesome lady that she is into a creature
of celluloid, equally as enticing and glamorous as Jeanette MacDonald. She must
learn from the beginning that not only
must she be superior in voice, but in acting
as well. The motion picture is a visual
art. A vocal conquest is only half a
victory. It is a lesson which even Miss
MacDonald had to learn when she gave
up Broadway for Hollywood to play m
"The Vagabond Lover."
AS the new season progresses the well
established thrones of Jeanette MacDonald and Grace Moore totter_ while
Hollywood waits to witness the initial motion picture appearances of Lily Pons and
Gladys Swarthout, the two latest contenders for the queen's crown. Miss Swarthout's
," a musithe Rancho
of famous
, on"Rose
firstcalpicture
adaptati
Belasco play,
of the
has just been released and Miss Pons' cinealso
Dream
, "Iaudien
masoperetta
ces Too
same" time.
at theMuch,
movie
reache
They have been released almost simultaneously to an eagerly waiting public, already
educated by the far reaching voice of radio
to expect only the best from these two
divas.
Swarthout and Pons are certain to put
a dent cess.inMissGrace
Moore,Moore's
up untilspectacular
this time, suchas
had the operatic field in pictures exclusively to herself, having been the first of the
Metropolitan stars to transfer her talents
to the screen. Already she has thrilled
audiences the world over with her silversheet renditions of the best arias from
"Madame
Butterfly"like
and Miss
"La Moore,
Boheme."is an
Miss Swarthout,
American-born artiste. She brings to the
screen a type of American beauty such
as one might find in any community in the
United States. Besides she has in her
favor a more youthful appearance than
her competitors, a singing voice said by
music critics to be of the finest quality,
and a physical make-up which will not limit
her to a characteristic role. Photographically she is declared by her cameramen to
be an almost perfect screen subject. Generally, she might be safely catalogued as
68
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Jenny

being much like Grace Moore in temperament, personal history and talent. Comparisons between them will be inevitable.
The petite Pons on the other hand is
as far removed from Grace Moore as
Janet Gaynor is when compared with Garbo. Pons, in truth, is a veritable singing
Gaynor. Her dainty loveliness, doll-like
figure and dark comeliness made her the
most individual prima donna in the world
of opera, just as they will do in motion
pictures. Added to the asset of possessing a tone quality proclaimed the world
over for its bell-like clearness, she has also the aura of glamor. Swarthout and
Pons may be considered rivals only vocally, but their screen personalities will set
them worlds apart. Perhaps that is why
they continue to be such good friends. On
Lily Pons' arrival in Hollywood Gladys
Swarthout threw an elaborate party in
her honor at which Grace Moore was
conspicuously absent.
Together, Moore, Swarthout and Pons
are the symbols of the new transition that
has come over opera in the last half decade. Their beauty, svelte figures, chic
style and adaptability to the demands of
modern audiences outdate and outmode
such earlier favorites of the gilded Opera
Houses as Melba, Mary Garden and Geraldine Farrar. Through the influence of
Hollywood they have made avoirdupois an
obsolete charm. Buxom Carmens are no
longer tolerated. Audiences laugh at twohundred-pound Manons and any Madame
Butterfly who cannot fit into a kimono designed for a girlish figure is taboo, no
matter how golden her voice.
Yet Jeritza (now the wife of the film
chief, Winfield Sheehan), who is by no
means a slight woman, looms upon the
Hollywood horizon as the next great opera
star to cast her lot with the cinema.
Strangely
chances
for enough,
success inMadame
the new Jeritza's
medium
are more than favorable. It may be sacrilege and almost impudent to suggest, but
the blonde Viennese songbird could easily
be ballyhooed into a grand opera version
of our own Mae West!
She has
same buxom
type oflustiness,
"Floradora"
figure,
the the
identical
and
a corresponding flair for buoyant portrayal.
Even in coloring, they are enough alike
to be unmistakably related to the same
species of feminine beauty. Can you think
of any other prima donna who could
successfully
suggest
if that
infamous lady
were"Diamond
suddenly Lil"
made
the
chief heroine of a Grand Opera? Her
success might be as phenomenal as Mae
West's. There would be no question of
competition, because in such characterizations, set to music, Jeritza would rule in
a realm of her own, the undisputed queen
of a new kind of operatic treatment.
ANOTHER
lovely Viennese singer
comes to us in the person of Marta
Eggerth, who arrived on these shores recently to star in a series of Universal
operettas. Miss Eggerth, originally from
Budapest, has been prominent in Continental music circles since she was twelve.
At twenty-five she comes to Hollywood a
full-fledged star equipped to challenge the
supremacy of all comers. Paris, London,
Berlin, Budapest and Vienna have all acclaimed her. Now she is ready for the
conquest of larger worlds via the far
reaching magic of the screen. In this
country she is chiefly noted for her work
opposite Jan Kiepura (to whom she is
rumored married), and for her splendid

Lind?

singing performance in the Schubert film,
"Unfinished Symphony." While she may
not achieve first place as the "Jenny Lind
of Hollywood," it would be hard to find
any singer better suited to play Lind on
the screen. Eggerth is excitingly reminiscent of the Swedish Nightingale.
Meanwhile the Paramount lot has become sort of a camping ground for operatic
divas. Gladys Swarthout, Mary Ellis and
Kitty Carlisle are already parked there,
with Helen Jepson moving in and Jeritza
reported on her way. Any Paramount
executive, six months from now, will be
able to answer intelligently the question,
"Are
donnas
How prima
do some
of thetemperamental?"
lesser ladies of the
high C's rate on the Hollywood stockboard
of popularity? Mary Ellis, the original
Broadway "Rose Marie," and a recruit
from Covent Garden in London, has made
two Paramount pictures, but so far has
failed to cause Grace Moore or Jeanette
MacDonald the least misgivings. Kitty
Carlisle got off to a swell start, but failed
to get the right roles. She deserves something better than a lead opposite Bing
Crosby. Perhaps her role in the Marx
Brothers' musical, "A Night at the Opera,"
in which she sings several operatic numbers straight, inay give her the momentum
she needs to make her a real competitor for
first honors. Irene Dunne, who has used
her singing voice too infrequently on the
screen, will this year devote her talents
almost exclusively to musical pictures.
After "Magnificent Obsession" she will
play Magnolia in "Show Boat," recreating
the role which brought her into the limelight when the late Ziegfeld presented her
in the same piece on Broadway. Some of
the most beautiful and beloved American
melodies are in this show. It should send
Irene's stock soaring. Later this season
Jessie Matthews will be over from London to make musicals for M-G-M. If she
can repeat the success she achieved for
herself abroad, she will be tops. Jane
Froman of radio and Broadway musical
comedy,
is Warner Brothers' contribution
to the contest.
At no time in the world's history has
so much musical talent been gathered together in one place as there is in Hollywood this year — singers, composers, musical directors, music teachers of renown.
Scheduled on producers' programs are films
depicting the lives and careers of such
great music masters as Victor Herbert,
Beethoven, Wagner, Schubert, Chopin.
Hollywood is to be turned into a gigantic
music box.
Lovers of opera think of Gatti-Casazza,
the grand old man of opera, who organized
the Metropolitan and guided its destiny for
thirty years, and shake their heads with
pity. Poor Gatti-Casazza, no wonder he
retired. They're canning opera now. You'll
be able to see Grace Moore in "Girl of the
Golden West" and Lawrence Tibbett in
"Pagliacci" on a double bill for fifteen
cents I But they are probably wrong. No
doubt the old man's heart is filled with
joy at the thought that at last these masterpieces have been made available for the
great masses who could rarely afford a
seat in the Opera House. He, too, is probably sitting back serenely in his study wondering which one of his children will become the Jenny Lind of the screen. Will
it be Grace Moore, or Lily Pons, or Gladys
Swarthout? Will it be the new Helen
Jepson? Or will it be some unknown who
has never even seen the inside of an
Opera House?
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would be good at it, if he only tried, asked
him to take her dancing. With an unusual
display of willingness
for one who
habitually loathes such a pastime, Groucho
consented.
But once seated on the edge of the dance
floor, he refused to budge from the table.
Fox-trot after fox-trot was played and he
stubbornly stuck to his chair. However,
when the orchestra struck up a tango,
Groucho, who had never, in his life, danced
one, jumped to his feet as he shouted, "Ah,
that's what
I've beenmate
waiting
and
whirled
an astonished
about for
the !"room.
None of the other guests tangoed. To
his joy, no one else rose. This rare opportunity for exhibitionism could not be
overlooked, not by a Marx brother. Holding Ruth at arm's length, Groucho stared
soulfully into her eyes as he performed a
burlesque version of the dance. Mortified,
she begged him to quit and quietly return
to their table. His answer was a devilish
grin. So, uncomfortably conscious of
spectators convulsed by his antics, Ruth
Marx was obliged to finish the number.
She is convinced that it was the longest
tango ever played.

fails to simplify the serGROUCHO
vant problem. Once, when their
trunks arrived from the Coast, and a new
maid, not knowing how much to tip, asked
him what she should give the expressman,
he airily suggested she give him the
piano.
He answers the telephone himself, but
disguises his voice, pretending to be a colored maid, and not a bright one. After
discovering the caller's identity, Groucho,
according to his mood, does one of three
things : either he swears Mr. Marx fled
the city, or he solemnly assures a shocked
party that Mr. Marx just passed away;
on occasion he becomes extremely polite,
promises to fetch Mr. Marx, pauses, takes
a deep breath, and then continues in his
own voice. Servants do not like this. It
gets them nervous.
I, The business of success makes it impossible for the Marxes to live in one locality. Actors out of work can loaf by the
year on Forty-seventh Street, but boxoffice names must travel wherever their
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Brother!

efl^orts send them. When the Marx
Brothers had established themselves on
Broadway, Groucho bought a house in
Great Neck. No sooner did he settle his
family there than Hollywood called. They
leased the Great Neck residence and departed for California, where Groucho invested in another home. Then radio de-.
mands meant New York again, and now
"A Night
at the Opera" has swept them
back
to California.
In this picture the Marxes did something
never attempted by Hollywood comedians.
Before filming the production they took it
on the road as a legitimate show. "Because," says Groucho, "no matter what we
may think is funny, we can't really tell
until we try it out. We let the audience
decide upon our gags."
Supix)rting the Marxes in "A Night at
the Opera" are those three Broadway
singers, Alan Jones, Kitty Carlisle and
Walter King. And, of course, Margaret
Dumont, the perennial butt of their screen
jokes. For the past nine years she has
patiently stood for their on and ofl^-stage
humor. Groucho loves to pull chairs from
under leading ladies. So Margaret Dumont can sympathize with the Marx
friends and relatives.
Prior to the Great Neck days, the
Marxes terrified their Broadway colleagues. It was a complicated job. One
of them would date an unsuspecting friend.
This being the prohibition era, another
brother suggested visiting a speakeasy,
and all drove down deserted streets to a
warehouse near the East River. If the
victim timidly inquired whether they knew
where they were gouig, the Marxes quieted
his fears. Arriving at the warehouse,
they knocked at a door, flung open by a
shirtless gentleman resembling Mr. Eugene O'Neill's "Hairy Ape." Matters
were made more enticing by his right arm
which brandished a thick club. As soon
as he gruffly ushered them into a small
ante-chamber, the lights went out, giving
the Marxes opportunity to run into an
adjoining room, where, from a transom,
they could watch what happened.
Their friend was left alone with a supposedly crazy man, who shouted the police
were coming, -and waving the club, ordered

Is THERE some one for whose benefit you'd like
to look especially lovely, evenings, in your lamplit living-room? Then this simple experiment may
give you a brand-new idea on how to do it:
Just arrange your lamplight — make up your
face as usual (omitting all eye make-up to start
with). Then take your Kurlash and curl the
lashes of one eye. Touch them with Lashtint.
And shade the same eyeUd with a little Shadette.
Now — inspect your face closely in a hand mirror, as the light falls across it. One side will
seem softer, clearer, more subtly colored. Because
the eye you have beautified looks larger, brighter,
with longer, darker lashes. That's eye beauty!
You'll never neglect it — or Kurlash — the little
gadget that curls lashes without heat, cosmetics,
or practice. ($i at good stores.)
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him to make believe he was a lot of people.
Shaking, the friend obeyed, dancing and
singing until the Marxes were sufficiently
amused and allowed him to escape.
Afterwards they would tell him the
truth. The warehouse belonged to a man
they knew, and, for his efforts, they paid
the dramatic caretaker a salary which
went towards sending his son through
college I

given by Sam Harris, Groua party
AT clio
left the room and surreptitiously
covered his fingers with burnt cork. Returning, he suggested an "original'' game
called, "Pinchy-Winchy."
■ "We all sit in a circle on the floor. And
saying 'Pinchy-Winchy,' I pinch the cheeks
of the man next to me. He, in turn, pinches
the cheeks of the person next to him, and
so
on. pick
Thenup wemore
go people,
to someone
else'sit
house,
and do
again
explained
Groucho.
Of !"
course,
the man
seated near Groucho
unknowingly came away with a black face.
When the group migrated to another house
his face became' blacker. And he could
not understand why the rest kept laughing at what seemed to him a dull game.
During their first Hollywood sojourn,
the Groucho Alarxes planned a harmless
evening at the movies, and they left, in
their home, a guest, Arthur Sheekman,
who was writing material for Groucho's
radio programs.
Hardly had they gone when "the telephone rang and a man, saying he represented "The Southern California Water
Supply
Company,"
informed
Sheekman that,
by morning,
all waterMr.would
be
shut off, and suggested he fill the tubs.
AVhen Ruth and Groucho returned, Mr.
Sheekman had gallantly filled every available vessel.
It was not until late the following day
that they, along with other residents of
the section, discovered this alarm had been
one of Zeppo Marx's, ideas.
The average in-law problems are nothing compared to the daily entanglements

facing Ruth Marx. The brothers take
turns telephoning her, and in falsetto tones,
successfully imitate a despised lady cousin.
And while "The Cocoanuts" was running on Broadway, brother-in-law Chico
put over one of his jokes. Ruth had sent
a friend of hers, a dignified lady, backstage. Chico kindly offered to see that the
visitor received a good orchestra seat. Writing something on the back of her card,
and telling her to present it to the manager,
he bowed graciously. The lady, never
glancing
at the
Chico's
penciled
handed
the card to
manager,
who,scrawl,
upon reading
it, furiously ordered her out of the theatre. It was months before she would
speak to Ruth. Up to date, Chico has refused to reveal the contents of his message.
HARPO, whose silence has proved so
golden, is the brother with but one
trick. He performs it in his usual thorough
fashion. He finds it difficult to remember
names. Being a bachelor he has a series
of lady friends, but whether the current
sweetheart is American or foreign born,
actress, writer or heiress, to Harpo, she is
Miss Benson. And wherever he takes her,
she is known as Miss Benson. This involves matters. Ruth, inviting him and
his current girl-friend to a party, is obliged to introduce the guests to a Miss
Benson, although, in that very month, she
may have had them meet half a dozen
ladies bearing the same name.
No doubt the Marxes inherit their gift
for nonsense. Al Shean of that famous
team "Gallagher and Shean," is an uncle.
Their father too, was noted for his repartee.
I remember talking to the elder Marx,
and commenting on the smartness of his
attire. He winked in appreciation as he
said, "Why shouldn't I look stylish 1 I
have on Harpo's hat, Groucho's coat,
Chico's gloves, and I'm carrying Zeppo's
Zeppo, who has given up the screen to
turn his talents to being an author-andactor agent, was the first Marx to meet
cane !"
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Ruth. He invited her to watch their act.
At the stage door she was introduced to
Groucho, who carried a guitar plus numerous packages. Upon meeting Ruth, his
initialried words
think I'll
get marso I can were,
have "I
someone
to carry
my
Ten weeks later they were married.
Groucho bought an automobile and they
took a motor-trip honeymoon, driving from
packages."
the
west to keep a vaudeville engagement
in the east. He neglected to inform his
bride of one drawback. Until that moment
he had never driven a car.
For awhile the jaunt went smoothly,
but, reaching the mountains, Ruth held her
breath as the auto, with uncontrollable
speed scooted downhill. Her groom, not
knowing what to do, had slipped the gears
into neutral !
The car had no license plates. Groucho
declared they would buy them when they
reached New York. Enroute they were
arrested and fined.
Groucho remained firm. "We'll get them
in New York. We've been pinched once.
It But
can'tit happen
did. Theagain."
place was Canton, Ohio.
Ruth waited outside while Groucho was
hauled into the station house. She waited
and waited, only to discover that the authorities had thrown her groom in jail.
Groucho loves to amuse his children.
Just before bedtime he tells Miriam, the
youngest, such mirth-provoking stories
that, afterwards, Ruth has difficulty persuading her to sleep.
And when the Marxes were engaged for
a chain broadcast Groucho wanted to try
out the material at home. It was to this
scheme that Ruth put a stop. Her argument was sound. "We couldn't listen to
the same program all week, and on Sunday
But she must have smiled when she said
that, fortoosumming
it up, she admits that
nights,
!"
the jokes and laughter of a husband and
in-laws, although occasionally exasperating, are preferable to the troubles of the
a\erage complaining relative.

Bride!

{Continued from page 17)
and I did not want to do it until some of
the excitement about our rumored secret
marriage had quieted down.
"My desire was to do it as quietly as
possible and the actual ceremony was quiet,
despite all the fuss that had gone before."
The joy reflected in Joan's face is all
you need to tell you what complete happiness is hers at last. As for Franchot, he
goes about beaming on the world like the
traditional bridegroom.
Both Joan and Franchot swore that
there would be no interviews after their
wedding. So this is not an official interview, but father Joan's first chat with me,
one of her closest friends, in an endeavor
to sift rumor from fact. Here are the answers to those questions you have asked.
Question one, as to why Joan decided to
risk marriage a second time, is answered.
Question two, concerning their future
plans are about like this : Joan's home in
Brentwood is being remodeled, once more,
and they will live there together. Both
have the feeling that this marriage is beautifully permanent because they have been
in love so long. They have proven their
enormous compatibility. For three years
they have been friends and in three years
a woman
can testhera own
man'sheart
loyalty
turn,
will reveal
and and,
soul. in
And now for the wedding itself. For
months before it, the wildest rumors had
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been printed. No one was to be convinced that they were not married already.
And no one would believe that (supposweren't
had ing
nottheybeen
made.married) definite plans
BOTH of these rumors were wrong.
They had, for the past year, discussed
marriage — as two people as much in love
as Joan -and Franchot inevitably would
do. But no plans were made. Vague
plans for a wedding in New York, when
both came to the city to broadcast over the
radio, had been discussed.
Then the newspapers jumped in, making premature announcements. Joan was
furious about this, since she had wanted
to tell her own news, so — much to Franchot's sorrow — Joan said there would be
no marriage
know
how long.for . . . well, she didn't
And then the gossip quieted down. The
reporters gave up their little game of
chasing Crawford — Franchot saw his opportunity and so on Friday, October 11,
they were married in Englewood, N. J.
Nick Schenck, the producer, and Leo
Friedman arranged the details and went
with them. Joan wore a black suit, a red
blouse and a little red hat.
At noon it was over and the very small
wedding party drove back to New York,

where they dropped the bride off at the
Columbia Broadcasting station and she rehearsed all afternoon for the radio broadcast she gave the following Monday.
"I don't know how I ever got through
that rehearsal," Joan told me. "Certainly
my mind wasn't on the script from which
I read. And somehow the words I said,
for the character I played (Mary Turner
in 'Within the Law') were absolutely
meaningless. I had been terribly calm at
the wedding, but at the rehearsal a sort of
reaction set in. My knees shook and my
voice trembled. And it kept up all afternoon. And when it was over, I was so
tired that I hardly could keep my eyes
Notthrough
even Franchot's family knew of
open
the
wedding ! dinner."
Strange — isn't it? — when you think of
all the elaborate weddings that Joan has
acted in pictures, with the bride all done
up in hundreds of yards of Adrian wedding veils, with studio orchestras playing
the Wedding March and with extra-girl
bridesmaids thick as whipped cream . . .
strange that her own wedding should have
been so quiet, so simple and that, instead
of going honeymooning in a yacht (as she
usually does in pictures) she spent the
afternoon at work.
And now they are married and their
many fans wish them happiness.
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' 'I was growing steadily worse
until I read about Yeast Foam
Tablets and decided to try them. "

Ruby Keeler is still enough of a kid to get a kick out of coasting,
especially when she gets within shouting distance of some snow.

Four

Dancing

Feet

(Lonfinucd fvoni page 35)
we took that bike to school with us. We
couldn't get out quickly enough. I held
that's
on, andreached
Ruby
bicycle
the last
the
I sawwhile
of her
untilgotI finally
her house, way up on 70th Street.
"Does that make it sound as if Ruby
were selfish? I can answer that one, if
anybody needs the answer. This girl somehow always found time to be doing things
for someone else, even though she had her
little sisters and brother to take care of.
I told you Ruby had a system, a system
that let her do housework, take care of
the children, go to dancing school and always have plenty of time to play.
"Ruby was always doing tilings for the
little kids of the neighborhood, and, by
golly, there were a hundred of them within a cat's-throw of where she lived. There
were so many they used to play out in the
street in turns.
"Once in a while Ruby would get a dime
for doing something extra nice for someone, and then we'd have a soda. And I
mean ive, because so many kids would
have straws in the glass it would look like
a pin cushion.
RUBYthe couldn't
generous,
with
dad she help
had. being
He was
an iceman,
with a chipping complex. We kids used
to pile on his wagon during the hot days
and eat the chipped ice. When he cut
the big blocks of ice, he always did a lot
more chipping than was necessary, so we
could have our percentage.

"Ruby was awfully funny in school, in
her quiet way. I remember once when we
had to write an essay on some experience
we would hke to have, and Ruby wrote
about going backstage and meeting a famous stage manager. She said his name
was Mitchell, and that he thought her taps
were simply wonderful. And, believe me,
she put so much Irish palaver in it that
some of us thought it had really happened.
"In those days Ruby and I would often
go to her home after school. And walking from dancing school on 5 1st and
Broadway to Ruby's tenement on 70th
Street was no refreshing stroll. Of course,
we bummed rides and 'flipped' trucks some
of the time, and occasionally we went on
the subway. But that was occasionallv.
Nickels were few and far between in tlie
Keeler and Kelly families, and I guess
our folks figured that if we had so much
confidence in our feet, we could use them
for transportation.
"But when we did ride on the subway
I'd get a thrill out of how people, especially
men, would turn and look at Ruby. She
was such an attractive girl and she had
such beautiful legs.
"You can't imagine how gorgeous she
was as a very young girl. Her eyes were
even more expressive than they are now.
You'd feel you could
see her heart
through them. She had almost
eyelashes you could
use for bangs.
. "Although she was the star pupil at

L
.MPORTANT to you is what Yeast
Foam Tablets actually do, not what we say
about them. So we bring you this true experience— one of hundreds reported by
grateful users of these pleasant yeast tablets.
Rich in precious tonic elements, Yeast
Foam Tablets strengthen the intestines and
stimulate them to normal action. A food,
not a drug, they correct constipation in a
natural healthful way. How different from
harsh cathartics which often irritate! Ask
your druggist for Yeast Foam Tablets today. Refuse all substitutes.
FREE! Lovely Tilted Mirror.
Gives perfect close-up. Leaves
both hands free to piit on makeup. Free for couponwith empty
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dancing school as a kid, and though she
danced fifty per cent better than most of
the men, she always hung back. In school
we would all try to get her to dance, but
she would beg off, saying one of the others
could do it a lot better. You could always
find her back in a corner, just a shy kid.
THEN

I became instructor in tap dancing
at
Jack Blue's
dancing thouglit
school. II
was only twelve,
and naturally
was not so bad. I began getting ambitious
until somebody coaxed Ruby out of the
corner one day. I took one good look at
her going to town, and then threw my
dancing shoes out the window.
"Ruby and I appeared together in Jack
Blue's
Follies,
although
we
used to Foolish
make only
a fewanddollars
a week,
she always sent most of it to her family.
She figured that while we were playing
the towns around New York, going to such
places as Asbury Park, and Atlantic City,
we were having such a glorious picnic that
the kids back home ought to get a break,
too. Ruby's
always came before
herself
— and itfamily
still does.
"Then Ruby got a job in the chorus
of George M. Cohan's 'The Rise of Rosy
O'Reilly' and was making about fifty dollars a week, at the age of thirteen. At
fourteen she was working on the Strand
Roof. toThat's
something
for the kids of
today
think about
!
"Up to that time Ruby had been used
to going without just about everything a
girl would like, and I've seen her hungry
more than once, though she was so quiet
and game she'd never mention a word of
it. Butened little
don'twaif
picture
her cruel
as a timid,
frightof the
streets.
She
was happy all the time. She loved her
crowded home and the flocks of kids that
lived all around her. She loved to dance,
and at home they were always pulling her
out of some corner or other, where she
was practising steps when she should have
been out in the fresh air.
"She was always a favorite at the night
Guinan realized
clubs, and smart Texas

that this sweet kid, with her grave, innocent manner and her marvelous dancing
ability, was going to be a gold mine for her.
But if anybody had attempted to take liberties with Ruby, Tex would have swarmed
allAnd
over that
him."seems to be the history of
Ruby Keeler's night club experience. She
was always treated with the greatest consideration and she always had a perfectly
wonderful time.
To have spoken out of turn to Ruby
in the famous El Fey Club, the hottest
night club and swankiest speakeasy in New
York, was recognized by the wise ones as
a short cut to disaster.
"Then," continued Patsy, "Ruby kept on
climbing, but never changing. She got up
into the five-hundred-dollar-a-week class
and then married Al Jolson.

with '42nd
came hernext,great
WOOD
HOLLY
hit in
and then
Street'
'The Gold Diggers.'
"All this time I was still in the east,
working in this show and that. Of course,
I hadn't written to her. It's like pulling
teeth for me to write anyhow. Then it got
so I was half afraid to write for, with
such success, maybe, heaven forgive the
thought, she had changed. And how I
hated to think anything would spoil Ruby !
"Then came the opening of 'The Gold
Diggers'A and
was the
talk of to
Newbe
York.
few Ruby
days later
I happened
walking down Broadway, near Forty-sixth
Street. Suddenly I heard someone calling
me from the other side of the street. I
looked and saw Ruby waving to me and
running across the street toward me.
"Boy, it was a relief to see her risking
her neck in that traffic, and I felt a lump
of shame come into my throat. For a minute I just couldn't say anything. Then I
"'Well, Ruby, things have certainly
blurtecl " I— I think you're swell.'
changed.
"She gave me a quick, understanding
look and shrugged her shoulders. 'Don't
be silly, I don't feel any different. Come

Beauty

on, let's get something to eat nearby.'
"So we went over to a tea room — no
swanky restaurant for Ruby — and had a
sandwich. We got talking about things in
general, and Ruby was back in her old
corner again, claiming that she simply had
had some lucky breaks.
"What's happened since then I guess the
movie fans know a lot better than I do,
except
is the
that I
enough

perhaps
they don't
she
same
big-eyed
Ethel know
Hildathat
Keeler
first met when we were barely old
to start school and she was experimenting with her first dance steps.
"At heart the Ruby Keeler I played
with in 'Go Into Your Dance' is the same
girl
that IAvenue
used towhen
'flip' our
trucks
back
on Third
feet with
got tired

of And
tryingtheto much-in-demand
wear out the sidewalks."
new comedy
queen of the movies. Patsy Kelly, half
closed her eyes, looking back into the past.
Seeing her at the moment you forget the
swaggering, devil-may-care chorus gal
who's had the biggest studios in filmdom
bidding against one another for her services, and you see a woman lost in memories.
A half smile touched her lips, as she
added, "Ruby hasn't changed and she never
Then two of those four feet from Broadway came to the floor with a thump, as an
assistant director bellowed for Patsy to
take her place in front of the camera beside Dick Powell.
Editor's Note : The pictures of Patsy
and Ruby as youngsters which appear in
this story were loaned to us by Jack Blue.
While talking to our Girl Friday, the dancing
instructor had some enlightening bits
will."
of news about Patsy Kelly. He claims
that while Ruby's dancing is excellent, if
anyone could surpass it, it is none other
than Patsy herself. And there is nothing
he'd like better than to see Patsy do some
real "stepping" before the cameras. He
doesn't consider the little bit of tapping
which sheto does
A Million"
sufficient
show in
what"Thanks
a fine dancer
she is.

Advice

(Continued from page 16)
beautiful women who had modeled for him
were those who had been lifted to the
heights of beauty by their own desire to
be beautiful. If you have a strong enough
desire to make your dream come true,
you'll make it come true. You'll work to
make it possible. Belief in yourself, and
belief in the magic that can happen, will
accomplish wonders for you in giving you
self-confidence ... in giving you a party
face and a party manner.
If you want a man to tell you that you
"dance divinely," you'll have to learn to
do just that. Eleanor Powell was "discovered" because she knew how to dance.
You, too, in a lesser way, may be "discovered" by the man you want most to
notice you, if you learn to dance divinely.
Here are some hints if you want to be
popular on the dance floor. Don't drape
yourself around your partner like an old
overcoat, with your arms limp, and your
knees sagging. Remember that you can't
dance with your feet alone, and your partner can't dance for you. Don't hold yourself stiff as a poker, or you'll remind your
partner of trying to push a steamboat
around on dry land. And don't, please
don't, assume exaggerated postures. For
good dancing the perfect position will always be erect and tipped a little forward.
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Always hold a man back of the shoulder
with the left hand, lightly but firmly.
NOW THE hand that you slip into your
partner's should be soft and smooth as
velvet. There's certainly nothing romantic
about a rough, scratchy hand. Use a hand
lotion almost the last thing before you slip
into your party dress. Smooth it on as
you see Olivia de Havilland doing, much
as though you were smoothing on those
new long kid gloves you have. Keep a
bottle of hand lotion on your dressing
table in a prominent position so that it
will be a constant reminder to you to
keep your hands lovely. Then, of course,
you'll want an extra bottle of lotion in
the bathroom and right by the kitchen
sink. Incidentally, you can get gloves
that are chemically treated inside with a
honey and almond lotion. They make a
different sort of a gift. You might mention it to one of your friends.
You can make up your hands for a
party, you know. You can rouge along
the sides of your fingers and down the
outside of your hands to reduce the apparent size of too plump hands. A little
rouge on the finger tips will seem to
shorten long fingers. A nice way to make
up your hands is to use a liquid powder

after your hand lotion application. I
know
just however,
the liquidto powder
you'll
Be sure,
wipe off
all want.
loose
powder
before
you
leave
your
dressingtable. There is nothing more provoking
suit.
than white finger marks on a man's dark
A smart way to lengthen the longlasting qualities of a coat of liquid nail
polish is to put on two layers. You can
use a thin coat of colorless or light polish
for the first layer. Then after this has
thoroughly dried, you can apply a heavier
coat of your chosen polish shade over it.
This will give the lacquer more body and
help to prevent it from chipping, praises
be. If you don't have a good-looking manicure set you'll certainly want the new
one I've discovered. It comes in a lovely
simulated cloisonne box in lavender, blue,
or rust.
Fromreach.
fingertips
to coiffures
long
A lot
of fingersisn't
aresuch
busya
with coiffures this holiday partying season. If you want a party hairdress that is
full of
sparkling
consider your
hairbrushhighlights,
your best you'll
ally. Brush
your hair every night. It's the only good
resolution I'm going to ask you to make
, . . until I think of another one ! Brush
it until it tingles with life, until your
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scalp feels ready to burst out into party
exhuberance itself. Olivia de Havilland
has a clever brush stunt to use on_ party
nig-hts. She sprays a little brilliantine on
her brush, and then brushes her hair
lightly. This gives the coiffure a well
distributed sheen, instead of the smeary,
plastered effect that sometimes results
when you apply the brilliantine with your
hands. Sometimes Olivia adds just a few
drops of her favorite perfume to her brilliantine, too. If you haven't an atomizer,
you can pour a bit of brilliantine into the
palm of your hand, add a drop or two of
perfume, and rub your brush through it.
Maybe you've discovered with horror
that instead of gold highlights your hair
is getting silver glints. Those first few
gray hairs are depressing. Then again,
maybe you have gray streaks in your hair
that you're
the impression
give you
which
older than
really are, and which
discourage all your party spirit when you
look into the mirror. There's a helpful
touch-up pencil that will take care of those
gray hairs in short order. It isn't a dye.
And it's simple as pie (no rhyme intended) to use. It comes in stick form,
and you simply dip the tip in water and
stroke it over the portion you wish colored. Let it dry, and there you are . . .
The coloring is harmless, and will wash
off with the first shampoo. You can get
the "pencil" in any one of eight hairmatching shades.

NOW you may want highlights in your
hair, but you certainly don't want
them on your nose. When you're going
dancing, I think it's a good idea to use
an astringent as your powder base, and
then apply a pure, light, moisture-proof
your
powder.
urepowde
of ryourto
l moist
naturawant
the don't
withYou
mix
skin and form pasty-looking blotches, and
I know the very powder to safeguard
against this annoyance. Be sure to apply
the powder lavishly, pressing it on with
your puff, and then blending it in and
removing the surplus with a soft powder
brush.
Apply your lipstick before you powder.
Don't purse up your mouth like a green
g your
applyin
you're
whenThat
persimmon
one
of lipadvice
is the
stick. Smile!
men.
of Hollywood's smartest make-up
When you're attending a gay party, your
lips are going to be busy talking, smiling
(and smiling a lot, we hope), reflectmg
your various emotions. Look in the mirror
now and watch your lips when you smile.
If you have thin lips your smile may draw
your upper lip into such a narrow line
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that you have scarcely any lips perceptible at the corners.
After you apply your lipstick, press
your lips to a piece of cleansing tissue
to blot off any surplus. Then powder over
your lips, pressing the puff to them
lightly but firmly. The final step should
be a light retouching with a fresh application of lipstick. Lipstick, tissue, powder,
lipstick . . . these four steps give your
lipstick substance, base, finish, and longlasting qualities.
Eye make-up is ever so important,
whether you're gazing into your dancing
partner's eyes or the camera's eyes.
There's a new eye beauty kit on the
Christmas market which "has everything,"
— mascara, eyeshadow, eyebrow pencil,
eyebrow brush, and eyelash tonic cream.
It's a handy kit for the dressing table,
and if you're going along to the photographer's to have your picture taken some
fine day, better slip this eye make-up kit
into your purse. Rochelle Hudson is the
cameraman's delight because she always
takes a good picture. Her eyes are two
good reasons why.

PAKK

^.TILFOKD'S

FAOE
( F A Y O N )

DO you take a good picture? Someh
people just naturally do photograp
much more flatteringly than others, it is
true, but there are tricks to every trade
. . . and especially the photographer's. If
you've never taken a good picture, let's
see if we can't "make up" for it now. A
lot of you will be having your pictures
taken for Christmas gifts . . . maybe a
special Christmas gift for your best beau.
Often when I pass by a photographer's
studio, and look at the photographs on display in the window, I think to myself,
"Now if that girl had just done so and
so . . . used a bit of eyebrow pencil or
worn a different neckline or had a different hair-do, she most certainly would
Hollyhave taken a better picture." In
wood, this posing for photographs is an
art in itself. We need more of that attitude.
Do you know how to apply your makeup in order to take a good picture? Do
you know what colors and what necklines
are most flattering? Well, I've prepared
a special bulletin for you that will tell you
all
and more.
I've talked to
somethose
of things
the cleverest
photographers
in
the business in order to work out a really
helpful bulletin for you. Send in for it
now. before you make your appointment
at the photographer's. It costs nothing
but a stamped, addressed envelope.
If you have any beauty heartaches that
have made the Old Year discouraging,
why
alwaysnota write
New
to realize
ious to helpyour
you

me about
Year,
and athem?
New There's
Chance
dreams.
I'm
always
. . . remember that! anxIt is

your letters to me that give me a composite picture of YOU, your problems,
your discouragements, your difficulties. I
would like to hear from more of vou.
Mary Biddle
MODERN SCREEN
149 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me your bulletin

Mme.

Schumann-Heink, beloved singer, arrives in New

York to broadcast. She'll do
a picture next with May Robson called "Gram."

on "Pretty as a Picture."
Name

PAKK

Address

FAOEN
( FAY -ON)

(Street)

frTILFOKD'S

(City)
(State)
(Please inclose seli-addressed,
stamped envelope)
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a

Hobby
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Happiness

(i oiUiiiiicd fruiii page 36)
was her escape, here was her chance to
show others and herself that she could
excel at something — the little fluffy, personality-plus girls did not have her actingability.
And so the stage was her outlet. When
she was given her first jobs on Broadway she inhaled deeply of the air of the
theatre
and said,
"This
is life."
The others
in the
theatre
were earnest
workers, that was all. And no demands
except the demands of work were made
upon her. There was no personality competition. The people she met in the theatre did not intrude upon her private life.
But when she was given a Hollywood
contract, things were different. She was
thrown into direct competition with the
most beautiful and glamorous women in
the world. Jean knew little and cared
less about clothes and she found the girls
with whom she worked the most clothesconscious of all women.
Realizing that she was awkward and not
the "clothes type," all the old rebellion,
the intolerance and the desire to set herself apart from the crowd, all the old
complexes of her childhood, returned. She
would show Hollywood that she would
be no part of the trumped-up glamor. As
a child she had refused to pledge allegiance to the flag, so now she would
pledge no allegiance to the personal fubdubbery of movie town.
Jean stalked about in any old outfit.
She said startling, sometimes even shocking, things to interviewers. She was intolerant of everything and she wanted to
show Hollywood that she didn't care.
HER reputation for eccentricity became
widespread and so she became a wallflower. Men are basically such conventional souls that they resent and mistrust any girl who steps out of the set
pattern. So, in spite of her simple beauty,
her intelligence, her sincerity, she was
completely without romance in a town
whose very essence is romance.
She would, she decided, do as she had
done in school — throw herself completely

What

Will

and whole-heartedly
into her work.
Then there came to her the most startling disillusion of all. Her screen work
left her unsatisfied. Jean discovered that
compared to the theatre, the screen was
hack work. So many of the characters
she was given to play were so unreal that
she could do nothing with them. Thus
she felt bereft of both work and social
contact.
It was during this trying time that I
saw her first. It was then I discovered
lier to be one of the unhappiest girls I've
ever seen. All of the things she wanted
were seemingly denied her, so she was
trying to fill her life with activities like
knitting, weaving rugs and such, activities which keep the hands busy but do
not occupy the mind.
Jean was resentful of Hollywood and
all it stood for. She became intensely disliked at her studio because of her inability to conform. And people did not
take the trouble to understand her. Undoubtedly you, if you are sensitive, know
there
is
no
understood. misery as great as being misThen an idea came to her and suddenly
her life became full again. Since her
screen work, except for a role such as the
one she played in "A Midsummer Night's
Dream," took but half her attention and
talents, she decided she would return to
her real love, the theatre. Before she
realized it her idea became a reality and
slie was the head of a flourishing little
artistic business known as The Theatre
Workshop Incorporated.
So with four other earnest artists she
formed a small company, rented a little
place on Santa Monica Boulevard and
set to work. They now have ten pupils
who love the theatre and do not cast envious eyes at the screen. These students
pay a nominal fee for instruction and participate in the activities of the workshop.
They make their scenery, design their costumes and their purpose is to produce the
best plays available in a sincere and artistic manner.
This is, of course, a worthy and laud-

Happen

to

Them

able undertaking but its imiwrtance to this
story lies in the part it has played in
Jean Muir's happiness.
Because she is happy now. All her inintensity, all her energy, all her love of
beauty pours into The Theatre Worksliop. That little building, and what it
symbolizes, is her work, her friend and
her child all rolled into one.
I wish you could see her eyes sparkle
as she talks about it. Gone is the rebelliousness and the intolerance. She has
a place, now. She fits into some vital
scheme. She has found her square in the
And she even likes Hollywood now.
pattern.
Knowing Jean as she was a year ago, you
realize that this is the most amazing pronouncement of all. Whereas her social
life used to be very limited, now you will
find her at the polo matches, tennis games,
premieres and night clubs. Her constant
companion is George Wolcott, who is
keenly interested in the blonde Jean.
A person less complex than Jean Muir
could have found happiness in the smaller
tasks alloted to her. But Jean must love
herself in a purpose in which she believes.
She has found that purpose now and the
finding has worked a miracle.
As she told me about the Workshop,
I was tremendously impressed with the
idea itself. It is a worthy cause when a
group of people ban together in the interest of beauty. But I got more out of
the recital of her plans than that. It
suddenly occurred to me what a verity
was contained in Jean's story. And I
wished that all the lonely, unhappy people in the world would do what she has
done. I wished that, instead of escaping
reality by pitying and dramatizing themselves, they would give the sensitivity
and energy they possess to some hobby.
It really doesn't matter, you see, what
the hobby is. The more worthy the cause,
of course, the more worthy the effort.
The doing is what makes it good.
Yes, Jean Muir is happy now and her
happiness reflects itself in her work in
her new film, "Stars Over Broadway."

in

1936?

{Continued from page 27)
astrologer-seer of Hollywood. Dareos,
who for many years has been the confidant and consultant of some of Hollywood's greatest stars, producers and directors, herewith presents to the readers of
Modern Screen his fourth annual Hollywood prophecy in these pages. Little more
need be said of the accuracy of his previous forecasts than the mathematical statement that previous forecasts turned out
better than 80 per cent correct ! Into the
compilation of his annual predictions, Dareos pours, not only the fruits of his astrological and psychic powers, but also the
"inside" dope he gets from the movie
people who come to him with their
confidences, as they would to their lawyers
or their doctors.
And so here, tabloided, stripped of the
difficult language of the science of astrol1936: ogy, are Dareos' specific predictions for
GENERAL: Over the heads of Hollywood's movie-makers, both before and behind the cameras, lies a pall of threatened
disaster. Death will come to some of the
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best-known names of movieland — violent
death. Air crashes, like that which took
the life of Will Rogers in 1935, are foreshadowed for several stars.
"I advise the stars," says Dareos, "to
avoid air travel as much as possible durThere
will be several separations . and
ing the year."
subsequent divorces for some of the biggest stars. On the other hand, there will
be,The
at least,
threeyear
marriages
"top"asstars.
coming
will notof see,
yet,
the general use of color on the screen, but
in 1937, the screen quite suddenly will go
100 per cent color. Moreover, late in 1936,
Hollywood will develop a new process to
transmit successfully motion pictures by
wireless.
Internal strife from labor sources lies
ahead for the movie business. There will
be many strikes but all will be settled
amicably.
And now for the individual forecasts :
JOAN
CRAWFORD
and FRANCHOT TONE: "If anything happens to
the Crawford-Tone marriage," says Dar-

eos, "it will be Franchot's fault." There
will be no children. Joan and Tone should
avoid England and France, ill health menaces them if they go there.
For Joan, there is the threat of litigation that will go against her, and aiso
scandal. April is a particularly bad
month. Early in the summer, she will receive an European offer which she will accept in the hope of re-building her career.
Secret enemies will strike at Joan, and
it is from this source that scandal threatens. "Joan is a dear friend of mine and
seems capable of taking care of herself,"
says Dareos, who still carries the wallet
she gave him as a present when he predicted the successful career that has been
hers, although when Dareos told her, she
was the unknown Lucille LeSeuer.
Franchot will do some fine things in pictures, but his real future is on the stage.
The first months of 1936, and its Fall, are
danger periods for him, especially from
accident by horses. He will come into
an inheritance.
JEAN

HARLOW:

"The stars predict
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trouble ahead for Jean," says Dareos. The
year will be the most unsettled of her
life! It will be a year of physical danger, especially April and early Fall. "She
is born under a planet which whips her in
and out with unrest. If she goes to
court, she will lose the litigation. Midsummer brings danger of a new scandal
and talk that will hurt her. I advise her,
by allthemeans,
savs
seer. to avoid marriage in 1936,"
WILLIAM POWELL: 1936 should be
a happy year for him. His career is on
the up-grade. He will do several remarkably fine pictures. No breath of scandal
threatens him.
The 3'ear will continue Bill's and Jean's
friendship, but they must guard it. If
they come through the year's dangers,
particularly
thoseselfwhich
threaten Jean's
heart, physical
and happiness,
then
1937 will be a magnificently grand year
for both of them.
GARBO : In mid-summer, Garbo will
experience a great love affair ! The man
will be someone whom she does not even
know now ! But the planets do not show
a marriage ahead for her. Instead, in the
Fall of 1936, there's the black prophecy
of tragedy and sorrow for her through
the death of a dearly loved one.
The aforementioned romance will be a
great flaming one, but it will not bring
her happiness of heart or soul. The year
is one of unrest. Her health, too, is
threatened. But if she carries on, she will
again rocket to heights in 1937, and will
carry through to set her name, in time,
beside Bernhardt's.
CLARK GABLE : The year professionally will be great, but in his private and
domestic life, it will be rocky. "I will not
be surprised,'' says Dareos, "from what
I read in the planets, if there is great unhappiness in his domestic life. I advise
no divorce, however. Clark needs his
wife."
More than any other star. Gable is in
danger of a possible serious accident, even
death, in 1936. Airplanes, automobiles
and horses are the chief sources of his
danger. November and December, 1936,
are thepect,blackest
his slightly
year's proswith early months
Summer inonly
less
menacing. If he watches his step, hurdles
the 1936 threats, he will go on to even
greater screen triumphs than in the past.
NORMA SHEARER: With the exception of two cloudy periods, April and
December, 1936 glows with happiness and
promise for Norma. Particularly bright
are September and October, during which
period she enters an astrological sequence
that should bring her the grandest era of
her life. April threatens unsettled professional conditions and friction; December carries the danger of scandal, unrest
and friction from an elderly, married person, ill-disposed toward Norma.
For her wedded life, there is continued
happiness in store, but Thalberg must look
to his health.
Norma must guard her family. There
are dangers from kidnap attempts, and
from fire ! She must be careful in employing new servants, lest some person, so
taken into the household, brings danger.
There — issomeone
the shadow
death
close ofto anher.elderly person's
During the year, she will make her
greatest picture, finer by far than anything she has done before.
SHIRLEY TEMPLE: For Shirley,
1936 and 1937 will be brilliant. Great as
her popularity has been, it will be even
greater in these two years — both in this
country and abroad. But 1938 will see a
lull in her career which comes as she
emerges from infancy to girlhood. And
in the future, if she re-enters the screen
field, she will become a second Janet Gaynor, with all the winsome charm of Janet.
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Particular precautions against kidnapping must be taken on Shirley's behalf.
Threats have already been made and a
kidnap attempt is almost certain. There
is also danger of appendicitis, and a
serious operation.
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW: Like
little Shirley, Freddie faces a bright future. He is going on to unlimited success,
and in the years to come, he will be one
of the greatest actors of both stage and
screen.
The year 1936 holds two threats for
him. Like Shirley, he is menaced by kidnap attempts. There is also the shadow of
hospitalization over him.
JANET GAYNOR : Despite the lull in
her career, as this is told, Janet again will
rise to screen heights in 1936. And despite whispersto that
"through,"
will continue
star she
for isyears
to come. she
The year is a propitious one for romance
in her life, and although Janet is more in
love with her work than with love, the
j'Car will bring her a splendid romance.
GENE RAYMOND: Somewhere in
Texas, there is a beautiful girl, an heiress.
She and Gene will find themselves deeply
in love. They will think of marriage, but
the planets are indefinite as to whether this
marriage will actually take place. Their
signs are unfavorable. By that, Dareos
means that he advises against marriage
for Gene, lest it crash in unhappiness.
Gene should remain single for at least two
years more — marriage would interfere
with a career that looks promising. Astrology says that he has a wonderful
future, and an exceptionally long ride on
the crest of screen popularity.
FRED ASTAIRE: Matrimonially, Fred
and his wife will live in continued happiness, be
despitesurprised,
rumors ofaccording
separation.
"I
would not
to the
signs, to see Fred Astaire the father of
twins,'' says Dareos. The year's menaces are two — danger of an air accident
and a great sorrow of undeterminable nature, in the Fall.
GINGER ROGERS: The year 1936
will see the professional separation of the
Rogers-Astaire screen team. Ginger will
go on to continued individual success. The
planets are strangely silent as to her personal life.
MIRIAM HOPKINS : Romance lies all
around Miriam in 1936, but her attitude
will be "I can't be bothered!" Romance
will rest in her work, according to her
own ideas, despite the signs of heart happiness with some inan. The year v^'ill be a
financial success, with producers fighting
for her, both here and abroad.
PAUL MUNI : His screen success is
only beginning, and 1936 will see him transcend his previous magnificent work. Privately, his life will continue happily with
Bella, his wife. No hint of scandal menaces them. There is the forecast of death
for a dear one in his or his wife's family.
During 1936, the Munis may adopt a child.
CESAR ROMERO: Contrary to indications, Cesar Romero does not appear
likely, according to the planets, to become
the "second Valentino." The year will
bring early success, but it will turn to
ashes, and there will be contract difficulties and a decline in his career.
Here Dareos makes a startling prediction. He utters the name of a youth, now
unknown, and says he will be the greatest
sensation of the screen since Valentino !
Like Valentino, he comes of Italian blood,
and from that ancestry comes his first
name — Guglielmo. He will change this,
and be known as "William Clark," on the
screen.
CLAUDETTE COLBERT: Claudette
is the "greatest bet" for the movie industry in 1936, says Dareos. Professionally,
she will rise to undreamicd-of heights.
Love and romance
lie close to her
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throughout the year, and there is a fiftyfifty chance of marriage, according to the
stars. "There is great romance for her
with a medical man," says Dareos, "but
I do hope she does not marry in 1936," but
waits instead, until 1937. The planets say
that marriage in 1937 will be happy, but in
1936, conflict with her career would menace its happiness, unless both she and her
husband exert all their love and intelligence to surmount the hurdles.
MYRNA LOY : Great romance lies in
1936 for her — possibly a marriage. The
man will be prominent and the romance
will thrill the countless fans who worship
her.
Professionall)^ she will continue to ride
the crest of the wave and all her future
seems bright, even beyond the next year
or two. Scandal will never menace her.
Her greatest danger in 1936 lies in a
possible travel accident.
WARNER BAXTER: Although he
will be the target, during 1936, for the attentions of a designing woman, Baxter will
remain happily married. He will ward ofif
the deliberate efiforts of this woman to
drag him into scandal.
Baxter's health
and physical
threatened.
Sickness
hovers safety
over are
his
home.
Professionally, it will be a grand year,
but in a short while he will turn from
acting to writing.
JOHN BOLES: The year is gray for
him — February, June, September carry the
threat of a serious motor crash which may
permanently incapacitate him. In April,
litigation which w^ould be bad for him,
threatens.
However, his domestic happiness will go
on. Born under the sign of Scorpio, Boles
will always attract women, but he will
never let this attraction intrude upon or
threaten his own marriage. Professionally, the year will continue good for him,
with the possibility of making a picture
abroad.
MERLE OBERON: Professionally,
Merle is on the up-grade and her screen
career will last for many years. The year
1936 will see Merle Oberon marry an important motion picture producer. Dangers
lie ahead both in her health, and in governmental difficulties pertaining to her
passports and visas.
DICK PO\VELL: 1936 will bring a
vivid
into Dick's
life, with a girl
who isromance
now unknown
to Hollywood.
But
there'll be no marriage for Dick. All his
love afifairs will fade out ; he is a bachelor
at heart, and should remain so. Marriage would mean his collapse as a screen
star.
Like Clark Gable, Dick Powell definitely faces intense physical danger in the
year, with death not an impossibility, especially in the air or from the sea !
BING CROSBY: For Bing, 1936 is astrologically a "bad year." January and
October bring dangers of domestic trouble
through a false friend. He must be careful of admitting undesirables into his
home ; he must beware of "new friends."
An attempt may be made to kidnap his
children : illness lies in their path, too. The
year carries bad signs if he gambles or
speculates, for loss is almost inevitable.
The autumn months bring signs of
great changes for him. There will be advantageous contract offers, and he may
go abroad for an indefinite period.
LUISE RAINER : She will never be a
"second Garbo," although she will climb
during the year. She faces great danger
of a nervous breakdown.
GRACE MOORE: The coming year
will bring her greater successes and continued happiness. Her future is so unruffled, so calm, so bright, that little can
be said save that all is serene ahead for
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her, lioth domestically and professionally.
GARY COOPER: Gary must be careful in 1936. Over him hangs some dark
menace, ljut the signs are so indefinite
that it cannot be foretold from what
source the danger may come. Secret
enemies will attempt to cause trouble in
his domestic life. There will be a death
in his near family ; it will mean inheritance for him. Beyond that, says Dareos,
he can only warn Gary to watch his step,
for some indefinable menace is there for
him.
LORETTA YOUNG: It will be a
strange, paradoxical year for Loretta. Despite the fact that her health will be in
great danger, the year bristles with signs
of great professional and heart happiness. It is the "marriage year" for her,
but scandal lurks, too. A very well-known
star will pay ardent attentions to her, and
marriage is extremely likely. The following year — 1937 — will bring extraordinary screen success to Loretta.
MARLENE DIETRICH: Pay no attention to the Dietrich-John Gilbert love
rumors. It's a sister-and-brother friendship, if the planets do not lie, and nothing like marriage could ever come of it.
Marlene will go back to Germany, but will
soon hasten to return to the United States
and Hollywood, for she will find Europe
turbulent. If she takes her movie earnings abroad with her, she faces danger of
losing all, as Germany and France seem
destined
by the
planets for a great financial debacle
in 1936.
Professionally, Dietrich will go on without spectacular developments. There is
no threat of kidnap or illness for her
daughter.
JOHN BARRYMORE: "John could
not help his love affair with Elaine Barrie," says Dareos, "for he was a victim of
his planet Uranus, which simply sent him
haywire!" There is a possibility that his
break with Dolores may be healed, and
reconciliation is NOT impossible in 1936,
even though the divorce has been granted.
John is still on the road to great screen
work. But for his health and physical
well being, the year brings danger, even to
life, through accidents.

Ai Goetz and Ethel Merman,
whom rumor has it are Mr.
and Mrs. How about it, Ethel?
They look happy enough for
bride and groom.

The year for Dolores will be a generally
sad one. However, she will resume screen
work successfully.
MAE WEST: No romance for Mae;
all business. Her career will continue
successfully. During the year, gangsters
will make an attempt of some nature
against her, but Mae will defeat them
again as she did in 1935.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN and PAULETTE GODDARD: They will never
part; Charlie has found the ideal love of
his life. Paulette, as the result of her
work in Charlie's new picture, will find
screen success, but she must guard her
health during the year.
For Charlie, governmental complications
loom, because of citizenship and other
factors, but he will remain a British subject. Next Fall will almost certainly see
him go aljroad where he will have new and
further professional success. His new
picture will be a financial success. Either
in late 1936 or early 1937, someone near
and dear will die.
His two boys will not follow in their
father's footsteps to screen success ; one
of them will become a lawyer. They will
go abroad with Charlie and Paulette in
the Fall.
DOLORES DEL RIO: Strangely, the
planets conflict. Heart unhappiness is indicated for Dolores, and yet the portents
are that she will remain comfortable in
her marriage. April and December are
black months ; August and September
bright for her.
JAMES CAGNEY: Will continue unspectacularly successful both on the screen
and as a husband. Danger in the air
threatens.
KAY FRANCIS: Her work will remain at its usual level. There is the sign
of a romance, but it will not bring her
happiness. Toward the end of the year,
she will consider retiring from the screen !
CONSTANCE BENNETT: For Connie, 1936 brings threats of evil proportions ! The omens for her health are bad ;
illness stalks her, hospitalization looms.
Domestically and in her private life, there
are indications of violent upheavals — scandal, possible divorce, and a break of some
nature not clear. It is a gloomy year
ahead for her.
MARY PICKFORD: Mary will again
appear on the screen ! But it will not be a
successful
year's signs
augur
well comeback.
for success The
in business,
both
here and abroad, but particularly the
latter.
Romance, despite her denials, hovers
over her and Buddy Rogers. The signs spell
marriage for them, but this is not utterly
certain.
ROBERT MONTGOMERY: Horrible
crash threatens him, but whether on land
or in the air is not clear. His marriage
will continue and his screen career go on
unhindered.
ANN HARDING : The year will be an
unsettled one for her. Spring will be a
bad time both in her career and her private life. However, the rest of the year
seems bright with romance, and even possibility of marriage looms. On the screen,
toward the latter part of the year, she
will do a great role.
LUPE VELEZ and JOHNNY WEISSMULLER: The year 1936 is their big
"danger year !" Scandal is close. Health
omens for Johnny are very bad. Some
great crash is imminent but its nature remains hidden.
BETTE DAVIS : The coming year will
be great for her on the screen. Somewhere in the future, despite the avowed
happiness of her present _ marriage, the
stars indicate another matrimonial venture
for her !
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(Continued from page 37)
the sleep-walking scene). Yet he gave
the audience such a load of fun that he
might have been billed as a comedian from
then on if he hadn't decided that he wanted
to give audiences something to do besides
laugh.
FOR Peter Lorre of the round moon
face, the strange prominent eyes, the
short jolly stature which can rise to
heights of tragic dignity — Peter Lorre,
with the red cheeks and little boy's neck —
Peter Lorre, who drinks raspberry vinegar mixed with coca cola, and has a mania
for hand-woven shirts — actually endangered his life to become an actor.
He ran away from home the day he
graduated from secondary school. For
several years he dreamed his dreams on a
park bench or on a bed of pine needles in
the woods. For blankets he used the newspapers he couldn't sell. When he did sell
them,favorite
he'd buydish,
a goulash.
it's still
his
probably And
because
he
never got enough of it in his youth. The
goulashes were so few and far between
that he soon achieved another distinction
not often enjoyed by actors. He developed
scurvy from malnutrition !
But the scurvy, though it left him in
delicate
for years
after,
didn't
stop
him
any health
more than
the cold
or the
hunger
had.
"In Europe," Peter said, stopping for a
moment in his perpetual pacing, "we have
amatter
saying:
roads or
leadroundabout
to Rome.' they
No
how'AHtwisted
may look to be. I am a firm believer that
the chance comes to every man — the main
chance
been who
waiting
Only inthose
do
not he's
succeed
have for.
the fear
the
back of their heads that it will not come,
and therefore, divert their talents or energies to something else. It comes — I know.
That is why I was willing to wait then,
that is why I would be willing to wait
again!" (He waited a year to play
"Crime and Punishment," because he knew
it was the role he should play next.)
But while he was waiting, in those earlier days, he succeeded in impressing the
manager of a bank with his talents as a
financier. He was engaged as a bank
clerk. The job lasted until the cruel manager discovered that the cherubic Lorre
v/ith the docile eyes was cooperating with
the timekeeper in a neat little racket.
Every morning the supposedly industrious
young bank clerk arrived on time, or even
early, so anxious was he to further his
banking career, according to the timekeeper'swas
check! Whereas
young11 villain actually
rolling in the
between
:30
and noon because he spent most of the
night directing and acting in amateur
plays !
PERHAPS

it was this disappointing experience in a counting house which has
given Lorre his rather un-American attitude toward money. Decidedly not a
press agent's gag is the constant reiteration by Peter himself, and everyone at Columbia studios, that he doesn't give a
tinker's dam for money. "He doesn't
have to," say you and I, heaving an envious sigh, "with the salary he's drawing
now."
We're mistaken. When he finally
stopped starving and got his big chance in
Berlin, where he had landed with ten
marks in his pockets, he achieved such a
raging success overnight with his first
role — the part of a yearning adolescent
youth — that he could have written his own

ticket
goes.
didn't.
Then, as
as far
now, asformoney
him the
playHe(and
the
role) was the thing. If he couldn't play
the parts he wanted, very well, he'd starve
again. He'd learned how to do that so
well that it took no practise any longer.
Which doesn't mean that he refuses to be
typed. He's too clever for that.
"I played a murderer in 'M,' I play a
murderer in 'Crime and Punishment.' But
no two murders were ever alike!"
This particular psychopathic child murderer he portrayed in "M," made such an
impression on the public that for months
afterward it was impossible for Peter to
enter a cafe or walk down the street without a noticeable speeding up of pedestrian
traffic in the opposite direction. Mothers
hastily hid their children under their skirts
and susceptible young girls nearly fainted.
It was exactly as if a boa-constrictor or
one of Haile Selassie's lions had suddenly
been seen sauntering down Unter den Linden.
For Peter doesn't only live to act — he
lives his act! His performance was so
realistic
separate
from the that
role people
he hadcouldn't
created.
Which,himif
you know Peter in Hollywood, is quite
fantastic.
Whereas in Berlin, where sophistication
and gloom were the order of the day,
Peter was the most sophisticated man in
al! Germany. In Hollywood, where it is
better to be gay, Peter's the gayest of them
all! — the life of every party. Never was
there such a wonderful clown.
His mind is a cupboard full of devastatingly funny impersonations. The jittery
man, for example. Or the man with the
funny walk. Or the one-armed violinist.
Or a night at a cabaret in Berlin. Ad
infinitum,
All socially.
of which
makes
himadinside-split
constant 'em.
demand
One week he went to fourteen parties in
a row. At each one he gave an entirely
different repertoire that the guests haven't
stopped talking about yet.
EVEN such a serious and profoundly
moving drama as "Crime and Punishment" gave Peter his opportunity for playing pranks. His head was shaved for the
role. Now Hollywood is full of actors,
and actors are full of superstitions. One
of them being that it's good luck to rub
the smooth crown of a bald-headed man.
So when the first seeker of luck slithered
by and hastily touched the shining Lorre
pate, Peter caught him by the arm.
"Not so fast, my good man," said he.
"That costs a nickel." Perhaps the headrubber was more surprised than pleased.
But he forked up the nickel. By the time
Herr Lorre had acquired some bristles
again, he had also collected nearly six dollars from unsuspecting victims !
His private clowning has put such
pranksters as W. C. Fields and Jack Oakie
out of the bright spot . . . almost ! The
only difference is that he isn't paid for
this type of entertaining, preferring to accept the shining lucre for more meaty
efi^orts. Such as, for instance, his new
role in "Crime and Punishment" in which
he not only gives a towering performance,
but in which he appears in virtually every
scene of the picture.
Probably no screen actor ever had, or
ever will have, such a gratifying role
again. And Peter makes the most of it.
That man can do more to arouse pity, fear,
loathing or sympathy, without an ounce of
make-up on, than other actors do with two
yards of beard, inch-deep beetling brows,

so quick-acting that it stops the pain of these
shoe and foot troubles instantly! That is what
Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads— the treatment of many
uses — does for you. They soothe and heal;
remove the cause — shoe friction and pressure;
and prevent corns, sore toes, tender spots and
blisters; ease new or tight shoes.
Never Cut Your Corns or Callouses
This dangerous practice can very easily cause
blood-poisoning. Dr. SchoU's double-purpose
treatment — pads for ending pain and separate
Medication in convenient form for quickly
loosening and removing corns or callouses —
is the safe, sure way to get relief. Get a box
today. Sold everywhere. Special sizes for
corns, callouses bunions and soft corns.
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false noses, and wrinkles as wide as gullies. The use he makes of his own natural equipment — the twist of the wide
mouth, the droop of a fleshy eyelid, the
slump of his mobile body — can express
anything from depraved criminality to the
innocence of a youth's first calf love.
But temperament, he has none. He
takes direction like a lamb. Does the
scene over and over again without complaint. And working with Von Sternberg
is no perpetual joy ride, as anyone but
Peter — and perhaps Dietrich — will testify.
AS to Peter's loves and hates : He loves
• a certain lady who is as tall and slim
as he is short and stocky, as quiet and
dignified as he is voluble and gay.

Star

"She was known," he says with great
pride in his voice, "as the last lady of the
Viennese
stage." who gave up her own
Celia Lvovsky,
career as a prima donna to marry Peter
last year (he took a half hour off between
scenes to do so), is a lady in the ultimate
European sense of the word. She has the
polished elegance which comes from being
steeped in the centuries-old tradition of the
finest that breeding and culture offer. She
has wit and understanding. She thinks
Peter a god — which always makes for a
happy marriage.
As to aversions, Peter is too mild, too
wisely tolerant, to hate with much gusto.
But there is one dislike which he will express with vehemence, his dislike of Bo-

Stuff

on

a

hemians. Not the ones who come from
Prague, but the kind who live in Greenwich Village garrets.
"A Bohemian," says Peter, "is an unsuccessful bourgeois. He protests against
conventions so much because he is really
envious of those who succeed in life. He
is like the atheist who rants against God
because the thought of God continually
exists in his mind. I'm always suspicious
of people who protest too much.
"The great artist is neither a bourgeois
nor a Bohemian. He is an individual and
a Very
human clever,
being." these Hungarians ! And
it is this subtle insight into human nature
that makes Peter Lorre a truly great
actor.

Shoestring

(Coiifiuiicd front page 50)
three years should cut the expenses down.
A coat that either is furless or has a detachable fur trimming is the best bet. The
furless coat can do duty in the spring
and fall as well as in cold weather and it
always allows the adding of scarfs in fur
or fabric. The coat with detachable fur
is equally as versatile and never makes
you feel that everyone is thinking, "Oh,
that same coat again !"
NOW we come to the silk dress that has
to play a heavy part in any wardrobe scheme. It has to be a perfect Jekyll
and Hyde. It goes to business by day and
it has to look like an entirely different dress
for evening dates. A well-known New
York department store has come forth
with the best solution to this problem. It
offers in a recent series of ads a basic
dress of either silk or wool. This dress is
the last word in new lines and detailing —
a fuller skirt with the flattering, stitched
down pleats at the front, a well fitted
bodice and straight but graceful sleeves,
and a neckline with a clever collar that
can be worn up or open. No ornamentation of any kind on this dress — just good
along
the trick,
and
line
n ofhere's
is a series
this dress
illustratioBut,
with the fabric.
of smaller sketches showing little tricks
that will change it from tailored severity
to utter, dress-up femininity. Such things
as tailored suede or kid belts to be interchanged, with a velvet or metal belt for
greater formality. Jewelled clips or simple
metal ones. A tricky braid collar as opposed to a bright but tailored Ascot scarf.
And several types of flower trimmings with
the tailored contrasting with the more
elaborate. Why you don't have to have an
ounce of imagination to see what a perfectly swell idea it is and how quickly you
can take it unto yourselves. A dozen costumes out of one simple, not very costly
dress.
My pictures this month give some extra
ideas for you along our same pinch-penny
theme. Rosalind Russell's very plain black
crepe evening dress is one of those pets that
can be changed by little decorations and
thus _ appear
at being
a whole
winter's
gaieties
without
pointed
out associal
the
dress you wore last time. A necklace,
clips or a little capelet would exchange
with the original gold kid flowers as details. The lines of this dress are good any
time regardless of fashion flurries for
Grecian robes or the more fussy gowns
of various historical periods.
Miriam Hopkins' moire with the impertinent bow at the neck is one of those
evening dresses that will look just as
seasonable next summer as it does this
winter. And incidentally, that giddy bow
78

isn't a bad stunt to try on some evening
dress that begins to look a little party
weary. Done in velvet or taffeta it would
be a triumph.
Maureen O'Sullivan has one of those
grand jacket dresses that leads a dual,
even a triple life. Black crepe is the fabric with contrasting white crepe for the
flattering collar and bodice trimming. The
decolletage is high in both back and front.
A brief jacket, shown below the picture
of the dress on page 49, has full elbow
sleeves and a boyish little collar to match
the trim on the dress. The jacket is slit
all the way down the back. A single water
lily of the crepe adds a nice detail to this
costume.

but exfrivolous
four that
48 are
ON page cellent
suggestions
cost little
but
will mark you imaginative as well as
practical. First Billie Burke shows what
you can do with rhinestone jewelry. A
hair clip is placed in a new spot at the
part of the hair. Earrings and a clip can
be worn together or alone. In another
picture you see her wearing a metal jacket
over a plain crepe dress. A large bunch
of metallic and silk flowers fill in the
neckline and provide sole trimming for
the dress. A large chiffon handkerchief
and a pearl bracelet provide added accessory notes. Billie wears this costume in
"Splendor" and it shows you how you can
transform any last year's evening gown
by merely adding a new bunch of flowers
and a jacket as she has. The flowers or
the jacket alone would do the trick but
the combination is irresistible.
A clip can be switched about from costume to hair — worn on a dress by day and
doubling as an evening hair ornament after
six ! A.nne Darling matches the clip in
her hair with a small choker necklace of
red beads and rhinestones which are tied
with a velvet ribbon instead of held by the
usual fastener. Since high necked dresses
trimmed with pearls or other beads are
so good this season, you can vary this idea
with great effectiveness.
Incidentally, while on the subject of
jewelry, do you know what the best jewelry
investment
is forwhimsies
the girl ofwho
indulge in passing
the can't
costume
jewelry
It'scananbe inexpensive
string of counter?
pearls which
worn with
everything from sports clothes to evening
dresses and never be in poor taste no matter what you are wearing.
I added sortment
Virginia
Bruce's it
hatillustrates
to this as-a
of ideas because
good point. As you notice, Virginia is
wearing a tailored suit with a very frilly
feminine blouse, so she takes a plain felt
of the Breton sailor type and dresses it

up
Doesn'ta
that with
give ayouchenille
an idea dotted
of howveil.
to change
tailored hat into a gay dress-up affair that
will be able to look an elaborate velvet
right in the face without feeling a shabby
cousin ?
/^N time
page
50 are
wearable accesdaydresses
that,three
by changing
sories, also change their personalities.
Evalyn Knapp's
with elements
a small
embroidered
dot green
has allcrepe
the new
to look for in this winter's dress. The
skirt is short with the fullness gathered
to the front, the short jacket affects a
military swagger through the silk braid
frog fastenings. When the jacket is removed, Evalyn has a trim one-piece dress
with the soft white silk scarf tie. This tie
can be varied with others, in color and
different fabric. A metal one would make
the dress formal enough for a cocktail
party
or an silk
evening
gathering.
It's
the perfect
dressbridge
I mentioned
earlier
that can go to business as well as out to
parties. Evalyn's choice of a tricorne is a
good tip, too. It looks tailored by day,
but with the addition of a veil, it takes
on all the airs of a formal hat.
Marsha Hunt's black woolen would be
equally smart in silk crepe or satin. The
full cut to the skirt with the front gathering is graceful. The white collar and
vestee are perfect for daytime use but can
be replaced by lace or contrasting velvet
for dress-up wear. The cape, which she
holds in her hand, is a grand topper to the
dress for fall and spring days when a coat
isn't needed, but the dress looks just as
smart without it when worn under a heavy
coat.
Note Marsha's nice choice of simple
accessories.
Now, don't turn away from Rosalind
Russell's gray woolen because it looks too
plain. It is one of the most useful dresses
you can have, a variation of the classic
button-down-the- front shirtwaist dress.
Rosalind uses only a bright belt and bag
to give it color but a handkerchief scarf
tucked into the collar, or a white pique
collar and cuff set, or a smart sports pin
would all provide good variations in trimming. This type of dress is as good in
silk as woolen — and infinitely useful.
Before signing off, I want to call
your attention to what you can do
for your budget by knitting accessories and costumes. Knitted fashions
are very important and hand-knitted
ones even more so. Now, just turn to
page 52 fashions.
for this month's two attractive
knitted
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(Conti)iiicd from page 46)
— and above all. please believe me when
I say that I know whereof I speak.
You hear, I know, about girls being
picked from the extra ranks and given
important roles. This does happen occasionally. However, what is never
stressed enough is the fact that it is
one of the most unusual things that can
occur in Holly\vood. You don't hear about
the hundreds and hundreds of extras — of
which I am one — who are not picked. You
go ahead, day after day, year after year,
being nothing but extras.

it is that one chance in ten thousand that lures girls to Hollyv,-ood. I
know. I said to myself before I came to
, "Yes, there is a lot of compeHollywood
are thousands of beautiful
tition. There
and attractive girls in Hollywood, but I
believe that I am as beautiful and as
talented as they. I will be one of those
one-in-ten-thousand girls." And, you see,
I wasn't. Yet I stay here for two reasons :
first, I have no other place to go and
second — and this is the most important —
I am a victim of hope.
Oh, it is really much better to sit at
home with the dream that perhaps, had
you tried, you could have become a great
actress. It is better to have this illusion
than to face the bitter reality of Hollywood.
When I first began my career, plenty of
people told me how lucky I was. It was
quite amazing the manner in which I received my first chance. It was — actually
— lucky. And yet it was unlucky in a
way, too. For if I had never had even
one day's extra work, I would have remained in Hollywood only until my money
ran out and then gone home. How much
better off I would have been !
it is that first day's work that is
soNo,
insidious.

AXD

There are two types of extras in Hollywood. One type is comparatively happy.
They are the people who have no hope,
no ambition (perhaps they once had, I
don't know), who simply have found an
easy way to make a haphazard living.
Then there are those, like myself, who
still foolishly dream of the day when we
will be great stars. We are the unhappy
ones.
I won't say I haven't had some fun during my five years as an extra. And if I
am to be honest, I must say that there is
still a tremendous amount of glamor in
this business for me. I never step on a
set without getting a thrill, without thinktime."
is thevery
ing, "Mai^be
I have
madethis
several
good friends
as well as many enemies. My friends are
those girls and boys, who, like myself,
have ambition. The ones without ambition are very apt to kid those who have it.

SO manv people talk about "getting the
breaks'." A "break," as they call it
here in Hollywood, often means nothing
at all. I had several good breaks and for
awhile my hopes were sky high. But there
was no follow up — and so, I am still an
extra.
And now I must tell you about my lite
as it is today.
I go sometimes for as much as two weeks
without a day's work. Then I will have
a lucky week and work five days steadily. I average about twenty-five dollars a
week which just keeps my head above
water and gives me no chance to save any
money.

There are various little tricks one can
use to get more work. For instance, suppose one is on a ballroom set with many
extras. It is a good idea to try to get a
place as close to the star as possible. The
star always will have close-ups and these
usually are made after the majority of
extras are dismissed. Since a large number of extras are expensive, they will
shoot the long shots first with the extras
all in the scene. That may take a day or
two. Then they will go into the star's
close-ups which will call for a return only
of those extras who are near the star.
The easiest sets are those which show
an audience watching a theatrical performance. That means that all you do is
to sit all day and applaud at the right
moments.
Thetrasmost
difficult scenes.
scenes for
exare ballroom
You"dress"
are then
kept dancing all day and it is no fun, I
assure you.
I had a strange psychological shock the
first time I went on a ballroom set. I
was given a gorgeous evening dress to
wear. I put on my make-up carefully and
arranged my hair in a lovely effect. And
yet, when I walked on the set, not a
single person told me I looked nice.
When a girl puts on an evening dress
to go out dancing with her best beau he
invariably says, when she comes in the
room, "You look lovely tonight. What a
beautiful dress !" And most women expect
this when they have gone to the trouble
to look their best. You have no idea how
fiat you feel when no one notices either
you or your gown.
1 WONDER how many people notice
the extras at all when they see a picture? Few do, I imagine. The extras are
simply a background for the star, and yet,
each extra dresses as carefully and makes
up as well as if he or she were the star
and all eyes were centered upon him.
Many extras read, sew or play bridge
on the set. I always say that I do not
play bridge when they ask me and I never
take a book, or any sewing, because I want
to watch the stars at work. I always am
storing up little bits of knowledge.
and over what
again,
seen wants.
stars
failOver
to understand
the I've
director
I know I could do the scene better, yet I
must control myself to keep from cryingout, "Let me do it. I know I can. Oh,
please letcouragesme
me. do it." This always disThen I'll be watching and will see a star
do a scene so brilliantly, so emotionally
that I am discouraged because I know I
could never rise to such heights. I've
often gasped at seeing the simple, beautiful way in which Helen Hayes does her
work. It is a pity that she says she is
retiring from the screen.
Sometimes I just knozv I am not to be
given the chance, that I am doomed forever to be an extra and that probably some
day your children will be seeing me as one
of those white-haired dowagers who are
always in every "dress" set ! Believe me,
though, if I ever am a star, I will reveal
my true identity and admit that I wrote
these confessions. Will that day ever
come !
No, girls, take a tip from
come to Hollywood. For the
is heartbreaking and bitter.
buying that ticket, stay at home
dreams !

me. Don't
extra's life
Instead of
with your
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{Continued from page 39)

days. Now I know nothing about it. I
know what it is, I don't know how
don't
comes, or goes.
it
She asked me whether I intend to marry
that I didn't know. I may.
I said
again.
not. She looked very unhappy
Or I may
about it.
Then I was asked whether I chew gum.
If I'd said that I do, the Upper Crust
If I'd
!" would
"Oh,not,thethenasty
say,I do
would
LowermansCrust
said that
say, "The big stuck-up — who does he think
said that I didn't know. The young
heI is?"
lady was disappointed in me. Her eyes
told me so.
I thought, after she had gone, that she
might have asked me about acting. But
no one seems to care what I think about
so
acting. It seems too bad — I have given
much time to it and I can discuss it quite
intelligently.
Once I was asked how I became suave.
When I want to try to be funny I pronounce suave like "salve," with a flat A !
I talked about that. I said that when I
first went to dramatic school in New York
they told me I wouldn't do. They said I
had ability, but was too yokel. They said
I talked yokel. I thought I could fix that,
so I played the sedulous ape to all suave
actors. I went to the theatres where the
English actors played and hung over the
balcony rail and soaked it all in. The
d words, their manway they pronounce
ners. They seemed very pleasant to me. I
thought I would like to be like them. Now
I am very suave. Everyone says so.
And to my face !
TUESDAY
I was taking a sun-bath in my solarium
this afternoon. Suddenly I heard voices
below. I draped a bath towel about me,
and went down. Three women were passing from my living-room to my diningroom and thence to my game-room. They
were animated and seemed very pleased
with the house. I had never seen them
before. I located my butler. He made
inquiries. He came back and reported that
they were tourists — fans. They had
wanted to see a movie actor's home so
they had been gracious enough to choose
they knew I wouldn't
that with
mine. They
mind.
My said
butler,
an Eric Blore
smile, conveyed to them that this is a private home. They seemed surprised, but
said they had enjoyed every minute of it.
My Mother and Dad are now installed
in the cottage built for them on the
grounds. They are happier there than
they would be in the house with me — more
independent. My hours are so indefinite
that I'd have servant problems and they'd
have indigestion.
My mother still calls me "Willie." And
thinks of me as her "baby." That's all
right. I often hark back to those days of
yore. I'd like to be a child again.
I think I tore down Hobart Bosworth's
original house and built this new one, new
from the ground up, so that I could play
blocks again. Other adult experiences —
love, marriage, fame — may be here today
and gone tomorrow. Bricks, stones and
mortar remain. As we grow older, things,
just things, become more important to us.
I built this house for an investment —
two ways. So that it would be easy to
live in and easy to sell.
I never leave the place when I am not
working. I can do everything I ever want
to do right here — swim, play tennis, run
80

pictures, hunt for my keys.
I usually cook my own dinners. Broil
steaks over charcoal in the fire-place, or
I roast whole chickens. I have all the
gadgets.
I run
my
hobby as Then
well as
my pictures.
home, thisIt's
house.
Every tree has been planted for a special
reason. Everything runs smoothly except
for my keys.
WEDNESDAY
Some talk of my playing in a picture
with Carole Lombard this year. I was
asked, "Would you like it?" I said, "Sure,
it would be swell." Why not? Carole
and I go places occasionally again, now
that Jean Harlow and I decided to — "just
Someone
me the other day why
be
friends."an asked
I became
actor.
I said, "Don't be nasty."
weren't Ibeing
said. So
I They
told them.
said nasty,
that Ithey
became
an
actor because I was acutely self-conscious
as a kid. I used to spend hours, when I
was going to a party, figuring how I
would act, what I would say, what sort
of an impression I would make. I always hoped that I would create the impression of being debonaire. I never did.
And
I
never
left over
a party
I didn'tI
wonder and worry
what that
impression
really had made, whether I had appeared
to advantage or not. I developed the
habit of rehearsing before going out. I'd
rehearse myself — in the role I thought I
would appear in to the best advantage.
In other words, I was always putting
on a performance. I forever was figuring
out my exists and entrances, my lines. It
was but a step from being an amateur to
becoming a professional, which gives me
the opporunity of appearing in a variety of
agreeable roles, and knoiuing what impression I create.
That is why I am an actor. It may be
the "why" of all of us. Perhaps actors
are,
fundamentally,
more self-conscious
than other
men.

THURSDAY
A friend said to me today, "Are you
a business man or are you all temperaI went to look for my keys.
back and
am a business
manI came
at heart.
I amsaid,a "I
merchant
with a
commodity to sell. The commodity is myment ?"
friend saidmythattrain
I wasof"killing."
IMy developed
thought. I
said, "Instead of selling soup I sell my
own personality. The studio bottles it for
me, I act accordingly. I watch my fan
mail. Why?
Well, doesn't
good?
business
man check
up on every
his sales
Doesn't he have to know how his cusself."tomers are receiving his cans of soup? The
fans are my customers. They go to the
box office and buy me or they do Hot. I
want to know what they have to say about
the man who is, in my case, both manufacturer and the product. I go on the premise
that the customer is always right."
My friend said, absently, "Aren't you
I went on, talking to myself. I said
that I've never been a juvenile leaping in
the moonlight, not even when I was a
killing?"
juvenile
leaping inon the
moonlight.
never capitalized
youth
— not on I've
the
screen. And suavity should be ageless.
I figure that I can totter onto the screen
when I am eighty and still get a palsied
hand.
FRIDAY
Today my friend was here again, or
possibly yet. We got to talking about
actors again. He said, "But actors have
more emotion than other men . . ."
"No," I said, 'we just show our emotions more. We know how."
My friend said, "But aren't there more
temptations in Hollywood than else"Oh," I said, "that. Sure," I went on
suavely, "if you walk among a swarm of
bees you are more apt to get stung than
if you just
where ?" meet up with one bee now and
friend
said, with
"but all
comeyour
now,leading
don't
youMy fall
in love
I went to look for my keys. This time
I found them — and used them !
I came back. I shut his mouth with my
women ?"
then."
right
hand.
I said,
"I have
a deep
affection
for
Luise
Rainer
and for
all of
the other
lovely ladies who have been in pictures
with me. But it is affection — and nothing
to Disbelief
do with the
wasemotion
horrid called
in the 'sex.'
eyes " of my
friend. I tripped him with my right foot,
he toppled over into the pool. I left him
there and addressed my remarks to the
fish in the fish pool. Some ass had put
bluestone in the water that morning, so
the fish were dying anyway. A few more
gaspshelp.
of astonishment could neither harm
nor

Rosalind

Keith

and

Marsha

Hunt at Hollywood's ice skating rink. Uh, huh, there is one!

I said aloud, "I don't know anything
about these things. I think that succumbing to temptation is an individual matter,
as is nobly resisting it. Some of us are
St. Anthonys here in Hollywood as we
would be on the desert. Some of us are
not. Each man behaves according to his
last, like shoes. Some walk crooked, others stay on a straight and narrow line.
Now and then the hand of the Potter
shakes and the pot wobbles. Someone

MODERN
once said 'Character is fate.' I repeat it."
SATURDAY
My son Bill was here today — he is ten.
He's developing into a fine swimmer. I
think he's going to be a producer. He
asks me all kinds of questions about the
cost of pictures and what exhibitors pay
for this one and that and about box office
receipts and things.
Luncheon on blue linen and with white
flowers for decoration. I didn't notice
this, a guest did. I have a good cook — one
of Life's major blessings. The kind of
cook that does Asparagus Vinaigrette so
you would say, "But is this vinaigrette
or We
is it,
even,
asparagus
. .?"Jessica were
were
talking.
Dick .and
here and Ronnie (Ronald Colman). I
like to talk. I said that Hollywood has
no traditions. It has no memories, except
D. W. Griffith and Valentino. It's like a
Gold Rush town, I said. Strangers from
the four corners of the globe come here.
No one knows anyone else's real name, nor
where they come from. Nobody cares.
How could Hollywood have memories
or tradition? Great-grandmother Garbo,
for instance, never exchanged recipes with

Hepburn—

SCREEN

Great-grandmother Marlene Dietrich.
We can't say, "Do you remember?" and
go back for more than a handful of years.
I've been asked whether actors are like
other people. I always answer yes, only
more so. Everything depends on the
man behind the actor. There are actors,
who marry, build homes, have children and
lay up stocks and bonds, against their old
age. There are other actors who become
so fevered that they explode like Fourth
of July pin-wheels and nothing can be
seen of them but whirling sparks.
Scratch the average man and you'll find
the actor. Scratch the actor and you'll
find the average man. There are exceptions. But we'll leave them to Herr Freud
and the psychopathic wards. Mostly, all
people are of the same clay.
My friend of yesterday has not come up.
I have answered the phone seventy-nine
times by actual count. I have a phone
with a long extension in every room in
the house. But I mean every —
My keys disappeared.
I went to look for them — the keys.
There may be something symbolic in
my constant search for my missing keys.
For keys open doors, answer riddles, throw
light upon the darkness . . .

Artist

or

Imitator?

(Continued from page 29)
performances . . . watched, listened and
imitated Miss Williams. The Cinderella
story did not come true. Miss Williams
never, during that long run, failed to appear for a performance and thus allow
her understudy to "save the show." But
the understudy was thoroughly versed, at
the end of the run, in all of Miss Williams'
best physical stage tricks. They were,
physically, so alike.

AFTER that Katie understudied _ Alia
Nazimova in the Theatre Guild's "A
Month in the Country." Now, Nazimova
is an actress who becomes, for the time
being, the character she is portraying. (I
have heard this from people who have
played with her . . . and they tell me that
it is all very confusing when the lady
is engaged in repertoire!) Hepburn, the
minx, also became the character whom
Alia was portraying. She became that
character so thoroughly that it became a
part of herself.
There are shots of her in "Alice Adams"
which you would swear were shots of
Nazimova. The hands-to-the-throat gesture, the flutter, the turning of the profile
to the audience while the throat vibrates
. . . all these are characteristic Nazimova
tricks.
It all reminds me of a conversation with
King Vidor, one of our most sensitive and
important directors. "An artist should be
like
sponge,"
he pronounced.
learna from
everyone.
Now, I "He
want should
to be
an artist and therefore I don't want to talk
to you. ... I want you to talk to me.
There is always the possibility that you
may know something which has bearing
on my job, something which I may have
overlooked !"
I don't know who taught Katharine to
control her temper. That temper lost her
a number of excellent opportunities in her
early days in the theatre. It lost her, by
an untimely flaring, a coveted role in
"Death Takes a Holiday." She waited
three months for a plummy role in "Animal Kingdom," opposite Leslie Howard,
and then sacrificed it after five days of rehearsal because she had quarrelled with
her director. There were a number of

similar episodes, but there have not been,
you will observe, any of the same sort
since she entered pictures !
She may have been naughty to the Press
but she has worked with her producers and
directors with no noticeable difficulty.
THEN there were a couple of pretty
obvious and profitable bits of borrowing from Garbo ! Our Katie, like Greta,
is a showman. Arrived in Hollywood,
Katharine apparently looked about her
inquiringly, to discover what actress had
achieved the most valuable publicity and
by what methods. A child of six could
have answered that one. Garbo, of course.
And the method? It consisted, merely, of
appearing to wish to avoid publicity, while
doing everything possible to attract attention.
So, Katie ran like everything from reporters and photographers . . . down the
very same alleys that Garbo had been
sprinting before her. (Hepburn was a bit
hampered by the fact that she could run
faster than Garbo!) Described by studio
press
"exotic,"
la Hepburn
to that agents
studio as
in an
expensive,
imported rode
car,
complete with liveried chauffeur, herself
wearing faded dungarees, tattered tennis
shoes and a battered hat. Could it be that
she had heard some mention somewhere of
Garbo's
shoes ? elderly sweaters and tired canvas
There can be no doubt that she studied
and
from aura
Garbo's
voice, screen
dictionprofited
and general
of glamor.
That is not all that she studied. After
"Alice Adams" had been shot, she spent
three days in the cutting room, watching
assistant director Jane Loring edit the
film. She has made the life of cameraman
Robert de Grasse pretty complicated by
demanding to peek through the finder at
impending shots. She has got in the way
of prop men and electricians, wanting to
watch shots in her pictures which did not
concern her in the least.
She says that she has learned more from
director George Cukor than from anyone
else in Hollywood ... to which Mr. Cukor
responds, gallantly, that he has learned a
great deal from Miss Hepburn, too. But,
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do we detect something w ry in Mr. Ciikor's
polite retort, something to do with the
problem of the psychology of talented,
red-haired actresses ? Or are we bum detectors ?

KATHARINE HEPBURN does not
like meeting new people. This is not
so much because she is shy as it is that
she is restless and impatient. Impatient
with the effort it requires to undertake the
careful groundwork of getting to know a
person . . . and impatient with the waste of
time and energ>' you spend in silly talk.
She will do without her lunch rather than
go into the studio commissary alone. If
she goes with someone, they can pretend
to be engaged in serious and important
conversation. Alone, slie is required to
answer two dozen friendly and well-meaning persons who pause at her table to inquire, "How's tricks?" or "What do you
know?" Katie simply doesn't know the

answers to those questions. She is possessed
of no such give-and-take of small talk
and it scares her to death.
That is probably why she never goes to
Hollywood parties and why she appears
so rarely at Hollywood restaurants. It
is probably why, on those hurried plane
trips to Connecticut to see her family, she
withdraws so definitely from the friends
with whom she went to school. Her friends
will tell
she shy
is shy.
I don'thave
believe it.you
Xo that
really
girl could
made her way with such stubborn determination through so many set-backs and fiery
personal clashes in the difficult theatre
world ! Katharine Hepburn is not shy,
but neither
would I call her sociable nor
cozy
!
Time was when I thought that perhaps
she was another flash in the pan, that her
success might have been one of those accidents of personality, of strange, unconventional beauty, plus fortunate vehicles

Don't

Cagney was the rebel of Hollywood? He
told his studio that he'd leave the picture
business before he'd make the compromises
demanded of him. He threw words of
rebellion in their faces.
He was given advice. Golly, was that
lad given advice ! "You're being a fool,
Jimmy," people said. "Now takfe my advice and patch this thing up. \yhy, the
studio can ruin your career. You'd better
see the producers. You had better compromise."
They painted a black picture — unless,
of course, he took their shining advice.
But Jimmy went his own way, he listened
only to the dictates of his own rebellious
heart. And today he is doing okay for
wolf you heard wasn't
himself. at That
howling
his door.
And now look at a victim of bad advice
whose own vitality at last came through.
I'm speaking of Myrna Loy.
You really can't blame her for heeding
the advice-givers. It was pretty hard for
her to sit back, with only an average contract, and realize that she was coining
money for her studio while others, with not
nearly so much box-office appeal, were better off than she.
True, when she signed that contract she
had been a mediocre actress for years.
True, it was the change in her style of
work and a chance to show the talents
that had so long been hidden by slithering,
slit-eyed roles that turned her into a company money-maker. But no one knew that
this was going to happen.
And so she was "advised." The hundreds of Hollywood advice-givers (honestly, they should form a union) told her
she was foolish to sit by and make no
more demands. So Myrna against her
own better judgment upped and left the
lot and an announcement was made that
she was going with another studio.
Myrna's advice-givers should now be
getting a royalty from Luise Rainer. Luise
profited when she stepped into the Loy
four-Bs. It may have been her own first
hunch or the flashing success made by
Rainer that determined Myrna to give up
the outside studio idea. At any rate, she
is back in the fold. And the lads who
peddled the advice must feel pretty silly.

THERE are those who say Helen Vinson is the biggest potential bet on the
screen. And every newcomer is meat for
the advisors. How shocked they were
when anyone so untried and insecure de82
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and directors. I thought slie might be
merely novel. But since "Alice Adams"
. . . no, since the saccharine and old-fashioned "Little Minister," I have been sure
that Hepburn
the stuff of which permanent successwas
is made.
Undoubtedly, she will go right on "borrowing" tricks and traits from more mature and experienced troupers. I once heard
the president of an important University
pronounce, "Our really important students
are not the ones who become letter perfect
in their lessons and recite them like parrots. They are the boys who assimilate
what they learn, make it their own and
transmute it into something individual."
If able
Katharine
has from
"borrowed"
recognizcharacteristics
other people,
she
has nevertheless transmuted them into
something individual and artistically important. But gracious! If she goes on
like this,
she'llcast,
be practically
an entire
motion
picture
all in one package!

Advice!

(Coiifinued from ['ciyc 47)
termined to break her contract and free
lance ! They were horrified when she dared
to quarrel with Sam Goldwyn over how a
scene
in "The Wedding Night" was to
be played.
SOwhen
theysheweren't
they
said,a
signed surprised,
a contract to
make
couple of pictures with Gaumont-British ;
it was all just a part of her general reAnd theyto told
"You're
making a big belliousness.
mistake
work her,
in England.
After all, in Hollywood it is 'Out of sight
out of mind!' Besides people will get the
idea that you're through here and won't
want
you anymade
more."
So Helen
her two pictures in England, "King of the Damned" and "Transatlantic Tunnel" — both of which added
credit to her fame as an actress — and has
returned to Hollywood for another picture. And besides having more prestige,
she also has a new husband, Fred Perry,
the tennis player.
How right Helen was to listen to her
own convictions ! How wrong she would
have been had she taken the free advice !
And man, oh man, the advice they gave
Garbo. "You must be nice to the press,"
they told her. "You must be sweet and
gracious and always see everyone. You
must go to the important parties," they said.
"It's good to mix with people and get to
know the big shots. It will get you pubSo Garbo said, "I tank I go home" and
got more publicity than press teas and
smiles
licity." for every writer in Hollywood
would have netted her.
THE
first trip Paul Muni made to
Hollywood was a succession of advice
conferences. Not knowing the ways of
Hollywood he said he felt like a man
going through an African jungle. How
stupid the man would be to attempt it
without a guide. So he took along a lot
of guides, w'ho showed him just where to
put his foot every step he made.
What happened? In just a few months
Paul was out. He went back to the stage,
a little sore at Hollywood.
And then, months later, he had another
chance. This time he listened to no one
but himself. He broke all the rules which
Hollywood lays down for its newcomers.
And the next thing you knew Paul Muni
was a success in pictures.
It really all boils down to one truth —
the people who dare to do, who have real

rebellion in their souls, who refuse to walk
along the accepted paths, are the ones with
the courage and energy to put themselves
across.
Haven't you seen it in families? Four
children
"mother'sAndpride''
so sweet,
so docile,willso begentle.
the — fifth
will
always be in trouble, never do what he is
told. Nine times out of ten it is that very
trying fifth child who makes his presence
felt in the world.
And yet so bound are we by rules and
regulations, so envious perhaps of those
who have the courage to break them, that
we predict dire disaster for them.
Carole Lombard and I were talking
about that one day. "I never listen to anybody but myself," she said. "People say
I'm just plain nuts. But at least they say
it, they don't dismiss me with an evasive
I believe that if you will look over the
word
or two."scene you will learn a lesson.
Hollywood
And that lesson is, "Know what you want
to do, have a picture of your goal in your
mind and set out to get it your way, without taking advice from anybody !"
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(Continued from page 52)
fashions. The finishing is very important.
You can have your dress blocked by a
professional if you like, but if you want to
do it yourself, this is the way to go about
it : Be very careful in sewing . the seams
together to have the rows matching. When
your dress or sweater is completed, lay
a thick pad on a table, then spread your
dress out full length and width. Stretch
it to your individual measurements. Get
your correct length of sleeve, bust and
hip measurement. Then pin it carefully
to the pad about every inch, following
above instructions. Lay a wet cloth over it
and press until almost dry. Remove the
pins. Lay the seams flat and press out the
creases made by the pins.
There is no charge for our instructions
— they're absolutely free. All you do is to
signify the accessory set or costume you
want by number and send it together with
a stamped, self-addressed envelope to
Adelia Bird, Modern Screen, 149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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How
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Hold
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Husband

{Continued from page 45)
unusual people, and Irene and her husband are that.
Now take a tip from Dixie Lee Crosby.
Give your husband twins once in awhile !
(Ha, Ha!) But seriously, Bing was the
proudest man in Hollywood when those
babies were born. Aside from his paternal
pride, think what husbandly pride he must
take in looking at Dixie, the mother of
three lusty boys, and finding her the same
slender,
vivacious
girl interest
he married.
ever let your
maternal
in yourDon't
new
offspring dull your romantic one in your
husband. Get after your figure the moment
you are feeling tip-top again. Make your
routine just as methodical as that of your
baby's.
You won't regret it, you'll thank
me.
And now let me give you some tips.
For goodness sake, don't harp on dieting
and reducing. Husbands have a holy horror of those two words, mostly because
they have seen too many women ruin their
health and dispositions by stupid starvation diets and fantastic get-slim-quick
ideas. A jittery, cranky woman can drive
a man to more things than drink ! Remember this, my system gives you health and
strength — two essentials to beauty in any
form. You must be healthy to be strong.
Now I'm going to give you a marvelous
exercise for reducing the abdomen — it has
never failed. It's an exercise wherein
your husband can help you, if you can persuade him to.
LIE flat upon the floor, on your face,
> with your arms outstretched above
your head. First, get your husband to
grab you around your ankles (he's in a
standing position). Now, have him slowly
pull your ankles up off the floor. Your
legs are in a semi-circle and it is as if he
were going to make your toes touch your
head and thus bring you into a complete
circle. While he is doing this, you must
stretch your stomach and arm muscles.
Baby, you can feel the flesh rolling off.
Keep at it. Have him raise and lower

GRIEFIN-ABC

your ankles for about five minutes, daily.
In a month you won't know your own
figure. You won't know your husband,
either, he'll be complimenting you so
much.
And listen, baby, don't let your husband
give you that old alibi, "I don't want you
to reduce. I love you the way you are."
Sure, he probably does like you the way
you are because you've become a habit — a
comfortable sort of habit like his old smoking jacket or his bedroom slippers.
No matter how interested he still seems
to be in the plump you, remember that he
can become more interested in some slender
atractive girl who happens along. By the
he'slook
met out
a dozen
slim, attractive girls
—time
well,
!
Have you ever noticed that when a
group of married friends go dancing of
an evening, how often the husband of a
fat gal Need
dancesI say
withmore?
his neighbor's slim
wife?
He may say he likes you as you are but
he would worship you, if you were
youthful, slim and lovely looking. Life for
both of you would be a thousand times
more fasf.inating. We are progressing so
fast today that pretty soon there will be
no such thing as age, so be alert and eager
enough to grasp all the benefits that science
has to offer you.
Now I am going to give you a "How to
Hold Your Husband" diet. It works both
ways. It's a meal that will reduce you and
will, at the same time, be so darn good
that
he'll yell
Don'tdinner
laugh.
a corned
beef forandmore.
cabbage
I It's
Cut off all the fat^ from corned beef.
Put it in a kettle with a cup of cold
water. To this add two onions, three bay
leaves, twelve whole black pepper pods and
a solid head of white cabbage, cut into
quarters. Steam all this together for one
hour and a half. Then peel and quarter
(quarter them the long way) some Irish
potatoes. Add them and steam the whole
dish for another hour. You can eat the
corned beef and cabbage but don't eat the
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Which is which? Can you spot Mme. Sylvia's Joan Personette, whom
she selected in our December issue as the girl most closely resembling
Joan Crawford? The likeness is startling and when la Crawford visited New York recently, the girls got together. Here they are — at
left, Joan Personette, at right, Joan Crawford.
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potatoes. The rest of tlie family will enjoy them.
With this meal serve a green salad and
for dessert, have apples baked this way :
Cut out both stems of the apples but do
not core them. Stick a piece of lemon peel
into the place where the stem was. Then
squeeze the juice of the lemon over the
raw apples. Bake them slowly, basting as
you bake. Do not add any sugar. Serve
them with a demi-tasse.
A swell dessert.

What's

And there you have a meal that is reducing, inexpensive and absolutely delicious.
It's as good for your husband as it is for
you. Just sit back and listen to him yell
for more. And, when you tell him that
it's a lievereducing
meal, I'll bet he won't beyou !
So, in closing, remember, darling, a
good man is hard to find — but once found,
he's worth holding with every bit of imagination and allure you can conjure up.

Ahead

for

Janet

Sylvia is glad to answer your letters.
Send a self-addressed, stannped envelope
to Mn,e. Sylvia, MODERN SCREEN, 149
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
She will discuss all of your personal
problems with you. But remember to
ask her just one question at a time. She
can answer them more quickly that way.

Gaynor?

{Cojiliiiiicd from page 41)
often produce
very unsettled results.
But I believe that even these facts are
comparatively insignificant and unimportant. I believe that the change, if there
be a change, is due simply and wholly to
the fact that the girl has become the
woman and there is a normal break indicated between what she has done and what
she may do in the future.
That, plus an accident which removed
her from the starring role of "Way Down
East." Of which, more later.
And it is also my belief that Janet will
not go into the eclipse suffered by Mary
Pickford. She will not undergo a similar
fate just because she is entering a new
phase — and knows it. That is the healthy
omen, that she does know it. That is the
omen which promises longevity for Janet,
the star.
People say, "But if she grows up, will
the fans accept her in anything but young
and saccharine roles?"
IT seems to me that the past year or two
answers that. And indicates, sharply,
that Janet sees herself in an undistorted
mirror. And demonstrates that the fans
will
keep step
with her.
"Carolina,"
she very
definitely
beganForto ingrow
up. As
the young mother of two small children
she stepped into the adult class. In
"Change of Heart," she played a quite mature, newspaper girl, a college graduate,
no longer adolescent and wondering what
it is all about. In "One More Spring,"
she was sophisticated, certainly not the
sheltered, idealistic darling nor the pampered Faery Queen. And while I understand that that picture, as a picture, was
not an outstanding success, the report on
the fan reaction to Janet herself was
highly enthusiastic. In "The Farmer
Takes a Wife," she gives an adult characterization and, more important, plays a
character part whicli is an eye to the future or I am blind. And had she completed "Way Down East," she would have

played a girl, unwed, who had experienced
motherhood. And Janet had no objections
to that role.
These are incontestable and easily checkupable facts, and seem to indicate, if not
to prove, that Janet is not going to cling,
blushing, to her sunbonnet blue and her
Faery Princess wands.
One fact should be clearly borne in
mind when any discussion of Janet is before the house. And this fact is that she
is, first and foremost, an excellent business
woman. And excellent business women
know when a product is dated. She is
sound business woman enough to take to
heart what happened to Mary Pickford,
who never grew up, and to realize that
there does come an end to the story of
Peter Pan.
Janet is probably wealthier than nine out
of ten of her fellow stars. She has no extravagances, neither financial nor emotional. Her head rules her heart and her
check book and her contracts. She lives
in a simple home. She keeps one servant.
The average movie star's menage is staffed
with anywhere from five to twenty-five.
She never buys expensive cars. She has
had
one for
doesn't
care the
forsame
jewels.
Sheyears.
neverSheentertains
more than six persons at any one time.
She saves and invests her money. She
buys inexpensive
gowns. She
She consults
doesn't
make
ridiculous mistakes.
her mother about everything. And so she
will not, it is safe to assume, make the
most ridiculous mistake of all — that of
clinging to the ruffled skirts of girlhood
once girlhood is gone, or ought to be gone.
People say "But ivhy did she leave the
cast of 'Way Down East'? I hear — ■
Rochelle Hudson — I am told — don't try to
tell nie — " and so forth.
I don't know why I should try to tell
anyone anything since we all believe
what we want to believe, what there's
the m'ost kick in believing, and the devil
take the truth.

Ann Sothern
helps to eat up
Inez Courtney's
wedding
cake!
Inez recently
wed Luigi Fillasi,
a Los Angeles
wine merchant.

And, for the matter of that, I can only
tell you what I myself have been told by
people who were eye and ear witnesses of
the accident, people who were on location
with the "Way Down East" company in
Santa Cruz. And I have a naive way of
believing eye and ear witnesses as against
the "they-sayers."
Well, if concussion
brain
and a
PEOPLE
say, "It's of
all the
very
curious."
dangerously low blood count is very curious, have it your own way. I can merely
reiterate that I am told that Janet was
badly hurt, and for that reason, and no
other, she abdicated the part to Rochelle
Hudson. She did collide with Henry
Fonda when they were on location. She
did see stars and she did fall over backwards, striking her head against a jagged
piece of rock protruding from the field.
Mr. Henry King is a very vigorous director. When he directs the collision of
two stars, one of them falls. Janet fell.
And after the smash-up, a nasty one, she
went on working, while her head hummed
and ached. She returned to Hollywood
that night. The next morning she went to
the hairdresser's for a head massage, believing the treatment might relieve the
pain in her head. She returned to the
studio to work. She fainted in her dressing-room. Even then, she persisted. She
worked for almost a week, taking osteopathic treatments meanwhile. At the end
of the week she fainted again. This time
she was compelled to go home. A doctor's examination disclosed concussion and
a blood-count low enough to have put a
prize fighter under a transfusion. She
was told that she must remain in bed for
at least two months. She was told that,
of course, the scalp massage and the osteopathic treatments were the very worst
things she could have done, under the circumstances. She was told that she really
should not work for another six months.
People say, "But why isn't she working
now? Isn't there something queer about
that? Has Twentieth Century-Fox a story
ready for her? If not, why not?"
No, nothing queer about it. Twentieth
Century-Fox have not a story ready for
her at this writing because, according to
the terms of her contract, which call for
three productions a year, she does not start
work until January, 1936. "Way Down
East," in spite of her having to leave the
cast, is counted as one of her three for
the year. Not being due to make another
until January — having worked very hard
and pushed her schedule ahead last year
in the hope that she could make her
long-dreamed-of world tour — she is up to
scratch and that is the why of that. They
are looking for material for her right
now.
Her contract with Fox expires in June
of this year. She will make her scheduled
two pictures before that time. Barring an
Act of God, and assuming that a studio is
not staffed with practised fabricators, this
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LITTLE JACK HORNER
SAT IN A CORNER
AFTER EATING A LARGE PIECE OF PIE . . .
HE STUCK IN HIS THUMB,
AND PULLED OUT A TUM,
/WHICH HE ALWAYS KEPT IN HIS VEST\
^POCKET FOR JUST SUCH EMERGENCIES/
WHY

MILLIONS

GARRY

TUMSI

"WILLIONS now know the smart thing is to
carry a roll of Turns, always. Heartburn,
gas, and other symptoms of acid indigestion
have a habit of occurring at unexpected times.
You don't have to drench your stomach with
harsh alkalies which physicians have long
warned may make the tendency toward acid
indigestion worse. Tums, a real scientific advancement, contain no soda or other alkalies,
instead a wonderful antacid that simply neutralizes stomach acidity, the balance passing
out of the body inert. Pleasant to eat as candy,
only 10c a roll. Put a roll in your pocket now.
FOR THE TUMMY
Ssason's greetings from Hollywood's problem child!
Edith Fellows,
who was such a bad girl in "She Married Her Boss," presents this
doll-like picture, amid a galaxy of toys.
can be stated as fact.
When her contract expires, will she
reign still, as Queen of the Fox
lot? Well, "They" say that she will not
re-sign. They say that they have heard
that she will go with j\Ir. Sheehan. But
where? Do "They" know that? Because,
and I have this as coming from Janet herself, she does not know where she will go,
if at all.
Such being the case, what can Janet
say? It is certainly safe to assume that
she will go wherever it is most advantageous for her to go, as any good business
woman would. Naturally if Mr. Sheehan
atfiliates in such a way as to offer her better stories, larger opportunities, more
money than she has now — then, quite reasonably, she would go with Mr. Sheehan, I
should think. As she would go to M-G-iVI,
RKO, Columbia, Warner Brothers — or
remain where she is— according to the
proposition involved.
I believe that this gives answers, however speculative, to most of the rumors,
equally speculative. The box office drop
of a mere one to two points. The assurance that she will make her two more
scheduled pictures on the Twentieth Century-Fox lot. The assumption that if she
does not re-sign with Fox it will only be
because something more attractive presents itself. The information, which is as
valid as eyes and ears can make it, that
of "Way Down East"
Janet left
because
shethewascast
ill . . . difficult for skeptics to swallow, this idea that what they
are told at headquarters is the truth. But
as near to the truth as we have been able
to come.
One more rumor. "They" have also
been busy with romance rumors. One
day report had it that a young dentist is
the favored Romeo. I can tell you, pretty
definitely, that the seriousness of that ro-

mance has been over and done with these
many months. Love is an unknown quantity, of course, and any day my "pretty
definite"
rise not.
up to
smite
me in the statement
teeth. Butmay
I think
Another
report nominated Gene Raymond as the
Gaynor Gallant. Then Al Scott and so on,
through the roll-call of eligible young
men. Of whom there are not many.
In fact, I am told that Janet said, when
questioned about Gene, "Whom else would
a girl go out with in Hollywood?" And
Janet's mother likes Gene, likes Janet to
go out with him. Because Janet is not
yet as strong as she might be and when
Gene says that he will bring her home at
eleven, he brings her home at eleven. I
am further told that Janet has no matrimonial intentions whatsoever, or zdwinsoever. She is, she sa\'S, "having a good
time, playing the field." Every girl's
birthright, or isn't it?
So, what's ahead for Janet Gaynor?
Somerset Maugham says, somewhere in
his "Don Fernando" that ". . . if you
chance to create a type he will go marching down the ages to the end of time. You
gave him life and he holds you forever in
the remembrance of men . . ."
Well, Janet and Mary created a type.
They created the perfect type of youth
when youth is innocent and dewy and
lovely. The young Mary, the young Janet
will remain forever, I feel sure, in the
rosemary and remembrance of men.
But it is my conviction that Janet will
not go down, embalmed in a memory — one
memory. I believe that she will give us,
not one of the Stages of Man, but possibly, all Seven Stages. She will go
marching down the ages bequeathing us
her idyllic youth and, as well, a mellow
maturity, a silvery age, a poignant portrait
gallery of which the girl will be only the
pretty predecessor.

TUMS
TUMS ARE
ANTACID
MOTA LAXATIVE
Beaotifu]
5 color of1935-36
the purchase
a 10c rollCalendar-Thennometer
of Tums or 25c box of
FREE: with
NRfthe all-vegetable laxative). Atyoor drnggist's.
Free

for

Asthma

During
Winter
If you suffer with those terrible attacks ot
Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw, Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp for
breath was the very last; if restful sleep is impossible because of the struggle to breathe; if
you feel the disease is slowly wearing your iife
away,
onceof toa the
Frontier
Asthmadon't
Co. fail
for toa send
free attrial
remarkable
method. No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy under the
Sun. send for this free trial. If you have suffered for a lifetime and tried everything you
could learn of without relief; even if you are
utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but
send today for this free trial. It will cost you
nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 112-A Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara Street,
Buffalo, New York

It's a big handfull of potcleaner
Chore Girls get quickest results in removing burnt- In grease and grime from
oil kitchenware. No more rough, red
hands. No rust or splinters to endanger.
Buy one today at the store where you secured this magazine.

MAKE $25-$35 A WEES
YotJ can learn at home in spare time.
Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands
of graduates. Est. 37 years. One graduate
has
lO-bed
hospital.Equipment
Another
savedcharge
$400 ofwhile
learning.
Included. Men and women 18 to 60. High School not required.CHICAGO
Easy tuition SCHOOL
payments. OFWrite
us now.
NURSING
Dept. 231, 26 N. Ashland Blvd., Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Name
Cit.yAge_
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Studio

BRUCE, VIRGINIA: M-G-M.
BUCK. FRANK:
BUCKLER,
JOHN:KKO-Railio.
Columbia.
BURGESS,
DOROTHY: Free lance. Write her at RKORadio.
BbiM^t, BILLIE: Free lance. Write her at Columbra.
BURKE, KATHLEEN: Paramoiuit.
BURNS, GEORGE: Paramount.
BUSHMAN,
RALPH:Paramount.
M-G-M.
BUTLER, JIMMY:
BUTTERWCRTH, CHARLES: M-G-M.
CABOT. BRUCE:
M-G-M.
CAGNEY,
BILL: Keiniblic.
CAGNEY, JAMES: Warner Bros.
CALLAHAN, MARGARET: RKO-Radio.
CALLEIA, JOSEPH: M-G-M.
CANSINO,
RITA: 20tU
Century-Fox.
CANTOR, EDDIE:
Samuel
Goldwyn.
CARLISLE, KITTY: Paramount.
CARLISLE, MARY:
M-G-M.
CARMINATI,
TULLIO:
Columbia.
CARRILLO, LEO: Columbia.
CARROLL, NANCY: Columbia.
.
CAVANAGH,
PAUL: Free lance. Write him
^'ersal.
. at UniCHANDLER,
CHICK: Free lance.
Write him at
RKO-R.adio.
CHANDLER. HELEN: Free lance.
Write her at
United Artists.
CHAPLIN, CHARLES: United Artists.
CHATTERTON, RUTH: Columbia.
CHEVALIER, MAURICE: M-G-M.
CHRISTIANS, MADY: M-G-M.
CLARKE,
MAE: Universal.
M-G-M.
CLIVE, COLIN:
COLBERT, CLAUDETTE: Paramount.
COLLIER. CONSTANCE: M-G-M.
COLLINS, CORA
SUE:United
M-G-M.Artists.
COLMAN,
RONALD:
CONNOLLY, WALTER: Columbia.
COOK, DONALD: Columbia.
COOPER, GARY: Paramount.
COOPER,
CORTEZ. JACKIE:
RICARDO: M-G-M.
Warner Bros.
COURTNEIDGE,
COURTNEY, INEZ:CICELY:
Columbia.M-G-M.
CRABBE, LARRY: Paramount.
CRAWFORD,
M-G-M.Columbia.
CROMWELL, JOAN:
RICHARD:
CROSBY, BING: Paramount.
CROSMAN, HENRIETTA: 20thFreeCentury-Fox.
lance. Write her
CONSTANCE:
CUMMINGS,
at Universal
DANIELS, BEBE: Free lance. Write her at 20th
Centur^■-l■^")x.
DARE,
DOROTHY: Warner Bros,
him a Warner
DARRO,
Bros. FRANKIE: Free lance. Write
DAVIES, MARION: Warner Bros.
DAVIS, BETTE: Warner Bros.
DEE,
FRANCES: RKO-Radio.
DE HAVILLAND,
OLIVIA: Warner Bros.
DEL RIO, DOLORES: Warner Bros.
DE MILLE. KATHERINE: Paramount.
DEVINE, ANDY: Free lance. Write him at Universal.
DIETRICH. MARLENE: Paramount.
DINEHART, ALAN: 20th Century-Fox.
DIX,
DODD, RICHARD:
CLAIRE: RKO-Radio.
Warner Bros.
DONAT. ROBERT: United Artists.
DONNELLY. RUTH: Warner Bros.
DOUGLAS. MELVYN: Columbia.
DOWNS, JOHNNY: Paramount.
DOYLE, MAXINE: Warner Bros.
DRAKE, FRANCES: Paramount.
DUMBRILLE, DOUGLAS: Columbia,
DUNA, STEFFI: RKO-Radio.
DUNN, JAMES: 20th Century-Fox.
DUNNE, IRENE: RKO-Radio.
DURANT, JACK: 20th Century-Fox.
DURANTE.
JIMMY:
M-G-M.
DVORAK, ANN:
Warner
Bros.
EDDY,
NELSON:
M-G-M.
EGGERTH, MARTA: Universal.
EILERS. SALLY: Universal.
ELDREDGE, JOHN: Warner Bros.
ELLIS, MARY: Paramount.
ELLIS, PATRICIA: Warner Bros.
ERROL, LEON: Free lance. Write him at Columbia.
ERWIN, STUART: M-G-M.
EVANS, MADGE: M-G-M.
EVANS. MURIEL:
M-G-M.JR.: United Artists.
FAIRBANKS,
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS. DOUGLAS SR.: United Artists.
FARRELL, CHARLES: Universal.
FARRELL. GLENDA: Warner Bros.
FAVERSHAM, PHILLIP: Warner Bros.
FAYE, ALICE: 20th Century-Fox.
FAZENDA. LOUISE: M-G-M.
FEARS,
PEGGY:
Century-Fox.
FELLOWS.
EDITH:20th Columbia.
FETCHIT,
STEPIN:
20th
Century-Fox.
FIELDS, W. C: Paramount.
FLYNN. ERROL: Warner Bros.
FONDA, HENRY: Paramount.
FORAN. DICK: Warner Bros.
FORBES, HAZEL: RKO-Radio.
FORBES,
versal. RALPH: Free lance. Write him at UniFORD,
lumbia. WALLACE: Free lance. Write him at CoFOSTER, NORMAN: 20th Century-Fox.
FOSTER. PRESTON: RKO-Radio.
FOX.
SIDNEY:
FRANCIS,
KAY: RKO-Radio.
Warner Bros.
FRAWLEY, WILLIAM: Paramount.
FRITCHIE. BARBARA: Paramount.
FROOS. SYLVIA:
Century-Fox.
FULLER.
FRANCES:20thParamount.
FURNESS. BETTY: M-G-M.
GABLE, CLARK: M-G-M.
GAHAGAN. HELEN: RKO-Radio.
GALLAGHER, SKEETS: RKO-Radio.
GAI.LIAN. KETTI: 20th Centurv-Fox.
GARAT. HENRI: 20th Century-Fox.
GARBO. GRETA:
M-G-M.
GARGAN.
WILLIAM:
Warner Bros.
GAYNCR, JANET: 20th Century-Fox.
GIBSON, WYNNE: Free lance. Write her at RKORadin.
GILBERT,
JOHN: Free lance. Write him at Columbia.
GLEASON, JAMES: RKO-Radio.
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(Continued from page 55)
GCDDARD, PAULETTE: United Artists.
GOMBELL, MINNA: Free lance. Write her at 20th
Century-Fox.
GORDON,
HENRY:Columbia.
M-G-M.
GORDON, C.
GAVIN:
GRABLE. BETTY: RKO-Radio.
GRAHAME,
MARGOT:
RKO-Radio.
GRANT, CARY:
Paramount.
GWENN, EDMUND: M-G-M.
HADEN,
Radio. SARA: Free lance. Write her at RKOHAINES, WILLIAM: Mascot.
HALE, ALAN: RKO-Radio.
HALEY,
JACK:
20th Paramount.
Century-Fox.
HALLIDAY.
JOHN:
versal.
HAMILTON, NEIL: Free lance. Write him at UniHARDIE, RUSSELL: M-G-M.
HARDING, ANN: RKO-Radio.
HARDWICKE, SIR CEDRIC: United Artists.
HARDY. OLIVER: M-G-M.
HARLOW,
JEAN: M-G-M.
M-G-M. FORRESTER:
HARVEY,
Free lance. Write him at
HARVEY,
lumbia. LILIAN: Free lance. Write her at CoHAYDON, JULIE: Paramount.
HAYES, HELEN: M-G-M.
HAYWARD, LOUIS: M-G-M.
HEALY.
TED: M-G-M. Republic.
HENRY, CHARLOTTE:
HENRY, WILLIAM: M-G-M.
HEPBURN, KATHARINE: RKO-Radio.
HERSHOLT, JEAN: M-G-M.
HERVEY,
M-G-M.
HILLIARD, IRENE:
HARRIET:
RKO-Radio.
HOBSON, VALERIE: Universal.
HOLLOWAY, STERLING: 20th Century-Fox.
HOLMES,
Write him at
Universal. PHILLIPS: Free lance.
HOLT, DAVID: Paramount.
HOLT, BETTY: Paramount.
HOLT, JACK: Columbia.
HOPKINS, MIRIAM: Samuel Goldwyn.
HORTON,
EVERETT: RKO-Radio.
HOWARD, EDWARD
JOHN: Paramount.
HOWARD, LESLIE: Warner Bros.
HUDSON,
ROCHELLE:
20th Century-Fox.
HULL, HENRY:
Universal.
HUME,
BENITA:
20th
Century-Fox.
HUNT, MARSHA: Paramount.
HUNTER. IAN: Warner Bros.
HUNTLEY, G. P JR.: Universal.
HUSTON,
Free lance.
Write him at
RKO-Radio.WALTER:
HUTCHINSON, JOSEPHINE: Warner Bros.
HYAMS, LEILA: Paramount.
JAGGER. DEAN: Paramount.
JARRETT,
ARTHUR:
JASON. SYBIL:
WarnerRKO-Radio.
Bros.
JENKINS, ALLEN: Warner Bros.
JEPSON, HELEN: Paramount.
JEWELL, ISABEL: M-G-M.
JOHNSON,
KAY:Warner
RKO-Radio.
JOLSON, AL:
Bros.
JONES, BUCK: Universal.
JORY, VICTOR: Columbia.
JUDGE,
2nth Republic.
Century-Fox.
KAAREN. ARLINE:
SUZANNE:
KARLOFF. BORIS: Universal.
KARNS. ROSCOE: Paramount.
KEATING. FRED: Columbia.

Watch this chap! He's John
Howard and he made everyone sit up and ask his name
after "Annapohs Farewell."
Now he's on his way in "Millions in the Air." A genial gent
and a swell actor.

KEELER, RUBY: Warner Bros.
KEENE, ROSALIND:
TOM: Free lance.
Write him at Paramount.
KEITH,
Paramount.
KELLY,
PATSY:
M-G-M.
KELLY,
PAUL: 20thC: Century-Fox.
KELLY. WALTER
Paramount.
KELTON, PERT: RKO-Radio.
KENT, BARBARA: Columbia.
KENYON,
DORIS: Free lance. Write her at Universal.
KIBBEE, GUY: Warner Bros.
KIEPURA, JAN: Paramount.
KING, WALTER: 20th Century-Fox.
KNIGHT,
KRUGER, JUNE:
OTTO: M-G-M.
Columbia.
LAMONT, MOLLY: RKO-Radio.
LANDI, ELISSA: Paramount.
LANGDON, HARRY: Columbia.
LANE, LOLA: Free lance. Write her at Mascot.
LANG, JUNE: 20th Century-Fox.
LANGFORD, FRANCES: M-G-M.
LAArtists.
RUE, JACK: F'ree lance. Write him at United
LAUGHTON, CHARLES: Paramount.
LAUREL, STAN: M-G-M.
LAWRENCE,FRANK:
ROSINA:
M-G-M.
LAWTON,
Universal.
LAYE,
EVELYN:
M-G-M.
LEDERER, FRANCIS: RKO-Radio.
LEE, BILLY: Paramount.
LEE, DIXIE: 20th Century-Fox.
LEE,
RKO-Radio.
LEROY,DOROTHY:
BABY: Paramount.
LEROY, HAL: Warner Bros.
LEYTON,
DRUE: 20th
Century-Fox.
LIGHT, ROBERT:
Warner
Bros.
Columbia. WINNIE: Free lance.
LIGHTNER,
Write her at
LINAKER, KAY: Warner Bros.
LINDEN, ERIC:
M-G-M. Warner Bros.
LINDSAY,
MARGARET:
LLOYD, HAROLD: Paramount.
LODGE,
mount. JOHN: Free lance. Write him at ParaLOMBARD, CAROLE: Paramount.
LORD, PAULINE: Columbia.
LORRE, PETER: Columbia.
LOUISE,
mount. ANITA: Warner Bros.
LOVE, MONTAGU: Free lance. Write him at ParaLOWE, EDMUND: Universal.
LOY, MYRNA:
LUGOSI,
BELA: JI-G-M.
Universal.
LUKAS,
PAUL:
LUND, LUCILLE:M-G-M.
Mascot.
LUPINO, IDA: Paramount.
LYON,
Fox. BEN: Free lance. Write him at 20th CenturyMacDONALD, JEANETTE: M-G-M.
MACK, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
MacMAHON, ALINE:
M-G-M
MacMURRAY.
FRED: Paramount.
MALA: .M-G-ai.
MANNERS,
DAVID: Free lance. Write him at RKORadio.
MANNORS. SHEILA: Columbia.
MARCH, FREDRIC: United Artists.
MARGO: Paramount.
MARSH,
MARSH, JOAN:
MARIAN:RKO-Radio
Columbia.
MARSHALL, HERBERT: Paramount.
MARTINI, NINO: 20th Century-Fox.
MARX
BROTHERS:
M-G-M.
MAYNARD.
KEN: Columbia.
McCOY, COL. TIM: Columbia.
McCREA, JOEL: Samuel Goldwyn.
McFARLAND. SPANKY: M-G-M.
McHUGH, FRANK: Warner Bros.
McKINNEY, FLORINE: Universal.
McLAGLEN, VICTOR: Free lance.
Write him at
20th Century-Fox.
MEIGHAN,
THOMAS: Free lance.
Write him at
20th Century-Fox.
MELTON,
FRANK:
20th
Century-Fox.
MENJOU, ADOLPHE: Warner Bros
MERCER, BERYL: Free lance. Write her Republic.
MERKEL, UNA:
M-G-M.
MERMAN,
ETHEL:
Sajnuel Goldwyn.
MICHAEL, GERTRUDE: Paramount.
MILJAN, JOHN: Free lance. Write him at Paramount.
MILLAND, RAY: Paramount.
MITCHELL, GENEVA:
FRANK: 20th
Century-Fox.
MITCHELL,
Columbia.
MONTENEGRO: CONCHITA: 20th Century-Fox
MONTGOMERY, DOUGLASS: Universal.
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT: M-G-M.
MOORE,
RKO-Radio.
mount. COLLEEN:
MOORE,
DICKIE: Free
lance. Write him at ParaMOORE, ERIN O'BRIEN: Free lance. Write her
at RKO-Radio.
MOORE,
GRACE: Columbia.
MOORE, VICTOR: Universal.
MORAN,
M-G-M.
MORENO, POLLY:
ANTONIO:
20th Centura-Fox.
MORGAN.
FRANK:
MORGAN, RALPH: M-G-M.
Free lance. Write him at ReMORGAN, HELEN: Warner Bros.
MORLEY, KAREN: Warner Bros.
MORRIS, CHESTER:
I\I-G-M.
MORRISON,
JOE: Paramount.
MOWBRAY, ALAN: Free lance. Write him at UniMUIrI JEAN:JACK:
WarnerFreeBros.
MULHALL.
lance. Write him at Mascot.
MUNDIN. HERBERT: 20th Century-Fox.
MUNI. PAUL: Warner Bros.
MURPHY, GEORGE: Columbia.
MURPHY. MAURICE: 20th Centurv-Fox.
NAGEL, CONRAD: Free lance. Write him at RKOR.idio.
NEAGLE. ANNA: United Artists.
NIXON, MARIAN: Free lance. Write her at RKORadio.
NOLAN, LLOYD: Columbia.
NOVARRO.
RAMON: M-G-M.
NUGENT, EDWARD:
Free lance. Write him at Universal.
OAKIE, JACK: Paramount.
OBERON, MERLE: United Artists.
O'BRIEN. GEORGE: 20th Century-Fox.
O'BRIEN, PAT: Warner Bros.
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It's not a beautiful Eskimo with
Gregory Ratoff but Binnie
Barnes all done up in one of
those new, hooded fur capes.
OLAND. WARNER: 20th Century-Fox.
OLIVER, EDNA MAY: M-G-M.
OLSEN, MORONI: KKO-Radio.
O'NEILL, HENRY: Warner Bros.
O'SULLIVAN,
MAUREEN:
M-G-M.
OVERMAN, LYNN:
Paramount.
OWEN, REGINALD: Free lance. Write liim at M-G-M.
PALEY, NATALIE:
PALLETTE,
EUGENE:RKO-Radio.
Free lance. Write him at
Warner Bros.
PARKER, CECILIA: M-G-M.
PARKER,
M-G-M.
PARRISH, JEAN:
GIGI: Republic.
PATERSON,
PAT:
20th Century-Fox.
PATRICK, GAIL: Paramount.
PENDLETON,
NAT:
M-G-M.
PENNER, JOE: Paramount.
PICKFORD, MARY: United Artists.
PITTS, ZASU: Universal.
PONS,
RKO-Radio.
POWELL,LILY:
DICK:
Warner Bros.
POWELL, ELEANOR: JI-G-M.
POWELL,
WILLIAM:
M-G-M.
PRYCR, ROGER: Universal.
QUALEN,
JOHN:
20th
Century-Fox.
QUIGLEY, JUANITA: Universal.
QUILLAN,
EDDIE: Free lance. Write him at RKORadio.
RAFT, GEORGE: Paramount.
RAINER, LUISE: M-G-M.
RALPH, CLAUDE:
JESSIE: KKO-Radio.
RAINS,
Universal.
RALSTON, ESTHER: Eepuhlic.
RAND, SALLY: Paramount.
RATOFF, GREGORY: RKO-Radio.
RAY,
Radio.CHARLES: Free lance. Write him at RKORAYMOND. GENE: RKO-Radio.
REED, PHILLIP: Warner Bros.
REGAN, PHIL: Warner Bros.
RHODES, ERIK: RKO-Radio.
RICE, FLORENCE: Columhia.
ROBBINS, LYDA:
BARBARA:
RKO-Radio.
ROBERTI,
Paramount.
ROBERTSON, GUY: Republic.
ROBINSON,
ROBINSON, BILL:
EDWARD20th G.:Century-Fox.
Warner Eros.
ROBSON, MAY: M-G-M.
ROGERS, CHARLES: RKO-Radio.
ROGERS, GINGER: RKO-Radio.
ROLAND,
20th Century-Fox.
ROMERO, GILBERT:
CESAR: Paramount.
ROONEY, MICKEY: M-G-M.
ROSS. SHIRLEY: M-G-M.
ROULIEN,
20th Paramourt.
Century-Fox.
RUGGLES, RAUL:
CHARLES:
RUSSELL, ROSALIND: M-G-M.
SABIN, CHARLES: Columbia.
SAVO, JIMMY: M-G-.^^.
SCHILDKRAUT,
JOSEPH: Columbia.
SCHUBERT, MARINA: Paramount.
SCOTT, RANDOLPH: Paramount.
SEARLE. JACKIE: 20th Century-Fox.
SELLON. CHARLES: 20th Century-Fox.
SELWYN,
RUTH: M-G-M.
SEWARD. BILLIE:
Columbia.
SHANNON,
PEGGY: Free lance. Write her at Universal.
SHAW, WINIFRED: Warner Bros.
SHEA, GLORIA: Columbia.
SHEARER, NORMA: M-G-M.
SHIELDS, FRANK: M-G-M.
SHIRLEY.
ANNE: Paramount.
RKO-Radio.
SIDNEY. SYLVIA:
SKIPWORTH, ALISON: Paramount.
SLEEPER,
M-G-M. Artists.
SMITH, C. MARTHA:
AUBREY: United
SMITH. QUEENIE: Paramount.
SOTHERN, ANN: Columbia.
SPARKS, NED: Warner Bros.
STANDING, SIR GUY: Paramount.
STANWYCK, CHARLES:
BARBARA: Warner
RKO-Radio.
STARRETT,
Bros.

SCREEN

STEELING,
20th Century-Fo.-c.
STEN, ANNA:WILLIAM:
United Artists.
STEPHENS, HARVEY: M-G-M.
STEPHENSON.
HENRY:Universal.
M-G-M.
STEVENS, ONSLOW:
STONE. FRED: Paramount.
STONE, PAULA: Warner Bros.
STONE.
STUART. LEWIS:
GLORIA: M-G-M.
Universal.
SULLA VAN, MARGARET: Universal.
SUMMERVILLE, SLIM: Universal.
SWANSON, GLORIA: M-G-M.
SWARTHOUT, GLADYS: Paramount.
TALBOT, LYLE: Warner Bros.
TAYLOR, KENT: Paramount.
TAYLOR,
1 FASDALE,ROBERT:
VERREE:M-G-M.
Warner Bros.
TEMPLE, SHIRLEY: 20th Century-Fox.
THOMAS. FRANKIE: RKO-Kadio.
THOMAS, JAMESON: Republic.
TCBIN, GENEVIEVE: Warner Bros.
TODD, THELMA: M-G-M.
TGMLIN, PINKY: Universal.
TONE. FRANCHOT: M-G-M.
TORRENCE,
DAVID: Free lance.
Write him at
.M-G-.M.
TRACY, LEE: Paramount.
TRACY,
SPENCER: Warner
M-G-M. Bros.
TREE. DOROTHY:
TREVOR.
CLAIRE:
TURPIN. BEN: Free 20th
lance.Century-Fox.
Write him at Mascot.
TWELVETREES,
HELEN:
20th Century-Fox.
VALLEE, RUDY: Warner Bros.
VELEZ.
M-G-M.Paramount.
VFNABLE,LUPE:
EVELYN:
VINSON, HELEN: Free lance. Write her at ColumWADSWORTH,RAYMOND:
HENRY: Columbia.
M-G-M.
WALBURN,
WALKER. JUNE: 20th Century-Fox.
WALKER.
tury-Fox. RAY: Free lance. Write him at 20th CenWALTHALL,
H. B.: Universal.
20th Century-Fox.
WALTERS, POLLY:
WALTON,
DOUGLAS:
Samuel Goldwyn.
WARE. IRENE: Universal.
WATERS, ETHEL: Free lance. Write her Universal.
WAYNE, JOHN: Republic.
WEBB,
CLIFTON:
M-G-M,
WEIDLER.
VIRGINIA:
Paramount.
WEISSMULLER,
JOHNNY:
WELLS, JACQUELINE: FreeM-G-M.
lance. Write her at
RepublicMAE: Paramount.
WEST.
WESTCOTT, GORDON: Warner Bros.
WESTLEY, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
WHEELER,
BERT:FreeRKO-Radio.
WHITE. ALICE:
lance. Write her at Paramount.
WILCOXON. HENRY: Paramount.
WILLIAM, WARREN: Warner Bros.
WILLIAMS. CLARK: Universal.
WILLIAMS,
HUGH: 20th
Century-Fox.
WILSON. DOROTHY:
Paramount.
WILSON. LOIS: Free lance. Write her at Universal.
WING, PAT: Warner Bros.
WING. TOBY: Paramount.
WINNINGER,
CHARLES:
20th Century-Fox.
WITHERS. GRANT:
Universal.
WITHERS.
JANE:
20th
Century-Fox.
WONG. ANNA MAY: Paramount.
WOODS. DONALD: Warner Bros.
WOOLSEY.FAY:BOB:
RKO-Radio.
WRAY,
Columbia.
WYATT. JANE: Universal.
WYNYARD.
DIANA: M-G-M.
YOUNG, ELIZABETH:
Universal.
YOUNG,
LORETTA:
YOUNG. POLLY ANN:M-G-M.
Free lance. Write her at
20tli Century-Fox.
YOUNG.
ROBERT:
M-G-M.
YOUNG. ROLAND: United Artists.
YOUNG.
TAMMANY:
Free lance.
Write him at
Paramount.
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aching
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on muscles
until pain
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One
Allcock's Plaster lasts days and days without
further thought. The blood is gently drawn to the
painful rheumatic area, and the muscles are massaged as you move. No rubbing. Nothing smelly or
sticky. Allcock's is pleasant. Easy on, easy off when
painmarvelous
is gone. for
5 million
users arthritis,
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is
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colds. 25<i at druggists, or write
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Juanita Quigley gives herself
a preview of Christmas morning! And judging by the eyes,
this is just what she wants.
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"Try Famous
All-Vegetable
Laxative," She Said
Headaches were making her miserable. She felt tired, listless, too.
Then
foundTablets)
that Nature's
Remedyshe (NR
really
corrected her intestinal sluggishness. NR Tablets are a combination of laxative elements provided
by nature in plants and vegetables. Try them tonight. Note
that they give thorough cleansing
action that leaves you refreshed and invigorated.
This trial means so much to you and is so simple to
make. NR's forming.
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(CoiifiiiHcd from page 7)
means

you'll be seeing more
Preview Postscripts

of him.

That $100,000 Stradivarius of Rubinoff's
provided plenty of entertainment for the cast
on this picture. But not for Mr. Rubinoff.
He was on the verge of nervous prostration
until the picture was completed and he and
the famous fiddle were en route to New York.
Every day someone would get hold of the
violin and hide it safely away, 'til in despair
Mr. R. called the Metropolitan Insurance Co.
(advt.) and had a man sent to stand guard
over the instrument. All the members of
the cast became interested in insurance before that rain seguence was completed.
Shooting lasted for a week and a half, so
that a special heating system had to be installed to safeguard the health of the players.
Pipes strung across the set cause those perfect rainfalls. A faucet controls the type of
"Thanks a Million" is a knockout musical, with Ann Dvorak,
Dick Powell and Patsy Kelly.

resting or cutting capers, the Ivlarxes^ were
in the
busily engaged in trimming everyone
cast who was foolish enough to join in one
himself wouldn't
games.
theirhadbridge
of
of aElyshow. . . . Kitty
a ghost
have
Orleans, but
New
in
Carlisle was born down
She was
Europe.
in
life
her
of
spent most
educated in Switzerland and Paris with a social career in mind. But social butterflying
palled on the Carlisle girl, so she began
looking around for some place to market her
voice. She didn't have any hopes of marketing her looks. But it was the Carlisle |egs
in Florenz Ziegfeld's "Rio
that landed her theatre
work followed and
Rita." Summer
the next season she had an offer to display
her vocal and histrionic ability in "Champagne, Sec." Next stop, Hollywood. . . .
Allan Jones longed to sing, too. But working in coal mines doesn't give a fellow much
opportunity. He worked four years in the
saved
Pennsylvania undergrounds, until he'd educamusical
to begin a and
moneywith
up enough
was
pickax
shovel
tion. His work
a rest cure compared to the work he did
the next couple of years on his voice.

*** Thanks a Million
(20th Century-Fox)
Combining a political satire with a firstrate musical may sound like a difficult assignment, but 20th Century-Fox has done
it with more than pleasing results. It
might well be added, of course, that Dick
Powell, Fred Allen, Ann Dvorak, Patsy
Kelly, The Yacht Club Boys and Paul
Whiteman's Band should be credited with
expert assistance. Fred Allen, it seems, is
stranded with a band of entertainers, so
he sells them to the campaign m.anagers
of the Commonwealth Party, whose candidate for governor, Raymond Walburn, is
having difficulty getting voters to listen to
his speeches. Fred's entertainment packs
the house, and the right-thinking citizens
go so wild over Dick Powell's singing that
he finds himself replacing the regular candidate, who is a non-crooner. The opposition hires Paul Whiteman's Band and the
all
battle is on. It's swell entertainment and
the way through, with Fred Allen
the Yacht Club Boys stealing the honors.
Allen's dead pan comedy registers as well
on the screen as it does on the air, which
88

moisture. "Mist," "light shower" or "deluge"
can be turned on at a moment's notice. A
wind-machine is brought in for tornado effects. . . . Patsy Kelly was given a year to
live three years ago. That was following the
tragic accident in which Jean Malin was
killed and she was temporarily paralyzed.
The two dancers had appeared on a program
at the "Ship Cafe" on a Santa Monica pier.
Their car backed through a rail as they were
leaving and was pitched twenty feet into the
ocean. Patsy was finally extricated from the
car in time, but her dancing days were supposed to be over. Now she practises eight
hours a day and thinks nothing of it. Except
the other day, when she and Ann Dvorak met
at eight o'clock at the studio to practise their
routine. They had worked continuously until
one o'clock and mentioned it to Mr. Dorryl
Zonuck, who happened to be passing by.
"That's fine," said Mr. Zonuck. "At that
rote you should be pretty good by four or
five and we can begin shooting."
Peter
(Paramount)

Ibbetson

Produced with exceptional good taste
and charm, "Peter Ibbetson" is a serene
and beautiful example of the technical excellence which a motion picture can attain. Those very qualities may detract
from its appeal to a number of audiences,
for while it has a number of virtues, it

Gary

Cooper and Ann Harding in the
thrilling drama,
"Peter Ibbetson."

May Robson, Frankie Darro,
Charlotte Henry, William Benedict, Billy Burrud and Henry
Armetta represent the cast of
"Three Kids and a Queen."
lacks excitement. You may know the
story. Briefly, it tells of the love of a
boy and a girl, separated in childhood and
reunited years later just long enough to
discover that their devotion to each other
is all that each has lived for. After their
meeting they never see each other again,
for the boy is serving a life term in
prison, but their love brings them together nightly in their dreams until death
carries them away together. The idyllic
romance is ably portrayed by Ann Harding and Gary Cooper, although both seem
somewhat stolid and matter-of-fact about
the whole affair. One can hardly blame
them, at that, for Fate really hasn't given
them much to be gay about. John Halliday is splendid in a supporting role, and
the lovers as children are superbly played
by Dickie Moore and Virginia Weidler.
Preview Postscripts
This classic story has been reproduced
many times on the stage and for opera, but
leave it to the movies to get the right effects
right down to the last whisker. Expense
means nothing compared to authenticity. The
mild, unobstrusive lady sitting on the sets
for this picture every day drew a pretty penny
for being so authentic. Mme. Hilda Grenier
is the name and her job means much more
than just sitting in camp chairs. She has to
pass on the design of every tapestry hung
on the ancestral walls, every stitch of clothing worn by the players, every bit of dialogue,
etc., to determine whether it would be appropriate to that time in history. Would a
gentleman of 1830 smoke a cloy pipe or
paper cigar; would the duke carve a saddle
of mutton or boiled peacocks: what cusswords, if any, would the gentlemen of that
era be fond of? "Godzooks" she insists went
out
and Twenty
"blooming"
didn't before
come inWashington
before Kipling.
men
toiled one solid month building an exact
replica of the Pentonville gaol near London
for Mr. Cooper to languish in. In 1840 it
was called the "model prison," being equipped
with all the latest in whipping-posts, stocks,
boll-and-chains and other stimuli to good
behavior. Queen Victoria's comment ofter
visiting it was that it was "quite humanitarian"— underlining the quite. . . . Ann Hard-
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pretty in the gay gowns of that era.
Preview Postscripts

"Frisco Kid," a fast-moving
Barbary Coast tale, with Jimmy
Cagney and Margaret Lindsay.
ing had o surprise birthday party while on
this set. Gary Cooper and Director hlathaway ordered an elaborate cake with a reasonable amount of candles, gathered all the
crew into Miss hiarding's dressing room, and
everyone had a good time. Everyone but Mr.
Hathaway. One of the still photographers
had left a few bulbs in a chair. Mr. H., his
hands full of cake, sat down in this particular
chair. Followed a tremendous pop, crackle
and several words which Mme. Grenier would
not have found strictly authentic. Mr. hlathaway, ever since the days of directing cowboys and redskins, has been noted for his
virile taste in pictures. The sight of the
husky director, frayed cigar in mouth, shapeless hot on the bock of his head and in
shirt-sleeves, directing this ethereal play was
worth a ticket before the picture was anywhere near completed. Nothing, believes
Hathaway, is more stole than yesterday's
thrill, so he believes the public is ready
to appreciate the spiritual values in this type
of ploy. . . . Mme. Namaro has long been
associated with the Metropolitan Opera and
the Paris Opera Comique. In spite of that
fancy name, Mme. is on American, born in
Cleveland, Ohio. She was born to the MacNamara's and christened Margaret. The
youngest prima donna to make her debut in
Italy, is her proudest title.
Frisco
(Warners)

Kid

If you like plenty of adventure in your
plots, rough and ready characters and a
goodly dash of heart-interest, you'll go for
this celluloider in a big way. All those
brawny men with hearts of gold inclined
us to feel the picture bordered on the
melodramatic, and the romance savored
too much of sentimentalit3^ But with San
Francisco in the days of the Barbary
Coast as a setting, we are willing to overlook all.
there'sthan
any the
locale
conducive If
to thrills
oldmore
wharves,
boats and dives along a waterfront, we've
yet to see it. Anything can loom out of
those murky darknesses, and in this story
all kinds of baddies are abroad. The story
starts otT with a bang from the instant
James Cagney set foot inside a Coast
saloon. He scorns wine, women and singing, so one meanie thinks such virtue
should be rewarded. He slugs our hero
and relieves him of all the gold he's dug
in them thar hills. There follows a merry
round of shanghai-ing, battling and a general free-for-all, climaxed by the appearance of the Vigilantes. James Cagney is
good in his role, Donald Woods is excellent as the young and radical crusader
and Margaret Lindsay looks appealingly

Not only was this picture exciting as to
plot, but everyone on the set claimed it was
the most adventurous one they'd ever been
on. Something was always happening to
keep up the excitement. All those waterfront scenes were taken right on a set at
the Warner Brothers Burbank studio. There's
a huge tank out there which was used for this
purpose. That tank has been used for every
purpose under the sun by the studio — even
to using it for a swimming pool, and at one
time there was a family of swans floating
regally around on it. That grand fire scene
in the picture actually happened on the set.
About fifteen buildings were set on fire for
the effect. The studio fire department was
called out to stand guard, as well as the local
fire departments in Burbank and San Fernando. . . . James Cagney and the other
men in the picture, all claimed that this
film did more for them than a physical culture class would have done. They could feel
the muscles sprouting more every day. For
all those fights that take place actually did
happen. Between every scene there would
be wild grappling and throwing around of
various members of the set. Black eyes,
bruises and limps were a sign you'd been in
Frisco Kid."
-k^it Show Them
(20th Century-Fox)

No

'on't let chest colds or croupy coughs go
untreated. Rub Children's Musterole on
child's throat and chest at once. This milder
form of regular Musterole penetrates,
warms, and stimulates local circulation.
Floods the bronchial tubes with its soothing,
relieving vapors. Musterole brings relief
a "counter-irrit
it'sRecomm
because
naturall
many
a salve.
— NOT y just
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Mercy

"Snatched" was the former title of this
picture and is the theme. It is the grim
tsle of a flawlessly executed kidnapp.ng
by four gangsters; Cesar Romero, Bruce
Cabot, Edward Brophy and Warren Hymer. The story is of intense interest, made
doubly so by the realization that the ruthless methods employed are true to life.
Justice, of course, wins, but there are
many moments of stark terror before the
gang gets wiped out. How the federal
men lay their plans and gradually close
in the net on the suspects is an engrossing
part of the picture. The cast, in every
case, is excellently chosen. Cesar Romero,
a£ the "brains" of the gang, shows that he
has something more than teeth in his head,
while Bruce Cabot displays talents heretofore unsuspected as the most fiendish of
the crooks. Edward Norris, a newcomer,
and Rochelle Hudson provide the romantic
interest with plenty of excitement when
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they are trapped in the kidnapper's lair
with their child and dog. The wire-haired
terrier, incidentally, practically steals the
picture from the competent cast. He provides the only enlivening moments in a
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story fraught with the horror of what
men will do when obsessed with greed.

plot. Through
various
stances, Mr. Raft
finds peculiar
himself circumat the
liead of a large family. And wotta family ! Billie Burke is the mother of the
outfit. She's one of those females who
thinks anything common should be ignored
— including sense. Her daughter, Joan
Bennett, thinks the same thing. Her son,

Preview Postscripts
The studio arsenal department saw heavy
duty during the filming of this play. A member from the department has to be on hond
whenever o gun is carried end has to give
plenty of instruction to the player before
he con shoot it. Lew Witte, head of the
arsenal department, personally took charge
of Rochelle hHudson. It took him a couple
weeks to teach her how to fire that machine
gun which she handles so nonchalantly in the
picture. Rochelle always closed her eyes
tight before firing which had the habit of
making the machine gun look rather silly.
Miss Hudson is a local Oklahoman but was
educated in Hollywood. Though she was born
in Will Rogers' home state and brought up
in his city and spent a year on the Fox lot,
where Will was under contract, Rochelle didn't
meet her favorite actor until she played with
him in a picture. Her hobby is making
hooked rugs. She already has thirty-five to
her credit and a string of blue ribbons won
at exhibits. . . . The marital status of Bruce
Cabot and Adrienne Ames at present is
rather unpredictable. They have announced
a divorce, but they are seen together at
night-clubs and premieres. . . . Warren
Hymer had great difficulty getting to work
of a morning. Before he could make the set,
it was necessary to wade through an army
of process servers. Warren, anyone in Hollywood will tell you, is just too generous for
his own good. . . . Cesar Romero is one of
Hollywood's busiest gentlemen, come the evening. He has the telephone numbers of
Marlene Dietrich, Claire Trevor, Betty Furness,
Virginia Bruce and practically every blonde
actress in town, which is practically every
actress. . . . The subject of kidnapping as a
screen plot has been carefully and longingly
considered by every studio in town. But it
was too delicate a subject to present without
excellent script work and production to bolster
it.' Kubec Glosmon is the lad who wrote the
original story and screen play for this one.
*** Metropolitan
(20th Century-Fox)
song-fest
"Metropolitan"
is As
one a ofTibbett
the most
satisfying
pictures of
the year.
As acomedy
story it's
the done
old backstage musical
plot
with
opera. In spite of the fact that it contains
several highly amusing sequences, one has
the
feeling the
that magic
it's all voice
been done
before.
However,
of Tibbett,
given excellent recording for the first
time on the screen, more than makes up
for any deficiency in the story department.

James Blakely, doesn't think at all. Mr.
Raft, formerly of the rum-running profes ion, isup against the toughest proposition of his career. You'll enjoy every
minute of his agony and find the antics of
everyone in the cast highly entertaining.
It's a good story, a good cast and a swell
performance on the part of Mr. Raft.
Preview Postscripts

George

Raft is at his best in

"She Couldn't Take It," with
Joan Bennett and Billie Burke.

Among the songs you'll hear are "De
Glory Road," "On the Road to Mandalay"
and
Toreador
Songthefrom
"Carmen."
Mr. the
Tibbett
also sings
prologue
from
"Pagliacci," which marks a definite milestone in cinema history. To our knowledge this is absolutely the first time a
singer has passed up the opportunity to
sing the "Laugh, Clown" aria, and it will
probably come as a distinct shock to a few
movie-goers to learn that there is music
other than "Ridi, Pagliacci," in that opera.
Beautiful Virginia Bruce is the love interest, and others in the cast are Alice
Brady, Cesar Romero, Luis Alberni and
George Marion, Sr.
Preview Postscripts
Lawrence Tibbett is a Los Angeles boy who
mode good in record time. Not so long ago
he graduated from a high school in this city
and set out to make his mark in the world.
He's mode it so fast that even Mr. Tibbett
is slightly surprised. The preview crowd
jammed into the theatre for this one, since
word had got about that it was a Tibbett
picture and half the population in town felt
aSound
personal
interest
in theperfected
picture'sto hero.
recording
has been
such
a remarkable extent since his first picture was
made that Mr. Tibbett seems to hove a rosy
future ahead of him in the movies if he's
interested.
. . .loveliest
Virginia women
Bruce, inwho's
OS one of the
the known
movie
colony, come here from Fargo, North Dakota, viaof
Newpractising
York Citytheir
and Ziegfeld's
Instead
singing asFollies.
they
should have been doing on the set. Miss
Bruce ond Lawrence Tibbett sneaked off
every available moment to practise their golf
strokes on a practise putting course they'd
rigged up behind a set. Virginia's mother,
Mrs. Margaret Briggs, used to be state champion golfer back in Dakota. In fact, she was
champion for three years at a stretch. Virginia was one of the Mrs. Jack Gilberts until
a year ago when she obtained a divorce from
Mr. G. She has one daughter. . . . George
Marion,
one for
of the
He's
been
on Sr.,
the is
stage
yearsoldandguard.
in pictures
during the silent days and from the beginning
of the talkie era. His son, George Marion,
Jr.,
theatre-minded,
too.script
But for
he'dthisrather
write isthan
act for it. The
play
was written by him.
*** She
(Columbia)

Lawrence

Tibbett

and

Alice

Brady in "Metropolitan," the
delight of music lovers.
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Couldn't

Take

"Meet the years with a twinkle in your eye,
without worry on your heart — and keep
busy!" So advises Miss Billie Burke, who has
remained one of the shining lights of the stage
and screen for lo, these many years. She was
born to circus parents in Washington, D. C.
Her father was Billy Burke, star of Barnum
and Bailey's, and the most famous clown of
his day. Miss Burke was christened "Ethelburt," but circus people don't have much
time to waste so she was soon being called
Billie. Her first stage success was in London. Twenty years ago she was a movie star
in "Jerry" for Thomas Ince. But she didn't
remain long in Hollywood, for at that time
Flo Ziegfeld was opening the new Ziegfeld
Roof, and Billie decided that it would be wise
to return and keep on eye on him with all
the beauteous chorus gals around. Thsy
were married and after Patricia arrived. Miss
Burke was content to be just Mrs. Flo Ziegfeld for nineteen years. . . . Joan is the baby
of the Bennetts. She spent her childhood and
most of the time up to twenty years of age
admiring her brilliant parents and dazzling
sisters. An inferiority complex that only an
elephant could accommodate was the result. Her first successful notice after a
Broadway bit changed her life. Now Joan's
stepping out way ahead of the whole family. She's Mrs. Gene Markey in private life
and the mother of two daughters. . . . James
Blakely hod a difficult problem to solve when
he come to Hollywood. His background was
against him. Jimmy's listed in the Blue
Book, he's heir to a neat fortune and one of
the palsy-walsys of Barbara Hutton, to whom
he was engaged at one time. But the young
man has lived it all down, and is on his way
up as a promising actor.
*** Annie
(RKO-Radio)

Oakley

For good old-time mellerdrama, filled

It

Joan the
Bennett
the girl
couldn't
stand
gaff. isGeorge
Raftwhois the
one
who finally makes her take it and like it.
Besides having something new in romantic
combinations, this picture has a brand new

Preston
Stanwyck

Foster

and

Barbara

in ^he colorful his-

torical drama "Annie Oakley."
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with color and excitement, you can't go
wrong on "Annie Oakley." Directed by
George Stevens, the young man who
filled "Alice Adams" with so many nice
touches, it proves that this gentleman is
headed for big things in pictureland. Besides, it has Sitting Bull, the Chief who
sat
in
on Custer's
Last Stand
Buffalo
Bill Cody,
whose flowing
locks ;were
the
envy of gals the whole country over, and
Annie Oakley, the shootin'est female
either side of the Rockies. 'Taint in us
to exaggerate, but that gal ("the acme
of feminine beauty and charm," according
to Buffalo Bill hisself) could shoot a
cigarette out'n a man's mouth at fifty
paces. That shore is some shootin', eh,
pardner? Barbara Stanwyck is the lady
who'sbestso Stanwyck
fancy withperformance
the firearms.
It's
the
in some
time, and she has swell support from Preston Foster, who plays a hard-shootin', lovemakin' fool, Moroni Olsen as Buffalo Bill,
Andy Clyde as a Scotch hotel keeper and
Chief Thunder Bird, whose Sitting Bull
is
one of the picture's most amusing characters.
***The
the Bank

Man Who
Broke
at Monte Carlo

(20th Century-Fox)
It is unfortunate that a Ronald Colman picture should fall below par, but the
plot thread of this one is so thin that it
sags in the middle under the weight of a
particularly robust production. Not even
the undeniable charm of the star can jolt
the picture out of a persistent lethargy.
However, several comedy scenes lend a
helping hand and the episodes at Monte
Carlo are diverting. Colman, of course, is
the man who breaks the bank, divides the
money among his exiled Russian friends,
and falls desperately in love with Joan
Bennett who, unknown to him, is engaged
by the board of directors at Monte Carlo
to lure him and his francs back to the
gambling tables. Colin Clive is her brother.
Nigel
Bruce is slyly amusing as Colman's
Man Friday.
Don't take it too hard that this is not
one of Colman's best. He is as engaging
as ever and Miss Bennett is lovely to
gaze upon. The picture has sprightly comings and goings in between the dull periods
and manages to maintain a balance more
dignified than dramatic.
Preview Postscripts
One of the most elaborate and costly sets
ever constructed for on indoor scene was built
for this flicker. It was an exact replica of

COUGH

quicker
Throat

Hugh Herbert and Helen Broderick make a grand comedy
team

the famous gambling rooms o+ Monte Carlo.
The tables were constructed from the measurements ofthe original ones, and curtains,
furniture, crystal chandeliers, etc., all were
patterned as nearly as possible after those
in the famous rooms which have seen so much
hilarity in Europe. And hilarity reigned on
this set, too. Between every scene there was
a mod rush for the gambling tables, chips
were divided up and the game was underway
until the director had practically to bribe
them away. More money was spent than
ever earned by the players on that set. The
"dress extras" had a good many days' work
for this set, too. Extras are rated according
to their wardrobes. Once a year every extra
in hlollywood joins in the dress-parade, held
at a major studio. Before a critical board of
judges, these girls and women walk, and are
classified according to the clothes which they
can sport. The "dress extras" are the highest class — and generally have a wardrobe
that many a star would envy. Many of them
are women, wealthy at one time, who have
lost everything but their once gorgeous
clothes, and now use them as a means of
livelihood. $15 a day is the standard salary
. . . Gene Markey left for England while this
picture was being filmed, so Joan Bennett
couldn't go along with him. But he called
her faithfully every other day. When he called
after midnight in England he could save
somewhere in the neighborhood of fifty dollars. But that meant Joan hod to receive the
coll
at studio
four o'clock
She would
was always
at the
at this here.
time and
have

Over 1,000.000
doctors' were
prescriptions for Pertussin
filled in one year, according
to Prescription Ingredient
Survey issued by American
Pliarmaceutical Assn.
• • •
" Pertussin stopped Jackie's
bad
next day!" Proviwrites
Mrs. cough
P. Fernandez,
dence, R. I. Get a bottle.
PERTUSSIN
"MOIST-THROAT" IVIETHOD OF
COUGH

RELIEF

MENDS
TOYS
Holds
Mends
most tight.
anything.
New brger bottle.
At Ten Cent Stores, Drug and Hardware Stores

"AIR-CONDITIONED"
FOR RAPID DRYING AND BETTER CURLS

to hold up the entire cost for awhile until
she finished talking to her husband. Mr.
Markey saved money by phoning at that
time, but Fox lost some thousands.

As you may have noted by now, the
war pictures are advancing on us. It may
or may not be significant that in the past
six or eight months there have been at
least four or five films devoted to the romantic side of war while ignoring its horrors. It seems rather unfortunate, then,
that a picture so lively and full of good
humor as "Rendezvous'' has to fall into
that class. On the other hand, anyone
immune from its mild propaganda will ensmart
portrayals
"William
Powelljoy theand
Rosalind
Russell,of who
turn

cal, "Ship Cafe."

by "Moist" IVIethod

when you catch
know
andsthat
cold
of
DID theyouthous
tiny moisture glands in
your throat and windpipe dryjor clog? Thick
phlegm irritates your
throat, making youcough.
It is necessary to
stimulate those glands
to pour out their natural moisture. Pertussin doesphlegm—
this. Itsoothes
"unclogs"
—
loosens
your the
coughglands
away.

in "To Beat the Band."

-^-ki^ Rendezvous
(M-G-M)

Arline Judge and Carl Brisson
do excellent work in the musi-

STOPPED

out to be one of the screen's most attractive romantic teams. The rendezvous referred to in the title is no lovers' meeting
place — it's a spot in the Atlantic where
American troop ships are met by British
destroyers for protection against German
U-Boats. Bill Powell is a code expert at
Washington and most of the picture con-

I. Patented
loclca isball.
a
beveled
disc end
. . . not
Locks curler without stopping air-circulation.
Ends
of curler
never close.2, Ample
air flow is assured. No other
curler has these features. 3. P<^f
forations increase ventilation. This
complete "air-conditioning" insures dress
rapid drying.
Curlstimeset . swiftly. Hair
takes less
. . and
curls are softer, lovelier, last longer,
I JANE HAMILTON
) RKO playr
HOLLYWOOD

CURLEK
AT 5^ AND W STOBES
AMD NOTIOII COUtlTEBS
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petrated byFrawley and Courtney, is the
picture's tops for comedy, although a comic
ditty
Town,"
by
laddie entitled
Davis of"My
the Home
New York
nightsung
clubs,
is a close second. Most of the action, as
you may gather from the title, takes place
aboard an ex-ship which has been converted into a night club.
Preview Postscripts

Rita Cansino and the popular
child star, Jane Withers, in
"Paddy

O'Day."

cerns his efforts to locate spies who are
intercepting messages. The attractive Russell is a scatter-brained daughter of the
Assistant Secretary of War who follows
our William about until he marries her.
supporting cast is headed byAn excellent
Cesar
Romero, Binnie Barnes and Lionel
Atwill.
** Transatlantic
(GB)

Tunnel

If you like to conjecture about what
will go on in the world ten years or so
hence, this opus is just your dish. For us,
though, we prefer just to let nature take
its course ! We suspect a tidy bit of propaganda in this one. Yuh see, Richard Dix
as McAllen, a famous engineer who has
built a tunnel under the English channel,
wants to do the same thing across the Atlantic. He's an idealist and dreams that
this will cement the two English speaking countries against all further wars, the
yellow peril and hay fever. However, a
"scheming bunch of capitalists finance the
gumon up
thing and
reels with
for McAllen's
picture drags
The generally
plans.
Richard, Leslie Banks, Madge Evans,
Helen Vinson and C. Aubrey Smith sufferRichard's
do. Madge,
more thanhe you
wife ingwhom
neglects
for his as
tunnel,
goes
blind when secretly working as a nurse in
the tunnel. Then they lose their only son
in the ole debbil tunnel, too, so — by the
time you leave the theater you feel as if
you had crawled through the tunnel from
London to New York on your hands and
knees ! One kind word, the mechanical
contrivances of the advanced age are most
intriguing.
★★★Ship
(Paramount)

Carl Brisson is the Danish song-and-dance
man who drove the ladies in several European
countries
simply cuh-razy.
He American
hasn't proved
such a heart-throbber
to the
gals
yet, but unimportant pictures have something
to do with that. All Carl's time hasn't been
spent
being a lodies'championship
man, though.of HeEurope
held
the middle-weight
for three years. While on this picture, he
added another accomplishment to his list with
a forty-foot dive from a steamer down at
San Pedro. Doubles were scorned by him, a
fact which held this production up for several
expensive days. For in that shovel fight with
Harry Woods, Mr. Brisson got the bad end
of it and was laid up with a badly cut arm.
His one means of protection is a great shaggy
shepherd dog which has been trained by its
master to leap on anything which looks like
a hold-up man. "Shep" evidently thought
every actor, director and cameraman looked
like that on this set, for on the first working
day he made a flying tackle at anyone who
took a step towards Carl. The second day
they wouldn't let him on the lot. . . . Arline
Judge was presented with a gold loving cup
by the newspapermen of Los Angeles while
making this picture. It was awarded to the
"most regular gal in pictures." From the
gentlemen
the presstaking
that'scare
tops ofin husband
flattery.
Between herof career,
Wesley Ruggles, and their three-year-old son,
Arline manages to find time to think up
Hollywood's most impractical practical jokes.
Inez Courtney celebrated the picture's completion with wedding bells. The Courtney husband is Luigi Filiasi, a Los Angeles wine
merchant.
★★ To Beat
(RKO-Radio)

the Band

One-sentence review : Excellent cast
wasted on second-rate material. With
people like Hugh Herbert, Fred Keating,
Helen Broderick and Eric Blore around,
it seems a pity more time and thought
were not spent on a vehicle for them to
climb aboard. The piece has its moments
of hilarity, naturally, for a good comic
can always make most anything seem at
least fairly funny, but people are forced
to strain too much for their laughs. The

Cafe

After several fairly unsuccessful ventures in Hollywood, Carl Brisson emerges
in a picture which can be classed as good
entertainment for anyone in the mood for
the lighter type of screenfare. Mr. Brisson, who islends
IDenmark's
gift tobaritone
Southernto
California,
his pleasant
several pleasant ballads, and also proves
himself capable in the acting department.
The picture's sparkle, however, is due
mainly to the efforts of Arline Judge, the
feminine lead, and to Bill Frawley and
Liez Courtney, playing one of those comedy love teams of which the screen is so
fond. The script writers have seen fit to
hand Arline a goodly portion of wisecracks which she takes care of in expert
fashion. A song and dance number called
"I Won't Take No For An Answer," per92

Edward Everett Horton's latest
starring
vehicle,
"His Night
Out," with Irene Hervey.

"Remember Last Night," an exciting murder mystery, with
Sally Eilers, Constance Cummings and Robert Young.
plot concerns the plight of Hugh Herbert,
who receives word that an aunt has left
him $59,000,000 provided he marries a
widow within three days. H he fails to
pick the wife of some departed soul within
that time the entire fortune goes to an
orchestra leader, a condition which will
cause any audience to pray for a widow
in a hurry. Things are complicated by the
fact that Hugh is in love with a cutie
(Phyllis Brooks) whose only visible fault
is that she's no widow. His efforts to
confer that title on her within the allotted
time account for most of the comedy the
picture has to offer. Helen Broderick who
gives unfunny lines a bounce they never
possessed, will some day get some material
she can go to town on.
Preview Postscripts
Fred Keating's reputation of being a magician gained him entrance into the film
studios. But he had a clause inserted in his
contract which prohibits him ever doing
magic on the screen. The reason being that
Mr. Keating considered himself a better
actor than magician. But Fred couldn't resist
being up to his old tricks long, and on this
picture he spotted an opportunity to show off
a good cord trick, and prevailed on the
studio to ignore that clause. Fred was without o stand-in for a couple days on this set.
Charles Darwin, who has that job, flew to
Yuma with the stand-in of Kay Francis, Miss
Mary Ardell. They were married, then flew
back to resume their double lives . . . Hugh
Herbert had a unique dual role in this flicker.
He played a female impersonator, as well as
playing Mr. H. Hugh enjoyed it immensely,
but
the he
wardrobe
department
didn't. about
They
claimed
was more
temperamental
fittings
thanTheanyversatile
female Mr.
starHerbert
they'd was
had coto
work with.
author of the first "talkie" ever produced in
Hollywood. With Murray Roth he collabomuch ofratedaon "Lights
talkie, butof itNew
was York."
the first It
one.wasn't
...
Helen Broderick- has literally leaped into the
cinema limelight. She's been well known on
Broadway for years, but the movies couldn't
see her. Nor she them. But now they've both
changed
their has
minds
everybody's
happy.in
Her husband
beenandin every
stage play
which she's appeared for twenty-five years.
Their son, aged twenty-two, is following in his
parents' footsteps, too . . . Eric Blore has cost
the studio more than he's worth long since. It
is impossible for Mr. Blore to appear on a set
without muzzling everyone else on it or shooting the scenes
over those
and over
again.
that
funny.
But when
giggles
of He's
the cast,
director and cameraman are recorded on the
expensive
sounda recordings,
think
it's such
good joke. the studio doesn't
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★★Paddy
O'Day
. (20th Century-Fox)
We're short on adjectives when it csmes
to Miss Jane Withers. Suffice it to say
that she gives her usual top-notch performance. As Paddy 0'Day,_ the small
Irish immigrant, she'll get right under
your vest. This story itself is weak.
There's a lack of continuity in the plot,
while the song and dance revues become
monotonous. But if you like to give your
emotions
enjoylaughs
this
one.
You acandaily
havedozen,
not a you'll
few good
and let the tears fall where they may.
That fair-haired lad of the fillums, Pinky
Tomlin, lends his talents to this picture.
His acting is mediocre, but when it comes
to singing and strumming the old guitar.
Pinky rates. One of the song-hits has
been composed by him, too. George Givot
brings down the house with his Greek
impersonation. In order to make good in
the "U.S.H." he persuades Pinky, a
stuffed-bird enthusiast, to stake him for a
night-club. Rita Cansino is attractive
as the star of the club and the light of
Pmky's life. By the time you've caught
the street-car this story will be forgotten,
but
Twinkle
In Irish
Your brogue,
Eye,"
which"Keep
Miss That
Withers
sings in
will ring through your head for days.
★★ I Found
(First National)

Stella Parrish

Built on a basically sound structure, and
boasting a cast headed by Kay Francis,
Ian Hunter, Paul Lukas and Sybil Jason,
"I Found Stella Parrish" somehow fails
to realize all its possibilities. This is due,
perhaps, to the slow pace of the first half
of its unreeling, for after that point one
finds all that can be desired in the way of
drama and action. Briefly, it's a story of
an innocent accomplice in a murder, who,
after her parole, changes her name and
eventually becomes a stage success in London. When her past confronts her once
more she disappears in order to protect
her child's name. A crack London reporter follows her and finally gets the
story which headlines the girl into notoriety. Embittered by it all, she capitalizes on her unsavory notices by personal
appearances which finally land her in
burlesque. Do you think she pulls herself
back once more into the glow of respectable limelight? Guess. It's a fair
drama which could have been better, although there can be no complaints about
the excellent acting of lovely Miss Francis

"Personal Maid's Secret," featuring Ruth Donnelly, Warren
Hull and Margaret Lindsay.

¥2

'

DO

YOU

REALLY
There are lots of laughs in "It's
in the Air."
Ted Healy and
Jack Benny head the cast.

KNOW
YOURSELF?

and Mr. Hunter or the capable support of
little Miss Jason and Mr. Lukas.
Preview Postscripts
The Warner Brothers' brand new sound apwas initiated for
an
elaborateparatuscontraption
withthis
all picture.
the very It's
latest
fixings. The gala initiation took place out on
Set 17, the largest set on the lot. Director
Mervyn LeRoy broke a perfectly good bottle
of champagne over the sound recorder and
Sybil Jason gave a speech in honor of the
occasion. Miss Jason is Warner's five-yearold
import.
She'sBorn
seen ina Capetown,
lot of the
worldEnglish
in her
lifetime.
Africa, Sybil was brought to London at the
age ofsleuth
three.andSherushed
was "spotted"
by a hHer
film
talent
hlollywoodward.
uncle brought Sybil to America, because Mr.
and Mrs. Jason have a business in Capetown
and thought their daughter would be coming
right and
back,joining
anyhow.
now they're
sellingin
out
theirButfamous
daughter
California. The thrill of her five years come
when Director LeRoy presented her with a
small chair, just like his own set-chair, and
with her name printed in big letters across
the back
. . This
is Kay Francis'
ture since .that
last European
jaunt. first
It waspic-a
reunion for Kay and Paul Lukas, as they
hadn't played together since "Vice Squad"
four years ago . . . Mr. Lukas is one of Hollywood's most air-minded citizens. He has his
own plane and flits around the country in his
spare moments. During the war he was a
flyer in the Hungarian air corps. Says he is
one man who didn't risk his life for his country, though. He did his duty but never took
a chance, having doped it out that he was
more valuable to his country alive than dead
. . . Ian Hunter and Sybil Jason had to come
to Hollywood to get acquainted, though
they're both from darkest Africa. Since those
days, Mr. Hunter has been to England, too,
where he was a success on the London stage.
The Hunters ond their two sons live down at
Molibu Beach, mcviedom's fashionable beach
hang-out.
★★ Three Kids and a Queen
(Universal)
Based partly on the story of Ella Wendel, the wealthy New York recluse, who
refused to sell a Fifth Avenue vacant lot
worth over a million dollars because it
afforded her dog a playground, "Three
Kids and a Queen" is a first-rate vehicle
for -May Robson, who plays vicious old
ladies and kind old ladies with equal conviction. As Mary Jane Baxter, she finds
that her dog and her millions are her
only friends until, jolted out of her carriage by a pair of runaway horses, she's
picked up by three kids from the wrong

Did you know that the secret
of your real character is written in the stars? It is! Each
birth sign, which is an astrological division of the year
corresponding roughly to the
calendar months, indicates
specific characteristics for the
people born in that sign —
— 1 indicating their vocational
) I bents, their temperamental
bents in love and in life.
Also each planet in the
heavens exerts its influence
on each of you. The changing position of the planets determines the changing influence upon you, day by day
and year by year, according
to your birth sign. Famous
astrologers have combined
in this new magazine, YOUR
DAILY HOROSCOPE, to reveal to you the effect of the
planets upon your birth sign
for the month of December,
in general and day-by-day.
Other revelations in this new
magazine will show you how
to use astrology in your daily
life, as a guide and staff of
self-reliance.
Begin a new life today!
Learn what December holds
for you, and what this very
day holds, by getting the
December issue of

Uout

daUij

HOROSCOPE
On
^

Sale Everywhere
Ten Cents
On S(

world. She'll be remembered for years hence,
though, as the American girl who came to
Hollywood and made good — as a dyed-Inthe-wool Britisher. She was born in Dubuque, Iowa, but decided to forget that for a
while. She hod mode up her mind to get a
role in "Cavalcade" and came to Callfornio
with that purpose. Only English actors and
actresses were going to be considered, which
only made Margaret more enthusiastic about
getting a role. If she could act, here was
her chance to prove It. The Lindsay girl was
so good that the result astonished her In the
tests. She was as much "the new English
discovery" to herself as to Hollywood. By
the time the hoax leaked out, everyone in
the industry quickly forgave such an artistic
deception
and admitted
Miss preceded
Lindsay's
best performance
was the that
one that

part of town. Since Miss Robson is unconscious, the Idds bring her to the home
of Henry Armetta, their adopted father.
After spending a week or two recuperat-so
ing, she comes to like her new friends
well she decides to stay. In the meantime
a scheming nephew has obtained an order
committing her to an asylum. Then, to
add to the complications, the good old
G-men go hunting for her on the supposition that she's been kidnapped. The whole
thing is a feast for the Robson fans, and
it's good entertainment for anyone lookmg
for a pleasant evening.
Preview Postscripts

May Robson is the screen's Grand Old
Lady and only great-grandnnother. In spite
as
of these imposing titles she's just knowne in"Muzzy" to those in the moving pictur
dustry. Miss Robson's a native Australian,
daughter of Captain Henry Robison of the
Royal Navy, which accounts for her wide
traveling as a young girl. Most of her education took place in Paris, Brussels and London. Miss Robson married E. hi. Sore, who
died a few years later, hier son, E. H. Gore,
Jr., now handles all her business affairs. It
is his son and daughter-in-law who made her
famous as the only great-grandmother on
the American stage or screen, by presenting
her with May Robson Gore. Next to this
of the fact that
episode "Muzzy" is proudest 500,0
00 miles in
she's covered more than
America and that she hasn't missed playing
which
in any town in this country or Canadasophy
is
hos a theatre. Her simple philo
"You're as young as you feel." . . . School
was held regularly on this set for Fronkie
Darro, William Benedict and Billy Burrud.
Which proves that movies aren't the snap
thev're cracked up to be for the younger
. Frankie' Darro's been in the ingeneration
dustry since he was five, but has been a
trouper since the age of two, when he appeared with his parents on the stage in an
r. . . . This is Billie Burrud's
tic
acroba
to grin into a camera. He says
chancenumbe
first
his "pan" must be good for something, after
all, since it landed him this first acting job
and a contract to boot. . . . William Benedict is on the way towards making several
thousand from a five-cent investment. He
came to Hollywood with his two sisters who
had jobs promised them here. William decided he'd get a job, too, and the movies
looked as good as anything. So from a corner drugstore he phoned Casting Director
James Ryan. Mr. Ryan's secretaries were out
to lunch; he answered the call and was overcome by Bill's sales talk to the extent of
granting an interview. It took the young
OkTohomon just five minutes to appear at
the studio and just ten minutes to get a
role as office boy in "$I0 Raise." For eight
years he'd been playingntthat role in real
for the smash
life, which might accou
hit he made of it in reel life. . . . Henry
Armetta arrived In these United States as a
stowaway from Italy. He was promptly extended the courtesies of the Boston jail for
his first night and was scheduled to set sal!
the next morning. But an Italian barber in
town heord of his embarrassing predicament,
bailed him out and gave the thirteen-year-old
Henry a job swishing lather for him. Henry's

Be sure to tune in on Lionel
Barrymore's Christmas Carol
Broadcast, 5 p.m. E.S.T., Xmas
Day, over the CBS networks.

next step up in the New World was joining
the Lambs Club — as assistant barber. Raymond Hitchcock met him here, gave him a
role In "Yankee Counsel" and soon Mr. Armetta gravitated to Hollywood.
*
Personal
(Warners)

taken
overPark
by the
chap'sRuth
parents.
years on
Avenue,
takes After
a job
with a young insurance man and his wife,
and her knowledge of the social world
steers the young couple into wealth and
prominence. One night her own daughter
is a dinner guest. The daughter is under
the spell of an insincere young man who
means her no good. Ruth, having been
around,
senses the
the usual
daughter's
there follows
scene danger
where and
the
hard-working mother reveals her identity.
The picture, however, doesn't measure up
to Ruth Donnelly's first-rate performance.
Others in the cast are Anita Louise, Warren Hull, Margaret Lindsay and Arthur
Treacher.
Preview Postscripts
Two of the most attractive members of
Hollywood's
younger
were and
corralled
for
this
one — blonde
Anitaset Louise
brunette
Margaret Lindsay. Anita's already a "veteran," though she's only chalked up eighteen
years to dote. Her stage debut was made
In New York City in "Peter Ibbetson" and
she's had an amazingly long list of appearances in stage plays and moving pictures
since then. . . . Young Margaret Lindsay
is a comparative newcomer to the theatrical

Days
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Or maybe he's just crazy. But one discovery
of Mr. Hull's proved that he's not so slow.
He'd been in town several weeks without one
person recognizing him as a celebrity. Then
he invested in a pair of dork glasses and
was immediately besieged by autographhounds. It's the surest way to recognition In
Hollywood.

Secret

Too much story bogs down what might
have been an entertaining light comedy,
and the result is not a particularly happy
one. It's a story of a servant (Ruth Donnelly) who has given her all to Park Avenue. In her earlier days, it seems, there
was a son of a wealthy employer who
didn't do right by her. The young villain
goes of? to the war and his death, leaving
her with a daughter which is promptly

CONTEST

We

Maid's

her screen debut. . . . This Is Warren Hull's
firstmost
appearance
the screen.
He's familiar
to
by soundon rather
than sight,
having
been on several notional radio programs.
Besides barltoning on various programs, Mr.
Hull's been master of ceremonies for Beatrice Lillle and other luminaries. He's so
crazy about ocean dips that he dashes down
to the beach for one at 6 a.m. every day.

** His Night
(Universal)

Out

If you're an Edward Everett Horton
fan, or just think a good laugh is worth
m,ore'n anything in this world or the next,
don't miss this picture ! It's Mr. Horton
at
his best,
which atmeans
you'll besequence
off in
a gale
of giggles
the opening
and leave the theatre still chuckling. The
plot of the story is weak, but you'll laugh
that off, too. Edward Everett is the vicdyspepsia
and to
gangsters.
He's been
giventim ofthree
months
live on account
of
the former, but it looks more like three
minutes when the gangsters get on his
trail. Between saving himself and the
gal friend, Irene Hervey, our hero's kept
pretty busy.
And — dodging
Rue's
bullets
is no joke
except toJack
the La
audience.
Miss Hervey gives a good account of herself, as do
the rest
the to
cast.
Horton
picture
fromof first
last. But it's a
Preview Postscripts
Electricians, cameramen, directors and actors battle for opportunities to work on sets
where Edward Everett Horton is holding forth.
He gives them all such a swell time.
Mr. Horton doesn't know what a dull moment is and if he did would consider those
moments just so much wasted time. In spite
of the fact that he holds more degrees for
higher larnin'
than any actor
Hollywood,
Edward
E. is considered
just a in
good
egg by
his fellow workers. His pride and joy is a
de luxe ranch of Encino. Each picture means
some definite improvement on it. He'll point
out
grope will
arbormean
to visitors
and add,
next apicture
a swimming
pool "My
over

ATTENTION!
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MODERN
there." Tennis courts, squash courts, bowling
alleys and a golf course in the last year
prove that Mr. Morton's fans think him a
pretty good guy, too. . . . Irene Hervey is a
native daughter. That's enough to establish
a girl in California, but Irene had her eyes
on a career. She spent several years in
dramatic schools in Los Angeles, then purchased a down-filled cushion and began
camping every day at the casting offices.
Ben Piazza, Metro's casting director, suddenly spoke to her one evening on his way
out of the office. "There's something familiar
about your face. hHaven't I seen it somewhere before?" Irene admitted that was
in his
she'd beenMr.sitting
since straight.
possible
highly
office for five days
Piazza was
so embarrassed that he mumbled something
about a screen test. Miss Hervey promptly
pinned him down to an appointment for the
morning. "Stranger's Return" with
following
Lionel Borrymore proved that Irene had some
qualities besides persistence. She's
other
headed for bigger and better roles these
days. What spare time she has, Irene spends
in the Pacific, since she lives on the Santa
Monica beach with her parents in the same
house where she was brought up these past
twenty odd years.
★★It's
(M-G-M)

in the Air

With Jack Benny as its star, "It's in the
Air" should have been grand comedy fare.
Instead, it's a mildly amusing drama which
anywon't win any Academy honors for
one concerned, although it will afford a
fair quota of laughs. Class it as routme
entertainment. People who think Jack
Benny is the funniest guy in radio will be
disappointed to find that he is, as in
"Broadway Melody of 1936," playmg a
stooge to another comic. This time Ted
Healy is handed most of the laugh hnes,
the heavy lover assignwhile Jack gets well
in a romantic role,
ment. He does
but our contention is that there are enough
profile boys around any studio to take care
of those assignments, and when an ace
comedian is available it would seem good
judgment to let him play comedy. Or
maybe we're wrong about the whole thing.
Anyway, Jack plays a Broadway crook
who goes straight in an effort to win back
his wife, who is Una Merkel and swell in
the part. The rest of the cast includes
Nat Pendleton, Grant Mitchell and Mary
Carlisle.
Preview Postscripts

Jack Benny is the Woukegan boy who made
good in the big city. Waukegan's in Illinois,
Jack's father,
and that's where Meyer ryBenny,
shop in which his
had a small haberdashe
son was expected to work when not at school.
But the son had other plans. He was learning to fiddle, and finally got together an
orchestra among the town boys. Then the
and
lure of the theatre got in Jack's blood
he decided to take his orchestra into Waukegan's only theatre. But he only got as far
as the front door. He was made doorman.
Then he tried the back door and was made
property man. Finally he reached the orchestra pit iust one week before the theatre
closed of old age. During the war Jack
swab gmany
he didn't
but busy
joined the
decks.
He navy,
was too
entertainin
the
boys. By this time the violin was parked
under his arm instead of his chin. It's been
there most of the time since. In 1927 Jack
married Sadye Marks, known on the air as
Mary Livingstone. They have an adopted
daughter, Joan, aged a year and a half,
whose favorite recreation is tobogganing downstairs on Mr. Benny's violin. . . . Una Merkel
is from Kentucky. But she prefers Hollywood
to Covington any old day. If you think
you'd recognize Una on Hollywood Boulevard

SCREEN

by her inimitable gum-chewing technique,
you're
Una'sShe
not has
a bitneither
like herso screen
roles inwrong.
real life.
much
Southern accent, nor so many wisecracks,
though there's a touch of both.
★★★ Remember
(Universal)

"AT THE FIRST HINT
OF BLOTCHY SKIN...J
I TAKE

THE

Last Night

The reason no one can remember last
night is because the entire cast of this one
spends almost every minute of its time
guzzling. In that respect, you might say
it's thinner than "The Thin Man," after
which it seems to be patterned. A gay
group, comprised of Robert Young, Constance Cummings, Sally Eilers, Reginald
Denny, Monroe Owsley, Louise Henry and
George Meeker, spends an evening among
the champagne bottles, and when the rest
of them arrive at consciousness next
morning they discover that Mr. Meeker is
"slightly" dead. No one can remember what
happened, so detective Edward Arnold is
called in. He doesn't drink, which makes
his entrance something of a relief after
several reels of constantly bent elbows.
The picture offers little solace for teetotalers, however, for those two-fisted
drinkers, Robert Young and Constance
Cummings, do much more toward solving
the crime than does the long and temperate
arm of the law. "Remember Last Night,"
if )'0U can disregard the exaggerated
drinking scenes, is a lively murder mystery which should hold your attention
throughout. The large cast is swell, and
it is particularly nice to see Constance
Cummings
back again, gin-soaked though
she
is.
Preview Postscripts
Edward Arnold's the most superstitious man
in Hollywood. In 1928 he was touring with
Viola Dana in a vaudeville act. In Long
Beach a fortune teller told him that he was
going to make a hit in talkies. Arnold hod
never been in one, was flat broke, and had
been snubbed by several producers that same
week. The next day he received a wire from
the Theatre Guild asking him to join them
in a Broadway play. He was given a twoyear contract and the day after it ran out
was offered three contracts from motion picture studios. His friends claim he's more
patient than superstitious, waiting two years
for the prophecy to come true. . . . Constance Cummings leaped at the chance to
play in this flicker. She dotes on murders
and reads herself to sleep every night with
the more lurid ones. Her only objection to
her husband, Benn Levy, British playwright, is
that he can't appreciate the fine points of
a good murder and writes only super-sophisticated dramas. . . . Robert Young is one young
man who attained sudden success without an
increase in heodsize. He graduated from a
Los Angeles high school and started in extra
work at the studios as the best way to get
some badly needed cash for his younger
brother's education. A small port in one picture suddenly boosted him into the public
eye. As soon as Robert found out it was
Fame, sure enough, he eloped with his highschool sweetheart. Studio publicity heads
wagged woeful heads and prophesied it was
the end of his glamor in the public eye. But
in the last two years Bob has proved that
common sense con be pretty glamorous, too.
. . . The Long Island mansion in this picture
set Universal back just two hundred thousand
dollars in cold cosh. When completed the
sets were so elaborate that all the actresses'
gowns had to be redesigned in order to fit in
with the fancy work. The wardrobe department didn't consider this picture too highly.
But Monroe Owsley did. He got the biggest
break in many a picture on this one. He
was allowed to live almost through the entire
play.
It's more
seldomthanMr. three
Owsley
to
survive
or is
fourallowed
reels.

3-MINUTE
WAY!
I've found that blotchy skin due to constipation can usually be cleared up by taking the
right kind of laxative. That means no more joltcathartics. I take
ing, racking, "all-at-once"
FEEN-A-MINT—
the three-minute way — the
safe, common-sense way to relieve constipation.
Just chew delicious FEEN-A-MINT for three
minutes before going to bed at night. Its effects are easy, pleasant, and thorough — it goes
to work gradually. And how the children love
it. It's only 15 cents and 25 cents a box.
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become
is told in a series of published lectures by Beatrice Wallace,
distinguished
professional hospitality.
Every authority
ambitious on
woman
can now- afford this information. Send for complimentary Questionnaire and Hostess Test.
BEATRICE WALLACE, Coconut Grove, Florida
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To Be Deaf
—Every
deaChimself
person
knows
Mr. Way made
hear hia
watch tickthat—
after
;beingdeaf
for
tweoty-five
years,
with his night.
Artificial EarDrums. Hewore them dayaad
They
stopped
his
bead
noises. They are invisible
andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for
TRUE STORY. Also
bookleton Deafness. Artificial Ear Drum
THE WAY COMPANY
717 HofmanD Bldg.
Detroit. MichlgraD
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Money
and
stamps

POST
! 1 1 pays
paida
J. D. YOURSELF
Martin. Virginia,
S200! I for
single copper cent. Mr. Manning, New
York, $2,500 for one silver dollar. Mrs. G.
P. Adams $740 for a few old coins. I want
all kinds of old coins, medals, bills and
stamps. I pay big cash premiums.
e WILL PAY $100 FOR A DIME
1894 S. Mint; $50 for 1913 Liberty Head
Nickel (not buffalo) and hundreds of
other amazing prices for coins. Get in
touch trated
withCoin Folder
me. Send
4c for particulars.
Large Illus-It
and further
may mean much profit to you. Write today to
e.MAX MEHL, 457 Mehl BIdg., FORT WORTHJEXAS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)
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Between

TEAMING

TOO

I get a great deal of pleasure from
your magazine, and would like to express
a sincere desire. Here it is :
I would like to see Nelson Eddy and
Gladys Swarthout as a team, and my
mind seems immediately to hear and see
them in Bizet's "Carmen." What a Toreador Nelson would make and what a beautiful Carmen Miss Swarthout would be!
Their voices would be ideally suited to
each role and it would give them full
scope both vocally and dramatically.
I am very anxious to know what the
reaction of the rest of the fans is to this
suggestion. We all loved Nelson and Miss
MacDonald, too, but I know they will
both want to make a change of partners
in due time, so why not the combination
I suggest? — M. Woolsey, Providence, R. I.
A BOY

WHO'S

A BOY

As a fan writer I'd probably make a
swell brick layer, but I've got to admit
that little Frankie Darro's name in a cast
is plenty big enough to drag me in to see
a picture I otherwise would have passed
right up.
Oh, I like movies all right, and I have
my favorites — Bergner, Greta Garbo and
Shearer for the actresses ; and Gable,
March and Colman for the actors — but
I sure get a big kick out of this tough
little youngster, Frankie Darro. He's the
kind of an "all-boy" every father wants
and very seldom gets. It even took the
screen a long time to find an hundred per
cent all-boy, and now that they have found
one, I hope they'll have sense enough to
keep him and do right by him. — George
Galey, Newark, N. J.
MONTREAL

FOR

MACMURRAY

May I say something about a young
man who has recently come upon the
screen horizon? He is a fast-growing
favorite, and I think that the best reason
for his popularity is that he typifies every
average young man. He is not the "perfect profile" type, he has no affectation;
he is just the ideal symbol of a healthy
normal young American of today. His
name? Fred MacMurray. His performance in "Men Without Names" and "Alice
Adams" was a very welcome change from
anything done by many other actors on
the screen today.
My big favorite is Nelson Eddy, but
when the golden-voiced star is not on the
screen, I take Fred MacMurray, without
entertainment.
evening's
for ismy well
hesitation,
His success
deserved.
May he
continue to give such clean, wholesome

"Reunion in London" is staged every
96

and

Me

(C uiu tiuiL(l Jioin paye o3 )
performances as he has done in his first
screen appearances. The movies will be
a better form of entertainment when more
"regular guys" like Fred MacMurray invade them. — Rosemary Kent, Montreal,
Canada.

idea of what Rosalind really can do."
And tientlymeanwhile,
pawait until her we
talent "farmers"
is as apparent
to the moguls as it is to us. — ^Mildred
Francis, Buffalo, N. Y.
LIKES AND

MARVELOUS

MELODY

All sorts of bouquets to M-G-M for
their perfectly swell production, "Broadway Melody
of 1936."
It was
one grand
and novel
show
from start
to finish.
So
orchids to Leo for a grand cast and a
grand picture.
To Eleanor Powell, whose dancing
alone is splendid, but who also proves her
metal as an actress of no mean ability.
To Jack Benny, because he was funny
and amusing rather than "silly."
To the designer of the distinctly "different" set for the "I've Got a Feelin'
You're Foolin' " number.
And last but not least, to Bob Taylor,
for a sterling performance. There should
be an unlimited future for him. He has
what it takes — good looks and the ability
to handle any type of role with an utterly
disarming naturalness. He should go far.
— D. F., Germantown, Pa.
A VOICE

FROM

HOME

Your "Advance Model" article in the
September issue is so truly Rosalind Russell that to me it is like seeing her again.
Of course, this is only the "rave" of one
of those "farmers" she was telling you
about, but you will remember she did say
we were appreciative.
When she appeared with the Little Theatre Group in Buffalo, I was delighted
with her interpretations. As far as the
audience in general was concerned, SHE
was the Little Theatre Group. I don't
know whether this proves histrionic ability or not, but she imparted to her audience such an intimate feeling that at
intervals it would cause amused individual
chuckles
sheer joy. and "ahs'' to burst forth from
It was funny — even while we sat there
enjoying her work, we sensed that she
was destined for greater glory.
I have seen her every performance in
the motion picture field, and upon several
occasions have had the pleasure of hearing an exasperated neighbor voice my
personal opinion, "Why don't they give
her a part
worthy
of her talent?"
And
WHY
NOT?
If Hollywood
authorities
really recognize talent when they see it,
why don't they capitalize on Rosalind Russell? As yet, with the vehicles afforded
her, the screen world hasn't even an

More

simply maaaa-ad about Director David Butler! And Mrs. Butler doesn't know a thing
about that hop-scotch affair which is being
carried on between every scene! If this
should leak out Mrs. B., no doubt, will join
forces with Mrs. John Boles, Mrs. Gary
Cooper, Mrs. Jack Holt and a few others to
put a ban on the Temple charms.

You

Good

DISLIKES

I liave read lots of your letters and
ment. of the people have very good judgmost
All we fans are tired of Gable, Crawford, Tone, Harlow and little Temple,
etc. Give us more of Patricia Ellis, Jane
Withers, Grace Moore, Sybil Jason, Gary
Cooper — and give us more of Eddy, but
not too much.
I like Jean Harlow, but I don't like the
roles she plays. Give her some good roles
and let us enjoy her talent. — Martha
Thornton, Dunn, N. C.
THE PUBLIC SAYS—
Leave Bing Crosby with Joan Bennett,
but give him better roles because Bing is
slipping. Give him a he-man role and not
that of a sissy, nor yet again the role of a
bad man. Somehow, in "Mississippi." he
seemed to be awkward. There was absolutely nothing to that picture or "Two
For Tonight." The plots were no good
and Bing sang a trifle too much. Give him
stories with good plots or Bing will soon
him.
be in the past. We'd certainly hate to lose
Separate Clark Gable and Jean Harlow if you don't want his career ruined,
for that's just what she is doing to him.
Walking out of a theatre after seeing one
of her pictures, I can't help but feel filthy,
"China Seas'' would have been a four-star
picture, according to me, if Jean Harlow
hadn't shown her common self. The only
picture we liked her in was "Hold Your
Man." Give her more of this sort, and
give us Clark Gable in another like "The
W'hite Sister." But please separate them.
George Raft is really the tops with us.
More of Raft and Carole Lombard together. He's all right in slow dancing or
iti
a
rhumba,
for to
heaven's
sake,
too much of abutman
be made
to he's
tap
dance.
Now for Pat O'Brien — there's really a
man for you. Give us more of him with
Josephine Hutchinson. "Oil For the
Lamps of China" was a beautiful picture.
Why not do with John Wayne what
you
did could
with Randolph
Scott?because
I'm sure
he, too,
make the grade
he
can act and he certainly has the looks. We
all give than'ics for putting Scott into
"big-time" pictures, so plea^^e give John
Wayne a break !— M.M.L., Rayne, La.

News

(Continued from page 59)
Saturday evening in an English restaurant.
It's a gathering of homesick Hollywoodians. Among the recent participators were
Fay Wray, Douglass Montgomery, Mary
Brian and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Young.
The Fredric Marches were regular attenders but have left for home by now.

Marlene Dietrich has just joined the select
group of stars who close their sets to vis-

itoi-s. W'th La Dietrich the move was one
of necessity, for too many people wanted to
watch her emote and the sets grew so
crowded there was hardly room for the
the
So theno"No visitors
Visitors"meant
sign
was technical
tacked crew.
up. and
everyone but daughter, Maria, and the present romance, John Gilbert. Marlene and
Maria, incidentally, are a striking pair as
they stroll down the boulevard, especially
since Maria has grown so that two more
inches will see her as tall as mama.

MODERN
The Dietrich-West war's over. Two
glamor queens on one lot usually means
fireworks, and for quite a time on the
Paramount lot there was no friendship
wasted between Mae and Marlene. As a
matter of fact, they hardly knew each
other. Finally, Dietrich visited a West set.
Then West visited a Dietrich set. The gals
in on each other's dressbeganing dropping
room. So Marlene baked a cake for
Mae, which is a sure sign of admiration,
for the Dietrich hasn't turned out much
pastry lately.

^^ttt

Now that the decks are cleared for the
tinkle of legal wedding bells, Claudette
Colbert and her fiance. Dr. Joel Pressman,
are rumored to be planning their march to
the
altarbecomes
the veryfinal.
day the doctor's divorce
decree

W. C. Fields has been feeling anything
but funny the past two months. The nosey
gentleman has been spending his time at a
sanatorium near Los Angeles, where he's reported suffering from violent headaches,
stomach aches, neck aches and back aches.
Every kind of trouble, it seems, except fallen
arches and Baby LeBoy.

Edith Fellows is a sworn Democrat and
will uphold the party to the end since
President Roosevelt's Los Angeles visit.
The nine-year-old Columbia starlet was
chosen representative of a local C.C.C.
camp, and delivered a bouquet to the chief
executive when he visited the camp. Mr.
R. was flattered to the extent of asking
Edith for a photograph, and said he'd appreciated her acting in "She Married Her
Boss." So in the next mail went the photo.
It was autographed "With love from Edith
Fellows— I mean, Annabelle, the brat."

^^tlsr^

you prefer, refund your purchase price. In either case all you
have to do is to send us the unused portion, accompanied
by a letter outlining your complaint. This guarantee also
applies if the product, in your opinion does not justify
the claims made in its advertising in MODERN SCREEN

Careful examination before publication and rigid censorship, plus
our guarantee, enable you to buy with complete confidence the
products you see advertised in this issue of MODERN
SCREEN.

IndGK
If you would lead the Private Life, come
to Hollywood! That's from no less an authority on the subject than Miss Greta Garbo.
On her return from Sweden, the Garbo has
announced, she will hibernate permanently
in the Hollywood Hills. George Brent is
building an elegant retreat up there now.
Whether Greta will go in for solitary confinement or Mr. Brent is a moot question.

of

The publishers of MODERN SCREEN guarantee that you will
be satisfied with your purchase of every packaged product
advertised in this magazine. If for any reason you are
dissatisfied, MODERN SCREEN will replace the product or, if

Film fans in the United States may go so
far as to yank a flower from the lapel of
their favorite star, but down in South
America they stop at whatever is Spanish
for "nothing." If you don't believe it just
ask Clark Gable, who recently returned
from what he thought was going to be a
rest down there. Seems Clark was in his
hotel suite quietly shaving when a bevy of
Latin ladies broke down the door, rushed in
and mobbed the frightened Mr. G. When the
mob departed, Clark, full of lipstick and
lather, found that they had taken all of his
underwear, his pajamas and his handkerchiefs.
scene
frommost
"Collegiate,"
we Watching
noticed thata one
of the
interested
spectators was Jack Oakie. Jack, of
course, is starred in the picture, but he
wasn't needed on the set that day because
the scene involved only a few lovely co-eds
attired in a like number of lovely youknow-whatties. "How come," we asked
Jack, "you're around when you don't have
to work?" "Oh," said Oakie in as of¥-hand
a tone as he could command, "I just like
to keep in touch."
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DO

YOU

KNOW

Has her great achievement meant sacrificing love,
friends or family? Slim, small and gracious, with
honest dark eyes in a mobile face, with eloquent,
slender hands, you know her at once for a veritable
artist. Not from any studied pose. Rather from the
obvious

singleness of her purpose, from the unaffected simplicity of her speech, her integrity,
scornful of compromise. Looking at her, talking with
her, you feel definitely conscious of her as the symbol of that clear, immortal beauty that is her exquisite singing voice. That voice that, on her debut
in January, 1931, at the Metropolitan Opera House,

RADIO
MAGAZINE

•

JANUARY

rSSUE

LILY

PONS?

stirred listeners to enthusiastic acclaim that has not
been the reward of any singer since Adelina Patti
sang. The voice that, since that day, in radio, in
concert and opera, has thrilled uncounted listeners
in all the world's gi'eat centers and in its humblest
homes.
Meet this beautiful, talented person in this month's
issue of Radio Stars Magazine. "Will Lily Pons
Regret Her Promise," presents an intriguing answer
to a most important question. YOU WILL ENJOY
THIS GREAT ISSUE FROM COVER TO COVER!
GET YOUR COPY TODAY!

STARS
ON

SALE

EVERYWHERE

•

10

CENTS

R*J* REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
MAKERS OF CAMEL CIGARETTES AND

Of course you'll give cigarettes for Christmas. They're such an acceptable gift —
such an easy solution of your problem.
And Camels fill the bill so perfectly.
They're made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS than any other
popular brand. They are the accepted cigarette ofthe social, business, and athletic
worlds. And their finer tobaccos give that
pleasant "lift" — that sense of well-being
which is the spirit of Christmas itself

At your nearest dealer's—the Camel carton — 10
packs of "20's" — 200 cigarettes.

A ful! pound of Prince Albert
in an attractive gift package.
nnce.
Fine tobacco for Christmas. For more
than a quarter of a century, the mellow
fragrance of Prince Albert has been as
much a part of Christmas as mistletoe
and holly. So to the pipe smokers on
your Christmas list give Prince Albert,
"The National Joy Smoke." It's the
welcome gift. For more men choose Prince
Albert for themselves than any other pipe
tobacco. Let every pipeful of Prince
A fuil pound of Prince Albert
packed in a real glass humidor^
Copyright, 1935, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.. Winston-Salem. N. r.

Albert repeat "Merry Christmas" for you.

he

True

Story

Behind

Loretta

Young's

Illness
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There are women who invife Romance as naturally as flowers
inviie Ihe enjoyment of their perfume. You envy them, perhaps.
For you, too, want Romance. But do you invite if? Do your lips
lure? Your eyes promise? Your skin, your hair, your very
fragrance . . . do these invite caresses ?
Irresistible Beauty Aids are an irresistible invitation to Romance. The satin -smoothness of Irresistible Powder, the soft
blush of Irresistible Rouge, the seductive coloring and
creamy indelibility of Irresistible Lip Lure . . . these speak
the language of allure. Final touch, IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME,
romantic as the first flowers he sent you.
Try all the Irresistible Beauty Aids. Each
has some special feature that gives yoo
glorious new loveliness. Certified pur€>.
Laboratory tested and approved.

PERFUME

W:

BEAUTY

AIDS

IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME, FACE POWDER, ROUGE, LIP LURE,
MASCARA, COLD CREAM, COLOGNE, BRILLIANTINE, TALC ,
ONLY

10>^ EACH

AT

ALL

5 AND

\0(
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SOCIALITE

AND

A
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SOCIAL LEADER

P.NTIST

CtASH
or

STALK

(But

the civilized way

to combat

**o hocking!" burst from a society
O leader. And she was shocked at this
picture. Emphatically. Just as you'd be
shocked by such primitive conduct at
your own dinner table.
But modern dentistry disagrees sharply!
"Shocking?" would respond your own
dentist. ' ' That picture's not shocking. It's
a splendid, scientific lesson in the proper
way to use the teeth and gums. If more
people today would only chew their food
as energetically as this girl, there'd be a

"PINK

lot fewer
It's only
foods that
work. And

OVER

A

CELEBTf

TOOTH

BRUSH"

gum troubles in the world."
too true. Today we all cat soft
rob our gums of health-giving
without regular exercise, gums

become lazy . . . weak . . . tender. It's no
wonder "pink tooth brush"— a cry for
help from ailing gums— appears so often.
"Pink Tooth Brush" is a Warning
"Pink tooth brush" is a definite warning
that your gums are in an unhealthy condition. And ignored," pink tooth brush"

is IPANA

and

MASSAGE)

may swing the door wide open to gingivitis, Vincent's disease, even pyorrhea.
Take care of your teeth and gums the
way modern dental science urges— with
Ipana and massage. Each time you clean
your teeth massage a little extra Ipana
into your gums. Soon you'll see — and feel
—a new, healthy firmness to your gums.
For Ipana is especially designed to help
combat "pink tooth brush". . . to help
keep teeth bright ... to give you a sparkling, brilliant smile.
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ENTER RUBY KEELER'S CONTEST

SHOiuinc

NOW!

$l,000 ,n cash pmes' Many beautiful g.fts

THE TRUE STORY BEHIND LORETTA'S ILLNESS
TELLING TALES ON FRED
"WOMEN

THEY HATED

TO DO IT!

TRIAL ENGAGEMENT

The Young gal fights gamely
Dorothy Spensley 34

Broadway pals talk about Astaire

WITH CAREERS SHOULD

BE SHOT!"

Nanette Kutner

Say s Bette Davis

Acting isn't all fun lor stars

TOM'S RULES FOR SIDESTEPPING TROUBLE
MARY'S

METHODS

FOR HOLDING

TWINKLE, TWINKLE LITTLE STARS
HER LUCK BEGAN

IF YOU
HOW

WOULD
CAN

WINNERS

HAVE

I LOOK

Kerr 43
44

Helen Loulse Walker

The Brown lad knows his stuff .

Franc Dillon 48

Gals. take tips from Carl.sle
Caroline Somers Hoyt

s« small career giris talk

46

49

Lois Svensrud

50

Jean Arthur tells you why

Ben Maddox

52

That Herbert chap-tsk. tsk!

Ruth Rankin

53

WITH LOVE

HUGHIE, THE STALL GUY

A BEAU

40

Dorothy Donnell 42

BARBARA'S BACK!
Stanwyck has a new slant on things.
Martha
YESTERDAY AND TODAY
Some amusing picture comparisons
B,ng shelves aii the old rules

36

Gladys Hall 38
Muriel Babcock

it's lasted two years for Fred MacMurray

SUCCESS A LA CROSBY

16

A FIGURE LIKE COLBERT

SMARTER?

what to do according to . . Mme.

Answering fashion questions you've asked .
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SHORT

It's Thrifty to Knit Your Clothes
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Bird 56
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MODERN

HUMANITYS

LOVE

SCREEN

GREATEST

STORY/

A life for a life you love." So vowed this
handsome idler! In that terror-haunted cell
he asked himself what is the greatest sacrifice he could make for the woman he loved . . .

The producers of "Mutiny On The Bounty" "China Seas" and other
big hits of this season are happy to bring you another million dollar
thrill-drama! Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
n breath-taking

realism, one

has re-created

for the screen,
of the great romantic dramas of all

time, penned by Charles Dickens whose "David Copperfield" was
the most treasured picture of 1935. We now confidently predict
that "A Tale of Two

Cities" will be the best-loved

RONALD

A

TALE

or

romance

of 1936!

COLMAN

TWO

CITIES

Cast of 6000 including Elizabeth Allan, Edna May Oliver, Blanche Yurka, Reginald
Owen, Basil Rathbone, Walter Catlett, Donald Woods, Fritz Leiber, H. B. Warner,
Mitchell Lewis, Billy Bevan, Lucille La Verne, Tully Marshall, E. E. Clive, Lawrence
Grant, Henry B. Walthall, Claude Gillingwater, Tom Ricketts
A METRO-GOLDWYIS-MAYER PICTURE
• Produced by David O. Selznick • Directed by Jack Conway
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To.

LIFELESS

ALIVE"

'My system
cleared
of accumulated
poisons
the

easy

way''

;

Why put up with jolting, harsh, "all-at-once"
cathartics that may upset and shock your
whole system! Take your laxative the 3minute way — the modern, pleasant, easy
way to clear your system of accumulated
poisons. Just chew FEEN-A-MINT for three
minutes before going to bed. It's those three
minutes of chewing that make the difference
between FEEN-A-MINT and other laxatives.
You have no cramping pains — no nausea —
no unpleasant after-effects. Its utterly tasteless medicinal content goes to work gradually. You wake up fresh as the dawn. In fact
FEEN-A-MINT— the three-minute wayis the ideal family laxative — and it costs
only 15* cents and
25* cents for a big
family-size box.
♦Slightly higher in Canada
better
because

chew
it
u
o
y
6

Above (6), Patricia ElHs
shows you what can be
done with a bit of perseverance and a crochet

Above (5) Genevieve Tobin wears a three-piece
suit which she knitted
from a green tweed yarn.
You can make the suit or
just the sweater.

MORE

SMART

hook. It's really much
simpler than it looks.

FASHIONS

CROCHETERS

IN this third series of knit and crochet patterns, your acquired skill is
really tested. We give you two stunning costumes which every girl would
love to own — two which are not hard
to knit but take time and perseverance. But, after all, what's the fun
of knitting or crocheting unless you
can turn otT masterpieces like these
which two of the best knitters in
Hollywood have made ?
Pat Ellis says that, although her
crocheted lace evening dress looks
difficult, it really is not hard to make.
You make the small pieces first and
then crochet them together, following
the pattern
of a simple evening

AND

FOR

YOU

KNITTERS

gown. Her instructions are very easy
to follow.
Genevieve Tobin's suit, consisting
of a skirt and jacket in tweed yarn
and a plain slip-on, can be made as a
three-piece unit or can just be made
in separate pieces. If you need a
good sweater pattern, the slip-on
alone is perfect.
In order to get these instructions
just send a stamped, self -addressed
envelope to Adelia Bird, Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Avenue, New
York, N. Y. There is no charge,
just indicate by number your preference— or you may have both, just for
the asking.
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Franchot

calls

BETTE

Tone

DAVIS

DANGER
LOOK
m

HER

ABOLJT

WHAT

SHE

LATEST
LIFE,

SAYS,

PICTURE,

LOVE,

mm\

"I'm not lady enough to lie! Loving me
is like shaking hands with the devil— the
worst kind of luck. But you'll find I'm
the woman you'll always come back to!"

OF

"I've never had any pity for men like
you. You with your fat little soul and
smug face! Why I've lived more
in a day than you'll ever dare live."

THE

MONTH

YESSIR, "Dangerous" is the label Franchot tags on the
screen's famous blonde temptress. And that's the title
Warner Bros, have selected for their first picture together!
If you thought Bette gave men

a piece of her mind in

"Of Human Bondage", "Bordertown", and "Front Page
Woman", wait 'til you hear her cut loose as "the woman
men always come back to", in "Dangerous" .
The way she talks about them— particularly about Mr. Tone
—is going to be the talk of movie-fan gatherings. Maybe you'll
say she's right when you see what men did to her life. But
you'll certainly agree that this story of a woman whose love
was a jinx to men, is the surprise package of the New Year.
Besides Bette and Franchot, Margaret Lindsay, Alison
Skipworth, John Eldredge, and Dick Foran are smartly

"It's going to be your life or mine! If
you're killed, I'll be free . . . If I'm
killed, it won't matter any longer...
and if we both die— good riddance."

spotted in a big cast directed by Alfred E. Green. There's
no use telling you you must see "Dangerous". Because you
may not be able to get through the crowds to the box-office
when the news of this daring drama gets around town!
7

MODERN

THE

Try This Simple

Treatment

for a Soft, Smooth

Skin

B Wherever you find "heart appeal"—
you'll find a skin that is sublimely fair.
Do you know the quickest treatment for
achieving such a skin? The answer is Italian
Balm — the famous Original Skin Softener
that is guaranteed (or your money back) to
banish chapping, roughness, redness and dryness of skin more quickly and at less expense,
than anything you have ever used.
Today, Italian Balm is the largest-selling
preparation of its kind in the United States
and in Canada. It combines sixteen scientifically-chosen ingredients. Its mellowness is
obtained by an exclusive blending process. No
hands ever touch the product while it is being
made. Absolute purity is essential to any
preparation for use on your hands and face —
and absolute purity is one of the many things
that Italian Balm assures you ... At drug and
department stores in 35c, 60c and ^<=^j^
$1.00 bottles and in handy 25c tubes.

HANDY
HOME DISPENSER
Nickel plated. 100^ guaranteed
Italian Balm HOME DISPENSER
— attaches easily to bathroom,
kitchen or laundry wall (wood or
tile). Dispenses one drop when you
press the plunger. Try your druggist first — ask for the Dispenser
Package. If he can't supply you —
then get one FREE by sendinf*
ONE 60c Italian Balm carton (and
10c to cover
packingandandNOpostage).
TWO
60c cartons
MONEY«">r
—with your name and address — to
CAMPANA, Batavia, Illinois.

Italian
THE ORIGINAL

Balm
SKIN

SOFTENER

America's Most Economical Shin Protector"
8
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LOWDOWN

ON

FAVORITES

married her in 1924. In 1927 he made his stage
NOTE: As was the case last month, there have been
debut on Broadv\ ay and followed it up with a series of
so many requests for brief life stories of the folother plays. It was in 1929 that Clark married again,
lowing players that it will be impossible to print
this time it was Rhea Langhani, New York society
the names and addresses of readers. Please conwoman. She is the present Mrs. Gable who is plansider yourself included.
ning to divorce her actor-husband. In 1931 Clark
CHARLES BOYER: He's back again from his Eumade
his was
picture
in "The Painted
and this
only debut
the beginning.
Clark is Desert,"
6 feet 1
ropean jaunt, and all ready to start work in "Invitainch tall, weighs 190 pounds, has gray eyes and
Happiness"
opposite
Marlene toDietrich.
shouldtion to give
him ample
opportunity
resume This
his
brown
hair
and
is
known
as
a
regular
fellow.
He
conquest
Long hebefore
likes to watch polo games and football, and his
he becameoftheAmerican
theatricalmovie-goers.
idol of France,
was
athletic
diversions
are
golf,
hunting,
swimming
and
born in Figeac, in that country, on August 28 and
tennis. He collects firearms, and travelling is his
graduated from the Sorbonne where he earned a
favorite pastime. He did a marvelous bit of acting
degree in Philosophy. His family wanted him to
in "Mutiny on the Bounty" and will appear next
take up an honorable trade, but young Cliarles had
in "Wife Versus Secretary" with Jean Harlow and
different ideas and enrolled at the Conservertoire
Myrna
Studios.Loy.
CulverWrite
City,himCal.at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
de Drama on the day of his graduation. There he
studied for two years, gaining an education in the
MARION LEWIS, Springfield, III.— Sid Silvers played
theatrical classics. He was then engaged by the
the
of Snoop
in "Broadway
1936."on
Theatre Antoine.
and and
his Berlin
successwerewaseventually
instanRuljypart
Keeler
and Dick
Powell have Melody
started ofwork
taneous. Paris, London
"Colleen" which also features Joan Blondell. George
at liis feet — and now America. His first American
Raft's last picture was "She Couldn't Take It" and
picture was "Caravan," followed by "Private
withwillCarole
he
be seenLombard.
next, most probably, in "Concertina"'
Worlds"
and
"Break
of
Hearts."
"Shanghai"
was
his last film before sailing to his Fatherland with
FRANCES LANGFCRD: From Main Street of Lakehis wife, Pat Paterson. He is 5 feet 9 inches tall,
land. Fla., conies this young contralto who made
weighs 140 pounds, has brown hair and eyes and
herself known to American audiences first over the
an olive
comple.xion.
Write
him
at
Paramount
Stuair,
then
in movie shorts, musical comedy, vaudedios. 5451 Maratlion St.. Hollywood, Cal.
ville and finally invaded Hollywood. Miss LangMARGE CREEDON, Phila., Pa.— Douglas Walton was
ford's
mother,
Annie Newbern,
a concert
the young man who gave the dramatic outburst
and although Frances
was not sowasgifted
she didpianist
have
at the hospital in "Dark Angel." He was also in
a
voice
that
was
a
"natural."
As
a
young
girl and
she
gained
local
popularity
by
singing
at
school
"Captain
Hurricane."
As
the
result
of
the
former
bit part, he has been signed to a contract by Samuel
church entertainments. She later attended Southern
Goldwyn Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave., Hollywood,
College where she sang soprano in the glee club.
Then she had her tonsils removed, emerging from
Cal.
CAROLE
LOMBARD: Christened Jane Alice Peters,
the hospital a contralto. Between classes at college
Carole was born in Fort Wayne, Ind.. on October
Frances motored to Tampa where she was heard on
6. 1909, of Scotch and English descent. Her parents,
a commercial radio program, and it was here that
Elizabeth Knight and Frederick C. Peters, were
Rudy Vallee, who happened to be visiting the resort,
fairly well-to-do and she had two brothers, both
heard her during one of her programs. He was very
older than she. When Carole was seven her mother
enthusiastic al)out this young songstress and artook her to California for a visit, and liking the
ranged for her to appear as guest star on his next
climate so well, they sent for the rest of the family.
program. In June, 1931. she came to New York
So Carole was raised in Los Angeles, where she
where
she
sang on commercial programs and took
attended public schools and the Los Angeles High
awhich
whirlfailed.
at the Next
stageshein made
"Therea stab
Goes atthevaudeville
Bride."
School,sivefinishing
with
a
year
or
two
at
the
excluMarlborough School for Girls. In 1924, when
and was a great success. Tliis resulted in her being
she was 15. Carole joined a little theatre group where
signed for a really good radio contract, which she
supplemented by work in New York vaudeville and
she appeared
in a number
She hadNelke
received her dramatic
trainingofatplays.
the Miriam
cabarets. Then came her Hollywood contract with
schoolsionofthat dramatic
art.
and
had
come
to
the
concluParamount.
will weighs
be "Collegiate."
the best way to learn to act was to get
She
stands 5 Her
feet next
SVz picture
inches and
only 100
experience. Her first move was to meet as many
pounds. She is an exotic type, with a rather dark
people in the movie business as possible. One of
complexion
and
raven
hair.
Her
favorite
foods
are
these acquaintanceships resulted in a test, which
fried chicken and Mexican chili and beans. She likes
in turn brought her a leading role opposite Edmund
horseback riding and golf and loves sad music.
Lowe notin "Marriage
whensheCarole
Miss Langford is not married.
was
quite 16. inAndTransit"
believe inil 1925,
or not.
was
INEZ
KEENEY.
Clinton,theTenn.~Yes.
it's hair
true from
that
Jean
Harlow changed
color of her
Buck
Jones"
and
Tom
Mix's
leading
lady
on
two
occasions, in a series of Mack Sennett comedies and
platinum
to
what
she
calls
"brownette."
It
is
this
finally
her then
soundthatpicture
debut in
color in Secretary"
"Riffraff."withHer next picture will be "Wife
Folks."made
It was
she changed
her "Show
name
\'ersus
Clark
Gable
and
Myrna
Loy
JAMES CAGNEY: This likeable tougliie first saw the
to Carol (no "e") Lombard. After a few minor
pictures she was signed by Paramount to play oplight of day in New York City on July 17, 1904, in
posite
Buddy
Rogers
in
"Safety
in
Numbers,"
which
an
apartment
his father's
One ofis five
turned out to be the making of her. for she was
children
(Bill over
Cagney.
also of saloon.
the movies,
his
signed
a long
term contract,
which16,in 1931,
its renewed
brother), James attended public school and entered
form, isto still
in existence.
On June
Carole
Stuyvesant
High
School.
At
this
time
he
was
supmarried William Powell and this Hollywood marporting himself by being first office boy, then ljundle
riage was no exception.
It wasin allheight,
over weighs
in 2 years.
wrapper and finally bell hop during his spare hours.
She measures
5 feet 4 inches
110
He
then
Columbiabut L'niversity
decidedmoreto
pounds, has blue eyes, blonde hair and fair skin.
become aentered
caricaturist,
his familyandneeded
Her favorite
sports
are
swimming,
tennis,
horsemoney
than
this
work
produced
so
he
gave
it up.
back riding, skiing and pingpong. White is her
He started on a stage career first as a chorus boy]
favorite color and she has two dogs, likes to cook
then in vaudeville, stock and finally made Broadway
in legitimate plays. Appearing with Joan Blondell
and collects books. "Spinster Dinner" with Melvyn
Douglas
next Studios,
picture, 5451
and
in
IMagnificent,"
wereto both
seen
you
may will
reachprobably
her at bethe Carole's
Paramount
by "Maggie
a Warner the
Brothers
scout andthey
signed
contracts
IMarathon St.. Hollvwood. Cal.
for
film he
version
of that play,
"Sinners
PHYLLIS ANN FAUSSELT. Anderson, Ind.— Ross
Sincethethen
has remained
in the
films,Holiday."
and has
done a big bit of all right by himself. Mr. Cagney
Alexander played the role of Sparks in "Shipmates
likes to swim, play tennis and dance, to say nothing
Forever." He is 28 years old.
of taking daily gym workouts tn keep himself fit.
CLARK GABLE: Of course you've heard the rumor —
He is happily married to Billie
who was his
about ourthehero
his story
wife separating—
but tothat's
putting
end and
of the
first, so back
the
tall,Vernon,
weighs
partner in vaudeville days. James
is 5 feet1559 pounds
inches
beginning. Born in Cadiz, Ohio, on February 1,
1901. he was chrislened
blue
eyes
—
plus
freckles.
and has
\ou
can red
writehair
him andat
William Clark Gable.
the
Brothers
Studio.Warner
Burbank,
Cal.,
inHishismother
infancy,having
Clark die'd
was
If you would like to see a brief synopsis
where he recently comstep-mo'hhis
by
raised
of your
favorite's
this department,
er and grandparents.
Educated in the Hopedale.
fill
in and
send uslifethein coupon
on page
pletely
Kid"
Chances
are "Frisco
thatZero."
you
and "Ceiling
Ohio, high school, he
91.
General
questions,
of course, wil!
may
see
him
in
the
role
went to Akron, where l;e
of Robin Hood in the
became a timekeeper in
be answered here, too. Those asked
near future.
a rubber factory, until
FRANCES BARBARA.
most
frequently
and
the
most
interesting
he
the "theatre
bug"caught
and began
playing
New York City— Anna
ones receive first preference. And not
extra parts on the stage.
Neagle had
andtheFernand
Graavey
leading
too
many
at
a
time,
please.
Address:
He thentween thealternated
betheatre and
The
Information
Desk,
Modern
Screen,
odd
jobs.
In
Portland.
roles
in
"Bitter
Sweet."
Ore., he met Josephine
{Continued on page 91)
149 Madison Ave.. New York, N. Y.
Dillon, diction
and elocution instructor,
and
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NEVER

BE

SCREEN

THE

SAME

AGAIN

'Something" will happen to you when you see this enduring picture
— just as it did to the countless millions of people who read
the strange love story from which it was filmed . . . For
it fathoms

that precious thing called "a woman's

soul", holds it up as a blazing emblem to all
humanity — for the admiration of men,
for the

IRENE

inspiration

DUNNE-

of women!

ROBERT

TAYLOR

...

MAGNfFICENT^Jti

0
A

B

JOHN

S

E

S

M.

STAHL

S

I

PRODUCTION

For greater than his famous
"Back Street",
"Only Yesterday", or his immortal "Imitation

than his memorable
With
of Life

CHARLES
Arthur
Treacher BUITERWORTH• Ralph Morgan • Henry BETTY
Armetta • FURNESS
Sara Haden
From
the phenomenal
best -selling novel by Lloyd C. Douglas
Universal

Pic t u ■

present

e d
9

.

.

.

A

TODAY'S
BY

LEO

GOING
The

Littlest Rebel

(20th Century-Fox)

Shirley Temple is Holiywood's one and only star who can get away
with interior story material. She not only gets away with this but
brings it up to top-notch entertainment. The audience is reduced to
pulp in the hands of Miss Temple when she squeezes out a tear or
flashes those dazzling smiles. If anyone can be said to share honors
on the picture, it is Bill Robinson. His characterization of "Uncle
Billy, " the faithful slave of a Southern family through the turmoil of the
Civil War, is excellent. All the Temple emotions are brought into play
when her mother dies because she is unable to bear the hardships of
war, and father John Boles goes off to battle. Mr. Boles' role is well
played, though he accommodatingly stays in the background. Karen
Morley as the mother was not such a happy choice. Slithery silver
sheaths seem more the Morley forte than crinolines. Jack Holt is
commendable as the enemy officer who offers his uniform and his life
to save the heroine. Willie Best and Guinn Williams are well cost in
smaller roles. It is all designed, of course, as a foil for Shirley's
charms, and it's the best picture to date for that purpose.
Preview Postscripts

"The Littlest
Six-year-old Shirley Temple now earns a little
over five thousand dollars a week. $3,500 is her
Reben
regular salary from the studio whether she is
el,"Morwit
Kar
leyh
working or not, and the rest of the sum comes
and
Shi
rley.
in from royalties on^ the Shirley Temple books,
dolls and dresses. ' Mrs. George Temple, Lo
Temple's mother, gets one hundred a week for
bringing her daughter to and from work. Shirley
still thinks it's all great fun to be oHowed to play with all the nice
people in pictures who are such prominent stars. And not one of them
even touch her in salary. A gala celebration was -held on the set one
day during the production of this picture. The party was in honor of
Jack Holt's twenty-fourth year in the profession and Shirley's second.
Mr. Holt received a huge be-frosted cake with the appropriate number of candles and Shirley hod a cup-cake given to her with two pink
candles blazing on it. John Boles' daughter, Janet, who is just Shirley's
age, was at the party, too. She was a frequent visitor on the set while
the picture was being filmed, admiring her favorite actress. Miss
Temple, and 'her favorite actor, Mr. Boles.^ . . . Bill Robinson is tops in
taps, and was a favorite on the old Orpheum circuit for yars and
yars. He first came to Hollywood to appear in "Curly Top," was an
immediate success and is in such constant demand now that he may
never get back to the stage again.

-^-^^ Dangerous (Warner Brothers)
Bette Davis
"Dangerous" may sound to you, as it did to
''Dangerand
Tone in
us, like the title of one of those super-quickies —
the kind they make over the week-end — but don't
let it fool you. If you look under the nameplate
you'll
of the
most and
satisfying
screenis
dramasfind
of one
the past
months,
one that
bound to win new admirers for Bette Davis and Fronchot Tone. Bette
Davis, playing what might be termed the title role, does herous."
best work
since "Of Human Bondage," which proves that whenever a good role
comes her way the Davis lass has no trouble demonstrating the fact
that she is one of the screen's major assets. This time she's an actress
whose fatal fascination has ruined two or three men and jinxed her
plays so that she has dropped from theatrical heights to oblivion.
Fronchot Tone is a young architect about to marry into society
(Margaret Lindsay) when he spies Bette. Their relations and what
happens to their lives makes highly interesting and intelligent screenfore. Along with the excellent performances of Davis and Tone, there
is excellent support from Miss Lindsay and Alison Skipworth. '
Preview Postscripts
Director A! Green hondled the megaphone
from his own front porch for some of these
scenes. His ranch of 1700 acres in Puente is
such a beauty spot that the studio often makes
use of it for pictures. Director Green is in
earnest about his farming, too, having every
crop that con
{Continued
on page 96)
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Ginger Roge r s and
George Brent
in "In Per-

son."
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you

the time

lives in this roaring comedy

of your

of a timid tailor

who became a titan among men . . . He'll
strike you pink with gleeful excitement
as this great production winds up in the
wildest climax ever brought to the screen.

SAMUEL

GOLDIVYN

/Ww^

with ETHEL
MERMAN
• PARKYAKARKUS
• SALLY
EILERS
1 il
<^"D Z^* T7
TO
/^T TMA^VM
/^T'DT C Music and Lyrics by Harold Arlen and Lew Brown ... Dance
and the V3WnV3JlWUD
VZ^VjLiJJ'VV I IN VairiijiD Ensembles by Robert Alton ... Directed by Norman Taurog
• . . Adapted from Clarence Budington
Kelland's Saturday Evening Post Serial, ''Dreamland*' . . . Released thru United Artists
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"it ought to," said Thalberg.

SNOOP'S

"It cost two!"

Katharine Hepburn lost that bet we told you about last month.
Just before a plane trip east she bet a local photographer $1,000
that no one would snap the Hepburn likeness before she arrived in
New York. All went well as far as Pittsburgh, where someone
caught a somewhat brief but authentic posterior view of the eccentric Miss H. The picture was published in papers all over the country, but the trusting photographer is still waiting for his thousand
bucks.
■

B

■

The surprise of the month is Connie Bennett. Kveryone knows
Connie's reputation : haughty, hard to see, and colder than a
Byrd Expedition to the press. There are people around Hollywood who can prove all three accusations, and they were probably
more amazed than anyone when Connie emerged a month or so
ago full of smiles for everyone, being just a regular gal all over
the place. In fact, she's even nice to photographers now. All
of this couldn't be because M-G-M failed to pick up your option,
could it. Miss B.? If so, three cheers. And maybe now you'll
be more human in the future, huh?

Those spoolers. Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell, slill giving an imitation of romance.

Let's start this month off with the Brighl-Sayings-of-Kiddies Department. Ithappened out on the 20fh Century-Fox lot, after the luncheon
an:' dedicclion of the new Will Rogers memorial stage. Shirley
Temp e, a young actress of some renown, was being photographed
drav/ing tack the cu-iains to reveal a bronze plaque of Will. After
several shots had been taken, photographers requested Shirley to
repeat the process for "just one more." "Nix on that one more
slu'f " announced Shirley. ' I've got to get back to work." An especially bright saying, when you consider thai bosses Darryl Zanuck
and Joe Schenck were standinc at the young lady's elbow.
m
m
u
Following the preview of
tic crowd of well-wisheis,
busy congratulating Irving
picture, Irving," enthused
12

"Mutiny on the Bounty" an enthusiasand perhaps a yes-man or two, were
Thalberg, who produced it. "A great
one of them.
"Looks like a million

Pat Patersonand
amicably

husband, Charles Boyer.pose

at the party Norma

Shearer gave.

BUSY

TELLING

YOU

ALL,

FROM

SOCIETY

TO

SPORTS

Gary Cooper has a favorite new role, and it has nothing to do
with pictures. It seems Gary now answers to the title of Gentleman
Farmer, for he has just filled three acres of his Brentwood estate
with — of all things — avocados. They're Gary's favorite fruit, and
he's making daily personal appearances in his garden supervising
their growth. The Cooper products won't be on the market, though.
They're for his own tabl^; and for the Cooper dinner guests, so it
looks like Gary is all set for a season of very high-class bragging.
■
■ ■
Charlie Farrell should have been celebrating his new Universal

Brownie, the dachshund, is no looi-;
Is
a iswell lift, from Carole Lombarr
1

Maybe David Niven wishes il' was q riedl
bride's bouquet for loyely Merle Oberon.j
contract, but he had other things to think about. While he was
home nursing a knee injury, a forest fire blazed its way down
from the mountains and completely destroyed his Malibu Beach
home, which had been plentifully stocked with high-priced antiques. Before the embers died down on the beach place, another
fire destroyed more of Charlie's property in Altadena. Less than
a week later, thieves entered his liome and walked off with a few
of his wife's furs. And, just as Charlie was recovering from all
that, someone smacked into his new car and gave it that accordian
look.
never incidentally,
rains, as the issaying
forest
fires. It
Charlie,
doing goes,'
right especially
well with during
his Racquet
Club down in Palm Springs.

Jean Parker
back from
England, from
here'sLondon
the latest
on Now
her that
romance.
Jean isrecently
announced
thatword
her
true love was Francis Lucas, her childhood sweetheart. Young
Mr. Lucas then gallantly announced that his true love was someone
else again, and that he was a struggling young bank clerk who
couldn't support a movie star on $65 a month. Miss P., according
to reports, took issue with Mr. L's statement, saying that he was
actually a member of a wealthy family and worked at the bank
only as a hobby, or mayhap, a lark. The truth is that Francis is not
wealthy, and part of that $65 goes to help support his family. And
just to complicate matters, Jean spent one of her first evenings in
Hollywood shov/ing his mother the night life. Looks like a fellow's
mother is a girl's best friend.
Love in Bloom Department : Jack Oakie continues to shower
his attentions and his personality on Venita Vardon, who at
present is adding to the beauty of the chorus in "The Great
Ziegfeld'' ... at press time Addison Randall was all set to ask
Glenda Farrell that certain question, provided his option was
taken up by RKO, which means there is a strong possibility
that Miss F. will be Mrs. R. when you read this . . . although
Dick Powell devotes most of his free evenings to Joan Blondell,
he told a friend at Palm Springs, a few week-ends ago, that he
hadn't proposed and isn't discussing orange blossoms with anyone.
13

John Boles serenades Gladys Swarthout, his "Rose
of the Rancho" co-star, at La Golondrina Cafe.

Molly Lament, Phil Reed, Anne Shirley and John
.Arledge, gayly costumed for Jackie Coogan party.

Romantic pairs at Palm Springs — Irene Hervey and
Bob Taylor. Below, Shirley Ross and Henry Fonda.

Billie Burke and Will Rogers, Jr., at Rogers memorial dinner. Below, Madge Evans and Una Merkel.

Farewell-To-Elegance item: George Raft
announces, possibly with a nostalgic tear in
his eye, that he has given up the highwaisted trousers which have so long been
identiiied with the Raft wardrobe. "Natty,"
which used to be a one-word description of
all the Raft finery, has been deleted from
George's dictionary and his tailors have
been instructed to mold his future garments
along more conservative lines. We, who
always
wondered
how George
got his
14

hands in his pockets without breaking an
arm, congratulate him on his momentous
decision. Goodbye, fond memories of former
splendor; so long, classy cuts and dreams
of checkered magnificence; and a polite
hello to a brave new — and awfully Bond
Street — world!
■

■

B

Unfortunate indeed is the comeback at-

tempt of Charlie Ray, America's Bashful
Boy Friend of the silent — or good old —
days. Time was when a Charlie Ray
picture filled all the small-town opera
houses of the land, and he was the ideal
of every awkward youth in the country
until he produced his ill-fated "Courtship
of Miles Standish." His comeback picture, made by an independent company
for very little money, is called, ironically
enough, "Just My Luck."
For Charlie's
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Glenda Farrell at Palm Springs.

Shearer

goes

to

a

preview.

HARSH cathartics are frowned
upon. The laxative you take
should be mild, gentle. It shouldn't
cause strain and pain. Shouldn't leave
you feeling weak afterwards.
The way to be absolutely sure is by
taking the laxative that is gentle and
mild enough even for little children.
Such a laxative is Ex-Lax. Ex-Lax is
Janet Gaynor and Freddie Bartholomew at Rogers memorial.
sake, we hope they change it.

Here's something brand new in Hollywood:
Universal introduced Marta Eggerth, its
continental singing star, at a dignified and
highly enjoyable Sunday afternoon reception. Quietest party we've ever attended in
Hollywood, due possibly to a set of Saturday night (Coiithiucd on page 103)

given to more children than any other
laxative. Yet with all its mildness and
gentleness, Ex-Lax is effective enough
for any adult. And you don't have to
keep on increasing the dose to get
results.
Take Ex-Lax yourself. Advise your
husband to take it too. Give it to your
children. It is the ideal laxative for
every member oi the family. 10c and

25c boxes on sale at any drug store.
Get the genuine; spelled E-X— L-A-X.
GUARD AGAINST COLDS !... Remember
these common-sense rules for fighting colds
— get enough sleep, eat sensibly, dress
warmly, keep out of drafts, keep your feet
dry, and keep regular — with Ex-Lax, the
delicious chocolated laxative.'
MAIL THIS COUPONB?
EX-LAX,
P.O. Box 170 H
Times-PlazaInc.,Station,
Brooklyn, N. Y. mmsb
Name
Please send free sample of Ex-Lax.
,\ddress..
{.If you
Canada,St.write
Ex-Lax. Ltd.,
736 live
Notrein Dame
W.. Montreal
)
When

Nature forgets —
remember

EXLAX
THE
ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED
LAXATIVE

Tune in on "Strange as it Seems" , neic Ex-Lax Radio Program. See local neii'spaper for station and time.
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WIN
set©

A

BIG

PRIZE

!

IT'S

i^utV ^O'^AO^

I s+— $400.00 in cash
2nd — $250.00 in cash
3rd— $200.00 in cash
4th— $150.00 in cash
5th — Crosley Shelvador Refrigerator
6th — The new Crosley All Metal Tube Console
Radio
7th — Five prizes of 64-piece H
Dinner Sets

& W

China

8th — Fifteen prizes of General Electric Hotpoint
Portable Mixers
9th — Ten prizes of Buffeteer Toaster Service Sets

And who wouldn't want this upto-the-minute Crosley Shelvador
Refrigerator, which Ruby is busy
filling with tasty food? This is the
fifth prize in the contest.

IF you were going to have Ruby Keeler as your
guest for dinner, what would you serve ? Get
out your pencils, you Modern Hostesses — and
win a prize by answering this simple question
in the spaces on the PRIZE MENU
CARD.
There is just one rule you must observe.
Every dish
of your prize menu must begin with the initial given at
the beginning of the line. We're giving you a filled-in
menu card on page 18 to show you just what we mean.
You'll notice that the dishes appear according to the
initial rather than in the order in which they would be
served. You will also notice that one line has no initial,
so that you can put in any dish you desire in that space.
That will give you a chance to fill in your menu card
so that you will have a complete and balanced meal — the
sort of dinner you really would want to serve if you were
entertaining such a charming guest.
When you have filled in your menu card with ten
dishes (each beginning with the right initial, remember)
write 16clearly at the bottom of {Continued on page 19)

C6Uesi

EASY!

PLAY

now...

HOSTESS

1. On the next page you will find the Ruby Keeler prize menu. Fill
in each of the blank spaces (those that are preceded by asterisks)
with the name of some food or special dish beginning with the letter
on that line. Your complete menu should provide a balanced and
appetizing meal. Then, in the space at the bottom of the menu, give
your reason in ten words or less for wishing to see Ruby Keeler in
"Colleen."
2. The prizes will be awarded to the persons who submit the best
menus, typewritten or printed in pencil, with all the correct spaces
filled in, with each dish on the menu beginning with the specified
letter, and who, in the opinion of the judges give the best reasons (in
ten words or less) for wishing to see Ruby Keeler in "Colleen." Neatness will counf.

TO

THIS

LOVELY

STAR!

Dinner Sets as seventh prizes. There are fifteen General Electric Hotpoint Portable Mixers as eighth prizes. There are ten Buffeteer Toaster
Service Sets as ninth prizes.
4. The contestants may submit as many entries as they choose, each
entry to be accompanied by the menu card coupon on the following
page. No correspondence can be entered into regarding letters submitted to this contest. All letters, upon receipt, will become the property of MODERN SCREEN Magazine.
5. The decision of the judges shall be final, and in case of ties
duplicate prizes will be awarded.
6. No employees of MODERN SCREEN or members of employees'
families are eligible to compete.

3. The first prize is $400.00 in cash; the second prize $250.00; the
third prize $200.00 and the fourth prize $150.00. The fifth prize is a
Crosley Shelvodor Refrigerator; the sixth prize the new Crosley All
Metal Tube Console Radio. There are five 64-piece H & W China

7. Send all entries to RUBY KEELER CONTEST, MODERN
SCREEN, 149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. All entries must be
mailed before m.idnight of April 15, 1936.

Another useful prize in this easy
contest is the General Electric Hot
Point Portable Mixer, fifteen of
which will be distributed as eighth
prizes.
Get busy, folks!

which Ruby Keeler is demonstrating is simply grand. Ten of these
will be distributed to winners of
the ninth prize in this contest.

This Buffeteer Toaster Service Set

Anyone would be
delighted to own
one of these sixtyfour piece H & W
China Dinner Sets.
Enter the contest
now — you may be
the winner of one
of the five China
Sets which are being given away
in Ruby
Keeler's
contest.

FILL IN THIS COUPON
IN PENCIL)

(PLEASE TYPEWRITE
AND MAIL IT TO:

OR PRINT

THIS

YOURS SHOULD
IS A SAMPLE COUPON.
LIKE THIS WHEN YOU SEND IT TO:

LOOK

Editor, RUBY KEELER CONTEST,
MODERN SCREEN, 149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

Editor, RUBY KEELER CONTEST,
MODERN SCREEN, 149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
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{Continued from page 16)
your menu — in ten words or less —
"Why I'm looking forward to seeing
Ruby Keeler in 'Colleen.' " Just
state your reason simply (as we have
illustrated on the sample menu card).
Of course, there are lots of reasons for wanting to see "Colleen."
If you want to know more about
them, just read our contest pages
next month where you will find a
description and pictures of "Colleen" which will be tremendously
helpful in suggesting your answers.
Hard? Not a bit of it! Just
study the sample menu, then fill out
your menu in the same way — incorporating in it your own ideas of
what would constitute an ideal meal
to serve to Ruby.
Send in your menu suggestion
NOW ! Think it over and send in a
better one next month. Write as many
as you want, in fact, only be sure that
a coupon accompanies each of your
entries. And tell your friends about
this wonderful contest, won't you?
They'll enjoy it and they may have
you to thank for winning one of the
grand prizes.
And they really are grand — every
one of them. The cash prizes are sure
to arrive in time to gratify some cherished wish ... a gay spring wardrobe,
a nest egg for the summer vacation,
a substantial down payment on a new
car ! The Crosley Refrigerator will
thrill some lucky housewife and the
Crosley Radio will bring perfect
radio reception into your home.
The fortunate women who win the
fine sets of china will be delighted
with the dainty sprigs of flowers and
narrow gold bands that decorate each
of the sixty-four pieces.
And think of the time-saving features of owning one of those G. E.
Portable Mixers ; or visualize yourself presiding over the Bufifeteer
Toaster Tray — the sort of thing designed to make any meal a party and
any party a success !
Those prizes certainly are worth
trying for, aren't they? And here's
a helpful hint for you! You will
probably find the two "E"s and the
two "L"s the hardest letters to fill
in — so we suggest that you do them
first, then build the rest of your menu
around them. With these letters out
of your way, you will discover that
the rest is easy sailing — much like
a cross-word puzzle when you have
already filled in some of the words!
You can also get help and inspiration from the index of any good
cook book. Here's the best news of
all— at the end of "The Modern
Hostess" article (a regular monthly
feature of our magazine) you will
see a Dictionary of Foods, Menu
and Cooking Terms that will provide
you with heaps of swell suggestions.

IVOR
Y
fuke
s
A three-minute date with Ivory Flakes will
make your undies and sheer stockings wear
longer! You see, if perspiration is allowed to
linger, it attacks fine fabrics.
But if you think daily washings mean
washed-out colors you've been using a toostrong soap! Change to Tpure Ivory Flakesmade from the same pure Ivory Soap that
doctors advise for babies' tender skins.
Here's good advice from Van Raalte,
makers of the famous Singlettes, "We heartily recommend frequent washings in cool
Ivory Flakes suds for our lingerie, silk stockings and washable gloves because Ivory is
pure— keeps colors and textures like new
through many washings!"

CHIFFON-THIN FLAKES
OF GENTLE IVORY SOAP
99 44/100 0/0 PURE
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Gene was extremely partial to some
such innocuous dessert as "Prune
Whip." (Prune Whip! Perish the
thought — I don't blame Gene for
being furious.) Well, after the
usually placid Mr. Raymond had recovered from his rage he declared in
no uncertain terms that he'd never
again allow any mention, however
slight, of his food preferences. He

HEXMOM...DVUH
WHAT

couldn't very well deny that he liked
pie, however, for on the day when
we finally cornered him, Scotty, our
demon cameraman, was on hand to
take down the evidence on a photographic plate for posterity. Nor did
it take much persuasion to get Gene
to mention the various pies he likes.
These he orders at the Brown Derby
at luncheon time (where, as I told
you before, the pies are superb) or
eats them in his own home in Beverly
Hills.
GENE lives in a Monterey Colonial
style of house which he recently
purchased for his Mother. This delightful lady divides her time between
New York and California and great

ABOUT

AS IT happens, all these pies are
Fruit Pies. But don't fall into the
error of thinking that they are not
seasonable during the winter months
for that reason. Quite the contrary,
because they call for such easily procured fruits as lemons, bananas,
apples and rich, fruity mince meat.
And the pie crusts themselves are as
varied as the fillings.
The French Apple Pie is baked
with a lattice top ; but the individual
Mince Meat Pies are fried and thereby take on a delicate brown tint and
an entirely novel flavor. The Banana
Cream Pie calls for a baked pastry
shell, while the Lemon Pie, on the
other hand, requires a visit to the refrigerator instead of the stove to
achieve its (Continued on page 64)

MY

PALMER

SHIRT

SAID

?

"G'willikins! My shirt
can't talk, Mom, but
Mrs. Palmer said it
tattles like anythin'."

indeed is Gene's joy when she arrives
for her Hollywood visits which last
several months at a time. Naturally
she assumes entire charge of the
household while she is with Gene, but
during her absences things still run
smoothly under the competent management of a couple — a chauffeurbutler and cook-housekeeper. So you
see that one
most attractiveofand Hollywood's
confirmed bachelors
enjoys a real home atmosphere in
spite of his bachelorhood. And you
can be sure that the Raymond cook
knows how to bake excellent pies. It
was to her, naturally, that I had to go
to discover how to make_ the pies that
Gene eats at home. And I'm delighted to report that it was the
Brown Derby chef, himself, who told
me how to make the special pie that
Gene always orders at that justly famous spot.

MRS.

KNOW

"The trouble is, she
said — your soap
doesn't really wash
clean. Your clothes
wouldn't have tattletale gray, she said, if
you'd only change to,
Fels-Naptha Soap."/

(Few weeks later)
"Whe-e-e, Teddy!
Mom's so tickled she's
takin' me to the movies
'cause I told her how
to get rid of tattletale gray."

"Who

wouldn't be tickled!

golden soap and lots of naptha get out

My clothes used to look as

every bit of dirt. Fels-Naptha is so
gentle I use it for my finest silk
things, too. And how nice it is to
) 1936, PELS & CO.

gray as a rain-cloud and
now they're white as snow! It's wonderful the way Fels-Naptha's grand

Banish

my hands!"
"Tattle -Tale Gray"
with FELS-NAPTHA
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Reading

from top to bottom,

Colbert as the siren Cleopatra, who bathed in milk
to keep her body beautiful.
Madame Du Barry, portrayed by Del Rio, sometimes chose wine for her
bath. Karen Morley proves
the charm of the old-fashioned girl. Mae West made
moderns conscious of the
Gay

CLEOPATRA,
AND

MAE

DU

WEST

CIATE THE VALUE

Nineties
by means
make-up.

oi

BARRY
APPREOF

LURE

IT IS true that make-up used to l)e considered risque in
grandmother's day, but nowadays when I hear mothers
reproving their young daughters about lipstick, I wonder
what the world is coming to ! Of course, too much lipstick is taboo, but if a little is going to make a "teenster"
happy, I can't see why the argument that "they didn't
do it in mother's day" should still
hold. Grandmother wore a "rat" to
give her pompadour the proper swoop.
If girls did that today, they would be
accused of being artificial and unsariitary. Great-grandmother used to
wear sawdust stufifed contraptions
that were known as "false calves."
They tied with tapes around the
knees and ankles, and gave "shape" to legs that had no
curves of their own. The modern daughter who swims
and skates to mold her body would have a spasm over
such things as false calves. (P.S. Do you need exercises
for developing or reducing the legs ? I have them for
you.)
Beauty takes a hundred forms, depending on the time
and the people, but more and more, science is getting
under the skin. When you pat a rich lubricating cream
around your eyes, you may be going through exactly the
same motions that an ancient queen did when she noticed
22

her first sign of crows' feet. The remains of past civilizations have provided evidence that the cosmetic art was
well developed as long ago as 5000 B.C. But, then, those
l^eauty secrets belonged only to the favored few. If we
had lived then, you and 1 would probably have been left
without so much as a perfume. Now all we have to do
is to walk around the corner and buy
a cream far superior to a costly unguent of the Cleopatra era. Today,
beauty is not a luxury, it is a necessity!
AND
THE fact that beauty has
come to be regarded as such accounts
for a great difference in the purity
of cosmetics. When our grandmothers decided they knew better than Cleopatra, and
that cosmetics were to be looked at askance, they didn't
put the cosmetic business in very good repute. Naturally,
whatever products were made then were concocted in
a haphazard way with little regard for the safety of the
users. Since that time cosmetics have come under the
regulation of the Food and Drug Act, and any good
product carries the guarantee of purity.
"Is it safe to use? Will you give me a formula so
that I can make a cream of my own? Is such-and-such
a brand good ?" Those questions are consistently hurled

MODERN
at me. though tlie requests are fewer
on the business of making "kitchen
creams." It's surprising that anyone
woukl want to fool around with a

"\t's

SCREEN

thrilling

to

see

your

skin

grow

stick_v mess when they have the assurance that modern creams are
compounded under much more scientific conditions, more accurate
measurements and workmanship,
and more sanitary methods than
could possibly be achieved in a
kitchen by an "amateur."
As to whether a cream is good
or safe to use, your brand name is
your best guarantee there. A reputable, well advertised--bra;nd of cosmetics is a guarantee in itself. The
manufacturer knows that his business depends upon the satisfactory
results his product achieves, so
surely he is going to bend every effort toward making that product
meritorious and improving it in
every possible way. The day of the
dangerous, cosmetic is passed, except where quacks are concerned.
And there are quack get-rich-quick
folks in any line of business. Even
Hollywood is wise enough not to attempt making its own cosmetics.
WELL,

HERE we are going scientific in this month of parties. In

the light of Valentine's Day, remember the old proverb that beauty is a
woman's mightiest weapon and her
strongest defense.
If you were one of those forlorn
little girls who never got .many valentines, but whose pretty sister rated
many, you'll be glad to know that
Claudette Colbert wasn't any Cleopatra at sixteen either. In her recent
films, Claudette has been busy proving that you can marry your boss, or
any "Mr. Right," if you use the
right tactics. She has never had a
more alluring role than Cleopatra,
when she turned from playing the
sweet, young" thing to the business of
being" a siren.
CLEOPATRA
was the most famous exponent of the cosmetic art.
She used green paint on her eyelids and applied black pigment to her
eyelids, lashes and eyebrows and
henna coloring to her finger nails and
palms. She bathed in milk. (DuBarry sometimes chose wine for her
bath.) j\Iodern Cleopatras use green
eyeshadow, too, and black mascara,
and henna-colored finger-nail polish.
But they drink milk instead of bathing in it. ]Milk diets (see coupon)
are a modern means of acquiring" slim
or rounded silhouettes and clear complexions. Claudette had to drink milk
to gain weight for her role in "CleoAnd more
Hollywood patra."
star uses
milk than
as a one
facial.

THIS smiling lady is Ellen Conger
Fernandas — slender, graceful and
lovely to look at! But above all, she
possesses a skin that meets the most
trying test of a fine complexion —
clear, youthful, enchanting even
without a trace of make-up. And
for that loveliness, she gives first
and major credit to Camay.

coming to your skin. You'll gradually become aware of a new
smoothness, an exquisite freshness,
a finer texture! This very day, convince yourself that Camay is a real
and dependable beauty aid. Its price
is so low you'll want to order at
least a half-dozen cakes today.
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

You, too, will find — practically
as soon as you start with Camay —
new youthfulness and loveliness

CAMAY

Of course you remember that
Dolores Del {Continued on page 90)
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combat

CONSPICUOUS

SHINY
LARGE

PORES,

NOSE
FLOURY

BLOTCHES

$5

PRIZE

LETTER

The

6,000,000 women

find

Luxor Face Powder shine-proof!
• Conspicuous nose! Ugly large pores! Unsightly skin shine!
Of face
course
you don't
want
them. Then
use the
powder
6,000,000
women find combats skin -moisture— Luxor,
the moisture-proof powder.
Every face gives off skin moisture. Most of
all, around the nose where glands are highly
active and skin-moisture waits in each pore
opening to mix with face powder. To cause
shine, clogged pores, floury blotches.
change
at once
Luxor.
It won't
even
mixSo with
water
in a to
glass,
as you
can easily
prove
for yourself.
it won't
mix
with similar
moistureTnerefore,
on your skin,
as a trial
will quickly demonstrate.
Luxor comes in many smart new shades,
blended by scientists in our laboratories to
flatter blondes, brunettes and in-betweens with
gorgeous, natural effect. It bears the Seal of
Good Housekeeping Institute because Luxor
does all we claim and is wonderfully pure.
Insist on Luxor by name and get
FREE! 2 drams of$?> perfume
A sophisticated, smart French scent. La Richesse. Sells
regularly at department stores for $3 an ounce. An enchanting gift to win new friends for Luxor. Powder and
perfume together for the price of Luxor powder alone.

Coupon brings 4-piece make-up kit!
Luxor, Ltd., 1335 W. 31st Street
Chicago, Illinois
Please send me your 4-piece makeup kit including generous amount of
Luxor Moisture-Proof Powder, Luxor Rouge, Luxor Special Formula
Cream and Luxor Hand Cream. Here
is 10c to help cover mailing. (Offer
not good in Canada). Check,
Luxor Hand PowDER : Rose Rachel □ Rachel □
Cream Softens
Flesh □
Like Magic RouGE : Radiant □
Medium □
A marvelous
SunglowD Pastel D
RoseblushO
Amazing
new
^l Vivid □
ToTrsrtTky
skin-softener
for i^ame
hands. Keeps
them soft, white, Address
smooth. Atall cosmetic counters. City
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"Short Subjects"
Problem
This is a plea to the studios to please
relieve us of what they confidently bill as
comedies. It is bad enough to have to sit
through the ads, home talent demonstrations, serials and lessons in golf in order
to see the feature picture, but when one
of the so-called comedies (Our Gang and
Thelma Todd-Patsy Kelly excepted) flashes on the screen, and we must go through
a series of chasing games, house destruction, pie-throwing, barbaric battles, clothestearing and other forms of animal activities, it is almost too much for human endurance.
Perhaps the alleged comedies are thrown
in to make the rest of the program seem
better, but a really good feature needs no
such contrast to display its merits. — E. D.
H., Fort Smith, Arkansas.
$1

PRIZE

Here is true, unadulterated glamor.
Here is a lovely, natural, human appeal
— she might be one's own sister, or next
door neighbor — not a goddess whom we
may worship from afar, but not approach.
You can feel her appeal in every look,
every move she makes, from those dark
eyes to that utterly enchanting, breathtakingiy sweet smile. Here is lovely
womanhood personified. — Gail H. Grenier,
Jamestown, N. D.
$1
One

PRIZE LETTER
Fan to Another

Having read the letter signed "Just
Me," in the December issue, I can't help
wondering why anyone should choose to
vent their spleen on such an inoffensive
person as Herbert Marshall. If "Just Me"

LETTER

Fed Up On Glamor
For some time now I have been very
much "fed up" on the high-powered stories
and articles depicting the glamorous qualities of such stars as Garbo, Crawford and
Dietrich. Glamorous they may be, but to
me it seems a sort of artificial, unnatural,
even unhealthy glamor.
After seeing, some time ago, a lovely,
entertaining picture titled, "Accent on
Youth," I hereby nominate my choice for
the number one glamor girl of the screen,
Sylvia Sidney.
You get a mild idea what this
gent thinks of comedy and
short subject fillers-in.

"Just Me," whose letter appeared in December issue, got
penned spankings from many.
knew anything about him he could net
possibly find it in his heart to be so cruel
and tactless as to call poor Bart a "walking flagpole."
heartbreaking
souvenir
of his
war-time(The
heroism
is a wooden
leg,
you know.) As for "conceited airs," if
you, "Just Me," were blessed with one
atom of
Mr.
Marshall's
culture,
ment and
finer
sensibilities,
you refinewould
know better than to confuse his modest
self-assurance and unfailing poise, which
is the very essence of good breeding, with
conceit.
And now for your amazing objection to
Marshall's so-o-o perfect vocabulary. If
you mean to imply that his impeccable
diction makes you uncomfortably aware

MODERN

SCREEN

Write a letter and win a cash
prize! Motion pictures offer a
wide field for discussion. We want
your criticisms, pro and con, on
films, players, or any phase of
movies that interests you. Ten
dollars In prizes will be awarded
each month for the six most interesting letters submitted — 1st
prize, $5; five 2nd prizes of $1
each. Be sure to send your full
name and address. Modern
Screen reserves the right to publish letters in whole or in part. Address: Between You and Me,
Modern Screen, 149 Madison
Ave., New York, N. Y.

The

female

population is ac-

cused of aping stars' fashions
blindly because of ballyhoo.
of your own lack of conversational grace,
then I sympathize with you. However,
we who admire Mr. Marshall agree that
his exquisite speaking voice is an index
to the irresistible appeal of his ideally
charming personality. Many of our native
American examples of overrated sex appeal and exaggerated histrionic ability
would do well to absorb a little of the
gentility of this most modest of reel and
real heroes. — Gretchen Weiss, Long Island,
N. Y.
$1

PRIZE

LETTER

Miss Morning Glory
Jean Parker reminds me of a statue
that was made to represent life and all
that is beautiful. Her face signifies sincerity and sweetness. As a young actress,
I believe that she has achieved the secret
of expression that only one other actress
has lived and she is Garbo. I might
say orchids to Jean, but that would not
express just what I feel, for to me she is
a morning glory, fresh with the morning
dew. Superb is her acting, lovely is
Jean Parker and I believe that everyone
who has seen her will feel as I do about
her. — Marcelle, Milwaukee, Wis.
$1

PRIZE

End
-ask

''accident
for

panic

Certain-

Safe

LETTER

Fair Sex Gullible?
A letter in the December issue signed
"B. B., Poughkeepsie" said that "thousands
of girls are dependent on Joan Crawford's
pictures to give them ideas on how to
{Continued on page 93)

Modess!

Try N-0- V-0 — the new safe douche powder. Cleansing! Deodorizing! {Not a contraceptive.)
(At your druggist or department store)
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■She's so beautiful that you wouldn't dream that she started her operatic career by singing all the
old witch arjd hag roles available, would you? Gladys Swarthout refutes that old idea that you
have to be hefty to be a top-notch operatic star. Svelte and more than lovely to look at, she is
27
the latest recruit from the Metropolitan to take Hollywood in her stride. Already she has ''Rose
. of the Rancho" and "Give Us This Night" to her credit.

>o '"''"Lth W

°'

Rose M°"?.oirl

Is

I" has

i^^x^,^^.

s

Miriam

Hopkins

is pretty fickle ctbout her off-screen romcmces

but, cinema-

tically speaking, she's constant to just one, Joel McCrea! Paired for
"Splendor," they're together again in "These Three." Incidentally, this particular picture catches all the individual sparkle and charm of the gal, don't
you think? Paul Kelly has a knack of making his screen thugs such likeable
fellows that the audience files out thinking it's too bad that that nice Kelly
man couldn't have had a better break! Paul will do "The Song and Dance
Man" next and it sounds like a new type of role for him.
30

AtnJi^tAuif

(pe6,

All other production practically came

to a standstill at

Paramount while the "Anything Goes" gang were in
action. Such crazy goings-on what with Bing Crosby
and Ethel Merman singing and trying to out-gag each
other and Charlie Ruggles being hunted as "Public
Enemy 13" on account of he is a gangster all done up
as a bishop. Don't think that this is giving the plot
away — there's more, reels more of it. Even though
you've hummed and sung Cole Porter's swell tunes,
you'll get a new kick out of Ring's and Ethel's duetting
of "You're the Tops." And there's "I Get a Kick Out
of You," too, which sounds too grand done in the best
Crosby croon. Need we scry more to convince you
that it's the tops, with many new tunes, loads of fun and
beauteous gals?
You
can take it from us, it's grand
entertainment.

Ike,

Bhide

Corner

Home

He's such a quiet, unassuming chap that you'd
never know from him that he's one of the most
pursued men about Hollywood.
Who? Why
Fred MacMurray.
And the reason there's
such a triumphant glint in Claudette Colbert's eyes these days is because she got
him for her sparring partner in "The Bride
Comes Home" when several other star
gals
were
shouting for him. Robert
Young is the "other" fellow and William
Collier, Sr., is the latest of Clcrudette's
screen
fathers.
Claudette
hasn't let
winning of last year's Academy award
slow up her dramatic pace.
If anything, every new picture seems better than the last.
.

MoAeHa

l^ou^'s

IN THE huge. bed in her boudoir lay Loretta Young.
Hands lax on the satin comforter, Hps parted, a smile in
her eyes, and perhaps a tear, she lay motionless waiting
for the words of the simple Catholic marriage ritual to
drift up the curving stairway of her white Colonial house.
Before the living-room fireplace, white with carnations,
lilies and gardenias, Sally Blane, her sister, was being
made the wife of Norman Foster. She was dressed in a
sheer, cream-colored velvet dress with square neckline and
corded trimming, and a short Juliet veil covered her face.
There was the slow, heavy music of the Wedding March,
Alan Campbell, the best man, who temporarily lost the
ring, Sally's tears falling unashamed, the groom's laugh
that broke the tenseness, the handsome priest, Norman's
father and mother, the Young girls' mother, Mrs. George
Belzer, Sally's sister, Polly Ann, Sally's half-sister, the
eleven-year-old Georgiana Belzer, the thirty guests, and
the exciting wedding supper ... all these things were lost
to Loretta Young, lying ill in the upper room of the lovely
home that her success and money have made possible.
Too ill to join in the festivities, with a nurse at hand

iUhe^

to see that the excitement on the lower floor was not too
stimulating for her patient, Loretta Young was fighting
one of the biggest battles of her career. It wasn't the
battle for film success, which came with comparative ease,
but it was a fight with an enemy so relentless that it
caused her family and her friends the gravest concern.
WHEN
LORETTA finished the co-starring role with
Charles Boyer in "Shanghai," she had her trunks ready for
a dash across the continent, a national network appearance
in New York, and a trip to Europe. Because she was
young (she will be twenty-three years old on January
sixth), full of life, eager for the excitement of travel, the
exhilaration of new contacts, she and her mother set out
upon their holiday. She should have stayed at home and
used the strength she was giving to entertainment toward
the building up of her body. Sensitive, taut-nerved, for
years she had made one picture after another, with not
more than a few days' rest between finishing one film
and beginning the next. Producers were avid for her'
screen services. Cecil DeMille {Continued on page 84)
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FRED

ASTAIRE has big feet. He used to dress collegiate. His hobby is composing music. When things go

wrong, he cries like a baby,
ing Minnie!"
That's
the beginning
combined only
stories
of those
Astaire.
First, George Gershwin,

and his nickname is "Moanof
Broadway
whothishave
workedprofile,
close the
to
who

knew

him over fifteen

years ago, when Gershwin was "that hot piano player at
Remicks," and Fred Astaire, a hoofer trying to get a
break.
"Freddie always had a swanky walk," said Gershwin.
"He didn't dress the way he does now. He was collegiate,
and wore a funny little round hat.
"He and his sister, Adele, were in the Sunday night
vaudeville shows at 'The Winter Garden.' In those days
they couldn't open their mouths. They just danced.
"Fll never forget Fred walking up to me and saying,
'Sometime Fd like to be in a regular show and have you
write the music' Later, with 'Lady, Be Good,' and
'Funny Face,' his wish came true.
"Right from the start Freddie knew exactly what he wanted. He had no outside interests. He was intent on
becoming just what he became
— a top musical comedy
star. Take his singing.
He wanted to sing,
but in the early

days his voice wasn't so good. Since then it has developed tremendously. He has wonderful judgment. His
instinct for low-class rhythm songs is unfailing. He can
always tell what will be a hit.
"I think his mother is largely responsible for
Freddie's charm, and culture. The big thing he
has done is to bring drawing-room manners
to gutsy dancing.
"He was one of the few vaudeville
actors taken up by society. He
wanted that. Why, with his
first money he bought
something that only
the wealthiest
can afford

Im^ hcmeJtte.

THE

FRIENDS

AND

WORKERS OF HIS
WAY SHOW

SIDELIGHTS
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— a race horse in England.
"Freddie has a swell sense of
humor. He used to do an imitation
of John Charles Thomas singing a jazz
song called, 'I'd Rather Charleston.' He did
this with every inflection of the concert singer,
but without the voice.
"HE

CALLED

his sister 'Funny Face.' They fought
as all performers fight. Adele knew Freddie's dancjust ing
ideas were invariably right, but she held out for her
point until she made him so sore they would fly at
each other.
"Once, while he was staging a dance, I saw him become
so exasperated that he burst into tears and cried like a
baby ! You see," Gershwin
anxious to have it right.

quickly added, "he was so

"I haven't seen Freddie since he's been in Hollywood,
but I've been approached to write one of his next pictures.
The deal isn't set yet. All I can say is that I'd like to
work with him again." And thus concluded Mr. Gershwin.
I next tackled Claire Luce, that striking looking blonde _
who played opposite Fred Astaire when "The Gay Di-'~vorcec." was a stage production called "The Gay DiFred
taire isAsa
true artist/
unanimously
claim
those who
worked
with him.

Miss Luce was sailing for London that night. She was
in a hurry. So we talked over the telephone.
"Fred
vorce."
of mine
evening
sprinkle
that the

takes his work very seriously. Sometimes a step
would be a little off, and he'd notice it. Every
he came to the theater early and practiced. He'd
resin all over the stage and used so much of it
stage looked like a barn, and it became a standing

joke that the place was messed up from Fred's private
rehearsals.
"When

things went wrong, he'd break down completely." Miss Luce paused. "Wait, I have Adele
Astaire's former maid, Cynthia, maybe she can give you
something."
Said Cynthia. "Mr. Astaire, say, he used to jump right
out of bed in the morning and start in dancing!"
Back came Miss Luce. "And he loved to sit down at
the piano and try to make up tunes."
I wondered if they were bad tunes.
"Probably," said Miss Luce.
TOM

WEATHERLY,

who, with Dwight Deere Wiman,

produced
Gay Divorce,"
told me Fred Astaire is
an
excellent"The
business
man.

"He handles his own affairs, (Continued on page 60)
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careers should

be shot
on sight,"
Bette
Davis
to me.
We weresaid
lunching
at that spot de luxe, the Vendome. Bette was wearing a
brown tailored suit, a white shirt and a
ing.

bright green hat of the type called "knowBette said, crisply, "I am about to
break down and reveal to you the most
carefully concealed secret in my unsecretive young life. For that I have no secrets
is the truth. If I committed a murder, I
would give a progressive dinner so that
I could go about, from course to course,
telling about it!
"I take myself to pieces, mentally, once
every week. There's a room in my house
especially set apart for this vivisectional
purpose. It is a bare, little room in the
bzlck of nowhere. In it is one chair, stiff '

''luomen

SHOULD

Scuf^

Bette

and uncomfortable — very moral.
There are neither pictures on the
walls, nor rugs on the floor. There
is nothing in this drab self -confessional totake my mind off myself. I
call it my 'deflation room.' I puncture my own ego. It takes the place
of a good, old fashioned spanking.
"If I have been publicized as being 'so natural' and 'without affectation or conceit,' I have this litde
room to thank for it— so has the
public.
"When I am alone with myself
there is nothing left of la actress.
I strip off all the powder, paint,
and lipstick. I remove all of the
publicity bunktmi. And when I am
done, I stand revealed (rather
skinny) as what I was designed to
be and what I ought to be — a wife,
a woman, a mother.

"What I mean is this," said Bette,
in her incisive way, "I have no business to be an actress. By the same
token Lady Astor has no business
to be a {X)litidan, nor Grace Moore
to be an opera singer, and so on.
We wimmin, in short, should not
be anything other than that for
which Nature ordained us when she
created us female, not male.
WOMEN
CAN'T cross the biological line, let them protest and
'prove themselves' to the world as
they may. If they do cross that line,
they become — ^monstrosities!

uiiih

BE

DcuM^

to

chreers

SHOT!"

^ladi^

"I am a monstrosity. I know
that. I admit it to myself, there in
the silence.
"No woman should have a career.
Which brings me back to my original statement that all careerist
women should be shot. The instant
a girl child manifests a talent for
anything, other than making fudge
or minding the baby, her parents
should get down the gat.
"Women with careers harm their
men far more cruelly than themselves. The thing they do to men
is— ^murder.
"I'm entirely serious. I've read,
we've all read, hundreds of controversialabout
articlesWoman
in women's
maga-a
zines
Versus
Career,' 'Can Women Have Careers
and Motherhood ?' etc, etc. They
can't' — they can — ^and so it goes.
"Famous women in all the arts
and professions have been interviewed on the subject. Sortie have
said one thing, scmie another. Most
of them have begged the question,
have compromised.
"Well, Nature doesn't beg the
question and neither do I. At the
risk of having my sister women
stampede me, I declare that women
not only cannot have careers and a
domestic life at the same time but —
they should not be permitted to. I'm
tired of reading and hearing a lot
of twiddle-twaddle on this subject
with no one coming out and telling
the truth.
"I feel more

strongly on this
particular subject
than on any other
worlting
the burs
in
d. I've
to
been
speak my mind. I

UcM

may be shot for doing it, but it will
be worth it.
"You might well say to me, 'Well,
if you feel this way about it, why
don't you stop? Why don't you
cancel your contract, stay at home
and keep house for Harmon? No
one is compelling you to be an acare tney?'
"No,tress, no
one is compelling me.
The compulsion comes from within
myself. Once caught up in the toils
of a career, you just don't stop,
that's all. It's like being a drug
addict, striving to eject from your
system the deadly virus that has
entered it.
UP

THERE

in my little room

I

say to myself, 'What are you getting
out of it? Are you thrilled and
pleased with the work you do? Do
you get sound creative satisfaction
from the things you do? Do you
think to yourself that you're pretty
"And my honest answer to these
questions is— NO. I've never yet
been satisfied with an3^ing I've
done. I've never been able to pat
my own shoulder blade and say,
'Well,
you did it this time, my girl !'
good?'
No, not even in 'Human Bondage.'
I've never had the feeling that I
gave all that I could have. And
Sien, there was the fear of being
typed, of having to play nasty little
hussies for the rest of my life. I
think I've escaped from everlasting typing. Warner Brothers have
come through for me in that respect. But f also know that cycles
come and go and just because I'm
not worrjang about studio condisay that I won't
tions, today, doesn't
be tomorrow.
{Cont'd on page 73)
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(Above, left to right) "Lily Pons meet
Henry Fonda," introduced their director of "I Dream Too Much." "Now
supposeif Alice
you two
hop only
into bed.
..."
Next,
Brady
had been
permitted to fall on her elbow in
"Lady Tiibbs." But she wasn't! Basil
Rathbone was ready to sacrifice a
fine role
because he in
was"David
forced Copperfield"
to beat Freddie
Bartholomew.

tuMwdelBakock

DID YOU ever wonder how Jimmy Cagney felt about smacking that grapefruit
right in Mae Clarke's shining orbs? Did
you ever stop to think how he rated himself as a person when he kicked pretty
Margaret Lindsay, wham ! as she stood with her
back to him ?
Did you ever stop to consider how many things
stars have to do in the course of earning their daily
bread — like you and me — that they positively hate
themselves for doing, things that they dislike doing
intensely, that do not fit in with their characters,
and which sometimes make them not only cringe
with embarrassment, but really ill at the tummy?
These things, you say, are all a part of the stiflf
routine that is Hollywood behind the cameras. They
are all a part of the work that must be done if Life
(spelled with a capital L), which is often grim, often
cruel, often unpleasant, is to be put on the screen in
realistic 'fashion.
YES, I know, but don't fool yourself. The more
seasoned the trouper, the more sentimental a softie
he is at heart ! The worse he feels when he has to
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do something mean and horrible, and possibly vulgar, as a part of his screen characterization. He
doesn't just toss a dirty deed over his shoulder, and
walk away. It hurts him. And it hurts deep.
I've been around Hollywood half a dozen years
now and I never saw a sicker man than Basil Rathbone when he had to slap down little Freddie Bartholomew in "David Copperfield." Rathbone was
tickled pink at getting such a fine part in such a fine
picture. He needed a role like this. But when he
read the script and realized what a beating he had
to give Freddie, he went to David Selznick, the producer, and tried to beg of¥ his contract. "I can't do
a horrible thing like that to a child, even if it is only
in acting," Rathbone said. "It will not only, deep
down in his subconscious mind, make the boy hate
me. but I will hate myself so."
HOWEVER,
they argued Rathbone back into
the role. But on the night before the scene was to
be photographed, he couldn't sleep and on the day
of its taking, wisecrackers on the set who had been
amused at his tremendous antipathy for the scene,
began to feel sorry for him. They watched him

How do you suppose Jimmy Cagney felt about
slapping Mae
Clarke in "Public
Enemy"?
You're
perfectly right.
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smoke one cigarette after another, pace up and down, and
finally when he did hit Freddie, do it in such a sissy fashion that they had to take the scene all over again. Well,
after all, if a man really treated a child with such physical
violence in this day and age, people would be so horrified that they'd slap him in jail!
Joan Crawford originally objected to playing "Dancing Lady" because it harked back to the lace teddy era,
when she made "Our Blushing Brides" and films of that
ilk, and her show-girl days. It is said she didn't want to
skid around the screen in satin pants. She didn't think
it became her dignity as a woman or her standing as a
star. Well, one thing for which all screen stars have to
thank Mr. Joseph Breen and the censorship campaign is
that they don't have to do those "undress" roles which,
once-upon-a-time, all producers simply adored.
Which
fury at
launched
telephone

reminds me of Jean Harlow's indignation and
Howard Hughes when she was just getting
on her screen career. I am told she yanked the
out of the wall and threw it at Mr. Hughes,

just grazing his ear.
Now, Miss Harlow is not a temperamental individual.
She keeps her temper and is known as a regular person.
But this was during the days that ( Continued on page 74)
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Fred and Lilian Lomonte,
the other half of a trial
engagemenL

His

new

picture is "The Bride
Comes
Home,"
Qaudette
Colbertwith

IT MAKES me kind of mad, mildly remarked the boy from Beaver
Dam, clenching his teeth hard
against a briar pipe stem, "the way
some of the writers keep hinting
we're secretly married. When I
marry my Lilian, probably next
spring, I won't hide it— -say, I'll tell
everybody that will listen ! Trouble
is," he groi>ed for expression
(words aren't Fred MacMurray's
strong point), "Hollywood just
can't understand anybody that
doesn't do things its way. Back
where I come from, people don't
think it's so unusual if a fellow goes
with the same girl two and a half

FRED

RAY

MacMUR-

CAN'T

SEE

STARS-ONLY
HIS

BEST

GIRL,

LILIAN!

years. That isn't eveii a long engagement in Beaver Dam."
The perspiration sprang out on
his forehead with the agonies of
self-revelation. He tugged at his
pipe, as if to draw inspiration
through the great clouds of smoke. When he emptied it, he
immediately jabbed in fresh solace with a nervous thumb.
I've talked with the shyest of the movie lads, from Ronald
Colman to Maurice Chevalier, who once sat through a
whole luncheon without uttering a syllable, but they were
all garrulous compared with this tall Scotch boy from
Wisconsin whom every woman star in Hollywood is
asking for as a screen lover. When he isn't wooing them
before the camera — in that off-hand, nonchalant fashion
which has caught the public's fancy — he invariably calls
them all "Ma'am."
"Glad my acting' looks natural and easy the way they
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say," Fred told me, "it's really just
my being scared to death. I guess
I'm not exactly what you might call
sentimental. Lilian always says,
when we come out from seeing one
of my pictures, 'Why don't you ever
say nice things like that to me?'
Sometimes," he confessed, "I even
forget to bring her a corsage when
we're
to a lover
dance.
afraid
I make going
a better
on I'm
the screen
than off. You see, till I met her,
I didn't have much practise taking
girls out. All the time I was in
college
never blunt
had a sentence
date."
That I last
tells
more about Fred MacMurray than
all the fine writing in the world. A
dark youngster, tooting a saxophone
in the band — a handsome baritone,
crooning with the Glee Club — a
husky football player carrying the

ball down the field for Dear Ol'
Carroll — and not a date ! It tells a good deal, by inference,
about his Lilian, too. The romance between them is Hollywood's most unknown love story'. And I think it's the
sweetest. I am very certain it's the strangest.
In this day of careless courtships, after-a-party elopements to Yuma, after-another-party trips to Reno, an
engagement that has lasted two . and a hal f years has a
quaintly old-fashioned sound. O. Henry might have written the story of the shy, broad-shouldered boy who came
from a small town to the big city to play with a comedy
collegiate band, in a Broadway revue. And of the pretty
girl from the South who worked (Continued on page 86)
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In '21 Doug Fairbanks
and Mary MacLaren in
"The

Three

Crawford

Musketeers."

and

House

Pe-

ters in "Rose Marie" of
'28. In'25Vilma Bonky and
Colman in "Dark Angel."
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Fifteen years later, Walter
Abel
and
Margot Grahame revive the roles.

Today's "Rose Marie" with
Eddy and MacDonald.
Below, March and Oberon as the "Angel"
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MOST SUCCESSFUL actors have had some
definite ambition, some goal, some plan of life.
Circumstances or their own limitations may
have frustrated them, altering their courses
sometimes, but they have known, if not where
they were going, at least where they ivanted to go. But
Bing Crosby's career seems to have just happened to
him, like measles. He has broken every copy book maxim
for success and neither his growing maturity nor professional eminence seem to have improved him one bit.
He is, if anything, growing worse !
You doubtless know the story of how, at an early age,
he set out from Spokane for Los Angeles to try to get a
job pounding his beloved drum . . . and how he ran out
of money before he arrived and had to sell the drum.
So there he was, broke and drum-less. But a job caught
up with him anyhow . . . and that's the way things have
gone for Bing.
As for his present business and professional methods —
well, he recently sold his Toluca Lake place to Al Jolson
as a home for Ruby Keeler's mother. He promised to
vacate the property by the first of October. But he didn't
because, he averred, he couldn't find another house big
enough to accommodate two careers, three young sons,
a brace of nurses and the sizable staff of servants he
maintains.
At this writing the Crosby family is, to all intents and
purposes, homeless. They are living in Ruby Keeler's
mother's house and, I must say, Mrs. Keeler is being
pretty nice about it. But what if she should decide to
turn them out into the California climate at this point?
The evenings have been right chilly. . . . And what does
Bing mean he can't find a house which is "large enough"
when I have heard a dozen film luminaries wailing lately
that they couldn't find buyers for their dwellings because

<
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Bing's a happy-go-lucky gent who takes
all things in stride including swell parts
like, Ethel
left, the
one inin "Anything
with
Merman
which theyGoes"
duet
that
hit, "You're
the another
Tops" .son
. .
or a smash
mere matter
of twins,
and attractive Dixie Lee, his wife.
Also above, east meets west on a bike
pedalling tft the set, another Crosby gag.

those dwellings were too spacious ? I
know where there is a very pretty hotel
for sale, too.
One doesn't know
whether to cry,
"Oh come now, Bing!
Be your age!"
or to hope that, for his own sake, he will
keep on being the irresponsible playboy
until he is eighty.
Maybe it's partly that
quality in him which makes you and you
and you . . . and me ... enjoy him so
much on the screen. There
is something attractive, to
all of us plodding folk,
about the fellow who
breaks all the sober rules
and still comes out on top.
YEARS

AGO

he obtained

a release from his contract with Paul Whiteman
because of a sudden whim
to remain in Los Angeles
when the Whiteman orchestra was going east.
He refused several promising radio ot¥ers for the
same reason. Then suddenly he became panicky,
thought he was getting
nowhere and couldn't
imagine
why.
his frantic search
for Inadvice,
he
signed with numbers of
shrewd gentlemen, who
(Continued on page 62)

Tom has just signed
a new Paramount
contract as reward
for his swell work in
"Annapolis
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THERE IS an old legend, more popular outside the film
colony than in, that Hollywood is a place where a Frankenstein lurks behind every tree, ready to jump out at
unsuspecting young girls who have come here from the
outside world to make their name and fame in motion
Columns and columns of newspaper space have
pictures.
been devoted to the dangers, real and imaginary,
that confront a young girl in Hollywood.
"But," protests Tom
Brown, "no one
bothers
to warn
the screen-struck
young men who come to Hollvwood
in search of work and adventure.
"When the little girl who has
such a sweet voice in the village
choir decides to try her luck
at being a Grace Moore, all
the folks warn her against the
pitfalls of Hollywood. But
when the young chap, who has
been cutting such a dash with
the community players, decides
he will take the next train for
Hollywood, his friends all say,
'Good luck ! We'll be expecting
Gable to resign when he hears
"Perhaps it is because a man is
you are intotown.'
supposed
be able to take care
of
himself."
Tom continued
earnestly, "and it might be because not many people realize
there is anything to warn a fellow about. The truth of the
matter is that there is just as
much trouble ahead for a fellow
in this town as there is for a
girl. The only difference is that
most of a fellow's hurdles come
after he has made a place for
himself in the film business. Then
is the time he must watch his
step, for the more successful he
becomes, the bigger inistakes he
Now, of course you know that Tom
make."
can
Brown
is one of the most prominent juveniles and best young ac-

Mary
gives
"It's
the
Jack in
Benny
a whirl in

Mary's
a
popular gal
because she
listens well
and knows
how to profit

stepping
Air."
She's
along as an
actress.

others'
by
mistakes.
YOU PICK up
swell data dating in Hollywood," declares
Mary Carlisle,
one of the cutest
little blondes in

They tell
me they are
a
lovely,
looking
for
CARLISLE'S
BOYS'

CRACKS

TAKEN
ABOUT

the picture colony.
Mary is young
and terribly popular. She lives
in a fashionable
apartment with
her mother. The
telephone rings often. And although she's rushed from
one good role to another, Mary goes places with the
most eligible men.
While doing so she's learned a lot. She admits it, and
what she has to say is most informative.
"Sooner or later the boy friends begin to talk," she
asserts. "I find that a large portion of male thinking concerns women. Of course, men don't exactly rave about
other girls when they're out with me. After all. they're
too smart to make that mistake ! Still, they do talk and
[ try not to pass up any helpful pointers.
"Right off, I might as well confess that nothing fascinates a man more completely than a woman who'll listen
to him with rapture radiating from her eyes. So remember— be eager for his next words, even if it's the
supreme effort. Then he'll brand you intriguing !"
Advice from the cuddlesome Carlisle, whose infectious
grin seems essential to her sprightly personality, is indeed
enlightening.
"If men are too clever to heap praise on another when
escorting me, at least they feel safe in telling what's
wrong with the absent misses. I've discovered the ideal
sweetheart isn't what many so-modern girls have been
aiming to be. Men are idealistic, yes, in spite of the
realistic manners they occasionally display.
"Actually, they say that- we don't stop to study their
wants and we generally attempt to please other wotnen^.

CUES
OTHER

FROM
GIRLS

feminine
sort — with
intelligence
wisely employed. Get
this finalmand,defor I
shall later
illustrate
what
they
mean.

"No man I know dislikes allure. Sometimes its lack is
forgiven on account of characteristics which nearly compensate; still it is important. Men believe that most women are awfully misguided, that too many girls lack
subtlety. Men may imagine they are being fooled, but they
want to be if we aren't naturally perfect. So what? So we
tip our hands !
"The whole purpose of nice clothes, for instance, is to
enhance ourselves. Men are impressed by the girl with
chic. Instinctively they abhor gaudiness and react to exquisite taste. But here's the hitch. Most girls go around
showing off their new clothes, and that is entirely too
naive to be entrancing ! Clothes should never distract, and
when
we chatter
need props
to getabout
by. them to men we're admitting we
"Which brings me to an observation I have heard so
many Hollywood men make. Most women try to imitate
some renowned beauty. This, they tell me, is sheer nonsense. In the first place, you never can be as eflfective as
an original. Secondly, it shows shallowness. You should
have enough confidence in yourself to develop what's best
for your individuality.
"I must tell what men have said about make-up. Again,
they're decidedly aware of our using it. And they don't
mind, only they do contend that we'd be far more
49 enchanting ifwe'd just pretend a little.
."They agree on this and the {C ontimted orr pag^e^ 6S)

HOLLYWOOD'S
YOUNGEST
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OUT

CAREER
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TO
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(Left to right) Cora Sue Collins, who has portrayed the
stars as little girls, would like to be just half as pretty as
all of them when she grows up. At three years, Virginia
Weidler refused to play an undressed role. Cute? Sybil
Jason, the newest starlet, has come all the way from
Africa to screen success in five short years. And finally,
Shirley Temple, at the end of whose tiny rainbow lies the
biggest pot of gold.
A HALF dozen small stars in Hollywood are threatening the .thrones of the Garbos and Hepburns ! They
don't trade on glamor or sex-appeal either! They
don't need it ! Not when a single teardrop from the
blue eyes of a five-year-old can tug the old heartstrings more than the sobs of a famed emoter, and
the grin on a small freckled face is more dazzling
than the smile of a high priced beauty.
Perhaps your Annabelle has lopsided dimples like
Miss Temple's or bobbing pigtails a la Weidler.
You probably think that, given a chance before the
camera, she, too, could warm a million hearts as she
does your.s.
Do you wonder how these other little girls got
that magic "chance?" And do you wonder what fame
and fortune has done to them ? Personal chats revealed 'some intimate facts, for these movie stars
aren't a bit averse to discussing their private lives.
On the screen these small actresses are "naturals,"
but what would they be like of¥-screen? We were
prepared for a sense of importance in some of them,
but were we disillusioned ! Not one of these children
is impressed with the fact that she's made a mark in
the world after being such a short time in it. You think

of the youngsters as having "careers."
they're having "just lots of fun."

They

think

THE
MILLION-DOLLAR
babies weren't born
with silver spoons in their mouths. Every one came
from a modest home and hard-working parents. They
weren't all endowed with beauty or brains. But each
and every one had "what it takes" — a rare charm.
Different roads to fame were followed by all six
starlets. For some of them, it has been a hard road,
for others a short one and merry.
Virginia Weidler was the only child to flatly refuse
her first big chance. It was a case of modesty or
career — and Virginia chose to sacrifice the latter.
She was three years old at the time and had been
assigned a role in John Barrymore's picture, "Moby
Dick." The script called for the baby to be undressed.
"I won't be in the pitcher without my pants," declared Miss Weidler firmly.
Mrs. Weidler took her home, convinced that her
youngest was not for the screen, though the five other
little Weidlers were in the movies. It's better than
a reel of "Our Gang" to see the brood on their way to
the studio.
They
come
(Continued
on
page 82)
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MaMo%
it any wonder that audiences
have become so interested in
the new Jean Arthur? Below,
Herb Marshall, Jean and Leo Carrillo in "If You Could OnlyCook.'
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ANY GIRL whose life has been transformed
by the magical process called falling in love
will understand what has happened to Jean
Arthur. She will understand all the easier,
too, if she was once the same confused combination of terrific shyness and surging inner yearning as
Jean was.
A few brief years ago Jean Arthur was judged
''through" in Hollywood. Obviously, something important has occurred to cause her current popularity.
She was just one more of those ingenues who please
momentarily and then seldom rate a second thought after
the picture fades from the screen. Finally, even the
studio where she was under contract forgot to consider
her. With typical meekness she disappeared from the
movie bustle, becoming but a pale memory.
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CAME

ALONG

Now everyone is suddenly conscious of her. A changed
personality, she is provoking such favorable audience
response that she is rising rapidly in Hollywood esteem.
Each uine
role
essayed is increasing demonstration of her genability.
Her hair, formerly plain brown, is a golden, flattering
blonde today. Chubby cheeks have thinned, the nervousness which gave an odd pitch to her voice has vanished.
Her blue eyes are gay with the uninhibited wisdom which
characterizes a sophisticated young modern. Her mind,
manner, and words flash with a new, keen maturity.
That love can work wonders is an old saw. Nevertheless, itis as true now as it always has been. Jean herself
says so.
"Before I fell in love." she asserts, "I was bound down
by the most painful of inferiority {Contitmed on page 78)
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YOU KNOW
him. That tunny little guy
with a face like a hot-water bottle — Hugh Herbert— the nutsy lawyer in "We're In the
Money," the popularity contest judge with a
bun on, in "Miss Pacific Fleet."
Hughie is the apostle of the futile ineffectual — the one
who usually out-smarts the smart boys in the end. You

^
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figure he's a trifle balmy-on-the-crumpet, he entertains
bats in his belfry, he is a male Winnie the Pooh for whimsey — and he hopes you keep right on figuring him like
that. He really has good sense when he needs it, but you
can just overlook that. Hugh is trying to keep it a
secret.
He says no actor is worth his salt who hasn't worked
out his "philosophy of life" and doesn't give it to you hot
off the griddle. Hughie is simple, elemental, highly imtion to it .practical,
. . and he hopes you won't pay the slightest attenHe believes in doing nothing today that can possibly be
put off until tomorrow — says he is a mafiana man. He
would love to be a hypochondriac, it's such a lovely word
to have people calling you behind your back, but the doctors won't let him. The insurance company dealt him a
mortal blow by passing him 100%, and he sulked about it
all
onea morning.
When
he can't sleep, he gets up and
bakes
batch of bran
muffins.
If the party gets too erudite and begins swapping booktitles, Hughie stops everything by remarking in a soft,
confidential tone, "To tell you the truth, I can't read."
(To tell you the truth it's a lot better bet that Hughie has
read it than the other people.)
The reason he has managed to keep Rose happily married to him for twenty years is separate bathrooms. When
Hughie was a boy, in New York, with four brothers and

Hughie' s a finger twiddler. In moments of greatest stress those fingertips
entangle so helplessly, so hilariously.

As the pleasantly "spiffed" judge of
"Miss Pacific Fleet," Hughie is taken
over by Misses Forrell and Blondell.
a sister, not to mention his mother and father, they shared
one bathroom. So Hughie made up his mind to be a
success when he grew up and have two. He is two. and
a half times the success he intended to be. He has five
bathrooms.
HUGHIE IS in dutch with his brother, who. lives in
Brooklyn, on account of a process-shot. It was a New
York street all right, but Hughie wasn't there. He was
right out on the Warner lot all the time. But when, the
picture was shown, it looked exactly as if he were walking
down Fifth Avenue. So finally, when he really did go to
New York, his brother looked very disgusted and said,
"All you hams get big heads, don't you ? Why didn't you
come to see me the last time you were here? I saw you
argument, explanation with Hughie drawing
in Ensued
that picture."
diagrams of a process-shot. Brother openly and obviously skeptical. Finally he polished off the whole subject
by remarking to the distraught Hughie :
"Oh, for Pete's sake, process-shot my eye. You probit !"
know (Continued
didn't
and own
here his
ably werewith
Well,
family
on page 80)
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I TAKE off my hat this month to Claudette
Colbert, a gal who, though she is one of our
finest actresses, has escaped being another
stereotyped Hollywood glamor girl.
From just a beauty point of view, Claudette
Colbert is not exactly ravishing. There are many far
more pulchritudinous in Hollywood than she. She defiisn't the
typeonthat
men Yet
stand
up men
and
cheer nitely
when
shesexy
comes
themakes
screen.
both
and women like her. She gives herself wholeheartedly to
every role, often forgets her looks, even in a close-up.
That Frenchy has brains, talent and ability — she'll be a
lasting favorite, not just a flash in the sky like so many
beautiful but untalented stars.
Claudette has been intelligent, even about glamour.
It's true that in the last few years she's done things to
change her face, but she hasn't been silly about it. Take
her eyebrows, for instance. She raised them somewhat,
but she hasn't made
have.

them look groteque, as some stars

When I sounded the bugle for Colbert doubles I didn't
dream so many of you look like Claudette.
But gosh!

CLAUDETTE'S
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There are more Colbert doubles in the United States
than there are high hats in Hollywood.
Claudette should be flattered at this month's response.
And, believe me, you girls will be flattered right and
le/t when you get a figure like Claudette's. She has
true slenderness — and slenderness, I can tell you, is the
greatest charm to possess.
Claudette looks so chic in her clothes (and you can
imagine without them, too!). She is in proportion, her
bone structure is swell. Even when she makes jerky
movements she doesn't offend the eye. As a matter of
fact, Claudette's walk is a stride. Listen, did you ever
see a fat girl stride? Watch one sometime. And because she is so slim, she can get away with the frills
and puffed sleeves that other girls have to go easy on.
Over and over again I've told you that ordinary massage will not take off weight properly, in fact, as far
as actual reducing goes, it works against itself because
it definitely increases the appetite. However, it is swell
for nervous, run-down conditions, for increasing circulation, limbering up muscles and giving you that nice cozy
relaxed feeling.
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We believe, in addition to the story, direction, photography
and the performances of the players, that one of the most vital
factors in the success of a motion picture is the physical attractiveness and charm of its stars. We realiie that constructive and instructive comment on this subject by a recognized
authority v^ill be of interest to our readers as well as to the
actors themselves. MODERN SCREEN is, therefore, glad to
announce the appointment o-f Madame Sylvia as Beauty Critic
of Motion Pictures for the magazine. — Editor.

Claudette, who can't afford to lose a pound, has frequent massages. She's a hearty eater, too — eats what
she Hkes. She drinks lots of milk and has a holy horror
of over-exertion. Oh, sure, she plays a little tennis and
swims. But she does not drink any liquor and you seldom catch her at the night spots of Hollywood, where
the other belles go to show off their new clothes and
their old beaux.
That just shows how smart Claudette is, not only in
preserving her strength and her good looks, but in guarding the most precious thing in life — health.
And now to Joan Koellan, (Continued on page 88)
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For club meetings--^this
charming costume of
Ami Sothem's at the
right. It's trim, twopiece and tailored without being too severe.

For business— at the for
right, you see the perfect all year 'round business outfit. Jean Muir's
gray tailored suit with
black accessories.
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DO YOU
me? Now

know how much your letters help
that is reversing the tables on you.

isn't it? You would imagine that I think only
how much my small bits of wisdom help you.
As it happens, I receive a great deal of inspiration and information from the letters you
write to me, telling me what your individual fashion
problems are. Your letters are the only way that I can
get close to you — the best way that I can judge what you
want to read in these monthly fashion chats of mine.
This is your department, you know, and it is my greatest pleasure and satisfaction to feel that I can give you

advice which will help you to meet your business, social
and romantic engagements of the day with an increased
sense of your own good looks and general smartness. A
girl can face almost any exigency when she knows the
clothes she is wearing are doing half the charm job for
her !
From letters which you have written to me in the past
six months, I have chosen twelve questions the answers to
which I think must be of keen interest to a large number
of you. Many of you will recognize your own questions
used to help someone else who has a similar problem to
yours.
I have tried to illustrate as many of them as I
57

have space for with pictures of stars who make excellent
examples of the points mentioned.
Myrna Loy
wears just
the right
costume for
the informal
hours of late
afternoon
and early
evening.
Note her
gloves and
fob pin.

AFTER YOU have read these questions and answers, I
hope that you will sit down and write to me, telling me
what you most want to see and read in these pages in the
forthcoming six months. Tell me what you need to know,
what stars influence you most from a fashion standpoint,
and what type of costume you would like to see more often
illustrated and discussed here.
Now for the questions :
O. I am going to work in an office — it's my first job
and I am anxious to make a good impression. Please tell
me what type of clothes to wear?
A. Serviceable, simple and versatile clothes are what
you want. I put serviceability first because business clothes
get the hardest sort of use. Good fabric is the secret of
long wear, so don't be led astray by flashy, cheap materials which will show you their shiny side and their limp,
sleazy texture. No matter how you have to economize
on other things always make yourself afford to buy good
fabric — in the long run you'll save dollars.
Simplicity is next, in fact, many would rate it first as a
business fashion requirement. I don't becau.se I think that
you achieve simplicity only through the use of the best materials. Fussy clothes are out of the office picture, just as
they are out of the sports scene. However, you don't
want to look plain in trying to gain simplicity. I have
chosen a picture of Jean Muir as a perfect example of

Ruth

Weston picks

Hollywood's pet
costume,
pajamas,
for a daytime outfit
at home.
They're loredtaisilk
ones
gay

with
scarf.

what the well-dressed business girl should wear. It's a
well tailored gray suit made from the best fabric. It will
work efficiently from one season to the next with no demands upon you other than careful sponging and pressing
at intervals. Although the suit is cut with an eye to tailored
smartness, it has just enough fit to its jacket, peak to its
lapels and general dash to lift it far out of the plain
class.
WHAT'S MORE, Jean's suit illustrates my point that
business clothes should be versatile. With the trim .black
felt hat, black suede accessories and black crepe blouse
which Jean wears, this suit is tops in daytime efficiency.
But by changing to a small hat with a veil, a ruffled silk
blouse and a bouttoniere pinned to a lapel, the same suit is
all dressed up for a dinner and theatre date right after
five. Still another time, by wearing a sweater, a bright
sports scarf and changing to low. heeled oxfords, your suit
goes to the country !
If you don't
want to
confine
yourself
to suits,Woolen
you have
a wealth
of dresses
from
which
to choose.
or
crepe dresses of the shirtwaist type can be changed by a
fresh collar, a new scarf or a vestee. And you don't need
to stick to traditional office shades of black, blue or brown

Kay Francis
shows the
nef efecti
s s veof
black offset
by a white
accent. A
three-strand
er worn chokwith
pearl
a high neck
is chic.

— wear some of the gayer shades, just so you don't hit
upon some hue that will give your boss color-blindness!
The jacket dress, the two-piece, semi-sports dress and the
three-piece suit are all good workers.
And just a final word, one that you probably have heard
dozens of times. Don't wear too much make-up during
business hours. And don't teeter about on silly high heels
attached to low cut sandals or ornate strap shoes — wear
opera pumps, plain straps with moderate heels or oxfords.
Q. Should evening slippers match or contrast with my
A. Either is correct and smart. However, the general
gown
trend ?this year is to wear either silver or gold sandals
unless you have a lot of money to spend on evening shoes
and can afford to indulge in matching each evening gown.
Anne Shirley wears her formal dresses at a new length
which shows most of her evening shoe. Anne's blue taffeta
dress on page 57, as you can see, has a full skirt which
ends just below her ankles". Her open-toed satin sandals
are dyed to match her dress {Continued on page 93)
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DOES Merle Oberon use
cosmetics? Yes, like
most other modern women, she
does! "But," says this charming star, "I'm not afraid of Cosmetic Skin. I remove make-up
thoroughly — the Hollywood
way. I use Lux Toilet Soap!"
No girl wants to risk the dullness, enlarged pores, tiny blemishes, that mean Cosmetic Skin
has developed. No wise girl
will neglect Merle
advice !
Cosmetics
removed

SKIN

MERLE OBERON, charming star of
Samuel Goldwyn Productions, never
talces chances with unattractive
Cosmetic Skin! Here she tells you
hov/ to guard against this danger.

■fir 90 fi; smooti? skin

Oberon's

Harmless

if

this way

Lux Toilet Soap's ACTIVE
lather removes every trace of
dust and dirt, stale rouge and
powder so they won't choke
your pores. Lux Toilet Soap
keeps skin lovely — the way you
want yours to be!
Why don't you use it — before you renew your make-up
during the day, ALWAYS before you go to bed at night.
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rULLIO
CARMINATI

Read how
famous film
star picked
the loveliest
lips in Hollywood test . . .
TULLIO CARMINATI, the Sophis9 Three girls
ticated Hollywood screen star,
were with us
picks the most kissable lips in
when we asked
unusual test!
Tullio Carminati what kind of lips men prefer. One girl wore
no lipstick. The second wore the ordinary lipstick. The third wore Tangee. Instantly he
picked the girl wearing Tangee. "Her lips are
kissable, because they look natural," he said.
Most men agree with him. They like lips
that are soft and natural. And that's the secret
of Tangee's growing popularity. You avoid that
painted look with Tangee, because Tangee isn't
paint. It intensifies your own natural color . . .
makes your lips lovely and alluring. If you
prefer more color for evening wear, use Tangee
Theatrical. Try Tangee. In two sizes, 39c and
§1.10. Or, for a quick trial, send 10c for the special 4-Piece Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES . . . wlien you luy.
Don't let some sharp sales person switch you to an imitation .. . there's only one Tangee.
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on

Fred

{Coiifiiiiicd from page 37)
and he is one of the few actors who, when
he was on Broadway, had no agent. I
remember him crossing out a couple of
clauses in his contract, but he was scrupulously fair and never had a swelled head.
"Fred is not physically strong. He is
all
skin in
andhisbones.
so well
clothes. That's why he looks
"He's the most painstaking performer
I've ever met. If he's convinced that part
of his work should be done in a certain
way, he'll just carry on until people g^ive
in to him. He was always in a stew about
something, so we called him 'Moaning Minnie.' But I'll say this, I've yet to find him
in the wrong. He fights for what he
wants because he is conscientious, and his
showman's instinct is always right.
"As for being a friend. Now that he's
in Hollywood he's never too busy to write
a letter.writtenAnd
I don't
mean a hasty typeline either
!
"You know, it was while he appeared in
my show that Fred signed for pictures. Nobody thought he'd be a hit. But pictures
did a wonderful thing for him. They magnified his charm.
"Before he left for the coast, the girls
in the show used to say, 'What can that
guy do in Hollywood?' I guess," Weatherly smiled, "they've found out now."
THEN
I went
Fred Stone's
Dorothy,
whoto danced
with daughter,
Astaire,
when, due to illness, Claire Luce was
obliged to leave the show.
"Fred was marvelously patient at rehearsing withSuch
me. hard
He'dwork
practice
hours a day.
turned seven
him
into a bundle of nerves. But he gave me a
new slant on dancing. He taught me to
make everything look as if it were done
on the spur of the moment.
"He is awfully intense about his work.
That's why I think pictures are the best
medium for him. He was at high tension
on the stage — always conscious of the audience. Anything could get his goat. If
they didn't respond in the way he wanted,
or if someone started talking, he was convinced they didn't like him.
"There was one break in his tap dance
that occasionally went wrong. If he made
this mistake he would work by himself all
evening and keep saying he was no good.
If he did it right, he'd be in a glorious

mood throughout the rest of the show.
"He was always considerate to the people in the company. He had three minutes
between numbers and should have relaxed
in his dressing-room, but the rest of the
company used it as a regular green room.
They were always there, smoking. He
never had a chance for privacy. That's because he was
so nice to people, never discourteous or mean.
"He was willing to blame himself for
whatever happened. Like the time Al
Jolson and Ruby Keeler were out front.
We were both kind of nervous. At the
end of the 'Night and Day,' number, I was
supposed to do a sort of back bend, while
Freddie put his arm around me and lowered me down on a bench. Well — I missed
the bench, and we both fell flat on the
floor ! Fred turned scarlet. Another performer would have lost his temper. He
said nothing. But after the show he sat
in his dressing-room, head in his hand, and
kept repeating that he was no good. I
said it had been my fault, but he insisted
upon taking the blame. Then he admitted
that it was silly to worry and he sat up,
laughing, while the tears were running
down his cheeks.
"Everyone in the show adored him. The
night of his last performance before leaving for Hollywood, the orchestra played
'Auld Lang Syne,' and the chorus girls
rushed out of the wings, tripping him up,
football fashion. He just sat there too
touched to speak.
"He couldn't believe they really wanted
him in pictures. He used to point at himself in the mirror and say, 'What do they
want that face in Hollywood for?'"
IT was Carl Randall, leaving for the
coast to dance, himself, in Jock Whitney's next technicolor production, who
told me about Astaire after he made his
first picture.
"Between 'Dancing Lady,' and his second
picture, Fred had to go to London for
'The Gay Divorce.' I directed the dances.
By this time Fred had lost interest, his
heart was in pictures. At the dress rehearsal there was no spark in the 'Night
and Day' number, so I went backstage and
spoke to him about it. He got so mad that
he went on{Continued
and gave aonwonderful
page 62) perform-
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FACE POWDER rz:::"xzi

Gary, falling
asleep like
that with two
such gorgeous
gals with you
—
Scotty or'sis it
flash

-k 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY MM26
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
Powder. I enclose lO^Cstamos or coin). I5^in Canada.
Shide □ Flesh □ Rachel □ Light Rachel
Name
please Print
Address

bulbs? Anyhoo, Dolores
Del Rio and
Mrs. Cooper
don't seem to
care a hang.
Dolores and
Sandra are
related by
marriage, you
know.

Famous Lfpifjck
TB ^rk/s Most
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
^
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Don't let Adolescent Pimples
make YOU feel left out!
BETWEEN the ages 13 and 25, important
glands develop. This causes disturbances
throughout the body. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate the skin. It breaks out in pimples.
But even bad cases of adolescent pimples can
be corrected — by Fleischmann's Yeast. Fleischmann's Yeast clears the skin irritants out of the
blood. And when the cause of the skin eruption
is removed, the pimples disappear.
Eat Fleischmann's Yeast 3 times a day, before meals, until skin clears. Start today!

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood

Copyright. 1936. Standard Brands Incorporated
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Stop

that

COLD

in

Its

ance. He could always take (Continued
constructive fi- constant fear of falling; well, you can't
criticism.
So ended Mr. Randall.
He'd get sore, but he'd take it. Fred's
And
there }ou have it— a Broadway problame
him."
got big feet, and he used to wear wliite
file, with everyone agreeing that if Fred
slices with a blue serge suit. It looked
Astaire has faults, they are due to one
terrible — all feet. When I told him this,
he was furious, but he changed to brown
admirable trait, his stern striving for perfection, for he is that rare combination
suede. He's as fussy as an old maid about
of nerves, talent, feeling, instinct, work,
his performance. Every prop must be
just so, the table not an inch out of place,
experience, ambition, yes — and the cold
nightmarish sweat of self rebuke, of
the chairs just right. But when you remember that he must jump over those
thinking he's not good enough. All of
chairs and tables, and that he lives in
which spells one word — artist !

Tracks!
Success-a

A cold is nothing to "monkey with." It can take
hold quickly and develop seriously. Take no
chances inviting serious complications.
Treat a cold for what it is — an internal infection! Take an internal treatment and one that
is expressly for colds and nothing else!
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine is what
you want for a cold! It is expressly a cold tablet.
It is internal in effect. It does four important
things.
Four Important Things
First of all, it opens the bowels. Second, it
checks the infeaion in the system. Third, it relieves the headache and fever. Fourth, it tones the
system and helps fortify against further attack.
All drug stores sell Grove's Laxative Bromo
Quinine. Let it be your first thought in case of
a cold. Ask for it firmly and accept no substitute. The few pennies' investment may save
you a lot of grief
^

LAXATIVE

BROMO

QUININE
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Crosby

{Continued from page 47)
volunteered to manage him for a percentage of his potential salary. When he decided, at last, to accept the radio offer
which was to bring him sudden fame and
fortune, he found himself thirty-five thousand dollars in debt for advice which he
had not taken.
His own account of that episode is
characteristic. "My brother, Everett, took
charge of me then and the first thing he
did was to pay off the thirty-five thousand
dollars. With this off my mind, I decided
to go fishing. I forgot to tell anybody
One wonders whether Brother Ev was
about tothat."
able
dismiss that transaction so lightly
from his mind, since it was his thirty-five
thousand dollars which had gone to pay
for the unused advice. Three days later
Bing that
walked
into fitBrother
Ev's office
to
find
worthy
to be tied.
He had
accepted a pretty spectacular offer for
Bing from an Eastern broadcasting com. and
to findpany . .Bing
! then he hadn't been able
Brother Ev must have his troubles, even
today. Bing dislikes to go to the studio
unless he is actually working on a picture
and one gathers that he goes rather grudgingly even then. One of the executives
of his studio wished to see him on important business and Bing, notified of this
fact, sent the executive an invitation to
resulted in
"conference"
Thegame
golf.golf
but an unsatisfactory
pleasant
aplay
(to the busy executive) interview which
sent that gentleman back to his office
in something of a pet. (An executive in
a pet is really something to conternplate.
I saw one once and I've been a little jumpy
ever since.) But Bing won whatever point
he was trying to make, so there you are.
He won his initial success playing traps
with an orchestra, his later success singing
and his latest, combining singing with acting. Every rising actor I have talked to
in the past two years has expounded to
me about how one must work hard, study,
strive, struggle, learn and grow . . . lots
of things like that. It all sounds so grim!
But Bing, who is one of the most highly
paid singers in the country, never had a
readthea
and can't
in his
lesson
voice of
knows
scarcely
He life
music.
note
names of the instruments which accompany him.

GROVE'S

la

satyers' that
emplopublic
isfaction anddthat
of the
to his
HAVING prove
t mind
he doesn'
well, had
passably
act that
cang you
he
an elocution
he never
tellin
lesson in his life, never read a: volume of
Shakespeare and has seen very few plays.
He doesn't waste time studying in his
spare moments. He plays golf, goes fishstables.
racing and
ing or fusses
Other
actors'round
diet, his
exercise,
equip
elaborate gymnasiums to keep their figures
fit, their tummies under control. Steam

baths, massage, tossing heavy balls about
. . . all an uncomfortable and strenuous
part of pursuing their careers.
A year or so ago Bing began to take on
weight in a really alarming fashion. His
employers were agitated. His brothers
were agitated. Critics raised concerted
eyebrows and opined that here, unless
something pretty drastic was done about
it at once, was the beginning of the end
of the Crosby career. Whereupon the
imperturbable Bing, declining to take any
steps at all about this growing front of
his, strolled to the studio, excess weight
and all, and made his most successful picture to date, "Mississippi."
There is no use in anyone's getting into
a lather over a guy like that !
Years ago, doctors told him that he had
a growth in his throat which should cerbe removed
at once.
Bing didn't
like thetainlyidea
of having
any snipping
done
about his tonsils and declined firmly to
permit anything of the sort. Now, eminent specialists tell him that it is that
very same little growth which has given
him his special and individual style of
singing. His chief capital !
NO

wonder he indulges his whims and
behaves like a spoilt child upon occasion. Carl
Recently he
had Mae
West's
pet
cameraman,
Struss,
on his
picture,
"Two for Tonight." The company was a
bit behind schedule and had not finished
when it came time for Mae to start her
new opus, "Klondike Lou." Mae wanted
her cameraman. Bing, apparently, decided that he liked to be "photographed
pretty," too, so he declined to relinquish
Mr. Struss. There was considerable tartness apparent on the Paramount lot while
production on Mae's picture was delayed
until she, at last, consented to content herself with Meanwhile
George Clemens,
Mr.herStruss'
assistant.
Mae lost
leading man. Owing to the delay in starting,
we understand, it was necessary to recall
Victor McLaglen to the Fox lot to prepare forof"Professional
Bing,
course, was Soldier."
completely within
his rights . . . but, dear me ! We do expect him to be a handsome so-and-so inthe forthcoming picture !
Recently he notified the studio that he
would like to be free of all picture assignments while the horse races are in progress
at the Santa Anita track. If any assignments come up, however, one imagines that
Brother Ev will take steps about that !
When he planned the house at Toluca
Lake, he called an architect. "What type
of house do you want, Mr. Crosby?" he
was asked.
"Oh, I don't know. Just a house, comfortable and big
for style,
my family."
"No choice
of enough
period or
or ex(Continued
on page 64)
pense?"
gasped the architect.
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EVEN ON the coldest winter day, don't take a chance
with "B. O." {jjody odor). Clothing is heavier, rooms
often stuffy. "B. O." is instantly noticed. Bathe regularly with Lifebuoy. It purifies and deodorizes pores.
Kind to your complexion
Lifebuoy lathers richly, cleanses deeply, tones and
freshens the skin. And "patch" tests on the skins of
hundreds of women
show Lifebuoy is
more than 20% milder
than many so-called
"beauty soaps."
Approved by Bureau
Good
Housekeeping
BATHE

WITH

ASHD/IY
LOOK, MOTHER
BOUGHT ME A
LITTLE WASHBOARD AND tubit's JUST LIKE HERS.'l

( NOBODY USES ^
/ WASHBOARDS J
y NOWADAYS y

WELL, MY MOTHERN
USES A WASHBOARD J
TO SCRUB clothes)

LIFEBUOY-AND
E/ISY
MY MOTHER
WHAT RUINS
THE
THAT'S
SAYSCLOTHES

BE

SAFE

/%S
smarty! V
HOW DOES ^

WITH RINSO' IT gives)
LOTS OF SUDS THAT /
YOUR MOTHER 1 (
SOAK OUT THE DIRT. A
WASH HER \
MOTHER DOESNT <
CLOTHES THEN / SCRUB OR BOIL AT ALU

These

GOLLY! THAT
SOUNDS EASY.
I'M GOING TO
TELL MOTHER
ABOUT RINSO

MY MOTHER ALSO
SAYS RINSO IS
LIKE A MAGIC
WAND FOR
DISHWASHING.

richer, safer suds
are
easier on clothes
anTH
d E ha
nd
SUDS
ARse\
sin ENOUGH to make you
THICK AND LIVELyJ
-even in hard
)
U'^ue^
of jo
. ess
g for
clo
theto
y—
seet the
s tha
are
washed the easy Rins
o way.
And there's no hard scr
withRmso. No boilin ubbing
g, euher
WATER
7 J
in Rmso's thick, creamy
suds,
It's
clothes last 2 or 3 times
lon
R'nso IS safe for colors ger
. The
makers
3 washers say, "Use
R>nso." of3
Good for dishes

^^f^::^^:^f^yGoodHo»^ehepi^^^
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Replace half way care of your
I'CLEANS
TEETH
teeth with a tooth
paste that
the cleansAll
job.
e
Doubl
a
Odoes
ing in the world won't keep
your teeth beautiful if you let
your Gums grow soft and
spongy! Forhan'sctswhitens your
teeth and prote
your gums
at the same time.

^

SAVES
GUMS
Forhan's is different from all
other tooth pastes. It brings
you the famous formula of Dr.
Forhan — now used in concentrated form by dentists everywhere to combat gum troubles.
It gives you two-fold protection, yet costs no more than
most ordinary tooth pastes.
Why take chances with half
way dental care? Begin using
Forhan's today.
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Now what goes on! Eddie
Cantor giving an imitation of
himself as a Chinaman with
that white lotus flower, Sally
Eilers. Just part of the high
jinks in his new picture,

Lily Damita

band, Errol Flynn, for the "Mutiny on the Bounty" preview.
Maybe
"Captain
Blood"
Flynn
was getting
some
seafaring
tips to take onto the Warner
set the next day!

"Shoot the Chutes."
(Continued from page 62)
"My brotfier will tell you how much I
can spend on it and I'll leave the rest to
The architect had never encountered so
delightful a client before, nor had the interior decorator, who followed him and
received a similar carte blanche order. The
results, one must say, did credit to both
architect and decorator, and Bing, in his
easy you."
way, has enjoyed the whole thing
very much.
It's really a pleasant way to live, when
you think of it !
He inviolable
has consistently
brokenmaxim,
Hollywood's
most
copy book
which
says that, in order to succeed, you must
cultivate important people who may advance you by their favor. Bing does little
entertaining. He has a few cronies with
whom he likes to play cards, frolic or
sing. He
Nonewill
of them
likelypublic
to "advance"
him.
NOT ismake
appearances at which he must wear evening
clothes, be gaped at or sign autographs.
Despite his long exeperience as a public
figure, he is really inherently shy. He
used to have to do those things to earn
his
He doesn't
. . . living.
so he goes
fishing. have to any more

arrives with hus-

He sulks and becomes downright pettish
if anyone or anything interferes with his
whims or his convenience. He was arrested aday or two ago for driving fortytwo miles an hour in a twenty mile zone
on a Hollywood thoroughfare. The arresting officer found a revolver in his car
and Bing had left his gun permit at home.
So the cop trundled him off to the station
to explain these matters.
"It's a pity," Bing complained afterward, "a downright
that some
I can'tofficer
just
drive down
the streetpity
without
Well, there you are. You and I drive
!"
on metwenty
our
careful
miles an hour, smile
picking
prettily at the big shots, eat our spinach,
remember that haste makes waste and that
the only way to succeed at your job is to
work, study, struggle and strive. And
where do we get? And where is Bing?
I was a little impatient with Bing when
I began to write this piece . . . but now,
I dunno. thumb
I think
tomorrow,
my I'll
nosesleep
at theuntil
firstnoon
cop
I see and maybe at the first important
producer.
Maybe
at Will
I'll
let you know
whateven
happens
... Hays
if I I live
through it !

BILECALOMEL

And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE liver should pour out two pounds ot
liquid bile onto the food you swallow every
day. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food
doesn't
digest. ItYou
just get
decays.
Gas bloatsYour
up
your stomach.
constipated.
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowmg
freely gentle,
and make
feel in
"upmaking
and up".
Harmless,
yet you
amazing
bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 150
at all drug stores,
© 1935, C. M. Co.
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(Continued from page 21)
light, golden perfection. This last named
pie has a crust made of crushed corn flakes
and will delight those timid souls who fear
to try their hand at making pastry.
But you really should have no further
trouble
that direction
if you'll
justI follow theindirections,
carefully,
which
am
giving you here. The number seven will
prove lucky indeed to those wise women
who successfully grasp the Seven Keys to
Perfect Pastry and learn to recognize and
achieve the Seven Signs of Pie success.
But before listing these for you, let me
present you with another piece of valuable advice. Send for this month's free
recipe leaflet, now, before you forget.

to
know,66 isand
you page
to do, on
ALL
the coupon
out have
fill you
mail it in to us. In return you'll receive
a recipe card giving you the correct proportions for 'ooth a one-crust and a twoto make
pie.
crust
fillinga
textured
light how
with alearn
Lemon Pie You'll
and a new corn flakes crust that will
You'll
in the family.
a sensation
cause
for another
specific directions
be given
You'll
Pie. Cream
Mince
— Fried
novelty
a Banana
out Meat
to turn
know how
Pie that any professional pastry cook
might well envy. But perhaps best of all
collect
that dyou'll
is the fact
66) for your
on page
{Continue
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Protection!
3 TYPES
OF
KOTEX
FOR

DIFFERENT

WOMEN

IN THE

-AND

BLUE

Regular

FOR

DIFFERENT

DAYS!

BOX

Kotex
For the ordinary

needs

of most

women, Regular Kotex is ideal. Combines full protection with utmost comfort. The millions who are completely
satisfied with Regular
reason to change.

will have no

IN THE GREEN BOX
Junior Kotex
Somewhat narrower — is this Junior
Kotex. Designed at the request of
women of slight stature, and younger
girls. Thousands will find it suitable
for certain days when less protection
is needed.

THE BROWN
Super

BOX

Kotex
For more

protection on some

days

it's only natural that you desire a napkin with greater absorbency. The extra
layers in Super Kotex give you extra
protection, yet it is no longer or wider
than Regular.

All 3 types have these exclusive features:

"CAN'T CHAFE"
The new Kotex
gives lasting comfort and freedom.
The sides are cushioned in a special,
soft, downy cotton
—all chafing, all irritation isprevented.
But sides only are
cushioned — the
center surface is
left free to absorb.

"CAN'T FAIL"
For security Kotex
has a channeled
"Equalizer" center
that guides moisture evenly the
whole length of the
pad.
Gives
but not
bulk "body"
— prevents twisting and
roping. The mler is
5 times more absorbent than cotton.

The sheerest dress,
W"
SHO
CAN
the 'Tclosest
-fitting
gown
no
tell-tale reveals
lines when
you
wear are
Kotex.
The ends
not
only rounded but
flattened and tapered
Absolutebesides.
invisibilityno tiny wrinkles
whatsoever.

A
WONDERSOFT

KOTEX

SANITARY

NAPKIN

made from Cellucotton(not cotton)
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{Continued from page 64)
files an honest-to-goodness Brown Derby
pie recipe ! Only by taking a trip to Hollywood could you eat one just like it— or
by writing in to me for the recipe ! For
1 found out, in complete detail, how to
make this perfectly marvelous pie — so that
all you have to do is send in the coupon
to get your copy of this recipe as well as
the others.
Why not, when you are cutting out the
coupon on page 67, clip the following
directions, too, and mount them on filing
cards for future reference.
The
A

LASH

BEAUTIFIER

Ready to use ... no water needed
A sensational new mascara called
Creamy

Winx

every woman — no matter how
Now
skimpy her eyelashes — can have beautiful, alluring eyes — admired by all.
Easily ! Instantly ! Creamy Winx comes in
a tube, ready to use. No mixing with water !
No bother. As simple as using lipstick.
Always ready for use anywhere, any time.
You simply squeeze out a bit of Creamy
Winx on a dry brush and apply— instantly
your lashes look longer, darker, more luxuriant. And natural, not artificial.
Creamy Winx keeps the lashes soft and
silky, with no danger of brittleness and, of
course, this new style Creamy Winx does not
smart— it is tear-proof^ smudge-proof And
absolutely harmless.
Today, buy a tube of this new Creamy
Winx— Black, Brown and Blue — at all 10c
counters.*
•
•
•
Winx Mascara is also presented in cake
form. Black, Brown and Blue, lOc*
CAKE

CREAMY

WINX

if It you are not near a 10c store, you may
order direct from Ross Company, 243 West
1 7th Street, New York City, by sending 10c,
checking whether you wish □ Creamy □ Cake
□ Black □ Brown □ Blue.
Name .
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Keys to
fect Pastry

State

Per-

1. Everything used in the pastrymaking must be cold — the mi.xing bowl,
the ingredients, the rolling pin, the
floured board, even the hands !
2. The flour should be sifted before
being measured, then sifted twice
more with the salt added.
3. Fresh, thoroughly chilled shortening, should be used. (Lard, vegetable
shortening or butter, or a combination.) This should be cut into the
flour with pastry mixer or two knives
until mixture is full of lumps the size
of small peas.
4. Ice water only should be used —
and as little of that as possible. More
pastry is spoiled by too much water
than for any other reason.
5. _ Pastry should be handled as little
as possible. When rolling, roll from
the middle out to the edges, using light
strokes.
6. Pastry should have a thorough
chilling in the refrigerator, preferably
before rolling ; although it can be rolled
at once, fitted into the pie plate and
then chilled.
7. All pies should be baked at a high
temperature for the first 10 or 15
minutes. The heat should then be reduced and the pie baked according to
recipe instructions for that particular
kind of pie.
The

Seven Signs of Pie
Success
1. A , golden brown pastry shell
without breaks or "bubbles" and with
an attractive fluted edge, or —
2. A flaky two-crust pie — the under
crust tender, not soggy; the upper crust
well browned, or —
3. A flaky one-crust pie for fruits
with well-spaced strips across the top
in a lattice design, or —
4. A "novelty" pie shell made of
sweetened cracker crumbs, bread
crumbs, corn flakes, etc. These can
be truly delicious but should be used
only when specifically called for in
tlie recipe.
5. A firm but not stiff cream or custard filling in any one of hundreds of
difTerent flavors, or —
6. A juicy but not runny fruit filling
that retains the true flavor of the fruits
used.
7. An even, golden-brown meringue
that is fluffy, tender and fine textured
that stands in tempting peaks of goodness and does not shrink or separate
from the pie filling.
RUBY

KEELER

CONTEST

Street ..
City

Seven

NEWS

Our Modern Hostess Editor has made
out the following list which should be of
great assistance to everyone who plans to
enter the Ruby Keeler Contest, described

on pages 16, 17 and 18.
Listed below are food and cooking
terms, arranged in alphabetical order.
Naturally terested
— atonly in
the those
present
time can
— you're
inwhich
be used
in the contest. Therefore, we are giving
you words beginning with B, C, E, L, N
and R — since these are the letters that apMenu. pear at least once in your Ruby Keeler
You are not restricted to the use of the
words given here, of course. Probably
you, yourself, will think of many that we
have overlooked. But remember, wliether
you use a selection of the following words
exclusively, or your own words, or a combination of both, your menu must provide
a balanced meal — not one with two meats,
three desserts and no vegetables.
So out with your pencils and paper, all
of you, and try your skill at this fascinating new pastime. There's no reason why
the men folk shouldn't be as good at it as
the
women,
for here's
to tell
the either,
world what
they their
like chance
to eat
without having to know how to prepare
the things they mention.
Come
then, words
everybody.
long
list along,
of helpful
to start Here's
you offa
on the right track. And there are splendid
prizes, as you probably know. They are
pictured for you on page 16 — except the
money, and we'll leave it entirely up to
you to make your own picture of what you
could do with that, if you should win it.
All these wonderful prizes are ready and
waiting to be sent to the lucky winners —
The Editor.
DICTIONARY OF FOOD, COOKING AND MENU
TERMS
BEGINNING WITH B. C,
E, L. N and R
"FOOD TERMS" refers to the names of foods,
such as eggs, meats, bread, milk, fish, etc.
"COOKING TERMS" refers to different ways
of preparing foods, such as broiling, stewing, mashing, baking, etc.
"MENU TERMS" refers to the names of special dishes, such as Bavarian cream, ragout
of beef, scalloped potatoes, breaded cutlets, etc.
SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "B" : Beans, Broccoli, Bread, Beef,
Butter, Beets, Bran, Bacon, Bananas, Bass,
Brazil Nuts, Brussels Sprouts, Beans
(string, baked or lima), etc.
SOME COOKING TERMS BEGINNING WITH "B" : Baked, Boiled, Boned,
Browned, Beaten, Buttered, Breaded,
Braised, Broiled, etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "B." Boston Baked Beans, Beef
a la Mode, Brownies, Biscuit Tortoni,
Brisket of Beef, Brown Betty, Butterscotch Sauce (or Pie), Brown Sauce,
Bechamel Sauce, Bouillon, Boston Cream
Pie, Breaded Veal Cutlet, etc.
SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "C" : Cabbage, Cream, Cauliflower,
Chocolate, Chops, Celery, Cheese, Caviar,
Calf's Liver, Cocoanut, Carrots, Chicken,
Crackers. Cranberries, Coffee, Chutney,
Chow^-Chow, Corn, etc.
SOME COOKING TERMS BEGINNING WITH "C": Creamed, Candied,
Canned, Caramelized, Chopped, Curried,
(in) Chafingdish, (en) Casserole, etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "C" : Compote of Fruit, Caramels,
Consomme, Creamed Soups, Crab Ravigot€,
Crab Meat Cocktail, Corn Fritters, Cornbread, Cheese Souffle, Chowder, Canapes,
Cocktails, Camembert Cheese, Conserve,
Coleslaw, Corned Beef Hash, Cobbler
(apple or peach). Croquettes (of veal,
chicken or other meats). Croutons, Curry
of Lamb,
Club Sandwich,
Claret Cup,
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Crepes Suzette, Chicken Maryland, Chicken
(roasted, fried, broiled, en casserole, etc).
Cinnamon Toast, etc.
SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "E": Eggs, Eggplant, Endive, Escarole, Elderberries, Eels, etc.
SOME COOKING TERMS BEGINNING WITH "E": (All taken from the
French) Escalloped (thin slices) ; Emince
(in small pieces) ; En Brochette (on a
skewer) ; En Casserole (cooked and
served in a casserole) ; En Coquille
(cooked and served in a shell) ; etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "E" : English Mutton Chops, English Chow-Chow or Chutney, Eclairs, Egg
Nogg (frozen) ; Eggs Benedict, (Eggs
Goldenrod, Cocotte, Rivoli, au Gratin,
Shirred, Baked, and countless others) ;
Egg garnish for spinach, salads, etc. ;
Eggplant (stuffed, fried, scalloped) ; Egg
Custard (or Egg Custard Sauce) ; Egg
Canapes (with Sardines, Caviar, Ham,
Watercress, etc.) ; Egg Balls for Soup,
etc.
SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "L": Lamb. Lamb Chops, Liver,
Lobster, Lentils, Lettuce, Lemons, Leeks,
Lapin (rabbit). Lamb Kidneys, etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "L": Loin of Pork; Leg of Veal,
Lamb, or Mutton (roasted) ; Lady Fingers; Lamb Croquettes (Lamb Fricassee,
Barbacued, Stewed, Crown of, Casserole
of. Breast of. Saddle of) ; Lemon Pie
(Lemon Pudding, Sauce, Cake, Butter) ;
Lemonade ; Lemon Ice ; Lettuce and Cucumber Salad (Lettuce and Tomato Salad
or other combinations) ; Liver en Brochette, Liver and Bacon; (Lobster Thermidor (Lobster Creamed, Broiled, Newburg,
Canapes, Etc.); Luncheon Rolls; Lyonnaise Potatoes ; Lentil Soup ; Layer Cake ;
etc.
SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "N" : New Potatoes, New Asparagus, Noodles, Nuts, etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "N": Noisette of Lamb, Napoleons, Neapolitan Ice Cream, Nesselrode
Pudding, Neufchatel Cheese, New England Boiled Dinner, New England Clam
Chowder, Newburg Sauce, Noodle Soup,
Nut Bread (Nut Candies, Cakes, Bars,
Salted, Glaced), Nut and Cream Cheese
Balls, etc.
SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "R" : Rabbit, Romaine Salad,
Rusks, Rolls, Ry-krisp, Rice, Raspberries,
Radishes, Rhubarb, etc.
SOME COOKING TERMS BEGINNING WITH "R": Roasted, Rechauffee
(reheated in brown sauce), Riced, Raised,
etc
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "R" : Russian Dressing, Riced Potatoes, Ravioli, Roquefort Cheese (or
Salad Dressing), Russian Tea, Rhubarb
Pie (or Pudding), Raisin Pie (or Pudding), Raspberry Cream Pie, (Raspberry
Sauce, Ice, Pudding, Jelly, Sherbet, etc.
THE MODERN HOSTESS
MODERN SCREEN MAGAZINE
149 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.
Please send me a free leaflet containing Gene Raymond's recipes for special
pies.
NAME
STREET
CITY

Read

what

this

thrifty
mother
says—
THEN food prices— meat especially and- tomato sauce, made with eleven
W' — started to go up, I was frankly different ingredients, adds zest and flavor to the whole meal. Highly nourworried," admits Mrs. A. L. Lippitt of
Pelham, N. Y. "But I've learned how to
ishing, too— a grand "energy food" for
feed my family well on even less than growing children. And they love it !
I used to spend. And my husband says
Franco- American comes all ready to
heat and serve, no work at all. A can is
we're 'living high'!
"Franco -American Spaghetti is such
a help. We enjoy it so, I have it several
times a week. Often I serve it for lunch
meat. It's marvelin place
or supper
ous to combine
withofleftovers,

usually no more than ten cents — less
than three cents a portion. You couldn't
buy all your ingredients and cook your
own spaghetti for so little. Think of
the work
saved, tooNo
—
the
time you're
and trouble.
need to fuss and bother with

too, and to 'dress up' cheaper
cuts of meat. I simply couldn't

home-cooked spaghetti now.
"Franco-American has a far

without it."is a real
along - American
getFranco
"find" in these days of rising
prices. It costs so Iittle,tastes so
good ! Its rich, savory cheese-

STATE
MADE

BY

THE

MAKERS

OF

better sauce than mine," women say. See for yourself Order
a can from your grocer today.
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PEOPLE

Bad

Marys

for Holding
a Beau
Dill page 49)
( L niiliiiiicd fr
question can be put : why do girls put on
SHOULD
a girl work
whatever
talent she possesses?
As a atwhole,
men
so much and why do they let men catch
have
no
objections,
provided
a
woman
goes
them doing it? Touch up skillfully, but
about it correctly. A man falls in love
not
extravagantly.
Theyanddon't
like us the
to
with a girl, remember, and not with her
freshen
make-up when
wherever
job. So, if she has a job it should meremood strikes us. It's a give-away.
ly serve as an occupation for that part of
"Now I'm getting to the intelligence they
her day domesticity does not fill. Her
all wish in a woman." Mary leaned back
career should never dominate.
on the davenport in her living-room. She
"Now comes a chance for me to give
was going to town on this fascinating substill more advice," Mary sighed happily.
"We have read oodles about how men
A boy friend who'd driven up was allowed
to wait outside until she finished her revelike
ject. us dainty, but dumb. This is not so
lations.
any more, if it ever was. Dainty?
"Don't waste time trying to become the
Yes ! But blotting paper ? No ! I believe that even in the days when women
life
the with
party.
Men don't
wanthate
to
share ofyou
a crowd
and they
apparently had to be mentally backward,
loudness. Save all wisecracks for your
men yearned for real companions.
"Men say they are captivated by clever
girl chums.
girls and it takes plenty of intelligence to
"Be tactful when you're out socially.
have sense enough to be scintillating. The
You may be dying to dance at that elegant
place where your dolling up will be envied.
way to be their ideal, I've gathered from
But never do more than casually suggest
what they've told me about others, is to
be able to reflect every male mood.
heading
And toonce
It's
sad, but there.
men want
do istheenough.
suggesting.
"Men don't care for girls who are given
to spouting facts and theories, because men
"Never nag. Men shun girls who attempt to boss them. Advice is a gift to
want to do the talking themselves. However, a girl should have as many accombe accepted from a man, but don't hand
plishments as she can possibly master.
him any. And as for reforming him — a
Then, whenever her boy friend chooses to
thousand times no ! It's no use anyway.
speak on a particular topic, she can listen
The only way to change a man is to be
cautious and manage it so that he himunderstandingly. Men don't get a kick
self will alter to please you as a surprise!
out of simple yes-girls either. Being with
"Men don't like a girl to drink. They
this kind, I've been told, is as peppy as riding in a rumble seat by your lonely.
want you to be a pal and at the same time
"In this connection we movie ladies take
to stay on your pedestal. They don't like
girls who swear or tell off-color stories.
a rap. As I've said a one-track mind is
not the thing. I must confess that this is
They may play around with them, but
what most Hollywood girls have. And
they'll never get serious.
"The other men you've dated are a taboo
when
single track
career-one,
all theourworse.
To beis aa success
with it'sa
topic. Men want girls who are wanted,
man, he must come first.
but the bov friend isn't a fool. He'll in-

That

TALKED!
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iuherlisetuent
based on
ac/rl^l
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"All my friends had begun to
talk about my complexion — it
was so bad.

"Now my complexion is grand.
My friends are amazed at the
change.

Methods

1

The best proof of what Yeast Foam
Tablets may do for you is what they have
actually
donethisforadvertisement
others. That'son why
we
have based
a true
experience — one of hundreds reported by
grateful users of this convenient, easy-toeat yeast.
If you would like to have a clearer,
smoother skin, begin now to eat these
tablets regularly. Their rich stores of precious corrective elements will quickly help
to rid your system of the poisons which
so often cause bad skin. And you should
feel better as well as look
better.
Ask your druggist for
Yeast Foam Tablets today.
Refuse all substitutes.
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Please send free introductory package of
Yeast Foam Tablets.
m M 2-36
NameAddress .
City
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Isn't she cute? It's Marie Wilson who is busy stealing scenes in
Warner Brothers' pictures these days. She's tiny, pert and blonde.
Watch for her in "Miss Pacific Fleet."
She's going places.
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vestigate when he's sufficiently intrigued,
so don't advertise. Men detest being obviously
impressed.
They gent
don'ttook
care
hear where
that
handsome
you.to
"Cattiness is a calamity. When he makes
a remark about so-and-so being a wonder,
don't say that the creature is a so-and-so
if he'd only realize it. Spare him the
truth. It'll merely bore him. And it robs
you in his eyes of that understanding he
must be certain you have.

OUTRIGHT jealousy is a vicious trait.
If you are fond of him, trust him.
Don't throw him at another girl and contrive to out-maneuver your rivals when
it's necessary. But don't ever call him
down for showing interest in a competitor.
"Let him beat you at sports. Men mechanically have a yen for dominating. You
undermine his self-pride when you show
him up as inferior in any athletic encounter. Fumble if you're too apt !
"Acquire the splendid trait of graciousness. A man will pardon so much if
you're invariably
a superb
hostess.
Take hisafifable
friends and
automatically
as yours, even when he rushes them in on
you. A man, however, should be made to
respect politely.
you, so protest if you've not been
treated
"Flatter — constantly ! Appreciation is
an infallible trick. I've noted that older
men are partial to being told they're just
dear boys at hearts ; the younger ones beam
if you insinuate they're perfect devils.
"Be hard to get and a puzzle to hold.
Sizzle
vitality hero
— it's could
contagious
!" off
The with
handsome
be held

WARM HEARTS NEED KOOLS— Mounting sales tell us we
hit the mark by offering a smoke that cools your throat while
pleasing your palate. We've cork-tipped KQDLS to save lips
and added a valuable B & W coupon in each pack good for
handsome articles (offer good in U.S.A., only). Get a pack

"no
longer.
But inbefore
Mary
Carlisle
let him
and methisout,canny
she added,
"In this hectic Hollywood I haven't time
to keep a diary. But I couldn't afford not
to make memos of the things men tell me
about other potential rivals !"

Tom's

Rules

of KQDLS today. Cross our hearts, you'll love 'em! Brown
& WiUiamson Tobacco Corporation, Louisville, Kentucky.

for

Sidestepping
Trouble
(Continued from page 48)
pictures. What you may not know is that
he is just as popular off the screen as on.
He is an important member of Hollywood's younger social set and well liked
by both men and women.
He always has a girl — usually three or
four — but he has never been known as a
Romeo. He has had his little love affairs
and gotten over them. His name has
never been mentioned in any sort of scandal and he has kept himself free from all
sorts of entanglements. He seemed the
ideal young man to ask what rules he follows to avoid making costly mistakes in
Hollywood.
"There are a lot of don'ts for young
men in Hollywood," he said seriously, and
then confided some of his rules for keeping out of trouble.
"Don't drink in public, if you must
drink, that's one of the important rules.
"Don't get a reputation as an habitual
night clubber.
keep other
a bachelor
can"Don't
live any
way. apartment, if you
"Don't be seen too often with the same
girl unless you have serious matrimonial
intentions.
"Don't borrow or lend money.
"Don't live beyond your means.
"I don't want to give the impression
that I've sidestepped all the mistakes,"

SAVE

COUPONS

. . . MANY

HANDSOME

NEW

PREMIUMS

Playing Cards — Initial or fancy back. FREE. Write for illustrated 24-page Men's Toilet Case — Leather. Complete
Best quality. 60 coupons. 2 decks — 100 B & W premium booklet No. 10 fittings. Zipper close ... 850 coupons

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES. ..ALSO CARRY B&W

COUPONS
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he added liastily, "but I have been lucky.
A lot depends
on luck, some
you of
know.
I've
observed
otlier fellows,
them pals
of mine, who may have been more careful
than 1 have been, but sometimes they
haven't had the breaks and they've gotten
into entanglements of different kinds.
"When I came to Hollywood my parents
came with me, which was my good fortune. And I had the added advantage of
having had a theatrical background. Alost
of my life had been spent on the stage and
I had done some picture work in the

TOM was one of those children who
literally was born on the stage. His
parents
East." were vaudeville stars and from the
first day he fluttered an eyelid. Mamma
and Papa Brown were sure he would be
a great actor. He more than fulfilled their
fondest hopes when he made his first appearance at the age of eighteen months.
He was carried on the stage and made an
instantaneous hit by howling at the top of
his voice. Professional jealousy must have
entered in, for on his next appearance Tom
was calmed by a piece of zweibach.
When he came to Hollywood he was
just eighteen. He knew the game pretty
well. He had seen more of life than the
average boy his age.
"I was 'wiser' than most boys, just
starting in pictures, and not as susceptible
as
have important
been," Tomincidents
said. "And
one I ofmight
the first
that
came under my observation in Hollywood
impressed me more than anything has
since.
"In the cast of one of my first pictures
was another boy, a bit older than I, and a
woman much older than either one of us.
She was beautiful and experienced and we

PAKK

felt flattered when she seemed to take an
interest in us. She said it was a motherly
interest, but after a few days I began to
think it was a queer kind of motherly
interest. At every opportunity she would
get one of us off in a corner and I began
to feel very uncomfortable. However, at
eighteen nothing is a serious problem and
I didn't worry much about it.
"One night when we had finished looking at the day's rushes the director asked
us to stay behind. He said he had something to show us. When we were alone
he had some sound track run off. It was
one of those long, quiet conversations between this woman and the other chap
which a microphone, hanging directly over
their heads, had picked up and recorded.
Hearing it in the dark projection room,
with every inflection of her voice, presented the whole thing to us just as it was,
an ugly episode. The director, a very
wise and understanding man, realized that
it might be a very valuable lesson for us,
and
it was
— forof me,
at any
steered
clear
women
whorate.
want I've
to
"mother" me ever since.
"The big, strong, silent men that women
really 'go for' ha\'e their problems, too.
It seems that the more glamorous a woman
is, the better she likes a man who is as
simple as an old wool sock. I could mention
names, but
besides
one knows
someI won't,
of theand
young
meneverywho
have gotten away to a good start in a
career and had it nearly ruined by a socalled love affair with the wrong woman.
THEN there is the danger of blackmail.
I'm
justNot
the for
boy me,
they you
like understand.
to mother. But
take a chap like Dick Powell, for instance,
and there are many others. Dick is young,

£.TILFOKD'S

FAOEN
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IN TEN CENT TUCKAWAY SIZES AS
ILLUSTRATED AT ALL 5 i iOc STORES
70

You don't have to be told who this wistful looking little tramp is.
Charlie Chaplin, of course, and as you will see him in his new

picture, "Modern

Times."

MODERN
handsome, popular and making a lot of
money. There must be a lot of girls who
would like to marry him, and some of
them might not be too scrupulous as to
the methods they would employ to bring
about that happy state. He must have to
watch his step every minute to avoid heart
balm suits, matrimonial entanglements and
other troubles."
But let's take Tom's "don'ts" and see
how he explains them. He mentioned the
drinking problem first.
"I mentioned it first because it's one of
the most important 'don'ts'," he said soberly. "Most people like a cocktail before
dinner, but let an actor take one in a
public place and it's all over Hollywood in
an hour that he's a drunkard.
"Just the other night I was out with
my mother. At another table sat a young
actor, a friend of mine, with a drink in
front of him. My mother looked over
and then made a remark to me about his
drinking so much. Imagine, my own
mother !" And Tommy looked very distressed at the idea of a Brown making
such a mistake.
"That's the way reputations are ruined
in Hollywood. I might be up for a part
some time and someone might just mention
that I drink too much. One little remark
like that might kill my chances of getting
a good part. So you can see how important
it is not to let such rumors get started.
"The night clubbing habit goes hand
in hand with drinking. It's bad to get
the reputation of being out every night.
It hurts you in the business. Executives
and directors see you out too often when
you should be studying your lines for the
next day's work and they get the idea
you're not interested in your job. And
if an
isn't interested in his career,
no
one actor
else is.
"AsI to
the fellows
bachelor who
apartment,
that
know
have hadit'sa just
lot
of trouble because they had to live alone.
There's nothing wrong about living alone,
of course, but it's very easy for a gang of
chiselers to get the habit of barging in on
you if you do. They wouldn't think of
it if you lived at home. As long as you
have a drink in the house, the gang will
come.
"I must sound like a lecturer," Tom
laughed. But, urged a little, he continued.
"I avoid seeing too much of one girl
because I'm not going to be married until
I'veexplaining
saved |100,000,"
of
this rule.he declared, by way
"I've set that amount because most of
the girls I meet are actresses who make a
lot of money and are used to nice things
and I don't think it would be fair to ask
a girl to marry me without having something to offer her. And when I get married I want to take a six months' honeym.oon. I've never been to Europe and I
want to go there with my bride. And
when we come home I want to come to a
home — a nice home that belongs to me and
not to some mortgage company.
"If you don't intend to get married,
it's silly to go out steadily with one girl.
It's dangerous,
you never
know
when you too,
may because
fall in love.
If I
find myself falling in love with a girl, I
don't
see a her
a while.
A good
way
to have
lot for
of fun
and avoid
romance
is to go out in a foursome.
"Another drawback about having serious
affairs is that most of the girls I know
are leading women. Well, you have a
romance with a girl and sooner or later
you are bound- to break up.- Then the
next thing you know you have to play
opposite her in -a picture. And that's
darned embarrassing." And Tom blushed
and looked as uncomfortable as though he
had gone through that very experience.

"That old saying about lending money
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HETOOK
HELEN'S HINT
BILL, YOUR WIFE IS RIGHT,
I ADVISE COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
ITS SPECIAL PENETRATING FOAM
REMOVES THE CAUSE OF MOST
BAD BREATH-AND MAKES TEETH
SPARKLEJOO.
RIGHT, DOCTOR!
FOR ME!
COLGATE'S

AT

THE

NEXT

PARTY

DEAR.YOURE MUCH TOO
POPULAR.
..I'veEVENING!
hardly
SEEN YOU ALL

Most

Bad
with

Breath
the

Begins

Teeth

!

have bad
don't Cream.
you Dental
MAKE
Use sure
Colgate
Its breath
special !
penetrating foam removes all the decaying
food deposits lodged between the teeth, along
the gums and around the tongue — which dentists agree are the source of most bad breath.
At the same time, a unique, grit-free ingredient polishes the enamel— makes teeth sparkle.
Try Colgate Dental Cream— today! Brush
your teeth . . . your gums . . . your tongue . . .
with Colgate's. If you are not entirely satisfied after using one tube, send the empty tube
to COLGATE, Jersey City, N. J. We will
gladly refund TWICE what you paid.

\c . innitutc
lOood Houiclcceplnffl
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daintier
technique for

Feminine
Antisepsis
Personal charm need no longer be threatened by acommon and perplexing problem.
Zonitors, a new technique in feminine
hygiene, provide complete antisepsis to
end persistent odors and relieve other
embarrassing, mentally disturbing occurrences. Zonitors are little snowy-white
and greaseless siippozettes. The active ingredient isthe world famous antiseptic,
Zonite — high in medical esteem because
completely effective yet free from "burn"
danger to delicate tissues.
Quick, convenient Zonitors are ready
for instant use. No mixing, fussing, or
apparatus. They remain in effective contact for over eight hours (a requirement
doctors stress) yet being greaseless, are
completely removed with water.
Each dainty, white, odorless Zonitor is
sealed in a separate glass vial, immaculately clean. Complete instructions in the
package.
At all druggists'.
Mail coupon
now for informative
free booklet.

FOH
-FEMININE HYGIENE
Snowy White • Greaseless
Zonitors, Chrysler lildg.,N.Y.C.Send, in plain envelote,
^ree
Namebooklet,
and "The NewTechniqut in Feminine Hygiene"
A ddress

yoMr Kodak

Picture

ENLARGED

sxio inch
mrr
gement
r ofenlar
IrKr
IILL
any SNAPSHOT
Your favorite snapshots of
children, parents and loved
ones are more enjoyable
•when enlarged to 8x10 inch
size — suitable for framing.
These beautiful, permanent enlargements bring out the details and features you love just as you remember
them when the snapshots were taken.
Just to get acquainted, we will enlarge any
kodak picture, print or negative to 8x10
inches — FREE — if you enclose 25c to help
cover our cost of packing, postage and clerical work. The enlargement itself is free.
It will also be beautifully hand tinted in
natural colors if you want it. We will
acknowledge receiving your snapshot immediately. Your original will be returned
with your free enlargement. Pick out your
snapshot and send it today.
GEPPERT
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Des Moines, Iowa

Two

favorites who

have

been

acting in England.

Elissa Landi

and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as they appear in "The Amateur Gentleman." Elissa looks lovely, doesn't she?
She's back in this country
now doing a Broadway play.
and losing a friend goes in Hollywood,
just as it does any place else. And if you
don't live beyond your means you won't
have to borrow," he continued.
"Financial security means more in Hollywood than making a splash. What you
have counts more than what you are and
money in the bank means more than a lot
of specially built cars and a stable of race
TOM
horses." lives with his parents, nicely but
not extravagantly. He has a good
time and goes out a lot except when he is
During production he doesn't
working.
go
out at all. He lives just about as normal a life as it is possible for a popular
juvenile to live. And he is one actor who
htisn't a grievance. He is perfectly happy
over his new Paramount contract.
He even thinks his salary is all right,
which is something new in Hollywood,- and
is saving half of it every week — toward
that $100,000 no doubt.
There is just one tiny disturbing element
in the whole picture for Tom and that is
the habit people have of referring to him
"In this business you have to keep
as a "kid."
young," he said. "But, on the other hand
you ing
Have
to you
be sophisticated.
It's confusbecause
never know when
one or
the other characteristic is going to play a
dirty trick on you. I'm usually cast as a
very young juvenile. Then if I happen to
go out to dinner and take a cocktail, some-

one is sure to see me who has seen
in the picture as a very young boy.
what?
So they are disillusioned.
"But all the minor sacrifices we have
make are more than compensated for

"FORTY

DAYS

OF

to
by

the
benefitsbusiness
of a successful
career.
no other
that would
pay There's
me as
well
andI could
there'sdo. nothing else
that I as
knowacting
of that
"I want to continue acting as long as
I'm young. But when the cops stop saying 'A^Tove
over, buddie,'
because
I never
want to Ibewant
old to
on quit
the
screen. Perhaps then I can be a writer.
I want to write now and I get wonderful
ideas for stories but when I start to work
on them I realize my ideas are way above
my ability to develop them. So it looks
like I will have to wait until I grow up
Realizing that youth is a fault that will
to
ideas." inevitabh', Tom has written
be my
overcome
the following epitaph for himself :
"Dust is Brown and Brown is dust,"
which anyone must agree is descriptive
and to the point.
Tom can take his rules as well as make
them, as evidenced by his appearance last
week on three separate occasions with
three
different
girls.
didn't seem,hard
to an
observer,
that this
was Itparticularly
to
take, moreover, for the girls were Mary
Carlisle, Marsha Hunt and Maxine Doyle.
It proves, however, that Tom used his
headstep.
when he made his rules for watching
his

. . . THERE'S GOOD
NEWS
ON
OF YOU WHO
PARTICIPATED
PRIZE

me
So
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with
Should

Be Shot!"
{Continued from page 39)
I'm a prize worrier. Careerist women always worry about themselves instead of
about their husbands. . . .
"I know that the reason I drive around
town in a small rattle-trap Ford, the reason I stay at the auto camp with Harmon,
when I go North to be with him, is because I am trying to compensate him for
the real wife I am not.
"If I were just Harmon's wife, I probably would expect what is known as a
'mo-tah' to drive about in ; I would stay at
a comfortable hotel in the North. But if
I did that now, as Bette Davis, 'moom
pitcher'
actress,
I would only
Harmon more
uncomfortable,
more make
humiliated
than
probably
know hethat
he is — isbutalready.
/ know Oh,
it. he doesn't
"Here's a funny thing — I'll tell about it
first and explain it afterwards: I'm a
fanatic about my house. I have a cleanliness complex. My house always looks as
though I were just about to move out because half of the time the rugs and drapes
are at the dry cleaners or there are professional cleaners in the house taking
chairs and divans to pieces.
"I imagine I see dust where no one else
can see a mite. I keep dusting things that
are already dustless. I place and replace
objects that were already in place. When
I have guests, I sit on the edge of my
chair, digging my fingernails into the
palms of my hands for fear that someone
will move a cigarette box half an inch or
spill a drift of ash on the rug. Most of
my friends know this and love to kid me
by turning things upside down and flicking ashes about.
I FRET myself to death about whether
the ice box is functioning as it should,
whether the vacuum cleaner is working
properly, whether the screens need painting, the floors need re-finishing. I clean
out bureau drawers and book-shelves until
I work myself — and my family — into a
lather.
"Know
why?
wife at heart.

It's because I'm a house-

"I probably will never have a baby — a
statement both tragic and true. And I
won't
have that
one motherhood
because I wasshould
brought
up
to
believe
be sacred and very private. And I know that
wereinterviewed
I to be 'expecting'
out months
here, I before
would
be
about it ten
the blessed event. And I will NOT be
subjected to that, nor subject any possible
children to a career mother.

"I remember," said Bette, the while her
alert, gray-blue eyes grew soft with
reminiscence, "the way I dreamed when I
was a child at home, in Boston. I thought
that I would finish school and graduate
in organdy. And then a tall, handsome
stranger would appear and we would be
married and live happily ever after. That
is what should have happened to me — and
to all women.

"I used to imagine the little white house
'we' would have and how my husband
would refer to me, patronizingly but very
tenderly,
as 'the little woman' . . . and of
what
we would
name the first bov and then
the first girl. I thought of my future husband as a very important figure in the
world and I saw myself in back of him,
encouraging, stimulating, believing in him.

A

tip from

a young

THIS cute little rascal thinks he's got a
very smart mama. And he has.
She's smart — because whenever he needs
a laxative she gives him one he loves to take
— Fletcher's Castoria! And does it taste

man

8 months

old

Depend upon Fletcher's Castoria for your
children — from babyhood to 11 years.

good !

Mothers! You'll be glad to know that
Fletcher's Castoria is made especially for
children — even to the taste. You won't have
to force it between their protesting lips.
And that's im-portant! For the revulsion and
gagging a child goes through when taking alaxative he hates can shock his nervous
system — and upset his tiny stomach.

Get the thrifty Family Size bottle from your
druggist. The signature Chas. H. Fletcher
appears on every carton.

CASTORIA

ldr
Chi
The Lax
veen's
ati

Remember. Fletcher's Castoria is sa fe! There
isn't a harmful ingredient in it. It contains
no drugs, no narcotics. It is not a harsh purgative—won't cause griping pains.
Fletcher's Castoria is a child's laxative
pure and simple.
It works gently, blandly — yet thoroughly.

^

from babyhood ro 11 years
_i
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tricks. You don't know music, not really.
Vou know jazz because Harmon knows it
and plays it. But if you heard a Bach
concerto, you wouldn't recognize it even
if it came up and spoke to you. You seldom read anything very worth while.
YouVe reading scripts in your reading moments. You don't know anything about
painting, or sculpture, or the law of atomic
energy. You haven't time for anything
other than to paint your own face and

hearing him say, at the end of a wellspent life, 'if it were not for you . . .'
"We will never hear that from our
men, we women with careers. Never in
that sweet, old-fashioned way. We may
hear them say, 'If it had NOT been for
you . . .' and they will be quite right. If
it had not been for us, most of them
would have kept their dignity and their
self-respect. They would have preserved
their traditional right to go out into the
world and fight for us, feed us, clothe us,
amuse us, take care of us. Of all these
things we have robbed them — for what
man needs to fight for me, who spends my
days ably fighting for myself? What man
needs to dress me, feed me, amuse me,
take care of me? It would be a farce if
Harmon should try — and he knows it.

WOMAN

etd mote

otitol

"I love to fight. I don't like to fight
in the studio because I'd be accused
of
having 'temperament.' So, I take my
husband.'
love of fighting out on Harmon. I deliberately pick fights with him for the
sheer love of fighting. No, not for the
feminine joy of making up, either. I pass
that up. I just like good fights and have
'em. I don't know what they're about —
nothing, as a rule.
"Well," said Bette, "now you have it. I
find, when I take myself to pieces, that I
have sacrificed my dream of home, husband and motherhood to a career. Over
the woman I have built the shell of the
actress and within that shell the woman is
pretty unhappy.
"And now I must dash for the studio to
have a story conference. There's a laugh
Bette
gone, leaving me in the
forAnd
yourpulling
tag was
line
act
of
the !"trigger !

Bette said, with
may wonder,"
YOU
unamused laugh, "what
a short,
good it does me to tear myself to bits like
this? Well, it does this much good, it
keeps me from becoming smug and selfsatisfied. It makes me laugh at myself
when I put back my make-up, my lipstick,
hair and
rouge,
thing
a poorclothes.
what 'cute'
me to d realize
It forcesblondine
an actress is compared to a woman. About
the same difference as there is between a
pretty mechanical doll, which can do
tricks, and a flesh and blood child.
"I can, and do, say to myself, 'So, what
are you? You don't know much about
anything, other than your own bag of

Um

Eight million women have had to always
consider the time of month in making an
engagement — avoiding any strenuous
activities on certain days.
Today, a million escape this regular
martyrdom because they have accepted
the aid of Midol. A tiny white tablet, is
the secretatofthis
the time.
eighth woman's poise and
comfort
Are you a martyr to regular pain? Must
you favor yourself, and save yourself,
certain days of every month? Midol might
change all this. Might have you your
confident self, leading your regular life,
free from periodic pain and discomfort.
The smallest degree of relief you might
receive means a great deal to your comfort.
Midol is taken any time, preferably
at the first sign of approaching pain. This
precaution often avoids the pain altogether. But Midol is effective even when
the pain has reached its height. It's effective for hours, and it is not a narcotic.
Get these tablets in a trim little aluminum case — they are usually right out
on the toilet goods counter. Or, a card
addressed to Midol, 170 Varick St., N.Y.,
brings a trial bo.x in plain wrapper.

ALWAYS HERSELF
That enviable woman who is never at a
disadvantage, never breaks engagements,
never declines dances (unless she wants to!)
is apt to be the eighth woman who uses Midol.
7A

keep contribute
the chassis
Youto don't
even
peacerenovated.
and harmony
your

They

Hated

to

Do

It

{Continued from page 41)
Howard was loaning her to one producer
after another for sirenish and more sirenish roles. La Belle Harlow felt that she
was being stamped for the rest of her
natural life as a platinum siren. She almost cried as she told a friend of mine
about it.

EVEN my neighbors believe I am thor"If I am
said.
oughly bad,"
ereshe
ly, people
recognized anywh
public
turn
and stare at me and I can see that accusing look in their eyes. There's a certain
ity in the women's eyes
of animos
amoun
n amoun
t of predatory acquiand at certai
sition in the men's. / hate myself. If I
never do another picture, I will not do
roles." Although
these cheap
anvAndmore
Missof Harlow
was right.
an extremely voluptuous looking individual, she proved herself a fine comedienne
once given the chance. And an equally
good dramatic actress. But she was forced
in those early days to do things for which
she positively hated herself.
Of course, I don't know whether Lily
Pons actually disliked herself for this or
not, but I think it extraordinarily funny
that this famous operatic diva had her introduction to studio work in one of the
most intimate boudoir scenes imaginable.
She was hysterical with laughter when
she talked about it afterward, but from reports I heard when I checked up on the
incident, she was even more giggly while
the scene was going on.
Before, I tell you this, get a mental
picture of Lily Pons. Here she is, a star
of the Metropolitan Grand Opera Company! She has been flattered by movie
producers and told that they want her in
pictures because of her lovely, lovely
voice. Yes, she would have to act a bit —
hut the voice, it was the important thing!
And so, as you may see, she was quite
unprepared for her first day in the movies.
Told to report on the set at 9 a.m. in a

pair of pajam.as for tests with Henry
Fonda, she merely shrugged her shoulders
with, "These pictures, they are veree
strange,
want to upon
be good
sport."to
Imagine but
her Iamazement
arriving
see twin beds and standing beside one of
them, in pajamas, too, a handsome dark
young man. The director, John Cromwell, introduced him.
"Miss Pons, I should like to have you
meet your leading man, Mr. Henry Fonda.
He's going to play this scene with you.
Now, Miss Pons, if 3'ou will just climb
intoThebed,thing
Mr. Fonda
will Powell
follow." positively
that Bill
detests with all his heart and soul is
being
pointedHeoutwrithes
as the atladies'
man of
the screen.
the thought.
He foams at the mouth and explodes in
profanity when the publicity department
of his studio asks him to give interviews
on his male sex appeal.
RECENTLY they phoned to ask him to
give a story on "Ten Things To Do
To Hold a Woman." Bill's language when
told the subject of the article would have
resulted in his having his 'phone yanked
if ihe A. T and T. girls had heard him !
He fought against his part in "Escapade," not because he was playing with
Luise Rainer, who was then unknown and
which would be reason enough to deter
some stars from making this film, but because he thought the film made him out
a "I
"ladies'
man." he told me, when, tactfully
tell you,"
as
possible
I brought
up the
subject,
"my
stomach
turns
over when
anyone
mentions
Rosalind Russell, then new to the screen,
ladies'
man !" over her bad woman role
was disturbed
in "West Point of the Air," in which she
was continually luring a nice young man,
as played by Bob Young, into compromising situations.

MODERN
"Not only did thi,'!' make me feel despicable and make me wonder if the characterization might be taken seriously by young
girls who would see me and maybe in
real life try to emulate the character, but,"
said she with her unusual frankness, "I
was worried for fear I would become typed
in siren roles."
George Raft, the sinister-looking patent
leather shoe boy from New York, got
about the maddest he's ever been in Hollywood, when they tried to make him say
some derogatory lines about a boy's
mother
in the
Georgie,
whopicture,
loves "Bolero."
his own mother
dearly and spends a great deal of his time
when in New York with her, went white
with rage when they asked him to say
something like this :
"C'mon boys, take a pitcher of me
puttin' posies on me old lady's grave. It'll
make swell publicity!" Mr. Raft wouldn't
do it. He expressed himself openly on
the subject, and in conclusion vehemently
remarked, "I'd have hated myself if I'd
done it."
In "Diamond Jim," Jean Arthur objected so strenuously to some of the extremely low cut dresses she was supposed
to wear that she ripped and stamped on
them in the privacy of her dressing-room
and said she would positively detest herself if she had to wear them.
I happen to know how ZaSu Pitts felt
being photographed for a Universal comedy
as she was bending over, getting out of
a Pullman berth. The shot was taken of
her back. ZaSu protested the scene and
when that got her nowhere, refused to
make it.
NOTHING daunted, the director took
the shot with her stand-in. When
ZaSu heard this, she went to Dave Diamond, the producer, and cried, "It's not
for myself that I am objecting so strenuously," she said. "But my children are
growing up. They are at the sensitive age,
fourteen and fifteen years old ; they go to
pictures with their friends and how would
they feel if, while sitting in a movie
theatre some night, there was flashed on
the screen a picture of their mother in
such a position. It makes me ill to think
of it."
_ Diamond removed the scene from the
picture.
Alison Skipworth was of¥ered the role
that Alice Brady played in "Lady Tubbs."
When she read the script, she found a
scene in which she fell oi¥ a horse, flat on,
what is sometimes called, the "fanny." She
returned the script to Alan Crosland with,
"That you should insult me by offering
me such a thing!" "Is it that bad?" asked
Crosland. "It's awful," returned Skippy.
"I won't do it, even if Paramount sues
Alice Brady eventually did the picture
me."
and did the scene but with a light comedy touch which removed any taint of
vulgarity. If Skippy, an elderly woman,
had played this, I am sure it would not
have suited her nor pleased audiences. She
would have hated herself for the job.
As I remarked before, this subject has
great possibilities and we could go on
and on, for, the more seasoned a trouper,
the more sensitive he is about doing unpleasant things upon the screen.
However, I began by asking how you
supposed Jimmy Cagney, who is a pretty
swell person and a real man, felt when
he tossed the grapefruit and planted that
well-aimed kick in "Public Enemy"? . . .
Yes, you're right, he hated himself for
days ! Mrs. Cagney had to nurse his ego
back to normal by telling him that "after
all, dear, it was only in acting."
Editor's Note: Eventually, Cagney
bought himself a yacht so, you see, there's
always a way to heal bruised feelings !
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Over 200 girls' skins color-analyzed !
LOOK AT THEM! All 3 true brunettesyet no two have skins alike. They don't
dare use the same shade of powder!
Dark-haired Helen Kirk- Jones, in the
center, has that very white skin which a
brunette powder simply kills. It takes a
blonde's favorite shade — Pond 's Rose Cream
— to give it the radiance she needs.
Mary Blagden, at the top, knows that her
creamy skin clears up and sparkles best with
Pond's Brunette. While brown-haired Sally
Hanford has a darker skin which lights up
glowingly with Pond's Rose Brunette.
It just goes to show — never be too quick
to use "dark" powder, simply because you
have dark hair. You may be the Helen
Kirk- Jones type! Let your skin decide . . .
TO FIND OUT what makes certain skins
luminous — others deadly dull! — Pond's analyzed over 200 girls' skins. They discovered
that hidden skin tints make the difference.
The loveliest creamy skin owed its glow
to a hint of sparkling green. While dazzling
fair skins had a brilliant blue to thank!
Now Pond's has blended these amazing

USE

POWDER

•>

tints into entirely new shades. No matter
what beauty tint your skin lacks — one of
the new Pond's shades gives it to you! One
warms up faded pallor. Another turns sallow
skins faintly rosy. . .Florid skins tone down
. . . Muddy skins clear and brighten!
Try them free with the coupon below.
ROSE
CREAM
gives radiance to fair-skinned
See how
—
blondes and brunettes
NATURAL makes blonde skin transparent
BRUNETTE clears and brightens creamy skins
ROSE BRUNETTE warms up dull skins
LIGHT CREAM gives pearly tone
Texture? Not airy-light. Not heavy,
either. Pond's Powder is fine — spreads evenly and clings. It comes in glass jars — to
"hold" its perfume, to show the shade
clearly. Jars at reduced prices, 35f5 and 70^.
Boxes, 10^ and 20^, increased in size.
5 Lively New Shades
Mail coupon today
( This offer expires April I, 1936)
POND'S, Dept. B-94, Clinton, Conn. Please
rush, der,
free,enough5 different
shades
of Pond's 5-day
new Powof each for
a thorough
test.
Name
StreetCity

_State_
Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract Company
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screen

Picture and Producer plffn"'
Accent on Vouth (Paramount)...- 3 A
Age ol Indiscretion (M-G-M)
2*
Alias Bulldos Drummond (GB)... 2*
Alios Mary Dow (Universal).... 2*
Alibi Ike (Warners)
3*
Alice Adams (RKO)
4*
Anno Karenina (M-G-M)
4*
Annapolis Farewell (Paramount). .23 2 ^
The Ariionian (RKO)
3*
Bod Boy (20th Century-Fox)
Borbary Coast (United Artists)....
Becky Sharp (RKO)
The Bis Broadcast oM 936 (Para.) . .

movie

Picture and Producer *|ating'
A Feather in Her Hat (Columbia). . 2*
The Flame Withir. (M-G-M)
2*
Forsaking All Others (M-G-M)... 3*
Four Hours to Kill (Paramount) .... 3-k
Frisco Kid (Warners)
3*
Front Page Woman (Warners).... 3*
The Gay Deception (20lh Cent. -Fox) 3 -k
The Gilded Lily (Paramount)
3^
Ginger (Fox)

3*

2*
3ir
3*
3★

The Girl Friend (Columbia)
% -k
The Girl from 10th Ave. (Isl Nat'l.) 2^
The Glass Key (Paramount)
3^

The Bishop Misbehaves (M-G-M). . 3 -k
Black Fury (1st Nal'l.)
4*
Black Sheep (Fox)
2*
Break of Hearts (RKO)
3*

Go Into your Dance (Isl Nat'l.). . . 3*
The Good Fairy (Universal) 3*

Brewster's Millions (United Artists) 2-^
The Bride of Frankenstein (Univ.).. S-Ar

Goin' to Town (Paramount)

3*

Goose and the Gander (1st Nat'l). 2-k
Grand Exit (Columbia)
1^
Hands Across the Table (Par.)... 3*
Hard Rock Harrigan (Fox)

2-*r

Bright Lights (lit Nat'l.)
3*
Broadway Gondolier (Warners)... 3*

Hormony Lane (Mascot)
2-*Here Comes Cookie (Paramount).. 3*

Broadway Melody of 1 936(M-G-M)
Call of the Wild (20th Century) ....
Cardinal Richelieu (United Artists)
Car 99 (Paramount)
Case o( the Curious Bride (1 st Nafl.)
The Case of the Lucky Legs (1st
Na.l.)

Here Comes the Bond (M-G-M). . . 1*
Here Is My Heart (Paramount). ... 4*

4★
3★
4*
3*
3★
2*

Charlie Chan in Egyp'. (Fox)
3*
Charlie Chan in Shanghai (20th-Fox) 2 ★
China Seal (M-G-M)
4*
-C'lditvoyonl (GB)
Clive of India (20th Century)

2*
4★

College Rhythm (Paramount)
Crime and Punishment (Columbia).
The Crusades (Paramount)
Curly Top (Fox)
Dante's Inferno (Fox)
The Dark Angel (Sam Goldwyn)..
The Daring Voung Man (Fox)
David Copperfield (M-G-M)
Diamond Jim (Universal)
Don't Bet on Blondes (Warners)...
Doubting Thomas (Fox)
Dr. Socrates (Warners)

3*
3^^'
4-Ar
i-k
2*
4*
2*
5★
3-k
i-k
3^
2*

Escapade (M-G-M)
3*
Escape Me Never (United Artists) 3 k
Every Night ct Eight (Paramount). . iir
The Farmef Takes a Wife (Fcx)
3*

Here's to Romance (20tli Cent. -Fox)
Hold 'Em Yale (Paramount)
Hooray for Love CRKO)
I Dream Too Much (RKO)
I Found Stella Parish (Warners)...
I Live for Love (Warners)
I Live My Life (M-G-M)
The Informer (RKO)

2★
3*
2*
3*
2*
2*
2*
4*

The Irish in Us (1st Nat'l.)
3*
The Iron Duke (GB)
3*
It Happened in New York (Univ.). . 3*
It's in the Air (M-G-M)
Jalna (RKO)
Java Head (First Division)

2*
3*
2*

King Solomon of B'wy. (Universal)
Laddie (RKO)
Lady Tubbs (Universal)
The Last Days of Pompeii (RKO). .

1 -k
3*
2*
4*

The Last Outpost (Paramount)

2:^

Let 'Em Have It (United Artists).. 3^
Let's Live Tonight (Columbia)....
Life Begins at Forty (Fox)
Little Big Shot (Warners)
The Little Colonel (Fox)

2 'A'
4*
2>
3^

Lives of a Bengal Lancer (Para.).. 5 'A'

Kating
scoreliosiril
Picture and Producer

Picture and Producer
Living on Velvet (Warners)
Love in Bloom (Paramount)
Love Me Forever (Columbia)
Loves o! a Dictator (GB)
Mod Love (M-G-M)
Manhattan Moon (Universal)

2-*2-4:
4-k
3*
2*
1

The Man on the Flying Trapeze (Par.) 3
The Man Who Broke the Bank al
Monte Carlo (20th Cent.-Fox). . 2>2 ★
Mark of the Vampire (M-G-M)... 2*
Mary Burns, Fugitive (Paramount). 3-k
McFadden's Flats (Paramount) 2-*The Melody Lingers On (U. Artists) 2 ★
Men of Tomorrow (London Films). 1 -k
Men Without Names (Paramount). 3*
Metropolitan (20th Century-Fox).. A-k
A

Midsummer
Night's Dream
(Warners)

Mississippi (Paramount)
Mr. Dynamite (Univer:al)

3 -A
2*

Rendezvous (M-G-M)
3 -/e
The Return of Peter Grimm (RKO). . 3*
The Right to Live (Warners)
3*
Roberta (RKO)
5*
Sanders of the River (United Artists) i-k
The Secret Bride (Warners)
3*
Shadow of Doub; (M-G-M,>
Shanghai (Paramount)

3*
2*

She (RKO)

2*

She Couldn't Take It (Columbia). .2}2 *
She Married Her Boss (Columbia). . 4*
Shipmates Forever (1st Nat'l.)
A Shot in the Dark (Chesterfield). .
Silk Hat Kid (Fox)
Smart Girl (Paramount)

3*
2*
1*
2*

Society Doctor (M-G-M)

3*

So Red the Rose (Paramount)
Special Agent (Warners)
Splendor (Goldwyn)

3*
2*
2*

Murder in the Fleet (M-G-M)
2*
Murder Man (M-G-M)
2*
Music Is Magic (20th Century-Fox)1 *
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M). . 4*

Star of Midnight (M-G-M)
3*Stars Over Broadway (Warners).. 3*
Steamboat Round the Bend (Fox). . 3*
Thanks a Million (20th Cenl.-Fox)3)^)f

Naughty Marietta (M-G-M)
Nell Gwyn (United Artists)
New Adventures of Tarzan (Rep.).
A Night at the Rill (Warners)

4*
3*
1*
2*

No More Ladies (M-G-M)

3*

The 39 Steps (GB)
A-k
This Is the Life (20th Century-Fox). . 2 *
Three Kids and a Queen (Universal) 2*
The Three Musketeers (RKO)
3*
Thunder in the Night (Fox)
2*

Oil for the Lamps of China (1 st Nat'l.) 4 ★
One More Spring (Fox)
4*
Orchids to You (Fox)
2*
O'Shaughnessy's Boy (M-G-M).. 3*
Our Little Girl (Fox)
2*

Times Square Lady (M-G-M)
2*
Thunder Mountain (20th Cent.-Fox) 1 ★
Top Hat (RKO)
Transatlantic Tunnel (GB)
Transient Lady (Universal)

Page Miss Glory (Warners)

3-k

Paris in Spring (Paramount)
The Payoff (Warners)

3-^
2*

The People's Enemy (RKO)
People Will Talk (Paramount)

2*
2^

Peter Ibbelson (Paramount)

3^

Princess O'Hara (Universal)
Private Worlds (Paramount)

3-k
4*

Public Hero No. 1 (M-G-M)

3*

The Public Menace (Columbia)
The Rainmakers (RKO)

^ -k
1*

West Point of the Air (M-G-M).. 3-k

The Raven (Universal)
2-k
Red Salute (Reliance-United Artists) 2 -k

Wings in the Dark (Paramount)... 3-k
The Woman in Red (Warners) 2*

Traveling Saleslady (1st Nat'l.) 2*
The Triumph of Sherlock Holmes(GB) 2 -k
Two for Tonight (Paramount)

^ -k

Vagabond Lady (M-G-M)
Vanessa (M-G-M)

2*^
3*

Way Down East (20lh Century-Fox) 2 *
The Wedding Night (Sam Goldwyn) A-k
We're in the Money (Warners)... 2*
The Werewolf of London (Universal) 2 -k

Here is a condensed version of the Modern Screen Movie Scoreboard! You'll find
it simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing your film entertainment. Instead
of giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper
movie critics all over the country, we have
find this average under the heading.
Ratings:

5*, extraordinary;

4*, very

4*
3*
2*

struck an
General
good;

average
Rating,

3*, good;

of their ratings. You'll
beside each picture.
2*, fair; 1*, poor.
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There are single pennies that sell for $100.00. There are nickels worth many dollars-MONEY
— dimes, quarters, half !'
dollars and dollars on which
big cash premiums are
paid. Each yearOLD
a fortune is offered by collectors for rare
'Z'iZ
Profits!
Amazing
coins and stamps for their collections. THE PRICES PAID ARE AMAZING.
\ It Pays To Post Yourself on the Big Values of Old Coins and Stamps
A Knowing about coins pays. Andrew Henry, of Idaho, was paid $900 for a half-dollar, received in change. Ai
\\ valuable old coin may come into your possession or you may have one now and not know it. Post yourself.
HUGE PREMIUMS FOR OLD STAMPS — Some old stamps bring big premiums. An old 10c stamp,
found in an old basket, was recently sold for $10,000. There may be valuable stamps on some of your
old letters. IT WILL PAY YOU TO KNOW HOW TO RECOGNIZE THEM.
Mrs.
Dowty
Let Me Send You My Big Illustrated Coin Folder! It Will Open Your Eyes!
if Texas,
Neville, of N. Dak., $200 for a $10 bill he picked USE THE COUPON BELOW!
sold B. Max
Send theCoincoupon
below and
4e forandmyfurther
Larg-e parti
Illusup in circulation. I paid $1,000 to Mr. Brownlee, trated
and Stamp
Folder
Mehl one- half
Write today for this eye-opening, valu
of
Ga.,foroneoldcoin.
Brownlee
"Your culars.
able wealth of information on the profits that
letter
received with the Mr.
check
for $1,000says:
enclosed.
dollar for $400.
have been made from old money. No obli- .
I like to deal with such men as you and hope you gation
on your part. You have nothing to
lose
--everything to gain. It may mean
continue
buying
coins
for
a
long
time."
In
the
last
34
years
I
have
paid
hundreds
of
others
much
profit
for you. Est. 3i years.
I Will Pay
^6,50022
handsome premiums for old bills and coins.
Largest Rare Coin Company in U. S.
FOR ONE OLD COIN
of OLD COINS, Medals,
I PAID $200.00 TO J. D. MARTIN OP VIR- All Kinds
Bills and Stamps Wanted
GINIA FOR JUST ONE COPPER CENT.
FILL OUT
& MAIL
NOW
$1.00 to $1 ,000 paid for certain old cents, nickels, dimes,
*Tlease
accept
my
thanks
for
your
check
for
$200.00
quarters,
etc.
Ri^2;ht
now
I
will
pay
$50.00
for
1913
To
B.
MAX
MEHL,
187
Mehl
BIdg.,
FORT
WORTH,
TEXAS
in payment for the copper cent X sent you. I appre- Liberty Head nickels (not buffalo) , $100 for 1894 dimes ,
ciate the interest
have given
transaction.
It's "S" Mint; $8.00 for 1853 quarters, no arrows; $10.00
Dear
Mr.
Mehl:
—
Please
send
me
your
Large
Illustrated
a pleasure
to do you
business
with this
a firm
that handles
for 1866 quarters, no motto; $200.00 each for 1884 and
Coin
and Stamp
matters as you do. I wish to assure you it will be a 1885
Silver Trade Dollars, etc., etc.
I enclose
4 cents.Folder and further particulars, for which
pleasure to me to tell all my friends of your wonderful offer for old coins." Julian D. Martin, Virginia. I HAVE BEEN BUYING OLD MONEY FOR 34 YEARS
This is but one of the many similar letters I am Any bank in Fort Worth or Dun & Bradstreets will
constantly receiving. Post yourself ! It pays ! testifyness,asbuilt toon myfairresponsibility.
My volume
busiand prompt deahngs
for 34of years,
I paid Mr. Manning, of N. Y., $2,500 for a single
NAMEthat 1 own and occupy my own building devoted
silver dollar. Mrs. G.P.Adams, of Ohio, received tois such
mytion Icoin
every representa$740 for some old coins. I paid W. P. Wilharm,
make business.
to be trueYouandwillnotfind
exaggerated.
It will
ADDRESSof Pa., $13,500 for his rare coins. I paid J. T. pay you to do business with me,
CopT. 1936
JJiiedfr .\inuiuiuifff I
FORT WORTH

CITY

STATE-
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— orrhoids, or, more frankly, Piles?
The suffering is well nigh inexpressible and
the sad part of it is that, on account of the
delicacy of the subject, many hesitate to seek
relief. Yet there is nothing more crushing or
more liable to serious outcome than a bad
case of Piles.
Yet blessed relief from Piles of all forms is
found today in the treatment supplied in Pazo
Ointment. Three-fold in effect, Pazo does the
things necessary.
3 Effects
First of all, it is soothing, which relieves soreness and inflammation. Second, it is lubricating,
which makes passage easy and painless. Third,
it is astringent, which tends to reduce the swollen blood vessels which are Piles.
Results!
Pazo comes in Collapsible Tube with Detachable Pile Pipe which permits application high
up in rectum where it reaches and thoroughly
covers affected parts. Pazo also now comes in
suppository form. Pazo Suppositories are Pazo
Ointment, simply in suppository form. Those
who prefer suppositories will find Pazo the
most satisfaaory as well as the most economical.
Try It!
All drug stores sell Pazo - in -Tubes and Pazo
Suppositories, but a trial tube is free for the asking. Just mail the coupon or a penny postcard.

Grove Laboratories, Inc. I> R P I
^ *
Dept. 18-M, St. Louis, Mo.
Gentlemen: Please send me, in PLAIN WRAPPER, your liberal free trial size of PAZO Ointment
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
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(Coiifiiiucd from page 52)
complexes. Love freed me!" She is surprisingly analytical.to"I marry
am sureI that
I left Hollywood
drewwhen
my
first independent breath. The general opinion was that my career was finished. I
agreed. It was a relief to have the whole
Not having
come up to her goal, she
!" that
over fact
thing the
faced
apparently she was not
destined for acting. She had too much pride
to hang on.
real explanation
for hershe"revival"
is The
an emotional
one. Actually,
insists,
her luck began with love I
For the right slant on the strange twist
romance has given to Jean's life, let's
skip back for a brushing-up on her as she
"break." heritage and her
had no
her theatrical
wasShebefore
three brothers, all years older than she,
grew up to have average lives. The daughter of a portait photographer she was born
in New York City.
"We moved about to a number of towns
while I was in the grammar grades and
I was always on the verge of making
friends when
were when
off again."
They
returned
to Newwe York
she was ready
for high school and the great building
full of pupils was a new, bewildering
problem, for Jean was a shy child.
Jean wanted a safe future, one which
would allow her to stay in her shell. Meeting people was customarily sheer agony.
She dreamt of being irresistible and then
invariably turned up so tongue-tied that
she frightened folks away.
She planned to go to college, and become
a teacher. Posing for commercial artists,

she earned the money to realize this objective. Amovie scout admired her youthful charm and looked up the original.
He offered her a test. She knew he
couldn't be very serious, not about her!
But he was, for he signed her to a contract
and she and her mother were whizzed
off to Hollx wood. Jean was only sixteen.
Naturally she was unprepared to act
with experienced performers, which was
precisely what was expected of her. That
was the silent era when one could get by
easier, and somehow she managed to satisfy. Those years were full of constant adventure for the bashful girl who lived
them.
She was habitually humble. Jean sat
on the edge of the sets, between shots,
as
she inconspicuously
went through 'as
her possible.
scenes asInevitably
she was
told. No one requested her own interpretation and she would have been flabbergasted if they had. She was with elders
who, automatically, were wiser.
'Tt wasn't so much fun, playing in pictures then. My roles were vapid. And
I didn't speak up.
"As for going to parties and premieres
—oh, I was petrified at every invitation !
It is silly to remember now, but it was no
joke to me in those days. Honestly, I used
to try to think of a clever reply to make,
and it took
me conversation
so long that was
when
I'd formulated itthe
already
off
on another track ! I was too anxious, too
convinced I was going to seem dumb. Instead of relaxing, I was so self-conscious
that I built a barrier around myself."

MODERN
Along came the miracle — love. How
slyly she was led to open her eyes to her
absurdiiess !
The man was a prosperous young New
York realtor who was spending some time
in California. Indeed, he was residing
with his grand-parents on the identical
street
Beverly
wheretogether
Jean's house
was. inThey
wereHills
thrown
by a
mere coincidence, but Frank Ross was discerning enough to keep pursuing Jean until she admitted she loved him.
It so happened that he was able to do
her a little courtesy. Subsequently, he
wondered aloud if she'd care to go to the
fights that evening. Jean had never been
to the fights, nor had she ever contemplated attending them. But here was this
exceedingly attractive man proposing a
date, and she didn't want him to think she
was high-hat. Which conclusion he'd surely reach if she declined, her feminine intuition reminded her.
So he hustled her down to the noisy
stadium and his enthusiam was contagious.
He had such a direct, healthy attitude towards everything. He was, principally,
unafraid. Jean had a glorious hunch that
she was going to adore him.
They said good night, but not goodbye.
He hinted that he would be telephoning
^ very shortly.
This debonair Frank Ross is the kind
of man who, when he declares he's going
to do a thing, follows through. He soon
informed the astonished, thrilled Jean that
he was going to marry her.
At last Jean made her first mature decision. She examined herself as an actress. More importantly, as a person. In
the former guise she saw that no one had
any particular faith in her. As a person,
she sensed that Frank's love was more
precious than any mere fame could be. It
promised a whole lifetime of happiness,
the companionship which only a man can
bring to a woman. It was what she had
lacked, really.
"Hollywood has given me this second
chance because now I am more nearly
what's wanted," she contends. Fortified
by stage training and a poise which only
well-rounded living brings, she has a career
that the yesteryears never foresaw. "And
had I not fallen in love, and so escaped
from the one-track rut I was in, I doubt
if I'd have succeeded like this.
"I was fortunate, of course, that Frank
is as he is. Unconsciously I absorbed his
natural confidence. I came to comprehend how colorless I'd been, how I'd limited
myself, and how needlessly! Everyone
has wonderful potentialities, but often it
takes the influence of a beloved one to develop agirl or a boy.
"We settled in an apartment in the heart
of New York City. I had nothing in view
but being a good wife." This is no mean
goal, and that Jean fills the requirements
is shown by the devotion which exists between these two after four years.
HER husband is a Princeton man and
he has a genial, amusing way that has
won him friends among the most charming
people in New York. Jean was promptly
accepted as a member of this crowd. It
never dawned on them that she might be
shy. She, in turn, was delighted to find
that some people today are devoid of pretensions. Their opinions intrigued her, so
she began cultivating ideas of her own.
She noticed that they went places to enjoy themselves, and did it without worrying about who had the latest gown or
boy-friend. They were accustomed to a
reasonable use of luxury and leisure.
"I believe most of us are swayed by
our environment, unwittingly. In Hollywood the chief danger, for me anyway,
was not the fancied hey-hey lure. It was
the other extreme.
One is apt to become.
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of course, uses Tintex. She
knows that no other tints
and dyes will give her such
beautiful, perfect results
... so quickly and easily.

Peggy has not a lot of dollars.
But she has a lot of sense.
So, every so often she goes
over her entire wardrobe and
restores smart new color
to everything that needs it.

And Peggy does not forget to
use Tintex for her faded home
decorations, too. Her curtains
and drapes, lamp shades,
slip covers, etc., are fresh and
gay after their Tintexing.

Peggy's friends envy the
variety and vivacity of
her wardrobe. They say that
is why she is so popular.
And when they ask her secret,
she says, frankly — "Tintex".
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too solitary, to be so intent on success that
the
gradually
shut outOrandsmaller
one's
self world
looms is
bigger
and bigger.
andShesmaller,
as it had
was been
with taking
me."
and Frank
in the
current dramas and so it wasn't strange
that the stage finally beckoned. Someone
asked tainher
didn'tnottryuntil
out for
role, why
and she
it was
thena certhat
she again thought of acting. And although
she had never been behind footlights, she
instantly "belonged." Her career has since
progressed steadily, for Hollywood was

Hughie,

the

impressed by her stage triumphs and proffered her flattering terms.
"This is the first time I've talked so
much about my husband. We are happy
and we've seen the hazards picture folk
have created for themselves by publicizwhat should
personal!" honest and
ButingJean
Arthur beis unusually
loyal. When credit is due, she is specific.
She isn't hesitant in declaring it has been
love which has released the pent-up powers
and endowed her with the courage to be
herself.

Stall

Guy

{Continued from page 53)

If you like to draw, test your sense
of design, color, proportion, etc.,
with our simple Art Ability Test.
An opportunity to get a frank opinion, free, as to whether your talent
is worth developing.
Magazines, newspapers, publishers
and advertisers spend millions yearly
for illustrations. Design and color
influence the sale of most things we
buy. Artists have become important
to industry. Machines can not displace them. If you have talent,
train it. Drawing may be your surest
road to success.
The Federal Schools, affiliated with
a large art, engraving and printing
institution, has trained many young
men and women now serving industry as designers or illustrators,
capable of earning from $1,000 to
$5,000 yearly. Its Home Study
courses in Commercial Art, Illustrating and Cartooning, contain
exclusive illustrated lessons by many
famous artists. Practical instruction
by experienced men is the reason for
its many years' outstanding success.
Courses sold on easy payments.
Send today for Art Test and Free
Book explaining present opportunities in art. Just fill out and mail
coupon below.
FEDERALSCHOOLSriNC.
2996 Federal Schools Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Send me, without obligation, your Art Test
and Free Book.
Name
Address
Age

Occupation.
BUNIONS
Reduced Quickly
Pain Stops At Once I Write for
Free Sample of Falryfoot Treatment.
N'o
Dept. Avenue.
2712 Fairyfoot
1223obligation.
South Wabash
Chioago.Company
Illinois.

3 A
ijy
ii
MARRIED WOMEN EARN $25-$35
- can Icain at home in spare time to
h,
nurse. One
graduate
-;iveda "practical"
$400 while learning.
A housewife
earned $430 in 3 months. Clear, simple
lessons. Course endorsed by physicians.
Thousands
of graduates.
Equipment
inHigh ';chool
not required.
Easy tuition
payments.
years
Men, women.CHICAGO
IS-liO. Add
to
your
family
income!
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 232, 100 E. Ohio St., Chicago. III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Name
(State whether Miss or Mrs.)
State
Citv-Age,
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breaking the ice like that for me, I guess
I can tell about the night Hughie_ got in
late and hungry and raided the ice-box.
A certain bowl of something that looked
good was carefully covered and hidden in
a corner. "Uh huh, probably saving it for
tomorrow," tittered our hero. So, lightly
tossing away his scruples, he poured on
lots of cream and sugar and had himself a
refreshment. Conscience bothered him when
he went upstairs, and he compromised with
it by remarking to Rose, "Best rice pudding
I ever
"Whatate."rice pudding?" inquired Rose.
"In the refrigerator," said Hugh.
"Oh, that was half a can of Vitamont
for the pup's breakfast," said Rose, going
back to sleep. Being married to a comedian
seldom keeps her awake as you might think
it would. She thought it was merely another joke. Hughie says it was — on hirn.
It's nobody's business how old Hughie
is and men
anyway,
won't
He isit one
of
those
who hehas
no tell.
age and
really
doesn't matter. The point is, he is just
about the funniest man on the screen today— the funniest in his own line, and he
happens to be the only one in it. His
humor is distinctly individual, he has the
field to himself, he has created his own
tvpe of wit — and it is practically all ad
lib. The writers give him a general idea
of a character and he does the rest. The
say "Enter
as well
script might
until
around Hugh
Herberts
who Hugh
Herbert
the scene is over."
he was a
HE can go back to the time
bell boy in the Pabst Hotel, where
the Times Square Building now stands.
Then there was some ushering after school
in the theatre where Maurice Barrymore

began
thussays
Dick,"
"Roari
playin
he
, — he
on ng
— anyway
g g ambiti
awasdawnin
a
Then
more.
Barry
a
caught it from
part in a melodrama called the "Bells
small
of Hazlemere" in the Hundred and TwentyFifth Street Theatre, where he shared
dressing room 12B with a calf which also
was in the cast.
The funny part of it is, his first successes
were in serious dramatic roles. "When I
was a kid I loved to make people cry,"
In "The Son of Solomon," he
Hugh says.
a pious old orthodox Jew with a
played
long beard, and rated first page stories in
three Sunday supplements at once. He
was very very young and terribly profound
when all this went on. He played Jewish
dialect parts for years. His origin is
Scotch-Irish, actually. He says your
matter if you are really
nationality doesn't
an actor. He is a marvelous mimic. There
is no dialect he cannot lapse into without a
moment's warning.
Since his theatrical career began, Hugh
has written a hundred and fifty short
sketches for vaudeville and he wrote (with
Murray Roth) the story for the first allLights of New
talking picture, "The

York." He directed Lowell Sherman in
"He Knew Women." He first met his
wife when he wrote a vaudeville sketch for
her. Rose said she went to the theatre
where he was playing and he had a sore
throat, so he sent her out to buy some
medicine for it— she certainly thought he
had his nerve. She didn't like him. Hughie
says no, she didn't like him till she found
out his salary, and then she married him.
Well, all / have to say is, maybe more girls
ought to conduct their romances the same
way if it will keep them married for twenty
Rose operates one of the smartest hat
shops in Hollywood and is a stunning lookyears.ing woman. Hugh says it's a great relief
to him that she goes to business and stays
all day, for
because
she's home,
she's a
natural
those when
door-to-door
sob stories.
He says Rose would buy a lace trimmed
dustpan if somebody happened to be peddling them.
OUTSIDE
of his other
accomplishments
in the major
or professional
line,
Hugh is a pretty fair amateur carpenter,
he can hoe a mean garden and give you all
the correct horticultural names for things,
and he knows his way around the kitchen.
It seems like quite a mess of talent to be
localized in one comedian, and you don't
find out
of it He
untilranks
you'veAlknown
him
for about
some all
time.
as a
story teller, too — with gestures.
Hugh and the Missis just bought a
ranch out San Fernando way, and are about
to build a house on it. They have a hundred and fift}- fruit trees, some turkeys,
chickens, mutt dogs, and a goat. The goat
is really a little kid so far, they call her
Puss and she is a gay and playful pet —
does tricks. She is so cute the Herberts
have started a rage for kids as pets. Margaret Sullavan was out there the other
day and wanted to adopt Puss.
Hughie has a swell idea for getting his
house built and a lot of us are waiting
around to see if it works. Several of his
pals brag about what good carpenters they
are, so he's going to invite them out and
hand 'em all a hammer, a saw and lots of
nails. He intends to build the bar first, and
have plenty of liquid encouragement
handy. It ought to be quite a place when
they get it finished. He has a huge totem
pole out front, so they will be sure to find
it. The Herberts will keep their house
in town,
it's just
well. This
one
was and
builtperhaps
when they
firstasarrived
and
didn't know man}' people to help them, so
just ordinary carpenters did it. It is large
and substantial, very durable. Has a nice
Dickens-y atmosphere about it— no jimcracks. One of the nicest houses anywhere
around.
Hughie was looking rather peaked there
for a W'hile, but he has picked up the last
few days, a new sparkle in the eye, a lighter step. I investigated and found out that
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Francis Lederer with the Mrs.Lederer-to-be, Mary Anita Loos.
They were snapped at Palm
Springs, where Lederer is vacationing between pictures.
Miss Loos is a niece of Anita
Loos, famous writer.

Joe Lim is gone — Hughie hopes forever !
Joe Lim was the Chinese house-boy, who
called everybody "madame," including
Hughie who could see no reason to object, except, possibly, on the grounds of
being the wrong sex. He knew that
wouldn't make any difference to Joe, so
why argue. Also, Joe had the confusing
habit of naming everybody who called
up "Mr. Fee." It might be Mr. Warner, or
Mr. Schenck, or Mr. Mayer, or Mr. Smith
— they were all Mr. Fee to Joe. So Hughie
went around in a fog most of the time,
wondering who really had called him up
and if, by any chance, it might have been
important.
The pay-off occurred while Rose was
up in San Francisco visiting and Hughie
invited a few of the boys up to the house
for dinner and cards. He left the house
that morning, telling Joe Lim he would
be home at six o'clock.
Later in the day, discovering he was in
some late scenes, he telephoned his house
to tell Joe Lim. The conversation proceeded thus : "Ho. Missy Herbert's residence."
"Joe, this is Mr. Herbert."
"Missy Herbert six o'clock, madame."
"Joe, I can't get there at six o'clock.
I'm delayed at the studio."
"Missy Herbert not here. Six o'clock."
"Joe, I'm telling you I CAN'T BE
THERE at six o'clock, possibly not until
eight!"
o'clock. Missy Herbert," repeated
Joe"Six
firmly.
So Hughie hung up and went home as
soon as he could. "Anybody call?" he
asked Joe.
"No madame, no calls," said Joe Lim.
Joe Lim doesn't live there any more.
Hugh is sorry, awfully sorry. He really
liked Joe, they seemed to have a lot in
common. He plays Joe Lim, without the
accent, in practically every performance
he gives.

Here's

how

children

are

thousands

of thin, underweight

adding

a pound a week— or more
underweight youngsters gain weight in
Is YOUR active youngster putting on
inches hut not putting on pounds? During
a very short time. If your child is thin because his diet is deficient in one or more of
the fast-growing years, children need and
must have certain important food essenthe food essentials mentioned, don't fail
tials— without which their physical de- to give him Cocomalt as directed every day
velopment isusually retarded.
— at every meal. See if his body doesn't fill
That's why more and more mothers are out, his weight go up week by week.
Cocomalt comes in powder form only
turning to Cocomalt — the scientific fooddrink that supplies six important food es- and is designed to be mixed with milk.
sentials that help children to gain in Delicious HOT or COLD. At grocery,
weight and strength — aids them in build- drug and department stores in '/z'lt)., 1-lb.
ing strong bones and sound teeth. Cocoand 5-lb. air-tight cans.
malt is rich in calcium, phosphorus and
"MY LITTLE BOY was outgrowing
Vitamin D for building strong bones and
his clothes but hardly gaining an
ounce. malt.AAt the
nurseendtoldof me
Cocosound teeth. It contains Iron for red blood
the about
first month
and strength — and proteins for the buildhe Mrs.
had M.
gained
5 pounds."
Da/ton.
530N. E.Y. 29th St.
Brooklyn,
ing up of solid flesh and muscle. It is rich
in carbohydrates which supply food en"FOR THE LAST 4 MONTHS I have
ergy needed for the activities of children.
been malt.
giving
CocoOnce shemywaslittle
thin. girl
But today,
Mothers write words of praise
she is five pounds heavier, and the
Cocomalt is helping thousands of thin.
Mrs. of
J. Hogan,
picture
health." 17 Addison St.
Larchmont, N. Y.

IN MANY HOSPITALS today Cocomalt is added to
the regular diet to help thin, underweight and
undernourished children gain faster.

(gcom
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Cocomalt
trade -mark
of
the R. isB. the
Davisn-t'istered
Co.. Hoboken,
N. J.
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Twinkle,

Twinkle,

flying down the Boulevard in a big open
car, Mrs. Weidler at the wheel and all
six hanging on behind. That is, there are
six of them since Virginia changed her
mind about the movies.
It was almost four years later, when
Airs. Weidler again took her to a studio.
Then it was sheer necessity, since there
was no one at home to take care of Virginia. So she watched the set where Constance
Bennett's picture,
"AfterFrench
Tonight,"
was in production.
A little
girl
was
supposed
play French
the role girl
of Connie's
niece.
But noto little
showed
up. The director was distraught when
Virginia stepped up to him.

FARR'S
FOR
GRAY
HAIR
Most modem, perfected preparation;
cleanly, economically used in hygienic
privacy of home. Costly expert attention
not needed. Will not wash off nor interfere
with curling. $1.35. For sale everywhere.
,
' BROOKLINE FREE
CHEMICALSAMPLE
CO.
M.G. 30 1'
I 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.
j
[ Send in plain wrapping.
j
' Name
j
j Street
' City
State
'
^ STATE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR
I

_ ^ColdMine ™_
, ,
"yor Agents!
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Amazing- Wall
CleaninR-brand
Inventionnew,banishes
hoosecleaninemeBs
and
muss
forever.
No
rags—
no
aticky
'/doug-h"
—
no red,
ewollen bands. No more dangerous stepladders. LiteraHy erases
dirt
like magic
from drudgery]
walls, ceilings,
window shades,Lowupholstered
furniture,
etc.
Ends
Saves
redecorating!
priced.
Lasts
for
years. Housewives wild about it. Agents making phenomenal profits.
SAMPLE
OFFER—
Samples
sent
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risk
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first
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m
each
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No obligation.
Be first—
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name TODAY!
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ALL VEGETABLE
fVEETHOD!
It dated from her marriage — her trouble with
intestinal sluggishness, nervousness, headaches.
Nothing gave her more than partial relief
until she tried a natural plant and vegetable
laxative. Nature's Remedy (NR Tablets). She
felt so much better immediately — more like
living. Try NR's yourself. Note how refreshed
you feel. NR's are so kind to your system. So
effective in clearing up colds, biliousness,
headaches. Nonhabit-forming.
»TO-NICHT
Only 25c, at all
^TOMORROW ALRICtit
drug stores.
^^^^^^^^v (
CDrr*^^'*"*'^'^'
1936 Calendar-Thermometer.
AIfo
samples tooffive-color
Turns.
st-imp forSt.packing
and
■PKp
ilfct "postage
A.NRH. andLewis
Co.. Send
Deskt)8B-IU,
Louis, Mo.

I'LL talk French to the camera," she said.
What's more, she could have talked
German or Italian to it. After this picture, she was cast as "Europena" in "Mrs.
Wiggs
of the was
Cabbage
Patch."
youngest Weidler
on her
way The
to stardom.
Now there is no sacrifice too great for her
art. In "Peter Ibbetson," her latest picture, Virginia allowed her brown braids
to be turned to blonde without a qualm.
We asked what kind of roles she liked
to play best. "I think I like to play me
best," said Virginia, "like in 'Laddie' and
'Mrs. Wiggs,' where I have a lot of brothers and sisters and pigs and chickens and
The Weidler house is in the Hollywood
hills. The big back yard is filled with
things."
every kind of pet imaginable "except a
rhinoceros," according to Virginia.
"We have rabbits and dogs and birds.
I had to give away my two ducks last
week, though, because the neighbors complained about them being so noisy. But
I have some more now — quackless ones."
We wondered why they didn't quack.
"Because the neighbors complain," explained Virginia patiently.
They have a real theatre in that back
yard, too, built by the combined Weidler
forces. They write and stage their own
plays.
The which
elaborate
come from
a big trunk
their"props"
grandmother
sent
from Germany. In it were all kinds of
costumes she had worn on the operatic
stage, and best of all some real wigs, which
have
seen fur
service
as mustaches,
horses'
tails and
neckpieces.
Virginia
had
just completed writing a play and we
thought it would be nice to know what it
was about.
"We-ell, it isn't copyrighted yet," she
hesitated, so we hastily changed to the
less delicate subject of directing plays.
Mr. Taurog, Hollywoods famous children's director is one of Virginia's favorite people. Her eyes sparkled as she
said, "I played a good joke on Mr. Taurog,
all right. When I started playing 'Europena,' Ihad a tooth out right here — see
— in front. Mr. Taurog said it didn't matter very much. But the next day," she
added triumphantly, "I came with two
One small actress has only nine birth!" credit, but over a hundred
outto her
more days
roles ! This veteran is Edith Fellows. It
sounds as if the movie moguls just plied
her with offers to be in their pictures,
doesn't it? But the bitter truth is that
not until the last year was Edith even given
more than a passing glance by the Powers
That Be. Most of those roles were just
in mob scenes, or "bit" parts that weren't
important enough to count. Edith was
brought to Hollywood from South Carolina when she was three. But no golden
opportunity was in sight.
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Keep ALL your hair one even lively lustrous, natural, youthful appearing color.

Little

It isn't much

fun, either, for a little girl to be dragged
from one studio to another, with no one
wanting her songs and dances. She got her
first "chance" because she could hiccup!
"You see, they wanted a baby with a
nice hiccup," she explained. "I was only
three and I got the part. It was in a
Charlie Chase comedy."
We wanted to know if she were surprised to see herself on the screen, the
first time.
"No, I wasn't," Edith said, "but I was
certainly surprised at how well I sounded !"
Six years of irregular and unimportant
roles followed this one. Then Gregory La
Cava was looking for a child to play the
exasperating step-daughter of Claudette
Colbert in "She Married Her Boss." Edith
was brought to his attention, but Mr. La
Cava took one look at her curls and friendly smile, then said she looked too sweet
for what he wanted. Instantly Edith's
cherubic look gave way. Blue-green eyes
blazed in her small freckled face.
"Mr. La Cava," said Miss Fellows, drawing herself up to her full four feet, one
inch. _ "I am an actress, so I can certainly
be disagreeable enough for you." She
not only got the part, but stole the picture.
EDITH'S main ambition in life is to be
just like Miss Colbert. "I think she
is
terRIFic
she said ability.
earnestly.She"Miss
Colbert
has!" dramatic
has
everything." Edith drew a fervent breath
at the mere thought of Miss Colbert. "Of
course," she went on, "I think some other
actresses are very good, too. I think Shirley Temple is such a beautiful little girl."
AndWhen
addedasked
admiringly,
"Not of
a freckle."
what kind
acting she
liked to do best Edith exclaimed, "Oh, I
like to be laughing real hard or crying
real hard. I don't care much about just
"But isn't it hard to cry?"
"Oh, crying !" Edith dismissed that problem airily. "My only trouble is stopping,
talking."
A much longer visit with Edith would
not
havestarting
suited !"us, but she had a harp lesson. She's as intense about her music as
everything else. "Besides," said Miss Fellows, "I may have to be an angel some day.
YouMrs.never
knowwasin so
thisconvinced
business."that Cora
Collins
Sue had definite talents for screen work
that they left their home in Virginia when
her small daughter was three, and headed
for Hollywood. She came literally on a
shoestring, but luck was with her. They
had hardly been in Hollywood two weeks
when a Universal studio official noticed
Cora Sue in a department store with her
mother. He asked them to come to the
studio the next day for an interview. When
they arrived over a dozen children were
there. Cora Sue took her place at the
end of the line and watched the proceedings. The director was trying out the
little girls for a role in which a good display of emotion was necessary. The small
girl he was working with would laugh, but
cry she would not. "Come on, now," he
said
patiently,
"let'sSuehave
somefrom
tears."
Still no
tears. Cora
walked
the
end of the line and stood beside him.
"I'll be glad to cry for you," she said.
So Cora Sue wept and won.
After meeting Cora Sue it's easy to imagine her offering her services to that director. Her poise would do credit to a
woman of the world. On entering the
Collins' living-room we stumbled over a
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big brown spaniel lying on the floor. "I'm
always
'Rusty'," saidatourease.
small
hostess, falling
puttingover
us immediately
She was dressed up for the occasion in
a flowered organdy belonging to her big
sister. A green satin sash held up the
skirt, and slippers, at least three sizes too
large, were on her feet. But somehow you
got the impression that it was the shoes
that wobbled, not Cora Sue.
She was far more interested in talking
about her love-birds and canaries than
she was about Miss Collins. The canary
obligingly took a bath for us and the lovebirds flew around the room. Then with a
bird on each shoulder, Cora Sue drew up
a chair.
"And now," she said, "what was it you
wanted to interview me about?"
Faced wath such a direct question it took
a moment to collect our thoughts. We
asked how she liked portraying the stars
as little girls. She's "doubled" for all the
most famous ones — Greta Garbo, Norma
Shearer, Myrna Loy and has just finished
stealing the picture from her grown-up
self. Merle Oberon, in "The Dark Angel."
Cora Sue thought it was fun and when
asked which one she'd rather be like really,
when she grew up, she said thoughtfully.
"Well,
of
them. I'd like to be half as pretty as all
"Of course it isn't all fun working in
the movies,"' she* reminded me. "I believe
that a person should always try harder.
I think no matter how high you climb you
can always fall."
Jane Withers knows from actual experience how fickle is fame. At the age of
two, down in Atlanta, Georgia, this sturdy,
dark-haired little girl was a celebrity. She
was considered one of the city's most talented tap-dancers and radio performers.
Her mother listened to so many people
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tell her that Jane should capitalize on those
talents that she prevailed on her husband
to give up his business and move the family to Hollywood. Jane suddenly found
herself a nobody. For three years she and
her mother haunted the studio gates without ever getting so much as a peek inside.
It was just by accident that she finally
got that "Bright Eyes" break. Director
James Ryan came out of the studio one
day and stopped as he was getting into
his car by a small girl with a fringe of
dark bangs above earnest grey eyes.
"Please," she said, "I'd like to do a
little skit for you." And forthwith she
broke into an impersonation on the sidewalk. Mr. Ryan was impressed in spite
of himself and decided to give her a screen
test. The rest is history.
We visited Jane in her own bungalow
out on the 20th Century-Fox lot. It's any
little girl's idea of a perfect play-house.
Blue and yellow curtains, low white shelves
filled with books and toys, and wing-chairs
made just to fit their small owner.

"Nope, not always," admitted Miss
Withers. "There's drawbacks. Like down
at Ocean Pier when we were working oi\
'This Is The Life' and I wanted to go on
the merry-go-round down there. But it
was costing the company $2000 an hour so
I couldn't go. Anyway Mother took me
down the next Sunday and I rode for a
The way the very youngest of the young
ladies got her chance at stardom really was
like magic, for one day she received a
mysterious message sent over a continent
and under an ocean, asking her to come to
dime."
Hollywood
and be in the movies. That
little girl was Sybil Jason, whom you saw
in "Little Big Shot." She was in London
at the time and the cable was mysterious
because neither Sybil nor her parents had
any idea that Irving Asher, a Warner
studio official, had seen her sing and dance
and then sent pictures of her to the Hollywood studio.
Into her five years Miss Jason has
crowded more living than lots of people
get at fift}'. For she was born in Capetown, Africa, and from there to London
to Hollywood is something of a jaunt.
Sybil is the tiniest five-year-old you'
ever saw, with the biggest blue eyes that
ever were.
And what did she like best about these
movies, we wanted to know.
"I don't exactly know," she said, wrinkling her forehead, "but I think I like
Dickie Moore about as well as anything."
"Wasn't it fun seeing yourself on the
screen the first time?" v^e asked.
Miss Jason considered this for a moment. "Well, yes it was," she agreed, "but
I was so afraid I'd forget my lines that
I kept saying
them right lesser
along minds
with me."
Which
might complicate
than

WORD
came from the studio that
Jane's latest starring picture, "Paddy
O'Day," was to be previewed that evening. "Oh, goody!" exclaimed Jane, jumping up and down, "and what's the other
picture?"
A remark unique in the annals
of
movie stars.
If you saw "Ginger," you saw the real
Jane Withers. She's a bundle of energy
and high spirits. When her mother sees
several children piled up on the front
lawn she always knows where Jane is —
on the bottom. And it's Jane, not a double, whom you see whisking around on the
handlebars of policemen's motorcycles and
jumping off trains in those pictures.
We were curious to know if she always
had such grand times making movies.

Miss Jason's.
SEE

INTO
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IMAGINE YOURSELF
— one minute with a dry,
chapped skin that catches
powder . . . The next minute, skin so smooth you
can't feel a single rough
place! That's how fast a
keratolytic cream softens
your skin.
That chapped skin is just on top. It's a
layer of dried-out particles, always scuffing
loose — "aching" to come off entirely. But
they keep on clinging, getting harsher, until
you take steps to— MELT THEM OFF!
A leading dermatologist tells how to do
this. He says:
"Surface skin is constantly drying out.
Exposiu-e hastens this condition. "^^ hen a
keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream) is applied, the dried-out cells melt away, revealing the smooth skin beneath. Vanishing
Cream also preserves the skin's natural moisture and prevents further chapping."
That's why Pond's Vanishing Cream is so
grand for rough, chapped skin — so perfect

TEXTURE

a powder base! In an instant, it brings out
your own young skin — exquisitely smooth,
completely "unchapped."
For a smooth make-up — Never powder
or rouge without first smoothing away
roughnesses with Pond's Vanishing Cream.
Now your skin is satiny — powder goes on

'

Mrs. Rodman Wanamaker II
of Philadelphia,
says chapped
: "Pond's place
Vanishing
1 makes
every little
on myCream
skia
smooth out. Powder goes on beautifully ! "
Vanishing Cream for extra softness. It won't
shine — won't smear the pillowcase. In the
morning,your skin surprises you. So baby-soft !
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V«J
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dcr..us)-<lricd out
lootje. make it roiifjli.

evenly without flaking. And even bittercold winds can't cause new chappings!
Overnight for lasting softness — Every
night after cleansing, smooth on Pond's

Please
special
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Conn.
Clinton.
Dept.meBl36.
Pond's, rush

gether
samples
Cream of to-2
Vanishing
Pond'sgenerous
tube of with
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Supreme
Satisfaction
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MARRIAGE HYGIENE"— how much depends on those words! Supreme happiness for those who find a dependable way — untold doubt and fear for those who do not. Why
risk uncertain solutions of but dangerously
brief effectiveness? Dainty Boro-Pheno-Form
suppositories offer DOUBLE effectiveness —
IMMEDIATE effectiveness on application,
CONTINUED effectiveness afterward.
Send now for FREE SAMPLE which so fully
demonstrates Boro-Pheno-Form superiority.
Learn how convenient. No bulky apparatus. No
danger of overdose or burns. Used in perfect
secrecy too — no telltale antiseptic odor. Originated as a doctor's private prescription, BoroPheno-Form quickly swept to nation-wide popularity. Thousands have told of continuous satisfaction for 5, 12, 17, 20 years and longer.
Send no money; mail the coupon for FREE
SAMPLE and booklet, "The Answer," which
sheds welcome new light on"Marriage Hygiene. ' '
Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. B-30
162 N. Franklin St., Chicago, Illinois.

DR.
162 N.PIERRE
Franklin CHEMICAL
St., Chicago. CO.—
IllinoisDept. B-30
Rush me FREE SAMPLE of Boro-Pheno-Form and
FREE BOOKLET of Marriage Hygiene Facts.
Name
Address
City
State

MICKEY
MOUSE
GIVEN!
WRIST WATCH!
or Choice of Cash Commission — Send No Money — Send
Name and Address! Boys! Girls! Mickeys on the dial and band
in colors! Chrome finish case and bracelet — Unbreakable
crystal. American make. WHAT A WATCH! SIMPLY GIVE
AWAY FREE pictures with famous While Cloverlne Salve
which you sell at 25c a box (giving picture FREE !) and remit
as
per Write
premium
plan order
book. dozen
Other salve
watches.
39th year.
First.
for trial
and pictures
NOW!Be
WILSON CHEMICALCO. INC.. Dept. 10-F.
Tyrone, Pa.

J he Best Remedy
is Made at Home
VOU can now make at home
a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following
this simple recipe : To half pint
of water add one ounce bay
rum, a small box of Barbo
1 'I Compound and one - fourth
' ounce of glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can mix it yourself at
very little cost. Apply to the hair twice a week
until the desired shade is obtained. Barbo imparts
color to streaked, faded or gray hair, makes it soft
and glossy and takes years off your looks. It will
not color the scalp, is not sticky or greasy and does
not rub off. Do not be handicapped by gray hair
when it is so easy to get rid of it in your own home.
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And cinema's problem child,
Edith Fellows, looks like a very
gay little girl in this pose with
her clever little white poodle

Hollywood's tomboy Jane Withers, goes all girl and ruffles for
Joyce Home's party. Oh, her
escort? He's Mickey (Puck)
Rooney, no less.

dog.

AND,

of course, there is Shirley Temple who has found the biggest pot of
gold of all at the end of her rainbow.
Adulation has been showered on that golden head and gifts have fallen thick and
fast at her small feet. Yet Shirley remains
just a lovable little girl, blissfully unconscious that she's done anything remarkable
in her si.x years. The only thing she was
concerned about the other day was her
rabbits.
"My goodness," said Miss Temple,
"they're getting to be such a family I
don't know what we will do with them.
At first I started to give them names, but
now," she bestowed on me one of those
dazzling dimpled smiles, "now there's so
many, I just call them all Pet."
Mrs. Gertrude
didn't
the
vaguest
notion ofTemple
a career
forhave
Shirley
when she put her in that dancing class
three years ago. It was there that a tal-

The

True

He's a performer, too.

ent scout from Educational Pictures succumbed to the Temple charms and asked
her to be in the "Baby Burlesque" shows.
This was followed by a Fox offer and
Shirley was given a role in "Stand Up and
Cheer." Which is just what the public
has been doing ever since for this diminutive star.
This then is the story of Hollywood's
brightest constellation — the six little girls
who made good. It would be another story
if we wrote of the six hundred little girls
who, this year alone, failed in the industry. Some of them were prettier, some
brighter, some even had bigger and better
"chances" than our six starlets. But they
didn't make the grade. The Hollywoods
are full of them. So think twice before
you sell the homestead in order to launch
Annabelle in Hollywood. Shooting stars
are few and far between in the cinema
skies.

Story

Behind

Loretta
Young's
Illness
{Continued from page 35)
delayed finishing his "Crusades" so that
she could play "Queen Berengaria" in it.
She was busy, then, with Twentieth Century's "Call of the Wild," in which she
shared starring honors with Clark
Gable.
In London, Loretta became ill. Hurriedly, she and her mother returned to
Hollywood. Her family doctor there
prescribed a complete rest, so that she
might build up the strength which had
ebbed away. After that, his edict said, a
minor, but exceedingly delicate operation,
and then more rest to recover her
strength. It was a brutal order for a
girl like Loretta. Of all the film girls,
none enjoys more, the trappings of suc-

cess. . . . The parties, the dances, the
gaieties, the pretty attentions, the masculine conquests, that are offered beauty.
And Loretta is undoubtedly one of Hollywood's most beautiful actresses.
There is about Loretta a certain naive
sophistication that is absolutely charming. Tall, as slim as a reed, she wears
clothes well, loves to buy them, loves to
display them. At six she was designing
masquerade and dancing costumes for herself, making them out of oilcloth. Under
the influence of Mae Murray, with whom
she lived for one and one-half years,
from the age of four, she was sure she
was going to be a dancer. Preferably a
Pavlowa.
As a j'oungster she watched,
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with rapt attention, the inspired performances of Pavlowa and Nijinsky, on their
celebrated American tour.
With Miss Murray as her temporary
mother, she had all the advantages of
an artistic background. The way the
came about
temporary
Murray
was
amusing.
Studio"adoption"
workers called Miss
Murray's
attentionRobert
( she Z.was
then the
wife
of Director
Leonard)
to
pout of Loretta's
Murray
typical
the
rosebud
lipsMae
which
she could not entirely
close because of two small, protruding
front teeth. So entranced was Miss Murray by this tiny replica of her own famous
moue that she asked Loretta's mother if
she couldn't "borrow" her daughter for a
time. Loretta adored the idea of houseguesting with dainty, blonde Mae, and
asked that Colleen, her cousin, be included in the invitation so that she would
have someone to play with. In that way
Mae Murray, for a period of eighteen
months, became responsible for two small
charges.
Loretta made her Hollywood entrance
when her mother (then Mrs. Young)
brought her brood of three girls (a son
Jack made his home elsewhere) to the
iilm city, from Salt Lake City, after her
husband had left her. The oldest was
Polly Ann, now twenty-six, dark-haired,
sweet, the "Meg" of Hollywood's 1935
version of "Little Women."
Sally Blane, now Mrs. Norman Foster, was eighteen months younger. And
then came Loretta (christened "Gretchen," nicknamed "Gretch"), almost twenty-three, and a veteran of nine years of
motion picture work. It seems incredible that this child, now at an age when
most girls are leaving college or commencing a career — domestic or professional— is already the possessor of a successful career, an unsuccessful marriage
(to Grant Withers) and a divorce. She
was married at seventeen and divorced
about a year later.
A happy hodge-podge of ingenuousness and sophistication, Loretta, after
her divorce, proceeded to establish a record for romances. Large-eyed, wistfulfaced, soft-lipped, she was meant for wellstaged romance . . . the dance floor of the
Mayfair Club to the accompaniment of
provocative music, the sands of The
Beach Club, the plunge at Palm Springs'
El Mirador Hotel. All of these places
have been the backgrounds for Loretta's
many romances. There was a rumored
Ronald Colman romance, a Fred Perry
romance, she admitted a mighty heart-throb
for Spencer Tracy, then separated from
his wife. The Tracy romance, in the eyes
of the Hollywoodians, was the "high" in
Loretta's
They But
thought
she
was
seriousromances.
about Spencer.
the next
week she was dancing at the Mayfair,
sometimes with Bernard Newman, sometimes with someone else. Her conquests
were legion. And she loved the reputation as a heart-breaker that they gave her.
What woman wouldn't?
But Hollywood noted that Loretta's
conquests never carried her as far as the
altar. It might have been her religious
scruples. It might have been something
else. Out of the attentions lavished upon
her, came the legend that Loretta was
"unlucky in love." "She falls in love with
all of her leading men," said the gossip
columns. The idea was that she couldn't
give an efficient emotional interpretation
to her role unless there was some semblance of reality in her love scenes.
"Phooey," say those who know Loretta.
Then she and Spencer Tracy indulged
in some verbal gymnastics about their
feelings towards each other. When the
split-up occurred, that, too, was given
reading space. The total of these columns
upon columns was the legend that Loretta

IT'S a clever ^irl wTio kecp.s
kcr kands an ardent invitation to
romance. One certain way is to
use a sujaerior dejjendakle nail
fjollsli. PLAT-NUM Is a better .
blend of iDolisk. One a|D|)lication
will convince you. It a|3(3lies
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was "unlucky in love." They even had
her pining away (in her recent illness)
for the love of a star who promised to
divorce his wife and marry her. And
didn't. The whole unfounded story gave
both members to it a loud and long laugh.
The true Loretta, her intimates will tell
you, is "a little scalp-collector." In other
words, Loretta's favorite sport is bagging male hearts. And she has a nice collection. She is as fickle and inconstant a
coquette as ever flourished in the South
or a Booth Tarkington novel. At the end
of what was rumored to be one of her
"biggest moments," she was so bored it
was awful . . . for the family.
People who know Loretta well will tell
3 0U that she seldom lets her heart get out
of bounds. True, she may permit it to
beat twice as hard toward an ineligible
gentleman, but her rule is never to allow
herself to become involved romantically
with anyone who is not a peg or so
higher, professionally or socially, than
she is. Her attitude is "if you can't better
yourself, why bother?" It's the antithesis
of the "unlucky in love" story.
The Young family is a 1935 Louisa M.
Alcott family, set in luxury. The same
close-knit devotion, warmth of feeling,
generosity, love, is there. "Nothing must
happen to Loretta," said Sally Blane Foster, just home from her honeymoon.
"We've never had anything like death
come
to usbeen
and through
it simplyso can't
now.
We have
muchcome
together,

matter how difficult the task, 'Why, yes,
of course.' And it's done. Or if she has
a new dress, and has never worn it before,
one of us can say, ' "Poll," let me wear
30ur new dress, will you?' and the reply
is always, 'Of course, darling.'
"Loretta is so self-sufficient, so selfcontained. She has so many resources to
draw uix)n from within herself. She can
sit by the fire for a week and never want
to go out, but I— I have to be doing something all of the time. And she is so full
of poise. Even w-hen she was a little girl
and someone would call upon us to do some
parlor entertaining, Loretta would get up
with the poise of a countess and dance,
while 'Poll' and I were always scared to
death. Loretta has always been a little
different from us," continued Sally.
"Her illness has made her inore like us,
though. She is so pleased over trifles. Before that she was always busy and she
didn't have time to be excited over watching children's eyes pop out when you gave
them candy, or anything like that. Now
she does, and it's sweet to see her.
"I can remember when Loretta started a
film career in earnest — that was when she
was thirteen, she turned fourteen in the
'Laugh,with
Clown,
—LonsheChaney
would picture
come home
the Laugh'
broadest 'a' accent you ever heard. And people
would laugh at her and think she was
cute, because we were all Westerners and
she would afifect this pronounced English
accent. She always was an actress. She

so much fun, so much struggle, it's frightful to even think of 'Gretch' being ill, the

At one time Sally was the stellar light
always
be." not Loretta. She got fifty
of the will
family,
dollars a week more than Loretta and had
a studio contract. Then Loretta got the
major attentions from the rest of the
family, all anxious to further her career
and speed her on toward success. "I never
applied for anything but Western pictures, never bothered to do anything with
my hair but shampoo and brush it, never

With
"Bet" (Sally was christened
darling."
poor
Elizabeth Jane"! married and living in
the apartment they sublet from the Hardie
Albrights
(Martha
Sleeper),
and January
"Poll"
(Polly Ann)
planning
for her
EASY
OPENER

1936 marriage to Carter Herman of Pasadena, whose name appears frequently in
the society columns, the big Colonial
house on the hill is temporarily vacated
by
the Youngs, and leased to another
family.

f
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Report says it will be a year before
Loretta will appear before the cameras
again, but Sally insists that it will be a
much shorter time than that. "She'll be up
and out
few weeks,"
dent thatinhera sister
will soonshetakesays,
an confiactive
part in sertion
theseemsfamily
life again.
Sally's
asto be correct
because
Loretta
is improving rapidly — so much so that her
studio is planning to give her the title role
in "Ramona," which goes into production
in the course of the next few months.
"Polly Ann is the sweet one," continues
Sally, whole-heartedly. "She is the one to
whom you can say, ' "Poll," will you do
this for me?', and she always answers, no

Trial

lacquered
wonder
didn't
do
so wellmyin nails.
films. No
Loretta
was I always
so dainty, always performing some
small beauty chore. People say to me
now, 'But, of course. Sally, you never
cared about a career!' I did, that's the
funny
thing. she
And cares
I still, more
do." about the
However,
dark-haired Norman Foster, son of
Quaker parents, who is her very new husband. She adores the way his ears grow,
faun-like, and the funny way he crinkles
his eyes when he laughs ... and love is
certainly grand. Meanwhile, her sister
Loretta shares another very real experience of life — the battle for health. There
isn't a heart in Hollywood that is not beating with Loretta's in the courageous fight
she is making to win her way back to the
life she so dearly loves.
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as a show girl to pay for the art lessons
she wanted. O. Henry might have had
more words than Fred MacMurray with
which to describe their meeting, but he
would not have been more eloquent.
"I was doing a puzzle with the rest of
the
fellows
in the
band again.
during He
rehearsal,"
he said,
filling
his pipe
smoked
it in six puf¥s — five when he speaks of his
Lilian. "It was called 'Try Your Nerve'
— you held a long pin steady and pricked
different sized dots. Lilian came over to
watch — cute as the dickens in a pair of
brown slacks and a white jersey top. She
said, 'You must have been out late last
night,
Big every
Boy!' which
After way
I saw
the
dots went
and her,
it was

like that with her, too, I guess. We never
talked about it much afterward, just sort
of took things for granted — ours is sort
of a trial engagement. I haven't looked
at another girl since then. I haven't even
Theanother
merciful
seen
girl." smoke hung between
us. His voice came from behind it, laying
reluctantly the one treasure of his heart
before the inspection of a stranger. "After
all, we didn't have much time for love.
Lilian was studying dress designing. You
ought to see the clothes she made for
herself. .She always looked — well, she
looked" — he sought a dazzling, elegant
word to describe his girl in the dresses
she made for herself — "she always looked
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s'u'cll. A millionaire would have been
proud to take my Lilian out. But she
didn't want any millionaire."
The show in which they both worked
was "Roberta," with its lilting melodies
of young love. Her name on the program was like a thousand other charming,
silly chorus girl names, "Lilian Lamonte."
Fred sang a song — Lilian danced. After
the show they had chop suey at Joe's Place
— or Pete's Place. More often there was
only
a word, either
becauseclubs,
Fred's
band time
was for
in demand
for supper
or
Lilian had a chance to pose for a commercial photographer. They were twenty-two
and they owned Broadway. They said,
"Some day" — and didn't finish the sentence. Then Fred was made understudy
for the leading man and Lily sold a dress
sketch, while they waited for that mystic
moment known to Mazda Lane as "the
breaks."
"One day a movie scout saw the show,"
Fred said. "He came backstage afterward
and asked had I ever thought of the movies. I told him that was a laugh, because
I'd spent six months in Hollywood once,
getting a daily 'nothing doing, Bud,' from
studio gatemen. But he offered me a test
and I took it. I didn't tell Lilian, because
I never expected to hear from it again,
but a week later I got a contract to come
to Hollywood. I showed it to her after
the final curtain. I thought she'd be
pleased, but Lilian is different from most

"Why should she be?" said Fred. "None
of them are any prettier than my girl."
It came dangerously close to being sentimental. He stuffed a fresh supply of tobacco into the briar bowl and puffed furiously. "I was out here six months," he
admits, "without making a single scene.
You can be more alone in Hollywood than
anywhere on earth. I was discouraged.
I suppose I must have given her the satisfaction ofknowing I was darn lonesome
in my letters. Anyhow, one day she was

girls."
HIS eyes were still bewildered as he
mused over the unexpected things
Lilian had said, looking up from the contract he had brought her so proudly, "It's
splendid, Fred! But I'm not going. I've
read in all the fan magazines how it hurts'
a new actor's popularity to be' married.Yon'-ve" got to' have your chance..' 'Besides

When Hollywood saw the luscious
Southern girl with the magnolia petal skin
and
lovely clothes, she was always with
here."
that new leading man, who didn't look
like an actor. And immediately the rumor
hounds were on their trail. "When are
you going to get married?" they wanted
to know night and day. . "When — when —
WHEN?"
■. ■ -

Clings

till you

I'm just beginning to get somewhere with
my designs. We'll write every day. We'll
be sensible and wait and see."
Like a thousand other chorus girls did
I say? "Show me Lilian," I asked him.
"The picture of her you keep in your
breast pocket."
protested
have one.
HeHemade
a great that
show heof didn't
rummaging.
He
pretended surprise when he found one.
"It doesn't do her justice," he grumbled
proudly, handing me a snapshot of a slim
young beauty. You can see, looking at
her, why Hollywood stars have not succeeded in catching Fred MacMurray's
eye ; you can see something more, if you
look closely, and that is the firm little
chin under the ornamental dimple.
"She wasn't afraid to let you come alone
to a place where every woman is a famous Lilian
beauty?" ILamonte.
suggested, looking down
at Miss

wash

FRED MacMURRAY would have been
glad to have answered their questions,
but he didn't know himself. It appeared
that Lilian Lamonte had not given up her
job in a Broadway revue, nor her career
as a fashion artist to come to Hollywood
for marriage. Fred was lonely, he needed
her to talk to. He needed her to kid and
boss him. But he didn't need a wife yet,
not with it looking more and more as
though his contract would never be renewed and even if it were — well, newcomers to the movies don't get fancy salaries
and he had his mother to look after. Besides. Lilian said Hollywood changed
people.
Anybody,
who readit fan
zines, knew
that. Sometimes
even magamade
them completely difllerent. She liked Fred
the way he was — but how did she know
she would like him if he became a famous
picture star with everybody crowding
around to get his autograph, fans writing
love letters, a big salary and all that?
"I'm going to get a job," said Miss Lasetting in
hera firm
chin. right
"I'm
going tomonte,
work
store,little
modeling,
here where I can keep an eye on you and
see"And
you don't
go Hollywood."
she did,"
said Fred MacMurray,
as simply as though it were quite natural for a beautiful girl to give up her own
career just to keep him happy. And perhaps— looking at his six feet three of boyish good looks — it is quite natural. "She's
modeling at Howard Greer's," he added.
"She doesn't especially want to go into
the
movies,"
said. be"Still,
I wouldn't
mind.
Maybe Fred
it would
a good
thing if
she understood just what it means to work
in a studio — like staying evenings and not
always being able to telephone, or do things
■ just the way you plan."
"And you wouldn't be afraid, either?"
! I suggested wickedly. "Hollywood ' has
^ broken' up • romances before, " you know."
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Tlic smoke from the briar pipe becaine a veritable volcano.
two and
and a a girl
half that
yearsthey
wouldn't
show
a "If
fellow
were suited
I don't know how they would know,"
said the Scotch Mr. MacMurray cautiously." Lilian has been in the show business
quite a while. She's had chances to marry
men with more money than I'll ever have.
And if she's going to fall for a movie
actor, well, what's the matter with me?
She thinks I'm grand — on the screen ! I
don't
why We
Hollywood
either see
of us.
like to should
do thechange
same
things, which means not much of anything.
Sit around and talk, sing a little, go down
to the beach and eat a steak or go over
to mother's house for dinner. Sometimes
we see the fights. Once in a while we
go to a night club. Lilian likes to dance,
I don't,
we don't
kind
of aso girl
she is go
! often. That's the
"I like the movies. But I don't care
for most of the things that go with being
a Hollywood star. Crowds scare me pink !

If You

In college I was so shy I couldn't stand
up to recite without blushing.
"I'll always live, wherever I am, just
about the same way I would have been
living, if I'd stayed on at Beaver Dam.
Now that things seem to be turning out
pretty well for me" — a mild way of referring to one of the spectacular successes
of the year I— "I'll soon be where I can
buy a house,
but itA won't
one ofa name
those
movie
mansions.
fellowbe with
like MacMurray
doesn't I go
extravagances !Of course,
knowin aforscreen
career doesn't last long. I read the fan
magazines myself! But I've still got the
old saxophone saved for a rainy day."
He rose to his feet, tucking his chaperone, the briar pipe, tenderly away. "Now
that I've told you about Lilian and me,"
he said wistfully, "you see, don't you, why
that secret marriage stufif makes me kind
of mad? Lilian is so — well she's so — " he
hunted
Murray. for the perfect word, the romantic
word, "she's so swell!" finished Fred Mac-

Would

Have

Like

Colbert

a

Figure

{Continued from page 55)
of Elmhurst, New York, whose picture is
published this month. Joan, you look more
like Claudette Colbert than any girl who
sent in her picture. I've got to hand it
to you. You are much braver than the
Hollywood girls to send in a picture (in
atouched.
bathingBecause
suit) that's
absolutely
those babies
out unrethere
never do that. You practically never see
an unretouched Hollywood photograph.
They can't take it. But, listen Joan, mama's
going to do some retouching on you, without even touching you. You are going to
do the touching yourself.
You have a fuller face than Colbert has
but, like Colbert, you've got those fat pads
on the cheek bones. Colbert has a triangular face. But when those cheek muscles are over-developed it's an infernal
triangle. Watch Claudette, Joan, and
you'll notice sometimes, when she smiles
on the screen, at certain angles those fat
pads on her cheeks stick out beyond her
nose. Guard against that. My personal letter to vou will tell you how to take them
Claudette's chin tapers ofT into a little

off.

"

point. It's a nice tailored chin. Your
lower face is heavier than hers. And it
looks to me as if your chin is all set to
double. Never mind what Mr. Culbertson
says, don't let it re-double! For by working together, baby, you and I will make
a grand slam.
You have bangs like Colbert and I imagine that's because, like her, you have a
high
that's sm.art.
But forehead.
with the Well,
face, darling,
the likeness
stops. At present Claudette has you all
beaten when it comes to a figure. But
never mind, we'll fix that. In a few days
you'll
my that
personal
letteryoutelling
all the get
things
will make
over, you
but
since I've had so many requests from
readers about posture and that fat on the
back, I'm going to tell you about that here.
You look to me as if you're a popular
kid. Well, get one of your many friends
to help you straighten up by giving you a
good slap between the shoulder blades
every time she catches you slumping.
No, I'm not kidding. And that slap is
not just a reminder, it does actual good.
There are important glands in the back

British Brian
Aherne and
Frau Marlerie
Dietrich are a
eign alliance
popular
forthat lunch and
dine frequently together.
They look pretty happy, too,
doncha think?
How about it,
mance?
pals,
is it ro-

MODERN
and they tend to grow sluggish. _ That slap
wakes them up, gives them a kick, stimulates them. So, I mean that as part of
the routine. Have your friend give you
several good firm slaps on the back two
or three times a day.

THAT fat back mars the looks of your
figure and ruins your posture. So here's
it. Here's
must do
you exercise
what
. Into a correct
the right
standing position,
slump slightly forward — make your back
as round as possible, as if you were trying
to make your shoulders meet in front.
Bend your arms slightly as if you were
hugging yourself but keep them a little
out from the body. In this position, relax
the arms. Now move the right shoulder
to the front as much as you can, stretching and pulling as hard as possible. Twist
your right arm inward at the wrist. This
arm should be across the body, but not
higher than the chest. Repeat the same
thing on the left side without straightening
rs
up. Don't
relax
shoulde
times.
And do
thatthe
fifteen
minutesbetween
every
day. Oh baby, how that takes down the
fat back!
Remember to straighten your shoulders
as often during the day as you feel inclined to slump, as that will make your
abdomen good and strong. Also keep your
back supple and limber. All these things
combine to keep your shoulders straight
and to give you good posture.
(Aside to Lorraine Page. Your mother
sent me your picture from New Orleans
telling me that you were in Hollywood
dancing in M-G-M pictures. Well, honey,
you were a close runner-up of the Claudette Colbert doubles. You bear, at a
glance, a resemblance to Colbert, but taking you feature by feature you are not as
much like her as the girl I picked. But
Lorraine, you're beautiful and it should
be a cinch for you to go far in pictures.
Your mother sent me just a head picture
of you but, if your figure is as beautiful
as your face, some day I may be writing
about
you're
a big
star.NotI
mean ayou
big when
star at
the box
office.
through the hips, remember that !)
All of which reminds me that there is
still plenty of time for you girls who look
like Katharine Hepburn to send me your
photographs, the one looking most like
her to have her picture published in
Modern Screen and to receive a long,
personal letter from me giving her a
complete routine for remodeling herself.
Also I want pictures of little girls
whose mothers think they look like
Shirley Temple. Because I'm going to
write an article in answer to the many
letters I get from sensible mothers who
want me to tell them how they can preserve their daughters' health and beauty
so that the children, in later life, won't
have to fight the handicaps these mothers
had to conquer.
By the way, what happened? Doesn't
anyone want to look like Constance Bennett or is there only one in captivity ? I
asked for Bennett doubles and what did I
get — practically none. I know it's a big
order because the first time I set eyes
on Connie I said to myself, "Oh, baby,
you'd be hard to match!"
However, my of¥er still holds. If there
are any Connie Bennetts in the world I
want to see them. I'll be patient. I'm still
waiting. Address : Madame Sylvia, Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New York,
N. Y.
Your letters keep pouring in. That's
swell. It shows me that every woman
wants loveliness. And every woman can
have it, too. String along with Sylvia.
I'll tell
the body beautiful youyou
neverthings
heardabout
before.
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It's that Hard-to-Get-at
"Second
that Makes
Your Skin Coarse

A black slip under a white dress will make the
white dress look dark — grayish!
The same holds true for dirt buried in your
skin. It will make your skin look dark — give it
a grayish cast. It will also clog your pores and
make your skin large-pored and coarse.
It's safe to say that 1 out of 10 women do not
have as clearly white and radiant and fine a
skin as they might, simply on account of that
unsuspected, hidden "second layer" of dirt.
There is one sure way to remove that underneath dirt and that is to use a cream that penetrates the pores.
A PENETRATING Face Cream

Layer" of Dirt
and Gray

Supplies Dry Skin with What It Needs
As Lady Esther Four -Purpose Face Cream
cleanses your skin, it also does other things. It
lubricates the skin — resupplies it with a fine
oil that overcomes dryness and makes the skin
velvety soft and smooth.
Cleansing the pores as thoroughly as it does,
it allows them to function freely again — to
open and close — as Nature intended. This automatically permits the pores to reduce themselves totheir normal, invisible size.
Also, Lady Esther Face Cream makes so
smooth a base for powder that powder stays
on twice as long and stays fresh. You don t
have to use a powder base that will ooze out
and make a pasty mixture on your skin.

No Other Quite Like It
Lady Esther Four -Purpose Face Cream is a
penetrating face cream. It does not merely lie
There is no face cream quite like Lady Esther
Face Cream. There is no face cream that will
on the surface of your skin. Almost the instant
it is applied, it begins working its way into
do somymuch
yourit skin.
don't
the pores.
take
worddefinitely
for this !for
Prove
at my But
expense.
It goes to work on the waxy dirt, breaks it
Let me have your name and address and I'll
up, makes it easily removable. When you
send you a 7-days' supply. Just mail a penny
cleanse your skin with Lady Esther Face
postcard or the coupon below and by return
Cream youget dirt outthatyounever suspected
mail you'll get the 7-days' supply of Lady
was there. It will probably shock you when you
today.
Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream; also all five
see how really soiled your skin was.
shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder. Write
Two or three cleansings with Lady Esther
Face Cream will actually make your skin
appear whiter — shades whiter. You
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (20)
FREE
would think almost that you had bleached
Lady
Esther,
2010
Ridge
Avenue,
Evanston,
Illinois.
it, but that's the effect of thoroughly
Please send me by return mail your 7-day supply of Lady
cleansing the skin. When your skin has
Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades of your
been thoroughly cleansed it blooms
Face Powder.
anew, like a wilting flower that has been
Name
.
suddenly watered. It becomes clear and
Address
radiant. It becomes fine and soft.
City
State
(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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SUFFERERS

-f^

P5DRIA5I

5

Mae.
D€RmOIL
DERMOIL is being used by men and women
throughout the country to secure freedom from
this ugly, stubborn, embarrassing, scaly skin
disease, often mistaken for eczema.
Apply DERMOIL
externally.
Does not
stain clothing.
Watch the scales
go, the red patches
gradually
disappear, and enjoy
the
J.yeaTB.
F. "Suffered
nine
P^^-i\
°f ^ ^lear skin
Had
Bpotg
oo
\
,jf!v!^r
\
^S3-^^
my scalp, forehead,
arms, legsgernails.
and finever used beforeNothinghasI
worked lilio Dermoil.
You cannot see the
places where tho
scales were."
DERMOIL is backed with a positive guarantee
to give chronic sufferers definite benefit in two
weeks time or money is refunded. You risk nothing. Prove it yourself. Trial bottle _FREE to
make ourhowfamous
"one spot and
test."extent
Write oftoday,
stating
long troubled
your
Psoriasis. No obligation.
LAKE LABORATORIES
Box 6, Nortliwestern Station, Dept. 601
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

MUSCULAR
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Beauty

Advice
{Continued j r )ni page 23)
why this was so. Years passed before
Rio made an exquisite "Madame Du
medical science found a method for deBarry,'' tranced
whose
charms
kept
a
King
enat a time when the French court
veloping the beneficial qualities of milk.
was mad with extravagance. Men in
Then a process made it possible to prepare gold in a soft, fluid form consisting
those days took part in the drama of dressof millions of infinitesimal atoms. Each
ing, too. Tile ladies spent half their time
atom is charged with a natural electrical
getting their hair fixed. Such coiffures
impulse, and is in constant movement.
as were achieved ! They looked like wedNow we have this activated gold put into
ding cakes, tier upon tier, with puffs and
two new creams. The tiny atoms of gold
floating curls, and ribbons, pins and
flowers. Contrast the comfort of a modern
in the cream, because of their constant
movement, penetrate easily and quickly
day permanent with the ordeal of having
such a coiffure concocted for you every
to the innermost corners of the pores, attract to them the dust and other impurities
day of your uncomfortable life. And if
lodged there, and carry this debris to the
you can't get a permanent, you can at
least get the kind of new metal curlers
surface of the skin where it can be removed. The result is a tonic effect on
that are genuinely comfortable to sleep
the tissues. It's mysterious and has a lot
on. I don't want you to go to the Valentine ball without your rightful heritage
of scientific angles to it regarding negaof curls.
tive and positive electrical charges. HowWhile the aim of each head may once
ever, these new creams — one a skin clarihave been to carry as large and impressive
fier, the other a rich lubricating cream —
a load as possible, the face has of recent
arouse circulation, with a cleaner, healthyears asserted itself as the dictator. Lovevibrant
as ato result.
You'll
want ier,tomorerush
for askin
pencil
write for
the
ly contour is more important than decoraname of this modern gold rush product.
tion in hairdressing. Do you remember
be gold
in them
thar' table.
hills,
Charlotte Henry in "Alice in Wonderland"
but,There
there «/ay
is milk
on your
breakfast
saying, "The face is what one generally
Milk had a place in ancient beauty rituals,
goes by?" And so it is. Though sometoo, before vitamins were discovered.
times, in the winter, one would think it was
Carole Lombard, Heather Angel, Karen
the nose. (Don't say modern cosmetics
Morley and Constance Bennett are a few
don't belong in Wonderland. I can even
tell you something to do for a red nose!)
of
Hollywood's exponents of milk as a
beautifier.
If the face is the dictator, it ought to
demand a search for gold. The Alaskan
Gold Rush took place somewhere around
Mary Biddle,
MODERN SCREEN,
the
Diamond
Lil,the
Mae1936West's
sistertime
underof the
skin. But
rush
149 Madison Avenue,
for gold is going to be a feminine one,
New York, N. Y.
a youth movement, a discovery in cosmetic
chemistry. Naturally, you have always
Kindly send me your bulletin on "The
thought of gold as a symbol of wealth.
But today this same gold is bringing new
beauty to women. El Dorado has been reNc
discovered ina cream.
Milk Diet."
Address
Please enclose a stamped, addressed
ONE of the ancient beauty rituals was
the use of gold mixed with wine as
envelope. Personal problems are always gladly answered by Mary Biddle.
a beauty lotion. Women found it beneficial to the skin, but it was a mysterv

RHEUMATIC

PAIN

It takes more than "just a salve" to draw
it out. It takes a "counter-irritant"! And
that's what good old Musterole is — soothing, warming, penetrating and helpful in
drawing out local congestion and pain when
rubbed on the sore, aching spots.
Muscular lumbago, soreness and stiffness
generally yield promptly to this treatment,
and with continued application, blessed
relief usually follows.
Even better results than the old-fashioned
mustard plaster. Used by millions for 25
years. Recommended by many doctors and
nurses. All druggists. In three strengths:
Regular Strength, Children's (mild), and
Extra Strong, 40(! each.

This handsome
Irishman is
Brian Donlevy,
a new

screen

find. He's appeared in "Barand "Another
Face"
to
date,
bary Coast"
and the New
Year will see
him in many
more.

MODERN

Information

Desk

{Coniinncd jrom page 8)
Tliis was made in England.
RUBY KEELER: Halifax. Nova Scotia, has the honor
of claiming Ruby, who was born there on August 25,
1909. But she only lived there three years before
the family moved to New York, where she attended
public
the herProfessional
Children's
School.school
13andRubylater
stage
debutwhile
and still
appearedAtin choruses
ofmade
Broadway
shows
going
showsigned
first
broughtto herschool.
to the Texas
public Guinan's
eye, and floor
Ziegfeld
her
as
chief
tap
dancer
in
"Whoopee."
1928
brought
Al Jolson and Ruby together, and they were married,
after which she was starred in "Show Girl." Her
first
was she
"42nd
which
she made
such movie
a hit that
has Street"
been topsin at
Warners
ever
since. Off the screen she is shy and retiring,
dresses modestly and is a grand little wife and a
swelling mother
to their
to Al. She
likes adopted
to fish,baby,
play Albert,
golf andaccordride
horseback. A typical Irish beauty. Ruby has brown
wavy hair and l)lue eyes. Her weight is 105 and her
height is 5 feet 4 inches. Her next picture will be
"Colleen"
with Brothers
Dick PowellStudio,
and Joan
Blondell.
her at Warner
Burbank,
Cal. Write
ELSA
JANEthe MILLER.
Wheeling,
Va.— was
What going
ever
started
rumor that
Shirley W.
Temple
blind? She most certainly is not — or anything like
it. Right now she is busily working on "Captain
January"
followbut"The
Lee Tracy which
is not will
married,
rumorLittlest
has it Rebel."
that he
and
Isabel
Jewell
have
made
up.
You
can Gower
wi'ite
Richard Dix at the RKO-Radio Studios. 780
St., Hollywood, Cal., where he recently finished
"Mother Lode."
RALPH BELLAMY: This attractive gentleman was
lx)rn in Chicago, 111., on June 17, 1904, where he
attended
he was
still in college he ranpublic
away schools.
from homeWhen
to join
a Shakespearean
repertory company touring the middle west. From
that time on he stuck to the stage persistently
playing with stock companies and the like. In 1930
he came to New York, determined to crash Broadobtained
a roletwoin other
"Town shows.
Boy" and
went onway. Hethe
road with
Backthento
New York again, Ralph obtained an important part
in "Roadside' ' when he was signed to a motion
picture contract, and made his screen debut in "The
Secret
Married
to Catherine
Willard,
they
have no Six."
children.
His hobby
is collecting
old music
boxes and old books. His pastimes include golf,
tennis and horseback riding. He is 6 feet IV2
inches tall, weighs 178 pounds, and has light brown
hair and blue eyes. He is a free lance player, but
is working
now on1438"Dangerous
for Columbia Pictures.
N, Gower Intrigue"
St., Hollywood,
Cal., where you can reach him,
SARAH ANN RAY, Albuquerque. N. M.— Robert
Montgomery had a vacation in Europe from which
he returned recently. He is about to start work
on "The Unguarded Hour" with Rosalind Russell.
BUCK
JONES:Ind.,Charles
"Buck"4, Jones
was American
born in
Vincennes,
December
1889, of
parents. He was educated in public schools and
for a while worked as a mechanic. Later on he
went to Montana and took up the life of a cowboy.
Next he joined the U. S. Cavalry for service in the
Philippines, following which the Miller Brothers
"101" Ranch
him aswentan
expert
rider. Wild
DuringWest
the Show
World engaged
War, Buck
to France with the First Air Squadron and after
the war markable
remained
in Europe performing
refeats of horsemanship
t)efore the his
various
monarchs. He is married to Odille Osborne, and
Maxine
theirheight
daugliter's
His weight
hobby 173is
mechanics,is his
6 feetname.
and his
pounds. He has gray eyes and brown hair. Buck
is_ under contract to Universal Studios. Universal
City, Cal., where you can reach him. "Silver Spurs"
and
"Sunset of Power" are his two most recent
pictures.
E. G. HULA. New York. N. Y.— William Powell was
born on July 29. 1892. in Pittsburgh. Pa. On May 2,
1904, Bing Crosby was born in Tacoma. Wash.
Waterbury, Conn., is Rosalind Russell's birth place.
HENRY FONDA: On a certain :May 16. this young
man wassionalborn
Grandfather.
Island,William
Neb., ofBrace
non-profesparents.at His
Fonda,
moved his family to Omaha when Henry was a
small child, and here he attended public and high
schools with a writing career in view. He worked
his way through the University of Minnesota, where
he studied journalism. After his graduation, Henry
tried in vain to land a newspaper job. He then became interested in the Omaha Community Playhouse
whereconcerned
he appeared
plays, butendwasofprincipally
with thein technical
the
stage. In 1928 he came East to play in summer
stock and in the fall came to New York where he
was engaged by the Theatre Guild as an extra and
understudy. He finally got a break and was recommended to Marc Connolly for the role of the
farmer time,
lad inFonda
"The came
Farmerto the
Takesattention
a Wife."of Walter
At the
same
Wanger who signed him to a long-term contract
and loaned him to 20th Century-Fox for the screen
version of that play, for "Way Down East" and
to RKO-Radio for "I Dream Too Much." Now Mr.
Wanger has given him a splendid role in "The Trail
of
6 feethair
1 inch
tall the
and Lonesome
weighs 170Pine."
pounds.Fonda
He hasis black
and
blue eyes. At one time he and Margaret Sullavan
vvere riedmarried,
but no
more him
— in at
fact the
he'sParamount
not marto anybody.
Write
Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Cal.
INFORMATION DESK. MODERN SCREEN
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please print a brief life story of
in your department.
Name .
City. .

. State .
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SCIENCE

MOW^

PROVES
THERE'S
NO
EXCUSE
FOR

ITHOUSANDS

V

TO

SKINKY

I
I

BE J

^

liealtli ourpose.
^
—
\mpovtatv'- P"iv'
HEIGHT 5FT.4IN.
WEIGHT 120 LBS,
10

TO

QUICK-

25
SAY

LBS.

GAINED

THOUSANDS

Now there's no need for thousands to be "skinny",
even if they never could gain before. Here's a new,
easy treatment for them that puts on pounds of naturally attractive flesh — in just a few weeks!
Doctors now know that the real reason why many
find it liard to gain weight is they do not get enough
digestion-strengthening Vitamin B and blood -building BUST
iron in their food. Now with this new discoveiy which 35 m
combines
these of
two people
vital elements
concentrated
^ "
tablets, hosts
have putin onlittle
pounds
of firm
flesh, normal curves — in a very short time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining normal \
good-looking pounds, but also naturally clear skin,
freedom from indigestion and constipation, new pep.
7 times more powerful
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is made from
special cultured ale yeast imported from Europe, the
richest known source of Vitamin B. By a new process
it is concentrated 7 times — made 7 times more powerful.
Then it is ironized with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.
If you, too, need Vitamin B and iron to build you
up, get these new Ironized Yeast tablets from your
druggist at once. Day after day, as you take them,
watch skinny limbs and flat chest round out to normal
attractiveness, skin clear to natural beauty. With new
health and glorious pep you're an entirely new person.
Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and rundown you may be from
lack of enough Vitamin B and iron, this marvelous
new Ironized Yeast should build you up in a few short
weeks as it has thousands. If not delighted with the
results of the very first package, money back instantly.
Special FREE ofFer!
To start you building up your health right away, we
make this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package
of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on
the box and mail it to us with a clipping of this
paragraph. We will send you a fascinating new book
on health, "New Facts About Your Body." Remember,
results guaranteed with the very first package — or
money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., p«^<"'
Inc., Dept. 32. Atlanta, Ga,
"Zfd.,
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Here

Are

The

Forty

Musa
FIRST

Winners

Dagh

PRIZE

Days

of

of

' Contest

SECOND

PRIZE

$ 1000.00
QripO-Iafor

Marion

Craig

I •The appetizing, fragrant arorria of Drip-O-lator
I coffee and tts clean, ricH body, free from muddy sediment

I 12 Chapala

I
I
I
1
I

Santa Barbara, Cal.

has frrmly establisKed a nation wide preference for
the Drip-O-lator.
• Your dealer has many attractive modeU in both
aluminum and china for party or every day use. Decide
now to select one of the new models on yout next
shopping trip. You will find the name stamped in the

Ohio

PRIZE

$200.00
Mrs. M. M. McLaren,
Alhambra

Hotel,

Mianni, Fla.

FOURTH

Hair

Seven

OFF
is
I once had ugly hair on my face and
unloved ... discour. . was
UgnnV^
' " chin
aged. ,Tried
depilatories, waxes, liquids
. . . even razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I discovered asimple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked! Thousands have won beauty, love, happiness
with the secret. My FREE Book, "How to Overcome
Superfluous
methodAlsoandtriedproves
actual success.Hair,"
Mailedexplains
in plain the
envelope.
offer.
No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Box 4040, Merchandise Mart, Dept. 245, Chicago.

PRIZES

at $50.00 Each

Mrs. Nancie S. Brann,

W. McQuade,

59 Fort Pleasant Ave.,

637 S. Presa Street,
San Antonio, Tex.

Springfield, Mass.
Nectar Davidian,

THAT

1800 San Lorenzo Ave.,

Olga M. Rasmussen,
7334— 26th Ave..

Berkeley, Cal.

Kenosha, Wis.

EInner Green,

Robert C. Schenken,

16 East Fourth Street,

3600 Magnolia Blvd.,

Alton, ill.

07

44th Street,

Ashtabula,

THIRD

THE ORIGINAL DRIP-O-LATOR IS SOLD BY ALL
LEADING CHAIN, DEPARTMENT » RETAIL STORES

Address

40 1 West

Street,

j bottom of the genuine Drlp-O-lator. Mat<e strre of it,
1 THE ENTERPRISE ALUMINUM CO. - MASSILLON, OHIO

To get lovely soft French
^
^ >
Laundered effects in all doeCf-M-f
you iron. ..no trick at ail.
_
ftI
feel the amazing ' ix
see
Just
ce and
differen
in your ironings when ^\ F E* E R
you change from the bother and
uncertainty of lump starch to
Quick Elastic.
It's that pulverized, complete starching and
ironing mixture thousands are
talking about. No sticking. No
INHOT30 STARCH
SECONDS
scorching. Wonderfully penetrating, itrestores elasticity
and that fresh new look and fee!
to things. Your iron fairly glides.
THANK
YOU
I THE HUBINGER CO., No. 979, Keokuk, la.
II chase
Send ofmea large
your 10c
trialpacliage
offer check
goodElastic
for 5c Starch,
on the purof Quick
and
your free folder, "That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."

$500.00
Kathryn Mansell,

Wentworth,

Seattle, Wash.
Robert Seklemian,
c/o R.C.A. Communications, Inc.,
66 Broad Street,
New York, N. Y.

NOTE ; Due to lack of space, it is impossible to list here the
names
each).

of the ninety winners of the fifth prizes

(five dollars

The prizes have been sent to the ninety lucky ones, and
their names are on file at this office.

MODERN

Stu Erwin and June Collyer
Erwin are all dressed up for
big sea doings at the "Captain's Banquet." Everyone was
very nautical.
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unsweetened

How

Can

I

Sweetenea ^

Look

Smarter?
{Cohfinued from page 58)
color. This same type of sandal is very
popular about Hollywood and appears in
various fabrics as well as gold and silver
kid.
Q. Please tell me when I can wear pajamas and where ? Can I wear them to
dinner? On a boat trip? Or to breakfast
when
in a friend's
home?
A. Aa guest
few years
ago there
was a great
vogue for wearing pajamas to dinner.
These pajamas were made very much like
evening gowns only they had trouser legs
instead of skirts. However, today it is
not smart and the only time you may wear
pajamas to dinner would be for an informal gathering of very close friends in
your own home. Even then, a hostess
dress would be smarter. On a boat trip it
is permissable to wear sports pajamas of
the shirts and slacks type for deck games,
but never anything of a dressy character.
You could wear pajamas to breakfast at
your friend's home if you find out first
whether the other members of the family
will be wearing similar costumes.
Of course, in Hollywood where life is
much more informal, the great majority of
stars wear pajamas to the studio for work
and for general sports wear. These are
of a tailored type and are made in fabrics
and styles that look appropriate outside the
home. Two typical Hollywood pajamas
are shown. Clair Trevor wears a white
satin suit at home. It's very tailored, the
double breasted blouse being trimmed only
with
black
upon which Claire
are Claire's
initials
donebuttons
in rhinestones.
has a
three-quarter jacket to top this. So simple
and in such good taste is this that she
often wears it to dinner when she is having a few friends in. Ruth Weston, the
New York stage star, who went to Hollywood for her screen debut in "Splendor,"
wears a favorite style of Hollywood pajama. It's a two-piece silk affair, very
tailored, with a bright plaid scarf as its
sole trimming.

FREE!

New

Cook

Book

of Wonders!

New! New! NEW! Just off the press! "Magic Recipes" is a thrilling new
successor to "Amazing Short-cuts." Gives you brand-new recipes — unbelievably
quick and easy — for pies, cookies, candies, frostings ! Sure-fire custards ! Easyto-make refrigerator cakes! Quicker ways to delicious salad dressings, sauces,
beverages, ice creams (freezer and automatic). Address: The Borden Sales Co.
Inc., Dept. MM-26,350 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Name— —

Street '■
City
State (Print name and address plainly)
This coupon may be pasted on a penny postcard.

.^^^^^

Margot Grahame
and

Gene Raymond together at
a studio party.
Margot is workO'clock
Couring in "Two
age" and Gene
will soon be
seen in "Don't
Bet on Love."

MODERN

IT'S THE
snmE ciRi
LOVELY
MARIAN MARSH
COLUMBIA PLAYER
ILLUSTRATES
TWO

HOLLVUJOOD

CURLER

HHIR STVLES
• Whether you want lots of
curls or just a few, Hollywood
Rapid-Dry Curlers will give
them to you quickly, easily,
and beautifully right In your
own home. Add new charm to
your personality with a smart,
flattering hoirdress made with
"the Curlers used by the Stars'/
RT S< nno ID« STORES
nnD noTion couiiters
5f

★
★
★
★
★

HOLLYWOOD RAPID DRY CURLER
Box aOOM, Hollywood, California
Please send FREE Hollywood Curler and
'
booklet of smart Hollywood Hair Styles.
Name
AddressCity_
-Slate-

am^ Ifour Own Dresses -^ f\CC
Showing Latest
F/ISHIOI\l FROCKS /
• • ■ • Direct from facfori/ '
No House-to-House Canvassing Necessary
New kind of work for ambitious women demonstratinggorgeousParis-styleddressesatdirect factory prices. You can make up to S22 in
a week, full or spare time, and get all your
own dresses free of any cost to wear and
show. Fashion Frocks are nationally advertised and are known to women everywhere.
No Investment Ever Required
We
send
you and
an elaborate
StyleWrite
Presentation
in full colors
rich fabrics.
fully for
details of this marvelous opportunity, giving
age and dress size.
FASHION FROCKS, Inc. cinchfnatifl?

MercolizedWax

Wax

Keeps
S^ii^ Young
Absorb blemishes and discolorations using
Mercolized Wax dailx as directed. Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed and all
defects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautifully clear, velvety and so soft — face looks
years younger. Mercohzed Wax brings out
yoiu- hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.
Phelactine removes hairy growths
— takes them out— easily, quickly
and gently. Leaves the skin hair free.
T—
Powdered
Saxolite-—\
I Reduces
wrinkles and other
age-signs. Sim- I
I ply dissolve one ounce Saxolite in half -pint I
I witch hazel and use daily as face lotion. |
94
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Q. Are people wearing evening gloves
til is 3'ear ?
A. Yes, quite a number are seen at formal iiarties. The most popular type is the
gauntlet or puil-on of metal cloth or
fabric, rather than the more conventional
buttoned glove of white kid. Myrna Loy
wears a very attractive pair of satin gauntlets with a short sleeved, black velvet dinner dress. A color to contrast with the
gown is the popular choice.
Q. I am very short waisted, can I wear
sweaters and skirts ? Can I wear suits ?
A. You can wear sweaters and skirts,
provided you don't tuck your sweater into
your skirt top. Instead, wear it like an
over-blouse with a narrow belt placed
slightly below your normal waistline.
You can wear a tailored suit with a oneor two-button closing like the Jean Muir
suit, mentioned earlier. Jean is quite short
waisted but you would never guess it from
this picture, would you? Always avoid
wide belts on both dresses and suits, in
fact, whenever possible, try to have your
costumes made so that the belt line is
lower than that worn by a girl whose
es.)
waistline is more normal.
Q. What should I wear to informal
dances? (I don't like ankle length dressA. The perfect answer to this is Tutta
Rolf's attractive metal cloth shirtwaist
dress. It is a regulation afternoon length,
yet it achieves an air of party formality
by the clever use of gold metal cloth with
brown velvet trim. It's a -grand dress for
girls in school, in business, or for you who
stay home and have to dash about to informal dancing and bridge parties. Tutta's
a giddy
velvet turban
is anchoice
extraof dash
of little
smartness.
Grace
Moore has one of these semi-formal shirtwaist dresses in a sherry brown satin with
jeweled
a petcostume.
Hollywood
cocktail, buttons.
theatre andIt's
dancing
Q. Could I wear sports clothes to a
bridge party? If not, what should I wear?
A. You might wear a sports dress or
suit for an afternoon of bridge when a
foursomeBut
of for
you agetrealto.gether
a friend's
house.
party, atI think
you
would feel rather out of place. Bridge
parties are usually carefully planned by the
hostess and it is only fair to her to appear in some attractive afternoon costume.
Bette Davis wears a nice type of informal
dress suitable for either afternoon or evening bridge gatherings. The soft, full
sleeves, the flared and shorter skirt and
the graceful cowl neckline are all good
details but not fussy ones. The use of
shirring and the added touch of the rhinestone clips are perfect.
Q. When should veils be worn on hats ?
A. I am ' certainly glad that this
question came up because I think the veil
is a very much misused item of our current fashions. Veils are a dress-up accessory and, therefore, should not be worn
for sports or for general tailored daytime
use. If you want to trick up a daytime
hat to look more festive for an evening
date,wearing
use a veil
by trimmed
all means hat
— butwith
don'ta
go
a veil
woolen dress and a tweed coat. Wear
veils on hats that top afternoon, cocktail,
theatre and dinner costumes. Wear them,
too, with your best winter coat. An excellent example of a veil worn correctly
is the one adorning Myrna Loy's little
velvet turban — it accompanies her semiformal velvet dinner gown and looks
right. And, if you feel self-conscious in
a veil, never wear one.
SPECIAL
CROCHETING

Q. Recently I was elected president of
our local woman's club and I am uncertain about what type of costume would be
most appropriate for me to wear to meetings. Will you make some suggestions
A. Any attractive afternoon or tailored
please? would be right. Some clubs vary
costume
in the degree of formality for clothes —
some women like to wear real afternoon
dresses to club meetings, while others prefer rather tailored clothes. In general, however, Ithink you would be well dressed if
you struck a happy medium between the
two. A dress somewhat like the one worn
by Ann Sothern and illustrated this month.
Her'sric inisa two-piece
— of suede
finished
warm chamois
color.
Brownfab-is
used for the buttons and trim, also for the
attractive scarf cleverly draped above the
collar. Ann's accessories and her brimmed
felt hat are smart details. This costume
is not formal yet it is dignified and quite
suitable for a club meeting. Where you
are an officer of a social club, meeting in
members' houses, you can wear the softer
type of afternoon dress in silk or velvet.
Q. What, oh what, can I do about my
long thin neck?
A. This is the complaint of so many
girls. The best way to camouflage neck
length and thinness is to wear scarfs, soft
collars and jewelry that give a rounded
line to the base of the neck. Avoid Vshaped necklines and of¥-the-shoulder effects. Kay Francis wears a high collar
set off by a three-strand choker of pearls
which is a grand way to hide that scrawny
neck. Not that Kay has one, but it just
happens that this neckline is becoming to
thin necks, too. Bulk around the neck is
the thing, not a real swaddling effect,
but a careful use of fabric to cleverly cover
up bones and prominent neck features.
Wearing the hair softer and longer is also
a good way to cut down the length of the
neck.
Q. I have very fat legs, do you think
I should wear my daytime skirts long to
cover them up?
A. No I do not. I think an awkward
skirt length calls attention to big legs. The
best daytime skirt length for you is just
long enough to cover the upper part of the
leg calf. In other words, where the calf
of the leg starts tapering down toward the
ankle, place your hemline. The best way
to judge the correct length for you is to
stand with your back to a long mirror, and
looking over your shoulder, hitch your
skirt up and down until you strike the
most becoming spot. Measure that and
then adjust your skirts to that height.
Q. What does a girl do when she hasn't
an
evening
and are
feelsbunny
she can't
to buy
one?coatAlso
wrapsafford
still
worn for evening?
A. You can always wear your winter
coat — but don't wear a hat just because
you are wearing your daytime coat. Of
course, you could make a short evening
cape or jacket for very little cost and then
you would feel perfectly dressed. Fur
trimming is not an essential, you could even
make a cape with one of those cute hoods
that forms a cowl collar at back when not
covering your hair.
Bunny wraps are still worn by college
girls. However, they aren't as popular as
lapin escorts.
because Some
they shed
so new
badly lapin
on gow'ns
and
of the
capes
and jackets look so much like ermine that
you get a real kick out of owning one,
especially when you know how little you
had to pay for it.

KNITTING
OFFER

ON

AND
PAGE
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You'n'Me
Between
{Co)iti)nicd from page 25)

wear their hair and if it weren't for movie
stars to set the styles everyone would look
alike."
To me that statement is ridiculous. I
am tired of reading and hearing "do as
Hollywood does." Nearly every piece of
clothing from handkerchiefs to stockings,
is advertised as being exactly like that
worn bv Ginger Rogers in this picture or
Jean Parker in that one. That goes for
cosmetics and shampoos, etc., too.
Why?cause theThat's
simple
fair sex
of enough.
the U. S.JustA. be-is
gullible enough to bite every single time.
Because this gown made Lombard appear
glamorous in her latest picture, they must
snatch it and buy it immediately, even if it
doesn't suit their personality. They are
satisfied because it is an "exact" copy.
Many people seem to think that our very
lives hinge on Hollywood doings — the
latest romances, blessed events and
divorces. I don't give a hoot about the
private lives of the stars. What I am interested in is seeing a good movie. I appreciate the beauty and handsomeness of
the actresses and actors, but I certainly
don't agree that Hollywood rules our
lives. — B. Chamberlin, Hasbrouck Heights,
N.J.
$1

PRIZE

LETTER

Carrillo, Picture Saver
If there were more Leo Carrillos we
would be assured of more good pictures.
Given half a plot he can inject enough
human interest into it to hold anyone's attention. While his recent picture, "Love
Me Forever," proved to be a masterpiece,
it was certainly not due to a good plot.
Even so, Carrillo put so much real acting
into it that unconsciously one forgot the
inconsistency of it all. He gave one the
impression that he was not just going
through some pre-directed motions and
emotions, but he made that character live
and stand out.
Even with such a ridiculous part as was
assigned
Ticket,"
he
showed him
the in
good"The
tasteWinning
to walk through,
and not try to recklessly dramatize a slapstick comedy. (They stopped just short
of throwing the pies.)
Maybe I'm all warmed up about this
Carrillo
I'm learned
not the about
only one.
And, fromperson,
what but
I have
him
he must be a pretty worth while gentleman off the screen, as well as an actor. —
Laura McCampbell, Knoxville, Tenn.
Attention,

Folks!

I've read letters praising Gable, Harlow
and every other screen star, but I haven't
seen many praising John Howard, a newcomer to the screen. I went to see "Annapolis Farewell" because of Richard Cromwell, but came out raving about John
Howard. I think that he, like Robert
Taylor, should rise to screen fame because
he's got what it takes to make the female
heart throb — a healthy handsomeness, a
grand speaking voice, plus acting ability.
Those of you who have seen him must
surely agree with me. — Movie Fan.
This and

That

Why all the fuss simply because someone called Joan Crawford "the essence of
artificiality?"
Everyone has a right to his
own opinion.

A quartette of famous gents stage a reunion at the Trocadero. Left
to right, Spencer Tracy, John Barrymore (returned from his romantic
wanderings), George Jessel and Joe Lewis.
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Personally,
I can't seeShe
that isJoan
is thea
essence
of anything.
merely
mediocre actress, whom one might like,
mildly,
but agent.
forget easily
it weren't
her press
And ifthat
goes for
for
Franchot Tone, too !
Some others that I've tried hard to rave
over, but can't, are : Constance Bennett,
Gloria Swanson, Francis Lederer, John
Boles, Spencer Tracy and Ronald Colman.
On the other hand, despite the fact that
they're not widely ballyhooed, I never miss
a picture of : Ralph Bellamy, Otto Kruger,
Charles Bickford, Marion Nixon, David
Manners N.
andJ. Jack Holt. — Ruth King,
Cranford,

Youtli

take a Beaiify Laxative
Keep regular as clockwork if you want to
feel like a million and look the same way.
If one day goes by without proper eliminalaxative"
take a "beautypoisons.
tion of body
and get
rid ofwastes,
those accumulated
Olive Tablets are ideal for assisting Nature in keeping a regular schedule. Gentle
and mild and non-habit-forming, they bring
prompt relief.
Keep a supply always handy on the bathroom shelf. They'll make a hit with the
whole family. Three sizes — 15*1- 30(!-60(i.
All druggists.
DR. EDWARDS

OlIVE

TABLETS
LAXATIVE

rWANTEDn
Women to make hooked rugs for our
stores. No experience necessary. Steady
work. We do the selling. Write at once.
HOLLYWOOD STUDIO STORES
5657 Hollywood Blvd., Dept. 3
Hollywood, California

ITCH
• . . STOPPED IN ONE MINUTE. . .
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other skin afilictions? For quick andhappy relief, use cooling, antiseptic,liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTIOtN. Its gentle oils soothe
the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless— dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it— or money back;
Free

for

Asthma

During
Winter
If you suffer with those terrible attacks of
Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw, Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp for
breath was the very last; if restful sleep is impossible because of the struggle to breathe; if
you feel the disease is slowly wearing your life
away, don't
onceof toa the
Frontier
Asthma
Co. fail
for toa send
free attrial
remarkable
method. No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy under the
Sun, send
this freeandtrial.
you have suffered for aforlifetime
tried Ifeverything
you
could learn of without relief; even if you are
utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but
send today for this free trial. It will cost you
nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 112-A Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara Stri'et, Buffalo, New Yorlt
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Up

I guess
about I time
'uns"
spoke
up. it's
Where
hail "we
from,young
practically
two thirds of the movie-goers are between
the ages of twelve and eighteen. Because
of this fact, Hollywood ought to make
the kind of pictures WE like to see.
Humor and romance are a combination
we crave.
Between you and me, "The Gay Deception" isan excellent example. Francis
Lederer and Frances Dee were heartfilling. They fit perfectly into that type
of role.
To the producers : Please let us have
more of them (together, of course.) —
"Fifteen," Worcester, Mass.
Open

Letter

to Mr.

Dix

You've worked mighty hard, Richard
Dix, kept your nose close to the proverbial grindstone — eleven years of stardom
and eighty starring pictures ! You made
rnany sacrifices, old timer, "stayed the
limit" when the going was tough. What
a career you have had, combined with all
the glory of achievement, fame, success,
worry, trouble and unhappiness — all of
which goes to make up a film star's life.
It hasn't all been in vain, however,
Richard Dix — for we, your staunch and
tried fans, will never forget your sterling
portrayals brimming full of drama, in
"The Christian," "The Vanishing Ameri-

Reviews—

A

can," "Cimmaron," and a score of others.
— Hal Revine, Ottawa, Canada.
Watcliing

It is indeed gratifying to see Rochelle
Hudson get recognition at last, and screen
material worthy of her ability. She acts
natural and is a likeable and interesting
girl. She gave a grand performance in
"Way Down East." What a grand picture! Simple and realistic!
I have watched her, with eager expectancy, climb the ladder of success ever
since I saw her first in "Are These Our
Children?" I am anxiously waiting to
see her performances in "Show Them No
Mercy" and "Rollin' Along."
I hope she will continue to play in pictures for many years to come. — Helen
Talbott, Idaho Springs, Colo.
More

of Meiton

Having just seen James Melton in
"Stars Over Broadway," I think that
Warner Brothers should be congratulated
upon having added such a beautiful voice
and magnetic personality to their bevy
of stars !
I know that Mr. Melton's admirers will
be very happy to see their radio favorite
and that they, like myself, will not be disThe best of luck to Jimmy Melton, and
appointed.
here's to his next film, "The Desert Song."
— Vera Appleton, Bronx, N. Y.
Good

You canvoritetake
or not,ofbutlimburger
Margaret's
fadish is this
a mixture
cheese
and Bermuda onions on toast. . . . Alison
Skipworth swore that she would never go into
the fillums. But after 26 plays in succession
on Broadway which all flopped. Miss Skipworth decided to try the movie pastures. She
only signed a contract for four weeks, however, but that was five years ago and she
hasn't left Hollywood since. Miss Skipworth
loothes dogs of any kind, but adores cats of
every description. Her home is a mecco for
every feline in the community. . . . Bette
Davis is the least superstitious actress in the
colony. A broken mirror only bothers her
she's never been to a
thrifty nature
fortune
teller inand
her life.

Ah, Wilderness
*^**
(M-G-M)
Thisand
is M-G-M
Eugene O'Neill
in hisa tender,
softest
mood
has wrought
nostalgic picture from his great play. If
you like an occasional evening _ at the
movies where you can sit steeped in mem-

Woric

The movie industry is certainly finding
put what the public likes in the way of
pictures,, because, we have seen some splendid pictures during the last year or so.
Those which stand out most in rny mind
are "Naughty Marietta," "Eskimo," "Imitation of Life," "David Copperfield," "Les
Miserables.'' "Cardinal Richelieu" and
"The
Crusade-i."
I like
a picture that has some weight,
and sincerely hope that the Mae West
variety is fading. — R. S., Oklahoma Citv,
Okla.

•om
e 10)
Tour
of pag
Today's
(Co)itiiuicd fr

grow in California on the place. Including
grain, fruit and nut trees. He boasts that it
has already practically paid for itself and
when directing
him he's
goinggoesto
become
a farmer. polls
. . .on
Margaret
Lindsay
to the movies for a good cry. She even sheds
tears over her own performances on the screen.

a Climber

Talkies

ory and moved by the charming home life
of a simple Connecticut family of 1906,
you will leave "Ah, Wilderness" with a
great sense of satisfaction. Lionel Barrymore is magnificent as the understanding
father of a large family. His scenes with
his son, Richard, played with fire and pathetic youthful emotion by Eric Linden,
are deeply moving. To say that they point
a moral to all parents makes this sound too
stufify which it never is. Spring Byington
as the mother, Wallace Beery as her roistering, tipsy brother, and Aline MacMahon,
Cecilia Parker, Frank Albertson and Bonita Granville all give excellent performances. It's a homespun evening for all
your family.
** The Bride
(Paramount)

Comes

Home

It's about time that everyone stopped
trying to make another "It Happened One
Night" out in Hollywood. To waste good
talent like Claudette Colbert, Fred MacMurray and Robert Young on a thin little
this is a shame. Poor Fred Maclike looks
story
Murray
completely unhappy as a
mulish magazine editor who has the bad
luck to fall in love with Claudette, a cheeild of the idle rich who has to go to work
on account of Pop, William Collier, Sr.,

MODERN

SCREEN
OMtY

Clark Gable and Charles
Laughton in that grand film,
"Mutiny on the Bounty."
is busted. Bob Young is the rich playboy
with an unquenchable thirst and ditto love
for Claudette. There are some laughs and
smart lines but on the whole you end up
not caring too much whether the bride gets
home or not. Collier, Sr., deserves a special bravo for giving you some of the most
entertaining moments in the picture.
Mutiny

on the Bounty

G.,^

Why does a girl in love blossom gloriously? Because she has the thrilling
assurance that to one person in the
world she is wonderful . . . adorable
. . . beloved.
Why do Blue Waltz cosmetics help the
"lonely" girl to blossom into the
"only" girl? Because they give her confidence; they make her feel desirable.
She discovers her own loveliness
through the romantic fragrance of
Blue Waltz Perfume; the satiny texture of Blue Waltz Face Powder; the
tempting colors of Blue Waltz Lipstick.
Say "Blue Waltz" when you buy cosmetics. Certified pure, laboratory tested. lOfi each at 5 and lOff stores.

(M-G-M)
When a producer spends something like
$2,000,000 on a production he is entitled
to expect from his director and the cast
something well above the ordinary run of
picture fare. "Mutiny on the Bounty"
looks like two million dollars of any producer's money. Faithful to the NordhoffHall best-seller of several years ago, it
presents a vivid picture of the cruel Captain Bligh and the men to whom mutiny
seems the only means of escape from his
brutalities. Personally, we can't understand why the men of his majesty's ship,
"The Bounty," didn't toss their captain
into the stand
briny,
perhaps
we don't underBritishbut
naval
regulations.
Those
who have read the book know that some
of the mutineers were hauled back to
England to stand trial, while the others
remained on Pitcairn's Island to establish
a new colony and, no doubt, a sequel to
"Alutiny on the Bounty." Of the cast,
Charles Laughton's Captain Bligh is villainously superb, and the portrayals of
Clark Gable and Franchot Tone are firstrate. Tone being especially good in an im, passioned plea at the trial for the mutineers. Here is really an epic of the sea.
Preview Postscripts

Bliue
UJalta
FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK ^
BLUE WALTZ PERFUME ' FACE POVVDER - LIPSTICK ■ TALCUM POWDER - COLD CREAM ■ BRILLIANTINE

THE

UNWED

The crowd swept Candy and Greg into the
room where half the college was waiting to greet
them with cheers. The whole thing seemed like
a nightmare to Candy. The congratulations, the
music, the dull guilty ache in her heart. Only
last night she had been a carefree silly girl and
now — now she was living a lie! For she dared
not tell the truth.

BRIDE!
What
did they do?
Carol Kenyon tells you
in her thrilling story,
"NAUGHTY GIRL"

It was iust then that Tops yelled over the heads
of the crowd. "I'll tell you what I know. Listen,
everybody! I'm going to tell you about Greg
and Candy. They aren't married! I know, because Iheard the manager of the roadhouse
talking. They were up in one of the private
suites when the place was raided! They just said

Production costs for this picture soared because of traveling expenses. Almost a year
was spent in Tahiti by Director Frank Lloyd,
a crew of cameramen and actors to get that
realistic scenery. Marno, the South Sea
island maiden, is a genuine article, too, for
she was discovered while the crew was on location and signed to a contract. The entire
cost was on location at Catalina Island for
several weeks. Clark Gable rented a house
over there ond regaled his cronies with
nightly bachelor dinners. Those scenes on the

"Of course we have a license," said Greg.
"We'll go get !t now!" Hand In hand Candy
and Greg ran down the walk to his car. Candy
was trembling so that her teeth were chattering.
It was all so ghastly! "What — what are we going
to do?" she whispered. . . .

briny deep weren't faked on a puddle in the
studio's back lot, either. Many of them
were shot in Catalina Bay and at Son Pedro.
The "Pandora" and "Bounty" v/ere as exact
replicas of the original vessels as months of
research and careful construction could make
possible. Research on the picture has taken
over three years. Natalie Bucknall, head of
the M-G-M
research department, and a

SWEETHEART

they were married to stop a scandal!"

In the FEBRUARY

Now

on

Sale

STORIES

Everywhere

10c
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Henry Fonda stamps himself as an excellent leading man, and Osgood Perkins,
seen too infrequently in pictures, makes
his minor role stand out. Quite a few additional laughs are supplied by Eric Blore
and The Duchess.
The Duchess is a seal.

PEPPY..
that's

me

all over!'

Preview Postscripts

Peter Lorre and Marian Marsh
m
Crime and Punishment."
• "I've just been taking SERGEANT'S
Condition Pills . . . and I feel like a million
dollars. We dogs need an occasional tonic
you folks."
like me
just""Give
CONDITION PiLLS for loss of apwell
if I'm
ill. Even
I've been
petite, or after
a few now
and then
will help
me resist
disease.
They help my blood after fever. Don't wait, till
handy.are Thanks."
Keep a box PiLLS
dog's sick. CONDITION
yoiir
SERGEANT'S
made of
the finest ingredients carefully compounded.
You can depend on them. Sold by dealers
everywhere. Write for your FREE COPY of
Sergeant's Book on the care of dogs. It may
saveFREE
your ADVICE.
dog's life. Our veterinarian will
answer fully.
questions free about your dog's health.
Write
POLK MILLER PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1970 West Broad Street
.
. Richmond, Va.

CONDITION
ASK

FOR

FREE

PILLS
DOG

BOOK

Splendid opportunities. Prepare quickly in spare time.
Easy method. No previous experience necessary,
common school education sufficient. Many earn while
■earning.
Send :particulars
for free booklet
"Opportunities in Modern
Photography",
and requirements.
AMERICAN
SCHOOL
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 2362
ChicaeOi Illinois
t^P
l>^NC#NG
LEARN AT HOME NEW EASY WAY. Professional
Stage Be Method.
and entertain your friends.
popular, earnSurprise
extra money,
develop hidden talent. Nomusicorexperienceneeded. Begin plete
dancingProfessional
first dayTap. Beginner's
fundamentals
and
comDance orincluded.
to For
$40 in. Easy wayonlyto reduce
buildorder
up Equal
figure.
ladies or men.structionSend
$3.75 money
for Complete
17-Lesson
Course.
Or
send
no
money
(
i
f
in
U.
S.
)
ana
pay
Fostman
$3.98
on
delivery.
No
more
to
pay.
Try
S
days,
f not ifdelighted,
refunded. Limbering
exercises
Free
you enroll money
now. THORNTON
DANCE STUDIOS
827 Irving Park Blvd., Suite 147 Chicago, III.
BRUSH AWAY
a

.GRAY HAIR
a//r/ jCaok. IO
YEARS YOUNGER.

Here is a quick, safe and
approved method. With a
small brush and BROWNATONE you just tint those
streaks or patches of gray to lustrous shades of blonde,
brown or black. Easy to prove by applying a little oi
this famous tint to a lock of hair. Cannot affect waving of hair. Over twenty-three years success. Guaranteed harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
If BROWNATONE does not give your gray,
streaked or faded hair alluring, rich, youthful-appearing color, your money back. Only 50c. At drug and
toilet counters everywhere.
oe

group of assistants devoted months to trackon the real "Mutiny"
down every clue
trials,ing obtaining
photostatic copies of material and unearthing every possible bit of
information. The uniforms worn by the crew
in the film ore exactly like those in fashion
on board the "Mutiny" a couple of centuries ago. Credit for this feat goes to
Charles Laughton, who happened on the
firm in London which has been in business
for over two hundred years and were the
makers of the original outfits. They were
handed the costuming contract by the studio
for the whole works. Director Lloyd can take
dozens of bows on this one. He has hod a
hand in every phase of the picture including
research, script writing, photographing and
acting. Turning this story into a celluloider
was Lloyd's idea in the beginning, some four
years ago. He had visions of a top-notch
Perthriller, but severancethe
in thestudio
face biggies
of suchdidn't.
objections
doesn't generally win out. So Mr. L. can
take another bow. . . . That distracted look
which the camera caught on the faces of
Mr. Tone and Mr. Gable occasionally during
the making of this picture con be understood
now. Franchot was contemplating marriage,
divorce.
Clark
and for
of course,
that
for awhile
botha of
them. So that's

**★*

I Dream

Too

Much

(RKO-Radio)
With the arrival of Lily Pons, opera
has now completed its invasion of Hollywood. And in Mile. Pons' case, at least,
it's all for the best, for while the young
lady is not beautiful she is good to look
upon, possesses an engaging accent, a
surprising flair for comedy, and the best
feminine voice that the sound screen has
ever offered. In fewer words, Lily Pons
is a hit in pictures. Her rendition of the
one
bell song from "Lakme" is sure to bemovie
of the high points of the present
season. Its only fault is that it makes the
excellent modern numbers by Jerome Kern
suffer by comparison. The story concerns
a young French girl who has a voice but
whose only ambition is to have babies.
During a night of revelry she meets and
marries Henry Fonda, an American composer. While trying to sell his opera to
an impresario (Osgood Perkins) she gets
herself discovered and becomes an opera
star. Husband resents his enforced role
of a Mr. Nobody and walks out. Things
straighten themselves out, however, and
the result is a bright and merry musical
which
should have considerable appeal.

Not content with luring stage luminories to
Hollywood, the movie moguls are raiding the
Metropolitan ranks. Lily Pons is the latest
to appear on the silver screen to the accompaniment of her canned golden voice. The
diminutive Miss Pons was born in Cannes,
daughter of on Italian mother and a French
father. A delicate child, she was given
vocal lessons for the deep breathing benefits. Her voice delighted everyone but Lily.
She wanted to be a concert pianist and if
was not until she had graduated from the
Paris Conservatory of Music that she took
up singing
In earnest.
tan debut was
mode inMiss
1931 Pons'
and Metropoliher transatlantic flight In 1934. This was a trip from
Rio de Janeiro to Germany on the Graf
Zeppelin. She has o passion for pets. Baby
panthers, monkeys and a young zebra number to
amongJerry,
her favorites,
she's very
partial
the seal inthough
this picture.
The
singer was a great favorite of Jerry's, too,
who finally got to the point where she
snubbed her trainer and would obey none
but Miss Pons. The seal is a star in her own
right.
Is "The
Duchess"
and
she Her
hails screen
from aname
tank ot
the San
Diego
Exposition. Jerry is talented — plays the
bugle and flute — but temperamental. She
took a great dislike to her stand-in, a blownup rubber seal, and would not perform when
It was on the set. Ronald, the rat who
mokes his debut in this picture, is also quite
a personage. He received $7.50 a day for
his services according to the contract, while
his trainer earned $5. . . . Henry Fonda is
the young man of a million Ideas. He's on
actor by accident, having decided on everything hut a profession. Bock in the Nebraska
high school days Honk was a window-trimmer, ice-man and soda-jerker. Then he took
the Minnesota University's journalism course,
with an eye on playwriting and the Great
American Novel. On Saturday afternoons
he councllled a Boy Scout troop, coached
basketball In the evenings and taught English at a Community Centre on the Sabbath.
It wasn't a nervous breakdown, after oil, but
a financial one that forced him to accept a
position with the Omaha Playhouse for a
paltry sum. But it paved the way to Broadway where he married Miss Margaret Sullavan, was divorced by the same, and later
made a hit In "The Farmer Takes a Wife."

Sylvia Sidney and Alan Baxter
in "Mary Burns, Fugitive."

MODERN
** Millions
(Paramount)

SCREEN
in the

Air
IF YOU

With Major Bowes' radio amateur hour
as its inspiration, "Millions in the Air"
presents a fairly entertaining bit of diversion which ought to bring joy to the
hearts of all loyal devotees of the gong.
If memory isn't fooling, this is the first
motion picture built entirely around an
amateur hour, so — who knows ? — maybe
we're in for a series of them. The romance in this one is carried by Wendy
Barrie, as the daughter of George Barbier, the a program's
sponsor, They
and John
Howard,
crooning milkman.
meet

Randolph

Scott and

Margaret

Sullavan in "So Red the Rose."

*** Crime
(Columbia)

and

Punishment

You might call this "The Return of
that Joe
Von Sternberg." We don't mean home
in
is just back from his ancestral
Brooklyn; we mean that this is his first
really good picture in some time. You
may recall that his last several efforts
turned out to be nothing more than a
series of lovely photographs of Marlene
Dietrich. His new picture is completely
equipped with motivation, a story, and two
examples of fine acting. The story is
Dostoievsky's, ;and is mainly concerned with
the fear that grips a man who has committed amurder. The two acting lessons
are furnished by Peter Lorre, as the
criminal, and Edward Arnold, as the police
inspector, who do much to give the story
a vitality it would lack in the hands of
actors less expert than they. Briefly, the
story is this ; Lorre, brilliant university
graduate, finds himself unemployed and
penniless. Recognized as an authority on
crime, and actuated by a desire for enough
money to bring him food and shelter and
to prevent his sister from marrying a
wealthy middle-aged dolt whom he detests,
he commits what he believes to be a perfect murder, only to find himself driven
almost mad by fear the minute suspicion
is turned his way. It's a grim unreeling
most of the way, with very little comedy
relief, but it should win Lorre many new
fans in America. In lesser roles, Marian
Marsh and Tala Birell are both capable.
** Stars Over
(Warner Bros.)

— the handsome young milkman and the
sponsor's daughter — and go on the hour
with a song number. While their singing is not Grade A it seems to appeal to
the audience, which yells for more, and
thus a romance is started. The real entertainment inthis exhibit is furnished by
Willie Howard, for years one of Broadway's favorite comedians, who makes an
auspicious screen debut as a would-be
opera star who has been strictly amateur
for twenty-five years. His burning ambition is to finish something — anything —
from "Rigoletto" without accompaniment
of
the gong.
There'll Eleanore
be more Whitney
of Mr.
Howard
in pictures.
is a cute and capable tap dancer, and
others who furnish amusing bits are
Robert Cummings and Inez Courtney.
****
So
(Paramount)

Red

the Rose

The South, before and after the war,
comes to life again under the able supervision of King Vidor, and with considerable help from Margaret Sullavan, whose
performances are always interesting. "So
Red the Rose" tells what the Civil War
did to the South, not by exhibiting battle
scenes, but by singling out one southern
family and showing what it did to them.
The I3edfords, headed by Walter Connolly
and Janet Beecher, live a happy and peaceful existence with their plantation and
their daughter, Margaret Sullavan, a real
flower of the old South who is in love
with her cousin, Randolph Scott, who manages the plantation. The war breaks out,
and the head of the house and his son go
off to battle and to their death. When
cousin Randolph the last to go, returns
home at the end of the war he finds the
Bedford mansion burned to the ground
and the women of the family living in the
old slaves'
"So Red the Rose"
should
appealquarters.
to everyone.

Broadway

Here's a picture worth seeing just to
screendom's newest
hear.
songster,James
provesMelton,
he has what it takes in
the vocal line. After his "Celeste Aida"
you will forget that the young man can't
act. Pat O'Brien, in the role of a Broadway agent, thinks anyone who can render
operatic arias like that should be pretty
good crooner material. So he takes our
hero in hand and makes him a "Star Over
Broadway" via the ether waves. Mr.
O'Brien, incidentally, is proving more versatile with every picture. In this he is a
cynical guy who never cracks a smile until
the fade-out. Jane Froman does some
very satisfactory warbling while Frank
McHugh furnishes the laughs as a songplugging pest. Marie Wilson, another
newcomer to the fillums, promises to be a
fine comedienne and Jean Aluir is pleasantly pretty in the romantic lead.
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SKINNY
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PALE.

RUNDOWNS

Get
Building
Strength'
IODINE
into Blood
and Glands!
Science's New
Way to Build
Up Weak, Nervous,
Skinny Folks!
Must Add 5 Lbs.
in 1 Week
Or No Cost!
are "weak,
skinnygo
andIf yon
rnndown
— if you
around always ti red .
nervous, irritable, easily
upset,blood
the ischances
are
your
thin, pale
and watery and lacks
the nourishment needed
to build up your strength,
endurance and the solid
pounds of new flesh you
at last
got right
need enceto hasfeel
right.
Scidown to the real trouble
with these conditions
and explains a new,
them.
quick way to correct
^ J
Food and medicines
can't help you much. The
average person usually
eats enough of the right
kind of food to sustain the body.
The real trouble is assimilation,
the
body'sfoodprocess
of converting
digested
into firm
flesh, pep
and energy. Tiny hidden glands
control this body building process
— glands which require a regular
ration of NATURAL IODINE (not
the ordinary toxic chemical iodine,
but the iodine that is found in
tiny quantities in spinach, lettuce,
etc.). The simplest and quickest
way to get this precious needed
substance
Kelpamalt,
the astonishing newismineral
concentrate
from
the sea. Kelpamalt is 1300 times
richer in iodine than oysters, hitherto
considered the best source. With
Kelpamalt's
iodine,andyoustrength
quicklj'buildnormalize your weight
ing glands, promote assimilation,
enrich the blood and build up a source
of enduring strength, Kelpamalt, too,
contains twelve other precious, vitally
needed body minerals without which
good
Try digestion
Kelpamaltis impossible.
for a single week.
Notice how much better you feel, how
well you sleep, how your appetite improves, color comes back Into your
cheeks.
And if
doesn't
of
good solid
fleshit tlie
first add
week,5 lbs.
the
trial is free. 100 jumbo size
Kelpamalt tablets — four to five
times
the asize
ordinary
cost but
few ofcents
a daytablets
to use.—
Get Kelpamalt today. Kelpamalt
costs but little at all good drug
send ?1.00^-J,'.,-^'""''
for special
^'°''f^i,
clealerintroductory
has not yet
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bottle ofhis65 supply,
tablets
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Preview Postscripts

f
DRY

The sons and dauqh+ers of the Old South
in this play really are from Dixie; Margaret
Sullavon was born in Virginia, a direct descendant of Robert E. Lee. Randolph Scott is
also a Virginian and a graduate of the University of North Carolina. Harry Ellerbe is
a native of Georgia and Elizabeth Patterson
comes from Savannah, suh. An entire Southern villoge and countryside was constructed
for the setting. A plontation sprung up in
Sherwood Forest, forty miles from hlollywood.
Over a hundred carpenters and painters lived
on the location for three weeks. Beside building the large mansions, quarters had to be
put up for five hundred slaves. The battlefield of Shiloh took more than two weeks to
complete. All shrubs, flowers and vines were
transported to Sherwood, planted and watered for three months before they could
appear a natural port of the scenery. Interior scenes were shot on the studio sets.

5R1N

(CdeaioiLi
%
ROBS VICTIMS OF
SKIN BEAUTY!
Exposure to winter — failure to
remove cosmetics properly —
harsh effects of alkali soaps —
all do their part to
bring on ASTEATOSIS — the medical
name for DRY SKIN!
WHAT IS
LANDER S OLIVE
ASTEATOSIS?
OIL CREAM helps to
Asteatosis is the failure
prevent and correct
of sebaceous glands to
this condition. Use
feed oil to the skin. To
it for your cleansing
treat
this condition,
and nourishing
which sometimes procream — notice howit
duces serious skin dislubricates your skin
orders,
as only olive oil can.
ommend physicians
Olive Oil.recAt
10? at all dime stores.
the first sign of Dry

These
some ofon thea set.
costliest
ever tocontained
be assembled
For "props"
neither
expense nor effort was spared to find authentic antiques to re-create the spirit of the time.
William G. Beymer, noted authority on the
Civil War period, was sent through the South
to collect antiques and check on all the props
and costumes to be used. Randolph Scott
found that all those "horse operas" in which
he was cast for his first few years in Hollywood weren't all lost time. But he wishes he
had learned to be as much at home with a
gun as he is on a horse. While doing a
quail hunting scene on location. Randy pulled
the trigger of an old-fashioned rifle and the
ancient firearm promptly exploded, hurling
the copper percussion cap into the flesh below his eye. First-aid treatment by the doctor,
on location with the company, was administered and the ex-cowboy was advised
to use only slingshots from then on.

Skin Pure
apply Olive
Lander's
Oil
Cream !
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* Broadway
(Warner Bros.)

A neat job instantly. No dam'age to woodwork. No tools
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STAR-SHEEN L.qu.d R.nsc ond Tmr
15 used and praised by iKousonds of
wonier>:- STAR-SHEEN brings our
natural color, fascinoling JiigK-lights.
Creoles a new, lustrous soflness , . ,
counter-acfs dullness, brittleness.Safe,
simple to use. Use STAR-SHEEN
offer every shampoo.
CHECK SHADE. f ) PLATINUM
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Hostess

If Broadway were as uninteresting as
some of the pictures about it, a wholesale evacuation would seem to be in order.
This little number is not completely bad,
nor is it good. Its theme is that startlingly new one which states that while Broadway and Park Avenue are but a drink or
social
map, isthere's
on the
two apart
wall
between
themcity
which
rarely a scaled,
and then only by guys with courage and
persistence, such as, in our case, Lyle Talbot. Lyle is a Broadway boy who manages
Winifred Shaw, a night club torch chanter.
On Park Avenue we have Genevieve
Tobin, who plays around with Lyle merely
for the laughs. She's not sincere, see, but
guess who is? The Broadway chanteuse.
But Lyle wants the daughter of Park
Avenue, and he starts a campaign to
dazzle her with his wealth by opening a
swank gambling joint. The place prospers
until he gets himself in a jam with Genevieve's brother, a cad if ever we saw one
— and we've seen one. From there on
things are a bit too complicated to report,
so let's just say that Phil Regan sings
well in a supporting role and Allen Jenkins furnishes the so-called comedy relief.
* One

Way

Ticket

(Columbia)
prefer
round-trip
on Perhaps
this one,you'd
for you
may a not
want toticket
stay
long.
Anyway,
it's
all
about
Lloyd
Nolan,
who is caught robbing a bank of $47.98,
or some such sum, which is the exact
amount his fathe/ had hoarded there when

the bank closed its doors permanently.
Lloyd gets a one-way ticket to the state
penitentiary, where he captures the eye
of Peggy Conklin. Peggy is not, as the
country club set puts it, in stir — she happens to be the daughter of the captain of
the guards, who is Walter Connolly. All
of which elevates Lloyd to the post of
gardener for the Connollys and the Conklins, and goes to prove that stone walls
do not a prison make, for when Peggy
goes off to college whom do you suppose
she finds in her trunk? Right. Lloyd
takes it on the lam, and turns up later
as gardener
at Peggy's
sorority
When
the authorities
close on
him he house.
grabs
Peggy and dashes away to a hideout.
The law is not to be denied, however,
and both Lloyd and Peggy are apprehended. This time they both go to jail, promising, of course, to wait for each other.
Somehow
theredecision.
didn't seem to be much
choice in that
****

Mary

Burns,

Fugitive

(Walter Wanger-Paromount)
If you're looking for excitement, this
picture will provide plenty. Thrills and
chills are packed into the plot, besides as
absorbing a love story as you've seen in
many a movie moon. You'll be glad to
find Sylvia Sidney in a role that does her
justice,
even if
law doesn't.
She is
Mary Burns
whothe turns
fugitive because
of an unjust prison term given her for
supposedly
aiding
S. is
A.'s
Enemy
No. 1.
Alan U.
Baxter
the current
meanie
who causes all the trouble for Mary and
the G-Men. The characterization doesn't
allow this screen newcomer much sympathy, but it should reap him a goodly
supply of fan mail. Melvyn Douglas does
a good job of making a snow-blind explorer romantic, while Pert Kelton and
Brian Donlevy are too convincing for
comfort as the toughest toughs ever to
leer into a camera. The entire cast is
competent and with a good yarn to boot
this picture comes under the heading of
excellent entertainment.

***

In Person

(RKO-Radio)
Seems rather strange seeing Ginger
Rogers without Fred Astaire these days,
but it should help to prove that the Rogers
gal IS capable of stepping out on her own
when she's called upon to do so. In this
one she is paired with George Brent,
who, let us assure you right now, executes
not one single dance step in the entire
picture. George, in fact, is a sullen sort
of guy who finds himself encumbered
(thehisthought
is Mr.
Brent's)
Ginger
as
guest at
a cabin
in thewith
mountains.
Miss R. is a movie queen who is suffering a nervous breakdown from an over
dose of autograph fiends. In a disguise
which is second only to a Karloff horror
picture,
she is "getting
away surroundings.
from it all"
in the pleasant
mountain
For Mr. Brent's fans, it must be said
that his intentions are nothing but honorable. He doesn't know Ginger is a Glamor
Girl, and he has taken her to the mountain
retreat only as a favor to his uncle. Yes,
we said uncle. From there on things get
complicated, as well they might, and in the
process you are witness to a bright and
diverting comedy and a couple of excellent Rogers' song and dance numbers.
Alan Mowbray, Grant Mitchell and Samuel
roles. Hinds do well with the supporting
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BLONDES

GOLDEN

HAIR?

Shampoo-rinse Washes Hair
2 to 4 Shades Lighter
T'HAT
with todull,
wouldn't
. . give agirl
fortune
be thebrownish
possessorhair
of gloriously
radiant, golden hair? Any girl, of course. But now,
thanks to Blondex, the unique shampoo-rinse, the
drabbest, most faded hair can be made to gleam
with gold for just a few cents. If you want golden
hair, tty Blondex today. One shampoo with Blondex
will wash your hair 2 to 4 shades lighter. And
saUht too. for Blondex is not a harsh bleach or dye.
Statt today with Blondex. Bring back the golden
beauty of childhood. Be a true, alluring golden
blonde. Get Blondex at any drug or department store.
THE BLONDE HAIR
SHAMPOO-RINSE
BLONDDX

SCREEN

(Samuel Splendor
Goldwyn)

If it may be said that Samuel Goldwyn has a standard, it may also be said
that "Splendor" is not up to it. Goldwyn productions, as a rule, are known for
their excellent stories as well as for their
handsome settings. In this latest number,
the inferior quality of the story seems
more obvious against the commendable
backgrounds iVlr. Goldwyn has provided
for it. What we're trying to say is that
"Splendor" is good, average entertainment, and perhaps we shouldn't expect
more than that, so let's get on with the
story. Briefly, it's this : Joel McCrea,
son of a proud and once wealthy family,
marries Miriam Hopkins, much to the
aforesaid family's horror, for they expected him to marry Ruth Weston, an heiress
friend who could have paid off the McCrea mortgage. Under the pressure from
the family, and in an effort to get Joel
on his feet financially, Miriam is forced
into a situation with his cousin, Paul
Cavanagh. Comes the denouement, and
finally a happy understanding between the
co-stars. Miss Hopkins has never been
photographed more beautifully, and her
ly rest
to the
considerab
presence
ent value.
the cast
of picture's
The
entertainmadds
is iirst-rate, with a special nod in the
direction of Ruth Weston, who makes the
heiress believable and human.
★***
The
Pasteur
(Warners)

Story

of

Louis

This is definitely not one of those "fair
and Warner"tertainmentpictures.
It important
is tops in step
enand marks an
forward in the motion picture industry.
The studio has given us here the biography
of a great man. And when they prove
how absorbing a drama can be built from
the
a scientist's
whole
new drab
fieldfacts
for ofscreen
materiallife,
is aopened.

Connie Bennett is leaving
Hollywood for awhile to do a
couple of pictures for GB in
London. She will do "Everything Is Thunder" and "The
Hawk."

The storyhasof more
Louisintense
Pasteur's
love than
for
humanity
interest
any screen romance yet unreeled. Paul
Muni's characterization of Pasteur is
beautifully done. The great kindliness
and patience of the scientist is portrayed
so understandingly by Muni that he makes
him an unforgettable personality. Josephine Hutchinson is well cast as the wife
of Pasteur who comforted and believed
in her husband when the world was scorning his theories. They are driven from
Paris by the King's wrath after Pasteur
discovers the cause of child-birth infections which have resulted in innumerable
deaths. Then Pasteur is scorned by the
French Medical Academy for his theory
of vaccination and is subjected to the
world's ridicule over his cure for hydrophobia. In the midst of his troubles, the
scientist is stricken with paralysis. The
plot is engrossing throughout, packed
with suspense and dramatic situations.
Anita Louise and Donald Woods are
capable in rhirior roles, as is Fritz Leiber.
Preview Postscripts
This picture took only six weeks to shoot,
but actual .work took over two years. Research for the story was a long and Involved
procedure. All the instruments used in the
laboratory scenes were authentic to the
period:. The microscopes were genuine ones
used in that day, and other instruments" which
could not be traced were mode according to
Pasteur's
sketches
of them.
The palace
set
was
the most
elaborate
constructed
on the
studio sets, although the amphitheatre and
Pasteur home necessitated weeks of construction. The French Provincial farmhouse was
located after scouring the entire countryside.
It took all of three weeks to perfect
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Brin^ out its
natural color/
Lovely hair is your greatest beauty asset! Bring
out its natural color — its lustre — its beauty with
Sheila Color Rinse. Made in 12 individual colors.
It's harmless and may be v/ashed out by shampooing. For sale at all 10c stores — 2 rinses for 10c.
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SCREEN

AJOPE,
WHAT ?NO FUSSY
APPETITE?

AU<A-$£LTZ£R
SET ME Right

( I'VE GOT A
COLD,
IWELt,$lR
DON'T FEEL

AM I ?
WOOZY
BOY,
AND how!

YOU SHOULD
HAVE TAKEN
All<A-$£m£R

TAKE

^ -r-r-cr,

IT'S A wow!
HR.
ALKA-5aTZ

The "doubles" for famous, stars make an interesting group. The
stand-in for Claudette Colbert is Pluma Noisom; for Crawford, Kasha
Le Seuer; for Garbo, Chris Meeker and for Mae West, Virginia Rendell.

This sparkling Alkaline drink,
combined with on Anolgesic (sodiuin acetyl salicylcte)
gives prompt pleasant relief for Sour Stomach . . .
Colds . . . Headaches, end other common Aches ond
Poins coused by excess acidity — [de^cienf alkolinily).

Jean Parker's back from England where she made "The
Ghost Goes Donat.
West" with Robert
.102

Paul Muni's make-up. The pictures of Pasteur
showed 0 fuller face and higher forehead
than that of Muni. Finally a make-up was
perfected which looked exactly like the pictures of the scientist, though it took three
hours every day to get it on the Muni face.
** Another
(RKO-Radio)

Face

This was originally titled "It Happened in Hollywood
— andhappened
such a in
series
of situations
could "have
no
other place. It's as hilariously improbable
as the town itself and just as worth seeing. The yarn concerns an ex-killer
(Brian Donlevy) who has his pugilistic
nose remodeled. With the new streamlined profile he heads for Hollywood and
is an over-night sensation. It looks like
this novel form of hideout from Uncle
Sam's sleuths is going to work for several
reels before the dashing Donlevy gets
tripped up. Molly Lamont, a new English
actress, gives an excellent performance as
the tripper-upper and Phyllis Brooks is
good as the romantic blonde. Wallace
Ford, the publicity-mad press agent, and
Alan Hale, as the distraught "quickie"
producer,
a year's
quotaeither,
of laughs.
There is nofurnish
lack of
suspense,
up to
the climax when our hero holds G-Men
and studio officials at the point of a gun
after they have set an elaborate trap for
him. Sure, it's drammer in large doses
and completely silly in spots, but this
celluloider is worth the price of admission
any day. The good performances of the
various members of the cast will surprise
you considerin
therelist.isn't a prominent name in gthethatentire

Preview Postscripts
This was a phenomenal picture, for most of
it was shot without sets of any kind. The important scenes were taken at the studio gates,
outside the sound sets, on the cot-walks
(those high beams across the studio stages)
and in odd corners of the lot. So if you
want the low-down on the interiors of the
studios you'll get the real thing here. To
the luck of the Irish is what Brian Donlevy attributes his speedy rise in the cinema. Though
he wasfrom
bornthe inEmerald
Wisconsin,
parentsto
come
Isle, Brian's
and belong
the Donlevy whiskey tribe, hie was enrolled
by his hopeful parents in o military academy,
but learning didn't take, so Brian ran away
at sixteen and joined the army. After developing that jaw in military comibat, Mr.
Donlevy offered the Arrow Collar people the
chance to photograph it. He was the best
known Arrow Collar lad in the country. Jack
Mulhall and Neil h-lamilton were working in
the same business in those days. . . . Wallace
Ford has never been to school a day in his
life. He was an orphan at nine and adopted
by a Manitoba farmer. But tilling the good
earth didn't appeal to Wallace so he hopped
a freight train to St. Joseph a year loter
and began looking around for a means of
livelihood. Theodore Roberts' Stock Company was in that town and Master Ford was
given a job ushering. He finally worked up
to be doorman, stage hand and at last got
onto the stage itself. Now he's a member
of the Lambs' Club in good standing and is
famed as Hollywood's super story teller. No
dialects excluded, including Ethiopian. Eric
Rhodes, attention Mr. Ripley, is a Phi Beta
Kappa. You can check with the University
of Oklahoma on that.

t
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The Jan Kiepura stories continue to drift in.
The Polish tenor, while making his iirst
becosvie: an expert
American
picture,
"Give
Us
This
Night,"
with Gladys Swarthout, had the boys at
Paramount pretty much on edge with his
Accountant
temperament. Perhaps you've heard that he
Execntive Accoantantfl
and C. Only
P. A.'b earn Certified
$3,000 to $15,000Accounta year.
never speaks for two hours before he is to Tiiousanda
BntB in the U.of S.firma
We need
train them.
yoothoroly 12,000
at home iu spare Public
time for CP. A.
sing, and that he once made Bing Crosby
examinations or executive accounting positiona. Previoas experience
put out a pipe in his presence. The best
□nnecesaary.members
Personalof the
training
undereuperviBion
of staff of C.P.Write
A'3,
includingAmerican
Institute of Accountants.
Kiepura tale, however, concerns Jack Oakie
for
free
book.
"Accountancy,
the
ProfeBsion
tbft
Paya.'*
LaSalle Extension University, Dept.2318H,Chicaga
and his man Henderson. The Hendersons
The School That Has Trained Ovar 1,200 C. P. A.'B
claim to fame in Hollywood is that Cracker \
acts as combination stooge and valet for !
Gary Cooper, and Cracker No. 2 fills the
same position for Jack Oakie. During the
making of "Collegiate," Jack sent his man
to the wardrobe to bring back the clothes he
was to wear for the day's scenes. Two
hours later Cracker No. 2 returned emptyhanded and announced: "I can't get a
thing. Jack. Everybody over there is running around getting clothes for a guy named
John Shapiro!"
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Thousands who suffered miserable backaches, pains
in
shoulders
hips,warm,
now put
on AUcock's
Porous
Plaster
and orfind
soothing
relief. Muscle
pains caused by rheumatism, neuritis, arthritis,
sciatica, lumbago and strains, all respond instantly
to the glow of warmth that makes you feel good
right away. AUcock's Plaster brings blood to the
painful spot . . . treats backache where it is. AUcock's lasts long,
comesplaster
off easily.
AUcock's tois
the original
porous
. . Only
. guaranteed
bring instant relief, or money back. 5 million
users. 25(f at druggists, or 'write
"AUcock, Ossining, N, Y,"
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Here's more foreign ne-ws. Mile. Simone
Simon, who arrived in these hills only a
few months ago with . no. knowledge of
English, is learning, but not rapidly. The
other evening at a night club the little
lady was shocked to note a lengthy split
in the seam of her gown which revealed
considerable Gallic anatomy. . She hastened to a dressing room attendant who sewed
it up,' after which the Mile., full of gratitude, smiled and said : "I beg your pardon very much." At that, the gal is making better progress than Anna Sten, but
Sten was handicapped — she learned English from Sam Goldwvn !
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WASH
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SIZE 10^
4oz.
AT LEADiNG
5e andlOe
CHAIN STORES
Binnie Barnes is one of Hollywood's most
consistent party throwers — and you'd be,
too, if you had a swell little home in the
hills such as Binnie possesses. A big affair
recently honored Sophie Tucker, the last—

You don't have to scrub and scoi
smelly disinfectants to insure a cleJ
toilet. Sani-Flush is made especiall
this job for you. It is quick, thoroi
harmless. It is odorless. It makes 1
glisten like new . . . kills germs . . .
the hidden trap that no amount c
bing can reach.
Just (Directions
sprinkle a little
toilet.
are onSani-Flush
the can.) m,"'
Flush
it, and the job is done. You don't rub or
scrub. Don't touch it with your hands. Rust
and stains go. Odors vanish. The toilet is
safe! Sanitary! Sani-Fliish is also effective
for cleaning automobile radiators {directions
on can). Sold by grocery, drug, hardware,
and five-and-ten-cent stores — 25 and 10 cent
sizes. The Hygienic Products
Company,
Canton, Ohio.

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING

WOULD
LIKE

TO

YOU

A more down-to-eartn
barroom banquet tossed by Pinky Tomlin
and Coy Poe. Looking around for an excuse to celebrate, they found a swell one
when they learned that their original
screen musical, "The Arkansas Traveler,"
had been sold to 20th Century-Fox. It was
one of those typically cornfed gatherings
where all the gals were given rural costumes and the men folks were stopped
at the door and adorned with whiskers.
Among the neighbors, who carried on
until almost milkin' time, were Ginger
Rogers and Lew Ayres, who seldom go
partying, Tom Brown with Phyllis Fraser
(Ginger's cousin), Toby Wing and Bob
Hoover, and that retired old millionaire,
Jackie Coogan, with Betty Grable. Music
was provided by a one-man band, which
gave everybody a chance to get up and
shake the hay out of their hair.

KNOW

How a murderess was trapped
merely because she got a permanent wave . . .?
The truth about a love affair so
powerful that it led to murder . . .?
The story of the [ilted suitor whose
jealousy led him to commit a most
shocking crime . . .?
Then, read the February
INSIDE
DETECTIVE
"America's Most Interesting
Fact-Detective Magazine"
Now on Sale Everywhere ... lOc
104
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Younett probably
Joan Benhas an extradidn't
largeknow
yen that
to become
an
interior decorator, but hubby Gene Markey
knows it, and with regrets. When Gene
arrives home late from the studio he usually
expects to find all the furniture in his room
doesn't
He gets
completely
mind
that so switched
much, but around.
what really
him
is to find that his own private den has sudbecome thesince
kiddies'
playroom,
that hisdenly
bedroom,
he last
saw it, and
has
been converted into a nursery. Joan really
does some tasty decorating, according to
Gene, but he wishes she'd furnish maps before she swings into action.

Funny how rumors spread in Hollywood. A couple of months ago, gay Saturday night afifairs were hushed by the
report that Claudette Colbert had been
killed in an auto accident on the way to
Palm Springs. The fact that there was
for the rumor doesn't
no
meanauthentic
a thingsource
out here, for one of the

. ...
oiV xUri portly Mr. A. says
he's played so many detective roles that he
looks exactly like one — from the top of his
head to the flat of his feet, you might say.
To prove it he says he once followed a rough
looking gent along the Bowery in New York,
getting pointers for a detective play he was
about to go into. After an hour of amateur
sleuthing, the guy, according to Eddie, sudturnedmearound
said, I "All
brother,denly
take
to the and
station,
guess right,
you

Want to know what a chorus girl
thinks
about, or aren't you caring? Well,
got me."
a questionnaire submitted to over forty
charmers
"Thefavorite
Great Ziegfeld"
set re-is
veals thatontheir
living person
Franklin D. Roosevelt, with Marconi a
rather surprising second. Their favorite
author is Dickens, by a nose, with Somerset Maugham at his heels. Even Leslie
Howard drew a vote in this department—
someone must have been reading his mail.
Asked what they would do with a million
dollars, one lovely lady replied : "Try and
keep it." Others would buy yachts, take
piano lessons, endow hospital rooms, and
several would simply relax and spend it.
About the only thing the girls agreed upon was that Bill Powell is their favorite
actor. There's a bit of a bribe connected
with that admission, however, for every
afternoon during production Bill kept the
shapely misses well stocked with hot dogs
and ice cream cones.

Despite indignant denials from both sides,
the big romance of the month is that of
Sybil Jason and Dickie Moore. Moore, one
of Hollywood's most eligible bachelors, still
single despite his seven years, was working
in "Anthony Adverse" when the brazen
Jascn spied him. She liked his looks, asked
him to lunch, and he accepted. Since then
they've been seen together on several occasions, a-id those in the know predict wed-
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ding bells, unless some streamlined siren
like Shirley Temple steps into the picture.

Speaking of the Temple miss, that
young lady is doing mighty well for herself these days. During 1936, what with
her studio contract and royalties from
commercial products, Shirley's income will
approximate $5,000 per week, which is
enough, according to reix)rts, to keep
even a movie queen in kindergarten. With
her father a bank employee and her mother
one of the shrewdest business managers
in Hollywood, it is safe to assume that
most of Shirley's shekels are being tucked
away for what is referred to, outside of
California, as a rainy day.

,^*va

of «af».

The publishers of MODERN SCREEN guarantee that you will
be satisfied with your purchase of every packaged product
advertised in this magazine. If for any reason you are
dissatisfied, MODERN SCREEN will replace the product or, if
you prefer, tefund your purchase price. In either case all you
have to do is to send us the unused portion, accompanied

At the preview of "The Story of Louis
Pasteur," practically everyone connected
with this good picture was on hand to shore
the bows and applause except the guy who
deserved most of them. Paul Muni was decidedly missing. Even Mrs. Muni didn't
know where the wandering husband was,
although she intimated he had been spending a good deal of his time in the Chinese
quarter of Los Angeles — just walking
around getting in the mood for his role in
"The Good Earth." Either Mr. M. is a thorough, painstaking sort of guy, or Mrs. M. is
the best press ogent in town.

Add to the Powell-Blondell romance
notes : Joan recently sold her house on
Lookout Mountain, where she and George
Barnes staged their "ideal marriage,"
which was received so well by the critics
but flopped after a brief run. Now Joan
has herself a home at Toluca Lake, not
far from the menage of Dick Powell. You
might say it's just around the crooner,
but you probably wouldn't.

A stage
star'sinunderstudy
gets ofa Broadbreak
once
in a while
movie versions
way musicals, but you never hear of a
movie hero's stand-in except in an occasional
fan story when he is allowed to tell the
interviewer what a great guy the star is.
So try end act surprised when we tell you
that Bill Powell's stand-in will actually be
seen in a picture. For five years, W. W.
Dearborn, who is a chiropractor in his off
moments, has faced the lights for Powell.
In "The Great Ziegfeld," in which Bill has
the title role, you'll see his chiropractorstand-in portraying Daniel Frohman.

Can you imagine a crooner on horseback? You'll be seeing one in Paramount's "Rhythm on the Range," which
will have Ring Crosby doing his husky
baritone stufif astride a spirited nag. It's
a western with music, and it is to be hoped
that it doesn't give the regular western
stars ideas — or the horses, either, for that
matter. The nags are no strangers to
Bing, who has a string of them burning
up the turf at Santa Anita right now, so
we look for a very swell picture. Besides, ahorse opera now and then ought
to take of¥ some of the crooner's excess
avoirdupois.

One of the most rabid autograph hounds
in Hollywood is Fred Keating, the guy who

by a letter outlining your complaint. This guarantee also
applies if the product, in your opmion does not justify
the claims made in its advertising in MODERN SCREEN

mm

Careful examination before publication and rigid censorship, plus
our guarantee, enable you to buy with complete confidence the
products you see advertised in this issue of MODERN
SCREEN.
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gave
up signatures
magic for the
Fred though.
doesn't
get his
frommovies.
the stars,
He gets them from his fans. When he received his first request for an autographed
picture he offered an even trade — a photo
for a photo. Right now the Keating den contains what is probably the only collection
of fan pictures in the world. And some of
them, it is our duly to report, are pretty
weird.

ing them from the sidelines. Ginger's
stand-in, by the way, is Marie Osborne,
who is about
Ginger'stoage
bears gal.
an
amazing
resemblance
the and
Rogers
She was once Baby Marie Osborne, one
of the best known cliild stars of the old
silent
days.
only
claim to
fame Atwasthat
thattime
her Ginger's
mother, Leila
Rogers, wrote the scripts for the Osborne
epics.

Talked to Nelson Eddy on the "Rose
Marie" set shortly before its completion,
and found him in a high state of uncertainty. Seems he had been asked to sing
on one of Grace Moore's radio programs.
Miss Moore, who does her chanting for a
Iiroductillwhich
one's forbid
larynx!— ina shape,
was
with —keeps
heaven
sore
throat. "Do you think I ought to do it?"
asked Mr. E. "They've of¥ered me $3,000, and I certainly could use it." So he
sang for Gracie, and do you know why
he needed that three grand? Well, he
irought himself an electric organ.

If you saw Lily Pons sing her "Lakme"
number in "I Dream Too Much." you'll probably remember that the costume revealed
an ample portion of Mile. Pons. Well, it
seems the little lady was posing, in costume,
for an advertisement when the photographer
politely informed her that the president of
the firm was something of a strict old gent,
and would mademoiselle mind — well, covering up a bit. Lily complied, but not without comment. In her very best American,
she announced, as she flung a robe about
her: "You can tell Meestaire President for
me — noots!"

ir'laymg a
homes right
film, called
shots,
with

circuit of famous Hollywood
now is an extremely amusing
"Blow-Ups."
It consists
of.
sound, of a number
of our

better-known stars, taken a moment after
up their
or forgotten
athey've
piece blown
of business
in alines
scene.
Most of
the epithets unfurled are strictly for
private consumption, especially the vivid
exclamations of one of your favorite portrayers of sophisticated roles. That gal
knows, more words than the Truck
Drivers' Union!

The rage at Palm Springs this year is the
Racquet Club, and every week-end its pool
and bar are cluttered with film favorites.
All of which brings considerable joy to
Ralph Bel'amy and Charlie Farrell, who
own the place. The boys must be taking
their work seriously, for we saw them in the
Brown Derby the other day in a huddle with
the management over an ice-encrusted
Planter's Punch. The B. D. was busy explaining and demonstrating their specialty,
and Messrs. Farrell and Bellamy, between
sips, industriously jotted down directions for
making them.

Now that Joel McCrea is once more a
proud pap, this little item can be told. A
few days before he started work on
"These Three" with Miriam Hopkins and
Merle Oberon, his studio wanted him for
a series of special poses with the two gals.
The morning of the appointment arrived,
as did a frantic call from McCrea to the
studio. "Look," yelled Joel, "I can't possibly pose today. I've just had a baby,
I've
beentheup studio
all night,
I look
terrible!"
Before
man andcould
learn
that it
was a boy, and that it was really Frances
Dee who had it, Mr. McC. had hung up.
What price fatherhood?

It's always pleasant to ballyhoo an oncoming youngster. In this case it's blonde
Marie Wilson, who furnishes the only bright
moments in "Miss Pacific Fleet," and who
is destined to go places. As the ga-ga
young lady who wanders about the screen
looking for a sailor named Smith, Miss Wilson's performance is just about tops in the
dead pan department. Our spies tell us
that she is a local product, hailing from a

Now that "Anthony Adverse" has finally gone before the cameras, probably the
busiest guy on the set is George E. Stone.
Mr.is S.only
plays
"The Cat,"
and
he
too the
gladroleto ofbuttonhole
anyone
within buttonholing range and impart the
information that his make-up requires
three and a half hours every morning, and
that its application requires the assistance
of two men. The worst part of it is, says
George, that the finished product doesn't
look at all
original.
That's
worried
himlikethetheother
day on
thewhat
set
when a fair weather friend told him he
was looking great.

Gertrude Michael has recovered from her
unfortunate automobile accident and she's
devoting most of her spare moments to Dr.
Wallace Neighbor, the medico who pulled
her
gratitude, but
therethrough.
are thoseSome
who say
call it's
it love.

Michael
possession theseBartlett's
days is a most
concertcherished
grand piano,
the gift of Theodore Steinway. The piano
is installed in Bartlett's Bel Air home, and
the reason he's so fond of it is that Steinway has presented only one other piano in
these
Tibbett.parts, and that one went to Lawrence

AndlierPaula
town's
lovered-heads,Stone,
has one
just ofputtheher
signature
on a long-term contract with Warner Brothers. Daughter of Fred Stone, and one of the
most beau-brummeled gals in Hollywood,
Paula drew her first movie pay-check several years ago as an extra in the Will
Rogers picture,
Had to inSeethe Paris."
Incidentally,
over"They
the fireplace
Stone
home hangs an oil painting of Rogers which
is
most lifelike portrait of Will we've
evertheseen.

Gals, if you want to know how Grace
Moore
figure,
here's her
She sayskeeps
tennisthatdoes
it. When
askedsecret.
how
many sets a day she indulges in, she replied that she never plays the game — she
just watches it. Her husband, Valentin
Parera, does the tennis playing for the
family, and Grace is his gallery whena try. ever she's not working. How watching
tennis keeps a gal's figure Miss M. doesn't
seem to know, but she insists it's worth

Ever since Carole Lombard rented the
Fun House at Venice and tossed a party
that had everyone rubbing liniment on their
spines for weeks, Hollywood hostesses have
been frantic for novel (Hollywood for
"screwy") party ideas. Sooo, when Grace
Bradley came forth with the announcement
that she was to sponsor a hay-ride party
and barn dance, there was much tearing of
blondined locks along the Boulevard. One
star even offered Grace a check for S500 for
the idea, but Grace turned her down and
the Bradley bucolic goings-on are now part
of Hollywood history.

Dropped in on the "Follow the Fleet"
set and watched Ginger Rogers deliver a
song number to a gang of sailors and their
sweethearts. It was a dance hall scene,
with the steppers picked from a local
dime-a-struggle emporium, and their fancy
ballroom manners furnish a lot of amusement for Fred Astaire, who was watch106

nearby small town, and that her natural
shyness makes this type of role quite simple
for her. And that's probably the first lime
bashfulness ever paid in Hollywood.

How do you like Harlow's new
brownette locks? She's with
Edith Fellows at the opening

A lot of youse guys will no doubt be
pleased to learn that George Bancroft has
returned to the screen. In fact, "Hell Ship
Morgan" will probably be at your local
theatre any minute now. Remember when
George was all the rage in the days when
he was the screen's Number One portrayer
of he-men roles? Back in them days they
used to say that Mrs. B. woke George
every morning by waving half an orange
under the Bancroft nostrils. Now that
George is back playing tough guys once

of Max Factor's new salon.
And isn't that some hat?
Printed in the U.

more, they're saying the orange doesn't
work
on halfanya more.
lemon. He's so tough he insists
S. A. by Aft Color Printing Company, Dunellen, X. J.
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/ GRAND-LOOKING
vlv ! that's a
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CHARM, DOESN'T
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the polish.
do you like
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oh
jane / it's
a perfectly
mar , velous
shade
, an d so
Smooth .bob can hold hands
ALL he PLEASES TOD^Y
WHAT KIND IS IT '

oh ' oh .' here
come the boys .

11
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IT'S CHIC ; AN D YOU'LL
ALWAYS HAVE
BEAUTIFUL NAILS
IF YOU USE IT- • I
BUTCOME ON,
THERE THEYARE.

v

[But Jane, wait! let me]
jot that nam e down '.i
'i C-H-l-C . I'M GOING TO
I GET SOME TOMORROW
1 MY NAILS LOOK LOVELY
DON'T THEY"?
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The Victorians had a word for if, "Charm"; we have a word
for if, "irresistible " We not only have a word for it, we have
a way for it.
Buy IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME

if you wont to be Irresistible. Be

frogrant if you want to be pursued. Men adore fragrant hair,
fragrant lips, and soft fragrant skin. The satin-smoothness of
Irresistible Face Powder, the soft blush of Irresistible Rouge,
the seductive coloring and creamy indelibility of Irresistible
Lip Lure . . . these speak the language of enchantment.
"irresistible " is the v/ord to say when you
buy cosmetics, "irresistible" is the way to
attain allure. Certified pure. Laboratory
tested and approved.

PERFUME
BEAUTY
AIDS
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME, FACE POWDER, ROUGE, IIP lURE,
MASCARA,
COLD
CREAM,
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OTH BRUSH" makes her evade all close-ups —
Two PEOPLE meet.
dingy teeth and tender gums destroy her c
on
IpanaRub
a littleorextra
brush
fingertip.
l^gfm
Perhaps there's a
quick flare of mutual admiration . . .
Unhealthy, ailing gums are common
it into your gums. Massage them well.
Then — she smiles.
Back comes new circulation through the
because coarse, fibrous foods have disappeared from our menus. And the soft,
gum tissues. New firmness develops.
A flash of white teeth set in firm gums
modern foods that have replaced them
There's a new and livelier feel to the gums.
— that's a lovely sight to see.
do not give teeth and gums enough work
A healthier, brighter look to the teeth.
But a glimpse of dingy teeth and tento do. Naturally, they grow flabby, tenRemember that modern dentistry ender gums — and that magic moment is
smashed into bits.
courages this double duty. So make it an
der and sensitive . . . and "pink tooth
brush" is a signal that they need help.
unfailing part of your daily routine. Keep
"PINK TOOTH BRUSH" IS SERIOUS
Start today to massage your gums with
pyorrhea, Vincent's disease and gingivitis
far in the background. Keep your gums
Your dentist wants to save you from the
Ipana — your dentist's ablest assistant in
embarrassment, the inconvenience, as
the home care of your teeth and gums.
as healthy as you keep your teeth. You'll
make your smile a swift, lovely flash of
well as the consequences, of unhealthy
Brush your teeth regularly — as you algums. And that is why he warns you not
ways do. But make gum massage with
beauty. And you'll cheer the day you
changed to Ipana plus massage.
Ipana an equally regular practice. Put
to trifle M'ith "pink tooth brush."
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A dull skin, blotches, and bad breath — these
may be warnings of constipation "
— accumuTIVEWhen you
AXAsystem.
lated poisons inLyour
notice Such telltale signs, do as millions
of others do — place your confidence in
FEEN-A-MINT and the "three-minute
way." The "three-minute way" means that
you simply chew delicious FEEN-A-MINT
for three minutes,* preferably while going
to bed — and in the morning you will find
gentle but thorough relief. The very act of
chewing makes FEEN-A-MINT better. Its
tasteless, medicinal content mixes thoroughly with saliva and goes to work easily,
gradually — not all at once. No unpleasant
after-effects. And the children love it for
its clean, refreshing taste. Get a box for
the whole family, 15 cents and 25 cents —
slightly higher in Canada.
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The singing stars of "Naughty
Marietta" now lift their golden
voices to excite all the world with
the immortal melodies of the most
vibrant and stirring musical of our
time — "Rose Marie" . . . The romantic drama of a pampered
pet of the opera and a rugged
"Mountie" torn between love and
duty, whose hearts met where
mountains touched the sI<y...How
you'll thrill with delight as they
fill the air with your love songs —
"Rose Marie, I love You", and
"Indian Love Call"! It's the first
big musical hit of 1936— another
triumph for the M-G-M studios!

Thrill to Jeanetle
MacDonald as siie
sings "The Waltz
Song" from Romeo
and Juliet, and
with Nelson Eddy,
the immortal duet
"Indian LoveCall"

i^^DONALD

NELSON

'SONG

EDDY

OF THE MOUNTIES!'

300 rugged male voices led

W
<yl

by Nelson Eddy in the most

Metro-Qoldwyn
-Mayer
wt th

REGINALD
Directed
by W. S.

stirring song of our time!

OWEN
Van Dyke

Picture

ALLAN
JONES
Produced by Hunt Stromberg
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The story
Pasteur's
battle the
withexperts
the ruthless
killers
of anof unseen
worldhistoric
has roused
of the
film trade Press to a very uncharacteristic frenzy of praise

you

on

never

new

some
knew

success

important
till now.

is it that even the most conscientious film
WHAT
fan never hears about— yet is as well known and
important in "picture business" as famous stars,
directors, or producers?
Answer— a movie "trade paper" publisher.
If you were in the movie business the publications presided over by these gentry would be as familiar to you as
your daily newspaper Their reviews of new pictures are
the first impartial comments published anywhere and usually have an important influence in determining at what
theatres a production will be shown and for how long.
Being steeped in picture aflfairs to the eyebrows, these
"inside" reviewers neyer hesitate to call a spade a spade
and a flop a flop. Praise is the exception rather than the
rule and it's rare indeed for the boys to agree unanimously
in favor of any one production.
So you can understand why the film industry practically
in toto sat up with a jerk one recent morning when they
picked up paper after paper and found every one of them
not only praising, but gushing like schoolgirls about the
same picture— Paul Muni in The Story of Louis Pasteur.
FOR instance, they found seasoned, cynical Jack Alicoate's Film Daily notifying the world that "The Story
of Louis Pasteur is distinguished and gripping drama that
blazes a new trail in pictures. Warner Bros, have fashioned

Moving performances by Joseplwte Hutchinson, Anita
Louise, Donald Woods, Frits Leiber, and many others, have
been a vital factor in the salvos of applause for "Pasteur"
6

a story that grips from the start. Muni's performance is
something to cheer about. William Dieterle's direction deserves lavish praise."
Veteran publisher Martin Quigley's Motion Picture
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Magnificently Muni re-creates the
famous hero of humanity who fought
a jeering world that we might live

Herald simultaneously informed the
industry that "in The Story of Louis
Pasteur the screen makes a great departure from prosaic formula There
is not a single trace of theatrical artificialty. . . Expertly acted and directed,
... its power to create and hold interest
immediately, gripped the preview audiJACK
ALICOATE
ence and kept it in hushed silence all the
way through. . . . Here is a picture the worth of which
is almost certain to impress both class and mass alike."
At the same moment Motion Picture Daily under
the editorship of peppery, astute Maurice Kann was broadcasting the news
that "the theme of The Story of Louis
Pasteur is so absorbing that the film is
sure to win terrific word-of -mouth en-

that "this outstanding hit will send patrons away talking. A powerful production, impressive entertainment and
a stand-out characterization by Paul
Muni make this a prestige picture of

LEWIS
'CHICK-

importance with world-wide appeal."
is
lHESE
are strong words, dear
isteners. But we subscribe to

every one of them ! And we've reprinted them here
as the most impressive tip-ofif we can give you on the
extraordinary importance of this brilliant Cosmopolitan production.
Naturally it's been the talk of film circles ever since
these remarkable reviews appeared. And you're going
to
hear a lot
about it before it's released by First
National
latemore
this month.

dorsement."
The daily edition ot youthful, agMARTiN
QUIGLEY

famous VariSilverman's
Sid in
gressive
ety
chimed
with the unqualified

statement that "in The Story of Louis Pasteur Warner
Bros, have made a truly great picture. ... It stands
among the significant works of the screen. . . . Told in
such fashion as to grip every audience
it will reach, The Story of Louis Pasteur is headed for big acclaim. Profoundly stirring as sheer drama, it will
widen the range of picture venturings.
. . . Muni is superb. . . . Seldom has a
picture preview shown so stronglyshared interest of men and women.
MAURICE
KANN
Men were openly in tears of emotional
response throughout the audience."
And dynamic, hard-hitting "Chick" Lewis of the
Showmen's Trade Review informed his followers

H

T

PICTURE
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OF
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Five\fears
Younger

• Use a lipstick that's
warranted to make
your Mouth
Young

and

look
Appealing

IF YOUR LIPS are ever dry and
rough looking . . . marked with
little crinkly aging lines like the
lines on a peeled orange ... try the
new Cutex Lipstick. See if it doesn't
take off 5 years!
Cutex Lipstick is warranted to contain aspecial oil to nourish your lips
and keep them young looking. Cutex
Lipstick stays on for hours without
drying your lips. It's delightfully
smooth, yet never, never greasy.
No streaking, no ugly color rim.
There's no excuse today for dry,
rough lips. Try Cutex Lipstick today
and be young! At your favorite
store. 50f^ in 4 smart colors— Natural,
Coral, Cardinal and Ruby to harmonize with Cutex Liquid Polish.
Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

CUTEX

Rating
SCOREBOARD
Rating
Picture and Producer
General
General

Accent on youth (Paramount)
3*
Age of Indiscretion (M-G-M)
2*
Ah, Wilderness (M-G-M)
4*
Alias Bulldog Drummond (GB)
2-^Alias Mary Dow (Universal)
2'^
Alibi Ike (Warners)
3*
Alice Adams (RKO)
4*
Anna Karenina (M-G-M)
4-^'
Annapolis Farewell (Paramount)
iViir
Annie Oakley (RKO)
4*
The Arizonian (RKO)
3*
Bad Boy (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Barbary Coast (United Artists)
3*
Becky Sharp (RKO)
3^
The Big Broadcast of 1936 (Paramount)
3^
The Bishop Misbehaves (M-G-M)
3★
Black Fury (First National)
4*
Black Sheep (Fox)
2*
Break of Hearts (RKO)
3*
Brewster's Millions (United Artists)
2il^
The Bride Comes Home (Paramount)
3-Ar
The Bride of Frankenstein (Universal)
3-;^
Bright Lights (First National)
3*
Broadway Gondolier (Warners)
3if
Broadway Hostess (First National)
Mr
Broadway Melody of 1936 (M-G-M)
4*
Call of the Wild (20lh Century)
3*
Captain Blood (Warners)
4-^^
Cardinal Richelieu (United Artists)
4-^^
Car 99 (Paramount)
3-*
Case of the Curious Bride (First National)
3ir
The Case of the Lucky Legs (First National) 2-^
Charlie Chan in Egypt (Fox)
3^
Charlie Chan in Shanghai (20th Century-Fox). ■ ■ ■ S*^
China Seas (M-G-M)
4*
The Clairvoyant (GB)
2*
Clive of India (20th Century)
4*
College Rhythm (Paramount)
3-^^
Coronado (Paramount)
fir
Crime and Punishment (Columbia)
3^
The Ousades (Paramount)
4-k
Curly Top (Fox)
3*
Dangerous (Warners)
VAir
Dante's Inferno (Fox)
2-^
The Dark Angel (Sam Goldwyn)
Air
The Daring Young Man (Fox)
2-Jt
David Copperfield (M-G-M)
5*
Diamond Jim (Universal)
3-^
Don't Bet on Blondes (Warners)
2*
Doubting Thomas (Fox)
3 It
Dr. Socrates (Warners)
2*
East of Java (Universal)
i-k
Escapade (M-G-M)
3*
Escape Me Never (United Artists)
3ir
Every Night at Eight (Paramount)
2-^^
Fang and Claw (RKO)
2*
The Farmer Takes a Wife (Fox)
3-^
A Feather in Her Hat (Columbia)
2-^:
The Flame Within (M-G-M)
2*
Forsaking All Others (M-G-M)
3*
Four Hours to Kill (Paramount)
3 IkFrisco Kid (Warners)
3*
Front Page Woman (Warners)
3^
Here is a condensed

SCREEN

The Gay Deception (20lh Century-Fox)
The Gilded Lily (Paramount)
Ginger (Fox)
The Girl Friend (Columbia)
The Girl from lOlh Ave. (First National)
The Glass Key (Paramount)
Goin' to Town (Paramount)
Go Into Your Dance (First National)
The Good Fairy (Universal)
Goose and the Gander (First National)
Grand Exit (Columbia)
The Great Impersonation (Universal)
Hands Across the Table (Paramount)
Hard Rock Harrison (Fox)

3-;*:
3-*
3it
1 Vlr
2*
3^
3-k
3-^
3ir
2-^1
2-^
3-k
2*

Harmony Lane (Mascot)
Here Comes Cookie (Paramount)
Here Comes the Band (M-G-M)
Here Is My Heart (Paramount)
Here's to Romance (20th Century-Fox)
Hold 'Em Yale (Paramount)
Hooray for Love (RKO)
Dream Too Much (RKO)
Found Stella Parish (Warners)

2-^^
3-^
1★
Air
iir
3*
2-*
3*
2*

You Could Only Cook (Columbia)
Live for Love (Warners)
Live My Life (M-G-M)
he Informer (RKO)
Old Kentucky (20th Century-Fox)
Person (RKO)
he Irish in Us (First National)
he Iron Duke (GB)
Happened in New York (Universal)
s in the Air (M-G-M)
alna(RKO)

4-^2ir
2*
4*
3:^
2*
3^
3*
3ir
2*
3^

avo Head (First Division)
ng Solomon of Broadway (Universal)
addie (RKO)

2 -A1^
3*

ady Tubbs (Universal)
he Last Days of Pompeii (RKO)

2 -A4*

he Last Outpost (Paramount)
et 'Em Have It (United Artists)
el's Live Tonight (Columbia)
ife Begins at Forty (Fox)
ittle Big Shot (Warners)
he Little Colonel (Fox)
he Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox)
Ives of a Bengal Lancer (Paramount)
iving on Velvet (Warners)
ove in Bloom (Paramount)
ove Me Forever (Columbia)
oves of a Dictator (GB)
Mad Love (M-G-M)
Manhattan Moon (Universal)

2-^^
3^
Or
4-k
2^
3*
3^
5-;^
i-k
2^
4^
3 -A
2*
1 ir

Man of Iron (Warners)
1 -AThe Man on the Flying Trapeze (Paramount) 3 -A*
The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo
(20th Century-Fox)
2V2*
Mark of the Vampire (M-G-M)
2*
Mary Burns, Fugitive (Paramount)
3-k
McFadden's Flats (Paramount)
2-A'
The Melody Lingers On (United Artists)
2^
{Continued on page 104)

version of the Modern

Screen Movie

Score-

board! You'll find it simple to follow and a valuable guide in
choosing your film entertainment. Instead of giving you the
individual ratings of Modem Screen and authoritative newspaper
movie critics all over the country, we have struck an average of
their ratings. You'll find this average under the heading. General
Rating, beside each picture. Ratings: extraordinary; 4*. very
good; 3*, good; 2*. fair; ItV, poor.

HOLLYWOOD

ALL-STAR

Cinema

SPECTATORS

folks love to relax at some

exciting

sports event and they don't care much whether
it's racing, fights, polo or tennis. Two recent
events brought all the big names out to the
sidelines — the pro tennis matches at the Ambassador Hotel and the polo match at the
Uplifters' Club. Top row, left to right, you see
the tennis rooters — Tom Brown with Marian
Marsh, snapped in the hotel lobby. And next
Bob Montgomery, plus sideburns, watches
with Kay Johnson. Next row, left to right,
Mary Pickford with Bob Taylor at the Uplifters' polo match. Did you ever see Mary
looking any younger or more charming? And
some indoor sports — harmonizing. Dick Powell,
Edward Arnold and Bob Taylor, with Binnie
Barnes at the piano. Right, Mickey Rooney,
Edith Fellows and Freddie Bartholomew
dolled up for a big party.

AT

RECENT

SHOTS..

CINEMA

DOINGS

The year's first gee-gee running at Santa Anita
race track brought forth every HoUywoodite who
could get away from work. And here are some of
the biggest betters and better biggies of the film
colony. Below, Carole Lombard, looking very chic,
arrives with Robert Riskin. Also below, Michael
Bortlett, minus his moustache, squires Florence
Rice (this looks romantic). Right, bottom to top,
the Cedric Gibbons look pretty snooty as they
pass Scotty's camera. Dolores Del Rio Gibbons
also looks very elegant. Next Roger Prior arrives
with — guess who? — of course, Ann Sothern. They
still say it ain't love but they're always together
just the same. And last, Cesar Romero gives
Betty Furness some good betting tips. Betty's
wearing one of those daffy hats she's famous for.
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CLEAR AGAIM

WITH

PIMPLY

51

Don't let Adolescent Pimples
keep YOUR boy friend away

PIMPLES are all too common in the
years that follow the beginning of
adolescence — from about 13 to the age of
25, or even longer. Important glands develop and final growth takes place during
this time. This causes disturbances throughout the body. The skin becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons in the blood
irritate this sensitive skin, causing pimples.
Clear up these adolescent pimples — with
Fleischmann's Yeast. This fresh yeast
clears the skin irritants out of your blood.
Pimples go. Your skin is fresh and smooth

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

again . . .
Eat Fleischmann's Yeast 3 times a day,
before meals— plain, or in a little water —
until your skin clears. Start today !
11

his

"Why not lead off this month's news
with a Mae West item?" we have just
asked ourselves, and hearing no reply
at all, here is this month's Mae West
item: As you know, Mae's leading man
'n "Klondike Lou" is Victor McLaglen.
Now, Vic is big and tough, but around
the ladies
he's not exactly
what you'd
call
a Gablemore.
He is, briefly,
shy.
So our Mae took him in hand during
a love scene, and in conspiracy with
director Raoul Walsh, gave Vic what
is known in technical circles as "the
works." By the time the scene ended,
the McLaglen countenance was crimson, and he still doesn't know that the
torrid love episode was filmed, not for
the picture
but offorscenes
Raoul that
Walsh's
private collection
Mr. Hays
\

12

i
\

hirelings

will

never view.

While we're on the subject of Mr.
Walsh, it might be nice to mention a
fine gesture on his part during the
shooting
"Klondike
Lou."
During
several of
weeks
before
Christmas,
Walsh shot scenes which required the
presence of a number of old timers.
Instead of choosing his players at
random from the casting office, Walsh
ordered a couple of assistants to
check on the financial status of the
candidates. As a result, the neediest
cases were given jobs and a much
more pleasant Christmas than they
anticipated.

Here's a conversation between a
photographer and Claudette Colbert's

Doctoi Pressman we thought you'd like
lo hear. Cameramen, as you know,
are anathema to the good doctor — in
fact, he doesn't like them. One of them
cornered him a few weeks ago, however, and asked him to explain his
aversion to the lensmen. "It's purely a
question of ethics," replied the Dr.
"News photographs hardly lend themselves to the dignity of the medical
profession." "That's funny," said the
photographer, preparing for a quick
getaway, "the Mayo brothers never
objected!"

We dropped in on Eddie Cantor's
"Strike Me Pink" set the other day,
hoping, to be frank with you, to get
in on one of the big chorus numbers.
Instead we drew Cantor and Parkyakarkas, with the latter suspended in
mid-air by a series of wires. After
a few attempts at the scene, director
Norman Taurog called time out for
lunch. We all marched over to the
studio cafe, where all was serene
until along about coffee-time when
Eddie suddenly yelled : "Hey, where's
Parkyakarkas?" A startled assistant
rushed back to the set, and there was

Mr. P., dangling just where he had
been left. "Strike Me Pink," by the
way, was originally "Shoot the
Chutes." "The title change came
about when it was discovered that
in
England, where the Cantor epics
make considerable money, "Shoot the
Shutes" is an unknown expression.
Perhaps by this time Bob Montgomery and his studio have patched up
their troubles, but as we go to press
Mr. M. is not on the friendliest of terms
with his bosses. Bob, it seems, objects
to the philandering playboy type of
role he has been playing, while the
studio insists that the Montgomery public expects and likes him in that type
of thing. Bob's major complaint, however, is that he wanted to play Romeo
opposite Norma Shearer's luliet. Bob
doesn't begrudge Leslie Howard the
role, but everyone knows he was disap ointed in losing out on it.

Norman Foster and Sally Blane are
tops among
the film
love-is
birds these days,
and colony's
Hollywood
pointing with pride to what it believes to be an ideal — "ideal marriage." {Continued on page 15)
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A Tale of Two Cities (M-G M)
*****
Fans of Ronald Colman owe a debt of gratitude to Charles Dickens
for creating Sydney Carton. Playing the cynical and chronically
can only be spoken
inebriated young lawyer, Colman's performance
historians, that Mr.
of as perfect. It is highly doubtful, according to
Dickens had Ronald in mind when he wrote his classic tome, but were
he alive, and about today, he would agree with M-G-M that there
is no better Sydney Carton in all Hollywood than Ronald Colman.
It is his portrayal that lifts "A Tale of Two Cities" to the top jn the
month's ranking. Everyone is aware that Carton's destiny is the
guillotine, where he makes the supreme gesture for the woman he
loves, but one's Interest is held throughout by the excellent acting areof
Mr. Colman and his colleagues. Notable among the large cast
the star's
Blanche Yurka (whose Madame DeFarge is second onlyin tominor
roles,
performance), Elizabeth Allan, Edna May Oliver, E.and,
Clive.
E.
Isobel Jewell, Walter Catlett, Billy Sevan and
Mr. Dickens would
14

Preview Postscripts
have been staggered ot

■/hot his brain-waves

cost M-G-M. No expense was spared to make "A Tale of Two
Cities" authentic in every detail. Over a year was spent in research
alone. Costumes, scenery and properties were studied and collected
from every available source. The largest set for this picture was that
of the Bastille. Over 5000 extras were employed for this scene alone,
which took several days to shoot. An interesting comparison between
the mode of life in the French Revolution days with the elaborate and
costly French palaces on one set and alongside was the set of the
dreary, rotting hovels of the laborers and the famous gaol with its
darkly stained floors and cobwebs swinging in the breeze. Those rats
scuttling across the dirt floor were the real thing — at $5 a day. All
the principal character actors and o large percentage of the supporting cost were English so four o'clock tea became imperative. An
atmosphere of great dignity always pervades a company in which Mr.
Colman is starred. Mr. C. indulges in great thought and little conversation while at work. The only time he seemed to be enjoying
himself was on the way to the guillotine. The horse turned temperamental when faced with the milling mobs so the star took him in
hand. Five days were needed to shoot this scene which takes less
than five minutes on the screen.
The {Continued on page 92)
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(Continued from page 13)
Note: When Fritz Leiber and his wife,
Virginia Bronson, opened their new home
in Beverly Hills they spent their first
day there interviewing prospective cooks.
After looking over all, the candidates, they
chose a middle-aged Mexican woman,
who said she had several children to
support and had been on home relief
for months. Hired, she removed her
hat and set to work, but Mrs. Leiber
couldn't conceal her amazement at the
gal's elaborate coiffure. Questioned about
it, she said: "My hair? Ah, all my life
have I wanted a pennancnfe, so when the
presidente put us on the gratificacion —
what you call it? — I send my ninos away
to our relatives and save up two weeks to
get one !"
Grace Bradley's hay ride party was probably the chilliest affair of the season. Guests
arriving at the Bradley ranch in Van Nuys,
were plumped into trucks spread with hay
and transported to the Malibu Country Club
at Malibu Lake, which had been given a
bucolic going-over for the evening. Cornstalks decorated the walks, and everyone
sat on bales of hay — everyone except Dorothy Lee, who sat on the prostrate form of
a peacefully smiling young gentleman who
had evidently done too much rehearsing for
the affair.

Another highly unusual gathering was
Paula Stone's cocktail party on the afternoon of the Bradley festivities. Paula's
soiree was to honor her sister Dorothy
and her husband, Charles Collins. At the
appointed time everyone was present but
the hostess and her guests of honor. An
hour later, the first of the Stones came
rolling in. It was Paula, in screen makeup, and she had just returned from a location trip. Another hour passed, and in
marched Dorothy, fresh from a screen
test. Her husband was also making tests,
and couldn't be present at all. And at the
last minute papa Fred Stone arrived, attired in backwoods costume. He had just
come from work on "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine." P. S. to the Stones : it
was a swell party; you should have been
there.

Competition for novel party ideas in Hollywood is so keen that Carole Lombard is reported to have offered Grace Bradley $500,
and finally $1000, if she would sell her the
"rights" to her hay ride party. After all,
the Lombard gal has a reputation to maintain, for she is Hollywood's Number One
novel party thrower. Her tops to date are
the rough-and-tumble affair she sponsored
at the Venice Fun House, and her Hospital
party, at which food was wheeled in on
stretchers and guests ate with scalpels and
other physician's tools. It was all too, too
medical, really. And now, just to give
Carole more sleepless nights, comes the
Countess Di Frasso with plans for a Physical
Culture party — whatever that may be — at
the Rollerdome in Culver City. Some fun,
eh. Countess?

They're unprintable! The things that happen
your system when you take a harsh, quick-acting
cathartic. Good taste forbids a detailed description 1
to

YOU

OUGHT

best to take Ex-Lax at night, when

health's sake, what happens you go to bed. In the morning you
when you introduce a harsh, drastic will enjoy complete and thorough
laxative into your system. One that relief. Ex-Lax works overnight withworks too quickly. One that upsets out over-action.
you, one that creates a violent disturb- ^
j r
i
i i r
i ,
,
,
■ .1
1r 1
Good for the whole famtly!
ance... that rushes unassimilated food
■'
j
j

Another thing people like about
Ex-Lax is the fact that it is equally
and adults. Thus,
for children
good
vou need
only one laxative in your
' ,• .
u
at hr r r
medicme
r ^^ i- chest. Millions or ramuies
f
,.„,..
^ ., ^
follow this practice.
too graphic. This is a family maga^
as
recognized
been laxative
^^'-^ax has
a standard,
reliable
for 29
zine ... not a medical textbook.
This much we can say: whenever
_ ^^^g
^
than any
you need a laxative, be sure the one ^.^er brand of laxative in the
world,
you take is correctly timed. Be sure
through your system . . . that rips
and tears its way, leaving you weak,
down — internally
dragged
„
,,abused.
,
But ... we cannot tell you the
\ are
graphic details here ,
because they

it is mild and gentle. Ex-Lax meets
^
these important specifications. And here is still another pleasant
thing about Ex-Lax ... it tastes just
Avoid quick-acting cathartics! jikg delicious chocolate. Isn't it fool^^^"^ y^^"" ^'^^^^^
Beware of laxatives that work too
? Don't
quickly! Ex-Lax takes from 6 to 8 fitter, nasty-tasting laxative
,
needless
s°
'^'^
•
•
•
^^^'^
^°
accomplish its purpose. It
hours toconstipation
relieves
without violence.
Stop at your druggist's and get
yet it is completely effective. Elimi- a box of Ex-Lax today, if it isn't
nation is thorough. And so close to already in your medicine chest. A
normal you hardly know you've
taken a laxative.

box costs only 10c. There is a big,
convenient family size at 25c, too.

Because of its gentle action, Ex-Lax

guard against colds! . . . Remember

doesn't leave you weak, as harsh these common- sense rules for fighting
sensibly,
sleep
get enough
colds —warmly,
,
■ s do.
T It1 doesn't
.
keep out
or eat
drafts,
keep
cause stom- dress
cathartic
ach pains.
It doesn t nauseate you.
^^^^ ^^[^ ^^^^
^.^^^^^^ ^^^^
And you don't need to fear any
Ex-Lax, the delicious chocolated
PLEASE

Little Jean Parker has been seen here,
and occasionally there, with Igor Gorin,
the baritone, but you can discount any rumors of hearts and flowers since they are
both under contract to the same studio
and Igor is in the process of getting a romantic build-up. Incidentally, Jean, who
owns a style shop, should be told by her
employees that organdie gowns in midwinter don't really set a girl ofif at parties.
(Continued on page 24)'

TO KNOW, for your

TRY

EX-LAX
AT OUR
(Paste this on a penny postcard)
Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 170
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

EXPENSE!

^^b^^^^Ot^^rive ^
Name
Address
City
Age
(If you live in Canada.^ -write Kx-Lax Ltd.^7jb Notre Dame St. H^.., Montreal) MM3b
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Tune in on "Strange as it Seems", new Ex-Lax Radio Program. See local newspaper tor station and time,
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6th prize — Crosley All Metal Tube Console
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1. On the next page you will find the Ruby Keeler prize menu.
Fill in each of the blank spaces (those that are preceded by
asterisks) with the name of some food or special dish beginning
with the letter on that line. Your complete menu should provide
a balanced and appetizing meal. Then, in the space at the
bottom of the menu, give your reason in ten words or less for
wishing to see Ruby Keeler in "Colleen."
2. The prizes will be awarded to the persons who submit the
best menus, typewritten or printed in pencil, with all the correct
spaces filled in, with each dish on the menu beginning with the
specified letter, and who, in the opinion of the judges give the
best reasons (in ten words or less) for wishing to see Ruby
Keeler in "Colleen."

Neatness will count.

3. The first prize is $400.00 in cash; the second prize $250.00;
the third prize $200.00 and the fourth prize $150.00. The fifth
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and
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Radio.

a

Qa±ij!

]Q.uU±

64-piece H & W China Dinner Sets as seventh prizes. There are
fifteen General Electric Hotpoint Portable Mixers as eighth
prizes. There are ten Buffeteer Toaster Service Sets as ninth
prizes.
4. The contestants may submit as many entries as they choose,
each entry to be accompanied by the menu card coupon on the
following page. No correspondence can be entered into regarding letters submitted to this contest. All letters, upon receipt, will become the property of MODERN SCREEN Magazine.
5. The decision of the judges shall be final, and in case of ties
duplicate prizes will be awarded.
6. No employees of MODERN

SCREEN or members of em-

ployees' families are eligible to compete.

prize is a Crosley Shelvador Refrigerator; the sixth prize the
new Crosley All Metal Tube Console Radio. There are five

7. Send all entries to RUBY KEELER CONTEST, MODERN
SCREEN, 149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. All entries must
be mailed before midnight of April 15, 1936.

THIS is your last chance to enter the Ruby Keeler
Prize contest and your big chance to compete for
one of the wonderful prizes we are offering. One
of the nicest features of this contest — apart from
the useful awards — is its simplicity. You don't have
to be a cross-word puzzle addict, a jig-saw puzzle
expert or even a cook ! All you have to do is to decide what you would serve to Ruby Keeler if she
were to be your guest at dinner !
There is one rule that you must observe, however,
so Hsten carefully and look at the sample menu on
the opposite page as you read the explanation here.

For this is important : every dish of your prize menu
must begin with the initial given at the beginning of
each line. The filled in menu card will illustrate
what we mean.
The dishes do not need to be listed in the order in
which they would be served. You can start ofif with
dessert and end up with soup, if you choose, so long
as you keep to the RUBY KEELER, COLLEEN
line-up. One of the blank spaces, you will notice
has no initial heading it. In that space, therefore!
you can add any dish you care to. This enables you
to complete your menu
(^Continued on page 90)
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Three more prizes — H & W China Set,
Portable Mixer and Buffeteer Toaster Set.

1st— $400,00 in cash

6th— The new Crosley All Metal Tube Console Radio

2ncl— $250.00 in cash

7th — Five prizes of 64-piece H & W China Dinner Sets

3rd— $200.00 in cash
4th— $150.00 in cash

8th — Fifteen prizes of Genera! Electric Hotpoint Portable Mixers

5th — Crosley Shelvador Refrigerator

9th — Ten prizes of Manning-Bowman

Toaster Sets.

FILL IN THIS COUPON
(PLEASE TYPEWRITE OR PRINT
THIS IS A SAMPLE COUPON.
YOURS SHOULD
IN PENCIL) AND MAIL IT TO:
LIKE THIS WHEN YOU SEND IT TO:
*B
Editor, RUBY KEELER CONTEST,
Editor, RUBY KEELER CONTEST,
MODERN SCREEN, 149 Madison Ave.,
MODERN SCREEN, 149 Madison Ave.,
Nev/ York, N. Y.
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a cookie jar in your home?

Well, if you have, here's your golden opportunity
to secure new recipes from Ruby Keeler which will
enable you to fill this kitchen treasure chest of yours
with crispy, crunchy rounds of goodness.
But did I hear some of you say that you have no
cookie jar? And no knack for making cookies?

to ctunck

EllIBY

cookiQ5

u^itk

It at

Well, that's too bad, really ! For there is nothing more
universally popular than the cookie family and nothing in
the dessert line easier to make. Such at least is the opinion Ruby Keeler expressed to me the other day. And
Ruby should know, for she is an enthusiastic "cookie
cruncher"
if your
Modern
Hostess
ever
saw one.
"AS A KID," said the petite Miss Keeler, "when I
had a penny to spare (and those occasions were few), I'd
never buy a loUypop or 'a penny's-wortha-candy' at the corner stationery store down under the elevated tracks. No,
indeed, I'd get cookies — the two-for-a-penny kind at the
bakery on the next street. I can still remember the delicious warm smell of baking bread that came out of that
place as I stood — my little nose pressed against the window pane — feasting my eyes on the trays of goodies inside. With but a single cent, fairly burning a hole in my
pocket, I'd put off the glorious moment of entering the
shop while I pretended to myself that I couldn't make up
my mind between the chocolate layer cake or the white
frosted angel food. Naturally, I knew all the time that
I couldn't possibly afford either. But do you think I
cared ? Not I ! I knew I had money enough for two
cookies and I asked no more of fate. To this very day I'd
choose cookies in preference to cakes any old time at all."
I forgot to ask Mrs. Jolson whether her famous husband shares her enthusiasm for these baked sweets. But
I'm perfectly sure, without asking, that there is one
person who soon will be making very definite inroads
on the cookie supply in the Jolson household. That's
young Albert Jolson, Jr. For children adore cookies —
from the tiniest tot who begs for one at Mother's tea
table to the school child who cheers joyfully when cookies are included in his lunch box. And if it's true (which
vou know it is) that "men are just grown up little boys,"
it is just as true that they carry their liking for cookies
on into manhood.
Why only recently a man wrote a

THE MODERN HOSTESS.
MODERN SCREEN MAGAZINE,
149 MADISON AVENUE.
NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.
Please send me a free leaflet containing Ruby Keeler's recipes for special
cookies.
NAME
STREET
CITY
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I WON'T
THIS

STAY

HOUSE

minute!

ANOTHER

the

BIGBRUTE-i

COMPLAINING
SHIRTS

A

THAT

ARE

AFTER

popular song called "Lookie,
Lookie, Lookie, Here Comes
Cookie" — and meant it as a sincere compliment !

iVE

SLAVED

HIS

FULL

TATTLE-TALE

Courtesy Borden's
plateful of goodies.

IN

OF

GRAYSIMPLY

OVER

THEM.

So let's be wise, follow Ruby's
advice and reestablish the oldfashioned cookie jar as a regular
item of household furnishing.
Let's fill it to overflowing with not
one style of cookie, but several !
You can buy these, of course, as

IN

FOR THIS little lady has recipes
for several kinds of cookies to
which she is especially partial.
Furthermore she allowed me to
choose from among her favorites
an outstanding example of each
different type of cookie. Cookies,
you know, fall under four groupings. Rolled Cookies, Dropped
Cookies, Refrigerator Cookies and
Filled Cookies, with a thousand
variations possible on each theme.
Later on we will discuss the four
groups just mentioned in a very
general way. But right here I
want to tell you more about the
recipes I have for you this month
— those four pets of Ruby Keeler's. (I also want to tell you that
you, too, can have copies of these
recipes just by mailing in the coupon on the opposite page.)
The first of the cookie recipes
in the leaflet, which is yours for
the asking, is one that tastes just
like an old-fashioned sugar cookie,
but which is actually as up-to-date
as the tap dancing feet of the person after whom it is named. The
"Keeler Cookie" is delicious
served plain, sprinkled with sugar,
or frosted. Personally, I favor a
frosted cookie for special occasions so Fve included directions
for
(Continued on page 66)
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Ruby once did. at the baker's. But
better still you can have the homemade kind that Ruby now enjoys.
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FELS-NAPTHA SOAP holds two
marvelous dirt-looseners —
richer, golden soap with lots oj
naptha added to it! When these
two cleaners tackle the wash,
even deep -down dirt hustles out.

Banish

"Tattle

with

LY

AL

RE

n.

ea

cl

Fels-Naptha is safer, too. Grand
for silk undies and stockings.
And

it's easier on hands— because there's soothing glycerine
in every golden bar. Get some
5 1936, FEL34 CO.
today at your grocer's.

-Tale

Gray"

FELS-NAPTHA
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SOAP!

two forms

of

Winx Mascara
which gives you
LONG,

LOVELY

The Rogers-Astaire team
can't be topped for perfection, says one reader.

'Tain't fair the way
everyone pans La Bennett, a reader laments.

LASHES
so fascinating to men!
by LOUISE ROSS
■pROM
Pariscalled
comesWinx.
the secret
of thisitsupermascara
Instantly,
gives
your lashes a natural accent. It makes skimpy,
pale lashes look luxurious, sparkling, alive!
You'll never realize the power of beautiful eyes until you try either Cake or Creamy
Winx— my perfected formula of mascara that
keeps lashes soft, alluring. Your eyesframed with lashes darkened by Winx— will
have new mystery, new charm.
So safe— smudge-proof, non-smarting, tearproof— Winx is refined to the last degree.
Yet so quick to apply— a morning application lasts until bed-time.
Millions of women prefer Winx to ordinary mascara. New friends are adopting
Winx every day. Without delay, you, too,
should learn the easy art of having lustrous
lashes. Just go to any toilet counter and buy
Winx. Darken your lashes— note the instant
improvement.
Winx is presented in two convenient forms
— the ever-popular Cake (in a box) and the
new Creamy (in a tube). Each includes my
perfected formula. They differ only in form.
Each form has its enthusiasts— hence I offer
both. They are for sale at all 10c counters.!^
CAKE

$5

Ptlje Jlattet

I guess I'll never be as burned up, riled,
or irritated as I was when I glanced at a
letter in your January issue concerning
Ginger Rogers. To say that "as a dancing
partner, Ginger Rogers is not good enough
for Fred Astaire" and that Eleanor Powell
would be "a tremendous sensation with
Astaire" is certainly using very, very bad
judgment. It is recognized that Miss
Powell is a great feminine tap dancer,
but her style and technique would not compare with the rhythm and charm of the
Rogers-Astaire combination.
Astaire's and Roger's dancing blends
into a completely harmonious delivery, expressing the very words harmonious
rhythm. They so completely belong together as a dancing pair that they are beyond compare, both in ballroom and tap
dancing.
Miss Powell's main forte is her tap dancing, which is superb, but she is most certainly not on a par with Ginger Rogers
in any other respect. — Miriam Barr, Tucson, Arizona.
$/ Pti^e Jlatiet
]Q.ontantlc ^adif

CREAMY

WINX

^If you are not near a lOc store, you may
order direct from Ross Company, 243 West
17th Street, New York City, by sending 10c,
checking whether you wish O Creamy □ Cake
□ Black □ Brown □ Blue.
Name
Street
City

For some time I have been missing a
little lady from the screen, and, when I say
lady I mean just that. To me she has
always been a sweet, modest girl, a pleasant
change from the half-draped females with
artificially slanted eyes, affected walks,
etc.
Many of us have looked at her and found
the qualities we should like a daughter to
possess, in fact I wish she were my daughter so that I might know her better.
We have laughed with her, cried with
her, and left the theatre with her pictures
fresh in our memories. I shall never forget "Merely Mary Ann," "Daddy Long
Legs," and "Sunny Side Up." I can still
hear her singing "I'm a Dreamer."

Write a letter and win a cash
prize! Motion pictures offer a
wide field for discussion. We
want your critlcisnns, pro and
con, on films, players, or any
phase of movies that Interests
you. Ten dollars In prizes will
be awarded each month for the
six most Interesting letters submitted— ist prize, $5; five 2nd
prizes of $1 each. Be sure to
send your full name and address. Modern Screen reserves
the right to publish letters in
whole or In part. Address: Between You and Me, Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New
York, N. Y.

So let's have more pictures with Janet
Gaynor and Charles Farrell, for together
they spell ROMANCE.— Blanche Mott,
New York, N. Y.

$1 Ptt-^a ^attet
onnie
It's about time someone came to the defense of Connie Bennett. Every magazine
I pick up has some dirty crack about her
in it. Once and only once have I read an
article on her which stated that she was
deathly afraid of crowds. Did it ever ocConnie's so-called "high
hat" curisto anyone
merely that
put on in self-defense?
She is accused by one of your readers
of "posing with a cigarette in one hand
and hot air in the other." If the script

State
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The Gaynor gal's roles
haven't been significant
enough, says this lady.

calls for it, she's got to do it. Very few
actresses could pull the same act and get
away
with it.oneConnie
screen's
sophisticate,
who is
canthereally
put prime
over
the
parts handed
her.really
Let's has
havea
her lousy
in a picture
where to she
chance to shine.
Just as long as people sling sarcastic remarks about Constance, I'll be right here
to defend "the most misunderstood actress
in
111. Hollywood." — Joan Goodwillie, Chicago,

$/ J^il-^e Jlettet
]^i^kt you -Ota!
I second, third and fourth M. Woolsey's suggestion of Eddy and Swarthout
in "Carmen." I'd second a motion for
Nelson Eddy to sing anything, but he certainly would be some Toreador, and for a
picture that part could be built up beautifully.
Harriet Bossard has the right idea about
starved-looking stars. Some pictures leave
us with the same impression we might
have after a visit to a sanatorium. Too
many of our leading players have an overwrought, high-strung look. That is probably why a fine, healthy specimen like
Eddy made such a hit — Clark Gable, too,
has always radiated sound health with
nerves under control. I'm no Tarzan fan,
but I don't like to see taught nerves or the
evidence of them on display. — R. E. Dee,
Peoria, 111.

Dance and play
— you're truly safe — with
certain-safe
Modess!
No striking through — as often happens
with ordinary reversible napkins. No soggy
edges! For Modess has a specially treated
material on the sides and back. Wear blue
line (the moisture-proof side) away from
body and protection is complete!

$1 Ptl-^e JlQttet
"TaeiotaLet Sai^i,
In the December issue one of your readers said he was disgusted with the great
amount of nudity on the screen. I believe
there is another thing which is shown
entirely too frequently on the screen and
that is drinking.
Do producers and directors think that
the only way to show people enjoying
{Continued on page 100)
o

can
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End
ask

''accident
for

panic''

Certain-Safe

Modess!

Try N-O-V-O — the new safe douche powder. Cleanses! Deodorizes! {Not a contraceptive.)
At your druggist or department store
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Which type are you and do you
know tricks to bring out your individuahty? (Top, left) The IrishAmerican AHce Faye and, right,
our own American Loretta Young.
(Bottom, left and right) Two dark
beauties, Mademoiselle Simone
Simon and Sehorita Rita Cansino.

19
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MAYBE IT'S the Irish in us, but this month we've decided to get fighting mad and go individualistic with a
vengeance.
It — individuality — is the life of international trade in
beauty. Think of Hollywood's imports;
Garbo from Sweden, Dietrich from Germany, Merle Oberon from England, Dolores
Del Rio from the romantic land of Mexico
. . . a long string of names forging to the
front. You'll find some talented newcomers
on this page, and they're all youngsters with
individuality. Here we have a tiny Parisienne, a Spanish sefiorita, a little blonde as
Irish as a shamrock, and a young x\merican gir

they have already registered a "personality" tradeiuark.
"In our make-up department, we don't merely put cosmetics on faces," declared Mel Burns, who is master of
the greasepaint at RKO-Radio. "Rather, we deal in personality. The fact that it is radiated through the eyes
and mouth means that we have to decide in which feature
more personality lies, and bring out that feature through
proper make-up."
"Then beauty itself is of minor importance ?'' I ventured.
"Yes," he responded frankly. "Show me an actress
with a flawless face and, nine times out of ten, I'll show
you a dumb actress."

^alcQ

tke6e

I D

u

i&

I.

Burns believes that women should learn to look at their
faces impersonally, and that once they discover their best
points and make the most of them, the battle is over.

Moreover, he emphasized that by "best points," he didn't
necessarily mean from the standpoint of
mere physical perfection, but those through
which their personalities are evident to the
outside world.
Mat
Once upon a time Gloria Swanson fussed
and fretted and worried over her nose as a
They
screen liability. And it turned out that her
turned-up nose became an asset ; her profile

are all as difTerent as night is from day, so I've chosen
them to support our individualistic theory in beauty, since

22
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became her "personality trademark," an intriguing part of her individuahty.
Now let's turn our noses toward Paris. There is
Simone Simon, the exciting French stage and screen
star, who is making her debut in America with Ronald
Colman in "Under Two Flags." Would you call her
beautiful? Certainly not from a classical viewpoint.
But she has something more important — -an individuality,
enhanced by her tiny unclassical nose. She accents her
IDiquancy by make-up. Her long lashes and pert mouth
are made up enticingly with mascara and lipstick, and her
chiseled brows are accentuated with eyebrow pencil. She
uses a Rachel Claire powder to enhance her naturally
creamy skin. She wears smart, snug little dresses to
enhance her figure. Yes, she is a pretty clever young
sophisticate, we must admit.

l^aaut^

adi^lca

MODERN
Rita Cansino is the dancing
daughter of a famous dancing family.
Hers is the colorful charm that belongs to the beauties of Old Spain. It
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Camay

open

yooar

eyes

to

isn't beauty that she has . . . it is
color, verve, vividness. She has an
ivory complexion, dark brown hair and
large brown eyes. She makes the most
of her striking coloring by using a
brilliant shade of lipstick and no
rouge on her cheeks. Her powder is
usually a dark rachel shade. She always pays particular attention to
keeping her brows beautifully arched ;
too straight a line would detract from
her special kind of distinction ; too
heavy a line would tend to coarsen
her iarunette coloring. Rita is wise
enough to keep her hair sleek and
smooth and long. "Long may the
permanent wave," say I, but if in this
permanented age you can wear long,
straight hair, be individual enough to
capitalize upon it. '
FROM

brunette to blonde, and to
the palest of silken blonde hair we
come to Alice Faye, a provocative
vixen if there ever was one. She is
of Irish-American ancestry, and we
don't need to have kissed the blarney
stone in order to call her "alluring."
But beautiful? Certainly not. That
isn't important where an Irish Faye
is concerned. Alice has two important "personality trademarks," her
eyebrows and her mouth. It takes
the fairest of fair skin, wide-set eyes,
and the most provocative of profiles
to "carry ofif" eyebrows like hers. To
most girls, they would give a ludicrous, doll-like artificiality, but to
AHce they give a pert individuality.
Such eyebrows would be utterly out
of keeping with Loretta Young's
flower-like beauty, but they're actually part of Alice Faye. Then her
mouth. She is as generous with her
Hpstick as with her smile.
If you're interested in Alice's
make-up, her powder is of a light
naturelle shade, in consideration of
her fair complexion. If you're lucky
enough to have a fair complexion,
use a light enough shade of powder.
How many times I've seen a fair skin
coarsened in appearance by the use of
too dark powder. And you blondes,
use brown mascara, not black !
Now we come to a different type
of American sweetheart, with a little
of the Irish, too, in her big brown
eyes. It's Janet Gaynor, who, according to strictly academic standards, hasn't a single outstanding feature, and yet the wistful charm of
her face has given her a hold on the
heartstrings of the pubhc. Part of
her personality and appeal is her tininess. So many girls bewail the fact
of their littleness ; you want to go
glamorous and sophisticated, and
well, yes, {Continued on page 92)

THE "picture" of what every little
girl hopes to look like when she
grows up — describes Mrs. Courtney
perfectly. Blue eyes, golden hair and
a complexion as smooth and as fresh
as a flower — a complexion
Courtney

generously

Mrs.

credits "to

your skin in a way you know must
be good for it. You can see the effect
of its luxurious, creamy lather. You
can fairly watch your skin grow
smoother, clearer, and more attractive. Begin with Camay — today! Buy
at least a half-dozen cakes from your
dealer. The price is very low.
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

Camay!"
There's never any doubt about
"Camay's beauty aid." You can feel
those energetic little bubbles clean

CAMA

Y

_
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{Continued from page 15)
Questions-Without-Answers : What well
known director, promised a bonus if he
finished a picture within a certain time
limit, had his schedule and his dream of
extra cash wrecked by the he-man star of
the production, who had a habit of sleeping late mornings ? A few nights after the
finish of the picture, the director sat in a
night club brooding over his loss when
the star ambled in. What would have been
a beautiful fist fight was spoiled by an
army of waiters, who separated the two
belligerents.

The most insured person in Hollywood
these days isn't Garbo or Gable, as you
might suspect, but Shirley Temple, a streamlined blonde whose presence is so valuable
to her studio, 20th Century-Fox, that they
have just taken out lite insurance totalling
$2,000,000. The policy was so large it had
to be divided between four insurance companies, and it makes little Miss T. one of the
most expensive young ladies in the world.
With Shirley rated as the world's best boxoffice bet, we don't blame her studio a bit
for taking such precautions.
WE'RE

FOOLS

ABOUT

KOOLS— Who

doesn't rave about this

cigarette that's mildly mentholated to refresh the throat, smoothly
blended to please the taste, cork-tipped, and packed with a valuable
B & W coupon good for handsome premiums? (Offer good in
U. S. A. only.) If you've never tried KOOLS, you're missing the
parade! Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., Louisville, Ky.

We talked to Loretta Young, who has
had her own romantic troubles, about Sally
and Norman Foster recently, and she said,
"It almost makes me weep to see two
peoplethen
so happy.
thissurvive
marriage
last,
nothing Ifcan
in doesn't
Holly-

The last shot on "The Trail of the Lonewood."
some Pine" was hardly completed when
Henry Fonda breezed into New York for the
holidays. He stayed at The Gotham, the
cinema crowd's popular rendezvous.
(Continued on page 105)

SAVE

COUPONS

. . . MANY

HANDSOME

Cigarette Box — Two shades of laminated wood. Chrome knob. 100 coupons

FREE. Write for illustrated 24-page
B »& W premium booklet. No. 10

RALEIGH CIGARETTES. .NOW
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AT POPULAR

NEW

PREMIUMS

Silex Coffee Maker — Pyrex and chrome.
Electric. Makes 8 cups . . . 475 coupons

PRICES...ALSO CARRY B&W

COUPONS

Joan Bennett and husband,
Gene Markey, have a quiet
family game of bilUards, at
ArUne Judge's recent party.
Joan doesn't look as if she expected Gene to top her shot!
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"You are the best I could get. And

now I've got

you — she'll never be able to win you back again!"
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HERO

OF "CHINA

they give their

story

of rollicking
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GLORY!

SEAS! "

greatest
and

in Damon

exciting

Timely as a radio news

adventure!

flash! Tender

love! Thrilling as a machine-gun's
ous and romantic as only a Damon

Runyon^s

as a big brother's

rat-tat-tat! UproariRunyon yarn can be!

with
GLORIA
MICHAEL

STUART

• CONSTANCE

WHALEN
A

•

DARRYL

C. HENRY

COLLIER
GORDON

F. ZANUCK

TWENTIETH CENTURY PRODUCTION
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck
Associate Producer Raymond
26

Griffith • Directed by lay Garnett

Juliet, loveliest and

most

ro-

of allreincarnated
Shakespeare's
heroines,mantic is
for
the screen
waited
so
know who
but the wait
the decision

by
Norma.
We'veto
many
months
Romeo would be,
was worth it when
was made to give

Leslie Howard the much coveted role. Norma never has
looked more beautiful and
don't you love her softly
curled coiffure, which Adrian
created for her as a perfect
Juliet head-dress, copying it
from a famous old painting?
27

A busy fellow is Boles. Hardly had he wiped off his
make-up

for "Rose of the Rancho" before he was
Garcia"
one for "A
a freshStanwyck
on
putting
with Barbara
and Message
Wallace toBeery.

Charming Elizabeth
Allan, having made
a hit in "A Tale of
Two Cities," has
gone back home to
England to play in
a picture for Gaumont-British. Transatlantic commuting
seems

to be Hollywood's pastime
these days.

The best news of the year is that one of the screen's most
thrilling twosomes is united again. Remember Gary Cooper
and Marlene Dietrich in "Morocco"? If you do, you will know
what an exciting pair they are as screen lovers. "Desire" is
a romantic comedy involving Marlene, a beautiful Continental
jewel thief, and Gary, a stalwart and very honest young
American engineer. What happens when they meet and fall
in love is something that will have you amused and charmed.
Dietrich never looked lovelier than she does in this, her best
picture — and her clothes! They are a whole fashion bulletin
in pictures for all you feminine fans. Gary, of course, is the
same grand romantic fellow who always turns out a swell
performance. "Desire" is directed by Frank Borzage, who
did such a fine job with Gary in "A Farewell to Arms."
(Adv't.)
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the pocket of his coat, reverently, Jean Hersholt extracted a tiny
wooden whistle in the shape of a doll.
The round head was nicked and chewed,
unmistakable marks of tiny teeth. I held
it in my hand. It had been teethed on by
— the Quintuplets !
And Jean, returned that very day,
with Dorothy Peterson, Director Henry
King & Co., from Callander, where they
had been working with the famous babies
in "The Country Doctor" — Jean, who
owns, among other priceless treasures the
most complete set of Hans Christian
Andersen manuscripts in existence, said
to me, "This little whistle is my most
valuable possession, my treasure beyond
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any price.

I carry it with me, al-

From left to right, the five stars,
Yvonne, Marie, Emilie, Annette
and Cecile. Marie looks very

the five. She is, Jean told me, actually only a few ounces lighter than
her sisters. She is, too, the only one
of the five who does not walk as

ways, for good luck."
"And I also want to tell you," said
meek but she's the executive of
Jean, laughing, "that for the first
time in my life I went up in my lines
yet.
But the difference is not so
all the "Quints."
marked as it has been said to be. And
when I did my first scene with Mademoiselles Yvonne, Annette, Marie,
such slight physical difference, as
Emilie and Cecile. I did the worst bit of acting I have
there has been, is more than made up for by small Marie's
sturdy independence of mind.
She is the leader and the
ever done in my twenty odd years on the screen. I was
dictator of the group.
terrible. I, who have worked with Garbo more often, I
Dorothy Peterson told me that, while Marie does not
think, than any other one actor, was knocked right off
my feef. I was awkward and ill at ease before those five
walk, she has an extremely rapid and effective method of
getting about. She puts her two hands flat on the floor,
self-possessed, incredible little personalities. They were
propels herself with her feet, her small behind sticking
not camera-shy. / was. They went to it like little veteran troupers and were what all fine actors must be,
aggressively up in the air as she skitters about.
Yvonne is the most emotional of the five. She is
completely natural and uninhibited. No wonder I was
the readiest to laugh, the quickest to respond to affection.
floored. Why, I felt as though the Garbo personality had
She is the only one of the five who cried at all during the
been turned on me not once, but five times!"
six days Jean worked with them. And that only for a
And then I heard all about them. Jean gave me the
first and the exclusive interview on that fabulous excurvery few moments. She has, Dr. Dafoe explained,
sion to one of the shrines of the world. The snow from
reached the "shy stage," the coy feminine stage of being
whimsical. She decided one day, said Miss Peterson, that
Callander was barely melting from his shoes when we
talked. And then, later, I talked with Dorothy Peterson
she was "through with pictures" and retreated into a
corner from which she had to be wooed and won again.
and she gave me the woman's reaction to the five famous
It was obvious, Jean told me, chuckling, that she knew
babies. And so, these are first-hand, eye-and-ear witness facts about the "Quints" — from Jean Hersholt, who
plays the part of their beloved Dr. Dafoe and from Dorothy Peterson, who plays their nurse, two people who
worked with them and played with them in their hospital
nursery every day for six days.
THEY

ARE

identically alike, the Quintuplets (and by

the way, you pronounce the much disputed word "Quintuplets' with the accent on the first syllable, Jean told me.
Thus does Dr. Dafoe pronounce it— and he should
know !)
Anyway, they are identically alike, physicallv. They
have precisely the same shade of hair, the same color
eyes, the same tone of skin and shape of head, hands and
feet. Their voices are alike, with the same tone and timbre. Rich little voices, all five of them.
But they are NOT alike in their personalities. Each
one is a definite and distinct- from-the-other little individual. Each one has her own mannerisms and cunning
"ways." Each one reacts differently. Dr. Dafoe cannot
tell very easily which one is which when he comes up on
them sleeping side by side. But the instant they are
awake and at play anyone, who has been with them for
an hour or two, can tell Cecile from Marie, and Marie
from Annette and so on.
Marie, for instance, is by far the most independent, the
most domineering of the five. She is the one from whom
the others do not dare to snatch toys or make too free.
She has been reported to be the smallest and frailest of
36

she was employing woman's most potent weapon — tears.
She peered
effect
nicely. out from behind her fingers' and gauged the
Cecile, Dr. Dafoe told Jean, went through this same
shy stage a few weeks ago but had emerged from it, a
new and very debonair woman by the time "The Country
Doctor" company arrived. And she is, now, the most
casual and off-hand of the five. A sort of "take things
as I find them" attitude.
EMILIE and Annette are the most observant of the five.
Emilie, for instance, recently discovered the electric light
switch near her crib. She was overjoyed when she found
out that, by pressing. the button, she could turn the light
on and the dark off. Dr. Dafoe had to send for an electrician to move the switch and install it elsewhere,
electric appliances not being exactly the toys for eighteen
month oldsters. Annette discovers the door knobs and
toys that have rolled under chairs, things out of sight.
She misses nothing.
They were not camera-shy in the least. As secluded
as they have been, they never once cried or shrank back
or evinced the slightest degree of fear when the company
began to work with them. They were not nervous. They
were merely healthily curious and interested. They are
perfect demonstrations, Jean told me, of what science
can do when it raises human beings — even little human
beings as handicapped as these babies were at birth.
"They are also," Miss Peterson (Continued on page 84)

Gay, pert Wendy
— y ou'd never
know she'd been
jilted recently.
She's in "Don't
Bet on
Love,"
an
apt
title.
Above,
with Louis Hayward,
a friend.
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AFTER YOUR heart Is broken— what ?"
We sat in the garden of Wendy's Westwood Hills
home. And pungent chrysanthenuims and vivid China
lilies flowered about the feet of the China-born youngWendy Barrie as she repeated my sad question, with a
laugh — though the laugh, like the question, held a knife.
"After your heart is broken," she said, "violence ! Do
something violent, just at first. Do something different.
To cut the cord, you know. Run away from wherever
you are. If you live in a small town, go to a big city,
If you live in a big city, go to some rural village. Anywhere— anywhere — so long as it is away !
"Or do something violent! Turn into someone you
never were before. Do something radical and desperate.
Do anything but owe thing.
Don't pitv vovxrself.
"And another 'don't' to girls who have had their hearts
broken — don't try to lick heartbreak by plunging into
another love affair. It isn't a panacea, it's an irritant. It's
the worst thing you can do. It's like trying to contract
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diphtlieria in order to forget that you have measles. It
doesn't work.
It's stupid.
"And don't sit around dramatizing yourself. Yours isn't
many.
the only l)roken heart in the world — it's just one of
SERIOUSLY," said the wand-like child, with the
honey-colored hair and the topaz eyes, "seriously, heartbreak is not a gentle malaise of the imagination. Heartbreak is an illness, just as the break of any bone or
the breakdown of any organ in the body is illness. It
belongs to the surgeons. Heartbreak is an actual physical
disease. I know that no one has ever described it thus
literally before. No one has ever thought of it clinically
— always romcmtically. That's because of the poets.
They've dramatized it. But I know whereof I speak.
"I lost twenty pounds when my heart was broken. And
I say this exactly as I would say that I'd lost twenty
pounds when I had typhoid (Continued on page 6'4)
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Above, Clark rests between shots at
a "skeet" shoot. He and Gary Cooper,
with him, are among

Hollywood's best.
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THE ONLY possession I have ever craved,
the only goddess I can serve faithfully for all
my life is FREEDOM!" So said Clark Gable.
"I'm a tramp at heart," he continued. And
withof those
words
gave from
the real
of hmiself,
all that
he he
wants
life,"inside"
even ofstory
the
marital events recently headlined and hysterics-lined.
For though Clark, in due course of time, will be "in
circulation" again — he won't be. Not really.
He looked magnificent as he sat there, in his dressing
room. He seemed too big and vital for the narrow confines of the room. I could see marriage, domesticity,
routine — all submerged beneath tempestuous seas.
No, not for one acre of ground, this man — not for four
walls, nor for one woman, nor for the hearth — but for
veldts, the prairies, the jungles, the untrammeled reaches
of the air.
That is the "story" back of Clark Gable and all that he
has done and all that he may do- — freedom. The wide,
wide world wherein he may stretch his arms and yawn,
laugh and adventure.
We talked for three hours, for this is the first interview
he has given since he took off for South America.
Now and then we were interrupted by a call from the
director and Clark departed, perforce, to do a scene with
Jean Harlow.

Once Jean herself poked her "brownette"

Clcffk is no Becru Brummel, off-screen.
He loves casual, slouchy clothes like

Another favorite Gable pastime, fishing. Note the proud grin as he holds

these.

up two beauties from a day's catch.

He's reading some
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head in the door and summoned him. "Hi, there, you!"
she said — and "Hi, there, right back at you," laughed
Clark. They both carolled, "Love at first sight!" — and
winked.
During Clark's absences on the set, I combed my hair
with the Gable comb, brushed my suit with the Gable
clothes brush, renovated my face with the Gable powder
put? — and emerged disappointingly unchanged.
The Gable coat and hat — a careless
looking raincoat and a brown Fedora —
hung on a rack. A pair of the Gable socks
were rolled up and thrown on the floor.
The Gable dressing-table bore the comb,
the clothes brush, one rather dreary-looking powder puff. A book on Astrology
was on the couch, dog-eared. That was all. No dressy
make-up box. No framed and autographed beauties —
just a few meagre masculine necessities, neither very new
nor very shiny. No "man" stood in attendance to dust
ofiF the risen star. Clark combed his own hair and forgot
his face.
A YOUNG daughter of one of the studio firemen presented Clark with a home-made cake just as he was called
to the set. I asked if I might have a piece while he was
gone.

"Certainly not!" said Qark-the-big-meanie,

de-
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alone

now

parting. He called back, laughing, "Well, just one piece
— if you can find a knife."
I found one. I shaved ofT a piece of the crust and hid
the rest of the cake. When Clark returned he eyed the
shaving with amazement and me with disbelief and said,
"For Pete's sake !"
The coyly hidden cake was produced and Clark ordered
tea for two and we settled down again.
And that little incident is Gable all over
— fun. He likes to kid. He likes to have
a laugh, to give and receive snappy comeIf a lady languished
at him,
he'd
list to backs.
starboard
and be seen
no more.
He said, gravely now, "Let's get one
thing straight. I don't know what you
want me to talk about, but I have my suspicions. And you
may as well know that I will not discuss Mrs. Gable — not
with anyone. I haven't discussed our affairs, I never
shall. Not even my most intimate men friends have got a
word out of me. All they know is what they have read
in the papers. And if anyone 'quotes' me, which will be
definitely nfj.yquoting, since there aren't going to be any
statements, I'll — " And Clark's expression was one to
strike terror into the nerviest questioner.
"T know," he continued, "that all kinds of editorial
articles have been and will be (Continued on page 80)
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A LITTLE, curly-headed girl of thirteen
stood on the platform of the Opera House
in her home town, Deep Water, Missouri.
She was giving her first recital. All the
folks were there, family, friends, neighbors, schoolmates. There came the high
note in a difficult aria, when to the horror and consternation of both family
and friends, to the special anguish of
the little girl's elder sister, Roma —
she failed to make that high note.
Something like a long-drawn sigh
echoed in that auditorium. Tears
in the mother's eyes, and in the
sister's ... a suppressed titter
perhaps, from the schoolmates,
with the young cruelty of their
age, who had long been imwith the
"Gladys
is goingpressedto
be story
a very
great
And then,
to the astonishknow."
you
singer,
ment of everyone in the
audience, the child wheeled
round on the platform and
demanded of her teacher,
who
was accompanying
her, that they start over
again

from the beginning The
!
teacher whis-

Successful
Gladys Swarthout whose answer to a buming modern
question
shouldto
be of interest
every man
and woman.
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pered frantically that this was never done. The small girl
whispered back that that didn't matter, it would be done
nozv. And the teacher, too embarrassed to persist in the
maintenance of precedent, went back to the beginning.
Perhaps she recognized dimly, in that unheard of moment,
that she was in the presence of a smasher of precedent.
On the second valiant attempt the little girl sang the high
note so truly, so triumphantly that the entire audience rose
to their feet and burst into wild applause — applause for
the high note ; applause, no less, for the high courage that
had produced it.
And thus a great career was launched — for members
of a wealthy Kansas City family were present that night
and they offered, then and there, to finance the little
Ozark Mountain
her way.

girl's career — Gladys Swarthout was on

There is nothing of the "Great Diva" about Gladys
Swarthout. She doesn't believe in the legendary "operatic temperament." She wrinkles her nose in the way
she has and says, "Singers who fly off the handle are
usually trying to substitute temperament for voice."
No trumpets ring out when Gladys Swarthout approaches. She is, very simply, a dark, vividly alive young
woman. She has nut brown hair and eyes and an olive
skin. She wore, the day we talked, a navy blue cape suit,
topped by a small naAry hat. She wore dark lipstick and
no other make-up. She sat on a divan in her dressingroom on the Paramount lot, her young and very goodlooking husband, Frank Chapman, at her side. She might
very well have been just young Mrs. Frank Chapman,

Left below, Gladys

Swarthout with Jan Kiepura and

Benny Baker, centre, in a scene from "Give Us This
Night." And right, relaxing from work with husband,
Frank Chapman,
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spending her days playing golf, her evenings playing
bridge, a member of a smart suburban set. She defers to
her husband, as every good wife should. And it is well
known, in Hollywood, that he is constantly with her, on
the set as well as off, advising, consulting, encouraging.
AND SO when I said, "There has been so much talk
about women being inferior to men — whether or not they
are — it struck me that it would be intensely interesting for
you, so successful a woman, to say what you' honestly
think." I said it, confident that Gladys Swarthout is the
sort who would be interested in any question involving
the human equation. She is. She smiled at Mr. Chapman
and he smiled at her. It is quite obvious, to the most
casual observer, that this is one of those rare marriages
which is a perfect duet — the bass and the treble, harmonizing perfectly.
She said, "Oddly enough, Frank and I were discussing
your question only last night. And I really do believe
that I have the right answer.
"Women are inferior to men when it comes to real
creative work. Women never create. They excel most
when they handle material already created. They are inferior to men when it comes to great inventions, scientific
discoveries, the building of things, the creating of the
sources of material. I don't believe that we could find
two women in all history who have achieved greatly in
any real creative field. Oh yes, Madame Curie, I know.
But even she worked with her husband. Edison, Rembrandt, the Wright Brothers, {Continued on page 70)
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AT LAST, there is another Charlie Chaplin
picture to be chuckled over, and thousands of
youngsters who have grown up to movie-going
age since four and one-half years ago, when
his last picture was shown, are having the fun
of discovering him for the first time.
During that long lapse between "City Lights" and
"Modern Times," I've burst into g^flfaws at the most
unexpected and embarrassing moments, remembering a
scene
Lights."
and a that
few million
others.a
It wasfrom
one "City
of those
subtle I scenes
would take
psychology professor ,to figure out. He swallowed a
whistle, and from then on, whenever making a sound
would do him the most harm, he hiccuped and the whistle
blew.
A lot of long-faced professors would have us believe
that Chaplin is much more profound than that. They
have put him into college textbooks on the psychology of
humor. Reams of lieamed and very dull interpretations
of his pictures have been written, but don't let that fool
you. The actor who slips and gets his backstop stuck
in a f>ail of* water just when he is trying to make a dignified impression belongs to us shouters more than to
the thinkers.
There ought to be a law proAriding that everyone see
each Chaplin picture at its very first showing. Then we
could shout down all the wet blankets who try to tell
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us about the mysticism, symbolism, and assorted hooey
they discovered in his picture.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN himself is all things to all people. Stop any five of his most intimate friends (and you
never saw a man who has so many intimate friends from
here to Japan) and they will all tell you a different story.
Mary Pickford, who counts him first among her friends,
thinks he is the wisest and most dependable man she ever
met. A famous author, who has often gone from New
York to Holl)rwood at Charlie's invitation, only to find
that Charlie has left town, considers him the most flighty
minded and most undependable person he knows. But
he'd
go from here to Timbuctoo
with him.

to spend five minutes

Marion Davies thinks Charlie is the perfect party guest.
When you have once been entertained by his untiring
antics, all parties without him are a frost. A Hollywood
delicatessen owner, who is one of his oldest friends, enjoys Charlie as a daily companion. He says he will
sit silently munching rye bread and liverwurst for hours,
then go out and prowl around the streets, and along the
most sordid waterfront never saying a word, but obviously enjoying himself. H. G. Wells, who wrote "The
Outline of History," and who has come from England to
be Chaplin's house guest for several months, admires him
tremendously because his unquenchable curiosity about
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things and people has made him make up for his lack of
schooling as a child by reading everything he gets his
hands on, and listening intently to all the great men he
meets. And he has met practically every great person
alive in the world today from diplomats to bull fighters,
from Professor Einstein to Ptggy Hopkins Joyce. At
their request, incidentally.
When I hear acquaintances talking about Charlie Chaplin, even people who have known him much longer and
better than I have, I want to get up on a soap-^x and
scream, "He's not like that, he's like this." But everyone
else
the same way, so you can't hear a thing for the
noise feels
we make.
If you will let me ramble on, I'll tell you some of my
most vivid memories of meeting Chaplin. Before anyone
can get through an introduction, he says, "But surely we
« have met before." Nine times out of ten, he has guessed
right. And does everyone get thrilled at that bit of kindly
tact. Even if they have not met him before.
You are apt not to remember anything he said at your
first meeting. That's because you probably did all the
talking. He has a sweet, ingratiating way about him, that
Chaplin.
I LIKE best to remember him at big parties. I have
seen him stand behind a phonograph imitating an orchestra cotKhictor. His anxiety, then relief, over a brief solo
from the first violin, his dismay over a sour note, his
frantic eflForts to get more volume from his orchestra,
make you see every one of the stodgy or temperamental,
sleepy, or nervous, or arrogant players in his imaginary
orchestra. His despairing shrug, as if to say, "I have
to do everything around here, you men just aren't trying," isa masterpiece of caustic wit.
I have seen him walk around the guests at a party,
impersonating a desperate man who thinks that perhaps
he will take up picking pockets as a profession. It is
nothing short of magic the way he makes you follow
every thought of his, without words, almost without gestures. He makes you see what he thought of doing,
but decided against. He makes you agonize over the
, poor
man's
and a roar
because a pretty girl
distracts
his temptation,
attention from
fat bankroll.
Best of all is his parlor portrayal of a man visiting an
art gallery. With his back toward you and a blank wall
in front of him, you know that he is looking at beautiful
landscapes that make him feel shut in from all the fragrance and freedom of the outdoors. You know that the
still life of fruit and a dead fish make him hungry. Then
he com^ to a nude. He doesn't want to be caught
staring.at it, but he cannot resist. He rises to a perfect
frenzy of (^ttri^sity and shyness that makes him look, turn
^a,way, look again, and turn away until his fellow guests
''are so worn out frorn laughter that they beg him to
stop.
Don't get the idea that Chaplin is always the inspired
clown.
Quite the contrary.
Back in June, 1929, he and

MAN
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Lindbergh were fellow guests at a small luncheon party
on a yacht anchored in the Hudson. Lindbergh had
recently returned from his solo flight across the Atlantic,
and Manhattan was one shoving, screaming, persistent
lot of maniacal hero worshippers who all wanted to get
close to him and talk to him. At luncheon Lindbergh
experienced the first moments of quiet in a hectic day.
He seemed happy and hurried away to pressing engagements with obvious regret. As the dinghy bearing him
toward shore splashed its way through the water, the
disconsolate little figure of Chaplin practically hung over
the rail waving "Good-bye."
THERE HE stayed, watching Lindbergh land, get in a
car, and drive away. Eventually, Chaplin straightened up
and turned a curiously wistful face toward the others on
deck.
"I earnestly.
wish I'd had nerve to ask him for an autograph," he
said
The first time I met Chaplin was in his studio in
California and I was dicn.p^inted in a way. He looked
so sleek and polished and spoke with such a clipped British accent. He was kindly and deferential (I was with
old friends of his) and frankly I wanted either the gay
little clown I had seen on the screen or the curt, temperamental madman I had heard he was.
He explained to me patiently, as if it were a recitation
he had repeated thousands of times, that in his screen
character the mustache stood for vanity, the derby for
attempted dignity, the tight coat and the cane an attempt
to put up front, the baggy trousers and enormous scuflFed
shoes, inescapable poverty. The most important part of
the tramp's make-up, he assured me, was the part you
couldn't see, the rose-colored glasses through which the
character sees everything. He expects the best, you see,
when he has every reason to know the worst.
Another time he was at the home of friends, and a
studio associate told me that no one had seen him for
days, because although the company was waiting for him
on the set, he had locked himself in his study and played
mournful tunes on the violin all day. No one had felt sure
enough of his job to go and disturb him. He told me
about learning to i^ay the violin as a boy. He just could
not stick to tunes, but imitated animals instead.
STILL later, some years later, he was at a big luncheon
in a private dining room at the Ritz-Carlton in New
York. He had bmi smuggled in a back door, because
unruly mobs surged around wherever he was — admiring,
adoring mobs, but over-enthusiastic, to say the least. It
used to make him quite ill when he heard that women had
been hurt in crowds pushing forward to see him. He
seldom travels now and that is one of the reasons.
However, in spite of precautions, several people learned
where he was and a cordon of waiters had to hold the
crowds outside the door. Finally a waiter came in and
begged Mr. Chaplin to see a (Continued on page S9)

RANDOLPH

SCOTT

spoke definitely.

"I'm i^oing to be married. I've been jilted twice. I've
bad mv beart broken. I'm ^oin^ to stay married once I
enter the holy estate. I'm not going to marry an actress.
I'm not going to marry for a pretty face. I'm going to
inarrv for com])anionshi]), not sex appeal.
"There is no such thing as 'love at first sight' for me.
It is more important to me to feel respect for my wife
than to feel emotional attraction. I want a living woman,
not a ])astime. I want a home, not a hotel. I want
children, not lap dogs.
I want stability."
.And with these twelve or more headlines Randy
l)re faced a talk
which revealed the
heart of a man.
We sat together,
in a closed office,
on the Paramount
lot. And as I listened to the tall,
bronzed Virginian
talk it was difficult
for me to believe
that this was a business office. I could
sense the old country place near Orange, Virginia,
where Randy and
his brothers and
sisters were raised

Scott

I THINK that one of the real reasons why I have not
married before this is because of what I have observed
about marriage here in Hollywood.
"I said that I've been jilted twice. I have. Practically
at the altar.
"The first girl was from my home town in Virginia.
We went together for eleven years. She was the only
girl I saw constantly all the time. And I believed, with
all my heart and soul, that we would be married. So
did she. I was terribly in love with her. I loved her as we
love, perhaps, only once in a lifetime. The"Ifirst
love,
wors
hippyou
ed
know.
One that we never forget.

her. She was tall
and very fair and
utterly charming.
She waionedsin her
old-fa
ideshals
and modern in her
love of life. She
didn't smoke or
drink, not because
she disapproved of
these things for
others but because
she disliked them
for herself. She
pl ed the violin
exay
quisitely. She
played tennis. She
loved ball
golfand and
foog.
tdancin
She was in love

on "Shortenin'
Bread." I could
visualize the kindly
father, an engineer
and a gentle husband and father. I
could imagine the
sweet mother counselling with her
sons.
When I came to.
Randy was saying,
"The title 'He's Going to be Married,'
may be misleading
at first sight, when
I tell you that I
have not yet found
the woman. I wish
I could. I want to
be married. I wish
that I could walk
out of this door
and find her there,
waiting for me.

with lif
and I— I
wa
s in e,love with
her."There was onl
y
one tiny cloud on
our horizon. Her
mother

had ambitions for her. I
knew this and

Randy's next Mrill be "Follow the Fleet

But I won't,"
Randy said, with a
smile, though his level gray eyes under that crown

of

russet gold hair were serious. "I won't because I wasn't
trained that way. I was brought up very conservatively,
you see. My mother instilled into me, into all of us, from
infancy, the importance of self-control. She gave us a
belief in dignity. She gave us to understand that we must
control our emotions, discipline our impulses.. She was
gentle, but she was firm. I have not outgrown ber teachings. In some minor ways I have had to conform to the
change in the times. But, basically, I believe what she
taught me to believe, and the sanctity of marriage is one
of those beliefs.
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feared it. And constantly and sweetly
she reassured me.
She told me that
she was aware of
the plans and hoj^es
her mother had.
And she would
seem to accede to
them but, of course,
nothing would
come of them, for
we had loved each
other all our lives,
hadn't we, and so

we would
ried. Iwas not to be silly about it at all.
"Then, I went to Florida and stayed there
months. When I came home we had a date to
football game together. On the drive home, when

be mar-

for two
go to a
the two

of us were alone. I suddenly said to her, 'You are engaged
to
.' And she said only, 'How did you know?'
"I couldn't explain how I knew, how my heart had
eyes, but I did know, and now she has been married for
several years and perhaps it is better so.
"I thought that my heart was broken. I still think that
it was. But broken hearts, like broken china, can be
mended and if, through the slight {Continued on page 78)
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HE'S ONLY twenty-six years old and into
those twenty-six years, he's crammed more
adventuring than you can find in the lives of
any hundred ordinary men.
It was in the north of Ireland that Errol
Flynn squalled his first challenge to the
woidd, on a June day of 1909. His father,
professor of biology at Queen's University in
Belfast, looked upon the infant, marvelled at
the processes of the science he taught, and
wondered how much the baby had inherited
of the traits of its ancestor, Fletcher Christian, who led the mutiny on the Bounty. Papa
was soon to see, for young Errol wasn't yet
out of his 'teens before he was a swaggering
roistering, come-what-may and be-damned
to-the consequences adventurer.
Still in his 'teens, he started out to sampl
what there was in life to make it tangy. I
1928, he went to Amsterdam, as one of t'
British Olympic boxing team. There h
whaled the stuffing out of assorted lads c
various nationalities. It made him feel goof
And that taste of the world made him wai
more — the next thing he knew, he found hin
self over in New Guinea, of all places, whe.
head hunters still eat human flesh and sho
poisoned darts into white people.
He ask
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Above,
a romcDQtic close-up
with Cooper
in "Desire."

MARLENE DIETRICH is a vibrant personality, sparkling almost as brilliantly as the jewels she loves to wear.
First and foremost, she has a grand sense of humor.
She could live by her wit alone — without ever having to
depend upon her beauty to fascinate. Too bad you can't
meet her in person !
I'm not indulging in the favorite Hollywood pastime
of telling you that "for the first time," the real Dietrich
will be revealed. You will see Dietrich as she really is.
In other words, through the eyes of those intimates who
were allowed, to share her life-apart-in-HoUywood. People who saw her day and night during that period when
she built a wall about herself and pretended, in between
pictures, that she actually was living that sophisticated,
high-tension life she had left abroad.
The make-believe drama which Marlene played in that
special salon of hers, made brilliant by her presence and
her tantalizing wit, was helped by the fact that none of
her friends spoke English. Only to those who understand Marlene Dietrich's mother tongue has been made
known the power of her personality — something, I am
sure,
never mentioned in anything you've read about
her.
This remote-from-Hollywood life was helped also by
the constant interchange of cablegrams between her and
her familv and friends abroad.
There were never less
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than twenty a day. And whenever the illusion began to
grow thin, Marlene would telephone across the sea and
have, a long conversation about trivialities — the sort of
talk that goes on between friends who are sure to see
one another every day. On one of these occasions she
even asked her friend to close the window of her apartment because the roar of the foreign city's street cars was
too loud in Hollywood !
Those privileged ones, who were allowed to see her
true personality, will rave by the hour of her keen brain
and dazzling wit.
"If Marlene could write as well as she can talk, she
would be considered one of the most important writers
of this age," her closest friend told me. "The comments
she makes are worthy of the best wags of the day. Unfortunately, most of them are untranslatable because she
always employs her native slang and colloquial expressions, and these can never be transferred from one language to another. But if you speak her language, you
have the desire to take down her conversations in shorthand. Her graphic epigrams are smarter than the wisecracks of the most sophisticated Broadway comedy.
"However, you have to suppress your desire and hide
your pencil because Marlene would consider that impulse
as foolish as the adjectives which writers used to describe
her.
"For example, she remarked of a certain rather crude
Hollywood director, who was putting on ridiculous airs
because his sudden success had gone to his head :
" 'He looks like a hay-seed with a monocle in his eye!'
"And about a gaudy feminine star, who had just lost
her husband, and wasn't being very convincing about her
'great bereavement' :
"'Here comes the Merry Widow again!'
"One of her grandest little jokes," he continued, "is to
suddenly break off in the middle (Continued on page 88)
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A GREAT director and an eager, young actor walked
across the old Fox lot to the stage where the boy was to
make a test for his first important role. What he lacked
in experience, he more than made up for in appearance
and he attracted more than one approving glance as he
swung his lithe body easily along. He was being given
this opportunity for two reasons : First, everyone around
the studio liked him and, second, having tested every
available leading man in Hollywood without finding the
right one, they were jolly well up against it and ready
to give any young man a trial. Especially if that young
man were good looking and six feet tall.
"You haven't a chance, you know
the director, as they walked along.

^tien

that, George," said

"Yes, I know," George replied.
"You mustn't set your heart on it," the elder man continued kindly. "You know we've tried out about fifty
fellows, all experienced actors."
"Yes, I know," George repeated stubbornly, as he set
his lips in a firm, straight line and squared his shoulders
as though to shake off any doubt in his own mind.
The following day it was announced that George
O'Brien was the choice of William Fox for the leading
role in "The Iron Horse," the most important picture to
be made by Fox that year, but up to the last minute there
was dubious
shaking of the wise heads of the studio. He
.■52
was so inexperienced and it was such an important

picture.
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to a decision at last.

"Well, we'll kill him or cure him in the first scene."
said Director John Ford. "If he gets through the first
The first scene they made showed George swinging off
day he'll do."
a galloping" horse onto a speeding train. He did it and
the rest is history. George appeared in many important
after that and in "Sunrise" established himpictures
Fox self
as a really fine actor.
But he was irked by the confining walls of the studio.
He liked the outdoors. He could ride any horse that had
four legs and, due to his athletic ability, had done quite
a lot of doubling for stars in dangerous stunts. It was
a natural sequence that when the Fox Company decided
to make a series of Western pictures, George should be
chosen as the star.
Audiences all over the country, fed up with too much
sex and too little scenery in their screen fare, began to
follow the George O'Brien pictures and he became one
of the most popular of the cowboy stars. And although
Hollywood producers have been repeating, with monotonous regularity, the verdict that "Westerns are out. The
public is tired of 'Horse Operas'," George has kept right
on making them, year after year. He has not only held
his fans but made thousands of new ones with each
Having had his fling at the (Continued on page 81)
picture.
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in all its vital aloneness.
Merle Oberon has never forgotten that dawn.
"Though I've never been back since I left, some years
ago," she said.
She left because a picture came to her with that dawn,
a picture she is even yet not fully aware of.
"I left," she put it, "because of a hunch."
"And that?" I asked.
(Continued on page 72)

IT IS some 7,000 miles from Hollywood to a
city in India named Darjeeling. Merle Oberon
1^
is the only actress in motion pictures who has
made that long trek successfully. She traveled
by way of London to click first in British, then
in Hollywood pictures.
If the truth be known, Merle comes from even a greater
distance than Darjeeling, India. That was but one stopping off place in her journey to the top. She was born
in "down under"— in Hobart, Tasmania, an island off the
coast of Australia. At the age of seven, she' went on to
India. At -sixteen, she continued on to London. At 23,
she arrived in Hollywood.
But if you want the real, inside picture of Merle
Oberon — and she has never given it before — you'll have
to travel back with her to Darjeeling, a small, slumbrous
town high in the mountains — far from the bedlam of
automobiles, street-cars, any sort of noise.
It is the darkest hour before dawn. A" party of five
people venture from a house in the more populated section of the town. Five horses have been saddled. The
party mounts. They gallop toward the mountains.
No one in the party speaks. No sound is heard but
the sounds of the night and the cozy clump of horses'
hoofs.
Forming a circle of phosphorous white before
them is the snow-line of the mountains. It is the only
light in the deep darkness.
It is cold — very cold. The
party reaches the ridge toward which they have been
ascending. They quietly wait in the silence
for the dawn. They face to the north and
to the east. To the north they gaze into the
mystery that is the "top of the world," the
country of Tibet. To the east, they look to
China and the direction of the sunrise to
come.
A bird suddenly calls through the stillness.
Another. Then, in the east, a ribbon of
light melts through the blue-black sky. In
swift beauty, the flowing light etches its
l^ageantry of warm coloring through the
heavens. The darkness retreats. A dazzling
halo heralds the rising of the suit. Majestically, its rising is orchestrated by the singing of the birds, the cloudless ball of red
ascends above the emblazoned horizon and
a scene of mountainous grandeur is revealed

Merle is soon
to be seen in
"These Three."
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(Above) Hard work and
training have made Eleanor Powell as graceful as
she is. Next, the charmingly wistful Luise Rainer.

THEY SAY comparisons are odious — or is it odorous ? I
never can remember. Anyway, odious or odorous, I have
a few comparisons on my mind and you know by this time
I have a habit of speaking that mind of mine. These
comparisons are going to do you some good and give you
some hints, so pay attention, babies.

I've been going to lots of movies lately, partly because
it's rhy job and partly because I've heard such tales about
four newcomers to the screen that I had to go and see
for myself.
"See 'Broadway

Melody'!" they told me.

"Eleanor

Powell is marvelous!" Well, I had seen Eleanor Powell
dance and while I admitted that her feet are the slickest
that ever donned tap shoes, I wondered how the screen
would treat her.
"See T Dream Too Much'!" they said. "Lily Pons'
voice would win applause from a wooden Indian!" I
said I'd heard her at the Metropolitan in New York — I
will admit good music is one of my weaknesses — and while
I had beaten my palms numb at her skyscraper notes, I
wondered how she'd look on the screen.
"See Luise Rainer!" I was commanded.
"She's new,

Left, Lily Pons offers
a lesson to the pintsized gals, who are
too thin in spots, and
if you hove a figure
like Rosalind Russell's (next) you must
watch your hips.
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she's lovely, she's entrancing !" Uh-huh — I thought back
upon Anna Sten — remember all the raves about her ? And
the girl from Austria — what xvas her name? And that
girl from Germany — isn't it terrible, I can't remember
her name either. And all the other lovely ones who were
supposed to have made Europe forget all about its war
•debts. Fraulein Rainer, however, was supposed to be
different.
And then there were those who said, ''See Rosalind
Russell! Smart, chic, slim — ah. Rosalind will go places!"
But I had them there — I had seen Rosalind, in person and

on the screen, and I am all set to agree that she will go
places, if she watches carefully each step she takes on the
way to those places.
While I was watching Eleanor Powell — and having a
swell time, too — I kept thinking, "There's a girl named
Ruby Keeler who can tap dance like a streak. She has a
nice tigtire and pretty legs. But what is it that Eleanor
has which Ruby lacks? Well, there is trained bodily
grace, for one thing, but, of course, that comes from
Eleanor's rigid ballet training. While her feet do everything but spell "Hooray for {Continued on page 76)
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At left, Anita Louise's lovely dinner
gown with flowers.
And right, the dress
she got such a kick
out of buying when
in New York. Black
crepe with gold
bangle trimming.

Slid

Left to right, you
Jane

see three of

Froman's
favorite wool
costumes. First the checked

coat she wore in "Stars Over
Broadway" and which she bought afterwards for her personal
wardrobe. Next, two-piece rustic linen pajamas to go back to California with her. The pockets ore uniquely placed high on the
blouse. And

I HAD a date with Anita Louise for three o'clock at her
hotel. I thought that we would just sit and talk about
clothes — her likes and dislikes. But no, Anita Louise
was looking for a Dubonnet red afternoon dress and nothing would do but that we must shop for it that very
afternoon.
On only a brief visit to New York for the premiere
of "A Midsummer Night's Dream," she was using- every
spare moment, between personal appearances and interviews, inrelentlessly tracking down her red dress. You'd

isn't the beach hat giddy? And last, one of her pet
evening gowns of graceful white chiffon.

have to know Anita to understand how seriously she takes
her clothes. There's no hit-and-miss system with her,
she knows beforehand what she wants and she'll go without rather
become
her.than to buy a color, fabric or line that doesn't
When we were out of earshot of Anita's mother, she
confided to me that we were heading for an exclusive
and expensive shop that her mother frowned upon for her.
"We'll just look," she said, "because I can't afford to
spend as much as they probably would charge for a simple
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afternoon dress. But I would love to have just one dress
from there !"
I suggested that they had a debutante department where
the prices might be a little lower. She doubted it, but
anyway we soon were in the dress salon, where models
were trailing up and down the room in very stunning
costumes. Seated on a lounge, with practically everyone in the room staring at us, Anita carefully explained
what she wanted, a very simple afternoon dress in Dubonnet red. Dresses came forth in every imaginable
shade of wine red, but not in Dubonnet.
"Wouldn't you think that it would be easy to find a
dress in the particular shade I want, especially when it
is so smart this season?" wailed Anita. "This has gone
on for days and I have tried one place after another,
but nothing comes of it."
I was amused at her sad plight because so often I
had had the same experience myself and had finally compromised with something else rather than go on with the
tiring
imagine
youathave,
too, dresses
haven't while
you?
But notsearch.
Anita. I We
looked
a dozen
the whole sales force became increasingly upset at not
being able to please their young Hollywood client.
Finally, with regrets, we departed. I allowed as how
her mother would be relieved to know that she hadn't
succumbed to any of the dresses, for frankly I was rather
thrown by the price-tags on the simple little models.
Anita Louise grinned.
"Really, you don't think for a minute that I buy expensive clothes all the time, do you?" she asked. "I
buy good things, but not a lot of them. The reason that
I want to spend a little more on this particular dress is
because I don't expect to buy another this winter. I
wear so many plain dark colors, like navy blue and black,
that once in awhile I get a kick out of buying a dress
in some color that is smart just for a season, like this
lovely Dubonnet shade.
{Continued on page 86)
Betty Furness joins the chiffon worshippers;
Anita Louise and Jane Froman are the other
two. Grecian simplicity in line with the modem dash of a gold kid belt. Her diamond
mesh bag is smart. And below, cocktails in
the Savoy Room in blue and silver metal
shot crepe, a gay fuchsia hat with feather
flowers and a new Schiapccrelli bag. Also her
pet sports jacket cmd a new fob scarf pin.
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CAMEL'S

Miss Mimi Richardson

"I always smoke Camels — they're
so much milder and smoother. And
I never get tired of their flavor.
Camels never give me that Tve

"Smoking a Camel is the quickest way I know to relieve fatigue.
Camels always refresh me. And
I love their taste. They seem to

been smoking too much' feeling."

be milder than other cigarettes."

either

or

TALKING

Miss Vivian Dixon

Miss Mary de Mumm
"Camel's flavor is so mild that you
enjoy the last one as much as the
first. In the enjoyment of smoking and in its effect, Camels certainly make a great difference."

ARE

like

they

We have a vast confidence in
Camels. First, we know the tobaccos ofwhich they are made
— and what a difference those
costlier tobaccos make in mildness and flavor. Then, too, we
know the genuine enthusiasm so
many women have for Camels.
We are, naturally, most anxious to have you try Camels —
to smoke a sufficient number
to be able really to judge them.
And of course it's only fair that
such an experiment be made
at our risk. If you don't like
Camels, they cost you nothing.
If you do like them — and we're
sure you will — their flavor, their
mildness, the new pleasure
you'll get from smoking them,
will make this experiment worth
your while.
We invite you to read and
accept our money -back offer.

COSTLIER

Camels

cost

Ql^onev-C^SacIc
*net^-cy*Jachc

you

COSTLIER

TOBACCOS!

Mrs. Langdon

Post

"Enthusiasm is very contagious.
Look at the way the smart younger set are all smoking Camels. I
think I know why. Camels never
affect your nerves."

tremendously

nothing

£(n
c^nviiaiion

io iri; (Camels
Smoke 10 fragrant Camels. If you don't
find them the mildest, best -flavored
cigarettes you

ever smoked,

return

the package with the rest of the cigarettes in it to us at any time within a
month from this date, and we will refund
your full purchase price, plus postage.
(cfigneJ)
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina
) 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.

TOBACCOS!

Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS— Turkish and
Domestic — than any other popular brand.

The romantic Eddy-MacDonald

team could not have

gotten a better break than to have "Rose Marie" as
the follow-up
to their
triumphs
in "Naughty
Marietta."
Nelson,
as the
stalwart
Northwest
Mountie,
and
Jeanette, as the Canadian gal, are just what the fans
ordered. All your favorite tunes from this beautiful
operetta are resung in the MacDonald treble and
the Eddy baritone — especially "Indian Love Call,"
which never fails to thrill despite years of repetition.
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BLACKHEADS!''

"PORES

larger

every day!"

"Bothered by
BLEMISHES

Miss Phyllis Konta, who»e fresh, glowing beautv ^tartlt d »o« iei> at her dt-but,
says: '^I use Pond's Cold Cream — how coulc 1 have blackheads or blemishes!'*
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ASK any girl what skin fault bothers
£\.
most Blackheads
— A surprise,
it isn't
one ofherthese!
and ifblemishes
are forever coming, once they get a start.
Every new one, a new embarrassment.
And who does not fret over coarse pores ?
The three commonest skin faults —
and the ones that show up most. Any
one of them can spoil the prettiest face!
All three have the same secret beginnings— m the under layers of your skin!
Learn to strike at them there, where they
start — and you have the key to getting
rid of them.
Underneath, tiny oil glands are overworked. They give off a thick clogging
oil. Pores stretch. Dirt settles in them.
Blackheads! . . . Later, blemishes.
But it's simple to fight off all three.
You can rouse that faulty underskin,
keep little glands, nerves and cells functioning healthily — with the regular use
Mhs Eleanor Roosevelt
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Latrobe
Roosevelt of WaehiDgton, D. C. Her skin is
fine textured, delicate. "Pond's Cold Cream,"
she says, "freshens and tones my skin. For
years it has kept my pores fine as can be."

How they begin
Below that dark top
layer» oil glands,
nerves, cells must be active
to keep your outer skin fine,
smooth, clear. When they
fail, skm faults start I

of Pond's Cold Cream. For, Pond's specially processed oils sink deep — loosen
that clogging matter. As you pat it in
smartly, you reach your underskin —
stimulate it deep down!
Every Night, bring out the dirt, make-up,
and skin secretions with Pond's Cold Cream.
Wipe it all off. Now apply more cream. Pat it
in hard— to get at that neglected underskin!
Every Morning, and during the day, repeat
this treatment. Your skin comes softer every
time. Powder goes on beautifully.
Keep up these Pond's patting treatments.
As blackheads soften, take a clean tissue —
press them right out. Now blemishes stop
coming. Your skin becomes finer textured.
Your whole face takes on new winning charm !
livePond's
in it. Cold Cream is pure. Germs cannot
SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, ^Dept. C-50. Clinton, Conn.
Rush special tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for
9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creams
shades and
of Pond's
I enclose and
lOf! 5todifferent
cover postage
packing.Face Powder.
Nam(
City.
Streei
_State_
Copyright. 1936, Pond's Extract Company
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{Continued from page 49)

Nine women out of ten turn their backs to
the hght because they think it unflattering;
but make this test; you'll never do it again]
First, make up your face. Then take your
KuRLASH and curl the lashes of one eye.
Touch them with Lashtint and put a
little Shadette on the upper lid. Now take
your hand mirror and seek the full light of
your brightest window. You'll find that one
side of your face seems infinitely better looking . . . softer, lovelier in coloring, with
starry eye and sweeping lashes.
You'll know then why the loveliest women
use KuRLASH daily. ($1 at good stores.)

liked it, and decided that when he went
back to civilization, he'd tackle the stage
or screen. But first, he had something
else he wanted to do — some pearl fishing.
He made some money at it and got
enough fun to be able to write a book
about it. He's doing that now.
Right in the middle of his pearl-fishing,
he
got his
a cable
company
he'd
hired
boat from
out the
to. film
They
said they
could use him at Tahiti. He sold his pearl
business and went to Tahiti where he discovered he had a role in the British version of "Mutiny on the Bounty." This
isn't to be confused with the Americanmade picture. It was just an English
quickie and it's never been shown in this
country.
"Thank the patron saints!" says
Flynn.
He liked acting, and when the picture
was done, he sailed for England. There
he got some stage work, had a film test
made, came to Hollywood — and now here
he is, playing one of the season's finest
roles,
"Captain Blood," and is married to
Lili Damita.
He met up with Lili in the middle of the
Atlantic ocean. . . . !
,You There
know how
is on shipboard,
you?
was ait moon,
shining fulldon't
and
sensuous — and there was Lili Damita —
young, alluring and vivacious. Lili superbly aloof, however, with that disdainful arrogance that is characteristic of her, giving
not one of the shipboard Romeos a tumble.
Not one, that is, until . . .
"It was her darned arrogance that made
me hopping mad," Errol told me. "I'd
worshipped
in Paris,
know
I was her
alive.
Then though
when Ishemetdidn't
her
on shipboard, I thought it was my big
chance. So I got her alone. And then
that darned high-hat stufi". I tell you,
I never wanted to see the stuck-up little
so-and-so again, ever ! And I told her so.
She hated me just as cordially. We never
got within ten yards of each other again,
the whole voyage."

"Yes, ofHea
d, fellow.
afterwar
told me,
Lili ment,
ANDeerfaine
1 hated
thees
was so — what you call heem? — so cocky,
so stuck-up, thees young fellow w'at noof before ! He was unheard
body even bearable.
Inevair
wanted to see heem

At the same window you'll have a chance to
see how naturally Lashtint darkens and
beautifies your eyelashes . . . without looking "made-up" either! It comes in 4 shades,
in a special sponge-fitted case to insure
even applications. $1, also. And the same
holds true of Shadette. Even in the daytime it isn t obvious — just glamourous. In
10 subtle new shades at just 75c each.
• Ha ve you tried
TwiSSORS — the new
tweezers with scissor
handles — marvelously efficient — 25c.
W^rile Jane Heath Jot advice about eye beauty. Gti>e your
coloring Jor personal beauty plan. Address Dept. MM-3.

The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y. The Kurtash
Company oj Canada, at Toronto, J.
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. . . and so what ? Well, so six months
evair!!"
again, these
later
two, who hated each other,
eloped from Hollywood to Yuma because
they were in such a hurry to get married
that they couldn't wait the three days
California
interposes between license and
wedding.
That's the kind of a guy Flynn is. He
takes a gal who hates him on sight and
makes her marry him.
How'd he get the "Captain Blood" role?
Well, Warners had been trying out a lot
of Hollywood leadmg men for the part,
but none of them had the fire, the recklessness, the to-hell-with-things air that
they wanted the character to have. Flynn,
who'd come over on one of those wishywashy contracts, itched for a chance at the
role, but nobody even thought of him.
"I'd have given a leg to play it, but I
didn't have a chance. I was an unknown,"
he explained. And then somebody saw
him swaggering down one of the streets
on the Warner Burbank lot. They saw
him rolling along, his eyes sparkling with
an indefinable something that has died,
in most
long
him,
was who sawactor's
shot, itHollywood
Some big
eyes. since,

and the next thing Flynn knew, he was
being tested for the role. He got it!
And so here I was, in the green room
of the cafe on the Warner lot, talking to
him. His hair was long, for the role. He
came stomping in, hitched up his leather
knee-breeches, picked up a menu, and
beckoned a waitress. I rather expected
him to bellow something like, "Yo ho ho!
Come hither, my pretty wench, and bring
me a sizzling joint of beef and a bottle
of rum, and bestir your pins, lass !"
INSTEAD, he lifted eyes which were
paradoxical in that they snapped with a
masculine vigor and fire, and yet were
actually beautiful ! He turned them on
the waitress, and she melted into a fluttery smile.
"What," he asked, "is this egg foo
"It's a Chinese omelette," she explained,
"with bamboo shoots, almonds and herbs
A shudder
ran up and down "Captain
Blood."
He gasped.
. . ."
and"Enough,
enough !— er — bring me an
yung?" a raw egg yolk — some ketchup
egg-yolk,
— and some Worcestershire sauce. . ."
She scurried away. I grinned. I know
what egg yolk, Worcestershire sauce and
ketchup betoken. Flynn smiled wanly at
me. "Uh-huh," he admitted, "it was that
After
had swallowed the raw yolk
sort
of ahenight."
with the burney sauce, he felt better. He
rounded out some empty spots in his life
story. He told me of the time he and a
pal joined up with the Hong Kong Volunteers for the Chinese trouble, a few
years ago.
"We thought we'd find some fighting
and some looting and some — well, never
mind. But instead, they made us shovel
snow for five days on end, so we deserted
and went to Manila, where there isn't any
He roamed the world in his talk. I
asked ever."
him, finally, how Lili liked his
snow,
wanderlust.
"She doesn't," he said.
"And
what are you going to do about
it?"
I asked.
"Well — I'm going to stay here, for a
while. There's so much money to be made
in Hollywood. I want to make enough
to be free of the petty tyrannies of not
having it. I want to go places, without
having to travel third class. But I do
want
go places."
"Youto can't
go places and make a sucout. cess here, at the same time," I pointed
"I know it, damn it," he growled, and
that
shonewhat
in his
"Butof
after faraway
all, life look
is only
you eyes.
get out
it in the living, isn't it? I do want money
but I won't pay too much of myself to
get it. I hate discipline. Time clocks are
abhorrent to me.
"But — bosh !— I'll be good for a few
years, I think. I hate the very sound of
'settling down,' but I've got responsibilities
now ! And so I've got to settle down —
for a while, anyway.
"Lili says she'll go with me, to faraway places, some time in the years to
come — after I've made good here. She'll
go with me to India, where she has some
important
friends.
been
there. I have,
but I She's
traveled never
third class.
Only punks
classtothere
and
natives.
Thistravel
time,third
I want
go —back,
(Con tinned on page 64)
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Girls

with

smooth

have

Don't

steal
good

OU want the
charm men find
so irresistible.
Margaret Sullavan,
ovely star of
Universal's "Next
Time We Love," tells
you how to win it.

Skin

away
looks— romance!

"T TSE all the cosmetics you wish,"
Margaret Sullavan advises. This

skin

appealT..

let

Cosmetic

soft

keep skin lovely — and it does! That's
why 9 out of 10 screen stars use this soap.

charming star knows it's easy to guard
against Cosmetic Skin if you remove
cosmetics thoroughly.
It's when stale rouge and powder choke
your pores that Cosmetic Skin develops
. . . dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarging
pores. "I avoid Cosmetic Skin by removing make-up with Lux Toilet Soap,"
Margaret Sullavan says.
Lux Toilet Soap's ACTIVE lather goes
pore-deep, removes every trace of dust,
dirt and stale cosmetics. It's made to
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first class, and show them. Lili says she'll
go with me in a few years. And to Australia, too. She rather imagines when she
gets within a mile of Australia, they'll
start shooting arrows at her. I want to
show her Australia. Maybe New Guinea,

DEMAND
THAT

DOESN'T

STREAK

OR

PEEL

1/ou

A«

Then
jilted
{Continued from page 37)

fever. I was anemic. My glands played
hob with me. My skin and hair were lifeless. My circulation was off. My blood
count
was down. I just didn't function,
that's all.
"And so, the first and most important
thing to do after heartbreak is what you
should do after any shock, any illness —
build up the body. Get your health back.
That's what I did. Systematically. Deliberately. Under doctor's orders.
"Oh, there were the first few, crazy
weeks of bitterness, of course. The natural, melodramatic reaction of a sick person thinking
I'd be better
off dead,
considering the relative
advantage
of poison,
guns, dizzy roofs. After that, I got down
to the business of convalescence."
I knew something, as you who read
may know something, of the tragic tale of
young Wendy. The newspapers carried
accounts, mostly garbled. The young heir
to many American millions . . . the pretty
girl who came to America to marry
him ....

GLAZO'S AUTHENTIC
WEAR 2 TO 4 DAYS

COLORS
LONGER

%AJ'HAT are the things that every
■''smart woman expects of her nail
polish? It must be outstandingly
lovely ! It must apply easily and evenly,
without streaking. It must wear long
and gracefully, without peeling or chipping—or your nails will soon look
shabby.
Glaze's glorious colors are approved
by beauty and fashion authorities.
Glazo has solved the streaking problem
—and it's the easiest to apply, with its
special, improved brush. And because
Glazo is so superior in quality, it wears
days longer- than you've been accustomed to expect.
Just try Glazo, and discover how
lovely your hands can be. Formerly
much more, Glazo Manicure Preparations are now only 20 cents each.

CENTS

GLAZO
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And couldn't
he scratched
the sole of one foot
now,
I ?"
with the tip of the other.

A POLISH

J7^

20

too.
She's heard a lot about it.
"But I don't mind telling you, that if I
didn't have responsibilities I could go right

SOME of the details I learned that day
as Wendy
She was
saying, Kong,
"You
know
that I talked.
was born
in Hong
China
? Dad's
a K.
C. there
Counsellor.
Rather
a jolly
thing— King's
to be.
M.y sister and I were born there. I lived
there until I was eleven. All I wanted in
those dreamy days was to look pretty and
to have — a baby. I've always wanted to
have a baby, more than I've wanted anything else in my life. I was forever dressing up, as a child, in scarves and bits of
lace and things and posing in front of mirrors. And I always posed with a doll in
my arms.
"When I was eleven I was sent to London to enter the Convent of the Assumption. Five years there and then to finishing school in Lausanne, Switzerland. When
I returned to London, Mother and I were
lunching one day at the Savoy Grill. Have
I mentioned that I believe in Fate? Oh,
but absolutely ! I have nothing much to
do with my life. Fate is the supreme dictator. And so, that day at the Savoy,
Alexander Korda was also lunching there.
He saw me. He came to my table and
asked me whether I had ever been in pictures. I told him never. He asked me
whether I would like to be. I said 'So
much.' And so I began by playing the
femininepositelead
'Wedding
opRoland inYoung.
Dad Rehearsal'
was furious.
He will not admit, even today, that he sees
me !in And
pictures.
But he
does.pictures,
I've found
out
so I made
several
over
there in England. And then I fell in love !
Oh, a dreadful, dizzv, crashing head-on
fall.
"I'd known Bill for ages. I'd gone to
his cousin's wedding in Paris. We'd all
played around together, in London, in
Paris and the Lido and Biarritz. It had
all been terribly glamorous and exciting
and colorful and sweet. He was a spoiled
child, with a heart of gold, and I was a
spoiled child who had given my heart away
and didn't have one anymore — and most
of my senses, too, I guess. I was terribly

U/kai?

happy and really quite terribly in love and
very terribly and triumphantly sure that
we would soon be married and have a home
and a baby of our own.
"And then he asked me to come to
America. His mother was there. In New
York. He would go ahead, he said. I
should follow in a week's time. He would
meet me at the pier.
We'd be married.
"I broke my contract in order to go to
America to be married. That didn't matter. Nothing mattered to me save that
he had gone ahead to prepare for me,
that he would be there waiting for me
when my ship came into port.
"I had," laughed Wendy, not too gaily,
"the most incredible trousseau. You see,
everyone in Europe knew about us, knew
that we were to be married. And everyone, of course, knew him — and his millions.
And all of the leading jewellers, furriers,
designers in London and Paris simply
pleaded with me to help myself — and I
was young and very greedy. Tomorrow
I would be married with youth and love
and gold and — a baby.
"And so I sailed. The ship drew into
harbor. We docked. I stood, with my
friends, all laughing and excited, at the
ship's
looking
over,
for
that onerail,
beloved
face.
He confidently,
was not there.
No one was there. No one, for me. He
had not come to meet me. No one had
come to meet me. But it wasn't possible 1
I'd had cables aboard ship. I had his
letters, making our plans, telling me what
ship to sail on, advising me that he had
engaged a suite for me at a smart hotel.
"And he was not there. I knew, then.
AND then and there I did the best piece
of acting I have ever done, or ever
will do so long as I live. I laughed. I
laughed, a lot. I said that, of course, I'd
known
along,
wouldn't
be able itto all
meet
me, known
that he that
had hebeen
called
out of town on urgent business (he, who
never had any business, who even had
police escorts when he went to football
games, lest he be delayed in getting in).
He'd cabled me the change of plans, I
said. He was returning within the week.
We would be married then. I'd just been
a cut-up, not telling them sooner. I
couldn't let them see my heart break, you
know.
That is a horrid sight.
"I went off alone, protesting gaily that
it was
right,
just known
what I'dforexpected, butquite
just all
what
I had
days.
I probably
deceived
no one,say.but I didn't
'lose
face,' as
the Chinese
"I didn't know a soul in New York.
Only his friends whom I had known, casually, abroad.
didn't where
know the
where
go
so I went
to theI hotel
suiteto had
been engaged for me. I had very little
money. I was terrifically in debt. The
furs and jewels I had been flattered into
buying began to weigh me down like the
solid gold they were to cost me — are still
costing me. I had burned my bridges — my
contract — behind me. I couldn't, I
wouldn't go back.
"But why
resurrect
horrid
{Continued
on the
page whole
66)
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Rinso actually
my clothesTHAT,
last 2 or 3 times
longer.

j

That's because Rinso's active suds sajely lure out dirt and
get clothes whiter and brighter without harsh washboard
scrubbing. Even stubborn dirt on cuflFs and edges yields to
a little gentle rubbing between the fingers.
Rinso gives thick, sturdy, lasting suds— ^z^^ra in hardest water. No chips, bar soaps or powders ever needed.
Wonderful suds for dishwashing and all cleaning. They get
rid of grease like magic. Dishes don't have a greasy film
left on them. And Rinso is kind to your hands — it doesn't
make them red, rough looking. Try Rinso — and see!
Grand for washers, too
Rinso is recommended by the makers of 3 3 famous washers
for safety and for whiter,
brighter washes. Tested
and approved by Good
Housekeeping Institute.
Buy the BIG economical
WE GRANULATED
household package.
SOAP
THE

BIGGEST-SELLING

PACKAGE

SOAP

IN

AMERICA

SOMEHOW I COULDNT PLEASE MY
PATIENTS. TIME AFTER TIME I
WOULD BE DISMISSED FROM A
CASE AFTER A FEW DAYS

THEN I TOOK CARE OF A DOCTORS
WIFE WITH A BROKEN HIP. SHE
ALWAYS INSISTED ON LIFEBUOY
FOR HER BATH. WHEN I LEFT
SHE GAVE ME A MYSTERIOUS
PACKAGE

0

8.

I OPENED IT AND FOUND— A
CAKE OF LIFEBUOY ! MY FACE
FLAMED. IN A FLASH I
REALIZED MY TROUBLE

.*B.O."

OF COURSE I BEGAN USING
LIFEBUOY AT ONCE. NEVER
AGAIN HAVE I BEEN
DISMISSED FROM A CASE.
NOW I HAVE A FINE POSITION
IN A doctor's
OFFICE —
THANKS
TO LIFEBUOY!

MISS X, I NEVER
CEASE TO MARVEL
AT THE FRESH
CLEARNESS OF
YOUR complexion!

THANK
I CAN
LIFEBUOY
FOR THAT!

PROTECT your complexion with gentle, deepcleansing Lifebuoy! See your skin grow
smoother,
"Patch"
on theis skins
of
hundredsyounger!
of women
prove tests
Lifebuoy
20%
milder than many so-called "beauty soaps."
A timely warning!
This letter in picture- form,
from a real nurse, is a real
warning to everybody. Use
Lifebuoy! It purifies pores,
stops "B.O." {body odor).
Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau
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HALF WAY tootk jboote
Don't waste another day on half way
dental care. Superficial cleansing may
keep your teeth white — jor a while!
But when your neglected gums grow
soft and tender, all the half way
measures in the world won't preserve
your teeth.
Now — while your teeth are still firm
and sound — replace half way care
with the tooth paste that does both
jobs. Forhan's whitens your teeth and
fights the menace of
spongy gums at the
same time.
Why quit half way
in caringf or your teeth
when Forhan's gives
two-fold protection at
the price of most ordinary tooth pastes?
Be
safe.
Get Forhan's
today!

SCREEN

(Continued
body of the facts?" Wendy said. "Let the
dead past bury them, as I hope it will. I
had a letter from him, quite soon. His
mother had sent him away. She would
not allow him to marry an 'actress.' He
couldn'tsent.marry
without
his money.
mother's What
conThere would
be no
could he do without money ? He had never
even thought. He wrote that he had instructed his valet to meet me. The valet
had had the order countermanded, of
course. If he had met me, he would have
lost his job.
"His mother wouldn't see me. None of
them took the trouble to know me, to find
out about my family. Horrid things were
said about me. I couldn't go about chanting, T am the daughter of a Counsel of the
King, the niece of a surgeon to the King.'
I only know this — that I could forgive
everything but the lack of courtesy, li
I should announce to my mother today that
I was about to marry a ne'er-do-well she
might try to dissuade me, but she would
certainly meet him, accord him courtesy.
"A few of his friends came to call. One
of them, a woman, was very kind. She
took the pains to see the cables and letters he'd sent, asking me to come. Another
friend of the family persuaded me to give
those letters and cables into his 'safe keep"And there I was," said Wendy, "jilted.
Broken-hearted. Figuring the sweetness
of death as against the bitterness of life.
AND
then the need for violence came
ing.'
upon me. I had to move, to get away,
to shift the scene. I came, instinctively, I
think, to Hollywood. I don't know why.
I had exactly $500 between me and —
what? I had never been on the stage. I
had never made an American picture. I
had broken my English contract.
"How would I stand — or fall ? I didn't
really care.
"Perhaps because I didn't care, probably because of clever maneuvering on
the part of my agents, I found myself with
a Paramount contract. I have half a
dozen other exciting propositions to consider, too. I shall remain here in Hollywood until I have made good. Then New
York and the stage. He could not marry
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an actress. But I shall work until I am
such an actress as adds lustre to that calling. And only until then. I shall not
spend my life on either stage or screen.
really
aI'mhome
of not
my an
own.actress. I want to have
"And so," said Wendy, relaxing in the
gold sunlight, "I think I have answered
your question — 'after a broken heart —
"I made a drastic change first. Violence.
I set about building up my body. I ate
correctly. I played tennis strenuously, at
first, so that I would be physically tired,
and
?' to sleep. I took no chances on
whatable
those wide-awake night watches when the
ticks of a broken heart become intolerable.
1 didn't read much. I advise against reading for those suffering from the heart
malady. Too inactive. Action is the
thing. I worked like a dog. I began to
regain my shattered health — and I can
tell other girls that once they feel sound
and trouble
healthy them
againno their
will
longer.'heart trouble'
"I didn't go about with other boys. I
knew that that sort of thing would serve
only to irritate the wound. I let love alone.
"I am still working hard. I am paying
ofif my debts. I am proving to myself, and
to the world, that I can stand on my own
two feet, earn my own money, make my
own name, mend my own heart.
"I don't hate him. I don't know how I
feel about him. I won't know until I see
him again,
oneasking
day, Imeshall.
I've him
had
cables
from andhim,
to meet
in Paris, things like that. I haven't gone.
But I shall see him again. I wouldn't be
positive that I was cured until I could
prove myself immune through contact.
"I'm going out a little now. And I
have one very close, dear friend, Louis
I met
aHayward.
lot in common.
of
timestill
together.
I am
letting

him
London.
We in
spend
a greatWe've
deal
Love?
I
don't
know.
it alone.

"One of these days I shall love again,
of course. And then I shall say good-bye
to my career. I shall have my own home, '
my baby. And I shall remember heartbreak as one remembers a troubling dream,
stirs and sighs — and forgets."
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FowrKodak

Picture

ENLARGED
8x10 Inch
ENLARGEMENT
FREE of any SNAPSHOT
Your favorite snapshots of
children, parents and loved
ones are more enjoyable
■when enlarged to 8x10 inch
size — suitable for framing.
These beautiful, permanent enlargements bring out the details and features you love just as you remember
them when the snapshots were taken.
Just to get acquainted, we will enlarge any
kodak picture, print or negative to 8x10
inches— FREE — if you enclose 25c to help
cover our cost of packing, postage and clerical work. The enlargement itself is free.
It will also be beautifully hand tinted in
natural colors if you want it. We will
acknowledge receiving your snapshot immediately. Your original will be returned
with your free enlargement. Pick out your
snapshot and send it today.
^4J
Moines.lowa
GEPPERT STUDIOS Des Dept.
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{Continued jrom page 19)
making a couple of simple frostings on
the same recipe card. You can embellish
these cookies further by using fancy cutters, bits of citron or maraschino cherry,
nuts, raisins or white frosting curleycues
on chocolate, as suggested in the picture
accompanying this article. You can be as
imaginative as you please along these
lines — making the decorations suit the occasion— as long as you have a cookie as
worthy of embellishment as this one is to
work on.
The second card will give you a Brazil
Refrigerator Cookie. Here's a really
new flavor for all of you. You'll find these
easy to make as well as delicious.

YOU also have a "date" right now to
try out Ruby's third cookie recipe
which calls for dates (just as you suspected) and oatmeal — these need neither
rolling nor chilling. These cookies when
mixed are dropped from a spoon onto a
greased cookie sheet — a fact which will
endear them to many of you.
The fourth card gives you directions
for making "Whirligigs" which are a bit

tricky, I'll admit, but honestly don't you
long to surprise the family sometimes with
something that looks ever so professional?
Well, then, here's your chance. Like most
tricks, it's easy once you know how. Each
of the things you must do is carefully
given so you will have no difficulty following directions, step by step. And the
results? Crisp little rounds, topped with
circles, each circle filled with a spicy, fruit
filling that makes these cookies very
special indeed.
You'd have a hard time, I'm thinking,
choosing between these four cookies, but
fortunately no choice is necessary for they
are
all included
in this
Hostess
leaflet. Just
fill month's
out that Modern
coupon
and
cesses.mail it in to secure these cookie sucThe first, and most usual type of cookie
to
come under
variety.
As isconsideration
the case withis the
all "rolled"
cookies,
the mixture for this type must be well
seasoned and thoroughly blended. It must
be baked at the required temperature for
the right {Continued
length of on
time.
pageAfter
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"it Go over your entire wardrobe . . .
^ select your dresses, sweaters,
lingerie, "undies," stockings, etc., that
are faded or whose colors are dingy or
out-of-date ....
And don t forget your fiome
decorations. Are curtains and
drapes faded? .... Would you
like to change the color-scheme of
slip-covers, luncheon sets, tablescarfs, etc.? .... It's very simple!

^ Now . . . . here's all you do.
^ Choose the colors you want
from the 41 brilliant Tintex Colors.
Dissolve the powder in a basin of
water, according to directions . .
■Jlien jiist "tint as you rinse." Faded
things become their original color.
Or you can give anything an
'entirely different color if you wish.
^1

That's all there is to it. Easy,
isn't it? And what perfect results .... just sheer color magic.

But be sure you use Tintex. Don't
accept substitutes. Tintex, the

/
I, II

world's largest selling Tints and
Dyes have been proven "best by
test" of millions of women.
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Don't be annoyed by rust stains, spots and
incrustations in a toUet bowl. They're easy
to remove. Without unpleasant scrubbing.
Let Sani -Flush do the work for you.
Sani-Flush is a scientific formula, created
to remove ugly marks from toilet bowls. Buy
a can. Try putting a little in the bowl. (Follow directions on the can.) Flush the toilet.
See how the porcelain sparkles! Odors are
killed, not covered up. Sani-Flush is odorless.
You can purify the hidden trap under the
toilet bowl with Sani-Flush. No other
cleaning method can do this. Sani-Flush is
also effective for cleaning automobile radiators
{directions on can). Sold by grocery, drug,
hardware, and five-and-ten-cent stores — 25
and 10 cent sizes. The Hygienic Products
Co., Canton, Ohio.

Sam-Flmh

Your

Iron

Fairly

Glides!

This modern way to hot starch offers
you advantages worth knowing. Spectttl
Simply add boiling water to dissolved
Quick Elastic— nomixing, no cooking, TRIAL
no bother as with lump starch. Ends
stickingand scorching. Restores elasticity and that soft charm of newness. OFFER

YOU-NK
THA
THE HUBINGER CO., No. 980, Keokuk, la.
Send me your trial offer check good for 5c on the purchase of a larce 10c package of Quick Elastic Starch, and
your free folder, "That Wonderful Way to Hot Starch."
Name .
. Address
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on a wire rack, the finished
products
should be stored in a jar with a tight fitting cover. In addition to these general
rules the following suggestions should also
be followed if you want to get good results.
The cookie dough, mixed and seasoned
according to recipe directions, should be
rolled with a lightly floured rolling pin on
a lightly floured board so that as little
flour is added as possible. Sometimes,
you know, the dough is a bit on the soft
side and we are tempted to add flour indiscriminately during the rolling process.
However, since this will make your cookies
brittle, rather than crisp and tender, I suggest instead that you try chilling the dough
for half an hour in the refrigerator. It
will then be much easier to handle.
Of course, there are some folks who
seem to have a deep and abiding dislike
lor a rolling pin except as a weapon of
attack ! For such as these I suggest "refrigerator" cookies for this type does not
need rolling. The dough is shaped into
a long cylindrical roll which is then carefully wrapped in waxed paper and stored
in the refrigerator. It will keep for days !
When you want cookies you simply slice
off as many as you have time to bake
and in ten minutes or so you have a fresh
tempting supply. Yummy ! It makes me
hungry just writing about them. Guess
I'll make up a batch of those Brazil
cookies of Ruby's tomorrow — for they are
a perfect example of refrigerator cookie.
THE cookies that are "dropped from a
spoon" come under our third heading. "Dropped" cookies are perhaps the
easiest of them all — but there is a "perhaps" about it. For if the dough is not
just right, the cookies have been known
to run together in the pan during the
baking process — which definitely is not as
it should be! You'll never have this
difficulty, however, if you follow the Oatmeal Date Cookie recipe I am giving you
in the leaflet. These cookies are soft, not

Our Modern Hostess Editor has made
out the following list which should be of
great assistance to everyone who plans to
enter the Ruby Keeler Contest, described
on pages 16 and 17.
Listed below are food and cooking
terms, arranged in alphabetical order.
Naturally terested
— atonly in
the those
present
time can
— you're
inwhich
be used
in the contest. Therefore, we are giving
you words beginning with B, C, E, L, N
and R — since these are the letters that appear at least once in your Keeler Menu.
You are not restricted to the use of the
words given here, of course. Probably
you, yourself, will think of many that we
have overlooked. But remember, your
menu must provide a balanced meal — not
one with two meats, three desserts and
no vegetables.
So out with your pencils and paper, all
of you, and try your skill at this fascinating new pastime. There's no reason why
the men folk shouldn't be as good at it as
chance
for here's
women,
the
to tell
the either,
world what
they their
like to eat
without knowing how to prepare them.
a
y. Here's
everybod
then, words
Come
you off
to start
of helpful
list along,
long
on the right track. And there are splendid
prizes, as you probably know. They are
pictured for you on page 16 — except the
money, and we'll leave it entirely up to
you to make your own picture of what you
could do with that, if you should win it.
All these wonderful prizes are ready and
waiting to be sent to the winners — Editor.
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crisp. And let me remind you here that
soft cookies and crisp ones should not be
stored in the same container or you will
discover to your sorrow that the supposedly crisp ones get soft, too !
The dressiest members of the cookie
family are the filled cookies, which require
both rolling and filling, skill and patience.
The fruit filled "Whirligig" recipe of
Ruby's will teach you how to acquire the
necessary I skill,
youstick
haven't
any
patience
advisebutyouif to
to other
varieties. However, those of you who like
an unusual cookie — the sort to make your
family happy and cause your friends to
ask to borrow your recipe — be sure to try
making these filled cookies. The recipe in
the leaflet will prove extremelv helpful.
And speaking of friends borrowing!
recipes, why don't you suggest to your
friends that they send in for recipe leaflets, too? Surely they would be delighted
to have a set of their very own and would
have you to thank for this suggestion.
The following is a simple macaroon recipe you'll probably like to make up now.
Before giving it to you, however, I want
to urge all the readers of this department
to enter our Ruby Keeler Prize Menu
Contest. There are many wonderful prizes
for folks who enjoy cooking and I don't
know
who'd dollars
turn up
nose ata a single
couple soul
of hundred
! her
COCOANUT

DROPS

cup sweetened condensed milk
1 cup shredded cocoanut, firmly packed
J4 teaspoon almond extract
1 egg
a fewwhite
grains salt
Add the condensed milk, almond extract
and salt to the cocoanut. Blend together
thoroughly. Fold in stif¥ly beaten egg
white. Drop by teaspoonfuls on a well
oiled baking sheet. Bake in a slow oven
(300°F.) about IS minutes, or until firm
and golden brown.
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"FOOD TERMS" refers fo the names of foods,
such as eggs, meafs, bread, milk, fish, etc.
"COOKING TERMS" refers fo different ways
of preparing foods, such as broiling, stewing, mashing, baking, etc.
"MENU TERMS" refers to the names of special dishes, such as Bavarian cream, ragout
of beef, scalloped potatoes, etc.
SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "B" : Beans, Broccoli, Bread, Beef,
Butter, Beets, Bran, Bacon, Bananas, Bass,
Brazil Nuts, Brussels Sprouts, Beans, etc.
SOME COOKING TERMS BEGINNING WITH "B": Baked, Boikd, Boned,
Browned, Beaten, Buttered, ' Breaded,
Braised, Broiled, etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "B." Boston Baked Beans, Beef
a la Mode, Brownies, Biscuit Tortoni,
Brisket of Beef, Brown Betty, Butterscotch Sauce (or Pie), Brown Sauce,
Bechamel Sauce, Bouillon, Boston Cream
Pie, Breaded Veal Cutlet, etc.
SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "C" : Cabbage, Cream, Cauliflower.
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Calf's Liver, Cocoanut, Carrots, Chicken,
Crackers, Cranberries, Coffee, Chutney,
Cliow-Chow, Corn, etc.
SOME COOKING TERMS BEGINNING WITH "C": Creamed, Candied,
Canned, Caramelized, Chopped, Curried,
(in) Chafingdish, (en) Casserole, etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "C" : Compote of Fruit, Caramels,
Consomme, Creamed Soups, Crab Ravigote,
Crab Meat Cocktail, Corn Fritters, Cornbread, Cheese Souffle, Chowder, Canapes,
Cocktails, Camembert Cheese, Conserve,
Coleslaw, Corned Beef Hash, Cobbler
(apple or peach), Croquettes (of veal,
chicken or other meats). Croutons, Curry
of Lamb, Club Sandwich, Claret Cup,
Crepes Suzette, Chicken Maryland, Chicken
(roasted, fried, broiled, en casserole, etc),
Cinnamon Toast, etc.

THIS

SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "N" : New Potatoes, New Asparagus, Noodles, Nuts, etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH leons,
"N":^
Noisette
of Lamb,
NapoNeapolitan
Ice Cream,
Nesselrode
Pudding, Neufchatel Cheese, New England Boiled Dinner, New England Clam
Chowder, Newburg Sauce, Noodle Soup,
Nut Bread (Nut Candies. Cakes, Bars,
Salted, Glaced), Nut and Cream Cheese,
Balls, etc.
SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "R": Rabbit, Romaine Salad,
Rusks, Rolls, Ry-krisp, Rice, Raspberries,
Radishes, Rhubarb, etc.
SOME COOKING TERMS BEGINNING WITH "R": Roasted, Rechauffee
(reheated in brown sauce), Riced, Raised,
etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "R": Russian Dressing, Riced Potatoes, Ravioli, Roquefort Cheese (or
Salad Dressing), Russian Tea, Rhubarb
Pie (or Pudding), Raisin Pie (or Pudding), Raspberry Cream Pie, (Raspberry)
Sauce, Ice, Pudding, Jelly, Sherbet, etc.

I CALL

MILLIONAIRE'S
YET

1><

4 ^

WHAT

A

A

DISH!"

IT COSTS

LESS

SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "E": Eggs, Eggplant, Endive, Escarole. Elderberries, Eels, etc.
SOME COOKING TERMS BEGINNING WITH "E": (All taken from the
French) Escalloped (thin slices) ; Emince
(in small pieces) ; En Brochette (on a
skewer) ; En Casserole (cooked and
served in a casserole) ; En Coquille
(cooked and served in a shell) ; etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "E" : English Mutton Chops, English Chow-Chow or Chutney, Eclairs, Egg
Nogg (frozen) ; Eggs Benedict, (Eggs
Goldenrod, Cocotte, Rivoli, au Gratin,
Shirred, Baked, and countless others) ;
Egg garnish for spinach, salads, etc. ;
Eggplant (stuffed, fried, scalloped) ; Egg
Custard (or Egg Custard Sauce) ; Egg
Canapes (with Sardine, Caviar, Ham,
Watercress, etc.) ; Egg Balls for Soup,
etc.
SOME FOOD TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "L": Lamb, Lamb Chops, Liver,
Lobster, Lentils, Lettuce, Lemons, Leeks,
Lapin (rabbit). Lamb Kidneys, etc.
SOME MENU TERMS BEGINNING
WITH "L": Loin of Pork; Leg of Veal,
Lamb, or Mutton (roasted) ; Lady Fingers;Lamb Croquettes (Lamb Fricassee,
Barbecued, Stewed, Crown of. Casserole
of. Breast of. Saddle of) ; Lemon Pie
(Lemon Pudding, Sauce, Cake, Butter) ;
Lemonade ; Lemon Ice ; Lettuce and Cucumber Salad (Lettuce and Tomato Salad
or other combinations) ; Liver en Brochette, Liver and Bacon ; Lobster Thermidor (Lobster Creamed, Broiled, Newburg,
Canapes, Etc.); Luncheon Rolls; Lyonnaise Potatoes ; Lentil Soup ; Layer Cake ;
etc.
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SURPRISE

WHEN

A millionaire's dish" is exactly
right. If you had a high-priced
chef in your kitchen, he couldn't prepare spaghetti that would [taste any
more delicious than Franco -American!

YOU

TASTE

IT!

No cooking or fussing needed; simply
heat and bring to the table. "And it actually tastes better than home- cooked,"
women declare. No wonder so many
are changing to Franco-American.

Eleven different ingredients are used to
make the sauce. Zestful tomato puree is
smoothly blended with golden-mellow
Cheddar cheese, then skillfully seasoned

meals
"economy"
Are you worried over rising food costs?
Is it hard to plan economical menus

to savory, mouth-melting goodness.
"Perfect!" you'll exclaim when you

your family will enjoy? Call on FrancoAmerican to help you! Its tempting,

taste it, "The best spaghetti I ever ate."
Costs less than home-cooked
Imagine, you actually pay less than 5^ a
portion for this delectable dish.
A can holding three to four
portions is usually no more than
ten cents. That wouldn't cover
the price of all your ingredients
plus the cost of cooking them
at home, to say nothing of the

Delicious

piquant sauce adds savory zest to a simple meal, gives cheaper cuts of meat
a truly "expensive" flavor, transforms
left-overs into a dish fit for a king.
And here's another saving.
Franco -American contains so
much real food value it can
easily take the place of meat
at lunch or supper. Order
several cans from your grocer
today. Your family will love
it — and so will your budget!

time and trouble you're saved.
MADE

BY

THE

MAKERS

OF

CAMPBELL'S

SOUPS
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Marconi, Alichael Angelo, Verdi, many
more — all were men.
"Women are splendid entertainers. They
are good singers and musicians, clever
aviatrixes, actresses and designers — but
they seldom, if ever, author their own
plays, build their own planes, weave their
own materials, write their own music.
They use, you see, the material man has
created for them.
"I believe this," said Miss Swarthout,
with a glance at her husband who was
listening
believe
women have attentively,
the creative "I
force,
cjuite that
as much
as men — but it is biological. It is used for
the bearing of children, it has to be. We
are so designed by Nature and therefore
we cannot divert our creative force into
other channels. It always has been, it
always will be, impossible.
"Women with natural gifts," said Miss
Swarthout, "would seem to be the exceptions. They're not, really. For even
they are using the material of others, as
in the case of a singer. I, for instance,
didn't create the instrument in my throat.
I sing naturally. I always sang, quite as
I always talked and breathed. I would
sing in the kitchen, in the nursery, on the
open road, wherever I happened to be. I
couldn't help singing — it was born in me.
"But I do think — don't you, Frank? —
that given a natural ability women are
often
superior
"I know
it," to
saidmen."
Frank Chapman, his
bright blue eyes meeting her brown ones,
with a challenging smile.
I
Maybelline eve beauty
aids have been the choice
of fastidious women
the world over \ \j
for more than 18

MaybelUne
Ada scar a is
prepared in

years. From chic

NO, but really," Gladys Swarthout said,
with her serious eagerness, "I believe
that women have more patience than men,
more persistence, more true courage — just
because we have more fear, more timidity
to overcome. I know that whenever I am
faced with a new job, as when I had my
first audition at the Metropolitan and
was accepted, I suffered agonies, actual
torments of fear. I felt that I couldn't
make it. . . . I thought I would faint or
collapse before the curtain rose. But once

to

I began to work I worked until. . . ."
"Let me interrupt for a moment," Frank
Chapman said, removing a pipe from his
mouth. "I can say things that Gladys
probably won't. For whatever is the answerriority
to this
of certainly
women's more
infeto men,question
they are
modest than men. I believe — and I should
know — that women are superior to men
in almost all of the things that make for
great success. They may not be able to
create as men create. I agree with Gladys
that the creative force of woman is directed, by Nature, into the maternal channel. But it may also be that man has
conspiredforce
withdirected
Nature that
to way.
keep We
woman's
creative
men
have kept women in the nursery, in the
kitchen or in the drawjng room. During
the last few years, they have escaped into
the arena with some amazing results. But
whether that is so or not, women certainly
top men when it comes to what they do
with success.
"I have watched Gladys display more
energy, more patience, and persistence than
nine out of ten men who occupy similar
positions to hers in the musical world.
She proved her determination when, a
child of thirteen, she broke all precedent
and turned failure into success. She
proved it again, a year later, when she
sacrificed her beautiful dark curls to
adopt a hairdress that made her look
eighteen so that she could fulfill an engagement as soloist in a Kansas City
church. And also when, terrified, she sang
with the Minneapolis Symphony with the
result that she was so flooded with concert
offers, after her rendition of Max Bruch's
'Ave Maria,' that she couldn't meet half
of them. Later when she was prevailed
upon to try for an audition with the
ChicagooneCivic
Company,
know
role,Opera
completely
— yet she
she didn't
went
for the audition and was accepted. She
devoted that entire summer to work,
learned twenty roles and gave fifty performances.
"She proved her capacity for hard and

ParistosmartNew- * ^
port, these pure and
harmless cosmetics
•»
may be found on the
dressing tables of the most
exquisitely groomed
women. The name Maybelline issynonymous
with highest quality and
absolute purity. To insist
on Maybelline is to be
definitely assured of
eye beauty at its
best. All Maybelline
"1 Good Housckeepingf
V^o • Bureau -j.
1*11
b*
eauty aids1are obtainable
V^.r:^!;.;.^;^
All Maybelline
at leading ten cent stores.
preparations have
this approval.

MASCARA . . EYE SHADOW . . EYEBROW PENCIL
EYELASH TONIC CREAM . . EYEBROW BRUSH
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Thcrt seedy-looking gent with
Paula Stone is
none other than
Harold Lloyd.
Harold chews on
hayor atfor
colthelocal
Bradley
Barn Dance and
Paula is all done
up as a pioneer
farm wife.
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unremitting work the summer she spent
abroad where we met — " and again he
smiled at her with that sharing look.
"There were three seasons with the
Ravinia Opera Company and then the
'Met' — during her first season there she
gave fifty-six performances, topping all
of her associate artists, men and women,
in the number of performances.
"She has been afraid but she conquered
her fear, tired but she disregarded it, unprepared but she dared.
"They say that women have not the
moral integrity of men. Yet Gladys lived
for several years in small boarding houses,
without any of the rich caparisons of the
rising operatic star so that, on the night
of her first appearance at the Metropolitan, she could sign her last check — final
payment of the debt she owed the Kansas
City friends who had financed her.
"We met in Florence and fell in love —
and once again, Gladys proved her cour-

O "Oo-hoo, Mother!
Come

Sister's getting all
fixed for a big cry.
And you know how
catching it is! If she
cries, Pm going to,
too — 'cause she's
my own twin and I
feel so sorry! "

age-"
"Oh, no," Gladys Swarthout said, her
hand on her husband's arm, "that wasn't
courage, Frank, it was love. You see," she
turned to me, "he means that it took
courage because there had been a first
marriage for me which was not successful. My first husband was a business man.
He couldn't understand professional life.
And just as I believe that the right love,
the right marriage is absolutely necessary
to a woman's success, so I know that the
wrong sort of marriage can wreck it. My
first marriage would have wrecked me,
had it lasted. But when I met Frank — I
knew. From the first moment I knew a
great many things — and one of them is
this — that the real answer to your question is that women and men are, or should
be, equals. We are interdependent. Which
is as it should be. Male and female —
halves of the perfect whole and only when
the halves are united can achievement be
full and mature.

• "See

here — this

sweater's
woolly
making her
a Utile
bit prickly. How
well I know the feeling! Wouldn't a few
shakes of our slick,
smooth Johnson's
BabyPowderbe just

FRANK and I speak the same language
— not only musical but in all ways,
little and large. We have the same likes
and dislikes, the same hopes and ambitions. We both love country life, even
though our work keeps us in cities. We
console one another by promises about
someday — a home in the country, flowers
and animals, sons and daughters. We both
love ertthe
'little isthings'
of life —author,
RobLouis same
Stevenson
our favorite
Noel Coward our favorite playwright,
our pet play is 'Private Lives' and of the
operas, 'Falstafif," with Verdi as our
preference in composers and the collecting
of French furniture for a hobby."
"I detest parlor games, pajamas for
women and stupid gossip ... so does
Frank. I never smoke and Frank bites
his pipe. Frank proposed to me the night
I made my debut at the Metropolitan, in
the role of a blind old mother, wrinkled
and grotesque. It has been right, you see,
from the very beginning.
"I won't go so far as to say that I
wouldn't
that II do
would
if it
were
not go
for on,
Frank.
knowfailthat
it
would take me twice as long to reach my
goal, that the way would be terribly lonely
and doubly burdensome. It took courage
to come to Hollywood. I might have put
it off, if Frank had not encouraged me,
come with me."
"You really came to Hollywood," interposed Frank, "because you are avidly
curious about ventures in new mediums."
"Yes, of course. But I was terrified. I
didn't know how I would photograph, after
all, I'd had some success at the Metropolitan— I didn't know how this new medium would affect me or my career. And
I don't know yet," smiled Gladys. "It was
so blistering hot the whole time we were

right away —

the thing?"

~ 'Some

for me,

too? Oh, how nice! I
just love to feel that
soft, slippery powder going all tickly
Let's
my neck.
down
at
it just
not have
bath-time — let's
have it often! Then
we'd never cry!"

• "I'm Johnson's Baby Powder

the best care-

taker for babies' tender skins! My silky smoothness wards off chafes and rashes — for I'm made
of finest Italian talc. No gritty particles and no
orris-root . . . Try Johnson's
Cream

Baby

Soap, Baby

and Baby Oil, too."
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making 'Rose of the Rancho' that I was
barely conscious. I wasn't conscious at
all of the camera. I believe that I photograph, on the screen, more like myself
than I do in still pictures.
"The point is that although women are
inferior to men when it comes to creating,
they balance that by creating in their own
sphere, in their own predestined channel
... as mothers. In all other ways, I should
say, men and women are equal, the woman
needing
the man,
man Miss
the woman
. . ."
The front
office the
called
Swarthout.
She was clue to record. We said goodbye,
as old friends, not acquaintances of a few
moments. She is easy to know, this dark

and beautiful young woman with the
magical mezzo-soprano voice. She is human before she is anything else, a woman
before she is a star of any medium.
As I walked along the row of star
dressing-rooms, I felt that a new star had
come to Hollywood . . . not the diva of
the "Met" but the little, courageous girl
from the Ozark Mountains ... for the
friendly, alert young woman I had been
talking with is still that little girl who
would turn back and "begin from the begin ing"— and because of this sturdy human quality, Gladys Swarthout will end
her career, as she began it— on a true,
triumphant note.

{Continued from page 53)
FEMININE
HYGIENE

NOTHING COULD BE EASIER
Norforms are small, convenient, antiseptic suppositories
completely ready for use. They
require no awkward apparatus
for application. They leave no
lingering antiseptic smell
aiound the room or about your
person. They are dainty and
feminine, soothing and deodorizing. Many women use them
for this deodorizing efifect alone.
HVERY DAY, more and more women are adopting Norforms as the most
modern, convenient and satisfactory form
of feminine hygiene.
Norforms are easy-to-use antiseptic
suppositories that melt at internal body
temperature, and spread a protective, soothing film over delicate internal membranes
— an antiseptic film that remains in effective contact for many hours.
0 A distinctive and exclusive feature of Norforms istheir concentrated content of Parahydrecin — a powerful yet harmless antiseptic developed by Norwich, makers of UnUM^aiia^.P arahydrecin kills germs, yet Norforms are positively non-injurious. There is
no danger of an "over-dose" or "burn."
MILLIONS

SOLD

EVERY

YEAR

Send for the Norforms booklet "The New Way." It
gives further facts about modernized feminine hygiene. Or, buy a box of Norforms at your druggist's
today. 12 in a package, with leaflet of instructions.
The Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, New York.

NORFOHMS

' N. p. CO. 1936
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Known tc Physicians as "Vagiforms"

She considered. "It's following an overwhelming urge to do something without
apparently any logical reason for doing
"Was

that the hunch that made you

"Yes, to try the movies."
She was living, at that time, with her
uncle
leave ?"and aunt. Her uncle is an officer
in the British-Indian army.
"They didn't approve of my idea," Merle
continued her story, "but I'd already decided to carry on with my hunch."
"Do you it."
always follow a hunch?"
"Always. It's right, you know. But
with me, I had no notion how to begin a
movie career, especially so far away from
any of the studios. The first thing I had
to decide was which studios I would tackle,
London or Hollywood. I decided on London— also a hunch. Then I had to find
out what people I should see and where
they were located. I got that information
from movie magazines, and one day I
wasButjust
my way."
evenon when
she arrived in London
from India, Merle was still "just on her
way," for the going was hard and no
doors were opened to her. She worked
in a night club. She went the studio
rounds. Insignificant parts came her way.
It didn't look any too hopeful, until one
day Alexander Korda enjoyed one of those
daring moments that directors do enjoy
on occasion. He was looking for an
actress to play the role of Ann Boleyn in
his talkie, "The Private Life of Henry
VIII." He happened to remember the
Oberon girl. He gave her a screen test.
She made good. He cast her for the part.
She played it to a fare-you-well. Korda
placed her under contract in London.
United Artists placed her under contract
m Hollywood. Merle Oberon found herself in the dawn of her talkie career.
"It's most gratifying," she expresses it.
But she still functions according to
"hunches." It's highly probable, now that
she has become a figure of importance in
pictures, that this faculty may one day be
used against
her.producer
As soon and
as a advisors
star doesn't
agree
with her
she
is said to be hard to get along with.
"But if I've a hunch it is or it isn't
right to do certain things," Merle questions, "isn't it to the advantage of everyone that I follow it?"
I don't know. But it was just that sort
of action that prompted her to break off
with a well-known star when their romance was on the verge of his getting a
divorce to marry Merle.
"He adores his children," she recognized. "Sooner or later, if we had married, he would have missed them so keenly
that he would have longed to be with

them. I couldn't stand between him and
Shehappiness."
severed that relation without leavthis
ing any loose ends dangling around to
knot up the premises later on.
CHE'S extraordinarily frank in talking
^ about herself. She doesn't mind in
the least speaking about David Nivens,
the handsome young British juvenile, who
dashed on to New York from the Coast
to
when she landed from London
thismeet
lasthertrip.
"Are you going to marry David
Nivens?" I asked tactfully.
She laughed. "There's no marriage for
me for at least two years."
"I shan't really be settled for two
years,"
she explained,
"if Iwith
am
then. You
see, I haveandtoadded,
alternate
pictures in Hollywood and London. That
keeps me pretty much on the go, and I
y?''covered plenty of mileage al';Whtraveling."
detest
"You've
ready," Icommented.
"I don't think about it," she replied.
"Well, then," I questioned, "if marriage
is "Ioutsuppose
— what Iabout
shall romance?''
be reported engaged
when I getwithback
to interest.
Hollywood," she
anticipated
lively
"Aren't you engaged to Mr. Nivens?"
She shook her head. "But when one
goes out with a man she is said to be
engaged
to mind?"
him, isn't she?"
"Do you
She smiled. "It does no harm, does it?"
"It depends who's talking about you," I
countered.
"Well, we all run that chance." She
let it go at that.
As you
suspect,
she's quite
a decisivemay
personality.
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Senior, is one person who perceives and
respects this trait in her.
Doug was in the party that Merle took
to
the picture
premierebowed
of "The
Angel"
whensee that
into Dark
London.
She
asked Doug, on that occasion, if he thought
she should make "Cyrano de Bergerac,"
the picture Alexander Korda wanted her
to co-star in with Charles Laughton.
answered
pointblank,
"You're going
to Doug
do what
you want
to do anyway.
Why
She decided not to do the picture. The
chances are she had already decided before asking Doug, but opinions, even when
ask me?"
asked
for, don't sway her. They merely
serve to light her ideas.
She is an interesting mixture, this
Oberon youngster. Five feet-two of vitality, she gives the impression of being
all
over
the place
isn'tknows
true. what
She
merely makes
sure— which
that she
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is going on that concerns her. She wastes
no time fencing about what she wants.
She uses words of one syllable to say
what she has to say. Her favorite jewel
is her much
aquamarine
ring. She
go in
very
for jewelry.
She doesn't
loves riding
horseback. She likes the water. On the
Coast, she lives in Santa Monica, her
front yard dipping into the Paciiic Ocean
— the same Pacific that will one day take
her back to India via the west. She
wears very simple clothes — sports things,
usually, during the day. When she wears
evening dress, she goes without stockings.
She has a trick of looking at a person
candidly and calmly.

SCREEN

HEART-BROKEN
until she
took
her

dentist's

advice

USE STRINGING
"N
HER NO
ALONG.
SHE'S A SWELL]
GIRL.. .BUT HER BREATH! /

Che is a little cynical about love. As
^ an experience it has its whirl but it
isn't too trustworthy.
had what
her
horoscope
read once, butShe
she has
forgets
she was told. She has never been to a
fortune-teller. Once, a woman at a Hollywood party read her palm and told her
some things that later happened. She
thinks that sort of outside help might become a weakness, unless a person was
careful to use his own discretion in facing
life and conditions.
She likes people. She likes good food,
too. She doesn't diet — never has — never
has any notion of doing it, though she
doesn't make any definite decision about
such future problems. She isn't fearful
about herself or her career. Success is
nice, but she has known obscurity and she
lived _ in and through that without fear.
She isn't money conscious. It isn't what
something costs, to her; it's what it means
to her that counts. She likes perfume but
has no favorite. A spring green is her
favorite color. She has never gone in for
"isms." She isn't impressed by names.
She is impressed when she reacts favorably to meeting names. She is just as
impressed if the person is unknown.
She enjoys reading but she doesn't speak
of this voluntarily. She's amazingly tactful, though her frankness might give the
opposite impression. She sees through people but doesn't embarrass them by letting
them know that. She plays no politics,
which might give the idea that she is doing
just that.

She doesn't mind being
about.
She loves dogs. She broughttalked
an airedale
puppy over from England this last trip,
which sends her canine quota to three. She
isn't extravag
isn'thairparsiantShe but
monious, either.
has she
chestnut
and
chestnut eyes_ and that young, clean charm
that goes with health, and courage, and
vitality.
She has no dream she wants to realize
but there is a dream she is going to
realize. She's a girl who has seen the
dawn on "the top of the world." She'll
live
it as she once saw and felt it and
she'll follow her hunches in the doing,
both her
in and
of emergencies.
She'll'
hold
own out
no matter
where she is
because she understands where she fits into
the picture.
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"AKE sure you don't have bad breath!
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special
penetrating foam removes all the decaying
food deposits lodged between the teeth, along
the gums and around the tongue — which dentists agree are the source of most bad breath.
At the same time, a unique, grit-free ingredient polishes the enamel — makes teeth sparkle.
Try Colgate Dental Cream — today! Brush
your teeth . . . your gums . . . your tongue . . .
with Colgate's. If you are not entirely satisfied after using one tube, send the empty tube
to COLGATE, Jersey City, N. J. We will
gladly refund TWICE what you paid.
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finale
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I

{ Colli iniicd jroiii patje 47)

that aboutresult ofgreat
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in meresult
you sec The
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you say the visible change eininside
is
astonishing. Because the chang
to
e
visibl
is
which
that
than
r
even greate
the eye. It simply had to be.
"When I discovered that my marriage
was a failure, that I had failed where I
wanted most to succeed, I settled down to
do a little real thinking. I was going to
find my faults and remedy them."
ection it is interesting to
IN this conn
note how differently this Joan regards
Crawdivorce from the other Joan— Joan that,
in
ford My shorthand notes show
talking with me shortly, after her divorce
from Doug, Jr., Joan Crawford said:
"Some people may think our marriage was
a failure. I don't, personally. I don t
both Dougthink it was a failure because
las and I gained something from it. I
don't care what experience a person has
it is not a failure if he gains as a result of
imarriage I gainedht exper
it From myspect,
character, insig and I
ence self-re
didn't lose anything. I gained more, too
— self-sufficiency."
Regarding her divorce, Joan Blondell
saysT "I cannot convince myself that my
was not a failure. It was a termarriage
rible failure. I should have been able to
put it above anything else and make a
of it. But I couldn't.
succes
"I ssaid to myself. T have failed in
marriage, but I am going to succeed in
my work. I am going to find my faults
and remedy them. I am going to change
as much as is necessary to get all I can

GERMS-you
might

as well

I'm covered
Mennen

scram.
with
Oil

"Sleeping's such a pleasure and comfort,
nowadays. Not much reason left to cry —
'cause my skin feels so good, and I know
I'm
protected
'gainst germs
infection
— with
this famous
Mennenand Antiseptic
Oil. They told my wonderful mummy
about it at the hospital. Seems nearly all
the hospitals* now give their babies a
body-rub with this oil — ail over, every
day. Gee, hospitals and mothers are swell
to babies — protect us from chafing, chapping .. . and most of all from those nasty,
dangerous germs that cause infection.
Well, I think I'll dream now. . . ."
^Nearly all the hospitals that are important
in maternity work use Mennen Antisepti:
Oil on their babies, daily. Yout baby deserves it,too.
"VV. ^.""VVU/wne^x
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e that, I didn't have any great
of life.'
out"Befor
ur<^e to win all the success I could. I was
willing to go along and take things easy,
to gam
not
and
cy. submerge myself m order
efficien
"But now I have something to_ work
for. I have my beautiful son to think of.
I have his future to protect. So I am
croin<^ to do the things that are necessary
have
to succeed to the point where I can man,
a nice bank account for the young
and where he will be proud of his mother.
"To accomplish that I am going to make
gothe most of whatever I have, and am
ing to use angles to success that I have
never used before. I shall be nice to people I have never been nice to before, and
of my ability.
play the game to the best and
acting the
I am dressing the part
qualities
p
develo
to
part, and I am trying
ore.
I always neglected heretof
"When I weighed myself I found I was
wanting in many respects. Six months
d extending myago I couldn't be annoye
self to be gracious to somebody who didnt
strike my fancy. I preferred to go around
in pajamas and sneakers, doing as I
pleased and worrving about nobody. I
would much rather be chummy with a
property man or an electrician I liked
than to try to please a visiting celebrity
or someone about the studio who could
help me.
"I was sure I was right in this, and
congratulated myself on being absolutely sincere and above catering to anyone I felt my world was secure, and that
I could go on doing just as I pleased.
"But I got a shock that knocked all that
out of my head, and that set me to finding
my faults and trying to remedy them.

"Now that I dress carefully and do
everything a girl should do to make the
most of herself and her opixirtunities,
people show decidedly more interest in
me. I attract more attention and hear
more favorable comments than ever before. This new personality of mine gives
me added confidence. It has made me
feel important. And, altogether, it has
given me quite a new outlook on life."
Of course, everyone has been talking of
this change in Joan, of this new Blondell.
For there is a new Blondell. You can see
it in her face, her manner, her clothes.
You can hear it in her laughter. You can
recognize it in her work, oh so plainly. It
has given her a new appeal.
Don't imagine for a second that it has
turned Joan into a flippant butterfly, or
into a calculating woman. Joan's love of
solid, substantial, down-to-earth things
would prevent the one, and her frankness,
generosity and sincerity would prevent the
other.
An hour on the set with Joan brings
out a dozen definite examples of the
change of attitude of other players and
studio workers toward Joan. What a
marvelous object lesson she would be for
any girl vvho is debating the possibilities
of remaking herself, and wondering if it
would really be worth while.
And if a girl wanted a very pleasant
evidence of what this has done for Joan,
she should see Dick Powell glow at Blondell's approach. Having Hollywood's most
eligible young man sort of "hangin'
around" is quite a testimonial in itself.
is doing.
And,
believe you us, that's just what Dick
Both Joan and Dick will tell you they're
just friends, and have been for a long
time. But even on that basis, Dick will
tell you Joan is getting "pretty nifty."
We happened
to beshould
with Joan
Dick's
birthday,
and you
have onseen
the
merrymaking that went on at the little
informal party they gave that lad on the
"Colleen" set, with Joan officiating.
Of course, Joan is still pretty blue over
her failure to make a go of her marriage.
And she is too honest to attempt to shift
the blame. She doesn't put the responsibility on Hollywood, either. Instead she
says :

of marthe faultod.
OUR failure
riage orwasn't
of Hollywo
And
certainly not of our work. I would be
ashamed to attempt to alibi by saying that
we failed because of the demands of our
profession. Because marriage has as good
a chance in Hollywood and in pictures as
it has in New England. The trouble was
with George Barnes and me, not with outside influences.
"There is nothing wrong with marriage.
Every girl should marry when the right
time and the right man comes along. I
think it would be a very lonely and useless
existence without marriage. You can
make marriage successful no matter where
you are. Public life has nothing to do
with it. You could be happy living in a
revolving door, if you loved each other
and were willing to pay the price of a
marriage."
successful
of issues here, is there?
No dodging
Because Joan Blondell is too honest and
too frank to put up any such smoke
screen.
Although Joan has been hard hit, she
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doesn't beor whine.
doesn'tlievemope
, or inShe
in dramatics
being morbid.
And she hates the sight of a long sufferingappearance. Nor does she try to laugh it
all ofif, for it is a serious thing to her.
The discovery that her marriage was a
failure made Joan very unhappy. But it
didn't whip her, for with the realization
that her dream of happiness was over
came the knowledge that she would have
to pull herself together. The simple and
unpretentious way in which she did this
may be a recipe of great value to someone else who is facing unhappiness.
"If you have something hard to take,"
thinking
"instead
says
end ofJoan,
the world
and ofsettling
down it's
to the
let
it eat your heart out, make up your mind
to snap out of it. Instead of sufTering
in silence, do something to take your mind
off it. I would look about until I saw
something pleasant to rest my eyes upon.
Perhaps it would be a painting, a beautiful
scenic view, or best of all, my baby.
"After centering my mind on something
pleasant, and building more pleasant
thoughts around it, the unpleasant memories and worries would disappear. So,
little by little, the tension and the gripping
unhappiness let go.
"I discovered that a number of pleasant
little things will finally overcome one unpleasant big thing."
And these are the reasons for the remarkable change in Joan Blondell.

-till the
changed

right powder^
her

into a^//^

'ON'T you often find yourself
being called a blonde by some — "not a
blonde" by others? This girl, too . . .
Her hair still has some of its baby
blondeness. Her skin is very fair. Yet,
with the powder she used, she looked
mousy, dim — a plain in-between.
The Color Analyst told her to try a
blonde's pet shade — Pond's Natural. It
made her over! Her skin brightened
with a delicate flush, a luminous look.
She, herself, said: "Pond's Natural
lights up my skin so much that even
my hair and eyes have more of that

Dorothy Lee, as a jazzy Annie
Oakley, dances with Johnny
Arledge
at Grace
Bradley's
Born Dance.
These kids
seem
to be enjoying the fun.

^l/M^

txue-blonde sparkle!"
New shades add life
What Natural does for near-blondes
— one of the other Pond's shades will do
for you. They all add life to the skin.
A new discovery made this possible.
With an optical machine (see small picture above) Pond's color-analyzed over
200 girls' skin — all types. They saw
what Nature uses to bring beauty. Actual tints hidden in the skin itselfl
Take a blonde skin, for instance. A
hidden tint of bright blue gives it that
dazzling transparency. While a creamy
skin gets its glowing enchantment from
a hidden note of brilliant green!
Now Pond's has invisibly blended
these beauty tints into new, different
shades of powder. Thus, you can powder

Over 200 girls' skin color-analyzed to find
hidden beauty tints — now blended invisibly in Pond's new powder shades!
"life" into your skin! Dull skins, pale
skins, sallow and florid — each gets the
very tint it needs from one of these . . .
NATURAL brings a fine transparency
ROSE CREAM brings a brighter radiance
BRUNETTE brings soft, creamy clarity
ROSE BRUNETTE brings a warm glow
LIGHT CREAM brings a pearly tone
Pond's Powder spreads evenly, clings.
Glass jars show shades, keep the perfume. Prices reduced — 35^ and 70)i.
Boxes, lOfS and 20ff, increased in size.
5 Lively New Shades
Mail coupon today
(This offer expires May i, 1936)
r
(This .
POND'S, Dept. C94, Clinton, Conn. Please
rush,
5 different
of Pond's 5-day
new
Powder,free,enough
of eachshades
for a thorough
test.
Name_
Street.
City
_State_
Copyright. 1936. Pond's Extract Company
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definite reason for this

Now

let's reason

sensibly

Don't
try too
to much
get well
in a dayRemember,
. . . this is
asking
of Nature.
she has certain natural processes that just
cannot be hurried.
But there is a certain scientific way you
can assist by starting those digestive juices
in the stomach to flowing more freely and
at the same time supply a balanced mineral
deficiency the body needs.
Therefore, if you are pale, tired and rundown ... a frequent sign that your bloodcells are weak — then do try in the simple,
easy way so many millions approve — by
starting a course of S.S.S. Blood Tonic.
You may have the will-power to be "up
and doing" but unless your blood is in top
notch form you are not fully yourself and
you may remark, "I wonder why I tire so
easily."
Much more could be said — a trial will
thoroughly convince you that this way, in
the absence of any organic trouble, will start
you on the road of feeling like yourself
again. You should soon enjoy again the satisfaction of appetizing food . . . sound sleep
. . . steady nerves ... a good complexion . . .
and renewed strength.
S.S.S. is sold by aU drug stores in two sizes.
Tlie $2 economy size is twice as large as the
$1.25 regular size and is sufficient for two
weeks treatment. Begin on the uproad today.
© S.S.S. Co.
Do not be blinded by the efforts of a
few unethical dealers who may suggest
that you gamble with substitutes. You
ha,ve a right to insist that S.S.S. be supplied you on request. Its long years of preference isyour guarantee of satisfaction.

Makes

you

feel like
yourself
again
76

Aletro-Goldwyn-Mayer," her body sways
with a charming balance, as if it had
been put together by some special, secret
trick. Which it hasn't. Just hard work,
determination and training have gone to
make one think so. And her face — it's
so animated ! That's it— what Eleanor
lacks in regularity of feature and longness of eyelash, she makes up in animaBUT I was more concerned about the
legs. I know how these dancing stars
have
tion."to go on working like galley slaves,
thinking up new steps and stunts. Their
legs may be as strong as steel, but they
mustn't get bulgy muscles or the closeups will tell on 'em. And when they put
on poundage — especially around the hips,
which is usually the first spot Mama Nature picks on, I know how hard it is to
getAndrid that
of that
dancer's
poundage.
goes solid,
for any
of you
active,
healthy young gals whether you know
anything about tap-dancing or not, but
who, suddenly, in spite of an average,
healthy life begin to develop a bulge on
the hip or an ungraceful line of the thigh
or leg. So before I go any further, I'm
going to give you a few exercises that
are good for keeping you limber and supple, and which will correct certain figure
faults which are the result of too much
dancing, too much swimming, too much
sitting or too much what not. Here they
are. Hop to it !
The first one is so simple that it makes
rolling off a polka
log look
difficult.
It's you
the
old-fashioned
step.
( In case
can't remember that far back . . . it's a
dance !) gether.
Come
toReady?onOne,now,
two, we'll
three doandithop.
Now on the other side, one, two, three
and hop ! Keep it up, first on one side
then the other. Put plenty of spring into
it, baby) and hold your arms up above your
head. Let your body sway in rhythm.
Be as light and graceful about it as possible. And don't forget the hop ! A good
fast tune on the radio is a great help.
Do this every morning for five minutes.
Now for the next one. Sit down on the
floor. Your legs are straight out in front
of you with the knees straight, please.
Your feet can be about eighteen inches
apart. Now with arms up, bend the body
forward and touch your forehead to your
knees. Don't let me catch you bending
those knees. Go on, keep trying — even
if you can't do it the first crack out of
the box. And if you hear a few cracks
. . . never mind . . you are just loosening
up those rusty joints.
The third exercise is the famous backbending one. Stand about eighteen inches
from the wall, with your back to the
wall. Bend over backwards and place the
palms of your hands on the wall. Keep
on bending as far as you can, placing
your hands further and further down on
the wall toward the floor. Now walk
along sideways, using your hands to help
you balance yourself. Maybe some day
you'll get to the point where you can
bend over backwards — way, way over —
without
helpuntil
of you
the wall.
But plenty
don't
try
to dothethat
have had
of wall-practice.
There you are girls, do each one of
these exercises for five minutes each morning and you won't know yourselves. You'll
get rid of those bulges and be healthy besides. (Incidentally, these exercises will
greatly help to relieve constipation.) But
wait a minute now, there's more to come.

CfhU

"

THEDream
other
we and
went like
to aseegood
"I
Toonight
Much,"
many others I came out of the theatre
humming an aria. My husband said,
"What's the matter, darling. (Yes, he still
calls me darling), don't you feel good?"
And I said, "I was thinking." He said,
"About what?" I said, "About Grace
Moore. Remember Grace when she came
to Hollywood the first time? He said,
"Uh-huh," with the accent on the "Huh,"
because the Grace Moore of those days,
was not the Grace Moore of today. Grace
was a patient of mine, one of my prize
babies. I had Gloria Swanson in tow at
the same time and Gloria was my first responsibility— I was supposed to drop
everything when Gloria needed me. And
I was in a constant state of dropping, I
can tell you ! Well, Grace came to Hollywood with a first-string music teacher in
her entourage. Gloria, whose voice had
a few kinks in it that had to be ironed out
for the talkies, wanted the music teacher.
And Grace, whose figure had a few kinks
in it that had to be ironed out for closeups, wanted me. They got to arguing
about it all. Me, I didn't care as long as
my conscience was clear and I could catch
up on my sleep.
But it seems that Grace won her point
and acquired me. And Gloria won her
point and got the Italian do-re-mi boy.
So, okay, I told Grace to come on over
and
to work.
sir,cameras
I'd no
soonerwe'd
havegetGrace
ready Well,
for the
before she'd get a peeve on at somebody
and then she'd up and go away on a vacation, take it easy all day and undo all the
good work that had been done. That was
one of the reasons she left Hollywood with
considerably less fanfare than when she
came in. And one of the reasons that,
when she came back the second time, she
didn't make the same mistakes. The second
time she put up the stififest fight for success you've ever seen. She won. And
I still cheer for Grace, because I love a
good
To fighter.
get back to Mademoiselle Pons . . .
Lily Pons will not make the mistake of
putting on weight. But she may make the
mistake of putting it on unevenly and in
the wrong spots. That little prima donna
offers an object lesson to all pint-sized
girls ... to thin girls with narrow chests
... to
girlswhere
who they
just want
can't
seem
to underweight
put on a pound
it. Remember this : when you want to
develop and gain correctly, you must buildup all over ; then keep the excess weight
off the spots where it is not wanted, by
specialup exercises
spots.butI mustn't
take
the spaceforforthose
it now,
I have
a "Special Building-up Diet" that will
help you put on firm, healthy flesh. If
you would like to have it, just write and
ask me for it and enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope for your reply.
More comparisons. I watched Luise
Rainer in "Escapade," and I saw at once
what she had which so many other
European stars-of -one-picture lacked. She
is exotic without being peculiar. She is
piquant without being too itsy-bitsy and
cute about it all. She has a touch of
charming wistfulness without that heavy,
melancholy, boogey-man effect of some of
the stars. She has an aloofness that is
quite selfintriguing,
but shroud
she doesn't
shut herup in a phoney
of mystery
at
the drop of a hat. These are mental and
spiritual characteristics that I am merely
mentioning so that, if the shoe fits, you
can put it on. In private life, she is natur-
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al, without being a hoyden. She wears
no make-up except lipstick, but she never
looks ill-groomed. Her hair is cut in a
Raggedy-Ann style, but not so raggedy
that it looks untidy. In other words, she
shows good taste — does not overdo things.
Either instinct or much study has taught
her the difference between the charm of an
artistic, carefully-careless appearance and
freakishness. I see lots of girls who I
wish would devote a little study to that
art.
If you are the sort of person, then, who
in type or temperament at all resembles
this vivacious little Fraulein, watch out
for these things : if it pleases you to go
about with no make-up, be sure that your
skin is faultless and clear enough to stand
it ; if you cannot be bothered with the fuss
and detail of a formal coiffure, make sure
your hair is glossy enough to look pretty
without a definite wave, and well brushed
enough to have some contour ; if you adore
to put on careless old clothes and have a
couple of fits at the mere sight of a girdle,
be sure your figure is slim and straight, as
a matter of fact it has to be just about
perfect.

you know what struck me most
forcibly about Luise Rainer? While
everyone was remarking about her big
eyes and cute accent, I was watching her
walk. She is a small person, yet she
walks with the dignity of a queen. So
few people walk really well, that I think
I'll give you a hint or two about that
very necessary everyday function. Many
of you point your toes out when you walk.
That's wrong. Always put your feet
straight in front of you. Never spread
your feet at an angle. Strengthen the
muscles in your knees, so they won't sag.
(I have an exercise for this.) When your
leg muscles are pulled up, you will have
the springiness in your walk that is necessary for a graceful carriage. Keep your
shoulders back and your head up. I don't
mean to exaggerate and stick out your
chin like an English Bull dog. Just be
natural about it.
And now for the last of these four "new
girls" — Rosalind Russell. In a way, the
most "average" of these four, because
Rosalind is neither a marvelous tapdancer nor a phenomenal singer nor has
she the kind of glamor which the girls
from abroad bring over with them in their
trunks. She is just a nice, well-bred,
clever young American girl who happened
to devote her time to acting. She also
happened to find her way to the M-G-M
lot, where there was already a girl named
Myrna Loy. The M-G-M moguls took
one look at Rosalind's brunette beauty
and heard her crisp, precise diction come
over the sound track and they thought,
"This one will do. And if anything should
ever happen to Myrna . . ." Oh, they
wouldn't admit that in a thousand years,
but don't tell me they didn't think it. However, that's beside the point. A few months
ago, something almost did happen to
Myrna, but that difficulty is apparently
patched up and the two girls are there
on the lot, both busy and happy.
Casting my critical eye over these two
girls, at present I find very little fault
with either. Their figures are straight
and graceful. But Rosalind has to watch
her hips and Myrna mostly the upper
part of her body and her chin-line. Their
make-up is clever and restrained — except
for the false eyelashes which — oh, well,
most of the stars are wearing them, so I
guess I'll just have to wait until the fad
blows over. Their voices are pleasant and
well-modulated. But there is one thing
that always irritates mama and which I
want to mention as a word to the wise.
It's mannerisms. You know Myrna Loy's
trick of chin-lifting — that quick lift of the
DO

"Here comes Helen — within a minute of the time she promised in her letter!
Isn't it grand she can get home so often . . . "(You see, Helen comes home
from Stevens College nearly every week-end — without losing an hour of class
time, or making a big dent in her allowance.)
Give Dad credit . . . he's the one who started this Greyhound habit, four
years ago. It was Dad who showed his boss how to cut sales travel expense
in half, by switching to Greyhound. At once, they found that they could
reach dozens of new towns, and dig up a lot of profitable new business. No
wonder Dad is slated for the sales manager's job.
Mother was a little blue when the family moved here from Centerville, but
how she has brightened, since Greyhound has given her a quick, easy way
to visit her friends back in the old home town, and to make occasional
shopping trips to the big city!
Isn't it fine when old folks take a new lease on life? Grandmother will
never forget that eventful trip last spring, through the glory of western
mountains, to visit her daughter out on the Coast. She contends that Greyhound bus drivers are just as gallant as the young men of her girlhood.
But let Jimmy have the last word . . . "Say! I oughta know all about
Greyhound buses! Our basketball team chartered one of 'em for our last outof-town game — and we'll save enough this season to get new uniforms."
Greyhound travel is at its best in winter and early spring . . . buses thoroughly
warm and comfortable, manned by drivers who have held highest national
safety records for years. Why not plan your next trip this way ?
PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND
CLEVELAND, OHIO
E. 9th & Superior
PHILADELPHIA, PA
Broad St. Station
CHICAGO, ILL
12th & Wabash
NEW YORK CITY
Nelson Tower
BOSTON, MASS
230 Boylston St.
WASHINGTON, D. C
1403 New York Ave., N. W.
DETROIT, MICH
Tuller Hotel
CINCINNATI, OHIO
630 Walnut St.
CHARLESTON, W. VA
1100 Kanawha Valley BIdg.

INFORMATION OFFICES
FORT WORTH, TEXAS . . 8th & Commerce Sts.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., Pine & Battery Streets
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. ... 509 6th Ave., N.
LEXINGTON, KY
801 N. Limestone
NEW ORLEANS, LA
400 N. Rampart St.
MEMPHIS, TENN
146 Union Ave.
ST. LOUIS, MO. . . . Broadway & Delmar Blvd.
RICHMOND, VA
412 E. Broad St.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO . . . 1004 Security BIdg.
LONDON, ENGLAND .
A. B. Reynoldson, 49 Leadenhall St.

GREl^HOUND
MAIL THIS COUPON FOR PICTORIAL FOLDER, TRIP INFORMATION
Fill out and mail this coupon to nearest Greyhound information office (listed obove), for interesting pictorial folder,
low rates and suggested routes for any trip you may have in mind. Place check mark here, if you wish information on
trips to: FLORIDA, GULF COAST, NEW ORLEANS □, CALIFORNIA □, GREAT SOUTHWESTD.
Name .
Address
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chin which she uses to emphasize her
words ? It's very attractive — the first
eight times. If you have personal mannerisms which your friends — or your mirror— tell you are attractive, watch out
that you don't overdo them. In fact, I'd
say that the minute you begin to get conscious of them,
I've
seen girls
with discard
pretty them
handsentirely.
who used
those hands prettily — so prettily and so
often that, as the brother said in "Alice
Adams," the air was full of them. Then
there are the nose-wrinklers and the eyebrow-lifters. The girls who flutter their
eyelashes, the gigglers and the girls who
toss back their heads when they laugh,
on account of it shows off their pretty
throats
like that.to advantage. Don't overdo things

TO

SKIN

CLEAR

UP

TROUBLES

Now,son. I want
darlings,
today's
you I've
all tofinished
get busy
and lesget
all the loveliness and health that belong to
you. Are there any questions ? Write me
your problems, whatever they are. I will
help you with your beauty, your figure,
general health and other difficulties. It is
my work and I love it. And remember
this : to me your problems are more important thanand
the answer
movie stars'
more Iread
every and
one furtherof your
letters myself, and everything is strictly
confidential.
Let's work
together. Sit

down
and WRITE NOW ! It doesn't cost
envelope.
a thing. Just a stamped, self-addressed
And here's a surprise for you ! I've
just finished a special consultation and
measurement chart. It will help you check
and control your weight. Would you like
to have one? You would? Okay, darlings, just send in the little coupon below.
Madame SYLVIA,
MODERN SCREEN.
149 Madison Ave.,
New York Cify, N. Y.
Dear Madame Sylvia:
Please send me your SPECIAL CONSULTATION AND MEASUREMENT
CHART for weight control.
Name.
Street.
City
State
(Please
enclose envelope)
stamped, selfaddressed

Try This Improved
Pasteurized Yeast
That's Easy

TO Eat

[N case after case, pimples, blotches,
r and other common skin troubles
are caused by a sluggish system. That is why
external treatments bring you so little lasting relief.
Thousands have found in Yeast Foam
Tablets an easy way to correct skin blemishes
caused by digestive sluggishness.
Science now knows that very often slow,
imperfect elimination of body wastes is
brought on by insufficient vitamin B complex. The stomach and intestines, deprived
of this essential element, no longer function
properly. Your digestion slows up. Poisons,
accumulating in your system, cause ugly
eruptions and bad color.
Yeast Foam Tablets supply the vitamin
B complex needed to correct this condition.
These tablets are pure yeast — and yeast is
the richest known food source of vitamins B
andG. This improved yeast should strengthen
and tone up your intestinal nerves and
muscles. It should soon restore your eliminative system to healthy function.
With the true cause of your condition corrected, pimples and other common skin
troubles disappear. And you jeel better as
well as look better.
Don't confuse Yeast Foam Tablets with
ordinary yeast. These tablets have a pleasant, nut-like taste that you will really enjoy.
And pasteurization makes them utterly safe
for everyone to eat. They cannot cause fermentation and they contain nothing to put on fat.
A ny druggist will supply you with Yeast Foam
Tablets. The 10-day bottle costs only 50c. Get
one today. Refuse substitutes.
YEAST

FOAM

TABLETS

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
You may paste this on a penny
post card
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO. MM— 3-36
1750 North Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send free introductory package of Yeast
Foam Tablets.
Name _ .
Address.
City
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remembering colors my desires, my emotions, my standards even now — well, how
could it be otherwise? Eleven years are
very long years when one is very young,
and they sink deep.
"The other — ah — jilting," said Randy,
this time with an amused smile, "happened
after I came to Hollywood. And the lady
was very different from the girl back
home. She was dark. She was vivid.
She was beautiful. She was very modern.
She had been twice married and twice
widowed. Perhaps she was afraid. Perhaps she did not love me enough. Whatever the reason, whatever her motive, she
decided, at the last moment, that she had
rather not. . . .
THE

first
the tall
erner,time,"
who hassaid
played
so Southmany
Westerners, "the first time I loved with
my heart, all of it. The second time with
my emotions. And the third, and last
time, I shall love with my head.
"I am looking, now, for very definite
qualifications. I mean, I believe that marriage should have a basis, that one should
say, T want such and such from marriage.' It sounds very much like a vital
statistic — an 'Intention To Wed' with a
detailed list of requirements.
"My standard has nothing to do with
physical qualifications. I have no picture
of an ideal girl which I carry around in
my mind's eye. I'm sure that I would not
recognize the future Mrs. Scott if she
stood before me at this moment. For I
don't care particularly, what she looks
like. I have no preference for either a
blonde or a brunette. I don't care how
old she is, or how tall, or even," Randy
laughed, "how fat !
"I do care what she is like inside. She
must not be an actress. I will not marry
a professional. Not, at any rate, one
occupied in screen work.
"She must be domestic enough to want
to supervise my home with competence

and dignity and charm. Because I want
a home — with the linens kept in lavender
and the silverware shining and the floors
waxed and the table bountiful. I do not
want a hotel where people I barely know
'drop in' for drinks.
"She must be a woman who wants
motherhood. Because I want children. I
want a family. And I want a woman who
will mother that family and not turn our
children over to nursemaids.
"She must be a woman for whom I can
feel a profound respect. Such a respect,
I hope, as she will be able to feel for me.
I have seen enough marriages where both
parties have fallen off their pedestals, and
the shattered pieces, for some weird reason, remain together. With horrid results.
"If anyone should ask me what I think
is the most absolutely necessary ingredient
in love and marriage I should say, mutual
respect.
"Which brings me back to what I said
a few minutes ago — that watching many
of the Hollywood marriages has kept me
from erring on more than one occasion.
"Not that I am often tempted. I'm not.
I'm
not that
easilyI attracted
women.
I don't
believe
could fallto in
love at
first
sight.
I'm not emotionally impulsive.
"And the very nature of my work is
my safety-valve. For, after all, the very
basis of our work in pictures is sex. We
make love to the most beautiful women in
the world in every picture we make. And
while it would be gross exaggeration to
say that I fall in love with every lovely
lady I'm cast opposite, it would also be
grossly tional
untrue
say thatus.
there
no emo-I
element tobetween
Of iscourse,
feel attracted while we are working together. Of course, I feel an emotional
appeal. And the result is that I get rid
of a great deal of surface emotionalism
that would, otherwise, be pent up inside
of me.
"Since it is a part of my day's work
to make love to pretty girls I am some-
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Farmer Frank Albertson and
his wife step out to neighbor
Grace

Bradley's for her big
hay-de-ho party!

what immunized. I am not so likely to
be carried away by a pretty face after
working hours. I am not like the chap
in an office who may see one or two beautiful girls in the course of a week's work,
may have a personable secretary and being thus curtailed, emotionally, he falls
madly in love the first time a fair charmer
trips across his line of vision.
"Then, too, the nature of my work
teaches me how superficial sex attraction can be. A momentary thing. Gone,
as some sun-breathing flowers are gone,
with the setting of the sun. I have
learned, through my work, that I must
look for something more than mere sex
attraction when I decide to marry. There
must be something between my wife-to-be
and myself which will develop and
strengthen and mature.
"And so," the tall young Virginian
said, rising and walking to the window
and back again, "I am going to be married with the hope, the profound hope of
staying married. My head rules my heart
now. And I am hoping that my head will
dictate wisely for me and for — for her,
wherever she may be, whoever she may
be. But if I make a mistake — as anyone
may — then I should, of course, divorce. For
if there is one thing in the world more
important than any other it is harmony.
"I am going to be married — and it is
my prayer that our marriage will be a
true one, housed by the four walls of a
home, made substantial by the rearing
and raising of children, made holy by time
and respect and love and faith."

Would

you

punish

SHOULD A CHILD be Spanked when he
refuses to take a laxative he hates.''
Millions of mothers say: "NO!"
They believe in working with the child
— not against him. So when their children
need a laxative they use one all youngsters love to take — Fletcher s Castoria !

Do yon knoic that even the taste of
Fletcher's Castoria is made especially
for children.'' It's one laxative they take
without struggling. And thafs mighty
important. For the gagging a child undergoes when forced to take a bad-tasting
laxative can seriou.sly upset his digestion.

a child for this?
Fletcher's Castoria has no strong, purgdrugs. cause
It won'tgriping
form pains.
a habit — and it
will ingnever

Your druggist sells Fletcher's Castoria.
Get the thrifty Family-Size Bottle
tonight. The signature Chas. H. Fletcher
appears on every carton.
1

CASTORIA

dren's
Chil
The Laxa
tive

But good taste is only one reason why
you should rely on Fletcher's Castoria.
Another reason is . . . Fletcher's Castoria
is SAFE, gentle — yet thorough.
Unlike some "grown-up" laxatives,

from babyhood to 11 years
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KISS'^
SAID

GARY
COOPER

written. I can't help that. I will not
liave authorized them. And I don't care
whatas they
say it.
as long
as they
quote
me
saying
My name
willdon't
be linked,
as it has been, ridiculously, with every
feminine
letter
the alphabet.
don't
give
a hang
for ofmyself.
I do hateI to
be
a source of embarrassment, however unintentional, to any woman. And that's
"But your life from now on? Will
talk about that?"
"Why not?'' said Clark. "My
!" will consist in my living as
freedom
that
always lived — only more so. I never

you

new
I've
did
much partying about. Now I'll do less.
I haven't been anywhere since my return
from South America. I always have
worked all day and gone home at night to
read or play bridge. I always went hunting or fishing when I had time off. I
always attended the races. I'll do the
same now — plus.
I HAVE a new clause in my contract
which gives me six weeks of every
year free for a trip. This year I went
to South America. Next, I'll go to China.
The year after to India and then to Tibet,
Greece, the Isle of Malta and to all of

Popular male
star gives his
reasons for
choosing the
Tangee Girl
• We presented cARYCooPER.staroC'Desire",
three lovely girls a Paramount Picture, picks the
most kissable lips in lipstick test.
to Gary Cooper
One wore the ordinary lipstick . . . one, no lipstick. . . the third, Tangee.
"Her lips look kissable," he said, choosing
the Tangee girl, "because they look natural."
And other men agree. They don't like to kiss
lipstick either, and that's why Tangee is so much
in vogue today. Tangee makes your lips glow
with natural color, but it avoids "that painted
look," because Tangee isn't paint. If you prefer
more color for evening, use Tangee Theatrical.
TryTangee. In two sizes, 39c and $1.10. Or,for
a quick trial, send 10c for the special 4-Piece
Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES . . . wlien you luy.
Don't let some sltarp salts " person switch you to an imitation .. . there^s only one Tangee. ~
n
famous Lipstick
Tl Word's Most
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
"""sic
i5t''«principle
rHvL
color
DnwnrD tangee'0"'°'
TAPE rUtlUtn

•k 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY MM36
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge. Face
Powder. I enclose 10(! (stamps or coia) IJfi ia Caaada.
Shide □ Flesh □ Rachel □ Light Rachel
Name_
Please Print
Address^
City_
-State^
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the remote corners of the globe. I'll alfly. That's
what Iwayshave
— now. what I want and that's
"And I'll travel alone. Kipling says,
doesn't he, that 'He travels fastest who
travels alone?' Well, he must have meant
me, among others. Alone and by air. The
combination should get me places.
"I don't even want another man to go
with me. Too apt to impose restrictions,
and no matter how congenial you may be,
there's bound to be a conflict of opinions.
"I'm a lone wolf at heart and always
have been. My mistakes have all come
from disregarding this basic law of my
nature. Now I shall observe it. That's
And I thought again, as he talked, sitting on the edge of a chair too fragile
for him, "No one woman could hold this
man. He isn't a woman's man at all.
He's too charged with a restless, reckless
vitality, too untamed of spirit. He's a
gypsy.
all." He has a huge impatience of
shackles. He has no place — he simply
doesn't
salons. belong in night clubs, boudoirs,
He doesn't care for clothes. He never
uses screen make-up — a powder puff is
poison to him. He doesn't want possessions. He wouldn't know what to do with
luxury. He scorns softness, small talk
and coquetry. He laughs, uneasily, in the
face of feminine adulation. He is like a
bull in the china shop of marriage.
He was saying, "I'm living in a hotel
in Beverly
Hills.I have
I like nothat,
I don't
want
a home.
sorttoo.
of use
for
a place which binds me with taxes, upkeep and the fetters of possessions. At
the hotel I can sleep and eat, come and
go, as I please and when I please. I can
breakfast at five in the morning if I feel
like it— and I often do — and no routine is
disturbed. I can't abide routine. It stifles
me as physically as a pillow over my
"So many things money can buy," I
suggested.
"What?" demanded Clark. "Huge estates, you mean, swimming pools, flocks
offace."
cars, interior decorators, parties — the
things that belong to the luxury standard?
"But I have all those things and no

strings to 'em. The world is huge enough
to do me for an estate. I can jump a
tramp steamer any day without responsibility. Ican swim in the seven seas which
don't have to be drained, scraped or sterilized. Ican only wear one suit at a time,
sleepmeal.
in one bed, read one book and eat
one
"No, I wouldn't know what to do with
vast possessions. But they would know
what to do with me. And here's what :
They would drive me mad in time. I want
to move and keep moving. I want to inherit the earth, not ten fenced acres of it."
IS thinking
this all of
youallwant
life?" at
I ventured,
the of
richness
his very
hand, the romance, the proffered hearts
of the composite femininity of the world.
"What d'you mean, 'all'?" Clark asked,
his laugh resounding. "I've just told you
I've got the earth and more. I've got my
work, too. I like to work. I've done it
for so cular
longexcitement
that itfor
doesn't
holdnovelty,
any partime, no
but
it keeps me moving, gives me an interest.
And now, between times, I can go where
I please. What more is there to want?"
"Well," I said, fascinated by the vision
of the thousands of women who have mobbed him for his autograph, a word, a smile,
a nod — "well, I mean women. Don't you
ever think it might be fun to adventure
amorously — just a dash of Casanova,
"Gosh, no !" laughed Clark. "I like
y'know
women, ?"of course. I like companionable
women with a sense of humor, women
who can
fellow.ones
I don't
know
whatlaugh
to dowith
with a strange
who
look at me goggle-eyed. They make me
feel uncomfortable. They always have.
It's not going to be any different now.
My new freedom is the freedom of the
seas — and no sirens on the rocks, either.
"Besides, it's a lot of hooey — women
being 'crazy' about a star— whether it's
me or the next one. They can't care about
me because they don't know the real me,
the man behind the star. It doesn't make
sense. Every time I appear in public I
imagine people are saying 'Oh, so that's
Gable,
it?' (whichoffisthe
ridiculous,
for
Clark isis handsomer
screen than
he is on — and "regular").
"Look," said Clark, in the tone
one uses to teach a very dumb
simple lesson, "the day I was
South America a crowd came to

of voice
child a
leaving
the air-

port. How they
kneware I more
was leaving,
I'll
never know.
They
rabid fans
down there than they are up here, if possible. I kept as much to myself as I
could and as I was waiting to take off, I
found myself standing next to a nice looking girl of about twenty. She looked
sensible and she was staring at me. I
said to her, on an impulse, 'Look here,
what made you come down here to see
me?' And she answered, 'Curiosity.' She
spoke the truth and I liked her for her
honesty. Curiosity — that's the answer.
But I'm not a curiosity, I'm just a man
like any other and all I ask is to live my
lifeI recalled
in comfort
the and
very freedom."
first interview I ever
did with Clark. It was right after
M-G-M realized what manner of star they
had "in the bag." I remember saying,
"How will you feel if at the end of the
year you find yourself in the spot Valentino once occupied — when women literally
tear the clothes off your back?" And
Clark answered, an honestly naive horror

MODERN
in his fine eyes, "I think it would be sorta
repulsive." Well, he still thinks so.
"When you're in Hollywood and working, what do you do evenings?"
"I usually go home to the hotel, lock
the door, go to bed and read."
I said briefly, but with feeling "Pig!"
"'Pig'?" inquired Clark politely.
"Pig," I reiterated firmly — "with all the
romance in the world just waiting 'round
the corner, with all the eager-eyed girls,
all the amorous adventures, and you shut
yourself up in your room to read!"
"I can't seem to make you understand,"
said Clark, in the loud, rather labored tones
in which one speaks to the slightly deaf,
"that's just what / ivant to do! And,
that's what freedom is for!"
Clark laughed. His hands made a
gesture dispensing with the world, the
fiesh, the devil and all the angels.
I said, "Is it out of turn to ask whether
you think you will ever marry again?"
"Nope, not out of turn. But I don't
know. I can't say that I won't. I may,
but it's a bit soon. I'm not unmarried yet
■— and I never look ahead. Some day, no
doubt, I shall have encompassed the earth,
since there are limitations even there. And
when that day comes, and after the screen
has hung a 'To Let' sign on my dressingroom door, I may buy a ranch out here in
California and settle down — some.
"But first," said Clark, stretching out
his arms, that lazy smile curving his
mouth, "there are the seas to be sailed,
the skies to be explored, the lakes to be
fished and the mountains to be scaled.
There's freedom — and it's mine!"
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(Continued from page 52)
other kind, George prefers to make
Westerns.
He ride
doesn't
make them just
because he can
a horse.
"Of course I prefer them," he will tell
you
"But we
them enthusiastically.
Westerns any more.
You don't
knowcalla
Western used to be a picture in which
the heroine wore a sunbonnet and the
hero rode a horse. If the hero was called
upon to act he simply expanded his chest
and followed it in a straight line across
the stage.
"But that's the old-fashioned idea,"
George laughed. "We're making 'outdramas' now.
We actors
buy who
the best
stories door
available
and hire
can
act as well as ride a horse. In my last
two pictures — 'Thunder Mountain' and
'Whispering Smith Speaks' — there aren't
any
They're
We horses.
go wherever
the both
scriptrailroad
sends stories.
us for
background. I went to England for exteriors for 'Cowboy Millionaire' and
recently I've worked in Arizona and
Mexico. There is more drama, to my way
of thinking, in some of the wonderful
scenery we have photographed for our
pictures than there is in any film made in
a studio. While the Clark Gables sweat
away under the hot lights, I'm outdoors
on a horse having a swell time — doing the
sort of thing I like to do."
A year ago George terminated his contract with the Fox Company by mutual
consent.
"Westerns are out," Fox executives told
him. "You'll have to get back into the
parlor."
"I don't believe Westerns are out," he
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The whole world is diligently striving to educate women

to develop

greater personal charm and beauty — and the now recognized outstanding
beauty secret is the Linit Bath, for its results are immediate, and it is
amazingly economical.
^ Just imagine stepping out of your bath and after drying, finding that
your skin is soft and satiny smooth as a rose petal.
1^ Prove to yourself this claim made for the Linit Bath, by making this
simple test on your hands. Dissolve some Linit in your basin water, wash
your hands as usual and, after drying, jeel your skin. It will be soft and
smooth as the rarest old velvet. This is also the immediate result obtained
when Linit is used in your tub water, for the Linit Bath accomplishes the
same thing for the entire body.
^ And remember, the Linit Beauty Bath does away with the damp or
semi-dry feeling of the skin that usually follows an ordinary bath. Linit
leaves on the skin an exceedingly fine porous coating of powder which
absorbs perspiration without clogging the pores, makes dusting with bath
talcum unnecessary and imparts to the body an exquisite sense of personal daintiness.

Don't overlook the directions on the Linit package — recommending
Linit for starching. Linit makes even ordinary cotton fabrics look and
feel like linen.

The BatJiway to a
UNIT IS SOLD

BY ALl GROCERS

Soft) Smooth S1{in
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Why be miserable, or even uncomfortable
certain days of every month? Be that
eighth woman who lets Midol carry her
serenely through those difficult days.
There used to be eight million sufferers
every month. Today a million women are
smart enough to use Midol and escape
this regular martyrdom to pain.
You can depend on Midol. Tiny tablets,
perfectly pleasant to take. Not narcotic.
A merciful medicine which specialists
recommend for regular pain. Nature
doesn't make the woman who uses Midol
give up a cherished "date" for the theatre
— or even a dance. It means freedom 1
This truly remarkable medicine may
be taken any time, preferably at the first
sign of approaching pain, to avoid the
suffering altogether. But Midol is effective even when the pain has caught you
unaware and has reached its height. It is
effective for hours, so two tablets should
carry you through your worst day.
You get these tablets in a trim little
aluminum case. All druggists have them
— they're usually right out on the toilet
goods counter. Or, clip coupon:

An enjoyable evening, no trace of pain; the
time oj month forgotten — thanks to Midol.

For the proof that Midol does relieve periodic pain,
tend for a free trial box to MIDOL, Dept. E-36,
170 Varick St., New York.

Street.

Farrell's
Bradley and
hick Addison
party.

told them, "and I'll not be a parlor hero.
I'll quit."
I like making Westerns.
confident enough to
AND he was just compa
ny with Sol
form his own
begin a new
and
,
Zanfdt
John
and
Lesser
who do
And
s."
drama
or
"outdo
of
series
you think releases these pictures?x! CerSo
tainly! Twentieth Century-Fo
George is still a Fox star.
His contract calls for a three months
vacation after each picture, so the mmute
he finishes work and the picture is cut,
off he goes on a trip.
George is married to the beautiful
Marguerite Churchill who, in talking with
a friend recently, confessed that she was
first attracted to her husband because he
travelled so much.
"He made a lot of pictures," she said,
"but he managed to have time to travel
all over the world. There was no place
you could mention that he had not visited
or contemplated visiting in the near

What was at first a mutual interest
developed
future." into an enthusiastic love affair
and George and Marguerite were married.
"And we've been travelling between
pictures ever since," he laughed.
"I'm strictly not a routine man," he
to
said. "I can't stay put. I don't want
stay in one place and be the pillar of the
town and rust and rot and grow stale. _ I
want to go every place and see everything
before I'm too old and it all passes me
by.
"Marguerite is the same way. She likes
to travel and see everything and is the
best sport about packing up and leaving
at a minute's notice. A lot of girls
wouldn't do that," he added, with a note
of pride.
"We thought having a baby would
change all that, slow us down for a while,
taken two trips bewe hadmonths
but three
you know,
fore she was
old. We left
her home because she's better off there
with the nurse, but we'll soon be taking
her along. You see children every place
and
you go. They're on boats, trains
planes. They seem to have every convenience for them these days," he said
hopefully. For it is one of his dreams
to take his little Orin Ynez (named Ynez
because that is the name of the Mexican
town where George and Marguerite were
married) all over the world with them.
"Of course, when she is older and going
to
be jerking
her her
out to
in
the school,
middle weof can't
a term
and taking
Japan or Singapore, but that is all the
more reason why we want to do our
traveling now," he said firmly.
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"We have a home at the beach. It's
not a big place but comfortable, and we
call it headquarters."
Recently the house next door to the
O'Briens' temporary home caught fire in
the middle of the night and burned to the
ground. Immediately George got his
family organized. The baby and the
nurse and all the important baby things
were bundled into the limousine, which
stood in front of the house ready to leave
at a word. That attended to, George
climbed onto the roof with the garden
hose and kept his house wet until the fire
chief said the danger was over. Then the
O'Briens went back to bed.
"Now let's get organized," George said,
when his company arrived at a location
near Sonora a day early and found camp
wasn't prepared. "Let's fix the beds for
those who have to work early in the
morning and the rest can go to town to a
In no time this was done and everything
morning.
was "organized" for an early start next
A FEW miles away Warner Baxter
and his company were making exhotel."
terior scenes for "Robin Hood of El Dorado," and every night while George was
in that camp, Warner was his dinner
guest. For the O'Brien company is noted
for its good food and every actor in
Hollywood knows it. When on a distant
location they have a chuck wagon, but
when they are working within fifty miles
of Hollywood they never eat box lunches,
as every other motion picture company
does. They have a caterer and the best
food money can buy is served them from
the swank Victor Hugo in Beverly Hills.
Good food, George thinks, comes under
the heading of organization.
"You save money, there is better feeling and the men work harder if they are
well fed," he declares. "All we were up
there for was the scenery and we got, in
eleven days, what it took Warner's company five weeks to get — even with Warner
taking his meals with us !
"Good food on location is insurance
against temperament, which is old-fashioned
anyway. We have to have good feeding
in making outdoor pictures, we work so
George introduced the chuck wagon
while he was a Fox star, but before it
was put into use he had to show the business manager that for 24c a meal he could
feed the men on location better meals
than they were getting in the 50c box
lunches.
hard."
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His vacations were always spent at
some job that kept him outdoors. It was
during one vacation that he met Tom Mix.
Because George was husky and looked
able to carry the heavy camera equipment
over the hills, he was taken on as a camera
assistant. That was his introduction to
Hollywood and he stuck to the camera
for six months. His fine physique got
him small parts in pictures and he began
doubling for stars. "It wouldn't be fair
to tell who they were because some of
them are still stars," he explains.
You'll hear it often said by stars that
they wouldn't ask a double to do anything
they
wouldn't
themselves.
case it
is true.doOnly
last week Inin George's
a scene
for "Whispering Smith Speaks," his
latest picture, George was supposed to
jump from one moving train to another,
speeding in the opposite direction. George
wanted to do it himself but the director
refused to allow him and sent for a
double.
"We can't afford to take a chance,"
the director argued. "If anything happened
the picture would be held up."
GEORGE agreed. But when the double
arrived and was told what he had to
do he refused, and a second double was
sent for. While they waited the director
made closeup shots of George about to
make the leap. Frank Good, who has
been George's cameraman for years, sidled
over to George and whispered : "Are
you going to do it?"
"Sure,'' George replied. So Good set
up his camera to catch the whole scene
instead of just a closeup. The engineer,
not knowing that George was going to
jump, speeded up and the entire company
gasped as our hero landed lightly on his
feet on the other train.
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"It was nothing," George said afterward. "I can do my stunts better than
most stunt men and it's better for the
picture if I do them myself."
"Well, we grimly.
won't retake it," the director
commented
George is mindful of the fact that to
his youthful fans he is a hero and for
that reason he never takes a drink or
smokes in a picture.
"I always get my man before I'm so
embarrassed
I have
to light
a cigarette,"
he
laughs. But,
strangely
enough,
George
is never seen smoking or drinking off the
screen, either.
At the opening of the operatic season
in New York last Fall, George and Marguerite were present. During intermission
a strange gentleman approached George
in the lobby and said : "It seems strange
to see you
here.
I thought
belong,
but on
second
look I you
guessdidn't
you
"Why were you surprised?" George
asked. "Because I haven't my horse with
me, or don't you like me in evening

Maureen swered theO'call
Sullivan
has too.
anto London,

"I love music," he continued, putting
?"
clothes
the
gentleman
at ease. "I studied piano
for eight years. I ride my horse for a
do."
living.
Thiscrowd
is myas pleasure."
A huge
well as a vast radio
audience was treated to a bit of his ready
Irish wit at the premiere of the picture,
"Midsummer Night's Dream" in Beverly
Hills. Mr. and Mrs. O'Brien were a
handsome couple as they arrived in front
of the theatre. Marguerite was pushed
in front of the microphone in the lobby,
introduced as "Miss Churchill" and asked
ingly.
to say something, which she did charm-

GB.

"And
we have
George
said
the now
announcer,
as he
pushedO'Brien,"
George

R

AT

CATCH

A

She'll do "Soldiers Three" for

toward the microphone. "Tell our radio
listeners what you think of the Warner
Brothers for bringing Shakespeare to
Smilingly George."
George stepped up to the
Hollywood,
"mike." From his debonair manner you
would never guess that he had a problem.
He must let everyone know that the beautiful woman who had just spoken was
his wife; he must say something nice
about the picture and he must do it quickly.
He did all those things in a most forthright and subtle manner when he said :
"I always agree with Mrs. O'Brien."
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touch!

SKIN FEELS BABY-SOFT. . . SMOOTH

which melts off dried surface cells. This

You know those flaky little bits that rough
up your skin? — especially on your nose and
chin. Such powder catchers!
They are really countless little cells, forever drying up. Flaking off on the top of
your skin! This is a natural process which
goes on day in, day out — the skin's way of
throwing off old dead cells.
"Then how can skin come smooth?"
You can melt away those powder catchers!
A leading dermatologist says:
"Although cells on surface skin are constantly drying out, becoming horny — they
can be melted off instantly with a keratolytic
cream (Vanishing Cream). Then the young
cells beneath come into view and the skin
has the smoothness of a child's."
Do this yourself with Pond's Vanishing
Cream.
It has that keratolytic property

explains how Pond's Vanishing Cream
smooths skin so quickly!
Touch it to your face. There and then
you feel every roughness melt away, disappear. Look again and see how soft your skin
is. Powder can't "'catch" on a skin like this!
For a smooth make-up — Never powder
right
on yourCream
bare skin.
First fihnaway
on Pond's
Vanishing
to smooth
every
powder-catching roughness. Skin becomes
soft. Make-up goes on evenly and cUngs.
Overnight for lasting softness — Every
night after cleansing, smooth on Pond's
Vanishing Cream. While you sleep, it brings
CroB8-8ection
of outer skin
ermia) showing how
cells on top skin flake
catch" powder.

Mrs. Alexander Cochrane Forbes
Grandniece of MRS. JAMES ROOSEVELT
says: 'Tond's Vanishing Cream melts away roughnes es . . keeps my skin smooth for powder."
your skin an extra softness. Your face is
cool, not a bit greasy. Next morning, you'll
find your skin decidedly softer!
8-Piece
POND'S,
Dept. C-136,
Conn,
Rush 8-piece
packageClinton,
containing
special
tube
of
Pond's
Vanishing
■ ^ t fx. *J «J w Cream, generous samples of 2 other
Pond's
and lOji
5 different
shades
Pond's Face
Powder. Creams
I enclose
for postage
and ofpacking.
Name
StreetCity—
-StateCopyright. 1936. Pond's Extract Company
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New 1936 Super Deluxe
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(Cunlimicd jruiii page 30)
told ine, "something of an advertisement
for cliildren who have never had the emotional stimulus of petting and adoring aunts
and uncles, grandmas and grandpas. Science has been mother and father to them,
aunt, uncle and grandparents. The results
are so perfect, so glowing and healthy
that, as Jean said, "I can only say that
were my wife and I to have another child,
I could wish for nothing better than one
exactly like any one of the Quintuplets.
I have never seen more perfect specimens,
mentally
and physically, anywhere."
radio enthusiasts
They are jolly babies, good-natured,
are praising this
friendly among themselves and with others.
amazingly beauDeluxe
tiful, bigger, better,
They never whine. They never fret. When
more powerful,
they
roll about on the floor, pulling each
AUPITORIUM-nW
super selective 5PfAK£R
f / NtW
14-tube 5-band
others' hair, kissing and laughing it is all
radio. Out-performs
happy play. They are never little
$150 to $200 radios on a side-by-side
"meanies." They have, each one of them,
test — and win thrill you with its
sunny dispositions.
glorious Acousti Tone, crystal-clear
Their habits are, of course, 100 per cent
"concert" realism and magnificent
foreign reception.— Never
before so
normal.
They sleep sixteen hours a day.
much radio for so little money ! Before
''"y radio, write for the
Jean told me that when they arrived in Callander and reached the famous hospital, the
, tVtO*"
FREE 40-page 1936 catalog TODAY 1 babies were having their naps. And they
50 ADVANCED 1935 FEATURES
Scores of marvelous feawere out of doors in their leather peramtures, many of them exbulators, side by side. The perambulators
clusive, explain Midwest
were covered with snow, the thermometer
super performance and
WAV*
world-wide reregistering 17 degrees below zero! And
BANDS thrillingception...and
prove why
when the babies were brought in, at the
nationally known orchesappointed time and not a minute before
tra leaders like George
Olsen, Jack Denny, Fred
or after, their eyes were like dark diaWaring, use the Midwest
monds and their cheeks were damask
in preference to more U.S. Design Pat.
costly makes. This adpeonies.
They always take their naps out
No. 96750
vanced 5-band set enables
of doors and below zero weather holds no
terrors for them.
UA^^
toswitchinstantly
from American
— .••rV programs
to Canadian,poIice,amateur,
They eat the food prescribed for the
"secret,"
experimental,
A»R
ship broadcasts — to theairplane
finest and
and
average husky eighteen months old child.
most Ifascinating programs from
Chops and cereals, fruit juices and spinach.
Europe, Asia, Australia,and S.America.
They all love spinach ! Not one of them,
Y
t
N
MBOACK
DEAL DIRECT WITH lABORATORIB
in fact, is fussy about her food. They eat
JN o middleman's
profits
to
pay
—
you
anything
given them and love it ! They
SAVE
e
te
(juaatrtin
buy
wholesale price direct from
have never been "problem children" either
laboratories . . . saving 30% to 50%.
as regards to their food or any of their
Increasing costs mean higher prices
other habits.
soon.
Take
advantage
of
Midwest's
50f
sensational values. As little as $5.00
And they all eat the same things. There
down puts a Midwest in your
on 30 days
is
no special diet for Cecile and another
tree trial. You are triply home
protected with:
one for Emilie. Once in a great while,
roreign Reception Guarantee, Parts
Guarantee, Money-Back Guarantee!
Dr. Dafoe told Jean, one of them may
break out with a slight rash and when
^MAIL COUPOM TODAY
that happens, he changes the diet for a day
or two until the rash clears up. But that
30 -DAY TRIAL DFFER
^
is the only time any difference is made in
their feeding.
Usef
Agenh
Male Easy
MIDWEST RADIO CORP.
Eitra Money
Dept. 182R, Cincinnati, Oliio.
Without obligation on my part,
have the requisite number of
THEY
send Here | |
teeth. In fact, they are slightly above
me your new FREE catalog and com- Ched p— I
plete details of your liberal
normal both in their physical and mental
day for detaili
FREE trial offer. This is NOT an30-order.
development. Once every month two psyName
chiatrists, one from New York, the other
Addreu.
from Toronto come to Callander to observe them. And they report that the babies
Town.
Stafe_
are far advanced in some ways for their
All. Wavt Bantry lUlio
ages and a bit behind in some others — but
that their average is above normal.
And it must be borne in mind, as Dr.
UlpRK
FOR
THE
Dafoe pointed out to Jean, that the babies
are not really eighteen months old — they
are, really, only about fifteen months, having been "two
half months
at birth.
Andandso,a when
they arepremature
checked
as eighteen months old children, this should
be taken into consideration.
They all speak a few words in English.
They say "Da-Da" to Dr. Dafoe. They
say "ta-ta" very politely when they are
odVERNMENt
"ball" and
can say with
START $1260 to
/
given
"doll" anything.
when they They
are playing
these
institute
r. FRANKLIN
S2100 YEAR
*«-"™
1 un
^^ ' Dept.
F-323. Rochester,
N. Y. toys. But the rest of their infant patter
Common
Education
O"
°Kush
without
charge.
(1)32is in French. They are learning to speak
Usually
Sufficient C>
A ""se Jobs.
book with
list ofmeU. how
S. GovernMEN—
(2) Tell
to get
French before they speak English. Their
WOMEN
jobs- Send sample
Mall Coupon .^.Vame
two nurses. Mile. Cecile and Mile. Yvonne
Today SURE.
/^^rm! !! ! !;! !! !: ] i I;
are French and talk French to them entire84

ly. But as Dr. Dafoe speaks English to
them, they are well on the way to becoming
accomplished linguists before they are two.
Nurse Yvonne, Jean told me, takes a
little extra-special pride in the accomplishments of Allle. Yvonne Dionne while
Nurse Cecile takes the same extra-special
pride in A'llle. Cecile Dionne.
They have a storeroom under the hospital full of toys — every kind of toy ever
devised by the ingenuity of Santa Claus
— -toys contributed by friends and "admirers" from every corner of the globe.
And their favorite toys are clothes-pins !
The old
clothes pins of the kind
that
nip fashioned
on.
They adore their combs, too. They love
to play with them and to comb each other's
hair — they do it very gently, there is never
any pulling and crying about it.
They will, in fact, pass up balls, dolls,
games and all kinds of glittering playthings for their clothes pins and their
combs. They all like small toys better
than large ones. Thus the small wooden
whistle, now so proudly owned by Jean.
He put it in his pocket one day, while
working with them, mistaking it for a
clothes-pin which he was supposed to have
in his pocket for one of the scenes in the
picture.
They each have five tiny sets of garments, complete from the rosy skin out.
And each garment, even the small panties,
has the name of the owner embroidered
thereon. Each set is exactly alike except
that the small frocks are different colors
. . . pastel blue for Emilie, Marie the pastel pink, Cecile the pastel green, Annette
the pastel yellow and Yvonne the white.
While Jean and Miss Peterson were up
there, five small fur coats were sent as
gifts, white rabbit fur, with caps to match.
And even these had their names embroidered in the linings and each lining was a
different pastel color.
They call Dr. Dafoe "Da-Da" and they
are, Jean told me, crazy about the good
doctor — as well they might be! They
know him, of course, better than they do
anyone save their nurses. The balance of
their household consists of a housekeeper
and there are ever present, of course, the
Canadian Provincial guards doing sentry
duty around the high wall surrounding the
hospital.
Dr. Dafoe visits the babies twice daily.
And the first thing in the morning one of
the nurses calls him and reports the morning weights and the developments, if any,
of the night.
WHEN
doctor
enters
nurserythe
theygood
run to
him, all
five the
of
them en masse and make a concerted drive
for his attention. And their reactions are
perfectly feminine. For if he picks Cecile
up first, Annette claws and tugs at his
trouser legs until her turn comes — and so
it goes, five times.
"We were only allowed to work with
them for a short time each day," Jean said,
"and Dr. Dafoe was right there with us,
his eyes on the babies, every minute. His
word is law. The longest stretch of time
we ever worked with them, at any one time,
was fifty-five minutes one day. Another
day we only worked eight or nine minutes.
The babies became very hilarious and Dr.
Dafoe stopped us, saying that they were
over-stimulated.
"Every care and precaution was used by
each one of us. I had to have my nose and
throat sprayed each day as I entered the
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hospital, as did the others. They allowed
us only one cameraman and one electrician.
These two men, with Director Henry King,
Miss Peterson and myself comprised the
cast and crew in Callander. Both Mr.
King and I were very anxious to take
our wives with us on the trip and planned
to, but we were asked, courteously but
firmly, to bring with us the very minimum
number of people we could. The children
are so sedulously guarded, you know. The
public may come and look at them at certain hours in the afternoon — but only from
a distance. No one but Dr. Dafoe, the
nurses and the housekeeper actually ever
breathe the air they breathe. And their
parents, too, of course, whenever they come
to see them. Which is whenever they
want.
Jean said : "I have played all kinds of
parts, bits, leads, starring roles — and I certainly consider this the greatest part, the
biggest thing that has ever happened to me
in my whole career. I couldn't believe it
when they sent for me to come to talk
about 'a picture.' In fact, I had made up
my mind that I would turn it down, no
matter what it might happen to be. I had
just been assigned one of the biggest parts
I've hadlot,in and
some I time
a picture
on my
home
was ingrimly
determined
that I would not be switched. And then,
when I was asked, 'How would you like
to play the part of Dr. Dafoe in "The
Country Doctor"?' — Well," said Jean, "I
tell you. I had to run right home and tell
my wife about it, I was so excited! And
do you know, when it was announced that
I was to play the title role, I had cables
from Denmark and London, congratulations from almost everywhere. On our
return trip complete strangers would come
up to me and ask to shake my hand — the
hand that had fondled the Quintuplets.
Twenty-two newspaper men and women
went with us, representatives from almost
every big newspaper and syndicate in the
country.
- "This may be the 'Quints' only picture.
I do know that they are never to be 'exhibited'— as the word is used in connection with the Siamese Twins or the Singer
Midgets — or any other departures from the
norm. They have, now, a trust fund of
$200,000 and the Government is going to
make a park of the acreage surrounding
the hospital so that they may have a safe
and roomy playground. I believe that the
present plan is for them to have governesses and tutors for a time and then, eventually, to go to school with other children.
"I spent four evenings, while up there,
with Dr. Dafoe in the pine-panelled library
of his comfortable home nearby. We sat
and talked half the nights through. I saw
some pictures of the babies, taken at birth,
which made me realize, as I had not before, the miracle which Dr. Dafoe has
wrought. It's difficult to believe that the
five lively, bright, ; satin-skinned youngsters I played with ever had been these
weird little atoms, all tummies and heads,
no legs and arms to speak of.
"The doctor
had many
thingsfirst
in
common.
For and
the I doctor
collects
editions and so do I. The doctor has an
eighteen-year-old son named Alan — and
I have an eighteen year old son named
Alan. We did not," Jean chuckled, "have
motion pictures in cornmon, certainly. Dr.
Dafoe had never heard of me until I was
on my way to Callander. He had never,
I think, heard of any screen personality.
He has only seen two pictures in all his
life and one was an ancient film called
'Sunshine Sue' or something like that —
the other a short of the Quintuplets. He
is simple, kindly and deeply wise. He is
completely unworldly. He could go to any
city in the world and turn patients away
by the thousands. He will remain where
he is, and as he is.
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NOSE

PORES

Largest
A

Test

Pores

of Your

on

Your

Cleansing

Body—
Methods!

t
The pores on the nose are the largest on your body. For tliis reason,
«.
if allowed to become clogged with waxy excretions, they will become
-si
conspicuously large and noticeable.
The pores on your nose, therefore, are a good test of your skinlii
cleansing methods. If the pores are plugged with waste matter
and gaping large, it's a sign your methods are insufficient,
if i By keeping your pores — and this includes the pores of your
f nose — thoroughly clean, you can keep them normal in size,
• \ invisibly small.
A Penetrating Cream Required
'•" To get at the dirt and waxy matter that accumulates in
your pores, you must use a face cream that penetrates,
one that actually works its way into the pores. Such
I a cream is Lady Esther Face Cream. It does not
^ merely lie on the surface of your skin. It actually
penetrates the pores, and does it in a gentle and
soothing manner.
Penetrating the pores. Lady Esther Face
\
Cream goes to work on the imbedded
dirt and waste matter. It dissolves it
— breaks it up — and makes it easily
removable. In a fraction of the
ijjfi
usual time, your skin is thorCleansed
oughly clean. perfectly, your
pores can again function freely
— open and close as Nature intended. Automatically then, they
reduce themselves to their normal small
size and you no longer have anything
like conspicuous pores.

mm

Lubrication, Also
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses
the skin, it also lubricates it. It resupplies it with a fine oil that overcomes dryness and keeps the skin
soft and smooth.
Make a test on your face of Lady
1^

Esther Face Cream. See for yourself how thoroughly it cleans out
the pores. Mark how quickly
si your pores come down in size
I when relieved of their choking
burden. Note the new life and
smoothness your skin takes on.
One test will tell you volumes.
See For Yourself !

All first-class drug and department stores sell
Lady Esther Face Cream, but a 7- days' supply is free for
the asking. Just mail the coupon below or a penny postcard and by return mail you'll receive the cream — PLUS all five shades of my exquisite Lady
Esther Face Powder. Write today.
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.)
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.

(2 1)

FREE

Please send me by return mail your 7- days' supply of Lady Esther Four-Purpose
Face Cream; also all five shades of your Face Powder.
Name
-State
AddressCity

{ If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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"I do not," Jean said, "in any way attempt to imitate Dr. Dafoe in the picture.
I am not using his name even. I am called
'Dr. Luke.' I have not tried to "copy his
mannerisms, nor even his appearance other
than to gray my hair and mustache. I
am playing, simply, a country doctor who
steps into the limelight of a wondering

IVkat

When

you see a new brand of face pow-

der, you sniff it — and like it better if it's
pleasantly perfumed.
In the same way, you're sure to prefer
Frostilla Lotion for your hands. It has that
something extra— /ragrance — and it's
much nicer than lotions with no odor or a
medicinal smell!
No need to tell you how tfe/l it corrects
chapped skin and brings smooth loveliness— for it's been doing that successfully
for years !
35c, 50c, $ 1 sizes. Travel size at ten-cent stores.

9 Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
_ Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
TTSE
Astringent
stimulatingSaxollte
skin tonic.
Smootlis— aoutrefreshing,
wrinkies and
age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dissolve Saxollte in one-tialf pint witch hazel.
•pRY
Phelactine
— the "different" depilatory.
■■■ Removes
superfluous
Simple
to use.
Odorless. hair quickly and gently.
At drug and department stores everywhere.
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world when five babies are birthed — and
live. I only hope," Jean said, "that I will
be able to convey something of the fine and
modest spirit of the man I am supposed to
represent . . . well, it was a tremendous,
an unforgettable experience."
And — "It was thrilling," said Dorothy
Peterson.

'Tketf Jlike to
{Coiitiiiucd from page 58)

IVeat

"You know," she continued, "everyone
thinks that the minute you get to be anybody in Hollywood, you buy a mink coat.
Well, mother won't even let me think
about having one until I'm twenty-one. I
did persuade her to let me have this summer ermine that I am wearing but that
was only because she hates cheap furs and
thought this was youthful enough for

city, snooping out bargains in the smaller
shops along Madison avenue and in such

THE result of the shopping trip was
that the right dress finally was found
at Hattie Carnegie's — but it wasn't red,
it was black. Carnegie's is one of the
most exclusive dressmaking establishments in New York, a great favorite with
many me."
of the older stars such as Katharine
Hepburn and Connie Bennett. Anita
Louise was so excited about buying a
dress there that it wasn't until she had
made the purchase and was about to leave
that she discovered one terrific drawback.
Looking at the neck of the frock, she said
wistfully :
"Oh dear, there isn't a label in this and
I did so want a label." Fortunately, the
Carnegie labels are sewn into the side
seams so everything was swell.
That shows you what a kid Anita is,
despite the fact that she is a poised young
woman and a star who should be quite
blase about any label in a dress. She gets
as much kick out of buying a dress at a
famous dressmaker's as you or I would.
She's a very sensible gal, wears simple
clothes and not very expensive ones, except for a few sprees now and then like
the Hattie Carnegie dress. Incidentally,
you can see the dress on page 56, for Anita
posed in it especially for me before returning to the coast. It's the cute black
crepe afternoon dress with its full gathered peasant-like skirt and fitted bodice
set off by an unique draped collar. The
gold gypsy bangle clip on the collar is
duplicated on her black, off-the-face felt
hat that looks so much like a French
peasant's bonnet. You can see it up under the wing-like brim at the left side of
the Chapeau.
In evening gowns, Anita likes soft,
clinging fabrics best, especially chiffon.
One of her favorite evening gowns is

"I won't wear or pose in anything that
I don't think suits me," she told me.
"That's not being arbitrary either, I just
can't feel at ease in clothes that don't
suit my unless
personality
you comfortable
can't be truly
smart
you doandfeel
in

photographed.
It's shirred
more of
a dinner
gown with its deep
armholes
and
buttoned bodice with high neckline. The
girdle is silver kid fastened with a tie of
the fabric. A charming detail is the
flower necklace and the two matching
flowers caught in her hair. Anita knows
how to add these touches skillfully, in
fact, in her clothes she has the taste and
sophistication of a much more mature
person, yet she never wears clothes that
are too old for her.
Looking critically at her, I would say
that one of her greatest charms is her
clean, scrubbed look and her beautifully
cared for golden hair.
Quite the opposite of Anita Louise
is Betty Furness, a New York bred
girl, who spends her brief holidays in the

huge emporiums as Macy's and BloomingOver cocktails in the Savoy room of
the Savoy Plaza hotel, we talked clothes
dale's.
and more clothes. Not only talked but
later took photos of some of her pet purchases. Betty, like Anita Louise, is
blonde and has a great flair for smart
things.

clothes."her about the difference in the
yourASKED
I
type of wardrobe she needs for Hollywood and what she needs in New York.
"Oh, there's a great difference," she
said. "For instance, there's no need for
what you call a street dress. You know,
like the dress you have on, a black wool
or silk crepe that is tailored and that you
would wear all day to business. Our
need is sports clothes in Hollywood.
I wear them all day long. When I
want to dress up for a cocktail party or
dinner, I either wear a dress like this one
that I have on, or an ankle length dinner
The dress which she had on was the
metal shot crepe which she is wearing in
one of the photographs on page 58.
Utterly simple, its outstanding detail is
the high neckline with gathered collar that
stands up like a ruche around the neck.
This is in a beautiful shade of blue with
silver
threads woven in it and is regulagown."
tion afternoon length. Betty said I could
tell you that she only paid sixteen dollars
for it— imagine ! With this she wore a
small fuchsia colored antelope hat with
two feather flowers poised like bat wings
right in front. The centers of these were
the same color as the blue of her dress.
The smart bag is an original Schiaparelli
model in black patent leather with a new
cloisonne trimming in a blue to match her
dress. Very smart and very new.
In adjusting her hat for the photographer, shebecause
turned toI me
wear
it straight
thinkandit said,
looks"I newer
than all the hats that are tipped to one
side or another. I love mad hats and indulge myself in them — it's really my one
great extravagance. You see I have created
a reputation for wearing crazy hats in
Hollywood and I can't let my public
She was crazy about the clothes she
wore in "The Magnificent Obsession."
"John Stahl, our director, was very
fussy about the clothes and so they were
alldown
sent out from Carnegie's and especially
selected!" for Irene Dunne and myself. I
bought several of them after the picture
Continuing on the bargain theme
which
we had started earlier, she said,
was finished."
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"I have a friend here in New York who
is constantly on the search for cute, but
inexpensive clothes for me. She knows
all the little shops and when I arrive for
a short stay, all I have to do is to go with
her and pick up the clothes she has already snooped out for me. It's a grand
system and saves me time. For instance,
that white chiffon evening gown — I simply
adore it and yet I only paid eighteen
dollars for it because I knew just where
to go and find it at that price. The gold
kid belt is a terribly smart detail on a frock
of
suchmentioned
simple Grecian
dress
is the character."
one shown The
on
page 58. With it Betty carried an evening bag of a new diamond mesh with a
chain handle.
The trim yellow jacket, also photographed, isthe sort of thing that she finds
indispensable in Hollywood. She wears
this with all sorts of skirt and dress combinations and various changes of accessories. The day she posed in it, however,
she was wearing brown accents. A brown
Ascot scarf and a jaunty brown felt with
a huge beige-flecked feather. The smart
monogrammed fob pin was a new gift —
gold with brown wood. She had an
amusing bracelet that would make a slick
accessory for all of you — we couldn't get
a good picture of it so I shall have to describe it. It was gold, also, and was formed
by her nickname "Betty" in letters, each
linked together like a slave bracelet and
backed by a thin chain.
Betty thinks one of the focal points
in good grooming is the hair, although
she apologized for the way her hair looked
because she didn't seem to think it was
quite right. I thought it looked charming.
She paints her lip rouge on with a small
camel's hair paint brush, which I thought
was a swell extra tip for all of you. The
results were so smooth and perfect in
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outline.
After having talked fashions and
shopped with two blondes, I was delighted
to get some tips for all you brunettes,
from a new star in Hollywood but a long
standing favorite of radio, pretty Jane
Froman.
Jane was back from the coast for a
brief stay after having finished her first
picture. She confessed that it was a joy
to discuss fashions after so many interviews about her career and marriage. As
it happened, we got off on marriage before we were through ! Jane is very
happily
wed and
mentioning
her
husband
evencan't
whenresist
talking
about
clothes.
New York doesn't mean a shopping
binge for her like it does to Betty and
Anita Louise. In fact, she doesn't buy
clothes
feelson.she hasn't
another except
decent when
thing she
to put
"You see," she explained, "I was
brought up in a convent and from wearing uniforms, year in and year out, clothes
became terribly vital to me. So much
so, that when I started to earn my own
living, the first thing I thought of was
accumulating a wardrobe of smart clothes.
I didn't earn much so I really had to plot
to buy nice ones. Why, do you know that
I still wear the first fur coat I ever bought
and nothing will ever seem so exciting
to
again
the way
!" Now
thatme she
canin have
all oftheclothes
clothes
she
could possibly wear, she doesn't care a
hoot for them — she thinks that there isn't
any kick to shopping unless you have to
worry over whether or not you can afford
this or that thing.
"My needs are comparatively simple,"
she continued. "I have to have more evening clothes than anything else because
of
my or
broadcasting.
love
them
else I wouldIt'sbelucky
boredthat
to Ideath

having to shop for so many. My only
other requirement is sports things. In
Hollywood I adore the custom of wearing
pajamas or slacks and shirts for daytirrte.
They are so comfortable and convenient.
What's more, they save wear and tear on
I really
things.
your good
dress,
outside
this one
that haven't
I have another
on that
is suitable for daytime wear here in New
York 1" The costume she referred to was
a charming deep red affair with a broad
brimmed hat to match. She didn't like
the hat because it didn't "do" anything for
her. Does that sound familiar to you?
JANE
have any system
or rules
about doesn't
her shopping.
She buys
what
she likes in both color and style — she
selects accessories to go with whatever
fancy she pursues. She's very natural
looking with lovely dark brown hair and
hazel eyes. She was simply thrilled at
what the studio did for her in make-up.
I asked her if she didn't resent a little
the fact that they saw fit to change her
make-up. She said emphatically no because she never realized how much there
was the matter with her until she was
made up for screening. To hear her talk
you would think she was some sad, mousey little soul that had just found glamor
through the studio, rather than the
tremendously vivid, attractive person she
is.
She was crazy about the clothes which
Orry-Kelly designed for "Stars Over
Broadway." So much so, that she bought
several after the picture was finished.
One of her pets is photographed, the
stunning checked sports coat with full
skirt and diagonal buttoned closing. She
said that Orry-Kelly is a perfect genius
at making the lines of the figure show up
to their best advantage in clothes. Where
a hip is inclined to be a little broad, he

MOMENT
OF
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Try PLAT-NUM today.
It's IOC and comes in 12
true-tone shades in the
oversize bottle to which

HA.NDS t>lay an all-imf)ortant {jart in drama of romance. Intimate
little gestures, subtle liandclasfis, fiulse-stirring contacts . . . truly, Lands
sf)eak tlie language of love. Is it not essential, tlien, tliat tliey te fce{)t
always well groomed that linger nails be kejjt (Detal-f>ink and skining, tke
lovely comfilement to a lovely kand? PLAT-NUM nail |)olisk kas tke
unusual ability to transform your nails . . . gives tkem a soft, skimmering,
satin-lihe surface. PLAT-NUM 60 es on smo otkly, sets evenly, is lon§
lasting and does not ckif>, crack, |5eel, fade or streak.

you are entitled. You'll
find it on sale at any 5
and 10 cent store.

FftEE
Send 4c in stamps and we -will send
to you this interesting informative,
stiff cover booklet on the beautifying
of your arms, hands and fingers.

PLflT-num LflBDRflTDMES
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carefully cuts tlie skirt so that the fullness falls in just the right spot to create
an allusion of an unbroken, slender line.
She loves his evening clothes.
Jane, like Betty, gave me a swell tip on
make-up. The day we lunched she was
suffering from a miserable cold which had
made faint shadows under her eyes. She
asked me if I wanted to see how to get
rid of that tired look by the simplest sort
of dodge. It's this, she takes her dry rouge
puff and dusts a faint glow of pink under
her eyes and across the bridge of her

IMPORTANCE
OF

SCREEN
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COFFEE

deltoid

nose. Then she powders lightly over ittlie result is simply amazing.
Blondes, brunettes, red heads and
in-betweens! Do you wont a preview
of flattering new spring colors? If
so, send o s+annped, self-addressed
envelope to Adelia Bird, Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Avenue, New
York, N. Y., and ask for the ADVANCED SPRING COLOR CHART
FOR TYPES.
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{Continued from page 51)

Most men take their coffee seriously. Meals
may not always be a perfect delight, but
there is no reason why that one finishing touch
— GOOD COFFEE— should ever fall short
of perfection. If you follow the instructions,
with every genuine Drip-O-lator you can make
perfect coffee every time. Look for
\»
the name in the base,
tf
It is your guarantee of
satisfaction.
THE ENTERPRISE
ALUMINUM CO.
MASSILUON, OHIO
THE ORIGINAL DRIP:0-LATOR IS SOLD BY ALL
LEADING CHAIN, DEPARTMENT & RETAIL STORES.
^ CHORE
GIRL
The All-Copper, Sponge- Cushioned Pot
Cleaner. The Big Moment in anyone's
kitchen.
do allclean
the things
you don't
like
to
do. I Ikeep
and hiight
all those
pots and pans {and oven glass) that are
forever getting greasy and grimy and
soiled with burnt-in fats or charred with pastry crust. It's no trouble for me to whisk it
all away in jig-time and save at least 15
minutes after each meal. I'm a glutton for
work, yet I'm kindly on pans and never dangerous on hands because I'm a well-knit, allcopper
I'm
ready tocleaner
move inthat
ami doesn't
go to workshred,
today.splinter
Salary: or10c rust.
a month.
METAL TEXTILE CORP.. Orange. N. J.
_
BECOME AN EXPERT

I-

Accountant
Eiecative Accoantanta
and C. Only
P. A.'b12.000
earn $3,000 toPoblic
$15,000Accounta year
TiioQsands
of firms
need
anta
in the U.S.
train th«m.
yoathoroly
home Certified
iu Bpare
time experience
for CP. A.
•xammations
or Weexecutive
accoanttnir atposittonB.
Previooa
pnnecessary.members
Personalof the
training'
under Institute
BuperviBionof Accoontanta.
of staff of C.P.Writs
A'a
including
American
for free book, "Accountancy, the ProfeBBion thRt Pays "
LaSalle Extension University, Dept.3318H, Chicago
The School That Has Trained Ovor X.2Q0 C> P* A.'S

invites

IfoiLl

LJERE'S an invitation to be
a Larkin Club Secretary.
Just by introducing our new
Edna May Dress Club you can
earn charming frocks for yourself, as well as other big Rewards. Get our new Edna
May Dress Folder just off the
press!
It brings
America's
est dress
bargainsyouI ike
the smartgreatlittle street frock in this advertisement.
Mail a postcard to-day. Just say:
'Send me the Edna May Dress folder and Club information."
664 Seneca St.. Buffalo, N. Y.
8S

of a sentence, when she has us all roaring,
make her eyes go starry, arrange herself
in one of her most languorous attitudes,
and say: 'Ach, ja, I am so glamorous, so
exotic, so seductive — that it hurts!'"
Beingin Marlene
Dietrich's
career
itself. Those
who friend
enjoy is
thisa
privilege have time for little but this allabsorbing
you known
people who relationship.
affected you Haven't
so powerfully
that
all your own problems vanished into thin
air? People who made you feel there was
nothing so important as their whim of
the moment, their interests, their desires,
who made you their willing slave and constant shadow? Marlene Dietrich is one of
these fabulous creatures.
But don't misunderstand. She doesn't
mean to be commanding or imperious. On
the contrary, Marlene is the soul of generosity and kindness. She seems to spend
her waking hours thinking up ways to enrich the lives of her friends and to entertain them. When she isn't telling funny
stories, she is plying them with savory
dainties prepared by her own hands — all
much too rich for a steady diet, but so
delicious
theyfewcan't
One his
of
the favored
toldbemeresisted.
that during
six months as a member of the inner Dietrich circle he gained twenty pounds.
That's how the legend grew that Marlene, off-screen, becomes the domestic, retiring hausfrau whose chief delight is to
stand over the oven in her perfectly appointed kitchen and bake a luscious cake.
True, Marlene likes to cook and she does
it expertly. But she does it, not because
she is essentially domestic, but because
she believes — to paraphrase Lord Byron
that "man can do without poetry, music
and books, but certainly man cannot do
This role
without
cooksof!" bountiful hostess Marlene
plays
to perfection.
doesn't For
confine
it
to her
few intimateShefriends.
instance, on the set, her generosity is outstanding. Every other week is gift week
for her co-workers and the crew when
Marlene's around.
The day
she finished
she Gary
distributed afew
gifts on"Desire"
the set.
Cooper received an imported leather traveling case. The assistant directors and most
of the technicians and crew each received
wallets in which crackled crisp new fiftydollar bills. The set hairdresser rated a
pair of Italian marble lamps.
Recently she gave Jessmer Brown,
her maid, a new coupe just because
she thought Jessmer's car was growing
shabby. And on an average of every ten
days, Jessmer's mother, who happens to
be the studio janitress, finds twenty-five
dollars pinned to a note with her name
on it in "Miss Dietrich's" dressing-room.
Witty, brilliant Queen Dietrich — as capricious as a ruler with power of life or
death.

A benefactress who sincerely wants to
make life pleasanter for her devoted subYet — and ishere's
the by
rub —sudden,
every
move shejects! makes
motivated
unpredictable impulses. Not even a psychologist could chart her behavior or prophesy her next move. Which is one reason
why she will always be fascinating.
Which is also the reason we label Marlene by such adjectives as sensational —
exotic — erratic. She does whatever comes
into her mind at the moment, without any
thought of how people might interpret her
actions. She never does anything for effect,
having no desire to startle or shock. But if
she happens to do so, it never troubles her.
When she decided to wear trousers and
top hats, she did so only because she felt
more comfortable in them. The ensuing
publicity bewildered and irritated her.
"Why should people be so interested in
what I do ?" she asked naively.
I tried to explain to her that she, more
than any other screen actress, excepting
Garbo, represented to these same people
all the color, romance and mystery which
they find lacking in their own lives. She
laughed and shrugged her shoulders.
Most women can be catalogued. Some
more easily than others. In each, there
is usually a predominant quality which is
obvious to the most casual observer.
But Marlene Dietrich falls into none of
the usual categories. Sometimes she hovers
on
the verge
of one,
other
times she's
completely
immersed
in the
opposite.
Any
one of a hundred alternate roles in real
life seems to suit her as perfectly as either
trousers or clinging feminine garments.
She's as volatile as mercury and as changeable as a chameleon.
She's the dramatic, capricious, slightly
terrifying woman of mystery and intangible allurement one hour — drooping
hands and drooping eyes, misty far-away
thoughts, with a general pervasive air of
melancholy about her. The next, she's a
romping child up to no end of mischief.
And when you finally settle down with
a sigh of relief, all worn out trying to
keep up with her sleight-of-hand character changes, she turns around and shows
you a Madonna. The mother brooding
over her child, Maria.
And now for the surprise which I've
been
up 'til
last. current
It disproves
those saving
ridiculous
stories
about alla
year ago, concerning the harmful SvengaliTrilby influence Von Sternberg exerted
over Marlene. If there was anyone who
wielded the influence it was Marlene. Was
— and always will be !
Seeing her for the first time when he
went to Germany to search for an actress
who could play the starring role in "Blue
Angel," Von Sternberg said, "If that
woman doesn't accept the role I am offermake a picture !"
And
it.
shall never
ing her,heI meant
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Charm. Go there every week. And, to help beautify the natural
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shape of your mouth

and lips, enjoy DOUBLE

MINT

gum

daily.

little girl just for a moment. She would
not leave, and she was simply heartbroken
to think that he was so near and she could
not see him. So he told the waiter to
escort her in, greeted her cordially, and
chatted for a few moments. After she
left, he glanced around a little dazed.
"I hope that I struck the proper paternal note," he said to the people nearest
him, "but you see it was difficult. Neither
of my wives was much older than that."
Chaplin's
of theNo heart
been
happy affairs
until now.
one have
seems not
to
know whether he and the lusciously-beautiful Paulette Goddard are engaged or married, but anyone with half an eye can tell
they are grand, congenial friends.
Chaplin today seems happy on the surface, but if he really were I do not think
he would keep us waiting nearly five years
for a new picture from him. He must be
brooding over his early hardships, the
death of his mother who never fully recovered from a London air raid though
she lived on for years, the raffish mudslinging of the two young wives who
divorced him for neglect and cruelty, the
gaudy vixens who have momentarily interested him and who have screamed to
the world that he was too stingy to buy a
ton or so of diamond bracelets for them,
the suits for back taxes from the government, the plagiarism suits by the dozen
(all of which he won), the European
vacation so long anticipated and during
which he managed in one way or another
to antagonize almost every country he
visited.
Maybe you think he should rise above
brooding because he stands alone as an
idol of the world, with only Mickey Mouse
as a possible rival.
But Chaplin in one of his rare bursts
of confidence to a newspaper man recently said, "I got most of the things I wanted,
but I found out after I got them that I
should never have wanted them."

Two

seasons

at the Bradley

Barn Dance, i.e. June 'n' January or your old pals, Toby Wing
and Sir Guy Standing doing
a fast gallop about the floor!
What is this twosome, huh?
89
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TATTOO

LIPS
YOUR
with transparent South Sea red,
as the tropic enchantress does

tasteless, transparent, highly indelible
color for lips . . . instead of
pasty too!coating.
tatPut it on That's
like lipstick
...let it set a moment. ..then
wipe it off, leaving nothing
on your lips but clear, tempt
ing South Sea red that o
time can remove . . . and th
will give your lips a touch-thr;
ing softness they have never
before. Five luscious shades
each attuned to thespiritof
red adventure! Make your
choice at the Tattoo Color
Selector by testing all five
on your own skin. Coral
. . . EXOTIC . . . NATURAL. . .
PASTEL . . . HAWAIIAN.

Scotty, shame! That's no way to take a picture of a gal at a party.
Ginger Rogers digs hayseed out of her orb while husband, Lew
Ayres, sits by unhelpfully!

TATTOO

DRY
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{Continued from page 17)

SKIN

ddejcdciu
ROBS VICTIMS OF
SKIN BEAUTY
Asteatosis makes
WHAT IS
your complexion
rough, dry and
ASTEATOSIS?
unattractive.
Asteatosis is the medical name forthefaiiure
Overcome DRY
of the sebaceous glands
SKIN by using
to feed oil to the skin.
Physiciansrecommend
Lander's new OLIVE
OLIVE OIL to treat
OIL CREAM for
cleansing and nourAsteatosis.
pure OLIVELander's
OIL
ishing Dry Skin.
CREAM will nourish
and lubricate dry
skin. Try it
today!
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card in such a way that you will have a
well balanced meal — a dinner such as you
would be proud to serve to a delightful
guest, like Ruby.
When you have filled in your menu
with ten dishes (beginning each with the
right initial, remember) write clearly at
the bottom, in the space provided — in ten
words or less — "Why I'm looking forward to seeing
Just state
your Ruby
reason Keeler
simply,inas'Colleen'."
we have
illustrated.
Of course, there are lots of reasons for
wanting to see "Colleen." On page 91
you will find a short synopsis of the story,
with pictures of some of the outstanding
scenes in this amusing musical. These
will suggest so many reasons for enthusiasm that you should have no difficulty in
deciding on a ten word one that will be a
knockout !
Doesn't it all sound like fun? And easy
too, if you'll just study the contest rules
and the sample menu carefully. Then fill
out your own prize menu and send it in.
Send in several if you wish to, only be
sure that coupons accompany each of your
entries.
Tell your friends about this wonderful
contest, too. For they'll enjoy working out
a menu (it's really like a game) and what's

more ning
they
you to thank for winone ofmay
the have
prizes.
And such prizes ! Several money
awards — each sufficiently large to gratify
some long cherished wish ! An electric
refrigerator with the practical Shelvador
feature that women rave about ! A big
Crosley Radio to bring the world into
your home ! Five complete sets of china
— gay with sprigs of tiny flowers! Fifteen General Electric Mixers — the portable kind that win instant favor ! And
ten Manning-Bowman toaster trays that
are simply the last word for entertaining.
These prizes certainly are well worth trying for,are
aren't
they? of helpful hints to
Here
a couple
make things easier for you. Fill in the
two "E's" and the two "L's" on your
coupon-menu first. Once you have them
out
of the sailing,
way you'll
is smooth
just find
as it that
wouldtheberest
in
a cross-word puzzle if you already knev/
some of the words ! The index of any
good cook book will be of great assistance
to you also. But here perhaps is the best
news of all — at the end of our regular
cooking article, (which this month features
Ruby Keeler's Cookies) you will find Food,
Menu and Cooking Terms, listed in alphabetical order. Be sure and look at them
for they will prove most helpful.
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Donald Ames (Dick Powell) is the heir
to a large New York estate, but instead
of being the proverbial good-for-nothing
heir, Don is the efficient and business-like
"brains" behind the management of the
estate's many properties. In fact, he has
tactfully contrived to keep his very eccentric uncle, Cedric Ames (Hugh Herbert), busy at harmless tasks in an impressive office, and at the same time convince him that he is running the show.
Among the Ames' properties is a building leased to the Modiste Shop of Carlo
(Luis Alberni), whose first assistant, and
the only one in the near-bankrupt establishment with an ounce of intelligence, is
Colleen Reilly (Ruby Keeler). Comes the
day when Joe Cork (Jack Oakie) who assumes he is Colleen's fiance, overhears the
Ames name mentioned in connection with
Carlo's shop. Quick-witted Joe immediately decides to make the gullible Cedric the
first victim of his newest get-rich-quick
scheme. Instead, he manages to land a
job as Cedric's executive assistant.
In this capacity, Joe prevails on Cedric
to make a tour of the Ames properties —
the first stop being a candy factory. Here
Cedric, encounters
who is as putty
prettyBlondell),
woman's
hands,
Minniein a(Joan
a chocolate dipper. Deciding that her
present job is unworthy of her, Cedric
buys
out Carlo's shop and sets up Minnie
as manager.
Don hears of this incident and rushes to
Carlo's to see what can be done. There
the attractive assistant. Colleen, convinces
him that the shop can be made to pay if
properly managed. Impressed with the
girl's arguments and finding himself falling in love with her, he decides not to
close the shop.
Meanwhile, thwarted Uncle Cedric takes
it upon himself to spite his meddling
nephew by adopting Minnie as his daughter. Horrified at this new turn of events,
Cedric's wife. Aunt Alicia (Louise Fazenda) and Don appoint a lawyer to draw
up settlements for Minnie and Joe, and
order the shop to be closed.
the ensuing
is Inincluded
in theconfusion
settlementColleen's
list, andname
she
is handed a check for $10,000. Hurt at
this seeming insult as well as the closing
of the shop, Colleen accepts the money
and takes a job operating a modiste shop
on a transatlantic liner.
Don, when he learns of this mistake,
searches in vain for Colleen and finally, in
despair, decides to go to Europe with
Cedric and Alicia.
The liner on which they book passage
is also the one on which Colleen is working. Don and Colleen meet in the radio
room where each is planning to send the
other a message. Don tries to explain the
mix-up, pursuing Colleen to the ballroom,
and finally convinces her that he loves her.
She, in turn, forgives and admits her love
for him.
Meanwhile Cedric, now in pursuit of a
willowy brunette, bumps into Joe Cork
and Minnie, who are enjoying the fruits
of their ill-gotten settlement. Minnie, overto see her
"unkie-punkie"
starts tojoyedthrow
her arms
around himagain,
and
Uncle Cedric leaps through a porthole.

Do

you

know

anybody

eserves

MENbother
avoid
withher.
her.Girls refuse to
"y^ careless, untidy person ivho is
unpleasant to be with" — that's the
way they think of the girl who carries
the ugly odor of underarm perspiration on her person and clothing.
Too bad. For she misses so many
good times. Her real friends would
like to tell her what the trouble is,
but after all, they feel, the girl of
today should be alert to the danger
of underarm odor in herself.
She should know that the underarms need special daily care. Soap
and water alone are not enough.
And the modern girl knows the
quick,
Mum! easy way to give this care.
Half a minute, when you're dressing, is all you need to use Mum. Or
use it after dressing, any time. For
Mum is harmless to clothing.
It's soothing to the skin, too. You
can use it right after shaving the
underarms.
And you should know this — that
Mum prevents every trace of perspiration odor without affecting perspiration itself.
Don't label yourself as "i/je girl
who needs Mum." Use it regularly
every day and you'll be safe ! BristolMyers, Inc., 630 Fifth Ave., NewYork.

USE MUM

ON SANITARY

NAPKINS, TOO and you'll
never have a moment's worry
about this source of unpleasantness.
MUM

. . . "Tutn to J^a^a 68 ^ot
additional J^ulrtf KeeLet
^ontelit

A/sv/i

takes

the

odor

out

of

perspiration
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WISE
who know
stylespring
and
value women
are selecting
their new
clothes direct from the great Fashion
Frock dress factory through the local
representative in their town.
Fashion Frocks are never sold in stores
butyou.
onlyAndthisbecause
one wayof —thisDIRECT
to
method
you get stantial
the savings.
smartest dresses at subYou can see the most stunning spring
dresses and select the ones most suited
to you. right in the comfort of your
home. You are assured correctness in
every detail of style, fabric and
color because we have stylists in all
the
fashion Frocks
centers who
createworld's
in Fashion
the
authentic style trends for each seaeon. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. Let your local Fashion Frock
representative show you these lovely
new spring dresses. Drop us a card
and we'll have her call.
Special Work for Women
Ambitious women can make good incomes
as our representatives and get their own
dresses
without anecessary.
penny of cost.
investment or experience
If youNo are
interested write us fully, giving dress size.
FASHION FROCKS, INC.
Dept. CC 250
Cincinnati, Ohio

How

to make

SWEET

PEAS-

JONQUILS

r Simply send for a copy of the
I fascinating new 32 -page boolt,
I "How to Make Crepe Paper
Flowers," and you can start at
once making gorgeous bouquets
of all your favorite flowers — so
perfect your friends will insist
they are real ! The simple, stepby -step instructions show you
how to make delicate sweet peas,
golden jonquils, gay tulips — 22
different flowers in all —for home
decoration, for friends, as gifts,
to sell. Send for a copy of the
book now — and remember, for
best results, insist on Dennison
Crepe Paper, obtainable at
department, stationery and
drug stores. Use coupon.
DENNIRON'S
Dept. Q-192 Framingham, Mass.
Please send me the new book " ' How to Make
Crepe Paper Flowers." 1 enclose 10 cents.
Navie
Street(or R.F.D.) City
State _
-.
why notCheck
let usthose
include
Books?
you some
want ofand these
encloseother10c Dennison
for each.
..Sew Dennison Crafts ..New Crepe Paper Costume Book
.Party Games,
..Cellophane
NetsStunts
Showers& Decorations
and Announcements
Book Craft Boolt
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I might remind you that blue is the color
accredited with creating an intimate "just
you
and me" and
atmosphere.
It is blue
the color
of devotion,
if you have
eyes,
you might well remember that. But if
you have brown eyes, you still have the
old slogan to stand by, "Red and yellow,
catch
fellow."been so busy being individHerea we've
ualistic, we haven't had time to flutter
around about it's being Valentine time.
Whatever your individual make-up problems
I'll letter.
be glad Perhaps
to considermaythembe,in however,
a personal
we can work out some sort of "personality
trademark" for you, too. And because we
haven't gotten around to any cosmetic
news in the light of Valentine's Day, I've
prepared a special bulletin for you, "The
Valentine Vanity Case." I've always maintained that the way to a man's heart is
through an appeal to his admiration, so
I give you recipes for glamor in "The
Valentine Vanity Case." I seem to be
writing quite a puff about my own bulletin,
but I'm anxious for you to take a peek into "The Valentine Vanity Case." See if it
doesn't just about close my case for the
individualist's way to a man's heart.
Mary Biddle,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

I
:
i
:

Kindly send me your bullefin, "The Vol- j
entine Vanity Case."
■j
■■
Name
Address
■
Kindly enclose stamped, self-addressed Z
envelope. Personal questions always re- !
ceive personal replies.

*
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admit it, seductive, too. Let me remind
you that it's the little girls who appeal
to a man's protective instincts, that do
more heart-smashing than any other type.
Littleness, wistfulness, sweetness, these are
Janet Gaynor's "personality trademarks."
Her brown eyes, soft mouth, dimpled chin
and curly copper-colored hair, are what we
love bestfulnessabout
Janet,
it's her wistthat makes
her but
individual.
Yet another American sweetheart is Loretta Young. Right here I can imagine
your challenging me with, "You can't say
that SHE isn't beautiful." Yes, Loretta
has moments of really breath-taking beauty. But it is the personality reflected
through her beauty, rather than her beauty
itself,
which about
has made
It's
a radiance
her her
thatoutstanding.
shines through
her eyes, and her smile. And to you who
gaze
at Loretta
loveliness,
I would
say this.
You Young's
cannot tell
what you
may
have in your own nature as it shines
through your eyes or expresses itself in
the curve of your mouth which may do
much more for you than the possession of
a conventionally beautiful face.
Loretta enhances that starry look of her
eyes with the clever use of mascara, so
that her eyelashes are like delicate fringes.
Have you ever noticed how very wide
open she keeps her eyes? None of this
heavy lidded languor for her.
There's a softness about Loretta as much
as a radiance which gives her a certain
poetic loveliness. She wears ruffles and
frills, flowers and picture hats ; her wardrobe is all softness and femininity. Her
hair is always arranged in loose waves
and ringlets. Her lips look warm and
"dewy." She confines her wardrobe almost entirely to blue for daytime, and white
for evening. These are soft colors that
complement the blue of her eyes and the
delicacy of her charm.
And since it's around Valentine's Day,
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{Continued fr
— shady, of course — together. From there
only time Hollywood sees Mr. Colman is on
on the story is too complicated for comthe set. Any spore moments are spent someplete description, so let us merely note that
where on the coast of Mexico, leading a
in their travels the trio meets a buxom
sailor's life with his cronies, Richard Borthelservant girl (Dennie Moore) who marmess, Clive Brook and Bill Powell.
ries Mr. Gwenn, the foursome gone straight,
tours the English countryside in extremely amateur theatricals, and during
1^** Sylvia Scarlett
this barnstorming Miss Hepburn meets
(RKO-Radio)
Brianhighly
Aherne.
Parts and
of "Sylvia
are
amusing,
it is our Scarlett"
duty to
If you can accept the premise that
report that Cary Grant, who furnishes
Katharine Hepburn, in male attire, can
most of the picture's better moments,
be mistaken for a man by people as close
walks away with the show.
to her as her travelling companions,
Preview Postscripts
"Sylvia Scarlett" is good entertainment.
Katie appears quite mannish in some
scenes, but keen observers could rightfully
This is the first Hollywood picture to be
maintain that there are times when she
regulated by the moon. Production was held
swishes just a bit. Not-so-keen observers
up until the full moon in order to get those
such as Cary Grant and Brian Aherne,
remarkable mountain scenes. Santo Monica
however, accept her as one of them until
Canyon, just outside of Hollywood, provided
the moment she appears before them in
the
mountains . . . Katharine Hepburn's cook
her
with
associated
garments generally
and Director George Cukor's chef almost
own sex. In the first place, Miss H. ascame to blows while the company was on losumes masculine raiment in order to help
cation. Itstarted with a friendly rivalry beher father (Edmund Gwenn) get from
tween the star and director regarding the
France to England. On the trip they
merits of their respective cooks, but developed
meet Cary Grant, a minor racketeer,^ and
into a real mountain feud. For each day the
the three of them decide to go into business
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irate defendants sent cars laden with their
particular specialties to the company and
demanded a vote on what was better and
why . , . Miss hiepburn proved she could
take it In this flicker. Besides having her
titian locks chopped off, innumerable risks
were undergone for the stunts which the plot
required. ... It is due to the Hepburn gallantry that Princess Natalie Paley is alive to
tell this tale today. In a supposed rescue
scene of the Russian actress from the wild
waves, the rip-tide took it all too seriously
and began carrying the two out to sea. Miss
hH.'s rescue scene was more realistic than
comfortable. Natalie Foley is the daughter
of Grand Duke Paul, who was uncle of Czar
Nicholas. At the outbreak of the Revolution,
she and her two brothers escaped from
Russia with their nurse, disguised as peasant
children. They travelled to Finland afoot in
the dead of winter and awaited their mother,
the Princess Olgo, who escaped after her
husband had been put tq death. Tea rooms,
millinery shops and various odd jobs were
resorted to by Natalie until the opportunity
presented itself for screen acting. She is now
married to Lucien Leiong.
****
Ceiling
(W arners)

NO WONDER
NEVER

SCREEN

SHE

HAS A DATE

-SHE'S

SO

SKINNY!

Zero

Ceiling
zero,terminology,
in case youis don't
know
your
aviation
that dread
condition when the fog settles itself on the
earth and makes landing as much a test of
athis
pilot's
good it
luck
it is ofashisa skill.
In
instance,
alsoas serves
title for
a well-made and vigorously paced treatise
on commercial aviation, which owes its
success to the able direction of Howard
Hawks and the expert and believable performances of a cast headed by Jimmy Cagney and Pat O'Brien. Those of you, who
feel you've already seen your quota of
Cagney-O'Brien
reconsider, for in films,
this will
one do
thewell
boysto are
allowed a respite from their usual bickering hard guy roles. Cagney is Dizzy
Davis, an airmair pilot with a bizarre sort
of recklessness both in the air and on the

IM

TIMES
GAINED

GRAND

SINCE

I

12 POUNDS
fosed by professional models

HowThousandsQuicklyGain

ground, and
JakeLines.
Lee, traffic
manager
of O'Brien
Federal isAir
The
problem of getting the mail through, which
is not new to movie audiences, is handled
so skillfully that even the technical end
of it is made interesting. It's Cagney's
show, aided considerably by O'Brien,
Stuart Erwin, Isobel Jewel and June
Travis, the latter one of the most attractive of the screen's newcomers.
Preview Postscripts
To the United Air Lines, as well as the
brothers Warner, goes credit for this picture.
Sanctioned by the U. S. Post Office Department, the United Air Lines loaned the studio
all necessary equipment. Including a number
of Boeing planes, baggage trucks, dispatch
forms, weather reports and maps, radio
sets, head sets, helmets, moll bags, stewardess' equipment, Northrop and Lockheed
planes. Every airline offered fullest cooperation on hearing of the Warner plans,
being familiar with the Commander Wead
stage ploy and the beneficial effects it was
having on the air transportation industry. A
life-sized radio room, augmented by a weather
report bureau, was Installed on stage 2 at the
studio and further equipment with Paul Mantz,
old-time flier and airport executive. The set
was approved by Col. J. C. Cone, head of the
notional air regulations. Mantz had a pleasant way of instructing the cost. Each noon a
group would have lunch served in a plane as
they flitted over the state, tuning in on the
various airports and learning flying technique
first-hand. A dozen aviators and stewardesses
were placed under contract, while a number
of famed stunt flyers were given extra work
during production.
Largest collection of

HAVING

5

to 15

lbs. This

New

Way

"T^HERE'S no excuse today for thousands of
menless,and
women intothe
be past
"skinny"
and friendeven though
they could
never
gain
an
ounce.
For
here's
a
new
easy
treatment
for them that puts on solid, naturally attractive
pounds — in just a few weeksl
Doctors now know that the real reason why
many find it hard to gain weight is they do
not get enough Vitamin B and iron in their
daily food. Novv with this new discovery which
combines these two vital elements in little concentrated tablets, hosts of people have put on
pounds
of firm
— ■ in a very
short flesh—
time. the women normal curves
Not only are thousands quickly gaining normal good-looking pounds, but also naturally
clear skin, freedom from miserable indigestion
and constipation, glorious new pep.

NO LONGER ASHAMED OF MY FIGURE

7 times more powerful
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, is
made from special cultured ale yeast imported
from Europe, the richest known source of Vitamin B. By a new process this yeast is concentrated 7times — made 7 times more powerful. Then
it is ironized with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.
If you, too, need Vitamin B and iron to build you up.
get these new Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist at
once. Tlien, day after day, as you take tliem. watch sltinny
limbs and tlat chest round out to normal attractiveness, skin
clear to natural beauty — you're an entirely new person.
Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and rundown you may be from lack
of enough Vitamin B and iron, this marvelous new Ironized
Yeast should build you up in a few short weeks as it has
thousands. If you are not delighted with the results of the
very first package, your money will be instantly refunded.
Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right away, we make this
absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast
tablets at once, cut out seal on box and mail it to us with
a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you a fascinating
new book on health. "New Facts About Your Body." Revei-y first
or money
refunded. member,Atresultsallguaranteed
druggists.with
Ironized
Yeastpackage
Co., —Inc..
Dept.
33, Atlanta. Ga.
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model airplanes ever assembled was ■found at
the studio during the filming.
★*^If
Cook

You Could
(Columbia)

Only

What would 3'ou do if you were a
wealthy young man about to marry a
young lady you didn't love — and who
didn't love you ? Herbert Marshall, the
gentleman in the case, takes a stroll in the
park. Here he has the good fortune to
encounter Jean Arthur, a young lady in
search of employment. Together they scan
the want ads, and almost before Herbert
realizes it he has joined Jean in a butlercook job at the estate of Leo Carrillo, an
ex-gangster of considerable notoriety. It
will probably come as no surprise to
learn elegant
that Herbert,
who himself
is the screen's
most
butler, finds
in love
with the cook. Complications arise, as
one might well suspect, but along with
them you are witness to a bright and
merry comedy which turns out to be the
best of this month's lighter entertainment.
For one thing, it retrieves Herbert Marshall from the
been handed
latelyself-sacrificing
and brings himroles
backhe's
to
sophisticated comedy, where he seems so
much more at home. As for the rest of
the cast, a round of applause is due Jean
Arthur, Leo Carrillo and Lionel Stander.
Preview Postscripts
Bill Sel+er had some gloomy moments while
directing this picture. The cast had organized
a "Laugh a Day" club, the idea being that
each one must tell a story daily for the enjoyment of the others. So the cast would assemble and howl with glee at the tales told
by everyone.
By everyone,
thatstories
is, butbecame
Director Seiter. The
funnier his

poKIABLES
T 10*a Day Easy Terms
REMINGTON-UNDERWOOD, ETC..
^^t^^ andeasytermsonlimited
sopply
only.
All brandnew,up-to-datei
— irowkeyboard.FullyGuaranteed<
SEND
NOgoecial
MONEY-lODayTrlal
UN LY. easy' M.pay Vplan twith
UP
Send fortrial
monpy-savint?
lOday
otTer. newAlsoliterature
amazing andbargains
in standard size, rebuilt
oHIce oldmodels
on FREE
LIBERAL ALLOWANCE -on
your
duringtrialthisotter
sale.
,International
. typewriter
r.
I—
__ _ 231
.Monroe
St.
Typewriter Excn.,
Dept.W.sei.
chicaEO
Perfumes
SUBTLE, fascinating, alluring. Sell
regularly for Si 2. 00 an ounce. Made
from the essence of flowers:—
Send only
Three odors:
(1)
Gardenia
(2) Esprit de France
(3) Perfection
A single drop lasts
a weekl
To pay for postage and 0
handling
send only 20c (silver or2
stamps)/for
3 trial bottles. Only one set to each
new customer. PAUL RIEGKRi
210 First St., San Francisco, Calif.
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the glummer the cast looked, hie had developed on inferiority complex fit for an elephant by the time the hoax dawned on him.
. . . Leo Carrillo rates as tops around Los
Angeles, for his great-great-grandpappy was
first provisional governor of California and
his grandfather - wos first mayor of Santa
Monica, where Leo has now built a home in
exact duplicate of the adobe home where
he was born, hie was one of eleven children,
all expert linguists, who made it a practice
never to speak the same language at home
at the same time that someone else might be
using it. Which may account for Mr. Carrillo's first stage appearance. He told Chinese
stories in Italian accent at a Spanish theatre
. . . Jean Arthur knows what it means to fight
your way up the old success ladder. Starting
in two-reel comedies, she graduated to westerns. Then suddenly found herself in poverty
row "quickies." She was "washed up" as far
as Hollywood was concerned. Jean set her
very nice teeth, blondined her locks, lost
twenty pounds, fell in love and came back to
town a new woman. She refused any but
featured roles and was rewarded with stardom during this picture. The news was the
studio's gift to her at a gala birthday party
given Jean by the cast on the set . . . Acting
was the last thing on Frieda Inescort's mind.
In fact, it wasn't there at all. She wanted to
be an ace secretary above all else. Having
made the grade to the extent of being Lady
Astor's right hand gal, she applied for a job
with the British Consulate. In Washington
Frieda couldn't resist the impulse to tell Winthrop Ames what was wrong with his plays.
He offered her a role as a way of improving
them and the British Consulate lost his office
helper.
-k-kic Whipsaw
(M-G-M)
You'll like "Whipsaw" mainly because
it brings Myrna Loy back to the screen.

Another item is that it pairs her with
Spencer Tracy, and they, surprisingly
enough, emerge as a screen team worthy
of further attention. As far as the story
goes, it's merely another cops-and-robbers
idea, strengthened considerably by the performances of Mr. T. and Miss L. Myrna
is a crook who breaks away from her mob
and decides to go straight, but the law,
in the person of Tracy, pursues her, hoping to solve a diamond robbery. Spencer,
impersonating a fugitive mobster, fools almost everyone but Myrna, who knows he's
a federal agent. Just to show you how
tough it is for a girl to go straight, the
diamonds have been planted on Myrna by
lier former accomplices, which sort of has
both sides out searching for her. However, the story is a minor item, for if you
go to "Whipsaw" you go to see Loy and
Tracy,
and make
you can
us any
if you
don'tin
think they
you sue
forget
flaws
the plot department.
Preview Postscripts
All is sweetness and light between M-G-M
and Myrna once more. Whatever pangs
burying the hatchet cost both parties, it
offorded the Loy fans nothing but pleasure.
. . . Spencer Tracy has spent his life surprising people. He began with his parents.
They thought Spence was being safely educated in a Milwaukee parochial school. On
investigation of a hookey report they found
the lad making a saloon his headquarters,
with his boon companions "Mousie" and
"Rottie," the saloon keeper's sons. Followed
several futile attempts to get him educated,
then Spence took matters in his own hands
and enrolled in the American Academy of
Dramatic Arts, living on rice, pretzels and
water for a couple of years. A job in Ethel
Barrymore's "Royal Fandango" company
made him feel that every pretzel was worth
while. Until a caustic critic remarked that
Mr. Tracy looked "like he had been picked
up by a property man."
*** Riffraff
(M-G-M)
Done in the hard-boiled manner, "Riffraff" at times becomes too consciously
tough for its own good. Jean Harlow, a
comely canner— or canstress, if you prefer it— is in love with Spencer Tracy, a
guy who freely admits being the best tuna
fisherman in the world. Their scenes together are invariably tempestuous, but
their dramatic value would have been improved had director Walter Ruben toned
down the shouting. Miss Harlow is, of
course, as effective as the script allows
her actress
to be, although
a pitybethat
as gifted
an
as she it's
should
confined
to
specializing in hussies. Spencer Tracy, who
never gives a poor performance, is excellent as the flamboyant fisherman, and Una
someHarlow's
Misssteals
Merkel,whatportraying
slovenly sister,
the picture
despite the fact that her role is a secondary one. Others in the cast whose work
is exceptional are Joseph Calleia, Mickey
Rooney and J. Farrell MacDonald.
Preview Postscripts
Jean Harlow's gone off the platinum standard for good. It's "brownet+e" now, all
youse girls who would have the last gasp
in shades. Music may soothe the savage
breast, but it only causes Jean and Joan
Crawford to weep. In fact, the two M-G-M
lasses can't emote without It. Jean arrives
every A.M. on the set with purse in one
It's
In the Toother.
"vie"mirrors.
hand and
go with
lined with
kidskinportable
white
It she has the largest collection of records
extant In Hollywood. . . . The ugliest sets ever
seen on the studio lot were constructed for
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this flicker. Tumbledown shacks, dilapidated
buildings and gloomy street scenes occupied
an acre of the lot. The property department
hod to scurry around and get worn out horsehair settees, junked cook-stoves, ragged carpets and similar trimmings. It costs practically as much to get sets like this constructed
as it does to build those elaborate ones . . .
Mickey Rooney had the time of his young life
on this picture. For one thing he became
enamored of Miss Harlow, for another he organized afootball team among the players,
and his third and greatest joy came from
setting off those fire-crackers. There's always
a gloomy side of a situation, though, and for
Mickey it was the fact that a tutor sat on
the set daily, waiting to snatch him the
minute a scene was over. Then he had that
haircut. And that was a real trial for him,
since Mr. Rooney is a mon-about-town at
fourteen and felt too embarrassed by the
length of his locks to appear much in public.
*** Collegiate
(Paramount)
It's a tuneful farce featuring Jack
Oakie
as aaunt.
guy who
school
from his
The inherits
school aisgirls'
in the
red
until Jack runs into Joe Penner, an amnesia victim whose hobby is giving away
$100 bills. Penner is immediately sold an
interest in the school, and the Oakie
influence makes itself known. History
books are tossed out the window, and the
young ladies are tutored in tap dancing,
cosmetics, clothes and a few other practical subjects. It's one of Oakie's better
performances,
and he's
ably assisted
songs from Frances
Langford,
comedy by
by
Ned Sparks, the music of Gordon and
Revel, and the lovely ladies of the Leroy
Prinz ensemble.
Preview Postscripfs
With such a cast, there was bound to be
excitement on the set. But the tops came
when the studio announced a one-hundreddollar bonus to anyone on the lot who could
get a picture of Ned Sparks with a smile or
even a suspicion of one lurking on his visage.
Cameramen, cast and directors snooped
around Mr. Sparks for six weeks with Leicos
and Brownies hidden in vest pockets. But
Paramount still has the cash . . . Joe Penner
is a native Nagdbechkereckian. You'll find it
on the map somewhere in the vicinity of
Budapest. He arrived in America at the age
of nine, not with a duck but with his grandfather. They both had tags affixed to their
coat lapels bearing the information that they
were to be forwarded to Detroit, where Joe's
parents would claim them. His first real job
came when he answered an ad for a mindreader's assistant on the stage. The big
chance come one night when the chief psychic
was incapacitated and Joe's powers swung
the act along. Jobs with less mental and
financial strain followed for a few years, before he landed in the "Greenwich Village
Follies." In 1934 Joe wos voted America's
outstanding ether artist by the radio fans. . . .
Jackie Coogon was a constant visitor on the
set. Reason being Betty Grable. They announced their intentions to wed following the
picture's completion, and set off for a three
months'
to
featherpersonal
the nest.appearance tour in order
***

Professional

Soldier

(20th Century-Fox)
The news that "Professional Soldier"
concerns itself with a revolution in a
mythical kingdom probably starts this review off on a note of alarm. If so it's
unintentional, for despite a familiar theme
"Professional Soldier," by virtue of intelligent dialogue and good casting, man-

COMPETE

FOR

AN

ART

SCHOLARSHIP

Copy this girl and send us your drawing — perhaps you'll win a COMPLETE FEDERAL
COURSE FREE! Th is contest is for amateurs,
so if you like to draw do not hesitate to enter.
Prizes for Five Best Drawings — FIVE
COMPLETE ART COURSES FREE, ineluding drawing outfits. (Value of each
course, $190.00.)
FREE! Each contestant whose drawing
shows sufficient merit will receive a grading
and advice as to whether he or she has, in our
estimation, artistic talent worth developing.
Nowadays design and color play an important
part in the sale of almost everything. Therefore
the artist, who designs merchandise or illustrates
advertising has become a real factor in modern
industry. Machines can never displace him.
Many Federal students, both men and girls who
are now commercial designers or illustrators
capable of earning from $1000 to $5000 yearly
have been trained by the Federal Course.
Here's a splendid opportunity to test your
talent. Read the rules and send your drawing
to the address below.

RULES
This contest open only
to amateurs, 1 6 years old
or more. Professional
commercial artists and
Federal students are not
eligible.
1 . Make drawing of girl
5 inches high, on paper
63^2
inches square. Draw
lettering.
only the girl, not the
2. Use only pencil or
3. No drawings will be
returned.
pen.Write your name, ad4.
age and
occupation ondress,
back
of drawing.
5. All drawings must be
received in Minneapolis
by Feb. 26th, 1936.
Prizes will be awarded
for drawings best in proportion and neatness by
Federal Schools Faculty,

FEDERAL
SCHOOLS,
INC.
3996 Federal Schools BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Paula Stone,
Tom Brown,
Marie Wilson
and Beverly
Roberts having a gay time
together.
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N this picture you see a hand
holding a pad of cotton. The dirt on the
pad was removed from the face of a
woman who thought her face was clean,
it was removed by Ambrosia, the poredeep liquid cleanser that gets out clogging dirt left by ordinary cleansing
methods.
Get Ambrosia today. Test it once by
using it after your regular method of
cleansing. See what dirt it removes from
your skin. You feel Ambrosia tingle, you
know it is cleansing as nothing has
done before.
You can get a trial size at your 10!^
store. Large size, 75^ at drug or department stores.

AMBROSIA*^
THE

PORE-DEEP

CLEANSER

BACKACHES
caused by MOTHERHOOD
Maternity puts a terrible strain on a woman's back
muscles . . . frequently causes years of suffering-.
Allcock's Porous Plaster does wonders for such
backaches. Draws the blood to painful spot. Pain
goes quickly. Insist on Allcock's, the original. Lasts
longer, cnmes off easy. 25(' at druggists or write
"Allcock Manufacturing Company, Ossining, New York,"
ALLCOCK'S

Skin

Help
When surface pimples
spoil looks or eczema
torments

you

^33

POSLA
WO^KS
The Best GRAY

PAST
HAIR

Remedy is Made al: Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe: To
half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small box
of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine.
Any druggist can put this up or you can mix it yourself
at very little cost. Apply to the hair twice a week
until the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to streaked, faded
or gray hair, makes it soft and glossy and
takes years off your looks.
It will not color scalp,
Is not sticky or greasy
and does not rub off.
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ages to kec]5 itself entertaining and swiftly paced throughout almost all of its unreeling. Top honors go to Victor McLaglen, who continues to be the expert
performer the critics proclaimed him to
be in "The Informer," As Colonel
Michael Donovan, a soldier by nature and
by trade, Victor is commissioned, at a
handsome price, to kidnap the boy king
of whatever-the-name - of - the - mythicalkingdom-happens-to-be, and hold him until
the revolutionists take over the government. On his venture he takes Michael
Whalen, a good-looking screen novice.
You can picture their surprise when the
boy king turns out to be Freddie Bartholomew. What's more, his guardian,
Countess Sonia, is Gloria Stuart. Young
Mr. Bartholomew goes with them willingly, being under tlie delighted impression
that they are Chicago gangsters and
heroes of his extra-curricular reading.
There are several lively adventures before the young man returns to his throne
— lively because of the presence of the
lusty McLaglen. The entire cast can be
ciedited with first-rate performances,
even though it is our private suspicion
that young Mr. B. is becoming just a
trifle smug. Just around the edges, perhaps, but still and all, smug.
Preview Postscripts
Gloria Stuart claims she participated in
l"he coldest love scene ever filmed in Hollywood. Director Toy Gornett is responsible
for the chill. It was his idea to shoot the
picture through one night and on into the
sunrise. Though he doesn't claim to being
particularly romantic, Toy can appreciate a
good moon when he sees one. So, with a
full moon on the program one night, he informed Gloria and Michael Whalen that they
were due for a love scene in the 20th CenturyFox gardens that night. The fact that as the
moon came up, the thermometer went down,
didn't spoil the director's enthusiasm a bit...
Problems were encountered in that firing
squad scene, too. When the squad corporal
gave the order for the customary manual
of arms, o scene of utter confusion resulted.
The soldiers snapped into the manual, but
each in the manner to which he was accustomed. The squad consisted of a Russian,
a Frenchman, a British "Tommy" and five
former dough-boys of the A.E.F. Vic McLaglen saved the day and tempers by acting
as drill sergeant and perfecting them in
U. S. army maneuvers.

■A-* Chatterbox
(RKO-Radio)
With this picture, Anne Shirley becomes the newest star on the Hollywood
skyscape. She's worth it, too, having the
ability to turn on a most amazing number of emotions at the slightest provocation.
more, and
thoseattractive.
facial calisthenicsWhat's
are sincere
In
spite of a wobbly story. Miss Shirley has
the audience entranced from start to finish. It is her picture, except for a grand
scene between Edward Ellis and Granville Bates, grandfather and father respectively of the heroine and hero. With
a little blackberry cordial and a little more
imagination, they begin extolling the
merits of their ancestors. That one episode is worth your money. Phillips
Holmes is the earnest young artist who
chooses to starve in a garret rather than
subject
his "spirit"
his as
father's
Mr. Holmes
does astowell
could money.
be expected with such a role. Margaret Hamilton is very good as the strait-laced
boarding-house keeper, who tries to
straighten out matters between Anne and
Phillips and only manages to get them
beautifully snarled up.
Erik Rhodes is

among those present, too, but in a part
that doesn't give him a chance to show
off
tent. the Rhodes' talents to any great exPreview Postscripts
Anne Shirley's just celebrated her seventeenth birthday, but she's a veteran of fourteen years' standing in the moom pitchers.
Ann spends every spare moment that can be
wangled away from studios and studies at
the movies. She's hlollywood's most ardent
fan . . . Edward Ellis has also been a professional since the age of three. Brought up
in a theatrical family, he made his debut on
a Michigan threotre stage where his father
was playing the bewhiskered villain, in a
blood-chilling thriller. Newsboy, professional
baseball player, salesman of a number of
things, and a long list of other occupations
has occupied Mr. Ellis' time since then, but
always he comes back to the footlights. After
a two-year run in "The Bat" on Broadway, he
came
Hollywood
for ever
a trial
been intoconstant
demand
sincejob.
. . . He's
This
is Phillips Holmes' first American picture in
two years. He's been visiting in Italy and
England and making pictures in those countries. In Italy he was under the jurisdiction
of Mussolini, who in case you don't know it,
has full say-so about the movies, too. Those
paintings in the picture, also in case you
never suspected it, are painted by Phillips,
At one time he planned to become an artist.
His present plans are to make enough money
in the movies to allow him to retire and live
the life Boheme , , , Margaret Hamilton is
really a kindergarten teacher on a tear. She
taught for five years, then took to little
theatre work in Cleveland to keep from passing out due to boredom. New York followed
after one taste of the theatre, then "Another Language" and recognition, Paul Merband. famed landscape artist, is her husserve,
★ The Great
(Universal)

Impersonation

The only thing great about this is the
impersonation. For the rest we found it
pretty dull stuff about a plot to blow up
the world in order to prevent war. This
basically sound idea is mixed up with all
kinds of mysterious goings-on, bloodcurdling screams, bat-infested ancestral
halls and ladies who go out of what is
termed their minds. In the midst of all
this Edmund Lxjwe remains suave, handsome and unperturbed until the last five
minutes when he gets busy and shoots the
man who is just going to pull the trap
which will blow up the universe. The
cast on the whole is too competent to
waste
on such
plotting.
Lowe
hasn't
surprised
us with
a goodMr.role
since
we
can't remember when. Wera Engels is
a young lady who could do well by a fair
chance, too, Valerie Hobson again gets
the bad breaks. This time it is a husband, whom she finally gets rid of, only
to have his spook back hanging around.
If you like stories that dabble in political
plotting, romance, pseudo-sophisticates,
comedy, beautiful spies, sentiment, mystery, and murder, why then you'll like this.
Preview Postscripts
The bog from which the wild and wicked
gent is driven in that exciting scene, was constructed on the studio lot, A three acre
swamp with all the trimmings was built at a
cost of several hundred dollars, then burnt
to the ground to provide that real smoke
and flame seen on the celluloid. The Los
Angeles fire-department enjoyed themselves
that day, having been called to stand around
and prevent the fire from spreading to the
studio . , , Alan Crosland hod to think up all
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the spooky effects for this one. But the
blood-curdling screoms sometimes made him
pole. Crosland directed the first talkie made
— "The Jazz Singer" — in case you've forgotten history . . . Valerie Hobson has evidently
dedicated herself to a life of horror. Since
her arrival in the Hollywoods the gal has
been in constant demand for chillers. Foremost horror experts claim that Valerie is the
perfect foil for grewsomeness. Nothing scares
her while making these epic pix, she claims,
except the fact that her screaming apparatus
may wear out . . . Wera Engels is known as
Hollywood's League of Nations. Born in Keil,
a German naval port, she was brought up in
Tsing-Tao, where her father was governor.
She vacationed in Japan and Russia, was
educated in Paris and married a cotain of
the English flying corps in Constantinople.
■Wera is in demand in every country where
pictures are made, since she personifies the
studio exec's idea of a "typical girl" in every
land. She's worked in Austrian, Russian and
French pictures. English scouts were hunting
for the ideal type, hired her and David
Selznick spotted her in their production . . .
In one scene Director Crosland became annoyed with Miss Engels. hie didn't like the
kissing Edmund Lowe. "I'm trywas him
way ingshe
to kiss
as I thought on Englishman
would prefer," alibied V/era. "Forget his
nationality, and get to work," directed the
director.
***King
of Burlesque
(20th Century-Fox)
The monarch mentioned in the title is
Warner Baxter. With Jack Oakie, he is
proprietor of the most successful burlesque
show on New York's 14th Street. With
success comes ambition, and the former
torso tycoon moves uptown to become
Broadway's leading musical comedy producer. His burlesque days have taught
him what the public wants, and he let's
'em have it. (What the public wants, it
seems, is Alice Faye in tights.) Then
comes the evil day when he falls for a
society belle, puts art in his productions
and loses his shirt. Park Avenue deserts
him, but good old Broadway stands by.
In
fact in
it'slimbs
Alice and
Faye,
with aa hundred
miUion
dollars
almost
thousand in cash, who puts both at Warner's disposal and with them he returns
to his former glory. That's the story,
and if you think it's a good one you're
highly mistaken. What makes this a good
picture is the fact that _ it gives _ Jack
Oakie plenty of opportunity for his effective comedy — his impersonation of Al
is one
of the several
picture'sgood
highlights
—Jolson
and that
it boasts
tunes
and a supporting- cast which includes Arline Judge, Dixie Dunbar, Gregory Ratoff, Fats Waller, Kenny Baker and Nick
Long, Jr.
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Preview Postscripts
In anticipation of an accident which never
occurred, a first-aid crew of a half dozen
men and two trained nurses made their headquarters at Stage 16 for almost two weeks.
25 girls were on that set swinging from
40-foot high trapezes for a musical scene.
This act was cited by veterans as the most
dangerous and original performance ever
seen on the screen. Difficult routines of dancing" and acrobatics were indulged in by the
gals OS they swung through the air with the
greatest of trepidations. Six. cameras photographed the act . . . Sammy Lee, dance
director for 20th Century-Fox, has some words
of wisdom for all who would aspire to chorus
jobs. First, of course, learning to dance
would be a help, then a girl should color her
hair to match her personality. "A redhead
has a three-to-one chance over a brunette
of getting o job," quoting Sammy, "and a

PIMPLES
60-second treatments bring quick relief
So needless. . .the heartbreak of a pimply skin !
Skin doctors know that tiny germs imbedded
in the pores cause most of these eruptions.
And now the antiseptic treatment they recommend isyours to use at home !
Beauty Magic — Nac Prescription Cream contains volatized sulphur. . .penetrates pore deep
...clears up pimples by killing the pimple germ.
This medicated cream ends "periodic pimples" in 72 hours. Redvices large pores, normal-

izes oily skin,
too. Nac Cream
guaranteed
to - ^
Stubborn
Cases — Apply
Nac Cream at night
*
.bring
. . andrelief.
Nac Prescription Face Powder during
the day. Nac Powder replaces regular makeup powder. Odorless, clings for hours.
Purse size of Cream and Powder at Woolworth, Kresge and Kress Stores . . . 20c.
Large sizes at drug and department stores.
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They are neatly packaged in tubes almost as
small as the daintiest fountain pen, each tube
containing twelve tablets, and may be conveniently carried in one's purse or hand-bag, for
use while traveling or at home.
A tablet dissolves in a few moments and the
solution thus formed has been found by thousands to be entirely adequate and dependable
without the use of water or other accessories.
PAR-I-O-GEN Tablets are non-caustic, stainless, greaseless. They provide an effective deodorant although practically odorless. It is a
long-acknowledged fact that they offer the practical, commonsense answer to the problem of
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Tube of 12 Tablets Is $1.00
FREE OFFER: If you can find a Druggist
who does not have PAR-I-O-GEN Tablets when
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And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile onto the food you swallow every
day. If this bile is not flowing freely, your food
doesn't
digest. ItYou
just get
decays.
Gas bloatsYour
up
your stomach.
constipated.
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely gentle,
and make
you feel in
"upmaking
and up".
Harmless,
yet amazing
Ijile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 15c
at all drug stores,
© 1935, C. M. Co.
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brunette has almost a ten-to-one chance
over a blonde." So peroxide is becoming a
drug on the hloilywood market . . . Important
though seldom
heard of, is the
studioto"stooge."
Through
a metamorphosis
difficult
analyze,
the Hollywood stooge has graduated from
the ranks of cheerful simpleton to something
a little hotter in the social scale. No star is
without one of these necessities, who are
a combination of valet, stand-in, companion,
petty-cash disburser, buffer, court-jester and
errand runner. The business is so serious
to most of them, that after two weeks in a
star's company, the stooge will take on the
exact mannerisms, speech and even looks of
his employer. Lowe "Cracker" Henderson, is
so muchconfused.
like his boss.Lowe
Jack isOakie,
they're
often
the that
brother
of
Eugene, Gary Cooper's man-of-all-things.
Eugene was Oakie's first stooge, but Gary
persuaded him to leave Freckles Oakie. So
Jack hired the brother, paid him twice as
much salary and to cinch It this time put
"Cracker" under contract. Tops in the profession average around $50 per week.
We're
(RKO-Radio)

Only

Human

Preston Foster is our nominee for
tough-guy-of-the-month. Portraying a
hard-boiled detective, he fears no one and
his particular delight is wading into a
gang of hoodlums single-lianded. This
pastime, for your information, also brings
him harsh words from his superiors, for
while his methods look fine in the papers,
they do
not conform
to the ofdepartment's
idea
regarding
the pursuit
criminals.
In his travels he meets Jane Wyatt, who
is perhaps the world's most beautiful
newspaper reporter. Jane takes our man
in hand and informs him his bravery
means nothing, since he has never known
fear. Her statement is proven about half
a reel later, when Preston gets himself a
few bumps which make him temporarily
blind. When he recovers he finds himself
minus the old gusto for conflict, which is,
of course, the proper moment for the
supreme test to be introduced. Whether
or not he meets the situation and emerges
a genuine and authentic hero we- shall
leave to your imagination. Anyway, Foster makes his role believable and interesting, and it is good to see the lovely and
talented Jane Wyatt on the screen again.
Preview Postscripts
That knock-down drag-out battle between
Foster and Auer was the genuine article.
There's nothing Preston Foster would rather
get his teeth into than a good fight. Mischa
Auer
pugilistic
but figured
rather isn't
fake that
a sock
at Foster
than lethe'd
his
double have all the fun. So the battle was
on. Director Jimmy Flood was the only one
to remain unimpressed. "Just a couple of
cream
opined via
. . .the
Preston
started
on
the puffs,"
road tohe fortune
newspapers.
He sold them on New York street corners.
Later he wrote them, but found it a dull
life so joined up with a chorus. He graduated to the leading man class in "Two
Seconds" and was an instant success. It was
a good many years ago that James Gleason
made his stage debut at four months. His
parents were actors in the show and thought
it as good a way as any to keep an eye on
Jimmy. Since that time he has appeared
on more stages than he can recall, served
in the Spanish American War, spent two years
in the Philippines, married Lucille Webster,
had a son, Russell, and now has a three-fold
movie contract to act, write and direct . . .
When Jane Wyatt was asked her opinion of
domesticity she replied, "I admire it profoundly in others." A week later Edgar
Warren, writer, married her anyhow.

Two in the Dark
(RKO-Radio)
A murder mystery which is novel only
in the fact that its solution is obtained
without the aid of a bibulous Philo Vance,
it offers average entertainment to filmgoers who fancy themselves amateur detectives. When Walter Abel finds himself wandering in a park, his mind a complete blank, he encounters Margot Grahame, who happens to be there because it
ofifers no rent problems. On their way
to a police station to enlist the aid of the
law in Walter's dilemma, they buy a
paper and discover that the description of
the suspect in a newly-committed murder
mystery tallies neatly with the Abel features. From there on the story concerns
itself^
mainly
withleads
Walter's
of his
identity,
which
him pursuit
eventually
to
the answer to that ever-popular question :
Who done it? Mr. Abel is satisfactory in
the lead, and Miss Grahame is as lovely
as she is miscast. Others are Wally Ford,
who plays a newspaper man like an actor
playing a newspaper man, Gail Patrick,
and a pair of villains named Leslie Fenton and Erin O'Brien-Moore.
Preview Postscripts
Margot Grahame wanted to be a detective
as a child, and hasn't forgotten that craving
in spite of innumerable English stage appearances, 41English pictures and our American ones. When she retires from the screen,
Detective Grahame will come to life. Born
in Capetown, South Africa, of theatrical
parents, Margot was given a role on the
stage
Margot's asin versatile
an
actress ofasfive
has years.
struck Hollywood
some time.
Not only in screen roles but in off-screen life.
She kept the cast highly entertained throughout the shooting of this one with a different
set of antics every day . . . Eric Blore is one
Englishman who's in Hollywood for keeps, providing he gets the chance. He thinks American pictures are superior to the English
product. "Not that I don't think the English
pictures are improving," explains Eric, "but
I can't understand their bloody accent any
more." . . . Erin O'Brien-Moore is a native
daughter of Los Angeles, not the Emerald
Isles. She wasn't going to be an actress at
all, but a sculptress, according to early ambitions. Since the time she changed her
mind, Miss O'Brien-Moore has appeared in
more than eight hundred performances.
***

Whispering

Smith

Speaks
(20th Century-Fox)
Again
ing that we
out have
in theGeorge
West O'Brien
men are provmen
and
prefer
women
like
Irene
Ware.
He's
given up horseback riding this time and
tears around the country in a locomotive.
Wearying
of papa's
in a
railroad game,
Georgemillions,
sets outmade
to make
his own fortune. It isn't long before
Irene comes into his life. She's in the
R. R. game, too, being manager of a onetrain track in the sticks. Suspense, comedy
and action follow, with the usual good
dose of vim,
pictures
can vigor
alwaysandbe vitality.
counted O'Brien
on for
good entertainment and this is no e.xception. City folk should never miss one,
for the directors seem to can oxygen right
along with sound. Besides a good stor}'
and excellent work by the leads, the supporting cast is well chosen. Frank Sheridan gives a first-class characterization of
the hero's father and Maude Allen is
pleasing Spencer
in the Charters
role of and
the Vic
heroine's
mother.
Potel
provide some real laughs as the engineer
and fireman of the one train which the
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track can boast. You can take the whole
family to this picture and enjoy it yourself.
Preview Postscripts
"Genevieve" is the star of this celluloider,
though
she first
wasn't
sheet. She
saw nnentioned
service in on
1895theandcredit
was
the pride and joy of the Southern Pacific
railroads, being the nnost modern engine on
the
roods.retired
For the
twenty
years
has been
from lost
active
service
but "Gen"
earns
good money from the movie studios . . .
George O'Brien refuses to use a double,
though the studio has implored him to do so
many a time. They even tried to get a
clause in his last contract to the effect, but
Mr. O'B. will have none of that softie stuff.
That's on actual scene you see in the picture
where the brave O'Brien jumps from the locomotive to the freight car. According to
actual fact, the locomotive was whizzing along
at thirty-five miles per hour and the freight
at fifteen. Which mokes a nice jump — to
look of . . . Irene Ware is a former Miss
America. She won the coveted title three
years ago at Galveston, and forgot it three
minutes later. She's one of the best sports
around the studios, and no location trip
stumps her. In fact, she prefers them rough
and would rather act in outdoorsy pictures
than any of the more sophisticated drawingroom epics. She'd rather handle a locomotive than 0 cup of tea any day.
** The
(M-G-M)

Perfect

Gentleman

As a vehicle for the ingratiating talents
of Frank Morgan, this little number comes
under the heading of satisfactory, if not
exciting, entertainment. It is pleasant,
mainly because Mr. Morgan with the
screen practically to himself, manages to
be consistently amusing. Although he is
all that the title imphes, he is also a blustering ne'er-do-well and a constant source
of embarrassment to his son, who happens to be a young gentleman of the cloth.
For instance, when dear old dad appears
at
the bishop's
state itof mildly,
alcoholicis
enthusiasm
the tea
son,in toa put
somewhat perturbed. Mr. Morgan, realizing the error of his ways, heads for London where he meets a robust queen of
the music halls and joins her act. The
vaudeville siren is Cicely Courtneidge, one
of England's favorite comediennes, and,
while some of her comedy is a bit broad
for this side of the Atlantic, she is competent and even on occasions funny.
Heather Angel and Herbert Mundin are
excellent in supporting roles, but it's Mr.
Morgan's show.
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Preview Postscripts
A couple of weeks of work and this picture
was ready for release. Such speed being
the combination of good director, simple settings, snappy dialogue, experienced cast and
colossal luck . . . Cicely Courtneidge makes
her bow to American audiences in this one.
As English as crumpets, she comes from a
long line of theatre people. Rosie Knott.
English actress, was her mother, and her
father was a famed actor manager, John
Courtneidge. Cicely could imitate before
she could say ga-ga and vaudeville contracts
were hers at ten years of age. Supposed
to fall in love with Jock hHulbert in a stage
play, she liked it so well that she soon became Mrs. J. Hulbert . . . Herbert Mundin's
another Englisher. His rise as a comedian
parallelled a general decline in the art of
comedy. The stooge, or a dozen of them to
every comedian, was becoming the vogue,
but Herbert stuck to a one-man team and
still swears by it. Sir Joseph Mundi, famed
character actor, was his grandfather. His
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he may have meant to look sinister or even
scary. Bright spots in the picture are
Henry
Travers and Erin O'Brien-Moore.
Mr. Travers
does a choice bit of acting
as the "spook" of Baldpate Inn and Miss
O'Brien-Moore is good in the role of a
gangster's moll. Margaret Callahan is
right pretty for the romantic lead and
Murray Alper looks vicious enough to
make his gangster characterization convincing. He also provides some good
laughs in his earnest desire to be true to
the profession and wipe out everyone who
might prove troublesome. The supporting cast is competent in every role, which
makes it fair to middlin' entertainment if
you are familiar with the plot or not.
Preview Postscripts

You
can't expect
to have and
sparkling
eyes, simply
a clear youthful
complexion
plenty
of pep, unless you insist on regular elimination. Never wait a second day. Take a
beauty laxative.
Olive Tablets gently and safely help nature
carry off the waste and poisonous matter in
one's system; keep you looking and feeling
fine and fit. And they're non-habit-forming.
Keep a box of these time-tried beauty
laxatives handy for the times when nature
skips a day. Three sizes, l5«i-30i-60((. All
druggists.
_
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with

DARKENED

HAIR

Snappy-looking Ric Cortez at
the Santa Anita racetrack.
fatfier turned to the church while son Herbert
became a telephone engineer. He was assigned to Install telephones in the Elstree
studios. That was in 1920 and they're just
getting the phones to work now. "I, myself,"
says Mr. M., "left the telephone company in
a short time, for reasons the management
didn't care to discuss with me." Frank Morgan started out in life to be a brush salesman. Ringing doorbells soon palled on him,
so he decided to give higher education a
try. After several years at Cornell, Frank
abandoned his studies and went West to be
a cowpuncher.
Seven
(RKO-Radio)

Keys

to Baldpate

With the Messrs. Shakespeare and
Dicl<ens enjoying such a revival, the studio
had an excuse for disinterring this classic.
At least "Seven Keys to Baldpate" needs
an excuse by this time. Or maybe just
a new title — "The Bad Penny" f rinstance.
The only thing that sent chills down our
spine
Geneto Raymond's
coy glances.
In all was
justice
Mr. Raymond,
though,

Eetu^een

Baldpate Inn isn't entirely imaginary. At
least not since an inn by that name has been
built in Estes Park in Colorado. The proprietor has the greatest collection of keys in
the country, too. Since he set about his
collection, keys hove been sent him from
every corner of the globe, by former guests
at the hotel and friends of theirs. One is
over 5000 years old, another is the key to
Mozart's wine cellar, besides countless keys
to jails and the homes of prominent people
the world over . . . One of the grandest sets
ever to be built on the lot was the inn lobby.
It was complete with stuffed fish, horse-hair
furniture and all the trappings common to
hostelries in bygone days. The set was closed
to visitors almost all the time. Not due to
temperamental actors this time, but because
of the cobwebs, which had to be given the
best of care . . . This is the first time Erin
O'Brien-Moore has ever been done away with
in a picture. And she doesn't like it. Not
when it requires practicing with a revolver.
Every time a "shot" of the shooting scene
was to be made, she would Insist on looking
at the gun first to see if it was loaded. As
a steady diet Miss O'Brien-Moore prefers
other types came
of roles,
ye . .from
. Margaret
Callahan
to thankin'
Hollywood
Little
Theatre groups in the East. Now she thinks
the fillums are a better expressive medium
than the stage can ever pretend to be. She
has the most unusual hobby in Hollywood —
a jewelry mender-upper. Developed the
talent at school on the watches, rings, etc., of
her friends, and now has the complete equipment of a professional potcher.

l^ou

and

Aia

{Continued from page 21)
gusting. Why not give the latter class a
themselves is to place them in a drinking
break? It is becoming more and more
scene? If they are of this opinion, they
difficult to find a film where no drinking
are sadly mistaken. Naturally, there are
is shown and I think it's high time somea large number of theatre-goers who enthing was done about it. What do you
joy seeing people imbibing liquor, but
fans think about it? — Hiriam Holdridge,
there is a still greater number of people
Lima, Ohio.
enti
to whom these scenes are thoroughly dis-

SHAMPOO-RINSE washes hair
2 to 4 shades lighter
BLONDES, has your hair darkened
to an unattractive, brownish shade?
Don't let it stay that way. Do what
millions of other natural light blondes
do. Bring- back to dull, faded hair the
fascinating, alluring lights so natural to
the true blonde. Now the new shampoorinse, BLONDEX, washes hair 2
to 4 shades lighter — IN JUST ONE
SHAMPOO. And safely, too, for Blondex
is not a harsh chemical or dye. Try
Blondex today. And once again have
hair that gleams with radiance and
beauty. Get the new shampoo-rinse today, BLONDEX. At any good drug or
department store.
100

$/ ^iije J^ettet
I'd paint of you a picture,
But the difficulty lies
In finding just a color
To match your smiling eyes.
And you are a living poem
So wonderful and real,
A written one could never
Such loveliness reveal.
You precious little girl.
So full of joy and life.
You came into this world
To help and mend its strife.

"To Your
£khtetf
smiles and each dimple
And every dance and song
Should teach us to be happy
Our whole life-day long.
I have a lot of pictures
Of you upon the wall.
With each expression different
But sweet and perfect all.
And each and all resemble
A perfect little star.
Our darling Shirley Temple
That twinkles near and far.
— E. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Don't
givereduce
FAT the
another
start . . . butPood
be
sure you
safe day's
SLENDRETS
Method Way. Don't use drugs I Send$l for generous-supply package containing 84 SLENDRETS.
Or, $5 for 6 packages. (Currency, Money Order,
Stamps, or C.O.D.) Sent to you in plain wrapper.
Scientific Medicinal Products Co. Dept. M336
Buss Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me on your money-back offer
□ The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
□ 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Enclose payment. Or if C.O.D. send 10c fee)
Name
Address
City
State
From
External
Causes
PIMPLES
Relieve the sore, itchy spots and
help heal the uqly defects luith the tested medication in ^
Resinol
Sample free.Resinol,Dept.1a,Balto.Md.
Free

for

Asthma

During
Winter
If you suffer with those terrible attacks ot
Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw, Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp for
breath was the very last; if restful sleep is impossible because of the struggle to breathe; if
you feel the disease is slowly wearing your life
away,
onceof toa the
Frontier
Asthmadon't
Co. fail
for toa send
free attrial
remarkable
method. No matter where you live or whether
you have any faith in any remedy under the
Sun, send for this free trial. If you have suffered for a lifetime and tried everything you
could learn of without relief; even if you are
utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but
send today for this free trial. It will cost you
nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 113-A Frontier Bldg.
Buffalo, New York
463 Niag:ara Street,

lend
ifaL *Tt
jHo
Joanwork
Crawford's
wouldwould
get
outIf and
like she critics
did, they
not have so much time to talk about her
hair or her lips or her clothes, \yhat we
want is a good picture and any time you
see a film with Joan in it, you get your
money's worth. We can't find anything
wrong with Joan Crawford. She is a selfmade woman. If there were more like
her there would not be any need for people, who are too lazy to work, to live on
"relief." — A Fan, Philadelphia.
Jiuni }Q.ate5. at -f^en Patt(j
At a tea which I gave recently for about
Muni'sit
friends, Paul
of my
twenty came
name
up girl
for discussion.
Believe
or not, all of them chose Mr. Muni as
their favorite actor.
It is hard to realize that the kind doctor in "Dr. Socrates" and the cruel gangster in "Scarface" were one and the sarne
person. Only a man of Muni's scope in
acting is capable of such fine performances. "Black Fury" and "Bordertown"
were also marvelous examples of his exceptional talent. He has the ability to
handle any type of role given him with
an utterly disarming naturalness — Ann
Geese, Minneapolis, Minn.

Orchids to one Dick Powell for his
dL—
last three picturesW— "Shipmates Forever,"
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" and
"Thanks a Million." You were just
swell. And your voice? Need I say it.
I don'tandcare,
you oraren't
slick
suaveMr.as Powell,
George ifRaft
not as
as

HIIUE

DISCOUERGD

THIS

SECRET
OF

lOUELV

The
curlseasily
of the
smart lovely
stars can
be screen's
yours...
right in your own home
aluminum Hollywood Ri
Curlers. Easy to attach.,
able to wear. . . simple to remove
without spoiling curls. Patented
features insure ample air circulation, rapid drying ond better,
more lasting curls. Send coupon
for sample curler, free booklet.

TALA BIRELL, Co/omb/. Phymt

ATS^'AND lOt' STORES
AND NOTION COUNTERS

HOLLVUIOODMRLER
FREE
HOLLYWOOD RAPID-DRY CURLER
Box SOON, Hollywood, Colifomia
Please send FREE Hollywood Curler and
booklet of smart Hollywood Hair Styles,
Name
Address—
City
_State_

he-mannish as Clark Gable — you're the
average
Ainerican young chap. — Florence
Blair.
SJtate

7an

Where does Martha Thornton, in the
January issue, get her scatter-brained
ideas that "All we fans are tired of Gable,
Crawford, Tone," and "Give us more of
Eddy — but not too much"?
"Mutiny on the Bounty" carried Clark
Gable to the heights where he rightfully
belongs, and there is not a finer young
actor in Hollywood than Franchot Tone.
His stirring plea for justice in the latter
part of "MutinyAndon Mrs.
the Bounty"
a realis
masterpiece.
FranchotwasTone
a swell person (in spite of those prejudiced
persons, who can find nothing better to do
than to call her a "clothes horse"). Furthermore, who could ever tire of Nelson Eddy's voice?
And so, Miss Thornton, speak for yourself, but don't use the phrase, "we fans."
You'll have more than one irate fan of the
above stars down on your head if you do.
— M. Franklyn, Montreal, Canada.

Warner Brothers, may I congratulate
you for so brilliantly bringing to the
screen
that greatstory
epoch,of "Captain
This immortal
Rafael Blood"?
Sabatini
transferred to celluloid, makes a most
colorful and interesting photoplay. The
picture is far above average from the
standpoint of acting.
It introduces that handsome new star,
Errol Flynn, in the role of a buccaneer.
He resists the temptation to overact, justhe producer's
with
this firsttifying
important
role faith
of his.inHehimappeals
to men, and the feminine fans will rave
about him.

GRAY
AND LOOK lO

HAIR
YEARS YOUNGER

row, without any risk,
you orcan
tint ofthose
streaks
patches
gray
or faded hair to lustrous
shades of blonde, brown
or black. A small brush
and BROWNATONE does it. Prove it— by applying
a little of this famous tint to a lock ot your own hair.
Used and approved — for over twenty-four years by
thousands of women. BROWNATONE is safe. Guaranteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of
hair. Is economical and lasting — will not wash out.
Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts rich,
beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush or
comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown" and
"Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
BROWNATONE— only 50c— at all drug and toilet
counters — always on a money-back guarantee, or —
SEND FOR TEST BOTTLE
The Kenton Pharmacal Co.
;304;Brownatone Bldg., Covington, Kentucky
Please send me Test Bottle of BROWNATONE and
interesting booklet. Enclosed is a 3c stamp to cover
partly, cost of packing and mailing.
State shade wanted
Name
.
Address
City-.
State..
Print Your Name and Address
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But Flynii isn't the only performer who
turn.s in a praiseworthy characterization.
.\pplause is merited by Olivia De Haviland, Basil Rathbone, Guy Kibbee, Ross
.Alexander, and Lionel Atwill. I have no
hesitation in commending it to the attention of every movie-goer.
Again, thanks for your vivid picturization
of "Captain
Newark,
N. J. Blood." — Doris DeFabry,

"Tttlrate to "Tkelma

"Todd

Here's to the queen with laughing eyes,
Here's to the one who sneered at sighs,
Over the top she was ready to go
No matter who might be the foe.
With hair spun with gold
And a heart that way, too.
She made us take hold
When we thought we were through.
Yes, here's to a girl who knew sorrow and
And
pain.yet never wilted in spite of the rain.
My lips cannot say what my heart would
unfold
So richly
deserved,
this and
tribute
But
yet there
is more
moreI'veandtold.still
more
She did her part — down to the core.
Our darling of laughs is sleeping tonight.
Salute her, dear comrades, it's no more
than right !— Ruth Bush, Detroit, Michigan.

ALL
COLORS
EASY
OPENER
Griffln Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N. T.
CATARRH

«ND

SINUS

CHART— FREE
Guaranteed Relief or No Pay. Stop hawking —
stuffed-up nose — bad breath — Sinus irritation —
phlesm-fiUed throat. Send Post Card or letter
for New Treatment Chart and Money-Back Offer.
40,000 63rd
Druggists
Hall's. . Write
CatarrhtodayMedicine.
year in sell
business.
I
F. J. CHENEY & CO.
Dept. H
TOLEDO, O.
ENDS GRAY
K.0 GRAY
If ynu are dissatisfied with ynur liair
incjuire for unique method KN0GRA1.
Entirely different from anything you have
known. Any shade from one bottle. Not a restover. Cnluvs vn(it-< perfertiv. Free Booklet. HAIR
MADAME TURMEL. Dept. 8A, 256 W. 31 St New York
PRAISES CHANGE
ALWAYS CROSS

TRAPPED
SOLD

IN A HAREM!

AS A LOVE

SLAVE!

He towered above her in the opaque
blackness of the desert evening. A
faint dry breeze brought to her from
his flowing robes the scent of sandalwood and tobacco and the dean
smell of well-kept Morocco leather.
"Really," she murmured, "I've been
in Egypt several months, but no one
has taken the trouble to insult me."
"Insult you?" repeated Ahmed
Mahun quietly. His tone was spiced
with scorn. "How is it possible to
insult a girl of twenty who would
marry a reprobate like Falconer?
You don't know, of course, what he
is, what he does for his living. Do
you know that the man is a trader in
women?" he wound up brusquely.
If Corlotta had heeded the stranger's warning, she might never have
been sold into slavery, kept prisoner
in a harem!
Read "I'll Follow You Forever." A
thrilling complete novel of desert
love in the March
SWEETHEART

STORIES

"Too Muck "Temple ]^u(tLiclt(j?
I quite agree with numbers of your fans
as to the limited publicity and opportunities accorded to some of the so-called
lesser stars.
I think that the singing, dancing and
acting of Sybil Jason in "The Little Big
Shot" was fully equal to anything done
by the renowned Shirley, good as she is.
Jane Withers and Edith Fellows, also, do
quite as well.
It is positively sickening to have all of
the applause directed toward one performer. Why can't we hear more of
Sybil Jason? — George Nowlin, Ann Arbor,
A'lichigan.

^uM

a School

(fill

I'm just a school girl, but I have very
definite
ideas about
a star's
acting.
Well,
Merle Oberon
should
receive
loads
of
orchids in my estimation for her swell
acting in "The Dark Angel," also for the
way she wears her sport clothes. I will
admit that she was just as beautiful as the
Chinese wife in "Thunder in the East."
Oh,
heck, itI to
can't
will leave
the praise
rest of her
her enough,
fans to so
giveI
her more orchids which still will not be

QUICKEST
GET

RID

WAY

OF

TO

CORNS

no cutting ... no pads

enough.
article about
one
and I'm
only sure
Merlean Oberon
would the
be
greatly appreciated. — Virginia Calkins,
Mason City, Iowa.
NEW
THRILLS

BEAUTY
HUSBAND

Her husband marvels at her clear complexion, sparkling eyes, new vitality. She is really a different person since she eliminated intestinal sluggishness.
What a difference a balanced combination of natural
laxatives makes. Learn for yourself! Give Nature's
Remedy (NR Tablets) a trial. Note how naturally
they work, leaving you feeling 100% better, freshened, alive. Contain
no phenol
or minITONICHT
eral derivatives.
^.TOMORROW ALRIGHT
25c, all druggists.
Beautifol
1936 Calendar-Thermometer.
samples offive-color
NR and Turns.
Send stamp for packing Also
and
FREE ■ postage
to A. H. Lewis Co., Desk 68C-ti. St. Loais. Mo.
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I would like to ask you Modern Screen
fans a question. Have you ever seen anyone more human and good-looking and yet
minus that disgustingly "pretty face" that
we meet up with so much these days?
Have you ever seen anj'one who was a
more perfect example of masculinity than
this Fred MacMurray chap?
ou
We of yKentucky
would like to see lots
more of him — and also read lots more
about him. Come on, gals, get busy and
root for him. — Margaret Anderson, Louisville, Kentucky.

ONE DROP

STOPS

PAIN INSTANTLY

If you want to keep your feet free from
aching corns just get a bottle of FREEZONE
from any druggist. Put a drop or two on the
corn. Pain stops instantly, and for good!
Then before you know it the corn gets so
loose you can lift it right off with your fingers,
easily
It'shard
the and
safe soft
way corns
that
millionsandusepainlessly.
to get rid of
and calluses. Works like a charm! Try it.
FREEZONE

MODERN

I should like to see :
1. Fav Wrav, Josephine Hutchinson and
Moore as three sisters. Don't
O'Brien
Erin look
exactly alike, though?
they
2. Grant Withers and Joel McCrea as
brothers. You can't tell 'em apart !
3. Edward Everett Horton as a wiseguy gangster.
4. Margaret Lindsay and Fred MacMurray co-starred.
5. Claude Rains as Napoleon.
6. Katharine Hepburn as Eustacia in
Thomas Hardy's "The Return of the
Native."
I should like to have :
1. Arthur Treacher as my butler.
2. Ginger Rogers as my kid sister.
3. Frank Morgan as an embarrassed
uncle who visits me at least once a
week.
4. Sybil Jason as the daughter of the
folks next door who'd come over every
night, to sit in my lap and sing to me,
"I'm Rolling in Money."
5. Lionel Barrymore as a friend of the
family in whom I could confide.
6. Merle Oberon as my slightly plump
girl friend. — Mr. Fan, New York City.

(Ju±t a "Thou^kt
What right do all these so-called "movie
fans" have to criticize so severely some of
our best actors and actresses. After all,
they are doing their best, trying to please
us and a little friendly criticism is all very
well. But when it comes to downright insults from certain "fans," I think it is
time that they learned the good old saying,
"If you can't say something good about a
anything at all?" — Marwhy
person,garet
Suttner,sayColumbus, Ohio.

^

Plaa

Year after year, patiently, quietly, anxiously Ihave waited and now the lid has
flown off ! I see that they have filmed
"Resurrection" four times. They have
made hundreds of mediocre "silents" into
just as mediocre "talkies." But where
are the eyes of the directors ! Just
think of what vitaphone and technicolor would do for "The Volga Boatman." Please give us "The Volga
Boatman" again. — Frances Barnett, Newark, N. J.

SCREEN

My suggestion to those who think that
Shirley Temple has changed so radically
in the last few months and those who
think that she has made enough pictures,
is for them to stay away the next time
her films are shown in their cities, then
they
won't
anything
wrong my
withmind,
her.
To me,
and find
no one
can change
she is still the sweetest, most adorable
little actress on the screen. — A Shirley
Temple Admirer, Bristol, Tennessee.

Skinny

Weak

Rundown

Anybody who couldn't enjoy seeing one
picture per week couldn't
Temple
Shirley joy,
and in all human fairness
enjoy
should be put out of the misery that living must be to them. Shirley is Hollywood's knockout for the depression. Bless
her, and give us more and more of her. —
M. McCaskill, Iowa City, Iowa.

IVotta

A/i^kt

I have just about laughed myself sick
at those merry mad Marx Brothers in "A
Night at the Opera." I've never heard so
many good gags and puns in one picture.
Groucho tosses off enough wisecracks for
two comedies. However, he is not my
favorite. I like Chico best of all, he is
so pathetic and that very pathos is the
mark of real comedy.
If you go to see it— and you really owe
it to yourself — get a seat on the aisle, for
you will surely be rolling in it before the
picture is over. — Bessie Toles, Colorado.

(Juitl^led Complaint
Can't something be done to keep fine
pictures like "David Copperfield" and
"A Tale of Two Cities" from being cut?
Mother and I saw "A Tale of Two
Cities" in Omaha yesterday and when I
read the resume, I felt that I had been
"jipped." The prison scene with Lucie
Manette and Sydney Carton had been deleted. Along with this picture were "Little America with Admiral Byrd" and a
Walt Disney film, both very fine — lasting
over an hour, though. Why let theatres
that cut classics show them?
We would like to see Ronald Colman
in another Dickens classic. I have never
seen a finer character actor than Colman.
Congratulations to the whole cast, too,
for their fine acting. — Jane Cox, Council
Bluffs, Iowa.

What's this, Paul
Cavanagh

hold-

ing hands with
Binnie

Barnes?

It's all in fun, for
Binnie's

much

devoted

to her

English

How

NATURAL

Builds Worn-Out,

IODINE
Pale, Sick-

ly Folks Into Sirong, RedBlooded Men and Women!
Kelpamalt, New Mineral Concentrate from the
Sea, Rich in NATURAL PLANT IODINE,
Feeds Starved Glands — Must Build Rich, Red
Blood,
Lbs. of
Solid,and
* 'Stay-There"
Flesh, Put
Give onSteady
Nerves
Day-Long
Energy in First Week or Trial is Free!
Here's new hope and encouragement fnr tliousands of even
naturally
out, haggard-looking
men
and women skinny,
whose weak,
energy worn
and strength
have been sapped
by overwork and worry, who are nervous, irritable, always
half sick and ailing. Science says the principal cause of
these rundown conditions is "GLANDS STARVING FOR
IODINE." When these glands don't work properly, all
the
food
the world
It justpale,
isn'ttired-out
turned
into
flesh.in The
result can't
is, youhelpstayyou.skinny,
and rundown.
The most important gland — the nnc which actually controls
body weight and strength — needs ;t ih ttnite ration of iodine
all bethe confused
time— NATURAL
ASSnilLABLE
not
to
with chemical
iodides whichIODINE—
often prove
toxic. Only when the system gets an adequate supply of
iodine can digested
you regulate
— the new
body'sstrength
processandof
energy.
converting
food metabolism
into firm flesh,
To get NATURAL IODINE in convenient, concentrated
and assimilable form, take Kelpamalt — now recognized
as
tht' world's1,300
richest
this precious
substance.
It cniifains
timessource
more ofiotUne
than oysters,
once
considered the best source. 6 tablets alone contain more
NATURAL IODINE than 4S0 lbs. of spinach or 1.387
lb. of lettuce.
Try Kelpamalt for a single week and notice the difference.
See
flattering
extra hollows.
pounds ofNotice
"stay-there"
appear
in place
of scrawny
how muchflesh
better
you
feel,
and
if
you
don't
gain
at
least
5
lbs.
in
one
week,
trial is free. 100 jumbo size Kelpamalt tablets — 4 tothe5
timesto theuse.sizeGetof Kelpamalt
ordinary tablets
a fewgoodcents
day
today.— costs
Sold but
at all
druga
stores. If your dealer has not yet received his supply,
send $1.0fl for special introductory size bottle of 65
tablets to the adtlrcss below.
SPECIAL
FREE
OFFER
Write
today Quickly.
for faacinatine
on How
Add weight
Mineralinstructive
contents 50-page
of Food book
and their
effectsto
on the weight
humnn and
body.mpMsurcment
New facta about
NATURAL
IODINE.
Stiindard
charts.
Daily
menua
for
weight
bnilding, Abaolutolv free. No obligation. Kelpamalt Co.. Dept.
082. 27-33 We^t 20th St.. New York City.

spouse.
Manufacturer's
Note:—ofInferior
producta
— soldKelpamiilt
a« kelp areandbeing
maltoffered
prep>urations
— in imitation
the genuine
Secdol
asTablets.
subatitutea.
Don't
be aaaimilated,
fooled. Demand
genuine
Seedol Kelpamalt
They
are
easily
do
not
upset
stomach
nor
injure
teeth. Rcaults euaranteed or money back.
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lor a package
containing
rinses at all2
5 and 10 cent stores.
To select
youruse particular color,
the
Nestle Shade Selector

U
A
To be always well
groomed, with youthful,
lustrous hair, use Nestle
Colorinse. This harmless
vegetable coloring compound magically rinses
youth into your hair . . .
a gleaming, glinting, glamour that gives to any
hair the perfect highlights of its own natural
color. Colorinse is easily
removed — a shampoo
washes it away.
Other Nestle Hair Aids
Henna Shampoo • Golden
Shampoo • Superset Waving Lotion,
and
Formula
No.Regular
2 (Faster
Drying)
.
Liquid
Shampoo . Oil Treatment and
Shampoo.

The NESTLE-LeMUR
RILL

COMPflNV.. N,y.

THE HAIR ROOT
The Mahler method positively prevents hair
from growing again. Safe, easy, permanent.
Use fulitrelief
privately,
at home.
The delightwill bring
happiness,
freedom
of mind and greater success.
Backed by 35 years of successful use all
over the world. Send 6c in stamps TODAY
for Illustrated Booklet.
We teach Beauty Culture.
D. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 366C, Providence. R. t.

LARGE

PORES

■ TRANSPARENT, natural, beautifying
— Mello-glo Face Powder is widely praised
by leading beauty editors and by countless
women who want a lovely skin. Mello-glo
is vastly superior because it protects your
skin from enlarged pores. Mello-glo also
brings an utterly new Parisian effect — this
super-powder smoothes on invisibly, is
longer lasting and covers pores without
clogging. Buy a box of Mello-glo today.
... a generous sample of
Mello-glo — also how to get a
I J J J I
$1 bottle of exquisite perBi Wfk fume
absolutely
Just
■il HK
V
mail your
name andfree.
address
■ ■
to Mello-glo Co., Dept. 112
m m > — —
Statler Building. Boston.
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Picture and Producer
'patfng'
Magnificent Obsession (Universal) SVi-^
The Melody Lingers On (United Artists) 2-^
Men of Tomorrow (London Films)
1
Men Without Names (Paramount)
3*
Metropolitan (20th Century-Fox)
4-AA Midsummer Night's Dream (Warners)
5^
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
1
Mississippi (Paramount)
3^
Miss Pacific Fleet (Warners)
IV2 IkMr. Dynamite (Universal)
2*
Murder in the Fleet (M-G-M)
2*
Murder Man (M-G-M)
2*
Music Is Magic (20th Century-Fox) IVi'*'
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M)
i-k
Naughty Marietta (M-G-M)
4*
Nell Gwyn (United Artists)
3*
New Adventures of Tarian (Republic)
Mf
A Night at the Opera (M-G-M)
4*
A Night at the Riti (Warners)
2*
No More Ladies (M-G-M)
3*
Oil for the Lamps of China (First National)
4-^
Old Curiosity Shop (BIP)
2V2*
One More Spring (Fox)
4^
$1000 a Minute (Republic)
2*
One Way Ticket (Columbia)
ZVz-k
Orchids to You (Fox)
2*
O'Shaughnessy's Boy (M-G-M)
3^^
Our Little Girl (Fox)
2*
Page Miss Glory (Warners)
Zit
Paris in Spring (Paramount)
3-^The Payoff (Warners)
2*
The People's Enemy (RKO)
2*
People Will Talk (Paramount)
2*
The Perfect Gentleman (M-G-M)
2*
Personal Maid's Secret (Warners)
2 It
Peter Ibbetson (Paramount)
3>
Princess O'Hara (Universal)
Z-k
Private Worlds (Paramount)
A-k
Public Hero No. 1 (M-G-M)
3*
The Public Menace (Columbia)
^-k
The Rainmakers (RKO)
1★
The Raven (Universal)
Of
Red Salute (Reliance-United Artists)
2*
Remember Last Night? (Universal)
2*
Rendezvous (M-G-M)
3 it
The Return of Peter Grimm (RKO)
3*
The Right to Live (Warners)
3*
Roberta (RKO)
5*

Kating

General
cer
Produ
Picture
Sanders
of theand
River (United
Artists)
2*
Scrooge (Hagen-Twickenham)
2V2*
The Secret Bride (Warners)
3 IkSeven Keys to Baldpale (RKO)
2*
Shadow of Doubt (M-G-M)
3*
Shanghai (Paramount)
i-k
She (RKO)
2*
She Couldn't Take It (Columbia)
VAir
She Married Her Boss (Columbia)
4-k
Shipmates Forever (First National)
3-k
A Shot in the Dark (Chesterfield)
2-*
Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox)
3
Silk Hat Kid (Fox)
1-^
Smart Girl (Paramount)
2-*Society Doctor (M-G-M)
3*
So Red the Rose (Paramount)
3^
Special Agent (Warners)
Z-k
Splendor (Goldwyn)
Sir
Star of Midnight (M-G-M)
3-k
Stars Over Broadway (Warners)
3:*r
Steamboat Round the Bend (Fox)
3-^A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)
5*
Thanks a Million (20th Century-Fox) B'A*
The 39 Steps (GB)
4*
This is the Life (20lh Century-Fox)
2*
Three Kids and a Queen (Universal)
2-*The Three Musketeers (RKO)
3*
Thunder in the Night (Fox)
2-k
Times Square Lady (M-G-M)
2-k
Thunder Mountain (20th Century-Fox)
i-k
To Beat the Band (RKO)
2-*
Too Tough to Kill (Columbia)
Top Hat (RKO)
4*
Transatlantic Tunnel (GB)
3-^Transient Lady (Universal)
2^
Traveling Saleslady (First National)
The Triumph of Sherlock Holmes (GB)
Two (or Tonight (Paramount)
Vagabond Lady (M-G-M)
Vanessa (M-G-M)
Way Down East (20th Century-Fox)
The Wedding Night (Sam Goldwyn)
We're in the Money (Warners)
The Werewolf of London (Universal)
West Point of the Air (M-G-M)
Wings in the Dark (Paramount)
The Woman in Red (Warners)
Your Uncle Dudley (20lh Century-Fox)

2-^2-^1-;^
2*
3-*2*
4*
2-k
i-k
3^
3*
2-*
2*

Bill Tilden gives
Patricia Ellis and
Grace Durkin
some coaching
on the fine points
of tennis.
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Di stressing cold in chest or throat should
never be neglected. It generally eases up
quickly when soothing, warming Musterole
is applied.
Better than a mustard plaster, Musterole
gets action because it's NOT just a salve.
It's a "counter-irritant" — stimulating,
penetrating, and helpful in drawing out local
congestion and pain.
Used by millions for 25 years. Recommended by many doctors and nurses. All
druggists. In 3 strengths : Regular Strength,
Children's (mild), and Extra Strong, 40^ each.

7^t&A£
ING
ITCH
STOPPED IN ONE MINUTE
For quick relief from the itching of eczema , blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other skin erupDr. Dennis' cooling,
D. D. tions,
D. apply
Presckiption.
Its gentleantiseptic,
oils sootheliquid
the
irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless — dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35o
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it— or money back.
PJuAc/U^t:l&vu
D.D>D>
. . . The Quintuplets — yes, all five of
them — will make their movie bow on
the April cover of MODERN SCREEN.
RNRZINC/SILKfiaSE
NEW HOSE
GUARANTEED
TO
FREE
TUearTUifhoaf Holes
Beautiful silk hose with Free Replacoment
Guarantee if they do not wear up to 8
montha without holes. This amazing -i^
guarantee is real. Ringless, sheer
agents:
chiffons, service weights, etc. 96
styles, colors for men, women,
children. Sold through agents
only, not in stores. Offers ^
Men or women
big money for agents.
write for special full or
part
time
plan.
Give Hose Size,
Your own Hose
WILKNIT HOSIERY CO.
Free of Extra Cost
67-C Midway, Greenfield, Ohio
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ITCHING^;/
WHY
writhe
squirm
helplessly underand
itching
torture?
Millions have found in Hydrosal a
veritable blessing for relief of
rashes,
eczema,poison
athlete's
foot, pimples,
ivy.
Itching stops almost instantly. Smarting and burning disappears. Angry redness soon vanishes. Successfully used by doctors and
hospitals. Vitally different
from common salves, lotions.
Approved by Good Housekeeping. Get Hydrosal from
your druggist now! Liquid
or Ointment, 30c, 60c.
Hvdrosal

OLD
KING COLE
IS A AAERRY OLD SOUL
NOW THAT HE EATS ROAST BEEF . .
HE HAS HIS TUMS
IF HEARTBURN COMES . . .
THEY GIVE HIM QUICK RELIEF!
LEARN

HOW

TO

EAT

FAVORITE
FOODS
Without Heartburn
Sour Stomach
Gas
'W' AKE the test that has switched millions to
Tums. Munch 3 or 4 of them after eating
a meal of your favorite foods or when too much
smoking,
last night's
partyindior
some otherhasty
causeeating,
has brought
on acid
gestion, sour stomach, gas, belching or heartburn. See how food "taboos" vanish. You are
not taking any harsh alkalies which physicians
say may increase the tendency toward acid
indigestion. Instead a wonderful antacid that
dissolves only enough to correct stomach acid.
This engaged pair, Jackie Coogan
and Betty
Grable, are
touring the country together in
vaudeville.
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FOR THE TUMMY
TUMS
TUMS ARE
ANTACID . .
Beautiful five-color 1936 Calendar-Thermometer. Also
NOTA LAXATIVE
■■ postai?e
samples toof A.Tums
and NR.
and
H. Lewis
Co., Send
Dept. stamp
2C-51,forSt.packing
Louis, Mo.
FREE
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{Continued from page 24)
Come to think of it, there's been a dearth
of Sam Goldwyn stories of late. Mr. G. has
probably been too busy with other things to
devote much time to his epigrams and retorts, but here's a brand new one you might
like. It happened during the completion of
the Cantor picture. At the finish, Sam was
ecstatic. "It's the best Cantor picture we've
ever made," he enthused. "Why, the comedy
is positively unsuperb!"
It has long been a Hollywood policy to
send party invitations to twenty people
and expect a hundred, so Barbara Stanwyck should have known what to expect.
Seems she was sponsoring a small party
at a night club a few weeks ago, and had
reserved two tables. On her guest list was
a radio official and his wife, who turned
up with four extra men — and two girls
for each of the four gents. A lovely time
was reported by all.

MIFFLIN

MOUTH

WASH

20
The opening of Max Factor's new make-up
plant drew more guests than any Hollywood affair during the past year. Invitations, said to have cost $2.00 each, were
delivered by special messenger, and the
reception itself, scheduled from four to ten
in the P.M., lasted well into the following
morning. A complete tour of the plant was
available for anyone wanting to know the
secrets of cold cream, or what goes into
your favorite lip rouge. (We still don't know
what goes into it, but it looked awfully nice.)
People lined the streets for a block on either

Large SIZE

4oz. SIZE 10^
AT LEADING 5c and 10c CHAIN STORES
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COUGH

STOPPED

by ''Moistquicker
Throat"
IVIethod

that
knowcatc
you you
DIDwhen
h
cold the thousands of
tiny moisture glands in
your throat and windpipe dry or clog? Thick
phlegm irritates your
thToa.t,makingyoucough. ^
It is necessary to
stimulate those glands
to pour out their natural moisture. Pertussin does this. It "unclogs" the glands —
loosens phlegm— soothes your cough away.
Over 1,000,000scriptions/or
doctors'
prePertussin were
filled in one year, according
to Prescription Ingredient
Survey Issued by American
Pharmaceutical Assn.
• • •
. . ."Pertussin stopped Jackie's
bad
next day!" Proviwrites
Mrs. cough
P. Fernandez,
dence, R. I. Get a bottle.
PERTUSSIN
"MOIST-THROAT" METHOD OF
COUGH

RELIEF

Be an ARTIST
MAKE
S50 TO $100
WEEK!
JVIany of our siKToysful studiTilM ■ now 'niuking
big money. Our simple methods make it fun to
leam Commercial Art, Cartooning and Deeigning at home, in spare time. New low tuition
rate. Write for big free book "ART for Pleasure
and STUDIO
Profit." today.
State age.
423, WASHINGTON
SCHOOL OF ART
III5-I5TH STREET, N. W., WASHINGTON. D. C.
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IF
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NANCYNancy have
E 'syours!
story
could
Left with been
two little
children to support
. . . not much money
to depend upon . . .
unable to leave the
children to work in
even
ifshop
she orcouldofficehave— been
sure of getting a job I
Yet,
today $30
Mrs.a week
E—
is making
as a C. S. N. graduate and plans to establish a rest home for convalescents! Those magic
letters
"C. for
S. N." are responsible for her success.
They stand

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
This school for 35 years has been training men and
women, at home and in their spare time, for the
dignified, well-paid profession of nursing. Course, endorsed by physicians, prepares for all types of nursing. Eriuipment included. Lessons clear and concise.
Easy Tuition Payments. Be one of thousands of men
and women earning $2 5 to $35 a week as trained
practical nurses. High school education not required.
Best of all, you can earn while learning! Mrs. A. B. R.
earned three times the cost of the course while studying. Doctors say C. S. N. graduates make their best
practical nurses. Send coupon today and learn bow
you can become self-supporting as a nurse.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 233, 100 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pases,
Name
-Age-State106
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side of the establishment, and it was all
much in the manner of the once-popular
Hollywood premieres. As a matter of fact,
most of the stars attended, and the belle of
the evening was Jean Harlow with her
brand new reddish locks. Miss H., it seems,
knows a thing or two about make-up herself.

Maybe we're wrong, but we think we
know why Lyle Talbot is so seldom seen
twice with the same young lady. We
think it's because Mr. Talbot is a wanderer. He will, on occasions, deposit his
young lady at his favorite night club table
and almost immediately saunter _of¥ to
greet a few friends in various sections of
the room. The other night we watched
this routine just long enough to see a
highly indignant blonde stomp out of a
night' club in one of the season's best huffs.
girl who wasn't planShe looked like a night-clubbing
with the
ning on any more
vagabond Mr. T.

Fred Keating is still trying to figure out a
letter he received a few days before Christmas. It reads: "Dear Son: It's been a long
up
time since we've seen you. Pa is stilltwo
and around. Mamie is married and has
children. I am enclosing two dollars, thinking it might come in handy at this time of
his own
Since it's not from
the year. — Ma."feels
he has no claim on the
mother, Mr. K.
s
two bucks, and wishes the anonymou donor
her name so he can return
would
them. forward

The tragic death of beautiful Thelma
Todd caused more genuine sorrow in
Hollywood than the passing of any film
personality in recent years, for Thelma
had a quality about her that is rare out
here — she was real. We saw her last at
Paula Stone's cocktail party, just a week
before her death, and she was, as always,
lovely, radiant and full of the joy of living. Her eulogy wasn't shouted to the
heavens by professional weepers, but her
memorv is held sacred by those she befriended—the prop boys, the extras and
the has-beens of Hollywood. A florist,
for instance, told us something about her
just the other day. Whenever an extra
girl of her acquaintance was ill Thelma
sent a cheerful note, with a bouquet of
roses — into which was tucked a $20 bill.

Shirley Temple isn't given to waxing temperamental, but the impulse almost overcame her at a recent charity bazaar. It
seems they were raffling off a cocker spaniel
puppy and a Shirley Temple doll. Shirley
wanted the spaniel enough to buy a fistful
of tickets on it, and just as a gesture, she
purchased one ticket on the doll. You can
guess what happened. Shirley won the
Shirley Temple doll. Rumors are rife that
both she and the spaniel shed a silent tear
over the situation.

Everyone is giving advice on what to
wear, but Paul Cavanagh, regarded in
some circles as the Ten Best Dressed
Men in Hollywood, has just come through
with a list of what not to wear, so here
it is :
"Don't wear brogue shoes with lounge
suits. Brogues are worn only with sport
"Don't wear notched lapels on singlebreasted
clothes." suits. The peaked lapel is preferred because it is wider."

"Don't have your trousers made too
long. They should just touch the shoes,
but"Don't
they buy
should
notofbreak."
a lot
suits unless you can
afford really good ones. With a few,
made by a good tailor, a man will appear
to better advantage."
Add Questions Without Answers: What
recently married star, who has been the
target lately of several mean cracks in a
syndicated column, insists that the jibes are
due, not to personal animosity, but to the
fact that she has consistently refused to
appear on the columnist's radio program?
Now that their troubles are all patched
up, Joan Crawford and Clifton Webb are
finally at work on their co-starring picture, "Elegance." Webb, for years one
of Broadway's favorite dancing stars, was
brought to Hollywood last year by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer to do a picture with Joan.
Personal differences arose regarding the
script, and Mr. Webb spent a number of
months basking in the sun on a comfortable salary, waiting for things to adjust
themselves. And if hard work is any criterion. La Crawford's dancing may keep
the elegant Clifton stepping, for she hired
herself a private tutor and spent hours
every day working out routines. We
talked to her in the middle of her first
lesson, and she took time out to gasp:
"Pm stiff as a board right now — but just

Everything goes in cycles in Hollywood,
which is a polite way of saying that everyone out here imitates everyone else. When
one studio, for instance, steps out with a
goodwait!"
historical picture, every other studio
steps out with historical pictures, ranging
from terrific to terrible. If Marlene Dietrich
chooses to wear pants, so does Sophie Glutz.
And now the cycle extends to watering
places. Early last summer saw the debut of
a cocktail bar known as The Beachcomber's,
featuring tropical drinks in an Hawaiian setting. Stars began dropping in, the place
become popular, and right now, by actual
count, there are fourteen spas in Hollywood
featuring bamboo bars and tropical libations. It's getting so anybody with a little
grass and a ukulele is a prospective rum
tycoon.

Playing
in "Three
Ghosts"matter
may
have
been more
or lessLive
a routine
for most of the cast, but for Beryl Mercer
her appearance in it was in the nature of
an event. Previously she had played the
same role on the stage and in silent pictures. Right now she's holding out for
television.
Most followers of the cinema know that
studio fog scenes are created by shooting
mineral oil through a Flit gun until the atmosphere is heavy with a sticky, rather unpleasant mist. But here's something new
we discovered on a recent visit to the "A
Message to Garcia" set at 20th Century-Fox.
They were filming a swamp scene, and we
were surprised by the pleasant aroma of
the fog. A prop man let us in on the
secret. "Here," he said, proudly, "our fog
is
always
perfumed."
drifted
away,
turning
once at theWestage
door slowly
for a
final whiff of Chanel No. 5.
As for the newlyweds, Norman Foster and
Sally Blane, it might interest you to know
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The publishers of modern screen guarantee that you will
be satisfied with your purchase of every packaged product
advertised in this magazine. If for any reason you are
dissatisfied, modern SCREEN will replace the product or, if
And here's Claudette Colbert
with her Dr. Pressman, who
got married in Yuma.

you prefer, refund your purchase price. In either case all you
have to do is to send us the unused portion, accompanied
by a letter outlining your complaint. This guarantee also

thai Norman devotes most oi his spare time
to a thriving book store. It's so thriving, in
fact, that even the great Alex WooUcott
graced it with a personal appearance during
his recent sojourn in these lands. Here is a
copy of the Foster invitation to the affair:
On Wednesday Afternoon, at 3 P.M., Mrs.
Norman Foster will endeavor to teach
Mr. Alexander WooUcott the art of selling books. Among the convulsed spectators will be you, we hope. The Secret
Bookshop. P.S. — This lousy card is your
invitation.

Heart Throbs Department : The beautiful romance of Addison Randall and
Glenda Farrell seems to have gone the
way of all Hollywood engagements. Last
month Addison told friends the wedding
would take place "any day now," but lately he's been confessing that there'll be no
wedding bells . . . which may account
for his being seen on several occasions
with Irene Hervey, whose engagement to
Robert Taylor has just been broken. Bob,
according to reports, had to listen to the
dictates of his fan mail, most of which
insisted he remain single. After all, a guy
has to please the customers.

The Taylor mail, incidentally, is responsible for a considerable addition to the
weekly
check too
of that
man.
Bob'sto
mail hadpaybecome
heavyyoung
for the
studio
handle, so he was requested to hire himself
a secretary who could devote all her time
to answering the fan missives. Robert
promptly asked for a raise and got it.

Meet the heart interest in Kay
Francis' life, Delmar Daves. It
looks
like love,
doesn't it?

applies if the product, in your opmion does not justify
the claims made in its advertising in modern screen

Careful examination before publication and rigid censorship, plus
our guarantee, enable you to buy with complete confidence the
products you see advertised in this issue of MODERN
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Above left to
who has just
racehoss with
muller have a

right, Fritz Leiber, famous Shakespearean actor,
arrived to make pix in Hollywood, looks at a
Evalyn Knapp. Lupe Velez and Johnny Weissfinal date before Lupe left for Europe — they look

glum about it all, don't they? And Mike Bartlett knows his
stuff — arms about Mary Pickford and Florence Rice at the
Countess

Di Frasso's party!

The arrival in Hollywood of Lady
Mendl, the former Elsie DeWolfe,
brought on a barrage of parties, and a
spirited competition for the honor of
playing host. Grace Moore led off by
meeting the titled visitor at the airport.
Clifton Webb stepped in with a large reception for her, and Miss Moore came
right back at Mr. W. with a formal dinner. Score : Moore, 2— Webb 1.

When Binnie Barnes went shopping for a
new home in Beverly Hills she had only two
requirements to submit to real-estate agents.
She didn't want a swimming pool (those are
fighting words in Beverly Hills, gals), but she
insisted on a billiard room and, of all things,
a horseshoe court. On her days of leave
from the studio, Binnie thinks there is no
better fun than tossing horses' footgear
around the back yard, especially when it's
topped off by a snappy evening of billiards.
P. S. — She found the house.

Joe Von Sternberg, who has for several
years been noted for his striking sets on
most of the Marlene Dietrich pictures,
has topped his most imaginative flight
in his own home. The Von S. establishment, done up in silver, has walls of bullet-proof glass, which means you can see
people atin them.
the next
room, contrast
but you tocan't
shoot
In direct
all
these super-modernistic trimmings, Joe's
menage is separated from curious — or, as
the case may be, alarmed — strangers by a
moat.

In "Ceiling Zero" Stu Erwin portrays a
courageous airmail pilot who crashes to his
death rather than bail out of his ship. In
and out of the picture, Stu despises and
fears airplanes. His work in the picture was
a constant thorn in his side, for it required
him to be, in and around planes for over a
month, every day of which he was positive
something dire was about to befall him.
That last day ended, however, with no mishaps, and Stu ambled off the location field
with a sigh of relief, jumped into his trusty
automobile and slammed the door on his
108

right hand. All of which proves nothing,
except that he still hates airplanes.
On her first wedding anniversary,
Evelyn Venable returned from the hospital with a shiny, new daughter. To celebrate the event, hubby Hal Mohr handed
her a diamond bracelet which tells the
story of their romance. One bangle
shows a tiny heart, and the next says, "I
Love You." Then comes an engagement
ring, a wedding ring, and a tiny house,
over which a stork lingers. The next
bangle is a baby buggy, and the next is
a monogram of the baby's initials, followed
by the date of her birth. The plot sounds
familiar, but the story is interesting because all of the bangles are of diamonds
strung on a platinum chain.

they hang
out a or
"Noa Visitors"
on When
a Garbo,
a Dietrich
Hepburn sign
set
everyone takes it as a matter of course. The
gals are artistes — you know, high-strung
and all that — and the mere presence of a
strange pan in the vicinity of their working
arena is apt to throw them into a tantrum
which, from a studio viewpoint, amounts to
several thousand bucks worth of delay. But
the surprise came recently when another
prima donna joined their ranks. It was
Irvin S. Cobb who expressed a desire to
do his emoting for "Everybody's Old Man"
behind closed doors. Irvin, however, doesn't
feel that the mantle of Booth, somewhat enlarged, has fallen on his ample shoulders.
He says he wants to be alone until he
learns a few things about the technique of
acting. Then, of course, there is always the
suspicion that the "No Visitors" placard was
nailed up by popular demand.

Patricia Ellis' maid, a colored matron
named Helen, spends her spare time collecting good luck charms rnd lottery
tickets. Recently she received a check for
$40, won in a Chinese lottery. When
Patricia asked her what she planned to
do with the money the dusky Helen replied : "I ain't figurin' on bavin' much of
it left, time it's split up, on account of
they's eighteen other ladies and gentlemen holdin' shares in that ticket.''
Printed in the

Top row, Dolores Del Rio and
Marlene Dietrich look decorative at a recent party. And
below, Mae West arrives with
her favorite escort, Jim Timony. Mae's all dolled up, too.
U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen, N. J
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Here's to Irresistible YOU . . . o toast and a challenge! There IS an
Irresistible YOU whether you have discovered it or not. To be irresistible, isthe art of being a viroman. To help you to be irresistible,
the art of IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME.
You'll discover your own allure through the thrilling emotionol lift of
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. It is lasting and as exciting as champagne, gay
as cocktails for two. There is further allure in the tender texture of
Irresistible Face Powder ond in the provocotive challenge of Irresis
tible Lip Lure, the new lipstick. Try all the Irresistible Beauty Aids.
Each has some special feature that gives you glorious new loveliness.
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the civilized way

to combat

IN THIS PICTURE, you scc a girl chewing
vigorously on a rib of beef. Viewed
from the angle of good manners, it's
pretty bad . . . And the debutante is
right when she says, "It's simply savage !"
But the dentist is right, too. And it

AND
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RIB

"PINK

or
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ABOUT

SAYS
DENTIST

BEEF

TOOTH

BRUSH"

gums grow sensitive on a soft food diet.
Naturally, they grow flabby, weak and
tender. And, naturally, that warning
"tinge of pink" eventually appears upon
your tooth brush.
"Piftfe Tooth Brush" Tells the Truth

needn't surprise you to hear any dentist
say : "That's a good, common-sense demonstration ofthe healthy way to use teeth

And the truth is— your teeth and gums
need better care. You should change to

and gums."
In modern dental circles, it is freely admitted that the lack of coarse foods and
vigorous chewing is largely responsible
for a host of gum disorders. Naturally,

Ipana plus massage . . . You should begin, today, the double duty you must
practice for complete oral health. So start
now to massage your gums with Ipana
every time you brush your teeth. Rub a

is IPANA
and MASSAGE)
little extra Ipana into your gums, on
brush or fingertip — and do it regularly.
For Ipana plus massage helps stimulate circulation. It helps your gums win
back their firmness. It helps them recover
their strength and their resistance. They
feel livelier, better, healthier. And healthy
gums have little to fear from the really
serious gum troubles — gingivitis, pyorrhea and Vincent's disease.
So be reasonable. For your smile's sake,
for the sake of your good looks and your
good health — begin today with Ipana
plus massage.
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Adelia Bird 66

SUBJECTS

ADELIA BIRD, Associate Editor
ABRIL LAMARQUE, Art Editor
AND

HERE'S

HOW

I DID

IT!

When I went to bed last night, I felt
dizzy and bilious. So I tried the FEENA-MINT 3-minute way that I've been
reading about. I just chewed delicious
FEEN-A-MINT for 3 minutes, and today Ifeel like a million dollars. What
a difference froni the harsh, griping
action of old-fashioned "all-at-once"
cathartics! It's good for the children
too. They love its fresh, minty chewing-gum taste. And don't forget —
FEEN-A-MINT is not habit -forming.
Ask your druggist for FEEN-A-MINT
today — 15c and 25c a box.
Slightly higher in
Canada.

LEO TOWNSEND, Hollywood Editor
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Picture and Producer
General
Picture and Producer

Accent on Youth (Paramount)
3*
Age of Indiscretion (M-G-M)
2*
Ah, Wilderness (M-G-M)
4*
Alias Bulldog Drummond (GB)
2*
Alias Mary Dow (Universal)
2*
Alibi Ike (Warners)
3*
Alice Adams (RKO)
4*
Anna Karenino (M-G-M)
4*
Annapolis Farewell (Paramount)
2V2*
Annie Oakley (RKO)
4*
The Ariionian (RKO)
3*
Bad Boy (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Barbary Coast (United Artists)
3*
3 -A
-.
O)
Becky Sharp (RK
The Bishop Misbehaves (M-G-M)
3*
Black Fury (First National)
4*
Black Sheep (Fox)
2*
Break of Hearts (RKO)
3*
Brewster's Millions (United Artists)
2*
The Bride Comes Home (Paramount)
3*
The Bride of Frankenstein (Universal)
3-*^
Bright Lights (First National)
3*
Broadway Hostess (First National)
1
Broadway Melody of 1936 (M-G-M)
4*
Call of the Wild (20th Century)
3★
"IheXalling of Dan Matthews (Columbia)
1*
Captain Blood (Warners)
4*
Cardinal Richelieu (United Artists)
4*
Car 99 (Paramount)
3*
Case of the Curious Bride (First National)
3-^r
The Case of the Lucky Legs (First Nationol)
2*
Ceiling Zero (Warners)
4*
Charlie Chan in Egypt (Fox)
3-*^
Charlie Chan in Shanghai (20th Century-Fox). ... 2*
Charlie Chan's Secret (20th Century-Fox)
2*
China Seas (M-G-M)
4*
Clive of India (20th Century)
4*
College Rhythm (Paramount)
3*
Collegiate (Paramount)
2H'*:
Coronado (Paramount)
1 it
Crime and Punishment (Columbia)
3-*The Crime of Dr. Crsspi (John H. Auer)
2*
The Crusades (Paramount)
4-k
Curly Top (Fox)
3*
Dangerous (Warners)
3V2*
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
Z-k
Dante's Inferno (Fox)
2-*
The Dark Angel (Sam Goidwyn)
4*
The Daring Young Man (Fox)
2-^
David Copperfield (M-G-M)
5*
Diamond Jim (Universal)
3-^
Don't Bet on Blondes (Warners)
2*
Doubting Thomas (Fox)
3 It
Dr. Socrates (Warners)
2 IkEast of Java (Universal)
2*
Escapade (M-G-M)
3-AEscape Me Never (United Artists)
3*
Every Night at Eight (Paromount)
2*
Exclusive Story (M-G-M)
SVz*
2-AFang and Claw (RKO)
The Farmer Takes a Wife (Fox)
3-fr
A Feather in Her Hat (Columbia)
2*
First a Girl (GB)
2V2*
The Flame Within (M-G-M)
2*
Forsaking All Others (M-G-M)
3*
Four Hours to Kill (Paramount)
3-*
Freshman Love (Warners)
2*
Frisco Kid (Warners)
3-Ar
Front Page Woman (Warners)
3*
The Gay Deception (20th Century-Fox)
3-*
The Ghost Goes West (United Artists)
4*
The Gilded Lily (Paramount)
3*
Ginger (Fox)
3-^
The Girl Friend (Columbia)
1*
The Girl from 10th Ave. (First National)
2*
The Glass Key (Paramount)
3*
Goin' to Town (Paramount)
3 It
Go into Your Dance (First National)
3*

Goose and the Gander (First National)
Grand Exit (Columbia)
1*
The Great Impersonation (Universal)
2*
Hands Across the Table (Paramount)
3-*'
Harmony Lane (Mascot)
2*
Here Comes Cookie (Paramount)
3+
Here Comes the Band (M-G-M)
1*
Here's to Romance (20th Century-Fox)
Z-k
Hold 'Em Yale (Paramount)
3-*
Hooray for Love (RKO)
2*
1 Dream Too Much (RKO)
3*
1 Found Stella Parish (Warners)
2*
If You Could Only Cook (Columbia)
4*
I Live for Love (Warners)
2^
I Live My Life (M-G-M)
2*
The Informer (RKO)
4*
In Old Kentucky (20th Century-Fox)
3-*
In Person (RKO)
2*
The Invisible Ray (Universal)
iV2ir
The Irish in Us (First National)
3*
The Iron Duke (GB)
3*
It Happened in New York (Universal)
3ie
If: in the Air (M-G-M)
2*
Jalna (RKO)
3*
Java Head (First Division)
2^
King of Burlesque (20th Century-Fox) 3V2-*
King of the Damned (GB)
1V2*
King Solomon of Broadway (Universal)
1 It
Laddie (RKO)
3*
Lady Tubbs (Universal)
2*
The Last Days of Pompeii (RKO)
4*
Last of the Pagans (M-G-M)
2★
The Last Outpost (Paramount)
21t
The Leavenworth Case (Republic)
2*
Let 'Em Hove It (United Artists)
3*
Let's Live Tonight (Columbia)
2*
Life Begins at Forty (Fox)
4*
Little Big Shot (Warners)
2*
The Little Colonel (Fox)
3*
The Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox)
3-k
Lives of a Bengal Lancer (Paramount)
S*
Living on Velvet (Warners)
2*
Love Me Forever (Columbia)
4-k
Loves of a Dictator (GB)
3*
Mad Love (M-G-M)
2-AManhattan Moon (Universal)
1*
Man of Iron (Warners)
t -k
The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo
(20th Century-Fox)
2'/2*
Mark of the Vampire (M-G-M)
2*
Mary Burns, Fugitive (Paramount)
3k
Magnificent Obsession (Universal) 2V2*
The Melody Lingers On (United Artists)
2*
Men of Tomorrow (London Films)
1*
Men Without Names (Paramount)
3 It
Metropolitan (20th Century-Fox)
4*
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warners)
5k
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
I*
Mississippi (Paramount)
3-*Miss Pacific Fleet (Warners)
1V2*
Mr. Dynamite (Universal)
2*
The Morals of Marcus (GB)
1★
Murder in the Fleet (M-G-M)
2*
Murder Man (M-G-M)
2*
The Murder of Dr. Harrigan (First National)
2*
Music is Magic (20th Century-Fox)
iy2*
Muss 'Em Up (RKO)
2*
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M)
4k
Naughty Marietta (M-G-M)
4k
Navy Wife (20th Century-Fox)
2lt
New Adventures of Tarian (Republic)
1
Next Time We Love (Universal)
3
A Night at the Opera (M-G-M)
4*
A Night at the Riti (Warners)
2*
No More Ladies (M-G-M)
3*
Oil for the Lamps of China (First National)
4*
Old Curiosity Shop (BIP)
2V2*
$1000 a Minute (Republic)
2*

One Way Ticket (Columbia)
Orchids to You (Fox)
Our Little Girl (Fox)
Page Miss Glory (Warners)
Paris in Spring (Paramount)
The Payoff (Warners)
The People's Enemy (RKO)
People Will Talk (Paramount)
The Perfect Gentleman (M-G-M)
Personal Maid's Secret (Warners)
Peter Ibbetson (Paramount)
Princess O'Hara (Universal)
Professional Soldier (20th Century-Fox)
Public Hero No. 1 (M-G-M)
The Public Menace (Columbia)
The Rainmakers (RKO)
The Raven (Universal)
Red Salute (Reliance-United Artists)
Remember Last Night? (Universal)
Rendezvous (M-G-M)
The Return of Peter Grimm (RKO)
Riffraff (M-G-M)
Roberta (RKO)
Rose Marie (M-G-M)
Rose of the Rancho (Paramount)
Scro'oge (Hagen-Twickenham)
The Secret Bride (Warners)
Seven Keys to Baldpate (RKO)
Shadow of Doubt (M-G-M)
Shanghai (Paramount)
She (RKO)
She Couldn't Take It (Columbia)
She Married Her Boss (Columbia)
Shipmates Forever (First National)
A Shot in the Dark (Chesterfield)
Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox)
Silk Hat Kid (Fox)
Smart Girl (Paramount)
Society Doctor (M-G-M)
So Red the Rose (Paramount)
Special Agent (Warners)
Splendor (Sam Goidwyn)
Star of Midnight (M-G-M)
Stars Over Broadway (Warners)
Steamboat Round the Bend (Fox)
Strike Me Pink (Sam Goidwyn)
Sylvia Scarlett (RKO)
A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)
Thanks a Million (20lh Century-Fox)
The 39 Steps (GB)
This is the Life (20th Century-Fox)
Three Kids and a Queen (Universal)
Three Live Ghosts (M-G-M)
The Three Musketeers (RKO)
Thunder in the Night (Fox)
Times Square Lady (M-G-M)
To Beat the Band (RKO)
Too Tough to Kill (Columbia)
Top Hal (RKO)
Transatlantic Tunnel (GB)
Transient Lady (Universal)
Traveling
(FirstHolmes
National)
The TriumphSaleslady
of Sherlock
(GB)
Two in the Dark (RKO)
Two for Tonight (Paramount)
Vagabond Lady (M-G-M)
Way Down East (20th Century-Fox)
The Wedding Night (Sam Goidwyn)
We're in the Money (Warners)
We're Only Human (RKO)
The Werewolf of London (Universal)
West Point of the Air (M-G-M)
Whipsaw (M-G-M)
The Widow from Monte Carlo (Warners)
Wings in the Dark (Paramount)
Your Uncle Dudley (20th Century-Fox)

2V2*
2*
2*
3*
3*
2*
2*
2lt
2*
2^
3^
3k
3-^
3*
1
1★
2k
2k
2-^3 It
3★
2V2*
5★
4*
2k
2y2 k
3*
2*
3★
2*
2*
2V2*
4-*
3*
2k
3-k
1★
2k
3-*r
3-k
2 It
2k
3*
3-*
3^
3
2V2*
5★
31/2 ★
4*
2*
2*
2*
3*
2*
2*
2*
1♦
• 4*
3-k
2-*2-A2*
2V2-A1 -Ar
2*
2*
4-*2-*
2-*^
2-*
3-*
2V2-Ar
2-*
3*
2-*

You'll find this chart simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing film entertainment. Instead
of giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all
over the country, we have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average under the
5*. extraordinary; 4*. very good; 3*. good;
Ratings:
heading. General Rating, beside each picture.
2*. fair; 1*. poor.

^
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Look! — Ruby's got a new dancing
partner! With Paul Draper, sensational Broadway importation, she
does her dandiest dancing to
date to the tune of Warren &
Dubin's new hits, in this swell story
which Alfred E. Green directed.

A

DOZEN

GREAT

Go

And what a comedy
team this turns out to
be! Yet Hugh and
Louise are just part
of a convulsing cast
that includes Marie
Wilson, Luis Alberni,
Berton Churchill,
and Olin Howard.

'Round

and

STARS

^Round

in
THE

PICTURE

OF

THE

Warner Bros.' Stunning New Musical
Displays the Terpsichorean Talents
of Dick Powell, Ruby Keeler, Joan
Blondell, Jack Oakie, Paul Draper
and — of All People !— Louise
Fazenda and Hugh Herbert, While
the Rhythm of Four Swell New
Song

Hits Comes

Out

Here

. .

Between love scenes
with Ruby, Dick vocalizes "You Gotta Know

And just forgood measure,
200 assorted Hollywood
lovelies go to town in an
up-to-the-second fashion
show and other lavish
dance numbers staged
by Bobby Connolly!

How ToNight"
Dance",
"Summer
and
Don't Have To
Dream

Again"

Everything's
OakieDoakie when Jack
and
Joan "swing it" to the
strains of "Boulevardier
From

The

Bronx".
7
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OF

changed

of the world!
. . diamond miners ;
bid for wives in s
matrimonial auction

i

7 — Wendy Baiiie models q
smart turtle-neck style sweater which has a new feature
of buttoning down the back.
Note the trick pockets and the
cuff finish to the sleeves.

JiSM

Here

are

f

the long Ascot scarf are included in the pattern.

lf31>Sj[iLL¥

two

new

THERE'S twice as much kick to
knitting something when you know
that the finished article is an exact
copy of a style sponsored by a Hollywood star.
This month, two of the younger
Hollywood knitters, Marsha Hunt
and Wendy Barrie, send you knitting
instructions for their pet sweaters.
One is a sporty looking turtle-neck
style, just what you would expect an
outdoorish English girl like Wendy
to wear. And the other is one of
those indispensable sweater jackets
which Marsha Hunt declares she
uses with a matching skirt to make a
trim suit.
Sweaters are an important item in
new spring wardrobes. And if you
send in for instructions, promptly,
a smart new one finhave for
you can
ished in time
the first warm days
when you can go without a coat or

Ik

8 — Marsha Hunt wears a trim
jacket, cleverly knitted with
wide revers and a vest-like
cut. Instructions for making

star

sweater

styles

jacket. Wendy's sweater is perfect
for sports wear and can be made
in very light yarns, as well as
the medium-weight one pictured.
Marsha's jacket style can be comIjined with blouses or other sweaters,
in the manner of the popular twin
sets.
These are easy to make, because
we will send you the full instructions
as given to Wendy and Marsha by
the famous yarn company who designed them. Just send a stamped,
self-addressed envelope to Adelia
Bird, Modern Screen, 149 Madison
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
And when writing in for the instructions, be sure to mention by
number which style you wish — you
may have both, if you like, but
please send an extra stamped, selfaddressed envelope if you want both.
Remember instructions are free!
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. . . worshipping the ground she
walked on . . . loving her with a
fierce loyalty . . . yet at the same
time stealing his way into the
flinty heart of a proud, tyrannical
nobleman and teaching him the
meaning of kindness.
Freddie Bartholomew breathes

OF

SCREEN

MOTHER

HIS

ance in the world-famous story that
will indelibly stamp itself upon
your heart. Dolores Costello Barrymore as "Dearest" his mother, returns tothe screen lovelier and more
radiant than ever. She will delight
the millions of fans who have

the facts speak for themselves . . .
It has a magnificent cast — a perfect
story — was directed by John Cromwell who thrilled you with "Of
Human Bondage" — produced by
David O. Selznick who gave you
"David Copperfield" and the screenplay was written by Hugh Walpole,
noted English author.
It is a picture that is marked
for major screen honors in 1936!

been eagerly awaiting her return.
life into Frances Hodgson Burnett's
We'd like to be modest in our
beloved character, "Little Lord
statements
about this picture — but
Fauntleroy" and gives a performSelznick International Pictures, Inc., Presents
LITTLE
FREDDIE

LORD
with

BARTHOLOMEW

FAUNTLEROY

and DOLORES

COSTELLO

BARRYMORE

Mickey Rooney • C. Aubrey Smith • Guy Kibbee • Henry Stephenson
E. E. Clive • Una O'Connor • Jackie Searls • Ivan Simpson • Jessie Ralph
ReleasedARTISTS
thru
PRODUCED
BY
DAVID
O. SELZNICK
UNITED

(Above) The long-awaited "Rose
Marie" won't disappoint the Nelson
Eddy-Jeanette
MacDonald fans.
In fact, you'll like it as much as
you did
"Naughty Marietta."
(Above,
left) And "Anything
Goes," another musical, in a
different vein, with Bing Crosby and Ethel Merman, offers
an hour's enjoyment. (Right)
Margaret
Lindsay, Ann
Harding and Herbert Marshall do good work in
"The

Lady

Consents."
See Modem

****
Rose Marie
(M G-M)
It probably comes under the head of good news
for the Jeanette MacDonold-Nelson Eddy fans to
report that their second co-starring venture is as
appealing and as entertaining as was "Naughty
Marietta," their first. As usual, La Belle MacDonald is as lovely to look at as she is pleasant
to hear, and Nelson Eddy maintains the virility
in both voice and appearance which won him so
many feminine fans. If you are familiar with
"Rose Marie," it is hardly necessary to inform
you that Jeanette plays an opera star who
falls in love with one of Canada's Mounted
Police. The cop on horseback, of course,
is Nelson Eddy, which is fortunate indeed,
for their joint rendition of "The Indian Love
Call," against a breath-taking north woods
background, is one of the picture's most
enjoyable moments.
Other vocal numbers of note are Mr. Eddy's singing of
"Rose Marie" and Miss MacDonald's
humorous
and catchy "Pardon Me,
Madame."
Others in the cast are
Allan Jones, who sings with Miss MacDonald in a Romeo-and-Juliet scene,
James Stewart, Reginald Owen, Alan
Mowbray and Gilda Gray, who does
REVIEWS
things with her torso. In a word or
two, it is a delightful screen
musical.

A

TOUR

TODAY'S

By 10 LEO

OF

TALKIES

TOWNSEND

Preview Postscripts
The fifty members of cost and
crew who went on location for
this picture agreed that it was
like a six-weeks' vacation. Lake
Tahoe was chosen for the location site, with Tahoe
Lodge as headquarters.
Members of the outfit had
cabins surrounding the

Screen's Movie Scoreboard on page 6
lodge, where all gathered for dinner. Until
nine o'clock every evening they would gather
around the fireplace, play games, tell stories
and listen to Eddy and MacDonald practice
duets. Nine o'clock was the unbroken bedtime rule, since 4:30 was the unbroken daily
starting rule. In order to catch the first morning sun the company had to pack their way
into the woods on mules for a few hours before dawn. So intent was the company on
really roughing it, that beans were voted the
favorite luncheon dish. Jeanette MacDonald
is seriously considering doing over her delicate French blue and poudre pink dressingroom on the studio lot with bear skins and
deer heads, now that she's back from the
wilds. Bob Ritchie, the MacDonald heart interest for lo these many years, slew a wild-cat
for a birthday gift for Jeanette while on a
visit to the location set . . . Woody Van Dyke
wielded the megaphone on this one. Van
Dyke is a typical outdoor picture man, and
is known as the best location director in the
business. "Trader Horn," "Eskimo," and such
epics ore among his post work. Also "Naughty
Marietta." Van Dyke admits he has only on
average musical ear, but lays his success with
musicals to the fact that movie audiences
have only on overage ear, too. Therefore he
knows what they wont. . . . Nelson Eddy was
under contract to M-G-M for two years before
facing o camera. Until the right picture came
up, the studio wasn't going to risk their
treasure. With "Naughty Marietta" the blonde
baritone proved more than worth the gamble.
In spite of setting every feminine heart aflutter, Mr. Eddy isbachelors.
one of Hollywood's
most
dyed-in-the-wool
Frances Marion,
ace scenarist, seems to be the best gal in
emergencies. Nelson's been touring the country in a series
of song onrecitals.
(Continued
page 12)
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PIMPLES
HELPED
TO

But
Aunt

MV CERTIFICATE. FROM THE.
SECRETARIAL SCHOOL.' NOW IF
THESE PIMPLES WOULD OMLy <=>0
A^AV, I'D START
AT OtVCE/
7^

UC>B-HUNTIMG

NEVER

ANY

GET

A

CIRL
JOB!

DID I COME ATA BAD TIME,
AUNT LAURA?
I WOULDNT ^
BOTHER VOLi UOVJ,^ ^ KNOW,

HELEM. VOUR. '
FATHER. SAID VOUR.
DIPLOMA CAME. I
SUPPOSE VOU'RE.
HERE FOR A TfOB?

Laora
comes
to

the

Rescue

VOU HEARD R16HX AUMT
LAURA. AND 50METH1MG
TELLS ME XOWE IT ALL
TO MY BEE-LTTIFUL WEW
coMPLExiow.' ISN'T That
FLEI5GHMANN'6 VEAST
MARVELOUS./

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

Don't let Adolescent Pimples
gi've YOU a job problem

— at
of adolesc
beginni
theuntil
FROM
— young
longerence
or even
25, ng
about 13
people are frequently worried by pimples.
Important glands develop and final growth
takes place during this time. This causes disturbances throughout the body. The skin becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples
popButout!you can overcome these adolescent
pimples. Fleischmann 's fresh Yeast clears the
skin irritants out of your blood. Unsightly
pimples disappear.
Eat Fleischmann's Yeast 3 times a day,
before meals — plain, or in a little water —
until your skin is entirely clear. Start today.
11

The

cinema

ment—

offers

you

it's a month

(Continued jrom page 10)
****
The
(Warners)

de

Petrified

Forest

A combination gas station and lunch
counter in a remote section of Arizona affords a setting for what many will herald as
Leslie Howard's best picture. Certainly the
quiet charm of his portrayal of the neurotic
and ultra-sophisticated Alan Squier equals
anything he has done on the screen, including his memorable work in "Of Human
Bondage" and "Berkeley Square." "The
Petrified Forest," with Mr. Howard in the
lead, was one of Broadway's finest stage
dramas a season or so ago. Fortunately for
movie audiences, the Brothers Warner have
seen fit to retain the intelligent Robert E.
Sherwood dialogue almost in its entirety.
Additional welcome news is that the cast includes Humphrey Bogart, who so skillfully
played the villain of the piece in the New
York production, and Bette Davis, one of the
few young ladies of the screen who is not
out of her class in the company of Mr. H.
The story tells of a wanderer, jaded with life,
who happens into a roadside lunch stand
operated by Miss Davis. Another unexpected guest is killer Duke Mantee, an outlaw whose philosophy is strangely similar to
that of the wanderer, in that they are both
seeking something they know does not exist
for them. The drama that follows at this
lonely outpost becomes the most completely
satisfying film of the month.
Preview Postscripts
The cast and crew on this one were hidden

of

luxe

entertain

hits,

folks

tion of the filming. Besides gas-masks, the
cast resorted to ear muffs, blinders and gallons of throat spray . . . Except for the
climate Leslie Howard could have sailed
smoothly through this flicker. After several
months in the Broadway version of the role
he had the lines down pretty pat . . . Humphrey Bogart is tke only other actor from
the original cost. This marks Mr. Bogart's
debut OS a toughie. For years he's played
the juvenile — the guy who comes on swinging a tennis racket and invites all superfluous
ones on the stage for a jolly game . . .
Dick Foron was initiated into a new role for

Preview Postscripts

m
Madge Evans, Franchot Tone
and the promising Louise Henry
in "Exclusive Story."

Anything
(Paramount)
and Robert Taylor

in "The Magnificent Obsession."
behind gas-masks for some seven weeks. It
took that long to moke the picture, and almost the entire play was filmed amid flying
sands on Stage 8. Warners had transported
about three tons of desert to the studio lot,
several carloads of cactus and other desert
vegetation. The outdoor set looked more
like desert than the Sahara when the property
execs finished their job. But what they hadn't
reckoned with was o Hollywood gale. Windy
weather is, of course, very unusual in these
ports, but windy weather it was for the dura12

Flynn in "Captain Blood."
at the lost minute just to be near Ida Lupino; Ethel Merman is a night club chanteuse
who has reformed and become a lady evanthere's
more Ruggles
money
in that gelist,
sortmostlyofbecause
thing; and
Charlie
is Moon-Face Martin, Public Enemy No. 13,
who strolls about the deck in clerical attire,
hoping thus to thwart the minions of the law.
With such a passenger list, one is correct
in expecting a lively comedy interspersed
with the able chanting of Crosby and Merman. Our only disappointment is Charlie
way.
Ruggles'
misconception
of the role
which
Victor Moore
made so hilarious
on Broad-

this production, too. Known as the "Singing
Cowboy," Dick hos yodelled himself hoarse
in almost every celluloider up to this one.
Princeton, though, remembers him more for
his half-backing than his warbling. Instead
of landing a bond job for doing proud by
his alma moter, Dick landed in the Philadelphia Symphony. A studio sleuth heard him
there
and So
thought
he'd itgowas,
over until
big inthis,
horseoperas.
westerns
his
first big chance at drammer . . . Genevieve
Tobin and Leslie Howard staged a gala reunion first day on the set. Some years back,
La Tobin graced o Howard play, "Murray
Hill," on Broadway.

Irene Dunne

Olivia de Havillarid and Errol

Goes

This country, which for two years found
extreme pleasure in chanting "You're the top,
you're the Coliseum, etc.," now has an opportunity to view the musical shenanigans to
which those memorable lines belong. The
fact that
the comedy
screen version
Broadway's
smash
musical
is neitherof the
top nor
the Coliseum should not keep you from seeing it. The Hollywood edition of "Anything
Goes" turns out to be average entertainment pointed up by two or three outstanding musi-comic sequences. Everything — well,
practically everything — happens aboard a
transatlantic liner which numbers among its
passengers Bing Crosby, Ethel Merman, Ida
Lupino, Arthur Treacher and Charlie Ruggles. Bing is o guy who climbed aboard

Oscar Lou, head of Poramount's prop department, should be given due credit for
his cockroaches,
part in this flicker.
"I've to
beenan nursemaid
to
a chaperon
elephant,
dentist to a wild boar and wet-nurse to o
colt," he moans, "but now — now! — I'm barber
to a Pomeranian pooch!" That pooch is the
one you see with Bing Crosby. Every time
a retake was needed the purp hod to be
shaved. So many retakes were ordered at
odd times during the day, that Lou finolly
decided to give the Pomeranian a shove
every morning before himself . . . Miss Ethel
Merman is one young woman who takes advantage of woman's prerogative to change
her mind. Arriving here a few months back,
Miss M. mode one potent remark re. Hollywood. "Hick town," quoth she. But now
says Ethel, "Hollywood is the most maligned
town in the world. It's a nice comfortable
place." From secretary to one of Broadway's favorite torch singers is apt to get a
girl rattled . . . Bing Crosby has suppressed
desires. He wants to be a combination
newspopermon-novel ist-s hort-story writer.
Since he mode his movie debut with Paul
Whiteman in "King of Jazz," the lad with
the strange growth in his throat which gives
him that unique vocal quality, has come a
long way. But he wants to work. Says singing is just fun and nothing else to him. Two
Crosby brothers, Larry and Ted, are writers,
so maybe there's a chance for Bing to
amount to something.
*** Strike Me
(Samuel Goldwyn)

Pink

"Strike Me Pink" is, as you probably know
by now, the new Eddie Cantor picture. As
a major comic, there ore those who do not
consider Cantor in the some league with the
Chaplins, the Fieldses, and the Marxes, which
may account for the fact that his producer
always manages to surround him with a
galaxy of other (Continued on page 105)
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ADDRESSES

Columbia Studios, 1438 N. Gower St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Somuei Goldwyn Studios, 1041 N.
Formosa Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Mascot Studios, 6001 Santa Monica
Blvd.. Hollywood, Calif.
Metro-Soldwyn-Mayer Studios,' Culver
City, Calif.
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon
St., Hollywood. Calif.
Republic Studios, 9336 W. Washington Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
RKO-Radio Studios, 780 N. Gower St..
Hollywood, Calif.
20th Century-Fox Studios, Box 900,
Beverly Hills, Cal.
United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.. Hollywood, CalifUniversal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Walter Wanqer Productions, 1040
North Las Palmas, Hollywood, Cal.
Warner Bros.-First National Studios,
Burbank, Calif,

ABEL, WALTER: RKO-Radio.
AHERNE. BRIAN: M-G-M.
ALBERNI, LUIS: Free lance. Write him at JOth Century-X- ox.
ALBERTSO'N, FRANK: Free lance. Write lum at
RKO-Radio.
ALBRIGHT,
HARDIE: Free lance. Write liini at
Mascot.
ALtXrtlNDER. KATHERINE: Free lance. Write Iier
at -M-G-M.
ALEXANDER, ROSS: Warner Bros.
ALLAN,
ELIZABETH:
M-G-M.
ALLEN, GRACIE:
Paramount.
ALLEN, JUDITH: Paramount.
ALLEN, ROBERT: Columbia.
ALLWYN, ASTRID: 20th Century-Fo-\-.
AMES,
mount. ADRIENNE: Free lance. Write her at ParaAMES, ROSEMARY: 20th Century-Fo.\.
ANGEL, HEATHER: RKO-Radio.
ARLEDGE, JOHN: RKO-Radio.
ARLEN,
lumbia. RICHARD: Free lance. Write him at CoARLISS, GEORGE: United Artists.
ARMETTA, HENRY: Universal.
ARMSTRONG, ROBERT: Warner Bros.
ARNOLD, EDWARD: Universal.
ARTHUR, JEAN: Columbia.
ASTAIRE, FRED: RKO-Radio.
ASTHER,
NILS: Warner
RKO-Radio.
ASTOR, MARY:
Bros.
ATWILL, LIONEL: Paramount.
AUTRY, GENE: Republic.
AYRES, LEW: Republic.
BAKER, BENNY: Paramount.
BANCROFT, GEORGE: Free lance. Write him at
Columbia.
BARBIER, GEORGE: Paramount.
BARKER, PHILLIP: Walter Wanger.
BARNES, BINNIE: Universal.
BARNETT, VINCE: Universal.
BARRAT, ROBERT: Warner Bros.
BARRIE, WENDY:
MONA: 20th
Century-Fo-\.
BARRIE,
Paramount.
BARRYMORE, JOHN: M-G-M.
BARRYMORE,
M-G-M.
BARTHELMESS,LIONEL:
RICHARD:
Warner Bros.
BARTHOLOMEW,
FREDDIE:
M-G-M.
BARTLETT, MICHAEL: Columbia.
BAXTER, ALAN: Walter Wanger.
BAXTER, JANE: United Artists.
BAXTER, WARNER: 20th Century-Fo-x.
BEAL, JOHN: RKO-Radio.
BECK, THOMAS:
Century-Fox.
BEECHER,
JANET:20thParamount.
BEERY, NOAH, JR.: Universal.
BEERY, WALLACE: M-G-M.
BELLAMY, MADGE: 20th Centurv-Fox.
BELLAMY,
RALPH: Free lance. Write him at Columbia.
BENCHLEY, ROBERT: M-G-M.
BENEDICT, WILLIAM: 20th Century-Fox.
BENNETT.
Free lance. Write her at
M-G-M. CONSTANCE:
BENNETT, JOAN: Walter Wanger.
BENNY, JACK: M-G-M.
BERGNER, ELISABETH: United Artists.
BERNIE, BEN: Paramount.
BICKFORD,
Universal. CHARLES: Free lance. Write him at
BIRELL, TALA: Columbia.
BLACKMER,
RKO-Radio. SIDNEY: Free lance. Write him at
BLAKELEY, JAMES: Columbia.
BLANE, SALLY: Columbia.
BLONDELL, JOAN: Warner Bros.
BLORE, ERIC: RKO-Radio.
BLUE,
lance. Write him at M-G-M
BOLAND.MONTE:
MARY: Free
Paramount.
BOLES, GLEN: Warner Bros.
BOLES, JOHN: 20th Century-Fox.
BOYER, CHARLES:
Walter Wanger.
BRADLEY,
GRACE: Paramount.
BRADY,
ALICE:
Free
lance. Write her at RKOKadio.
BREAKSTONE,
GEORGE:
Free lance. Write him
at Universal.
BRENDEL, EL: Warner Bros.
BRENT,
mount. EVELYN: Free lance. Write her at ParaBRENT, GEORGE: Warner Bros.
BREWSTER, JUNE: RKO-Radio.
{Continued on page 115)

THE ONE — Flaxen-haired. Serene
gray -blue eyes. A cool ivory skin.
THE OTHER— Soft brown hair.
Eyes the same color, alight with
mischief. Skincreamy, almost olive.

two girls are utterly different.
THE
Who would think they could use
the same shade of powder?
But look! — the blonde's cool coloring would certainly fade with too light
a powder shade. Her skin lights up,
warms — only with a certain brunette
shade. The very one the other girl uses
to clear and freshen her creamy skin!
It's Pond's lively Brunette shade that
gives each one what she needs!
New

shades enliven skin

Which type are you? That's a thing
for your skin to decide — not your hair.
See whether your skin needs brightening, clearing or warming up. Then choose
the Pond's shade that does that very
thing! — one of the five offered at right.
Every one contains new important
tints that add life to the skin. With an
optical machine. Pond's discovered
these tints hidden in skin itself. Among
them, the bright blue that makes
fair skin dazzling! The brilliant green
that makes creamy skin glow!
Now, these beauty-giving tints are
blended invisibly into Pond's new

Over 200 girls' skin color-analyzed!
Powder shades. Thus, they bring transparency and glow to any skin!
BRUNETTE clears, brightens creamy skin
ROSE BRUNETTE warms dull, faded skin
ROSE CREAM gives fair skin a radiance
NATURAL brings a blonde transparency
LIGHT CREAM gives a cool, velvety finish
Fine textured. Pond's Powder feels
smoother on the skin. Spreads softly,
easily. Never cakes or clogs. The larger
sizes come in lovely glass jars — to show
shade and texture, keep the powder
perfumed. Prices reduced, 35(4 and 70^.
10^ and 20ff boxes, increased in size.
5 Lively New Shades
Mail Coupon today
(This offer expires June i, 1936)
POND'S, Dept. D34, Clinton, Conn. Please
rush, free, 5 different shades of Pond 's new Powder, enough of each for a thorough 5-day test.
Name
Street-.
City

_State_
Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract-Company
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Ooe5 THae WestD
use
paddind
60 dive
her

Learn

facts

about

your

I^ASHION points tbyour
kJ^ finger tips and you an-:
swer with lustrous nails tinted by
Chic. A deluxe polish in a large
exquisite bottle that is a revelation in nail polish satisfaction.
Chic is smooth, non-chipping and
although instant-drying it refuses
to thicken in the bottle. Chic
applies so easily it makes changing your polish a pleasure. Chic
wears, too, and with a variety
of shades, either transparent or
cteme,, you are ready to tone
your ' finger tips to either a demure or dashing mood. There is a
ni.:,
n^i:,L Remover
d™^
„j a^ Chic
/^l:Chic Polish
and
Cuticle Remover of equal vdluel
a ic Manicure Aids, at all
• Five and Ten Cent Stores.
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players

is now seen most often in the company of Mary
Anita Loos, niece of the well known writer. He
loves music, literature and the arts. He has been
selected noon,"
as the
man for "One
Rainy Afterfirstleading
production.
You
HENRY WILCOXON: This very popular gentleman
may
write thehim
at Pickford-Lasky
the
United Artists
Studios, 1041
N.
Formosa
Ave.,
Hollywood,
Cal.
was born and raised in the British West Indies,
his
place. Dominica,
the date
8, 1905.
MARY
Lincoln.
It's and
all
an act!ELLEN
Harpo McCRACKEN,
Marx is only dumb
on theNeb.—
screen,
Afterbirthfinishing
his education
at September
Harrison College,
can speak perfectly when he wants to. Johnny Arledge
Bridgetown. Barbados, and at Woolmere College,
(whose brief life story appears below) played the
Kingston, Jamaica, he went to England when he
was sixteen and obtained a job as clerk in a milling
part of Coxswain, the boy who gave his life for
firm.
He
rose^to
buyer
on
the
Corn
Exchange,
but
the
Navy in "Shipmates Forever." The very
decided he wanted to become an actor. His rich,
superior member
butler
who played
in "Curly
"Remellow phonevoice
so
impressed
an
agent
over
the
teleLast Night"
and many
othersTop,"
is Arthur
that he was given a tryout and a part in a
Treacher — the gentlemanly gentleman's gentleman.
London show\ He toured England six times with
JOHNNY
ARLEDGE:
One of Hollywood's
traveling troupes and was with the Birmingham
promising
young onplayers,
bornmostinin
Crockett, Texas,
March Johnson
12. 1907.was
Educated
Repertory Company for eight seasons. On the
London stage he appeared in 25 shows, and during
Texas
schoolsJohnny
and graduated
from thepianist
LTniversity public
of Texas,
was a capable
the day time played in movies. In January, 1934.
he was brought to this country for the first time to
when
quite
young,
Tw^o
years
after
graduation,
he made his entry into the theatre world as an
play
Marc Antony
ina very
"Cleopatra,"
his aAmerican
accompanist in vaudeville. He came to Hollywood,
picture
good artist,
capable
then, and worked in a mail order house and a
amateur debut.
boxer He
and isa fine
swimmer.
Aviation
is one
creamery while waiting to crash the films. His
of his hobbies, and he is an avid collector of antiques. Mr. Wilcoxon stands 6 feet 2 inches tall,
first
role Onwasthea stage,
bit inhePaul
Whiteman's
weighs 190 pounds, has blue-green eyes and brown
"King screen
of Jazz."
got his
first bit
with
Pauline
Frederick
in
"Crimson
Hour"
and did
hair.
At
present
he
is
in
England
working
in
"A
Woman
Alone"
in
which'
he
appears
with
Anna
Sten.
so
wellthethatDevil."
the same
management
cast
him in "Up
In all probability he will be assigned to the role of
Pops
He
also
played
the
difficult
role
Samson
in "Samson
and Delilah,"
which
the 10!^
half-wit
in weighs
"Tobacco151 Road.
" Johnny
made shortly.
Your letters
will; reach
him may
at thebe
5of feet
inchessontall,
pounds,
has blondis
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood,
hair and green-blue eyes and is married. He is
Cal.. on his return to this country.
under contract to RKO-Radio Studios, 780 N. Cower
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER. New York, N. Y.— The part ,
St.. Hollwood. Cal.. and his latest screen appearof the little
girl. byAnnabelle,
in "She Joan
Married
Her
ance is in "Thoroughbreds
JOSEPHINE
HUTCHINSON: All."
That is her honestBoss."
was
taken
Edith
Fellows.
Crawford
was born in San Antonio, Tex,
to-goodness
name, and
she wasHer born
in Seattle.
Wash., on October
12, 1909,
mother
(Leona
JOHNNY DOWNS: And now. my children, let us conRoberts)
is
an
actress
and
Josephine
wasplayed
edusider
the
living
example
of
what
an
"Our
Gang"
child actor can grow up to be. No kidding, Johnny
cated for a stage career. As a child she
crashed Hollywood in 1921 when he was 8 years old,
afordsmall
partmovie.
in "TheThen
Little
Pickand. decked out in curls and Lord Fauntleroy collars,
silent
she Princess,"
continued aherMary
education
became the original juvenile in the very first of the
in theship topublic
schoolsSchool
of Seattle,
a scholarthe Cornish
of Musicwinning
and Drama.
Miss
"Our Gang"N. comedies.
Born John
MoreyheDowns
Brooklyn.
Y.. on October
10, 1913.
went toin
Hutchinson
made
her
theatrical
debut
in
WashingHollywood because his father. Lt. Morey H. Downs,
ton,
D,
C.
where
she
played
stock
for
three
years.
U. S. Naval aviator, was stationed in San Diego.
Her important stage work, though, was done with
After he had outgrown his "Gang" roles, he clipped
Eva Lepany, Gallienne's
New Yorka variety
Civic Repertory
Comin whicha she
of roles.
She
the curls agementandof histoured
vaudeville'
under the
has travelled
lot, played
hates prying people
and names
father,in who
had retired
frommanthe
swimming and riding as her favorite outdoor sports.
Navy.
Tlien
Broadwaybeckqned
and
Johnny
was
Miss Hutchinson was married to Robert Bell for
prominently featured in a number of plays. In March,
1935. Paramount signed him to a contract, and his
three years and is now the wife of James Townsend.
She is 5 feet AVi inches tall, weighs 110 pounds and
two "So
most Red
recent
"Coronado"
has red hair and golden brown eyes. Her first talkie
and
the pictures
Rose." for
Histhem
next are
picture
will be
"Everybody's
Old
Man."
appearance
was in "Happiness Ahead" and her most
FRANCIS LEDERER: The story of his rise to fame
recent is "Tlie Story of Louis Pasteur." Following
is one of the most amazing in the history of the
that
she
will
probablyStudios,
be in "IBurbank,
MarriedCalif.,
a Doctor,"
theatre. Son of a poor leather merchant, Frantisek
for Warner Brothers
where
Lederer was born in Prague, Czechoslovakia, on Nov.
you
may
write
her.
6. 1906. He was Ix)rn with the theatre instinct,
DOLORES DEL RIO: Was born in the state of
Durango, Mexic*. August 3, 1905, the only child
and it was due to his insistent presence at a Prague
theatre that he won his first engagement as super.
of J. L. and Antonia Asunsolo. Until she was S
Offered a dramatic course by an old actor for $2.50,
Dolores
on herCityfather's
then thethefamily
Lederer showed such promise that he was awarded
moved tolived
Mexico
where ranch,
she entered
Conan acting scliolarship at the Prague Academy. To
vent
of
St.
Joseph,
and
remained
there
for 8 years
help finance his schooling it was necessary for him
In 1919 her parents took her to Europe where she
was presented to the King and Queen of Spain, and
to
work atfloors
outside
such deliveries
as washingfor -windows,
sweeping
and jobs
making
a small
on her return
to Mexico
Joseph's
department store. Then Lederer began to get small
Convent
for another
year. Atreentered
a societySt.bazaar
she
stage roles, from which he graduated to leading
met
JaimeAfter
del Rio
five months later they were
married.
sevenandyears
they were divorced, and
roles in the Moravian provinces. It was this experience, multiplied many times by appearances
her husband died seven months after that. On an
through Central Europe in stock companies in over
invitation from an American film producer who saw
200 parts that brought out his amazing versatility.
her dance at a social function, Dolores went to
In Berlin he scored his first international success
Hollywood in August. 1925. Her first picture was
"Joanna" with Dorothy Mackaill and Jack Mulhall
opposite
Elisabeth"
Bergner
in
"Romeo
and
Juliet."
Having repeated this triumph in London, he switched
starred. Her first starring picture was "Ramona."
to musical comedy, "Wonderbar," and won even
which
followed
"What Gibbons,
Price Glory
greater acclaim. -Then to America where he became
She is now
happilyshortly
marriedafter
to Cedric
Metro-"
Goldwyn-Mayer art director. flower
Not she
the hot
-house
the
outstanding
Crdcus."
Hollywood
put inmatinee
her bididol
and inhis"Autumn
first picture
was
appears.
Dolores goes in heavily
for
sportsfishes
— plays
"Man of Two Worlds."
swims,
and tennis,
hikes.
Shortly
after aj-riving
She loves travel and
Hollywood
Francis
beautiful
clothes
; she
If you would like to see a brief synopsis
launched
his now
facollects books and art
mous World
Peace
Federation.
wdiich
is
objects;
and
likes
to
fuss
of your
favorite's
this department,
financed entirely by
fill
in and
send uslifethein coupon
on page
around in her garden.
him. Mr. Lederer lives
Miss
Del
Rio
is
5
feet
122. General questions, of course, will be
in a modest home in
3V2 inches tall, weighs
Hollywood which is
115
pounds
and
has
answered here, too. Those asked most
shimmering black hair
equipped
with
a
comfrequently
and
the
most
interesting
ones
and
black
eyes.
Her
gymnasium
which plete
he keeps
himselfin
"The
Widow
Fromis
most recent
picture
receive first preference. And not too
physically
He is1566
feet tall andfit.weighs
many
at
a
time,
please.
Address:
The
Monte
Carlo."Brothers
Write
pounds,
unruly dark
dark
her
at Warner
Information Desk, Modern Screen, 149
hair andhasflashing
Studio. Burbank, Cal,
eyes.
He
is
divorced
Madison
Ave.,
New
York,
N.
Y.
(Continued
on
page
121}
ffoM Ada Mjedly. whom
he married abroad, and
NOTE: Since there have been so many requests for
brief life stories of the following players, it will
again ers.be Please
impossible
print the
names of our
readconsider toyourself
automatically
included.
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ENTERTAINMENT!

WONDER
SHOW
OF
STORMING AMERICA IN A MIGHTY SONG

fl*^

Screen play
by Jo
Swerling
Story
by

1 9 3 6 !
CRESCENDO!

HARRY
RICHMAN
ROCHELLE
HUDSON
WALTER

CONNOLLY

FARLEY

and

RILEY
Music
-Round
and
'Round
and their Dumbiille • Lionel Stander
Douglass

^
^"^"^ Lyr.c^
iew Brown-

Directed by VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

"'"'^^for

IS

EASy

MEALS

A1?EC5j^NETTE5

By

MARJORIE

VZZN

Jeanette MacDonald breakfasts on banana bran
muffins and stewed pears. Recipes for making
these tempting muffins ore yours for the asking.

' Even
be

company

elaborate/'
served to our

meals

need

not

La MacDonald

ob-

Modern

Hostess

THERE HAVE been countless stories and jokes which
play up the sad cvilinary attempts of the young bride. If
you have never been "a young bride" you would, most
likely, laugh merrily at these tall tales of burned stews,
solid concrete biscuits and India-rubber pie crusts, described, alas, with more accuracy than sympathy. But to
the woman who has turned out a dish that was a complete failure, or a dinner that proved to be a "flop," I
assure you it is no laughing matter.
"Why is it," moaned a young friend of mine recently,
as she reviewed for my sympathetic ears the previous
night's dinner fiasco, "why is it that it always seems to
happen when you particularly want things to go right?
Here I was entertaining such an important customer of
my

husband's,
too, and everything went wrong !
16

The

fruit cup was too sweet, the soup curdled, the roast was
overdone, the potatoes underdone, the vegetables watery,
the salad limp and the dessert frightful ! I could have
screamed. Finally I did wash the dishes in salt tears.
It was supposed to be such a fancy dinner, too ; several
courses, all with spifif}', odd dishes and lots and lots of
Right then and there I understood what had happened
to my young friend — what so often happens when we
extras." to do more than our experience and our patience
attempt
equip us to do successfully. It is far better, as I pointed
out to the upset young woman, to attempt less and carry
it through with eclat. And it is certainly much wiser to
serve fewer things and have each one just right. Doubtless, itwas a talk I had had recently with Jeanette Mac-

MODERN
Donald that clarified my thoughts
on this subject and inspired these
words of advice.
For Jeanette, who, as you have
had many an occasion to observe, is
famous for her gay and easy singing,
advises serving meals characterized
by a similar effortless ease.
IN

ORDER

to make

SCREEN

"Dolly..

a

lot

. youVe

of

started

gossip!"

your guests

feel welcome and at home," said
Jeanette, "you must never let them
realize that their visit caused frantic planning and hours of tiresome
preparation with a final burst of nervous, irritating bustle and activity
upon their arrival.
"It's just like singing and acting,
when you stop to think of it," she
went on. "A singer who announces
an approaching high note, which is
not within the range of her voice,
by a frozen expression compounded
of mingled determination and doubt ;
an actress who, without any genuine
feeling for, or understanding of, a
role, grabs a big scene like a terrier
does a rat and proceeds to shake out
every drop of emotion ; a housewife
who, at the sound of the word company kicks over the carefully built
up budget, raids the market, nags
her family and wrecks her nerves —
they are much alike. For they are
all attempting far more than they
are able to carry out successfully and
far, far more than is wise or necessary.
"We could learn a great deal from
the French when it comes to meals,"
observed Jeanette, who has travelled
extensively abroad and has closely
observed the customs of other lands.

1. "Look at these panties, Mother.
They've got everybody on the block
talking about dolly and you."
"Why, what's the matter? I wash
dolly's clothes right in with my regu-

2. "I told 'em you do — and that nice
new lady up the street said that' s the
trouble. She's afraid your washes have
tattle-tale gray like hers used to. Even
though you work hard, your soap
leaves dirt behind and the clothes

lar wash."
IN FRANCE each housewife prides
herself on one or two dishes in which

FEW WEEKS
show it."

LATER

. . .

she excels," she informed me. "One
such dish becomes the main feature
of the meal, the outstanding culinary
triumph for which that particular
repast will be remembered by all who
partake of it. It need not be elaborate, either — a simple pot-au-fcn, a
light omelette aux fines herbes, or
perhaps only a salad. Ah, but it
must be
'of a perfection'
as they
This
featured
dish is made
of say.
the
best ingredients available. It is seasoned with skill and discretion and
it is cooked with loving care. Then
it is served with the utmost pride
and an expression on the face that
announces to all those present that
here indeed is a masterpiece. For,
to the French housewife, this is her
big moment. However, with meals,
as with singing or acting, there
should never be any visible straining
for an effect."
To illustrate her thought further,
Jeanette outlined for me several
menus for the type of meals she enjoys. Al- {Continued on page 86)

3. "Dear me! Is that all the new
neighbor
"Nope! said?"
She said you ought to
change to Fels-Naptha Soap same as
she did — 'cause its wonderful golden
soap and heaps of naptha chase out
every teeny speck of dirt — and clothes
look a million times whiter."

Banish

"Tattle -Tale
with

4.
At thetried
new Fels-Naptha
neighbor's house.
Mother
Soap "So
just
like you told me. And now her clothes
look so swell she baked you this
"Well! Well! Tell your mother
that Fels-Naptha is a wonder for silk
things,
too — and maybe she'll bake
apple pie."
me a big chocolate cake!" I 1996, FEL8 A CO.
Gray"

FELS-NAPTHA
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You need a good stock of brushes. Ann Darling shows you some
of the many beauty lifts they give you. Left to right top of
page: the complexion brush for finishing make-up, next a paint
brush to point up lip rouge and the indispensable mascara brush.
Below right: the hair brush, used vigorously, and clothes brush.

TAKE

BEAUTV

First take

it's due,

stock

then

yOUR

INYENTORy

of yourself,

work

hard

give

on

credit

your

where

liabilities

HAVE
YOU
last night, we'll do
By
MAi?y
ever had a truth
l)etter tomorrow."
There's not one of
meeting with
yoursel f ? You
you so all-fired perBIPPLE
know . . . the kind
fect that you can't
that you and your
improve,
and
there's
not
one
of you
so
special chums
used to have after school, with all
hopeless that you haven't some
points, or at least one point, that you
of you sworn to tell the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the
can work on for all you're worth.
This time of the year was just made
truth, to any questions that you asked
each other. Sometimes they said
for self-truth meetings and beauty
things that stung you cruelly and
inventories. It's still far enough
away from summer and the beach
that you may have wept over a tiny
for you to accomplish a lot before
bit in secret. Then again, maybe
YOU just set your teeth and went to
you get into that all too truth-telling
bathing suit. You still have time
work to see what you could do about
the criticisms.
enough, too, to do something about
Your mirror can give you the most
your hair, complexion and make-up
before you go shopping for a brand
thorough kind of a truth meeting,
new Easter bonnet.
if you put it in the honest daylight,
and let it be honest with you. The
WHAT
DOES your skin need?
trouble is that we get so used to the
Is it dry, and sort of wizened up into
same old face peering back at us,
fine lines ? Is it muddy, or sallow,
that we don't really see ourselves.
or just generally dejected looking?
And then we're soft, too, soft about
How is your hair? Dull and lifeless
our tender little egos. We love to
alibi and excvtse ourselves all over
after these months of tight-fitting
winter hats? Untidy, because you've
the place because we've let our com-is
been making excuses to yourself
plexions go, or because our hair
six-ways-f or-Sunday. Oh, yes,
about "waiting for a spring permanent"? Are your hands and nails
"we've been too busy, we got in late
18

grubby after daily sessions with the
furnace, and with pulling the kids
around on a sled? Is your make-up
careless? Would your dress look
the better for a good brushing and
a change to fresh collars and cuf¥s?
If the image in your mirror were
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bring
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your best chum, would she say, "You
look positively smooth today, a regular Norma Shearer the Second!"?
Or would she say, "You certainly
are getting sloppy, Mary Ann. Why
don't you fix yourself up a bit?"
I remember a girl who used to
work in my office some years ago.
She wasn't pretty exactly — no, I
don't believe that she was pretty at
all, but she was the cleanest, most
radiant sort of a person you've ever
met. Everyone liked her. Her boss
always said, "She's such a nice, wellgroomed girl, I like to have her
around." And this youngster, who
had a painfully small salary at that
time, managed to be one of the outstanding assets of the office. I know
for a fact that that girl never thought
of starting out in the morning without a shower or tub bath, that every
night before going to bed, she would
douse her gloves and hose and lingerie in warm sudsy water, and
have everything freshly clean waiting for her in the morning. She
scrubbed, brushed and polished herself and her clothes until she positively radiated perfect grooming.
That's what we want to be for
spring, clean and gay! We want
to turn in our old complexions and
old make-up for new.

APPEARANCES, most of them,
could all stand more brushing up.
And when I say that I mean it, literally as well as figuratively speaking. My small brother had the right
idea, even while I couldn't quite appreciate it,when he made very lavish
use of my bath brush one day on a
stray "mutt" dog he had corralled
from heaven knows where. He told
me enthusiastically that the brush
was "swell." It really was, too.
though I was hardly mollified by the
compliment. It has a spray right
down its middle section, so it's a hand
spray and a bath brush all in one.
It isn't particularly cheap, but if you
haven't any regular shower apparatus, it's a nice solution to the quick
bath proble
m. Personally, I like it
for my hair, it's grand
getting
all the soap out after anforenerget
ic
shampoo.
Ann Darling, M-G-M player, has a
positive fetish for brushes. She has
a brush for every beauty chore,
from an ample-sized clothes brush
down to a tiny eyebrow brush. Do
you want me to tell you what your
beauty inventory should show when
it comes to {Continued on page 79)

VI'

There'sland— athegirlformer
in the Leslie
heart of
MaryCondon.
Athletic as a boy by day, she's unusually lovely across the dinner
table. And how does she manage it

leaves your skin feeling fresh and
smooth — leaves it with a flower fragrance— leaves it with a youthfulness that wins admiring eyes.
Convince yourself that Camay is an
efficient — a true beauty aid. Do it

— how does she keep her skin so
smooth, so young, so alluring? Mrs.

today — do it now .The price of a halfdozen cakes is surprisingly low.

De Buske's own answer — is Camay!
And once you try Camay, your

Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

answer will he the same. For Camay's
rich lather cleanses so thoroughly

O

— but always very, very gently. It

CAMAY

Soix^ of SeaiitCfii£

l(^rme4i^
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PAT'S

PAL,

BANKSy

ny

jznuy

Pat is still young

as+<er

and giddy enough

to need a guiding hand — "Banksy"
is it! Pat's next picture is with
George Brent in "His First Wife."

THE

FRIENDSHIP

existing between Patricia Ellis and

"Banksy," her colored maid, is one of the untold stories
of Hollywood. Over a period of ten years the loyalty,
the friendship, the companionship and the kindly philosophy of her servant, have been the guiding powers in
Pat's life.
"Banksy" is no ordinary servant and never has been
regarded as such. A woman of amazing intelligence, she
has hovered in the background while Patricia grew up.
Never once has "Banksy" forgotten that her position is
that of maid. And yet her tremendous understanding
reveals a soul that seldom belongs to those who are destined to spend their lives in servitude.
" 'Banksy' is an angel," says Patricia. "I don't know
how I would get along without her. In times of trouble
she's always stood by me. I hate to think of some of the
messes I might have been in if 'Banksy,' in her wise way,
hadn't stepped in and saved the situation. For example,
when I first started at the studio, being used to my own
servants, I began by ordering the hairdressers and wardrobe women to do things for me. I didn't mean any harm.
I thought they were there for that purpose. After the
second day, 'Banksy' came to me. 'Patricia honey,' were
her words, 'you'll never get along if you behave like
that. I'm your maid and I work for you. But these
people on the set are working with you — not for you.'
I was so ashamed of myself but so grateful to 'Banksy'
for teaching me a good lesson.
"Sometimes I think 'Banksy' is unusually hard on me,
but everything she has ever predicted, has always come
true. Whenever I make a new friend, 'Banksy' gives
him the acid test. Her first impression is always lasting.
Ofttimes I do not agree but later on I find out my mistake.
'Banksy' has an amazing knowledge of human character.
She's so intuitive, no one can fool her. On her day off
she goes to see five shows. She's my severest critic and
20

the best audience in the world. Her suggestions are just
and constructive. She never pats me on the back unless
she feels I deserve it. I don't think she's ever yet told me
that I've done my best work. If she did start to 'yes' me,
I think I should lose all my faith in her.
"Everyone loves 'Banksy' on the sets. The electricians
tell her the latest jokes, the hairdressers let her in on all
the studio gossip. She can get anything she wants out of
anyone. She has a wonderful way of handling people
and making them respect her. And never once does she
give the impression of being fresh or demanding anything that isn't coming to her. As a small child, I remember that she never tried to fool me. I grew up knowing
I could trust her. For years she has been devoted to me
and my family. She has a wonderful understanding of

THE FRIENDSHIP between Patricia and "Banksy"
started when Pat was a very little girl. (She is only
us all."
eighteen today.) In those days her name was O'Brien.
Her mother had divorced Mr. O'Brien with the understanding that during the summer months the children
(Pat has two brothers) were to remain with their mother
and the father was to keep them during the school year.
Quite unexpectedly Alexander Leftwich. a famous New
York producer, came on the scene and Mrs. O'Brien was
swept off her feet. They were married soon after.
At the time of his marriage. Leftwich was producing a
show. Quite unexpectedly his leading lady passed away.
Her colored maid, named Helen Banks, came to him for
a job. She was hired on the spot and with the new Mrs.
Leftwich necticut
and
her the
children,
farm for
summer."Banksy" went to a ConWhen it came time to return to school. Patricia suffered from a mastoid infection. While her mother took
the other children back to their father, "Banksy"

took
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Patricia on to New York to see a
specialist. From that moment on, she
never left the
cause both of
busy, Patricia
vacations and

little girl's side. Beher parents were so
would spend summer
take long trips with

"Banksy." Gradually a bond of
friendship sprang up. Mrs. Leftwich went away every chance she
could, but she knew Patricia was in
safe hands. "Banksy," forced to go
out and work at the age of fourteen
and starving for affection, poured
all her kindliness out upon Patricia.
AT THE RIPE old age of thirteen,
Patricia became a leading lady. She
had appeared in school plays and
loved acting. At Christmas time, instead of going home for the holidays,
she wrote to her mother and begged
permission to go to Chamberlain
Brown and apply for a job in his
stock company. Reluctantly her
mother consented. Patricia remained
with the stock company for a year.
Max Arnow, then an agent and now
the Warner Brothers casting director, asked to make a screen test of
Patricia. Her parents didn't take it
seriously for a moment but Patricia
made the test, nevertheless. Two
weeks later, accompanied by her
mother and "Banksy," she was on
her way to Hollywood. Patricia
celebrated {Continued on page 114)

you^d
harsh^

never

again

quick-acting

Be sure the laxative

YOU

take

is correctly timed
You don't need to be a professor of
physiology to figure this out. When
you take a harsh, quick-acting cathartic that races through your alimentary
tract in a couple of hours, you're
shocking and jolting your system. No
wonder its violent action leaves you
weak and exhausted.
Unassimilated food is rushed
through your intestines. Valuable
fluids are drained away. The delicate
membranes become irritated. And you
have stomach pains. Drastic purgatives should be employed only upon
the advice of a doctor.
What a correctly timed
laxative means:
When we say that Ex-Lax is a correctly
timed laxative, this is what we mean :
Ex-Lax takes from 6 to 8 hours to
act. You take one or two of the tablets
when you go to bed. You sleep through
the night . . . undisturbed! In the
morning, Ex-Lax takes effect. And the
effects are thorough and complete, yet
so gentle and mild you hardly know
you've taken a laxative.

take

a

cathartic!

No stomach pains. No "upset" feeling.
No embarrassment during the day.
And Ex-Lax is so easy to take — it
tastes just like delicious chocolate.
Good

for all ages

Ex-Lax is equally good for grown-ups
and children . . . for every member of
the family. It is used by more people
than any other laxative in the whole
world. The next time you need a laxative ask your druggist for a box of
Ex-Lax. And refuse to accept a substitute. Ex-Lax costs only ten cents —
unless you want the big family size,
and that's a quarter.
When

Nature forgets — remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL
CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE!
{Paste this on a penny postcard)
Ex-Lax, Inc., P. O. Box 170
MM-46
Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.
Name.
Address.
City
Age
(If you
live
in
Canada,
write
Ex-Lax,
736 Notre Dame St. W., Montreal) Ltd.,
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FRANK MORGAN
insists he wouldn't be where he is
today if it weren't for his wife, Alma. And I insist Alma
Morgan wouldn't be where she is today if it weren't for
Frank.
Actually we're both right. And that's my
story.
There was a time, years ago when

Frank

played in

stock in Detroit, when the Morgans didn't find it any too
easy to get along. They had to save half of Frank's salary
against the between-engagement days inevitable in any
actor's life. They lived in an inexpensive flat, but their
living expenses always seemed to be more than they had
anticipated. And there was their boy, who scuffed all
decency out of his shoes within a single week and ruined
his new pants sliding into the home plate of a sand lot.
Besides, Frank and Alma had the flavor of discouragement with which to contend. Frank didn't get along
the way some did. Already Katherine Cornell and Kenneth McKenna, who once had been members of his
supporting casts, had forged ahead, made Broadway.
Sometimes Frank thought he might have been better of¥
had he remained in the minor executive position made
for him in the family firm when he left Cornell. Often
enough, he used to wonder if he wasn't just another conservative business man gone wrong ; if he hadn't overemphasized that creative strain he always had convinced
himself he possessed.
This was the state of affairs in the House of Morgan
when a letter came from Frank's mother asking him to
return to New York and take the place in the firm which
had been vacant since his father's death some months
before. Mrs. Wupperman (that, as you probably know,
is Frank's right name) w-rote that the Board of Directors
had voted to pay him fifteen thousand dollars a year and
to give him an appreciable block of company stock yearly
in lieu of a bonus. Mrs. Wupperman thought this an
offer which Frank, grubbing along in the theatre, could
hardly refuse, providing he was in his right mind.
I SAW myself sitting behind my father's desk," Frank
told me, "interviewing men of affairs. Answering any
one of the three desk phones. Pouring a drink of water
from the vacuum bottle, clearing my throat, saying, 'As
I see it . . . !' And while none of this jibed with the picture Ihad of myself, I was, nevertheless, mindful that it
represented security, and also that security should be the
22
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His excellent work

in

"The

Perfect Gentleman," "Naughty Marietta" and "I Live My
Life" has earned star
ranking for Frank Morgan in his forthcoming
pictures. Left, a typical
Frank Morgan pose. Below, with Mrs. Morgan
at a preview.

These adorable dresses are the
heart's-desire of every little girl
who sees them. What a thrill for
your own small darling to be decked
out in one of these lovable Cinderella frocks ! . . . And don't you worry!
Although the materials are fine, the
colors dainty, the trimming tricks

prime consideration for a man who
has a- wife and son."
Frank wished that letter never had
come. However, keeping his face
free of any expression which might
commit him one way or the other,
he handed it across the breakfast
table to Alma. She read it, and also
keeping her face free of any expression which might commit her one
way or the other, handed it back to
him.
"It's your happiness," she said
simply.

bright — they'll stay that way, if you
give them gentle Ivory Flakes care.
These Cinderella Frocks may be
washed by hand or washing machine— in lukewarm suds of pure
Ivory Flakes. That's the finest way to
Avash dainty little girls' clothes (as
often as you please) — and the safest!
* Makers of the famous Cinderella Frocks
for children recommend that they be
washed in Ivory Flakes. Exact washing
directions are tagged on each dress.

"But," he argued tenderly, "it's
your happiness, too."
Alma Morgan brushed her son's
unruly hair (Continued on page 118)
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MAKE-UP
BETWEEN

you

Cash

'ISf

prizes

movie

You

can

make

some

ME

for

your

thoughts!

Let us hove your frank opinions, pro
and con, on films, players, or any
phase of motion pictures that interests you. Ten dollars in prizes will be
awarded each month for the six most
interesting letters submitted — 1st prize,
$5; five 2nd prizes of $1 each. Be sure
to send your full name and address.
Modern Screen reserves the right to
publish letters in whole or In part.
Address: Between You and Me,
Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

pin

money, if you'll sit down and
write us an interesting letter.

Beautiful eyes are
the most important
feature of any woman's charm— thatis i,
why fastidious women i
who wish to be exqui- ;
sitely groomed in eye
make-up demand Mayhelline eye beauty aids.
They know that the modern
magic of these fine cosmetic
creations gives them the natural appearance of beautiful
eyes. Not to use Maybelhne
eye beauty aids is sheer ncg
lect of charm. When you see
what lovely long, dark lashLi,
sofdy shaded lids, and gracefully formed eyebrows Maybelline eye beauty aids cm •
give
you, you'll
adore these
exquisite
eye cosmetics.
You will want the entire
line of Maybelline eye *
beauty aids to effect a per- ^
fectharmonyinyourcom- ^
plete eye make-up. Try them
today— they will open your eyes to
new beauty — eye make-up
done in good taste!
The
Mascara
in BLACK,
BROWN,
or BLUE.

MASCARA
EYE SHADOW. .. EYEBROW PENCIL
EYELASH TONIC CREAM . . . EYEBROW BRUSH
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$5 Prize Letter
The Public Be Praised
Films have improved considerably of
late, but so have audiences ! They have
proved this by taking more kindly to
simple pictures such as "Alice Adams"
and "Little Women" ; by their appreciation of historical slibjects such as "Henry
the Eighth"
; by theirtechnique
admirationrather
for actors
who
have brilliant
than
good looks ; by acclaiming the superb
dancing of Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers
and Eleanor Powell and so helping to
banish the stupidities of the Busby Berkeley creations ; and by welcoming operatic
stars of the calibre of Lawrence Tibbett,
Lily Pons and Grace Moore.
Hollywood is making bigger and better pictures and is finding a receptive
movie public. No longer is the name of a
big star relied upon to carry a picture to
success. Particular attention is given to
casting, with "bit" parts filled by prominent players.
British pictures are improving and finding favor in the eyes of American
filmgoers. Hollywood, fired by strong
competition from across the Atlantic, is
putting on a big show. 1936 is going to
be a banner year in motion pictures. Hail
to a new era and farewell to cheap claptrap pictures !— Wiley Ballard, Charlotte,
N. C.
{We agree with yon — hut heartily.)

A

$1 Prize Letter
Code of Etiiics for

Moviegoers?
Have you ever ploughed your way
gropingly over an assortment of knees,
legs, and feet to locate a seat somewhere
over there in the darkness of a movie
audience? Have you ever sat in front
of an excited youngster who kicked your
chair leg with the rapidity and regularity
of a native beating a tom-tom?
Have you ever glared indignantly at
some disturbing menace who proceeded
to open a cellophane-wrapped confection
which crackled noisily right when the
dialogue reached a new high in interest?
Or worse yet, have you ever used all your

will power to refrain from screaming
when some thoughtless individual chewed
and smacked relentlessly away on a piece
of pungent and sickeningly scented gum?
Have you ever played peek-a-boo behind the heads of an amorous couple who
cooed and petted during the entire performance? Isay have you ever? Grrrrrrr.
Recently a code of ethics for safe drivhas beena highly
Personally.ingI think
code ofpublicized.
ethics, promoted
by
the theatre managements and embodying

OO

CD O

O

O

o o^oo, 77Ti_J ;

A young lady from Lynbrook
turns up her nose at her neighbors at picture shows.
rules for silence and courtesy, would go
a long way towards greater enjoyment for
the movie public in general. — Harriet Bossard,
N. Y.
(Yoii Lynbrook,
have nothing
on a jriend oj ours
cause t'other afternoon she was sitting
next to a housezvifc ivho ivas busy shelling
peas, of all things, during the entire show.
if you'd had that to cope with in
Nozv,
est sympathy.)
your cinema travels, you'd have our deep$1

Prize

Letter

Them's Fightin' Woids
I'm
me, I'm
and who
up with
fed up.
are fed
people
up withyou
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LITTLE
JANIEUP!—
SO GROWN
HAVE YOU LOTS
OF BEAUS?

NOT ONE BEAU.
AUNTIE.
GLAD
YOU'RE I'M
BACK

OH, AUNTIE
SUE-WHY
AM I SUCH

FROM PARIS.

MY LITTLEGIRLS
JANIE-YOU
AMERICAN
SHOULD
KNOW WHAT FRENCH
WOMEN KNOW! BE
FEMININE. LEARN THE

NO DATES
EVER!
A FLOP-

CHARM OF
ALL-OVER

How an Indiana fan reacted
after reading our recent interview with Bette Davis!
this actress or that actor. Granted that
there are screen stars who, for the general
good of the world, should be given the
gate. But why must movie fans clutter
up the columns of Modern Screen with
their demands that such stars be sent on
a one-way trip to Siberia or other remote
regions? Such demands will do more
good in the producers' offices. If Moo
V. Fan "just can't stand" Miss Whoozis
or Mr. What's-his-name, he would be a
lot happier and money ahead if, when his
pet peeve came to town, he would stay
home and play dominoes instead of spending money on a show that he knows he
won't enjoy and then tear home and spend
three cents more on a complaint to "Between You and Me."
I am sure that I'm not the only reader
of Modern Screen who is tired of people
who take up space with their complaints
that could better be filled with real news
by Leo T. or more of those candid shots
by Scotty. — James Elliott, Dallas, Texas.
(Come on. Modern Screen-ers, you're
not going to let this gent from Texas get
away with that, are you? Or are yon?)

SO PRESH
UUMM...THIS MAVIS IS
SWEET FRAGRANT...
I LOVE IT MYSELF.
NOTICE!

- SO FEMININE
ALL EVENING LONG

$1 Prize Letter
Blame Us for One Broken
New Year's Resolution!
To think my favorite movie magazine
would be the cause of my breaking my
New Year's resolution. I had determined
to "speak no evil, hear no evil, and see
no evil" this year. And then came Bette
Davis' enlightening remarks in your
February issue consigning women with
careers to be shot.
I have witnessed several of Miss Davis'
screen performances and had just forced
myself to recognize her ability in spite of
my thorough dislike of her, when she
makes these statements concerning women.
Don't you have a comic section that you
could substitute when you receive such information from a conceited star like Miss
D ? I really believe she would find no
trouble in retiring from her "career." I am
sure her public would survive very well.
I've been a cat, but when I think of the
many truly great women, who have given
their lives to make this world a happier
place to live in, being discussed by a
young, conceited, intolerant person like
Miss Davis, I wonder who has a right
to live. — D. H. Conrad, Indianapolis, Ind.
{Gosh, hut lue're sorry! We had no
idea that a few words from Miss Davis'
lips would cause anyone any mental
scruples.)
{Continued on page 91)
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lasting

fragrance

Recipe for feminine charm ... a daily
dusting with the fragrant glamour of
Mavis. Mavis is more than a talcum —
so protective to your skin, but with the
added allure of tantalizing Parisian
fragrance. You'll love the velvety feel
of Mavis, and the way it protects your

MAVIS

IN THE

RED

CONTAINER

. . . clothe
of

yourself
MAVIS

skin from dryness. Be lovely, be feminine, keep the constant flower-like
freshness that men adore — try Mavis!
Mavis Talcum in 25ff, 50f5 and $1 sizes at
drug and department stores — convenient
lOp size at 5-and-lO^ stores. We invite you
to try Mavis — convenient coupon below. ^

V. VIVAUDOU, INC.,
580 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
I enclose 10^. Please send by return mail
the convenient size of Mavis Talcum — so
I can try its fragrant loveliness.
Name
•
AddreasCily
State25
MM-4
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ACT

or

MERCY!

Xricked ty fate into lielping an a.s.sassin, an innocent
man

is torn Ironi tlie woman

condemned

lie loves ... sLacItleJ .. .

to a living deatli on a fever island vliere

Lriites are masters and sliarlis are guards!
THE

5TARK

DRAMA

of"! am a Fugitive from a Cliain Gang
THE

MIGHTY

POWER

of ' Les Al-iseraLles"

GLORIA

5TUART

CLAUDE
gilli:n^gwater
ARTHUR
BYRON
O.

P.

HEGGIE

HARRY
a:nd
A

a

cast

CAREY

or

DARRYL
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CENTURY
Presented

Story

of a Nation's

Hidden

Sliame

ZANUCK

M.

by John

Associate Producer

thousand

PRODUCTION

by Josepk

Directed

Tke26 True

one

Sck encK.
Eord

anj Screen Play

ty Nunnally Joknson
Sased on tke kfe of Dr. Samuel A. iM.udd

Brief holidays ore cdl that a cxjpoble and popular actress like Ann

can hope for.

With two pictures

just completed, the Sothera hurried into still a third, "Don't Gamble with Love," in which Bruce
Cabot is her teammate.
The dashing, young Roger Pryor is still her constant interest.

Meet the charming "Small Town Girl!" Yes, it's Janet Gaynor again and looking gayer than
she has in ages. Working at a new studio for the first time in a number of years, Janet seems
to be keyed up to a new vivacity. Her leading man is none other than that young heartbreaker. Bob taylor. This should be an exciting team. As for Dick Powell, this popular gent is
twosoming again with his and the fans' favorite screen girl friend, Riiby Keeler, and the opus
is "Colleen." Any songs in it? Well, with Dick, what do you think?

Eddy In "cMea" agata ate
okdys of wearing Ate tmifocm ol fb»
^ohirart Gxnadian Mouotod IV^ice
tor "Roee Mdxte " Eddy shouldn't
let 8o maaxT taan&m go by betwem
pictures, oapecSaSSy when the Ictns
||M|tem<x so loudly for him. And Jean
|PPbii:ar, having hod tibe fun ol a
Mp to England to irfoy in "The
Ghost Goes West" with Robert
DooKit, Is bade hcsne and busy "widx
Fnd Stone in 'Tanner in &e D^"

JEAN

-HAI^LOW

JEALOUS

The

you

world

are

should

the

be

people

By

OF

her

Jean knows what you are thinking — that she
has fame, success, luxuries, youth, beauty and
love, and that upon her shining head the treasures of the earth are heaped in boundless good
measure. ...
For these things you envy her, and reasonably. Jean doesn't minimize these blessings.
She doesn't say that she "longs to get away
from it all." Not on your life. Jean's sane.

,
lean

everVo^eW-

but

she

thinks

have

all

the

luck!

CtLAVyS

be getting nine hours' sleep instead of three.
She envies you your leisure, your chance to
develop yourselves, your real selves and not
your professional personalities. She envies
you your right to live minus an audience which
never closes its eyes and never goes home from
a show on which no curtain of privacy ever
drops.

you

oyster,

who

JEAN HARLOW
is jealous of all you girls,
city-bred or small-town, who lead perfectly
normal, natural lives — who do your jobs, close
your desks when the work is done, relax, have
a good time and are able to forget how your
face looks, what the public is thinking of your
most casual gestures and whether you should

IS

MALL

crystal-clear mind functions far too honestly
for that. On the contrary, she says she
wouldn't get away from it if she could. The
excitements of her life have become necessary
to her. She couldn't live comfortably, now.
without her half-hour engagement book, the
continuous ringing of telephones, conferences,
fittings, interviews, photographs, et al.
And she loves the work itself.
But — she does wish that she had never begun it at all. Now that she has begun she
will never stop of her own volition — she can't.
She doesn't know why, except that it is like a
virus in the blood which cannot be ejected.
JEAN FEELS what all public characters feel,
public characters who are really normal, private citizens at heart.
She is a simple person. And her envy of
you other girls is predicated upon one thing —
that she is completely natural and to be forced,
however great the rewards, to lead a completely unnatural life just plain gets on the
Harlow nerves.
(Continued on page 102)
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At right, no Hollywood
night life for Emilie,
Yvonne, Cecile, Annette
and Marie! These five
starlets retire early. Nor
has their forthcoming
debut in "The Country
Doctor" made these
screen ingenues even
the least bit self-conscious. Cameras ore just
another toy to them!
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Gary may skip
trite social formalities, but he
never fails to
remember the
little, thoughtful
gestures to his
He's
friends.
been
making an
English picture.
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WHEN
I asked Mae West w;.,^ she chought of Cary
Grant, she was cryptic. "Cary Gi%it. is a flash," she said
and left me to figure it out. Looking at him gives one an
immediate idea of what Mae meant : flashing black eyes,
white teeth, a flashing smile over an unexpected dimple,
all of which is backed up by boyish flashes of wit, and a
continual over-supply of bubbling good spirits.
walk, hefarbounds.
Histhose
loping
stride carries
himHeto doesn't
his destination
ahead of
earthbound
souls
who content themselves with walking. And while he waits
for them to catch up with him, instead of marking time,
he taps out an original routine and hums snatches of the
latest popular song to restrain his natural impatience.
Despite his romantic appearance, this boyish impatience
prevents him from playing the great and attentive lover
in private life. Since details rather bore him, and since
he's also apt to be somewhat absent-minded, his current
lady friend (whoever she may be — for they change periodically) finds him a charming but somewhat irresponsible and unpredictable courtier. Should he be taking her
out to dine, she's lucky if he arrives at her home only
a half hour late. It seldom, if ever, occurs to him to
send her a corsage to wear. And if the thought does
strike him, as he's taking an opponent to town in a hot
set of tennis or ping-pong (usually this happens five
minutes before he's due to call for his charmer — and he
not even shaved or showered !), he arrives, minus flowers.
Then he and his lady, together, spend half an hour or so
hunting for just 'the right florist.
IT'S NOT that Cary is lacking in natural courtesy or
thought fulness. It is simply that this type of conventional
behavior doesn't seem of fundamental importance to him.
His natural spontaneity rebels at such stiff formalities.
He far prefers to act on the spur of the moment.
So that, having planned to spend a week-end at some
elaborate house party in Malibu, and having invited a
girl to go along — the lady sits and waits for Cary for two
hours — they being due at their host's house at, say —
eight o'clock Saturday evening. Her temperature falls
steadily and her ire rises. At ten o'clock, the telephone
rings. It's Cary. He can't understand her frigid tone,
because he and two other couples have just decided that

Left, Betty Fumess seems to be the
girl fickle Cory is concentrating upon
right now. And right, with Katharine
Hepburn in "Sylvia Scarlett," his
most
successful
picture
to date.

it would be much more fun to ditch the boring affair and
start off for Arrowhead, or Arizona, or Palm Springs
or a Mexican fishing trip. And will she please throw
some old clothes in her overnight bag, they'll be right over !
I've yet to meet the girl who hasn't ! Despite her annoyance, her pride, and her vows never to see him again.
For Cary has that fatal fascination, if you know what
I mean!
Although Cary would deny it, emphatically, he is extremely idealistic in regard to women. He loathes blatancy, vulgarity, and scatter-brained butterflies. The
women whom he truly admires are those who primarily
are companionable, have great understanding and tolerance— particularly of impulsive chaps like Cary.
Capable of great and loyal friendship, he numbers
among his closest friends, two or three women whose appeal is in no way dependent upon beauty or fame. And
these go on being important to him through the thick
and thin of his frequent romantic flare-ups with his
changing heart interests. His tender thoughtfulness, toward these women, is very touching (Cary would writhe
if he knew that adjective had been used to describe his
perfectly natural impulses).
ONE OF these close women friends was a secretary at
Paramount when Cary first arrived in Hollywood. He
admired her sane intelligence, he depended upon her judgment. He constantly turned to her for advice.
Being new in Hollywood, and extremely sensitive, he
feared people would misunderstand him. He dreaded
that he might "do the wrong thing." When he first became mildly successful and his option at the studio had
been taken up, he wanted to buy a new car. He had
been driving an old sports model and had been very happy
in it— but alas !^— the top was now leaking and the whole
thing was practically falling to pieces. But, until his
secretary friend convinced him he was being supersensitive, he put off doing anything about a new one.
because he was afraid people would think he'd "gone
To her also, he delegated the difficult task of first
Hollywood."
judging his performances in the previews of each
new picture he made.
Each {Continued on page 94)

Paul Covonagh came
to some amazing
conclusions about
Mae, playing with her
in "Goin' to Town."
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THE PURPOSE of this story is to
report two conversations. Just that.
You can draw your own conclusions.
They're bound to be interesting!
"The reason people go for my pictures in a big way is that I don't make
'em afraid of sex. Know what I mean ?"
I didn't . . . quite. So Mae went on
to elaborate.
"I take sex with a laugh. I don't
Get me?"
get me.
letI itwas
beginning to catch on.
In a turquoise satin negligee, very
simple but very Patou, Mae was lounging in her boudoir — a perfect atmosphere for our conversation.
It was a gold and white boudoir —

boldly,

practice

but

what

7

Hollywood's
she

preaches

LYNN

even to the telephone. White magnolias and gardenias
in gold and white vases. A tantalizing scent like heavy
tropical flowers touched with moonlight. Soft white
rugs on the floor. The sparkle of crystal candelabra.
Mirrors lining the walls. Even a mirror above the white,
satin-covered bed on which Mae was relaxing, as disturbingly radiant as Cleo and Delilah all rolled into one.
For the first time I had a close-up of Mae's eyes.
They're the poet's favorite dewy violet — and the lashes,
like Garbo's (as was just recently revealed after all these
years of silence) are not the handiwork of a make-up
man — they're the real McCoy. Black, long, silky, and
with that devastating upswing.
"Love and sex may be considered old-fashioned by
some," continued Mae, "but they still come in for their
quota of after-dinner conversation along with the ItaloEthiopian situation and what. John Barrymore's next
move might be.
"Everybody has his pet theory about how sex should
be presented on the screen. Some say it should be done
away with entirely. Personally," and here Mae gave me
one of those slow, smouldering glances and lazily stretched
her white arms, "I think that might offer difficulties.
Others say it should be camouflaged. I might go for
that
theory myself
Some say it isn't good for
the kiddies.
Well, some
not inday.
overdoses.
AND WHO
hasn't heard the old gag that, 'there's
too much sex in the movies and not enough good, clean
fun? Give us more Shirley Temple and Westerns by
Zane
Grey.'others declare : 'We'll take a little sex with
"While
our movies, but we'll take it wrapped in orange blossoms
and yards of Rosepoint lace. We'd like it set in a cottage for two, in a room with a view — .' You know, the
way they staged it when Gaynor and Farrell were screen
lovey-doveying.
"I've even met the kind of fellahs who like to see sex
rear its wicked head in a cosmopolitan atmosphere, where
ladies with foreign accents and husbands who don't
understand them, slither in and out of art museums,
officers' balls, and hot houses filled with orchids and
tiger lilies.
"Then again, some folks like it sprinkled with tears,
pale
shining eyes and choking farewells. The 'it's-betterto-have-loved-and-lost-than-never-to-have-loved-at-air
sort
of thing.

Like those pictures, {Continued on page 98)
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Buddy's Girl Friday is Walter Winchell's, too.
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the rules of Horatio Alger this story really

ought to be titled "Small Town Boy Makes Good." For
droll Buddy Ebsen, slow of tongue but fast of feet, has
made a dancing hit second only to that of the incomparable Eleanor Powell in "BroadHe is Holway Melody of 1936."
lywood's homeliest — ^and funniest —
find in many a moon.
Orchids to Walter Winchell. Why ?
Well, you see. Buddy is a Winchell
happy event. Not that my old friend
Walter is his pappy. But that lynxeyed columnist, once a hoofer himself, discovered him. Nor is this all.
Because of that Columbusing a few
years back, Buddy rates a double
happy eA^ent. Believe it or not, this
plain and simple newcomer to the
screen is, of all things, the husband
of no less a sophisticate than W. W.'s
famed "Girl Friday"!
Imagine finding her sitting primly
in their Westwood home while Buddy
unlimbered himself on a sofa, when
I dropped in for a neighborly call.
Paradoxically, two persons farther
apart couldn't possibly be closer together.
THAT
UNIQUE domestic scene
offered a rare study in contrasts.
There was the little woman, as Buddy
may call her if he's a brave man,
with all Broadway at her finger-tips,
and there was her hubby looking for
all
though he'd never
beentheoffworld
Main asStreet.
They had me blinking. It wasn't
hard to recognize Buddy — for except
that he'd had a hair-cut he was just
as advertised. But Your Girl Friday, demure, wren-like, sheltered,
didn't in the least suggest her
worldly-wise alter ego, indeed she
seemed (Continued on page 72}
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Pint-sized Shirfoot Buddy tap
ley and sixtheir way
through "Captain January."

"The
Trail of the
A new treat awaits movie fans, judging from
Hollywood reports about Paramount's "The
Trail of the Lonesome Pine." Sylvia Sidney,
Fred MacMurray and Henry Fonda have the
star roles supported by Fred Stone, Nigel
Bruce, Robert Barret, Fuzzy Knight and Little
Spanky McFarland. Henry Hathaway, brilliant
* Technicolor process

e" Lancer," has the
me of Pin
eso
Lon
director
of "Lives
a Bengal
directorial assignment. Walter Wanger produces. Most interesting, is the fact that "The
Trail of the Lonesome Pine" is the first fulllength outdoor romantic drama to be produced
in natural color*. Those who have seen it say
the scenes are breath-taking in their beauty.

LUCKy

In that interesting screen triangle of Clark Gable,
My ma

Ley and Jean Harlow in "Wife vs. Secretary," we have a suspicion that Miss L., the wife,
gets the lucky break at the fade-out. Anyway,
here she is in a most devoted pose with Clark.
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Zasu Pitts didn't meet her next door neighbor, Claudette Colbert, for over a year —
and when she did! Irene Dunne's maid
had to introduce her to the star she
wanted most to meet. And one of Joan
Bennett's best friends today is a star who
went out of her way to meet Joan. Below,
left to right, Zasu, Irene and Joan.

And that gave me the idea that
MY FRIEND, who had never been
KAT-HERINC
it might be fun to discover just how
there, and 1 were tall<ing about Jrlolthese world-famous people, whom
lywood the other day. She asked me
everybody knows, get to meet each
if Kay Francis and Janet Gaynor
ALBERT
other.
were good friends.
For a year Claudette Colbert and
"I don't know," I said. "I don't
Zasu
Pitts had been next door neighbelieve they've ever met."
bors. Yet, except for the times
She was appalled at that. "Never
But they are both products of Hollywood — both
met?
when each had seen the other's likeness on the screen,
they had never so much as caught a glimpse of each
would be
introduction
no
Surely,
stars.
famous
other. Hollywood etiquette did not demand that Zasu
necessary !"
call on Claudette when she moved next door. Both were
She talked on. She could not believe that it was posbusy women. There is no time for this sort of social
sible for one star in Hollywood not to know every other
flubdubbery in the film capital. Of course, Zasu knew
star. Certainly, she reasoned, they were just one big
that Claudette was her neighbor. If there were any
family. Not always a happy family perhaps — they might
sugar borrowing or back- fence talk, it was done by the
have their fights and feuds — but not to knozv each other
servants.
. . . Well !
And then, after a year of such neighborly proximity,
A few days later I was chatting with Claudette Colbert
they
actually saw each other on the Paramount lot. They
45
and I told her of my friend's misapprehension. "It is
both
stared, curiously — just as you would stare if you
Claudette
it?"
isn't
other,
each
silly that we all don't know
saw Claudette Colbert or Zasu {Continued on page 122)
said. "Often it causes embarrassing situations."

Photos by Scotty
Illustration by Russell Patterson

I
The Ambassador was the
scene of a swank dinner for
H. G. Wells.
Here's Bob
Montgomery with the Alan
Mowbrays.

Commotion amounting almost to a furor was created when Margaret Sulluvan marched into the "Rose Ilarie" preview in the
company of ex-hubby Henry Fonda. The two hove always been
friends, even during their married life, and they're co-starring in
"The Moon's Our Home." So consider the lady's indignation when
the ever-present Scotty stepped up and snapped their photo. It was
an outrage, averred Miss Sullavan. Frankly, it's not an outrage. A
photographer's business is to obtain pictures with news interest, and
certainly a photo of a well-known star attending a preview with a
former husband comes under the head of news, even in Hollywood.
That's why Miss Sullavan's attitude strikes us as being a trifle absurd.
If a girl wants privacy, a preview attended by half the movie colony is hardly a haven of solitude.

GOOD

And what new foreign star tells every lady interviewer she is
beautiful and lovely, and that her mere presence fills him with
emotion? Now everyone knows that, while all lady interviewers
are charming, intelligent and witty, not all of them are Dietrichs
to look upon. What's more, they talk, and now they all know that
the imported gentleman has whispered the same sweet nothings
to each and every one of them. Half of the girls are beginning
to think he isn't sincere.
Now that Irene Hervey has been seen out once or twice with
Addison Randall, the rumor hounds are frying to link Bob Taylor
with several other young ladies about town. Most persistent are the
reports of a romance involving the handsome Mr. T. with lanet
Gaynor. Just as a coincidence. Bob and Janet have recently finished
making "Small Town Girl" together. You wouldn't be supposing this
beautiful romance existed mainly in that idyllic domain known as a
studio publicity department, would you?
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Daves leave the "Lady Consents" preview. Are they
married everyone asks?
They won't say.

Speaking of beautiful romances — with the scent of ambrosia
furnished by studio press agents — perhaps the most touching was
that well-publicized rhapsody, the Courtship of Harry Richman.
Harry, it seems, is co-starred with Rochelle Hudson in "The
Music Goes 'Round." During the picture's production the local
press was full of trivia concerning Mr. Richman's undying regard
for Miss Hudson and Miss Hudson's romantic feelings toward
Mr. Richman. The minute the picture was completed, however,
something came to blight this beautiful alliance, and not another
word was heard of their Great Love. In other words, the pubgoes 'round and around, and we try to keep it from coming licity
out here.
Tragedy on the ice: During a big skating scene for "Wife vs. Secretary," which stars Jean Harlow, Clark Gable and Myrna Loy, Miss
Harlow was scheduled to go into a rather fancy fall. She refused
on the grounds that she had no woolens and wasn't in the mood for
falling on practically nothing but Harlow, for which you can hardly
blame her. Her director agreed, and for a full hour the studio was
searched, but there wasn't a woolie in all of Culver City. So, for
her art, and for her employers, Jean gritted her teeth and graciously
did the fall. These days she winces when someone says, "Won't
you sit down. Miss Harlow?"

While we're on the subject, here's a secret Binnie Barnes
wouldn't want you to know. Seems that Binnie was on location for "Sutter's Gold" in a region noted for its fog and wind.
Binnie's costume, to make things more uncomfortable, happened
to be a blue organdie dress. But the Barnes ingenuity overcame
such .difficulties, and here is the secret. Under the organdie
La Barnes is comfortably equipped with long pink woolen undies
and a pair of high black Russian boots. These . items hardly
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H. G. Wells, noted English
guest of honor, leaves his
party with two fair gals.
Paulette Goddard, left, and
Anita Loos.

go with organdie gowns, but they do keep a girl from
freezing.

Note to Producers: Please buy Ann Harding a new story.
The one she's been wearing for the past several seasons is
getting just a trifle frayed around the edges. Miss Harding has
appeared in "sacrificing wife" dramas so often that the public
must be weary of feeling sorry for her. Many things have happened in (his world since that style of story first startled audiences— the airplane has supplanted the horse, Fulton has invented the steamboat, and Alexander Bell is working on a
gadget called the telephone — and we think Ann would look swell
in one of the newer models. Something streamlined, let us say.
Out here if someone tells you a certain star is terrific, he
means the certain star is B. O. If you don't know what
B. O. is, then we don't know why we're telling you all this.
B. O. is Box Office, the wooden image worshipped by all
good Hollywood pagans. If a star is Box Office, it simply
means that his or her appeal is of such magnitude that vast
quantities of citizens, the world over, pay tribute to see him,
even though they must sit through a double feature bill, two
shorts, a newsreel and five acts of vaudeville to do so.
Hence it will probably be of interest to know that the great
god Box Office has selected ten names from all the lists of
1935's bright stars, and dubbed them Terrific. They are, in
the order of their B. O. importance : Shirley Temple, Will
Rogers, Clark Gable, Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, Joan
Crawford,
Claudette
Colbert,and
Dick
Powell,
"Wallace
Joe
E. Brown
(surprise?)
James
Cagney.
AllahBeery,
has
spoken.
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Ann Harding, vacationing
in the big city, leaves
New

York's Gotham

Hotel.

Here's something that would have made
the $10,000-a-week sirens of the old silent
days furious with envy. It seems that one
of the items in Claudette Colbert Pressm.an's new home is a bed done up almost
entirely in satin. We didn't see the price
tag but we have it from unimpeachable
sources that it was marked $3,000. Perhaps that would have been a mere couch
in those golden days, but in these parlous
times it's terrific. Did some one say
''some bunk" ?

Have you been wondering about Mary
Brian? Wei!, we have, and here's what we
discovered. Mary's in London, still starring
in "Chariot's Revue," and still denying romantic rumors, just as she denied them in
Hollywood. The young blades of London are
decidedly Brian-conscious, and even the
manager of her hotel sends her a daily
offering of fresh flowers. Men, are we going
to relinquish
Girl Friend to the
British?
Think America's
it over.

Stuart Erwin can't understand his prizewinning bulldog. After knocking off blue
ribbons at severel dog shows, Stu readied
his pride and joy for the Palm Springs show.
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Fred MacMurray and his best
gal, Lillian Lament. These two
are an inseparable duo.

Merle Oberon arrives with her
current beau, David Niven, for
an evening at the Club Seville.

Gladys Swarthout

Two sorrowing figures at Jack
Gilbert's funeral, Leatrice Joy,
former wife, and their daughter.

Moore

and the des-

tined-to-be-popular Erin O'Brienat Basil Rathbone's.

The dog wandered out
and stuf¥ed himself with
dates, and by the time
the judges took a look
at him he was a fine
example of a dog with
a hangover.
following week The
the dog
got next to a plentiful quantity of rich food
and came down with
the gout. Right now
he subsists on dog biscu it and water, and
Stu hasn't any appetite whatsoever.

There's a new hoofer about to amaze
screen audiences with her tapability, and
she's none other than Irene Dunne! Irene
took lessons in taps from LeRoy Prinz for her
role in "Show Boat," and Mr. Prinz is telling
his friends that Irene is a natural tapster,
or is it tapstress? We can't imagine it, but
Mr. P. swears by it, so you'll have to see
"Show Boat" if you want his statement
verified.

More Questions Without Answers : The
wife of a prominent English star is constantly guarding her husband from the

Grace

husband

Gertrude Michaels, Johnny Far-

Valentin Parera, snapped leaving "Rose Marie" preview.

row and Maureen O' Sullivan
make merry at the Club Seville.

Polly Ann Young, her fiance,
Carter Herman, and Loretta

The much-beaued-about-town
Mary Carlisle with Phil Reed
at the Club Seville, too.

Young

Moore

at Wally

and

Ford's party.

wiles of the local sirens, but she topped
all her previous efforts at an Assistance
League luncheon the other day. A certain glamorous gal star rushed over to
the couple, greeted the wife and planted
a friendly kiss on the countenance of the
blushing male. Since a kiss is not an
unusual salute in Hollywood, you can
imagineshethefound
young
lady'son embarrassment
when
herself
the receiving
end of a violent push from the irate wife.

Fay Wray, just back from England, parked
her bags at the Gotham in New York for a
few days. And the same day the Melvyn
Douglas's (Helen Gahagan) checked out of
this popular hostelry on their way back to
the coast. Poor Fay must feel like a gal
without a country for she has spent the

major part of the past
year madly commuting
back and forth across the
briny to keep picture engagements in both England and Hollywood. Fortunately for her, her beloved spouse, John Monk
Saunders, has been spending most of his time in
England, too, thus saving
them miserable separations and transatlantic phone bills!

And speaking of New York, who do you
suppose stole into town without a single
reporter catching sight of her? None
other than Gloria Swanson. La Swanson, who used to stir up a peck of press
excitement, must have felt a trifle forlorn
to be the forgotten woman. It is whispered that Gloria and Herbert Marshall
are only nodding these days.
And from Hollywood comes word that
Herbert is transatlantic phoning his wife,
Edna Best. So-o-o.

And what's this about Simone Simon? The
little mademoiselle from gay Paree was

Mary
Pickford dances gaily
with Leslie Howard at a party
she gave for Lady Mendl.

brought to these waiting shores amid much
publicity and much shouting of "Vive la
France!" In a few short months her studio
taught her English and placed her in "Under
Two Flags," with Ronald Colman and Victor
McLaglen. After two weeks of production it
was announced that Mile. Simon retired from
the cast under doctor's orders. She was
replaced by Claudette Colbert, by the way.
Observers, however, point out a typographical error in the announcement. "Director's
orders" would be more correct, they insist,
for it seems that playing a Cuban girl in an
American picture was a little too bewildering for the little French lady, so she retired
from the cast — with a French-English dictionary under one arm and a tutor under
the other.

The death of John Gilbert marks the
end of an eca in Hollywood, for he was
one of the last of the glamorous names
of the silent days. Always attractive to
women, his constant companion during his
last few months was Marlene Dietrich.
That she felt his passing deeply is attested to by those who saw her on the
Paramount lot the day after his death.
Although she worked, so as not to hold
up production, there were two nurses in
constant attendance. (Cont'd on page 124)
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And look who's walking into the
party!
None other than Jeanette
MacDonald radiantly happy and
squired by Henry Fonda.

Top above, the Harmon Nelsons
(Bette Davis) pose for Scotty. And
Bette, with her hair darker again,
looks like a little girl. Below,
Loretta Young steps out with
Janet Gaynor's former husband,
Lydell Peck.
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Top above, a jolly foursome
of David Niven with his best
Oberon; Norma Shearer and
Irving Thalberg. Norma was

consisted
girl, Merle
husband,
one of the

few who didn't observe the "black and
white" dress edict. Below, Janet Gaynor, Gene Raymond, Marion Davies
and Dolores Del Rio have fun.

Carole

Lombard's

AND

swanky

Mayfair

Top above, Scotty snaps a fivesome — the Bill Gargans, the Harold Lloyds
and Dolores Costello Barrymore in a
fetching white wig. And below, the
hostess, Carole Lombard, all done up
in white tulle and violets. Cesar Romero is the lucky fellow who has her
attention for the moment.

party.
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ONE NIGHT, not too long ago, Jobyna and Dick Arlen,
Bing and Dixie Crosby and I were sitting around
gabbing.
Somehow the talk got around to "The Thin Man"
and, in
naturally,
to Myrna Loy's swell portrayal of the
wife
it.
"There was a wife for you," Dick remarked
meaning glance at Joby.

with a

"Amen
saidit. Mr. Crosby devoutly, although he smiled
when
he !"
said
Joby threw a pillow at Dick while Dixie fingered a
marble ash tray more or less absently.
The conversation was hastily changed before there
were any casualties. But, when I reached home, where
I could meditate in peace and comfort on one of my
favorite topics — marriage — I began thinking about Myrna
again.
There is a girl who never has been married — or, if she
has been, she's keeping very still about it— yet she probably has played niore and different types of wife, and
played them convincingly than (Continued on page 119)
. a varieW f
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Ronald Burla, her better half, is just
about perfect, thinks Miss Merkel.

a picnic of any picture to which it is a party. Even later,
when Una was posing for illustrations in a confession
magazine — illustrating stories in which she had illegitimate children by the score, during working hours — men
didn't even offer her a seat on the subway.
THE
of the because
screen's the
most lives
popular
comedierme
is
the STORY
more unusual
of models
and
actresses are supposed to be glutted with battalions of
males, and the worries of a film beauty who tries to
remember mother's advice are enough to turn her hair
platinum blonde overnight. But in all of Una Merkel's
cloister-like existence in the midst of plenty, she only
got one opportunity to slap a man.
I hope I don't make her sound like the "before" half
of the ad for freckle cream, or a course in "How You
Too May Cultivate and Harvest Men." I'm sure it was
the boys in Covington who were cross-eyed.
It's difficult to sit on a lounge with one of the most
chamiing and delightful women of the screen and try
to imagine her as a self-conscious wall-flower who was
so afraid of boys that they thought she wanted to be

Una has helped many of her fans with
their problems on love and marriage.

HERE'S ONE I'll bet even Ripley wouldn't believe!
Una Merkel was once resigned to the unwelcome fate
of becoming an old maid ! With millions of unattached
males in the world, not one favored the shy, awkward
little Kentucky girl with so much as a passing glance.
Although she is one of the most happily married girls
in the movie colony today — the happiest, to hear her version of it— Una has known what it is to want companionship and see all the girls but herself receiving flattering
attentions from young swains.
For other girls who have faced that problem, she feels
a sympathetic kinship, and for them she has a heartwarming message which perhaps no other screen idol is
qualified, by both experience and understanding, to give.
Picnics and parties given by the younger set in Covington and Philadelphia, where Una grew up, were not enhanced bythe tinkling chatterbox voice which now makes

Una

Merkel's

advice

to

the

that way. . I wouldn't have believed that this personable
young blonde had ever got a good start toward spinsterhood, if she hadn't admitted it. But when Una
Merkel tells you something, you believe it. Her sincerity is the second thing you note about her. The first
is how sleekly stunning she is in black. While the glamor
gals affect aprons and organdie between sirening assignments. La Merkel, off the set, knocks your lamps out with
the latest chic creations of New York and Paris — possibly a delayed compensation for drab days in a convent, and working days in New York, when an umbrella
and outsize rubbers were the most striking accessories in
her wardrobe.
But she is a homebody, for all her style, and wouldn't
starve to death if you locked her in a kitchen with the
makings. She'd know what to do if you got a cold in
the chest. If you gave her a pile of socks to darn, she
wouldn't

Misses

do

it with
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MAYBE IT would he better if you didn't tell what I
said on the set that day a year ago. People might mistuiderstand and think I was crazy."
Rochelle readily admitted the conversation I referred
to. 1 was afraid that she wouldn't. Blspecially since she
had, during the past few months, seen her name put in
the column of the box office ledger that spells cash.
That's what you like about this Hudson gal. She has
a mind of lier own and she is not afraid to express it.
"After all," she went on. "why shouldn't 1 say that
the glamor and glitter that
goes with being a motion
picture
actress
does not
thrill me.
It doesn't. That
I am not eager for a career.
It's the truth.
That I am
not reaching for fame.
I Rochelle
have seen how disappointing considers
that can be.
That I don't
acting a
want to be a star.
I have
job, not a
seen too many stars take a
career,
tail spin.
"A year ago I was so fed
up with the whole business
1 was ready to quit. I don't
want to quit now. I have a
good job. And I am enjoying my work because I
am making progress. I don't
want to quit iintil I have become tops. 1 would want
to be tops in anything 1
undertook."
To this veteran of nineteen, acting is a job, not a
career. '"Tops" is success,
not stardom. Laugh if you
want to, but here is a beautiful girl who would rather
])e looked upon as an industrious young person intent upon her work than a
motion picture actress wrapped in glamor.
'T have been building for
a career ever since I can remember," she .said. "When
I was born my mother
vowed she was going to give
me the opportunity to do the
thing she had always wanted
to do. 'Amount to .something,' as she put it. I was
to have the training, foundation, or whatever you
want to call it to enable me
lo

do

something

artistic —

^;

push

something fine, the chance to take myself out of the
everyday humdrum existence. In other words, she
wanted to see in me a reflection of what she had wanted
to be. She never wavered in that purpose.
"At three I was studying the piano and taking dancing lessons. At six I was memorizing verse. Before
long I was learning ten pages of drama a week. That
taught me to concentrate. That is why today I learn
lines so easily. When it was discovered that my voice
had possibilities, I was given vocal training.
"Although I was considered precocious, I had to work.
Mother often stood over me to keep me at the piano.
How I hated to sit down to those cold keys." She made
a wry face at the thought of it.
"MY TEACHERS used to warn my parents that I would
have a breakdown. Mother was criticized for forcing
me. But she knew what she was doing. I was active
and quick to learn and it didn't hurt me a bit.

At any

rate I was never ill then — nor since then.
"Today when I see other girls in this business, many
of them older than I, just starting on the piano, dancing
or voice, I realize how lucky I am. After Mother put
me on my own feet she left me to work out my own
Rochelle was fourteen when she signed a contract with
salvation."
RKO.
Since she attended school on the lot, either her
work or studies took her to the studio every day. And
so, the studio became her world. She saw stars made
and broken. She saw the efifect of fame and money
upon newcomers and old-timers. The excitement and
glamor that surrounds a movie set was her daily fare.
During those months her mental and physical training,
her entire routine, was chosen to promote her career.
"Most people think that acting before the camera is
fun." she said, "that the hours spent at a studio are gay
and amusing. The dramatic roles I do are a responsibility. They weigh me down. (Continued on page 84)
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LADIES AND gentlemen — especially ladies.
The following discourse, concerning a literate and articulate actor, contains not one word about his lovelife,
per se. Intentionally, it omits speculation direct or indirect regarding his marriage, his amorous dalliance, if
any, his preference for blondes or brunettes, also if any.
Mr. Leslie Howard entertains the controversial opinion
that a man may be an actor and also have a private life.
You will, one hopes, agree that he can at least try. Possibly you may even find it refreshing to discover an actor
who wants a private Hfe.
This explanatory digression has nothing to do with the
subject matter, except as an early illustration of Leslie's
rebellious nature. Imagine an actor daring to want a
private life !
Those of you, who regard Mr. Howard and sex-appeal
as interchangeably synonymous, will perhaps be pained,
or anyway surprised, to find out that other things do go
on in his mind.
But liefore we progress to his mind, how's about analyzing the appeal. (Did I hear cheers from the ladies?)
What is it Leslie has which no other actor has? Where
does he keep it? Does he put it on and take it off or
is it always there?
Well, now you have me. It's that thing called charm.
Without it, there is a not particularly personable, slightly
skinny gent in an old loose tweed jacket and trousers
with a patch on the seat and tortoise-rimmed glasses,
pulling on a blunt pipe. With it, there is Leslie Howard.
IT WORKS in various ways its wonders to perform — but
it always works. For instance, two very chic UpperCrust young matrons arrive from New York and it is
my pleasure to introduce them to a studio. Well, a
studio is a studio, and I make arrangements accordingly.
But no, I was wrong. They only want to go to the
studio where Leslie Howard is making a picture — and the
only actor they want to meet is Leslie Howard. Tie that.
And here I figured they were pretty darn lucky to see
any studio ! And it seemed fairly reasonable that since
Howard was working on a picture, he wouldn't send out
any brass bands to meet us . . . Ha, I was wrong again.
The gals were fairly skeptical. This Howard now,
he was just a legendary character who charmed people,
willy-nilly, on the screen and (Continued on page 96)
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Howard's
something

Left

appeal.
other

Leslie, Jr.,

Howard's daughter, is so intwestdad's
ed in her
career
that she
spent days writing a happy ending to "The Petrified Forest."
because the producers thought
they wanted it
that wayl Here
they are.

Left, Leslie and
Bette Davis in a
scene from "Petrified Forest."
Leslie had a way
of quietly napping in his or
Bette's car between scenes!
And, like Garbo,
he likes to sneak
home early, much
to the director's
discomfort.

Unassuming
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envy
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This

amazing

night picture
of the worldfamous
Hollywood
Bowl,
crowded to the very rim,
was the scene of Max
Reinhardt's outdoor production of '.'A Midsummer Night's Dream," in
which Olivia de Hovilland met Opportimity and
Fame.
first
meeting Left,
withOlivia's
Reinhardt,
and as she looks today.

By
RAMON
ROMERO

I

IN THE huge, egg-shaped orchestra pit of
Hollywood Bowl, in the summer of 1934, a
miracle occurred. In this cradle of immortal
music a motion picture star was born. Not a
new composer nor a master of the baton, but
of all things, a cinema celebrity!
In the sight of forty thousand pairs of eyes this new
actress emerged from the unknown, to be discovered by
the largest single audience that has ever discovered a
favorite upon whom to heap its plaudits. Out of the
magical forest of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" she
came — a vision as lovely as Dame Fame has ever bowed
to. At the beginning of the eventful evening the program listed her merely as the "Hermia" of the Bard's
play. But before the moon had risen much higher over
the Bowl that night, it was Olivia de Havilland who was
remembered. The next morning her fate was sealed.
Hollywood came to bid.
More than a year has passed since that momentous
evening when Olivia de Havilland's career was born in
Hollywood's gigantic amphitheatre under the stars. In
that incredibly short time Olivia has risen from an unknown "Little Theatre" actress to a picture personage.
Her screen interpretation of Hermia, too, has won her
praise.
Two of the most coveted roles of the new crop of pictures have been awarded Olivia on the strength of the
critical reception accorded her in the Reinhardt fantasy.
In "Captain Blood," Olivia
Flynn, carried the burden of
shoulders, with nary a big
production values. To add

and another newcomer, Errol
histrionic honors on their slim
box-office name to bolster up
glory to glory, she is playing

opposite Fredric March in "Anthony Adverse."
When I lunched with her recently, Olivia did not hesitate to express doubts as to her future in the Hollywood
crazy-quilt. Although her charming rendition of Hermia
had won for her the same role in the screen play, there

was no way of foretelling what her camera-portrait of
the same character would bring. Like a doctor who
waits for the crisis in the illness of a patient, she waited
for the day when she would know definitely whether
her good fortune was merely a dream come to an end, or
the beginning" of a long screen life.
AS ANXIOUS as she was for the decisive answer, she
was prepared not to be heartbroken should it mean that
her efiforts to be a movie actress had failed. Success had
come too easily. It was not something over which she
had brooded, planned, slaved. If ever a Cinderella story
found its counterpart in actual life, it was true in this
case. L^nreasonable, because as she says herself, it
seems almost unfair for anyone to walk into a motion
picture career as painlessly as she did when Hollywood
is full of talented girls wasting away waiting for a decent
opportunity.
"Before all this happened I never seriously consideed
a professional career," she confessed with her usual
frankness. "I've never contemplated very much on the
sacrifice involved in carving out a career for oneself. Of
course, I've read dozens of biographies about the careers
of great people, and of the tragic time they had. I cried
myself sick over Katharine Hepburn's Eve Lovelace in
"Morning Glory," but I've never had the same situations
occur in my own life. I, personally, am going to let fate
take its course."
"Even successful people must make sacrifices," I con5y. film
tended. "Should you be accepted as a success in the
version of 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,' there is every
chance you will eventually become a star. As a star, you
must be prepared to make more sacrifices than you would,
say, if your present option isn't renewed, and you are
turned out to find a place for yourself in some other
"Should that happen," she (Continued on page 100)
studio."
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Arthur Treacher, screen butler de luxe,

BUTLERS BY
ED GRAHAM

with Ida Lupino in "Anything

and a celebrated beauty. The father of a son of eight.
A father who disciplines his only son with Milne-esque
poetry — Milne with a dark dash of Poe.
Mr. Blore read me one of his poems. He recited it
with fire and fervor. He went further and gave us petmission to print part of it. Eventually, it will be included
in a book of Blore verse. For, among other things, I
found, when I lunched with Mr. Blore, the gentleman,
is that he is rated as the second best lyricist in all England.

ARE BUTLERS, like beauty,
only skin deep?
Scratch a butler and do you
find the "gentleman's gentleman," his soul in the service of
caviar, his heart in the honing
of a razor strop?
In plain terms, if you should
scratch Eric Blore as he draws
the "bawth" for Edward Everett Horton or serves pigeons'
hearts and puns to Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers, if
you should scratch Arthur Treacher as he draws back a
chair for Shirley Temple, if you should scratch Ivan
Simpson as he serves tea for Mr. Arliss — what would
you find?
Messrs. Blore, Treacher and Simpson are Englishmen
three. They hail from the Isle of Butlers. Of perfect
butlers. For when is a butler not a butler might be
answered thisaway — when he is not an Englishman. Still,
it is reasonable to surmise that when Messrs. Blore,
Treacher and Simpson were yet unbreeched they did not
plan their future lives in terms of buttling for Astaire,
Temple and Arliss. They doubtless expected to be buttled.
What is the man behind the screen butler like? Does
servitude, even in films, nip the arrogant soul of the
man until he instinctively passes the pate de fois gras and
says "Sir" to inferior young moppets?
Do Messrs. Blore, Treacher and Simpson resent being
butlers ? What are they like when the napkin is removed
from their arms?
I scratched Eric Blore and found : A whimsical gentleman. A very charming gentleman. A most sophisticated
gentleman. A gentleman who is no slouch with the ladies,
who is, indeed, married to Clara Mackin, one-time actress

Three
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Goes."

Before
he that
said, it*Tabsolved
recommend
this
to he
all recited
fathers the
of poem
sons.to Imefind
me
boy,
from the unpleasant duty of castigation !"
And here is a verse and chorus from "The Scroggins" :
When

I was quite a little

And disobeyed my daddy,
He used to hit
Me where I sit
He he?
hadn't ought to ! Had
But then if I was very bad,
Too bad for Daddy's HogHe'd frighten me
By sayingsend
he me
Would
gin's,
Scroggins.

to the

Then to the telephone he'd
And0-0-0!
ring up SCR ANTON
Oh! The Scroggins are
terrible people,

gentlemen's

''gentlemen/'

go

Eric

Blore,

Eric Blore, outraged

valet to Edward

Ivan Simpson, the "old retainer" type,
with Miriam Hopkins in "Splendor."

Everett Horton, in a "Top Hat" scene.

Such terrible people the Scroggins ;
Especially Missus,
Who hisses and hisses.
She hates little boys and the reason for this is
She can't stand the smell of 'em.
Just hear her tell of 'em,
"Little boys smell, sir, and that is the hell of 'em.'
Take it from me.
It is better to be
With Mummy and Daddy
and floggin's
Than to stay for a day
In that house far away
With the terrible, terrible
Scroggins !
And I wish you could have
heard Mr. Blore doing "The
Scroggins." The way he
rolled his S's and his eyes
when he "rang up Scranton
0-0-0" was a treat !
. While delving into the
Blore biography, I discovered
that Mr. Blore is the only
son of an English professor,
a professor so learned in the
classics that he reads Greek
and Latin as we read Walter Winchell. A father who
had predestined his only son for the law, for government
service. It certainly never occurred to the scholarly elder
Blore, the bibliophile, that his Eric would one day be
"in service."
And what is more, Mr. Blore studied law. He passed
his civil service examinations, though he tried not to.

Ivan

Simpson

and

Arthur

And he then passed into
an insurance office, only
to pass out of it as soon
as possible and onto the
stage. His first stage apf>earance was at the Spa
Theatre, Bridlington, England, in the year 1908.
He then toured Australia
and the provinces and then
did four years at the front.
He was with the Royal
Flying Corps and also conducted the 36th Divisional
Gjncert Party in France,
being unable to keep the
theatre out of the trenches.
And at the front he first
met Herbert Marshall, his
friend through the years.
After the War he reappeared on the London

stage, at

the Wyndham Theatre, in "His Little Widows," and
audiences laughed him from orie success to another, until
his butler in the stage production of "The Gay Divorcee"
brought him to Hollywood to repeat that character on
the screen.
Eric Blore loathes buttling. He said, "I wouldn't mind,
you know, playing a butler with character, such a butler, for instance, as Wodehouse's 'Jeeves.' But I do object, quite violently, to being typed. I do resent the oncea-butler-always-a-butler mold into which the movies seem
to have hurled me.
"I have no objections to butlers on the grounds that
might be supposed. I do not consider them inferior persons. On the contrary, a (Continued on page 89)
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Carole Lombard has
to keep an eagle
eye on the thighs
and hips. As a mat!er of fact,, she has
to diet and exercise
all the time — or else.

FATt

TfllN?-yOU

For those of you with
scrawny necks, and shoulder blades that protrude
noticeably — spots which the
too-thin Loretta Young needs
to round out — there are
diets and exercises to build
you up in no time.

Ann Dvorak is another one
of those all-around skinny
girls who could gain, if she
went about it in the right
way. Norma Shearer, on
the other hand, has to work
to keep slim — especially
her waistline and arms.

RIGHT SMACK at the beginning, let me say
this : you can have a good figure. You bet
your sweet life you can. Barring out-and-out
defects of bone structure and serious glandular disturbances, there is nothing that can
keep you from being slim, graceful and decently proportioned. It will take time, determination,
honesty (with yourself) and hard work. But, babies,
you can have it and I'm not telling you any poetic beauty
folderol when I say it. But it's up to you. What are
you going to do l Be lazy and stay fat ? Whine and stay
thin? Or work and be beautiful? You're going to be
beautiful?
That's the stuff! And Sylvia will help you.
This month, I want to discuss really stubborn cases :
tlie fat girl who has tried, honestly, to lose and can't ; and
the thin girl who has tried, honestly, to gain and can't.
On these pages, are the pictures of four Hollywood
stars whom I shall use to illustrate certain points in this
article. Norma Shearer and Carole Lombard have had
considerable difficulty in their lives in keeping off excess
weight. Norma's trouble is a tendency to heavy upper
arms and a thickness through the waist. Carole's trouble
is a tendency to heavy thighs and derriere. Ann Dvorak
and Loretta Young have had difficulty in putting on

CAN

BE

weight. Ann is thin all over. Loretta must fight against
that gaunt look around the collar bones and a too-thin
neck. I'm going to take up more extreme cases than
these girls illustrate, too.
OH, YES, I've heard all the excuses ! I don't want to
be too hard on you, but, truly, some of the reasons
women give me for not improving their figures make me
so mad I could pop !
"Fat runs in our family," is a prize one. So ! Your
Aunt Tabitha looked like a blimp . . . therefore you
must look like a blimp. "I have a weak heart ... I
can't exercise." If you really have a weak heart — if a
doctor has told you that you have a weak heart — you can't,
of course, play tournament tennis or run the 100-yard
sprint in nothing flat. But you needn't eat mashed
potatoes, need you? "I'm anemic — I can't diet." Oh,
yes, you can, baby. Yes, you can ! Leave it to mama.
I'll give you a diet — right here in this article — just as
soon as I get a couple of statements down on paper that
I don't want to forget.
First of all, let's take a really extreme case : the girl
who is just plain fat. Not merely hefty or bulgy in
spots, but fat. She thinks she {Continued on page 92)
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JOHN HOWARD
didn't want to be an actor. He had no
more intention of becoming one than the man in the moon.
Although he belonged to the college dramatic society at Western
Reserve University in Cleveland, he laughed politely when friends
told him, "You ought to be in pictures."
He knew of too many young men who had staked everything
on fortune's
dice, of
and several
tried towho
get had
worktaken
on the
or in tests
pictures. He knew
halfstage
a dozen
for pictures, and who had simply landed on the road that leads
to nowhere. He had no intention of breaking his heart trying
to buck an impossible game. Instead he planned to study for a
Ph.D. degree and become a professor of English.
' It seems absurd that anyone so attractive should be teaching
Chaucer, yet if the wheel of fortune had not spun 'round for him
he would today be spending his time in research work on the
classics of literature.
One day a talent scout came to Cleveland to see a girl who
was playing a part in the touring company of "Men in White."
The girl turned out to be rather a disappointment, and the scout
decided to leave town the next morning. That night he had dinner
with a friend, who said to him, ".Say, it's {Continued on page 82)
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have envied Jean Parker at different steps in

her career, you will be actually "green" now, for she
has spent four months in England playing opposite
Robert Donat in "The Ghost Goes West."
has never been so thrilled in her life !

unless

!

And

Jean

"If anyone had told me,"' she said, "that I would play
a lead with Robert Donat, I should have been positive
that Santa Claus had come to stay twelve months a year."
Of course, you are jumping to the conclusion that
Jean has fallen in love with Donat. And you were
never more right in your life ! But perhaps in not the
exact manner you suspect. She is in love with him as
she is in love with Chopin and Leonardo da Vinci, for
she believes that Donat is as much an artist in his line
as these men were in theirs, that he brings to the screen
something indescribable that sets him apart
from all

other actors.
Jean is changed since she worked with Donat. No
longer is she so serious, worried, and eternally wondering
about the outcome of everything she does. She is like
someone who has visited a psychoanalyst and had her
inhibitions released, like a college girl who has received
A Double Plus on her first examinations. She explains :
"Mr. Donat made me realize how important relaxation
is while portraying a character. 'You must get yourself
out of the way,' he would say, 'while you are giving the
public someone else.' Furthermore, he insisted that I
must play every scene, whether tragedy or comedy, with
a sense of humor. Often he stopped rehearsals and said
something to make me laugh, then said. 'Now, open your
hands ; drop them ; relax. You can never play a scene
when you are tense like that.'
"That sounds simple enough, but I
did relax for the first time, and I believe Ilearned even more from watching every move he made than I could

possibly explain to you."
BUT DONAT'S influence on Jean
didn't begin with her picture work
with him, rather it began at the time
she had her first glimpse of him on
the screen in "Henry the Eighth."
From that moment, she had no difficulty in answering the eternal question, "Who is your favorite actor?"
When Jean was notified that she
would do a picture in London, there
were hundreds of details to be attended to, so she had no time to make inquiries about the picture she was to
make.
Imagine her delight, on arriving in
London, in being told that she was to
play opposite Robert Donat ! It took
her breath away. She and her guardian, Mrs. Jessie Wright, were taken
to the Claridge. When shown to her
suite, Jean found awaiting her the
most gorgeous box of flowers she had
ever seen. When her surprise and
nervousness abated sufficiently for her
to open it, she found the card reading, "Hoping your stay in London
will be a happy one. Mr. and Mrs.
Robert
Donat."
As she
began meeting people connected with the production, one after
another said, "You are going 65
to love
working with Robert Donat." As if
she hadn't dreamed of this for ages !
"And then, would you believe it,"
she continued, "everything went badly. My work was unbelievably stiff
and both of us were so shy and without any {Continued on page 78)
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WHEN
FASHION dictators say, "Suits lead every
other costume in importance this spring," they are talking Hollywood's language. For Hollywood is one of the
most suit-conscious towns in the country.
Any native HoUywoodian will tell you that one of the

Virginia Bruce,
right, -wearing
a man-tailored
gray woolen
suit, overplaided lightly in a
pale orange.
Her hat is gray
felt and her
buttonhole
bouquet is on
orange-hued
carnation!
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best places to track down celebrities is at Watson's, the
tailor shop that supplies the smartest stars with their
stunning hand-tailored suits. You can go in there almost
any day and run a pretty good chance of seeing Claudette
Colbert having a fitting, Marlene Dietrich picking out
fabrics, or Carole Lombard adding another suit to her
already large wardrobe.
So many of you worry about whether or not you can
wear a suit. I think most of you can wear some form
of suit. Unless you are moderately slender, however,
you had better pass up the mannish tailored suit. You
won't find that a hardship, because there are so many
other types of suits from which to choose that you
will never mind not wearing the more trying (for
your figure), strictly tailored style. Here are some
of the suit types that will be popular this spring.
First is the classic tailormade, just mentioned.
It can be called the most important style because
it will be more generally worn by smart women
all over the country.
It is a direct steal from a
man's suit.

It should have shoulders slightly exaggerated in their squareness.
It has notched
lapels with a buttonhole, trick pockets and a
nipped-in eflFect at the waist.
It can be single
or double-breasted, although the single-breasted
type has an edge on the other.
Its length
varies — cuflf length, like a man's jacket, being
the smartest.
The skirt is slender, with only
pleats or tucks for detailing.
Suiting fabrics, hairline striped worsteds,
checks, tweeds and worsted flannels are the
materials for these suits.
As to colors,
navy is, of course, a big favorite. Then
there's a grand new color called Postman's
Blue, actually the shade that your lettercarrier's uniform sports. ' It has a rather military air
and is perfect for the tailormade suit. Gray is looking
up, too, as a suit shade, although a lot of you probably

In panel at
left, top row,
left to right,
Gladys
out
in Swarthmixed
tweed jacket
with brown wool
skirt. And Carole
Lombard in beige
suiting, beautifully
tailored, with
sables.
Below, left
to right, Madge
Evans in light blue,
yarn-stitched felt
with trick crown. Also
Margaret Callahan in
black broadcloth with
tucked-bosom shirt.

Above, left to right, Una Merkel prefers knitted suits
with smart matching hats. Hers is a tweed knit jacket
■with a plain hairy wool knit skirt. That bag is a tricky
affair in oxblood brown calf with a watch that really
works and ncrilheads to point out the time. Next a
young English star, Lillie Palmer, wears a hopsack
green tweed suit with well-chosen black accessories.
That big bag is a very new size and style for suits this
season. Jane Wyatt wears a beige woolen sports suit
overplaided in brown — the jacket is made on reefer
lines, double-breasted. The Ascot scarf is a smart finishing touch. And at the right, Mono Barrie wears the
dressmaker type of spring suit — this cleverly combines
a plain woolen with gaily printed blouse, trimming
and handbag. The suit is gray, the print blue, white
and gray and her hat and shoes in navy.

will pass it tip for the more generally becoming beige
and brown tones.
And I can hear you all crying now. "What about the
length of our suit skirts?" Well, according to the
fashion-powers-that-be and one of Hollywood's wellknown designers, Lambert, you can make your hemline
between thirteen and fourteen inches from the ground.
Lambert advocates the shorter length of fourteen inches.
He says, "Fourteen inches will not be too much for daytime lengths. This means, I think, that waistlines will
stay put. In spite of rumors that rise wraith-like now
and then in favor of lowered waists, women so far have
refused to take them seriously. And with shorter skirts,
the tendency toward shoes with lower heels will remain,
especially for spectator sports and country wear."
Carole Lombard follows the Lambert prediction with
a very short skirt for the beige suit shown on page 57.
This is a perfect example of the map-tailoted type in a
smooth suit fabric.
Note the (Continued on page 74)
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Camels

they

thoroughly

cost

you

please

you

—

nothing!

Camels are mild in the best sense
of the word — mild in flavor and,
even more important, so mild you
can smoke all you want.
To emphasize our confidence that
you will recognize the superiority
of Camel's costlier tobaccos .. .we
want you to try them at our risk.
See if you don't agree with Mrs.
AUston Boyer, Miss Dorothy Paine,
Mrs. William Wetmore, and the
other discerning women throughout the country who have learned
that in cigarettes the cost of the
tobaccos and the skill with which
they are blended are all-important.

\

Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE

(Mantels
d
U If you aon't fin

ur tuu P
(Jigned)
^oBACCO COMPANY
fund yo
J.REYNOLDS TOBA
^^^^^^^

TOBACCOS -Turkish and

Domestic — than any other popular brand.

) 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co.
Winston -balem.
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BACK

QUICKLY

LINES,
DRY SKIN
say: "Getting
on in years

COARSE

PORES

say: "Slim chances
for good times!"
Miss Isabel Parker bag that exquiaite but delicate type of ekin which often gets
lined early: ^^Poad'*s Cold Cream actually ends dryness— Bmooths a'way little lines. ^'

—rouse

that

faulty

A PRETTY skin always wins friendly
glances! It's not surprising that a
coarse or dull skin is the reason many a
nice girl is hardly noticed. Blackheads,
blemishes draw positive criticism. Men
seem to think that a good skin comes
naturally!

Under

Skin

. . . rouse that faulty underskin. And you
can! — by faithful use of Pond's invigorating deep-skin treatment.
Pond's Cold Cream, with its specially
processed fine oils, travels deep into the
pores. Right away it softens dirt— Floats
out the clogging matter.

But actually that good skin is something most of us have to work for — And
can win!

This famous Pond's treatment does
more than cleanse. It brings to skin that
fresh vital look that we all call beauty . . .

Every morning, and during the day, repeat this
treatment — Your skin becomes softer every
time. Powder goes on beautifully.

skin below.
in the under
busily carry
When they

livePond's
in It. Cold Cream is pure. Germs cannot
SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT

TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept.D-50, Clinton, Conn. Rush special
tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creamsder. I enclose
and 5 different
shades postage
of Pond'sandFace
Powlo^ to cover
packing.
Name

You've got to fight these skin faults off
Where Skin
Age begins. .
Just below that
dark layer, tiny
glands, cells, muscle and
nerve fibres keep outer
skm young. When they
slow — skin dries out, agesi

Do this regularly — note the improvement. Color livened. Skin smoother. In
time, pores refined. Lines softened.

Every night, pat in Pond's Cold Cream to bring
out dirt, make-up, skin secretions . . . Wipe it
off! Pat in more cream briskly ... to rouse that
faulty
underskin, to win back smooth, linefree skin!

When lines come — blackheads, blemishes— it's a sign that under the skin you
see, something has gone wrong.
How to reach the under tissues
Look at the diagram of the
See the nerves, fibres, glands
layers. In your teens, these
nourishment to your skin.
slow, skin faults begin.

Now your pores are free! Your skin is
ready for a fresh application of this youthgiving cream. Pat it in smartly. Feel the
blood tingling. Your skin alive! Glowing.
You have wakened that sleepy underskin!

Eleanor Gould
now Mrs. Ludlow W, Stevene, daughter of the late Jay
Gould: *'Even the first treatment with Pond^a Coid
Cream made my ekin seem finer textured."

Stn
CityCopyright, 1936, Pond's Extract Company
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Your

Girl

Friday's

Buddy

{Continued from page 42)
cnjJi
WILL

LEAD

A LOVELIER

ALL . . WEEK

LIFE

. . LONG!

just the type of girl who might at any
iiKimcnt go out into the kitchen and come
back with a plate of home-made fudge.
Under the circumstances the only thing
to feel absolutely sure about was Buddy's
unmistakable Hollywood success, so obvious that the preview audiences had
laughed him immediately into the studio's
good books.
"You — don't — have — to — be — polite," he
drawled, unwinding a slow smile, at my
mention of his hit.
Shy. Evidently this diffident Southerncouldn't
be drawn
without feeling he
was eralso
being
quartered.
"You're billed as Buddy, but what's
your
name?"
"I'dreal
rather
not tell you," he grinned
sheepishly.
"It embarrasses him," considerately added Your Girl Friday.
Percy, Claude, Cecil, Rollo, Cuthbert
. . . oh, well, never mind !
"How long have you been dancing?"
I was four. Kept it up for seven
"to"Since
it."
years, till I was old enough to object

GLAZO
FOR

IS WORLD-FAMOUS

BEAUTY

AND

LONG

WEAR

WOMEN are becoming more critical,
more discriminating in the beauty
preparations they use. They expect a
nail polish not only to be outstandingly
lovely but to apply easily without
streaking and to wear for days longer
than polishes they used to know.
Because Glazo has these virtues, its
fame has circled the world. It is famous
for its glorious fashion-approved shades.
It is famous for solving the streaking
problem and for amazing ease of application. It is famous for giving 2 to 4
days longer wear, without peeling or
chipping.
Glazo shares its success with you, and
is now only 20 cents. Do try it, and see
how much lovelier your hands can be!

L

20

1

CENTS

IN CANADA, 25 CENTS

GIAZO
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"Why did you object?"
"Thought it was sissy," he rumbled,
hanging his shaggy head.
A smothered laugh caused me to turn
sternly to Your Girl Friday.
"You're getting more out of Buddy than
I ever knew about him," she explained.
It was a good beginning, but I had to
keep working on him.
"Guess I couldn't take it when the boys
kidded me. That happened in my heme
town, Orlando, Florida, where my father
ran a dancing school. My sister Vilma
and I were taught classical dancing. From
seeing her in 'Broadway Melody' you can
imagine how good she was right from the
start. But I wasn't so hot. Somehow, I
couldn't go for that sowing the seed stuff
Raising his
hands, he fluttered them
— •" in
— you hisknow
over
head
imitation of the Spring
Dance, and almost fell of¥ the sofa.

to
go back or
didn't nineteen
I gave git up
SO dancin
I was
till and
to
wantit me
father Hedidn't
twenty.
would
thought
a living.
for My
dance
be better for me to raise oranges. But I
decided to study medicine, and I did for
two years at the University of Florida and
Rollins College. Then the bottom dropped
out of the land boom and everybody was
broke. There were only two things I
knew anything about, dancing and jerking
sodas. I'd worked in a drug store at home
after hours in high school. But I decided
there was more money in dancing, and
that New York was the place to do it.
That summer my father had a camp in
North Carolina, and I went there because
it wasn't so far from New York as Orlando. My older sister, who worked in a
bank — she's the only practical one in the
family — gave me fifty dollars, and I headed for the big town. Say," he broke off,
"I guess I'm making quite a hero of my"Go on, Buddy," I said.
"Well," he gulped, "when I got to New
York I had just twenty-four dollars left.
I put the money in my sock and began
self."
pounding
pavements.
didn't of
know
soul there.the But
a second I cousin
minea
had given me a letter of introduction to a
third cousin of his who was a boy in the
chorus of a Broadway show. He took
me up to his rooming-house in Eightyeighth Street and let me bunk with him.

It was darn nice of him. Next day I
went out looking for a job, but when I
got
couldn't
the
place.back
All at
the night
houses I looked
alikefind
to me.
I kept hunting for the one that fitted the
key I carried till I almost got arrested
for being a burglar. So I gave it up and
slept in a car parked along the curb. In
the morning I found I was right in front
ling.
of Your
the house
been had
looking
for." attack
Girl I'd
Friday
another
of throat trouble and seemed to be strang-

"I sure felt a fool," confessed Buddy.
"But I felt even worse when all my money
was gone. Then I got a job, or thought
'Presenton.Arms,'
the chorus
I had one,
But
was ofputting
Lew in Fields
which
we'd just started rehearsing when Fields
walked in and, getting his eye on me, said,
'He won't do, he's towering over all the
others.' Just my luck to be too tall. I
must have looked kind of sad, because
the stage manager, Teddy Hammerstein,
dug into his jeans and said, 'Sorry, kid,
but here's two bucks.' I've never seen him
get
bet he'll
around
knocked
out ifofheit.reads
Well,thisI I'll
asince,
kick but
till I'd spent those two bucks and was busted. So I borrowed a quarter from my
roommate and went downtown. I was
in a drug store at Forty-eighth Street and
Seventh Avenue buying myself two chocolate bars for lunch — another dime gone —
when somebody back of me called out,
'Hello, Buddy!' Darned if it wasn't a boy
from my home town 1 He was employed
in the place, and when I told him I was
looking for work he got me a job there
jerking sodas. After awhile I got a better one doing the same thing on the Long
Island side of the Pennsylvania Station.
And that's the fastest fountain in the
Pride, for the first time, glowed in
Buddy's eyes. Shaking his feet, apparently, was no great shakes to him. But to
hit
the gait
the some.
world's fastest soda
fountain
was of
going
world."
I'M
''butnotI fast
stuckbyit nature,"
out for he
twoadmitted,
months
taking those commuters as they came, and
believe me they came a-running. Then
Ziegfeld had a chorus call for 'Whoopee,'
and" 'Whoopee'
I got my first
stagefirst
job."musical show
was the
I saw in New York," remarked Your Girl
Friday, "but I didn't know Buddy then."
"Just as
well,"tohesupport
commented.
"I wasn't
making
enough
a canary.
But
later on, when I was doing a run show,
I brought my sister Vilma to New York,
and she went into the chorus with me.
After eighteen months of that we sneaked
back home. Then Vilma had an ofifer
from Atlantic City, and when she got
enough car fare I joined her there in a
little honky-tonk. One night Winchell
walked in and spotted me. He gave me
a big plug in his column, and two days
later we had seventy-eight ofifers. Benny
Davis, a song writer who had a vaudeville
act, had been with Winchell the night
Walter blew in, and he signed us up on
the spot. We had two years in vaudeville before I met my wife, and by that
time she was working for Winchell. Funny
how
all came
Walter."
Thisit time
Your about
Girl through
Friday, who
had
come to New York from Pittsburgh as
Ruth Cambridge, didn't laugh. Both she
and Buddy were lost in a sentimental
moment before he pulled himself out of
(Continued on page 74)
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Lux Toilet Soap
"USE ROUGE AND POWDER?

guards
Like most

against

Cosmetic

Skin../'

girls, I do," says lovely Loretta Young. "But
I never risk Cosmetic Skin."
Avoid dangerous pore choking Loretta
Young's way. Use the soap with ACTIVE
lather that goes deep into the pores — removes
every trace of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics.
Then you guard against Cosmetic Skin —
dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarged pores.
Before you put on fresh make-up during
the day — ALWAYS before you go to bed, use
gentle Lux Toilet Soap. This simple care
keeps skin lovely — as you want yours to be.
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FAMOUS

DIONNE
QUINTUPLET
EVERY

DOLL

ONE

FAMILY
Johnny Downs
and
Cecilia

ADORABLE

Parker look
interested in one
another at the
surprise party

BUT—
You'll want
love them

and
ALL

given

MARIE

, ^1

by

Tom

Brown's
ents for allparthe
younger woodHollyscreen

ASK TO SEE
i
THEIR
NURSE AND
DOCTOR
YVONNE
DOLLS

boys and

girls.

frojH page 72)

EMILIE

Ask for
the Dionne
CECILE

4

plets by
Quintuname.
•

These lovable
Dionne dolls,
lilse their real
live sisters, rival
one another in
charm
and cuteness.
•
Exact reproduction
of the Dionnes. Any
one of them will win
your heart. But you can
get them all at any department store or toy shop
in your city.

it and continued.
{Coiitiiuicd
"We were married on the Fourth of
July. I said it was just for a gag, so that
in subsequent years the whole country
could celebrate our wedding anniversary.
But I really did it," he shamelessly
chuckled, "so I wouldn't forget the date."
Your Girl Friday took this with the
amiable tolerance of a joke that had been
in the family since the day they'd ankled
down
the aisle strewn with beautiful firecrackers.
"But I really did forget all about dancing," solemnly resumed Buddy, "till one
day in Orlando when I went to a vaudeville show and saw some tap dancers
called 'The Swanee Four.' That was
something new to me, and when I got
home I asked my father about it. He got
out
book onI picked
clog dancing,
help a much.
up a fewbut ofthat
the didn't
steps
here and there, then put in some of my
own. I practically learned taps by myself, and education
found it easy
because I'd
classical
in dancing.
Tapshadarea
pretty much a matter of lifting and shifting of weight, and I'd learned how to do

that as a kid. I didn't think much about
it "And
at the what
time." do you think of it now?"
"Oh," was his casual reply, "it's a good
way to make a living. The trouble with
me was that at the start I took it seriously.
That was wrong. When people look at
me I know
they aswant
to laugh.
never
pictured
myself
a serious
guy, I'd
although
I always thought seriously. I looked on
myself as a big hick, and finally realized
I'd have to clown my dancing to put it
over. But it was a shock to me to see
what I really looked like in my first Hollywood picture. When I saw myself on the
screen at that preview I couldn't believe
my"Otherwise
eyes. It gave
me anHollvwood
awful jolt."
how does
strike
"Like a combination of Florida and
Monte Carlo. I danced in the Casino
there,"
you?'; he explained. "Yeah, I've hoofed
He certainly
around
a bit." gets a lot of mileage out
of those clever feet of his. And they're
bound
to carry
far in the
screen"Your
world.Girl Friday's Buddy

REMEMBER—
The Dionne Quintuplet dolls
are the only Quintuplet dolls
and are made in the exact
image of these famous babies
by permission of the Canadian
Guardians.
// stores in your city do not have
these dolls available, write direct to
The
Alexander

Doll

Co.

20 West 22nd Street
New York
NEWS
FLASH
Watch for the 20tA Century picture featuring the Dionne Quintuplets in "The
Country
Doctor" Morch.
— to be re/eased in
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Suited

to Hollywood's
(Continued from page 68)

cut of the jacket and the single button
closing — very smart details. It's too bad
that you can't see the perfectly cut lapels
but Carole's own luxurious fur scarf obscures them. As you see, Carole chooses
dark brown accessories, a rather dashing
felt hat, plain brown gloves and opera
pumps decorated with amusing tubular
buckles.
Another excellent example of the manis Virginia
Bruce's
gray
with nish
ansuit almost
invisible
plaid
in woolen
a pale
orange tone. Her jacket has a threebutton closing, single-breasted. .A.nd her
slender skirt has a center front inverted
pleat. With this suit, Virginia wears
a white silk blouse, very tailored, too, the
bosom tucked and the turnover collar
with small self tie. Her buttonhole bouquet is an orange carnation — quite a
whimsy but effective in the way it matches
the faint plaid in her suit. Her gray
felt has a becoming roll to its brim and

Taste

a tiny feather in orange also.
Gladys Swarthout is another suit fancier. In talking with her recently, she
said, "Any woman who can afford three
simple costumes could dress as well as the
best-dressed woman in America." And
Gladys should know because she was recently selected as one of the best-dressed
in this country. And what do you suppose she puts first on her list of three
simple
You're
right,
suit, ofcostumes?
course! The
other
two,a tailored
in case
you are curious are : a combination afternoon dinner dress and evening gown.
Gladys, at the time of our talk, was
wearing the very good looking suit of unmatched pieces which you can see on
page 67. The jacket of brown and white
heather mixture tweed, with one-button
closing and patch pockets, tops a skirt
of smooth brown serge. One thing particularly, which I like about her costume,
{Continued on page 76)
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"LYSOL

Photograph, World Copyright. NEA Service Inc.

MARIE

THE
WORLD'S
MOST
FAMOUS
BABIES
On May 28th, 1934, in the wilds of northern Ontario, far
from modern hospital facilities — these now famous quintuplets were born. In all medical history only 33 cases of

GETTING to be big girls now— those
famous Dionne babies! Almost 2
years old! But not an instant's relaxation ispermitted in the scientific care
with which they are surrounded.
The very first registered nurse to
reach the Dionne home on that exciting morning in 1934 when the quintuplets were born, had "Lysol" in her
kit, as part of her regular equipment,
and made that simple cottage hospitalclean with it.
Today "Lysol" is still an essential
aid in the care of emelie, annette,
MARIE, CECILE, and YVONNE. Since the
NEW 1... LYSOL

HYGIENIC

SOAP

...for hands, complexion, bath. A fine,
firm, white soap, with the added deodorant property of "Lysol". Protects
longer against body odors, without leaving strong after-odor. Washes away
germs and perspiration odors. Get a
cake at your favorite drug counter.

CECILE

YVONNE

quintuple birth had been recorded. In no other case had
the babies survived more than a few hours. Yet today these
five little Dionnes are as healthy as any normal youngsters
of their age. "Lysol" helps protect them from Infection.

day of their birth, "Lysol" has been the
only disinfectant used to help guard
the quintuplets against the dangers
of Infection.
You ought to give your baby the
same scrupulous care the little Dionnes
get. Use "Lysol" to keep your baby's
surroundings hospital-clean, to help
fight Infection in your home.
"Lysol" is a reliable disinfectant.
For nearly 50 years it has enjoyed the
confidence of the medical profession
all over the world, and is regularly
used in leading hospitals. In the home
"Lysol" should be used, according to

directions on each bottle, in your cleaning water, on brooms, mops, cloths.
Danger spots such as stair rails,
door knobs, bathrooms, garbage pails,
should be washed with "Lysol". Walls,
floors and furniture— especially in the
children's room — should be cleaned
with a "Lysol" solution. And launder
handkerchiefs, towels, bed-linen, underclothes, with "Lysol" in the water.
This wise precaution is so easy,
costs so little, makes cleaning so much
cleaner— and may save you the heartaches of vain regrets. Disinfect as you
clean, with "Lysol".
GUIDANCE FOR WIVES AND MOTHERS
LEHN & FINK, INC., BloomBeld, N. J., Dept. M.S.4
Sole Distributors of *'Lysol" disinfectant
Please send me the book called "LYSOL vs. GERMS", with
facts about Feminine Hygiene and other uses of "Lysol".
NameStreet
City- .

^Sta le
.
© 1936. Lehn & Fink, Idc.
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is the choice of a gay paisley print neck
scarf and matching handkerchief, the latter tucked into an upper breast pocket.
Her gloves are an item, too, hand-sewn
chamois ones with the buttoning on the
back of the hand.

CLEANS
TEETH
Half way care of the teeth is
fooling thousands of people.
They clean their teeth regularly. Yet they leave the door
wide open to the greatest cause
of dental trouble — soft, spongy,
bleeding gums. Why run this
risk? Forhan's costs no more
than most other tooth pastes
and gives you double protection
— whitens teeth and safeguards
gums at the same time.

o

o

SAVES
GUMS
Forhan's is different from all
other tooth pastes. No other
tooth paste brings you the famous Forhan formula — long
used by dentists everywhere to
combat gum troubles. You can
feel its healthful effects as soon
as you begin
Forhan's.
Shortly
you seetoitsusebenefits,
too
— whiter teeth, firmer gums.
Ask for Forhan's today.

ui
O

's

han

For

Mi^o/

SHE

TOLD

WORN-OUT
HUSBAND
She could have reproached him for
his fits of temper — his "all in" comIplaints. But wisely she saw in his
'frequent colds, his "fagged out,"
"on edge" condition the very trouble
she herself had whipped. Constipa'.tion ! The very mornving after taking NR
(Nature's Remedy) , as
she advised, he felt like
himself again — keenly
alert, peppy, cheerful. NR — the
safe, dependable, all-vegetable
laxative and corrective —
works gently, thoroughly,
naturally. It stimulates the
eliminative tract to complete, regular functioning.
Non-habit -forming.
Try a box tonight.
ITONICHT
25c — at druggists.
^TOMORROW ALRIGHT
Beautifulof fi'g^olor
193G Calendar-Thermometer.
samples
NRand Turns.
Send
for packine Also
FREE ■ postage
and
to A. H. Lewia Co.. Desk stamp
6SD-4, St. Louis. Mo.
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FOR you gals, who want to pass up
the too tailored look, the next choice
is the more feminine type of tailormade.
This has softer, fuller lines through the
jacket — often the jacket is much shorter,
giving a more youthful and less severe
air. Two good examples of this style
are the suits worn by Mona Barrie and
Rosalind Russell. Mona's suit, shown on
page 68, was designed by Gwen Wakeling and she has cleverly combined a soft
gray woolen with a gay printed silk in
lapis blue flecked with white and gray.
The collarless jacket is longer than most of
this type and is cut away to show the
printed blouse, fastening only by the
wide self belt. The print also trims the
jacket — broad stripes of it down the
sleeves and tabs of it appliqued upon the
upper part near the neck. Miss Wakeling also designed a bag in the print to
match and Mona chose a felt hat in deep
blue ornamented high on the crown by a
giddy bunch of flowers.
Another Wakeling model is Rosalind
Russell's suit, not illustrated, which is a
three-piece afifair. A nubby beige woolen
for the jacket and skirt and a plaid beige
and brown woolen for the three-quarter
length which accompanies them. The
suit jacket is uniquely fastened by shoelaces run through metal eyelets. Two
pockets with large flaps and a turnover
collar are interesting added details. Rosalind wears either a white pique blouse
or a light sweater with this. Her hat,
of suit fabric, has a small bird's wing
clipped into the center fold. The new
shorter length to the topcoat and the
revers of lynx, make it a good topcoat for
cool days and may be worn with a variety
of sports and daytime costumes besides the
suit. Broad strap alligator shoes in brown
and a huge matching envelope purse complete the perfect appointments of the outfit.
A youthful sports suit is that of Jane
Wyatt's on page 68. This is grand for all
you young things, who like the casual suit
better than either the more formal tailormade or the mannish two-piece. Jane's
suit is gay with its overplaid of brown
on beige. This suit is double-breasted
with the buttons marching up the suit in
the manner of reefer jackets. With this
she wears a brightly striped scarf tucked
into the neckline, and a perky brown felt
hat with green quills.
The three-piece ensemble with a
straight coat, rather than the full swagger of last spring, is a runner-up for
popular favor. The jackets of these suits
are usually a little longer than threequarter length. The smoother woolens in
oxford gray, navy blue and black are
smart, especially when bright contrasting
accessories are adroitly used by the
wearer.
The cape suits which you will see and
want to wear are those that have long
capes made rather straight and slightly
military — little collars, shoulder yokes
and such trappings. These are popular
for travel and sports rather than for active
daytime use in town.

has a multitude of
D
YWOO
HOLL
on what to wear with your
answers
Easter suit. Most of the stars favor a
brimmed hat, the rather simple sporty
type with the brim rolled up in back or
at the side to give it dash. Madge Evans
wears a very becoming brimmed felt with
her tailored suit — light blue in color, it

om page 74)
has slight crown height achieved by a
crease across the top. Light blue yarn
stitches a pattern over Ixith brim and
crown and a navy blue band gives the
hat a dark accent. Note the good looking pique blouse Madge wears with her
suit, it is tailored yet has a feminine
fill ip with the row of flat fabric bows up
the front.
Una Merkel is crazy about knitted suits,
so much so that she picks one in preference
to any other for daytime wear. You can
see one
pets on
It's knitted likeof a hertweed
andpage
has 68.
a matching
brimmed hat — she wears a soft cashmere
turtle-neck sweater with it. And how do
you
like her
It's watch,
oxbloodwhich
calf
to match
her trick
shoes bag?
and the
actually works, is outlined by nailheads
indicating the hours. These large calf
bags, either in envelope style or with
handles, are perfect accessories for suits
of all kinds.
Margaret Callahan likes the dark cloth
suit which can be made to look more
formal by adding dress-up accessories. You
can see, on page 67, what she chooses to
complement a black broadcloth tailleur,
made very
like ais man's
dinner
jacket.
The much
silk blouse
finely tucked
like a man's tuxedo shirt bosom and has
a small turnover collar set off by a tiny
black silk tie. A white daisy for her
buttonhole and a charming black felt hat
with a cuff brim. And, I almost forgot,
Margaret's skirt boasts silk stripes down
each side, a la evening trousers !
It's fun to vary boutonnieres with
your suit. You can have real flowers or
artificial ones. In early spring I think it
is gay to have real ones and especially
the first spring blooms that are so inexpensive. You can gain a real reputation for the originality of your buttonhole
bouquet. Carole Lombard, for instance,
has become famous for her carnations
dyed in all colors to match her various costumes. Bachelor buttons and
daisies are great Hollywood favorites,
too. In fact, except for Easter morning when all the gals like to strut their
best flowers, most of the stars use the
simpler garden or hothouse flowers rather
than the more exotic blooms such as gardenias and orchids. Camellias are lovely,
too, but they are harder to get.
Scarfs — you can have a field day with
them. Almost any kind can be used with
your suits, especially the bright plaid and
striped silk ones worn Ascot fashion. The
'kerchief is right with sports suits, and
it can be silk, knit or wool. Handkerchiefs tucked into pockets are a nice way
to point up your suit with a contrasting
color.
I have included a picture of a young
English star in my group this month
because I thought you would like to see
a smart example of a semi-sports type
of suit accented with perfect accessories.
Lilli Palmer is the gal and her suit
is a youthful two-piece af¥air in bright
green hopsack tweed. The small collar
and the single breasted lines with a file
of black buttons for fastening are nice
details. Lilli wears black hand-sewn
pull-on gloves, black plain pumps and carries a stunning square black calf bag with
a top handle. A little of her black and
white striped Ascot shows at the neckline.
And before I close the suit subject for
now, remember that you can w'ear tailored yet feminine blouses with your
tailleur— taffeta, wash silks or cottons.
And you will like sweaters or thin flannel
shirts with your sports tweeds. With your
ensembles and more formal suits, you can
pick those blouses that have frills, jabots
and all sorts of feminine fripperies.
I'm going to tell you all about shoes
next month, so standby till then!
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BINNIE

"|UX is like a fairy godmother," declares
Li this lovely but intensely human British
star, who has acquired a Texan drawl, and
a store of American slang !
" Getting the breaks may be luck, but looking like a million dollars is a cinch with Lux.
I've had so much experience pinching
pennies, I know ! My blouses and sweaters are wows

i

^

g/amorous
BARNES

Universal's "Sutter's
Gold" is another triumph for Binnie. In
her Hollywood home
(above), she is devoted
to country-house simplicity and Luxables —
ranging
from her
own
smart clothes
to crisp
organdie and chintz.

after they're Luxed.

"And, boy, does Lux stymie ladders
— runs, as you say. Lux saves the
elasticity of stockings, so they
last longer."

Binnie is keen about
active sports, tailored

Binnie doesn't think cake-soap ^V,^^
rubbing is "so hot." Rubbingalkali
y//Ji^^
using soaps with harmful , or
weakens threads, fades colors. Lux has
no harmful alkali. As Binnie knows,
anything safe in water is safe in Lux.

clothes, and Lux ! "It's
a honey for woolens,"
she says. "Lux leaves
them so soft! And
little silk scarfs and
lingerie Lux like

SPECIFIED IN ALL THE BIG HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS!
take care of all washable costumes with Lux," says
Vera West, wardrobe supervisor at Universal. "It
cleanses even badly soiled fabrics like magic . . .
colors come out of their Lux bath as lovely as new."

DON'T

TRUST

TO

LUCK

hankies."
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{Co)itiiiucd from page 65)
understanding of each other. One day,
in desperation, he said, 'Do you like
music?' trying to reach some side of me.
'I'm simply starved for it,' I replied. And
the ice was broken. My inhibitions were
suddenly released. 'No matter how great
an actor he is,' I said to myself, 'here is
another soul to whom music means a lot,'
and I no longer felt afraid.
"When Mr. and Mrs. Donat learned I
adored music, they sent me an exquisite
phonograph in blue leather, with a dozen
such records as we discovered all of us
loved. How I treasure this gift ! From
then on, we called each other by our first
names, 'Ella,' 'Bob,' and 'Lassie,' as they
called me.
"No one has quite the calm outlook
about his career that Robert Donat himself has," she went on. "Remember last
year how all England became excited at
the news of the marvelous offer that had
been made him to come to America to
play
'The
Count
of excited?
Monte Cristo'
But doinyou
think
he was
Not a?
whit. He admitted that the offer was
good, but just a good offer would not
tempt him to leave England. So he insisted that his salary should begin the date
that he embarked at Southhampton and
continue until he reached the same spot
on his return trip. And, in addition, he
proposed to take his wife, at the company's expense. And it was done!
"Hollywood didn't get excited about
Donat until 'The Count of Monte Cristo'
was previewed. By the time the public
had seen his picture, seventeen writers
were wanting to interview him. And he
had quietly returned to England.

'H

E

R

AMY

It'S thrilling to use only the softest, finest, imported talc . . . It's exciting to enjoy
the refreshing fragrance of April Showers,
"the perfume of Youth". . . And it's satisfying to get this luxury at so low a price.
No wonder April Showers Talc is the most famous and best loved talcum powder in the world!
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'Lassie,
to me, you
he said
ONEfoolday,
. Unless
actlove don't
yourself
ing better than any material comfort, you
shouldn't be in the profession. As a child,
I spent all my pennies visiting the Repertory Theatre in the town of Manchester,
England, where I was born. The plays
meant more to me than food. It was a
great day in my life when I became a
Provincial Repertory Player, and I felt
like a Rothschild or a Rockefeller when I
drew my first weekly salary check of
thirty-five dollars, as you would count it.'
"It has been understood that Mr. Donat
met Ella Voysey while she was playing
his lead in this very theatre, but that is a
mistake. He says he fell in love with her
when he was only sixteen years old and
she wouldn't give him a look. It was
eight years later that he persuaded her to
give up her class in dancing, and play in
the theatre with him. This was his lucky
break and soon he persuaded her to marry
him.
"After playing in Manchester, both
Robert and Ella felt they should move
where the opportunities would be greater.
Naturally,
they hadn't
moneya
enough
to speculate
with, sosaved
they took
tiny flat in the theatrical district in London, and soon Robert got a West End
part. After Alexander Korda saw him,
he signed Donat on a long-time contract.
"I wish you could see the darling home
the Donats own now. It is not the most
pretentious house in London, but if you
love substantial things that make for comfort and a 'homey' atmosphere — much
copper everywhere, exquisite china, beautiful woodwork, harmonious color
schemes and rare paintings — you will
revel in the Donat home. Everything centers around the man of the house, despite
the fact that Mrs. Donat was a profes-

sional before her marriage and with her
beauty would be in great demand now, if
It were possible for her to think of anything except her husband and children.
"The children are adorable. Joanna is
four, thoroughly feminine and charming,
with the same copper-colored hair as her
mother. Johnny is only two years old
and a roughneck like his father. I know
you will exclaim at that, but back of the
polished actor you know as Robert Donat
is the little boy whom his playmates used
to call 'roughneck.' My hair-dresser, on
the boat, had a brother who vt'ent to
school with Robert and the boys then
were as proud of young Donat's physical
prowess as they are of his acting now.
Wasn't I pleased to hear this about him !
"You see, I had suspecte
for I
never knew an actor with suchd ait,
sense of
humor, nor one who gets more delight in
playing practical jokes on his co-workers.
Just to give you an example, there was in
our company a splendid actress. Miss
Eliot Mason, to whom Robert is devoted,
and this is the turn his joke took with
her. He procured the names and addresses of the perambulator manufacturers in London and wrote them in her
name, asking if they had any up-to-date
baby carriages for triplets. It goes without saying. Miss Alason was about frantic
from the solicitors and letters that came
in prompt response.

'T^O GET back to the Donat home, for
A a rninute. One thing you will never
forget is their phonograph. It is built in
the wall at one end of the room. There
is a beautiful love seat nearby, and as you
sit there, you think you are seeing on the
wall a large linen plaque or tapestry with
something resembling a cylindrical opening. Ihave never heard such music !
"The Donats' Irish cook, Mary, is a
character. She calls Bob 'Count' and says
he is the world's greatest lover. She
makes the most tempting cakes and sends
them to the studio for Bob's tea hour.
The night I first went to dinner at the
Donats', Bob whispered, 'Tell Mary how
good her cakes are.' She is so devoted to
him that she has a hot dinner for him, no
matter what hour of the day or night he
finishes work. He sends a message from
the studio the minute the last scene is shot
and Mary has dinner on the table by the
time he gets home.
''When we had finished dinner, the
night of my first visit. Bob stretched out
full length on one side of the fireplace,
Ella sat on the other side knitting, and I
sat on the floor and drew pictures for the
children. The children are with their parents as much as can be arranged. Bob
gets up very early when he is working,
about five o'clock, and Ella and the children are up at the same time. While he
has his first cup of tea, the children come
in and have their fruit juices with him.
Then the four have breakfast together.
Not many American wives breakfast so
early with their husbands !
"I have talked all this time," Jean
laughingly
remarked,
Bob, and the
reason "without
is that describing
no words
accurately convey an impression of him.
He is very like he appears on the screen —
tall, well-proportioned, and handsome —
but without seeing him personally you
could have no conception of how striking
looking he is with his rich coloring and
eyes exactly the color of his auburn hair.
"The whole expression of his countenance is manly, frank and prepossessing.
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Dick Aden, aviator, gets a
send-off from his son, Dick,
Jr. And isn't the young heir
growing up to look like his
old man?
He sings beautifully and plays with skill.
With his friends he is all ardor and
enthusiasm, brilliantly witty, but to the
world at large he is reserved. He is just
thirty and looks younger.
"With all this, he is without conceit.
He rides a great deal and is always
tanned and rugged looking. I remarked
that this riding in the wind would bring
pin wrinkles in his skin, and suggested
the use of an oil on his face to prevent it.
And did he laugh ! 'As if anyone cares
how my face looks,' he exclaimed. This
frank, unpretending simplicity of demeanor is especially winning.
"By this time, you may have guessed
that I am proud to number Ella and Bob
Donat among my friends. When it comes
to his ability, my feeling is that if the art
of acting were completely forgotten, like
the ancient art of making pottery, it could
be learned anew by studying one of Robert Donat's screen portrayals."

Take
Beauty

HOW'S

THIS

FOR

BALANCE?

We ve blended KQDLS

to suit your tongue. We've mildly mentholated them to cool
your throat. We've cork-tipped KQDLS to save your lips. And
we've added a valuable B & W coupon in each pack, good for
handsome, nationally advertised merchandise. (Oflfer good U. S.
A. only.) So try KGDLS . . . they've got what you need. Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp., P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Ky.

Your
Inventory

(Continued from page 19)
listing brushes alone? First, there should
be a hair brush, not a fancy, worthless
one, but a plain one with stiff and sturdy
wide-set bristles that will stand up under
frequent washings in lukewarm sudsy
water (to which has been added a couple
of drops of ammonia). Then, in the bathroom, there should be a neat little hand
brush that will get into all the cracks
and crevices of your hands. Good hand
brushes may be obtained at any of the
better ten cent stores. Then there is
your tooth brush (or tooth brushes, we
hope you have two) and your complexion
brush. One well-known house has put
out tooth brushes in a range of different
sizes and colors ; they're shaped to fit the
mouth, and they're not expensive. The
same house puts out an egg-shaped complexion brush which fits easily into the
hand, and is neither too stiff nor too
flimsy to do a good skin cleansing job.
Of course a bath brush is always desirable in the interests of a peppy circulation ;a rough crash washcloth or bath
mitt may be substituted, however.
Then in your clothes closet you'll want :
a long-handled clothes brush (that's the
kind tailors always use), a shoe brush.

SAVE

COUPONS

. . . MANY

Chase Cocktail Set— Shaker, 300 coupons; 4 cups, 175; tray, 200; set, 650

HANDSOAAE

FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
B &W premium booklet, No. 11

NEW

PREMIUMS

Sheer Silk Hosiery— Full length. Runstop band. Newer shades. 125 coupons

RALEIGH CIGARETTES...NOW AT POPULAR PRICES...ALSO CARRY B&W

COUPONS
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vates the circulation so that the skin may
more easily and quickly throw off its impurities and become clear and radiant.
You apply it all over your face and throat,
and you leave it on until the skin shows a
pink glow. The cream itself is a nice
warm beige color, and it smells good
enough to eat. The pink glow it works
up makes your skin fairly tingle, and just
see if sults
youwhen don't
get excited
the reyou look
in the with
mirror.

IS

CONSPICUOUS

Of course, a several-day diet of fruit
juices is always helpful in working miracles. But not if you follow it by going
back to your winter taste for too many
gravies, hot rolls and sweets. Drink a
glass of water and lemon juice with a dash
of sodium bicarbonate every morning be; if that's
too Spartan, a
glass fore
of breakfast
hot water,
anyway.

without moisfure'/jmof
Combat shine, floury streaks, clogged
pores with Luxor, the truly moistureproof and shine- proof face powder
6,000,000 women use!

The Warren Williams go for
a stroll on their beautiful
Encino estate.

• So many women are cheated of poise and
charm by shiny nose, floury streaks, clogged
pores! Yet a simple change to Luxor, the
moisture-proof face powder, often clears up
these conditions like magic!
The secret is simple. Tiny pores on your
face give off moisture. If face powder absorbs
this natural skin -moisture, a paste results.
Nose and face look shiny, floury streaks form,
and often pores themselves clog up.
So discard, today, whatever face powder you
may be using. And try Luxor on our moneyback guarantee.
Make this test. Put a little Luxor powder
in a glass of water. Note how it stays soft and
fine— won't mix into paste. Thus you know
Luxor won't mix with skin moisture and
cause shine and blemishes. To induce you to
try this marvelous face powder in a range of
smart modern
shades, we off'er this gift at any
cosmetic
counter:

A Free 2 -dram Placon of Perfume
la Richesse by name, and selling regularly for $3 an
ounce. Both powder and perfume are wrapped together,
and sell for the price of the powder alone, 55c. Small
sizes of Luxor powder at ail 10c stores. Try it today.
moisture - proof
FACE-POWDER

Coupon brings 4-piece make-up kit!

Try Amazing
New Luxor
Hand Cream
This marveloag
new skin softener
keeps hands soft,
white, smooth. It
isBticky
guaranteed
and d nonries
instantly. At all
cosmetic counters.
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Luxor, Ltd.. 1355 W. 31st Street
Chicago, Illinois Dept. J-2
Please send me your 4-piece makeup kit including generous amount of
Luxor Moisture-Proof Powder, Luxor Rouge, Luxor Special Formula
Cream and Luxor Hand Cream. Here
is 10c to help cover mailing. (Offer
not good in Canada). Check,
Powder : Rose Rachel □ Rachel □
Flesh □
Rouge : Radiant □
Medium □
Sunglow □
Pastel □
Vivid □
Roseblusha
Name
Address
City
_
_

especially if you're wearing suede shoes,
and a hat brush, if you wear the kind of
fragile
that brush.
won't take the stif¥ bristles
of
the hat
clothes
On your make-up table will be : your
powder brush, for smoothing and blending your powder; an eyebrow brush for
grooming your eyebrows, and a couple of
mascara brushes. Always have a dry
mascara brush with which to brush up
your lashes after you have applied your
mascara with the regular mascara brush.
This keeps your eyelashes from looking
"beady".
Now to put the brush system to work.
Take a good look at your skin. Maybe
it has developed nasty little spots, or tiny,
hard lumps which, despite the fact that
they are colorless, show quite plainly in
the light. These may be ingrowing blackheads. It may be an awful temptation to
squeeze
but that
don't circulation
do it. Whatso
you needthem
is out,
to get
stimulated that the blood in the delicate
traceries of veins under the skin will be
stirred up to the point of carrying away
the poisons it should carry away. Get
your complexion brush into action, or your
rough crash washcloth. Be lavish with
the soap, and work it into the pores.
Cleanse your skin more thoroughly than
you've ever cleansed it before. Finish
by splashing on lots and lots of cold water ;
it's a grand tonic and pore-closer. Haven't
you ever watched the facial contortions
men go through when they shave — your
father or husband, for instance? They
lather the soap in for all they're worth,
drag down the corners of their mouth
when they shave, lift up their chins, do
I'll
And too,
everything
bet they but
havefacial
swellacrobatics.
complexions,
haven't they? Well, you don't have to go
on treating your skin like a lily, either,
give it some exercise !

AFTER you have done a complete job
of your facial cleansing, then you can
use a new kind of stimulating cream for
those tiny under-skin bumps. It is put
out by a well-known cosmetic house that
It actidescribes it as a "skin-excitant".

When you get to feeling young and
pink-cheeked again, you can change to a
lighter shade of powder, perhaps, a more
delicate shade of rouge, and a more vivid
shade of lipstick. What with your new
navy blue tailored suit, the effect should
be dazzling by Easter.
You will want silken, shining vital hair
that will make a lovely pattern around
your face, too. So brush your hair. Bend
from your hips, throw your head forward,
and brush with long, firm sweeping strokes
from the back hair-line forward over the
top of the head, touching the scalp all
the way ; then on to the ends of the hair.
Every four or five strokes wipe your brush
off on the towel. If you're really in
earnest,
part each
your strand
hair into
strands, you'll
and brush
out small
from
the
scalp.
That's
real
brushing.
That's
treating hair right.
Soapless oil shampoos are excellent,
especially if your hair is dry, and feels for
all the world like the back of a brush.
There is one particular soapless oil shampoo, really the original, of its kind, that
I've done some right-in-the-factory investigation about for you. In a large,
scrupulously clean room off one of the immaculate factory laboratories, they keep
rabbits — yes, ma'am, white, pink-nosed
rabbits. I was even more surprised than
the rabbits over their part in the oil
shampoo business, until the technician told
me that a rabbit has the most sensitive skin
of any living creature. They test out the
oil
shampoos
the rabbits'
in order
to prove
the on
reaction
of the skins
shampoos
on
even the most sensitive human scalp. And
I want you to know that this particular
soapless
oil shampoo
skin as pink
and freshleaves
as itthe
everrabbit's
was,
while certain other preparations positively shrivel it up? Now I'm going to be
cagey and have you write to ask me about
this shampoo, so that I can continue my
rabbit tangent, and tell you other fascinating things I learned about this grand
shampoo.
NOW, after drilling you on everything
from brushes to rabbits, we're going
to call a recess, and assemble around a
community
of us. ofIt's
funny
how
having mirror,
the sameall number
features,
still we're all so different. Sally has an
oval face, Mary has a broad, round one,
and Connie a long, thin one. Most of us
would like to remodel our faces in one
way or another, wouldn't we? Well,
here's your chance. I have a booklet for
you, absolutely free, with colored photographs that are perfectly gorgeous, and
it's all about remodeling your faces
through the skillful application of rouge.
The results, as illustrated by actual photograph, are amazing. If your chin recedes,
or your nose is too pointed, or your
cheeks are too hollow, or, well, name your
own facial fault, there %s something you
can do about it. You can send in for
this rouge guide, pick out the face that
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Popular Joe E. Brown and his
wife
snapped
leaving the
"Rose

Marie"

preview.

is most like yours, and re-style your own
face according to the model in the booklet. And as if that weren't enough incentive in itself, you will get four samples
of rouge along with the booklet so that
you not only have the guide but the working materials for your experiments.
The rouge itself is as soft and fine as
silk. It's really a new color discovery and I
don't want you to miss this opportunity
to try it, and to find out what actually is
your shade of rouge. There is enough
rouge in each sample to give you a fair
trial of that particular shade. All you
have to do is to drop me a line requesting
the new rouge guide, and the samples
and the booklet will be yours long before
it's time to make your new Easter appearance. Your beauty inventory should
certainly include finding out the right
shade of rouge for you. And if there are
any other problems that reveal themselves
after your truth meeting rears its ugly
head, remember that's what I'm here for,
to help you with those very problems to
the best of my ability. I have bulletins
on complexion loveliness, care of the hair,
and almost every other beauty inventory
subject you can think of . . . sit right
down and send me a list of what you need
today.

Mary Biddle,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a copy of "Your Rouge
Guide and Samples."

Most

Bad
with

Breath
the

Begins

Teeth

!

MAKE
you Dental
don't. Cream.
have badIts breath!
Use sure
Colgate
special
penetrating foam removes all the decaying
food deposits lodged between the teeth, along
the gums and around the tongue — which dentists agree are the source of most bad breath.
At the same time, a unique, grit-free ingredient polishes the enamel— makes teeth sparkle.
Try Colgate Dental Cream— today! Brush
your teeth . . . your gums . . . your tongue . . .
with Colgate's. If you are not entirely satisfied after using one tube, send the empty tube
to COLGATE, Jersey City, N. J. We will
gladly refund TWICE what you paid.

J

Name
Address.
Personal questions always receive personal replies when accompanied by a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

I Good • HouscKceplng
Bureau ^ 'J
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{Continued from page 64)

CREASELESS

FEMININE

ANTISEPSIS

NOW IT IS HERE! Zonitors,
snowy-white, antiseptic, greaseleas, are not only easier to use
than ordinary preparations but
are completely removable with
■water. For that reason alone,
thousands of women now prefer
them to messy, greasy suppositories. Soothing — harmless to tissue. Entirely ready for use, requiring no mixing or clumsy
apparatus. Odorless — and ideal
for
deodorizing.
find them
superior
for thisYou'll
purpose,
too !
• More and more women are
ending the nuisance of greasy suppositories, thanks to the exclusive
Each in individ- new greaseless Zonitors for modem
ual glass vial
feminine hygiene.
There is positively nothing else like Zonitors for
daintiness, easy application and easy removal, yet
they maintain the long, eflfective antiseptic contact
physicians recommend.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic principle, favored in medical circles beof itsdelicate
antiseptictissues.
power and freedom from "burn"
dangercause to
Complete instructions in package. All druggists.
M\il coupon for informative free booklet.

JEMININE

HYGIENE

Snooy Mite • Greaseless
Zonitors, Chrysler B!dg.,N.Y.C.S'c«rf,«B tlain envelope,
free Aooi/c/, "The New Technique in FeminineHygiene"
Name
Addr

% Mercolized Wax gently melts off faded, discolored outer skin. Reveals the velvety-smooth,
soft, beautiful underskin. Blemishes disappear.
Mercolized Wax is a complete beauty treatment
in a single cream. Contains everything your skin
needs. Cleanses. Softens. Beautifies. Protects.
Start using Mercolized Wax tonight. Win new
skin loveliness. Mercolized Wax brings out the
hidden beauty of any complexion.
USEskinSaxolite
refreshingandstimulating
tonic. Astringent—
Smooths out a wrinkles
age lines.
Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dissolve
Saxolite in one-half pint witch hazel. Use daily.
TRY
the "different"
TakesPhelactlne—
off superfluous
hair quicklyhairandremover.
gently.
Simple to use. Odorless. Thoroughly reliable.
At drug and department stores everywhere.
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a pity you can't stay to see John Cox.
(That's John Howard's real name.) He's
a college boy, but we think he's good.
A group of the students at Western Reserve are putting on a show tomorrow
night, and he's going to be in it."
"I guess he'll be like a thousand other
college boys I've seen," thought the t. s.
But since talent scouts hate to pass by any
possibilities, he stayed over till the next
day. He was impatient when he heard
that the boy was going to recite that
hackneyed poem that is the pet of so many
elocutionists, "John Brown's Body." It
was such an obvious schoolboy choice. He
stirred restlessly in his seat, waiting for
John to begin.
And then suddenly he sat up straight,
for there on the platform was a lad who
was decidedly easy on the eyes, tall, with
deep-set blue eyes and dark brown hair.
John Cox. And when the young man
began totochoke
recite,
talent
didn't
have
an the
impulse
to scout
laughter,
as
he had half expected to. Instead he found
himself strangely touched by the poem.
When the performance was over, he
sought the boy out. "It looks to me as
if you really have some talent," he said.
"How would you like to take a test for
Paramount?"
Naturally he expected John to be completely bowled over, as 999 out of a thousand boys are. But John looked at him
rather coolly. He smiled at his mother,
who was standing nearby, beaming.
And then he said, "That's very kind
of you, but I have other plans, plans that
have nothing to do with moving pictures.
You see, I want to become a professor
man alive, do you realize what
of "But
English."
you are doing? Thousands of boys beg
for such a chance and here it's being
But nothing he could say would shake
offered to you."
the boy's decision.
"When you've laid your plans for a
lifetime," John said recently, "you don't
change them in a minute because a stranger
comes along and asks you to try something you've never even considered."

change his mind.
young Johnhe did
BUTWhy?
graduated he learned
When
that he could get no scholarship that
would pay more than half his tuition for
his graduate work at Western Reserve.
And he couldn't afford to pay half the
tuition himself. If it were not for that
little circumstance, he would not be in
the movies today.
Shortly after graduation, this incredible
young man wrote to the talent scout to
tell him that if he was still interested he
would like to take a test in New York.
said.suppose your letter was apologetic,"
I "I
not.
afraidthing.
"I'm whole
his head.
shooksnooty
about the
was very
I John
I would take the test if they'd pay my
back. Lookexpenses to New York and
ing at the letter later, I was amazed that
they had bothered to answer it, I was so
independent. But in Hollywood they have
no use for false humility. If you come
begging favors, they are likely to turn
you away."
.
at Paraives
At any rate, the execut
John's indemount, instead of resenting
pendence, respected it. They agreed to
his terms and wired him the money to
come to New York. But even after he
,
test, he wasn'toftoothehopeful
had made a thinki
legion
ng again
for he was

of young men who have taken endless
tests and have never gotten anywhere.
When Paramount offered him a contract, he was slightly incredulous. Even
then, though, his pessimism persisted. He
was quite certain that at the end of six
months
would decide to dispense
with his they
services.
"But even so," he said coolly, "I figured
I had nothing to lose. I decided that
if I didn't last in pictures, I could save
enough to pay the tuition on the graduate
courses I wanted to take."
Since the name John Cox was not a
very fascinating one for an actor, the
studio_
a list of names
for himobligingly
to choosesubmitted
from.
"They were all very highfalutin' " he
told me, "so I got up my own list. From
that list they chose the name John Howard. At the time I wrote it down I never
stopped to think that the name might
be confused with that of Leslie Howard.
When I thought of it later, I investigated
and discovered that there were about
twenty Howards in the moving picture
business. Now if anyone is kind enough
to confuse me with an actor of Leslie
Howard's experience, I shall be very
grateful and not at all put out ! How
Leslie Howard may feel about it is a
different
matter."man drove 2700 miles to
The young
Hollywood. At first everything that happened seemed to justify his pessimism.
For two months he sat around and waited.
All the stories he had heard concerning
the callous way in which Hollywood
treats newcomers came to his mind. So
this was going to be his fate, too ! And
then at the end of six months he'd be
shipped home ignominiously branded a
failure when he hadn't even had a chance !
While he was speculating bitterly, he
was called for a tiny bit as an elevator
boy in "One Hour Late." Bits as a policeman in "Car 99" and as an electrician in
"Four Hours to Kill" followed.
"At the time," he confessed, a dimple
flashing in his cheek as he spoke, "I was
indignant because they had dragged me
all the way from Cleveland to play such
measly bits. But later I realized that it
was best for me to get my first experience
that way. I had so little work to do that
I spent most of my time walking on other
people's sets and watching experienced
actors emote. I visited every set on the
lot, I think, except Alae West's and Marlene Dietrich's, which are closed to visitFINALLY John got his first real chance
in "Annapolis Farewell." While he
was appearing in this picture, his company went to Annapolis on location. And
there he and Richard Cromwell had an
amazing experience. They insulted an
admiral !
Dressed
in thefilming
midshipmen's
uniforms
they
wore while
the picture,
they
ors."
strolled around the grounds outside the
Academy. And while they walked, they
passed an admiral and his wife. Naturally,
they didn't salute the admiral, for they
had been told that they wouldn't have to
salute any
of the officers,
they didn't
know
an admiral
from asince
lieutenant
and
wouldn't know whom to salute anyway.
As Richard and John passed him, the
admiral turned purple with rage, his
hands clenched at his sides. These insolent young pups ! He glared at them,
and just when a storm of invectives was
about to descend on their heads, his wife
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John Howard and Mary Taylor
in the Hecht-MacArthur opus,
"Soak the Rich," which was
filmed in Paramount's Long
Island studios.
tapped his shoulder and took him aside
to whisper that these weren't midshipmen
but movie actors. She had recognized
Richard Cromwell. The next day Richard
and John were told that thereafter they
must not stroll around the grounds of the
Academy while in uniform.
John seems well on the road to success
now. But he is taking nothing for granted.
If his
option
he
would
findweren't
a new taken
careerupfortomorrow,
himself.
He is an extremely versatile young man.
He has written several plays; he paints
a bit, plays tennis and swims, and plays
the piano.
His background? There's nothing amazing about that, nothing that isn't in the
backgrounds of other college men, except
one thing. The ambition of the mother
who longs all her life to go on the stage
and achieves her ambition through her
daughter is not rare. But John Howard is
the first young man I ever met who in
becoming a star is fulfilling the dream
which his father had many years ago for
himself. Only his father never did anything about it. The dream alone remained,
a dream that faded into dusty nothingness
as time went on.
John, however, appeared in amateur
theatricals from the time he was three
years old. He played such roles as the
third angel at Christmas time and the
fourth page boy in King Artliur's Court
in pageants directed by his father. It was
hardly the sort of stage experience that
movie executives say a young man must
have in order to get along in Hollywood.
An only child, John was inclined to be
a rather solitary, precocious boy. He read
Jane Austen and Charles Dickens instead
of the usual dime novels relished by boys.
He might have turned into a rather dull
young man except for two things. He is
very much of an outdoor person and he
has an elegant sense of humor.
"When I was seventeen," he told me,
"I decided to earn some money during my
vacation. Every boy is supposed to do
that, isn't he? I got a job jerking sodas.
Those were boom days and I was paid
about five times what I should have been,
but even so, I abhorred the work, and
was very glad when the summer ended."
When he was sixteen he fell in love
with a dark-haired, dark-eyed co-ed who
attended the Shore High School in East
Cleveland at the same time John did. How
was John to know that_ the devastating
emotion he felt for this sultry beauty
was only puppy love? Puppy love, indeed! He walked around the campus in
a daze, and counted only those moments
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of the day happy ones when he could be
with Dolores. But Dolores never pretended
to be in love with him. When she was
sixteen she married another youth, and
when John heard what had happened, it
seemed as though the stars had been blotted out of the sky for him.
"For days I went around with an empty
feehng in my heart," he told me. "Of
course, I hadn't really lost anything, for
I had never won Dolores, yet that made
no dif¥erence. At that time I believed
that no one would ever matter as much
to me as she. It was all very sad while it
lasted, but I must confess that all my
poignant grief endured only about two

IF John Howard has known real love
weeks."
since that day, he refuses to talk about
it. But I do happen to know that one
of his closest friends is Margo who apin "Crime
Without
Passion."
Even pearedwhen
talking
about
love he is
eminently sane and practical. He said,
"It's stupid to make rules about love and
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She

marriage. I would never dream of saying
that
I will or will
not marry
whilemake
I'm
in Hollywood,
for how
can you
plans about such things? No doubt, from
a business viewpoint it's wise to keep
singlefallas madlv
long enough
as you're
to, but
you
in able
love you
forgetif
all that.
"I hope that I won't have to play the
stock juvenile parts, the football heroes
and roles in the 999 Hollywood plots that
are as familiar as certain brands of pickles.
But I'm not making any plans about it.
Hollywood is just like marriage. Only
a fool dares to make plans about it."
But Hollywood has definite plans for
him. And the studio, rejoicing in his success, is casting a weather eye out for
other young men in college dramatic
societies who may have the talent that
John
Howard
has.to Today
no longer
true that
you have
beg withit'soutstretched
hands for a chance to make good in the
movies. If you have any talent, no matter where you live, the movie scouts may
get you, just as they got John Howard.

Doesn't
Want
{Continued from pa(jc 55)

"Don't think that I don't like work.
The tougher the role the better I like it.
I hate cinch jobs. But the general idea
that working in pictures means having a
good time is all wrong.
"And then I got to thinking. What if
I do become famous? What am I going
to do when I am through? Where will I
go? The most awful thing I could think
of would be to have been a big star and
then no longer be one.
"I thought about marriage, too." Rochelle has been engaged twice during her
see
"I couldn't
pictures.
brief I span
how
was in
to find
happiness
in marriage
while working in pictures.
"If two successful actors marry they
are constantly clashing, no matter how
deeply they are in love. One has a good
day at the studio, the other a bad day.
One feels gay and wants to go out and
do things, while the other is tired and
wants to be alone. Nothing in the world
is so annoying as to have someone gay
around when you want to be quiet.
"If an actress marries outside the business her husband is soon peeved at the
irregular hours, jealous of her leading
men, impatient with overwrought emotions.
"I haven't been able to figure out how
screen work and marriage can be successfully combined. So, for the present, I
of matrimony."
all ideathat
given up
have
it is the case
confessed
Rochelle
child shunning the fire."
burned
of "I"A fell
in love twice and was very
badly hurt both times. I don't intend to
do it again."
intends to
on Rochelle
now
FROM
with the
keep all her associations
male sex on a strictly platonic basis.
"As soon as I like a boy he seems to
think that he is in love with me," she
sighed. "If, after I explain to him that
I cannot let my work become all upset
with a romance, he doesn't put his feelings on a friendship basis, I don't see him
young men,
I Ashoul
spot for- thei,
d sa
tough
y.
pretty
tt
she said. He
"There is a boy now,
telephoned twice since my arrival,
again."
had
"This bov and I— he is not m picturesThat is why I
are pals. He understands.
admire him so. Right now he is helping

Fame

me select furniture and we are having
at the
funOutdoing
it." studio where Rochelle is
under contract they had told me how she
had bought her nine-room home with her
savings. How she had refused to go
into debt. That she was furnishing one
room at a time.
"You know mother and I lived here
three months with only a kitchen stove,
a breakfast room table, a few chairs and
two beds to sleep in," she laughed.
"I am getting a great thrill out of furnishing this house. We sat up until two
this morning making the net curtains in
the dining room. The table and chairs
are coming this afternoon.
"We just
to get come
some over,
more look
furniture. had
Friends would
around and saj-, 'A lovely house, but
ivlicii are you going to furnish it?' We
live ahere
in the
to
do
thing
to library.
the livingI don't
room intend
for six

SURE enough.
was as
the a spacious living roomThere
as empty
demonths."
serted ball room. Against the white mantel stood a painting that Rochelle had
just finished. A bowl of gay morning
glories against a bright blue background.
The lovely entrance hall with its graceful sweep of white banistered stairway
was carpeted in a soft, deep blue — Rochelle's favorite color.
"1 must have a wedding here some day,"
she smiled. "Just so a bride can throw
herWebouquet
up and
thesesmiled.
stairs."
looked asat she
eachruns
other
"I know what you are thinking," she
said shaking her head.
"I am much happier now that I am a
home owner,"' she went on. "This place
will always satisfy me, even if I should
become a star," she grimaced. "And if
I should ever get married," I felt sure that
she hadn't given up the idea entirely, "this
home."
be my mother's
will
Hollywood
never sees
Rochelle's
in
the society columns
of the
doings ofname
the
movie folks.
"I don't like big parties," she said.
"I have turned down so many invitations
that I am not invited any more. But I
do love to dance. At least twice a week
the Trocadero or the Cocoanut
I go to (Continued
on page 86)
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f»iwk-colored eveMiMg dress.
Piwk just is*A
my color!"

The curtain drops while
BeUy uses east) Tintex
to change the color of
her evening dress to a
new, gorgeous
coming color. and be-
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"Why, Betty, yo
ur dress is
'>^-tiful. That color
is adorJack said he neve
r saw
yoM look more attractiv
e."

51'
"Thaf s what Bill said, too.
And
all thanks to you and Tintcx
.
Here comes Bill for the nex
t

V

dance. See you later!"
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{Coiiiinucd
Grove. And I go to the theatre
and the
movies.
YOU
HfARD

I DON'T

M£

!

days
are never
Rochelle
says long
that enough."
she is not so sure
about her singing. That her voice needs
considerable
training.
But dancing!
"I
think I will really
do something
with my

WANT

ORDINARY
BABY

"To be honest, I like to stay at home.
Just sit and talk with my friends. When
I am not working I get spells of painting. .And I go on reading sprees. Read
everything good that I hear about. I just
finished
Green books
Light'I have
and ever
I think
is
one of 'The
tlie finest
read.it
I am still taking vocal and dancing. The

dancing some day," she says. "I love

POWDER

young girl seems to have a
THIS
way of analyzing herself and the
so."
it
world she lives in. When I asked her
to give me more details about her change
in attitude about her career, she said, "I
guess the main reason I was discouraged
was because I was so fed up and tired of
are too young.'
'Youyears.
told,six
being
it for
heard ly
I had continual
"Whenever I went to a director about
a part that I knew I could do, it would be
the same old story. 'You haven't had
enough
experience,With
my dear.
But don't
be discouraged.
your looks
and
your talent you are bound to go far in
the future. I got so tired of the future.
"Actually, I acquired an inferiority com-

Easy

ive
Gi

me

ANTISEPTIC
--that
germs

sea

kind

res

away

!

"Honestly now — do you think I'm askin'
too much when all I want is protection
'gainst germs and infection? I know
Mummy doesn't mean to neglect me . . .
but I do wish she'd get the kind of powder that's Antiseptic. And I mean Mennen
Powder. Gee, but it's great! When your
Mummy sprinkles it on you — nasty germs
just naturally scram. Seems it keeps what
they call an antiseptic condition all over
your skin. Then, too, I know it keeps a
feller drier and comfier all day long. No
more chafing and rawness. Gosh . . . it's
wonderful! So please excuse me for gettin'
mad . . . but from now on I'm going to
see that I get Mennen Powder."
America's first baby powder is now Antiseptic.But
,
it doesn't cost a penny more.
How foolish to use any other!

POWDER
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"And this snooty, upstaging that goes
on among some of the players almost got
me down. I had a taste of it again on a
recent picture I just made.
"The leading lady, when she wasn't
working, would sweep onto the set dripping in silver fox. The next day she
would come swathed in mink. She would
sit there so elegant, with scarcely a nod
to me. Again I felt that 'Too, too
young' complex stirring.
"I really am glad now that I am so
young."
An ailment she will find all too
soon remedied.
"Another thing I have learned is that
you must be constantly sorting. People
tell you you are beautiful, you are terrible, your performance was fine, that it
was lousy, that you are divine, that you
are
stubborn,andetc.,
can't ifaccept
everything
youetc.areYou
foolish
you
throw it all out. So I have learned to
try to accept the part that is helpful and
notThey
be hurt
by Hollywood
the other." that Rochelle
say in
is on her way to stardom. That in spite
of herself she is being carried up to that
dizzy height where glamor, glitter and
fame will be her daily fare.

Meals
are Jeanette's
{Continued from page 17)

though quite simple, you will find on
each menu some one outstanding dish
which lends distinction to that particular
meal. I've placed a star beside each of
these and I have recipes for every one of
the "starred" dishes which I shall be
pleased to send you, absolutely free. The
coupon, at the end of this article, will
provide you with a nice, easy way to get
your copy. Here are the menus in which
these special dishes are featured — beginning, as one should, with breakfast, and
going on through the day.
JEANETTE'S PET BREAKFAST
Stewed fruit
Banana Bran Muffins*
Cocoa
This is daintily served on a tray wherever inclination or time requirements dictate. Jeanette is pictured on page 16 eating just such a breakfast — ^the photographer having caught her, rushed but radiant, before she left for the studio where
she was doing re-takes of her newest costarring feature with Nelson Eddy, "Rose
JEANETTE'S FAVORITE LUNCH
Marie."
Salad of Shredded Cabbage, molded in
Tomato Aspic
Cottage Cheese and Chives
Crisp Crackers
Fresh Fruit Cup
Jeanette's

plex from being told I was too young. I
had to see myself on the screen in older
parts before I commenced to get over it.
Confidence is the most important thing
in this business.
You can't go very far
without
it.

Golden
Sponge Cake*
(unfrosted)

When Miss MacDonald is not at the
studio and friends drop in during the
afternoon at her home in Beverly Hills,
afternoon tea is always served. The tea
hour is one of England's most delightful
customs, Jeanette thinks, so she conforms
to the English mode and serves wafer-

Dish

thin slices of buttered bread instead of
fancy sandwiches. Occasionally Tea
Treats*, crisp pastry bites flavored with
devilled ham, are included. Cake of some
sort is served for those with a sweet
tooth. Possibly the same sort of sponge
cake that was served at lunch makes its
second — and equally welcome — appearance
of the day, only this time its deliciousness
is further enhanced by a bittersweet
chocolate frosting.
One might think that dinner in Jeanette's home would be quite elaborate, especially when company is expected, but such
is not the case. Here is a typical menu
featuring two of her favorite dishes. The
first is Timbales Vertes and the entire
meal is planned around these.
JEANETTE'S FAVORITE DINNER
Clear Consomme, Melba Toast
Timbales Vertes,* served with Creamed
Chicken (either Mushrooms or
Shrimps of
mayChicken)
be used instead
Crisp JulienneDressing
or Lattice Potatoes
Endive and Avocado Salad, French
Refrigerator
Demi-tasseCake*
At first glance this dinner may not
seem as simple as those we have been
recommending, but actually it becomes
easier the more you study it. The consomme, for instance, may be of the canned
variety. The Timbales Vertes are made
of cooked peas, either fresh or canned,
which can be sieved and in the refrigerator ready for eventual use in the recipe.
The creamed chicken, mushrooms or
shrimps which accompany these Timbales, can be prepared in the morning and
reheated in your double boiler, without last
minute fuss or worry. The avocados are
served in halves on endive, with the French

MODERN
Dressing poured into the cup-like depressions after the large seed is removed.
And the delicious Refrigerator Cake must
be made up well in advance — so you may
be sure that your dessert course will only
require a moment's attention to make it as
festive in appearance and delectable in
flavor as anyone could desire.

DINNER, generally, is the last meal
of the day for Jeanette. But occasionally when she has company a late supper is in order, Jeanette thinks that a meal
served at this late hour should be of the
simplest sort imaginable and suggests
scrambled eggs as the all-time favorite
with both men and women. But there are
scrambled eggs and scrambled eggs! By
using the method described below you will
find them at the peak of their golden perfection.
SCRAMBLED

EGGS

A

SCREEN

"t«E
MINUTE

BETT£
WARREN

"AIEX

OX

CLUC"
MOVIE
WITH
DAVIS
WILLIAM

HER

MIND"
NICE
OFYOU
TO ASK
ME,

a la CREME

MR.DETECTlVe

6 eggs
6 tablespoons cream
1/2 teaspoon salt
a few grains pepper
2 tablespoons butter

Beat eggs slightly, until whites and
yolks are mixed. Stir in cream and
seasoning. Melt butter in frying pan (being careful that butter does not get brown).
Pour in the egg mixture. Set pan containing egg mixture into a larger pan
containing boiling water. Continue cooking over boiling water, scraping eggs
gently from the bottom of the pan as
they cook so that the uncooked mixture
can flow to the bottom of the pan. Serve
immediately when cooked, garnished with
a dash of paprika and a sprig of parsley.
Sufficient for four average servings.
Bread in some form should accompany
the eggs — either triangles of buttered toast,
rusks, Ry-krisp or hot buttered rolls. And
for all late-at-night meals it is well to
serve cafifeine-free coffee since many folks
feel that just ordinary coffee keeps them
awake
if partaken
in the guests
wee sma'of hours.
Be sure
and tellof your
your
thoughtfulness along those lines, too, for
imagination is a powerful factor and you
don't want people to lie awake worrying
about the effects of the coffee they relished, not knowing that you had taken
care of that contingency as a good hostess should.
And so to bed — with plans for future
entertaining in the easy, Jeanette MacDonald manner going " 'round and around"
in your head — and the further assurance
that you can try out some of her favorite
easy-to-make dishes just by sending for the
recipes, adding to your pleasant anticipation. Jeanette's Golden Sponge Cake,
Tea Treats, Jeanette's Refrigerator Cake
and those tempting looking Banana Bran
Muffins, Send
all are
included
month's
leaflet.
for your
free in
copythisnow.
THE MODERN HOSTESS,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 MADISON AVENUE,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Please send me a free leaflet containing Jeanette MacDonald's easy-to-make
company dishes.
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Almost

an

Old

Maid

(Coiitiiiucd from page 53)
vocabulary — and she might even know
how to knit the traditional "tiny garments"
if
elseshein weren't
stitches. so busy keeping everybody
Yet nobody thought of marrying her.
All the men were busy thinking of marrying Garbo. And can you imagine Garbo
running around in bedroom slippers and
curl papers with an eggbeater in one hand
and (|uintuplets in the other?

UNA MERKEL never went out with
a boy until after she was seventeen.
It wasn't" because of parental restrictions
it was just because she wasn't asked.
But she is proud of the fact that the
friendships she does make are indestructible. "I still see or correspond with every
boy friend I ever had before my marriage," she told me.
"And have time left for a picture
career?" I inquired incredulously.
"Well, there were only four or five of
them," she laughed.
I wanted to know about the first tune
Cupid had done her wrong.
"I was nine or ten," Una recalled in
her captivating Southern accent which
Hollywood has modified but not obliterated, "when I sufTered the big thrill. And
I mean it really was tragic at the time.
I was the studious type, so the boys were
leery of me. You know how boys are
—they think there's something wrong with
a girl if she knows her lessons.
"I was already hopelessly infatuated
with the handsomest boy in the class when,
for some reason which I don't know to
this day, he gave me his scout pin to wear.
I nearly swooned with delight and embarrassment. The pin was as big as a
house. It was the shape of an anchor and
pulled my dress down like the real thing.
But I would have worn it proudly till
doomsday— till the weight of it had made
me stoop-shouldered — if he hadn't sent
another girl to ask for it back the following morning. I was probably just the
unsuspecting instrument of a well-laid
scheme to arouse jealousy in another
feminine heart.
Una grew to womanhood without inspiring the serious attentions of any young
man. Not that she was unpopular. Everyone liked her — she was loyal, sympathetic,
sensible, efficient. But that spelled "pal,"
not "sweetheart." She couldn't have been
safer if she had used kiss-proof lipstick.
So what did the disappointed damsel
do after collecting wedding announcements
from all the girls her own age and younger? Did she study the art of make-up,
or set out to tailor herself a new and
devastating personality calculated to bring
the men to her feet in droves ? Did she
clip coupons and send for love potions
and brochures by the famous Peggy Hopkins Joyce?
NOTbut a remain
bit of it.
her Una
own didn't
sweet doselfa —thing
reticent, methodical, conscientious and tidy.
A prim, long-haired, Sunday-Schoolteaching little lady. She just decided that
some people were better off without marriage, and if no one asked her, she would
pretend she was one of those people.
She had been surrounded with so much
love and understanding in her home life
that marriage could hardly improve on
the happiness she had already known,
anyway.
She would rather not be marKnit
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ried, never be married, she told herself,
unless the union promised to be as perfect as that of lier parents.
But she didn't have to stay and be a
spinster where everyone knew her and
would pity her. She went to New York,
and because an unattached woman should
have a career of some sort, studied at a
dramatic school. She had no illusions
about a great talent — she merely thought
teaching dramatics in some high school
would be pleasant work — if she could get
it. But the first work she got was as a
professional model.
She soon discovered that teaching and
posing were not the only fields open to
her. She began getting insignificant parts
in stage plays. She became a comedienne
quite accidentally. She took her work
very seriously, so seriously that the audience laughed at everything she said. This
could have been a tragedy to a less shrewd
player. But just as calmly and philosophically as she had decided she might
not be cut out for marriage, Una let the
audience decide that she wasn't cut out
for highly dramatic portrayals.
She had hoped to inspire tears. What
if they were tears of laughter? That
was entertainment, too. Instead of sulking over her failure of intention, Una
quickly adapted herself to the role of
comedienne. And again proved her
shrewdness by not even trying to be funny.
Realizing that it was her spinsterly conscientiousness that was so amusing, she
capitalized on it by adopting a more
studied serio-comic mien than ever, and
audiences have been rolling in the aisles
ever since.
"I must have been a scream when I
was real small — I was such a serious
little busybody," Una said. "While I
was still young enough to squeeze handfuls of mashed potatoes through my fingers behind my chair when no one was
looking, I was a hundred years old in
other ways. When my parents were out
late, I worried constantly over the disasters that might befall them before they
returned. And whenever my folks had
a little spst such as provides spice in any
normal marriage, I ran back and forth
from one to the other, arguing, cajoling,
pleading, until I had succeeded in patching
things up. Our relationship was just reversed. Ibehaved as if I were the parent
and they were the children."
IN private life, Una Merkel is about the
most genuine and warm-hearted person
you ever met. She is careful about what
she say.? in an interview, especially regarding any sort of advice, because "People
read what you say and maybe it will influence someone to do something or not
do something. I'd so hate to give anyone
a But
wrongif steer."
any advice she is able to give
from her girlhood experiences is able to
save a few heartaches such as she knows
can be caused by a scarcity of dates and
masculine attention, Una Merkel would like
to broadcast it far and wide. She has an
unquenchable urge to help everybody.
Many fans write her their personal
trouble, and a cheerful word from her
has lightened many a sorrow.
At first consideration, it seems unusual
that a comedienne should be the recipient
of lovelorn
easy to understand.letters.
Somehow, But
Una it's Merkel
seems
Star

Sweater

for

more human — closer to the common herd
— than the unapproachable Garbos and
Dietrichs. You seem to sense that she
isn't a great movie star at all, or even
an actress. She's just a small-town girl
who has thought the same thoughts, suffered the same agonies as every other
small-town girl, and then through a quirk
of fate got mixed up in an artificial sort
of life that isn't a part of her.
One girl, in a tearful letter, poured out
a disconsolate story when her beau walked
out on her. Una pointed out to her that
she was much better off to have it happen then than later. Long correspondence
with the girl has proved her right. It
has been interesting to Una to watch this
girl's emotional development and stabilization, and to feel that she had a part in it.
"Don't get panicky, and resort to all
sorts of artifices," Una advises girls who
are approaching a marriageable age without any noticeable results. "If the bovs
see you setting a trap for them, that's
the quickest way to lose them. Try to
get interested in something else. If possible, go so far as to fool yourself, as I
did, into believing that you can get along
entirely without men. Don't think of them
at all. If it isn't a life and death matter when you meet a man, you won't be
self-conscious in his presence, and will
therefore appear at your very best advantage.

"It goes without saying, of course, that
you should always appear dainty and wellwhether you're interested in men
groomed,
or not.
"The best approach to marriage is a
sense of humor, a conservative attitude
of not expecting too much, and an unselfish love. Just plain unvarnished love
isn't enough. Without a willingness to
make sacrifices, love is just a one-way
ticket to misery."
WELL,
that's have
Una to
Alerkel's
and you
admit system,
it has
worked marvels for her. After she went
of? to New York and embarked on a stage
career in order to be independent of men,
she acquired, quite without trying, a succession of suitors. She even fell in love
with one of them — an actor in the same
show with her. And he recognized the
rare and
qualities
in Lena's characterbeautiful
which the boys
in Covington
and
Philadelphia had overlooked.
But as their romance blossomed, Una
made the discovery that they really had
very little in common. And holding true
to her conviction that love is not enough,
she decided it would be better to break
the engagement than risk an unhappy
union. Before she could do so, however,
the boy took ill. Una postponed the
ordeal of blighting his hopes and resolved
to wait until his health could better stand
the shock. But he died without knowing
the disappointment that was in store for
him.
Now Una has been married four years
to Ronald Burla, an aeronautical engineer.
She still says he is perfect. He is proud
of her work, as she is of his, and neither
makes
on one
the lunches
other's
time or possessive
is jealous demands
if the other
with
a former
sweetheart.
don't
even call
each other
up three orThey
four times
a day because, Una says, their love is too
fundamental and permaneni: to have to be
confirmed every few hours.

Spring— See
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Deep

{Continued from page 61)
'gentleman's
gentleman'
is often
the gentleman of the two.
I learned
about
butlers
from my batman during the War. A perfect butler he was, having buttled for one
of the oldest houses in England for years.
And in the stilly nights he used often to
regale me with the mysteries of his profession, never dreaming, either of us, that
one day his profession would become mine.
He told me of how the art is handed
down from father to son. He told me,
proudly, that being a butler to a noble
house is to be a king in one's own domain, with many underlings who are very
under.
AND so, when I do my buttling on the
screen, I think of the trenches and
of my batman. I realize that a butler
has indeed all of the characteristics of a
perfect gentleman. He is quiet of voice
and manner. He is never obtrusive. He
is the soul of reticence and honor. The
butler I played in 'Top Hat' was modelled
definitely from my batman (now a banker,
I believe). For it is literally true that
the butler will say, from his heart, 'IVe
have lumbago this morning,' or 'IVe are
ridingtion oftomaster
houndsandtoday.'
identificaman isThe
absolute.
In
other words, in 'Top Hat' Edward Everett Horton and I were not two men, but
one. And a kinder gentleman than Mr.
Horton
I never
served!"
— and
gave
me
the Blore
smile
that we
have Eric
all come
to know so well.

"Even so," said Mr. Blore plaintively,
over his sardine sandwich, "I resent perpetual buttling. Not because it does anything to me. Not because I find myself
passing the mustard ofif the set. No, I
am still master in my own home. But
because it bores me. Buttling bores me.
Buttling bores me horribly. I must be
the same butler, movies without end. I
am an actor, not a butler. I want to act.
I should like to do, let us say, 'Goodbye,
Mr. Chips' — characters. To play a type
incessantly is not acting. It is, indeed,
monotony to the point of madness. I shall
go berserk one day and anoint one of my
gentlemen with the onion soup, I'm very
much
And afraid."
wouldn't Mr. Blore make a perfect
Mr. Chips? And ah, there, fans, look out
for that onion soup . . . for the Blore
smile conceals a k-nife !
1 SCRATCHED Ivan Simpson and
found : A charming, elderly man with
the Queen's English beautiful and rich at
the tip of his tongue. A man who has played
Shakespeare in England, in the provinces,
on Broadway. A man who, at the age of
eight, learned by heart the first eight
pages
Macaulay'shas
"History
England."
Mr.of Simpson
playedof with
John
Drew and with George Arliss. And it
was with Mr. Arliss that he first "went
into service." For he played the butler
in the stage production of "The Green
Goddess" and when, later, Mr. Arliss did

the play in pictures he would have Mr.
Simpson and none other buttle for him.
And Mr. Simpson has buttled for Mr.
Arliss ever since.
In between he has tutored several of
our screen stars in the use of the English
language for their screen roles. He first
tutored Frances Howard, who became
Mrs. Sam Goldwyn. He coached Loretta
Young. He knows all there is to know
about the theatre. He loves the stage
with the authentic passion of the old-time
actor to whom grease paint is incense and
backstage the holy of holies.
He is married. He has a grown
daughter. He is, he says, almost at the
end of the road, where nothing is very important any more and life begins to appear in retrospect. He recently appeared
in "Splendor" and the successful "Mutiny
asked
him how buttling affected him
on I the
Bounty."
and he said :
"I should know. I have probably
opened and shut more doors than anyone
in Hollywood. And constantly I have
been asked, 'Can't you shut that door without making so much noise?' Why in
thunder studios don't build the jambs of
beaver board I cannot understand. It
would minimize sound considerably and
spare me many a round rating, I can tell
"I hate playing butlers for several reasons. One is the studios want to pay me
a butler's wage no matter how important
you.
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60-HERE'S
Everyone loves the funnies, and
everyone will want to read the new
POPULAR COMICS, the magazine
of funnies, bringing you the latest
antics of your favorites.
Skippy is just one of the many
Eopular comic characters who are
rought to you in the pages of
America's favorite funnies . . . Dick
Tracy • Toonerville • Smitty •
Moon Mullins • Tailspin Tommy •
Pam and Donald Dare • Ripley
• Mutt and Jeff • Winnie Winkle
• The Gumps • Don Winslow of

FROM

SKIPPY!
the Navy • Ben Webster's Page •
Orphan Annie • King of the Royal
Mounted • Harold Teen • Little
Joe • Terry • Gasoline Alley •
Bronc Peeler • Tiny Tim ... all
your favorite funny-paper friends
are in POPULAR COMICS.
SPECIAL NOTICE— There's a
new stamp department starting in
the April issue. If you're a stamp
collector, you won't want to miss it
... if you're not, then here's your
chance to get acquainted with this
fascinating hobby.

Get the April issue today!

POPULAR
America's
On

COMICS
Favorite

Funnies

Sale Everywhere
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SCREEN
"My screen butlers," said Mr. .Simpson,
with a wave of his very fine hand, "put
me, like Christian, in the Slough of Despond. I carry them, like burdens, upon
I scratched Arthur Treacher and
found : Mr. Treacher is six foot three.
Mr. back."
Treacher is droll. Air. Treacher is
my
bored.
He has an apartment here in
Hollywood He lives alone. He does
not entertain nor does he allow himself
to be entertained. He plays golf on his
few of¥ moments — alone. He seldom
reads. He is the only son of a widowed
mother, who still lives in Brighton, England, where Arthur was born. The elder
Treacher was a lawyer and hoped that
liis son would eventually serve the people
legally, too.
He chose the stage. And very early he
built up a London reputation. He played
with Charles Cochrane for three years.
He appeared with Sir Alfred Butt. The
Shuberts brought him to America and he
made his Broadway debut at the Winter
Garden in New York. He scored a sixfoot-three hit in "The Cat and the Fiddle."
He played for over a year in the Barrymore revival of "The School for Scandal" and appeared with Mary Ellis in
"The Man Who Came Back."
He thinks almost everything is rather
silly and quite awfully unimportant. Marriage, for instance. He was once burned
and is thrice shy. He does not date girls
nor spend time at the late spots of Hollysuch things.
wood. He says, "Oh, dear, no!" to all
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Ralph Forbes and wife, Heather
Angel, snapped by Scotty,
leaving "Rose Marie" preview.
the part may be. If they have a king in
the picture, and even though he says only
a couple of lines, they pay him a royal
salary.
much less.But I have to be satisfied with

THEN, I have little sympathy with the
person who is willing to be a subservient character. Of course, I do believe that a person who does his job well,
or butwhether he be president or cobbler
ler is a gentleman. Doing your job to the
best of vour ability, loving the job you
are doing, is the essential thing in life. If
a waiter waits upon me perfectly I bow
reverently to him when I leave._ If I happen to be waited upon by a waitress I try
my limbs
to curtsy properly, even though with
any
to do this
too stiff
are now nit
dig
v.
,
,
the
as
always
cast
be
"It is my luck to
loyal old retainer who goes on working
for years without salary. I often wonder
who is supposed to pay my laundry bills
as mv linen has to be impeccable in spite
of the family poverty. I also save my
employers from suicide on more than one
dramatic occasion, and that is absolutely
contrary to my conscientious convictions
which are that any person who wants to
drop the responsibilities given him to
shoulder should be permitted to do so without hindrance.
"Another reason I dislike playing but"I
is that,"
very few
so few, sosmiled,
Also, Simpson
one. Mr.
never lershad
of my friends ever had butlers. To be
don't really know
truthful,
absolutelv
looks Ilike. I surmise that
a butler
what
he has two arms, two legs, a mouth and
a nose. Perhaps a soul. Who knows?
Come to think of it, R. C. has a butler,
also B. A. But these butlers were never
given such lines as we have to speak when
we buttle on the screen. If they dared to
speak the lines we put into the mouths of
our movie butlers their lives would_ be
short, and their employers and relatives
immediately relieved of them.

Mr. Treacher revealed himself to me
over the luncheon table in the Paramount
commissary. He was appearing in "Anything Goes," at that time.
HE nature.
said, "II am,
am also,
a bit a ofbita ofrecluse
by
a tyrant.
I expect preferential treatment. That is
to say, when I dine out, in a cafe or a
hotel dining room, I expect waiters and
maitre d'hotels to stand about a bit. I
expect at least as competent service as I
fancy I give on the screen.
"Hollywood takes its actors at their
face value. Which means that I am frequently taken at m}' butler value. When
I am working on a set, for instance, I am
never given a chair marked 'Arthur
Treacher.' No, indeed. I have to stand.
I am expected to stand. I am a butler
and butlers do not sit down in the presence of their superiors. When, on rare
occasions I dine out, and am seated next
to some reigning star I find him, or her,
glancing at me slightly askance. They
are so used, you see, to seeing me pass
the soup or pull out chairs for them.
They don't quite know what they should
say to me.
"I shouldn't dream of having a man
servant in my home. Seeing him open and
shut doors would be a postman's holiday
and nightmare combined.
"Buttling is excessively boring. For
the first butler we play on the screen is
the last butler we play on the screen. We
may timidly suggest some slight characterization. But the answer is, inevitably, 'Oh,
no, we want you to be the same butler as
you picture
were inchanced
'Curly toTop,'
the
last
be. or
Youwhatever
can readily
appreciate what a vicious circle it is.
"If one has not the soul of a slave. . . ."
sighed Mr. Treacher.
From which you may deduce that butlers, like beauty, are only skin deep. For
we liave removed the napkins from Alessrs.
Blore, Treacher and Simpson and we have
seen what we have seen — men of might
and majesty who are liable to spill the
onion soup at any moment!
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{Continued from page 25)
$1 Prize Letter
The Unsung Players
I trust we who enjoy motion pictures
will always feel a personal loss in the
death of screen favorites. Just as I hope
we always will be on hand to boost the
new faces worthy of our plaudits. But,
please, in indulging in these two noble
motives, don't let us forget the consistent
work of such splendid bit and featured
players as Jane Darwell, Edna May
Oliver, Eric Blore, Jessie Ralph, Margaret Hamilton, Ernest Cossart, Reginald
Owen, Robert Barrat, John Eldredge,
Harvey Stephens, Henry Travers, Louise
Dresser, Louise Fazenda, Louise Beavers,
Guinn Williams, Clarence Muse, Alison
Skipworth, Alan Dinehart, Sara Haden,
and Helen Westley.
Despite the fact that this may appear
a mere recitation of names, these people
are some of the personalities without
whom pictures would be lacking in much
of the vigor and appeal they now possess.
— Robert Downing, Hollywood, Calif.
$1 Prize Letter
Tiirashing Out tiie DoubleFeature Question
How many more times when we enter
a theatre must we be forced to watch
third-rate actors play in those quickies
which compose the second half of the
double-feature programs? The whole
cheap composition of these films is evident. The poor photography, drab sets,
and ham acting constantly remind the
critical members of the audience of the
better films which they have seen. The
programs should consist of one long
feature running about two hours, a newsreel and a cartoon, preferably one of
Disney's.
The double bill causes a loss to all concerned :the audience loses by viewing an
inferior product, the exhibitor loses by
having an infrequent turnover of audiences,
the producers lose by being forced to have
individual production crews, directors,
cutters, etc., for each film no matter how
bad it is. The discontinuance of the
double bill will stimulate the producers
of cartoons and shorts to improve offerings.
As soon as the great producers such
as M-G-M and Paramount abandon their
new policy of making Class B pictures,
the whole double bill will collapse of its
own weakness, when left to the producers
of Poverty Row. If the intelligent part
of the audience will cease to patronize
theatres showing double bills, the exhibitors will soon realize that they must obtain better pictures — Charles Vogt, Jersey City, N. J.
(Why don't those of you who feel
strongly on this subject cast a ballot on
it and send it in to usf Perhaps the exhibitors and producers will be persuaded to
take your advice! Please fill out the follozving form and mail to) :
BETWEEN YOU AND ME,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 MADISON AVENUE,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
I like the double-feature program
I dislike the double-feature program
Reason for opinion, in 20 words or less

She

was

a

ONE-DATE
Girl

MOST of her engagements were
"blind" dates. Later, these
men found excuses when her
name was brought up. Somehow,
she never seemed to click.
They thought she was dull,
when really she was constantly
tired. She had a good figure,
and a naturally lovely skin. But
pimples marred its surface. Her
eyes lacked the liveliness of a girl
in good health. So night after
night, she sat by the phone and
waited for calls that never came.

meals. Scientific tests show that
Kellogg's All-Bran

is a fine

source
of also
gently
acting vitamin
"bulk."
All-Bran
furnishes
B and iron.
Serve as a cereal, or cook into
muffins, breads, waffles, etc. Two
tablespoonfuls daily are usually
sufficient. Isn't it better to enjoy
this natural food than to take pills
and drugs — so often harmful?
Kellogg's All-Bran corrects
only common constipation, makes
no claim to be a "cure-all."
But it has proved effective in so

She might have been such a
different girl if she had only

many thousands of cases that you

known the importance of regular habits, and the harm that

should certainly give it a trial.
Sold by all grocers. Made by

common

Kellogg in Battle Creek, Mich.

constipation

can do.

This condition may cause headaches and loss of appetite.
Wrinkles

and pimples may

pear. Energy is sapped.
sonality becomes flat.
Common

apPer-

constipation is usu-

ally caused by lack of "bulk" in
The

natural

corrects

food

that

constipation
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You

Can

Be

Just

Right!

Woiitinucd from page 63)

LOOKED^

SAID
CHARLES
FARRELL

The Tangee girl won when
CHARLES FARRELL chose
loveliest lips while filming Uniwouldn't
you
versal Picture, " Fighting youth".
want
to have
tender, soft lips . . . the kind of lips that would
appeal to him . . . that he would want to kiss ?
Three girls were with us when we visited Mr.
Farrell. One wore the ordinary lipstick ... one
no lipstick... the third, Tangee. "Your lips look
irresistible," he told the Tangee girl, "because
they look natural."
Tangee can't make your lips look painted,
because
/'/ isn'tcolor.
paint.TryIt simply
your
own natural
Tangee.intensifies
In two sizes,
39c and $1.10. Or, send 10c for the 4-Piece
Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES . . . KJien vou iuy.
Don't tlet
sotne issharp
person switch
you you
to anasJcimiaion. . . there
only sales
one Tangee.
But when
for
Tangee .. .be sure to ask for tangee natural. There
is another shade called Tangee Theatrical ... intended
only for those who insist on vivid color and for profes ional use.
# If you met
Charles Farrell

Famous Upsfrck
Tl WorA^s Most
HMDS THAT PAINTED I.OOIC

FACE POWDER

has tried to reduce sensibly — and, according to her lights, she is being honest.
Yet she still buys a size 42 dress.
Nine cases out of ten, she has done
something like this : she has started out
with a nice, brand new resolution to get
thin. She does without breakfast entirely
— maybe a glass of tomato juice or a cup
of coffee for lunch. Or a "choc malt."
Gosh, how many times I've heard them
order that, and they can hardly sit on
the stool at the counter. By dinner time,
naturally, she is so hungry she could eat
the side of a house — and does practically.
Furthermore, she is so out of sorts from
starving herself that nothing tastes good
or does her any good.
Then no doubt she has puffed and
blown her way through a lot of incorrect and useless exercises, which have
merely made her hot and cross and
haven't helped her a particle. At the
end of two weeks — or three or four^
her scales heartrendingly tell her that
she has lost a measly two pounds. Or
maybe she hasn't lost at all. Now I
ask
for into
this — aforstate
this! where
— she
has you?
starved And
herself
she
sleep at
her ofdigestion
and can't
elimination
arenight
all ;out
order ;
she can't speak a civil word to anyone and life is a pretty flat, stale and
unprofitable affair. And what happens?

Famous
screen star
tells why
he picked
the girl with
Tangee Lips

Tongee color principle
"" -^

•k 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY MM46
417 Fifth Avenue, New York Ciry
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
Powder. I enclose 10^ (stamps or coin). 15^inCanada.
□ Rachel □ Light Rachel
Shide □
Name
Address .
State^
City
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Fat?

SCREEN

SheListen
says, to"The
me, heck
big with
girl : it!"
never starve
yourself on black coffee. Use your common sense about eating. You must cut
down on your food, or change to the
proper food. Go easy on the liquor, too.
And for the love of Pete don't nibble
and fill up on candy and sweets between
meals.
Several months ago I gave my excellent diet for general, healthful reducing.
If you missed it get it now. It's yours
for the asking. Just write to me, enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope
and you'll have the diet at once. If you
follow my instructions faithfully and
conscientiously, along with my exercises,
you will be thrilled at your looks and,
more important, you will find that the
weight you have taken of? hasn't left you
with sagging and flabby skin and muscles, as quack reduction methods are apt
to do. And certainly you'll be grateful
that your innards aren't all out of kilter from crazy, get-slim-quick stunts.

HERE are some good tips when reducing: it isn't how little you eat,
but how intelligently. The preparation
of food is vitally important. The heavy
starches are out — the fancy starches are
out. That means no potatoes that are
mashed with butter and cream and more
butter. You may eat a baked potato,
preferably the skin with only that part of
the potato that clings to the skin. You
may have a moderate seasoning of salt and
pepper — I said moderate! If you
can eat it without butter, so much the
better. No griddle cakes or crackers —
except an occasional whole wheat or rye
wafer ... no soft, soggy bread, heavy
rolls, rich pastries or cakes. And be
your sandwiches, too. Don't
choosy
or greasy scrambled eggs— you
friedabout
eat
may have a coddled egg occasionally.
Avoid fried foods. Broiled meats for
Don't
sauces.
creammeals;
no your
you,
you
rds drink
afterwa
liquidsandzinth
or coffee.
your
get drink
You Don't
may
extrateawater.
of clear
a lothave
water in fresh fruits and vegetables. Do

not boil your vegetables for hours — a few
minutes (just until tender) is enough,
and in as little water as possible. (Save
the liquid for further use.) Eat slowly
and chew your food well. And remember this, "If you take plenty of time
to live, there won't be any time left to
die.
As for exercise, being "pretty active"
isn't enough.
Doing
housework
isn't
enough.
You must
exercise
scientifically
and do it on schedule. Concentrate on the
parts you want to reduce and work on
them systematically. Ask me for help
whenever you need it. I want to help
you all. The fleshiness of the face and
the extra chins will, to a remarkable extent, disappear with sensible diet, then
with my own system of facial treatment
we can keep the muscles firm and the skin
tight. But we'll take that problem up
in a later article. However, if you can't
wait,
time. you can write to me in the meanThe rear of the hips is one spot where
fat has a nasty habit of settling. Here
is a good exercise for that particular
problem. Work at it. It will do the
trick. Don't get bored and discouraged
after a few trials. Go to it and show
some gumption. I can't be there to help
you in person and bawl you out — but
I will if you don't get busy. I know you
can do so much for yourselves and it is
my sincere wish to see all of you as
happy and lovely as possible.
Sit on the floor with legs stretched out
in front of you. Use your hands only
to balance your body. Now, keeping
the legs stiff, and together, raise them
slightly off the floor, and keep them off
the floor. Then begin to hitch yourself
along on the floor by swinging the legs
over to the left, and as you do this roll
on the left hip. Then swing the legs over
to the right and roll over on the right
hip. You are really walking in a sitting
position. Do this back and forth across
the floor at least six times to begin
with, and later increase to ten. Incidentally, this exercise will also strengthen
the stomach muscles.
That is an exercise I recommended to
Carole Lombard not so long ago when
she was known
as "Carole
of the curves."
Lombard
was designed
by nature
to be a
to
her that
she is
pretty
big girl.
I remember an
pointed her out to

slim and
(All
"the svelte
more now.)
credit
executive at Pathe
me one day, and said,

"Can out
youlooking
do anything
her?" I Witha secondfortime,
said,
"Plenty!" They wanted her beautifully
modeled face in a picture, but they
didn't want the Mae West effect below
the waist. So I went to work and in
three weeks I had Carole down to
where her nether parts looked less like a
Rembrandt and more like a modern girl.
Carole, like all my babies in Hollywood, must keep slender and graceful.
Their jobs depend upon it. And take it
from me, so does yours, whatever it is.
Some of the stars have a very bad habit.
They "cram" their reducing and beauty,
like college students "cram" before an
examination. When they are not working they loll around in bed too much,
go to parties and eat and drink a lot
all of
shouldn't. Then
of things they get
a call to start work
a sudden they
on a picture. One look at themselves
and thev get frantic. Then they want
miracles'! When mama is around, they
Otherwise they go the w-ay r,
get'em.
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all flesh. I want you all to be smarter
*tlian that.
NOW

a word about Norma

Shearer.

has ofbeen
one long
along Norma's
the hardliferoad
ambition,
as trek
you
all know. She's fundamentally a small
person and every extra pound is magnified and as you know the camera makes
you look ten pounds heavier. When
Norma was a 3'oungster, she wanted to
do all the athletic things brother Douglas
did and as a result, she developed a pair
of husky arms. Her legs were muscular,
too. When I first knew Norma she
also had to fight anemia. Anemic people are often inclined to be bumpy. Norma
has to work hard to keep slim, but she
has never been daunted by difficulties. Any
star that takes on "Romeo and Juliet"
must,age you'll
admit, have a large percentof gumption.
It's harder sometimes to get rid of
localized flesh, — especially the solid,
muscular kind, than to drop from a 42 to
34. If you are troubled with stubborn
bulges of fat in certain spots — upper arms,
legs, waistline, whatever, let me know
about it and I'll help you.
Oh, ofbefore
I forget,
here's aor diet
those
you who
are anemic
havefora
tendencv to be so :
Breakfast
Start
with
a
half
-glass
of water with juice of
half a lemon
Baked apple, without sugar
Portion of brown rice flakes, with a small glass
of skimmed milk
When berries are in season, alternate with the
the baked apple
Small cup of coffee, clear
At Eleven
O'clock
A glass of orange
juice or
tomato juice
Luncheon
Vegetable soup
Cream cheese and lettuce salad
Whole wheat toast, thin butter
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Coffee, clear, or tea with lemon
Dinner
Beef Broth (if possible, occasionally put in an
egg yolk)
Boiled
celery roots for salad or plain lettuce
Choice of one meat: 2 slices of rare roast beef.
2 slices of broiled calves liver. 3 broiled
kidneys, or in a ragout. Eat sparingly of the
sauce if it is thick
Choice of one vegetable: Steamed celery, asparagus, carrots, okra, green peas or stewed
You
may
have the skin of a baked potato
^ tomatoes
For
dessert: fresh fruit, gelatine or plain cup
You may drink the juice made from boiling
_ custard
turnip tops. It is excellent. Also spinach
juice or use the leaves of celery that you usually throw away. Coffee
No, my thin darlings, I'm not neglecting you. First a caution : although
you
don't
thin girls asusing
of glandularhear
disturbances
oftentheas alibi
fat
girls, it frequently is true that glandular
faults keep one from gaining weight. In
such cases, see a reliable and competent
doctor. He will advise you. Most of the
time, however, your inability to gain
comes from not knowing what to do. You
may eat a great deal, but not the right
things. There are exercises, too, which
thin girls should perform. Exercises to
gain weight?
But, certainly!
THIN girls should get at least nine
hours sleep every night. If possible, have your breakfast in bed. I know,
I know. You can't always do this, maybe
not at all. I'm merely mentioning it as a
good idea. Lie down for half an hour
after lunch. If you're a working girl,
you can't, of course, lie down after
lunch, but you can, perhaps, find a quiet
place where you may sit and do nothing— just sit. After dinner, you can certainly lie down for a bit.
It's a good idea for thin girls to have
a soothing massage twice a week. Not
rough or vigorous, but a gentle, light and

relaxing massage.
Drink as little alcoholic stimulant as
you can. At parties, it is sometimes more
convenient and pleasant for everyone concerned to take one cocktail and string
along with it than to cause fuss and
palaver
by refusing.
But makes
don't take
drink unless
social usage
it ad-a
visable. A little wine is all right, but
strong liquors are inclined to make you
nervous and over-excited. Drink malted
beer or a good malt tonic with your
meals. If you want the name of a good
me.
one, I'll give it to you if you'll write to
The good old sun is an excellent tonic.
Get as much as you can and plenty of
gentle exercise in the open air. Did you
know that you can get panes of vitaglass
put in ordinary windows for a very moderate sum? Two panes of this glass
in the lower part of any window where
the sun strikes — and you can have yourself a sun bath in the cold winter months.
Swimming is an excellent developer.
Learn to
if you don't
already
how.
In swim
cold weather,
maybe
you know
could
go to an indoor pool a couple of times
a week.
I have some wonderful exercises that
I use for building-up thin spots. Let me
knowyou.what you need, and I'll send them
to
Here is a little exercise for rounding
out the neck — an exercise which Loretta
Young could take up with profit, if I'm
not being too impertinent ! Inhale quickly. Keep the air up in your throat as
much as possible. Fill your wind-pipe and
hold it. Now, make every muscle in your
neck tense as you distend your throat.
Keep your chin relaxed. Exhale. Repeat ten times, and do it every day.
Perhaps some of you are thin all over
like Ann Dvorak, who claims she can't

ROUGHNESS
BRING

OUT

-SMOOTH

Miss Mary Augusta Biddle: "The
minute Pond's Vanishing Cream
touches my skin — roughness goesi**
EVEN when your skin is rough "just in
spots'" — it's enough to spoil your whole
make-up. And ruin your evening, too! You
feel so self-conscious — you just can't be
your own gay self.
Yet you can melt rough spots smooth!
That roughness is only a dead layer hiding the smooth skin beneath. Look at skin
magnified — you see the flaky particles sticking out. Really old dead skin cells!
As a leading dermatologist says: "Surface

skin is constantly drying out,
thickening with horny cells. Yet,
once the old dead cells are melted
away, the young underlying cells
become the surface skin — smooth
and soft. This melting can be done
with a keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream)."
Try Pond''s Vanishing Cream to see this
melting principle in action. The instant it
touches your skin, roughnesses melt away.
New skin comes out — smooth, nice to touch!
This shows why Pond's Vanishing Cream is
such a perfect powder base.
Outer Skin
The epidermis.
magnified
many times, to show how dead
surface ceils on top make skin
cough, uneven.

NEW
FOR

FRESH

SKIN

POWDERING

For a smooth make-up — Put on Pond's
Vanishing Cream — just enough to film your
skin faintly. You can't help but like the
new pearly softness of your skin — and the
smooth way powder clings!
Overnight for lasting softness — After
cleansing, leave Pond's Vanishing Cream on
overnight. Greaseless, it won't smear the
pillowcase. All night long, it brings your skin
a finer softness, a more youthfid look!

Kueh 8-piece package containing
Conn.
6,Clint
DeptDl3
POND'S,generous
8_ Dj^rffk
tube
of samples
Pond's on,
^9*^ special
""^■^
Cream,
ofVanishin
2 otherg
Pond's Creams
and lOji
5 different
shades
Pond's Face
Powder.
I enclose
for postage
and ofpacking.
NameStreetCity-

.State-
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put oil an ouuue of weight. To those of
you who have this complaint to make, I
would suggest the following good, workable and practical building-up diet. Try
it. You'll feci good and look good.
Breakfast
Lnrf,e slassternate theofjuices
orange or grapefruit juice. AlDish
of ripe,sugar
sliced bananas, milk and talilespoon
of brown
Whole wheat toast with plenty of butter, and
^ jam or
if you
like cream. Sweeten with a little
Coffee
tea with
honey, if you desire
Two hours later you may have a glass of tomato
Luncheon
juice
Bowl
of
thick
soup
tomato, lentil, etc.) (chicken gumbo, cream of
Green
(lettuce,
endive, watercress, etc.)
Or saladsalad
of half
an avocado
Vegetable plate or baked beans or spaghetti or
creamed cod fish or broiled sweetbreads
For dessert: cup custard, fruit gelatine, ice
cream, puddings, Boston cream pie or layer
cake
Large glass of milk or bottle of malt beer
Dinner
Celery (eat all you want)
Ripe olives
Bowl of soup (vegetable or cream soups)
Choice of any broiled or roasted meat, except
pork. Eat the meat juices, but first skim off
Two vegetables
potato (skin and all)
_Baked
the fat

Bachelor

For dessert: tapioca pudding, baked apple and
cream,
cake, or
pie,gelatine
or ice cream. Fresh or
stewed fruits
Glass of milk, malt beer or coffee
\Vell, there you are, children. I think
you'll have enough to keep you busy
until ne.\t month. But be sure you do it.
By the way, have you sent for my special weight-control chart? It's absolutely
free, you know. Just send in the little
coupon below, and it's yours. Cheerio!
Madame Sylvia,
Modern Screen,
149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
Dear Madame Sylvia:
Please send me your SPECIAL CONSULTATION and MEASUREMENT
CHART for weight control.
Name

Street
City envelope)
State
(Please enclose stamped, self-addressed

At

Large

( Coutiuiicd from page 39)
nervous?
no appetite?
»e?
losing weight? pa
— • there is usually a definite reason
for these

Don't
get well
in a dayRemember,
. . . this is
askingtrytooto much
of Nature.
she has certain natural processes that just
cannot be hurried.
But there is a certain scientific way you
can assist by starting those digestive juices
in the stomach to flowing more freely and
at the same time supply a balanced mineral
deficiency the body needs.
Therefore, if you are pale, tired and rundown ... a frequent sign that your bloodcells are weak — then do try in the simple,
easy way so many millions approve — by
starting a course of S.S.S. Blood Tonic.
You may have the will-power to be "up and
doing" but unless your blood is in top notch
form you are not fully yourself and you
may remark,"! wonder why I tire so easily."
Much more could be said — a trial will
thoroughly convince you that this way, in
the absence of any organic trouble, will start
you on the road of feeling like yourself
again. You should soon enjoy again the satisfaction of appetizing food . . . sound sleep
. . . steady nerves ... a good complexion . . .
and renewed strength.
S.S.S. is sold by all drug stores in two sizes.
The $2 economy size is twice as large as the $1.25
regular size and is sufficient for two weeks treatment. Begin on the uproad today.
© S.S.S. Co.
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time he would go through the same agony
of expecting to be a terrific flop. Not
having the courage to look at the picture
himself, he would rush into the secretary's office a few hours before the preview, extract a promise from her to see it
for him and relay the bad news. Meanwhile he'd jump into his car and race off
to Arrowhead, or any other point where
he couldn't be reached by film executives.
And invariably, at midnight, the secretary would Cary
receive
a long
'phone
call from
asking
fordistance
her judgment
of his performance. He had implicit faith
in her criticisms.
For months these two met daily in the
studio commissary for lunch. Ensued an
hour of good-natured ribbing with a lively
group of young actors, promising directors, and several members of the publicity
department. More sedate lunchers moved
as far away from this gay table as possible.
Joining his friends later than usual one
day, Cary commented on the strange
silence of his secretary. He tried his
usual ribbing to bring her back to earth,
but when she failed to meet wisecrack
with wisecrack, and he noticed tears in
her eyes, he, too, grew silent. Later he
whispered to her to stop by his dressingroom after lunch.
"What's happened to you?" he said
"I don't like this
were onalone.
when
going they
serious
me all of a sudden.
You're worried about something — what is
it? If it's money, please stop being a
goose and ask me for some. Won't you
please tell me what's wrong?" But she
only shook her head.
Worried by her obvious unhappiness,
Cary managed to ferret out the secret
several days later. Her mother was ill
and an expensive operation might be
imminent. She insisted she didn't have to
take advantage of his offer of financial
aid. He wasn't satisfied.
Despite her protests, he continued to
refer to the subject. If the operation was
necessary, he, Cary, was the logical person to take care of it.
When she finally consented, he refused

to take her note for the money. Why
should she deprive him of this little
thing? He was anxious to do something
in return for all the sound and practical
advice she had given him since the day he
arrived in Hollywood.
The operation was successful, but the
girl's mother was confined to her bed for
some
weeks thereafter.
rolled around,
and with it, Mother's
a huge boxDay
of
flowers, which this invalid mother opened
curiously. Now who on earth would be
sending her flowers besides her daughter. . . .? Inside was a simple card, "from
Cary
whomfound,
she never
The Grant,"
card was
after had
her met.
death
some years later, among her most treasured possessions.
AND here is another example of that
thoughtfulness in little things.
I walked into his dressing-room one
day to find him busily wrapping up a large
bundle of funny papers.
"What on earth are you ~ doing with
those,
I asked.
"Oh,Cary?"
I'm just
sending them to my
youngcan brother.
about
Amerifunnies. I He's
send crazy
him all
I can
find
Cary, by the way, recently has been seehis young English brother, having
everying week."
gone over to make "The Amazing Quest
of
Ernestcompany.
Bliss," with Mary Brian,
for Mr.
a British
And what seems to tie in with his kindness andissensitiveness
other people's
feelings
his natural for
modesty.
He has
no distorted conception of his own importance, though he is one of the most popular leading men on the screen, and certainly one of the most popular young
bachelors in the film colony. "But why
should
this give
swell to
head?"
would say.
"I'm one
just a trying
do my Cary
job
bouncing out of his dressingas I can."
well came
as He
room
the other day, just as a studio guide
approached with a party of important visitors. The young office-boy-guide, overwhelmed by the glamor of his present
dutv, called to Cary, and that gentleman
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HOW

Can
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THESE

Give

THREE

HOLLYWOOD

You

Beauty

REA D how Hollywood's new
make-up originated for screen stars by
Max Factor, make-up genius, can give
you youthful loveliness too.
Alice White, as cuie and
pert as ever, sailed recently
for England to make a picture at Gaumont-British. She
and Cy Bartlett have called
it a day, maritally speaking.
George Givot seems to be
her
current
heart interest.

sauntered over ' to meet the anxious little
group.
"I'd like you to meet George Brent"
said this new-to-the-studio boy in an official voice. (As if hobnobbing with the
film colony's George Brents was part of
the day's routine for him!)
"I'm more than flattered," replied Gary,
chuckling. "If I didn't think you'd find
out answer
later that
was name.
an impostor,
I'd like
to
to Ithat
Unfortunately,
I'm not George Brent. I'm just Gary
Grant. Sorry to disappoint." And he
shook hands all around, thereby causing
several ladies to skip a heart beat.
still ribbing the office boy about
hisHe's
mistake.
His crony, Randolph Scott, recently observed wistfully, "I wish I could fall in
love so completely that everyone else was
shut out of my sight and mind."
"Not many men do," said a skeptic
acquaintance.
"You're wrong there," replied Randy,
"Gary does. Why, when he was so in
love with Virginia Gherrill, he couldn't
think of anything or anyoise else. Even
when they were quarreling, which was
frequent both before and after their marriage, Gary would be miserable with
worry and Virginia occupied even his
wrathful thoughts !"
And probably that accounts for Gary's
footloose affections at the moment. He's
one of the most sought after gents about
the town, but aside from his constancy in
beauing Betty Furness about, he hasn't
really concentrated on a gal, not the Grant
way, since Virginia and he parted some time
ago.
He may be irresponsible about keeping
dates on time, sending flowers and such
trivialities, but when the Grant mind and
heart become fixed upon a girl, she can be
sure every
she's the
thought in his head all
day,
day main
!

Hollywood's Poivder Secret
Gives Skin New Beauty
In creating make-up for screen stars Max
Factor originated new color harmony shades
in powder, rouge, and lipstick which have
proved by rigid camera tests to reveal more
beauty in each type of face than any others.
In powder, Max Factor has created color harmony shades for blondes, brunettes, redheads,
brownettes. Your color harmony shade will
instantly enliven your skin with youthful radiance, and give you a lasting, satin-smooth
finish. Max Factor's Powder, one dollar.

VIRGINIA
BRUCE
in
"THE GREAT
Metro -Gold wyn-

ZIEGFELD"
Mayer 's

Rouge That Gives an

'
Like the
powder.
Max Factor
has r
created
ike Colo
ite J^ifel
Sxqim
rouge in color harmony shades for every type.
When you use rouge in your color harmony
shade you will agree with Virginia Bruce who
says, "The creamy-smooth texture makes the
rouge look natural, and the color has a magic
way of making the whole face beautiful." Max
Factor's Rouge, fifty cents.
l<[ew Xiip Make-Up
Gives J^ips Alluring Color
To GIVE the lips an alluring, lasting color.
Max Factor has created a 5»/'^r-Indelible Lipstick in color harmony shades for all types. '
Being moisture-proof, it may be applied to both
the inner and outer surface of the lips, giving
them an even, lasting color. Max Factor's
Super-Indelible Lipstick, one dollar.

^ax^acior ^ ^lolltjwoocl
SOCIETY MAKE-UP: F^7« Powder, Rouge, Lipstick in Color Harmony
EYES
Mail for POWDER, RDU6E AND LIPSTICK IN YOUR COLOR
HARMONY
Makc L'p Studio. Hollywood:
HAIR
COMPLEXIONS
«• Send
MAX Purse-Sizt
FACIOK. Boi
lerr, four
and Rouge
Sampler
in
my
color
harmony
shade;
BLONDE
BW
□
shades. I enclose ten cents for postage Vtry
• also Lipstick Coli
□
F.ic
□ Grjy
Lrght__a
HllrlZIn
e
my
Color
Harmony
Make-Up
Chnrt
and
48-pape
^« and
handling.Instruction
Also sendbook,m -The New An of SocUiy Make- Up" . . . FREE. Creamy
□ Brown □ BROWNETTE
Illustrated
Dark._0
Medium
Ruddy. □□ Black □ Light„a
Sallow
□
24-4-1
Light,BRUNETTE
_a Dark._a
NAMEFrerkled
□
OUvc
Dark Q Light.REDHEAD
SKIN Dry □□ LASHBSiCU.)
.□ Dark. □
Lghr □ Lighr.-D Dark.,n
Oilya Normal Q ACE
type jbote jnrf Af 'c □
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Leslie

SCREEN

Howard,

Perennial

Charmer

(Conliiiiicd from page 57)

I CAN'T COME:
IT'S THE WRONG
TIME OF THE MONTH

NONSENSE!
TAKE SOME

MIDOL

AND YOU'LL BE YOURSELF

Don't

Suffer

From

"REGULAR"

Pain
It's an old-fashioned girl who still suffers
each month when there is really no need
to! I t's just too bad for the girl who doesn't
know she can keep her dates and keep
comfortable. For painful periods, you
need simply do this:
Watch the calendar. At the first sign of
approaching pain, take a Midol tablet
and drink a glass of water, and you may
escape the expected pain entirely. If not,
a second tablet should check it within a
few minutes. Midol often helps women
who have always had a very hard time.
And the relief is lasting; two tablets see
you through your worst day. Yet they
contain no narcotic and form no habit.
They do not interfere in any way with the
normal and necessary menstrual process.
But don't be fooled by ordinary pain
tablets offered as a specific for menstrual
pain! Midol is a special medicine offered
for this special purpose.
Must you favor yourself, and save
yourself, certain days of every month?
Midol might give you back those days
you have had to be so careful. You can
get these tablets in a trim little aluminum
case at any drug store.

stage — but in person, well they were very
polite about it, but they wished to be
shown.

tor would think of entering, because he
will not be seen by the right persons.

You're way ahead of me, of course. In
half an hour, Leslie made it awfully tough
for the other men in their lives. I always
feel sorry for the guys who have to follow Leslie. On the screen or on the hoof,
lie
leaves 'em with look.
that far-away don'ttouch-me-right-now
What did he say to them? Well, he
talked about some technical details of the
picture, he compared Hollywood with
New York and managed the gargantuan
feat of not disparaging either place. He
said directors had all the fun making pictures, and some day he wanted to be a director.
It was not tvhat he said, my pets, it was
the ivay he said it.
So far as the mind can see and tlie
naked eye reveal, charm is not visible. But
one small clue to Leslie's charm is his
(juiet but superb confidence. Oh no, don't
go off half-cocked like that. Confidence is
not something that pounds its chest and
swaggers and talks loud and uses no pronouns except the personal "I." Confidence
like the Howard's is something quiet and
infinitely sustaining. It . doesn't give a
damn for praise or criticism — it just goes
serenely on, buoyed and confirmed by some
inner source of strength.
This kind of confidence is so rare in
Hollywood that the natives are a little
afraid of it. You see, it selects its friends
among whomever it finds interesting or
amusing, and fails to note if they come
within the same salary bracket. It gets in
no panics about being seen in the right
places with the right people. It dares to
wear comfortable old clothes and glasses,
not just around the studio but anywhere
and everywhere. This sort of confidence
actually estimates the worth of a restaurant by the quality of food it serves, and
not to zi'hoin it is served. Thus you will
sometimes discover the Howard in little
out-of-the-way joints which no other ac-

MAYBE right now gently but firmly
you are saying I am nuts to define
charm as being nine parts confidence and
one part Leslie Howard. All right, you
define it. And anybody who quotes Barrie
and
referswill
to have
"thatto damned
he
mentioned
stand in charm"
the corner
till school's out.
Another thing about how Leslie's charm
works. You know, of course, that interviewers are not supposed to be women
while on duty. The usual thing is, when
you make an appointment, you say "three
o'clock at the studio," and that's that.
Well, when you make an appointment with
Leslie, you go and have your hair done.
Then you have a long silent debate
whether to wear flat heels and a tweed
suit and look practical, or wear high heels
and the Lily Dache hat and look as
frivolous as possible, so he won't expect
too much in the way of an interview . . .
Which reminds me. There was an interview, noisy
wasn't there?
It was
on the set, so we drifted
outside
and sat
in with
Leslie's
—
half a block
long,
moreEnglish
gadgetscar on
the dash than a fancy airplane. Howard
loves to give demonstrations with them.
You press something and a jack promptly
lifts one wheel. Press something else and
signals snap out. Whenever an electrician
or a prop man passes and looks interested,
Leslie shows him the works. Knows what
gees on under the hood, too.
In between working the gadgets, Howard told me he was bored with acting. He
wants to be a director. Directors have all
the fun. The only use for actors is to exploit a story. The actor has no control
over his medium. Directing is an exacting
business.
"The measure of a picture's greatness
is in direct ratio to the greatness of the
director. He is the man who brings it together, it depends absolutely upon the

A family group — Ruth, Ronald and Leslie Howard attend the Ted
Lewis opening at the Cocoanut Grove. Ronald is certainly a double
96

for his famous

Dad, isn't he? Scotty caught Mrs. Howard

unaware.
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units' of his mind."
Ensued a long technical discussion on
the creation and production of pictures.
Evidently, Howard had given the subject
a great deal of thought. He talks in a remarkably easy manner. His words are understated, his voice unraised under any
circumstances — even when a truck went
by. He presents his views with utter detachment, leaving the listener to sort and
emphasize them.
Only his eyes refuse to be detached.
Amusement, gay and flickering, looks out
of them. Amusement at the picture he is
painting of himself as a rebel, as a profundity, as a shrewd businessman. And
by the way, he is a shrewd businessman,
whether or not the idea amuses him. He
is a rather forceful person in a calm way,
who wishes to make no outward to-do
about anything, least of all his rather daring plan to desert acting for directing.
He wishes to leave the known and the
proven, which has become stale to him
("I'm tired of doing bits and ends as one
must do on the screen"), for a sporting
chance at bigger game.
"And by that I do not mean money," he
added, "I would be satisfied to show my
pictures in ten or twelve selected cities,
and find ample audience for the things I
could do without shame.
"It is a very good thing to make up
your mind about whom you are going to
please. One cannot hope to appeal to everyone who attends the film theatres, that
is obvious insanity. I prefer to please
those who think along the same line as
I do. Why not? Certainly I can understand better what they want. Naturally, it
is a limited field."
I edged in a faint note of wonder as to
how this could be accomplished, in the
face of his acting contract with Warners,
the
"Romeo
M-G-M.
... and Juliet" being made at
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—
^ DOUBLE

^CHEWING
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MINT
GUM^
FLAVOR

"Oh yes, my contract provides only for
acting. Yes, indeed. But you see, I have
various identities. There is the stage actor, the stage director, the writer, the picture actor — and now the picture director !"
He regarded my bewilderment with the
air of one gently teasing a small child.
(Charm business.
Note: that's
angletoonavoid
this
charm
Whenanother
you wish
telling something to a woman, look at her
gently, as if she were a very small child.
It's marvelous.) He turned on that mischief-mysterious smile, the smile that implies so much and tells nothing, the "you
leave it all to me" smile.
SO don't ask me how he will work out
his plan, in the face of contractual
obligations. Something tells me, beyond a
doubt, he will. And it will happen after
the most serene one-man rebellion ever
staged.
While he was making "Petrified Forest" at Warners, that studio had urgent
need for
a good determined brace of
bloodhounds, due to their star's insouciant
habit of disappearance. He was located
eventually in any of several odd places.
Possibly asleep in the back of a truck, or
prowling around the rafters high over the
set. Assista;nt Director Frank Shaw tried
to follow him every place, but Howard
became expert at losing him.
Howard always arrived late on the set
and flew into a simulated bustle of activity right away, "Well, old chaps, what's
holding
up?" What can you say to a
man likeusthat?
One day he made off on an electrician's
bicycle. It happened to have all the man's
tools in a leather bag on the back The
electrician waited, fuming, and bawled
hell out of Howard when he finally o-ot
back. Howard took it beautifully. (I can
think of several pretentious actors who
might have had the man fired.) When he

^utall plclute tiffl^lti tLe ^Itl wLif ne^lech Let to-o-lii • •
Jla.t(jet plctute — iLe iame ^Itl a^tev aLc La,i leen. te^ tite
^etlut^ Skoy • • GO TO YOUR BEAUTY SHOP^ EVERY WEEK • • AND, IT HELPS
BRING LIFE AND SPARKLE TO YOUR FACE TO ENJOY DOUBLE MINT GUM DAILY
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finished, Howard shook hands with him
and remarked, "Old chap, I'm afraid you
take life much too seriously."
At every possible opportunity, Leslie
went to sleep. He just calmly put his head
in Bette Davis' lap and fell asleep, or he
went out into her car or anybody's car.
After four in the afternoon, he begins to
fade. It's very strange how Leslie knows
exactly
begin
fading.
He doesn't
like to when
work to
after
four,
and any
scenes
taken later than that have to be made over
in the morning, anyway.
He put in days with Humphrey Bogart
figuring out a happy ending for "Petrified
Forest." The studio decided he shouldn't
be shot, for a while there, and everybody
was writing happy endings. Leslie and
Humphrey played it on the stage and were
firmly convinced there was no logical way
to end it happily, so some of their finis
were hilarious. One was : Leslie was not
to die, he was to go to Paris with Bette.
There they would be, Bette painting, and
Leslie happy because he was working for
Paramount ! The studio turned it down.
Then Howard's daughter, Leslie, wrote
an ending — very seriously. Bogart was to
say, "I can't kill you." So Howard grabs
the gun and says, "All right, let me do
it." Instead of which, he sticks them all
up, gets a big reward and lives happily

Has

Mae

West

a

ever after, with Bette and lots of children,
Leslie says his daughter cnight to be writing scenarios for Warners.
Leslie's son, Ronnie, looks exactly like
his father, and has lots of fun going
around autographing. That accounts for
two sets of Leslie Howard autographs all
over town.
Howard likes to see pictures and goes
often to the small neighborhood theatres
witli his daughter Leslie.
The night of the "Petrified Forest" preview, scheduled for eight-thirty, I was
there at eight twenty-five, and the house
was jammed. Arrived then a pleasant
simply-dressed family group, a man in
glasses and an old somewhat faded polo
coat, small daughter in her school clothes,
and mama minus furs or swank. The
Howards. There were no seats. I think
they stood up for the performance. I went
upstairs and sat on the balcony steps
(don't tell the fire department) in some
obliging
as there
any roomgentleman's
left on thelap,steps.
(Yoowasn't
hoo,
thanks mister.) Apparently, neither of us
minded, it was such a grand picture.
Never has such a crowd turned out for a
preview in this, our preview-mad village.
Any way you look at it, seeing his pictures or interviewing Leslie Howard, it's
Lovely Work, I wouldn't lie to you !

Dual

Personality?

{Continued from page 41)
'Dark Angel' and 'Shanghai.' It's surprising how, in so many pictures you
see nowadays, sex is something which
causes suffering.
"And what does the audience do after
seeing something like that? Has a good
cry, and leaves the theatre feelin' shaky,
and not so sure whether there's any percentage in emotions that make you suffer
like that. And figurin' if this is so, then
love
that is somethin' to be afraid
of
— tolike
avoid.
^ —

\
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"But you don't have to be afraid of
your emotions — if you have your head on
your shoulders, and know the definition
of control — only don't carry that too far !
"Know what you want, and go after
it like a man. Put your cards on the
table. If you like him, tell him to come
up and see you sometime. Don't be coy.
Don't guessing.
be elusive. You don't have to keep
him
"I've learned, from experience, that
any man can be had — if a girl just acts
natural and kinda down to earth!"

. Asgirl,I
that-a
that
L,
WELwalked
away, was
a wiser,
saner
hoping
for anadvice
opportunity
to putce,Mae's
educational
into practi
she
called after me : "Remember — be yourself! And laugh! Take it from me,
they love it.
"Don't try to be a great mystery or a
tragedy queen. Don't be too demure and
little-girlish. And let a man know what
you're thinking about once in a while.
You'd be surprised how often they're
the same thing!"
just admonition
thinking
With this
ringing in my
ears, I went to tea one day with Paul
Cavanagh.
"Compared to the vultures and harpies
who pass for ladies in fashionable society,
and whom I've met in droves on both
continents," said Paul Cavanagh, balancing a piece of toast and strawberry jam
in mid air and gazing into space, "Mae
West is a cooing dove!" and the strawWith that, my toast
berry jam fell into my cup of tea! I must

have looked rather astonished, because the
gentleman from Cambridge leaned across
the tea table,
"Was that a shocking thing to say?" he
asked, quite alarmed. "Will people misunderstand me?" He hesitated for a moment. "But it's true, you know," he said.
"And I'll tell you another thing which
will amaze you as much . . . Mae West
is the most non-committal member of a
sex which spends half its life committing
itself ! She'll never admit anything ! You
never know what she's thinking."

female frankparagon of rom-the-sh
screen our
oulstraight-f
ness,
ut-bolder
Annie"
"Klondike
beautiful-b
der,
non-committal f "Will vou pardon me,
OUR

stammered,
please,
my
time out '"^toI readjust
take Cavanagh,
"while IMr.
This little business done, Air. Cavanagh proceeded
■
to explain a few things
about our one-of-a-kind Miss West which
probably
values?" you, and certainly I, never heard
before.
Now the Lillian Russell-ish, big bustle-ish Mae West of the screen is frank.
She says so herself. Direct and to the
point. She never wastes time in flimsy,
feminine shenanigans. If Mae shilly-shallies or vacillates, she does it with her
hips
mind. and shoulders — never with her
Ofif-screen, Mae West is dififerent, difficult to know. She's built a smoke screen
of reserve about herself.
To Paul Cavanagh, who looks, acts
and is suave with the physical and mental pattern of the English gentleman,
learning to know Mae West was a staggering surprise. Having nothing more intimate than an audience-screen acquaintance with her, before he became her
leading man in "Coin' to Town," Paul
(who'shisslightly
on the conservative
side)
drew
own conclusions.
He expected
her to be a pretty formidable Amazon —
the hard-boiled dame from Broadway
with a twang in her voice and a bludgeon
in her manner.
The kind of woman who

MODERN
made you feel unpleasantly conspicuous in
a crowd. And if you know Englishmen,
there's nothing that can give them a
nice quiet case of mental dyspepsia
sooner than feeling conspicuous.
When Paul discovered that Mae was
not only not what he thought, but on the
quiet, even shy side of things, he was
flabbergasted.
He drop
repeated
the word
"shy"
and
this made me
another
strawberry
in my tea. Not that she hasn't poise. She
has enough to meet the King of England
at a moment's notice — and to feel perfectly at ease. Or to look as if she'd
never done anything, but sit behind a silver urn and pour tea at four o'clock of
an afternoon — which she did every afternoon during the filming of "Goin' to
Town." Even poured it with just the
right British accent for Lord and Lady
Byng, when they came to visit Paul on
the set.
Now Paul calls himself the only unrepentant reactionary in Hollywood.
I mention it because it seems to connect up with his admiration for Mae.
I imagined at first, when he said this,
that he was referring to a secret longing
for that noble decade, when curves belonged elsewhere than on piano legs or
race tracks, and when billows were confined not only to the deep, dark sea.
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along with his Latin verbs, to beware
of aggressive, talkative women. And
what a relief Mae must have been after
those bevies of dashing young things, all
cut out of the same mold. Slim as
bronze statues, and twice as hard.
Compared to them Mae is a retiring,
demure, lady-like soul — imagine that !
Paul and Mae became good friends.
Through this friendship he learned to
know many of the unsuspected facets to
Mae's nature. For example — that she's so
soft-hearted, it's impossible for her to
put her foot down on the continued and
tiresome demands of hangers-on, who have
been taking advantage of her good nature
for years. If she's given her friendship
and her help, she never lets a person down.
No matter how much a drag that person
has become upon her.
Shrewd as she is in business — and they
don't make the female of the species any
shrewder or more successful — • she's a
babe in arms when it comes to coping
with those parasites who cling with a
desperate grip to the lapels or skirts of
successful celebrities. She hasn't the heart

The oft-repeated story about her seriousness, her complete absorption in her
work, is quite true. She seldom goes out
at night, except to the fights at which
she's a regular attendant. And that
isn't due to any desire to keep up a good
publicity yarn. Mae doesn't care whether
you
do asor uneventful
don't believe
private
life is
as that
that her
of an
oldmaid teacher in a girl's finishing school.
She doesn't gallivant about because it
usually bores her.
During all the time of their work together on the set Mae went to dinner
with Paul Cavanagh only once. And he
admits he asked her nearly every other
day. And he'll never stop ranting at Fate
which put an unbreakable engagement in
the way of his going to the fights with
Mae on that one precious evening when
she did him the rare honor of asking
him to be her escort. Because an invitation from the real Mae West is as rare
as a "come-hither" from Garbo !
Well — there's no doubt about it, knowing Mae West is an education in itself.
You always learn something new, interesting and contradictory about her.
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Miracle

in Hollywood

Bowl

(Continued from page 59)
fixed her eyes upon me with serious resolution, "I doubt if I should try again.
Not that it would take more courage than
I could give to it, for it would really
take more courage to just quit. I simply
feel, quite honestly, that there is just as
much happiness to be had outside of Hollywood. Perhaps more. Fve been trained
to appreciate many things ; books, travel,
music. Motion pictures could never make
up the greatest part of my life under any
conditions. I just shouldn't be interested
in struggling, starving, searching for a
chance to perform in front of a camera.
"It might take only a year to get
another break such as Max Reinhardt
gave me. It might take years. Even then
the immediate future would be problematical. It's too big a gamble to take
with youth you can never get back. Being
a success as a human being is still more
important than being a success as an
actress. There's more scope. More latitude. One needs always to be bigger than
the thing one wants to be."
THAT was a year ago, an eternity in
the rapidly shifting hour-glass of
Hollywood. Today, Olivia de Havilland
need speculate no longer about her future in the motion picture industry. The
Rubicon is crossed, and lies behind with
all the doubts of yesterday. On the
threshold of stardom, she knows definitely
now that for at least the next few years
she must mold her life to fit the demands
and standards of a career which grows
increasingly important.
I was curious to revive the discussion
of careers and personal ambition of our
last meeting; to check the change of
mental attitude, which swift success may
have brought. Fame which comes so
quickly wrecks the weak, the headstrong
and the egotistical. The intelligent and
strong readjust themselves to the new life
with clear-eyed perception. But unfortunately they are rarely geniuses.
From our introduction I suspected
Olivia of more intelligence than genius.
It made it easy to believe her resolution
about willingly giving Hollywood back
to
the with
Chamber
of Commerce
she didn't
click
her first
picture. if
Enthusiastic
public

response

has

now

made

her a

cinema citizen ; otherwise she might be
back home now, in the little town of Saratoga in Northern California, playing
Shakespearean heroines in the community's Little Theatre, as she did before her
appearance in Hollywood Bowl.
"It wouldn't be easy to run away from
Hollywood now," she admitted from the
sidelines of one of the huge "Anthony
Adverse" sets. "A taste of fame gives
one an Oliver Twist appetite, a greedy
desire
more."viewpoint of Hollywood
"Thenfor your
has changed?" I asked.
"Naturally," she admitted. "The higher
one climbs the more difTerent things look
below. The viewpoint changes, not necessarily the person.
I haven't
changed,to really.
It makes
me angry
for people
think
that I have, simply because I'm looking
down
up." so?" I wanted to
"Do instead
people ofthink
know.
"Yes, they do. Old friends back in Saratoga, and even in Hollywood, who have
known me for years, and always called
me 'Livvy' or just plain 'de Havilland,'
(that's what I like being called), now
write fan letters and address me as Miss
de Havilland. It's the formality that stifles me. I'm exactly the same person I
was in Saratoga when I played Hermia
there with a group of non-professionals.
Personally, I don't enjoy living on a
pedestal. It becomes only Garbo.
"Being a celebrity is no fun if one
can't share good fortune with old friends.
There's that old devil Sacrifice you were
warning me about. I guess the idea is,
when you gain something, you must give
up something in return. The question is
— what
give
up?"
"Love, tofor
instance?"
I prompted.
"Nonsense," she protested. "Read the
columnists. They'll tell you in print every
day that romance flourishes in Hollywood
with all the abundancy of weeds. I feel
love and romance can be great stimulants
for a career," she spoke with intensity.
"They oil the emotions and excite the
imagination. They create an acting machine. But marriage is something else
From one who looks the ingenue so
much as Olivia such a statement is noth-
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Margaret SuUavan was very
annoyed that Scotty snapped
Henry Fonda and her at the
"Rose Marie" preview. But
since when isn't it news to
be seen pubhcly with an exhusband, especially the current spouse not being along?
ing short of astonishing.
"You mean you don't believe in the
sacred institution of marriage !"
"Not unless it is going to be kept
sacred," she answered. "I'm just oldfashioned enough to believe marriage in
itself is a career. For me the two wouldn't
mix. But there is an exception to every
rule," her tone became reassuring. "Hollywood has many happy unions. Particularly where husband and wife belong to
the same profession. I don't profess to be
an authority on love and marriage, because
in the first place I've never been seriously
in love, and in the second place I've never
been married. However, I do have a pretty
good conception of every girl's dream
of a beautiful and idyllic mating with the
man she loves.
I F the girl is honest," Olivia continued
A
in her
fervent
way, "she'll
means
having
a home
of her tell
ownyouandit
children, and the protection of someone she
can look up to and idealize. It doesn't include long separations on studio location
trips, constant exposure to public censure
in the public prints, earning a salary larger
than
sults. her husband's with demoralizing re_ "What
is a husband
on visit
the other
side
of thegood
continent
whom you
once
a year? What point is there in acquiring
a married name only to have the columnists continually trying to take it away
from you? Of what use is an independent
income gained through earning an enormous salary if it is going to defeat your
eventual
happiness?.
YouThecan't
take'
the
real romance
out of life.
world
wants
that kind of romance. They pay to go
and see it on the screen. There's a whole
lifetime to reap the happinesses a family
can give one. An average career in Hollywood isonly good for five years at the
most."
Rarely has a screen celebrity retired
willingly in the midst of fame. Dorothy
Jordan and Dolores Costello stand out as
two exceptions. Dorothy gave up a lucrative contract to marry Meriam Cooper.
The angel-faced Dolores forsook one of
the brightest spots on the Hollywood
Glory Road for the name of Mrs. John
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Barryniore. Only now that marriage has
left her a disillusioned divorcee, is she
returning to the screen. So it isn't at all
unlikely that Olivia de Havilland will disappear from public life as suddenly as
she came, when and if she finds the man
she wants to marry.
"If the time should ever come that I
shall want to retire from professional life,
there is one performance I should love
to play before the farewell," she ventured

Jean

Harlow

mentally into the future. "It is a part I've
played twice — Hermia. Yes, I'd love to
play Hermia again in Hollywood Bowl
for a last performance. You see," she
explained, "I not only believe in perfect marriages, I believe in perfect circles as well. I should like it to end just
Olivia de Havilland isn't satisfied
as So
it started."
with
just a miracle in Hollywood Bowl.
She wants a super-miracle !
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She lik-es to feel that she can do what
she likes without" the magnify ing-glass
eye of the Press distorting the simplest
act. She enjoys flopping around in a pair
of old slacks. She likes to tie a ribbon
'round her hair and forget it. She is
letting her famous blonde hair go back
to natural primarily because it is too
much of a darned nuisance to "keep it
up." She would prefer never to see the
inside of a beauty parlor again. She likes
picnics, camping and window shopping.
We were talking in Jean's beautiful,
chifYon-draped dressing-room. She was
waiting, on tip-toe as usual, to be called
back
the set
"Wife versus
Secretary"
— she tobeing
the ofsecretary
and Myrna
Loy
the wife of Clark Gable in the picture of
that name.
She was talking not only to me, but also
on the telephone to the publicity office and
trying, patiently, to put Nosy to sleep on
one of her evening gowns, dropped on the
floor for bedding purposes. Nosy is a
very infantile dachshund given to her at
Christmas by Walter Wanger. Jean
brings him to the studio with her every
day, feeds him, gives him his naps, all
by hand, so to speak.

gray with a white orSHE woregandiedove
collar and her new, soft brown
hair framed a face which is very solemn
when she is talking about serious matters.
"It always sounds so silly," Jean said,
rising in despair and rocking the recalcitrant pup in her arms (he's no fool, that
Nosy!), "for me to be yelling about being
jealous of other girls. They probably
a word
believe
— and don't
yeah?'doubtless
'Oh,They
say,it.
of
figure,
skeptically,
that, 'It makes a good story but she can't
fool us !' For, of course, I do seem to
have everything. And in a way, I have.
I'm happier right now than I've been in
a long, long time. And I've got good
to be — I know it— I'm not quarreasons reling
with my luck.
"IBut the funny part of it is, it's so. I
haven't
for the
girlsthings
envy other
me
they Ienvy
thatthings
And the
got.
!
want
don't
I
that, being
are things
for"You
see, there
are a me,
few elements in
life which are precious to everyone, vitally so. Time is one of them, privacy is
another and self-preservation is a third.
And I mean ^c//-preservation, not the
preservation of the star personality. Like
an unjaded interest in the small delightful details of living. A rest from responsibility now and again with the ability
to finish a job and be done with it for a
time. These elements are as necessary to
the spirit of any man or woman as are
water and food to the body. Without
them we may perish.
"Now, let's see — take clothes, for instance. I'm really envious of the girl who
can get a kick out of a new dress, because
I can't. I can imagine how other girls
sigh when they see me on the screen,
decked out to the nines in clinging gowns.

opulent furs and all the fixin's. But why
envy anyone something they don't enjoy?
Most of the things I wear on the screen
aren't mine anyway. They are screen
clothes and the property of the studio.
They are designed by Adrian, not for
Jean Harlow, but for the character she
is playing at the time. My own wardrobe
would make the average girl laugh. I
have fewer gowns and accessories than
most of the women I know, who are merely social. The real reason being that I've
lost all interest in clothes — they've beof the
I have
too
much come
of partthem,
too day's
many work.
sketches
to okay,
too
many fittings
endure.
not working
on thetoset,
I want When
to get I'm
as
far away from clothes and the thought
of them as I possibly can. The very sight
of a new dress to be tried on would turn
my stomach !
"And yet, I can't really get as far away
from them as I could wish. For, if I
don't make an appearance, the postman or
the grocer boy is apt to see me and soon
the report will circulate that I am either
dying of a broken heart and 'letting myself go,'uportothat
I'm
cracked
be onI'mthe really
screen.notSeeallwhat
I mean?
"/ can't ever be myself (I often am,
but I shouldn't
I can't
develop
myself. I like to be!).
think that
I have
certain
latent abilities which it might be fun to
do something about. Abilities and interests
in no way connected with the 'star perhaven't
time. the
I must
spend all ofsonality.'
myBut Itime
developing
girls
I play on the screen. No sooner am I
through with one than I must begin to
figure out the characterization of another.
I can try to perfect the parts I play, but
I can never perfect the person I am.
IPON'T
people
this, but know
apart how
from many
doctors
and know
dentists, Ithink we of the screen are the only
professionals in the world who keep halfhour engagement books. We not only
keep them when we are working in the
studio, but when we are working out of
it. The actual work of this business, the
time spent learning lines, the time spent
on the sets is only a fraction of the whole.
There would be nothing much to it if makall
it isn't.
— butplay.
working— pictures
even were
when allwe
For It's
when
I'm not in the studio," I'm having fittings
for the next picture, photographs taken,
giving interviews, conferences about the
ne.xt production, dentist appointments and
so on.
"I am always and unremittingly — Jean
Harlow !
"When a doctor leaves his office to
walk upon the streets, people do not pause
and point to him, saying, 'There is Doctor So-and-So, hasn't he got a funny topcoat on?' Few people know who he is,
he is just another man. When a secretary closes her desk and takes the subway home, her job is done and her life
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Joan Marsh and Eddie Nugent
a Republic
Picture Feet,"
as they appear
in "Dancing

May Wong, just before sailing for China, with
Cesar Romero at Basil Rath-

toxoa/u
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Anna

bone's recent party.
becomes her own.
"But I am still working wherever I am.
If I go away for a vacation — well, my
idea of a vacation would be to let down
my hair, burn up my make-up box, wear
slacks, go fishing or swimming, read a
lot and relax. VVhere can I go and find
that possible? / don't know.
_ "I can't, as a matter of fact,
the
simplest move without appearingmake
in the

public prints. Here's a little inside stuff
which illustrates what I mean : One evening we were working on "Riffraff" until
almost nine o'clock. My director suggested
that we have a bite to eat together before
going home. Bill was out of town. 'Why
not?' would have been the normal reply.
But I knew that if we appeared together,
the papers would have a Harlow holiday
on the morrow. I went, of course. There
was no reasonable reason, why not. But
the point is that I had to give thought
and worry to so perfectly insignificant a
move. I had to figure out whether it
would be better to dine in some slightly
out of the way place or at the Trocadero,
where we would be conspicuous. I finally
decided, with pursed mouth and knitted
brow, that the Troc' would be preferable
At least no one could say that we were
trying to 'hide out.' We went to the Troc'
and — the next day the papers carried the
'news' that 'all was over' between Bill and
me; that I had been seen dining with
my
director, etc., etc., ETC. The absurdest
part bemg that I mean no more to that
director than you do, and you never have
met him.

CREAMY
MASCARA
THEIR EYES MET , . . he saw . . . she conquered. It's the
romantic story of another girl who learned the importance of attractive, fascinating eyes.
You, too, can have that fascinating loveliness that leads the
way to romance. Bring out the natural beauty and charm of
your eyes with a touch of Winx Mascara. It works wonders.
Your lashes immediately appear longer, softer, and more lustrous. . . your eyes sparkle . . . your whole appearance radi»
ates life and beauty.
Once you try Winx you readily understand why so many
smart, well-groomed women use Winx regularly for both
daytime and evening make-up. You will like the way its
emollient oils keep your lashes luxuriantly soft at all times.
Winx Mascara is offered in three colors— black, brown and
blue— and in three convenient forms— the new; Creamy WiNX
(which is gaining in popularity every day), and the old
favorites. Cake WiNX and Liquid Win.x. All are harmless,
smudge-proof, water-proof, non-smarting, and easy to apply«
Your local drug and department stores carry Winx Mascara
in the economical large size. You can also obtain the complete line of Winx Eye Beautifiers in Introductory Sizes at
all 10^ stores.
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"Ye
gods!" groaned Jean, squeezing
I\osy until
he became slightly noisy, "no
wonder I'm jealous of. girls who can be
themselves. I hate to be forced into being calculating and artificial in everything
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Tune in, folks,
and get the
latest Modern
Screen gossip
every Tuesday,
Thursday and
Saturday evening at 7:15 over
Station WOR.
Sam

Taylor interviews your favorite stars and

tips you off on
the Hollywood
lowdown. Pictured with Sam
is Dennie Moore
Not even the very young home manager
need marvel at the expert, just-right
coffee making skill of the experienced
hostess. With the genuine Drip-O-lator,
any one can be an expert.
Many smart new models
ax^ available at popular
prices. But be sure you get
the genuine with the name
Drip-O-lator in the base.
THE ENTERPRISE ALUMINUM CO.
MASSILLON
....
OHIO
THE GENUINE DRIP-O-LATOR IS SOLD By ALL
LEADING CHAIN. DEPARTMENT & RETAIL STORES
Are you guilty of certain
sins? If so, Madame
Sylvia tells you how to
atone for them in the
May

I
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...and Look I O
Years Younger
Quickly and safely you can
tint those streaks of gray to
lustrous shadesof blonde, brown or black. A Mnall l>rush
and BROWNATONE does it. Used and approved for
over twenty-three years. Guaranteed harniless. Active
coloring agent purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving
of hair. Economical and lasting — will not wash out. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Easy to
prove by applying a little of thisf amous tint to a 1 ock of
your own hair. BROWN ATONE isonlySOc-atalldrug
or toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
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FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. G-323, Rochester, N. Y.
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New 40 hour ^ Sirs: Bush book
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of the "Sylvia
Scarlett" cast.

I do just because the most harmless moves
in the world are ridiculously misconstrued.
ALL of the natural experiences become
unnatural. Marriage is a bedroom
farce played on a lighted stage, floodlighted. If I were to marry again, which
is extremely unlikely for a very long
while to come, I wouldn't dare to have a
child. If I did and didn't have it photographed, for instance, people would hint
that it was malformed or something. If
I did have it photographed, I would be
accused of cheap publicity via an infant
in arms. When marriage and motherhood are forced into unnatural attitudes,
it's time to do a little moaning, all of the
advantages notwithstanding.
"Rotnance itself, that perfectly normal
flowering of interest between a man and a
woman since the world began, is distorted
into shapes we don't recognize as us at
all. Like Bill and I— we are reported engaged, not engaged, not married, secretly
married, deeply in love, completely out of
love — with the cards stacked differently
every day. You girls, when you are interested in a boy, can take time out to
find whether you really are suited, the
one to the other. You can let your own
hearts dictate to you. You really can
be alone. You know, almost as well as
I do, how much chance Bill and I have
to be alone. I don't mean so far as other
people being present is concerned, rather
alone, so far as the insistent pressure of
public curiosity is concerned. And after
awhile, that public pressure becomes a
tangible thing, a third party at every
tete-a-tete, an intruder on every rendezvous. A thing which should be sacredly
private becomes sensationally public.
"I'm jealous of you and your beaux . . .
the privacy and the sweetness of it.
"I'm envious of the time you have to be
attractive to the men you care about. I
make a date. Ha! Maybe I can keep it.
It's more likely that I can't. If I can, I
have to rush like a mad thing. It takes
me a good hour to scrub the make-up off
my face, get out of costume and mto
street or dinner clothes. I've been making

up
all day.
I can't
takewhen
a very
interest
in how
I look
the intense
day is
done. And that reininds me, Blanchie,'
said Jean suddenly, laughing and turning
to her faithful and indispensable maid,
"call my Old Man, will you (Bill Powell
to us, girls) and tell him that we will
go to the Troc' tonight, thanks. Well,
anyway, when I have managed to get
ready I am usually exhausted. And after
all the effort, I don't dare to stay out for
more than a couple of hours because the
camera
the time I got home
the
next will
day register
!
"All of you can be just young girls in
love, having a good time, forgetting all
else.
"But can I ? Now. honestly. . . . ?
".^nd then," said Jean, "there's the responsibility. Inordinary jobs if something
goes wrong, if you make a mistake or
even lose your job, only a comparatively
few people will be let down. You yourself, your family perhaps. But a star, if
she fails in any particular either in her
work or in her private life, lets down her
studio — producers, directors, cameramen,
sound men, publicity departments — the
whole complex, highly expensive personnel. She also lets down her public. Millions of dollars are affected — and millions
of The
people.
A nightmare
thought."
telephone
rang. Miss
Harlow was
wanted on the set, please. Blanchie
hovered. Nosy tenderly was disposed
among the laces of the gown on the floor.
Jean seated herself at her dressing-table.
Things were done to the Harlow hair
and face. Jean made a face at her own
reflection.
it's true.
"Well, there you are," she said, "and"If I could have remained just Harlean
Carpenter, if I could have put on the Harlow personality like a mask while working
and could take it off again when the day
was done, that would be Heaven. But to
be in the public eye all of the time — at
home, awake, asleep, in love or out of it,
married or single — well, don't be too
jealous of me, you other girls, after all
fun's fun, you know. ..."

Read all about Shirley Temple, Bob Taylor, Grace
Moore, Jeanette MacDonald and many other picture
personalities in the May issue of Modern Screen
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Reviews—
interests. There are the usual beautiful
girls, plus some swell songs by Ethel
Merman, a couple of stand-out vaudeville
acts, and a well-gagged story. Most of
the gags, as a matter of fact, bring
memories of Charlie Chaplin and Harold
Lloyd, but Eddie and his associates must
be admired for handling them so well
that they appear as fresh and as funny
as ever. The story has Eddie as a timid
soul who becomes a man of action after
studying a pamphlet which asks him
point blank
whether
a man
mouse.
Around
that he's
theme
are or
builta
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Tour of Today's
(Continued from page 12)

orchestra several days each week, dress rehearsals every Sunday and puts two programs
on the air that night. Where he got the reputation of being
a familyGoldwyn
man wesinks
wouldn't
be knowing
. . . Samuel
more
of his millions into a Cantor picture than
any other venture. This one is rumored to
have set Samuel back over a million and o
half. The "Club Lido" set alone cost in the
neighborhood of $12,000. Some 500 yards
of gossamer silk was bought from a Japanese
firm for the backdrops, and thousands of

several swell comedy sequences which include one of the best chases the screen
has offered in several seasons. The cast
includes Sally Eilers, William Frawley,
Jack LaRue, Brian Donlevy, Rita Rio and
Parkyakarkus.
Preview Postscripts
Being funny twenty-four hours a day leaves
you feeling anything but, according to Eddie Cantor. In addition to starring in this
giggle-getter, Eddie wrote a large port of
the script and thought up nnost of the
laughs. He worked on all the main characterizations, assisted Director Taurog and
helped in the choice of the Goldwyn Gals.
Between times, on the set and in the cold
gray hours of the dawn, Eddie works on radio
loughs for himself and Parkyakarkus. Then
there's
contractstheforCantor
stories radio
and agency,
a book and
soon the
to
come out. Between these times, Eddie writes
songs, rehearses with his radio cast and

Talkies
metal stars, encrusted with brilliants were
hung from the flies. The mirror-like club
floor was mode entirely of glass blocks,
backed with ebony. A battery of over a
hundred and fifty great arc lights lit the
scene . . . Parkyakarkus was born Harry
Einstein, later simplified to Parke, then to
its present form. He went on the air several
years ago, having tired of being a Boston
news sleuth. Parke, etc., lays oil his success
to his mastery of the Greek diolect and his
meeting Eddie Cantor . . . Gratitude is far
from a scarce item in Hollywood. Sally Eilers
thanks Mack Sennett for her success. Lunching with her pal, Carole Lombard, one day
at the studio commissary, Sally was spotted
by Mack and given a screen test. Mack
Sennett comedy roles followed, then bigger
and better chances. Movie Producer Horry
Joe Brown is Sally's husband, and Harry Joe
Brown, Jr., her son . . . Scouting for the
Goldwyn Girls begins each summer, when Mr.
G. begins lining up material for the annual
Cantor epic. Special representatives are sent
to cover night clubs, revues, shows, etc.
Screen tests are personally supervised by the
High Mogul, then twenty girls selected from
the thousands of prospectives.
****
Captain
(Warners)

Bette Davis

and

ard in "The

Leslie How-

Petrified Forest."

Tops for excitement in the screen parade
is Sabatini's blood-and-thunder account of
Doctor Peter Blood, who broke away from
slavery to become the terror of the seas.
Captain Blood may not possess all the epic

Smooth a pinch of Woodbury's on your arm. Do the same
with the powder you now use.
Woodbury's spreads so far and
evenly, because it stays on the
skin's surface. Does not disappear into the pores— hence will
not clog them.
Six flattering skin-bloom
shades. fl.OO,
50c, by
25c, 10c.
♦Determined
^

This Test will convince

You!

Blood

Gar- Baker Laboratories, Inc., New York

SIX

SKm-BLOOM

SHADES

{Enough for a Week's Trial)
John H. Woodbury, Inc., 9164 Alfred Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. (In Canada) John H.Woodbury, Ltd.,
Perth, Ontario.
(Paste on postcard or mail in envelope NOW)
iVame_
Streets
City —
) 1936, John^ScateH. Woodbury, Inc.
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The Magnificent
session (Universal)

Ob-

This is a typical John M. Stahl production, which is to say that it is ponderous and painstaking and probably will
make its producers a lot of money. Air.
Stahl is the type of story teller who spares
no details— a habit which sometimes proves
annoying — but it can never be said of
him that he's not convincing. For, in this
instance, he has taken an obvious tearjerker, as creaky a tale as the screen has
offered in months, and made it into a film
which is bound to obtain a wide audience

to
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Lovely hands and dainty, well groomed finger nails
are difficult
to resist
. . and
it's soManicure
easy to Aids.
keep
them
just that
way. . Use
Wigder
Wigder Nail Files are specially Triple Cut with even,
fast-cutting teeth for smooth and fast-filing so as
not to jar the nails. The Improved Cleaner Point,
a Wigder feature, conforms to the finger nails and
enables you to clean easily and quickly. Wigder
Cuticle Shaper and Cleaner and Cuticle Scissors have
features. On sale at all drug and
5equally-good
and 10 cent stores.
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St Hotel Hostess
Enjoy Your Work! Good positions
in hotels for women as Hostess,
Housekeeper, Manager, etc. Train
at home, in leisure time. One Lewis
student
writes:in "Business
and
Hostess
FraternityManager
House.
Have attractive suite in addition to salary, thanks
to Lewis Training." Write for Free Book.
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS. Sla.MD-8101, Washinglon,D.C.
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If you like to draw, test your sense of design, color, proportion, etc., with our
Art Ability Test. Get a frank opinion,
free, as to whether your talent is worth
developing.
Publishers and advertisers spend millions
yearly for illustrations. Design and color
influence the sale of most things we buy.
Industry needs artists. Girls earn as much
as men. Many Federal trained artists earning from $1 ,000 to $5,000 yearly. Mariy
famous artists contributed exclusive illustrated lessons to our courses. If you
have talent train it at home. This
may be your surest way to success.
Courses sold on easy monthly payments.
Get free Art Test and Book describing
opportunities in art. State age and occupation. Write today.
FEDERAL SCHOOLS, Inc.
4996 Federal Schools Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota
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"Strike Me Pink," with Cantor,
Sally Eilers and Parkyakarkus.
qualities of "Mutiny on the Bounty," but
its movement and pace makes it the most
entertaining sea story of the year. Besides,
it brings into prominence a brand new
screen personality who is destined for a
niche among the Gables and the Coopers
of Hollywood. He is Errol Flynn, a handsome young Irishinan who makes his
screen debut in the title role. This would
have been a good picture without Flynn —
with him it becomes the sort of picture
that makes reviewers send out for more
adjectives. Exiled from England and sold
into slavery in one of the colonies, the
young doctor takes advantage of an attack
on the island, mans the attackers' ship
and puts out to sea to become the most
feared pirate in the trade. Next to Flynn's
outstanding performance there are excellent portrayals by Olivia de Havilland,
Ross Alexander, Guy Kibbee, Basil Rathbone and Forrester Harvey.
Preview Postscripts
Errol Flynn has never been a pirate. But
he's been practically everything else. Soldier
of fortune, a master of trading vessels in
the South Seas, a hunter of head-hunters, an
adventurer in all the far corners of the
globe. From Broodway he was brought to
Hollywood for this first picture . . . Olivia
de hiavilland is good news herself. Eighteen
years old, she's getting to first base in less
than a year in the industry . . . Seven ships
were built for this little epic. Shipbuilding
moy be Industry's most highly specialized
job, but a call for seven ships is all in the
day's work to studio technicians. Of the
seven, two were as complete as any ship that
sails the seas, except for lighter construction
and little durability. Of regulation size,
length, height and beam, each deck is
equipped with a full array of cannon . . .
You can't surprise the studio gun-makers,
either. The head of the studio arsenal received this order: fifty cannons, 400 cop and
ball pistols, 450 flintlock muskets, 350 cutlasses, 750 powder horns, 50 powder barrels,
200 cone knives and 300 daggers. The
weapons were copied from a few choice
arsenal treasures dating bock to 1650 . . .
Costume research took over six months. One
of Misssisted of de
hHovilland's
snappy outfits
cona white
taffeta petticoat,
composed
of eight yards of material and forty yards
of ruffles. Fifteen yards were wound around
her for a velvet skirt and o nine-yard satin
pannier covered this. Her bonnet weighed
seventeen pounds. Those leather boots which
lend such a dashing air to the actors, felt
anything but that. Each boot weighed 23
pounds. Considering some fifty pounds of
swords, leather jackets, and iron hots, the
cost was mode up mostly of "heavies."

appeal,
especially
the ladies.
ly, it has
to do among
with Irene
DunneBriefand
Robert Taylor. Taylor, a playboy who
has inadvertently caused the death of Miss
Dunne's husband, brings more tragedy to
her life when, because of him, she is involved in an automobile accident which
costs her her sight. His honest effort to
make amends constitutes the picture. Evidence that the story is faulty is contained
in the fact that six years after the accident
Mr. Taylor has acquired a medical school
diploma and the Nobel Prize for his work
in surgery. From a critical standpoint
it's not a first-rate picture, but audiences
who enjoy a good cry will admire it considerably. As for the cast, both Miss
Dunne and Mr. Taylor are handsome and
capable, and supporting roles are ably
handled by Charlie Butterworth, Ralph
Morgan and Betty Furness.
Preview Postscripts
Sixteen weeks of intensive filming were
needed for this one. At least Director John
M. Stahl thought so. Most movie megaphoners
but
Director concentrate
S. considers on
every"key"
icenescenes,
the most
important in the picture. Over 467,000 feet
of negative film rolled through the cameras
and was cut to the 10,000 feet you ore
allowed to enjoy. Editing and cutting of an
important flicker takes twice as long as
actual production. Over 330 reels decorated
the cutflng-room floors, after Stahl hod personally butchered the film down to the 10
reels for release. Twice the total footage
you see was used, since photogrophic action
is recorded on one film and sound on another, with the two later combined in a
so-called movietone print. The "sound
track" is a narrow strip running along the
side of the photogrophed scene . . . Over
4,300 extras were engaged on this picture
and a total of 42 sets were constructed.
Sets ranged from a huge dock ond reproduction of ahotel
section
of the the
"Normandie,"
elaborate
interiors,
Montmartreto
hills, a group of residences taking up a couple of city blocks, and two large, completely equipped hospitals, not to mention
0 few more. All this fancy business ran into
the million mark. Thirty-eight complete costume changes added to the Dunne glamor,
while Betty Furness fell heir to twenty-seven
outfits. Guaranteeing a magnificent obsession of your very own, sisters. Vera West did
the designing . . . Charles Butterworth has
discovered It's smart to be dumb. After
passing the Indiana bar, Mr. Butterworth
decided he was through with brain strain.
So he became a newspaper reporter. This,
too, he discovered required occasional
thought, so he decided on an acting career.
. . . Robert Taylor claims he's just o young
man trying to get along. But how this
twenty-four-yeor-old young man gets along!
Graduating as a full-fledged psychlotrlst
from Pomona College, Bob was immediately
snatched by movie moguls, hod his choice
of signing several dotted lines, and Is now
o star. Fle's a native Nebroskan and to dote
hasn't gone hlollywood. The rumor hounds
would hove us believe that he's really interested inJanet Gaynor, his newest co-star.
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For those who enjoy seeing Ann Harding play her favorite role — the sacrificing wife — there is possibly a full measure
of entertainment here. For those who
are just a bit tired of watching the gallant ]\Iiss Harding in the process of being "regular" to the point of boredom,
let this be fair warning. As in most
Harding pictures, the eyes of her screen
husband soon fall on this comely lass or
that one, and you know what happens.
Poor Ann is left holding the sack — bravely, of course — while her erstwhile mate
is out having himself a time. To a critical observer it seems that Miss Harding's movie mates start looking around
almost before the picture has begun. Perhaps, having seen previous Harding films,
they know what is required of them. In
tliis case Herbert Marshall is the husband and Margaret Lindsay, following
the familiar formula, lures him from home
and fireside. After a year or two with
her he returns to Miss Harding, who is
waiting. Miss Harding is always waiting.
A\'alter Abel does what he can in the
thankless
of Miss Ellis
Harding's
persistent
suitor, androleEdward
is excellent
as
Mr. Marshall's father.
Preview Postscripts
Though an RKO major production, on
which neither time nor expense was to be
spared, Director Stephen Roberts was accused
of bringing in a "quickie" with this one. He
finished the picture ten days ahead of schedule, an unheard of event in movie annals.
At least when it does happen, the news seldom leaks out, so great a piece of scandal
it is. For the longer a picture is in production, the more the studio pays and pays, and
the actors and director get and get. Experienced crew, cost and director were blamed
in this case . . . Ann hiarding is making her
first trip to Europe any of these days. Besides being a firm believer in "See America
First," Miss Harding hasn't hod a minute to
call her own since starting her acting career
some ten years ago. Between careers and
domestic crises, Miss H. has hod her hands
full. Everyone but Ann says she'll soon be
morrying a Honolulu army man. Bernard
Newman designed all those swanky clothes
jobs which are sported by the three leading
women. Newman is looked upon with owe
among stylists of Southern California. They
say he's the first to sense a trend in style
in this country. Whether that's true or not,
the
ideas.gals go awfully well with Mr. Newman's
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is Admired
by All My
Friends"
For greater cleanliness— greater personal
say delighted young women who have
attractiveness— 5f<jr< today this simple
become more popular with sunny hair.
home beauty treatment. Get a bottle of
For sunny — soft lustrous— hair gives you
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any
the fresh, glowing attractiveness friends
drug store or use coupon below.
admire. Gain for yourself the charming
brightness of sunny lustrous hair. Blonde
or Brunette, brighten your hair — your
FREE VISIT TO NEW YORK
whole appearance — with Marchand's
FOR
ATTRACTIVE BLONDE
Golden Hair Wash.
"Secret of Loveliness
To secure typical American girls from all
parts of this country for their regular
for Blondes and Brunettes"
BLONDES— successfully to restore natural
"BLONDE OF THE MONTH" advergolden beauty to dull, faded or streaked
tisement, theWash
makersoffer
of Marchand's
Golden Hair
each month
hair, rinse with Marchand's Golden Hair
entirely without expense, obligation or
Wash. Marchand's lightens and brightens
blonde hair, protects its sunny golden hues.
any complications of any kind, to bring
BRUNETTES— Glowing highlights make
one girl selected for her charm and
your dark hair fascinating after a rinse
beauty to New York for special photowith Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. Or
graphing. Not a contest. Full particulars
from your druggist; in your package of
with Marchand's, you can lighten your
hair gradually, in unobserved stages, to
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash, or, by
any golden shade of blondeness.
mail from Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.
BLONDES and BRUNETTES also use
Address Marchand's, room 44, 521 West
23rd Street, New York.
Marchand's to make unnoticeable "superfluous" hair on face, arms or legs.
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ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY, OR USE THIS COUPON
MARCHAND S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY

"Three Live Ghosts," with Cecilia Parker and Richard Arlen.

t^lease let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EEFECT of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin or money order as convenient) for a full-sized bottle.
Name
_
Address „.
:
City
State
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and a gangster's check cap. The Arlens
(Dick, Dick, Jr., and Jobyno Ralston) have
just returned from England, where the head
of the family did some pictures for a London film factory . . . Cecilia Parker deserves
a hand for being the local girl who made
good. graduating
But it wasn't
as easy
as all High
that.
After
from
Hollywood
School, Cecilia with her sister, Linda, set
about haunting the studio gates. Not so
much OS a peek inside did they get for over
a year. The Parker shoe leather was just
about giving out when they both landed
"extra" bits. That was two years ago. Linda's
still doing bits, but Cec'lia was given a
chance in 'Ah, Wilderness." She delivered
the
goods
such aParker
punchoften
that from
you'llnow
be
seeing
the with
youngest
on.

Jean Parker and Robert Donat
in "The Ghost Goes
Three
(M-G-M)
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Live

West."

Ghosts

Mucli ado about three soldiers, listed in
the war records as officially dead, who return to London and find difficulty proving themselves mortal. After all, if the
government
dead, what
can
you
do? Onesaysof you're
them (Richard
Arlen)
is hiding out from a jail term which he
believes awaits him in America, another
(Charles McNaughton) wants very much
to be regarded as alive, but his mother
(Beryl
he'shisnotinsurance,
because
she
has Mercer)
already insists
collected
and the third (Claude Allister) is actually
not sure whether he's alive or not. Things
are further complicated by the fact that
the Messrs. Arlen and McNaughton have
two young ladies (Cecilia Parker and
Nydia Westman) in love with them, and
Mr. Allister is troubled with kleptomania.
The climax arrives when the latter returns home one evening attired in top hat
and tails and bearing jewels and a gurgling infant. All three items turn out to
be his own, and with the establishing of
his identity comes happiness and all that
sort of thing for everyone concerned.
"Three Live Ghosts" is a mild little
comedy brightened by the performances
of Allister, McNaughton, Beryl Mercer
and Nydia Westman.
Preview Postscripts

15c

CLOPAYS

SOLVE CLEAN WINDOW

SHADE PROBLEM

"VyHEN
shades used
get Idirty,
VV afford $1.50
to change.
But tonow,
get I10couldn't
lovely
CLOPAYS for the same money ! They look as good as
the costliest — go 2 years and more without a change.
That's REAL ECONOMY!" Why not try this same
simple plan, approved by millions? CLOPAYS are
made of a new kind of tough, pliable fibre that w il 1
not pinhole or crack. In 16 smart patterns and 7
plain colors. Sold by leading 5c and 10c and neighborhood stores. Write for FREE color samples. CLOPAY
CORP., 1524York St., Cincinnati, Ohio.,
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This was a "quickie" for M-G-M. The
entire picture took seventeen days, in spite
of the fact that practically the entire cast
was changed on the second day of shooting.
The first three leading men selected looked
too ghost-like to be alive. Arlen, Allister and
McNaughton, the next selections, were found
to look too much alive. But by that time
Director Humberstone decided a quickie director couldn't be too choosy. He's known
as "Lucky" Humberstone on the studio lot
since a few years back when he escaped unhurt from an auto wreck killing eight people.
Humberstone is lucky for M-G-M, too, for
seventeen-day picture producers, and good
ones, are few and far between in Hollywood
. . . The fanciest set used on this one was
for the battle scene. This necessitated clearing rubbish off a corner of the back studio
lot, spading up a couple of trenches and
shell holes, stringing up a few yards of
barbed wire and calling it a day. Besides a
snap for the prop department, this film provided a break for Richard Arlen. He was
completely happy for the first time in reel
life, due to the disreputable wardrobe allotted him for the role. Dick has a clothes
complex. His favorite costume is an ancient
sweater, corduroys bought a few years earlier

At least you'll wont to.

* Man Hunt
(Warners)
This is the old cops-and-robber stuff,
supposedly enlivened by the presence of
"Mel Purdue" and his trusty G-men, but
it
turns out
to items.
be one To
of give
this month's
decidedly
minor
you an
idea of the sort of hokum it is, here are
a few salient truths it ofifers the audience :
L That the rural constabulary is composed entirely of comic strip characters
who do nothing but get in the way of the
G-men. 2. That ace reporters from bigtown newspapers accept every assignment
as a lark, never remove their hats, spend
all of their time drinking and get their
greatest pleasure practicing practical jokes
on small-town reporters. 3. That a normal girl, in full possession of her faculties,
will hide a notorious murderer from the
police because he tells her he has a mother.
Anyway, Ricardo Cortez is the murderer,
and the report that he is hiding in the
vicinity of a certain village brings G-men
and reporters in swarms from the big
city, but it's good old Bill Gargan of the
local weekly, with assistance from Marguerite Churchill, a rural schoolmarm,
and Chic Sale, a doddering citizen of the
community, who triumph for justice and,
fortunately bring the story to a close.
Preview Postscripts
This is Marguerite Churchill's first appearance in celluloid for over a year. She's Mrs.
George O'Brien in what private life her husband's popularity allows. The O'Brien heiress
caused Marguerite's temporary screen retirement . . . That fancy figger which Bill Gargan is sporting nowadays isn't due to dietetic eccentricities, though. It's just due to
plain dieting. Bill claims he's consumed the
country's surplus in grapefruit this year —
and nothing else. Leslie Howard and Gar-

"Man

Hunt," with WiUiam Gargan and Marguerite Churchill.

MODERN
qan are Hollywood's most inseparable pals,
they met in "Animal Kingdom" when that
Broadway, and were later replay wasunited inon
the screen version ... This is
Director William Clemens' first picture under
the new title. Formerly an ace cutter, Clemens was upped to his present illustrious
position a short time ago . . . What trouble
insects have caused the farmer is nothing
compared to what the pests can do to production schedules. While ort ' location in the
San Fernando Valley, a swarm of gnats
■ swooped down on the company, attracted
by the bright lights. The scene was intended
as one evening's work, but the first night
was spent by the entire cast and crew fanning the air with whatever was at hand. In
between times' they swatted. Three evenings
passed thusly, until a carload of flit guns
(advt.) arrived. Considering that production expenses ran two thousand per night,
the picture mode a neat dent in the studio
budget.
****
The Ghost
(London Films)

Goes

West

Here is the best British film to reach
■ these shores since Charles Laughton and
"The Private Life of Henry VIII." Pertermed
British,
since haps
itsit can't
authorbe and
two strictly
of its featured
players are American and its director is
French. At any rate, this international
alliance has emerged with a picture marked
with wit, charm and intelligence. Its star
is Robert Donat, who, as Murdock Glourie, died a coward and is forced to haunt
the Glourie Castle until he can avenge the
family name. All this is rather disconcerting fcr Donald (also played by Mr.
Donat), the last of the Glouries, who
feels that his attempts to sell the castle

SCREEN
** Exclusive
(M-G-M)

Story

Another newspaper film, and this time
it has to do with a crusading reporter's
expose of what is known as "the numbers
racket."
in case
don'tin
know,
is aNumbers,
daily lottery
most you
popular
New York's Harlem, and there are reports that the executives in the business
have underworld connections. These
gentlemen
force
the' small
owners
in the region
to become
theirstore
agents,
and
it's their misfortune, in the end, that one
of them is J. Farrell MacDonald. For it
is J.convinces
Farrell's Stuart
daughter,
Evans,'
who
Erwin,Madge
the reporter,
that the racket should be wiped out. The

Anita Louise and Ross Alexander in "Brides Are Like That,"
a pleasant little comedy.

are somewhat impeded by the nightly appearances of his ancestor. The castle is
finally sold to a wealthy American, Eugene
Pallette, who moves it, stone by stone, to
his estate in Florida. The ghost of Murdock Glourie goes west with it, and
romantic complications ensue, with the
phantom and Donald both in amorous
pursuit
of Pallette's
Parker.
The film
is full ofdaughter,
excellentJean
satire
and
gentle ribbing of American wealth, with
the delicate touch of the brilliant French
director, Rene Clair, felt throughout.
Robert Donat is superb in his dual role,
and Eugene Pallette and Jean Parker both
score heavily in their roles.

crusade is aided by the newspaper's attorney, Franchot Tone, and since Mr. Erwin
is already happily married it will probably
come as no surprise to announce that Mr.
Tone gives up his fiancee, Louise Henry,
for Miss Evans. The film has several
lairly exciting interludes, but it is our
suspicion that the whole thing would have
been completely dull had it not been for
the excellent work of Joseph Calleia, who
makes the racketeer the picture's most
interesting personality. With the exception of this characterization, the picture is
routine stuff.
Preview Postscripts
The prop department developed a new
trick for that kitchen scene. They showed
Madge Evans how to fry eggs without eggs.It's very simple. She just dropped a little
dry ice into the frying pan, swished it around,
and that cloud of genuine fried smoke is the
result . . . The prop men hod their hands
full for every scene on this picture. When a
script calls for lots of running around, as

Dyeing is a laughing matter now— you do it
with a smile on your face because the muggy, steamy
boiling has been eliminated by Rit. There's one special ingredient in Rit found in no other tint or dye
that makes colors soak in deeper . . . faster . . . easier!
And the results are amazing: Radiant clear colors
without a smudge or streak! Shades that you thought
only a professional dyer could create. Light or dark
colors become fast without boiling. At a cost of only
a few pennies.
Try Rit on anything that color benefits— dresses,
curtains, lingerie, linONLY RIT GIVES
ens—and you'll bless
FAST|COLORS
the chemist who made
WITHO'Ut] BOILING
the task so easy!
Dissohes Instantly! Rit is a
powder wafer — easier to
measure,
won't like
sift out
the package
looseof
powder dyes.

RIT
J'.
TINTS AND DYES
White Rit Color Remover . . . the safe .sure way to take OUT color,
remove stains, whiten fabrics
. harmless as boiling water;
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doctor to whom she was once engaged.
But our hero comes through with an in\ention which is rather vaguely explained
as a contraption to keep apples from
spoiling. Since the world is full of people
who want to keep apples from spoiling,
the domestic difficulties of young Mr.
Alexander and his lovely bride immediately
disappear. Ingratiating performances by
entire cast keep this one from becoming
athebore.

FU5SV

COLD

CRERM

TALCUM

?

Preview Postscripts

Be as fussy about
Talcum Powder as
you are of any cosmetic.
You're iffsure
get the
best
you toinsist
on
LANDER S BLENDED
TALC — nothing finer!
Take your pick of our 5
ExcIusiveDouble-Blends
Lilacs & Roses
Lavender & Pine
Sweet Pea & Gardenia
Orchids & Orange
Blossom

Tom Keene, Eleanore Whitney
and Elizabeth Patterson in
"Timothy's Quest."

Carnation & Lily 0'
the Valley
Each blend protected
by U. S. copyright
A AT DIME
lO f' STORES

CIFTH

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

ECZEMA
TORMENTS
quickly pacified by
^^cfficient help of
POSLA
A CONCENTRATED OINTMENT
A CORN

MUST

COME

m-mnm
im
WslikeaiACK
in your toe!

To TAKE a tack out
of your toe you
wouldn't saw the head
off and leave the rest
of the tack in. You'd
draw it out entirely,
point and all.
Your corn is like a
tack in your toe! If you
just pare the head off, you leave the
to grow again — larger, uglier, more
it all out — swiftly, safely, gently —
For
Blue-of Jay
removes root and all.
danger
infection.

** Brides
(Warners)
rest of the corn
painful. Drawwith Blue-Jay!
And there's no

Pain stops instantly -corn lifts out
The instant you apply double-action Blue -Jay the
pain stops — like magic. Then quickly the corn
loosens, lifts out, is gone! Why suffer needlessly?
Costs only 4c to end worst corn. Made with WetPruf adhesive that cannot stick to stockings. Get a
box of Blue-Jay today ! 25c at all druggists.
BLUE-JAY
Bauer & Black Scientific
CORN
PLASTER
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this one does, there's a need for many sets.
So besides the newspaper office, which required plenty of thought In assembling, six
apartment sets were needed, several sections
of Harlem and downtown New York were
reproduced, besides courtrooms, waterfronts
and several street scenes. The ballroom
set was the most elaborate and costly. 150
"dress extras" — who rate top pay of $7.50
per day
had five
days' work
And
five— days
of dancing
to oneon ofthisthescene.
best
orchestras in Southern California . . . Michael
Fessier did the adaptation work on this script,
hie and Stu Erwin buried the hatchet for the
first time in years while working together on
the set. Seems that Stu was brought up in
Squaw Valley, near Fresno. Fessier was
brought up in Fresno. They both played
baseball for the local high school teams,
and loathed one another for years just on
general principles. Besides playing baseball
and writing scripts, Fessier con also act upon
occasion and fly on any occasion. He mokes
the parachute jump for Fronchot Tone in
this picture . . . Joan Tone spent part of
each day on the set. Madge Evans is one
of her closest friends, so it wasn't just to
keep an eye on Fronchot . . . Joseph Colleia
is fast building himself a reputation among
the studio moguls. He is so much in demand
that roles ore lined up for him months in
advance. Colleia doesn't believe in faking
any of his acting. His insistence on realism
no doubt lends that note of sincerity to his
acting, but it proves hard on his fellow actors. If It's a beer bottle that Joseph is to
break over someone's head, he Insists on the
real rumpus
thing. between
And thatFronchot
knock-down-drog-'emout
and Mr. C. is
the genuine article. So were the black eyes
which Mr. Tone wore for the next week.
Are

Like

Anita Louise thinks she may have fifty
years ahead of her In pictures. Or she may
have five. At any rate Anita is one girl who
will be prepared. When this picture was
completed she made her debut as a harpist
of the Institute of Fine Arts. Prior to this
she has exhibited water-colors and etchings
there. And to top her talents, Anita can
cook. Having to burn those biscuits in the
picture was the hardest moment in her screen
career . . . Ross Alexander has never looked
for a job In his life. Work has always come
looking for him and he's found It practically
impossible to avoid. Most actors, f'rinstance,
get a chance after months spent In directors'
anterooms — if they're lucky. But Ross wos
presented with a role in "Enter, Madame,"
for a graduation gift from dramatic school.
He never uses make-up or grease paint for o
screen role, and prefers drama to comedy.
Says the easy roles are the hardest to take
. . . Joe Cawthorn Is celebrating his 64th
year of entertaining the public. He started
In 1872 in a pickaninny chorus in Robinson's
Hall Inearned
New York
City. except
Since that
timeocting
he's
never
a dime
in the
profession . . . Dick Purcell has a theory on
the
to as
Hol'"wood.
claimsbest
the way
idea tois get
to get
for cwoy He
as
possible and stay just as long os you con.
At
least,town.
that'sA how
he got
his first
in this
couple
of years
ago,chance
Dick
came on his own to Hollywood, looking for
a role In talkies. He was so sure that Purcell hod the stuff that he starved for almost
a year waiting for someone to give him a
little attention. Discouraged and slightly
anemic, he bummed his weary way bock to
Broadway.
ThereA aWarner
role insleuth
"Pathsspotted
of Glory"
fell
to his lot.
him
In a performance the first week and frantically signed him on the dotted line, before
any of the other studio spies should spot him.
Timothy's
(Paramount)

Quest

Another childhood classic has been put
into celluloid without losing its charm.
Not only that, but this Kate Douglas Wig-

That

A pleasant little comedy of domestic
affairs which
should aft'ord
most of its
audiences satisfactory
entertainment.
Based
on a that
play commodity
called "Applesauce,"
uses
as its theme,theforpicture
Ross
Alexander, our hero, employs it at every
opportunity. It's his theory that people
are happier when you take the trouble to
tell them they're swell. Another of his
theories is that a smart young man like
himself shouldn't have to bother much
about hard work. All of this is against
the principles of his wealthy uncle, Joe
Cawthorn, and almost upsets his married
life with Anita Louise. Anita really loves
him, of course, but her parents. Gene and
Katherine Lockhart, continually point out
that she might have done better by marrying Richard Purcell, a conscientious young

"The Lone Wolf Returns," with
Gail Patrick
and Melvyn
Douglas, looking romantic.
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and canning process. But the treatment
of the story has made the characters appear flat and uninteresting. Miss Swarthout is the daughter of a California
hidalgo, who turns leader of a band of
vigilantes to protect their homes from the
desperadoes. The desperadoes, however,
turn out to be a bunch of grand guys
with operatic tendencies. The vigilantes
have their musical moments, too, while
John Boles and Gladys Swarthout break
into song at the least provocation and in
the most dangerous situations. Charles
Bickford, who plays the leader of the
outlaws, seems a bit undecided what to do
since he has no voice to speak of. Willie
Howard and Herb Williams provide as
many laughs as they can squeeze in between arias. In short, the picture is a
disappointing debut for one of Miss
Swarthout's undeniable ability. Let's hope
it is just beginner's bad luck.
Preview Postscripts

gin story seems vastly improved. Although
the names of the cast are not imposing,
it is doubtful if a more successful group
could have been assembled for the characters. Elizabeth Patterson is excellent
in the role of a cold-hearted spinster who
loathes anything resembling a child or a
man. Dickie Moore will surprise you with
the intelligent manner in which he goes
about being- Timothy. Virginia Weidler
does
in herwho
part,isand
you'll actress
like smallto
Sally well
Martin,
a child
watch. Eleanore Whitney, in her first
straight dramatic role, shows that her
ability isn't limited to her feet by any
means,
and some
Tom time,
Keene, iswhom
you haven't
seen for
pleasing
as the
romantic lead opposite her. The play is
entertaining enough for adults, too, in
spite of being a story aimed especially at
the children.
Preview Postscripts
Four-year-old Sally Martin is known as the
"Baby Bernhardt." Some publicity agent had
o good brain-wave on that one, but there
is no doubt that Miss Martin has great possibilities .. . Tom Keene isn't as unfamiliar
as you may think, for he was on the screen
frequently in days gone by. But his name
v/as George Duryeo in those days. When
the slump came in his work, he consulted a
numerologist who bequeathed him with the
present name. The next day came a coll
from the studio, and George Tom has been
at work ever since . . . Eleanore Whitney is
Paramount's White Hope. She's the fastest
tap dancer in existence, for one thing. For
another, she shows dromatic ability. For another, the Whitney is reported to hove a
really blue-sy blues voice. Guess that will
hold you, M-G-M, with your Eleanor Powell
. . . Elizabeth Patterson Is well known as a

"Muss 'Em Up," with Preston
Foster, Florine McKinney and
John Carroll.

Except for two Interior scenes taken on the
lot, this picture was filmed on the Paramount
ranch at Lake Mollbu. There a walled city
was built In exact replica of the California
towns of 1850. It was modeled particularly
after Monterey, the first capital of the state
where sunshine originated. Authorities on
California history did research on the sets
for over six months, prior to construction.
Attics, museums and libraries were ransacked
for material and the result was as authentic
a reproduction as the corps at Paramount
has ever accomplished. Besides the old town,
another city was built up to accommodate
the 150 members of cost and crew who spent
over two months on the ranch. Over fifty
houses of canvas and wood were built for
the crew, while special cottages were erected
for the principals.
One mess hall was used

Shakespearean actress both in this country
and England. She has been in just a few
pictures, but is gradually becoming so much
the vogue with casting directors that she may
never return to her first love.
irit Rose of the Rancho
(Paramount)
So, after all the ringing of bells and
general fanfare, the Swarthout picture
has been released. And the truth is out.
The picture is simply not what it was
cracked up to be. The star herself is not
at fault. Neither her beauty nor her
superb voice has suffered by the screening

What engagement
shall ive saycirclet
of a ':coman^s
From
to H'eddhighandhand.
Gracefully mofing through the play
Of ivork and loi'c^ in a ivoman^s ivay,
SOFT,

cool, graceful liancLs with .slim, tajiering, sliell-

like finger nails are very liarcl to resist. So don't risk
losing tkis cKarm. It s a clever girl -n-lio keejjs lier hands
an ardent im'itation to romance. To assure well groomed
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tke better klend of polish.
It ajij^lies more smootkly, sets more evenly, its lustre
lasts longer and it will not ckif), crack, f>eel, fade or streak.
Try PLAT-NUM now today. It's on sale at all
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The popular
Paul Kelly and
Maxine Doyle
feed Paul's
horse, "KellyPaul's latest cinema opuses
mackaye."
are ''Here
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IS REALLY
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CLEAN

Comes Trouble" and "The
Song and Dance

of the cotton after

an Ambrosia pore-deep cleansing tells
ycu that your face is really clean.
You feel Ambrosia tingle; you know
it is cleansing deeply, thoroughly. Only
a clean skin can be beautiful. That's
why so many women who have become
consistent users of Ambrosia report
their skins are clearer, whiter, fresherlooking than they've been in years.
Try Ambrosia today. Test it at once
against your regular method of cleansing. You'll be amazed at the result.
Trial size at your lOf^ store. Large
size, 75i, at drug or department stores.
Prices slightly higher in Canada.
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Your hair takes on new
color and lustre when you
comb this famous clear, colorless liquid
through it. Gray streaks vanish. Desired
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
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waved. Countless women use it. Men too, S'
E
for gray streaks in hair or mustache. Get
(T
full-sized bottle from druggist on moneyback guarantee. Or test it Free.
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by the entire outfit, and evenings were gala
occasions, with Gladys Swarthout and John
Boles handing out a few thousand dollars
worth of grand opera. The barnyard scenes
look most picturesque and pleasant as you
see and hear them. But they provided more
trouble than all the rest of the scenery put
together. Some fifty cows, chickens, pigs,
etc., had been rounded up as part of the
local color. All would go well until some
impassioned love scene was well under way.
Then would come the low, sad mooing of a
cow, or a few loud disgruntled grunts from a
porker. Production experts figured the live
stock cost the studio approximately three
thousand cash in lost time ... It was William LeBoron's Idea to do another "Rio
Rita" with this one. For in that old-timer
he had introduced a brand new comedy
team, the Messrs. Wheeler and Woolsey. So
this time he Introduced another team, Willie
Howard and hierb Williams, with the same
high hopes. This is their first crack at the
movies, though both are well known in show
business . . . The debut of opera stars in
films has been made much of. The remarkable thing about these songbirds isn't that
they have forsaken patrician opera for plebeian movies, but that they have forsaken
many of the operatic standbys — chiefly, professional jealousy. Miss Swarthout, on arriving in Hollywood, leased Grace Moore's
home. For "inspiration" she said. And to
introduce Lily Pons, a potential rival In
movies. Miss S. gave the swankiest party that
even Hollywood has seen to date.
*The Lone
(Columbia)

Wolf

Returns

Although the title seemed to promise
something really exciting — like adventures
with the pack in the Frozen North — what
do we get? A pack of jewel thieves,
that's what. And to make it far, far
worse, sophisticated jewel thieves. Oh,
very. Alelvyn Douglas, smartly clipped
as to accent and mustachio, is the Lone
Wolf, champion gem snatcher. A rival
in the profession and the L. W. are both
concentrating on the Stewart sparklers,
than which no collection in the world can
outshine. But when Gail Patrick turns
out to be Miss Stewart, you can imagine
Melvyn's embarrassment. Love blooms,
tliough Gail gets pretty peeved when she
finds out who Melvyn is. However, he
proves his true nature by saving her jewels

from the rival meanie, thereby winning
Man."
Miss Stewart and the collection for himself. You can draw your own conclusions,
but we should add that Miss Patrick is
very pleasant to look upon, and Tala
Birell, who plays a lady thief, is both
attractive and talented.
Preview Postscripts
This is the first time the Lone Wolf has
been at large since the days of Bert Lytell.
Melvyn Douglas' real name Is Hesselberg,
his father being the well-known Russian composer,Gahogon,
Edouard Hesselberg.
married
to Helen
Broadway He's
actress
ond
lately of the screen. They have a written
contract that neither will interfere with the
other's careers or temperaments . . . Douglas
Dumbrllle Is an onion farmer from Canada.
What's more, he Intends going bock to Canada when he's mode enough money to raise
only pedigreed onions. Claims he's the only
actor alive today who's been broke in every
city In the United States . . . Tola Birell
got her first break by understudying Marlene
Dietrich In Berlin. They were both working
under the supervision of Max Relnhordt at
the time. Since then, Tola has played in
most of the European capitals and In English
and French pictures. But she thinks Hollywood is swell and tops any other city In the
world . . . Those apartment exterior shots
provided plenty of trouble and expense. It
should be o simple and economical matter
to photograph buildings for exterior scenes,
but as in this case it usually develops that
the cheaper way is to construct the building
right on the lot and be done with It. Around
Los Angeles' exclusive Wllshire district there
are many apartments. One was selected for
a scene on this, but by the time the cameras were up, some fifteen minutes, a crowd ,
of five hundred was jamming the streets,
endongering the cast, crew and cameras . . . ■
Visitors were strictly banned from a set on
this picture. It was the one where Mr. Douglas takes a bath. But at noon a couple of
ladies were allowed to go on, since the cast
was at lunch. Imagine their horror to see
Melvyn still sitting in the tub, calmly munching a sandwich.
* Muss 'Em
(RKO-Radio)

Up

This is a conglomeration of kidnappers, ,
cops, killers and comedians.

If you once ■
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Her role in "Show Boat" completed, Helen Morgan is back
in New York appearing at the
swanky

"House

AGO

NOW

I KNOWl

of Morgan."

get them straightened out you might enjoy
yourself.
Certainly dull.
you won't
find Foster
many
of
the characters
Preston
gives a good performance as a policeman
with a love of duty, while Guinu Williams
plays another copper with one love — for a
good fight. And Alan Mowbray is still
nonchalant, but this time he has definite
ulterior motives. His idea is to frame his
ward's (Florine McKinney) kidnapping,
and get some ransom money from MarCallahan Foster
for hisgets
trouble.
where garet
Preston
busy. Here's
First,
of course, he falls in love with Alargaret
Callahan. Several reels of good old rough
stuf¥ follow before justice and true love
crash through to victory. Some people
prefer an evening of solitaire, or even
bridge, to this sort of thing.
Preview Pos+scripfs
Charles Vldor, director of this one and
many another in the past three years since
he arrived in Hollywood, is the town's foremost linguist. On the set, Vidor speaks to
his actors and workmen in their native
tongues — whether English, Italian, Hungarian,
Russian, French or Gernnan. He used to be
a director on Gernnan pictures, though a
native Hungarian. Then canne Hollywood,
where he met and married Karen Morley.
They
son, who
can'thoseven
Englishhave
. . one
. Preston
Foster
not speak
only
p'layed about as many different types on the
screen as is possible for a young man less
than thirty, but he's had just os varied a
career
in real
life. He's
a newsboy,
lifeguard,
shipping
clerk,been
service
station
server, salesman, opera singer and actor before coming to the screen. Foster is another
of these he-men who refuse doubles. Moxie
Rosenbloom, yep, the Maxie, plays one of
the tergangsters
in this
picture.
It's upAndto PresFosto knock him
out in
one scene.
ton laid Maxie out flotter'n flat . . . Margaret
Callahan
hadn'tButa after
desire a inpart
the inworld
to go
on the stage.
the school
play at graduation time, she become so
enamored of the stage that nothing stopped
her till she landed a job . . . Clarence Muse
and his son appear in this one. Clarence is
as popular a man as you'll find any place
among stage folk. And Clarence, Jr.. Is a
chip off the old block.
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Gains

New
With
Ale Yeast

NO

in

Weight

"T-Power"
Discovery

EVEN if you never could gain an ounce, remember
thousands have put on solid, naturally attractive
flesh this new, easy way — in just a few weeks!
Not only has this new discovery brought normal,
good-looking pounds to hosts of skinny men and women, but also naturally clear skin, freedom from Indigestion and constipation, new pep.
Scientists recently discovered that thousands of people are thin and rundown for the single reason that
they do not get enough Vitamin B and iron in their
daily food. Now the richest known source of this marvelous body-building, digestion-strengthening Vitamin
B is ale yeast. By a new process the finest imported ale
yeast is now concentrated 7 times, making it 7 times
more powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds of
blood-building iron in pleasant little tablets known as
Ironized Yeast tablets.
If you, too, need these vital elements to build you up, get
these gist
newtoday."7-power"
Yeast watch
tabletsflat
fromchest
yourdevelop
drugThen, dayIronized
after day,
and skinny limbs round out to natural attractiveness. Constipation and indigestion from the same cause vanish, skin
clears to normal beauty — you're an entirely new person.
Try it — guaranteed
No matter how skinny and rundown you may be, try these
new Ironized Yeast tablets just a short time, and note the
marvelous change. See if they don't build you up in just a
few
weeks,with
as they
have thousands
of others.
If you're your
not
delighted
the benefits
of the very
first package,
money will be instantly and gladly refunded.
Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right away, we make
this absolutely FREE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized
Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you
a fascinating new book on health, "New Pacts About Your
Body." Remember, results guaranteed with the very first
package— or rhoney refunded. At all druggists. 113
Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 34, Atlanta, Ga.
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Pat's Pal, "Banksy
(Continued from page 21)

liL Imullidliu^ !
THE woman with lovely,
lustrous, well-ke{)t hair can
face tLe world witli assurance. NotliinA gives so
muck jjoise and contidence
as tlie certainty of jierfect
groominA. Colorinse is tlie
ideal liair teauty treatment.
This harmless vegetatle
coloring comjjound rinses
youtli and triglitness into
your Lair . . . gives it a
soft, sliimmering, satin-like
skeen and leaves it soft,
yet manageable, too.

' ^ ^ age containing 2 c
rinses at" all J
10
and 10 cent stores.

The NESTLErLeMUP,

CDMPflNV.

N.V.

GRAY Hair
If you are dissatisfied with your hair inquire into unique
French method KNOGRAY. Any shade from one bottle.
Not
Colors roots
perfectly.
fade.youPermits
Perm.a restorer.
Wave. Entirely
different
from Can't
anything
have
known. Free Book. Madame Turmel, Dept. 8B. 256 W. 31sl St, N. Y. C.

Patricia launched on a screen
WITH
career and away at the studio all day
long, her husband actively engaged in the
theatre, Mrs. Leftwich turned to the social
life she loved so much. Being young and
beautiful, her delightful company was
sought-after in Hollywood's social whirl.
Patricia would return home after a difficult day at the studio and find the house
filled with guests. With an early morning
call it was impossible for her to remain
up and yet she didn't want to appear rude
to her mother's guests. Mr. Leftwich, deep
in his plans for the future, concentrated
on work. So with three temperamental
people pulling in three opposite directions,
living under one roof became a problem.
No one was to blame. Nothing could be
done. Each had his own life to live and
at it's best, mixing a theatrical career and
domesticity was an impossibility.
Recently, Alexander Leftwich and his
wife were divorced. There were no hardfeelings, they parted as friends. Living
together under such circumstances eventually would have killed all their respect
for each other, they decided to separate.
While her step- father went back to his
Patricia inand
world,apartment
producing
took
a top-floor
the "Banksy"
exclusive
Hollywood district. Her mother since has
gone on a trip and will be away for months.
During
the
dramatic
unfolding of

IT'S THE
SnmE GIRI
LOVELY
MARIAN MARSH
COLUMBIA PLAYER
ILLUSTRATES

TUlO

her birthday by signing a long term contract. At fourteen years of age, she had
set out to become a star.
The thing that happens to so many
young actresses, happened to Patricia. Because of her matured appearance, people
were under the impression that she was
much older than her given age. At heart,
Patricia was merely a child. For her
screen roles she had to wear sophisticated
clothes and act in a grown-up manner.
At fifteen she was trying to portray women, who had lived, loved and lost. People were inclined to e-\pecf too much, judge
too harshly and condemn too easily. Patricia wasn't ready yet to accept the many
responsibilities that are all part of a screen
career. Life became a series of misunderwith the
trying to standings
catch
up ever-faithful
the loose ends."Banksy"

"

familylent,
afYairs,
"Banksy" Never
remained
siknowing witness.
oncea did
she express an opinion unless it was asked
of her. Yet from time to time, each member would come to her and confide his
problems.
It was
to "Banksy"
to listen
to all, advise
eachupand
betray none.
Her
position was that of maid; but it required
all the delicacy of a diplomat never to
stand between Patricia and her parents,
yet remain loyal and true to the little
girl who had grown up to mean so much
to her.
"I love Patricia as if she were my very
own," says "Banksy." "We've sort of
grown up together. At times it's been very
difficult.
her harm
so much,
wanted toLoving
see any
comeI'veto never
her.
Ofttimes I've had to bite my tongue while
I stood by, watching her make mistakes.
I could have saved her from them, but I
felt if she learned her lessons early in life,
they would be lasting.
"It seems like I've known Patricia all
her life. She has never once told a lie
to me. And I think it is because she knows
I would never tell one to her. Our friendship has always been just that way. Many
times she has come to me with problems.
When I speak my mind, she sometimes
gets out of patience. But the beautiful
part about Patricia is that if I am right,
she doesn't come to me afterwards and
give me
a chance
to embarrassing
say, 'I told you
so.'
That
would
be very
to me.
She just goes ahead and takes my advice
and lets me see her doing it.
"Patricia is still so young and, like all
young people, inclined to be intolerant and
impatient. I believe it is wrong to depend
too much on others. To our ownselves we
must be true and regardless of what world
we live in, we should be our best in that
particular world. Life is just like a poker
game and sooner or later someone calls
your
bluff. are some of the things I've tried
"These
to teach Patricia. I never try to force
them but rather present them to her for
what they are worth. She is an individual
and has her own life to live. She has to
think things out for herself. I am only
here to help when I can — in case she ever
needs me."

HOLLVIUOOD

CURIER

HHIR

STVLES

• Whether you wont lots of
curls or just a few, Hollywood
Rapid-Dry Curlers will give
Jhem to you quickly, easily,
and beautifully right in your
own home. Add new charm to
your personality with a smart,
flattering hairdress made with
"the Curlers used by the Stars'.'
AT 5c AND 10c
S AND
COUNTERS
I if NOTION CC
HOLLVUIOOD

CURLER

Tom Brown's Dad and
Mom gave a surprise
party for him. Jim Cagney, Pat Ellis and
Marsha Hunt with Tom
during
the festivities
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Addresses

{Continued from page 13)

Free lance. Write lier at 20th CenBRIAN,
tury-Fox.MARY:
BRISSON,
CARL: Paramount.
BRODERICK, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
BROOK, CLIVE:
Century-Fo.^:.
BROWN,
JOE E.: 20tli
Warner
Bros.
BROWN, JOHN MACK: Columbia.
BROWN, TOM: KKO-Radio.
BRUCE, NIGEL: 20tli Century-Fox.
BRUCE, VIRGINIA: M-G-M.
BUCK. FRANK: RKO-Radio.
BUCKLER, JOHN: Columbia. . ,
Free lance. Write her ^ at, RKODOROTHY:
BURGESS,
io.
Rad
,.
BURKE. BILLIE: Free lance. Write her at Columbia.
BURKE. KATHLEEN: Paramount.
BURNS. GEORGE: Paramount.
BUSHMAN, RALPH: M-G-M.
BUTLER, JIMMY: Paramount.
BUTTERWORTH, CHARLES: M-G-M.
CABOT.
M-G-M.
CAGNEY. BRUCE:
BILL: Republic.
CAGNEY. JAMES: Warner Bros.
CALLAHAN. MARGARET: RKO-Radio.
CALLEIA. JOSEPH: M-G-M.
CANSINO. EDDIE:
RITA: 20th
Century-Fox.
CANTOR,
Samuel
Goldwyn.
CARLISLE, KITTY: Free lance. Write her at M-G-M.
CARLISLE,
MARY:
M-G-M.
CARMINATI, TULLIO: Columbia.
CARRILLO, LEO: Columbia.
CARROLL, MADELEINE: Walter Wanger.
CARROLL, NANCY: Columbia.
CAVANAGH, PAUL: Free lance. Writeversal.
him......at UniCHANDLER. CHICK: Free lance. Write him at
RKO-Radio.
CHANDLER.
HELEN: Free lance.
Write her at
United Artists.
CHAPLIN. CHARLES: United Artists.
CHATTERTON, RUTH: Columbia.
CHEVALIER, MAURICE: M-G-M.
CHRISTIANS,
MADY: M-G-M. Warner Bros.
CHURCHILL, MARGUERITE:
CLARKE,
MAE:
M-G-M.
CLIVE, COLIN: Universal.
COLBERT, CLAUDETTE: Paramount.
COLLIER. CONSTANCE: M-G-M.
COLLINS.
SUE:United
M-G-M.Artists.
COLMAN. CORA
RONALD:
CONKLIN. PEGGY: Walter Wanger.
CONNOLLY. WALTER: Columbia.
COOK, DONALD: Columbia.
COOPER, GARY: Paramount.
COOPER, RICARDO:
JACKIE: M-G-M.
CORTEZ,
Warner Bros.
COURTNEIDGE,
CICELY,
COURTNEY, INEZ:
Columbia.M-G-M.
CRABBE, LARRY: Paramount.
CRAWFORD,
M-G-M.Columbia.
CROMWELL, JOAN:
RICHARD:
CROSBY, BING: Paramount.
CROSMAN, HENRIETTA:
CUMMINGS,
CONSTANCE: 20thFreeCentury-Fox.
lance. Write her
at Universal.
CUMMINGS, ROBERT: Warner Bros.
DANIELS, BEBE: Free lance. Write her at 20th
Century-Fox.
DARE,
DOROTHY: Warner Bros.
DARRO.ner Bros.FRANKIE: Free lance. Write him at WarDAVIES, MARION: Warner Bros.
DAVIS. BETTE: Warner Bros.
DEE,
FRANCES: RKO-Radio.
DE HAVILLAND.
OLIVIA: Warner Bros.
DEL RIO, DOLORES: Warner Bros.
DE MILLE, KATHERINE: Paramount.
DEVINE, ANDY: Free lance. Write him at Universal.
DIETRICH. MARLENE: Paramount.
DINEHART. ALAN: 20th Century-Fox.
DIX.
RKO-Radio.
DIXON.RICHARD:
JEAN: Columbia.
DODD, CLAIRE: Warner Bros.
DONAT, ROBERT: United Artists.
DONLEVY, BRIAN: Paramount.
DONNELLY, RUTH: Warner Bros.
DOUGLAS. MELVYN: Columbia.
DOWNS, JOHNNY: Paramount.
DOYLE, MAXINE: Warner Bros.
DRAKE, FRANCES: Paramount.
DUMBRILLE, DOUGLAS: Columbia.
DUNA. STEFFI:
RKO-Radio.
DUNN.
JAMES: Universal.
DUNNE. IRENE: RKO-Radio.
DURANT, JACK: 20th Century-Fox.
DURANTE,
JIMMY:
M-G-M.
DVORAK, ANN:
Warner
Bros.
EDDY,
NELSON:
M-G-M.
EGGERTH, MARTA: Universal.
FILERS, SALLY: Universal.
ELDREDGE, JOHN: Warner Bros.
ELLIS, MARY: Paramount.
ELLIS, PATRICIA: Warner Bros.
ERROL, LEON: Free lance. Write him at Columbia.
ERWIN, STUART: M-G-M.
EVANS, MADGE: M-G-M.
EVANS,
MURIEL:
M-G-M.JR.: United Artists.
FAIRBANKS,
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS. DOUGLAS SR.: United Artists.
FARRELL, CHARLES: Universal.
FARRELL, GLENDA: Warner Bros.
FAVERSHAM, PHILLIP: Warner Bros.
FAYE, ALICE: 20th Century-Fox.
FAZENDA, LOUISE: M-G-M.
FEARS,
Century-Fox.
FELLOWS,PEGGY:
EDITH:20thColumbia.
FETCHIT,
STEPIN:
20th
FIELDS, W. C: Paramount.Century-Fox,
FLYNN. ERROL: Warner Bros.
FONDA. HENRY: Walter Wanger.
FORAN. DICK: Warner Bros.
FORBES, HAZEL: RKO-Radio.
FORBES, RALPH: Free lance. Write him at Universal.
FORD. WALLACE: Free lance. Write him at Columbia.
FOSTER, NORMAN:
20th Century-Fox.
FOSTER. PRESTON: RKO-Radio.
FOX,
SIDNEY:
RKO-Radio.
FRANCIS, KAY: Warner Bros.
FRAWLEY, WILLIAM: Paramount.
FRITCHIE, BARBARA: Paramount.
FROMAN, JANE: Warner Bros.

Two

hearts in Blue Waltz Time I

Music, laughter, romance, the picture is complete. A wallflower has
blossomed into a leading lady.
The secret of success at a dance
comes in feeling and looking alluring. You can learn it in one-twothree steps. One: Blue Waltz Perfume, thrilling as the quickening
tempo of his heart, lasting as a
happy memory. Two: Blue Waltz
Face Powder, fragrant and satinsoft. Three: Blue Waltz Lipstick, a
temptation to dance the kiss waltz
with you.
Buy Blue Waltz Perfume and Cosmetics. Laboratory tested, certified
pure. 10^ each at 5 and 10^ stores.

Blue
UUatta
FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK ^
BLUE WALTZ PERFUME • FACE POWDER

NOTHER

■ LIPSTICK • BRILLIANTINE • COLD CREAM - TALC

LIFE

SAVED

". . .

t Plioto courtesy E. E. Blderd
Don't use "cheap" drugs on your dog.
O Men who raise dogs know they should
"Sergeant's Dog Medicines" are made of
be wormed regularly. They know there are
the finest ingredients, carefully compounded.
different types of worms, know there is a
Free Book on Dog Care. Write for your free
sergeant's worm MEDICINE made for each.
Take no chances with your dog. Ask
copy of theformafamous
Dog Book".
Full intion on the care"Sergeant's
of dogs, symptoms
of diseases,
for the sergeant's worm medicine suited
how to feed, how to keep your dog well. GET A
for your dog and his symptoms:
COPY NOW. It may save your dog's life. EXPERT
Use SERGEANT'S SURE-SHOT Capsules for
AD'VICE, FREE. Our veterinarian will gladly anRound Worms and Hook Worms in large
swer questions about your dog's health. Write fully.
puppies and grown dogs.
Use SERGEANT'S PUPPY CAPSULES . . . Safe
for puppies and toy breeds.
Use sergeant's tape-worm medicine to
remove the tape-worm.
POLK MILLER PKODUCTS CORP. 1971 W. BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VA
Sev(\eaiiYs
WORM
MEDICINES
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OR MONEY BACK 'A

• Get rid of fat in \
a hurryduce the1SAFE
. . . ButFood
reMethod way . . . not
with dangerous
drugsl SLENDRETS
remove fat by a new
principleverts fatwhich
conand food
into energy . . . You
feel better . . . loolc
years younger I NO
DRUGS ... no dangerous dinitrophenol, no thyroid. Not laxative . . . Even if a baby should eat
them by mistake, it would not be harmed, because
SLENDRETS only redistribute stored fat. Delicious, too . . . taste just like candy!
READ HOW OTHERS LOST FAT: "Reduced IT
lbs. in 4 weeks. My flesh is firm and solid," writes
Miss Goodrow (Conn.). "Lost 5 lbs. this week, 41
lbs. in all," writes Miss Nolan (Calif.). "36 lbs.
of fat(N.gone,
gell
Y.). never felt better," writes Miss AnREDUCE QUICKLY.. .OR AT NO COST!
If you are not entirely satisfied with the wonderful results from the very first package, you get
your money back in full. You can't lose one cent.
ACT ON THIS OFFER TODAY
Don't
give reduce
FAT another
day's
start! . . . butFood
be
sure you
the safe
SLENDRETS
Method Way. Don't use drugs I Send $1 for generous-supply package containing 84 SLENDRETS.
Or $5 for 6 packages. (Currency, Money Order,
Stamps, or CCD.) Sent to you in plain wrapper.
Scientific Medicinal Products Inc. Dept. M436
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me on your money-back offer
□ The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
□ 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Enclose payment. Or, if CO.D. send lOo fee.)
Name
Address
City
State
WAKE

LIVER
WITHOUT

UP

YOUR

RILECALOMEL

And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile onto the food you swallow every
day. If this bile is not flowing. freely, your food
doesn't
digest. ItYou
just get
decays.
Gas bloatsYour
up
your stomach.
constipated.
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you feel "up and up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
bv name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 2.5c
at all drug stores.
© 1935, C. M. Co.
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Charles

and

husband,

Beyer, at Basil Rathbone's party.

FROGS, SYLVIA:
20th Paramount.
Centuij -Fox.
FULLER.
FRANCES:
FURNESS, BETTY: M-G-M.
GABLE.
JI-G-M.
GAHAGAN,CLARK:
HELEN:
RKO-Radio.
GALLAGHER. SKEETS: RKO-Radio.
GALLIAN. KETTI: 20th Century-Fox.
CARAT. HENRI: 20th Century-Fox.
CARBO.
M-G-M.
GARGAN, GRETA:
WILLIAM:
Warner Bros.
GAYNOR.
JANET:
20th lance.
Century-Fox.
GIBSON.
WYNNE:
Free
Write her at RKO
Radio.
GLEASON,
RKO-Radio.
GODDARD. JAMES:
PAULETTE:
United Artists.
GOMBELL, MINNA: Free lance. Write her at 20th
Leiltury-Fo-K.
GORDON, C.
HENRY:
M-G-M.
GORDON,
GAVIN:
Columbia.
GRABLE. BETTY: RKO-Radio.
GRAHAME, MARGOT: RKO-Radio
GRANT. CARY: Paramount.
GWENN,
EDMUND:FreeM-G-M.
HADEN, SARA:
lance. Write her at RKORadio.
HAINES, WILLIAM: Mascot.
HALE. ALAN: RKO-Radio.
HALEY,
JACK:
20th Paramount
Century-Fox
HALLIDAY,
JOHN:
HAMILTON. NEIL: Free lance. Write him at UniHARDIE. RUSSELL: M-G-M.
HARDING,
HARDWICKE,ANN:SIR RKO-Radio.
CEDRIC: United Artists
HARDY. OLIVER: M-G-M.
HARLOW, JEAN:
M-G-M. Free lance Write him at
FORRESTER:
HARVEY
.M-G-M. LILIAN: Free lance. Write her at CoHARVEY
lumbia.
HAYDON. JULIE: Paramount.
HAYES. HELEN: M-G-M.
HAYWARD, LOUIS: M-G-M.
HEALY,
TED: M-G-M. Republic.
HENRY, CHARLOTTE:
HENRY,
WILLIAM:
M-G-M.
HEPBURN,
KATHARINE:
HERBERT, HUGH:
Warner RKO-Radio.
Bros.
HERSHOLT. JEAN: M-G-M.
HERVEY. IRENE:
M-G-M.RKO-Radio.
HILLIARD,
HARRIET:
HOBSON. VALERIE: 20th Century-Fox.
HOLLOWAY.
STERLING:Free20thlance.
Century-Fox.
T'niversal. PHILLIPS:
HOLMES,
Write him at
HOLT, DAVID: Paramount.
HOLT, BETTY: Paramount.
HOLT, JACK: I niversal.
HOPKINS, MIRIAM: Samuel Goldwyn.
HORTON,
EVERETT: RKO-Radio.
HOWARD, EDWARD
JOHN: Paramount.
HOWARD.
LESLIE: Warner Bros.
HUDSON, ROCHELLE: 20th Century-Fox.
HULL.
HULL, HENRY:
WARREN: Universal.
Warner Bros.
HUME.
BENITA: 20th
Century-Fox.
HUNT, MARSHA:
Paramount.
HUNTER, IAN: Warner Bros.
HUNTLEY. G. P. JR.: Universal.
HUSTON, WALTER:
Free lance. Write him at
RKO-Radio.
HUTCHINSON. JOSEPHINE: Warner Bros.
HYAMS, LEILA: Paramount.
JAGGER, DEAN: Paramount.
JARRETT,
ARTHUR:
JASON. SYBIL:
WarnerRKO-Radio.
Bros.
JENKINS. ALLEN: Warner Bros.
JEPSON. HELEN: Paramount.
JEWELL. ISABEL: M-G-M.
JOHNSON, AL:KAY:
RKO-Radio.
JOLSON,
Warner
Bros.

JONES.
ALLAN: Univer.sal.
M-G-M.
JONES, BUCK:
JONES. GORDON:
United Artists.
JORDON,VICTOR:
DOROTHY:
RKO-Radio.
JORY.
Columbia.
JUDGE. ARLINE: 20th Centnry-Fox.
KAAREN. SUZANNE: Republic.
KARLOFF. BORIS: Universal.
KARNS, ROSCOE: Paramount.
KEATON. BUSTER: Fox.
KEATING, FRED: Columbia.
KEELER, RUBY: Warner Bros.
KEENE,
Free lance.
Write him at Paramount.
KEITH, TOM:
ROSALIND:
Paramount.
KELLY, PATSY: M-G-M.
KELLY,
PAUL: 20thC: Century-Fox.
KELLY. WALTER
Paramount.
KELTON.
PERT: RKO-Radio.
KENT, BARBARA:
Columbia.
KENYON.
DORIS: Free lance. Write her at Universal.
KIBBEE. GUY: Warner Bros.
KIEPURA, JAN: Paramount.
KING. WALTER:
Century-Fox.
KNAPT,
EVALYN: 20th
Universal.
KNIGHT,
JUNE:
M-G-M.
KRUGER. OTTO: Columbia.
LALLY, HOWARD: 20th Century-Fox.
LAMONT.
MOLLY: Paramount,
RKO-Radio.
LANDI, ELISSA:
LANGDON, HARRY: Columbia.
LANE, LOLA: Free lance. Write her at Mascot.
LANG.
JUNE: FRANCES:
20th Century-Fox.
LANGFORD,
Walter Wanger.
LA.Artists.
RUE, JACK: Free lance. Write him at United
LAUGHTON, CHARLES: Paramount.
LAUREL, STAN: M-G-M.
LAWRENCE. FRANK:
ROSINA:Universal.
M-G-M.
LAWTON,
LAYE.
EVELYN:
M-G-M.
LEDERER,
LEE,
BILLY:FRANCIS:
Paramount.RKO-Radio.
LEE, DIXIE: 20th Centurv-Fox.
LEE.
RKO-Radio.
LEROY,DOROTHY:
BABY: Paramount.
LEROY, HAL: Warner Bros.
LEYTON.
DRUE: 20th
Century-Fox.
LIGHT, ROBERT:
Warner
Bros.
LIGHTNER,
Columbia. WINNIE: Free lance. Write her at
LINAKER, KAY: Warner Bros.
LINDEN. ERIC:
M-G-M. Warner Bros.
LINDSAY.
MARGARET:
LLOYD, HAROLD: Paramount.
mount. JO"HN: Free lance. Write him at ParaLODGE.
LOMBARD. CAROLE: Paramount.
LORD, PAULINE: Columbia.
LORRE, PETER: Columbia.
LOUISE, ANITA: Warner Bros.
LOVE,
mount. MONTAGU: Free lance. Write him at ParaLOWE, EDMUND: Universal.
LOY, MYRNA:
LUGOSI,
BELA: M-G-M.
Universal.
LUKAS.
PAUL: M-G-M.
LUND. LUCILLE:
Mascot.
LUPINO. IDA: Paramount.
LYON. BEN: Free lance. Write him at 20th CenMacDONALD, JEANETTE: M-G-M.
MACK, HELEN:
MacLANE,
BARTON:RKO-Radio.
Warner Bros.
MacMAHON,
M-G-M.
MacMURRAY. ALINE:
FRED: Paramount.
MALA:
MANNERS,
DAVID: Free lance. Write him at RKORadio. M-G-M.
MANNORS. SHEILA: Columbia.
MARCH. FREDRIC: United Artists.
MARGO: Free lance. Write her at M-G-M.
MARCH,
JOAN: RKO-Radio.
MARSH, MARIAN:
Columbia.
MARSHALL, HERBERT: RKO-Radio.
MARTINI, NINO: 20th Century-Fox.
MARX BROTHERS:
M-G-M.
MAYNARD.
KEN: Columbia.
McCOY. COL. TIM: Columbia.
McCREA. JOEL: Samuel Goldwyn.
McFARLAND,
SPANKY:
McHUGH, FRANK:
WarnerM-G-M.
Bros.
,
McKINNEY, FLORINE: Universal.
McLAGLEN, VICTOR: Free lance. Write him at
20th Century-Fox.
MEIGHAN,
THOMAS: Free lance. Write him at
20th Century-Fox.
MELTON, JAMES:
FRANK: Warner
20th Century-Fox.
MELTON,
Bros.
MENJOU,
ADOLPHE:
MERCER, BERYL: FreeWarner
lance. Bros.
Write her Republic.
MERKEL.
MERMAN, UNA:
ETHEL:M-G-M.
Samuel Goldwyn.
MICHAEL. GERTRUDE: Paramount.
MILJAN. JOHN: Free lance. Write him at Paramount.
MILLAND. RAY: Paramount.
MITCHELL,
FRANK: 20th
Century-Fox.
MITCHELL, GENEVA:
Columbia.
MONTENEGRO,
CONCHITA:
20th Century-Fox.
MONTGOMERY. DOUGLAS: Universal.
MONTGOMERY,
M-G-M.
MOORE, COLLEEN:ROBERT:
MOORE.
RKO-Radio.
DICKIE: Free
lance. Write him at Paramount.
MOORE, GRACE: Columbia.
MOORE, VICTOR: Universal.
MORAN
POLLY, M-G-M.
MORENO, ANTONIO:
20th Century-Fox.
MORGAN. FRANK:
MORGAN,
RALPH: M-G-M.
Free lance, Write him at ReMORGAN. HELEN: Warner Bros.
MORLEY, KAREN: Warner Bros.
public.
MORRIS, CHESTER:
M-G-M.
MORRISON,
MOWBRAY, JOE:
ALAN:Paramount.
Free lance,
Write him at Universal.
MUIR. JEAN: Warner Bros.
MULHALL, JACK: Free lance. Write him at Mascot.
MUNDIN, HERBERT: 20th Century-Fox.
MUNI, PAUL: Warner Bros.
MURPHY, GEORGE: Columbia.
MURPHY,
MAURICE: 20th Century-Fox.
Radio. CONRAD:
NAGEL.
Free lance. Write him at RKONEAGLE, ANNA: United Artists.
NIXON,
Radio. MARIAN: Free lance. Write her at RKONOLAN, LLOYD: Columbia.
NOVARRO, EDWARD:
RAMON: M-G-M.
NUGENT,
Free lance. Write him at UniOAKIE,
20th United
Century-Fox.
versalArtists.
. ■OBERON, JACK:
MERLE:
O'BRIEN, GEORGE: 20th Century-Fox.
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O'BRIEN-MOORE,
ERIN: Free lance. Write her at
RKO-RADIO.
O'BRIEN, PAT: Warner Bros.
OLAND, WARNER: 20tli Century-Fox.
OLIVER, EDNA MAY: M-G-M.
OLSEN. MORONI: RKO-Radio.
O'NEILL, HENRY: Warner Bros.
O'SULLIVAN,
MAUREEN:
M-G-M.
OVERMAN. LYNNE:
Paramount.
OWEN. REGINALD: Free lance. Write Inm at M-G-M.
PALEY, NATALIE: RKO-Radio.
PALLETTE.
Warner Bros.EUGENE: Free lance. Write lum at
PARKER. CECILIA: M-G-M.
PARKER,
M-G-M.
PARRISH, JEAN:
GIGI: Republic.
PATERSON.
PAT:
20th Century-Fox;
PATRICK, GAIL: Paramount.
PENDLETON,
NAT:
M-G-M.
PENNER. JOE: Paramount.
PERRY. JOAN: Columbia.
PICKFORD. MARY: United Artists.
PITTS. ZASU: Ihiiversal.
PONS.
LILY:
RKO-Radio.
POWELL.
DICK:
Warner Bros.
POWELL, ELEANOR: M-G-M.
POWELL, ROGER:
WILLIAM:
M-G-M.
PRYOR.
Universal.
QUALEN.
JOHN:
20th
Century-Fox.
QUIGLEY, JUANITA: Universal.
QUILLAN,
EDDIE: Free lance. Write him at RKORadio.
RAFT. GEORGE: Paramount.
RAINER. LUISE: M-G-M.
RAINS, CLAUDE Warner Bros.
RALPH, JESSIE: RKO-Radio.
RALSTON. ESTHER: Republic.
RAND, SALLY: Paramount.
RATOFF, GREGORY: RKO-Radio.
RAY,
Radio.CHARLES: Free lance. Write him at RKORAYMOND.
GENE:Warner
RKO-Radio.
REED. PHILLIP:
Bros.
REGAN, PHIL: Warner Bros.
RHODES.
ERIK:
RKO-Radio.
RICE. FLORENCE: Columbia.
RICHMAN. HARRY: Columbia.
ROBBINS. BARBARA: RKO-Radio.
ROBERTI. LYDA: Paramount.
ROBERTSON. GUY: Repulilic.
ROBINSON.
BILL: 20th G.:Century-Fox.
ROBINSON. EDWARD
Warner Bros.
ROBSON, MAY: M-G-M.
ROGERS, CHARLES: RKO-Radio.
ROGERS. GINGER: RKO-Radio.
ROLAND, GILBERT: 20th Century-Fox.
ROMERO;
versal. CESAR: Free lance. Write him at UniROONEY, MICKEY: M-G-M.
ROSS. SHIRLEY: M-G-M.
ROULIEN. RAUL:
20th Paramount.
Century-Fox.
RUGGLES,
CHARLES:
RUSSELL.
ROSALIND:
M-G-M.
SABIN. CHARLES: Columbia.
SAVO,
JIMMY: M-G-M.
SCHILDKRAUT.
JOSEPH: Columbia.
SCHUBERT. MARINA: Paramount.
SCOTT, RANDOLPH: Paramount.
SEARLE, JACKIE: 20th Century-Fox.
SELLON, CHARLES: 20th Century-Fox.
SELWYN,
SEWARD. RUTH:
BILLIE: M-G-M.
Columbia.
SHANNON,
PEGGY: Free lance. Write her at Universal.
SHAW, WINIFRED: Warner Bros.
SHEA. GLORIA: Columbia.
SHEARER.
NORMA: X.:
M-G-M.
SHIELDS. FRANCIS
Sam Goldwyn.
SHIRLEY.
ANNE:
RKO-Radio.
SIDNEY. SYLVIA: Walter Wanger.
SKIPWORTH, ALISON: Paramount.
SLEEPER.
M-G-M. Artists.
SMITH. C. MARTHA:
AUBREY: United
SMITH. QUEENIE: Paramount.
SOTHERN, ANN: Columbia.
SPARKS, NED: Warner Bros.
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STANDING, SIR GUY: Paramount.
STANWYCK,
BARBARA: Columbia.
RKO-Radio.
STARRETT, CHARLES:
STELLING,
WILLIAM:
20th
STEN, ANNA: United Artists. Century-Fox.
STEPHENS, HARVEY: M-G-M.
STEPHENSON,
HENRY:Universal.
M-G-M.
STEVENS.
ONSLOW:
STONE. FRED: Paramount.
STONE, GEORGE E.: Warner Bros.
STONE, PAULA: Warner Bros.
STONE.
STUART. LEWIS:
GLORIA:M-G-M.
Universal.
SULLAVAN. MARGARET: Universal.
SUMMERVILLE, SLIM: Universal.
SWANSON. GLORIA:
M-G-M.
SWARTHOUT.
GLADYS:
Paramount.
TALBOT. LYLE: Warner Bros.
TAYLOR. KENT: Paramount.
TAYLOR. ROBERT:
TEASDALE,
VERREE:M-G-M.
Warner Bros.
TEMPLE. SHIRLE.Y: 20th Century-Fox.
THOMAS. FRANKIE: RKO-Radio.
THOMAS. JAMESON: Republic.
TOBIN, GENEVIEVE: Warner Bros.
TOMLIN. PINKY: Universal.
TONE.
TORRENCE,
DAVID: M-G-M.
Free lance. Write him at
M-G-M.FRANCHOT:
TRACY, LEE: Paramount.
TRACY.
M-G-M.
TRAVIS. SPENCER:
JUNE: Warner
Bros.
TREE, DOROTHY: Warner Bros.
TREVOR,
CLAIRE:
20th
TURPIN, BEN: Free lance.Century-Fox.
Write him at Mascot.
TWELVETREES,
20th Century-Fox.
VALLEE, RUDY: HELEN:
Warner Bros.
VELEZ. LUPE:
M-G-M. Republic.
VENABLE,
EVELYN:
VINSON, HELEN, Free lance. Write her at ColumWADSWORTH,
HENRY: M-G-M.
WALBURN, RAYMOND:
Columbia.
WALKER, JUNE: 20th Century-Fox.
WALKER, RAY; Free lance. Write him at 20th Century-Fox.
WALTHALL, H. B.: 20th Century-Fox.
WALTERS, POLLY: Universal.
WALTON, DOUGLAS: Samuel Goldwyn.
WARE, IRENE: Universal.
WATERS, ETHEL: Free lance. Write her Universal.
WAYNE, JOHN: Republic.
WEBB,
CLIFTON:
M-G-M.
WEIDLER,
VIRGINIA:
Paramount.
WEISSMULLER.
JOHNNY:
WELLS. JACQUELINE: FreeM-G-M.
dance. Write her at
Republic,MAE: Paramount.
WEST.
WESTLEY. HELEN: RKO-Radio.
WHEELER.
BERT:Free RKO-Radio.
WHITE.
ALICE:
lance. Write her at Paramount.
WILCOXON, HENRY: Paramount.
WILLIAM. WARREN: Warner Bros.
WILLIAMS, CLARK: Universal.
WILLIAMS.LOIS:
HUGH:
WILSON,
Free 20th
lance.Century-Fox.
Write her at Universal.
WILSON. DOROTHY: Paramount.
WING. PAT: Paramount.
WING, TOBY: Paramount.
WINNINGER, CHARLES: 20th Century-Fox.
WITHERS, GRANT: Universal.
WITHERS,
Centurv-Fox.
WONG. ANNAJANE:
MAY:20thParamount.
WOODS. DONALD: Warner Bros.
WOOLSEY,
RKO-Radio.
WRAY,
FAY:BOB:
Columbia.
WYATT. JANE: Universal.
WYNYARD,
DIANA: M-G-M.
YOUNG. ELIZABETH:
Universal.
YOUNG.
LORETTA:
M-G-M.
YOUNG, POLLY ANN:
Free lance. Write her at
20th Century-Fox.
YOUNG.
ROBERT:
M-G-M.
YOUNG. ROLAND: United Artists.
YOUNG. TAMMANY:
Free lance.
Write him at
Paramount.
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viiih a glamorous South Sea red that's
transparent, pasteless, highly indelible

. . for
lipsNow.
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instead of lipstick! Vibrant, exciting South Sea color . . . luscious andappealinginsteadof "just ^>
red!"
stead ofTransparent
opaque and and
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Softeningin-to ^
lips instead of drying. Tattoo! Put it on
... let it set . . . wipe it off. Only the
color stays. Tattoo your lips! Never
be satisfied with less than the perfection
of
Tattoo.
thrilling
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Listen
hair
2 to 4 shades

June Travis is ready for a dip in the pool at Palm Springs. June
has been featured in many Warner pictures and has done her
best work to date in "Ceiling Zero."
You'll see her soon in "The
Gentleman from Big Bend," with Warren William.

*wtth Shampoo ' rinse
No faded,
BLONDE
is atdull,
her brownish.
best if her Only
hair has
become
the
gleaming,
golden
blondes
are
truly
fascinating. And their secret for radiant, alluring
hair beauty is Blondex. It is a unique combination shampoo and rinse all in one. Use
Blondex today, see how expertly it washes
the dullest, drabbest hair 2 to 4 shades lighter.
After even the first Blondex shampoo-rinse,
your hair will glisten with bright, golden
lights. Get Blondex today. At all good drug
and department stores.
BLONDEX
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House

of

Morgan

{Continued from page 23)
i)ack from his forehead as if there were
nothing more important to be done in
tiie
as of
if she
awareworld,
that just
the die
theirwasn't
entire acutely
future

LITTLE MISS MUFFET
SITS ON A TUFFET . . .
AND SAYS "I WANT NO WHEY!"
I'VE GOT MY TUMS
IF SOUR STOMACH COMES . . .
I'LL EAT MY FILL, TODAY I "
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NEVER
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WHEN"

SO...CARRY...TUMS
PEOPLE everywhere are surprising their
friends by eating foods they have long avoided by carrying a roll of Turns right in their
pocket. Millions have learned this quick, safe
way to eliminate heartburn, sour stomach, gas,
acid indigestion in this pleasant way. TUMS
represent a real scientific advancement. They
contain no harsh alkalies. Instead a remarkable
antacid that never does more than neutralize
stomach acid. No danger of over-alkalizing the
stomach or blood. A roll of TUMS in your pocket
will save many a day for you. They're so economical— only 10c a roll — ask any druggist.
FOR THE TUMMY
TUMS
TUMS ARE
ANTACID . .
NOT A LAXATIVE
Beantiful five-color 1936 Calendar-Thermometer. Also
samples toof A.TumsH. Lewis
and NR.
and
FREE 'I postage
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Dept. stamp
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iSo often illness starts with a croupy cough
or slight throat irritation. Don't delay, rub
chest and throat with Children's Musterole
— good old Musterole in milder form.
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because it's a "counter-irritant"— NOT
just a salve. Its soothing, warming, penetrating benefits usually ease local congestion
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and relief.
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Strong, 40(i each. All druggists. ^^'^
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was about to be cast, and said : "Exactly,
Frank. It's my happiness, too. And I
can't be happy unless you are. So you
see it really is up to you. Fifteen thousand dollars a year ! That's a great deal
of money, isn't it? But I'm not sure
happiness for some people doesn't cost
more
Then,thanherthat."
eyes level with his eyes, she
asked,
to do?"
All of"What
which dois you
one truly
of the want
reasons
why
Frank today says that Alma is responsible
for his success. She believed in him. She
was willing to string along on a little
when she might have had a great deal.
And all of which is also why, taking no
credit away from Alma Morgan — that I say
Frank is the one who should be applauded.
It takes the rarest kind of courage, moral
courage, for a man to take his wife at her
word at such a crucial time.
Not long ago, I lunched with Frank
Morgan in his dressing-room. In an adjoining room, where his valet answered
the telephone and pressed a pair of
striped trousers, there were riding boots
sprawled on the floor and a variety of
cravats hung over the back of a chair.

OUTSIDE, a studio worker was paintdressingstar on Frank's
ing a bright
zations
characteri
The splendid
room door.
he has contributed to pictures like
"Naughty Marietta," "I Live My Life"
and "The Perfect Gentleman," and before
this "The Affairs of Cellini," have for some
time entitled him to one of the handsomest
salary checks any stock player receives
and now he has stardom itself. He did
well to stick to the theatre years ago, you
see, discouraged as he must have been when
those with whom he worked began outshining him.
"However," he said, and in his eyes
there was that same amused tolerance he
shows on the screen, "I've always known
I must work for everything, that success
never
come
quickly
me. I'm
not
one towill
shoot
ahead
like for
a comet,
I must
ingly.
make my own way slowly and painstak"When I first came to Hollywood I had
the same experience. In New York I'd
had hits.
After playing
I'd
become
a fair-sized
name inin 'Topaze'
the theatre.
But out here they said, 'He looks like a
banker !' And I was cast as one banker
after another. In spite of my record, it
never seemed to occur to anyone that I
might be good as anything else. And since
my agent never had seen me on the stage
he hardly was qualified to argue for my
The slow Morgan smile so familiar to
versatility."
movie-goers washed across his face. You
get the feeling that life amuses him always, even when it goes contrary to the
way he would have it go. Which in itself shows a kind of wisdom.
"One day," he said. "I remember I got
a little provoked. I suggested to my
agenta car
thatwithout
a salesman
wouldn't
sell
knowing
what attempt
was underto
the hood and I tried to point out that this
was exactly what he was trying to do with
me. But he only smiled, the way agents
feel they have to smile at actors, and I
kept right on playing bankers for a long
time after that. While I tried to content
myself with the large sums of money they

But to get back to the main story of
Frank and Alma Morgan, there was
another time when Frank was rehearsing
." which promised to be a turnfor
paida meplay
ing point in his career. After the dress
rehearsal he and Alma went out for supper. breads.
They hadChampagne.
a little celebration. Sweet"Frank," she asked over the sparkling
rim of her glass, "just what are you trying to get across there in tlie second act?"
Storm signals went up in his eyes. "What
am I trying to get across in the second
act?" he demanded. "Good Heavens, it
seems to me I make it obvious enough. As
a matter of fact, if ever in my life I did
a good
piece
of work,
I do the
it there."
Telling
about
this row
other day
Frank was amused. "You know how
furious we
get,"on hethesaid,
someone
putsalways
his finger
very "when
thing
about which we ourselves are doubtful.
I'd worked hard on that second act simply
because
down about
insideit.of So,me ofI course,
hadn't
been
any deep
too sure
when Alma questioned me I blew up.
"However," he continued, "for hours
that night I did considerable thinking. I'd
disagreed with Alma and I'd acted darn
unpleasant, but the things she said had
The following evening when the play
opened
Frank
impressed
me." changed his second act performance entirely. The critics raved. And
the play did prove an important milestone
in his career. Consequently, this is another
time when he gives Alma credit. But,
again with praise for Alma for keeping
her perspective and having the courage to
speak her mind, I think Frank deserves a
credit line, too. For not being as set and
stubborn as many men would have been
in his place. For having the good grace
to turn around and change his performance. And, when he came out on the stage
in response to the applause he received,
for making Alma who was in the audience,
such a deep and sweeping bow that waves
of color flooded her face, and her heart
began ever
thumping
a way
few wives'
hearts
thump inonce
their too
wedding
rings
have lost their pristine shine.
IT was here fairly recently that there
was apprehension on the M-G-M lot
about ducer
one thought
of Frank's
it might pictures.
be a goodHisideaproto
junk the film shot and start on something
else. Frank, however, really thought the
picture was amusing and that he was giving a good performance. And, contrary to
the general
belief,themselves,
actors don'tespecially
always believe this about
intelligent actors like Frank Morgan.
"I'll tell you what," Frank said to his
producer, "my wife, as you know, isn't an
actress. And she doesn't know why a
thing isn't good or how it should be
changed. But I've reason to trust her instincts. me run the film we've shot for
her before LetI decide whether or not I want
The producer agreed. That same night
to
call and
quits."
Frank
Alma had dinner in the studio
commissary. Then they went over to the
projection
want years
the truth,"
he
told
her. room.
In over "Itwenty
of marriage she never had given him anything
else and he knew it. But this was important. A great deal depended upon this
"I think it's fun," Alma said when the
picture.
film had been run. "And I think you're
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splendid. And I may as well tell you I
was prepared for the worst. You've taken
this part so seriously, I thought you'd
probably gotten yourself all tied up in
knots and that it showed on the screen. I
was ready to admit you seemed strained
and to suggest it might be a good idea if
you went off on a little tear, loosened up,
andThis
thenwasstarted
all overneeded.
again." He went
all Frank

IN-ABC

to the producer. "Sorry," he said looking
anything but sorry, looking downright
jubilant, "I've bad news for you. I want
to go on with this picture. Alma likes it.
So I believe in it."
finished
the once
picture
and according
it's been
a They
success.
Proving
again,
to Frank, that he wouldn't be where he is
today
if it weren't
for Alma.
She sounds
darn swell,
no doubt
about that.
But I
can count on my thumbs the men I know
who would admit being influenced by what
their wives thought about their affairs. So
I certainly think he deserves honorable
mention here. Besides few actors or artists or writers ever have sense enough
to know that others might have a better
perspective
their work than they themselves couldonhave.
So it goes. Frank says he wouldn't be
where he is today if it weren't for Alma.
And I say Alma wouldn't be where she is
today if it weren't for Frank. And as you
can you
see for
right.allAndof
as
alsoyourself
can seewe're
for both
yourself
this is why over twenty years of happiness have come to the House of Morgan and why, through thick and thin—
which is the only way that counts —
Frank's
success. and Alma's marriage has been a

She

Knows

Wives!

(Coiilinucd from page 52)
any other girl in pictures or out.
"How'd you do it?" I asked Myrna,
when I finally caught up with her.
"Do what?'' she came back at me innocently.
"How do you know so much about
wives ? Where'd you get all this dope that
enables you to inake a girl in one picture one sort of wife and in another
another sort. I could name you half a
dozen actresses (single), who would have
played all those wives alike and another
half dozen (married), who would have
played themselves every time."
"Well, don't name them," Myrna begged
hastily. "I don't want to be a party to
your blasphemies against the art of my fel-

Reacf these thrilling p | W
stories in the April T I ▼
NOVELS
NOW
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"IflowIworkers."
leave you out of my blasphemies,
will you break down and give out about
wives ?" I asked cautiously.
"I don't really know very much about
wives," she answered, and then, rather
hastily, "or about husbands, either. But
here's a thought : Years and years ago
when I was but a tot, there was a perfectly swell actress on the legitimate stage
named Blanche Bates who was playing in
aMiss
show
called
Now,
Bates
had 'Nobody's
never been Widow.'
a widow. When
someone asked her how she played the
part so convincingly, she said that when
she was cast for the role she made her
friends give dinners for her and she saw
to it that at every dinner there was at
least one widow. She made a study of
them. That has always stuck in my mind
because I thought, 'There is a woman who
knows what she's doing. There's no
guess work with her.'
"When I was cast for my first wife —
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teethpains, just
of
drops
a fewfrom
suffers
baby rub
WHEN ingyour
Dr. Hand'sTeetbing Lotion on thesore,
tender, little gums and tbe pain will
be relieved witbin one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is the
prescription of a famous l>aby specialist, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for almost fifty
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doctors and nurses instead of the unsanitary teething ring.
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in 'The Animal Kingdom' — 1 read the
script and my fir.st reaction was 'What a
perfectly horrible person !'
THEN I began looking around among
my married acc|uaintances to see if
there were any who possessed any of the
traits of that girl. 1 hnally found, to my
surprise, that there was one girl who was
not unlike her. What surprised me was
that I had never before thought of this
girl as being particularly cold or selfish.
She just had seemed human with average
faults, good qualities, etc.
"So, I thought that probably this girl
in 'The Animal Kingdom' wasn't as bad
as I had pictured her. She was a girl who

rytt She Saves Money
Slie is a wise woman wlio linows
both stylo and value. She selected
this new spring Fasliion Frock
from the local Fashion Frock
representative in lier town who
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this way
she and
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style centers of the world and
bring tostyle
Fashion
Frocks
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We the
suggest
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had always
had school,
plenty she
of money,
gone
to finishing
had madeshe'd
up
her mind to make a good marriage and
when she made it I don't believe she was
consciously trying to dominate her husband or regulate his life. She was simply
trying to work out her marital problems
according to her idea of the dictates of
good taste. That that might not also have
been her husband's, never occurred to her.
She simply had no imagination and she
was devoid of a sense of humor. That's
how I played her. I simply tried to make
her human.
"In 'Manhattan Melodrama,' I was the
thoughtful,
considerate
type."a breath. In
Myrna paused
and drew
her smart blue outfit, with her hair blowing carelessly about, she looked too kiddish
to be discussing marriage and wives.
"Where did you find the prototype of
that wife?" I inquired.
"Don't use language like that right
after lunch," she instructed me severely.
"That girl had been through the mill, and
I think if it hadn't been for the censors,
we might have discovered there was more
to her past than met the eye.
" 'The Thin Man,' of course, was vastly
different. There was the type of wife
every girl would like to be — or nearly
every one. I suppose there arc girls who
think a 'sense of duty' is more important
and that a man's creature comforts should
be
fare.looked after before his spiritual wel"Anyhow, the girl in that picture had a
swell sense of humor. She and her husband were casual about everything. They
wouldn't, for the world, let anyone see
how much they really cared for each

raved on in her enthusiasm
MYRNA
over "The Thin Man." Personally,
other."
my belief is that, whether she realizes it
or not, her enthusiasm for this part is due
to the fact that Nora more closely approximated the kind of wife she, herself,
would be. She has a cryptic sort of humor and she is, I imagine, the kind of
girl who would never let her emotions play
too near the surface.
was every
wifeshould
rate, that
At any
dream
of what
a wife
be — a man's
swell
looking dish, a wisecracker, a pal, a girl
who never lost her temper, who didn't
jump at
fussing over a AND
ways conclusions
guy. who wasn't al" 'Evelyn Prentice,' " she was saying,
"came right after 'The Thin Man' and it
nearlythebroke
Bill's type
and my
was
neglected
of hearts.
wife. WeEvelyn
had
just built up this marvelous illusion of
marriage as it should be, in the former
picture, and then, in the latter, we had to
turn right around and tear it down. In
this one I was just a patient Griselda who
suffered and suffered, in silence, waiting
for things to get better. I know you've
seen thatwanted
type of
wife. Personally,
I've
always
to strangle
them.
"I shouldn't complain, however, and the
only reason I mention it is because it was
at such variance with the one in 'The Thin

man.' Anyhow, it was another and different type in my long career of wives and
in the end it turned out to be a rather interesting characterization.
".A.S I said before, all you can do with
any of them is to try to make them human. They don't have to be models of
virtue or cleverness if one can just find
some way
what I've
"What
next?" I

to make them live. And that's
tried to do."
kind of a wife are you playing
mocked.

"Well, as you know, the picture is called
'Wife versus Secretary.' I'm the wife,
Jean Harlow the secretary and Bill Powell
is the man in the case. You can see I'll
have my work cut out for me.
"You know," she went on, "I'm terrified
at playing so many wives. They could so
easily become a trial. How to keep playing them and make each one different. I'm
afraid I'll get so after awhile all my wives
will be alike — just as you've seen players
of whom people say, 'Oh, he's always the
"Imagine Air. Powell's calm resignation if I developed into that type of screen
wife and when we were cast in 'Some
Sweet Day' he'd ask me, before starting
the picture, 'Are you going to be the same
same.'
type wife in this as you've been in the last
four something
pictures we've
playedthis
in?oneCan't
you
do
to make
a little
"It would be very humiliating. And, even
as
it is, I've reached the point where I've
different
discovered?' that husbands are just as different in real life as the wives are. I
find myself looking at this man and that,
mentally figuring what kind of a wife
would suit this one and what kind would
suit that one. I also catch myself speculating on the appalling possibility of marrying this man or that one of my acquaintance, wondering if I should have to
change my whole personality in order to
become the type of wife I'd decided would
best suit him — and if I did do that, if the
personality of that wife would fit me!
"You can see," she continued anxiously,
"it's not a question that can be opened and
closed very
casually.
a matter that
quires a great
deal of It's
concentration
andre-I
really haven't time to go into it.
"Oh, yes !" she burst out ecstatically as
I rose to go. "I forgot to tell you, soine
day not too far distant, I return to my first
love. We're going to do the sequel to 'The
"It couldn't possibly be," I jeered, "that
your enthusiasm for that part is occasioned by the fact that it turned out to be
Thin Man.'"
your
box-officepromptly.
success ?""I'd have
"No biggest
!" she answered
loved her if she hadn't made a dime. She
was so matter-of-fact about everything I
didn't need to use gestures. We AngloSaxons like to think of ourselves as being
so casual
about everything
we don't
need
to gesticulate
to expressthat
ourselves
or
emphasize
our meaning."
"How about
your Orientals?" I asked
maliciously.
Those early Oriental parts of hers are
a sore spot with Myrna, but she acted like
a little lady and hid her chagrin. "Quiet,
please. Couldn't you tell from my characterizations that I didn't know anything
"Well, we'll skip the Orientals," I conOrientals?''
ceded,
"but
you sure know all about wives."
about
"We'll
skip
the wives, too," Myrna decided. "This was just a discussion between us. If I'd go on record about wives,
all the wives in the country would be down
on me. How can a_ single girl discuss
wives? Anyhow, I think the wives are all
swell and it's a miracle to me how they
do as good a job as they do, considering
what they not
have the
to put
up with.
It's the
husbands,
wives,
who are
the

problems 1"
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WASH
20

4oz. SIZE 10^
AT LEADING 5c and 10c CHAIN STORES
There's nothing Hke rowing to
keep one's figure in tip top
form, advice
is Joan toBlondell's
the gals. sage

Who
The

is the genius behind Shirley Temple?
answer to this in-

triguing question is disclosed in the May issue
of Modern Screen
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(Continued from page 14)
KATHRYN BARNES. De Soto, Mo.— Alan Baxter
played the role of Babe Wilson in "Mary Burns.
Fugitive." His next picture will t)e "Tliirteen
Hours
Air" and he1040
is under
to Walter
Wangerwood.ByCal.Productions.
N. Lascontract
Palmas,
HollyHENRY WADSWORTH: Heres another whos
gone aKy.,
longwhere
way. he
sincewashe born.
checkedHisoutfather
of Maysville,
was
an attorney and Henry was brought up in a large
house and in well-to-do circumstances. Having
graduated from the University of Kentucky in
Lexington, he later attended the Carnegie Institute
of Technology in Pittsburgh. Henry had always
wanted to be an actor, had earned his college
degree in Drama, and had always been the shining
light of school plays. Leaving Carnegie he went
to New York with his degree, fifty dollars and
high hopes. These hopes were dimmed and he was
forced to play in vaudeville until he landed a jol)
in a Pawtucket. R. I., stock company, where he
was immediately successful in juvenile roles. Then
Broadway offered him the lead in one of its shows.
"Tommy." Since then he has worked constantly.
goMig
Broadway to various stock companies all
over thefromcountry,
from New York to Hollywood and
the movies and back again.
He is S feet 10 inches
tall, weighs 150 pounds and has brown
hair and blue
eyes. He is under contract to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Culver City, Cal., where he recently completed an important role in "The Voice of Bugle
T
recent release
is "Ceiling
Zero."part
LORRAINE
FREEJIAN.
Kensington,
Md.-^-The
of
Pinky
Parker
in "Old
Man biography
Rhythm" appears
was takenin
by
Johnny
Arledge,
whose
tins department.
PRESTON FOSTER: This deserving young man
has been getting the breaks lately, for which hooray i
Born on October 24, 1902, in Ocean City, N. J., he

Are you worrying about your hair,
wondering if it looks its best? Streaky
gray hair is never becoming to any face.
Keep ALL your hair one even, lively,
lustrous, natural, youthful appearing color.
FARR'S FOR GRAY
HAIR
A more dainty modern, perfected preparation for fading hair; cleanly, economically used in hygienic privacy of home.
Costly expert attention not needed. Will
not wash off nor interfere with curling.
$L35. For sale everywhere.
FREE SAMPLE
I BROOKLINE CHEMICAL CO.
M.G .31 j
I 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.
I
j Send in plain wrapping.
I
I Name
.
I Street
I
I City
L
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Free
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I
yea,Over
Doz.300enameled
Price
5J1 50or 25lerling
iGlV^^^rJLMS^^U
^'"S IwmdMcnely
pl.ted.
dori.a
^,%3tM^r^ '^
1or Cold
40 yeari
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Write Slerling
today!
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or
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HOW
RID
OF
— without using

TO

GET

CORNS

pads or knife

SUSPECTCAUSE
OF

BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief Of Pain
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
of their trouble may be tired Icidneys.
kidneys
are one
Nature's
ways
of The
taking
the acids
and of
waste
out of chief
the blood.
If they
don't than
pass 33 pounds
pints a ofdaywaste
and matter,
so get
rid
of more
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may need flushing.
If you have trouble with frequent bladder
passages with scanty amount which often smart
and burn, the 15 miles of kidney tubes may need
flushing out. This danger signal may be the beginning of nagging backache, leg pains, loss of
pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, pufBness under the eyes and dizziness.
Don't wait for serious trouble. Ask your druggist forforDoan's
— They
used give
successfully
by
millions
over 40Pills
years.
happy relief
and will help flush out the 15 miles of kidney
tubes. Get Doan's Pills.

. . . The Ruby Keeler Prize
Menu Contest is in full swing!
Complete contest details appeared in the February and
March issues of Modern
Screen. Here are the prizes
that will be awarded: $1000
in cash prizes, a Crosley
Shelvador Refrigerator, a Crosley Console Radio. 5 H & W
China Dinner Sets, 15 General
Electric Portable Mixers, and
10 Manning-Bowman Toaster
Sets. If you haven't sent in
your entry yet, get busy!

Drop
One
Stops
Pain
Instantly

Just one little drop of FREEZONE on that
aching corn will stop all pain instantly and
for good. Then a few more drops of this safe
liquid and corn gets so loose you can lift it
It's
all!hard
fingers,tocore
your known
off with way
rightquickest
rid of
get and
the
and soft corns and calluses. Get a bottle
from your druggist and try it.
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GETS OLIVE OIL IN HIS POWDER!

YOUR babye will be happier and more
comfortabl with Z. B.T. Baby Powder.
Z.B.T. has the unique advantage of olive
oil, which makes it cling longer, and resist
moisture better. Gentle to tender, touchy
skins, its superior smoothness (what the
doctors call
prevents
in the
creases.
Free "slip")
from zinc
in any chafing
form, Z.B.T.
is approved by Good Housekeeping and
your baby. Large 25c and 50c sizes.

OZIV/J

OIL BABY
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was the son of non-professionals. The family
moved to and
I'itman.
N. itJ.,bywhere
education
paid for
doing heodd completed
jobs such his
as
gardening, selling pianos and working in an ice
house. Finally he became sliipping clerk for the
Victor Talking Machine Company at Camden, N. J.,
where he remained for two years. Possessing a rich
baritone voice
appearing
tainments,hefinallybegan
gave up
his job inandamateur
l>egan enterto do
concert work, later singing over the radio. Then
came an opening in the chorus of the La Scala Opera
Com-pany
which gave
an opjiortunity to in
workPhiladelpliia
up to secondary,
then him
leading
roles
in the Pennsylvania Grand Opera Co. Then a brief
excursion into vaudeville, followed by dramatic roles
in New York stage plays. A Warner Brothers scout
signed him to a contract and he has been in Hollywood ever since. Married to a non-professional, he
loves the outdoors and his hobby is boating. He
keeps in physical condition by punching the bag and
the use of a rowing machine. Preston is 6 feet 2
inches tall, weighs 196 pounds, has brown curly hair
and blue eyes. His most recent picture is "Muss
'Em Up."
his next, Write
"Love him
Beforeat Breakfast,"
with
CaroleandLombard.
the RKORadio Studios, 780 N. Cower St., Hollywood. Cal.
M.S. READER. Baltimore. Md.— You can collect the
bet.
Powell is
Powell's
nor isWilliam
he any relation
to not
him. Dick
Methinks
Bill father,
wouW
be anything but flattered!
ELEANOR POWELL: Do you remember seeing this
dancing
in "George
Scandals"?
Not manydemoness
do, but that
was her White's
first picture.
Her
full name
is
Eleanor
Torrey
Powell
and
nicknamed Ding. Born on November 21, 1913, she's
in Springfield, Mass., Miss Powell attended dancing school
as a ancechild
and made
appearat Atlantic
City her
whenfirst
she professional
was thirteen.
For
several years she alternated l^etween Springfield and
dancing lessons in the winter, and Atlantic City and
professional dancing in the summer. In 1929 she
started to take tap lessons, then began her New
York show.
careerThen
in earnest
withBroadway
"Follow musicals
Tliru." and
her
first
came other
the title of "World's Greatest Feminine Tap
Dancer."
She hasandalways
loved sports,
especially
horseback riding
swimming.
She names
gardenias
as
her
favorite
flow-er,
blue
as
her
color and roast beef and ice cream as her petfavorite
foods.
Miss Powell is unmarried, weighs 122 pounds and
is 5 feet 5!4 inches tall. Her hair is chestnut and
her eyes blue. After "Broadway Melody of 1936"

she returned to New York to apiiear in a musical
show, and her studio is as anxiously awaiting her
return to Hollywood for another picture as the rest
of
us. Culver
Write her
Studios.
City, atCal.the Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer
HILMA TAYLOR. Omaha, Nebr.— Henry Fonda, who
was so a good
"Way"I Down
"The Farmer
Takes
Wife"in and
Dream East."
Too Much."
will be
seen
next
in
"The
Moon's
Our
Home."
His he
leading
lady
will married.
be Margaret Sullavan, to whom
was
fortiierly
ROBERT DONAT: Chalk up another hit for this marvelous male. If you haven't seen "The Ghost Goes
West" you've really missed a treat, and further
proof
that
Donat VIH"
has what
"The
Private LifeMr.
of Henry
was it
his takes.
first picture.
"The Count of Monte Cristo" — which really launched
him
his second,in and
"Thirty-nine
Steps" Enhis
next— towas
Withington,
Manchester,
gland,last.
on MarchBorn
18. 1905,
he gave evidence
of acting
ability at a tender age. 1921 marked his professional
stage debut which was followed by several years
si)ent in stock and repertory theatres touring the
English provinces. Mr. Donat's London success
was
"Knave^and
was auburn
followedhair,
by
many inothers.
He hasQueen,"
brown which
eyes and
stands 6 feet tall and weighs 165 pounds. He is
modest, soft-spoken and has a grand sense of humor,
getting anouncegreat
out of the
way Americans
his namekick
— Doan-at
is correct.
Roast probeef
and American ham and eggs are his favorite foods.
He and his wife have two very young children, John
and Joanna. Right now there are tw9 pictures for
iiim in the offing. They are "Knight Without
Armor" with Merle Oberon, and "Hamlet."
INFORMATION DESK, MODERN SCREEN.
149 Madison Ave.. New York. N. Y.
Please print a brief life story of
in your department.
Name
City

State.
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because it is
easier to clean
The All-Copper,
Sponge-Cushioned
Pot-Cleaner.
I*m the CHORE GIRL
otherwise
things I doknown
— and asdo '■Jenny-on-the-job".
quickly — you hate to Tlie
do.
Day after day I make shiny-bright all the
pots, pans and oven glass. No grease, grime
or oven-burn remain on kitchen-waie when
I'm
on the hotjob.water
No more
keeping
your hands
in greasy,
an extra
half-hour
every
day. And onI bread
and pastry
knock-out.
can make
a woodenboards
floorI'mlooka
like the deck of a battleship in jig-time
I'm
and persafemonth.
on hands,
Betterhardputonmedirtto but
work easy
at lOr
METAL TEXTILE CORP.
Orange, N. J.

BEFORE

"We
hope nowthisto message
bring
for modern
you the
decision
turn, to may
change
to this
powdered starching and ironing compound.
Irons never stick, they don't brown things and
you get no spots or rings as with solid starches.
"We, The
Co., number
276, Keokuk,
Iowa
will Hubinger
send our little
proof packet.
Simply
write for "That Wonderful Way To Hot Starch".

m
HOT STARCH
IN 30 SECONDS
Makes Ironing Easy j
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AFTER

Pitts. Their eyes met, they smiled. They
stopped, shook hands and began talking
about which drug store was best in their
neighborhood.
It is difficult, Claudette says, to know
whether she has actually been introduced
or has just seen the person on the screen.
All stars are movie fans themselves and
the faces of their co-workers are all familiar. Once in New York, Claudette was
in the ladies' room of a smart hotel. Irene
Rich came in. And Claudette couldn't, for
the life of her, remember whether someone had once introduced her to Irene or
whether it was just because the face was
so familiar, the mannerisms and gestures
so well-known that it seemed as if they
were old friends. They looked at each
other, hesitated a moment and then spoke
formally. Each was embarrassed.

AND then there was the time when
Claudette Colbert and Constance Bennett, who had never seen each other off the
screen before,
sat in for
the appointm
same small
doctor's
ents.
anteroom
waiting
Fur
tively, from behind copies of magazines,
they looked at each other. When their
eyes met, each pretended a tremendous interest in her own particular periodical.
And each fervently prayed that the doctor would arrive soon. But he didn't.
Finally Claudette dropped her magazine
and said, "Listen, my name's Colbert and
I work in the movies."
"My name's
seriousness
feignedmight
Connie You
Bennett.
have . heard
of my
father. He was on the stage." And then
they both laughed and were chatting so
intimately when they were called for their
appointments that they kept the doctor
waiting.
But perhaps one of the most amusing of
Claudette's first meetings was one with
Shirley Temple. It happened the night
that Claudette wor» the Motion Picture
Academy award for her performance in
"It Happened One Night." She had, as
you know, not expected to win and was

called at her home just as she was about
to leave for the station to catch the train
for New York. They told her to appear
immediately, so she arrived at the swanky
dinner in a plain brown traveling suit —
the rest of the stars were dressed up to
the eye-brows.
Just as she was rushing in, she was
stopped at the door by a dozen photographers, one of whom deposited Shirley
Temple in her arms. The idea was that
pictures were to be taken of Shirley handing Claudette the trophy. And, naturally,
no one thought to say, "Miss Colbert, Miss
The cameramen took a long time arranging their lights. Shirley was standing
on a table beside Claudette holding the
Temple."
heavy
silver trophy. Finally the child began to cry. "I know, darling," Claudette
said. "You must be tired and I'm sure
you've worked hard all day. But never
mind, they'll be through in a minute and
Shirley "I'm
sniffled. "Oh,
she
can rest." not tired
you said.
being out here. I want
the banquet. I'm afraid

no,all.
it isn't
at
But Ithat,"
hate
to be in there at
I'm missing some-

ONE of the few people that Claudette
met formally was Norma Shearer. It
happened
at a party, the hostess introduced
thing."
them
and left them alone. Each is a great
admirer of the other's work. Each wanted
to tell the other so, but it seemed like
flattery. They started, at last, to talk
about pictures they had recently seen and
Claudette told Norma she thought she
was swell. And Norma told Claudette she
was grand. And that was that.
For a long time Irene Dunne had admired Edna May Oliver as an actress. And
if
she
missed
one Often
of Edna's
sniffs she felta single
cheated.
she screen
asked
the
to runforMiss
films over
and studio
over again
her.Oliver's
They worked
on
the same lot, but had never met.
One day Irene, her maid in tow, was

MODERN
hurrying from the set on which she was
working to her dressing-room. Coming
toward them were Edna May and her
maid. The two maids spoke but the
actresses hesitated. The maids then, seeing their mistresses hesitating, introduced
them to each other. And that was the
beginning of a mutual admiration society !
Another friendship developed from a
real "fan" meeting. Ann Sothern was an
ardent admirer of Joan Bennett. She was
as anxious to meet her as you would be.
. Ann had planned a New York vacation
and had made her reservation on a transcontinental airplane. Then she read in
the paper that Joan Bennett was going to
New York by plane the day before. Ann
changed her reservation so that the time
of departure would coincide with Joan's.
Once in the plane they began to talk and
the friendship grew until in New York
they lived in the same hotel. They are
now almost inseparable.
THE meeting of Mary Brian and June
Collyer, however, was not begun with
mutual admiration. Mary thought that
anyone as pretty as June must be conceited
and Mary loathes self-satisfied people.
They were introduced by the director,
when both worked in a film together. June
asked Mary to lunch, Mary declined. But
a Hollywood studio is a small world and
when Mary walked into the restaurant the
only seat vacant was at June's table. There
was nothing for her to do but to sit down,
embarrassed as she was, but June was so
gracious that Mary was put immediately
at her ease. She began to like June in
spite of herself. They lunched together
regularly during the making of the picture,
became fast friends and when June's baby
was christened Mary was the godmother.
Yes, Hollywood is a small town. By
rights everyone should know everyone else.
Certainly the faces are familiar enough. So
maybe Emily Post should be called in to
write a new book of etiquette with a chapter on "Introductions for the Famous." It
might save a lot of embarrassing situations
in Hollywood. And then again, it might
not.
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"I don't trust women!" he
told her.
Women
were cheats!
Women were chiselers!
Dr. Frank Hare could not
hide the bitterness he felt toward all women.
For five long years Stacia
Babcock had tried in vain to
break down the wall he had
built around his heart. And
then he spoke, at last, of love.
But he did not believe in marriage. Stacia did not argue
with him . . . She knew the
futility of that. But always
she hoped for a miracle of
understanding between herself and the temperamental,
moody man beside her. But
there seemed no sense even
in hoping. Already they were
miles apart, hating each other
while reluctantly loving . . .
each stubbornly clinging to a
different idea of what love
really meant.
Could this girl sacrifice her
ideals, her dreams, to keep
the love of this man? Read
the thrilling novelette, '^'WHY
THE WEDDING RIISG?'' in
the April issue
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for Pertussin
filled prescriptions
in one year.
OVER
a millionwere
doctors'
This estimate is based on the Prescription
Ingredient Survey issued by the American
Pharmaceutical Assn.
usually
because
When you
cough, tiny
it's
moisture glands in throat
and bronchial tubes have
cloggedtiousorphlegm
dried.
Infeccollects,
irritates— you cough.
Pertussin stimulates
these glands to pour out
natural moisture freely.
Sticky phlegm loosens
and is easily raised.
Get a bottle. All druggists.
PERTUSSIN
"MOIST-THROAT" METHOD OF
COUGH

RELIEF

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
Seeck & Kade, Inc., 440 Wasliington St., N. Y. C.
I want a Free trial bottle of Pertussin — quick!
Name
—

"She Knew Her When" and
the writer tells all about Grace
Moore in the May issue of
Modern Screen

rAe.e.GRAYHAIR
Remedy is Made ah Home
You can now make at home a better gray hair remedy
than you can buy, by following this simple recipe:
To half pint of water add one ounce bay rum, a small
box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of
glycerine. Any druggist can put this up or you can
mix it yourself at very little cost.
Apply to the hair twice a week until
the desired shade is obtained.
Barbo imparts color to stteaked,
faded or gray hair, makes it
soft and glossy and takes years
off your looks. It will not
color the scalp, is not sticky or
greasy and does noc lub off.

Flavorful.,

delicious

Johnny Arledge and Louise
Latimer provide the romantic
interest in "Thorobreds
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''Yes,MadamNOT ONLY THAT,
THEY GIVE ADDED
PROTECTION, AND
ARE SO CONVENIENT
AND

DEPENDABLE."

iPfOnouHced PAR-T-O-JEN)
•TABLETS
•
and commonsense recSOUND reasoning
ommend the form, the convenience,
and the dependahility of PAR-I-O-GEN
Tablets, features which are often so difficult adequately to describe.
They are neatly packaged in tubes almost as small as the daintiest fountain
pen, each tube containing twelve tablets,
and may be conveniently carried in one's
purse or hand-bag, for use while traveling
or at home.
A tablet dissolves in a few moments and
the solution thus formed has been found
by thousands to be entirely adequate and
dependable without the use of water or
other accessories.
PAR-I-O-GEN Tablets are non-caustic,
stainless, greaseless. They provide an effective deodorant although practically odorless. It is a long-acknowledged fact that
they offer the practical, commonsense
answer to tho iiroblem of

FEMININE

HyGIENE

The Price of the Regular Sire
Tube of ?2 Tab/efs Is $7.00
FREE OFFER: If you can find a Druggist
who does not have PAR-I-O-GEN Tablets when
you ask for them, send us his name and address
and we'll send you a trial package FREE.
Simply address:
AMERICAN DRUG & CHEMSCAL CO.
Dept. 104, 420 S. Sixth Street
Minneapolis, Minn.
_
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Accountant
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and C. P.OnlyA.'s14.000
earn Certified
$3,000 to Public
$16 000Accounta year.
Thousands
of firms
need
ants in the U.S.
train them.
youaccounting
thoroly atpositions.
home in spare
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for C. P. A.
examinations
or Weexecutive
Previous
unnecessary.
Personalof training
under Institute
supervisionof ofAccountants.
staff of C. P.Write
A.'s,
including
members
the American
for free book. "Accountancy, the Profession that Pays."
LaSalle Extension University, Oept.4318H,Chicago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,3S0 C. P. A.'s
Here's

How
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DON'Tdespairifmad-/'^v^- jt
dening itch has
de--'salves
^ -and kept you in
fied old-fashioned
lotions,
squirming torture. A treatment has been discovered that itch sufferers call "a blessing from
heaven."
known asAmazing
Hydrosal;
vitally
new,
different inIt'sprinciple.
relief
for angry
rashes, eczema, athlete's foot, itchy pimples,
poison ivy. Itching stops in record time. Smarting and burning disappear. Promotes natural
healing. Get Hydrosal from your druggist today.
Liquid or Ointment, 30 cent or 60 cent sizes.
Hydrosal
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{Cunl'niucd jium page 49)
There's an interesting tale — well, anyway,
we like it— connected with Paramount's "13
Hours by Air," which has to do with transcontinental air travel. The Fred MacMurrayJoan Bennett opus was purchased a couple
of years ago under the title of "21 Hours by
Air." Air transportation has speeded up so
in the past year that the story, while lying
on the shelf, underwent two title changes,
"18 Hours by Air" to "14 Hours by Air."
Right now it's down to 13, so if a picture
arrives in your neighborhood entitled "10
Minutes by Air," you can tell your friends
you knew it when.
And now Warners are about to remake
"Main Street." If it turns out well you
can thank director Archie Mayo, who
has been hounding the producers for
months insisting they re-shoot the Sinclair
Lewis classic. The Warner Brothers
finally relented, but they compromised
with Mr. Mayo. They're going to let him
make the picture, but he has to call it "I
Married a Doctor."
No one has ever questioned the diplomacy
of the Japanese, and Joan Crawford probably never will. Recently her gardener
asked her out to the Tone garden to show
her some of his handiwork. Mrs. T. noted
with pleasure a large "JOAN" spelled out
in parsley. In the next bed, and also in
parsley, the tactful gardner had spelled out
"MINA," the name of Joan's cook. "You
like it?" beamed the gardener. "I made it
for the two ladies of the house."
While Shirley Temple may be the sweetheart of 20th Century-Fox, anyone around
the lotberwill
tell youisthat
studio's NumOne siren
Janethe Withers.
The
present object of her attentions is Paul
Kelly, and she won him by an insidious
campaign which began with clipping news
items about Kelly and presenting them to
him. Next she inquired about his attitude
toward Shirley. When she found out he
admired her rival, Jane immediately went
into "The Good Ship Lollypop," doing a
swell impersonation of Shirley, which
cinched matters for her. Now, whenever
the Kelly attentions waver, Jane merely
goes into a Temple routine.
Perhaps the most interesting production of
the moment is "Princess Charming," mainly
because everyone is sitting around waiting
for an explosion of some sort. Josef von
Sternberg, who is not the most placid guy in
town, is directing, and his stars are Grace
Moore and Franchot Tone. Miss Moore is no
blushing violet when it comes to standing
up for her rights in a picture, all of which
has everyone on the set keeping their fingers
crossed, for when the blow-up arrives they're
wagering you can hear it all the way to
Pasadena.
We're still puzzling about the Jessie
Matthews situation. The charming English gal, a British stage and screen favorite, was signed several months ago by
M-G-M to co-star in a musical with Bob
Montgomery. After the release of her latest picture, "First a Girl," in which she
received many nice adjectives from the
critics, M-G-M bought off her contract
and will substitute Eleanor Powell in the
-forthcoming musical. It'll be nice to see

the Powell lass once more, but it also
would have been nice to get a first-hand
look at England's best-looking screen
star.
■
■ ■
Things were pretty tense on the Warner lot for a while, too. Out there they're
making a screen version of "The Green
Pastures," and the cast, of course, is
colored. On the next set another group
of colored performers were doing a musical number called "Save Me, Sister" for
Al Jolson's "The Singing Kid." The
"Green Pastures" contingent would have
nothing at all to do with their colored
brethren on the next set. The air of
mystery was finally cleared up by Rex
Ingram, who plays De Lawd in "The
Green Pastures." "Over there," he said,
"they're doing just exactly what we're
preaching against in our picture."
There is also quite a bit of dissension and
looking askance among the members of the
cast of "The Green Pastures." During the
making of the Heaven scenes, the older
actors, who are angels in the production,
looked with disdain on the younger element,
which devoted its between-scenes moments
to truckin' and various other forms of Harlem
hot-stepping.
angels feel that truckin'
has no place inTheHeaven.
One of the longest single speeches in
pictures was delivered by Douglas Dumbrille for a scene in "Opera Hat." The
speech was a 7S0-word number which
consumes three minutes of the film. A
3-minute speech is not unusual on the
stage,
picture's
it'sonsomething
record —butso in
much
so that
each takeofthea
extras on the sidelines laid bets with each
other as to whether or not Dumbrille
would go through it with no errors.
Naturally, the scene was shot several
times Ijefore it was satisfactory. By our
watch the speech was recorded for posterity in 45 minutes.
There was a surprised gang of cowboys
on the "Sutter's Gold" location trip recently,
and it's all because of Binnie Barnes. Every
day during production Binnie saddled a
horse and enjoyed a short ride around the
lot. One morning one of the cowboys in the
picture tried, as a gag, to lasso her, but he
missed. Binnie borrowed his rope, and proceeded to give the boys a neat demonstration of trick and fancy twirling, much to their
amazement.
What her
they professional
didn't knowcareer
was
that
Binnie started
on the vaudeville stage in Australia as a
fancy roper, and she still knows a trick
or two.
■
■ ■
Perhaps this isn't amusing, but it seemed
funny to us at the moment. Watching a
picture in production at Universal, we
noticed, sitting in a canvas-backed chair,
a large Indian squaw, smoking a pipe and
waiting her turn to go on. On the back
of the chair was the hand-lettered inscription: CAROLE LOA'IBARD.
The long-anticipated Astaire twins turned
out to be one small boy, weighing somewhere in the vicinity of seven pounds. Fred
didn't appear downcast at the solo performance and his wife, the former Phyllis
Potter, has two sons now, anyway, one by
her former marriage. (Cont'd on page 120)
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our guarantee, enable you to buy with complete confidence the
products you see advertised in this issue of MODERN
SCREEN.
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STOPPED
IN
ONE MINUTE
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other skin afflictions? For quick and happy relief, use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. Prescription. 40 years
world-wide success. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless — dries fast.
Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c trial
bottle, at any drug stores, proves it — or money back.
D«D*D*
PA£Ac\Zj9:tic>w

AER° POLISH works modern magic on your
furniture just as its famous companion item
AERoWAX has vrorked magic on millions of
floors. AERO POLISH renews original beauty
and lustre. Works fast — cleans and polishes
instantly. Other
promise
AERo
POLISH polishes
acts! Backed
by a —positive
—
money-back guarantee ! AERo
BBm
POLISH is also a companion product to AER°MIX. the safe paint
"
cleaner — and AEROMOPS. Try
AERo POLISH.
anteed or priceSatisfaction
refunded.guarAt
dealers' everywhere.

POLISH
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The younger set at the Biltmore
Bowl — Grace Durkin, Dick
Cromwell, Phil Reed and Anita
Louise — have
a grand time.

Irene Hervey, minus Bob Taylor, at the Club Seville. Her
escort is Allan Jones, handsome baritone.

Boris Karloff and Buck Jones, who deal in
cold-and-red-blooded screen characters exclusively, aren't that way at all at home.
In fact, the Joneses and the Karlolfs are in
the midst of a friendly rivalry over guess
what? Well, if you must know, it's roses.
They both grow strange and exotic types of
Howers, and when one of them comes
through with a new one it's immediately
called to the other's attention. Can't you
picture Frankenstein's monster out in his
garden tenderly nursing a rose, and hoping
against hope that he's keeping up with the
loneses?

Anita most of the stars spent their spare
time hanging on the rail and betting on
favorites. Everyone had his special system of picking winners, but our favorite
is Arline Judge's. Arline merely counted
the letters in the day of the week it happened to be, and played the horse whose
number
win a
bet that corresponded.
way all season,Shebutdidn't
the system
pleased her highly.

Loud Cheers Department : Kay Francis, regarded by many as cold and rather
haughty, can be credited with one of the
nicest deeds that has come to our attention in some time. It seems that several
months ago Ruth Jones, secretary to the
liead of the publicity department at Kay's
studio, was severely injured in an automobile accident. As a result, she spent
considerable time in a hospital in San
Bernardino, some distance from Hollywood. Without fanfare or publicity (up
till now) the lovely Kay has paid a good
share of the hospital bills, and she and
Delmar Daves
constant
visitors.have been Miss Jones' most

All is now serene in the Warren William
menage, but 'twas not always so. The W.'s,
as you may have noted from the pictures,
have a bar, the walls of which are decorated with the features of two quizzicallooking monkeys. The trouble all started
when Warren purchased a pair of real
simians. The flesh-and-blood pair were puzzled by their inanimate brethren on the wall.
Finally they took to jumping at them, trying
to stir up a little action, but the only result
was that the wall took a terrible beating.
To keep his home intact Warren was forced
to get rid of half of his collection, and the
live pair were sent into exile.

During
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at Santa

Lew Ayres, Phyllis Frazer, Ben
Alexander and Ginger Rogers.
Ginger went East recently with
her mother.

Do you want a letter from Bing Crosby?
It's easy; just pan him. It's true, for
Bing is a very conscientious guy, and
handles his fan mail more carefully than
any other star in Hollywood. A request for
a picture always brings one, and a letter
of praise, of which there are many, brings
a nice form letter of appreciation. Comes
one of the rare letters which denounce him,
and Bing sits himself down and delivers a
personal reply, hoping thus to straighten out
any dislike the letter writer might have.
Bing is to be admired for his industry, so
please don't pan him unless you mean it.

a group of friends — Ben Alexander, Paula Stone, Cecilia
Parker, Phyllis Frazer and
Anne Shirley.

We spent a pleasant hour beside a .,,
swamp load of crocodiles recently, watching Wallace Beery and John Boles do a
scene for "A Message to Garcia." John
and Wally are escaping from something or
other, and in order to make their getaway they must cross the swamp. Before
going on, it might be well to inform you
that the largest and most menacing of
the reptiles is a studio concoction of rubber, but the smaller amphibians surrounding it are the real thing, in charge of a
crocodile trainer (swell profession!). On
the second take Mr. Boles, an agile crocodile-dodger, crossed successfully, but
Wally, perched on a rock in the middle
of the swamp, slipped backward and
stepped squarely on the head of one of
them, who resented it enough to take a
vicious snap at the Beery foot. Wally
calmly kicked back at the crocodile and
marched indignantly across the swamp to
safety. There is no moral to this tale,
except that if any crocodiles are reading
it, let them be warned not to snap at
Mr. B.

Jan Kiepura and Marta Eggerth
hold hands
at the Pickford
affair. Devoted obviously, they
still deny marriage.

Mary

Blackford surrounded

by
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"A $1.25 VALUE"
"I shopped several leading department stores in New Yoikand
Philadelphia and found similar
trays selling at $1.25 to Sl.50—
Rogers,
in Frances
no case less
than $1.25."
Research Investigator
145 95th St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
January 3, 1936

"A smartservingtray ofa thousand
uses," says Jonel Jorgulesco, famous New York
designer,
"perfect
for tomato
cocktails
. . . for
little
cakes, sandwiches, bread ... for
cream and
on one's
dresser.
The sugar
design...andor weight
are
excellent."
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MAGIC

COOKING:

Magic! Just 2 ingredients!
COCONUT

MACAROONS

Vi cup Eagle
ened Brand
CondensedSweetMilk
2 cups shredded coconut

Mix Eagle Brand Sweetened
Condensed Milk and shredded
coconut together. Drop by
spoonfuls on buttered baking sheet about 1 inch apart.
Bake in moderate oven (350° F.) 10 minutes or until a
delicate brown. Remove from pan at once. Makes 24,

ONLY— ACT

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
To everyone
who takesto advantage of this opportunity
secure
the $1.25 chiomium-plated setving
tray
we
make
this
guarantee:
If, within two weeks after buying
this tray, you are not entirely satisfied, you may return the tray in
good
to us.and
will
refundcondition
you the full
25(4 youwe paid
for it. The Borden Company

NOW!

Tray
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And

the labels from

(2)

cans of Eagle Brand
Sweetened

IMPORTANT: This offer is made
solely to acquaint you with the
amazing magic pies, frostings,
puddings, cookies and candies
that you can make in entirely
new magic short-cut ways with
Eagle Brand.tonishingly
You'll
findon anevery
asOT^?^/Vrecipe
Eagle Brand wrapper and label.
And at the left are two magic

Condensed

Milk

Milk labels*,
if you'll that
act
at once. densed
Please
understand
this tray is in highly polished
chromium plating — on adurable
nickel-plated steel base. This
amazing offer holds good for a
limited time only. Use coupon
at the lower right.

recipes you'll use again and
Save $1.00 by
again!

Free Cook Book
Along with the tray you get a
whole cook book of magic
cookies,
recipes —pies,
for

prompt action!
delay. You can have the
Serving Tray pictured
for only 25c and two
Brand Sweetened Con-

dies, frostings,
salad
dressings
canpuddings,
and delicious
ice creams.

Don't
$1.25
above
Eagle

ACT
Magic! Made in 5 minutes! Failure-proof!
CHOCOLATE FROSTING

AT

ONCE!

The Borden Company, Dept. MM-46
2901 E. Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Enclosed are two (2) Eagle Brand labels and 25c,
in coin, for which please send me the chromiumplated tray of verified $1.25 value with money-back
guaranree as specified in your advertisement. Also
please send your free Magic cook book.
If you live in Canada, send two Eagle Brand labels
and
50c toOnt.
The Borden Co., Ltd., Yardley House,
Toronto,

2 squares unsweetened
chocolate
VA cups ( 1 can) Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk
1 tablespoon water

Melt chocolate in top of
double boiler. Add Eagle
Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk, stir over boiling water 5 minutes until it
thickens. Add water. Cool. Spread on cold cake (bought
or home-made). Makes enough frosting to cover tops
and sides of 2 (9-inch) layers, or top and sides of loaf
cake generously, or about 24 cup cakes.

two
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inner Eagle
Brandofferlabel,is not
the loose, outer wrapper.
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ROMANCE

SPARKLING, LAUGHING EYES . . . eyes that say more than words can ever
express . . . are the eyes that fascinate men, that invite romance.

^40
new

Now, every girl can have eyes that sparkle . . . eyes that radiate life and beauty. Just
a touch of the new WiNX Creamy Mascara to the lashes and instantly they appear
darker, longer, and more lustrous. It works wonders — brings out the natural
beauty and charm of your eyes — enlivens your whole appearance.
Try this new WiNX Creamy Mascara today. It comes in a dainty, convenient tube,
complete with brush for applying. Always ready for use anytime, anywhere — no
water — no bother — no fuss. You'll like, too, the way its emollient oils keep your
lashes luxuriantly soft and natural-looking at all times. In four colors — black,
brown, blue, and green — and of course each is harmless, non-smarting, smudgeproof and water-proof.
Your local drug and department stores carry WiNX in the economical large
size. You can also obtain the new Winx Creamy Mascara, as well as the complete line of Winx Eye Beautifiers, in Introductory Sizes at all 10^ stores.
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HUSBAHD
HER
BROUGHT
ONE DAY SHE ASKED MY ADVICE. I TOLD HER ID
A YOUNG MARRIED COUPLE MOVED INTO THE SECOND
FLOOR OF OUR HOUSE. ALTHOUGH THE YOUNG WOMAN IS
NOTICED
FAULT,"
B.O.'; LONG TO
BEFORE,
BUT FELT
I WAS TOOHERMUCH
A STRANGER
MENTION
IT
LIVELY AND ATTRACTIVE, SHE HAD FEW FRIENDS. ALSO
HER HUSBAND WAS HOME AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE.

1/1 'O)isVkM0

ICE M0mi(sS

SINCE THEN SHE HAS
BEEN USING LIFEBUOY
AND IT HAS CHANGED HER
WHOLE LIFE

NOW HER HUSBAND TAKES HER OUT EVERY
TIME HE GOES AND THEY HAVE HEAPS
MORE COMPANY. SHE OFTEN THANKS ME
FOR BRINGING HER HUSBAND BACK

Warnings

by the thousands

from allallparts
sorts
of people,
FROM
of the
country,
letters pour in. Like the one
illustrated, every one is a. tn/e experience— a warning to heivare of " B. 0. " (body
odor).' Bathe regularly with Lifebuoy! Its abundant lather purifies,
For lovelier
skin stops
. . . "B. O."
Lifebuoy cleanses deeply,
gently.
"Patch"
tests onof
the skins
of hundreds
women show it is more
than 20% milder than
many so-called "beauty
soaps.
Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau
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GREASELESS

YOU CAN WIPE THAT PLATE FOR
AN HOUR— AND THE GREASE
WILL STILL CLING TO IT

1 KNOW... I CAN
NEVER SEEN/1 TO
GET RID OF THE
GREASY FILM ON
DISHES AFTER
WASH THEM

USE

RINSO.

ITS RICH

VANISH.

DISHES

COME

IS MARVELOUS

AND JUST FEEL HOW GREASY THE
DISHWATER IS. UGH! HOW
HATE DISHWASHING ! AND
HOW IT RUINS
m HANDS

SUDS

CLEAN

ABSORB
WITHOUT

THE

GREASE...

A TRACE

OF

MAKE

GREASE.

IT
AND

RINSO

FOR THE WEEK'S WASH, TOO. IT'S ALL I USE BECAUSE
Rinso alone, without the aid of bar soaps,
saves me lots of money. Rinso is all I ever
use for the dishes, woodwork, basins and
chips or powders, gives a tubful of rich suds
that soak clothes whiter without scrubbing
floors. It saves time and work all through
the house. Rinso is recommended by the
or boiling. Even grimy edges come clean
makers of 33 famous washers for safety and
with a little gentle rubbing between the finfor whiter, brighter
gers. And the dirt doesn't "settle back" because
clothes. It is tested
Rinso suds have "lifting power." The dirt is and app roved by
Good Housekeeping
held in suspension. Of course this safe "soakand-rinse" method is not only easy on me
Institute.
— it's easy on the clothes; that means Rinso
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To the famed producer Irving Thalberg go the honors for bringing to the screen,
with tenderness and reverence, William Shakespeare's imperishable love story. The
director is George Cukor. A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE.

Rating

MOVIERating
SCREEN
Rating
General
General
Picture and Producer

MODERN
Picture and Producer

Mur

Accent on youth (Paramount)
Ah, Wilderness (M-G-M)
Alias Bulldog Drummond (GB)
Alias Mary Dow (Universal)
Alibi Ike (Warners)
Alice Adams (RKO)
Anna Karenina (M-G-M)
Annapolis Farewell (Paramount)
Annie Oakley (RKO)
Anything Goes (Paramount)
The Ariionian (RKO)
Bad Boy (20th Century-Fox)
Barbary Coast (United Artists)
Becky Sharp (RKO)
The Bishop Misbehaves (M-G-M)
Black Fury (First National)
Black Sheep (Fox)
The Bohemian Girl (M-G-M)
Break o( Hearts (RKO)
Brewster's Millions (United Artists)
The Bride Comes Home (Paramount)
Bright Lights (First National)
Broadway Hostess (First National)
Broadway Melody of 1936 (M-G-M)
Call of the Wild (20th Century)
The Calling of Dan Matthews (Columbia)
Captain Blood (Warners)
Cardinal Richelieu (United Artists)
Case of the Curious Bride (First National)
The Cose of the Lucky Legs (First National)
Ceiling Zero (Warners)
Charlie Chon in Egypt (Fox)
Charlie Chan in Shanghai (20lh Century-fox)
Charlie Chan's Secret (20th Century-Fox)
Chatterbox (RKO)
China Seas (M-G-M)
Clive of India (20th Century)
Collegiate (Paramount)
Coronado (Paramount)
Crime and Punishment (Columbia)
The Crime of Dr. Crespi (John H. Auer)
The Crusades (Paramount)
Curly Top (Fox)
Dangerous (Warners)
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
Dante's Inferno (Fox)
The Dark Angel (Sam Goldwyn)
The Daring Young Man (Fox)
David Copperfield (M-G-M)
Diamond Jim (Universal)
Don't Bet on Blondes (Warners)
Don't Gamble with Love (Cclumbia)
Don't Gel Personal (Universal)
Doubting Thomas (Fox)
Dr. Socrale: (Warners)
East of Java (Universal)
Escapade (M-G-M)
Escape Me Never (United Artists)
Every Night at Eight (Paramount)
Exclusive Story (M-G-M)
Fang and Claw (RKO)
The Farmer Takes a Wife (Fox)
A Feather in Her Hat (Columbia)
First a Girl (GB)
The Flame Within (M-G-M)
Follow the Fleet (RKO)
Freshman Love (Warners)
Frisco Kid (Warners)
Front Poge Woman (Warners)
The Garden Murder Case (M-G-M)
The Gay Deception (20th Century-Fox)
The Ghost Goes West (United Artists)
Ginger (Fox)
The Girl Friend (Columbia)
The Girl from 10th Ave. (First National)
The Glass Key (Paramount)
Goin' to Town (Paramount)
Goose and the Gander (First National)
Grand Exit (Columbia)

an

deMr

3-^
4*
2*
2*
3*
4*
4*
2V2 *
4*
3*3*
2*
3*
3*
3*
4*
2*
2V2*
3*
2*
3-*
3*
1*
4*
3*
1*
4*
4*
3*
2*
4*
3*
2*
2*
2*
4*
4*
2 J-^ +
1*
3^^
2*
4-*3^
V/^-k
2*
2*
4*
2*
5*
3*
2*
1 Vi*
1*
3*
2*
2*
3*
3*
2*
2V2 ★
2*
3*
2*
2V2 ★
2*
4*
2*
3 Ik3*
2V2 ★
3*
4*
3*
1★
2*
3*
3-*
2 Ik1*

ihe Great Impersonation (Universal)
2*
Hands Across the Table (Paramount)
3^
Harmony Lane (Mascot)
2*
Here Comes Cookie (Paramount)
3-^
Here Comes the Band (M-G-M)
1*
Here's to Romance (20th Century-Fox)
2-*^
Hold 'Em Yale (Paramount)
3-*
Hooray for Love (RKO)
2 ■*I Dream Too Much (RKO)
3*
I Found Stella Parish (Warners)
2*
II you Could Only Cook (Columbia)
4-*
I Live for Love (Warners)
2*
I Live My Life (M-G-M)
2-*The Informer (RKO)
4-*^
In Old Kentucky (20lh Century-Fox)
3*
In Person (RKO)
2*
The Invisible Ray (Universal)
IV2*
The Irish in Us (First National)
3-*
It Had to Happen (20th Century-Fox)
2-*
It Happened in New York (Universal)
3-k
It's in the Air (M-G-M)
2*
Jalna (RKO)
3-*Java Head (First Division)
i-k
King of Burlesque (20th Century-Fox) 3V2-*King of the Damned (GB)
I'A*
King Solomon of Broadway (Universal)
1^
Laddie (RKO)
3-AThe Lady Consents (RKO)
2*
Lady of Secrets (Columbia)
1 -ALady Tubbs (Universal)
2★
The Last Doys of Pompeii (RKO)
4*
Last of the Pagans (M-G-M)
2★
The Last Outpost (Paramount)
2^
The Leavenworth Case (Republic)
2^
Let 'Em Have !l (United Ariists)
3★
Let's Live Tonight .(Columbia)
2*
Life Begins at Forty (Fox)
4-^
Little Big Shot (Warners)
2*
The Little Colonel (Fox)
3*
The Littlest Rebel (20lh Century-Fox)
3*
The Lone Wolf Returns (Columbia)
2-*Love Me Forever (Columbia)
4*
Loves of a Dictator (GB)
3★
Mad Love (M-G-M)
2-*Manhatlan Moon 'i(Universal)
1 it
Man Hunt (Warners)
2-AMan of Iron (Warners)
1 ■*
The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo
(20th Century-Fox)
2y2*
Mary Burns, Fugitive (Paramount)
3-*^
Magnificent Obsession (Universal) 2y2-*
The Melody Lingers On (United Ariists)
2-AMen of Tomorrow (London Films)
1
Men Without Names (Paramount)
3^r
Metropolitan (20th Century-Fox)
A-k
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warners)
Sir
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
1 IkMississippi (Paramount)
3*
Miss Pacific Fleet (Warners)
1V2-*
Mr. Cohen Takes a Walk (Warners)
2V2*
Mister Hobo (GB)
2-*Modern Times (United Ariists)
4ir
The Morals of Marcus (GB)
1*
Murder in the Fleet (M-G-M)
2-*
The Murder of Dr. Harrigan (Flr:l National)
2
The Music Goes 'Round (Columbia)
2-*^
Music is Magic (20lh Cenlury-Fox)
1'/2*
Muss 'Em Up (RKO)
2-*
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M)
4*
Naughty Marietta (M-G-M)
4-*Navy Wife (20lh . Century-Fox)
2*
New Adventures of Tarzan (Republic)
1
Next Time We Love (Universal)
3ir
A Night at the Opera (M-G-M)
4-*A Night at the Ritz (Warners)
2★
No More Ladies (M-G-M)
3-*
Oil for Ihe Lamps of China (Firsl National)
Air
Old Curiosity Shop (BIP)
2V2-*

SCOREBOARD
General
Picture and Producer
$1000 a Minute (Republic)
2*
One Way Ticket (Columbia)
2V2 *
Orchids to You (Fox)
2-*
Our Little Girl (Fox)
2*
Paddy O'Doy (20th Century-Fox) IVi*
Page Miss Glory (Warners)
3*
Paris in Spring (Paramount)
3*
The People's Enemy (RKO)
2*
People Will Talk (Paramount)
2'*The Perfect Gentleman (M-G-M)
2-*
Personal Maid's Secret (Warners)
Sir
Peler Ibbelson (Paramount).
3
The Petrified Forest (Warners)
4-*
Prisoner of Shark Island (20th Century-Fcx) 3V2-*Professional Soldier (20lh Century-Fox)
3^^
Public Hero No. 1 (M-G-M)
3*
The Public Menace (Columbia)
Mr
The Rainmakers (RKO)
1★
The Raven (Universal)
2-^
Red Salute (Reliance-United Ariists)
2-*^
Remember Last Night? (Universal)
2-*
Rendezvous (M-G-M)
,
3-*
The Return of Peter Grimm (RKO)
3*
Rhodes, the Diamond Master (GB)
3ir
Riffraff (M-G-M)
2V2*
Road Gang (Warners)
2y2*
Roberta (RKO)
5-*Rose Marie (M-G-M)
4*
Rose of the Rancho (Paramount)
Sir
Scrooge (Hagen-Twickenham)
2V2-*
Seven Keys to Baldpate (RKO)
2-*
Shanghai (Paramount)
2^
She (RKO)
2*
She Couldn't Take It (Columbia)
2V2-*She Married Her Boss (Columbia)
Air
Shipmates Forever (Firsl National)
3-^
A Shot in Ihe Dark (Chesterfield)
2*
Show Them No Mercy (20lh Cenlury-Fox)
3-ASilk Hal Kid (Fox)
1 ■*Smart Girl (Paramount)
2^Soak the Rich (Paramount)
2V2*So Red the Rose (Paramount)
3-*
Special Agent (Warners)
2*
Splendor (Samuel Goldwyn)
2-*
Slar of Midnight (M-G-M)
3*
Stars Over Broadway (Warners)
3*
Steamboat Round Ihe Bend (Fox)
3^
The Story of Louis Pasteur (Warners)
Air
Strike Me Pink (Samuel Goldwyn)
3-^
Sylvia Scarlett (RKO)
2V2*
A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)
5*
Thanks a Million (20lh Cenlury-Fox) 3V2';^
The 39 Steps (GB)
4-*
This is Ihe Life (20lh Cenlury-Fox)
Sir
Three Kids and a Queen (Universal)
Or
Three Live Ghosts (M-G-M)
2*
The Three Musketeers (RKO)
3*
Thunder in Ihe Night (Fox)
2*
To Beat Ihe Band (RKO)
2*
Too Tough to Kill (Columbia)
t ir
Top Hal (RKO)
4-*
The Trail of Ihe Lonesome Pine (Paramount). .. .2V2-*^
Transatlantic Tunnel (GB)
3-*The Triumph of Sherlock Holmes (GB)
2*
Two In Iho Dark (RKO)
2V2-*
Two for Tonight (Paramount)
1
The Voice of Bugle Ann (M-G-M)
The Walking Dead (Warners)
2ir
Way Down East (20lh Century-Fox)
2-*
We're in Ihe Money (Warners)
2-*
We're Only Human (RKO)
2-*
2-*
The Werewolf of London (Universal)
2^/2 ★
Whipsaw (M-G-M)
2-*r
The Widow !rom Monie Carlo (Warners)
Wife vs. Secretary (M-G-.M)
3*
3*
Wings in the Dark (Paramount)
V-5ur Uncle Dud'ev i'20(i Ceniury-Fox)
2*

*

.2

You'll find this chart simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing film entertainment. Instead of
giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all over
the country, we have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average under General Rating,
beside each picture.
5-^, extraordinary; 4^, very good; 3i^, good; 2-^. fair; 1-;^. poor.

MODERN

SCREEN

So Al Jolson, Sybil Jason, The Yacht Club
Boys, Cab Calloway & His Band, Edward
Everett Norton, Wini Shaw, Lyie Talbot,
Allen Jenkins and Claire Dodd Have Joined
Forces and Voices in a Celebrity- Packed
Warner

Bros. Song Show That Recalls the

Glories of Al's Immortal

"Singing Fool.'

THE

SINGING

'Sonny Boy' in skirts! The world s
greatest
and form
the world's
youngest
entertainers
one of the
most
delightful picture partnerships in years.
Al knocks 'cm dead with 'I Love To
Sing-d', 'Save Me Sister' and other
torrid tunes by E. Y. Harburg and
Harold ('Stormy Weather') Arlen.

Those Yacht Club Boys, boast of Broadway's and Hollywood's niftiest night
spots, are musically madder than ever in
'My! How This Country
Has Changed'.
•
The King of Swing & his hot band show
how they do it in Harlem to the tune of
Cab Calloway's own new song, 'You
iCotTo Have Hi-De-Ho In Your Soul'.

Girls! Girls! 100's oF 'em! bring Harlem
to Hollywood in lavish dance numbers
staged by Bobby Connolly, Forming a
gorgeous backdrop for the dramatic
story which was directed by William
Keighley for First National Pictures.

The Trocadero rocked with merriment one evening recently about two in the morning, for a
bicycle party was in progress. All the guests arrived in their best bibs but were asked to enter a
bicycle race — the big catch was that the gals
couldn't cycle in their evening
things sorta quieted down.

raiment

and

so

Some of the star guests that are shown above,
left to right: Doug Fairbanks, Jr., gives the old
home town the once-over and sits out a dance
with Virginia Bruce. Gary Grant and Randolph
Scott escort the veddy social Dorothy Fell to the
shindig. And Roger Pryor with Ann Sothern deserts the two-wheelers for the more rhythmic and
less hectic dancing. These two are still romantically inclined.
Left, Scott catches three interested previewers
of "These Three." Ginger Rogers, Joel McGrea and
wife, Frances Dee. Frances is certainly masked
with those dark cheaters on!

SCOTT

SHOTS

Our
8

camera-€licker

has

a

busy

night

about

Hollywood

town!

MODERN

ANTHONY AMBERTON
"I would like to see her
just once . . . perhaps . . .
no, I must be moonHENRY FONDA
struck."
as Anthony Amberton . . . explorerauthor, the darling of the women's clubs.

SCREEN

CHERRY CHESTER
"I wonder what he really
does look like . . . maybe . . .
but, no, it's probably that
silly old moon."
MARGARET SULLA VAN
as Cherry Chester . . . sensational
young movie star, darling of Hollywood. |

Whaf the "silly old moon" does to iwo celebrities who yearn for romance in the moonlight
instead of sensation in the spotlight, is entertainingly told in Paramount's "THE MOON'S
OUR HOME" starring MARGARET SULLAVAN, with Henry Fonda, Charles Butterworth,
Walter Brennan, Beulah Bondi, Henrietta Crosman . . . Adapted from Faith Baldwin's Cosmopolitan Magazine Serial ... A Walter Wanger Production . . . Directed by William A. Setter
9
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some of his pictures and still retain his
balance, physically and mentally, to the
extent of unravelling the most complicated murder cases. Don't you think it a
bit far-fetched, to say the least, just a
little bit insulting to adult intelligence?
Too, the influence is not so good on his
young "would-be-sleuth" admirers and, I
dare say, he is the idol of as many boys'
liearts as of girls'. Don't you think his
influence could be just a little more elevating, morally?
Believe me, I am a one hundred per
cent Powell fan and consider him second
to none when it comes to individual charm
and manner of getting that very individual
personality of his over to his audience. —
Alba M. Wahl, Johnson City, Tenn.
But

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Is This America?

When Will Hays, the high mogul of the
motion picture industry, made the statement that he was "going to sell America
to the world" through the medium of the
screen, he evidently d.c not realize the full

MEN'
many di\'orces and trial marriages. I hope
it What
is only
publicity."
a pity,
Mr. Hays, that more films
showing the lives of the great rank and file
of the people are not made !— Corinne Childress, Charlotte, N. C.
When

$1 PRIZE LETTER
a Star Is Not a Star

Isn't it about time that studio press
agents stopped calling every new player
"star?"' In company with a few million
other people, I share the belief that the
movie audiences select their favorites and
glorify them themselves.
Although I believe that new players
should be presented to their public by careplannedas publicity,
I don't
see
them fully
billed
stars before
theylike
haveto appeared in a picture.
The unfortunate case of Anna Sten, a
million-dollar manufactured "star," should
have taught the studios a lesson but apparently ithasn't. The public expressed
resentment toward the undeniably talented Miss Sten by almost complete indifference.— E. F. King, Glendale, New York.
$1 PRIZE

Hepburn — Misunderstood
Katharine Hepburn is probably the most
misunderstood star on the screen. Shallow
criticism that breathes of jealousy and lack
of appreciation of true artistry are frequently
thrust at heronand
in a coura(Contmued
pageyet,106)

Opera has no place in
pictures, says one reader.

^\

$5 PRIZE LETTER
Leave Opera to the
Intelligentsia
Recently someone suggested in your
columns that Nelson Eddy play opposite
Swarthout in "Carmen." Perish the
thought ! Can we who have seen "Naughty
Marietta" and "Rose Marie" conceive of
but Jeanette MacDonald as Nelson's
anyone
singing partner? Of course not!
Being an average college student, who
is neither a musical moron, nor a musical
fanatic. I can only say that opera, even
"Carmen," bores me to tears and hurts my
ears, except the familiar arias. Of course,
we all love selections like the "Toreador
Song" because of its melody ; because,
speaking plainly, it has a tune. But the
rest, leave it right where it is, in the opera
houses where those few who really enjoy it
may hear it. We uncultured people happen
to love that "trashy" "Indian Love Call"
and we'd rather listen to "Rose Marie"
than all of Bizet's operas. Let the poor
intelligentsia have Wagner and his fellow
composers, but let us remain in our happy,
blissful ignorance and satisfy our moronic
appetities with Victor Herbert and Rudolph Friml. — Shirley Schottland, New
York, N. Y.
$1 PRIZE LETTER
Is Screen Drinking Essential?
I find it extremely difficult to criticize a
person as delightfully charming and universally loved as William Powell, but I
often wonder just how anyone could drink
as much liquor as Bill Powell drinks in
10

LETTER

/

/Viy GA^WD-

Bill Powell's screen drinking is incredible to one fan.
import of his words.
Recently, comments such as these have
come to me from the far-flung corners of
the earth :
Johannesburg,
Africa:are
"Ouralways
bioscopes (cinemasSouth
to you)
crowded when American pictures are
shown, but tell me, is there as much drinkin your country
"Reckless"
and
othering society
pictures as
reveal
? I always
feel groggy after watching American stars
go through their cocktail paces." London,
England: "Is it true that most Americans
have little respect for law and order, and
are the gangster pictures authentic?" Delhi,
India : "Is America really a 'land of milk
and honey' and are such pictures as 'Forsaking All Others' and 'No More Ladies'
typical of American wealth and luxury?"
Palestine, Syria : "Why is it that American
stenographers dress like heiresses? Are
they paid exorbitant salaries, or do they
share in common a checking account with
the 'big boss'?" Hong Kong, China: "I
like your American movie magazines, but
it makes me very sad when I read of the
instability of the Hollywood homes — too

Why call every new player
"star"? asks a movie-goer.
We welcome letters about anything
and everything concerning motion pictures— new players, old players, censorship, current trends in pictures,
double
features,
like to see
filmed, shorts,
and sobooks
forth.you'd
Ten
dollars in prizes will be awarded each
month for the six most interesting
letters submitted — 1st prize, $5; five
2nd prizes of $1 each. Be sure to
send your full name and address.
Modern Screen reserves the right to
publish letters in whole or in port.
Address: Between You and Me,
Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

MODERN
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ALLAN

BEYOND

QUESTION
OF

THIS 1936
"SHOW
of its type
GLAMOUR—
REMEMBERED

THE

JON
uiriizk.

THE
YEAR

GREATEST
FOR

ALL

SHOW-EVENT
AGES

version of Edna Ferber's superb story of the
BOAT," compared with which every production
pales into insignificance, is characterized by
FASCINATING ROMANCE — BEAUTIFUL, LONG-TO-BENEW MUSIC, new lyrics plus your old favorites,

by the masters of melody, Jerome

Kern and Oscar Hammer-

stein II, SCENIC MARVELS and ARTISTS OF RENOWN. We can't
enumerate it s multitude of attractions. It will be a striking
event in all theatres.
A CARL LAEMMLE, JR. production — directed by JAMES WHALE.
IT'S A UNIVERSAL,

OF

COURSE!
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Left, Lillian Lamont (Fred MacMurray's best girl), Leslie
Fenton, Fred Mac M. himself,
and Ann Dvorak have fun.
Doesn't Ann look swell after
her recent rest cure? And below, another foursome with a
large joke — Charles Boyer,
Merle Oberon, Pat Pater son
and David Niven.

Nothing could be sweeter than to start this month's proceedings
off with
touching
It's the
friendship of a a man
for alittle
littleitem
boy.about
The friendship.
man is Victor
McLaglen,
and the little boy is Freddie I5artholomew. During the shooting
of "Professional Soldier" Vic became so attached to young Freddie that he wanted to send him a gift as a token of his admiration.
Learning that Freddie had just been given a brand new car, Vic,
true pal that he is, had the thing eciuipped with the very latest
in automobile accessories — an automatic tear gas gun!

Flash! Here's a Hollywood divorced couple who actually are not
friendly! Ruth Chatterton and George Brent, defying the Hollywood
tradition, aren't speaking. It all came about because of a gal
named Rita Grey. Rita was once Ralph Forbes' secretary, until
Ruthie married him and became the young lady's boss, a title which
she held through the Forbes and the Brent regimes and until a
while ego, when George hired her. Now no one speaks to anyone.

It was a great moment for the sightseers at Glendale Airport
when Doug Fairbanks, Junior, stepped off the plane for his first
visit in two years. Seems that Fairbanks, pere, was on hand to
meet his expatriate son, and Fairbanks, pere, was attired in the
last word in hats, a green chapeau of Tyrolean descent. You
can picture his astonishment when the younger Fairbanks appeared
at the door of the plane wearing a hat just as green and just as
Tyrolean. All of which took a bit of warmth out of their greetings.

Hearts and Flowers: Carole Lombard seems to have given up
Bob Riskin temporarily for Cesar Romero, who divides his time
between Carole, Betty Furnace, Virginia Bruce and the skating rink
in Culver City. . . . Loretta Young spending lots of her spare time
with director Eddie Sutherland, whose fourth wife recently returned
from Reno . . . and Margaret SuUavan (separated from 'William
Wyler) and Henry Fonda are an occasional twosome.

Your
12

gossip

scribbler

finds

Autograph hounds and signature collectors can discard anything they may have on hand from the pen of Bob Montgomery,
for our Robert has a brand new title. A couple of months ago
a little stranger arrived at the Montgomery menage, and he was
promptly tagged Robert Montgomery, Jr. So now Bob writes
letters to people he doesn't even care about, just so he can sign
them "Robert Montgomery, Sr."
Not so long ago it was considered the thing out here to be seen
at one of Marion Davies' numerous and elaborate soirees. Nowadays, you're practically nobody until you've attended a Joan Crawford music lesson. Joan takes two lessons daily — one in the morning
and one in the afternoon — and at the afternoon session tea is
served and the elect gather to sip and listen. Some fun, eh?

Hollywood

party

mad

and

social

TOWNfcND

Below,

Virginia Bruce

steps

out with two of cinematown's
most eligible beaux. On the
left, James Stewart and on the
right, Henry Fonda. And another threesome is shie on
gents! Alice Faye and Dixie
Dunbar cheerfully share John
McGuire's attentions at the
Screen Guild Ball.

people peering into the arriving cars, hoping each would contain a
Garbo, a Gable, or a Colbert. A startling note was introduced
during the unreeling of one of the short subjects which preceded
the feature when a shot of the late lohn Gilbert was flashed on the
screen. A shocked audience applauded timorously, and we noticed
that during this short subject both Marlene Dietrich and Virginia
Bruce left their seats and stood outside in the lobby.

Not to be outdone by Chaplin, Jean Muir staged a fancy opening at her Workshop Theatre when she premiered her production,
"Green Grow the Lilacs," before an audience which paid $5.50
apiece for the privilege. The gathering of notables included even
the astute Mr. Percy Hammond, dean of New York's drama
critics. Mr. H. flew all the way from New York to see Jean's
production, although it is rumored about that he got in on a pass.

There's asa certain
actor around
town who's noted
for his
alcoholic
well as young
his histrionic
accomplishments.
A couple
of
months ago he announced he was about to cast off the Demon
Rum and dust ofif once more the mantle of Booth. Ever since
his pronouncement a writer has been trying to see him to interview him on his new-found sobriety. But so far the guy hasn't
stopped drinking long enough to talk.

The top hafs, the white ties and the tails were out in profusion at
the "Modern Times" premiere. A Chaplin opening is always something of an event, and the streets for several blocks were lined with
minded

as

out

of

town

Local Girl Makes Good: Talking to Isabel Jewell recently, we
complimented her on the critis' raves she received for her dramatic bit as the little seamstress in "A Tale of Two Cities." We
learned that while Isabel appreciated the acclaim from the reviewers,
what pleased her most was a number of letters from old acquaintances in Faribault, Minnesota, where she attended St. Mary's Hall
ten years ago. "And just to show you what fame will do," said
Isabel, "when a picture I'm in plays the local theatre, St. Mary's has
a half holiday."

Perhaps the strangest affair of the current social season was
Donald Ogden Stewart's Nervous Breakdown Party for his wife,
who is suffering from same. Mrs. S., under doctor's orders, must
retire early each evening, so the party began at noon, with the
male guests arriving in top hats and tails, and the ladies bedecked
in evening splendor. Along about one o'clock the affair was at
its heig'nt, with a band blaring away and the guests dancing
the afternoon away. Along about two o'clock Carole Lombard
made her entrance, made up as a nervous breakdown. And
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celebrities

are

feted

night

and

day!

Everybody turned out for the Screen Guild Ball
at the Biltmore. Here are some of the faces
that delighted the autograph hounds, lurking
in the potted palms! Above, left to right: June
Collyer, Norman Foster and wife, Sally Blane.
Next, Gene Markey gallantly shares a cocktail
with Mrs. Markey, alias Joan Bennett. And
Doug

Fairbanks, Jr., poses with Marlene
rich— at her request!

Diet-

rumor is rife that most of the party hung around until the
crack of dusk.

And Barbara Stanwyck recently stepped out on her first unchaperoned date since the split-up with Frank Fay. We saw her at
the Trocadero with that handsome young man about town. Bob
Taylor.

The mystery of the month concerns Jeanette MacDonald's new
bracelet. It's a golden gadget from which dangle a number of
little golden tags, on each of which is inscribed the name of a
night club or a theatre, and a date. Jeanette says it was given
to her by an admirer to commemorate evenings he had spent
with her. But she vvon't divulge the gent's name, so you can take
your choice.
Ida Lupino has a brand new idea in party throwing. If you
can't come to one of Ida's parties, Ida brings the party right io your
doorstep. Seems she has just purchased a streamlined silver auto
trailer equipped with a cocktail bar, which enables her to pick up
her guests at their homes, and carry on in all directions. Another
advantage for the hostess is that a guest can't very well walk out
on her party. He may be miles from home.

Two
other
arrivals who
baffle the
news snoops
— Dick Powell
and loan Blondell.
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Dr. Joel Pressman is still winning his battle with the Hollywood cameramen. Recently he and Claudette Colbert attended
the preview of "The Trail of the Lonesome Pine." As they were
about to enter the theatre the camera boys stepped forward, and
at the same moment a crowd of fans surged around Claudette.
The doctor and the photographers retreated, they to protect their
cameras and he to keep his haberdashery intact. A few moments
later Claudette emerged, slightly battered and more than slightly
pulled apart. That gal should have married a couple of football
players, don't you agree?
(Continued on page 78)
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you dollars on your Spring wardrobe. And so easy to use— so perfect
in results. No wonder Tintex Tints
and Dyes are the largest selling in the
world! 11 colors from which to choose
— at all drug stores, notion
iroods counters.
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you

No. 2701 — A navy and white cotton print
for juniors in a smart one-piece style with
peplum giving a two-piece effect. Collar
and cuffs of white pique. Sizes 11 to 17

years. print dress with inNo. 2620 — Sheer crepe
teresting tucked yoke and skirt panel. Short
sleeves and a flattering collar. Sizes 14 to
18 years, or 36, 38 and 40-inch busts.
MODERN SCREEN Pattern Service
149 Madison Avenue, New Yorl<, N. Y.
am enclosing
(in coin or United
g:
States lowinstamps)
for which please send me the folPattern No
Size
Pattern No
Size
Do you want our new Spring Pattern Book?
Patterns are 15c each. Books 10c when orwith pattern;
when
senarately.deredPatterns
are 1.5c
20c if
you ordered
live outside
of the United States. Books 20c separately,
loc with pattern. No foreign or Canadian
stamps accepted.
Name
Street Address
City and State
(Please Print)
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Don't let Adolescent Pimples keep
YOU from looking your best
JUST when good
in good times —
age, or even longer
afflicted with ugly

looks make such a difference
from about 13 to 25 years of
— many young people become
pimples.

During this time, after the beginning of adolescence, important glands develop and final growth
takes place. This causes disturbances throughout
the body. The skin, especially, becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this
sensitive skin and pimples appear.

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

Fleischmann's fresh Yeast helps to give you
back a good complexion by clearing these skin
irritants out of the blood. Then — pimples go!
Eat it regularly — 3 cakes a day, before meals,
plain, or in a little water — until your skin is entirely clear. Start today!
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IT WAS John Boles, handsome and
debonair star and honorary Texas
Ranger, who was directly responsible
for a sudden and very genuine interest on my part in Texas history, traditions and foods. This interest is
one that I feel sure you will share
with me when you hear the many fascinating things John had to tell about
the dramatic past and the interesting
present of his native state.
"There will be 'big doings' this
summer in Texas," John informed
me recently. "For, this year the Lone
Star State is having its Centennial
Celebrations with appropriate ceremonies throughout the entire year
and an Exposition in Dallas during
the summer months when people on
their vacations can come down and
The it."
interest and enthusiasm with
enjoy
which Mr. Boles imparted this information made me realize the high regard in which a native of Texas holds
his home state. In fact, according to
John Boles, every single living Texan
is a natural, dyed-in-the-wool, unblushing booster for everything that
concerns Texas.

CAUSE

FOR

CELEBRATION

Texas'

to

Centennial

praise

his

By

state's

Marjorie

And

why not? Certainly everything about that state could be described in Hollywood terms as "simply colossal." First, of course, there
is its size ! Did you ever stop to realize that Texas has an area larger than
the combined New England States,
with New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware and North Carolina thrown in for good measure?
That this single state which joined
the Union just one hundred years ago
added to our already vast country a
territory larger than the original thirteen colonies ? No wonder that it
contains within its borders so many
different points of interest and a population as diversified as its landscape.
THEN THERE is its fascinating
history ... a combination of glamor
(in the historical rather than in the
Hollywood sense) and of hardship;
of deeds of bravery and daring; of
revolution, border skirmishes and
battles, in most of which, incidentally, the Texas Rangers figured
prominently.
And last, but by no means least,
since it concerns us directly here,
there is the reputation Texas has
justly earned for the excellence and
variety of its meals.
Of course, you realize that the
recipes of a particular state are typical of it because of the home-grown
products which are prominently featured in its cookery.
So, within the
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inspires

John Boles, Texas Ranger,
star onci gourmet, tells about
some Texas food delights.
(Insert — courtesy Gebhardt's)
Tempting platter of Chile
Con Came.

John

famous

Deen

Boles

foods

borders of Texas, you would find the
beef from the Panhandle district in
the western section of the state; the
tropical fruits such as bananas, oranges and Japanese persimmons
grown in the southern portion; the
products of farms and orchards
throughout the state, as well as native
tomatoes, rice, hickory, pecans and
walnuts, all featured in native dishes.
Then, too, the cookery of a state is
influenced by the foreign countries
whose representatives settled in that
region. So you can readily imagine
that Texas, which has lived under six
flags, would show in the variety of
its dishes the interesting effects of
many outside influences.
But let's leave the Lone Star State
for the present and take a flying trip
out to Hollywood, where we will let
John Boles tell us in his own words
about the interesting banquet that
took place there recently, given by
the Texas Society in honor of visiting and resident Texas celebrities.
"I WAS greatly flattered when they
asked me to be master of ceremonies
at the Texas banquet," said John,
modestly, as he settled back comfortably in an easy chair before the fireplace of the Boles' attractive Colonial
style Hollywood home. "My job was
to introduce the speakers," he went
on. "The list read like a page in
'Who's Who.' There was Governor
Allred of Texas, in whose honor the
dinner was given, and Governor Merriam of California. Jesse Jones, of
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, was there, and Mayor Shaw of
Los Angeles, while Texas was outstandingly represented by the presence of President Selecman of Southern Methodist University, Mayor
Sargent of Dallas, Ginger Rogers,
herself, from Texas, Captain Black
of the Texas Society and Frank
Watson and Don Sterling of the
Texas Centennial committee.
"Besides these celebrities and
others, there were about six hundred
persons present, before whom I had
the doubtful pleasure of appearing in
a stubbly black beard ! The beard
was one I had to wear in my role in
'A Message to Garcia.' It wasn't so
bad going around in whiskers when I
wore sport clothes and soft shirts,
but in full evening attire, with a stiffbosomed shirt and stifif collar, I was
a pretty amusing sight. However, I
soon forgot about it and entered completely into the spirit of the occasion.
And what a fine spirit that was ! For,
with so many Texans present, you
may be sure [Continued on page 74)

"I

made

bet

a

with

Mom..."

"Say, Mom, I bet I'd help
you towash
you'dcone.
treat
me
an iceifcream
"Bobbie, I'd give a couple
of cones if somebody'd
only tell me what makes
these clothes so gray, even
though I rub and scrub
like fury."

"I wish you'd ask your
sister, Bill, and see if she
knows what's wrong with
my mother's washes."
"I bet I don't have to ask.
I hear women discussing
things in the grocery store
where I work and I knoto
plenty about washing."

"Your mother's clothes
have probably got tattletale gray — 'cause her soap
doesn't wash clean. Why
doesn't she get wise and
change to Fels-Naptha
Soap? Everybody raves
about the snappy way it
gets out ALL the dirt!"

and i got rid of tattle-tale

SO I TOLD MOM
ABOUT

gray! fels-naptha's grand
golden soap and lots of
naptha wash clothes so
clean they simply shine !
i like fels-naptha because
's gentler.too. wonderful
for silk things ! easier

FELS-NAPTHA SOAP
AND GOT MY CONES

on my hands .'

1936, PELS & CO.

Banish
wiib

"Tattle-Tale

FELS-NAPTHA

Gray"
SOAP!
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All in all, the Big City is a veritable
merry-go-round of fun for the stars,
three thousand miles away from
sound tracks, cameras and directors.
There's an amusing incident concerning Errol Flynn and Lili Damita
(above) and their stop-over in New
York. (Left) Roz Russell can always
be found at the swankier night clubs.

NEW YORK is the movie stars' playground in the
East. It is three thousand miles away from cameras
and sound tracks, "unusual" weather and picture
producers. It's as stimulating as hot coffee and a cold
shower and much more fun. It's the place where
anyone who has visited once, longs to return, and
which Robert Taylor swears he'll see — or else ! ( Bob,
you see, has never been east of Beatrice, Nebraska,
so quite naturally, he's rarin' to go — to New York. )
There is plenty to be done and much to be seen
in the town which no other spot in this land seems
to offer. The tourists — and movie stars are the most
avid of 'em — love to take a peek at Pell Street, the
city's Chinatown. Whether or not the disappearing
doors, sliding panels, long stem pipes or fat Buddhas
are authentic or merely a colorful set-up for travelers,
makes little difference to its visitors. ZaSu Pitts, for
one, is a lady who would no more think of visiting
the Big Citv without hopping a sight-seeing bus and
taking a group of friends to Chinatown than say,
playing a scene with her famous fluttery hands parked
firmly at her sides.
Although ZaSu invariably takes in Chinatown, she's
invariably as excited about it all as a kid on a roller
20

coaster. When she visited its dim streets recently, she
took in everything from a game of fan-tan to a plate of
chop suey. Her New York friends are not movie people
and she herself is not easily recognized, so Miss Pitts
may have a veritable field day in whatever part of the
city she chooses to see without fear of being mobbed,
which, you'll admit, has its finer points.
Most of the picture players go on a shopping spree, for
nowhere else is there such a variety of places in which to
spend one's hard-earned shekels so lavishh* as in this
town. Joan Crawford bought twenty-seven hats at a
single showing of the latest in ladies' bonnets. Are you
gasping? I am, too. But Joan's seemingly extraordinary
purchase didn't faze the chapeau-purveyor one single bit.
He has become used to the treasured trade of society
women and actresses.
AN

OPENING night on Broadway draws cinema celebrities as the well-known honey pot attracts flies. Visiting
movie players would no more think of missing a play's
premiere than of failing to sign an autograph album.
When

Elissa Landi and Melvyn Douglas opened in "Tapestry in Gray," on Broadway, Errol Flynn, Lili Damita,
Henry Fonda, Una Merkel, Sylvia Sidney and Helen
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lights!

nights!

sights!
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yes,

York!

Gahagan were just a handful of
the numbers who turned out. Each
lady wore the approved array of
diamond bracelets, ermine coats
and orchids. Yep, it may have
been pea-in-the-pod exactness, but
who wouldn't be among them —
the peas, of course — when it comes
to being surrounded by furs and

THIS

You're right. None of
flowers?
us !
Most celebrities smoke in the
theatre's foyer and lobby between
acts. That insures seeing every! thing and being seen by everybody.
The Franchot Tones, however,
i never leave their seats, although
they do make it a point to arrive
just before the lights are dimmed
before the first curtain rises, thus
insuring as spectacular an entrance
as the star who is playing".
After the theatre, there is always a night club — or several of
them. El Morocco and the Stork
Club get the biggest play,' although
the celebrities are unpredictable in
their patronage and loyalty to a
certain place. If suddenly someone of importance shifts to the
Versailles or the House of Morgan, where the sloe-eyed, pianositting Helen tosses of¥ torch tunes
nightly, all the others do likewise.
No matter how crowded a cafe
may be, its manager will always
';see to it that a prominent person
, is parked in an advantageous spot.
: Therefore,
when
nobody could
' land a seat at the famous Tony's,
■ the Franchot Tones rated a table,
without so much as bothering to
i make a reservation. Such is success— and nothing succeeds like it
in New York.
It was amusing to see Errol
Flynn and his wife appear at the
Stork Club the evening before the
ijpremiere {Continued on page 109)
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THE LADY above made a mistake. A grave
mistake . . . yet lots of people make it. She
said, "What's the difference — all laxatives are
alike." And that's where she was wrong!
One day she was constipated, and took a
laxative. Picked it at random. It happened to
be a harsh, quick-acting cathartic that raced
through her system in a couple of hours. It
upset her. Nauseated her. Sent pains shooting
through her stomach. Left her weak — weary.
. . . Such drastic remedies should never be
taken, except on the advice of a physician.
DON'T SHOCK

YOUR

Another thing . . . Ex-Lax will never embarrass you with ill-timed after-effects.
A PLEASURE

You'll feel a whole lot better when you take
a correctly timed laxative. One that won't rush
through your system too quickly. And yet, one
that is completely thorough.
Ex-Lax is just such a laxative. It takes sufficient time — 6 to 8 hours — to work. Hence,

TO TAKE

With Ex-Lax you say farewell to bitter, nastytasting purgatives and cathartics. Because
Ex-Lax tastes just like delicious chocolate. It's
a real pleasure to take, not a punishment. Get
a box today — only 10c at any drug store.
You'll also find a still more economical family
size for 25c.

SYSTEM

When you need a corrective. ..and who doesn't
every now and then? . . . don't make the mistake of assuming that all laxatives are alike.
They're not !

your
You
don't
is so
Tane

taken
a laxative
relief you
enjoy. — except for the complete

When

Nature forgets
remember

—

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
,

TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE! —
(Paste tins on a penny postcard)
Ex-Lax,
Inc., Station,
P. O. BoxBrooklyn,
170
MM-56
Times-Plaza
N. Y.
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.
Name
Address
City
Age
736 live
Notrein £)ame
W., Mont
(If you
Canada,St. write
Ex-Lax,real
Ltd., )

system is not thrown "out of rhythm."
aren't upset, disturbed, nauseated. You
|
suffer from stomach pains. Ex-Lax action
mild, so easy, you scarcely realize you've
in on "Strange as it Seems," Ex-Lax Radio Program. See locaf newspaper for station and time
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Patricia Ellis, oval-faced and
smooth of brow, can wear the offthe-face hat superbly. And right,
above, you see a marvelous new
acne cream, being applied, which
you must read about.

Round
choose
frame
IT TAKES

all kinds of beauty tonics to make up a

woman's world — a different hair-do, a new hat, a
facial, a compliment — all these things are tonic lifts
to the everyday routine of living. Even a spring
fever patient shows a slight gleam of interest when
you mention shopping to her. So let's go shopping
for a hairdress and a hat and a make-up that will
"do things" to you. And will "do things" to him as
well — that unromantic male who needs impressing
with your new glamor.
We're going to think about something l^esides bargain headlines
making ourin selections.
going
to think
aboutin headlines
relation toWe're
our faces.
What is the thing to consider when you're shopping
for a new hairdress or a new hat? Why, the headlines, of course . . . those important lines that frame
your face. They include the lines of your hat,
your hair and your neck, too, to a certain extent.
These lines around your face can either frame it
correctly, and bring out the best in it, or they can
hide your best points and bring out your worst
ones.
There are at least four general types of face

22

or

oval,

square

flattering
your

face

or

long,

lines
IS

to

season

I put them into four general classifications for the sake
of simplicity, although there are, of course, different mixtures and variations of these types. Anyhow, here they
are round, square,

oval, long-and-thin.

IF YOU have a full-moon sort of face, like Grace Bradley's
or Mary Carlisle's, and the
bane of your life is the sweet
girly-girly look this roundness
gives you, don't go out and
buy yourself a round little hat.
When some coy young salesgirl claps a saucer-like sailor
hat on your head, or an equallv
circular little turban, set your
round chin into square lines
and shake your head vigorously. Itisn't your type ! It

MODERN

/
0

makes you more moon-faced than
ever. Demand a hat that boasts
of angles and points, rather than
curves. Go in for the peaked
Tyrolean sort of thing, or the

SCREEN

TOM FORGOT TO KISS ME
GOODBYE AGAIN. I GUESS OUR
SWEETHEART DAYS ARE OVER.

MMMI IT'S LOVELY TO
START THE DAY WITH MAVIS.
I LOVE ITS FRESH FLOWERGARDEN FRAGRANCE. WONDER
IF TOM WILL NOTICE?

high-crowned coachman's topper,
with an irregularly rolled brim
that almost covers one eye. One
eye is just as good as two for
the purposes of glamor.

CLAIRE, HOW DO YOU KEEP MEN
INTERESTED? TOM TAKES ME FOR
GRANTED ALREADY, y
I LEARNED A SECRET FROM FRENCH
WOMEN, MY DEAR. THEY KNOW THE
CHARM Of ALL-OVER FRAGRANCE.
MEN ADORE IT. IT'S SO FEMININE !

HUSBANDS

LIKE WIVES
TO BE FEMININE

OH, TOM 1 FLOWERS!
BUT IT'S NOTOUR
ANNIVERSARY— OR
MY BIRTHDAY!

NO,
JUSTSWEET
TO TELL
YOU IT'SHOW
YOU ARE.ASDEAR.
YOU'RE
LOVELY
THESE
FLOWERS,

If you're wearing too fussy a
coiffure, my chubby-faced cherubswho- want - to - look - sophisticated,
you will look all wrong with your
new hat. But then that sort of hairdress is all wrong for you, anyway.
A nice sleek, ear-tip-length coiffure is best for you, cut in close
contour fashion, with swirled
waves, perhaps, but not too many
ringlets. You don't need the latter.
The sleeker your hairdress, the
less ingenue you'll look. And
don't (Continued on page 110)

Before

you

dress!

—

use

the

secret

of

all-over

fragrance — M AVI S !
Keep lovely with Mavis. At least twice
fragrance clothes you in glamour. And
a day . . . before you dress . . . after
protects your feminine daintiness . . .
every bath . . . smooth your skin all
gives you a fresh adorable charm that
over with Mavis Talcum. Mavis is so
lasts the day or evening through.
pure and soothing. It guards the youth
Mavis Talcum in 25^5, 50fi and $1 sizes at
of your skin . . . protects it from drying
drug and department stores — convenient
. . . keeps it velvety and soft. And the
10^ size at 5-and-lO^ stores. We invite you
" use of Mavis is so Parisian! Its subtle
to try Mavis — use coupon below. "

MAVIS

IN THE

RED

CONTAINER

v. VIVAUDOU, INC.,
bSO Fifth Avenue, New York City.
I enclose lOjf. Please send by return mail
the convenient size of Mavis Talcum — so
I can try its fragrant loveliness.
Name
Address
City
State.
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Perspiration
were

a

TIGER

— you'd jump to protect yourself from its ravages! Yet the
insidious corroding acid of perspiration
can destroy the under-arm fabric of your
dresses as surely, as completely, as the
scarifying claws of a tiger's paw!
Answers to thousands of questionnaires revealed the astounding fact that
during the past year perspiration spoiled
garments for 1 woman in 3 ! What appalling wasteful extravagance, when a pair of
Kleinert's Dress Shields would have saved
any one of them at trifling cost.
And this surest form of perspiration
protection is now the easiest also!
Kleinert's Bra-form is a dainty uplift bra
equipped with shields — always ready,
without any sewing, to wear with any
dress at any moment. A supply of two or
three solves the perspiration problem for
the busiest woman and they're as easily
swished through the nightly soapsuds as
your stockings and lingerie !
Just ask for "Kleinert's" at your favorite notion counter — shields, 25<^ and up;
Bra-forms, $1.00 and up.

T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
DRESS

SHIELDS
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wondering
tain Blood"
The average
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is considered
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here who
is. too just
he is able to obtain work two days out of the week.
was ing,
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in thenewcomer
north of Ireland on June 20. lyoy,
and received his education at the Lycee Louis le
RANDOLPH SCOTT— Born in Urange County, 'Va.,
on Januaryfessional
23,parents.
1903,In Randy
non-proGrand, in Paris, and at St. Paul s School in London
fact, nowasonethein son
his offamily
had
— during which time swimming,
he indulgedrowing
in the and
usual
colever
been
on
the
stage.
He
received
his
education
Kugby.
lege sports; boxing,
in
private
school,
the
Woodberry
Forest
School,
Errol Flynn's (that's his real name) father %vas a
Georgia Tech and the University of Virginia. After
professor of biology in Belfast and also at Camfinishing college. Randy took off for Europe where
bridge. Now, here's an interesting item. Errol ofis
he
spent a year, then returned home to join his
leader
a direct descendant of Fletcher Christian,
father's engineering firm. Two years of this, and
And Flynn s hrst
the real mutiny on the Bounty.
young
Mr. Scott decided to take a vacation in Hollywhile he
picture work was done in the South Seas,
wood. 'TherePasadena
he becameCommunity
interested Playhouse
in dramaticsgroup,
and
joined the
was there pearl fishing, for a small English him
with which he remained for 8 months. His work
Ihe
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"Mutiny
making
company
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earned him parts in legitimate productions on the
role he plaved. logically enough, was thatGable
West Coast for two years, until he was signed by
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then
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of the
the Americanbackversion
Paramount
in first
December,
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finally made
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acting
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"Roberta."
Mr. Scott
is not married.
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He
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and has
a
but
schooner,
pedition. he bought a coast-wise that. Six months
hazel eyes and light hair. He names swimming,
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coral reef and
wreck on a hidden
to
returned
Errol
golf andisriding
as his
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sports. "Follow
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of miscellaneous activity
Fleet"
Randy's
latest
screen
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at RKO-Radio
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780
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him "the. acting
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JANE WEBSTER. Englewood, N. J.— Elissa Landi
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FRANKIE
DARRO—
in Chicago,
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ber 22. 1918,
FrankieBorn
Johnson
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CuriousgotBride"
Case of the
role onof
in the
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he finally
Blondes,"
a
"stage
child."
His
parents
were
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after having attended Long Beach iiublic and high
schools {where he devoted himself to amateur dramatics and art). Dick won a scholarship to the
Chouinard Art School in Los Angeles. To sui)port
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SCREEN

For gray-eyed Marie DeViUe (above). Marvelous
Matched Makeup Patrician type. For brown-eyed
Lois Ravel, Marvelous Parisian type makeup is right,

BEHIND the scenes in broadcasting
studios, off the set in Hollywood . , .
everywhere girls get together they are
talking about Marvelous . . . the Matched
Makeup!
For here at last is makeup that
matches . . . fiace powder, rouge, lipstick,
eye shadow and mascara in true color
symphony. And it's makeup that matches
you . . . scientifically keyed to your personality color, the color that never
changes, the color of your eyes!
Eight out of ten girls who try Marvelous Makeup are lovelier, immediately
more glamorous. It's gorgeous to wear

INFORMATION DESK. MODERN SCREEN.
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Please print a brief life story of
in your department.

. . . easy to buy. At your drug or department store now . . . guaranteed for purity
by the world-famous house of Richard
Hudnut. Full-size packages ... 55 cents
each.
Ask for Marvelous Dresden type face
powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow and
mascara if your eyes are blue; Parisian
if your eyes are brown ; Patrician if they
are gray; Continental if they are hazel.
Take a tip from the movies, from the
radio stars, from lovely girls everywhere.
Discover Marvelous the new Eye-Matched
Makeup, look your prettiest and thrill
the man you like best . . . tonight !

COPR.
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1936. RICHARD HUDNUT
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Wally"(ViYaVillal)
Beery's lovable villainy
was never so uproariousi
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ALAN
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HALE

• HERBERT

A DARRYL

F. ZANUCK

Presented

MUNDIN

• MONA

20th CENTURY

by Joseph

BARRIE

PRODUCTION

M. Schenck

Suggested by Elbert Hubbard's Immortal Essay
and the Book by Lieut. Andrew S. Rowan
Associate Producer, Raymond
26

Griffith

•

Directed by George Marshall

Lovely, isn't she? But don't think for a moment that
Anita Louise is content to rest merely on her beauty
laurels. She's one of the most intelligent and talented
youngsters in Hollywood, not the least of her accomplishments being a mastery of the harp. She does
things quietly but firmly, like walking off with a role in
"Anthony Adverse" and then into "Brides Are Like That."

It's rare that any picture falls
heir to such an important trio
of brunettes as does "Under
Two Flags." Ronald Colman is
the lucky chap who has both
Clcrudette Colbert and Rosalind
Russell with him in the film
version of this famous old tale.
Ronald is a perfect choice for
the hero, as you can see by
this picture of him in his legionaire's uniform. And Roz Russell
never looked more charming
than she does in the costumes
of the period. Just look for yourself at the right!

i

28

Gene likes to toUc to you s^ously about acting, but
hist try to get him to commit himself on lovel The
funny port is that Gene is one of the most popular
beaux in town with Jeanette MacDonold and Janet
Gaynor

on his list.

He's in 'Xove

on a Bet" next.

Kay is portraying Florence Nightingcde in her new
picture, "Angdi of Mercy," and from this pensive
pose, it loo)^ as ii the soothing influence of the
great war nurse has had its ^ect already on the
usucdiy viyadous j&iy. Ian Hunter is her new lead.
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If ever \ <)u arc tempted by a permanent that is "easier,"
"cjuicker," "cheaper," remember

that the luigene method

is relied upon by better

Beauty Shops all over the world . . . that it has been turning out millions of beautiful permanents for man\

vears. W hen Fiiyciie perfected the little Sachets that

gcnti) steam Nour hair, the\ were jiatented for >()ur jirotection. The\ are plainly
trade-marked
FREE!
Sam pi I Sui lui ,i>iii / /.;/) -v/)/(
li'joilt/. Stuil /)'jUi,i>tl lo
I I CHM, l td.
^21 I itih A%c-., Nc" \i'ik
I'.iris
London Berlin
ll;iicilona S\ilii(.\

Whether

for all to see. Thev contain a \\ a\ ing soluti()n that cannot be copied.

\ou want an all-oNcr wa\e, or little crocjuignole curls, or both, Kui^cne

Sachets jurform their work with certaint\ and sure satisfaction. He sure the\ are
used tov your liugene Wa\ e. We w ill send \ou one tree, so \ou ma\ recogni/e them.
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Ginger and husband. Lew Ayres,
share many enthusiasms, one of
them being tennis.

THE

POLICE

held hands and made

a ring around us, but they couldn't
keep the crowd from trampling us,"
said Ginger Rogers' mother. "I saw
their faces. Neither admiration nor affection nor even curiosity was registered on them, but something quite dreadful. Do
you suppose that the depression has made the public
envious of movie people? It needn't have ! In the
old days when investments were safe a few players
might become rich, but not now. I said to Mary
Pickford recently, 'You were the last. There will
never be another wealthy movie star !' We of this
generation have disinherited our children even in
Hollywood. But that crowd — it was like a French
Revolutionary mob scene ! I saw their hands
clutching at my daughter's hair. She'll never be
able to wear that dress again. And it wasn't hero
worship.
It was almost hate !"
Is this the explanation — I thought — of people's
eagerness to listen to Hollywood divorce rumors?
Is it a sop to their own miseries to believe that
their movie idols are unhappy in spite of their
limousines and race horses and bank accounts? Is
there compensation for every day, garden variety
humans, like you and me, in the thought that hair
like a red gold glory doesn't bring happiness and
that beautiful eyes may shed tears ? Is it the fans
themselves who refuse to allow their film favorites
to be happy? For love in Hollywood does not die
of some exotic blight or unnatural disease, but
simply — forgive the pun — of rumortism !"
Just now, all the forces of nature and science
seem combined to break up one movie marriage
that threatens to be successful.
For centuries scholars have worn their eyes out
over midnight manuscripts, inventors have given
their lifetimes to perfecting miracle working ma36

By

Dorothy

SO!

Donnell

chines, in order to enable a radio announcer to send
out into the ether the report of another broken
screen romance.
And all over our great country, by simply turning a knob, we fortunate heirs of the ages, the
privileged possessors of modern civilization, were
able to receive the news.
"What did we tell you? Another Hollywood star
is in Reno tonight to have her marriage melted."
All movie households do not have marble swimming pools and ermine bedspreads. The rented
home of one young film couple, for example, has
seven rooms, partially occupied by a high-powered
telescope, a complete toy railway system which the
master and mistress of the house run perching on
their hands and knees, and a nice collection of
first editions of Kipling and the Victorian poets.
It's monthly
rental leaves change from a hundred
dollar
bill.
"But we do have a good radio," young Mrs. Lew
Ayres — Ginger Rogers to you — told me a trifle
grimly. "And after dessert that evening we moved
into the living-room and turned it on. We'd had
Margaret Sullavan and her husband and the Andy
Devines to dinner and, as we sat 'round the fire
drinking our coflfee, somebody said, 'Let's tune in
and listen to the lowdown.' So Lew turned the
knob — just in time to hear, 'Another Hollywood
star is in Reno tonight. Ginger Rogers and Lew
Ayres have come to the parting of the ways.'
WAS I BURNED ?" exclaimed Ginger. I reached
for the telephone and got Long Distance. I guess
the operator could tell from my voice something
was awfully wrong. At any rate she got me the
broadcasting station in New York in a hurry. 'I
want to speak to that movie columnist,' I shrieked.
The voice at the other end was shocked.
'He is

Why

won't

allow

Rogers

we

the

- Ayres

marriage

fighting

at

a

chance

happiness?

on the air at this moment,

I

couldn't possibly interrupt a
broadcast,' I was told. 'Can't
him give
that me
this the
is Ginger
you
message Rogers,
?' 'Tell
and

I'm calling from

Holly-

sitting'
here in wood,
mynot Reno.
own homeI'mwith
my
husband and some friends and
if he doesn't deny the statement
he's just made about me before
he goes oflf the air, I'll call my
lawyer.' The man tried to soothe
me. 'If there's been any mistake, Iam sure it will be rectified in the next broadcast.'
"I fairly screamed at him
clear across the continent. 'Tonight !Now ! I want the same
people who heard it just now to
hear the denial !' I guess I
frightened him. He turned
away and said something to
someone. In a minute he was
back. 'Listen to the radio,' he
said. There was an advertising
announcement on the air, and

\

then the voice again. 'I've just
had Ginger Rogers on the wire.
She denies that she's in Reno
or getting a divorce. Sorry,
"Just before we

Ginger
is doingwith
'1
Won't Dance"
Fred Astaire next

came

East

on this trip," Ginger's mother
added, "a newspaper editor in
Reno called to tell me that he
!' "
Ginger
had
just met Ginger on the
street. (Continued on page 98)

SENTIMENTAL
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Raft

women

and

is no

love

ladies'

that

Franc

man^

you

DAY recently, at the Paramount Studio, the monotony of the morning's work was interrupted when the
director looked up to speak to George Raft, who had been
standing at his elbow a moment before. George was not
there. The director called but there was no answer. Assistants began to scurry around. They looked all over
the huge sound stage. They looked outside ; he might
have stepped outside for a breath of air. They questioned
Mack Grey, his friend who is like a shadow, but he, like
was

Dillon

but

couldn't

ONE

the others, could only say : "He

ROUGHNECK

here a minute

When telephone calls to various other places in the
ago." failed to produce any sign of George, a systematic
studio
search began because, during his five years as a star,
George had never before held up a scene. Twenty minutes passed and, as the situation began to take on an air
of seriousness, in walked George with an elderly lady
on each arm. He placed each one tenderly in a chair
where they could see everything and, realizing he had
been holding up the scene, rushed to the director and
whispered his apology:
"I found these ladies wandering around outside. They
were lost and they want to see how movies are made.
Don't tell them who I am."
That incident is hardly consistent with the George Raft
you know on the screen, is it? It isn't consistent with
your emotions as you sit in a theatre and watch him,
as you alternately thrill with admiration at his superb
portrayals of wicked characters and shiver with apprehension at the terrifying possibility of meeting him in
the dark.
On the screen his cold, steel-blue eyes have much the
same eflfect on you that looking into the business end
of a loaded gun would have, but out of the picture there
is hardly anything about this charming, soft-spoken chap
which would establish him as a villain. He is decidedly
not a tough guy and the fact that his admirers believe the
real George Raft to be like his screen characters is just
another tribute to his competence as an actor.
Off the screen he is an amiable, quiet, considerate person— just the opposite from his screen self — and, like
many another portrayer of hard-boiled roles, George is
just an old softie where women are concerned. Any
woman, he likes, can wind him around her little
finger and the sight of tears from feminine
eyes reduces him to a state of helplessness.
AT
THE
moment,
there is a young
lady who has
George
4

he

has

some

possibly

ideas

hare

about

suspected

literally standing on his head, doing handsprings and
spending his spare shopping moments buying her pretty
presents. She returns his aflfection but, being a smart
girl, knows his weak points and never fails to press an
advantage. Ordinarily, she calls him "Uncle George" but
when other wiles fail, the little flirt looks up at him archly
andAnd
lispsGeorge,
: "Daddy."
being no stronger than other weak men
where a, lady is concerned, immediately capitulates.
"I'm just nuts about her," he confessed to me.

"She

canIt have
I've eyes
got." that attract George, or her
may anything
be her blue
blonde curls or maybe the fact that she measures thirtysix inches from stem to stern and is just five years old.
At any rate, one of George's fondest dreams is that
some day he will be in reality her daddy, for she is the
small daughter of George's best girl, Virginia Pine. He
buys toys for the child by the truck load, keeping the
most fascinating ones at his own apartment in the hope
that she will call on him frequently.
George isn't a ladies' man in the popular sense of the
word. He likes women and they like him, but he isn't a
flirt. He confines his attentions to one girl at a time,
and since he has been in Hollywood his name has been
closely linked with but one girl — and only one. She is
Virginia Pine who, in George's words is "the sweetest
and the prettiest girl in the world."
George doesn't like to talk about girls and hesitates to
be seen too frequently with the same girl because he's not
free to marry. "It subjects a girl to gossip," he explains;n
gallantly. "What can a girl think my intentions are when
I ask to take her out?" he demanded. "I'm a mar
He doesn't like to talk about his marriage,
ried man."
which
occurred years ago when . he
was
very
young
and which
didn't turn out happily,
but ended
page 92)
(Continued
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(Right) With her successful co-partner, Nelson Eddy, in "Rose
Marie." (Below) Beaux
may come and beaux
go but Bob
may
Ritchie is always in
the background of
Jeanette's life.
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MOMENTS
1
EVERY TIME I read about Jeanette MacDonald's
wholesale sagacity I become annoyed. People are so persistent in plugging her as a cool and calculating creature.
She's always the level-headed lovely who never makes a
move without first pausing to think it over. Her Hollywood life is apparently a cut-and-dried affair, time-clocked
to such a degree that she's in tempo only with her career.
The girl evidently does everything with a reflecting
weather eye warily out. When I see write-ups, purporting to be the complete lowdown on Miss MacDonald, I
can't help sighing at the crime they're committing !
For, in reaUty, Jeanette isn't a stufify soul at all. She's
a radiant redhead who may be a prim princess to her
40

press agents, but who's often a riot to her friends. Have
you ever heard of how she went whooping it up at the
beach concessions in Ocean Park and ended up by falling
of? the merry-go-round? Or of the time she went berserk
with the pearls ? I like the episode when she "borrowed"
a costume from the show she was doing, because she was
sick of her one and only evening dress. And, mentioning
clothes, do you know she chooses her wardrobe in a
positively nutty way?
Her last-minute scrambles to be sewed into her party
duds before sweeping into a formal Hollywood gs-thering
are minor mad moments in the exciting existence this
prima donna actually leads.
You ought to be fully in-

i

By

Ben

Maddox

formed of that occasion when she lit into a big New York
theatrical producer. And why she once impetuously forsook Hollywood and all its monetary rewards. But snatch
yourself a cigarette and relax.
I've merely begun.
It's a fact, yes, that Jeanette MacDonald is one star
who is exceptionally sensible where her job is concerned.
She has worked hard to acquire her present fan following.
She's too intelligent to spoil her set-up by playing the
fool, and certainly she's too well-bred to indulge in those
gaudy gestures.
I do believe, however, that it's my duty to the MacDonald admirers to tell the rest of the truth. Jemiette's
human streak will endear her (Continued on page 81)

Though she's mighty
serious about her work,
Jeanette MacDonald' s
private
life affair
isn't thesome
cutcmd-dried
people think it is.
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Lockhart, Ross and

Anita Louise in

"Brides Are Like That."
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near

it

ROSS ALEXANDER, six-footer
plus, has what it takes for movie

said Alexander between bites of
roast duck, absorbed in the rarefied

idolhood. The Gable "ummph." A
voice, deep, throaty, controlled, that
sends little shivers undulating up
and down the feminine spines. A
realistic grip on life that shows in
his faintly cynical blue-eyed gaze.
It's the quizzical look in those eyes
that's going to round up the ladies.
It already has.
What attracts them, too, is the
excessive masculinity he radiates.
He likes dogs and prize fights
(none of your sissy featherweight
matches, either . . . they have to be
heavyweight, with blood spurting
and teeth raining onto the canvas)
and ice hockey (the more banged
shins the better) and horse races.
Stacked up against some of our better delineators of he-manhood, Alexander (born Alexander Ross
Smith, Junior, and a real New
Yorker) makes them look like a
bunch of posey pickers.

air of Warner Brothers' exclusive
"Green Room" studio cafe ". . . . I
had a wardrobe woman at a Long
Island house party comment on it.
She was something of a fortune
teller, went around predicting peoples' futures at the party.
"I really don't know how I happened to be there because it was
made up of a university theatrical

"It's a funny thing about that,"

group, and I hadn't been to college.
I was 'kicked out' of school at sixteen, as a matter of fact. I met this
woman earlier in the evening. 'And
at what
you on
matriculate
she
askedschool
me, did
putting
a big act.?'
'Experience,' I answered. And she
didn't say another word to me until
later, when she started to read my
"At the party were a lot of
lows and girls, one chap was so
manish, you'd wonder if he
palm.
brought
his knitting. Well,
wardrobe (Continued on page
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THE DECISIONS of actors, standing at the crossroads
of their careers, are the cause back of their success or
failure. Those who take a stand, decide, and go on are
those who in the going-on meet up with "good hick."
But good kick is the smile of a right decision while facing the crossroads of left or right.
Many a decision made by a player has become the most
famous story associated with him. When Greta Garbo
decided that five o'clock was late enough for her to work
for any motion picture company, she put her decision
into execution with the now

famous

line : "I tank I go

Arline
Judge is a 3-oungster who had a decision thrust
now."
home
upon her. It was a ticklish decision to make inasmuch
as it was love against a career. At least, it was put up
to her that way b}' those who thrust the decision upon her.
They were merely business names to her, but names who
had the say-so in the studio that had brought her from
New York to give her a picture career. This career began as one of the leads in Wesley Ruggles' picture "Are
These Our Children?" Mr. Ruggles' interest in Arline
became more than professional. He invited her to have
dinner with him. She did. The first date led to others.
Ruggles' interest warmed. Likewise, Arline's. They
were becoming very serious and matrimony loomed
.around a near corner.
The studio, however, wanted no such corner for Miss
Judge. It was one thing to romanticize in celluloid. It
was another to romanticize away from celluloid. Arline
received a request to make a prompt appearance in the
head office. She appeared. Very tactfully, the executive,
behind the flat-topped desk, i-ntimated that the studio had
big things in store for Arline {Continued on page 95)
Top to bottom, three
who changed their
lives by ciecisions
difficult
to make:
Arline Judge, Robert Young and
Gloria Stuart.
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PLEASE DON'T call ns Hollywood's happiest
couple," begged Mildred Davis Lloyd. "We aren't
the hai)])iest couple in Hollywood, I am sure. I
wouldn't want to he. Harold and I are just two
normal, healthy peo])le who married because we
loved each other and we are raising a normal, healthy
family and are enjoying it.
"W'e have disagreements. They are never very
serious, but we frequently have a difference in
opinion and we don't hesitate to tell each other about
it. When we get peeved about anything we talk it
out and arrive
at an understanding that is
agreeable to
both of ns.
Then we kiss
and
'make folks
up'
like other
do.
"1 think it is
a b s u r d for
anyone to say
that two people
can live without occasional

J

month he got up at dawn and slipped around to the front
door, to practise the art of delivering milk. It seems that
one of the fine points in a milkman's technique is to be
al)le to put down the bottles in the wee small hours of the
morning without making any noise.
It was several weeks before Harold accomplished the
art, but now he is so good that if anything should ever
dairy.
go amiss with his movie career, he could get a job in any
]\Iildred says she goes through an ordeal every time he
starts a picture. When

he made "The Catspaw" he would
every morning
greet neseher
in Chiand he would eat
with
chop-sticks
at
the table
and say
good-bye
Chinaman.likeShea

U-Sii
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says she felt like a
half-caste herself
before the picture
was finished.
It is easy to understand why Harold has found his
greatest success
since marriage.

quarrels. Harold and I don't.
W'e are really
just plain home
folks. Harold
is an ordinary
business man
at heart whoso

IMildred is an optimistic person and
has a canny understanding of audience appreciation.
She catches all the
"sneak

business happens to be located in Hollywood. There
isn't anything
of the actor
about him after
he leaves the
stvidio. Luckily
we like the
same things
and get a lot
of happiness
out of the children, so we
never have a
dull or wasted

previews"

of Harold's
tures with him picand
whenever she says
that a scene should
be cut or lengthened, Harold accepts her advice
without question.
It is surprising
to find dred's
thatdomestic
Milproblems are like
so many other
wives. Gloria and
The

Peggy Lloyd are
going
the
same through
experiences
and phases that all
normal children do.
They have bands on their teeth and they have become
ardent movie fans.
Mildred says that taking them to the movies is quite
an ordeal. The whole family goes to the neighborhood
theatre every Saturday night, but the children never get
enough. They always want to see the show over again.

Lloyds — Peggy, Harold, Gloria, Mildred
and Harold, Jr.

mom
ent." in a
That,
nutshell, is the story of Harold and Mildred Lloyd
and how they have managed to make a success of
matrimony in a place known the world over for its
menaces to marital happiness. When Junior gains
a pound or learns to chin himself, that item is just

as
important
in newest
the Lloyd
menage
selection
of his
leading
lady. as is Harold's
Mildred suffers for Harold's art occasionally. In
his latest picture, "The Milky Way," he plays the
part of a milkman.
Mildred says that for a solid

Every time they go Harold says, very sternly, "Now remember, we are going home the minute the picture is
over and I don't want anybody to say a word or we won't
go again."
But they usually come home around midnight

I

44,
Found

at

last!

The

happiest

family

in

all

Hollywood—

with both Harold and Mildred vowing that they never
will go again. However, next Saturday always finds them
back in their old seats.
The girls have a little club in the neighborhood which
they call "The Jolly Eggers." They were deep in initiation plans a few weeks ago. They were planning a portable club house so they could move it about and were trying to decide upon the insignia for their membership pins.
The Lloyd home consists
of eighteen acres, beautifully
landscaped. There is no need
for them to go any place to
seek relaxation or enjoyment,
for everything is there within those high stone walls.
On account of numerous
kidnapping threats, an armed
guard patrols the estate and
nobody is ever admitted inside the barred gate until
they establish their identity.
Every part of the house is
connected by means of a pri-

By

vate telephone exchange. The Lloyds have a i:)rivate telephone book listing all of the various
connections.
Although they are surrounded with every conceivable form of luxury, they maintain a sane
method of living. They are all interested in the
Dionne quintuplets. Each one has picked a baby
as his special pet and each one watches all the
news

items and photos concerning "his" infant's progress. Mildred, Gloria and

Peggy selected five dainty
little bonnets which they sent
to the Quintuplets and their
proudest possession is the letter of acknowledgment sent
them bv Dr. Da foe.
THE

Lloyd children are advanced mentally for their

years. Travel has undoubtedly helped them. The
entire [Continued on page 85)

Harolci Lloyd,
all dressed up
for "The Milky

Mary

Sharon

Way."
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I DON'T

think I'll ever commit suicide," said Maureen,

with a pleasant
"I don't
ever off
have
melancholia
or dielaugh.
of a broken
heartthink
or be I'll
hauled
to
a psychopathic ward

or go under for the third time.

Perhaps I might for love, but for nothing else."
And, as she spoke, Maureen's blue eyes strayed, as they
had been straying ever since we sat down to lunch in the
studio commissary, to John Farrow where he sat at a
table a few feet from ours. And it's not being sentimental to say that never have I seen such a look in the eyes
of any girl in love. All of the tenderness, all of that
starry first wonder, all of the sweetness and fidelity, pride
and humbleness, slavery and sovereignty of love was in
her eyes.
"John is all I really care about . . ." whispered
Maureen.
"But to go back — I'll never do anything desperate
about anything else that may befall me because, when I
have most reason to be desperate and depressed. I am
the most do-and-darish. When I'm down, I'm up. I'm
like my native Ireland in this respect. I parallel the
historyneredofand have
my country
— I'm at my best when
to fight.

I'm cor-

"On the other hand, any little success I may have
simply anesthetizes me. I just sit down and do nothing.
I sink
it
a day.into the first comfy chair, with a book, and call
"I've always been like this. When I was a tiny
youngster, at home in Ireland, if I happened to l)e on
the outs with the family and was being ignored and sent
to Coventry, my back was up right away. I'd do drastic
things to recall attention to myself. I'd work like a
demon in school so that my report card would be better
than the reports of my sisters and brothers. Or I'd
give away all of my clothes to the poor so that I could
pose as a poor little martyr, stripped to the skin. Or I'd
deliberately fall downstairs, injure myself in some carefully minor way so that I would be in the limelight, entitled to sympathy. It usually worked — and once I was
reinstated I promptly lapsed again.
"When
did very
work and
to strive

I was sent to a convent school in London, I
well at first ; I got good marks, both in my
in my conduct. There seemed to be nothing
for then.
So I just did nothing.
I mufifed
At left YOU see two views of Miss O'S.
when
in what
termswhat
an "up"
mooci. she's
But, you
shouldsheknow
goes

'^^P
Rarely
hear

will

you

a star

dis-

cuss her true
loye^
and
so

her

career

her

faults

frankly

on with this gay Irish gal when she's
in the depths! At right, Maureen with
Johnny Weissmuller in a new jungle
thriller, "Tarzan Escapes." Also an
off-screen view with Maureen and the' object-of-her-affections, John Farrow.
They have been repeatedly rumored
married, but you'll read the true facts
in this self-revelation of Maureen's.

or

honestly

MAUREEN
46

EXPOSES

I my studies.
I didn't so much disobey rules and regula'I tions as disregard them.
I let myself go to such an exI tent that I was — and I've never told of this blot on my
'scutcheon before — I was expelled.
"My people were sent for to come from Ireland and
I take me home.
I knew that I had a battle on my hands.
I I knew that I would have to face the music and that
I the music would be plenty martial.
I was down in the
[ slough of despond and defeat but — my spirits soared !
I I prepared for the fray.
I wore my prettiest dress. I
decided not to eat too much so that I would lose weight
and look pale and interesting.
I adopted the martyr pose
as the one best suited to my needs.
I played my part
excellently.
I posed as a free soul who could not be
subjected to English rule, or something.
The result was
excellent for me.
For I was sent to Fontainbleau to live
I for several months.
And it did me good.
I got more
out of that experience than I would ever have got out of
remaining in school.
I learned to speak a very decent
French.
I met some interesting people.
It really did
things for me ....
"I would never have come to Hollywood if it hadn't
been for one of those 'down' periods of mine. I hadn't
been sitting very pretty with the family. Mother was
strict and I'd been going out a lot more
Came a night when I was invited to
a sort of night club in Dublin, a place
Cocoanut Grove here in Hollywood.

than she approved.
dance and dine at
very similar to our
Mother told me I

couldn't go. Immediately my fighting spirit rose. I was
defiant, I'm afraid. I said that I must go. I would go
— and I did. And that was the night when Frank Borzage saw me and asked me if I would like to make a
test for the screen.
(NOT THAT

prayers, when

Dad chanced to pass her door and heard

her say, 'Dear God, please make Daddy let Maureen go
to Hollywood, for thy Son's sake. Amen.'
"It was on the wings of that dear little prayer," said
Maureen, with a shaky laugh, "that I really came to
Hollywood. . . .
"When I first arrived, everything was wonderful. I
made the picture with John McCormick and he was marvellous to me. Everyone was interested ; things went
beautifully. I took myself a very swank apartment at the
Garden of Allah.
I was up — oh, 'way up . . .
"After the McCormick picture I was judged a 'success.' That was my undoing. Everyone was only too
anxious to be nice to .'the little Irish girl.'
"I just can't stand success," laughed Maureen. "And
this is what I did. The studio offered to give me singing lessons, drawing lessons, elocution lessons. But, I
figured, if one could be successful zvithoiit knowing these
things, why bother to learn? I took one elocution lesson, two dancing lessons, no singing lessons and then sat
back quite pleased with myself!
"Next they told me that I should see pictures and
watch other actresses but I, in my ignorance, thought
that the reason I was 'successful' was just because I
didn't know how to act ! ( Must have been an acute case
of swelled head which ballooned me up into that mirage!)
"The final straw came when they compared me to
Janet Gaynor who was my favorite star. From that point
I just bent backwards doing nothing. Nothing has ever
been done as completely as / did nothing — if I make
myself clear !
"I didn't bother about my clothes, on the screen or ofif.
I never studied. I stayed out late every night and arrived
for work each morning in a state of total exhaustion.

this has anything to do with the subject

we're talking about," said Maureen, her dark eyes suddenly tender, "but here's something about my coming to
Hollywood I've never told anyone before. Dad. you see,
didn't want me to come. Frank Borzage knew this and
he said he would come and talk to Dad but that, if Dad
continued to feel too strongly about it, I'd better abide
by his wishes and remain at home. I was pretty certain
Dad would say 'no.' And then, the night before Mr.
Borzage was to call on us, my baby sister was saying her

FINALLY came the awakening! What I had considered my 'success' was no such thing at all, merely
the mistaken enthusiasm of someone in the front office.
I was not attracting people into the theatres. On the
contrary, / zvas keeping them out. Yes, I'm going to
let you have it all. I had, you see, made enemies of Janet
Gaynor's fans, who resented their idol being compared
to this upstart young creature playing in pictures Janet
should have been in. And
{Continued on page 100)
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By Leo
Townsend

(Left) That top-notch
team, Ginger Rogers
and Fred Astaire,
won't disappoint you
in their latest dancingsinging delight, "Follow the Fleet."

(Left) Warner Baxter and Gloria Stuart
(Above) "Modern Times" is undoubtedly the
in "The
Prisoner
of Shark
Island."
most talked about picture in many a moon
(Above) Yes, they're all in one picture —
and
acclaimed
one
of Chaplin's best.
Myrna Loy, Clark Gable and Jean HarPaulette Goddard lends beauty and talent
low — in "Wife vs. Secretary."
to this silent film.

****

Modern

Times

(United Artists)

All that actually need be said about "Modern Times" is: Chaplin
is
back.
As it's inbeen
yearsis since
"City His
Lights,"
return
oi Charlie
any nearly
sort offive
picture
an event.
return,theit
is our happy duty to report, is doubly welcome because this is a
better picture than "City Lights." Some will regard it as Chaplin's
best film: our own opinion is that it ranks with "The Gold Rush" and
"Shoulder Arms." Anyway, it's more than pleasant to see once again
the familiar figure of the pathetic little vagabond, still the underdog,
still at odds with the world, and still aiding the damsel in distress.
"Modern Times" is a satire, the story of the clash between an
individual and a system, between man and the machine. It's a silent
picture
(if you
don't know what
that is,
mother),
with
musical
accompaniment
composed
by ask
the somebody's
star, who also
wrote
and directed the film. Best of all, it's Chaplin with all his tricks.
Two of the funniest comedy sequences in recent years are his tussle
with an automatic feeding machine and his debut as a singing waiter,
in which he chants a strange jargon accompanied by a dance that
out-Freds Mr. Astaire. Portraying the waif one expects In all Chaplin
pictures Is Paulette Goddard, and the young lady has beauty and
considerable animation. You'll be seeing "Modern Times" anyway, so
why are we telling you all this?
Preview Postscripts
This marks the first time that Chaplin actually "shot" from a
completed script. Heretofore he has merely had the skeleton story
outlined in his mind, improvising the action on the set. But the
comedian spent almost three years writing this story, down to the
most minute detail. Contrary to general belief, Chaplin is not averse
to the talking picture for screen expression or entertainment. But for
his own medium he feels the pantomime method is far superior.
Among the most familiar symbols in the world today are the stick,
hot, shoes
and he
moustache
have contributed
so time
much in
to 1910
Chaplin's
fame.
When
arrived which
in America
for the first
and
made a two-year tour in vaudeville, they were with him. When he
made his first appearance In pictures, in the Keystone Comedies,
they were with him. And when he formed his own company — the first
star to acquire his own . studio — the stick, hot, shoes and moustache
were listed as his chief assets. It isn't all fun being a celebrity and
a legend, though. Hardly o morning passes that the Chaplin mail
does not include a request for a few hundred dollars as a suitable
prize for a "Chaplin Contest" in some corner of the globe. Lost month
a nation-wide contest was held In Japan for the best impersonation
of the little comedian. A few weeks ago In Hungary, a poll was taken

by one of the leading newspapers, asking its readers that if seven
world-famous figures were in danger and only one was to be saved,
whom would they choose to rescue. Chaplin won by an overwhelming
majority. You'll spot many an old familiar face in a Chaplin picture.
Whether It's a chance for a "bit" or a larger role, Charlie considers
his pals of the old acting days first. Among those present in "Modern
Times" you'll find Henry Bergman, who has appeared in every Chaplin
film for the past twenty years, Stanley Sandford, Chester Conklln
and Hank Mann- — all Keystone pals. Then there's Edward Kimball,
Wilfred Lucas, Lloyd Ingraham, Johnny Rand and many others.
Paulette Goddard is a new face, though. She was discovered by
Chaplin while playing minor parts in the Hal Rooch studios. Because
he believes the public prefers to make Its own discoveries, Charlie
has refused to have his protegee Interviewed or given any publicity.
i^lk^i^

The

Milky

Way

(Paramount)

Since Hollywood's two best-known comedians return to the screen
simultaneously. It is a pleasure to report that Harold Lloyd Is almost
as funny in his way as Charlie Chaplin is in his. The difference
between them is, perhaps, that Chaplin's comedy is built entirely
around himself, while Lloyd's is fashioned around anyone who
happens to be present at the moment the gag explodes. Our hero
is a mild-mannered milkman who inadvertently gets mixed up in a
fracas in which the middleweight champion of the world is knocked
out. The press believes the milk purveyor landed the lethal sock, and
since the press Is a powerful thing, our meek friend soon finds himself
a hero of the ring, completely equipped with a smart manager,
Adolphe Menjou, and a set of boxing opponents. Around this
situation Mr. Lloyd, his director and his script writers have contrived
a series of unending and hilarious gags which leave the audience
limp with exhaustion by the time the final bell rings. Notable scenes
are: Lloyd demonstrating his ducking prowess, Lloyd punching in
waltz time, Lloyd teaching his ducking trick to a dowager, and Lloyd
in a cab trying to conceal from the driver the fact that his companion
is a horse. The entire cast is superb, with special emphasis on Adolphe
Menjou, Verree Teasdale, William Gargan and Lionel Stander.
Preview Postscripts
Harold Lloyd's proudest claim to fame Is that he never seriously
wanted to play "Hamlet." Not seriously. But he does hove o
hankering to give an audience the chance to roar at his soliloquy and,
roll in the aisles over his death at Ophelia's bier. Says he's aiming at
the funny-bone of his audience, not their brain. Rather make 'em
laugh than think, any day . . . One
(Continued on page 112)

NEW YORK'S Montmartre Cafe. durin<; the 'twenties
was a popular night spot. It's small, columned dance
floor was the scene for the gallant act that sent Cesar
Romei-o into films, via the stepladder of the stage.
Since Romero's arrival in Hollywood two years ago,
the Manhattan Latin has made fourteen films, his first
"The Thin Man," and his latest "Love Before Breakfast,"
with Carole Lomhard. He has appeared with Dietrich,
Arliss, Colman. Margaret Sullavan and other noteworthies' pictures, and has a contract with Universal.
But before telling 3'ou about his
Montmartre days,
let us trace Cesar's
footsteps through
a period when he
was employed by
the National City
Bank. It was too
dull for the graceful six-footer.
Nights found him
dancing, as a guest.
Presently he was
dancing, as a professional, with
Lisbeth Higgins,
Brooklyn debutante, who had theatrical aspirations.
Cesar quit the
bank job.
All of fashionable Brooklyn
turned out in 1927
when Higgins and
Romero did their
turn in the show,

umns . . . too near the floor. A swerve too near, a false
move, and Nitza would be dashed against their flutings.
Night after night they took this risk for the sake of
applause.
Applause meant money.
Then a sudden, biting pain in Cesar's side. Excruciating-, like a knife that tears its way through tissue. I'm
going to fall ! I can't stand this agony. I can't faint ...
Nitza . . . confident that I won't drop her. If she fell,
she might never walk again. One more dip, then she
slides from my shoulders.
She is down.bow Applause.
We''
oif. Mv han
to
tn
clutched
side.
mest
ro
fl or,y,
oo
r

fell to the
"in
in the more
hallretelling the
says

FURRINER'
TIMES
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FROM

SQUARE

Dorothy

Spensley

Ro-

pam than
I have
ever
suffered.
Finally, I was carried to my dresswa
y,one found an
ing-room. ice
Some'
bag. A doctor
came, hurriedly.
Said it was a
strain that affected
my
appendix,
that
it might
necessitate
an operation. I
couldn't afford to
take time off to remain in a hospital
for any length of
time.
"For two weeks

I danced with the
same pain griping

"Lady, Do!" They
waltzed, did a fast
me, the
and floo
I'dr rush
off
and
fox-trot, a tango
and threw in a bit
slap an ice bag
of the Apache for
over my appendix.
It was agony, but
good measure. For
we fulfilled our
three years, with
contract, although
partners he hated,
I knew it spelled
partners he liked,
the end of my
and a partner he
loved, Romero was
dancing career.
And it did. But it
a New York exhibition dancer . . .
drove me to the
Club R i c h m a n ,
stage. And from
Ambassador Roof,
the stage I went
St. Regis Roof,
the Montmartre.
Films were glad
One night in
pictures."
into see
to
Romero.
1930, with lovely
They took one
Nitza Vernille in
look at his six-foot
Cesar Romero danced his way to fame, and here he is
his arms, Romero
two-inch body, his
stepped out under
stepping with Carole Lombard in "Love Before Breakfast."
sion, his expanwavy,
huge chest
the colored spotblack
hair, his
lights of the Club
Montmartre
They swung out on the fioor to the notes
brown eyes, his easy grace, and yelled, "Here's another
of a tango that had acrobatic variations. Suddenly
Nitza, slim and tall, like a column, stood still. Ready,
He isn't another Valentino. And doesn't want to be.
Romero! A swirl of silks, and Nitza was horizontally
Valentino."
He'd
like to know who started that fable. Years ago
atop his shoulders, arms outstretched, toes pointing like
when he was a youngster, and a rabid movie fan, he
arrows, and Cesar was performing great arcs about the
admits that he would cover the lower part of his longish
floor with Nitza on his shoulders.
face with one hand and mark the resemblance that he bore
to the late film idol. But he {Continued on page 101)
Be careful ! For God's sake, be careful.
Those colRomero
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won't

rely

on

them,

OUT..!

but

is always

in

love

Ruth

brown - and - beige
sitting room known as the "tell-all" department. Something sort of
warm and friendly about it, something
conducive to spilling the beans.
My motto is, always trap Glenda in the sitting-room
if you really want her to talk. I've heard her in every
room in the house on account of being a neighbor who
runs in and out at odd times, and here's the way it sizes
up: she goes grand in the drawing-room, that green-andwhite-and-crystal magnificence with the old-ivory concertsize piano, and who wouldn't? I always want to say,
"Come off, Duchess, I just saw you lift that chicken leg
from the ice-box." In Tommy's playroom she is all
mother, as she patiently demonstrates the wrong way to
put an airplane together.
In the dining-room she is busy being a hostess, and
even upstairs in the rumpus-room, she doesn't let down
her hair. Everyone else does, and somebody has to keep
the pressure down. In her bedroom, with the pink satin
slip-covers, she goes to bed with Mr. Tilley — that's the
name of her favorite hot water bottle — and before you
can say, "nine o'clock on the set, made up," she's sound
asleep. Or else she takes a book with her, and many is
the love-sick swain who has murmured, "Oh, to be bound
in vellum."
Well, now that small digression is over, we can get

'^m

Glenda

Farrell/

doing
"Snowed
! She's
in person
Under" with
George Brent.

Rankin

MEN
HAVE
never done
me
any
good ! . . .
but I can't live
without 'em!"
Glenda
added
with
a flourish,
in case you get any
wrong ideas.
In the old Farrell
homestead is a little

with

backstory
to
the
which is
about how
men have
never
Glenda done
any
ber?
course,
good,Of remem-,
around
under weren't
foot all
if they
the time and ringing up
on the telephone every
twenty minutes, she would
probably sobe big
saying,
"Men and
are
marvellous,
and strong
wonderful, I owe all my success to men.
Hey men, where are you ?" But you see, Glenda
hasn't reached the grateful age yet, an age which even
actresses reach, believe it or not. In fact, Glenda is such
a long way this side of it she can still afford to tell the
truth^ — ^a rare luxury seldom afforded any woman, much
less a picture actress.
Let's see, where were we? Wait now, don't tell me.
Oh yes. Glenda was sitting over there on that beige
Chesterfield thing you sink into a foot and it practically
takes a tug-of-war to pull you out
thought how nice it would be to spend
Chesterfield, just thinking about life
time).
like this one (only it happens to be

of it. Often, I've
a winter in Glenda's
and hatching ideas
Glenda's idea, this

"You know," said Glenda, gradually receding from
sight, "in the general direction of our subject, allow me
to begin by saying I have never met a man yet who asked
me to give up my career for him !
"Maybe it's my fault. It seems to be a mistake to be
too capable and self-supporting. These girls, brought up
from the cradle to be helpless and dependent, are the ones
who get the breaks. They are rotten spoiled, but the basic
theory is sound — if they don't (Continued on page 84)
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KNEW
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By Mary

Watkins

WHAT'S she really like?" There's scarcely a week
that four or five people don't ask me that question about
Grace Moore. And when I answer them I never know
whether to start with the Bag of Gumdrops incident or
The Case of the Case of Champagne story, since both
prove the same rare and delightful thing that Grace
Moore has risen from a lonely little night club singer to
the very peak of picture, radio and operatic fame, and
she hasn't changed a bit !
This time, since the gumdrops

are lo ! these thirteen

years stale, while the champagne is as yet uncorked, I'm
going to start this story at the beginning.
It still strikes me as darned odd that I should have
met Grace Moore as long ago and in as unusual a way
as I did. Except that in Manhattan you can bump into
most anybody most anytime. It was in 1922, during an
Easter vacation from school. I was spending the holidays
in New York when one afternoon I stopped in Washington Square Park for a swallow of water.
A girl was bending over the fountain drinking. When
she finished she looked up, noted the bundles in my
arms, smiled and said to me, "Go ahayd, I'll hoi' it faw
yuh,"
indicating
the flow.
iron knob that had to be turned
to make
the water
I drank.

And

I probably remarked

something as

minutes later we were sitting on a park bench under a
ratty little tree eating gumdrops together.
They were her gumdrops. They were what got the
conversation started because they were brickbats if I ever
gnawed on any.
THAT'S THE way they do you in this town," she
said, offering me the bag again. "The shopkeeper vowed
these were fresh. Look at them. Things like that make
me so mad I could spit ! It isn't the dime, it's the princiNow down home ..." .
ple of the thing.
I liked the girl. She had fiery blue eyes, she gesticulated incessantly when she talked and she was friendly.
sure she was pretty lonely, and when she told me
was
I
a night club singer I almost died of adolescent
was
she
curiosity.
"I work in the floor show at "Le Chat Noir," a couple
blocks over that way." She pointed toward the Sixth
Avenue "L" and added, "The Black Cat."
Night club singer! According to my naive, homegrown brand of ideas, night club singers were razmataz
ladies who slunk around in mascara and skin-tight black
satin, crusty with rhinestones and broke into the Charleston on the last chorus. They made merry all night and
slept all day under ermine coverlets and probably even

definitely non- Yankee as, "That's right nice of you.
Thank you mighty much."
Because the next moment
she was saying, "What part of the South are you
from?" in the way all Southerners do when they
meet each other in alien territory.
And a few

Grace 5^%^ y^asri

and

was

poor

and

Reeves

bedroom
high-heeled
awore
bit like
that.

slippers. And this girl wasn't

In the first place — well, she just was a nice girl. She
looked no more than eighteen. Her hair was a dull but
not an unpretty shade of brown. {Continued on page 90)
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heart?

TELL ME, honest and truly, cross-your-heart-hope-todie. how does it really feel to be the big rave?"
M-G-M's Daily Special, that day, a mushroom
smothered filet mignon, was temporarily forgotten as I
leaned forward across the lunch table and earnestly
directed that question at Robert Taylor. Then, quickly,
I laughed at my own folly. "Of course, you won't really
tell me the truth. It's one of those hackneyed questions
that everybody asks and that nobody ever really answers."
"I'll answer it,'' Bob said enthusiastically. "I'll tell you
the honest-to-goodness, cross-my-heart truth ! Only you
won't believe me! But anyway I'll tell it to you.
exactly how it feels. Maybe I'll be sitting in my
all alone some evening, and maybe I'll pick up a
column or a fan magazine and, of course, I look

Here's
house
movie
to see

what they say about me. Somebody says, 'Bob Taylor,
the most promising young man on the screen today ...
due to be one of the biggest stars by the end of 1936.'
"I read it twice to make sure I read right, and then I
throw the thing across the room and I get up and walk
around with a sort of silly expression on my face. I say
to myself, 'Well, it would be nice to beheve, but I doubt
it. They'll catch on to me sooner or later. I can't be anything but a flash in the pan !' There, that's how it feels !
And it's darned uncomfortable !"
"But the thrill?" I put in lamely. "You don't get a
kick out of it?"
"How can I be thrilled about something I don't believe? Oh, I'm glad about having some money in the
bank, instead of working in one for ^$30 a week, which
is where I was headed before Metro signed me up. And
I'm thrilled about the nice house I just rented for my
mother, and about my new car. But thrilled because they
say there are big things ahead of me? Now, wouldn't
I be a chump to fall for that kind of ballyhoo? I'll be
thrilled when I've proved my success, when I've got more
than just a couple of good roles under my belt — but not
until then.
Bob and Irmie
iun

at Palm

"I've just had the breaks so far. Anybody would have
come through in a great picture like 'Broadway Melody.'
'Magnificent Obsession' was sure fire, too, with a cast
that just naturally carried me along ! But suppose I had
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Hartley

to carry a picture myself? That's what it means to be a
star. And I won't believe I'll be a big one, till I am one !
Even then I'll probably still be pinching myself, and holding my breath, like I am now.
YOU SEE, if I'd had any theatrical inheritance, or any
theatrical experience, or even any great urge to be an
actor, I might have felt differently about it. In that case
I might have felt that I was entitled to some success as
an actor. But I never really acted before in my life —
college theatricals can't count for much — and I never took
any lessons. So naturally, I was just as surprised as the
next fellow when I found myself with a contract."
"But your mother?
At least she must be thrilled?"
"If she is, she doesn't say so. We never talk about
my pictures. We don't even go to see them together.
Once we went together to see 'Society Doctor,' but it
made me so nervous to watch her watching me that we
don't do that any more. If she had only said, 'That's
good,' 'That's bad,' 'That's indifferent,' it would have
been something to ease the strain — but she never said anything. Just patted my hand, and let it go at that. I know
she saw 'Broadway Melody' six times, because my cousin,
my grandmother and my secretary — they all live with
mother — told me so. But she never mentioned it.
"Then the other afternoon she went to see 'The Magnificent Obsession' for the first time. Well, about six
o'clock I dropped in at the house, hoping to find out what
she thought of it. The first thing she said was, 'Oh, Bob,
I'm so glad you came over. I want you to tell me what I
should do. The salesman at the gas company tells me
that if we turn in the old stove we have now, I can
get a brand new one, for only $3.25 a month, and they
just put it on the gas bill. What do you think ? Shall I
do it?' So the talk started on stoves and ended on stoves,
and I still don't know what she thought of 'The Magnificent Obsession.'
"All the time I have been in pictures, she has had only
one criticism to make and that is that she thinks I spend
too much money. In spite of the fact that I'm saving
more than half of my salary! Like me, she can't believe
it will last, I guess."
(Continued on page 88)
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they
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mean

Albert

The small picture shows Bette Davis
before she was remodelled according
to the usual Hollywood standards.

thai

Before and after "shots" of Eleanor
Powell. Don't you think she had more
individuality before her movie days?

it

HOLLYWOOD
needs new types," cry the producers.
"We are actually looking for new faces all the time," they
tell you.
And just to prove it. almost every big studio has a
"scouting" department, consisting of a group of expert
men and women whose job it is to cover the country
like a Joe E. Brown grin. They look in at all the Little
Theatres, ferret around in the highways and byways,
spot girls and boys dining in restaurants and say, "Ah-ha,
we have a new face. Here is a different type."
When big directors "receive the press" they're always
giving out advice to you girls and it always runs somethinglike this. "Don't imitate. Be individual. Create your own
personality. Don't arrange your hair in the standardized
way. Don't wear the same type of clothes others wear. If you
want a chance in Hollywood you must have individuality.
You don't need beauty. All you need is individuality.
You must not look like the already established stars."
And so on ad infinitum, ad nauseuni, add your own,
music.
So we believe all this and say, "Isn't it wonderful?
Why, I don't look like anybody except myself. I guess
I have a chance."
And now suppose you had a chance to go to Hollywood
because you were a new type, the one and only of your
Gladys

Swccrthout, too, had to conform

to Hollywood's idea of glamor, so that
now she looks like all the rest.

kind.
What
would happen ? Well, the
only thing I can go
by is precedent. Let
me point out what happens
to individuality in Hollywood.
So
Hollywood
wants new
types, eh, new faces? Then why
don't they use a few of the new types
they already have?
Listen ! You can be as individual as
a sword fish and when Hollywood gets
through with you, you'll find yourself
(much to your surprise) one of the four
standard Hollywood types — a Garbo, a Gaynor, a Shearer, or a Harlow.
LET'S LOOK for a minute at what they've
done to Gladys Swarthout.
The first time I saw
her she was rehearsing a radio program. Certainly,
there was a girl who«stood out from the crowd. In
all that melee of sound effects, technicians, microphones and singers, Gladys was an outstanding individualist. Not pretty in the conventional sense of the
word, she had that thing called personality the already
quoted directors rave about.
Well, Hollywood snatched her from the opera and
the radio, and the other day I was looking at some photographs of her and I give you my word I didn't know who
she was. She might have been Gail Patrick or Rosalind
Russell or Eleanor Powell. For she had been through the
Hollywood standardization process and had come out with
her hair done in the standard fashion, her eyebrows made
up in just the same way as the rest, her mouth rouged
exactly as the make-up experts rouge every other mouth.
They've had a tough time cutting Eleanor Powell to the
pattern. But boy, they've tried. There's a girl with a face
that's almost impossible to confuse with any other face.
Here's one with no conventional prettiness, but before
Hollywood got her, when she was a dancer on Broadway,
she had a cuteness enhanced by a Dutch bob and straight
bangs that took away some of the length of her face.
A year before Eleanor was given her Hollywood contract they made a test of her and said she was by no
means good-looking enough to make the grade in pictures. So she set out to re-make herself. And presently
she found herself in Hollywood where they did her
over again, just in case.
Everybody had a hand in this process. Even Louis
B. Mayer, the head of the studio, gave suggestions
and wrote memos about it.
She was sent first to the hairdresser where she
had a permanent wave with little curls all around
her face. A lightening rinse was applied. Then
they plucked her eyebrows into a thinner line,
although she has always had a fine natural
arch.
The make-up man had his day and
gave her a new mouth and there were
porcelain caps for her teeth. And they
taught her how to confine her gestures
— she had always spoken with broad,
sweeping gestures before — -until,
at last, with all the high-paid
folks in the studio working
on her, Eleanor Powell
was as nearly standardized as a girl with
Eleanor's true
{Continued on
72)
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Ruby Seeler, above, sneaks

from the set

it^axsoiaTvc the director isn't looldng — omd this is
what Below,
she doesl
HiibbY<Lake
Al Jolsoxu
this.
her Toluca
home is"snoqpped"
G«artottde
MiclKiela' holiday hideaway and ping pong
har strenuous idea of rekxxtngl

is

When Dorothy Lee tokec
off her make-up, she puts
on a berthing suit Iot swimming's her pet divmslon.

Note Joan Bennett's indinatton to stoop. Exercise is its
most satisfactory cure.

..ARE

Round-shouldered?

Bette Doris has deyekmed
a swaggering, insolent
wcSk, not becoming o girL

GO AND STAND in front of a full-length mirror.
Ho\y do you look? Not so bad, perhaps? That is to say,
you're not overly fat and you're not skinny. You might
not win any prizes, but you'd pass in a crowd. Mm-hmm.
Listen, darlings, I don't want you to pass in a crowd. I
want you to stand out in a crowd for beauty and poise
and grace.
And remember another thing : while you're standing
in front of your mirror, you unconsciously try to look
your best. The common garden variety of vanity which
you all possess makes you pull your stomach in, throw
your shoulders back, hold your head up, when you're
looking at yourself in the mirror. Once away from said
mirror, you forget — you slump, let the abdomen stick
out, duck your head forward. Naturally, you can't go
around concentrating all the time, on your stomach and
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GUILTY

YOU

Conscious

Ann Harding's tendency is
toward a weak K>ine— thns
an ungrocelul walk.

of

height?

Ungraceful

OF

walk?

shoulders and head. A dandy companion you'd be if
yovi did thataway. No. You must work on these weak
spots in your figure and these weaknesses in posture and
carriage so that correct habits become as natural as
breathing.
And how are you going to do that? I'll
tell
you.
The common figure faults of people who are known
as "average" — neither marvelous nor terrible, neither too
thin nor too fat — are the following : round shoulders ;
an ungraceful walk ; an awkward sitting posture ; bulging
abdomens on comparatively slender figures, which look
all the worse for the very fact that the figure is slim ;
and heads that thrust forward, which fault brings with it
such consequences as a lump on the back of the neck,
sagging chin lines and lines in the flesh of the throat.
Some of our highly paid movie stars are just as guilty

JeoEtt Mulr, (he too4Gdl gizL
who tries to appear sh<»ter
.
by slouching.

THESE

SINS

Here

star

are

some

remedi

of these sins as you are yourself. Pretty little Joan
Bennett, for example, was at one time very roundshouldered. She is, as you know, near sighted and though
she wears proper glasses off the screen, she has acquired
the habit of peering closely at things. Joan, furthermore,
is not particularly strong.
You may be round-shouldered for any number of reasons : youngsters who grow too fast get the habit of
slouching from fatigue. Tall girls try to make themselves look shorter by hunching their shoulders forward.
Lack of energy, starved nerves, lack of circulation — all
these things cause one to slump. It becomes natural to
slump and it's much harder to overcome a fixed habit
than to get rid of twenty pounds of excess weight.
Harder— but not impossible. I don't care how long
you've had the habit, you can (Continued on page 76)
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In the old days, Alice and Rudy Vallee planning their picture and radio work together.

Alice

Faye

would

gladly

BE

trade

her

big

moyie

contract

for

a

rich girl who wants to throw that swell mink coat, and all
YOU'D THINK she'd had her Wonderland already—
Alice Faye. March Hares, Mad Hatters, Walruses and
that goes with it, into the first convenient ashcan.
all. For Alice lives through the looking-glass now, and
Quite the contrary.
Alice is thrilled by her good fortune. But she wants a husband whom she can love more
hers is everything that Hollywood has to oflfer.
But this Alice wants something more, something much
than anything she has ever had or known or loved thus
more. She wants love and — a husband.
far, more than all those other things
She wants them so much that even
p
p
^ In a Ia
<'j ^a^t someone who will make me
though the husband might be making
''J
" ®
P"' together.
iner
only enough money for love in a coty
a i n a Id
forget
me,"
said
Alice wistfully,
"someone
who will make me jump at
tage,
she'd
still
gladly
trade
her
big
I
CI
V
movie contract for him if she had to
the lift of a finger, someone who will
lead
tne
around,
someone
who will be so important in my
choose between the two.
It's hard to believe, but the
fact is Alice would prefer that he could only afford love
life that even my work will be relatively unimportant."
in a cottage, for this is exactly her idea of real happiness.
You know Alice Faye, of course. She's the slim, blonde,
blue-eyed streak of vivacity whose feet twinkled so flashNow, don't get Alice Faye wrong. She isn't "fed up"
with Hollywood. She isn't dissatisfied with her career.
ingly in "George White's Scandals" both on stage and
screen. She's the girl who got her first break when she
She isn't a bird in a movie-gilded cage, nor a poor little
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Although Alice Faye has almost everything anyone
ask, her happiness

good

chance

to

promise

was a Broadway chorine by becoming a featured radio
singer with Rudy Vallee, and then, coming with him to
make the pictitre, stepped into Lilian Harvey's shoes when
Lilian walked out of 'em and off the set.
Alice is the girl who came through so nicely in the
movie, "Scandals," that the studio gave her that nice,
juicy contract, the one that enabled her to bring her
mother and her brother out to California from New York
and have all the things that every girl longs for and
dreams of.
But Alice is fearfully in earnest about that husband.
"You see," says Alice in that quiet little voice of hers,
"I have been working ever since I was thirteen. I've
been trying to get somewhere, trying to make the grade
by myself. Thinking about me and the career I was trying to carve. Now I'm beginning to think that there's
something better than that, thinking about someone else.

to

could

isn't quite complete.

'Moye^

honor

Thinking about what someone

and

obey"

else is trying to do, and

helping
do it."young to have found out that sharing
Alice him
is stillto pretty
somebody else's dream is the way to happiness, and not
being all wrapped up in your own.
"It isn't that I don't love my work," Alice went on,
"and it isn't that I haven't a nice home, nice clothes, a
nice car. I have all that. It isn't that I don't get a
tremendous thrill out of being in front of the camera,
seeing my picture and my name on the billboards. I do.
But that isn't all there is, is it?"
Alice knows it isn't, and that's why she wants a husband. Sitting among the topmost branches of the tree
at twenty, she looks around her and her vision grows
surprisingly clear. She's beginning to feel that even a rosy
world is only a very sour apple if you've got to eat it
entirely by yourself.
(Continued on page 105)
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I'M TAKING special license this month with that moralizing old saying which is the title of this fashion yarn.
Costumes and shoes are so closely related in this spring
of 1936 that you can't consider one without the other.
Don't become so absorbed with your new spring clothes
that you skip casually over that very important item,
your shoes ! In other words, paraphrasing, don't wear a
shoe unless it fits your costume!
Those clever people, who design your footwear, have
studied important spring costume trends with an eye to
making their shoes veritable first cousins to your clothes

Hollywood

closely

relates

in every respect.

Here are some of the ingemous ways

your
outfits.shoes show that they're close relatives of your new;
Pleats are very big in costume design, so some of your;
new da3^ime shoes have pleated details, introduced in
many clever ways, some requiring an almost unbelievable
shoemaking skill. Then there's the peasant influence
which is echoed in footwear — bright colors, embroidery,
and a sturdiness of design. Shoes retaliate with bright
stitching, color contrast, broad straps and decorated
tongues, low heels and the very new development of

the

shoe

to

the

costume

thi

By Adelia

Bird

At extreme left, reading to the right: Madge
Evans in gray and wine plaided tweed topcoat and jacket with gray flannel skirt. Alaa
smart oxfords of brown alligator and beige
suede. Next, Ann Harding in beige and red
ensemble with the new shorter type of flared
coat CJhamois and brown kid perforated
step-in
And Lucille
blue
andpumps,
white below.
printed peasant
style Ball's
dress
with navy blue ribbed wool coat. Broad
strapped, sabot-style shoes in blue kid are
pictured with this costume. The new square
toe and heel are important details to note.

charming
black
Julie Haydon's
and white
printed dress,
right. And a
very feminine
pair of black
patent leather
strop shoes.

I

il

spring,

in

colors

and

in

decorative

details

Above, Lucille Ball makes
a delightful spring picture
in her floral printed cocktail gown. Lucille designed this herself. The
neckline is high in front
and low at back.

At left, you see Kay Lina
ker's clever idea of usinof
a silver armor mesh tie
with a tailored white dinner suit. This is a very
neat and different acces
sory trick.

square toes and heels.
Many dressmaker touches,
of avowed femininity, such as
braid, puffing and smocking
are back. Even ribbon and

glowing inruby
even range,
ame^
thyst,
the red,
violet
which makes a marvelous al
liance for evening gowns,
You'll be crazy about them
Ties and oxfords, step-in

bow trimmings — and each of
these fine points of fashioning
are repeated in your shoes.
You'll find it's twice as much
of a kick to pick your shoes
with an eye to their relationship to your best spring bib
and tucker.
Navy blue, green, brown,
black and wine-red shoes with
matching accessories are worn
to contrast with pastel costumes. And light and dark
leathers in contrast with each other are smart. As the
season turns into summer, you're going to approve of
sports shoes that reverse the usual brown and white theme,
that is, the white is used only to trim the brown body
of the shoes, instead of the white as the body and the
brown as the trim.
One big bit of shoe news that all Hollywood, as well
as you gals, will cheer is the return of patent leather to a
bright spot in the fashion sun. And such patent leathers !
No longer just the staple black but a galaxy of fascinating
colors in gem tones ranging from pearly white to a
66
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pumps (and the good ol
standby, the opera pump) and
the very new looking broad
strap shoe are much seen — ,
to mention just a few of the
important styles.
■

^

,j

I could go on for pages discussing details and styles, but
rather than do that, I have se-

thenewest
stars'
new spring costumes together withlectedaanumber
group ofof the
shoes that would make a perfect match for them. Inii
each case, the star is wearing a shoe which is most suitably
to her costume — but I've gone them one better and pick
out another shoe style that would be just as smart to
wear, too !
Before beginning a detailed description of these,
however, I want to mention the return of a shoe that ha
been Hollywood's most beloved style for years. It's th^
darling of you girls who have to wear short vamps, it's
the French cut pump called the D'orsay. Loud have been:
the wails of many star gals who, (Continued on page 103,

The
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puts
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pace
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Modern

strain

on

Living

Digestion

by

Natural

Digestive

Notably

Action

Increased

People in every walk of life get "keyed up." The effects
on digestion are known to all! In this connection, it is an
interesting fact that smoking a Camel during or between
meals tends to stimulate and promote digestion. Enjoy
Camel's mildness . . . the feeling of well-being fostered
by Camel's matchless blend of costlier tobaccos. Camels

Smoking

Camels

set you right. Smoke Camels for digestion's sake!
R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co., Winscon-3alem. N. C.

Mrs. Ernest du Pont, Jr.
of Wilmington, Delaware
is justly proud of her charming
house with its beautiful gardens
— one of the historic landmarks
of Delaware. Both Mr. and Mrs.
du Pont are enthusiastic about
yachting. And they are famous
for their hospitality. Mrs. du Pont
says: "I always enjoy Camels —
all through the day — and during
meals especially. They never seem
heavy, and I like their flavor tremendously. They make the whole
meal so much pleasant er. I'm a naturally nervous person. That's another reason why I prefer Camels.
They never get on my nerves,
no matter how many I smoke."

Mrs. du Pont, photographed recently in the luxurious Rainbow Room, Rockefeller Center, 65 s'ories above the streets of New York
Among
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

the many distinguished women

who prefer

Camel's costlier tobaccos:
Mrs. Henry Field, Chicago
Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia
Mrs. Chiswell Dabney Langhorne, Virginia
Mary Byrd, Richmond
Mrs. James Russell Lowell, New York
Powell Cabot, Boston
Mrs. Jasper Morgan, New York
Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., New York
J. Gardner Coolidge, II, Boston
Mrs. Potter d'Orsay Palmer, Chicago
Mrs. Langdon Post, New York
Byrd Warwick Davenport, Richmond
Mrs. Brookfield Van Rensselaer, New York

costlier
tobaccos!
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
...Turkish and Domestic...
than any other popular brand.

those myriads of little fibres strengthen!
Your skin grows firm underneath — smooth,
line-free outside, where it shows.
THOSE mean little lines that creep in
around your eyes, your mouth . . .
You are only 25. But people see them —
"She's every bit of thirty!"
Or, you are over thirty . . . but not a
sign of a line. And everybody takes you

anced cream briskly into your skin . . .
Start the circulation pulsing, oil glands
working freely.

Here's the simple Pond's way to win
the clear, glowing skin that never tells
of birthdays. Follow this treatment day
and night.

Do this regularly — day after day. Before long, cloggings cease. Pores grow
finer. Blackheads, blemishes go . . . And

Two things to remember

for years younger than you are — "Not a
day over 20!"
Do you know what those same little
lines say to a dermatologist ? He sees right
through them to the under layers of your
skin, and says: "It's the under tissues at
fault!"
Keep away Blackheads, Blemishes
—with Under Skin treatment

treatment
with Pond's
Cream.peat this
Your
skin becomes
softer, Cold
finer
every time. Powder goes on beautifully.
Start in at once. The coupon below
brings
special 9-treatment tube of
Pond's you
Colda Cream.

Skin faults are not always a matter of
years. Look at the skin diagram above.
Those hundreds of tiny cells, glands, fibres
under your skin are what really make it
clear and satiny — or full of faults! Once
they fail, skin faults begin. But keep them
active — you can, with Pond's rousing
"deep-skin" treatment — and your skin
blooms fresh, line-free, as in your teens.
Pond's Cold Cream contains specially
processed oils which reach deep into the
pores. It floats out all the dirt, make-up,
skin secretions that are starting to clog.
Already, your skin loeks fresher!
More . . . You pat this perfectly bal-

Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold
Cream. Watch it bring out all the dirt,
make-up, secretions. Wipe it all off! . . .
Now pat in more cream briskly. Rouse
that failing underskin. Set it to work again
— for that smooth, line-free skin you want.
Every morning, and during the day, re-

SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept.H-50. Clinton, Conn. Rush special
tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough lor 9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creamsder. Ienclose
and 5 different
shades postage
of Pond'sandFace
PowlOjS to cover
packing.
N^mp
Mrs. Eugene du Pont ill
whose freeh, glowing skin just iradiates youth and
beauty, says: "Pond's Cold Cream freshens me up
right away ... It takes away that tired look and makes
*late-hour' lines fade completely,'^

Street
City
State — .
_
Copyright. 1936, Pond's Extract Company
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EYE

MAKE-UP

MAYBELLINE

EYE

BEAUTY

AIDS

The Choice of Fastidious Women
01 course you want the finest eye cosmetics that
money can buy. It is generally accepted that Maybelline mascara has advantages not found in others. This
pure and harmless eyelash darkener is preferred by
discriminating women the
world over.notonly
becauseitispositively non-smart
A II Maybelhne
preparatioTw
ing and tear-proof,
this approvalhave
but because it gives
the most nafara/appearance of long,
dark, lustrous lashes,
instantly ... eye makeup done in good taste.
Maybelline Mascara's
pure oil base does for your
lashes what no ordinary mascara can do ... it keeps them
soft and silky! Always neat,
compact, and easy to use, it
comes in a beautiful red and
gold metal vanity case, for just
75c, at all leading drug and t •
department stores. Refills for
this case are only 35c. Try it
today ... you '11 be delighted!

SCREEN

I

lA — A spectator sports
dress in a nubbly yarn
with contrasting short
sleeves, collar and belt.
Yarns
in lovely colors.

YOU

HERE'S
real knittinga

(AN

2A — Active or spectator twopiece dress. The jumper top
has an unusual neckline
with smart contrasting
color "dicky" scarf.

KNIT

Hollywood

t^hSQk^k ... EYE SHADOW
EYEBROW PENCIL . . . EYELASH TONIC CREAM
AND SPECIAL EYEBROW BRUSH
70

are

for
preview Two
styles that
Hollywood
y o u are busily
stars
knitting for
their summer

knitting
charming

these
fashions

two
for

summer
sportswear
wardrobes —
and you can
start yours, too,
right while they
AcJelia Bird,
are working on their knitted dresses.
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
The grand part of 1)oth these patterns is that you can use the tops as
New York, N. Y.

when you don't want to wear
sweaters
skirt in matching combination.
the
Generous introductory
sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty
Aidsmay he had at leading 10c stores

stars

THESE

They're very simple to knit, the interesting yarns and the color contrast
giving the etTect of intricately designed and individual costumes.
The instructions come to you free
of cl^arge, all you have to do is to
fill in the coupon on the right and enclose itwith a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — be sure your envelope is

large enough to
hold directions.
Send for your
instructions at
once and you
can have your
dress finished
to wear to the
holiday you go
first week-end
on
mer. this sum-

Kindly send me knitting directions for:
Pattern IA
Pattern 2A
Name
Street
City
State
Check one or both patterns desired.
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fragrant

This

quick

peps

Beauty

you

FOR the girl who wants to win
out with men, daintiness is
all-important. There's a world
of fascination in skin that's not
only thoroughly clean, but delicately fragrant, too!

up.

Bath
leaves

you

^^^^^
dainty.

r.

deeply, carrying away stale perspiration, every trace of dust and
dirt. After a Lux Toilet Soap
bath, you feel like a different
person. You're ready for conquests— and you look it!

You'll love the way a Lux
Toilet Soap beauty bath relaxes
and refreshes you. You'll love
the fresh, sweet odor it gives
your skin. And here's another
important thing:
The lather of Lux Toilet Soap
is ACTIVE. It cleans the pores

9 out of 10 screen stars use Lux
ToiletSoop because they'vefound
it such a superb complexion
care. They use it as a bath soap,
too, because they know neck
and shoulders need the beautifying care this gentle soap gives.
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Does

SCREEN

Hollywood

Want

New

Types?

{Cuntinited from page 57)
individuality can be.

Do CANDLELIT dinner tables appear in your
When-to-be-Beautiful Chart these early
spring months? Then make this simple,
amusing experiment: First, make up your
face. Then, with Kurlash, curl the lashes
of one eye. Add Lashtint to these lashtips
and touch the eyelid with Shadette. Now
light a candle and look in a mirror. Notice
how the side of your face with the eye unbeautified "fades away" . . . but how the
other seems more delicately tinted, glowing and alive. It's the best way we know to
discover how eye make-up and curled and
glorified lashes can make your whole face
lovelier. KuRLASH does it without heat,
cosmetics or practice. ($1 at good stores.)

(HONESTLY think that pretty soon
they'll work out a system whereby a
face can be made into putty, put into a
thoroughly approved Hollywood mould
and come out exactly as the executives,
directors and cameramen want it to be.
Did I say that there were four Hollytypes? I think
I'm giving
themarea
break. woodSometimes
it seems
that there
but two — the blondes and the brunettes.
In fact, I knew a man living in Hollywood who met a blonde. At every party
he attended he thought he saw this girl.
Naturally, he spoke, thinking it was the
one he knew. He got several icy stares
and one good resounding smack in the face.
So he stopped speaking to blondes. And
then a few weeks later he was at another
party not speaking to any blondes when a
girl came up and said, "Well, getting pretty
ritzy,
aren't
you?" And that was the girl
he
really
knew.
Garbo is definitely a type of her own
now. Yet she, too, was run through the
Hollywood
If you'll
look atand
someif
of
her early mill.
stills taken
in Sweden
your eye can ignore the dated clothes, I
think you'll see that actually she had much
more individuality then than she has now.
Garbo was one gal who fought hard
against being standardized. (The rest submit to it docilely and with delight.) But
you
fight very
you're a
studiocan't
newcomer
and hard
speak when
only Swedish.
So they would sit Garbo before a mirror and the make-up people and hairdressers would do their stuff. And when
they were finished and would stand back
admiring themselves for the reflection they
had created, Garbo would look at herself
with a jaundiced eye and pronounce, "Garnot likeover
!" and over again. So
Itbo does
happened
they'd get out the book again and try type
4-BX and still Garbo would not like. Finally, she was reported to the front office
and the front office sent word that Garbo
would like or else. And that's how the
Garbo you know was born.

Naturally, the candlelight test will show up
straggly, bushy, or poorly marked brows.
And that will be your cue to send for
TwEEZETTE, the automatic tweezer that
whisks away offending hairs, roots and all,
a Lashwant
you'll
Probably
painlessly!
of mascara,
stick
a unique
PAC also, with
mark
and
lashes
like a lipstick, to darken
brows. It has a clever little brush for grooming too! Each, $1 — at good stores.

• Have you tried
new
— the
TwissORSwith
tweezers
scissor

g
^^^^

handles — marvelousli/ efficient — 25c.
Write T/ NE Heath Jor advice about eye beauty. Ghe your
coloring Jor personal beauty plan. Address Dept. M.M.-5.
g

J

The Kurlasli Company, Rochester, N. Y. Tlie Kurlash
72Company oj Canada, at Toronto, 3.

LUISE RAINER has a nice new sort
' of face, but I'll bet silver dollars to
hardtack that it won't be long until it is
standardized, Hollywood style. Elisabeth
Bergner has a face of her own. Maybe
that's why she won't return to Hollywood.
In fact, most of the foreign stars look
like real people.
Look at Bette Davis. She couldn't get
anything to do but weak sister roles. Her
trunks were all packed to leave for New
York when a call came from George Arliss
asking her to appear in his picture because
he knew Bette was a swell actress. There
followed a big remodeling process — hair
blondined, eyebrows plucked, mouth painted
on. And presto ! change ! abracadabra !
Bette was a big success.
Remember Kay Francis in "Gentlemen
of the Press"? With that sleek boyish bob
and those heavy eyebrows, she looked like
nobody else in the world but Kay Francis.
But it wasn't long, it wasn't long !
No, ausir,uatiirelle
you're only
to seetime.
the
stars
for allowed
a very short
Then they must conform, they must be remade or you don't see them any more.
They're just shipped back home with a
"sorry,
out bypartmistake"
notice.
Now, brought
the interesting
is that the
gals,
themselves, get a kick out of it. It is thrilling to sit before a mirror with dozens of

efficient hands giving you the works and
emerge with a personality utterly different
from the one you sat down with. It appeals to the imagination of every woman.
I'm sure you, too, have looked at yourself and wished you could trade in that
old pan for a new one.
True, the camera makes certain demands.
But you can't tell me that it isn't able to
photograph girls unless their eyebrows
stand up like totem poles and their mouths
look as if they've been freshly tattooed.
Certain things are necessary, I realize, but
why must they all be the same things?
I may be dead wrong, but I thought
Joan Blondell was sort of cute the way
she was — her hair flying around her face,
a little on the plump side, maybe, but at
least she was herself and a definitely different type. And, she did have pep and vitality and a certain dynamic (piality which
is rare enough among the languid lilies
of the screen.
And now Joan Blondell has gone and
done
it, too.
she is aout,
"new"
Joan
Blondell
with Now
hair thinned
eyebrows
plucked
sleekness and chic all
over the diff'erently,
place.
argument test.
I'm going
to Just
pull toa prove
small my
psychology
Very
slowlylindI'mRussell.
goingRochelle
to say some
names.
RosaHudson. Patricia
Ellis. Anita Louise. Anne Shirley. Ann
Dvorak. Arline Judge. Cecilia Parker.
June Knight. Gertrude Michael. Marian
Marsh.
Betty Grable.
Gail Patrick.
I could go on, but that's enough for the
test. You've seen these girls, either in
the films or in photographs dozens of times.
And yet when I mention their names does
an instant vision flash into your mind ? Does
a complete face, an individual face come
up clearly
your brain's eye at the mention of eachin name?
NOW. have someone name ten girls in
your class at school or friends of
your
girls you
know Sally
too
well. friends
Betty —Jones.
Marydon't
Smith.
Brown. Okay? Do you see their faces
sharp and clear when their names are mentioned ? I have a hunch you do.
There, then, the case rests. Your friends
haven't been standardized by Hollywood.
They haven't been stripped of individuality.
Oh, mind you, there are exceptions.
There are stars who survive the process
and emerge with clear, sparkling personalities. And I don't know why I should
be complaining about those who have been
remade to fit the Hollywood pattern. Certainly they're all beautiful. They're all
glamorous. The Hollywood type is a lovely typethe
andonly
I'm thing
all forthat
it. makes me mad
But
is that woodthey're
always
saying
that Hollyneeds and wants new types.
That
individuality is the thing. And then they
don't stand behind their statements.
So don't fall for it any longer. Because
if
you scouts"
were picked
by one toof Hollywood
the "new
faces
and brought
this is what would happen: if you are little
and cute and soft, you'd be moulded into
the Janet Gaynor pattern. If you are tall
and
sloe-eyed,
out
to bewillowy
Garbo, and
no matter
whatyou'd
you turn
thought
about it. And if you are of medium
height and medium coloring and look like
a lady, they'd make you . into a Norma
Shearer. And so on and on and on. Improvement iscommendable but standardization issomething else again.
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The

most

tragic

HUSBAND.

Back of most marriage

failures,

say family doctors, is woman's
/ear, born of ignorance and halftruths. "Lysol" would help to prevent many such needless tragedies.
IGNORANCE

of proper marriage

hygiene, and the "incompatibihty" it brings, is estimated to be
the cause of more than half the
divorces in America today.
The nervous fears of a wife... her
natural reluctance to be frank about
such a delicate subject ... a husband's
puzzled resentment. These are the
rocks on which thousands of marriages crash.
How stupid — how sad — that this
tragedy should go recklessly on — ■
when there is one simple method
which has earned the confidence
of millions of women who use it
regularly. . . the "Lysol" method.
There are two important
properties of "Lysol" which
make it valuable in antiseptic
marriage hygiene. (1) It has an
exceptional j-^r^-aiz'ra^ quality;

SCREEN

triangle

..WIFE

anc/

of

a

FEAR

it reaches germs where many ordinary methods can't reach. And, (2) it
remains effective in the presence
of organic matter (mucus, serum,
etc.) when many products dont work.

2. Effectiveness. .."Lysol" is a true germicide, which means that it kills germs under
practical conditions. ..even in the presence of
organic matter (such as dirt, mucus, serum,

Yet in the proper solution, "Lysol"
is dependable and harmless to sensitive tissue. So dependable and harmless, itis used in the delicate operation of childbirth.

3. Penetration. .."Lysol" solutions, because
of their low surface tension, spread into hidden folds of the skin, and thus virtually search
out germs.

The use of "Lysol" gives a reassuring sense of a?itiseptic cleanliness.
But, far more important, it gives
you peace of mind, free from that
tension of suspense that leads to
so many needless heartaches.

The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1. Safety. .."Lysol" is gentle and reliable. It
contains no harmful free caustic allcali.

etc.). Some other preparations don't work
when they meet with these conditions.

4. Economy. .."Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor. ..The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears immediately after use.
6. Stability.. ."Lysol" keeps its full strength,
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how
often it is uncorked.

New! Lysol Hygienic Soap... for bath, hands,
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.
FACTS MARRIED WOMEN

SHOULD KNOW

Lehn & Fink, Inc., Bloomfield, N. J., Dept. MS5
Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant
Please
send about
me theFeminine
book called
"LYSOLand vs.other
GERMS",
with facts
Hygiene
uses of
"Lysol".
Nam^_
Streets
City.
^State^ I 1936, Lehn & Fink, Inc.
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{Continued from page 19)

SK oW€rs

tliat interest in this year's Centennial
Exposition ran high. Then, during the
course of the banquet I received from the
Governor of Texas my honorary commission as a Texas Ranger."
"Only a Texan famihar with the history
of the Rangers can fully appreciate how
highly I value that honor. For the memory of the Texas Ranger will live forever
in the great Southwest in song and story.
Organized in 1836, the Rangers were the
guardians of the border, the dashing and
ever-ready hunters of the buffalo and the
ever-watchful
foes of warring Indian
tribes.
"Besides receiving my commission I
also received a special invitation from Governor Allred to visit the Centennial Exposition at Dallas with the special promise
made to my two daughters, Marcelite
and Janet, that they would be allowed to
sleep in Sam Houston's very own bed.
Naturally, I expect to go home this summer, not only because of the inducements
I have just mentioned, but also to sample
some of the wonderful Texas dishes I've
always loved.
"Eating has always been a family tradition," said John, a certain nostalgia creepingville,
into nearhisDallas,
voice.Texas,
"At home,
we ate innotGreenonly
well, but plenty! Of course, my parents
had been well trained in eating by their
parents, for both Grandmother Boles and
Grandmother Love always had at least
three meats on the table at one meal ! I
guess it must have made us all grow, for
every one of the Boles men were over
five feet eleven (John himself, you know,
is
on stoop
my mother's
sidesixthefeet
Lovetwo),
men while
had to
to pass
through doors.
"Although, most folks think only of
Chili, Enchilada and other Mexican
dishes in connection with Texas foods,"
went on John Boles, visibly warming to
his subject, "in our home we adhered more
to Southern traditions, even to the colored
mammies who cooked for us. But even
if my mother had a million cooks there
are certain things she has always made
and always will make herself . For no cook
could ever make them to suit her ! Such
things
as Pecan
home-made
FrozenDevil's
Fruit Food
SaladCake
are and
her
pride
joy. or
She'll
prepare
them and
for
us
thisand
summer,
I miss
my guess,
by special request she'll be sure to have
my special favorite, Fried Chicken with
Cream Gravy, served with Rice Croquettes
which have a dab of jelly in the hollow
of each croquette. I can just taste it

There's glorious fragrance — the perfume
of youth — in April Showers Talc. There's
luxury supreme in its soothing, smoothing
touch. Yet the cost is low for quality so high.
No wonder it's the most famous and
best loved talcum powder in the world!

^SKjquiAAjJle
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• • • b-Ajut

as John described it.
AND I could, too,
fortunately, I did not have to
But,
!"
now with an imaginary meal for through
stop
Marcelite Boles, John's delightful Texasborn wife, I secured his mother's recipe
for this famous chicken dish — Cream
Gravy, Rice Croquettes and all — and was
al)le, therefore, to prove to my own entire
ion the
claims.
of John's
satisfact
ly perfect.
ion truth
is complete
The combinat
sm
for that dish is as
But my enthusia
nothing compared to my liking for the
Greenville Pecan Devil's Food Cake or the
Frozen Fruit Salad. In fact, I tried out
a complete meal a la John Boles ! And
so vociferous were the praises of those
who ate it with me that I now feel more
confident that it was the Boles recipes and
not merely the Boles charm which sold
me so completely on the excellence of
Texas cookerv. Here's the menu :

A TYPICAL BOLES DINNER
Fried Chicken, Cream Gravy*
Fresh Garden Peas
Rice Frozen
and Jelly
Fruit Croquettes*
Salad
Greenville Pecan Devil's Food Cake*
Now if that makes you as hungry in
imagination as it does John Boles in
memory, you'll surely be delighted to know
tliat you can get recipes for all the starred
dishes of this popular star by sending in
the coupon at the end of the article.
No article on Texas cookery would be
complete without some mention of dishes
of Mexican inspiration. Nor will we need
to omit such mention, for Mexican dishes
also came in for enthusiastic praise on the
part of this famous son of the Lone Star
State.
"Both my wife and I are extremely
fond of Tortillas, Enchilada and that
perennial favorite, Chili Con Carne,"
John told me. "We often serve toasted
Tortillaswith
with a hors
Tortillas,
served
sauced'oeuvres.
become Enchilada
and a delicious concoction it is, too, one
that is as famous here in California as it
is in southern Texas. Then of course
we often serve Chili as a party dish, or
with vegetables as a Boiled Mexican
Dinner. Chili Con Carne now comes in
cans,
by been
Gebhardt's
Chili
Powderputhasuplong
famous whose
as a seasoning. Sometimes our colored butler, who
does about everything around our place
except buy our clothes, concocts a homemade Chili that
marvelous."
I secured
an is
immediate
promise from
Marcelite Boles that she would let me
have her recipes for all those interesting
Mexican dishes — Tortillas, Enchilada
and Chili Con Carne. And then, in the
few minutes that were left of our interview, Itried to gather as much information as possible about Texas and the
reasonnialfor
year's interesting
plans.this
Doubtless,
you, too, Centenwill be
interested in some of the things I learned
from Mr. and Mrs. Boles about their home
state. But before telling you about them,
let me
this month's
leaflet willremind
bring you
you that
not only
the Chicken
Dinner so glowingly described by John,
with its Frozen Salad and yummy cake,
but also recipes for those tempting-sounding Mexican treats we were just discussing. That's
a lot soof send
recipes
for the
cost
of a single
stamp,
in your
coupon,
now, before you forget ! And while you
are clipping the coupon, be sure to cut out
the Corn Tamale recipe which is directly
above it.
And now back to Texas for a review
of its colorful history and a preview of
its equally colorful Centennial which many
of you, probably, like the Boles family,
are planning to attend this summer.
THE Centennial Exposition which opens
in Dallas on the 6th of June commemorates the 100th year of Texas independence from Mexican rule.
Other celebrations will be held at different times and in historic places throughout the state — notably in San Antonio, at
the Alamo, in whose defense a hundred
years ago, 181 Texans died to the last
man, giving to the cause of independence
their noble example and the stirring watchword of the Revolution, "Remember the
\^isitors to the Lone Star State are sure
to learn other things about its history,
notably the
Alamo !"
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claim that it has lived under six flags!
The first Texas settlement, it seems,
was made by the French under LaSalle,
whose mortal remains to this day repose
there in an unmarked grave. But because
of previous explorations Spain claimed
that territory and eventually settled and
ruled there, giving it its name.
In 1810 Mexico revolted from Spain
and when they gained their independence,
ruled Texas as a province of Mexico.
Then in 1836 Texas revolted from Mexico
and raised the flag of the Texas Republic
with its Lone Star, thus gaining the name
of the Lone Star State, a designation
which, as you know, has remained to this
day. In this revolt countless colorful
characters stepped into the pages of history, notably Sam Houston who, with but
800 Texans, defeated the Mexican General, Santa Anna, commanding a force
three times as great, in the decisive battle
of San Jacinto which won Texas the
independence
it is celebrating in this year's
Centennial.
After ten years of independent statehood Texas was admitted to the Union,
later to secede with the other southern
states and to serve valiantly during the
Civil War under the Confederate flag.
So there you have the six flags of
Texas — those of France, Spain and
Mexico, the flag of the Texas Republic,
the flag of the Southern Confederacy and
that of the United States. Small wonder,
then, with so much variety, that their
history is ajDsorbing, their cooking delicious, and tneir men as charming as John
Boles, whose favorite dishes we feature
in this month's leaflet.
TEXAS CORN TAMALE
1 mild onion, sliced thin
^ cup butter, melted
54 pound ground beef
2 cups canned tomatoes
1 cup yellow corn meal
1 cup canned yellow bantam corn
1 teaspoon minced parsley
Yi cup chopped stuffed olives
2 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon paprika
A few grains pepper, black
A dash of cayenne
2 eggs, slightly beaten

\■ Name
■■ Street
: City
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Fry onion slices in butter until faintly
brown. Add meat and cook until meat
has lost its pink color, stirring constantly.
Add tomatoes, bring to a boil and add
corn meal gradually. Cook and stir until
thoroughly blended. Remove from heat,
add corn, parsley, olives and seasonings,
then the beaten eggs. Mix together
thoroughly. Turn into well greased baking
dish. Bake in moderate oven (350°F.)
for 1 hour and 15 minutes, or until firm
and brown. Serve in slices, hot or cold.
Particularly delicious when served hot
with a sauce made by adding Worcestershire sauce to undiluted, condensed canned
tomato soup. Serves 6.

: THE MODERN HOSTESS,
\ MODERN SCREEN.
: 149 MADISON AVENUE,
■ NEW YORK. N. Y.
•
; Please send me a iree leaflet contain\: Texas
ing recipes
for John Boles' favorite
dishes.
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says
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a

DISH
MILLIONAIRE'S
the
extra
good
sauce."
The cheese
" JOHN'S fussy about food and seasonand
'tomato
are
combined
in exactly
~' ings. It's not often he gets enthuthe right proportions. The seasoning
siastic. But I don't think I ever serve
Franco-American Spaghetti that he
is so skilfully done. There's plenty of
zest,
but no strong over -seasoning;
doesn't say, 'This is positively the finest spaghetti I ever tasted ! '
Helps

me

save

"Franco-American not only costs very
little itself, but helps me save on other
dishes, too. It makes inexpensive cuts
of meat so tasty and tempting. It

\
=
i
■

combines vi^onderfully with left-overs.
And I often have it for lunch or sup-

•\

planning 'economy' meals
we really enjoy eating!"
Far and wide FrancoAmerican is becoming

instead, you find a subtle blend of
flavors, a delicate piquancy that delights you anew every time you taste it.
Yet a can all ready to heat and
serve is usually no more than ten
cents, actually less than 3c a portion.
You couldn't prepare spaghetti at
home for so little. Think of all the
different ingredients you need for the
sauce (Franco - American
chefs use eleven!), the cost of

per in place of meat. It's the
biggest help I know in

cooking them, the time and
troubleit takes. It's decidedly
more economical to buy
Franco -American. Order
several cans today.

known as "the spaghetti with
Stale.
MADE

BY

THE

MAKERS

OF

CAMPBELL'S

SOUPS
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Guilty

of

These

Sins?

{Conlimtcd from page 61)
get rid of it. And you must, because a
graceful carriage is just as important us
correct weight. You may have a basically
lovely figure and a pretty face, but if
you go drooping through life like limp
spaghetti,
you'llclothes
never will
look look
welldowdy
and the
most expensive
on
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NOTHING COULD BE EASIER
Norforms are small, convenient, antiseptic suppositories
completely ready for use. They
requite no awkward apparatus
for application. They leave no
lingering antiseptic smell
around the room or abouryour
person. They are dainty and
feminine, soothingand deodorizing. Many women use them
for this deodorizing effect alone.
Every day, more and more women are adopting Norforms as the most
modern, convenient and satisfactory form
of feminine hygiene.
Norforms are easy-to-use antiseptic
suppositories that melt at internal body
temperature, and spread a protective, soothing film over delicate internal membranes
— an antiseptic film that remains in effective contact for many hours.
^ A distinctive and exclusive feature of Norforms is their concentrated content of Parahydrecin — a powerful yet harmless antiseptic developed by Norwich, makers of Unguentiae. ParahyWrecin kills germs, yet Norforms are positively non-injurious. There is
no danger of an ""over-dose" or "burn."
MILLIONS

SOLD

EVERY

YEAR

Send for the Norforms booklet ""The New Way."It
gives further facts about modernized feminine hygiene. Or, buy a box of Norforms at your druggist's
today. 12 in a package, with leaflet of instructions.
The Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, New York.

NORFORMS

© N.P.CO. 1936
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K-nown to Physicians as " Vagif'orms'

your figure.
Here is an exercise I gave Joan, to
rouse up the old circulation and so help
do away with slumping :
There's a large muscle located just over
each shoulder blade. Put your left hand
over onto your right shoulder and fish
around until you feel it. See? Dig
your thumb down under your shoulder
blade. Dig hard. Hurt yourself a little
— that's the idea. Keep your right hand
just above your right hip, elbow bent, the
hand a little more toward your back than
your middle. There, that keeps the
shoulder muscle in the right position for
this treatment. Repeat, on the other side.
You can do this exercise so easily, any
time during the day. At your office desk,
take a few minutes for each shoulder. At
home, take ten minutes out once a day,
five minutes for each shoulder. What does
it do? It snaps up your circulation, without putting you through strenuous exercise. After ten minutes of digging, you
won't feel like slumping.
Another exercise for round-shouldered
souls : put two or three books on your
head and walk back and forth. Cross
your hands behind your back, the left elbow
in the palm of the right hand and the
right
— but you
the muscles,
idea, I'm
It willelbow
strengthen
yourgetneck
you keep your head up and when
h.ead is up, it's practically impossible
round-shouldered.

sure.
make
your
to be

Don't do these very easy exercises a few
times and then think, "Heck, that's nothing,"ginning
andof stop.
As Iyou
saidhave
in to
thework
bethis article,
on faults which are the result of bad habits
until correct habits become second nature to you.

YOUNG Jean Muir ofTers a fine example
of some youthful figure faults. Jean is
taller than the average movie star. She
has a well developed bust. Long arms
and legs. These attributes, which are really
assets, Jean has a tendency to turn into
liabilities. She's self-conscious about her
lieight. perhaps, so she tries the old kneebending stunt to look smaller. Many a
tall girl will do this when dancing with
a short man. And what's the result? Well,
the stagline asks, "Who's the awkward
number in blue?" I know — I know.
Oftentimes, the boys seem to go for the
cute little girls. And you feel left out of
things, all because of those few extra
inches. But never mind — there are
plenty of men in this world who admire
tall girls. Stop moaning over your height,
which you can't do anything about and
concentrate on carrying yourself as a tall
girl should — like a queen or a goddess or
an Indian maid, or any other poetic simile
you can think of.
Since I've brought up the subject of
dancing, I might as well include a few
tips. Tall girls dancing with short partners, place your hand flat on the man's
shoulder. Don't stick your elbow out
in any fancy position — keep your arm close
to his arm. Look down at your partner —
smile as fetchingly" as you can. He'll look
up, you see, which gives him additional

height and keeps the
ing unnecessarily
heeled sandals are
right now. Wear
bunches of curls or

poor chap from feelself-conscious. Flatpopular for evening
your hair low — no
ornaments. All these

tricks help, but it doesn't help to slump.
But to :get back to Exhibit B — Miss
Muir. Another thing which knee-sagging
does to the' figure — it's almost impossible
to keep the abdomen flat, the muscles of
the abdomen firm and strong, if you let
your legs bend. Do I need to say more?
Straighten up those legs and firm up those
tired abdomen
muscles by the following
exercise
:
Lie on the floor, on your back, with
your hands under your hips for support.
Bring your legs up. Continue the right
leg on up toward the chest, and lower
the left to about three inches from the
floor. Then reverse — left leg up, right leg
down. Don't let the down leg touch the
floor. Make five shifts and then let your
legs down and rest. Sure it's difficult, but
I've been easy on" you up to this point.
This exercise is also good for slimming the thighs and upper legs, in case
you're interested. It's also grand for
firming flabby flesh and muscles after a
general reducing routine and for restoring the abdomen to self-respecting flatness after having a baby. In the last case
you should, of course, consult your doctor
and perhaps prepare for this exercise by
easier work first. I'm merely making a
suggestion.
I spokevelopedofbust,Jean
healthy,
well dewhichMuir's
she has
a tendency
to
try to make look small by hunching her
shoulders forward. So many self-conscious young things do this. What does
it do? It ruins the muscles of the
breasts, makes them sagging and unlovely.
It ruins the line of your back — dresses
look sloppy and ill-fitting. In short, the
entire figure suffers. Now, there's some
excuse for Jean, for she's in pictures and
the general fashion persists for petite movie
stars. doButit. there's no excuse for you.
Don't
Where slumping is due to general lack
of strength and vitality, you should follow an energy-building diet. I can make
suggestions for foods you should eat, and
plan a diet for you, if you'll write me for
such information.
ANN HARDING
very due
ungraceful walk. once
This had
was apartly
to the fact that Ann cared very little how
she looked — she never cared what she had
on — any old thing would do. And it was
partly due to the fact that Ann had a weak
back. Here is an exercise I gave her to
strengthen and stimulate the back muscles :
Massage your own spine ? Impossible, you
say? Not at all. Place your eight fingers
firmly at the base of your spine, thumbs
pointed out toward the hips. Rotate your
fingers.
the
skin
— moveDon't
the move
flesh 'em
itselfaround
aroundover
firmly.
Work up — up — as far as you can. And
massage as firmly as you can. Standin.g
or sitting, I don't care how you do this
exercise, just so's you do it. Do it at
night, before you go to bed. It will
make you sleep well, which never hurt
anybody.
The German goose step is another way
to get grace and spring into your walk.
This isn't so easy, it takes a bit of strength.
But go at it. Knees stifif. Exaggerate.
Kick your feet out as far as you can. It

MODERN
strengthens the leg muscles.
Of course, in this article I'm talking
mostly about average figures, which have
been allowed to get into certain bad habits. Naturally, you can't walk gracefully
if you're carrying around pounds of excess
weight, nor can you walk gracefully if
you're so thin that you're apt to fall
apart.
You've begotbefore
to get you
yourcan
body's
as it should
beginflesh
to
talk about grace and suppleness. These
exercises are okay to do if you're workon weight
sure,of but
don't
slackingon
the realproblems,
hard work
reducing
or building up.
Don't point your toes out when you
walk, point them straight ahead. To be
a little bit pigeon-toed isn't a bad thing.
I said a little 1 Wear as good shoes as
you can possibly afford. Take care of
your feet ; you've only got one pair to
last you a lifetime. Wear a good foundation garment — snug, but not tight — if
you're inclined to sag. An uplift bras is
a good
too
tight.thing, but don't have the straps
Avoid mannerisms in walking. Oh, yes,
there
are such
things.
That'sDavis
the on
reason
I included
a picture
of Bette
the
opening spread of this article. Bette's
walk — on the screen, that is— illustrates
my point a little. Bette has played so
many meanies of late that she has developed a swaggering, insolent sort of walk
to fit the parts she plays. Let's hope she
doesn't adopt the walk in real life. Don't
mince. Don't stride like a man. It's quite
possible to have a free, vigorous gait
without being masculine about it. Don't
swing your rear in an exaggerated manner
— 'tain't refined, nor is it graceful. Joan
Crawford has an extremely graceful walk
which is at the same time spirited and
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easy, in the modern manner.
AND now — sitting. I could write reams
aboutonesitting,
haven'tsitthe
for even
ream. and
Do, Iplease,
on space
what
you were given to sit on and not halfway
between that part and your neck. The
figure should be lightly poised against the
back of your chair. If you haven't the
will power to sit properly in a soft, comfortable chair, choose a hard, straightbacked one. I give you my word that,
though it may be difficult to sit up straight
at first, once you acquire the habit, you'll
never get tired. Don't keep your legs
crossed all the time. You shouldn't, really,
ever cross your legs, for it retards circulation, but I realize it's a modern habit.
Put both feet on the floor, one a little
in advance of the other — that's the best
position. Keep the knees together. And
hold your stomach in. Don t think you
can conceal a bulging tum by crossing
your arms over your front. Oh, yes —
I've seen you I
That's all I can take the space for this
month. If I've left out your pet and parfault, her
'scuse
mama,
please,
and
write andticularask
about
it. One
subject
I haven't taken up is that of the nervous
gals — those who are .all in a twitch most
of
who can't
and faults
can't mensleep
and thewhotime,
commit
some eat
of the
tioned herein, but through causes that are
more difficult to remove. I can help you,
with diets and easy exercises and relaxing
stunts, if you want me to.
Next month I'm going to tackle some
really hard problems — like big legs and
bad noses and sagging busts and the problem of the exceptionally tall and exceptionally short. This is Sylvia, signing off,
and looking forward to hearing from you.

Now, darlings, I want you all to get
busy and get all the loveliness and health
that belong to you. Are there any questions ?Write me your problems, whatever
they are. I will help you with your
beauty, your figure, general health and
other difficulties. It is my work and I
love it. And remember this : to me your
problems are more important than the
movie stars' and furthermore I read and
answer every one of your letters myself,
and
confidential.
Let's
workeverything
together.is strictly
Sit down
and WRITE
NOW! It doesn't cost a thing. J-ist a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
And here's a surprise for you ! I've made
up a very Special Consultation And Measurement Chart. It will help you check and
control your weight. Would you like to
have one? You would? Okay, darlings,
just send in the little coupon below.

:
:
;
:

Madame SYLVIA,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave.,
New York City, N. Y.

■ Dear Madame Sylvia:
: Please send me your SPECIAL CON: SULTATION
AND MEASUREMENT
; CHART for weight control.
■ Name
S Street
J City
State
;
(please enclose stamped, self;
addressed envelope)

digestion
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GOOD

NEWS

I

Herbert Marshall,
Heather Angel,
Gloria Swanson
and Ralph Forbes
line up for Scotty
at the Screen
Guild Ball in the
Bihmore.

Bob Taylor is
getting a reputation
around Hollywood.
People are regarding him as aIt "Good
Influence."
seems
that Bob, who is
one of the
natured
boysbestin
these parts, has on
occasion stepped
out with a few of

{Continued from page It)
Paul Kelly thinks he's a difficult guy to
live with, but Mrs. K. considers him something of a martyr for living with her as
long as he has. Anyway, on their fifth
anniversary a couple of months ago, Paul
received a medal from Dorothy on which
was engraved: "To Paul — for living with
me for five years." It's a domestic croix
de gitene, a tribute to a fighting man and
a patient husband.
78

the town's haughtiest gals. In the
Taylor presence the
ladies, for some
reason or other,
clamber down from
their high horses
and turn out to be
as gracious and
pleasant as you
please. Right now
the shining example
is Janet Gaynor.
The little Gaynor
has never been
noted for sociability, but ever
since her first few
dates with Bob
been practitically the friendliest galshe's
in town.

Speaking of haughty ladies, how about
the actress who made a picture with Gary
Cooper some months ago? Walking onto
the set the first day of production, she asked
the name of a tall young man standing on
the sidelines. "That," she was told, "is
Mr. Cooper." "And who," inquired the lady,
"is Mr. Cooper?" And they say she wasn't
kidding.

As you probably know, George Raft
walked out of his co-starring role with
Carole Lombard in "The Princess Comes
Across"vorite
when
he discovered
Carole's facameraman
was to photograph
it.
George's last words, as he exited, were :
"Put the names of ten cameramen in a
hat and let me draw one." Jack Oakie,
announcing he would comply with the
Raft request, called for a hat. A prop
boy returned with a derby, bits of paper
were tossed into it, and Mrs. Oakie's
whimsical son reached in. only to withdraw immediately, screaming murder. The
trap.
prop boy, a bit on the whimsical side himself, had equipped the hat with a mouse-

Not to be outdone by the Donald Ogden
Stewarts, who tossed a formal party at high
noon, another gay group sponsored an affair a few evenings later which began at
three in the morning. A mad, mad time
was had by all, with Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,
and Betty Furness racing across the dance
floor on a tandem bike, pursued by that
arch -of -all -villains, Cesar Romero. Also
among those present was Marlene Dietrich,
but,
the disappointment
of all. she didn't
ride to
a single
bicycle.

Up at Lake Tahoe to make scenes for
"Bless Their Hearts," a company headed
by Mary Astor and Melvyn Douglas found
themselves in a terrific dilemma. "Bless
Their Hearts" is a story of a group of
snowbound people, and everything went
well with the shooting until the company
actually became snowbound. Everyone in
the company but Douglas contracted the
flu, the camera crew announced that you
{Continued on page 122)
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Gail Patrick and Robert Cobb
at the Screen Guild Ball. This
is another
one of duos.
Hollywood's
romantic
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One of the screen's finest
character actors, Edwin Arnold, makes a rare public appearance, with wife in tow.

Tested

The Ronald Burlas (Una
Merkel) on their way
to the ball, which
everyone attended.

Cigarette

I

'

......

Scientific research

has, at last,

enabled Philip Morris to replace personal opinion with
this scientific fact:
Philip Morris
Cigarettes liave been PROVED
by actual tests on the human
throat measurably and definitely
milder than ordinary cigarettes.
A fact ethically
presented to and accepted by
the medical profession.

FINEST
AMERICA'S

NO OTHER CIGARETTE CAN
MAKE THIS STATEMENT!
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Shirley
CONSPICUOUS

NOSE

SHINE

POWDER

MUST

BE PROOF

AGAINST

SKIN-MOISTURE

You get back 2^/2 times your money's
worth if Luxor moisture-proof powder is not shine-proof on your skin.

2^/2 times your money's worth back!
Get the regular 35c package of Luxor at any
cosmetic counter. Choose any one of the
flattering shades best suited to your type.
Wrapped with the Luxor package is our gift
to you, a 2-dram bottle of La Richesse Perfume
selling regularly for $3 an ounce in the stores.
Then give Luxor the severe test we have
mentioned. If it does not satisfy you better
than any powder you have ever used, keep
the flacon of La Richesse Perfume worth 75c
and mail us the partially used box of Luxor
face powder. We will send you our check for
the 55c you paid, plus the postage.
Thus with the 75c gift of perfume, plus our
check for 55c you get 2 3^-2 times what you
paid for Luxor if you are not satisfied. Act now!

Temple?

(Continued from pai;e 35)
the autographs first ! She might have,
but she didn't. Because she doesn't want
Shirley to know that anybody attaches any
importance to the autographs she signs.
Mrs. Temple has also helped to keep
her natural by never forcing her to say
or do anything she doesn't feel like doing,
or saying. And that in itself is revolutionary. Stage mothers are always telling
their offspring what to say to the director,
how to curtsey to tlie star, how to compliment the cameraman, how to smile so
they'll show their teeth to the best advantage, how to grab the best lighting, and
so on and on — and such mother-coaching
naturally can lead to only one thing. The
child becomes unnatural, false, affected, and
extremely conscious of his or her looks.
Mrs. Temple has never been guilty of
such a practice.
"She always allows Shirley to act on
her own initiative. And, except on the set,
where she is entirely responsible for Shirley's grooming,
never
pays She
particular
attention
to howsheshe
looks.
never
fusses with Shirley's hair in public. She
doesn't even notice if Shirley's face gets
dirty. And even when Shirley decides to

• Shiny nose is the reason most women use
powder, which explains why 6,000,000 women
prefer Luxor already. It has the magical effect
of combatting skin shine in the critical place
where any powder shows its first sign of failure—around the nose.
Now only a trial will convince you of this.
We know, because among 5,000 women recently, more than half using a sample of Luxor
liked it better than their present powder.

Behind

take out her teeth, Mrs. Temple doesn't
stop her !
"Oh, didn't you know?" Irving Cummings leaned back and laughed genially at
the recollection. "Yes, Shirley lost a front
baby tooth or two, some time ago, and
naturally we had to make a temporary
bridge for her, so we could continue with
her pictures. But in spite of the fact that
Shirley looks ridiculous without the bridge,
(just as any child does, without her front
teeth), she is always taking it out without
the slightest self-consciousness. It seems
she can eat better without it, and eating
is one thing she likes almost as well as
acting. It was at that same big luncheon,
the one I mentioned before, that Shirley
yanked out the bridge, and tossed it across
a space of five or ten feet to her mother,
with the loud words, "Keep my teeth till
I eat, will you, mother?"

DIU Mrs. Temple
get flustered
embarrassed in front
of soandmany
strangers? Did she scold Shirley for her
abandon of the bridge, and of propriety?
She did not. She just ignored the entire
incident as being unimportant !
"And recently when Shirley got into a
rough-and-tumble scrap with her brothers
and came out of it a little worse for wear,
Mrs. Temple made no comment whatsothe bold
scratch would
on Shirley's
face.ever onYet
such bad
a scratch
have
thrown many a movie mother into a tantrum, and would have brought a heap of
abuse down on the boys' heads, for endangering their so-beautiful, and so-valuable
sister ! Perhaps Mrs. Temple did caution
Shirley
the
boys! later, but it was not in front of
"It's been said that Shirley remains unspoiled and unconscious of her importance,
because she lives in a world of her own
imagination. That's a lot of bunk — it's not
true at ferent
all.from Shirley's
is no difany other imagination
kid imagination,
and
she doesn't live in a world of her own. She
lives in an ordinary, everyday world, just
the same as other children do — and that's
the sole reason why she isn't spoiled. Mrs.
Temple, more than Shirley, deserves credit
asked
Mr. Cummings if he thought
in Ithat
respect!"
that Shirley was a "poor little rich girl"
herself. In spite of all the worldly treasures she owns — all sorts of animals, dolls
from every country, as many clothes as she
can wear — isn't there something that she
wants, and can't have, because of fame?
Friends, perhaps? Isn't it true that she's
keptcontagion?
away from other children — because
of

"It's
his head.
shook
CUMMI
that NGS
MR. true
she isn't
allowed
to make
friends with everybody she'd like to make
friends with — but that isn't for the reason
you suggest. It's because of the very thing
we have been talking about — the possibilitv of contracting something worse than

Mrs.
reads

Try Amazing
New Luxor
Hand Cream
This marvelous
new skin softener
keeps hands soft,
white, smooth. It
issticky
guaranteed
and d nonries
instantly . At all
cosmetic counters.
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Luxor, Ltd., 1355 W. 31st Street
Chicago, Iliioois Dept. J-3
Please send me your 4-piece makeup kit including generous amount of
Luxor Moisture-Proof Powder, Luxor Rouge, Luxor Special Formula
Cream and Luxor Hand Cream. Here
is 10c to help cover mailing. (OflFer
not good in Canada). Check,
Powder : Rose Rachel □ Rachel □
Flesh □
Rouge : Radiant □
Medium D
Sunglow □
Pastel □
Vivid □
RoseblushO
Name
Address
City

Temple
daughter

Shirley a bedstory her
beforetime
tucking
in bed. And
this famous little girl enjoys it
as much as any
other youngster
would.
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physical disease. You see most children,
having seen Shirley on the screen, stare at
her with hero-worship in their eyes. They
think Shirley is wonderful. Mrs. Temple
doesn't want Shirley to 'catch' that idea
from them, so she has to keep Shirley away
from non-professional children. Professional children, like her stand-in for example, are a little less in awe of her, and
for that reason, Mrs. Temple believes that
they make better playmates."
I can see now why Mrs. Temple's is one
of the hardest jobs in Hollywood, and why
it's a job that is never finished. Even long
after she has tucked Shirley in her tiny
bed at night, there is still work to do.
Sounds to be listened to, fears to be fought,
and prayers to be said. Yet_ through it
all Mrs. Temple knows, and Shirley knows,
that the most important thought of all is,
"Mother is loving you."
Shirley, by the way, celebrates her
seventh Ijirthday on April twenty-third.
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COFFEE
DOUGHNUTS
that
hasnY

madcap

Moments
{Continued from page 41)
to you a lot more than all those tales of
her concentration on her career. She's
smart. Yet that doesn't prevent her from
being delightfully silly sometimes.
Some years ago when Jeanette came up
to New York from her native Philadelphia,
she managed to experience her most embarrassing moments. She had a part at a
Newark theatre. And to her distress only
one evening
gown.
She'dtired
wornof itit.a There
whole
season
and was
heartily
was
money
to splurge when New Year's
Eve no
rolled
around.
Her problem was all the more acute
because she was in the throes of first love
and theciatesyoung
man's socially
family and
assowere wealthy,
prominent
folk. She realized that all the other girls
at the party which his mother was giving
would be decked in splendor.
Finally, Jeanette yielded to temptation.
When the theatre curtain rose she wore a
beautiful boufYant gown of shimmering
yellow taffeta, trimmed in a lush green.
She waited until everyone had departed
and then put it on again for the party.
At the stage door was her aristocratic
beau. Also, a howling storm. In dashing to his car she ruined the slippers that
accompanied the outfit, and the snow spotted the voluminous skirt. In spite of a
guilty conscience, though, she had a pretty
grand time. She outshone all the women
there. But came the morning after! She'd
been a house guest who had forgotten to
bring a street suit.
There was a New Year's Day matinee
and Jeanette had to return to the theatre
in billowing attire. She had to go by subway and the blizzard was getting worse.
Traffic was held up, delaying her. They
held the curtain, praying she'd arrive. When
she did, far too late to sneak in, she was
caught short. The leading lady was upset, the stage manager was in a tantrum,
and — well, Jeanette's been darned understanding ofgirls in catastrophies ever since !
SHE was punished for phenagling her
initial airplane ride, too, but indirectly.
Jeanette was in Kansas City, and she'd
made her decision not to wed until she'd
savored thoroughly of personally achieved
success. Still, she enjoyed dates and a
most attractive young man was paying her
court. His father was a rich bread king
and owned planes to advertise the family
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MILLIONS realize how true this is, and use
Colgate Dental Cream for real protection.
Its special penetrating foam removes decaying
food deposits lodged between the teeth, along the
gums, and around the tongue — which dentists
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unique, grit-free ingredient polishes enamel —
makes teeth sparkle.
Try Colgate Dental Cream— today! Brush your
teeth, your gums, your tongue, with Colgate's. If
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product. But papa had put his foot down
on sonny's taking any girl-friends skygliding.
However, Jeanette was determined to
discover how it felt to fly. With feminine
guile she prevailed upon this smitten scion
to invite her to dinner at a specific country club. Papa's planes were parked nearby. So when she smiled her sweetest and
begged for a glance at the airships, her
ecstatic escort couldn't resist her.
Somehow her friend found himself chatting with someone else when a pilot was
climbing into one of the planes. So minx
MacDonald had no trouble addressing herself to the employee. She confided that she
was dying for a flight. And zoom, they
were off before papa's obedient son had a
chance to shout slop ! But the wind-up was
this : Jeanette's bewitched cavalier outdid
himself with such figure-eights and complicated loopings that she staggered onto
the
ground
so air-sick
she and
couldn't
stay !
for the programmed
dinner
dancing
With precocity like that cropping out,
you'll be surprised to learn that Jeanette
has a horror of showing ofif. She never
sings at fashionable Hollywood functions,
even when the other celebrities do their
stuff. It isn't that she isn't regular. She
just becomes so fussed at the closeness of

You would see some of the fields
where the vegetables for Gerber's Strained
Foods are grown — fertile gardens under our
own control to produce the finest possible
specimens for feeding your baby. Raising
"Home Grown" vegetables is not enough.
Harvested exactly when they offer the highest food value, they are rushed to our kitchens 'to prevent the loss of vitamins that
occurs when vegetables are exposed to the
delays of transportation and storage. And
every one distance
of our farms
trucking
away!is less than an hour's
Add to this care in growing, a process that
protects the essential vitamins and minerals,
and you have the reasons why Gerber's wins
the praise of experts on baby feeding. Ask
your doctor about Gerber's.
Gerber's Are Shaker-Cooked
For the same reason that you stir food as
you heat it, every can is shaken during the
cooking process to insure thorough, even
temperature throughout the can, thus permitting ashorter cooking time and giving
Gerber's
fresher appearance andaflavor.

Shaker-Cooked Strained Foods
STRAINED TOMATOES, GREEN BEANS, BEETS,
CARROTS, PEAS, SPINACH, VEGETABLE SOUP.
ALSO, STRAINED PRUNES AND CEREAL.
Your Baby Will Enjoy
the New Gerber Doll
Send 10c and Three Gerber
labels for this little sateen,
stuffed Doll. Specify whether
boy or girl doll is desired.
GERBER PRODUCTS COMPANY
'05
FREMONT, MICHIGAN
(In Canada: Grown and Packed &y Fine Foods of
Canada, Ltd., Tecumseh, Ont. )
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
. STATE .
AGE OF BABY
"Mealtime Psychology", a booklet on infant
feeding
sentinfant
free on
"Baby Book",
on general
care,request.
10c additional.
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that she upon
couldn't
apeering
note ifstrangers
her life depended
it. utter
Yet, recently a dozen of her friends were
presented with a perfectly fascinating onewoman show. After a scrumptious supper at her Colonial home in Brentwood,
where she lives now because the doors
stuck in the house she used to live in,
Jeanette suddenly went batty. She dragged
her pals upstairs and began tearing through
her trunks, searching for old costumes.
Her studio accompanist was there, and
soon the grand piano in the living-room
was tinkling gayly while Jeanette, making
quick changes, delivered a repertoire with
magnificent gusto. That's an evening that
won't be forgotten.
In person she is smaller than you'd anticipate. She is athletic, rather than delicate. And although she is modish with
the metropolitan simplicity that is most
chic, she
littleand
forwhen
clothes.
She'sto
bored
with cares
shopping
she has
make sartorial selections she does so as
fast as possible. And depend on her to
start the task in a crazy manner!

THE one thing Jeanette has a weakness
for is footwear. So she'll eagerly go
on "shoe-benders" and bring home a flock
of appealing pumps. It's a constant strugmatchto
that'll
e ensembl
gle to assembl
intends
If she
shoes. es
of her
the shades
, and
instance
for
w
night,
step out tomorro
needs a new outfit, she has her secretary
telephone four particular Los Angeles
stores. Each sends three or four gowns
for her consideration. A lightning decision
is made. An hour or so before she goes
out the MacDonald dressmaker arrives,
and there ensues a whirlwind of alterations and final touches.
Directors have a mania for equipping
her costumes with elaborate trains. Perare
"I think
Jeanette says,You
to kick
have they
nuisance.
a blastedsonally,
when
And
up.
them around or hold them
I want to dance !" Which reI hear music
minds me of that afternoon when La
MacDonald blew up so elegantly.
It was a spectacular set and Jeanette had
donned a concoction with several trailing
in, sing,' do some
to walk
trains. Sheandhad then
exit— gracefully, of
emoting,
course. On each rehearsal it was okay,
but on every take she'd get tangled up and
trip herself. After dozens of takes her
was exhausted. "This dress . . .
patience
this
dress!" she screamed. She stamped.
Her hands went this way and that and
got mixed accidentally with the pearl neck-

laces draped around her neck. The
strands broke and the beads shot wildly
in every direction.
A pall had fallen over everyone. Jeanette,
when she came to, stood glaring. Then
the cameraman remarked, "Why, Miss
MacDonald, aren't you ashamed of yourself?" To which she retorted, "No, I'm
not ! There ought to be a law against a
dress like this I" Next day she went to
see the rushes. But they'd filmed and recorded her outburst, too. "I never saw
anyone look sillier," Jeanette declared.
"There I was, behaving like a spoiled child,
absurdly ferocious!"
SHE
it's not sporting
for a star
to befigures
temperamental,
just because
she
can get away with it for awhile. When
Jeanette's
almost
something forangry
whichit'sshe
alonealways
is toat blame.
She's liable to stir up a rage when
repeatedly gets a bit of action wrong.
rector Woody Van Dyke recognizes
mood and keeps a chair handy. On
it in front
of her.
kicks it casions
andhe'll place
then stops
seething.

she
Dithis
ocShe

If Jeanette finds herself boiling at her
daily music lessons — and this occurs when
she can't remember the exact words or
register the right melody — she grabs a
book, throws it on the floor, and jumps on
it lustily. Her teacher remains very calm
during this demonstration, and finally inquires
nonchalantly,
over it?''
I don't
want
to give"Are
you you
the impression
that Jeanette has a hectic temper, even
though she is redheaded and sensitive. She
is slow to rile. She doesn't pick quarrels
with those she dislikes. It annoys her to
have to be pleasant to them, so she simply
avoids them. Poseurs and two-faced people are not on her list, for she herself
can't be deceitful. But in depicting her as
an ever-serious young woman her biographers have disregarded certain happenings which largely account for her popularity. She couldn't be the stimulating
personality
if she'd
never
demandedin
her due. she
And,is, at
critical
moments,
outbursts of temperament.
There was that rash run-in she had with
a stage producer. She had the lead in a
Broadway musical and two days before
the opening a whole new routine was casually introduced. They didn't have time
to rehearse it properly and Jeanette asserted thatnotice.
it shouldn't
be attempted
on
such short
This stage
mogul was
notoriously hard to get along with, and
no mere actor had ever dared cross him.
He thereupon squelched the ambitious
Jeanette before everyone, condemning all
performers in his egotistical harangue.
Before the still startled company she
told him exactly what she thought of him.
He'd had his nerve to speak to her that
way, and to want a song-and-dance that
couldn't be good. Furthermore, his luck
might be better if he'd pay more attention
to actors' suggestions ! That stand in behalf of her own and her fellow artists'
self-respect was so new to him that on
the following day the new routine went
out and she went on to be acclaimed in a
smoothly rehearsed number which she refused to have marred.
It is Jeanette's credo that you have to
maintain high standards for yourself if
you wish to progress. She broke with Hollywood a few seasons ago, boldly abandoning a long-term contract. It seems
she'd signed with a studio which failed to
capitalize on her talents, and after three
starring films she was utterly disappointed
and
chagrined.
She Her
didn'tobjection
mind thewastotal
absence
of songs.
to
the mediocrity of the stories. "I like to
try at least to furnish entertainment," she
states, recollecting.
One eventful day she resolved that
she'd quit Hollywood altogether if she was
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• ''Listen— you^re my twin and best pal— but it^ll be a
cold day when I go traveling with you again! Crab— whine
— boo'hoo . . . all the way home! I know what you need
though— watch me unpack our suitcase and get it!''

Jane Withers has just begun
work in "Little Miss Nobody."
going to have to continue with ordinary
material. She requested her release. They
gave it to her only on the condition that
she promise in writing that she wouldn't
appear in anyone else's pictures for six
months.
As it turned out that was a most fortunatewithsteppersonal
for Jeanette.
She'doffers
beenfrom
besieged
appearance
Europe. She was such a sensation in
Paris and London that the English scouts
of another Hollywood studio insisted on
hastening her back to California. They
bought off the continental tour she'd arranged and fixed it up with her ex-bosses.
And hence today, instead of being a foridol, thanks
to poor pictures, she's
tops in gotten
major
productions.

'I\ow stop your whimpering! I know you're chafed
and hot and cranky— I don't feel any too comfortable
myself. I am hurrying., aren't I? I'll find it if I have to dig
clear through to China!"

As I asserted, the public generally assumes that Jeanette MacDonald is perpetually swathed in sables. Consequently,
when she digs out her slacks, an average
coat, and brushes her hair underneath a
jaunty tarn, she can fare forth quite incognito. Morethethan
up and down
pieronce
withshe's
the wandered
Saturday
night throng at the beach. The most notable visit was in her customary raiment.
Being recognized didn't stop her from being the life of the party.
She went to Ocean Park's concessions
with a couple of chums, and on the way
they ran into another group of acquaintances in play. After a million chuckles
the group approached the merry-go-round.
"Come on, let's go on it !" cried this supposedly dignified star. Jeanette was off
on another of her mad moments. "I used
to be in the circus as a youngster," she
explained with convincing earnestness:
(She who was so carefully reared in Philadelphia!) "My parents were bareback
riders, and I can do stunts, too !"
She became a feminine Tom Mix, jockeying spectacularly on her pseudo-saddle.
With every whirl she waved more impressively. Finally she caught her foot in the
stirrup and was bolted right ofT the merrygo-round. And she sat up bruised but
grinning.
Yes, indeed, this Jeanette MacDonald is
a keen careerist. But, believe me, she's
also
elegant
fun when she's got a
fancy some
to frolic
!

• ''There you are! Notv will you lake back ivhat you said
about me? Sprinkle yourself with that soft downy Johnson's
Baby Powder and smile for a change. And then give some
to Sister!"

•

•

•

• "I'm Johnson's Baby Powder— I'll defend your
baby's skin from chafes and rashes . . . I'll keep it
soft and satin-smooth— I'm that way myself! No
gritty particles in me as in some powders— and no
orris-root. I'm made of the purest, finest Italian
talc. (Your baby will like Johnson's Baby Soap,
Baby Cream, and Baby Oil, too!)"
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{Continued from page 51)
know how to do anything, why, some man
will hai'c to take care of them. And the
silly thing about it is, some man always
does." Glenda sighed and answered the
telephone for the fifth time. All I heard
her say was "no." Out in the yard, Tommy
whooped it up with the boys next door.
WHEN

NOT long ago I was like some friends I
have... low in spirits. . .run-down. . .
out of sorts . . . tired easily and looked terrible. Iknew I had no serious organic trouble so I reasoned sensibly. . .as my experience has since proven . . . that work, worry,
colds and whatnot had just worn me down.
I had been listening to the S.S.S. Radio
Program and began to wonder if my trouble was not lowered strength in my blood . . .
I started a course of S.S.S. Tonic Treatment... at the end of ten days I noticed a
change ... I followed directions faithfully . . .
a tablespoonful before each meal.
The color began to come back to my skin
. . .1 felt better. . .1 did not tire easily and
soon I felt that those red-blood-cells were
back to so-called fighting strength.
The confidence mother has always had in
S.S.S.. . .which is still her stand-by when
she feels run-down . . . convinced me I ought
to try this Treatment ... it is great to feel
strong again and like my old self.
Much more could be said... a trial will
thoroughly convince you that this way, in
the absence of any organic trouble, will start
you on the road to feeling like yourself
again. You should soon enjoy again the satisfaction of appetizing food... sound sleep
— steady nerves... a good complexion...
and renewed strength.
There is no guess work in the S.S.S. Tonic
Treatment. . .decades of popular acceptance and enthusiastic words of praise by
users themselves speak even louder than
the scientific appraisal of the progressively
improved S.S.S. product which has caused
millions to say to their friends —

Glenda came back, I wondered innocently, "Do you ever wish
Tommy had been a girl?"
"But please, my nerves !" Glenda pressed
her forehead and looked anguished. "Listen, my fine feverish friend. Is it not
enough that I, a woman alone against the
elements, , am endowed with a cyclone in
pants? But a daughter — spare me! A
daughter at least should have her father
and several assorted uncles, brothers and
cousins to practise on, to teach her to be
suitably helpless.
"If I had a daughter, the kindest thing
I could do for her would be to bring her
up to be a little tow-headed nitwit, always
losing things for some attractive man to
find, that's what I would prefer her to be
— for her own ultimate happiness. And
how could I give her lessons? I don't
know how, myself. Haven't any idea how
to "But
go about
it." I suggested, gently, "has
what,"
this to do with men?"
"Lots. Think it over," Glenda advised.
We studied the situation for three minutes. Itkind of occurred to me we got off
on the wrong foot — she came to the same
conclusion, right then.
"Lord, how ridiculous! It's a lot of
nonsense. I wouldn't be happy being that
kind of a woman, might as well admit it.
I doubt if half of the type are really happy,
themselves. Anyway, the energetic selfsupporting woman is just a little jealous
of her, that's why we say these things
Well,her."
you can't beat that for honesty,
about
can you?
"Now to return to our premise, if you
don't mind," I suggested with typical Irish
subtlety — Glenda is Irish too, so she likes
"how's
subtle in an Iobvious
be business?
you
aboutto in
thoughtwayan— actress
. . . well, you know."
leaned forward and shot
GLENDA
sparks as if she had just swallowed
a fire-cracker. "Look, funnyface. Because it's you and this is business, I can't
man
is. Nosuccess
how ittoiuard
but here's
get
me along
ever helped
has sore,
as an actress. I got whatever I have
through just plain struggle and hard work I
"Men have never helped me in connection with jobs. I landed 'em by going in
g producers, by saying, 'I'm
convincin
and
for this part, and I
better than so-and-so

can prove it to you.' Then we argued andI
fenced and banged the ash trays until
finally played the part, or didn't play it,
received the salary I asked for, or didn't
receive it. That's the way it was, and
that's the way it is, in nine-tenths of the
cases.
"All this lah-de-dah business about what
a girl has to do to be a success on the
stage or screen is so much applesauce. It's
a very highly organized, competitive business, and you have to treat it as one. No
girl ever got very far or lasted very long
with
othera kind
of anlikeapproach
Glendaany
snorted
few times
a Scotty1"
puppy at a rathole, and finally subsided.
(She's
handsome copy when you get
her
madvery
enough.)
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The telephone rang again and Glenda
took plenty of time out, this trip.
She came back all soothed and calmed
and slightly in a fog. "Yoo, hoo," I
waved over at her, "you remember me.
We were doing a story an hour ago, all
about men. You went away mad and I
finished the Scotch. Have you any idea
how
finish
story?"
Thewefogmight
cleared
andthethere
was Glenda,
all merry and bright and rarin' to go.
"We just wound up how to be an actress,
didn't we? Well, and so then you get to
be one and achieve a certain measure of
success — and then what do you want ? You
want some man to whisper 'give it all up
and lean on me.' But he never does.
"I don't know, maybe it's Hollywood,
maybe
in the met
movies,
it's
me — butit'sI being
have never
a manmaybe
I could
rely on. One on whom I could depend
enough to retire and leave it all up to him.
"The fact is, I have never met a man
who asked me to ! That particular circumstance has inspired countless novels and
pictures — but I am skeptical enough to
think it never happens in life, except in a
very few isolated cases. A man is attracted
because you are an actress and more or
less man
in the
That's
only kind
of
youpublic
meet eye.
or have
anytheopportunity
to
the last one
theknow
worldandto naturally,
ask you he's
to relinquish
yourin
very attraction for him.
"Oh sure, I've had lots of proposals — who
hasn't? — but no man has said, 'Now little
woman,
sit down and
and make
take
it easy. you're
Let me going
do thetoworrying
the money and have the public life.' No,
that doesn't happen to an actress. At least,
I haven't heard of it happening lately.
"Anyway, I have too many responsibilities toask a man to share, unless he had
plenty of money. And millionaires are
very hard to fall in love with !
"Certainly, there are any number of attractive and wealthy young men. But they
are all play-boys, and who wants to be
married to a play-boy? Marriage is a
seriousband inthing.
Youhow
don'twellthink
of a dance
husterms of
he can
or play bridge, or where will we go to
dinner tonight.
"Another reason men have never done
me any good, I'm miserable when I'm in
love,
whensuffers,
I'm notduties
!
"In and
love,miserable
everything
are
neglected. It interferes with my work and
rest. I want to see the instigator of all
my misery at night when I should be sleeping, and I stay out way too late. If I
don't see him, I worry about where he is.
You can't win, any way you take it.
EVERY

now
engage-so
ments you and
mightthen,
say,between
life seems
calm and peaceful and well-ordered, I wonder why I can't leave well enough alone
and let it remain that way. Then somehappens.
You sneaks
know, up
you're
not looking thing
for love,
it just
on you.
And
then
everything
goes awfully
haywire bright
again."andI
thought
she looked
happy about things going haywire, and told
her so.
"Oh yes. I'd stagnate in peace and calm
all the time. Mercy, imagine, how terrible !
When the symptoms of falling in love
again begin to show, I feel deliriously
happy about it. It's going to interfere
with mybecause
work, the
I'll gent
worrydrinks
myself
decline
too into
mucha
it's
— but He
something
too fast
drives
aor nice
change
fromortoo
much rest.
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won't do me a bit of good, I know that before it starts, but life would be pretty dull
without him — for as long as it lasts."
This passing thought occurred : only a
girl who has to shake suitors out of her
sitting-room every evening could afford
to be this frank about them.
"How about marrying one of them,
while it's still lasting?" I asked.
Glenda paddled around in a pool of indecision. She decided against it, I saw her
make the resolution, plain as day.
"How about you getting back to the
premise? This is about men, not a man, so
don't try to put over any of those fast ones,
my girl. To continue, all men are so
spoiled these days, maybe they've always
been and I just haven't heard about it.
Not only Hollywood men, but all the world
over. There must be a shortage or something. And the girl who waits on table
somewhere, or simply lives at home, has
a better chance to get the man she wants
than any actress has !
"All men are wary of actresses, especially an actress who plays gold-diggers. As
a real life gold-digger, I'm a terrible washout. But that's what I play, and that's what
they think I must be. The real sober fact
of the matter is this: the little clinging
babe, with the crying blue eyes, intent on
getting herself a husband, any husband at
all, is the world's most successful and accomplished gold-digger. She has something to show for it all her life !
"How about marriage for youF" I persisted like a Jersey mosquito.
"Well," Glenda considered. "What do
you think, after all I've this minute finished
telling you?"
"I think you'll probably marry before I
can get this in print," I answered.
"Ha !" said Glenda.
So, dear patient reader, I leave you to
figure it out for yourself. Maybe if you
would do a little figuring for Glenda, too,
she would appreciate it.
As for me — I'm on the way downtown
to buy a v.'edding present. Something I
can always use in case the wedding
doesn't come off.

Just

Home

Which

Folks

{Continued from page 45)
family — eleven in all, including Harold's
publicity man, Mildred's mother and two
nurses — went to Europe two years ago.
Mildred told me a funny incident that
occurred on their trip. They decided to
leave the children with her mother in
Cannes, while they motored through
France, Belgium and Germany. They enrolled the children in a French school because they thought it would be such a wonderful opportunity for them to learn how
to speak French correctly. They were
gone five months. Upon their return they
found that their youngsters had taught the
entire school how to speak English and
everybody was conversing fluently and happily but nobody was speaking a word of
French.
Harold enjoys hobbies. For a time he
was much interested in magic. Then he
took up the study of botany. Now he has
thousands of rare flowers and shrubs on
his estate and he knows the botanical name
of every one of them.
While he was showing the children how
to use the brushes and paints of an elaborate painting and drawing outfit he bought
them, he became interested in them himself.Now,
painting is one of his favorite
_
hobbies. He has a number of pictures that
could be exhibited, but he doesn't like to

IS best

you can make your child
nasty-tasting laxative by
sheer physical force.
But is it M'ise.-* Is it good for him.^
Doctors say forcing a child to take a
bad-tasting laxative can upset his entire nervous svstem.
1 take a

for your

c

suggest that you get the Family-Size
bottle. Not only because it lasts longer
. . . but because you get more for your

money. More than 5,000,000 mothers
castobia.
adepend
bottle upon
todayFletcher's
at your drug
store. Get
The easy way is to give him a laxative
with a pleasant taste — a laxative he'll
take willingly — Fletcher's castoria.
Fletcher's castoria is made especially for babies and little children.
There isn't a harsh orharmfulthinginit.
Fletcher's castoria is safe — and gentle, too. Its one and only purpose is to

thoroughly clear the wastes from your
baby's system.
Use only Fletcher's castoria. For
your baby — for your other children . . .
all the way up to 11 years of age. We

CASTORIA

Children's
The Laxative

from babyhood to 11 years 85
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Harold Lloyd is
surrounded by
two
young
beauties, Dorothy Wilson and
Helen
"The Mack,
Milkyin
a scene from
Way," mount
a picture.
Parafirst film in
This is Lloyd's
twelve years
not made on an
independent
basis.

havelar attention
directed toward this particutalent.
Mildred encourages hiin in all of his outside interests. They have a playroom that
is equipped for all sorts of indoor games,
ping-pong, backgammon, bowling — anything you can think of. Mildred says she
won't play backgammon with Harold bealways
fun forcause hethe
loser.wins, and that isn't much
They have a wonderful pool and the children are all expert swimmers and spend
most of their time in it when the weather

' Most

hospitals

give it to their

babies,

it too!"
wa
Otheri kids nt
seem to get the breaks.
When I see 'em — nice and comfy — covered
with that wonderful Mennen Antiseptic
Oil — I could justholler. Why — you'd think
1 never got sore and wet in my folds and
creases! And the germs! Am I supposed
to stand off all the germs in the world all
by myself? Why should I— when I might
be getting the help of this Mennen Oil
that's antiseftk'! It does the gerru-fightin'
automatically and it's swell for the skin.
Most all the
hospitals*
use itI— want
so won't
somebody
please
tell Mummy
this
antiseptic protection and comfort, too? 1
sure am the feller that needs a friend!"

is good.
doesn't swim
very and
expertly butMildred
she is unbeatable
at tennis
spends a lot of her time on the courts with
Harold and their friends.
When they have nothing else to do, she
and Harold tuck the children in bed and
run down to the beach and ride the roller
coasters and eat hot dogs with lots of
mustard, like they used to do, when they
were a couple of kids out for a lark.
THE
manner in which Mildred and
Harold became acquainted makes one
of the most romantic stories in Hollywood.
Mildred spent the summer in Hollywood
trying to get into pictures. She met with
some success and played a couple of leads
in Western pictures. Then she returned
to Seattle and entered her senior year in
High School. Meanwhile Bebe Daniels,
who
was with
Harold's
leading
contract
DeMille
to lady,
star accepted
in featurea
productions. Harold tried to find someone
to fill her place. Quite by accident, he saw
a picture in which Mildred appeared. He
knew that she was the girl he wanted.
After a diligent search he learned that she
had returned to school in Washington and
he wired her an offer of a year's contract
to appear as his leading lady at one hundred dollars a week. Mildred says she has
never had a thrill to compare with the one

she experienced when she got that telegram. She returned to Hollywood immediately and the pictures which they made
together were highly successful. They
began "keeping company."
Mildred's mother was as strict with her
in Hollywood as she had been in Washington. She made it a hard and fast rule
that she had to be in by ten o'clock every
night.
Mildred says she often suspected Harold
of going to parties with another girl after
he had taken her home, because the fun
doesn't begin in Hollywood until after ten.
However, they had only a brief engagement. They married and have found success and happiness in their lives together.
Like Chaplin, Harold is inclined to be
pessimistic. Two or three times in the
course of every production, he reaches a
point where he feels that the whole thing
is a failure. Then Mildred gets busy and
shows him why it isn't or if anything is
wrong she helps him discover how to
remedy it.
Unexpected delays and disappointments
mark almost every big Hollywood production. Harold's comedies are no exception
although he spends at least four months
in preparation — and like Chaplin, years
between picture releases — before he ever
allows a single foot of film to be shot.
In "The Milky Way" he mixes with a
heavyweight prize fighter. Their sequences
are as funny as any he has ever done, for
Harold pretends to know nothing about
fighting. It is difficult for him to feign
ignorance of fighting because he has always been proficient in the art of boxing.
When he was fifteen years old he was
being groomed for an amateur championship fight in Colorado. His mother found
out about it and promptly put a stop to his
ambitions for a ring career, but Harold
has never lost interest in pugilism.

* Nearly all the hospitals that art important
m maternity work use Mennen Antiseptic
Oil on their babies, daily. Your haby deCash
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{Continued front f^aye 42)
woman took my hand, looked at the palm,
then looked up at me : 'Aly! You (dt masculine!' she said. The womanish fellow
just in back of her. 'I should
standing
was
^a-ay!' he said."
There was a broad grin on the irregular
featured, likable face of Ross Alexander,
whom you've seen and remembered in
"Flirtation Walk," "Midsummer Night's
Dream," "Captain Blood," and more recently in "Brides Are Like That."
ALTHOUGH it may please his rapidly
growing feminine fan contingent to
see him in frequent pictures, Alexander is
not sure it's so much fun to be rushed immediately from one film into another, finishing one on Monday and scramming into
another
on Wednesday.
hasn't intime
do anything
but sleep. HeHe comes
fromto
the studio dog-tired, eats his dinner, goes
to bed at nine o'clock every night, and is up
with the California mocking birds at dawn.
It doesn't give him a chance to get to the
Stadium for the Friday night fights or
to play with his electric trains (he's a nut
about them). But what can a guy do
when Success seizes him?
Life, however, has always been that way
for Alexander, as it was for the first great
worldiestconqueror.
luck-to
actor alive, forHe's
he probably
has neverthehad
look for a job. When he left Erasmus
Hall High School, with the imprint of the
boot showing on the seat of his youthful
breeches, he literally walked onto the stage.
He's been walking on (and off) for twelve
years — that makes him twenty-eight years
old — and he's never had to worry about sitting around agents' offices, li one stellar
light didn't give him a part in his new
play, another one did. Blanche Yurka gave
him his first chance in "Enter Madame."
He's played with Philip Merivale, Francine
Larrimore, Frank Craven, et cetera, in sundry plays, including "After Tomorrow,"
"That's Gratitude," "The Stork Is Dead,"
"Let Us Be Gay," and many others. In
Boston he appeared in stock. He did the
same thing in Louisville, Kentucky.
It is not commonly known that Hollywood is old news to Alexander. On two occasions he has come hopefully West, with
a song on his lips and joy in his heart, to
sit
studio contracts.
'The firstfor
one Fox.
v/as
foroutParamount.
The second
Or maybe it was the other way around.
Sad though it may be, Alexander never had
a chance, under either contract, to appear
before a camera. His personal observation is that they were afraid to tell him
that he looked like "the west end of a
horse going east."
He then would have had ample time to
play with his electrical trains because he
didn't have to report to the studio. But
when he was in Hollywood before, he had
not yet become enamored of electric trains
with yards of metal tracks, switches and
sidings. Four years ago, Christmas, he conceived the train idea. "What do you want
for Christmas?" his friends asked Alexander. When he answered, with direct
simplicity,
train," they laughed,
like they do"Anin electric
the advertisements
when a
fellow sits down to the piano. Just a bit
of Alexander foolery, they thought.
But Christmas morning they came
crowding in, their little cheeks red as apples
from the cold, cheering and chattering and
calling out "Merry Yuletide !" and what
do you suppose they saw? The floor of
Ross Alexander's living-room strewn with
tracks and an elegant electric engine ca-

It's a fear that every woman dreads —
that fear of embarrassment. Over and
over again, you've said — "I wish I could
be And
completely
now at safe!"
last — you can! Modess —
the new and utterly different sanitary
pad — is here! It's certain-safe! It stays
soft! It stays safe!

Yes — say goodbye to "accident panic" —
once you discover certain-safe Modess.
No striking through — as with many ordinary reversible pads. Notice the specially treated material on sides and back.
Modess can't chafe — the edges stay dry.
Just wear blue line on moisture-proof side
away from body — and complete protection is yours!
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reening around the curves. The bravest
stepped hurriedly to the window, Ross says,
and peered
out to see one
if the
the
barred
and padlocked
that"wagon"—
is presumed
to lug lunatics off to safe-keeping — was at
(he door. It wasn't, and his friends probably stayed to help Ross play with his toys.
He still has them, the toys. He had to
rent the studio across the road from his
Hollywood home to accommodate them
when they arrived by express from New
York the other day.

WARREN
WILLIAM

JU'VENILE
as mayis be
hobby, Alexander
far his
fromfavorite
being
childlike. He is a self-reliant, fundamentally solid young fellow who happens to
want to be an actor more than anything
else. He is the only child of a New York
leather merchant, and while he laments
with his father that the day of synthetic
fabrics has ruined the hide and pelt industry, he feels no longing to take a hand in
his father's business to try and right it.
Alexander's favorite occupation is that of
"tearing a passion to tatters," even if he
doesn't care much about the other works
by the guy who wrote that phrase.
After a sojourn as Shakespeare's "Demetrius," flouncing around in a tunic ("At
least I have pants on in my next picture,"
he says), mouthing the immortal lines of
"A Midsummer Night's Dream," Ross is
ready to tackle any part. It has been a
proven conclusion, as far as he is concerned, that Alexander and Shakespeare
don't mix. "I'd go home screwy after a
day with those lines," he said, irreverently, for piety is not an Alexander attribute. He has the post post-war generation's healthy cynicism, yet when accused
of being a cynic he is genuinely affected.
He considers himself a realist. And undoubtedly he is that, too, for he believes

• We presented WARREN WILLIAM makes the
Mr. William to lipstick test on the set of "The
from Production.
Big Bend ", a
three lovely girls Gentleman
Warner Brothers
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Bob

not at all in Santa Claus nor the Easter
Bunny, but has intense admiration for the
"ghost" that walks weekly on Wednesdays
in the Warner Brothers' cashier's office.
He has absolute faith in one person, himself, and upon himself he relies with complete confidence. The ease with which he
has taken to a theatrical career shows that.
He declares he has a sense of humor
(which is obvious), that all his friends
think so ; then says, in the next breath, that
he has but few friends, proceeding to
enumerate about five or six.
With fragrant, penetrating words, he enlivens any conversation ; refers to actors —
including himself — as "slobs" ; drinks tea
instead of coffee ; eats sparingly because
food doesn't interest him ; and gave the
names of two of the country's leading columnists as his "pet aversions" in filling out
the studio's questionnaire. You can imagine what the studio did to that care- free
confidence.
Incidentally, he established a new low in
dull screen personalities when he filled out
the conventional studio blank upon which
the publicity department's press biographies
are based. It appears he thought the whole
thing pretty silly, and filled it in accordingly. Parts of it read like this : "He has
no 'suppressed desires,' no economies that
he practices, no favorite extravagances, no
hobbies and only one or two aversions. . . .
Neither politics nor religion have an interest for him, he isn't superstitious . . ."
et cetera.
"I guess that biography is the nadir in
dullness," he said with a grin. Then, lest
we think his speech too elegant for a twofisted guy, he added : "I learned that word
from
a play
I wasfellow
in on isBroachway."
Nadir
or that
no, the
attractive.
You'll see more of him in films . . . which
is all right with us girls.

Taylor— Big

Rave

{Continued from page 55)
THERE, ladies and gentlemen, is a pretty
clear picture of Robert Taylor, how
he feels about being called "promising,"
him.
and why his sudden success hasn't changed
I first met Bob almost two years ago,
and I swear to you that he is no different
today than he was then. He's still without
an "act," still modest and straightforward,
looking things and people right in the eye.
He lives in a little better house, has more
clothes, drives a more expensive automobile. But these are superficial changes
attinot affected
haveworld
which
only, tude
toward the
or towardBob's
himself.
It was almost two years ago that Bob
started going around with Irene Hervey.
They still go around together, despite rumors of other romances now and then.
And Bob's behavior in this respect is almost without precedent. Whether you
realize it or not, it has been an old Hollywood custom for a star to step up his romances along with his salary. And according to all traditions. Bob should, by
now, be going around with only the biggest
stars ! And always to the Trocadero ! But
more often he is seen at the movies, or at
a chop suey joint, or window shopping at
night along Hollywood Boulevard, and
usually with Irene Hervey. And that, in
spite of the fact that all the glamor girls
in town are casting eyes on him, too !
"It do
beat all,"fellow
as they
think
a handsome
likesay.
that "You'd
would
step out with all the stars — Lombard, Dietrich, Kay Francis, Miriam Hopkins, and
so on down the list." But "they" only say

that, because they don't know their Bob
Taylor.
In spite of his good looks and his charmmanners.
no show.
ladies' man,
as a
look inginto
his Bob
past iswill
He dates
Irene because he knows her better and
likes her better than any girl he knows —
and a friendship like that is more important to him than being a social male butterfly. They are not engaged. Both of
them are free as the winds.
"I've always been like that — even when
Ihadwasa lot
at of
college,"
told too
me.bashful
"I never
girls. he
I was
for
that. It was all I could do to get to know
one well. I couldn't just walk up to a girl
I didn't know, and walk off with a date —
like awayslot
of theat fellows
I'vekind
albeen slow
that kindcould.
of thing,
of backward.
"Why, I remember the worst evening
I ever spent in my life was once when
I had to get a date with a girl I
didn't know. It was just after I arrived at
Pomona — at one of those get-together
dances. The rule was that you went to
the dance alone but you had to leave with
a girl ! And there were about 60 seniors
standing around to see that you did — or
else ! Or else they'd paddle the pants off
you the next day.
"W^ell, I arrived at the dance, and my
heart fell to my boots. I took one look
at the way they danced at Pomona, and I
knew I was sunk. Back in Nebraska,
where I came from, the dancing was dignified. But here they hopped, skipped and
jumped all over the place. Not my style
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A new team that's bound to
click — Janet Gaynor and Bob
Taylor in "Small Town Girl."
at all — none of these girls would be able
to follow me. So, since I didn't even dare
aslc a girl to dance with me, how could I
ask one to let me take her home?
"I gave up. About an hour later, I was
still standing around on the sidelines, wonkindclassmates
of paddles
use,
when onederingofwhat my
askedthey'd
me what
the trouble was. I told him. Then he said
that if I could find a girl from San Francisco, she'd probably be used to dancing
the way I danced because they danced funny
up there, too ! That was a good tip, but
how was I supposed to recognize a girl
from San Francisco when I saw one?
'Ask 'em !' said my friend. So I did. I
asked about fifteen girls altogether, and as
each one said, 'No, I'm from Pomona,
why ?' I'd move on as if she had the plague.
"But finally I found one. I grabbed
her and off we went. Sure enough she
danced just like I did. That was swell
but
even then
stillme couldn't
around
to asking
her toI let
take herget
home.
As
a matter of fact, I never did ask her. But
I danced with her all the rest of the evening, whether she liked it or not, and then,
when they began playing "Home, Sweet
Home," I just danced her right out the
door. Oh yes, we got to be good friends
after that, and I saw a lot of her all
through
Much, college."
I might add, to the disgust of the
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much more you get for your money! A blend of tobaccos to
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tips to save your lips. And a valuable B & W coupon to save
for handsome premiums. (Offer good in U. S. A. only.) Let's
go! Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation, P.O. Box 599,
Louisville, Kentucky.

other co-eds. I know that's the case, because Ihappen to know one who was there
at the time Bob was. Like the others, she
too set her cap for him, but got nowhere.
His history is repeating itself in Hollywood.
Once, recently, Irene said, "I should
think you'd like to go out with someone
else for a change. Why don't you?"
"You wouldn't mind?"
"Not a bit." she replied.
"Well, it might be a good idea."
"Sure, go ahead."
A week passed, and they didn't see each
other, or talk on the phone. Then Bob
called her. "What are you doing?''
"Nothing.
Why don't you come over?"
"Okay, I'd like to,'' he answered.
you have a big time?" Irene asked
him"Didlater.
"No, I didn't."
"Funny," said Irene. "Neither did I."
And, strange as it seems, they were both
telling the truth !

Bridge Table Cover — Washable suede. FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
Comes in red or green . . . 100 coupons B & W premium booklet No. 11
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(Continued from puye 53)
She was somewhat plump, wore very
little make-up, her skin was country-clear
and she had a wide smile. Her rose street
dress was fashionably scalloped of¥ at the
knees, and could have come from the
budget department of any Thirty-fourth
Street shop or been made by loving hands
at home. It was one of those dresses. Her
pumps were blonde kid and stubby-toed
and her rolled stockings matched them
And contrary to all my preconceived ideas
about night club ladies, lier grammar was
flawless and devoid of slang.
She said her name was Grace Moore,
and that she hadn't been in New York
very long. I guess we talked together
twenty minutes and when we parted I was
to tell Betty hello for her and come to
"The Black Cat" sometime.
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HOW little I guessed that I had met a
great star in embryo ! That some day
T would piece together a greatly publicized
life story and discover that Grace Moore
was
singing"
in Greenwich
Black
Cat for
a third-rate
salary, Village's
singing snappy
four-four rhythms when she yearned to
trill arias, spending her daytime hours
endlessly trudging from one theatrical
agency to another. Back in Jellico, Tenthey'd liked
voicejust
in the
Baptist
Church nessee,
choir.
Sheherwas
ambitious,
brave and headstrong enough to run away
to New York to seek the musical training
she wanted.
There was something else that was going
to make me remember the night club singer in the park, too. Three years later I went
to college with Grace's younger sister, Virginia Huff Moore.
By that time people were beginning to
read about Grace Moore. She'd understudied Julia Sanderson in "Hitchy-Koo"
and advanced to the lead in Irving Berlin's
■'Music Box Revue." And then she'd gone
abroad to study for opera.
Hufif was a lot like Grace in the family
resemblance way, only she was taller and
darker and her talents were more literary
than ran
musical.
livedthein same
the same
"dorm"
and
aroundWe with
crowd
and,
of course, all of us followed Grace's
career
through details.
her kid sister's intimate and
oh-so-thrilling
Grace was living in the be-satinned villa
of Mary Garden at Cannes. Grace was
studying under some of the most expensive teachers in Europe. Grace was in love.
Grace wasn't in love anymore. Grace had
three fur coats, a summer in Switzerland,
her hair bobbed. Grace said Huff could be
her travelling companion after she finished
college. Grace was going to make her
debut at the Metropolitan in 1928. Grace
had her mm be-satinned villa at Cannes.
Huff gotfrom
a stack
of newandclothes,
vacation
school,
went atoweek's
New
York for the big doings at the Met. Half
of
Jellico
and most
of Tennessee's
Names
chartered
a Memphis
Special Big
to
make the trip, and we all went to the
station (feeling like we'd been colossally
gypped on sisters) to see the vast line of
cars grind to a stop to pick up a member
of the Moore family.
The tales she brought back furnished
delectable fodder for many a choice session,
and determined half the student body,
temporarily anyway, on operatic careers.
Huff had a suitcase full of clippings, photographs and souvenirs. We made her tell
us everything until the story grew to gargantuan proportions. Mountains of orchids. Tons of applause. Zillions of famous people. fic7;-rf/i' of caviar. Rooinsful oi

robe.
the most gorgeous clothes for Grace's
And men ! Such men ! Grace had
of them at her feet. Millionaires,
artists and statesmen and writers,
bers of the nobility, actors, singers.

wardscores
great
mem-

IN 1929, Grace Moore was the most
glamorous figure in the world of song.
You couldn't pick up a magazine without
reading of her flashing career, her gowns
and jewels and gay parties, her friendships
with some of the outstanding names in
society, her comings and goings at her
Park Avenue apartment. Pictures of her
blonde
where. beauty smiled at you from everyIt was during tiiat year that she came to
visit at our school. Perhaps you know the
story, how right in the middle of a triumphant concert tour through Spain, she suddenly became homesick for Tennessee, and
in absolute defiance of managerial pleas
and threats, cancelled her engagements
and sailed for the United States. We were
having exams at school, which prevented
Huff's going home, so Grace stopped over
in Virginia for a day and a night and
stayed on campus in our dormitory.
She came alone, without any of the
retinue of personal chef, maid, butler,
chauffeur and secretary she maintained in
New York. We liked that, but it was a disappointment to our schoolgirl curiosities
that she'd travelled in a plain old Pullman
instead of her private car. We wanted to
see if the inside of that private car was as
sumptuous as Huff had described it to us.
She hadn't changed in seven years except
that she was beautifully thinner and her
hair was a lustrous yellow-blonde. She
remembered me and the gumdrops in
Washington Square. Our natural standoffishness, on suddenly being piled into the
same taxi with a world famous diva, lasted
about five minutes, for Grace is the sort
of
person
who the
makes
you feel
like it's your
Old
Home
Week
moment
she grasps
hand in introduction.
Did she promenade around campus
swishing silver fox and gardenias under
the adoring noses of twelve hundred girls?
Heck, no ! An hour after her bag was unpacked she was down on the athletic field
in a borrowed gym suit wielding a hockey
stick with us like an old-timer. She got
banged into and knocked, and broke off
a cherished long fingernail and cussed
about it like any girl would. She came off
the field muddy and dishevelled and insisted on waiting her turn in the shower
room and taped the hockey stick she'd
splintered.
And because the last supper gong rang
before she was fully dressed, she dashed
down into the dining-room with a shiny
nose and no stockings and a bump swelling
on her forehead and did a brief, beautiful job when she was called upon to say
grace and then dived into our regular
Thursday night pink ham and potato salad
as though it were bliuchiki or crepes
suzette.
That night, a gang of us huddled in
Huff's room to get Grace into the bull-session we'd anticipated for weeks. She was
swell. She let us try on all the clothes in
her suitcases. She propped her feet up on
the table and rubbed cold cream into her
face and told us fantastic stories about
the things she'd done and the people she
knew. And finally, inevitabh', the conversation got around to men and dates and
we wanted
to know how she'd made herself so popular.

MODERN
"You all ask me that," she laughed,
"when every one of you have a Southern
'line' that would probably make mine
sound amateur ! Use it, darlings. Sweet,
flattering nonsense is nectar to men's ears.
And," she added, "do they love it !"
One of the girls -wanted to know how
she'd resisted the proposals of so many
fascinating men.
Grace was frank in her answer. "I just
haven't found the love I'm lookin,-^- for yet
and I'll never marry until I c.a. l^e hasn't
come along, somehow."

IF we wondered what she was doing
while we attended chapel the next morning, she was rummaging under our beds
getting shoe sizes. She sent several of us
darling white fur mules when she returned
to New York, and some of her newest
victrola records. Frequently, after that,
she'd send packages of used costumes and
clothes she was through with. There was
a leopard jacket, almost new, and Parisian
labels in twice-worn evening gowns, and
adesigned
gold cloth
e ball.she'd
for a Japanese
masqueradoutfit
Manyhada
pinned and basted Grace Moore dress went
to nearby proms and house parties, or
moved about on the stage of our campus
plays.
I've seen Grace many times during the
five years since then. There was her gala
entry into Hollywood in 1930, her two
flop pictures, "A Lady's Morals" and
"New Moon," and consequently her galling
and bitter defeat in exit from pictures.
"I'm going back to Hollywood and show
them what I can do, one of these days,"
she said to me not long after. "At first I
was angry and hurt, but now I'm only
determined. I've the same determined
feeling I had when the Metropolitan turned
me down the first time."
Grace kept that promise to herself with
the terrific success of "One Night of
Love." But in the meantime there came to
her the greatest success, she calls it, that
she can ever know. She found the love she
was looking for. She married Valentin
Parera after a whirlwind courtship aboard
the He de France.
They're
the happiest
ever saw,
Grace
and Val.
You thinkpair
of you
two adjectives
when you first meet him, and you don't
change them even after years. They're
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If you deodorize only— because it
is easy and quick— you will always
have an unpleasant, stale "armhole
odor"— test yourself tonight by
smelling your dress at the armhole

THE more fastidious you are, the more
surprised and shocked you may be
when you realize that you cannot prevent
"armhole odor" unless your underarm is
kept dry as well as sweet.
Tonight, as soon as you take off your
dress, smell the fabric under the arm. No
matter how careful you are about deodorizing your underarm, you may find that
your dress carries the embarrassing odor of
stale perspiration.
This is bound to happen if you merely
deodorize. Creams and sticks are not
made to stop perspiration. They do not
keep the underarm dry, so perspiration
collects and dries on the fabric of your dress.
And the very next time you wear that
dress, the warmth of your body brings out
an unpleasant, stale odor.
Only one way to be SURE
Women who care deeply about good grooming know that there is no short cut to true
underarm daintiness. They insist on the
complete protection of Liquid Odorono.
WOMEN who want to be sure their
dresses are free from "armhole
odor" gently close the underarm
pores with Liquid Odorono.

With Odorono, not even the slightest drop
of moisture can collect on your dress to
spoil the pleasant impression that you
would otherwise make.
Odorono's action is entirely safe . . . ask
your doctor. It works by gently closing the
pores in that little hollow of the underarm.
Perspiration is merely diverted to less confined parts of the body where it may
evaporate freely and inoffensively.
No more

ruined frocks

It takes a little longer to use Odorono, but
it is well worth your while. In the end you
save, not only embarrassment but your
lovely clothes as well! You do away forever
with those horrible underarm stains that
even the cleaner cannot remove, that can
ruin expensive frocks and coat linings in just
one day's wearing. And there is no grease to
stick to your clothes and make them messy.
Odorono comes in two strengths. Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) need be used only
twice a week. Instant Odorono (Colorless)
is for especially sensitive skin or emergency
use — to be used daily or every other day.
On sale at all toilet-goods counters.
If you want to feel the utter security and
poise that Odorono brings, send for the two
sample vials and leaflet on complete underarm dryness offered below.

Lily Pons and Gene Raymond
arrive in New York. Yes,
Mile. Pons will do a picture
in the early fall. As for Gene,
he came East for personal
appearances.
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suave and sweet. He has the small feet
and sensitive long fingers of the Latins
and he's very Continental and witty. Grace
is so unaffectedly crazy about her husband, it's refreshing, and neither Hollywood nor the Opera nor any added glory,
something tells me, will ever change that.
And "Is she very much like a movie
star?" people ask. Yes, but mostly no.
Off-screen beauty being the debatable
subject it is, I'd simply call her darn goodlooking and feel like I'd said the honest
thing. Her eyes and skin are particularly
nice. Her lashes curly, but far from long.
Like the rest of us she has certain beauty
problems that must be constantly attended
to or they lapse into unattractiveness — her
hips, off diet, refuse to stay slender — and
Grace is too lusty a fried-chicken-and-hotrolls devotee to remain on diet all the time.
Frequently her hair needs a coiffcnse for
several days before she has time for one.
She eats her lipstick off at meals and
usually forgets to renew it for hours. But
I've never seen her without an impeccable manicure. She always does her nails
herself.

THE TIME OF MONTH CAN'T
DICTATE TO MODERN GIRLS:

The modern girl doesn't decline an
invitation just because of the time of
month! She knows how to keep going,
and keep comfortable — with Midol.
For relief from painful periods, this is
all you have to do :
Watch the calendar. At the veryfirst sign of approaching pain, take
a Midol tablet and drink a glass
of water, and you may escape the
expected pain altogether. If not, a
second tablet should check it within
a few minutes.
Midol's relief is lasting ; two tablets
should see you through your worst
day. Yet Midol contains no narcotic
and it forms no habit. But don't be
misled by ordinary pain tablets sold
as a specific for menstrual pain!
Midol is a special medicine, offered
for this particular purpose.
You will find Midol in any drug
store, it is usually right out on the
counter.
So, look for those trim, aluminum
boxes that make these useful tablets
easy to carry in the thinnest purse
or pocket.
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She still gesticulates, broadly and incessantly, no matter what she's telling about.
It's the hardest habit she's had to overcome
before the camera, keeping those energetic
arms of hers at a sophisticated standstill.
But you like it when she's talking to you.
It's part of her.
She doesn't spend the money you'd expect
her to on clothes. Consistently, that is.
She'll greet you at tea time in a sweeping
something M. Patou threw together, then
turn right around, as I have seen her do,
and attend an opening night in a thirtynine-fifty model. She never looks alldressed-up in her clothes. She looks comfortable.
I couldn't help contrasting a recent
meeting with Grace with the one in the
park that day. She was triumphantly returning to the United States after her
command
performance
"La Boheme"
Queen Mary
at Covent ofGarden,
and as for
the
Rex steamed up the Hudson and docked
she was given a welcome that recalled the
Lindbergh reception.
Airplanesthrough
draggedthe"Welcome
Home"
streamers
air as the
ship
moved into the harbor. Sky-writing planes
wrote her name in the clouds. Crowds
shouted greetings from boats and at the
pier, while at City Hall Mayor LaGuardia
was readying some lovely phrases for an
official reception. The ship's band played
"Dixie" twenty times and Grace's regal
suite was jammed with celebrities, newspapermen, orchids and Valentin Parera.
"It's been so wonderful," she said to
me, telling how the Britishers cried for

"Gracie" in the streets the night she gave
her
command
"I days
neverof had
anyone
call me performance.
Gracie since the
my
old
mammy
in Jellico."
Then
she black
told me
how down
she hid
a 76-year-old
Welsh woman, who had seen "One Night of
Love" seventy-six times, near the royal
box during the show. "That," she said
characteristically, "was more
fun than
stealin' watermelons !" Which wasn't exactly the ultimate in sophisticated phraseology,

got
doingthat
it and
stop, she
despitewarm
the fact
in astillfewdidn't
minutes
was scheduled to ride down Broadway,
looking her best, to pick up an enormous key to the city. And she didn't import
the ten trunkfuls of Parisian frou-frou
that are sort of expected when movie stars
disembark in a great big way. There was
declared on her papers the glamorous
total of one percolator, eight gramophone
records, six dozen Irish linen handkerchiefs.
And a case of champagne.

,
I

•;

No, Grace
changed
bit.
Because
the Moore
customs hasn't
official
broke aopen
the crate of bottles for investigation and
looked startled and remarked, "Miss
Moore, this ain't champagne you got here
■— it's mineral water !" and held up a label
for her to stare at in complete amazement.
She could have done the casual, moviestarrish thing at a time like that. She
could have raised an eyebrow, uttered a
bright saccharine "How too, too amusing !"
and donated the vile old stuff to some
nearby, suitably crotchety fan.
But Grace was too much her straightforward, natural self for that. She'd paid
perfectly good money for what she understood was champagne, and furthermore
she'd lugged it all the way from France
for a very, very special occasion. And she
was as disappointed and put out about it
as you'd be, too, if you had been so apparently gypped.
So she stood right there in full view of
the public and the press and stuck her
thumb-nail between her teeth and commented, none too softly, "Things like that
make me so mad!" and stamped her foot
and turned to Val in utter exasperation,
"Oh, it wasn't what we paid for it, darling, it's— the principle of the thing that
And I recalled a ten-cent bag of stale
gumdrops.

Roughneck

(Continued from page 39)

talk at all
amicable separation. He won't
if you ask him about his efforts to obtain
a divorce.
"I can't figure women out," he said cryptically. And it is a bit confusing when you
consider that for several years he has been
separated from his wife, during which
time he has supported her and their son
in a manner consistent with the money he
has earned. He is denied the privileges
of both bachelorhood and marriage.
"I want a home," he told me. "I want
worked hard
I'vehappiness
things
all my other
life. men
Now have.
I want
and
it."
to
entitled
I'm
contentment.
For two yearsI think
he and Virginia have been

(j

but then,
heaven,wayGrace
hasn't outgrown herthank
back-home
of talking.
She posed for as many kodaks as
cameras, once with her arm on the shoulder of the 'P' section customs official — who
was fifty, red-headed and snaggle-toothed,
and grinning like an ape with delight. She
shook hands with every proffered paw and

gets me — "
Sentimental

i

the center of one of Hollywood's sweetest romances, but they are denied the satisfaction of marriage, the joys of making a
home together. George refuses to fight
the woman who bears his name, the mother
of his child, preferring to wait in the hope
that some day soon she may volunteer to
give him his freedom.
"I never quarrel with girls," he will tell
you. And his friends will tell you that
he never quarrels with anyone.
How does it happen, you may well wonder, that this boy of the tenements, a boy
whose career has embraced many and varied activities, including selling newspapers,
working as assistant to an electrician, ush-

^
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ering in a theatre, professional boxing,
dancing in vaudeville and night clubs, a
boy who ran away from home at the age
of fourteen because he didn't want to go
to school— that a boy with this background
has a respect for women that amounts almost to a religion?
There is nothing strange about it to
George. The strange thing, he feels, is
that all men don't have the same regard
for women that he has. Because his parents were poor doesn't mean that they were
not respectable, hard-working, honest people. Because he was born in a poor district of New York doesn't necessarily mean
tiiat he came from the slums, for he
didn't.
"My mother taught me to respect women," he said simply. "When I was a
little kid, the girl next door would ask to
take me out l5ecause she thought I was
cute. My mother would dress me up and
I can remember that her parting admonition always was to be a good boy, not
to forget to tip my hat and to be polite.
"My mother is the sweetest woman that
ever lived," he continued. "I don't know
how she managed all of us — there were
eleven of us kids, you know — without losing her temper sometimes, but she did.
She
sweet.
now. was
All always
the others
are We're
gone, all
God alone
rest
their souls."
About a year ago George brought his
mother out to California to live. He secured an apartment for her and provided
her with a car and chauffeur. But she
didn't like it here any more than George
does. He thought the climate would be
fine for her, but she missed her friends
and preferred the lights of the city to the
California sunshine, just as George does,
and she asked to go back home.
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"She's always lived there, you know,"
George said. "She likes to live where she
can knock on her neighbor's door and offer
to siiare a pot of tea or borrow an egg.
And where she can talk about me, her
darling Georgie," he added with a grin.
"She drives me nuts talking about me and
fussing over me. I can't stand being
fussed over. I worship my mother, but
if I tell her I love her, I mean it and I
can't keep on telling her over again every
Wisely,
George figures that the career
minutes.''
five
of
an actor is short, that the big money
is to be gathered in quickly. Consequently
he is trying to be a contented citizen and is
experiencing the joys of a home of his
own for the first time in his life. And,
although no home in Hollywood could
compensate for the noise and hum, the rush
and clamor of Broadway, he is more than
a little proud of his penthouse apartment.
He chose its furnishings personally and
in every detail it reflects his quiet, good
taste and love of comfort. He misses
New York with an intensity that has not
lessened during the five years he has been
in Hollywood. "I'm losing a lot of friends
by
staying
out here,"
complained.
But
he finds
a quiet
game he
of bridge
a passable
substitute
for New
nightof life
and
philosophically
makesYork's
the most
it. You
rarely see George at a night club.
"I got my fill of night clubs when I
worked in them," he explained. And asked
if
embarrassing
always
be the
oneitofwasn't
the boys
who ordersto milk
or orange
juice when the others are having cocktails, he replied : "It isn't as embarrassing
as getting drunk would be. I never drink
because Tve seen what liquor does to the
other
Anyway
don'tfriend
think pours
it is
any funguys.
to drink.
YourI best
you into a taxi and sends you home while

POWDER

he takes care of your girl. That's not my
idea of a big night."
HE

doesn't drink coffee, either, because
he doesn't think it is good for him.
Nothing, to his way of thinking, is as important as health. "If I have a strong,
healthy body, no one can take it away from
me. Money doesn't worry me. If I have
health and can't earn a living, then I don't
deserve to live. I've earned my way since
I was fourteen. I've always been able to
buy everything I actually needed. I can
I have my
one any
was place
more if
surprised
thanhealth."
George
getNoalong
when he made a hit in his first _ picture.
"I'm not an actor," he said at the time, and
how he laughed when the critics said he
did a powerful bit of acting in a scene
when he stood on a corner and played
with a couple of coins — a habit of years.
The success he had attained in other ventures— boxing and dancing — had required
years of hard work and application. Without any effort he was a sensation in pictures. It is no wonder he was puzzled.
And when Hollywood, characteristically,
built up a reputation for him to correspond with his first screen role, that of a
gangster, he was even more bewildered.
"Do I have to be a gangster oiT the
screen just because I played one in the
picture?" he protested. But his protests
w^eren't even heard. The fact that he had
been born in what is charmingly referred
to as "Hell's Kitchen," in New York, was
played up to the last drop of publicity
value. Perhaps inspired by jealousy, perhaps by habit, Hollywood put on one of
the most vicious whispering campaigns ever
to
over the The
grapevine
pastgoactivities.
stories
pered about the studios,
wherever the film crowd
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"When a keratolytic cream (Vanishing
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fantastic. It would liave been a physical
impossibility for ene person ever to have
had half
the experiences that were attributed to George.
Whatever these whispers did to him will
never be known, even to his most intimate
friends, for George is painfully inarticulate. This reserve is not born of a lack
of ability to express himself, for with his
friends and people he trusts, he is at ease
and talks freely.
"I don't talk much," he said. "What's
the use? You learn more listening."
George's friends were loud in his defense, but George never uttered a protest.
He didn't need to, for regardless of what
Hollywood thought of him, the public clamored for more of his pictures. He was
enormously popular. He worked in picture after picture. He took what was
offered in the way of roles and also in
the publicity necessarily attached to _ his
success. He posed for hats and shirts,
shoes and socks, suspenders and soap. He
endorsed everything from cigarettes to
cereal.
The quick easy way a Dn'p-O-lator makes perfect
coffee every time is its own nation-wide endorsement. The hundreds of thousands who use the
genuine Drip-O-tator exclusively know no coffee
disappointments. That's why the original has been
copied. Accept no utensil with a similar sounding
name. In the base the name — Drip-O-lator — is
plainly stamped. Look for it. Insist upon it and
you too will enjoy perfect coffee always.
THE ENTERPRISE ALUMINUM CO., MASSilLON, OHIO
THE GENUINE DRIP-O-LATOR IS SOLD BY ALL
LEADING CHAIN, DEPARTMENT » RETAIL STORES

OFF
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WASH
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"I always cooperated^' he said, "but I
nex'er got as much as a handkerchief for
all the posing I did. I did anything I was
asked to do. I played any part they gave
me. I realized I wasn't an actor, I thought
other people knew more about this business than I did, so I did what I was told."

ceitain point. When
up tod athe
THAT
role of Trigger in
assigne
he was is,
"The Story of Temple Drake," he refused
to play it. He refused to the point of
walking out of the" studio and heading for
points east. He jeopardized his entire career for what he considered a principle.
If you remember the picture you will rer didn't
know how a genTrigge
call thattleman
should treat
a lady.
"When people walk out of the theatre
thinking I'm a heel because I've played so
many of them, I'm through," he argued.
So someone else played Trigger and
George, having tasted the exhilarating sensation of independence, began to exercise
his new-found authority. It became a
habit with him to refuse to do things he
thought would hurt his career. If a dance
routine didn't look right to him, he refused
to do it. Surely his reputation as a professional dancer entitled hjm to this privilege.
But he really went to town on his
"no" campaign, when he walked out in
high dudgeon after a brief but effective
physical encounter with a studio executive,
during
of a"Bolero,"
because
he was the
askedmaking
to speak
line of dialogue
which he found particularly distasteful
and which he thought would be offensive to
the public. The line was: "And let's use
those pictures I had taken at my mother's
grave
publicity."
"I'veforalways
been taught to respect
graves," was his only explanation for refusing to speak
thethe
line.
didn't
thinka
it necessary
to tell
worldHe that
within
few years he had buried every one of his
ten brothers and sisters, that only a few
months prior to the time of this incident
he had lost his father, whom he worshipped.
"I was my father's favorite,'' he told
me. "He idolized me and always took my
part. We were much closer than most
fathers
and such
sons."a line, even acting, made
To speak
him absolutely sick. After the argument
was settled in George's favor, he established an all-time high for an apology with
reservations.
"If I'm wrong, I'm sorry,"
he said.
When George says "no" he means just
riiat and neither threats nor promises can
make him change his mind. Recently he
ms suspended from the studio for ten
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weeks because he refused to do something
he didn't think would be a good idea, but
suspensions and the loss of a salary that
is not to be sniffed at, don't worry George.
"No one is going to look after me but
me," he explained. "No one cares what
happens toThis
me but
me and
care.headI'm
nervous.
business
is aI do
million
aches a day. I was never nervous when
I was the
a dancer,
now business
I've got does
the shakes
half
time. butThis
it to
He refuses to work more than twelve or
fourteen hours a day.
everyone."
"No," George said. "I'm up at five in
the morning in order to get made up and
on the set at eight. It's eight o'clock when
I get home at night and I'm tired."
He was suspended again when he refused to work in a Mae West picture.
"Mae and I are very good friends," George
said, "but I explained to her that it wouldn't
do me any good to be kicked around in her
picture. If you let yourself be kicked
around in a picture, people get the impression you can be kicked around off the
screen, too.
"Other stars fight for stories and parts
and even cameramen. I've always taken
just what was given me, but I've learned
that if I don't fight for myself no one else
And, as anyone who has had the bad
fortune
is
going to
to."come up against one of his
handyanyone
fists towill
testify,
George
doesn't
need
do his
fighting
for him.
He
doesn't need a bodyguard, as Hollywood
Mack
Grey.calls his friend, the mild, na'ive
facetiously
He is neat to a fanatical point. He
can't stand a spot of dirt on himself or
anyone else. He can't stand a disorderly
apartment, his idea of such a state being
aIf place
ash trays
clean.
there where
is no the
servant
aroundai'en't
to empty
them, George'll do it rather than look at
a tray full of cigarette stubs.
He can't stand to see his friends want
for anything and will take off his shirt,
hat or tie and pass it on to anyone he
thinks needs it. He takes great pride in
his personal appearance and always dresses
neatly and in the very latest style.
Consistent with his pride in appearance
is his preference for pretty girls. He likes
to take a girl out who adds to the picture.
He likes to feel that everyone is admiring
his girl. And his present choice of companion, Virginia Pine, is everything any
chap could ask for, both in appearance and
character. Cultured, sweet and charming,
she also has exquisite taste in clothes and
is strictly feminine. A sun-tanned beauty
or a girl who wears mannish clothes doesn't
fit on George's private pedestal for women.
He was leaving for the race track when
I caught him in his dressing-room at the
studio, a few days ago. In a stunning,
well-tailored sack suit he was a picture of
what the well-dressed young man should
wear to the races.
"Wait!" I screamed, with a wicked
gleam in my eye. "You've forgotten your
Glancing nonchalantly at his smart, tan
bedroom slippers, he said, "Oh, no, I'll
wear these. No one will notice them."
He picked up his overcoat and I understood. Of softest wool in brown and tan
shoes !"
plaid, it was beautiful. But loud? Definitely ! It could be heard from here to
St. Moritz. It was a Jack Oakie dream.
George was right. No one would notice
his feet because they couldn't see past
that coat!
George's recent roles will testify that
he is able to depict other than gangsters
on the screen and his friends will swear
that neither screen roles nor clothes are
an infallible guide to character.
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Crossroads
{Continued from page 43)
but they would rather she did not go out
quite so much with Mr. Ruggles. Not
that upright
he wasn't
her.were
He seen
was
an
man.worthy
But of
if she
too often with the same man it might
prove harmful to her career.
Arline listened attentively. She neither
agreed nor disagreed. Later, however, she
discussed this momentous conversation with
Mr. Ruggles. What did he think about
it ? Ruggles was open-minded. What did
she think ? Arline wasn't sure. Suppose
they kept the date they had that night and
then not see each other socially for a
week or so. Ruggles consented. Perhaps
it might be a good idea. They'd soon
know how much they did or did not mean
to each other by not being together so
often.
It didn't tak. them long to know the
answer, nor did it take Arline, in her short,
decisive way, long to announce one day :
"I'm not going to let a studio run my
life. If I can't live the way I want and
have a career, too, then I'll know the reawhy !"
Up sonto
the head office she marched, chin
up, war-clouds all around her. She let
the executive, behind the fiat-topped desk,
have the war-clouds :
"I just want to tell you," she declared
in
so many
words,
"thatandI'm asgoing
out as
withI
Wes
Ruggles
when
much
want to. If that's harmful to my career,
it's just too bad."
"That was in February. 1931. In October, 1931, Arline and Ruggles were married.
She seems to have done all right in pictures since.
A decision not generally known is that
which enables Edwin Arnold today to earn
around one hundred thousand dollars a year
instead of being just a good actor uncertain of a job. Several years ago, when
Arnold was playing in a Broadway stage
play
calledthree
"Whistling
in the
Dark,"
he
received
hundred and
fifty dollars
a week for his efforts. The show reached
the end of its run and the management
called Arnold in to inform him :
"Look here, Edwin, we're going to send
a 'Whistling in the Dark' company to
Hollywood. How would you like to go with
it?"
NOW
the Coast, with motion pictures
the ultimate, had always been a pet
dream of Edwin Arnold. So much so, that
some years before he had accepted a vaudeville engagement with Viola Dana, erstwhile picture star, in the hope that it would
lead him to a movie contract. All it led
to, however, when he played in Hollywood, was a casual invitation from former
friends to visit the studios. Mr. Arnold
rememberedmemory.
this. It But
wasn'ta a job
particularly
inspiring
was a
job, so :
he "What's
inquired.the salary for the Coast show?"

"One hundred and eighty-five dollars a
week," he was told.
Arnold glowered. He had been receiving three hundred and fifty dollars a week
for the New York run of the play. To
go to the Coast meant a cut of a hundred
and seventy-five.
He rejected the offer.
That night, however, he mentioned the
incident to his wife.
"Take their offer," she advised.
"What!
Take that much of a salary
cut?"
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Tattoo your eyelashes with this
smooth, new cream mascara and your
lashes will instantly look twice their
real length; the South Sea enchantress' own way of achieving truly
glamorous eyes. More waterproof than liquid
darkeners; won't tun or smear. Easier to apply
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Actually makes lashes soft and curling, instead
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Here are Fred's mother and his sister and brother-in-law, Lord and
Lady Cavendish, who came all the way from England.

"Take it," she repeated. "I've a feeling
it will bring you something in pictures."
"I played Hollywood once before and
it didn't happen," he reminded her.
"But this is different," she insisted. "I've
it."
a good feeling about
considered. A "feeling" cerArnold
tainly was too problematic to stake any

his wife's
he followe
for
hopes on.
, andd signed
it a decision
made Still,
advice,
the Coast production of "Whistling in the
The Edwin Arnolds went to Hollywood.
The play opened. Hollywood turned out
for the premiere. Among those who turned
were three producers who, before the
outDark."
evening was over, offered Arnold very attractive picture contracts.
Mr. Arnold's residence is now California and, thanks to Mrs. Arnold's hunch
and his yielding to it,_ he is now in the
six-figures-a-year earning class.
It was rather a tragic occurrence that
prompted Gloria Stuart to reach a decision
so far as her career and life were concerned. Gloria, while attending the University of California in Berkeley, met and
fell in love with Gordon Blair Newell, also
a student at the University with hopeful
dreams of becoming a successful sculptor.
The road to success in that art field, however, is a slow and an arduous one. But
Gloria and Newell were young and, though
the exchequer was slim, they believed in
their dreams — and their love. They were
married.
Some twenty miles from San Francisco,
on the highway to Los Angeles, there is
a beautiful little seaside town called Carmel-by-the-Sea. Many well known artists,
and others not so well known, live in this
colorful spot on the Pacific. It was here

that Gloria and her husband settled down
— she, to keeping house ; he, to sculpturing.
But Gloria was not a personality to be
submerged in domesticity. She had a
keen desire to go into dramatic work. As
there was an amateur company in Carmel,
she decided to join with them.
She learned much through her activities
with this group. But married life, instead
of becoming easier, became increasingly
difficult. Newell's artistic endeavors did
not win the recognition necessary to make
existence cozier. Gloria did her best to
make the short end of their monetary
earnings meet the longer end of expenses.
She was in love, and love does survive in
humbleness — for a little time, anyway.
Carmel is quite a rendezvous for some
of the motion picture players, and Gloria
either met them or came to know them by
sight. She also knew about the Pasadena
Playhouse, that up-to-the-minute amateur
group from which many a talented actor
has graduated to a lucrative picture career.
She knew, too, that Gilmor Brown, director of the Pasadena Playhouse, was a man
willing to give any likely applicant a
chance.

seritoowould
thinkthat
refused
BUT Gloria
or a tocareer
ously of people
n
mean separatio from her husband. That is,
she did until after a certain sad event had
occurred to precipitate the need of a decision. That event was the coming of her
baby. Tlie baby did not live. Gloria,
broken-hearted, half mad with grief, knew
she could not go on as she had been going.
The memory of the baby, in the midst of
all else, was more than she could face in
utter monotony of routine. She realized,
possibly, that any decision taking her away
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from her husband might mean estrangement— perhaps eventual divorce, for it is a
far cry from the fast, pounding tempo of
ihe theatre and pictures to the quiet, introspective tempo of Carmel.
The future. Gloria finally decided, would
have to take care of itself. It was the
despair of the past and the present that
she had to get freedom from.
She left Carmel and her husband and
went to Pasadena, there to seek and get
a job with the Playhouse. The rest — her
picture offer and success ; her divorcing her
sculptor-husband after trying unsuccessfully to live on a separation basis ; her marriage to Arthur Sheekman, scenario writer
— all this is known. But it only happened
because of the tragedy of her baby's death
and her striking out by herself to find release from suffering through the activity
of work. In such darkness was rooted the
reason for Gloria Stuart"s decision to embark upon an acting career.
Five }-ears ago, Ricardo Cortez also
made a decision. He decided to give up
motion pictures. He figured, perhaps, that
in a way
wasn't pictures
exactly ahad
decision
inasmuch as itmotion
apparently
given him up. Certainly Ricky, who had
•formerly had more roles offered him than
he had time to fill, now found he had little
more than time — and nothing in a picture
way to embellish it with. It was one of
those dull "breaks" that sometimes happen
in the careers of players and for which
there seems no good reason.
It became too much for Ricky. He decided he was through and was wondering
if it wouldn't
be a logical
to gocalled
into
some
sort of business,
when thing
a friend
him up and said :
"Say, Rick, go over to the RKO lot
and see if you can land the lead in 'Symphony of Six Millions.' They're having
a hard time getting just the right man for
the part."
Ricky knew about this Fannie Hurst
story which was to star Irene Dunne. He
hadn't given any thought to tiie studio's
difficulties in finding a leading man, however. But he did now. His decision to
give up pictures could wait a day or so. He
went over to RKO and, like many others,
made a test and like these others he was
told:
"Sorry, you're not the type."
Unlike these others, however, Ricky accepted that dismissal as answering his ovi'n
uncertainties.
Now, of
he some
zvas through.
He'd
go into a business
sort.
AS he walked across the lot on his way
to the street, Bernard Shubert, a writer associated with the production of "Symcalled : phony of Six Millions," espied him and
"Hi, Rick."
Cortez turned, smiled faintly, and
stopped. His stopping to talk to Shubert
was the turning point in his career.
"How did your test turn out?" Shubert
asked.

"It didn't," Cortez said, and added, wryly, "This washes me up. I'm through."
"Oh, no you aren't," Shubert disagreed.
"I think you're the man we're looking for.
What say we make another test and keep
it quiet until it's ready to show?"
"What's the use?" Ricky shrugged.
"Plenty," Shubert declared. "We'll
make this test my way. Are you game?"
Ricky consented. Shubert telephoned
Irene IDunne, explained the story of Cortez's test to her and asked if she would
appear with him in the secret test he was
going to make. She said she'd be very
happy to. So the test was made, developed,
shown to the studio executives who declared to a man :
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That picture put Ricky on top again
and he has stayed there ever since. Periiaps it isn't often that a discouraged player
meets a man of Bernard Shubert's energetic
ingenuity,
often
is! but who can tell how often
Wynne Gibson made a decision that nobody would sympathize with — if it had not
worked out successfully. This was when
Wynne was living in New York trying to
get a stage job and just about as flat,
financially, as the proverbial pancake. At
the time of this story, Wynne had just
one dollar and seventy-five cents in her
purse and nothing in sight. It looked
bad.
Then came a fateful telephone call from
a friend inviting her to make a fourth
at bridge that night. W)-nne hesitated.
or rather
wouldn't
—Shelet certainly
her friendcouldn't
know —how
broke she
was.
And if she accepted that bridge bid she
stood to lose her whole dollar seventy-five
capital, and more, as against the dubious
possibility of winning a few cents. On the
other hand, if she stayed at home and
thoughtdoing.
about things — well, that wasn't
worth
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"I'll be there," Wynne accepted, and she
was. She walked to her friend's house to
save carfare. The bridge game got under
anyNow when
butwho Wynne's
way, body
for money
bridgedidn't.
will play luck
all they have in the world is a dollar seventy-five, and no prospect of more, isn't a
person to be sympathized with when she
loses all but a few cents of that amount.
Which Wynne did. She had fifteen cents
between her and nothing when she got
home.
As it happened, however, there was a
man in that bridge game who had an interest in a musical comedy then being cast
called "Little Jessie James." There was
a leading part in it still to be cast.
The morning after the bridge game,
Wynne's telephone jingled. The voice at
the other end belonged to the man who had
won part of her dollar seventy-five cents.
He wanted to know :
"Will you come down to the Cort Theatre to try out for 'Little Jessie James'?"
"I'm on my way down now," Wynne announced.
She repeated that trip for more than a
year, for she landed the part and the showwas a hit which led her to stardom in pictures. But heaven help her if her decision to "shoot" the dollar seventy-five
had ended disastrously ! Those, however,
are the gambles that make decisions so
contrarily intriguing.
ROBERT YOUNG might have been a
sedate and successful young banker
today, instead of a popular leading man
earning a superlatively respectable salary,
had he not talked to a woman who helped
him to make a decision by refusing to help
him. Bob, at that time, was a bright, up-

and-coming lad with a big loan and banking business in Los Angeles. The head
of the business had an approving eye focussed on him and had visions of Bob becoming a high-powered executive. Bob,
however, had only his head in his work,
not his heart. His heart was in the amateur theatrical jobs he enacted on occasion
at the Pasadena Playhouse. Banking was
something he knew how to do, but acting
was what he wanted to do.
Perhaps he would have continued as an
employee in that loan and banking house
if Gilmor Brown of the Playhouse had
not innocently precipitated him into a
crossroad decision by offering him the lead
in a company that was going on a road
tour.
he couldn't
go onIt
the
roadBoband saw
keep that
his banking
job, too.
was a case of having your cake versus eating it. He couldn't decide what to do. As
against a regular job and certain promotion, here was a limited job at much
less money and no definite future once the
road show closed.
What to do?
Now in the company he was with was
the aforementioned frank, terse-spoken woman. She liked Bob, he liked her. She
respected his judgment, he respected hers.
He w^ent to her to talk over his decision
difficulty. She listened. When he was all
through, she asked :
"What do you care what I think?
You're going to do what you want to do
"That isn't the point," he answered. "The
point
is, what
the right
to do?''she
"What
you iswant
to do thing
is right,"
stated.
"But is it right to give up a good job
anyway.''
with
a future for something I like but
that's
"It'sinsecure?"
right," she said, "if you have the
courage
to think"That
so." settles it. I'm chuckBob nodded.
He took the right turn at the crossroads
ing thisthe
job."apparent foolhardiness of his
despite
decision. And destiny awaited him, in a
small town on the road, in the guise of
a talent scout for one of the Hollywood
studios.
Thishisscout
ance, wired
studiosawthatBob's
the performboy was
a sure bet, and paved the way to the movie
contract that helped celebrate his arrival
home from the tour. With Bob, it was
a case of jumping from one lap of luxury
to another — but he didn't know that until
the jump was made.
What would have happened to these
players had they made different decisions
from what they did? Perhaps what has
happened to others who knew what they
wanted to do but, faced at the crossroads
with the need of an answer, hesitated and
then, either took the wrong road or lost out
through indecision. The lucky actor knows
when and how to make a decision. How
does he know that? You ask him that!
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'There's no use your denying it,' he said.
'I couldn't be mistaken in that hair!' That's
the way it goes. Some redhead that looks
a little like Ginger gets off the train in
Nevada or turns up in a divorce court, or
is seen dancing with somebody and another
rumor is off. I tell you, the cards are
stacked against young couples in Hollywood. Ginger is happy. She and Lew are
working to make a success of their marriage. They will make a success of it if
let them."
will only knocks
people
Opportunity
once, the postman

knocks
all the
Rogers
without
mother

twice,
time.
took
Lew,
with

but the public keeps knocking
Listen to them now ! Ginger
a vacation trip to New York
didn'tinstead
she? of
She her
brought
her
her
husband,

I suppose 3 0U noticed ! Lew wasn't worka picture,
washoneymoon,
he? And yet
nevering onhad
a regular
have they've
they?
Well, it certainly looks funny, my dear,
doesn't it? I've said all along, haven't I—
and so on and so forth.
"The reason Lew didn't come," Ginger
sighed, looking wistfully at the big pile of
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"is that he's still
on the
fat letters
independent company,
to andesk,
contract
under
His last picture for them is finished, but
—well, you know Hollywood ! Let them
decide that a scene needs to be retaken,
and if you're not at the other end of the
you've broken the contract. We
telephoiie,
talked about it, but at the last minute we
decided Lew had better not risk it. Mother
didn't even know she was coming with me
instead of Lew till the day before we
started !"
"Lew and Ginger have never been free
at the same time since they were married,"
week-end vaca:Mrs. Rogers added. one"Just
. of those recently
tions. They took
finished 'Follow the Fleet.'
when
me up and told me they were on
Called Ginger
their way, with the pup and a tent and
their old clothes. But that Honolulu honeymoon they planned seems out of the question. I told you the cards were stacked
against young couples in the movies. They
fall in love with each other because they're
different from other boys and girls— glamorous, exciting, famous. In other words,
because they're movie stars. And then
they come up against the fact that they
aren't like other people's husbands and
wives, can't be home in time for dinner,
have to spend their evenings working,
aren't able to do things together.
"I can see it happening to a young couple
we know right now. The girl played a
latest picture. She and
in Ginger's
part husband
have been an inseparable radio
her
team. Now that she has had this chance in
Hollywood, he's in the depths of gloom.
it's best for
fellow toartist,
As afuture
her
leave hehimknows
in the East and
go three thousand miles away to make a
name for herself on the screen. As an
be
can'twith
husband,
adoring
reason
I tried heto just
to it.
reconciledyoung
him when he wept on my shoulder, but
1 understand their situation only too well.
Some morning he'll open his paper to see
a news photograph of some movie hero
dancing with his lovely wife, or read some
squib in a gossip column and another real
romance will be in danger."
"And yet she won't be to blame for the
picture," Ginger said. "There other
was day
the
photographer at the party the
who kept following Howard Hughes and
me around the dance floor with his camera
pointed at us. Howard is always news,
but right now after that record flight of
his,
he's more
so, and
mentioned
as being
seenevery
with girl
him who's
is a
matter for the columnists. I said to the
photographer, 'Please don't take us !' I
couldn't explain why. Movie stars aren't
supposed to object to publicity. So I said,
T always look awful in these catch-ascatch-can pictures.' But he wouldn't be
discouraged. Finally when we danced out
into the open, there he was before us, down
on his knees pointin.g the camera up.
Howard was swell. He said, 'Here, give
me that plate.' The fellow only grinned
and ran out of the room. He'd have got
away, but by mistake he opened the wrong
door and ran into a telephone room. So
Howard's bodyguard caught him. Then
he pretended he didn't know which plate
it was. 'All right,' said Howard, 'smash
'em all, then ! He began to whine that
they were all his day's work and he'd be
fired and Howard said, 'Okay. Fll tell
you what Fll do. Fll send my man with
you to your office lab. You develop all
the plates and he'll bring back the one of
Ginger with me.' And he did. That was
one rumor that didn't start !"
Lew Ayres is sensitive, and interviewers
know better than to ask him whether his
marriage is successful. The chances are
that he would knock a man down and turn
on his heel and walk away if the questioner
were of the unfair sex. And yet an
actor who turned down an offer to play
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opposite his wife, as Lew did recently,
and who has even refused to sign a contract on the same lot cares, rather terribly,
what people say of him.
While inwith
New flowers
York, from
Ginger's
roomEvery
was
crammed
Lew.
day on
the tiie
telephone
rang
Lew's miles
voice
was
other end,
threeandthousand
away. On the table were piled the presents
that Ginger was bringing back to him.
Frail proofs against the testimony of
those great democratic institutions — free-
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they weren't hesitant about saying so !
"The show-down, the pay-off was when
Iwith
played
'The Farrell.
Princess That
and the
Charles
was Plumber'
the test
of my 'bo.x office power' and — the last
picture (but one) that I did for Fox.
Which gives you the dimensions of my
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dom of speech and press. And yet . . .
I remember talking with Lew and Ginger
before they were married. They had such
wonderful plans. They would both work
hard for a few years and live quietly and
save their money until they could build
their Dream Hoine with a si)ecial room for
Lew's books and telescopes and — maybe a
nursery in a quiet wing. They had something, those two. They have it still. They
stand a good chance of keeping it if you
will let them alone.

box"Then
officethe'power'
studio! let me go.
"I did independents. And I became so
tired that once I had hysterics on the set,
from sheer lack of sleep.
"Then — I woke up! I was down, all
right, so I began to work. I thought,
'I'll show 'em !' It was a fight for fair.
I hadn't saved any money and I was broke.
I was too proud to cable home for help,
after my high hat attitude before. I was
homesick, friendless, alone and depressed.
So, the fight was on. I didn't sit down
and 'take it." I didn't mope.
"/ bought hats! I always buy hats
when I am depressed. It has some strange
psychological effect upon me. I bought
new dresses, too, after the hat-buying orgy.
When
thingsforaremonths,
going well
for me and
I'll
go around,
in sweaters
slacks and think nothing of it. The moment things go wrong for me I invest in
a wardrobe fit to knock your eyes out.
Whenever you see me looking very toppy
and all brand new, you can bet your life
I've had a bad slump of some sort.
"Well, thanks to some friendly interention, Ifinally
a test
The test vwas
okay.gotI got
the for
part 'Tarzan.'
of Jane.
For the second time I was a 'success' —
due entirely to the monkeys and to Tarzan, of course. But never willing to learn,
it seemed, it wasn't long before I lay down
on the job again. For a different reason
than before. .\t Fox I was considered
very important — at M-G-AI I wasn't. I
had
little part
in 'Strange
Interlude'
with aNorma
Shearer
and Clark
Gable.
I had an uninteresting part in 'Tugboat
Annie' with Alarie Dressier. And I soon
lost all interest in my career. I heard
that they were making a Western at another studio and, as I had never done a
Western and wanted to see Arizona, I
asked if I could do it. Which is, you
know, very bad professional!}" — for some
obscure reason. Once again I was well
on the road to oblivion.
"When I fully and acutely realized that
I was once more a nobody I set to work
again. And this time with a reason — for
John had returned after two years abroad
and I started seeing him again. When I
first
met have
him I'd
riding
high atofFox.
I must
feltbeen
rather
ashamed
my
low ebb this time. I think. Anyhow, I
took stock of myself, in every way.

a new haircut. I bought a lot
1HAD
of new clothes. Hats and hats and
H.\TS! I stopped wearing pajamas
around the studio. I realized that it is
more important to look nice in front of
the people who employ you than to look
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nice at somebody's part\-. I made it a
point to be nice to people — not insincerely
— but for the first time I tried to be interested inothers and to show it. I made
myself do at least a few of the things I
should do . . . such as publicity pictures,
having my hair done smartly, wearing
make-up before being photographed and
trying to think of things to talk about before being interviewed.
This sounds very trivial. It isn't. For
if you bring law and order to external
things, you are very apt to bring it to
internal things, too. Which is just what
it did for me. Into my thoughts, my w'ay
of living, came some kind of system —
and until that comes you can do nothing.
And so, with a kind of new strength and
firmness of purpose, I asked producers for
parts I felt I could do. I went to the
mat and fought my own battles. Finally
I got the part in 'The Barretts' and then
one in 'David Copperfield,' and now in
'The Voice of Bugle Ann' — so I feel 'up'
again
!
"Somehow
I think that, with John's return and my consequent awareness of my
own deficiencies, I reached — and passed — a
turning-point in my life. Of course, I am
about due for another relapse but this
time I'm going to — to keep on buying hats 1
"You see," said Maureen, vivid and
fresh looking in her scarlet jersey frock,
"I have a peculiar battle to fight with m\self.
One me
partasof itit does
is thatmost
success
doesn'tIt
stimulate
people.
sort of lulls me to sleep instead. And
when I'm unsuccessful and about as far
down as I can get, I begin to gnash my
teeth
thrash
But . .you
keep onand
being
down,about.
you know
. for can't
one
of these times the count will be down and
out!
"But I think that underlying even this
truth about myself is my feeling that I will
never be a really big star. My feeling that
I am not 'star material.' I'm not different
I interrupted at this point to say, with
enough
.and
. ." not flattery, that that's just
honesty
what I think
Maureen is — different. She
is the one screen personality I can think
of who is utterly unspoiled and completely
natural, fresh, honest, unbedaubed with
"But that's if." said Alaureen, "it's nice
of you but I'm not different in the right
"glamor.''
way,
you see. I haven't the mystery of
Garbo. I haven't the seductiveness of Jean
Harlow. I haven't the enigmatic beauty of
a Dietrich, nor the e.xtraordinariness of
astar-stufif.
Hepburn. I'm just me — and that's not
"I don't do anything to myself. I've
never touched my hair. I don't use makeup. Idon't dress in an unusual way. I don't
swank about in opulent cars. I don't play
the game at all — and what's worse, I don't
want to. I don't go about to parties and
meet the 'right people.' I don't entertain
them.
I don't think that I'm really an
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actress at all. I'm really just a little Irish
girl who happened to come to Hollywood
. . . and who doesn't belong here . . ."
And again the blue eyes of Maureen
strayed to John Farrow and that blush,
which always rises to her face when she
looks at him, suffused it again.
"I'll give it all up one day," she said,
"if it doesn't give me up first. I'll say
good-bye to Hollywood ... a last goodbye. We'll travel, John and I, when we
can be married. We'll do interesting things
together and settle in England where we
can have our home and children.
"For isthe
one inthing
about
being
love.I never
There 'lie
are down'
some
girls who, when the man they care about
is the most devoted, the most tender, sort
of get careless and take it for granted. I
don't. Perhaps I've grown suspicious but
I always wonder, 'Now, why all the devotion? Why this attack of attentiveness ?'
And so, when things are going most beauand me
I'm always
most on tifully
my between
toes.John
Perhaps
because
I care
more . . .
"I'd like to make good in pictures, of
course. For it's in line with what I've
been saying. I'll feel down until I can
prove to myself that I'm really up. And
■ I can prove that only by doing at least one
picture that really satisfies me — only by
getting some parts that are really big and
important.
"I may not be an actress. I'm sure I'm
not. But I am an 'Irishman' and you can't
keep a good Irishman down . . . not a
fighting Irishman . . ."
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{Continued from page 50)
rever adopted the Valentino mannerisms.
His career
alentino's
only
in thatparalleled
they bothRudolph
danced V for
what
they probably both laughingly called a
living.
"I've been down to my last nickel so
many times in New York that I couldn't
begin
to hall
countbedrooms
them," says
"I'vea
lived in
and Romero.
cooked over
gas flame.
ROMERO is a New Yorker, of Cuban
■ descent, as American as buckwheat
cakes, and hasn't visited the West Indies
for twenty-one years. He'd like to make
a trip there now, he says, despite the
chance of running into a bullet-popping
revolution.
Cesar is a distinct contradiction. On the
screen, because he is slightly sinister, you
expect villainy. Certainly neither "Rendezvous" nor "Show Them No Mercy" whitewashed his mortal soul. When you meet
him, the illusion is immediately dispelled.
You expect to find a Latin, reeking of
lure, and you find a Latin, all right, but
one full of American inclinations.
He is all-Yankee in his fondness for
tennis, swimming, riding, sports clothes,
fast cars, cute girls. And then, suddenly,
when you have tabbed him as a Yankee,
the Latin in him crops up and he goes
reverent over Jose Marti, Cuba's nineteenth
century
father. liberator and his mother's godThere is one thing about Romero, Yankee or Latin, his life is built on heroic
principles. Living nicely but modestly in
his Hollywood duplex, with a Filipino
houseman as valet, cook and major domo,
Romero is supporting his mother, father,
two sisters, and one brother, in Asbury

is pretty. She is smart. And
JOAN
she is asked everywhere.
Barbara looks at Joan with secret
envy. For Barbara, too, is pretty. And
she is smart. But evening after evening, she is left at home alone.

There's really no excuse for it these
days when Mum makes it so easy to
keep the underarms fresh, free from
every trace of odor.
Just half a minute is all you need to
whole
day! Then you're safe for the
use Mum.

one girl "click"
makes fail,
Whatanother
Why? and
socially
when both
ing?
are equally good-look
The truth is, Barbara could be just

Use it any time — after dressing, as
well as before. It's harmless to cloth-

as popular as Joan if it were not that
she is careless — careless about something no girl can afford to overlook.
You can't blame people for avoiding
the girl or woman who is careless
about underarm perspiration odor. It's
too unpleasant to tolerate in anyone,
no matter how pretty she may be.

ing. It's soothing to the skin, too — so
soothing you can use it right after
shaving your underarms.
Depend upon Mum to prevent all
unpleasant perspiration odor, without
preventing perspiration itself. Use it
daily, and no one will ever have this
reason to avoid you! Bristol-Myers,
Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York.

ON SANITARY NAPKINS.
Guard against this source
of unpleasantness with
Mum. No more doubt and
worry when you use Mum!

MUM

takes

the

odor

out

of

perspiration
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You can look 5 years younger! Gayer
more appealing! If you use a lipstick
that's
to leave
looking warranted
velvety and
smooth.your lips
Cutex Lipstick contains a special
oil that aids in keeping the sensi
tive skin of your lips moist and
young looking. Natural, Coral
Cardinal, Ruby. Try one today
CUTEX
c^^^
Northam Warren Sales Company, Inc.
Dept. 6M5, 191 Hudson St., New York
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal.)
I enclose JoC for trial size Cutex Lipstick in shade
checked. Natural □ Coral □ Cardinal □ Ruby □
Na
Address_
City
State

I MAKE
$25-$35
A spare
WEEK
Ion can learn
at borne in
time.
Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands
of graduates. Est. 37 years. One graduate
has charge of 10-bed hospital. Another
saved $400 while learning. Equipment
Included. Men and women 18 to 60. High School not required. Easy tuition payments. Write us now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 235,
100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
-StateL.
CltyGood

He

works

Old

while

POP!

you

sleep!

He bums the midnight
oil, catching up with office work, typing out new
ideas to show the boss,
getting ahead and he
neverdisturbsyou. Pop's
Bmart . . . he's got a
CORONA
The finest portable made;
it's "got everything." Yet
you can buy it brand-new
for as low as $6.00 per
month— or the fine
CORONA STANDARD
for only $1.00 per week.
Send coupon for booklet.
Ask your dealer about
these amazingly liberal
terms.

SILENT

CORONA
SILENT

■MAIL COUPON TODAY.
L C Smith & Corona Typewriters, Desk 5.
151 Almond St.. Syracus3, N. Y.
Please send Corona booklet, also tell me where I can
arrange free trial.

Jean Parker and Frank Albertson, two youngsters
for big things.

mine
can helpcareer
him." has been built, largely,
Romero's
on luck. He says so himself. He has
bluffed his way into two theatrical fields.
After the collapse of his dancing career,
he tried the stage. Rather, the stage tried
him. Tullio Carminati left the Broadway
cast of "Strictly Dishonorable" to go to
Europe. Without theatrical experience,
Romero stepped into the leading male role
and thereby became an actor. For three
years he enjoyed a stage career.
Then 1934 found him in Holl3wood, inexperienced in films, anxious to make
good at them. After a few brief picture
appearances, luck placed him as the lead
opposite the luscious Marlene Dietrich, in
"The Devil Is a Woman." He had never
played a screen lead before. Romero acquitted himself so well that he overheard
the director telling someone that "Romero
is
best made
leadinghim
manfeel
Dietrich
Thethenews
pretty ever
good.had."
SOON Romero will enjoy the rare pleasure of having a woman in his house.
It will not be a bride, because he does

. . . Hurry

Street.

on page

City.__.

. State102

You'll see them soon in "The Farmer

Park, New Jersey. Supporting them ?
Doing it as a labor of love, with that expansive Latin spirit that makes such things
a privilege instead of a burden.
"It seems that as my father's career
gradually declines," he says with typical
philosophy,
career
is my
in the
ascent. At one"that
time my
in our
lives,
father
had money. He was an exporter of machinery in use in the Cuban sugar fields.
But the sugar industry is ruined. So is
his business. He had property in America,
but first one house, then another, was lost.
I am glad that if his career had to fade,

Name-

who

up, Modern

are slated

in the Dell."

not feel that he can afford a wife, yet.
The woman will be Graciela, his eldest
sister, one year older than the twentyeight-year-old Cesar. Grace has been
teaching school, and needs the rest and
chance to recuperate that a visit to California will give her.
Although finances will make marriage
at the moment an impossibility, Cesar is
not immune to Hollywood beauties. He
divides his attentions between Betty Furness, who wears those giddy hats, and
blonde, statuesque Virginia Bruce. Romero
insists, although each is individually lovely,
that he is not in love with the girls you
see him with around town. Nor has he
been.
At the moment, he is all enthusiasm for
Carole Lombard whom he characterizes as
the grandest sport in the film business. She
fusses around helping the prop man when
he has too much to do, holds lights for
the busy electricians, lets fifty-five gallons
of water at a time be dowsed over herself
and Romero for a "Love Before Breakfast" scene, and refuses to have a double.
Generous, impulsive, she gave Romero two
Christmas gifts. One wasn't enough. The
first was a leather-encased breast-pocket
watch that fastens to his lapel with a
thong, and the second was a pair of goldfitted garters.
However, there is no romance here.
Merely friendship. As for Romero, he
has been in love, once, he says, and isn't
now.
Cesar's
lovehe affair
took place
in
New York
when
was devoted
to the
prima donna of a theatrical troupe he was
with. And, we gather, the singer returned
the emotion.
If sheis adidn't,
she was foolish. This Romero
nice guy.

Hostesses,

and

75 which favorite
will bring
you recipes
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dishes
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{Continued from page 66)
leaving Hollywood for awhile, couldn't
find a sessions
D'orsayin shops
anywhere
Many
stormy
about else.
the country
must have resulted in some bright person's
deciding that the D'orsay cut must be a
darn good one. So, this spring the Hollywood-beloved D'orsay cut shoe makes its
debut in many pedal guises ! In case you
aren't familiar with this particular style,
this is what it looks like. It's a short
vamp shoe with a sharp downward cut to
its side line. The heel is high. In line
with the general feeling for dressier shoes,
the plain pump of this type is almost overshadowed by a number of straps, ties and
step-ins that use the same cut in their design. It's a young
as you
can dainty,
guess,
for Hollywood
likes shoe,
its feet
to look
feminine and young.
And a word about heel heights, too. So
many of you write in to me with shoe
problems — big feet, for instance — or beingtall, you wonder if you have to stick to the
more conservative arch-saver styles, etc.
Well, heels are as varied in height as all
of you ! They range all the way from flats
to three inches. The built-up, rather sensible walking heel is popular for tailored
daytime use and this is a little less than
two inches high. This is a popular style
all over the country. For formal afternoon and evening use, high heels are 'way
in the lead of all others. Yet the very tall
girl finds consolation in the fact that she
can wear almost heelless dancing sandals
and still be fashionably shod. In fact, you
can choose your heel height to suit your

figure, your taste or your costume, just as
you would any other item in your wardrobe. And isn't it grand to know that
clothes and accessories at last are developed
to a point of individuality where you can
be yourself and not just a carbon copy of
eight other people !
Cute Margo, of the dancing feet and
dramatic moods, attributes her graceful
carriage to the fact that she wore flat
heeled shoes during her Mexican childhood. And Jean Muir emphatically states
that she would never wear a high heel,
regardless of future dictates of style. She
finds the almost flat heel ideal for her tallness and it gives her a sense of grace she
cannot feel in higher heels. So there is the
long and the short of the heel question as
exemplified
by two charming Hollywood
stars.
NOW
to our pictures. Madge Evans
likes the tailored alligator pump for
her daytime costumes. She wears this with
two typical spring costumes. One is a
three-piece suit, shown on page 64. The
topcoat and suit jacket of this trio are
gray tweed overplaided in deep wine red.
The skirt is gray flannel and Madge wears
a simple tailored blouse in silk of a shade
to match the wine of the plaid. Her
pumps are black as is her handbag.
Capes, as I told you last month, appear
again and again to form attractive ensembles. One of Madge's, not illustrated, is
particularly interesting in the way it combines two fabrics. Gray, white and blue
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for the plaid of the skirt and the trimming
of the cape. The tunic is blue wool and
buttons trimly from collar to hem. The
cape is designed with a jaunty swing to its
lines and combined with a tunic, makes a
very different sort of fashion alliance.
Again Madge, with this costume, wears
her alligator pumps but this time they are
in blue to match the predominating color
of her costume. Her large handbag is
made of the tunic material, a nice matching
accessory idea.
Now, as an alternate to Madge's alligator
pump, I suggest a trim oxford of contrasting color and leather. The shoes
pictured are brown alligator with beige
suede. But it could well be navy alligator
with grey suede to tie up with Madge's
blue costume. This is typical of the oxfords with moderately high heel which are
suited to tailored suits and other simple
daytime costumes.
Still tailored, but more feminine and
dressy, is the sabot strap slipper of blue
kid which is shown as an alternative to
Lucille Ball's charming silk and wool ensemble. Ithas the new detail of the square
toe and it also has an innovation in its
high square heel. The first square heels
shown were on the low, peasant shoe type.
The large buckle and the tailored stitching add a special fillip to this design. It's
atype
perfect
exampleshoe.
of the
"dressmaker"
of tailored
Also,
this shoe
hasLucille
a special
high "arch
curve" feature.
designed
her charming
costume
— and what a grand job, don't you think?
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Sparkling with new color (thanks to Rit)— last
year's dress becomes truly a new dress in everything except cost!
And it's so easy and carefree now with Rit, that women who
remember old-fashioned dyeing can't believe their eyes.
First, Rit has eliminated the harsh boiling that's so hard on
both your clothes and you. Second, Rit contains a penetrating
ingredient (patented) that makes the color soak in quickly,
deeply, evenly — without fear of spots and streaks.
Rit brings the charm of color (and a saving) to many, many
things in your wardrobe and your home — curtains and draperies
— luncheon and bridge linens — fabric gloves to match your dress
— lingerie or stockings that need fresh tones
— blouses — bedspreads — and many others that
ONLY RIT GIVES
FASTlCOLORS
will suggest themselves when you see how easy
without: sdlLING
this new dyeing really is.
• Dissolves Instantly! Rit is a powder wafer— easier to measure, won't sift out of the package like loose powder dyes.

Follow Simple Directi
■IT
TINTS

&

DYES

. • White Rit Color Remover — the safe way to take OUT color,
remove stains, whiten fabrics — harmless as boiling ^tesJ
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Here is the tavorite Hollywood stocking which is only Knee-High.
Stars wear these under evening gowns and also for general
daytime use.
The closely woven band fits snugly under the knee.
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M<rcoliz«dWax
# Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
TTSE Saiolite Astringent — a refreshing, stlmu^ latlng skin tonic. Smooths out wrinkles and age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oillness. Dissolve Saxolite in one-half pint witch hazel.
"pRY
Phelactine—
the hair
"different"
depilatory.
Removes
superfluous
quickly and
gently.
Simple to use. Odorless.
At drug and department stores everywhere.
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The dress is navy blue sprinkled over with
white snow crystals. The peasant influence
is evident in the front gathered fullness
of the skirt, the soft, high necked blouse
and the full sleeves bloused below the elbow. Her ribbed navy blue wool coat has
the same bloused sleeve as the dress. As
you can see, Lucille chose the popular
opera pump with stitched detail as the
shoe to suit this admirably.
Ann flared
Harding's
of color
dress with
and
short
coat isensemble
in natural
bright splashes of flamingo red in the tricky
lacings and the bindings. A matching bag
is trimmed with the red and Ann's gloves
are red, too. This is one of the best looking outfits
Ann wearing
in a long
while.
It I've
was seen
designed
for a picture
by
Bernard Newman, who seems to have had
imagination enough to give Ann the bit
of dash and youth she has needed in her
costumes for some time. It's obvious that
he wasn't thrown by her long blonde hair,
nor by her general air of mature dignity.
He has made her youthful looking without
appearing too giddy. In fact Ann went into raptures of praise over what Newman
can do with a few yards of cloth and some
accessories.
She screen
thinks stars
he's God's
gift to
clothes-harassed
!
Back to the feet. Ann wears broadstrapped alligator with hers. And I offer
a third shoe suggestion in the form of a
neat Cabana step-in in such a slick combination as chamois with brown calf! Both
perforations, which are a big item in summer footwear, and stitching dominate the
trimming
smart
all 'round
shoe.
This same of
shoethis
comes
in such
grand color
schemes, besides the one shown, as gray
suede with gray calf trim, brown and
white, blue calf with blue patent. And a
word about gray, you'll find it creeping
steadily into costumes and accessories —

gray suits are very smart and shoe people
are keeping step with gray shoes to harmonize or match. However, don't try to
make your
grayto costume
a monotone,
it's
much
smarter
wear gray
and a color
contrast.
TULIE HAYDON, in a charming black
•J and white print with unusual white collar and cuff trim, chooses plain pumps in
kid. But I suggest as a change, a charming afternoon sandal of shiny patent leather
with the bright accent of gold buckles and
trim. It's new and so feminine.
Lucille Ball's black cocktail gown, printed
in bright flowers, is a perfect spring dress
for everyone's
wardrobe.
line has a low cut
in back. The
The high
sleevesneckare
long and gown.
the skirt is voluminous. It's a
charming
I've been so busy talking shoes that I
haven't had a chance to mention hosiery.
Silk stockings tend to dress up to the general air of quality and fineness of all fashions. Sheerness is an important detail —
and
dullness.
copperycolors,
overtone
to most of theThere's
popular a spring
the
rich, coppery suntan that you acquire as
the
season
progresses.
There'sanda vast
range
of the
beige
and tan tones,
a definite
feeling for gray.
I don't know whether or not you are
familiar with the knee-length silk stocking that is so popular with Hollywood.
It's a perfect boon for evening and when
warm weather comes, it's the answer to
keeping comfortable. Knee-High, shown
on this page, comes in all weights from the
very sheer, with sandal foot for evening,
to the heavier, more serviceable weights
for daytime. The band, that holds it firmly to your leg, is woven elastic so that it
can't sag or stretch after repeated laundering. This is a stocking darling of the stars

MODERN
and a grand item for j-our spring stocking chest.
The attractive sandal shown with this
stocking is tj-pical of the very feminine,
upen-design sandals for spring and svunmer evening wear. The Grecian t\pe sandal is still important, and as I mentioned
liefore, the almost heeless one is still very
popular.
I know how much you all like to hear
about new fads from Hollywood, so look
on page 66 where Kay Linaker is sporting a silver mesh tie with one of the new
dinner suits that the stars are_ so keen
about. Ka\'s dinner suit consists of a
mannish white satin blouse, instep-length
white skirt and a tailored jacket of white
taffeta pin-checked in silver and chenille
dotted. The mesh tie, in a small_ armor
design, is knotted in the manner of a silk
four-in-hand. A very amusing and different accessory trick.
Jean Muir totes about a small notebook
of this same armor mesh in her evening
l-ag. It's
for keeping
of
Tliose
datesverv
thathandy
are made
of an track
evening
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and often forgotten unless some written reminder is made on the spot.
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I have a grand new leaflet for you to
send for this nnon+h. It's all about whot
you can do to enhance your smartness
without spending a dime extra of youi
allowance! Just send a stamped, selfaddressed envelope for "Making the
Most of Myself." Write to me, Adelia
Bird, 149 Madison Avenue, Hew York,
New York.
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{Continued from page 63)

of this wouldn't be so extraordinary if Alice weren't always the
life of the party. Among Hollywood's
younger
set, her
she'sfriends
the one
who suggests
that she and
go places
and do
things. You'd expect a wallflower to wax
philosophical on the "more important side
of life," but hardly the girl whose toes are
always tapping and who is invariably surrounded by an adoring court of young
Adonises. She has only to express the
wish foritanything
fetches
for her. and one of 'em runs and
ALL

And that's what's wrong.
"I don't want a man to wait on me,"
Alice says. "I want to wait on hint. I
want to worship at the shrine a bit instead
of being always the shrine worshipped at,
if you know what I mean."
So far Alice hasn't the faintest idea who
he will be. Many men have "rushed" her
since she came to Hollywood, but he
hasn't shown up yet. She goes here with
this one, there with that one, friendly to
all but faithful to none. She has only the
vaguest idea what he'll look like. She
just knows he'll be "nice."
"I think all that tall, dark and handsome business is a lot of stuff," she said
frankly. "All I know is that there'll be
something about him that will appeal to
me. A real man, with the quiet courtesy
and courage that goes with real manhood.
Not the artificial, theatrical kind."
OfYhand, Alice can rattle off quite a lot
of specifications about this husband-to-be
of hers. Here are some of them:
^"He must know more than I do, because
.-I've g-ot to admire and respect him.

Think
3;

Or
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The Wrong Shade of Face Powder
Will Make You Look Years Older
Than You Really Are!
BY
Are you using the right shade of face powder
for you?
That sounds like a rather needless question,
doesn't it ? For there is nothing a woman selects
more confidently than her color of face powder.
Yet, it is an actual fact, as artists and make-up
experts will tell you, that many women use altogether the wrong shade of face powder.
The shade they so fondly believe makes them
look their youngest and most attractive does
just the opposite and makes them look years
older than they really are!
Brunettes think that because they are brunettes they should use a dark shade. Blondes
think they should use a light shade. Titians
think they should use something else.
Choose by Trying
The fact is, you shouldn't choose a face
powder shade according to your"type" or
coloring, but according to which one is
the most becoming for you. After all, a
brunette may have a very fair skin while
a blonde may have a dark or olive skin
or any shade between. The only way to
tell, therefore, is to try all five shades
which, experts agree, accommodate all
colorings.

When

Rather

than

It Really
No.

4

So fundamentally sound is this principle that
I want you to prove it to yourself at my expense.
I will therefore send you all five shades of my
Lady Esther Face Powder free of charge and obligation. When you get the five shades, try all five
on. Don't think that your choice must be confined to any one or two shades. As I say, try on
all five. Maybe the very shade you think least
suited
to you is really your most becoming, your
most flattering.
Stays on for 4 Hours
'When you make the shade test of Lady Esther
Face Powder, I want you to notice, too, how
smooth this face powder is — how evenly it
goes on and long it holds. By actual test, you
will find this face powder adheres for four
hours or more.
Write today for all five shades of Lady Esther
Face Powder which I offer free. With the five
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder I will also
send you a 7-day tube of Lady Esther Face
Cream. The coupon brings both the powder
and cream.
FREE
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (22)
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five
ehades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7 -day supply of
your
Name—Lady Esther Four-purpose Face Cream.
City_
Address—
JState(If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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"He must be sympathetic without being
sentimental ; kind, without spoiling me.
"He must be utterly helpless about the
house, completely incapable of looking
after his own socks and shirts so that I
can look after them for him.
"He must have a good sense of humor
and be able to laugh me out of it when
I get too serious over inconsequential
tl-.ings."
THAT'S enough, and if you read betw^een the lines you'll see that if Alice
appears to be asking quite a lot in a mere
man she's asking most of those things
because they make her ask more of herthat have
she doesn't
he hasself.toYou'll
be notice
rich and
a yacht say
so

Pafient thought her face
was clean. Doctor used
Ambrosia pore-deep
cleanser. Pad shows dirt
that was removed.

Get Ambrosia liquid cleanser today.
Test it by using even after your regular
method of cleansing. See what dirt it
removes from your skin. You feel
Ambrosia tingle. You know it is cleansing
deeply and thoroughly.
You can get a trial size of Ambrosia
pore-deep cleanser at your lOc store.
Large size, 75c at drug and department
stores. Prices slightly higher in Canada.
AMBROSIA
THE
_

PORE-DEEP
BECOME

CLEANSER

AN EXPERT

Accountant
Esecative Accoantanta
and C. P.OnlyA,'a14,000
earn Certified
$3,000 to Public
$15,000Accounta year.
Thousands
need
ants in the U.of S.orfirms
We
train them.
youaccountinpc
thoroly at positions.
home in spare
time experience
for C, P. A.
examination?
executive
Previous
unnecessary.
Personalof training
under Institute
supervisionof ofAccountants.
staff of C.P.A.'a,
ini luiiin>r raember-i
the American
Write
for free book. "Accountancy, the Professiuii that Pays."
LaSalle Extension University, Dept.5318H,Chieago
The School That Has Trained Over 1,350 C. P. A.'s
'/rsfi/jv TO
LOOK YOUNGER

AGAIN/
..and so easy

,
"

GRAYH
N ow, without any risk, you can tint those streaks or
patches of gray or faded hair to lustrous shades of
blonde, brown or black. A small brush and Brownatone does it. Prove it — by applying a little of this
famous tint to a lock of your own hair.
Used and approved — for over twenty-four years by
thousands of women. BROWNATONE is safe. Guaranteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of
hair. Is economical and lasting — will not wash out.
Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts
rich, beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush
or comb it in Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
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that she can go week-ending in luxury.
No. She'd rather have him like potatoes
so Above
that sheeverything
can peel 'em.
else, Alice is sure
that her husband will not be an actor.
"Everybody I know is connected in
some way with the theatre," she explained,
"and although I like them, still I don't
think that I'll find the man I shall really
love there. You see, the theatre is the
factory for simulated
emotion, and so

Between

theatrical people can't seem to help getting emotional about everything they do.
They get all wrapped up in themselves —
just as I am now. So I'm sure the
greatest thing in my life won't be found
in "Even
the theatre."
when people were saying that I
might marry Rudy Vallec," she reminisced, "I felt that. I've always been
grateful to Rudy for the chance he gave
me with his orchestra, but I have never
been in love with him. I've always said
I would never marry anyone in the proAlice has no idea of giving up her own
profession at present. Nevertheless, you
feel with every word she says that if it
fession."
were up
a case
of that contract
or her happiness
she'd
tear
her movie
at the drop
of
the
honor
and obey" is her
idea hat.
of the"Love,
ultimate
in contracts.
Meanwhile, until Prince Charming
comes along, Alice is going right on up
the ladder with those twinkling feet of
hers, doing each role as it comes to her to
the best of her ability.
And land.
that's
thismovie
Alice'scontract
idea of is'WonderThe big
merely
the frosting on the cake she wants to bake.

You

and

Me

(Coiifi)iiicd from page 10)
geous spirit, she stands today as one of the
most
tures. remarkable actresses in motion picThis intense personality has journeyed
far along the road to screen success since
"A Bill of Divorcement." Her sparkling
performance in that film immediately attracted attention. From then on she was
the major topic of discussion. Some fans
tried to label her a "one-picture star," but
she eliminated that viewpoint by skyrocketing to greater fame with her memorable Jo
in "Little Women." In "Alice Adams" she
presented a true portrait of a sensitive girl
in the midst of small-town life and this
performance was heralded as one of the
best of 1935. In "Sylvia Scarlett" Katharine Hepburn proves conclusively that her
ability as a versatile dramatic star has
made her one of the most outstanding
screen artists of all time. — Albert Manski,
Boston, Mass.
$1 PRIZE

LETTER

Awe-Struck Crowd
I have never seen a more awe-struck
theatre crowd than that at "The Magnificent Obsession." It seemed as if the clean,
inspiring story enveloped itself into the
hearts and minds of many weary, downhearted folks.
Our city is an industrial one, depending
on the textile trade primarily, and a large
percentage of the population is of the
working class who have suffered during
the last
fewtheyears.
'We need to
morebolster
pictures like
aforementioned
up our mental attitude and give us inspiration and hope for the future.
We don't know for the most part and
don't care about the technical features of
the picture or the acting flaws or the adaptation. It is enough to be able to leave
the theatre and know that a charming interlude has passed and that a little more
beauty has been added to our outlook. —
Mrs. I. Balis, Reading, Pa.
A

Line

or Two from
Letters

Lots

of

Hollywood seems to be producing pic-

tures for a new audience — i.e. for persons
under five years of age. Someone should
gently break the news to the film moguls
that a huge majority of the people who
attend their products are (at least physically) much older. Then perhaps such
babyish entertainment known as cartoons
would be eliminated from the program.
If our cinema geniuses cannot produce
anything other than this boring nonsense,
let's have five or ten minutes of silence
and inactivity which would indeed prove
a blessing to our tormented nerves. — Raymond Nichols, Philadelphia, Pa.
Radio

Stars

Taboo

in Movies

Give us the good old days when screen
stars were screen stars, stage stars were
stage stars and radio stars . . . well,
they were yet to be born. Jack Benny,
Fred Allen, Amos 'n' Andy, Burns and
Allen and the others are perfect when
heard cientand
the entertainment.
"air" is suffifor usnot
to seen,
receiveandtheir
They may thrill through the microphone,
but, oh, what stupidity they display on the
screen. So, let's vote to stop borrowing
carpenters to do bricklayers' work. Give
us more he-man pictures with he-man
actors, not baby-faced tenors or tendertoed soft-shoers. — Judy Gray, Gloucester
City, N. J.
Potpourri
Loretta Young's starry-wide-eyed expression reminds me of someone who is
taking a correspondence course in "How
to Act." She acts as an interference and
does not add any more glamor to a film
than one of the extras. — L. Glazier, Camden, N. J. Will it never go out of fashion
among the fans to look upon actors as
heroes or villains rather than as artists ?
They idolize the star, and either ignore the
fine work done by some character actor,
or detest him all the more for playing his
part consummately well in an unsympathetic role.— L. G. T., Asheville, N. C.
Rosalind Russell is sophisticated but not
to the degree where sophistication becomes
too obvious. Her slight accent is unaffected and utterly charming. — D. Black,
Winnipeg, Canada. Every month I buy
movie magazines and what do I find?
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Stories about the same stars all the time.
We know all about the adopted children,
polo ponies, and redecorated rooms to
suit one's personality and mood, so let's
hear something we haven't heard about
for the umpteenth time. How about giving the younger, unpublicized stars a
break?— H. Seifton, Buffalo, N. Y. Brian
Donlevy is a welcome change from the
sugar-sweet faces and villainous bad men.
—do M.theRosenbloum,
Cleveland,
Tenn.
movie moguls
insist on
giving"Why
us
new stars who look, talk and act exactly
like some well-known one whom the public
already loves? I can never interest myself in a plot with Rosalind Russell emoting, for I keep thinking how much better Myrna Loy would be and that spoils
it for me. It's just like shopping for some
product you like and going home with
something "just as good," which you find
out later isn't !— E. Redman, Long Beach,
Calif. Franchot Tone is so average looking that no one would be expected to rave
over his facial perfection, but what he
lacks there, he more than makes up for
in the perfect interpretation of whatever
character he is cast as. I'm so glad that
they have stopped posing Joan Crawford
in the silly simpering poses used so much
in her publicity pictures in the years she
was Mrs. Fairbanks, Jr. — N. C. Tate,
Appalachia, Virginia. Very clear enunciation and careful pronunciation are as
much a requisite to perfect enjoyrnent
of our pictures as well-modulated voices,
pleasing personalities and genuine acting
ability on the part of our admired actors
and actresses. This is a friendly tip. — A.
Benson, Chicago, 111. If the producers of
mystery films would only devote such
painstaking efforts to the endings of their
mysteries as they do to their beginnings,
they would be doing us a great favor. —
H. Foster, New York, N. Y. I say down
with Gable, Cagney and the rest of the
leading-lady wreckers of the screen. I
think it is about time we threw out some
of the roughnecks and put a few gentlemen on the screen. — W. Zahauer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cut Shirley Publicity!
I suggest that newspapermen start a
strike on publishing anything further about
Shirley Temple, allowing this space for
praise of Sybil Jason and her superb acting. No child actress's efforts could ever
hope to surpass those of Miss J. in "The
Little Big Shot."
Of course, Shirley is adorable and
sweet, her acting is excellent. So are
Sybil, Jane Withers and Freddie Bartholomew. Why direct all the orchids to
one personality and slight others who
entertain and satisfy the public as well,
if not better? — O. Wood, Batavia, Ohio.
Scallions,

Hepburn!

Bore too
me reminiscent
not with "Sylvia
Scarlett" is!
Much
of Barrymore
this film not to have a John or two springing about here and there !
Really, Katharine Hepburn, you're much
lovelier, much more magnetic as a "softie,"
fr'instance "Alice Adams." We showered
a florist shop on you for so beautifully doing that delightful yarn of Booth Tarkington's
lions ! but this — well, I smell only scalA thousand cheers for Katharine Hepburn, but nary a one for Sylvester Scarlett nor his haircut. Forgive me, Katie,
but the picture had it coming. — Rubye
Chapman, 802 So. Perry St., Montgomery,
Ala.
A Star Surprises a Fan
Writing to the magazines is an entertaining gamble ; I might see my ideas pub-

THOUSANDS

GAIN

10

QUICK -WITH
NEW
A MAZING gains in weight are reported
J\ all over the country with this sensational new 3-way discovery. Even if you
never could gain an ounce before, remember thousands have put on solid,
naturally attractive flesh this new, easy
way — in just a few weeks!
And not only has this new triple-acting treatment brought normal, goodlooking pounds, but also naturally clear
skin, freedom from indigestion and constipation, glorious new pep.
New body-building discovery
Scientists recently discovered that thousands of people are thin and rundown
for the single reason that they do not
get enough digestion-strengthening Vitamin B and blood-enriching iron in
their daily food. Now the richest known
source of body-building Vitamin B is
cultured ale yeast. By a new process the
finest imported cultured ale yeast is now
concentrated 7 times, making it 7 times
more powerful. Then it is combined with
3 kinds of blood-building iron in pleasant little tablets known as Ironized
Yeast tablets.
If you, too, need these vital elements
to build you up, get these new tripleacting Ironized Yeast tablets from your
druggist today. Then, day after day as
you take them, watch flat chest develop
and skinny limbs round out to natural
attractiveness. Constipation and indiges-

TO

25

LBS.

3-WAY
TREATMENT
tion from the same cause vanish, skin
clears to normal beauty, new health
comes — you're a new person.
Try it— guaranteed
No matter how skinny and rundown
you may be from lack of sufficient Vitamin B and iron, these new 3-way
Ironized Yeast tablets should build you
up in just a few weeks, as they have
thousands of others. If not delighted
with the benefits of the very first package, your money instantly refunded.
Only don't be deceived by the many
cheaply
"Yeast
and Iron"Yeast.
tablets soldprepared
in imitation
of Ironized
These cheap counterfeits usually contain
only the lowest grade of ordinary yeast
and iron, and cannot possibly give the
same results. Be sure you get the
genuine
Yeast. Look for "lY"
stamped Ironized
on each tablet.
Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health
right away, we make this absolutely
FREE offer. Purchase a package of
Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out
the seal on the box and mail it to us
with a clipping of this paragraph. We
will send you a fascinating new book on
health, "New results
Facts guaranteed
About Yourwith
Body."
Remember,
the
veryallfirst
packageIronized
— or money
At
druggists.
Yeast refunded.
Co., Inc.,
Dept. 35, Atlanta, Ga»
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lislicd I Writing to the stars is ati utisatisfactor\- fl\-cr into space that I rarely
attempt.
But recently I sent a letter, far from my
best effort, being just a vote concerning
Jean
Harlow's
lovely hair,
and received
unsolicited
response,
a courtesy
which anI
found a delightful surprise.
And this Christmas brought a fine white
greeting card !
Such a secretarial staf¥ must cost her a
pretty penny. But what a pretty gesture I
If "Beauty is. as beauty does," then more
than her hair is lovely. — Beulah Barker,
Chicago. III.

LEEP tossed heads cjuickly ruin the
effects of ordinary waving lotions. But Suf)erset
sets hair as it should be set and keefjs it that
way. W^ith Sufierset, your hair is always manageahle — sleeh, burnished and well groomed.
Suj^erset dries Quickly and leaves absolutely no
flaky defiosit. Use Su()erset and be [)roud of
your lasting, natural, lustrous waves. lOc at all
5 and lO cent stores. In two formulas — regular
and No. a (Faster Drying).

ET
PERS
SU
LOTION
NG
1/7/
^WAVI
c/ /K^^/£
The NESTLE-LeMUP, COMPflNV. N.V.

Women AN
to makeTE
hooked Druss for i
our
rW
stores. No experience necessary. Steady
work. We do the selling. Write at once
HOLLYWOOD STUDIO STORES
5657 Hollywood Blvd., Dept. 27
Hollywood, California

Disappointed!
I can't
imagine The
Leslie
in has
the
role
of Romeo!
onlyHoward
thing he
is perfect diction. If I were Juliet, and
all my lover could boast of was speaking
well, I should be highly disappointed in
the balcony scene.
Give me a dashing romantic fellow who
can make love. Leslie is too staidly English ever to be a great lover, which Romeo
certainly was !— Mary L. Torok, Youngstown, Ohio.
A Pat on the Back
Some movie magazines seem to get a
great deal of pleasure out of printing
ridiculous stories about the stars. Every
slight excuse for a scandal is immediately
written up in big headlines. No rumor
is ignored, no matter how absurd. It
gives the unsuspecting public a bad impression of Hollywood.
Modern Screen's articles are always
interesting, never ofTensive, and the reader
knows they must have truthful foundations
by the intelligent way they are presented.
I've acquired more movie favorites by
reading Modern Screen's human articles
and
becoming acquainted
the asstars'
true personalities,
learning with
they are
real
and have the same trials and problems as
our next door neighbor. — B. B. Everett,
Washington. D. C.
irene Dunne — Friend
Being an Irene Dunne fan has its advantages. As such, I have a minimum
of adverse criticism to read about my star,
and the many very fine tributes, paid in
recognition of exceptional talent, are, to
me, sources of unending satisfaction and

If "seeing is believing." I can't help hut
wish that the host of Irene Dunne fans
could meet her, just as I have, and be
convinced, beyond a doubt, that Miss
Dunne is equally as beautiful off screen
as on, and a thoroughly delightful person.
I deem it an honor and a privilege to be
able
to call
IreneLake,
Dunne
— E.
Shotwell.
Saranac
N. "friend."
Y.
And

How

Do You

Feel About

This Question?
It is about time something was said
about the mediocre "quickies" that are
being shown to make up the second picture of the double-feature program that
most of the picture houses have been
showing. I am sure that most picture
patrons would rather omit such poor pictures and enjoy one good feature with a
number of short subjects.
With the showing of "David Copperfield" and "Mutiny on the Bounty" the
second feature made the program entirely
too long, and by the end of the show everyone was restless and really could not enjoy the picture even though it was well
produced and interesting.
In these second-rate pictures, which
have all the earmarks of being made for
the express purpose of filling the doublefeature bill, the dialogue is stilted and the
whole picture gives the impression of jerky
and unconnected sequences. The stories
are flat and even if there is a really good
player he has a job to hold up a poor
story. — Elsie Douglas, Chula Vista, Calif.
(Why don't those of you zvho feel
strongly on this subject cast a ballot on
if and send it in to us? Perhaps the exhibitors and producers tvill be persuaded
to take your advice! Please fill out the
jolloiijing form and mail to) :
BETWEEN YOU AND ME,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 MADISON AVENUE,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
I like the double-feature program
I dislike the double-feature program
Reason for opinion, in 20 words or less
Name
Address

pride.
The same informality that Sam
Taylor displays
in this snapshot
of an interviev/
DON'T

JUST

HEAD
— remove

OFF

SAW
A

it root

THE

CORN
and

all!

ACORN'S like a tack In your toe. Don't fust pare
the head off — get it out! Then you know it's
gone and won't grow back worse than ever.
You can remove it with Blue-Jay! This amazing
double-action plaster ends pain instantly. Then quickly
the corn dries, shrinks, gently lifts out — is gone!
Tiny, compact, easy to use — Blue -Jay ends worst
corn for only 4i. No more risky paring and cutting.
Made with Wet- Pruf adhesive. Can't stick to stockings. Get a box today — 25 fS at all druggists.
BLUEJAY
Bouer & Black Scientific
CORN
PIASTER
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with
ArledgeJohn
(right)
characterizes
his tri-'weekly
chats on Hollywood players
and
You'll pictures.
find them
bright, intimate,
minute.
Sam
and up-to-theTaylor is heard
every Tuesday,
Thursday and
Saturday at
7:15 p.m., over
Station WOR.
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DON'T MISS THE
NEW SPECIAL
FEATURE

of

"Colleen"
A $2 Book Length
Novel COMPLETE in
the May Issue

East

{Continued from page 21)
of "Captain Blood." Nobody recognized
the actor, for his first picture was yet to be
released.. He was just another handsome
gent — and there are many of them in this
town — insofar as other patrons were concerned. A week after the premiere, I saw
him there again. Errol was being mobbed
by autograph-seekers and proprietors who
insisted that he have "one on tiie house."
Some fun — fame!
UNA MERKEL was making a hit for
herself at the same place that evening,
and so was the stunning Rosalind Russell.
Clark Gable, of course, was so nearly killed
in the xrush that a solicitous friend sat him
facing the orchestra with his back to the
patrons. Even then, Gable was recognized
by some
and I'mhadsure
both when
he and
the
management
few that
regrets
he
finally left and the club was restored to a
semblance of order.
Radio City — and the radio — quite naturally attracts movie stars. The latter offers
them oodles of extra money for making a
single broadcast. Margaret Sullavan, Irene
Dunne and John Boles recently made more
than their expenses while \'isiting this most
expensive city, by appearing on a popular program just once. John can always
warble one of his most successful tunes
and walk off with the honors and the cash.
Clark Gable, too, was a great success at
Radio City.
The various program players who support movie stars are pleased but not impressed to do it. They never "crowd" a
celebrity and Gable received more attention from the waitress in the lunch room
and the hat check boy than he did from his
large radio supporting cast.
Since Repeal, the cocktail hour has taken
on great importance in New York. The
Plaza, the Gotham and the Ritz are the
places to go — that is, if you would see
movie stars — and who of us would not?
Yep, five o'clock's the time they turn out
in sartorial splendor — Dolores Del Rio a
vision in black, Gladys Swarthout done up
in mink and gardenias, Sylvia Sidney, pert
in leopard skin, all with the handsome
males who escort them. Yes, it is very importantnever
to be seen
in the
and let it
be said
that "right"
a movieplaces
star
fails to lay stress on importance.
Although the Plaza offers an excellent
dance floor, few picture players ever trip
the light fantastic. It is considered much
smarter to book oneself at a ringside table
to see and be seen. Billie Burke and her
daughter, Patricia Ziegfeld, recently had
tea each afternoon at the Gotham and Carl
Brisson seldom missed a cocktail hour at
the Savoy-Plaza.
THE Rainbow Room, a swanky night
spot on the sixty-fifth floor — yep,
; honest — of the RKO Building is, of course,
I a magnet for celebrities, although both
i' Robert Young and Jean Parker confessed
i it floored them. Both had always wanted
\ to visit New York and this particular place
was the memory of wonderland they carried away with them. A beautiful dance
floor, lilting music, smart entertainers of
the highly sophisticated type are a few of
the high points featured in this pleasure
penthouse. Anyone wdio has seen it is not
likely to forget it soon.
It would seem that most celebrities who
come to town do little but play. That, of
course, is true, for New York to them

UIHRT

UIOULD

VOU

DO?

If you eloped with a gay handsome stranger, only to learn that
he still loved his fornner fiancee and was resolved to remain true to
her?
Love at first sight and rebellion against the humdrum of smalltown life led Kay Brannan to elope with Bob Dakin after a dizzy
evening of dancing and champagne. But her happiness was brief,
for Bob, regretting this hasty marriage, turned to Pricilla, his former
fiancee . . .
Was Kay's love for her new husband strong enough to give her
courage to fight for him? Or did she concede the victory to the
beautiful society girl and return to the small-town monotony from
which she hod tried to escape? . . .
You will enjoy reading the entertaining story of "SMALL TOWN
GIRL," M-G-M's new hit, starring Janet Gaynor and Robert Taylor
. . . complete in the May SCREEN ROMANCES.
Other stories and features for
May include: Gary Cooper and
Jean Arthur in "A Gentleman
Goes to Town" . . . Madeleine
Carroll and Robert Young in
"Secret Agent" . . . Margaret
SuHovon and Henry Fonda in
"The Moon Is Our Home . . .
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Elissa

ScrEBn

Landi in "The Amateur Gentleman" . . . Al Jolson in his latest
Warner hit, "The Singing Kid"
. . . Also hundreds of New Pictures of Your Favorites . . . More
News From Hollywood ... All
the Latest Gossip . . . Fashions
. . . Beauty Advice ... in the
MAY Issue.

Ramances

The Love Story Magazine of the Screen
May now on sale everywhere
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means vacation. And sucli a gay, stimulating one tliat it u.sually takes a week at
Palm Springs, on returning to California,
to rest up in order to be ready for the next
production.
When tiiey step off the train in Los
Angeles, their trunks are weighed down
with clothes and souvenirs of the big city.
.\nd when friends gather 'round, the returned traveller invariably says, "I've never
iiad such a wonderfully hectic time in my
life. Lm exhausted. I couldn't do it often.
But, oh, those plays, those shops, those

Beauty

night clubs! The brisk walk up Fifth
.Avenue and into Central Park in the mornings and the stroll down dazzling Broadway at night ! Oh, it's wonderful. But, as
I said, I wouldn't want to do it soon again.
It's too
exhausting.
That is,By1 wouldn't
want
to until
my next vacation.
the way,
when is that? Not for three months? Well,
maybe I could hop a plane between pictures. They couldn't miss me at the studio
if I stayed in New York for only four
days!" So said Kay Francis, who loves the
big town like all who visit it do.

Headliners

for

Spring

{Continued from page 23)

to

t/ie j^in^jf^eA^ti^

Lovely hands and dainty, well groomed finger nails
are
to resist
. . and
it's soManicure
easy to Aids.
keep
themdifficult
Just that
way. . Use
Wigder
Wigder Nail Files are specially Triple Cut with even,
fast-cutting teeth for smooth and fast-filing so as
not to jar the nails. The Improved Cleaner Point,
a Wigder feature, conforms to the finger nails and
enables you to clean easily and quickly. Wigder
Cuticle Shaper and Cleaner and Cuticle Scissors have
features. On sale at all drug and
5equally-good
and 10 cent stores.
ooaXa. Kio nuAe.
NEWARK
/
nEWJERSEY
"
'
NAII. FILES 'TWEEZERS »NAIL CLIPS 'SCISSORS
LASS PINS 3S«
RINGS $1.60
PINS hsndtomcly siWer plated. cnamrW I or 2 tolorj,
my
3
or
and JS,year,RINGS,
Dm. Price $3,50,Silvtr,Sterling
orIf lowColdpriced.
Plate4 IcKcri
50c; Doi_
^m.
Largdl
makcn for 40 Slefllng
ycsr». Write (oday!
BASTIANBROS.CO 75 Ba.ti.n BIdg.. Rochem., N.V
BLONDE
that

turned

HAIR
BROWN

wear round necks or clioker beads, or have
your lips too over-rouged.
If you have a short face, and want
height, an adorable top cluster of curls on
the crest of your head will give it to you.
Take the curls away from the sides and
putNow
themsuppose,
on top —onthat's
"tops"hand,
in style.
the other
that
you have a squarish sort of face with a
determined chin. Well, I want you to
live up to that chin when you go to the
hairdressers, or to the hat shop. Browbeat the attendants into selecting styles
for you
Don't,
whatever youthat
do, are
wearsoftening.
a hat with
a square
crown. Forget all about sturdy, practical, rugged little hats — go in for saucy,
softly curved numbers, with enough brim
not to make your face jut out farther
than your hat. Fetching nosegays of
flowers make nice millinery touches.
Your coiffure problem is a bit more
difficult than some, because you can't wear
your hair fluffed out around your cheeks
on account of the broadening effect such
an arrangement would have, and yet, you
must get softness into the general contour. Usually an off-the-face hairdress
is best for you, but with soft, smooth (not
fluffy) waves at the sides, and then a
surprise feature of feathery curls at your
templesendor ringlets
high over
Don't
have
thatyour
curlears.
up around
your
jaw-bone!
Wear
oval or round necklines — never
square ones — and softening lingerie touches. It's splendid to have a chin with a
mind of its own, but don't forget that
men don't
want Wear
too much
leading
done
with
the chin.
nice soft
frivolous
colors, too, such as lemon yellow or
spicy old rose. Be generous with your
lipstick, and make your lip curves full.

can

be

lightened

2 to 4 shades

with Shampoo- Rinse
BROWNISH
Blondes,
want hair
that's
golden, radiant,
alluring?
Of course
that's
your wish.
Then do what
thousands
of
gleaming,
glamorous
blondes
do to
keep their hair soft, silky golden. Use
Bloudex. This unique combination shampoo and rinse all in one, washes the
inost faded, brownish blonde hair 2 to 4
shades lighter in just one shampool And
Bloudex works its wonders Safely, too.
For
an chemical
absolutelyor dye.
harmless
rinse —
not ait's
harsh
Use Blondex
today. Recapture that golden loveliness
of childhood. Get Blondex today at any
drug or department store.
THE BLONDE HAIR
SHAMPOO-RINSE
BLONDEX
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IFsmooth-browed
you're one creatures
of those
like oval-faced,
Pat Ellis,
in fact, if you're very young and your
forehead is very nice — whatever may be
the shape of your face — you generally
can wear an off-the-face hat, the kind
that makes you look like an angel with
an up-turned halo.
Now for the long thin-faced individual !
Don't go high-hat on us just because we
have left you until the last. Your hats
and your coiffures should be the exact
opposite of high-hat, and instead should
dip down over your brow. The crown
of your hat should be round and close fitting, the brim should shoot downward,
or flare out very wide (if there is a brim)
and all the trimmings should go sidewards, never up. Your coiffure should
follow much the same lines, with a wave,
a bang or curls partly concealing your
forehead, and with the fullness toward
the sides.
And now if you're a bit weary of shopping and have reached the point where the
saleswoman says, not too helpfully as she

adjusts another hat on your tiring head,
"Of course you can get the effect a little
better when your make-up and hair are
freshened up a bit" . . . it's time to do
just that!
Let's stop at the cosmetic counter first
to see what's new in the way of makeup. There's a delightful new cucumber
lotion, for example, that will soothe your
hat-troubled brow, cleanse the grime and
make-up from your face, and act as a
powder base ... all this triple action in
double-quick time. It's a refreshing pickme-up cleanser, and is just the kind of
an emollient lotion your skin needs after
its long winter of being dried out by hothouse radiators.
Eyes have been called the windows of
the soul, but so far as I know they
haven't heretofore been called the "shopping windows." Well, if you can believe
your eyes, here is a make-up kit for you,
complete with powder, rouge, lipstick,
mascara, and eye shadow, at a price that
you generally pay for a box of powder. But
more exciting than the price, is the fact
that you
don't
hang pressed
over theto cosmetic case
withhave
yourto nose
the
glass wondering what shade of this or
that you should take. No, the eyes have
it. You just say to the clerk, "I have
brown (or blue or gray or green) eyes,"
and the clerk hands you the make-up kit
that is styled for brown (or blue or gray
or green) eyes.
Make-up, styled to the color of your
eyes, is eminently more practical than it
sounds at first. A famous cosmetic house
has spent months in research work to perfect this make-up idea, and artists, style
authorities, and theatrical directors have
all been consulted in the process. You
see it's like this. At least, every woman
knows the color of her eyes. (We hope
some young man has told her with the
proper compliments.) But I have found
through your letters to me that a lot of
you don't know exactly how to describe
your complexion — "It's sort of medium, I
guess" — and some of you are' even a bit
puzzled by your hair — "It's between a
dark
blondeSo,andmake-up
a medium
brown,
I think''
. . . etc.
styled
to the
color
of the eyes, does away with that kind of
guess-work. It does not pretend to be
an exact science. The color conclusions
naturally had to be arrived at "for the
good offusing
theworldmajority."
But cosmetics,
in this con-a
of color and
great many women will find these authoritative color conclusions far superior to any
that they could work out for themselves.
And now, I'm going to talk for the
moment to those unhappy girls to whom
a new make-up or a new hat may mean
only so much more grief, perhaps, because
they dread looking into a mirror that
seems to say, "You might be a pretty girl,
if it weren't for those ugly skin blemishes."
Just recently, I am grateful to say, I have
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run across a new acne treatment which,
for the first time in my experience, honestly seems to justify a mention in this column. Numerous acne products have been
put on the market from time to time, and
exaggerated claims made for them. I
have "had considerable difficulty in separating "the wheat from the chaff," and have
always hesitated to recommend any product for so touchy a skin problem. Certainly, so long as there was any possible
doubt in my mind as to the merit of the
product. This new preparation is a volatized sulphur cream which has been
used by leading American and French
skin specialists for many \-ears.
BECAUSE of its scientific background,
I was interested in making further
investigation regarding it. I was particularly impressed by the fact that no
claims are made to the eft'ect that pimples
will vanish "on a moment's notice," only
that they will steadily fade from the skin
if the cream is applied over a reasonable
period of time. The length of time necessary for treatment naturally depends on
the" severity
case.forThis
cream
y not ofa the
definitel
cure-all
serious
casesis
of acne, which belong in the province of
the physician and skin specialist. It has,
however, brought very definite results in
a large percentage of acne cases.
As a rule, this cream is used at night,
but as it is important to carry the treatment on during the day also, a special
prescription powder containing the same
curative properties in a milder form has
been developed. The powder is, of course,
to be used instead of ordinary make-up
powder. It comes in two popular shades
and is without odor. Both the cream and
the powder are sold in a small purse size,
so it is possible to start the treatments for
a very low cost. I shall be very happy to
send you the names of these products and
where they may be obtained.
After all this shopping and discussion,
I suppose you're "dead tired." Shopping
does that to some people. The best thing
I know for curing that tired feeling is a
hot bath with a good dose of Epsom Salts
dumped into the tub. You'll soak out all
your aches. Then give yourself a grand
shower of the finest, smoothest, most
fragrant talcum you can find. (I have
a free sample for you!) There is as much
difference between talcum powders as
there is between face powders, in case
you
know the
it. moisture
Talcum which
powderevenis
neededdidn't
to absorb
a good towel leaves on your skin, and
more important, it is needed to give you
that feeling of luxury without which no
bath is complete. Now prop your feet on
a pillow, shut your eyes for ten deep dark
minutes, and dream of the sensation you're
going to make tomorrow. If you have
any problems that are troubling you, or
you want further information about the
things we discussed in our shopping tour,
write me in the morning.
Mary Biddle,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send ma your generous
sample of fine, smooth talcum powder
— absolutely free.
Name
Street

;

City
State
(Personal letters always receive personal replies when accompanied with
self-addressed, stamped envelopes.)
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"Sunny Hair Brings Compliments From All My Friends"
say enthusiastic girls, proud of the fresh, bright appearance gained with soft, lustrous hair.
BLONDES — Protect natural golden brilliance. Restore
sunny lustre to dull, faded or streaked hair with
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.
BRUNETTES — Rinse with Marchand's for sparkling
highlights. Or with Marchand's, jccre//y and unobserved
you can lighten your hair to any alluring tint you desire.
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES - Use Marchand's to
soften attractively and make unnoticeable "superfluous"
hair on face, arms or legs. Keep dainty and alluring —
all over — with Marchand's!
Start today. Get a full-sized bottle at any drugstore,
or use coupon below.
WANTED'-AnRACTIVE BLONDE FOR FREE VISITTO NEW YORK
Full details in your bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash. At your druggist's.
Or write Marchand's, Room 25, 521 West 23rd Street, New York.

D'S
WASH

MARCHAN
GOLDEN
HAIR

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY,
MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd
Please let rria' try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin
venient) for a full-sized bottle.
Name
Address.
_
City

OR USE THIS COUPON
St., NEW YORK CITY
EFFECT of Marchand's
or money order as con-

State

-,M.G.536
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TATTOO
Reviews—
YOUR

LIPS

with a glamorous South Sea red that's
transparent,
X. pasteless, highly indelible

T^ow ... for lips . . . Tattoo
instead of lipstick! Vibrant, ex
citing South Sea color. . . luscious
and
appealing and
instead
of "justinstead
red!' ^
Transparent
pasteless
of opaque and pasty. Chap-proof
actually makes lips smoother . . . younger
. . . much more desirable! Tattoo!
Put it on . . . let it set . . .
wipe it off. Only the color
stays. ..and it really stays...
regardless. Test all five of
1 attoo's thrilling shades
on your own skin at the
Tattoo Color Selector displayed inyour favorite store.
Then
.
your lips! '
Tattoo,. . tattoo
$1 everywhere.

... for Lips

TO ' DANCE
Easy as A-6-C.
Eachof:course completeHOME
In illustrated
booklet.
Your choice
BEGINNERS or ADVANCED TAP
Tango;
or BALLROOM COURSE
(Incrudcs Plain Waltz; Fox Trot;
Carioca;Con[inL'ntal, ct<i)
ALL
3 COURSES $2
Sent pTi^iKil.] otC.O.D. lln U^. A.) plus pMcaflc. 1
EACH
_ _ _ _ with $2 order— your choice one pair
p R t E dJncinfe
or latest
Hat"
exhibitiontaps
dance,
p^pt. p,"Top
5305 Almida
BILLY TRUEHART Blvd., Houston. Texas

HY writhe and squirm helplessly under itching torture?
ions have found in Hydrosal a
veritable blessing for relief of
rashes,
eczema,poison
athlete's
foot, pimples,
ivy.
Itching stops almost instantly. Smarting and burning disappears. Angry redness soon vanishes. Successfully used by doctors and
hospitals. Vitally different
from common salves, lotions.
Approved by Good Housekeeping. Get Hydrosal from
your druggist now! Liquid
or Ointment, 30c, 60c.
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girls and men, mostly dishwashers and
waiters, wos too much for Pan. He hired

importont step toward his present hundred
thousand per picture was quitting his job
with the J. Warren Kerrigan films, some
fifteen years ago, because his daily wage
was cut from five to three dollors. Lloyd
signed up with hial Roach the same day for
five dollars a week, then worked up to a

them
. . role
. Horriet
RKO's acciBig
News. allThis
is the Hilliard
result ofis sheer
dent, since Mark Sondrich accidentally happened to see her screen test, token for on
inferior role. The astute gentleman promptly signed her for the second lead in this.
Harriet's from Des Moines and her family
ore all stage people. Ozzle Nelson spotted
her In a chorus, troined her singing voice,
featured her with his orchestra and married her three days before her contract tor
celluloiders took effect. They're the delight
of the United Airlines now, holding rendezvous in New York this week and Holiywood that.

★^-A^iSr Follow
(RKO-Radio)
CORAL
EXOTIC
NATURAL
PASTEL
HAWAIIAN

Talkies

Preview Postscripts

weeks
the return
health awaiting
. . . Paramount
foundof a the
use Menjous'
for that
silver which Is sloughed off film at the rote
of three ounces for every 1000 feet. They
painted the inside of milk bottles with it to
resemble milk.

TATTOO

Hydrosal

Tour
of Today's
(C oiitiinicd from page 49)

hundred per week with his "Lonesome Luke"
characterizations. This Is Lloyd's first picture In twelve years not produced by himself, hfe liked the story so much that he
consented to do it for Paramount Pictures . . .
Adolphe Menjou hod his troubles during the
filming of this picture, too. hie had to chew
gum every time the camera turned on him.
Five to fifteen packages a day were consumed by the Indomitable Adolphe, before
he hod the stomach attack which sent him
to the hospital. Verree Teosdole, also working on this film, was so worried that she
collapsed and was removed to the some
hospital. Production was held up three

^^^^^^

A South Sea Adventure

A

the Fleet

This latest Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers musical measures up to the standards
of "Roberta" and "Top Hat." The story
is a routine business which falls into
familiar patterns, but it snaps out of its
lethargy whenever the two stars slip into
their dancing shoes. As you probably have
surmised from its title, the picture is concerned with the navy. By happy chance,
two of its less illustrious members turn
out to be Fred Astaire and Randolph
Scott. Opposite them are Ginger Rogers
and Harriet Hilliard, with Betty Grable
hovering in the background as a first-class
menace. At least two of the AstaireRogers dances are tops for comedy and
class, the song numbers are efifective, Harriet Hilliard is the new season's best
screen possibility, and Lucille Ball does
nicely in a minor role.
Preview Postscripts
Pedestrians in front of the RKO Studios
were amazed to see the hull of a ship blocking their woy, projecting from the wall surrounding the studio lot. The battleship constructed for use on this picture was discovered, a bit too late, to be rather large for
the lot. Nothing could be done but knock
down some wall and continue the construction out in the street. The picture show, after
all, must go on . . . 250 sailors, but the genuine article, were used In this film. Most of
them were former gobs, while some were
on vocation from different boots . . . The
couples in the dlme-o-donce sequence ore
the real thing, too. Dance director Hermes
Pan decided it would be easier to pick up
some good bowery dancers than train his
own. So he hied himself down to a beach
dance hall, watched the goings-on, and
finally asked some of the best performers If
they'd like to be In a picture with Astaire
and Rogers. It took the rest of the night
to convince them it was all straight goods.
Thirteen couples were sent next day to the
studio for trial, with the Intention of choosing six or seven. But the eager faces on the

Wife

Versus

Secretary

(M-G-M)
With names like Jean Harlow, Myrna
Loy and Clark Gable to lure you to the
bo-x-office, it seems of little purpose to impart the information that the plot of the
picture is contained entirely in its title,
and that it offers no deviations from the
age-old formula which Faith Baldwin and
her readers have come to know and to
love so well. Since there is nothing about
the story that you haven't known for
years, let's leave that department and report that the performances of the three
stars are ingratiating, vigorous and attractive. No one need be told that Miss Loy
portrays the wife in the proceedings, nor
that the role of secretary falls to Miss
Harlow. It is also hardly necessary to
add that, while relations between Mr.
Gable and his secretary are purely professional, people are talking. People are
always
talking,
are aroused
to and
suchMiss
an Loy's
extent suspicions
that she
leaves Mr. Gable, until a few words of
warning from Miss Harlow send her
scurrying back. As a matter of fact,
choosing between Loy and Harlow would
be a problem even for a man of Mr.
Gable's discernment, since Alyrna is her
most charming screen self and the brownette Jean is lovelier than any secretary
has a right to be.
The Country
(20th Century-Fox)

Doctor

This is, as you probably know, the first
full-length film to feature those amazing
young ladies from Canada, the Dionne
Quintuplets. In their initial starring picture these five ravishing beauties prove
themselves more charming before a camera than many of their more experienced
fellow artists from Hollywood. Each of
the gals is a diminutive Duse in her own
right, a miniature picture stealer, a screen
siren and a wow. Our personal choice for
the Academy Award is Cecile, who seems
to have a curl or two and a .smile or two
more than her sisters, but in the case of
five such lovely little ladies it is perhaps
more discreet to state that each of them is
the French- Canadian word for terrific. In
the supporting cast Jean Hersholt as Dr.
Dafoe performs with a simplicity and a
sincerity which places him next to the
Dionnes in the acting department. No
doubt everyone who sees the picture will
envy him the scene in which he is the center of attention of all five of them. As
for the story itself, the less said of it the
better.
You atwon't
notice it, anyway ; you'll
be
looking
the quints.
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Sad and blue \vith "time on her hands"
and nothing
do. dreams
Now she's
his
arms
and seesto her
come intrue.
One

of the season's better pictures, "These Three," with
Merle
Oberon
and Miriam
Hopkins.
**Next
(Universal)

Time

We

Love

An elaborate production and two excellent performances cover up an artificial
and inconsequential story sufficiently to
make this an interesting photoplay. Ursula
Parrott's
of ais young
married
coupleto
and
their tale
careers
much too
familiar
bear retelling, but Margaret Sullavan and
James Stewart succeed in making the conflict of the pair seem much more important than it actually is. La Sullavan
is an actress. Stewart is a newspaperman
and all is serene in their married life until
his paper transfers him to Rome. Margaret chooses to remain in New York to
further her career on the stage. Later
Stewart returns, without a job, to find her
at the top of her profession. Love takes
a holiday, and the young husband goes to
Russia, where the picture ends on a note
of promise that in some future world their
romance will be given a better chance to
flower. Sullavan's performance is up to
her standard, and young Mr. Stewart is
the first screen reporter we've seen who
actually looks and acts like a newspaperman. Robert McWade is especially effective in a supporting role, as is Ray Milland
in the second lead.

Perhaps you, too, find hfe passing you
by. Why not discover for yourself the
allure you can achieve through the
fragrance of Blue Waltz Perfume, the
satiny texture of Blue Waltz Face
Powder, the tempting colors of Blue
Waltz Lipstick? The fragrance of Blue
Waltz invites caresses, thrills ...
lingers on in his heart.
Remember to ask for Blue Waltz
Perfume and Cosmetics if you
want to be remembered. Certi- ,
fied pure, laboratory tested.
10^ each at 5 and 10^ stores.
BUie
LUaUba
FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK
^
BLUE WALTZ PERFUME • FACE POWDER

flF

• LIPSTICK • BRILLIANTINE - COLO CREAM • TALC

YOU

LOVE

1 tunnie9(and
I DOESN'T.')
WERC^

T-HC)
who

THEN

GOOD

NEW?/

Preview Postscripts
"One newspaper office in a movie without a flaw" was the boost of Director Edward Griffith, himself a former news-sleuth,
concerning the elaborate editorial room set
on this picture. Denny Morrison, long a
foreign correspondent, was technical adviser
and oil thirty "extras" used in the scene
were newspopermen, out of work at the present . . . James Stewart had to be asked four
times to play the lead opposite Margaret
Sullavan in this picture. And he's only been
in two other pictures in his life, "Murder
Man" and "Rose Marie." Nope, not conhe just
believe totheLake
telegrams
sentceit— him
fromdidn't
the studio
Tahoe
where he was vacationing. Stewart hos hod
little stage experience, having [ust recently
graduated from Princeton. But what he's hod
has been top-notch. He was stoge manager for "Camille" for Jane Cowl, played
in "Goodbye Again" on Broadway and had
small roles in other Broadway plays. With
this picture, he reached stardom, which is
going some in a short time . . . Anna Deme+rio is one of Hollywood's favorites. She's
a leading character woman, specializing
in portraying Italian women, and has appeared in too many pictures to even begin
remembering.
Born in Italy, she was edu-

Everyone enjoys the comics, and we
all have our favorites. Now America's iavorite funnies have been
gathered together and put into one
magazine for you— the new POPULAR COMICS.
You're sure to find your pet comic
characters in POPULAR COMICS.
. . . Here are some of the favorites
appearing every month in this great
magazine of funnies. . . . Skippy
. . . Dick Tracy . . . Toonerville
. . .Smitty . . . Moon MuUins . . .
Tailspin Tommy . . . Pam and
Donald Dare . . Ripley . .
Mutt and Jeff . . . Winnie Winkle
. . . The Gumps . . . Don WinGET

IT

popuiHR
Now

on Sale

slow

Ben Webster's Page
Orphan Annie . . . King of the
Royal Mounted . . . Harold Teen
. . . Little Joe . . . Terry . . .
Gasoline Alley . . . Bronc Peeler
. . Tiny Tim . . these and
others of your favorites are in
POPULAR COMICS.
Attention
STAMP COLLECTORS!
Don't
Miss
the New
POPULAR COMICS
STAMP DEPARTMENT
in the May issue
TODAY!

comics
10 Cents
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set istwenty.
not founded on fact. It's just
al-hemeasly

GRAY
<di

****
(Samuel

HAIR
takes on new color

(FREE Test Shows Way)
No matter whether your hair is all gray or
only streaked with gray, you can transform
it with new radiance. And it is so easy.
Merely comb Mary T. Goldman's clear,
water-white liquid through your hair. Gray
strands take on new color: black, brown,
auburn, blonde. Will not wash or rub
off on clothing Hair stays soft, lustrous
— takes wave or curl. This fTl^
way SAFE. Sold on moneyback guarantee at drug and
department stores everywhere.
Test it FREE ~We send Test
Package. Apply tosinglelocksnipped from hair. See results first. No
risk. Noexpense. Justmailcoupon,
— MARY T.GOLDMAN
2 342 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Name
Street
. State
City
Color of your hair? .

■
|
I

s
WRJT
TyPE
Genalne
Dnderwooda,
Royals,M^
etc.. Ba
reBiUBhodr|
$100 dm
office modela
ereatly
r©docod
to
aboat
1
/3
mfff's
OKf'l
price.
10
day
trial
—
fully
Koaranteed — easy terms — 10c a day. Free catalofiT. Limited eapply.
.
^, , _
^
231
Monroe
St.
International
Typewriter ^Exch.,
Dept. W.sei.
Chicaeo

Freddie Bartholomew and Dolores Costello Barrymore in
that screen classic, "Little Lord
Fauntleroy."
cated in a convent, but always harbored the
desire to go on the stage. The opportunity
came to talte a trip to New York; she
signed up with the Morosco Company for a
paltry sum, proved her worth and has mode
a comfortable living ever since . . . Ray Milland isn't quite an American citizen, but he
intends to be, having taken out his first
papers. Born in Wales, he realized a longfelt desire to go to sea when he was eighteen. From sailor on a potato boat to dancer
in a London musical show is somewhat of a
change,
but that's where he landed in less
than
a year.
***
Island

ITCH
...STOPPED IN ONE MINUTE...
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other skin aflBictions? For quick and happy relief, use cooling, antiseptic.liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Its gentle oils soothe
the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless— dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it — or money back.

BUN
I ONSto^uM
The
action bunions
of Pedodyne
tmly marvelong,
boon amazing
to tho3e whose
cause tsconstant
foot troubleandanda
a torturing bulge to the shoes. It stops pain almost instantly
and with the inflammation and swelling reduced so quickly
you will be able to wear smaller, neater shoes with ease and
comfort. Prove it by actual test on yonr own bunion. Just
write and say, "I Want To Try Pedodyne." No obligation.
Pedodyne Co., 180 N. WackerDr., Dept. S-21 02 Chicago. III.

The

Prisoner

of Shark

(20th Century-Fox)

John Ford, who directed "The Informer,"
lias another pictorial triumph in "The
story
It's the doctor
Island."
of Shark
Prisoner
a country
Mudd,
Dr. Samuel
of
who was accused of setting the broken
Booth, Lincoln's asJohn
leg of sassin,
and wasWilkes
sentenced to life imprisonment on an American Devil's Island off
the coast of Florida. After an attempted
escape is thwarted, Dr. Mudd becomes a
hero by ridding the prison island of a
siege of yellow fever and receiving, for
his bravery, a pardon from the government. Several scenes in the picture are as
grippingly dramatic as anything you'll see
all season, and Mr. Ford's camera never
once loses its eye for beauty and composition. In the title role, Warner Baxter
turns in one of his finest screen performances ;Gloria Stuart is lovely and capable
as his wife ; Claude Gillingwater stands
out as an irate old southern gentleman,
and a young man named John Carradine
is the year's meanest menace.

These Three
Goldwyn)

When Samuel Goldwyn purchased rights
to the Broadway smash hit, "The Children's Hour," there was considerable eyebrow raising and wondering how its dangerous theme could be handled by the
most sanctimonious of dramatic media, the
screen. It is to Mr. Goldwyn's credit
that he hired Lillian Hellman, who wrote
the play, to adapt it for the films. Miss
Hellman has written a fine, intelligent
script, and Director William Wyler brings
to the screen a vigorous and powerful photoplay which should certainly rank among
the year's Ten Best. Dropping the homosexual theme of the play, the author has
built her story around the love of two
women licious
for
a man,
and wrecks
a schoolgirl's
malie which
almost
three lives.
In the principal adult roles. Merle Oberon,
Joel McCrea and Miriam Hopkins deliver
the finest performances of their careers.
And Bonita Granville, as the young villainess, and Marcia Mae Jones, as her
frightened schoolmate, are superb in the
two most difficult characterizations in the
picture. In supporting roles, Catherine
Doucet and Margaret Hamilton are outstanding. "These Three," in a word or
two, is truly a dramatic event and one of
the finest screenplays jou'll see all season.
Preview Postscripts
It's cheaper to build a city than to bother
going there, according to the conservative
Sam Goldwyn. So he hod the whole New
England town of "Lancet" built on the outskirts of hiollywood. Although the expense
of sending a hundred players, technicians
and crew members for a two-month's location trip to a real New England town would
have cost considerably less than building
a town of his own, Goldwyn's civic spirit
could not be denied. Richard Day, designer of all the Goldwyn sets, commissioned
o Boston photographer to obtain hundreds
of pictures of typical New England homes
and other structures. Then with a site chosen
in Santa Monica canyon, Day launched the
building of the city. For five weeks a
crew of three hundred carpenters, bricklayers, masons and other technicians constructed the town. After the necessary
"shots" had been completed the town was
'struck" — In studio lingo that means the
place was wrecked in one fell swoop, except for two of the homes which were needed
for interior scenes. These were carefully taken

Preview Postscripts

SNO-KIST
^ alL whiisL aJwba.
A lasting white that penetrates without
rubbing - softens leather. Makes a high
polish or dull finish. Does NOT rub off.
Large 3 oz. bottle or tube.... 10c. At
5 and 10 cent stores.
SNO-KIST . . . PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SN
OKIST
SHOE
WHITENER
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This Is one of the four-million-dollar productions which Darryl F. Zanuck Is contributing to the current craze for epics. Mr. Z.
picked the idea out of a paragraph In
"Time" and turned the whole thing over to
Nunnally Johnson to scenarlze. The story is
basically historical, for Mudd was actually
sentenced to Shark Island, otherwise known as
Fort Jefferson . . . John Ford, director, has
the enviable reputation of never having mode
0 bad picture in his twenty years' experience.
He prefers to regard himself as a comedy
director, and resents the prevailing feeling
that he Is exceedingly good at making tragedy entertaining. Ford is extremely nervous
during production,, but the legend about his
chewing up forty handkerchiefs per week on

Thomas

Beck and

Jed Prouty

in "Every Saturday Night," first
of
20thonCentury-Fox's
serieslife.
of
films
American home
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Jane

Withers

and

enjoy "working"

Jackie Searle

in "Gentle Julia."

opart, each board and brick individually
marked, brought to the studio and there, on
one of the giant sound stages, put together
ogain exactly as they hod been before. All
"inside" scenes were then nnade right in the
studio in the same buildings that had recently stood some fifty miles away.
***

Colleen

(Warners)

Here is the latest in the Dick PowellRuby Keeler series, which makes it needless to report that "Colleen" is a musical
film with songs by !Mr. Powell and dances
by Miss Keeler. In addition to that, due
to the fortunate presence of three of the
screen's better comics, "Colleen'' is funny.
Since the picture will probably owe its
success to its lighter moments, let us come
right out and say that the three responsible
for those moments are Hugh Herbert, Joan
Blondell and Jack Oakie. Herbert portrays an eccentric millionaire whose hobbies are dictaphones and Miss Blondell.
Head of a large corporation, he knows
nothing about the business, but he likes to
come to the office so he can play flute
solos into the dictaphone. Oakie and
Blondell are close seconds in the comedy
department, and their song-and-dance burlesque isone of the funniest sequences the
screen has offered in months. It's a number called "Boulevardier from the Bronx,"
and it's high-class kidding. In the romance division, Dick Powell sings ingratiatingly and Ruby Keeler proves that she
still ranks with the best of the screen's
dancers. Her partner, Paul Draper, is a
brilliant companion in the dances.
Preview Postscripts
The average girl can dance the average
man to death, according to Bobby Connelly,
who created the' dance numbers for this
one. So he rehearsed 120 men as prospective partners for the hundred girls, and sure
enough 18 of the stronger sex folded up
after a few days' exertion. After years of
experience in stage and screen dancing,
Bobby found thot ' men can seldom take
it . . . Those flying fish didn't come from
cons.
realtransported
thing, caught
off
CotalinaThey're
Islandstheand
to the
sound-stage "ocean" of salt-water on the
studio set. Artificial waves made by electric
fans and brilliant searchlights caused the
fish to flit around. The music was recorded
to fit the rhythm of their light fantastics.
** Little Lord
(United Artists)

SCREEN

her breathless public with a saccharine
and highly profitable version of Frances
Hodgson Burnett's familiar tome. Time
marches on, and now it's Freddie Bartholomew— Little Lord Bartholomew, to be exact— who steps into the role. Although
his hair is uncurled and his pants are not
of velvet, young Mr. B. succeeds in making Fauntleroy the sweetest and the most
annoying little boy the screen has ever
known. As we recall the story, the Brooklyn lad who becomes Lord Fauntleroy is,
despite his fancy garments, sort of a regular guy underneath it all. There is a certain smugness
aboutalthough
Master Bartholomew's
portrayal,
which,
it may make
him the darling of the dowagers in the
audience, will certainly win him no friends
among
younger
He's balls
the
kind of the
kid you
used element.
to throw mud
at in the days when you were young and
your aim was good. All of which makes
"Little Lord Fauntleroy" an unexciting
portrait of a very young man who- is
simply too sweet to be true. On the credit
side the photography is excellent and there
are outstanding performances by C. Aubrey
Smith and Dolores Costello Barrymore.

Rundown

Nervousjkinny

Folks!

Preview Postscripts
Five generations of theatrical life were
represented by the main players on this picture, from Constance Collier who has been
on the stage for fifty years to Freddie Bartholomew, the newest comer. C. Aubrey
Smith, who has just passed his seventy-fifth
birthday, looked with a great deal of tolerance on Guy Kibbee, hlenry Stephenson and
others. Henry Stephenson never appeared
on a stage until 1896, while Guy is a comparative newcomer of only forty years' experience .. . The interior set of Doningsford
Castle was o day's sight-seeing job out at
M-G-M. It was one of the largest unit
sets ever constructed at the studio, and
required
a total
number
of "props"
far
exceeded
anything
in recent
years. which
8500
books alone were rounded up to fill the
library shelves. Guy Kibbee's only complaint while on the set between shots was that
he had nothing to read . . . This marks the
return of Dolores Costello Barrymore to films
after several years of being wife and mother,
exclusively. Freddie Bartholomew was so
enamored of Dolores that he could hardly let
her out of his sight and thought she was
by far the nicest screen mama he's hod.
Her Master's
(Paramount)

Voice

In the first place, the situation around
which the play revolves is about as ridiculous as can iDe imagined ; in the second
place, there's Edward Everett Horton and

Without

George

Raft and Rosalind Russell in "It Had to Happen."
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Fauntleroy

Back in the days when silence was
golden, Mary Pickford put her hair in
curlers, donned velvet pants and delighted
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RELIEF
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Before discher^rotector
AVOID SUBSTITUTES
Thousands owe relief from Painful Bunions and After
swollen joints to the Fischer Bunion Reducer. Sold for over
25 years by Shoe Dealers, Druggists and Dept. Stores.
Ask your dealer, or write us direct for a Free Trial
Offer. Sole owners, manufacturers and Patentees.
FISCHER MANUFAC^^ING COMPANY
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STOP

PAIN

off

INSTANTLY

Just put a few drops of Freezone on that aching corn
tonightmany
and you'll
make the
ful
discovery
thousands
havewondermade.
Pain stops like a flash. And soon the corn gets
so loose you can lift it right off with your
fingers. You'll agree that it's the quickest,
easiest way to stop pain and get rid of hard
and soft corns, even coi ns between the toes.
Any druggist will sell you a bottle of wonderful Freezone for a few cents. Try it.
FREEZONE

(j4i:<itit]aiM^'i:Mi:

DEPI

LATORY

CREAM
As delightful as your choicest cold cream.
Simply spread on and rinse off. Every
trace of hair eliminated. Sold everywhere.
Write for Booklet. Free Demonstration with ZIP Epilator at
Madamt Serefie - Specialist, 562 Fifth Avenue, New York
FREE
TO
FOR

VISIT

NEW

YORK

ATTRACTIVE

BLONDE

To secure typical American girls from all
parts of this country for their regular
"BLONDE OF THE MONTH" advertisement, the makers of Marchand's Golden
Hair Wash offer each month entirely without expense, obligation or any complications
of any kind, to bring one girl selected for
her charm and beauty to New York for
special photographing. Not a contest. Full
particulars from your druggist; in your
package of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash,
or, by mail, from Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash. Address Marchand's, Room 66, 521
West 23rd Street, New York City.
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Laura Hope Crews in the leads ; and in
the third
placefirst
it'splace.
all so completely
ulous in the
Mr. Horton,ridichis
wife, Peggy Conkliii, and liis mother-inlaw. Elizabeth Patterson, are just a Big
Happy Family, until Edward loses his job.
Then .\\mX Min, Laura Hope Crews, appears on the scene. Slie's never liked her
niece's husband, anyhow, and the fact that
she has never met him doesn't cause her
to like him any better. So she whisks
her niece away with her, and prevails
upon the jobless husband, whom she believes to be a servant in the house, to
leave his- worthless employer and work for
her. It all sounds complicated, no doubt,
but you have no idea how much, much
more complicated the situation becomes.
Miss Crews walks off with chief honors,
and that's no small job with such competition as Mr. Horton and the rest of
the able cast. Elizabeth Patterson is excellent and so, in a less important role, is
Grant Mitchell. And we're willing to see
Peggy Conklin anytime, anywhere, anyhow.
The Trail of the
some Pine (Paramount)

Lone-

This
second
talking
that it

is the experiment
motion picture
major
with industry's
color in
pictures, and it can be reported
is much superior, technically, to
its
colorspredecessor,
are softer "Becky
and more Sharp."
subdued, The
and
faces have warmth and a certain depth.
But, as far as this reviewer is concerned,
natural color still remains to be achieved.
Color, after all, is an exaggeration, and
beauty of several of the outdespitedoor the
scenes one feels that there is more
nrandeur. and certainly more truth, in a
black and white shot. Getting on to the
cast, there are Sylvia Sidney, Fred MacMurray. Henry Fonda, Fred Stone. Beulaii
Bondi, Nigel Bruce and Spanky MacFarland, all of whom put up a brave battle
against
a tale that's as old as them thar
hills
themselves.
Preview Postscripts
Walter Wanger spent over a year searching -for the perfect story for color photography. Not that the color medium is for
[ust a certain type of story, but he realized
that color photography was not established
in the public mind as a natural medium,
therefore the story must outweigh the
novelty. Sound pictures went through this
stage, when the public went to the theatre
to hear, rather than see, the picture, and
did not expect any emotional impression.
Since 80 per cent of this story is in the
woods and mountoins, nature could furnish

mmw
7ljew..ChaA/nimf
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Maureen O'SuUivan and Eric
Linden in "Voice of Bugle Ann."

Newcomer

James

Stewart and

Margaret

Sulla van

in "Next

Time We Love."
her own colors. Then Wonger proceeded to
concentrate on keeping color out of the picture. All the costumes for the players were
done in neutral tones — dork blues, greys,
browns. Except for the harmonious colorings in trees, hills and grass, other bright
spots were thrown out, even to the uprooting of bright flowers on some of the
sets.
Thus
away"
attention of by
the "throwing
audience iscolor
focussed
on the
the
dramatic action of the picture . . . Make-up
requirements ore entirely different from the
block-ond-white picture. Grease-paint wos
never used, eye-shadow, heavy powders and
lip rouges were also discarded. A light film
of powder to dull the shine of lights on the
players' faces was the only make-up used.
** Boulder
(Warners)

Dam

The "sets" alone on this picture are
worth your time and money. For the first
time, without wincing, we can describe
them as colossal, magnificent and stupendous. The photography of Boulder Dam
is sheer beauty in some instances and all
scenes of the construction are interesting.
.A.nd oh, yes ! the story. Well, it's a nice
little yarn that doesn't seriously interfere
with to"the
out
be sights.
the hero, Ross
thoughAlexander
when we turns
first
meet him he has just murdered his boss.
He's obsessed with the futility-of-it-all
when he meets Patricia Ellis. _ Now
Pat'sthepapa
happens
to befinds
construction
boss
on
Dam.
so Ross
himself with
a job, much against his wishes. Of
course, that's before he spots the love
light in the Ellis orbs. From then on
Ross is inspired to dig the whole ditch
himself. Here's where Lyle Talbot steps
in, since the course of true love never
runs smoothly in the movies, either. Lyle
cares too much about Pat and knows too
much about Ross. There's considerable
excitement before the fade-out. Patricia
Ellis is likable, while Ross Alexander and
Lyle Talbot do well in their roles.

★* Tough Guy (M-G-M)
Here is a good old dog opera with all the
same, reliable trimmings, and some new
ones thrown in to give it an air of modernity. The villains this time are presentdav gangsters, and the hero is Rin Tin
does some really reThestunts,dog
Tin, Jr. markable
and it is unfortunate that
the credulity of the audience is strained at
times to the giggling point by some obviously faked feats which, naturally,
diminish the strength of the story and the
dog's authentic work and his undeniable
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of pictures made by this studio called
"Our American Family."
Preview Postscripts

Gene

Raymond

and

Wendy

Barrie in "Don't Bet on Love."
intelligence. Jackie Cooper is the boy who
runs away from home because his father
won't let" him keep his dog, and hitchthe gangsters'
way right
hikes hisdoings.
nefarious
JosephintoCalleia, the head
-gangster, accidentally wounds the dog,
whereupon the diamond under the rough
shines through and he finally dies protecting the boy and his canine pal. Mr.
Calleia gives a thoroughly human and intriguing performance as the ruthless killer
whose one weak point in his lawless armor
— his love for the boy and his dog —
finallyfits
costs
role
himhimlikehisa life.
glove,Jackie
and Cooper's
nowhere
in the performance of Rin Tin Tin, Jr.,
could we find, shall we say, a faux paw.
Preview Postscripts
This is Rin Tin Tin, Jr.'s first important picture. He has ployed in several small roles,
but his owner, Lee Doncan, has reserved the
dog's talents for this first big chance. Doncan, of course, was the owner of Rin Tin
Tin, the first. He brought the puppy with
him from Europe after the war. He fell
for the canine while he was passing the window of a London pet shop. It was no easy
matter, either, to get his pal into this country . . . Chester Franklin also directed all
the older dog's pictures ond now wields the
megaphone on this one. Producer Horry
Rapf is another from the former dog-days,
as is Jean Hersholt.
** Every Saturday
(20th Century-Fox)

Night

Whether things are going so smoothly
at home that you're bored with it all, or
the family quota on trouble has hit a new
high, we can recommend this picture to
you. You'll be reassured about that institution, the American Family. This story
strikes
the
happiest
medium
we've seen
to date on home
life, with
Jed Prouty
and
Spring Byington portraying Mr. and Mrs.
There's a gang of children; we're not just
sure how many but among them are June
Lang, Kenneth Howell, George Ernest,
June Carlson and William Mahon. Then
there'serts inGramma,
playedmanner.
by Florence
a noteworthy
You Robwill
be surprised how absorbing the antics of
a family on a Saturday night can be, taken
from an objective standpoint. There's
grief and hilarity, bickering and affection,
affectations and sincerity. There's plenty
of misunderstanding, too, but through it
all runs the loyalty of the family. George
Ernest shines the brightest as the practical
member of the family, who can always
be relied upon for the loan of a nickel —
with interest. This is the first of a series

It was no fun rounding up a group of
actors and actresses for this series of pictures. Casting is hard enough at best, but
when it's a matter of finding a family replayers,ofthat's
when
real trouble semblance
sets between
in. the
Hundreds
applicants
were interviewed, most of them children, but
the cast was not definitely set until two
days before the picture went into production. The final seal of approval on the selection came from Cameraman Joe August.
He discovered that the faces of oil selected
required the same type of lighting . . . Jed
Prouty is beginning his second fifty years in
theatrical work with this role. He made his
debut in Boston in 1885, and was well known
on the New York stage v/hen he signed
a movie contract in 1921. He was cast in
the first "Broadway Melody" some six years
ago. It was a role which required him to
stutter, and so convincing was the Prouty
stutter that it has token Hollywood a half
dozen yeors to realize that he can talk
straight. In the meantime, he's been
"shelved" except for minor roles.
**

Gentle

Julia

(20th Century-Fox)
Booth Tarkington's familiar and homely
story proves a natural for Jane Withers.
You'll like her better than ever in this
picture. She doesn't have time for any
of those "cute" song-and-dance numbers.
Jane is too busy being just herself — an
energetic, likable, not too good-tempered
small girl. "Gentle Julia," exceptionally
well
Alarsha
Hunt, ispursued
Jane's
aunt played
and theby most
persistently
young lady in town. Tom Brown is the
bashful swain for whom you'll be rooting,
though Julia is enamored of George Meeker, as slick a city slicker as ever strolled
up Main Street. She is also susceptible
to the charms of his Gay Nineties flivver,
which is the first one to appear in the
countryside.
there's
about the plotCertainly
to recommend
thisnothing
as an
entertaining tale, but every amusing episode is capped by a still funnier one. The
climax comes with a thrilling rescue of
Julia
before Jane
she and
says Tom
"I do"
Georgejust
Meeker.
Brownto
come dashing up in a fish-wagon at the
crucial moment, followed by all the town
folks in shays, surreys and buckboards.
The screen version has destroyed none
of the charm of the original story, and
you won't be able to find fault with a
single member of the cast.
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_
WHO
ELSE WANTS TO
FORGET SOUR STOMACH?
The way to eat favorite foods and avoid heartburn, sour stomach, gas and other symptoms
of acid indigestion is no secret now. Millions
carry Turns. Nothing to mix up. No drenching
your stomach with harsh alkalies, which doctors
say may increase the tendency toward acid indigestion. Just enough of the antacid in Turns
is released to neutralize the stomach. The rest
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BILECALOMEL

And You'll Jump out of Bed in

Marlene
Dietrich
and Gary
Cooper in a romantic close-up
from "Desire."

the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile onto the food you swallow
every day. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your food doesn't digest. It just decays. Gas
bloats up your stomach. You get constipated.
Your whole system is poisoned and you feel
sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good old Carter's Litde Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely gentle,
and make
you feel in"upmaking
and up".
Harmless,
yet amazing
bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25c
at all drug stores.
© 1936, c. m. co.
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take a Beauty Laxative
If you want to keep the sparkle in your eye
and the peaches and cream in your complexion, get rid of accumulated body waste regularly. If Nature fails to maintain a regular
schedule, take a beauty laxative.
Olive Tablets are just the thing for the
purpose. Gentle and mild, easy to swallow,
non-habit-forming, they assist nature in her
work of house cleaning.
Keep tab on yourself. If more than a day
goes by, take a beauty laxative — Olive Tablets. Three sizes— 15(!-30»i-60(f. All druggists.
_

DR. EDWARDS'

Olive

tablets
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LAXATIVE
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BODY
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HUSH
DEODOB-ANT
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POWDER

STICK

HAIR
Are your
hair roots
too dormant
to resist
heavy loss
of surface
hair and to
delay
approaching

BNESS?
A L D If so, why
allow them
to remain
Thousands of men and women that
are way?
using
KOTALKO to stimulate the scalp so that the
released sustenance within may help the roots
counteract excessive falling of hair, decrease
dandruff, and support a growth of new hair.
KOTALKO is sold at drug stores everywhere.
i'itEE BOX. To prove the efficacy of Kotaiko,
for men's, women's and children's hair. Use coupon.
Kotaiko Co., A-75, Station 0, New York
Please send me Proof Box of KOTAT.KO.
Name
Full Address.
TRY
KOTALKO
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"Song

and Dance Man," featuring Paul Kelly and Claire
Trevor, two promising players.
**

It Had

to Happen

(20th Century-Fox)

Four major studios contributed towards
the success of this picture. At least they
loaned their players — George Raft -from
Paramount, Rosalind Russell from M-G-M.
Leo Carrillo from Columbia and Alan Dinehart from Universal . . . George Raft really
mode sacrifices for the sake of art this time.
He relinquished all the sartorial perfection
so dear to his heart and broke down to
the extent of donning ditch-diggers' ensembles. And the Raft lad isn't always
in the habit of making sacrifices. Not even
for Carole Lombard. He flounced off her set
at Paramount recently becouse the cameraman gave more attention to Carole's facial
angles than to his.
The

Voice

words to the governor, and Lionel is pardoned. All of which proves that the
governor is no movie critic.
Preview Postscripts

The teaming of George Raft and Rosalind Russell is not a particularly happy
arrangement, despite the fact that Mr.
Raft's performance is a vigorous one and
Miss Russell is as charming and aristocratic as the script allows her to be. Regardless of what the scenario writers may
think, and in spite of the title Raft and
Russell As
justandon't
seem meant
each
other.
immigrant
lad whofor comes
to America full of ambition, George does
all right for himself when, by a fortunate
chain of circumstances, he becomes a political big shot and the right hand of the
mayor of New York. All of this happens within the brief course of a year or
so, and such a meteoric rise would appease
the ambitions of most men, but George has
his heart set on a higher goal. He wants
Miss Russell to become Mrs. R. The
charming Rosalind, as it turns out, is
actually in love with George, but their
romance is complicated by the fact that
she already has a husband. As you can
imagine, this situation exists only temporarily, and true love — the love of a
haughty socialite for an immigrant boy
who made good — asserts itself. As has
been mentioned, both Mr. Raft and Miss
Russell give creditable performances, but
one has the feeling that "It Had to Happen" could never happen outside of the
movies. In supporting roles, Leo Carrillo turns on his accent with nice effect,
and Arline Judge capably handles a comedy role.
Preview Postscripts

**

sort of thing they used to like back in
the days when "The Drunkard" and "Ten
Nights in a Barroom" were considered
powerful stuf¥. It seems that good old
Lionel
Barrymore,
who dog,
claimshasa bred
man'sa
best friend
is his hound
particular animal whose howl is as clear
as a bugle. So he names her Bugle Ann
and she leads the pack in pursuing the
weary fox over hill and down dale while
Lionel and his son, Eric Linden, and their
friends sit by a warm fire extolling the
pleasures of the hunt. Into this bucolic
paradise comes the tarnation varmint, a
mean critter in spite of the fact that he's
Maureen O'Sullivan's pappy. This varmint puts up a wire fence around his property, expressly to keep out hound dogs.
When Bugle Ann is missed one night
Lionel calls on the mean varmint and
quietly murders him. In court he gives
an impassioned and homespun plea about
the nobility of dogs, and the court gives
him
years.Mr.
But Linden,
Maureen,sayswho's
love twenty
with young
a fewin

of Bugle

Ann

(M-G-M)

A tale of hound dogs and tarnation varmints down in old Missouri, this is unrelieved melodrama of the old school, the

Most of this film was taken in Jackson
County, Missouri. Four weeks were spent
in that part of the country by the cast and
crew. The entire company succumbed to
the Missouri charms. Hoi that one of them
admitted it could even touch California for
natural scenery, but it was "swell for a
change" — which is treason enough . . . Tom
Bash, Kansos City sheriff, was the owner
of the forty-four fox-hounds used, and genuine Missouri hounds they were. On the completion of the picture he made presents of
the dogs to 'various people who had admired them. Clark Gable rated two, Wolly
Beery two, Jean Harlow one, Spencer Tracy
and Ted Heoly came off with three apiece,
while Director Richard Thorpe was presented
with fifteen of them. All in all, there's a
new pooch fashion in Hollywood these days.
Desire

(Paramount)

If you need more than one good reason
to drag you to a show, there are four in
Marlene Dietrich's new picture. Count
'em : an amusing, imaginative, exciting
story ; direction by Frank Borzage that
is up to his standard of excellence, which
is high praise, indeed; photography that
is beautifully courteous to the physical and
aesthetic eye; and enlivened, ingratiating
performances by Dietrich, Gary Cooper,
Alan Mowbray and John Halliday. Miss
Dietrich, in a series of extraordinary
gowns that appears to be never-ending,
plays the part of a "crookess" who gets
away with the most valuable pearl necklace in all Paris and who has every intention of continuing her career . . . until
she meets an upright, charming young
American engineer who sweeps her off her
feet and onto the straight and narrow
path. John Halliday is perfectly cast as
the brains behind her light-fingered activities. Alan Mowbray is a psychiatrist who
unwittingly aids her in escaping with the
necklace. Dietrich and Cooper work well
together, both showing unusual animation.
** Love
(Universal)

Before

Breakfast

Belonging to that ultra-modern school
of screen drama in which the intensity
of the love that exists between the two
principals is gauged by the vigorousness
of their verbal assault on each other, this
is another pseudo-smart film patterned
after the fashion of "The Bride Comes
Home."
In other words, it's pretty to

MODERN
look at, but there's not much to see. In
it you'll discover Preston Foster as the
screen's most
overbearingcharms
millionaire,
who
exercises
his vociferous
on Carole
Lombard in an effort to wrest her heart
from Cesar Romero. Mr. R. is employed
by an oil company. Preston buys the concern and transfers Cesar to Japan. Any
right-thinking gal would walk out on the
guy at that point, but Carole allows him
to pester her with attentions until the moment comes when she finds herself in love
with him. She conceals it, in the accepted
screen manner of the moment, by shouting
insults at him. He proves his devotion
by blackening her eye. By that time we all
that for
poor heCesar
of
aknow
chance,
has hasn't
never the
laid ghost
a hand
on her except in gentle caress. There
are moments of good light comedy in the
picture, and in those moments Miss Lombard is at her best. Both Mr. Foster and
Mr. Romero turn in highly creditable
performances, and Janet Beecher and
Betty Lawford are attractive and helpful
in supporting roles.
* Song and Dance
(20th Century-Fox)

Man

A little number from the "show must
go
is one
thoseofpictures
you on"
run school,
across this
on the
otherof half
double
feature bills. Originally a George M.
Cohan stage success, the celluloid version
has, unfortunately, been almost completely
de-Cohanized. In it you'll find Paul Kelly
and Claire Trevor playing a pair of
vaudeville hoofers down on their luck
until Claire is befriended by Michael Whalen, a Broadway playboy who has an eye
for talent. He gets her a spot in a musical
show, but there's no room for Kelly.
Claire refuses to take the job without her
partner, so Paul, burdened with grief and
some of the season's most inept dialogue,
puts on a drunk act and tells her he's
through with her. It's that sort of a picture. The shapely Miss Trevor is pleasant
to look upon, and Mr. Kelly is as good
as his material allows him to be. In lesser
roles, James Burke and Ruth Donnelly do
what they can with your old friends, the
dumb detective and the object of his affections. A young lady named Helen Troy
has plenty to say as a gabby switchboard
operator, and some of the things they have
given her to say are excellent examples
of bad taste.
Preview Postscripts

Michael Whalen was discovered by Darryl
Zanuck when he was down to his last 27

cents. That is, Michael was, and playing In
a Little Theatre Group in Hollywood on an
empty stomach. Claims now that living on
lentil soup and oranges was well worth it
. . . The woman who does the singing over
the telephone in the boarding house hallway
scene is Irene Franklin, familiar to many as
a musical comedy star in the days before
boop-boop-a-doop
. . Margaret
career
has included . stage
experience Dumont's
in New
York and abroad, concert work, considerable
socialiting, some acting with George M.
Cohan
stage Brothers
and screen
been theandfoilonof both
the Marx
. . . she's
Paul
Kelly made two discoveries while making
this picture. hHe can dance and he can sing.
Paul's another oldtimer, though still a
youngish man. He started in flickers in the
Vitagraph days, for his family lived across
the street from the studio in Flatbush and
the "moving pitcher folks" used to come
over and borrow the Kelly furniture occasionally for one-reel thrillers. That vacant
store in the Kelly orbs which the camera
highlights now and then isn't caused by the
strain
a song-and-dance
man.
It's
caused ofbybeing
the Kelly
day dreams for
a new
home in the San Fernando Valley, which is
going toin contain
everything
he's always
wanted
life — including
a croquet
lawn.
** Three
(M-G-M)

Godfathers

There's not a buck in a broncho in this
westerner. Instead we have three bad men
regenerated by a babe. Sounds like a stiff
dose to swallow, but surprisingly enough
it's good movie fare. There are opportunities for good laughs and some tears, too,
if you care for that sort of thing. Lewis
Stone, Chester Morris and Walter Brennan are the three meanies who shoot up
a bank and a few bankers, then set out
across the desert to spend their hardearned cash. Enroute they find a dying
mother who leaves her child in their care.
When their horses wander off, the men
are faced with the problem of continuing
across the sands loaded with money bags,
a baby and one canteen, practically empty.
In spite of the choice desert scenery, the
outlook is pretty dreary.
Lewis Stone's portrayal of the philosophic baddie is as fine a bit of acting
as
you've
from asthis
Brennan is seen
excellent
the capable
second ofactor.
the
trio to die in order that the child may live.
That Chester Morris's characterization
does not ring so true is due to the script
and not Mr. M. It falls to his lot to
stagger into the town, stumble to the
church and stutter out the story, prior to
falling dead at the altar. The picture is
redeemed from pure mellerdrammer, by
an intelligently selected cast who make the
tale believable. And the photography is
tops.
* Here Comes
(20th Century-Fox)

Chester Morris, Lewis Stone
and Walter Brennan in the
M-G-M

film, "Three Godfathers."
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Trouble

.The apt title on this one really should
rate four stars by itself. We can't remember when the unreeling of a strip of
celluloid has caused us so much trouble.
Even such swell people as Paul Kelly and
Arline Judge couldn't relieve our anguish.
On the contrary, putting them into such a
tale caused more writhings. The so-called
plot has to do with jewel thieving on the
high seas. It all takes place afloat a luxury liner, with much English accenting on
A deck and considerable sweating and
swearing below. Paul Kelly is demoted
to the engine rooms just in time to stage
a heroic rescue of the ship from explosion.
This is no 'surprise to Arline Judge, the
ship's manicurist, who knows Mr. Kelly
is a good guy. But Mona Barrie, sassiety

^i^em^^
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Feet are easily infected. So don t use any
treatment unless you knotv it is medically safe.
Above all don't cut your corns or callouses or
use caustic liquids or harsh plasters. Be safe
and sure— remove them with Dr. Scholl's Zinopads and the separate Medicated Disks, included
in every box. Pain stops at once and in a short
time the hard, dead skin softens and loosens
and lifts right out! If your pain is not from
corns or callouses, but only soreness or irritation from shoe friction or pressure. Dr. Scholl's
TAno-pads alone will give you instant relief.
They cushion, protect, soothe and heal tender
spots and prevent
sore toesandblisters.
Sizes for Corns, Callouses, Bunions and
Soft Corns between
toes. Sold
where. Costeverybut a
trifle.

DrSi
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•pa
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■ pain is gone!
Put one on -the
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ENDS GRAY
Ki^^GRAY :holl's
Ifunique
you'reFrench
diseatisfied
your hair inquire
for I
methodwithKNOGRAY.Any
shadel
HAIR
from one bottle. Not areatorei-. Colors roots "
perfectly,
permits
perm.
wave.
Won't
rub
off.
Entirely different
anything
you've
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TURMCL. fromDept.
8A. 256
W. 31known.
St., NewBookletMYork
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' cathartics—
jolting
I used toI take
because
thought
I had"all-at-once
to. But now I ve found
the three-minute way. And what a difference
it makes. At the first sign of trouble, I chew
FEEN-A-MINT, the chewing-gum laxative, for
three minutes; and the next morning I feel like a
newperson.And.bestof all, with FEEN-A-MINT
there are no griping pains— no nausea— no unpleasant after-effects. It's easy, pleasant, and
thoroughly satisfactory. Children love its delicious chewing-gum flavor. 15c and 25c a box.

THE

CHEWING-GUM

LAXATIVE
m
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heading for the coast. Wendy Barrie
adds much to the cross-country scenery,
but Miss Broderick steals the show.

*
The Music
(Columbia)

stuf¥, is sufficiently impressed to make a
play for the hero. Her intentions, though
we regret to say it, are strictly dishonorable for she would use him as an unsuspecting accomplice in a jewel robbery. But
for the intervention of Arline and an
astute monkey — yes, we said monkey —
the worst would have happened.
***

•A F Man

Candy

Scientific Medicinal Products Co.
Dept. M536
Buss Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me on your money-back offer
□ The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
□ 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Enclose payment. Or it C.O.D. send 10c fee)
Name
Address
City
State

RILL

THE HAIR ROOT
The Mahler method positively prevents hair
from growing again. Safe, easy, permanent.
Use it privately, at home. The delightful relief will bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.
Backed by 35 years of successful use all
over the world. Send 6c in stamps TODAY
for Illustrated Booklet.
"How to Destroy Superfluous Hair Forever"
p. J. Mahler Co., Dept. 366E, Providence, R. I.

MANY

NEVER

SUSPECTCAUSE
OF

BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief Of Pain
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
kidneys
are one
Nature's
ways
of The
taking
the acids
and of
waste
out of chief
the blood.
If
they
don't
pass
3
pints
a
day
and
so
get
rid of more than 3 pounds of waste matter,
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may need flushing.
If you have trouble with frequent bladder
passages with scanty amount which often smart
and burn, the 15 miles of kidney tubes may need
flushing out. This danger signal may be the beginning of nagging backache, leg pains, loss of
pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, pufBness under the eyes and dizziness.
Don't wait for serious trouble. Ask your druggist forforDoan's
— They
used give
successfully
by
millions
over 40Pills
years.
happy relief
and will help flush out the 15 miles of kidney
tubes. Get Doan's Pills.
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'Round

The studio paid a handsome price for
tin's ture
title,
so trybe toclassed
overlook
it. The piccan almost
as entertainment,
in spite of it, with Harry Richman proving a fair screen bet. Primarily a musical,
the plot centers about a show-boat troupe
which Richman, a stage star, brings to the
Great White Way. Walter Connolly is the
leader of the troupe, Rochelle Hudson is
his daughter, and Henry Mollison is the
sliow's leading man. Etieniie Girardot, Victor Kilian and Dora Early are also among
the emoters who are taken for a swell
ride on Broadway, where they fondly believe their histrionic gifts will be regarded
as Art. Giving Broadway its biggest laugh
in years almost costs the Richman lad his
gal, which somewhat thickens the thinning
plot. The best thing about the picture is
Walter Connolly's characterization of the
old-time mellerdramatist. Rochelle Hudson
is proving prettier and more capable with
every role, so you'll like her. And perhaps
you'll like some of the song numbers. But
on the whole, you will find that this celluloider just misses being either a good
musical or a good story.

Jusntgi
i
Eat
Like

• Stop fretting over
hated fat and get rid
,
of it this SAFE easy '
■way!... NO DRUGS
\
IU51
... no dangerous di- \ «^ ^
nitrophenol
...
no
thyi
Toid . . . not laxative. % <v ^^\/
Just eat delicious «-_><=m IL
SLENDBETS, which ■ B /\ iDS
look and taste like
candy, and LOSE FAT
in a hurry. You feel
and look better I This
new Food Method converts fat into energy, by helping to re-distribute
stored fat. SO SAFE I Though a baby should eat
them by mistake, it would not be harmed.
READ HOW OTHERS LOST FAT: "36 lbs. of
fat gone, never felt better 1" writes Miss Angell
(N. Y. ). "I reduced 48 lbs., look ten years
younger," writes Mrs. Sims, Iowa.
REDUCE QUICKLY... OR NO COST
If you are not entirely satisfied with the wonderful results, you get your money back in full. No
risk — you can't lose one cent !
ACT ON THIS OFFER TODAY!
Don't you
givereduce
FAT another
start. ..butFood
be
sure
the safeday's
SLENDRETS
Method Way. Don't use drugs! At all good drug
stores, or, send $1 for generous-supply package
containing 84 SLENDRETS. Or, $5 for 6 packages.Currency,
(
Money Order, Stamps, or C.O.D. )
Sent to you in plain wrapper.

Goes

"The Music Goes 'Round" with
Rochelle Hudson and Hcrrry
Richman
in leading roles.

Preview

Mystery

Murder

(Paramount)

If Aunt Mamie didn't have a friend who
had a friend who knew a man who could
get her past a studio gateman when she
visited Hollywood last summer, she can
a Cook'sis
on There
and be taken
picture
see this
tour
of the
Paramount
Studio.
entire
the
scarcely a nook or cranny of
studio that isn't shown on the screen in
this original offering, which shows a picture made and previewed within the main
Rod LaRocque, who is co-starred
picture.
with Gail Patrick in the picture which
you see made, has received anonymous
threats that he will never live to see his
A novel effect is inpicture previewed.
troduced when you see him watching his
own picture on the screen and, as the
last scene fades out, slumped in his seat
— dead. Rod LaRocque brings his old
charm to the screen and you wish he
hadn't been murdered so early in the picture—but perhaps the murderer heard him
sing ! Reginald Denny is very likable and
Frances Drake, who solves all her problems by the aid of astrology, has never
been seen to better advantage. In addiof your old favorwill see
tion, youincluding
ites,
Ian many
Keith, Conway Tearle,
Bryant Washburn, Jack Mulhall, Franklyn Farnum, Chester Conklin and Hank
Mann.
** Love on
(RKO-Radio)

(Paramount)

This is a harmless little satire on the
G-men films, lacking, however, the power
to stir an audience either to the heights of
hilarity or the depths of boredom. With the
exception of a few really amusing scenes,
it ambles vaguely along, claiming safety in
a middle path between the two extremes —
and therefore it is somewhat unimpressive.
Jack Haley is a vacuous young man from
a small town, whose substitution for brains
is an overwhelming, all-absorbing desire to
be a G-man. He goes to the Big City — this
time Los Angeles — and spends the time
when he is not jerking sodas in pestering
William Frawley to give him a job as a
G-man. Frawley, in final and complete
desperation, tells him that he can be an
F-man, and that his job is to keep his
eyes and ears open, his mouth shut, and
that he is never, under any circumstances,
to come near the department. How he almost loses his girl and his life, and how he
almost thwarts the capture of Public
Enemy No. 1, comprise the balance of this
tale. Adrienne Marden is the small-town
sweetheart who comes to Los Angeles to
help Haley capture criminals. Grace Bradley plays the part of Mrs. Public Enemy
No. 1. and Onslow Stevens is the gangster-

a Bet

There's neither rhyme nor reason to this
celluloider. The result is a picture which
can only be classified as a lot of fun.
Gene Raymond starts the laughs by making a bet with his uncle that he can leave
New York, clad only in his underwear,
and make Los Angeles within a fortnight.
Enroute he must collect a suit of clothes,
one hundred dollars in cold cash and a
uncle's meat packsweetheart, or returnrestto of
his days. The
ing plant for the
possibiliwithout
not
is
see,
plot, you can
ties, and complications are plentiful. Chief
among the latter are Wendy Barrie and
her aunt, Helen Broderick, who are also

Jean Hersholt, Joseph Calleia,
Jackie Cooper in "Tough Guy."
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LEGALIZE

3 MINUTES

CASH

TIME
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LOTTERIES!

BRING

YOU

$20,000.00

IT'S EASY-NOTHING
TO WRITE!
Think what you could do with so much cash! Buy a home . . . travel
wherever you wish . . . have an assured income for the rest of your life
, . . start in business for yourself . . . enjoy life with all the fine clothes
and good times you want! Here is your big opportunity. Someone
will win $20,000.00 in this Selection Sweepstakes . . . someone will win
$10,000.00 . . . someone will get $5,000.00 . . . and there'll be over 280
other big cash prizes. All this money is going to somebody — and it
might as well be you!
WHO'S BEHIND THIS?
This great Selection Sweepstakes is sponsored
by the National Conference on Legalizing Lotteries of which the nationally-known society
leader and humanitarian, Mrs. Oliver .Harriman,
is President — a National Organization for a National Cause. It is being conducted in order to
secure additional members to aid in legalizing
lotteries; to familiarize the American public with
the aims of the rriovement; and to obtain the
judgment of its members on the best uses for
lotteries if legalized in this country.
The National Conference on Legalizing Lotteries has the. support of many of the most influential men and women — nanies you respect and
honor — an absolute guarantee of the integrity
of
this "sweepstakes".
good for when
them, you
it's
certainly
good for you.If it's
Remember,
join them you not only give yourself a chance
to win BIG MONEY but you also help a great,
important national movement.
WHAT LOTTERIES HAVE DONE!
France adopted a lottery to reduce its national
debt; Italy to build railroads; Denmark to advance art and music; Holland to advance the
sciences; Ireland to finance the building of hospitals; Spain for charitable institutions; Germany
to finance public improvements, etc. England
used to support its navy by public lotteries; early
American colonies permitted lotteries to build
schools, churches, and public works and improvements, such as canals, bridges, roads, etc. The
Revolutionary War was in part financed with the
proceeds of lotteries. Early buildings of Yale,
Columbia
and Harvard were built with the proceeds of lotteries.

using money raised by lotteries will be awarded
the big cash prizes.
Within 10 days you will be sent your own
membership certificate and acknowledgment of
your entry.
ABSOLUTELY LEGAL!
Don'tother
confuse
SelectionIt isSweepstakes
any
kind this
of contest.
sponsored with
by a
national non-profit-making organization— an honand "sweepstakes'*
conducted.
Thisest iscontest
a contest
of judgmenthonestly
and skill,
not of
chance.
You
don't
have
to
write
any
letteras orto
essay. You certainly can form an opinion
how the money raised by legal lotteries should
be used. Your judgment is just as good as anyone
else's... you have just as great a chance to win
as anyone. But you can't win if you don't enter.
DON'T DELAY!
Fill out the entry blank and coupon and mail them
now
dollar —membership
fee. Don't put
it off with
until your
tomorrow
you may forget.
Think what you could do with $20,000-more
than most people save in a lifetime. Someone
will get it for just a few strokes of a pen. Re, member that there are over 285 cash prizes. ..over
285 chances for you to win.
Do it now — don't wait until tomorrow. Remember, only those who send in the coupon and are
members
this cont^t.of the Conference are eligible to enter
LOOK!

285

Mis. Oliver Harriman (on right). President of the National CunferencG
on Legralizing
is shown
cong-ratulatingMane
Harris,
Yonkers, Lotteries,
N. Y., winner
of the
$10,000
prizeMrs.in
the
19n5
Sweepstakes
Contest
conducted
by Chicago,
this
organization.
Second
prize
winner
was
Miss
Maude
King,
111.
There
weie addresses
66 other big
cash prizemailed
winners.
Complete list of names
and
of winners
on request.
THIS IS THE OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
YOU CAN USE THIS AS YOUR ENTRY BLANK
PUT A NUMBER IN EACH SQUARE
I
Below
are
listedmight
the various
ways in which
proceeds
from legat■ zed lotteries
be distributed.
Read thethem
carefully.
Then
number them in what you consider the order of their importance
and merit. Write the number 1 in the square after what you con>
Elderhave
the best way; innumber
2 after the
you
Use second
ink or best';
penciLand so on, until
Money fora number
hospitals each [square.
[ Pay for public works [ |
Funds for social service
charities
□
Provision for unemployment relief
□

BIG

HOW YOU ENTER!
CASH
PRIZES
It costs you only a dollar to become a member and your dollar contribution entitles you to enter
- $20,000
1"
IZE
this
contest.entered:
2*"' PR
PRIZE
Here entirely
is all youlegal
have"sweepstakes"
to do to be officially
- $10,000
1. On the entry blank are listed 16 ways in which
the money raised by legalized lotteries might be
S"" PRIZE
used. Everybody has an opinion as to which are
- -$5,000
the best ways. Simply indicate your opinion by
writing the numbers 1 to 16 in the squares-No. 1
after what you think the best way. No. 2 after
4™ PRIZE
$2,500
the second best, and so on until you have a number
in each square. We suggest before you do this,
- - $1,000
5™ PRIZE
however, that you read again the paragraph above
which tells how legalized lotteries have been
- $500 each
used before for the public welfare.
10 PRIZES
2.
Print your name and address plainly on the
-'$200 each
coupon.
3. Mail the entry blank and coupon together with
20 PRIZES
$1 membership fee.
- $50 each
The entries which, in the opinion of the judges,
250 PRIZES
list in the best order of importance the ways of
In Case of Ties Duplicate Prizes Will Be Awarded • Copyright 1936, National Conference on Legalizing Lotteries, Inc.

Pay soldiers' bonus
Reduce state deficits
Reduce
deficitsFederal
Reduce municipal
deficits
Provide for old age

COUPON

MAY

BE

WORTH

$20,000

□
□
□

Support widows and
orphans
To reduce taxes

□
□

□
□
Support army and navy
IIin you
desire yon
can addbut anythisother
uses and
placecontest.
them
their
is notsuggested
a requirement
of the
In pensions
such order
cases ofyoumerit,
may submit your
entire
entry on plain
paper, if
you orefer.
MAIL ecu PC N
TQDAYi
AND ENTRY BLANK
National
Conference
on Legalizing Lotteries, inc.
MRS.FifthOLIVER
630
Avenue, HARRIMAN,
New York CityPres. '"'^^'^
I herewith enclose one dollar (check, cash or money order) as my
Swiepin the Selection
Also areenclosed
membership
and
certificate
to sendis memy myentrymembership
stakes Contest.fee. You
acknowledgment of my Sweepstakes Contest Entry within 10 days.
Name .

1936
30'"
MAY
CLOSES
CONTEST
PRIZES
AWARDED
BEFORE
JUNE
15 TH
THIS

□

Give money to religious
□
institutions
Provide for better
□
schools
Promote art and music
□
Finance
researchmedical
□

Address.
City

TO YOuT
L

.State.
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Good

News

(Continued from page 78)
can't shoot snowbound scenes when
snowbound, so the crew returned to
wood and tiie good old sound stages,
w-ith a few tons of cornflakes, you
just as snowbound as you like.
Jolly
Baby/
BECAUSE OF HIS OLIVE OIL BABY POWDERI
MOTHER, after the morning bath . . . after
every diaper change . . . your baby will
revel in the unique comfort that Z.B.T.
Baby Powder gives him. His tender skin will
be grateful to the olive oil content, which
makes Z.B.T. cling longer, and resist 7noisture better.
Its superior "slip"
chafing in the creases. Free fromprevents
zinc in any
form, Z.B.T. is approved by Good Housekeeping ajidj/OMrbati/. Large 25c and 50c sizes.

W/Im

OLIVE

9) Ml

OIL BABY

Just to show you how easy it is to recognize your favorite screen heroes and heroines off the screen, we'll let you in on a
little something we overheard at the Trocadero the other night. An out-of-towner was
pointing out the stars to his wife, or perhaps
it was his lady-of-the-moment. "See that
big guy over there?" he inquired, pointing
to Frank Shields. "That's Errol Flynn. And
that blonde girl in the ermine wrap (pointing
to Alice Faye) is Jean Harlow." At that
moment the gentleman nudged us, and indicating Johnny WeissmuUer. asked who it
was. "Johnny Weismuller," we told him.
"Nuts!" said the gentleman.

WW

POWDER

SAFE because it is H ^
easier to clean

SKliJ
GH
LY, ROU
PIMPdue
to external irritation
Cleanse clogged pores — aid healing
of the sore spots the easy Resinol way.
Sample of Ointment and Soap free. Write
Resinol, Dept.3G,Balto.,Md.
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When George
Princess Comes
which he was to
Carole Lombard,

Raft walked out of "A
Across," the picture in
have been co-starred with
another touch of drama

popped up and
whenconstant
Mack companion,
Grey, George's
bodyguard
took
it upon himself to walk out on a small
part in "Florida Special." Mack, affectionately known as "The Killer," had his
first
speaking
in "Florida
Special,"
he considered part
loyalty
to his boss
over but
the
furthering of his art. A short talk with
George, however, convinced him that Art
must come first, especially when a guy has
a speaking part, so Mack walked right back
into the picture. The Show Must Go On.

A single scene in a picture costs producers several thousand dollars, but one
scene in "The Farmer in the Dell" at RKORadio was made at a personal loss to Fred
Stone oi $40. The scene called for Fred
to toss a wallet full of stage money into a
fire. Everything went perfectly, but when
the shooting was over Fred discovered he
had reached in the wrong pocket and tossed
in his own wallet which contained $40 in
decidedly genuine U. S. currency.

It may interest some of you girls to
learn that Jean Harlow keeps that figure
what it is by going in for two hours of
exercise
she'sa young
not making
pictures.every
We day
told when
that to
lady
the other day and she said : "According to
Harlow's figure and your statement, the
gal hasn't
made a the
picture
years Harlow
!" Outside of exercise,
onlyin other
affinity is Bill Powell, who continues to
be her most constant companion, in spite
of the fact that they both still insist
there'll be no wedding bells.
When Clark Gable, Leo Carrillo and Director Jack Conway hied themselves to
Mexico recently on a hunting trip, they ran
across a tribe of disgusted Indians. The
Indians were disgusted with everything, and
had even agreed not to marry, preferring
to let the tribe die out. Mr. G. spied a
handsome young buck among the group,
and tried to persuade him to come to Hollywood for a chance in pictures. But the
handsome redskin shook his head. He had
never heard of Hollywood, never heard of

pictures, and — the blow of blows — had
never heard of Gable. So the hunting party
retreated, registering disgust at the Indians
while
the Indians registered disgust at
everything.

As almost everyone at M-G-M knows,
the Leslie Howard-Norma Shearer "Romeo
and Juliet" set was closed to visitors almost every day during its production. But
a steam shovel operator working on the
lot didn't know it, and he thought to kill
a leisurel}' noon hour by looking over a
little Shakespeare. At the door of the
sound stage he bumped into Leslie Howard
and director George Cukor, on their way
to lunch. The steam shovel man announced
his intentions and Mr. Cukor gasped. "It's
impossible," he said. "Miss Shearer is
making closeups, and she gets nervous
when back
people
watch
So An
the hour
guy
went
to his
steamher."
shovel.
later the returning Messrs. Howard and
Cukor stopped at the edge of the excavation to watch proceedings. Suddenly the
steam shovel stopped in mid-air, and a
voice yelled : "I can't go on. I get nervous
when and
anyone
watches
me!" that
It was
their
man,
it should
be added
Howard
and Cukor, gentlemen to the end, took
him
rightgave
over him
to the
"Romeo
Juliet"
set and
a good
look and
at Norma
Shearer, who wasn't nervous at all.

Celestial Note: On "The Green Pastures"
set, watching a lowdown truckin' number
in a cabaret sequence, stood De Lowd himself, snapping candid camera shots oi the
proceedings. Probably for future reference,
when those sinners appear at the pearly
gates to plead their cases before a dusky
Saint Peter.

Katharine Hepburn once lived in a house
which, according to rumors, was haunted.
One room was said to be so filled with
moans and sighs that the Hepburn dogs
would not venture across its threshold.
Eventually La Hepburn moved out, and
today the house is occupied by guess whom ?
No fooling,
by Boris
and
rumor it's
has inhabited
it that when
he KarlofT
moved
in the ghosts walked out. After the first
night they were convinced the house was
haunted !

Josef von Sternberg is a changed man.
He even speaks to the hired help, and is
known in some circles as Jovial Joe. As
an example of how he speaks to anyone
these days, look at this: During the shooting
of a scene his attention was distracted by
a man standing within the range oi the
camera. "Sir," said Joe, "you're in the way
here. Who are you?" "I'm an electrician,"
replied the guy. "I work on this set." "You
will do me a favor," returned Joe in his
most democratic manner, "by being an electrician some place where I can't see you."
Next time Gary Cooper goes in for any
Good
Samaritan
to do it
with gloves
on. work,
Seemshe's
he going
was strolling
around his -swimming pool one day when
he noticed a half -drowned bee clinging to
a floating stick. Full of good intentions,
(Continued on page 124)
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LRUTH — not advertising claims — is
what you
want if you're
the thousands embarrassed
by uglyoneskinof blemishes,
eruptions and pimples. So take heart from
the true experience shown above. For it is
typical of countless grateful letters from
women who have used these pleasant-tasting
Yeast Foam Tablets to conquer stubborn
skin trouble and regain alluring beauty.
If poisons in your system have robbed
you of beauty, too — marred your skin with
ugly blemishes — try Yeast Foam Tablets at
once. The vital corrective elements they
supply rid the body of these poisons easily,
quickly, naturally — remove the real cause
of lost beauty. And give you again the
clear, alluring skin that men
admire.
Ask your druggist for Yeast
Foam Tablets today — and refuse substitutes. Send for Free
Sample.
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.,
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.
Please send free introductory package of
Yeast Foam Tablets.
m.m.s-36
Name
Address
City
State
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(Above, left to right) Snapped here and there in the Hollywood whirl — Ken Dolan and Frances Langford at the Screen
Guild Ball. Next, Paulette Goddard and Charlie Chaplin
say a few words into the "mike" at the premiere of "Modern
Times." Myrna Loy and Arthur Hornblow go to see Myrna's
new film, "Wife vs. Secretary."
Eddie Sutherland and Loretta Young, together quite a bit
of late, pictured at the left. And below, Joan Crawford,
Jimmy Cagney and Donald Woods put their heads together
to make the Screen Guild Ball a success.
Need we add
•that it was just that?
■om page 122)
{Continued fr
a date, and the butler and his wife said,
Gary fished the bee out and was about
rather suspiciously, that they would be
to set it in a sunny spot to recuperate when
on hand to see the Sheekmans off. Gloria
the little friend let him have it. Gary,
grew more frantic as the date approached,
stung and bitter, now has a new policy reand
she finally rushed out and booked pasoarding bees. It's Sink or Swim.
sage on the boat. So the Sheekmans. who
didn't want to go anywhere, sailed meekly
for Hawaii while the butler and his wife
Thirteen is Walter Connolly's lucky numlooked on. They say it was a grand trip.
ber. His thirteenth picture, "Whom the Gods
Destroy," was his first starring vehicle; he
served tor thirteen months in the Thirteenth
Division of the Marine Corps during the war.
Many honors have been bestowed on
Just now he has rented a home in Beverly
Grace Moore during her varied career in
the concert halls and on the stage, but she
Hills which has an address — 616 — which
totals thirteen. And when his studio sees
claims her greatest compliment to date is
the contented moo of the cow she milked
this, Walter is hoping they will immediately
give him thirteen times as much money as
while singing Kreisler's "Love's Joy" in "The
he's getting now.
King Steps Out." How about that, Gladys
Swarthout, Lily Pons and Jeanette MacDonald? Do cows moo for you, or don't you
If you e\er have a butler and a cook
>ou're planning to fire, don't follow Gloria
What prominent comedian, at a resort
Stuart's method. Gloria and hubby Arthur
Slieekman, burdened with a surly butler
for a ''rest cure," can't avoid people who
want to see him, no matter how hard he
and his more disagreeable wife, decided to
let them go. Neither was brave enough
tries. His friends can always locate him,
even when he wanders off into the desert
to fire them, so Gloria hit upon a swell
idea. She went to the couple and told them
for solitary contemplation, for he leaves an
she and her husband were leaving for
unmistakable trail of miniature bottles of
Hawaii, to be gone indefinitely. That was
scotch
— mute and empt\' testimony that
vicinity.
too bad, said the butler, and what boat were
their former owner is somewhere in the
they going on ? Gloria named a boat and
Printed in t lie V. S. A. by Ait Color Printing Company. Diinellen. N. J.
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cious ripe color of IRRESISTIBLE LIP LURE. Nowan Irresistible case to match an Irresistible lipstick !
Irresistible Lip Lure gives your lips alluring appeal
because of its glorious coloring, its velvet -like
texture, and its indelibility. Fragrant is the kiss of
Irresistible Lip Lure because it has the bouquet of
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. Irresistible Powder, soft as
a flower petal, completes the symphony of allure.
Try all the irresistible Beauty Aids. Certified Pure.
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YOTJ know any matron would say:
"That picture is disgraceful. I see
no excuse for such outrageous manners."
And she's right. There is no excuse —
socially.
But your dentist will retort: "Excuse.''
— The picture needs no excuse! I hope
everyone sees it. More vigorous, energetic
chewing like that, and a lot of gum troubles would vanish completely."
Dental science points out this fact —
our gums need work, activity, exercise . . .
and our modern soft-food diet does not
give it to them. It's our creamy, well-

way

to build firm

tfi

BaTT

gums

is IPANA

cooked foods that are primarily to blame
for sensitive, ailing gums — for the more
frequent appearance of that dental warning— "pink tooth brush."
'"Pink Tooth Brush" is a warning
"Pink tooth brush" is simply a distress
signal ! When you see it— see your dentist.
The chances are relatively small that you
are in for a serious gum disorder — but
your dentist should make the decision. Usually, however, it only means gums that
have grown tender and flabby under our
modern soft food diet — gums that need
more exercise, more stimulation — and as

and

MASSAGE)

your dentist will so often advise — gums
that need the help of Ipana and massage.
Ipana is especially designed to benefit
your gums as well as clean your teeth.
Rub a little extra Ipana into your gums
every time you brush your teeth. You'll
feel
lazy gums
quicken.
You'll and
feel
new those
circulation
waken
the tissues
soon you'll feel a new healthy firmness in
the gum walls themselves ... So improve
your good looks. Heighten the charm of
your smile. Make a definite start toward
complete oral health . . . Change to Ipana
and massage today.
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"A friend told me how to clear up that
logy, bilious, 'all -run -down' condition
caused by constipation. Before I went to
bed last night, I chewed delicious FEENA-MINT for 3 minutes.* It's this chewing,
they tell me, that makes FEEN-A-MINT
so much more effective. Well, it worked
wonders for me. Today I'm fresh and
rested — feel like a new person. This easy
3-minute way is so much nicer than taking
harsh, griping, 'gulped' cathartics."
FEEN-A-MINT is fine for children too.
No urging necessary to make them take
FEEN-A-MINT, because they love its
cool, fresh, minty chewing-gum flavor.
And it's not habit -forming. Go to your
druggist today and get a generous familysized supply of delicious FEEN-A-MINT.
Only 15c or 25c. Slightly
■ in Canada,
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Picture and Producer
Accent on Youth (Paramount)
Ah, Wildetne-s (M-G-M)
Alios Bulldos Drummond (GB)
Alias Mafy Dow (Universal)
Alice Adorns (RKO)
Anna Karenina (M-G-M)
Annapoli: Farewell (Paramount)
Annie Oakley (RKO)
Anything Goes (Paramount)
The Ariionian (RKO)
Bad Boy (20th Century-Fox)
Barbary Coast (United Artists)
Beclcy Sharp (RKO)
The Bishop Misbehaves (M-G-M)
The Bohemian Girl (M G-M)
Boulder Dam (Warners)
Break of Hearts (RKO)
The Bride Comes Home (Paramount)
Brides Are Like That (First National)
Bright Lights (First National)
Broadway Hostess (First National)
Broadway Melody of 1936 (M-G-M)
Call of the Wild (20lh Century)
The Calling of Dan Matthews (Columbia)
Captain Blood (Warners)
Case of the Curious Bride (First National)
The Case of the Lucky Legs (First Notional)
Ceiling Zero (Warners)
Charlie Chan at the Circus (20th Century-Fox)
Charlie Chan in Shanghai (20th Century-Fox)
Charlie Chan's Secret (20lh Century-Fox)
Chatterbox (RKO)
China Seas (M-G-M)
Clive of India (20th Century)
Colleen (Warners)
Collegiate (Paramount)
Coronado (Paramount)
The Country Doctor (20lh Century-Fox)
Crime and Punishment (Columbia)
The Crime of Dr. Crespi (John H. Auer)
The Crusades (Paramount)
Curly Top (Fox)
Dancing Feet (Republic)
Dangerous (Warners)
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
Dante's Inferno (Fox)
The Dark Angel (Sam Goldwyn)
The Daring Young Man (Fox)
David Copper.ield (M-G-M)
Diamond Jim (Universal)
Don'l Bel on Blondes (Warners)
Don't Gamble with Love (Columbia)
Don't Get Personal (Universal)
Drift Fence (Paramount)
Dr. Socrates (Warners)
East of Java (Universal)
Escapade (M-G-M)
Escape Me Never (United Artists)
Everybody's Old Man (20th Century-Fox)
Every Night at Eight (Paramount)
Every Saturday Night (20ih Century-Fox)
Exclusive Story (M-G-M)
Fang and Claw (RKO)
The Farmer in the Dell (RKO)
The Former Takes a Wife (Fox)
A Feather in Her Hat (Columbia)
Firsi a Girl (GB)
The Flame Within (M-G-M)
Follow the Fleet (RKO)
Freshman Love (Warners)
Frisco Kid (Warners)
Front Page Woman (Warners)
The Garden Murder Case (M-G-M)
The Gay Deception (20th Century-Fox)
The Ghost Goes West (United Artists)
Ginger (Fox)
The Girl Friend (Columbia)
Goose and the Gander (First National)
Grand Exit (Columbia)
The Great Impersonation (Universal)

3-^
4*
2*
2^
4*
4*
SVa*
4*
3^
3*
2*
3*
3*
3^
2V2*
1*
3*
3*
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3*
1A
4*
3
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2*
2*
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4*
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1
4*
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2*
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3Hr
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1 Vi*
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2*
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3+
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IVzif
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21/2*
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3-k
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1*
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1-^
2*

Picture
Producer
Hands
Across and
the Table
(Paramount) ^ottng'
3 if
Harmony Lane (Mascot)
2-*
Hell Ship Morgan (Columbia)
^k
Here Comes Cookie (Paramount)
3*
Here Comes the Band (M-G-M)
1*
Here's to Romance (20lh Century-Fox)
2 ^k
Hold 'Em Yale (Paramount)
3-*Hooray for Love (RKO)
2*
I Dream Too Much (RKO)
3*
I Found Stella Parish (Warners)
2*
If You Could Only Cook (Columbia)
4*
I Live for Love(Warner3)
2^k
I Live My Life(M-G-M)
2*
The Informer (RKO)
4*
In Person (RKO)
2*
The Invisible Ray (Universal)
I'/z*
The Irish in Us (First National)
3*
It Had to Happen (20th Century-Fox)
2★
It Happened in New York (UniversaH
3^
It's in the Air (M-G-M)
2*
Jalna(RKO)
3*
Java Head (First Division)
2-*
King of Burlesque (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
King of the Damned (GB)
IV2*
King Solomon of Broadway (Universal)
^k
Klondike Annie (Paramount)
1 -^r
The Lady Consents (RKO)
2-*^
Lady of Secrets (Columbia)
1-^
Lady Tubbs (Universal)
2-^
The Last Days of Pompeii (RKO)
4*
Last of the Pagans (M-G-M)
2*
The Last Outpost (Paramount)
2*
The Leathernecks Have Landed (Republic)
3-^The Leavenworth Case (Republic)
2^
Let 'Em Have It (United Artists)
3*
Lei's Live Tonight (Columbia)
2*
Little Big Shot (Warners)
2★
The Littlest Rebel (20th Cenlury-Fox)
3*
The Lone Wolf Returns (Columbia)
2-^
Love Before Breakfast (Universal)
2y2*
Love on a Bet (RKO)
^Vzk
Loves of a Dictator (GB)
3*
Mad Love (M-G-M)
2-*
Magnificent Obsession (Universal)
iVzk
Manhattan Moon (Universal)
1^
Man Hunt (Warners)
2-*
Man of Iron (Warners)
^k
The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo
(20th Century-Fox)
21/2*
Mary Burns, Fugitive (Paramount)
3-^^
The Melody Lingers On (United Artists)
2-*Men of Tomorrow (London Films)
1
Metropolitan (20th Century-Fox)
4k
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warners)
5*
The Milky Way (Paramount)
4k
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
1-^
Mississippi (Paramount)
3-^
Miss Pacific Fleet (Warners)
11/2-*Mr. Cohen Takes a Walk (Warners)
SVi*
Misler Hobo (GB)
2*
Modern Times (United Artists)
4k
Moonlight Murder (M-G-M)
2y2-*
The Morals of Marcus (GB)
1*
Murder Man (M-G-M)
2*
The Murder of Dr. Hcrrigan (First National) 2-k
The Music Goes 'Round (Columbia)
2k
Music is Magic (20th Century-Fox)
1 V2 *
Muss 'Em Up (RKO)
2*
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M)
4k
Naughty Marietta (M-G-M)
4if
Navy Wife (20lh Century-Fox)
2-*
New Adventures of Tarzan (Republic)
1 ikNext Time We Love (Universal)
3-^A Night at the Opera (M-G-M)
4*
No More Ladies(M-G-M)
3-*^
Old Curiosity Shop (BIP)
2'/2-*$1000 a Minute (Republic)
2*
One Way Ticket (Columbia)
2V2-*Orchids to You (Fox)
2*

Picture
Producer
^rX^'
Paddy
O'Day and
(20th Century-Fox)
1 V2*
Page Miss Glory (Warners)
3*
Paris in Spring (Paramount)
3-k
The Perfect Gentleman (M-G-M)
2*
Personal Mold's Secret (Warners)
2-^^
Peter Ibbetson (Paramount)
3-^
The Petrified Forest (Warners)
4-k
Petticoat Fever (M-G-M)
3^
Powdersmoke Range (RKO)
2-*:
The Preview Murder Mystery (Paramount)
3k
Prisoner of Shark Island (20lh Century-Fox) 3V2k
Professional Soldier (20th Century-Fox)
3^kThe Public Menace (Columbia)
1 -Ar
The Rainmakers (RKO)
1*
The Raven (Universal)
2k
Red Salute (Reliance-United Artists)
2k
Remember Last Night? (Universal)
2-k
Rendezvous (M-G-M)
3*
The Return of Peter Grimm (RKO)
3*
Rhodes, the Diamond Master (GB)
3-ykr
Riffraff (M-G-M)
21/2*
Road Gang (Warners)
2V2*
Robin Hood of El Dorado (M-G-M)
2V2*
Rose Marie (M-G-M)
4*
Rose of the Rancho (Paramount)
2-k
Scrooge (Hagen-Twickenham)
iVzif
Seven Keys to Baldpate (RKO)
2-<k^
Shanghai (Paramount)
2^
She (RKO)
2*
She Couldn't Take It (Columbia)
2V2-*
She Married Her Boss (Columbia)
4-^Shipmates Forever (First National)
3k
A Shot in the Dark (Chesterfield)
2-*Show Them No Mercy (20th Cenlury-Fox)
3
Silk Hat Kid (Fox)
1*
Smart Girl (Paramount)
2*
Snowed Under (First National)
2-k
Soak the Rich (Paramount)
2V2
Song and Dance Man (20th Century-Fox)
i -k
Song of the Saddle (Warners)
2*
So Red the Rose (Paramount)
3-^Special Agent (Warners)
2-k
Splendor (Samuel Goldwyn)
2-k
Stars Over Broadway (Warners)
3-k
Steamboat Round the Bend (Fox)
3-;^
The Story of Louis Pasteur (Warners)
4^
Strike Me Pink (Samuel Goldwyn)
3^
Suiter's Gold (Universal)
2V2-k
Sylvia Scarlett (RKO)
21/2*
A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)
5*
Thanks a Million (20lh Century-Fox) 3y2-<kThese Three (Samuel Goldwyn)
4-k
The 39 Steps (GB)
4-*
This is the Life (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Three Godfaihers (M-G-M)
2k
Three Kids and a Queen (Universal)
2-k
Three Live Ghosts (M-G-M)
2*
The Three Musketeers (RKO)
3 ■*
Thunder in the Night (Fox)
2*
To Beat the Band (RKO)
2*
Too Tough to Kill (Columbia)
A-k
Top Hat (RKO)
4-k
Tough Guy (M-G-M)
2V2-AThe Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Paramount) 2V2'<kTransatlantic Tunnel (GB)
3-*:
The Triumph of Sherlock Holmes (GB)
2*
Two in the Dark (RKO)
2V2-ATwo for Tonight (Paramount)
1 -Ar
The Voice of Bugle Ann (M-G-M)
2V2-AThe Walking Dead (Warners)
2★
Way Down East (20th Century-Fox)
2* '
We're in the Money (Warners)
2-k
We're Only Human (RKO)
2-*Whipsaw (M-G-M).
2V2-k
The Widow from Monte Carlo (Warners)
2-k
Wife vs. Secretary (M-G-M)
3*
Women Trap (Paramount)
iVzk
Your Uncle Dudley (20lh Century-Fox)
2-k

You'll find this chart simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing film entertainment. Instead of
giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all over
the country, we have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average under General Rating,
beside each picture.
5^, extraordinary; 4-;^:' very good; 3-^, good; 2-^. fair; 1-^, poor.
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Hollywood

Martial

Does

Musical

A

Mirthful

'^Brown^

Up

joins the army and
"^slays' the world as the
head man of a riotous
regiment

of

singing

Including

Joan

BLONDELL

TAKE A BOW, LLOYD
BACON, FOR YOUR
DIRECTION
And the Same To You,
Warren & Dubin, for
These Great Songs
"A Buck And A Quarter A Day", "Put On
A Uniform", "In The
Arms Of An Army Man"

Beverly

Roberts,

Winifred

Shaw,

Joseph

King,

Eric

Craig

Blore,

Reynolds,

Robert

Barrat

Those thousands of "Bright
Lights" audiences who demanded
another song-and-dance show for
Joe have had their way ! Warner
Bros, went right out and bought
that famous stage musical "^Sons
0' Guns,' equipped it with an
uproarious cast and all modern
conveniences including new
Warren and Dubin songs, and a
passionate apache dance number
by Joe that stops the show.
The riotous results emerge as
the month's top entertainment.
7
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in the first dancing
filmed

in

all the

beauty

SCREEN

romance

breathless

of the new

TECHNICOLOR
THRILL

to a throbbing

of Old

California

!

love story

. . . gay

with

the laughter of sweet Senoritas
. . . alive with the dash of bold
caballeros

. . . atingle

music

song

and

and

with

dancing

the
of

daring hearts aflame
in a land of carefree
adventure.

PIONEER
PICTURES
presents

A

CAST

You Ve never seen anything like the spectacular
"Moonlight Dance". . .
and a score of other

OF

gasping scenes !

HUNDREDS
featuring
CHARLES

COLLINS

Dancing idol of Broadway
FRANK

MORGAN

Laugh star of 50 hits
STEFFI

DUNA

The girl of "La Cucaracha"
Luis Alberni • Victor Varconi
Jack La Rue • Directed by LLOYD
COBRIGAN. Designed in color
by ROBERT EDMOND JONES.
Distributed by
Vt*
Hear the sentimental
RKO RADIO PICTURES
songs

by the hit

composers, Rodgers & Hart : "When You Are Dancing
ihe Waltz" and "Are You My Love?"
9

A

Tour
By

of
Leo

Today's
T o w

Talkies

n s e n d

"The Singing Kid," with Claire Dodd,
Jolson and Allen Jenkins. Top, Grace
Bradley, Fred MacMurray and Joan

A love scene from "Petticoat Fever,"
co-starring
Robert
Montgomery and
Myrna

Loy, two of the screen's most
popular stars.

*** Captain January
(20th Century-Fox)
There's no use saying anything derogatory about a Shirley Temple
picture. Whenever you start wishing they'd turnish Shirley with a less
antiquated story to bock up her talents, you come around to the
conclusion that the little lady is so good she doesn't need a story.
Certainly, she proves it in "Captain January," for it's the old tale
about the nice elderly gent, acting as guardian to the nice little girl
and how the nasty truant officer wants to take her away and put her
in an institution. With that as her vehicle, Shirley manages to sing,
dance and turn on the personality so that when the picture is over
you think you've seen something good. What you've actually seen is
a child lift ordinary screenfare into the realm of good entertainment
by the magic of her presence. As the ward of Guy Kibbee, an aging
lighthouse keeper, her best friends are Slim Summerville and Buddy
Ebsen. With Summerville and Kibbee, she does a swell burlesque on
the Sextet from Lucia, and with Buddy Ebsen she swings into a couple
of dance numbers that practically remind you of Eleanor Powell. The
antics of Kibbee and Summerville as rivals for the young lady's
attentions are often amusing, and the dancing and the comic pan of
Buddy Ebsen help things considerably. But it's Shirley who makes the
picture what it is.
Preview Postscript
The new Will Rogers Memorial Stage v/as used for the first time
in filming this story. The problem of devising a waterfront which could
be used throughout the picture was finally solved by the art and
construction department. A tank, 80 feet square, four feet deep,
containing 143,616 gallons of water was finally designed within the
huge sound-stage. Its weight of 1,197,216 pounds required special
underpinning beneath the floor. Two full-rigged fishing boats ond a
coast-guard cutter floated upon the artificial sea during the filming.
Agitators on three sides, manned by crews of husky workmen, created
realistic waves, while vaporized mineral oil, cooled over dry ice,
provided fog which clung close to the water. The only accident which
occurred10 was when Shirley Temple became seasick . . . This is Shirley's

Bennett in "13 Hours by Air."
eighth film and she has yet to see her eighth birthday. Recently a
group of learned gents from all over the world came up to the studio
to study this little girl's amazing mental make-up. They discovered
that Shirley is a bright child, but not a child prodigy — comforting
to those who have seen a few of the latter.
***

13 Hours

by

Air

(Paramount)

A competent cast, and the outstanding performance of young
Benny Bortlett provide seventy minutes of good entertainment. There's
a bold and bad killer, one of Uncle Sam's sleuths, a fortune hunter,
a jewel thief, a prospective kidnapper and just about everything else
you can imagine aboard the de luxe air-liner, including young love.
You get interesting slants on commercial flying, too, for most of the
action takes place while flitting across country by air. Fred MacMurray is the handsome pilot and Joan Bennett is one of the passengers. With only thirteen hours in which to get acquainted, Fred
and Joan seem to waste a lot of time, but that little matter is taken
care of, for the ship is forced down by a blizzard in a remote and
rugged section of the country. Others in the cast are Brian Donlevy,
as the detective, Ruth Donnelly as the air-hostess and ZaSu Pitts as
the harassed guardian of young Benny Bortlett. Alan Baxter, Adrienne
Marden, Jack Mulhall and Fred Keating are also aboard.
Previev/ Postscript
Ten million dollars worth of equipment, and 1500 employees, were
donated to Paramount Studios for the purpose of making this picture
outstanding. W. A. Patterson, president of the United Airlines was
the
donoter,
whoyears
out the
line sole
at the
studio's
. . mother,
. Benny
Bortlett
is nine
old entire
and the
support
of disposal
his father,
and three small sisters, hlis father's in o veterans' hospital and until
last August when Benny marched into the studio and announced he'd
come for a job — and a good one — the Bartletts didn't quite know
what to do to keep the family going. Benny's been in four pictures
since, and it looks os if he'll be kept busy. {Continued on page 12)
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THEY

THEY

AlWAYS

WANT

SAY

SOmONB

MORE

WITH

EXPERIENCE...

THANK
-BUT

THAT

YOU SO MUCH FOR TELLING ME

ABOUT THESE JOBS, MRS. WHITE - I'lL
START RIGHT IN TRYING TO
LAND ONE, TOMORROVJ-

WASN'T
THE REAL

NEXTtW

J

I'm SORRY, MISS BAKER,
BUT 1 THINK MRS. \WH1TE
MISUNDERSTOOD ME_We
REALLY NEED SOMEONE
WITH MORE
EXPERIENCE

I COULDNT TAKE ON
A eiRL WITH PIMPLES
LIKE THAT/

REASON
SHE couldn't
GET
A JOB

J AND BE

i^^/ t^P/ f^RS. WHITE- I
v^^^^vf^aven't wad any luck.i
can't seem to put
myselp across. 1
wish i knew what-rr

r MY DEAR, I'M <50INQ TO BE
VERY PERSONAL. I THINK
THE TROUBLE MAY BE YOUR.
SKIN. HAVE YOU EVER TRIED
EATING FLEISCHMANN'S

MOTHER ALICE
_ I'veWORKS
got A-AND
JOB .'SHE
IT's
WHERE
SAYS ONE REASON THEY TOOK ME
WAS BECAUSE THEY LIKED
MY LOOKS' I MUST TELL
MRS. WHITE!!

SURE
THANK
A6AIN
TELLING

TO
HB?
FOR
\0U

ABOUT

Nfleischmanm's
YEAST.'

J SAY_M1SS
I've SOT
ANOTHER
, LAST FOR

BAKER STILL
TRaDEYOU-

jimmy-are

you

SURE you'qe not
MAKING UP ALU
THE NICE THINGS

Don't
be

let Adolescent
a handicap

Pimples

to YOU

^ YOU TELL ME ?)"
AFTER the beginning of adolescence — from
- about 13 to 25, or even longer — many
young people are troubled by pimples.
During these years, important glands develop
and final growth takes place. This causes disturbances throughout the body. The skin gets
oversensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin and pimples break out.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast is often prescribed
to help get rid of adolescent pimples. It clears
these skin irritants out of the blood. Then
— pimples go!

by clearing skin irritants
out of tite blood
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

Eat 3 cakes daily — one about K hour before
each meal. Eat it regularly — plain, or in
today!
a little water — until your skin clears. Start
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Shirley Temple

prompts

Jerry Tucker

Warner Baxter and Margo in "Robin Hood
of Eldorado."
Top, Barbara Stanwyck and
John Boles in "A Message to Garcia."
Wally Beery is the villain in this.

in a classroom scene from "Captain
January."
Guy Kibbee and Slim Summerville are featured, too.
** A Message to Garcia (20th Century-Fox)
Carrying that missive from Washington, D. C, to inland Cuba is a
task which includes fighting one's way through miles of swampland
and hundreds of treacherous Spaniards, but John Boles, as the handsome U. S. Army Lieutenant, manages to go through all that and
meet Wallace Beery and Barbara Stanwyck, besides. According to
history that message, when it was handed to General Garcia, led to
victory in the Spanish-American fracas in 1898. On the screen its
actual delivery Is prefaced by such unexciting episodes that one almost
wishes it could have been phoned to the good general. Mr. Boies'
long trek through the swamps with Miss Stanwyck and Mr. Beery as his
companions becomes a trifle monotonous, but the situation brightens
when he falls Into the hands of the opposition, for you get the idea
that something is about to happen. What happens is that the U. S.
Army swoops down on the enemy and rescues Mr. Boles, who hands
over the message to the General. You'd probably call it Wallace
Beery's picture, for he has more audience appeal with his stock
"lovable
character
have Boles
and Stanwyck with nothing
to
do butvillain"
carry on
a ratherthan
phlegmatic
romance.
Preview Postscript
This picture was bosed on Elbert Hubbard's essay, which was Inspired bythe message sent to General Garcia by President McKInley,
and dwelt on the moral of Initiative and devotion to duty. Gene
Fowler and W. P. Lipscomb did a real job of script-writing In making a
scenario from such meager material . . . Most of the picture was filmed
in a studio-built jungle and swamp. Part of this, together with a
Cuban village, was built as an exterior set on the back lot, occupying
10 acres of the llO-ocre studio. Much of it was also built on sound
stages where a swamp was filled with a dozen live alligators through
which Wally Beery and John Boles had to wade. The clligators
were In a hibernating stage when brought to the studio and v.-ere
made active by being placed In warm water. Two tons of Ice were
kept close at hand to cool the water should they become dangerously
active . . . The role that John Boles ploys In this picture parallels
his war-time12 career In the U. S. Secret Service in France.
On his

return from the war, having no money with which to continue his
studies, he took up singing to moke a living. The hardest port of his
career, though, come during the filming of this picture. He hod to
go into solitary confinement for three months during the shooting on
account of the stubble blooming on his chin ... To insure realism In
the picture, Francois De Valdes, Cuban technical director, had the
shirts, machetes, dried tobacco leaf and even the bread which is
eaten Imported from Cuba.
**

The

Singing

Kid

(Warners)

Done in
typicalshouter
Al Jolson
manner, which
it presents
the country's
Number
Onethemammy
in a manner
should meet
with the
approval
of every
his followers.
time Dodd,
he's awhofamous
musical comedy
and one
radioof star,
in love withThis
Claire
does
him in by running off with Lyie Talbot, Al's crooked attorney. Things
like that go straight to the heart of a mammy singer, so Al suffers
a complete breakdown and is forced to sojourn in the woods for a
rest. Here, of course, he meets a simple country girl (Beverly
Roberts) and her niece, Miss Sybil Jason. The country life seems to
be the life for Al, for it is no time before he has recovered his voice
and is back on his knees again in a Broadway musical. With, of
course, the girl of his bucolic interlude. The comedy in "The Singing
Kid" is the type you hear on the average radio program — in other
words, it's not very good. The song numbers are much bettter, and
the real stars of the picture are The Yacht Club Boys. The picture's
high point,
in fact,
a numberhand
called
Love toand
Singa,"
which thea
Yacht
Clubbers
andis Jolson
the "Imammy
Dixie innumbers
terrific kidding. Another Yacht Club gem is "My, How This Country
Has Changed." Beverly Roberts is a welcome addition to the ranks
of
the new screen players, and Sybil Jason is effective in a song
number.
Preview Postscript
Al Jolson's secret of success, for lo these many years, will
make you
blush.
He's
that Ifon that
audience
be outsmarted In the
motter
of found
wisecracks.
is donemustn't
the spectators

MODERN
in the paid seats will squirm and mutter,
"This guy's not so hot after all." But if you
play the part of o normally blundering human being, says Al, they'll think, "Poor dope,
let's give him a hand." In short, just give
your audience a superiority complex and
they'll
givesurrounded
you a fortune
. . .with
The day
when
the star
himself
mediocre
and negative talent is a thing of the past.
This picture's o good example of changing
times, as witness radio and stage rivals which
Jolson is mixed up with. There ore The
Yacht Club Boys — tops on radio in this country and in England; Cab Calloway, best
known cullud band leader in the wor.ld;
Mitchell and Durant, and a host of others
. . . Fronk Mitchell and Jack Durant were
both amateur champion boxers when they
formed an acting partnership twelve years
ago. Finding themselves pitted against each
other on a fight program one night in New
York City, the pair mutually agreed to clown
insteada of
swop .with
punches.
"act" that
was
such
success
cosh The
customers
Mitchell and Durant decided then and there
to book it on the vaudeville circuit. Recently the pair dissolved partnership and
entered the movies — only to be teamed again
in their first celluloid appearance.
****Mr.

Deeds Goes to
(Columbia)
Town
There should be more pictures like this.
Everything you're looking for in good entertainment is packed into "Mr. Deeds
Goes To Town." There's rich humor,
stark tragedy, sentiment, satire and all
the elements that make a picture a
"natural," including one of the most unusual love angles you've seen. Gary
Cooper, as Longfellow Deeds, the pride
of Mandrake Falls, has his best role to
date and handles it with a deftness that
should send his cinema stock soaring. Although he'd never been outside of Manin his than
life, Mr.
there's
no happier
man indraketheFalls world
Deeds.
That
is, until he falls heir to twenty millions
and goes to town. From then on he is
the victim of a series of heart-breaking
events, since everyone with whom he
comes in contact tries to take him for a
ride. The girl of his dreams, Jean Arthur, New York's ablest sob-sister, is using him for copy as the "Cinderella Man."
Jean Arthur's performance is entirely convincing, with her courtroom plea one of
the high spots of the picture. But then,
there are so many high spots in this flicker
that practically every actor can take credit
for a few. John Wray's plea for the halfstarved men in the country is an outstanding bit, while Lionel Stander, H. B. Warner, Raymond Walburn, George Bancroft
and Ruth Donnelly all give excellent accounts of themselves.
Preview Postscript
This is the fourth picture made by Hollywood's Brain Boys — Frank Copra and Robert
Riskin, the outstanding example of a successful writer-director combine. "Lady for a
Day," "It Happened One Night" and "Broadway Bill" are the other three, in cose you
don't believe us. And the next is "Lost
Horizon." . . . George Bancroft has had his
ups and downs in celluloid. But he will never
be broke. Some years ago George and
George M. Cohan tore hundred-dollar bills
in two, with both keeping one-half of each
as souvenirs. Thus if there's ever a question
of financial embarrassment among the two
Georges, it's just a matter of getting together to put the pieces together . . . Raymond Walburn come to Hollywood from the
New York stage, not because he felt the
screen offered a better medium for expressing his pent-up emotions, nor for the better
checking account.
{Continued on page 113)
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There was a young
. . . oui, oui!

actor

No respect for convention
had he.
He got slapped on the cheek
And jailed for a week
Just for kissing a girl in
Paree !
*
The

*

*

reason is not hard
to see ...

The answer is simply that
he
Never met the young miss
Till he stole that sweet
kiss
But things happen fast in
Paree!

PICKFORD-LASKY
PRODUCTIONS

LEDERER

i

ONE

liAINY

w/fh
IDA

LUPINO

HUGH

HERBERT

ROLAND
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Erik Rhodes Directed
■ Joseph
by Cawthorn
ROWLAND
Re/eased

thru

V. LEE
United Artists
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THEY

TO

Stars

may

foil, but

not

they

hoard

have

string

their

or

tin

souvenirs

Walter Connolly regards the
manuscript of the first threeact play ever presented in
America as his lucky talisman.

The blond wig Myma

By

Whitney

Williams

THE WORLD'S
a small place,
after all. No habit finds such universal response ^mong people as
saving . . . and in a mutual regard
for this trait Hollywood and the rest
of the globe lie closely akin.
From star down through the ranks
to extra, there's scarcely a player
who doesn't keep something cherished, something very dear to his
heart, in his safety deposit box.
Every manner cf chattel may be
found in these strong-boxes of the
stars . . . some of great monetary
value, but the majority are kept only
for sentimental reasons. The blond
wig she wore in her first picture,
Mrs.

Rudolph
14

Valentino's "What

Loy wore in

her
first picture,
"What Price
Beauty?" is seldom removed from
her safety deposit box.

Price cherished
Beauty?" than
lies intheMyrna
Loy's,
more
deed to
her
home. Nothing could ever persuade
Myrna to part with this personal
"prop" that figured so importantly in
her cinema debut.
Seldom removed from the vault
because of the high value attached
to it, Kay Francis' most treasured
possession is a ring, more than two
thousand years old, which her greatgrandmother found in the Catacombs in Rome.
When she had reached the ripe
old age of five years, Evelyn Venable
was taken backstage to meet Walter
Hampden, the Shakespearean actor
and her father's closest friend. He

presented her with a pomegranate.
"Who knows," said Hampden,
"but what someday you may be an
Some with
twelve
me?"years later, Evelyn
actress
did appear with Hampden as his
leading lady in Shakespearean repertoire. And in memory of that early
childhood day, the day she first decided to go on the stage, Evelyn has
kept the pomegranate. It reposes
now, its dried and shriveled shell
packed carefully in cotton, in a bank
vault.
Safeguarded in the hidden recesses
of her safety deposit box are the
funny little Mary Jane pumps that
Janet

Gaynor

wore

in "Seventh

MODERN

John Boles treasures
which entitled him to
he wanted to in
Belgium during the

SCREEN

the passport
go anywhere
France and
World War.

Heaven," the film that sky-rocketed
her to lasting fame. They're only a
plain pair of battered shoes, but
rather than permanently be separated
from them Janet would sacrifice anything she possesses. Once in every
picture the popular actress dons
them for a scene. Then back to the
box they go.
NORMA
SHEARER owns one of
the most gorgeous diamond bracelets in Hollywood, an engagement
present from her husband, Irving
Thalberg. Very infrequently does
she take it from its resting place at
the bank. And therein lies a tale.
A number of years ago while
visiting New York, the publicity
office of M-G-M requested her to
make a photographic sitting. A
young man by the name of Hubert
Voight accompanied her to the photographer's.
While she changed her costume,
she asked Voight to hold the bracelet for her. He slipped it into his
pocket and instantly dismissed the
incident from his mind. Apparently,
Miss Shearer did likewise, for not
until that evening while dressing for
dinner did she think of the bracelet.
A frenzied search was made to
locate Mr. Voight. Metro officials,
newspaper reporters, even the police
were called in by fhe frantic Miss
Shearer. Not that she considered for
an instant the possibility that the
publicity man had absconded with
the bracelet ... it was to satisfy her
peace of (Continued on page 122)

Impossible to print a picture that
would make its point and still stay
within the bounds of good taste

WE'D LIKE to take some person who had
just taken a harsh, over-acting cathartic
. . . and turn on the X-ray camera.
We'd like to print micro-photographs, too,
of the tissues of the alimentary tract. We'd
like to show you just what happens within
you when you take so drastic a purge.
If you could see those pictures, you wouldn't
be likely to take such medicine again. You
would be super-careful to take only a laxative
that is correctly timed. A laxative like Ex-Lax.
WHY HARSH CATHARTICS ARE
BAD FOR YOU
When you take a cathartic that over-acts, it
throws your entire system out of rhythm. It
hurries unassimilated food through your body,
causing violent muscular action in your alimentary tract. You have pains and griping.
You feel weak afterwards ... all worn out !
Authorities agree that strong purgatives
and cathartics should never be taken except
upon the advice of a physician.
WHY CORRECT TIMING IS VITAL
Now, what happens when you take a correctly
timed laxative like Ex-Lax?
Well, except for the relief you get, you

be
nauseated. You'll experience no unpleasant
after-taste.
In the morning your constipation will be
completely relieved. You'll feel fine !
30 YEARS' PROOF
New laxatives constantly appear with miraculous promises. But, remember this . . . for
over 30 years, Ex-Lax has been the approved
family laxative. More people use it than any
other laxative in the world. You can count on
it for mildness, gentleness, thoroughness, correct timing. A box costs only IGc at any drug
store. Or 25c for the economical, family size.
When

Nature forgets
remember

—

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
p
TRY
I
(PasteEX-LAX
this onAT a OUR
penny EXPENSE!
postcard)
I Ex-Lax, Inc., P. 0. Box 170
MM-66
I Times-Plaza Station, Brooklyn, N. Y.
>
I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample.

1■
■
<
■

hardly know that you've even taken a laxaI Name
I
tive. And that's as it should be . . . You take
I
.\ddress
I
a little Ex-Lax tablet, preferably at night. It
tastes just like delicious chocolate. It works
I City
Age
■
gently, taking 6 to 8 hours to be effective!
j (If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax. Ltd., Montreal ) [
You will have no stomach pains. You won't
Tune in on "Strange as it Seems," Ex-Lax Radio Program. See local newspaper for station and time
IS

Arline
Judge's
Jam
Cake was
greeted
with deserved enthusiasm when
Paula
Stone,
Marsha Hunt and
Wynne Gibson got
together for bridge
at Arline's house
recently. But
whether you are a
bridge addict or
merely like tempting refreshments,
you'll enjoy making the sweets
these gals serve.
Right, home-made
raspberry ice
cream sundae

is playing

time to eat, the cards were simply pushed aside and

that fascinating new game "Monopoly" — buying and
selling imaginary "property," mortgaging and foreclosing and cornering parcels of land to "build on."
But the members of one afternoon bridge club I know
of are not going to let this new real estate game
muscle in on their weekly (film work permitting,
naturally) bridge bouts which provide such fun.
The attractive foursome of which I speak consists
of Arline Judge, Marsha Hunt, Paula

the "eats" brought on, with the hope that there would
be time to resume the game after eating.

ALMOST

EVERYBODY

in Hollywood

BUT THE girls, you see, didn't figure on me or on
Scotty, our omnipresent photographer. For between
the two of us we took up hours of their time, wrecked
their game, drank gallons of Judge tea, ate pounds of
Judge cake and altogether made ourselves at home
and them miserable ! But all in a good
cause, of course ! And since the end
is said to justify the means, I walked
Marjorie
ofif without one little twinge of conD e e n
science— proudly aware of the fact

Stone and Wynne Gibson. And many's
By
the pack of cards they've cut between
them, many's the score they've totalled
and many's the cup of tea and piece
of cake they've consumed.
This particular afternoon was Arline Judge's turn
to have "the gang" at her place, so I found them in
her garden, the table set up beside the swimming
pool where they could acquire an early coat of summer tan as they played. They were deeply engrossed,
when I arrived, in "positively the very last rubber
game before refreshments !" It all looked so jolly
and sounded so amusing that although I had only
stopped in for a short chat I stayed for what developed into a long and delightful tea party.
It was not an elaborate tea party, by any means,
for bridge was the first consideration and when it was

that there were pictures in Scotty's
camera and a raft of notes in my bag.
It has been ages since I've written one little word
about afternoon entertaining and I was beginning to
think it was high time that I said something about
the way it is done in Hollywood. Then this golden
opportunity presented itself, enabling me to get some
first hand information on the subject from four different sources instead of the usual one. And such
charming sources — if I may be permitted to use that
unromantic term to describe such attractive screen
hostesses.
"What

do you serve when the charming members
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SEE

SCREEN

THAT

MAN,

MOLLIE
BET
KNOWN— IAS
THEHE'S
LITTLE

GRAY

MOUSE.

TOMMY
BAKER, YOU'RE
AWFUL.
THAT'S MY
FATHER— AND DON'T
EVER TALK TO ME AGAIN.

Courtesy Borden's

The

tea-time

re-

freshments these

stars

serve

delight

you,

will

too

of this bridge club meet at your
house?" I asked Wynne Gibson
when Arline had excused herself to
go in and see about the tea.

"I'm the sandwich maker-upper
of this crowd," mumbled Wynne,
biting her pencil thoughtfully as she
tried to make the scores balance. "I
like variety, and you can get plenty
of it with sandwiches," she continued. "We've made a rule, you
know, that only one particular food
shall be served with the tea — a
salad, sandwiches, cake or cookies —
any one dish, but not several different ones."
"We had to make that rule," interrupted Paula. "Why it was getting to be funny — and fattening,"
she declared, eyes twinkling. "It
became a sort of friendly rivalry to
see which of us could serve the most
elaborate concoctions, the largest
number of delicacies! The result
was that we upset the entire kitchen
department! And for what? So
that we (Continued on page 88)

"Aw, Honey,
I've never met your
father — how'd I know? Besides, it's
not his fault if his shirts look gray —
who washes them so badly?"
"My mother does — and goodbye!"

"Heavens above, who bit you, Son?"
"My girl did! I made a crack about
her father's dingy shirts — then I said
her mother didn't wash 'em right —
and now I've got the gate !"
FEW

"Pshav/, we'll patch that up. My own
washes used to have tattle-tale gray —
and it wasn't my fault. The trouble
was left-over dirt. Tell your girl her
mother ought to change to Fels-Naptha
as I did. That golden soap is so full
of naptha that every bit of dirt goes."

Banish
with

WEEKS

LATER-

"Say, Looks like we're going to have
"Sh-h-li! He may be calling you
a'Dad'
wedding
— but soon."
he'll never call you 'gray

mouse' again. Since he tipped us off to
Fels-Naptha Soap, my washes would
make a snow-man jealous!" ) PELS & CO., 19

"Tattle-Tale

FELS-NAPTHA

Gray"
SOAP!
17
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Yet

Miss

By

Allan's

Dora

not

Albert

light-headed

when

it comes

to work

rVE LOST the receipts to my trunks," said the young
woman with the green eyes, "and my boat is sailing in a
few hours. There was one brown trunk and one black
trunk, and they were sent out either under the name of
Elizabeth Allan (that's my stage name) or under the
name of Mrs. William O'Bryan, my married name."
The official at the dock, whose business it is to take care
of such matters, glared up at Elizabeth Allan. Was this
young woman trying to josh him when he was so busy?
But Elizabeth's eyes were very solemn under their long
lashes. She looked demure, appealing and completely
helpless.
"Sometimes I use one name and sometimes the other," she explained, "and I never
can remember which I've used."
"For heaven's sake," the clerk said, "don't
you know receipts are given you for a reason? WhyElizabeth
didn't you
take so
care
of yours?"
At that
looked
downcast
and
unhappy that the grim lines on the
face softened. "All right," he said,
if
I can find
trunks."
he
Elizabeth
had your
to sail
without But
them.

official's
"I'll see
couldn't.
Several

weeks later, to be sure, they arrived in
England, but that was just a happy accident.
To complicate things still further, Elizabeth lost her passport.
Telling me about this recently, she said,
waving her hands helplessly, "I'm a completely irresponsible person. I always was
that way. My mother, who's very sane and
practical, did everything she could to cure
me. She's still trying. But it has never
helped.
"I was irresponsible even when I was a
youngster going to school in England. When
we were supposed to be having our silent
study
I'd sneak out
and but
play I tennis.
I did period,
this innumerable
times
never
got away with it. Alwa3's I was found out.
I cut many classes in the same way. And
when I did go to class, I nearly always came
late, not because I wanted to, but because
I haven't the remotest idea of time. I dawdle, even now. I don't mean to come late
for all my appointments, but I inevitably do.
"At school I had great difficulty in passing

Elizabeth
lan is now Alin
England maki n g ''East
with George
Meets forWest"
Arliss
Gaumont-British.
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exams — and no wonder! I was so
completely befuddled. When I was
supposed to sweat up for a geograph}- exam (you call it cramming) I'd sweat up for a history
exam instead.

D

0

"My parents hoped that I'd be
a school mistress, but the only
thing I wanted to do was to go on
the stage. I used to sneak out of
the house and watch Pierrot
shows, or drape myself in spangles

W

and a scarf
mother's,
bedroom
doorof and
emote lock
for my
the
sole edification of Elizabeth Allan.
I played Juliet, on the edge of my
bed, without a Romeo in sight for
miles.

N

"At first m}' parents were horrified at the idea of my going on
the stage. Finally my father weakened and said that, since I was
too young to take my final degree
as a school teacher, I could play
Shakespearian roles at the old Vic
Theatre."
"So you'll get this stage idea
ouf of your system," he told Elizabeth, shaking a warning finger at
her. "But mind you confine yourself to Shakespearian roles."
And she did just that for several
years. But she didn't get the stage
bug out of her system. Instead it
flourished and grew worse until
finally she decided to go out on
her own, and got herself a job in
her first London play, "Michael
and Mary," with Edna Best and
Herbert Marshall. The play was
a hit, and Elizabeth was a hit
along with it.
IT WAS then that she demonstrated once again that streak of
impracticality that amounts almost
to genius in her. An American
manager came to her, ot¥ering her
a glittering contract. He had his
own repertory theatre, he said,
and he would like to star her in a
series of plays in the United
States. While he couldn't pay her
a large salary, she would have the
advantage of an assured income
over a period of at least a year.
Delighted at the idea of getting a
chance in America, Elizabeth
signed the contract.
Several London managers were
ofifering her contracts, but she
turned them all down airily, saying, "I'm going to America."
Then, without investigating any
further, she took her savings, got
in touch with her family, and
rushed oflf with her mother to
spend some delightful weeks in the
country. {Continued on page 94)

Imagine! You can keep your whole
wardrobe colorful . . . fresh . . . appealingly dainty all season long for less
than a quarter! Yes, that's all it costs
you when you buy "Ivory-washables."
And this year it's so easy to find
sports clothes, afternoon dresses — even
evening clothes — that will come out of
Ivory Flakes suds looking like new.
Because many fine stores and dress ;
manufacturers have arranged to have
fabrics tested by 6 Ivory washings. So
keep your "Ivory-washables" lovely
with chiffon-thin flakes of the soap
that's pure enough for a baby's skin.
Your clothes will stay bright . . . crisp.
And you'll always be ready to go
places and have fun !

99^^/00%

|Du;ie.
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/
natural Goddard's
look and
Paulette
sleek appearance
Evans'
Madge
are
perfection
points to shoot at!

THERE'S a one-word description, popular with all
you young things, which puts a finger right on our
whole beauty set-up for this spring. It's a current
bit of slang and an apt one — "She's smooth!"
Now a "smooth" look isn't just a matter of
clothes or make-up or hair. It takes in a gal from
her head to her toes and puts a general stamp of
fresh good looks upon her. And when you are
described as "smooth" looking by the young-bladesabout-town, you can give yourself a good congratulatory pat, iDecause it means that you've achieved
real attractiveness without letting on about any of
the artful dodges of modern beauty routines. And
this spring beauty of yours will look natural, just
as it should. Nothing is less to be desired than a
studied look of either prettiness or beauty.
You can't look "smooth" unless you are up on all
the latest news from the beauty purveyors, those
hard-working people who go into painstaking re-

!
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search to bring forth the latest improvements
cosmetics and hairdressing.

in both

Here are some of the discoveries I've just made and
I want to pass them on to you in time to put a finishing
touch to your springtime good looks.
The Vitamins are popping up in beauty talk these
days. It seems that you need Vitamin D to give you
a really knockout complexion. D is the sunshine vitamin, in case you get them mixed up, too, and you can
have it all done up in one cake of soap ! Use with
water, and there you are, cleansed with speed and your
skin all pepped up with filtered sunshine. Really, this
new soap is grand and there is no spoofing about its
actually containing this healthy, invigorating vitamin.
In place of, or to aid and abet the healthy glow of
this tonic soap, don't forget the cooling, soothing
of Eau de Cologne. I came across one that has
lightful spring bouquet scent and a large bottle
makes a very small dent in your pocket money.

touch
a deof it
I like

Foar

It's

a

natural

gets

sleek

and

look

that

you

a

smooth,

soft

skin-

beauty

compliments

this

springtime!

By

Mary
Biddle

Eau

de Cologne

to splash on

prodigally i-ight after my bath.
And in hot weather it is so reout it.

freshing, you can't get along with-

THERE'S
NOTHING
better
than a pick-up beauty treatment
before you set forth for evening
gaieties. However, heretofore,
it's been hard to find a simple one
that could be done in a jiffy and
still have all the beautifying effect
of a more protracted one. Now
you can have a "mock facial"
while you dress. This "five o'clock"
beauty cocktail is a delightful new
cream that you smooth on your
face after cleansing. Leave it on
for fifteen or twenty minutes —
meanwhile you will see it bring a
rosy tingle to your face. After
you
skin remove
tonic or the
lotioncream,
which there's
is madea
to go with it and which you pat on
your face. There isn't much more
to the whole beautifying routine
than there would be to powdering
your nose carefully.
Want to know a new trick about
lipstick smoothly? It's
applying
clever
as the deuce and just as
simple. Powder your lips first.
Aren't you amazed? This dusting
of powder leaves your lips dry and
ready (Continued on page 105)

it is made
ENGLAND

Can wcU

be proud

milder, far milder!

Just try Camay.

Then

see for

Viano Tobey — she has that
wonderful pale gold hair . . . smiling

yourself whether your skin isn't
softer, smoother — lovelier to look

hazel eyes — and her skin . . . well

at! And

Camay's price is so very

dozen cakes today.
she's proud of it herself and gives ^fw you should get at least half a
Camay most of the credit.
Mrs. Tobey keeps her skin soft,
smooth and attractive with Camay.
Camay can do this for you, too,
you know. It cleanses thoroughly,

Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

but ever so gently . . . that's because

CAMAY
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Here are some interesting people you never see on the
screen.
whofamous
pose stars
tirelessly
before theThey're
cameras the
to stand-ins
save their
tedious
work when scenes are being rehearsed. Below, Shirley
Temple with her stand-in, Marilyn Granas. And
Claudette Colbert with hers, Pluma Noison. Right, top
to bottom, Jane Withers with her shadow self, Gloria
Fisher. Virginia Weidler with hers, Barbara Campbell.
And the most striking likeness of all is Ann Harding
and her stand-in, Phyllis Yates. Height, weight and
coloring must

be similar to the star's for this job.
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STARS'
STUDIO
ADDRESSES
Columbia Studios, 1438 N. Gower St.,
Hollywood, Cali-f.
Gaumont-British, Lime Grove, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.I2, England.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Washington Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
Studios, 5451 Marathon
Paramount
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Republic Studios, 4024 Redford Ave.,
North Hollywood, Calif.
RKO-Radio
Studios, 780 Gower St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Samuel Goldwyn Studios, 7210 Santa
Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
20th Century-Fox Studios, Box 900,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Walter Wanger
Productions, 1040
North Las Palmas, Hollywood, Calif.
Warner
Bros.-First National Studios,
Burbank, Calif.

ABEL,
RKO-Radio.
ACUFF, WALTER:
EDDIE: Warner
Bros.
AHERNE, BRIAN: M-G-M.
ALBERNI, LUIS: Free lance. Write him at 20th Century-Fox.
ALBERTSON, FRANK:
Free lance. Write him at
M-G-M.
ALBRIGHT. HARDIE:
Free lance. Write him at
United Artists.
ALEXANDER, KATHERINEi Free lance. Write her
at M-G-M.
ALEXANDER, ROSS: Warner Bros.
ALLAN,
ELIZABETH:
M-G-M.
ALLEN, GRACIE:
Paramount.
ALLEN, JUDITH: Paramount.
ALLEN, ROBERT: Columbia.
ALLWYN. ASTRID: 20th Century-Fox.
AMES,
mount. ADRIENNE:- Free lance. Write her at ParaAMES. ROSEMARY: RKO-Radio.
20th Century-Fox.
ANGEL. HEATHER: RKO-Radio.
ARLEDGE, JOHN:
ARLEN,
lumbia. RICHARD: Free lance. Write him at CoARLISS. GEORGE: Gaumont- British.
ARMETTA, HENRY: Universal.
ARMSTRONG.
ROBERT:Universal.
RKO-Radio.
ARNOLD,
EDWARD:
ARTHUR, JEAN: Columbia.
ASTAIRE.
FRED:Columbia.
RKO-Radio.
ASTOR, MARY:
ATWILL,
LIONEL:
M-G-M.
AUTRY, GENE: Republic.
AYRES, LEW: Columbia.
BAKER, BENNY: Paramount.
BALL, LUCILLE:
RKO-Radio.
BANCROFT,
GEORGE:
Columbia.
BARBIER, GEORGE: Paramount.
BARKER, PHILLIP: Walter Wanger.
BARNES, BINNIE: Universal.
BARNETT, VINCE: Universal.
BARRAT, ROBERT: Warner Bros.
BARRIE, WENDY:
MONA: 20thParamount.
Century-Fo.x.
BARRIE,
BARRYMORE, JOHN: M-G-M.
BARRYMCRE,
BARTHELMESS, LIONEL:
RICHARD:M-G-M.
Warner Bros.
BARTHOLOMEW,
FREDDIE:
M-G-M.
BARTLETT, MICHAEL:
Columbia.
BAXTER. ALAN: Walter Wanger.
BAXTER, WARNER:
20th Century-Fox.
BEAL. JOHN: RKO-Radio.
BECK,
THOMAS:
20th
Century-Fox.
BEECHER. JANET: Paramount.
BEERY. NOAH, JR.: Universal.
BEERY.
BELLAMY.WALLACE:
RALPH: M-G-M.
Columbia.
BENCHLEY, ROBERT: M-G-M.
BENEDICT, WILLIAM: 20th Century-Fox.
BENNETT,
CONSTANCE:
Gaumont-British.
BENNETT, JOAN:
Walter Wanger.
BENNY. JACK: M-G-M.
BERGNER,
ELISABETH:
BERNIE, BEN:
Paramount. 20th Century-Fox.
BICKFORD.
CHARLES:
Free lance. Write him at
Paramount.
BIRELL, TALA: Columbia.
BLACKMER. SIDNEY: Free lance. Write him at
RKO-Radio.
BLAKELEY. JAMES: Columbia.
BLANE. SALLY: Columbia.
BLONDELL, JOAN:
Warner Bros.
BLORE. ERIC: RKO-Radio.
BLUE,
MONTE:
Free
lance. Write him at M-G-M.
BOLAND, MARY: Paramount.
BOLES, GLEN: Warner Bros.
BOLES,
JOHN: 20th
Century-Fox.
BOND. WARD:
Columbia.
BOYER. CHARLES:
Walter Wanger.
BRADLEY, GRACE: Paramount.
BRADY, ALICE: Free lance. Write her at Republic.
BREAKSTONE, GEORGE: Free lance. Write him at
Universal.
. '
.
{Continued on page 72)

BETTY, DEAa, I WANT TO
TELL YOU A PERSONAL
SECRET PEC AND I
LEARNEO IN PARIS
LAST SUMMER...

Start" the

day—

. . . it gives

you

and
that

the

alluring

Mavis is more than a talcum ... its
tantalizing fragrance is so feminine —
SO Parisian! Always before you dress,
clothe yourself in Mavis' gay allure.
Don't consider your bath complete
until you have dusted j'ourself all over
with Mavis Talcum. Mavis is pure,
soft as velvet, silken-fine. It protects

MAVIS

IN THE

RED

evening

— with

all-over

MAVIS

fragrance

your skin from drying, soothes it,
keeps it young. And its clinging fragrance gives you a mysterious scented
charm that men adore!
Mavis Talcum in 2,5f5, 50j5 and $1 sizes at
drug and department stores — convenient
lOf! size at S-and-lOf! stores. We invite you
to try Mavis— use coupon below.

V. VIVAUDOU, INC.,
680 Fifth Avenue, New Yoric City.
I enclose 10(5. Please send by return mail
the convenient size of Mavis Talcum — so
I can try its fragrant loveliness.
Name
Address
City
Stcde

.
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One

Hollywood
doesn't
know
a thing about
portrctying
poverty on the screen,
says a gal from Newark.

fan used to see certain pictures in spite of

Bette Davis' presence; now
she goes because of it.

M

Readers,

have
cash

your
prize

$5 PRIZE LETTER
It Happens in Hollywood

IT/

lOVt

AGAIN

with
ROBERT YOUNG
Romance,
Comedy, Adventure in
Rhumba Rhythm . . .
COMING TO YOUR
FAVORITE THEATRE
A

Production

It is amusing to watch Hollywood trying to portray a poverty-stricken family
on the screen. The people themselves are
so accustomed to elaborate settings, what
can they know of need in a town of plenty?
Granted that many extras are practically
starving, still one always sees them wellclothed and putting on the well known
dog even though their belt has been taken
in a few notches.
In "Riffraff" Jean Harlow plays _ the
daughter of a drunken pauper living in a
squalid section ef town. Her uniform for
the job in the fishery, alone, is well tailored. When she rises from bed, a beautiful
satin nightie drapes her lovely form. On
her wedding day she wears a satin gown
that is entirely too elaborate. Which reminds me of "The White Parade," with
Loretta Young, a few years back. Loretta
is a nurse — a student, at that. Everyone
knows that nurses receive scarcely any pay
at all. Yet, when she steps out with the
boy-friend, she wears a lovely frock — too
lovely to buy on a nurse's salary — topped
by a glorious velvet, full-length cape — also
too expensive. Another funny-bone tickler
is when the hero tells the heroine that they
could get along on $50 or $60 per week and
act as if it were pin money.
Well, they don't know poverty like I do.
No, Hollywood still has to go some to
make pictures real and true to life. —
Marion Rae, Newark, N. J.
Once

$1 PRIZE LETTER
a Bette Davis Avoider

There was a blonde motion picture actress who seemed insipid and unattractive
24

say
to

HUM

and

win

a

boot!

to me. I avoided any pictures in which
she appeared. It did not occur to me that
her roles were insipid and unattractive, too.
To my surprise she won the leading role
in the cinema version of one of my favorite novels, opposite one of my favorite
actors. I went to see the picture in spite
of her presence, and left the theatre cheering the film because of it ! You've guessed
it— the blonde was Bette Davis ; the picture, "Of Human
Bondage."
However,
I remained
cynical until her
portrayal in "Dangerous" proved that her
"Alildred" had been no artistic accident.
So it was that I went to see "The Petrified Forest" because of Bette Davis. Her
portrayal of "Gabby" is unforgettable.
I was wrong in my attitude toward
Bette Davis and I'm glad to admit it, and
glad to admit as well that she is now my
favorite actress. — Anna K. Hawkes, Bristol, Pa.
What

$1 PRIZE LETTER
About Public Taste?

It is not surprising that all the trashy
pictures spilled out of Hollywood are so
well attended, for it is only too obvious
that public taste is low. Real feminine
beauty is not a matter of geography, age,
dress or social status ; it is universally appreciated and admired.
Why, then, do producers strain so intensely to foist their leading ladies on the
public as beauties when they are not?
Why do they take half-baked girls with
a violent ego and a desperate, unscrupulous will to wealth and fame, and glorify
them?
I wonder!
these
remove their
expensiveTake
jewels,
their"stars,"
mink
wraps, their $250 gowns, their war-paint
and their lavish settings, put them in the
ordinary walks of life, and nobody would
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A Brooklyn reader says
that most of us would be
amazed to see the stars
minus
their glamor.

ever notice them.
In spite of their trtimpec! up glamor,
they are unnatural, out of place, pathetic.
I crave real, natural beauty on the screen
— a lovely, rounded form, a classic face,
natural hair, and an expression that radiates
kindness, intelligence, capability. — Bertha
Koenig, Brooklyn, N. Y.
$1 PRIZE
A

LETTER

Movie Fan's Unusual
Letter to His Wife

Dear "Colleen,"
Surely, Dearest, j'ou have not forgotten
how "It Happened One Night" that I
whispered to you "Be Mine Tonight'" and
how you replied. Darling, "As You Desire Me," I will. That was indeed "One
Night of Love" and what a "Grand Hotel"
we chose for our honeymoon and how kind
"The Little Minister" was !
But now it seems you are quite an
(Confimied on page 78)

The full glare of the
summer sun throws o
hard light on your skin
New "Sunlight" shactes
catch only the sun's
softest rays — flatter you!

IVOW
We lend a willing ear to anything
and everything you have to say concerning motion pictures — new players,
old players, censorship, current trends
in pictures, double features, shorts,
books you'd like to see filmed, and so
forth. Ten dollars in prizes will be
awarded each month for the six most
interesting letters submitted — 1st prize,
$5; five 2nd prizes of $1 each. Be
sure to send your full name and address. Modern Screen reserves the
right to publish letters in whole or in
part. Address: Between You and Me,
Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave.,
New York. N. Y.

Pond's

softens the harsh glare of the sun on your

skin . . . flatters you — with

new

"Sunlight"

powder

shades. "Sunlight" shades are scientifically blended to
catch only the softest rays of the sun . . . give you in
glaring summer,

the becoming

color of soft spring sun-

shine itself! Flattering with lightest tan, deep tan, or no
all! Completely
old

dark

away

"sun-tan"

tan at

from

the

powders.

MONEY-BACK TRIAL— Try Pond's Sunlight shade
(Light or Dark). If you do not find it more flattering than
i»rdinary sun-tan shades, send us back the box and we will
refund purchase price plus postage. Pond's, Clinton, Conn.
2 Sunlight Shades — Light, Dark. Glass
jars, SSj?, 70(?. New big boxes, 10^, 20j?.
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Answering

you've
and

all

asked

the

questions

about

Franchot

at

Joan
home

Both Mr. and Mrs. Tone ore taking
singing lessons. Left, you see them
in the music room of their newly
decorated home. Above, with their
dachshund,

ND SO they were married. In story books this
would have marked the happy ending. But this
happened in real life, and it's just the beautiful
beginning. I mean the married life of Joan
Crawford and Franchot Tone.
I did not know of Joan's and Franchot's
marriage plans until Franchot's air mail, special delivery,
written right after the ceremony, arrived.
"You are the very first person we've told," wrote the
bridegroom. "Our happy moment came this morning at
ten-fifteen in Fort Lee, New Jersey. Nick Schenck made
all the arrangements and the secrecy was complete. The
ceremony was performed on the lawn of the residence of
Ex-Mayor White, overlooking the Hudson River from
the Palisades — and Mayor Jenkins of Fort Lee conducted
the ceremony. We exchanged rings, Joan's a narrow
diamond and platinum, mine a plain platinum circle. Mr.
Schenck
34 and his associate, Mr. Friedman, were the wit-

"Pupchen."

nesses. After the ceremony they toasted us in champagne
and we rushed right back to New York to get Joan to a
rehearsal of a radio broadcast. We each wore a red
carnation. We had visited the place the preceding Wednesday night to sign the application for a license. The moon
was shining over the Hudson and outlined the slender
sweep of the George Washington Bridge in the background. Itreally was a heavenly spot."
THAT WAS the last I heard from the newlyweds until
Joan wired me to meet them in Pasadena and share their
first Hollywood meal, as Mr. and Mrs. Franchot Tone.
What a privilege, I thought, to be the first to greet them
and witness their new-found happiness. But two hundred others were of the same opinion. While Joan and
Franchot saw reporters, signed autographs and tried to
dodge camera fiends, I managed to wave a feeble hello
from the ragged edge of the crowd.
Finally, with a

Above,

Joan Crawford

and

Fronchot

Tone

in their very attractive bar. Isn't the drumshaped wall bracket which lights it tricky?

By

OF

JOAM

AMD

dexterity that placed Fred Keating's bird-cage trick in the
amateur class, we made the car and headed for home and
Hollywood.
"I want to see our house," cried Joan gaily. "I want
to see our new dining-room, the new music room and the
garden." Kicking off her shoes and shoving her hat to
the back of her head, Joan pressed her face against the
window. Every time we passed a tree or a house, she

Jerry

Asher

TOM

The entrance hall was filled with baskets ot tiowers,
packages and stacks of wires and letters. In the very
center stood a huge vase of white blossoms. It was addressed to Mr. and Mrs. Franchot Tone and conveyed
the sentiments of the cook, butler, chauffeur and night
watchman. Joan ran out to thank them immediately and
placed the flowers in her sitting-room. Just then the
butler entered.

would wave her hand and cry : "Hello, tree — hello,
house, I'm home again." Is it necessary for me to add
that Mrs. Franchot Tone was hilariously happy?

"Where does Mrs. Tone want the trunks?" he inquired,
addressing himself to Franchot.

During Joan's and Franchot's absence, William Haines
had gone ahead with the decorating plans that Joan had
okayed before leaving. When we arrived at the house,
the transformation was little less than a miracle. The
entire exterior had been cleverly changed. Bill Haines,
himself, was waiting to greet the bride and groom and
proudly conduct them on an inspection tour.

FOR A minute Franchot
oh, the trunks," he repeated
nificance of just who Mrs.
Then swallowing hard and

looked startled. "Oh-h-h —
hesitatingly, as tlie full sigTone was swept over him.
looking a trifle embarrassed,

Franchot replied, "Put my wife's trunks in her room,
please." Turning to me, he winked, as he continued, "I
haven't had the courage to call (Continued on page 90)
35

COMB

By Ruth
Rankin

Eric Linden's
year absence
Hollywood
done much for

twofrom
has
him.

ERIC

LINDEN is the lad who walked out on a Hollywood career which was going great guns, because he had

girl-trouble.
That may sound facetious, but
tious about Eric at the time. He
raw, sensitive, quivering in every
you get that way. When the
suppose you get it a little bit
in a class by herself.

there was nothing facewas torn wide apart —
nerve. At twenty-one,
girl is Frances Dee, I
worse, for Frances is

That wasn't all, either, although no one ever credited
anything else, in spite of Eric's protests. They thought
it was an uncomplicated case of lovelornness (now there's
a word) which is quite a romantic thing to think, and
Eric certainly looked the part. He couldn't have made
up for it any more convincingly. The trembling hand,
the downcast eye, the lonely hill-tramping, the complete
and total loss of appetite — all unmistakable evidence.

Girl

trouble

fill.
quite
more.

to pick
At any rate, when he returned he didn't have
up where he left off. He was way ahead of it. He
made a fresh start with one of the grandest

nden

to

drop

a

Maybe his absence made them realize it all the

juvenile roles ever written, the boy in "Ah,
Wilderness."
And some say he beat a BarryThe whole cast was
more to the draw.
pretty fast company for a kid who was out
of practise but, I reckon before things

promising

'em.
pacing
was in
Eric script
far, every
went
If he very
had read
town and
had his choice of parts to play, he
couldn't Jiave found
career,

now,

Linden

a

but

wiser

he's

back

young

maji

followed

"Ah,Wademess"
with "Voice of
Bugle Ann" with
Mile. O'Sullivan.

one that could
approach the anguished dawn-of-love
lad in "Ah. Wilderness." There was
something so helpless and lovable
and pathetic — and
familiar — about
the boy in his first relentless grip
of love. He has just done another
stand-out
performance
in "The
Voice of Bugle Ann." They have
some
wonderful
things planned
for him, way into the future.
When a studio does that an actor
has arrived.
He's twenty-four now and doesn't
look it. But still, he doesn't seem
exactly a child, either.
There is
calm confidence in his bearing ; he
has lost the old too-eager-to-please
that had him tied in knots. He
says he used to go for days without
seeing anyone, then when he did, he
talked a blue streak about nothing.

He really
didn't
want beto rude.
talk, but was
afraid
silence
would
Not knowing the first thing about acting— he says so himself — ^lie played one
intensely dramatic part for the Theatre
Guild. So Hollywood called him and began
talking over contracts and prospective roles

You've been through it ! Is there anything more harrowing on this earth? Who can laugh at it is a sadist, unless
there is sympathy and memory and understanding in the
smile. . . .
And there was
enough !

more

to it, too — as if that weren't

"I wasn't doing what I wanted to do — I hated the parts
I had to play. Wild youth and suffering mama's boys —
suffering cats!" said Eric. "I was getting labeled, you
know how people get the idea you are what you play. I
avoided everyone. I was called eccentric. Imagine, at
my age ! You can be erratic at twenty, but eccentric is
out. Well, I just got funny, I guess, and thought it best
to have a change of scene."
We'll refer to that later, as the tax-collector says. It
was discovered while he was away that a darn good actor
was lacking for many a part that no one else could

with him.
"You're emotional, aren't you?"
they said", in substance.
"Okay, emote."
Poor kid, he presided at every death-bed scene
and wept gallons and had hysterics and paced corridors and wore his nerve-ends down to the quick.
He didn't know how to act, and he was afraid to tell
anyone, so all he could do was be what he was playing.
If it happened to be a frantic, jittery, end-of-the-rope
kid, why E)ric drank gallons of coffee and didn't go to
bed, and thought about terrible disasters, and got himself in fine shape to scream if anybody looked at him.
He relived all the family tragedies that had ever happened to him — things he might better have forgotten.
Well, no human can keep that up forever — and be in
love, in addition.
So he put two and two together and decided that he'd
soon be measured for a strait- jacket if he didn't break
loose. He was so young — good gracious, being young
is hard enough, just trying to see through the fog of
baffling bewilderment, without being it twice — both being
it and playing it.
Eric didn't even pause to say goodbye. He boarded a
plane for New York, and sailed next day on the Bremen.
He found a villa near Nice. Got himself a cook, a police
dog, a French gardener, some chickens and a lot of books.
He had yearned to write a book for some time, so he wrote
one. It isn't for anybody to see. He wrote steadily for four
months. ". . . and I was purged of all my complexes,"
says Eric. "I wrote them clown and got rid of them."
He adds, "You have to be in love to write." Well, 1
guess that's as good an excuse (Continued on page <?J)
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Meet

Carole

successful

and

Muriel

Babcock

"Fieldsie,"

partnerships

in

one
all

of

the

most

Hollywood

NOW, HONESTLY.you
would never expect to find
Carole Lombard, one of
the glamor queens of
Hollywood, sitting back
of an adding machine,
laboriously tapping out
figures, would you? Or
find her diligently, and
not too accurately, typing
a business letter?
She has a secretary for

Across." Daily, she's been
working under hot lights,
she's been fitted and refitted and she's worked
pretty hard, and since then
she's been relaxing. Every
day for a week she and
Fieldsie have gone and
done things. And so on
this particular Friday
Carole says :

that, you'd say. She must
have ! Isn't she a star with
all the paraphernalia of a
star, a beautiful house
decorated in exotic blues
and yellows, clothes such
as few women can ever

go shopping
have
luncheon
at today,
the Brown

hope to possess and a career? Sure, she has a
secretary.

"C'mon,

Derby and then this afternoon, we'll go bumming.
C'mon, get your hat and
Madelayne Fields goes everywhere that Carole goes.

job.
But visualize this picture ! It is ten o'clock
of a Friday morning. Carole has finished
recent film, "A

let's
and step
rags We'll
glad
your the
take
Ford.

Now, if you were a
secretary and your boss was a glamorous star

It's the famous (in Hollywood) Fieldsie —
Miss Madelayne Field, to you. The tall,
hefty lass with the wisecracking tongue and
the fund of funny stories, who goes practically everywhere that Carole goes and who
is sort of a combination bodyguard, friend,
companion, secretary and business manager.
The latter is her official title, and her official

her most
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Fieldsie, let's

Princess Comes

and she said that to you, you'd probably break
all records dumping the morning mail into the
wastebasket and hotfoot it for your bonnet.
But not Fieldsie, by gosh. She's apt to
say, leveling a stern glance
out." at her employer:
"Don't you remember me? I'm the gal
who works for you. I can't go out today. I
have a job to do. Look at those letters !
Look at all the bills that have to be totaled.
I won't be through for days!"
And no amount of argument will sway her.
Sometimes Carole {Continued on page 91)

Can you picture
Carole Lombard at
an adding machine?
eitherweuntil
. . .
couldn't
No,

OST

PEOPLE,

who

know

him

only on

screen, take Wally Beery for just a big,
■T^vTl
I
ft dumb guy who got a good break. But they
Cw.^^€»^ are mistaken. Wallace Beery is one of the
few stars who has never hired a business manager. He can attend to his own entirely. His present
contract is one of the few in Hollywood studio files
which calls for a salary several times more than the
President of the United States receives. Contracts are
usually drawn by lawyers, but Wally wrote his own and
M-G-M's attorneys could find no fault with it.
Wally's investments and adventures in the stock market have not been as profitable as they could have been,
but it has been more due to bad breaks than unwise judgment. He has made and lost several fortunes and is now
collecting his fourth, if I am not mistaken.
Wallace Beery is a hard guy to figure. He plays the
piano beautifully and writes music which would sell, if
he would put it on the market — yet no photographer ever
got a shot of Wally at the piano. On even the hottest of
California summer days, he never goes in his swimming
pool, at his Beverly Hills home, without putting on a
leather jacket, tightly buttoned up around his bull-like
neck.
He does it to keep warm, he tells people.
He is a homely mug and always was, yet he was once
the husband of Gloria Swanson, one of the screen's most
glamorous women. He was making his first picture success then, playing the comic role of a Swedish hired girl
at the old Essanay in Chicago. Wally wasn't handsome
to anyone but Gloria, then but a baby starlet and not yet
even a Mack Sennett bathing beauty. He owned a yellow Mercer roadster, which he drove fifty miles an hour
over dirt roads, almost breaking the heart of his producer,
who feared they would bring Wally home on a shovel,
in
of a manner.
picture. She
It affected
heart, too,
but the
in amidst
different
married Gloria's
him.
His father was a Kansas City cop and his mother

BOY

Wally

but

he's

Beery,

screen

actually

putty

roughneck,

in

the

small

may

heckle

hands

of

a

movietown,

certain

gal !

weighed 220 pounds. For a Sunday-go-to-meeting suit,
Wally had to wear his old man's cut-down blue uniforms.
To this day he hates a blue suit and will not wear one or
associate with anyone who does. He hated piano lessons
even more but stuck with them to please his doting Ma.
He ran away from school —
"Not because I was the class dummy, but because I
knew a fellow could learn more about geography and
things in general by grabbing a freight train and seeing

with him in several films. He says that if ever he slips
in pictures, he can sing for a living.
He is a speed demon and has a positive mania for anything which will go fast. He gets more kick out of a
roller-coaster than Carol Ann does and he flies his big
plane like a dexnon, but has never had a serious crack-

has the appetite of a bull whale and doesn't like conversation when he eats, unless he meets a pal or two
at the Vendome or the Hollywood Brown Derby, then
he puts on the feed bag to the accompaniment of chin
music.
He is a devoted husband and a real father to his
adopted daughter, Carol Ann. He and the blonde Mrs.
Beery are probably the best mated and happiest couple

His favorite film is still "Robin Hood" and the things
he would like most to forget are most of the comic pictures he and Raymond Hatton made as a comedy team.

up, although he has made many passengers' hair raise in
fright-wigs style. Recently he flew Carol Ann to New
York and back in two days just because he thought she'd
enjoy seeing "Jumbo" ! He spends weeks alone, or with
life than he could ever get out of books and such."
Mrs. Beery, at his mountain lodge at Silver Lake, always
HE GOT a job in a circus and
flying his plane up and back. He is
a licensed commercial pilot and
watered the elephants until he became a trainer. He ran into old
probably the most experienced among
all the air-minded stars.
Topsy, an elephant he had once
By J. Eugene
handled as a trainer, on one of his
In making "O'Shaughnessy's Boy"
with Jackie Cooper, he had to wrestle
C h r i s m a n
sets in "O'Shaughnessy's Boy" and
the old girl recognized him and
a tiger. Proudly he invited the press
trumpeted loudly until he came to
to see him display his talent as a
see her.
handler of the jungle demon. InUnlike other big stars, Wally eats lunch in the studio
stead of being a baddie, the tiger wanted to play and
Wallace had to scratch him.
But the man has no fear
cafe. He always takes of? his coat, drapes it over the
in him.
back of his chair and takes down his suspenders. He

in all filmdom. When he was on location making "Treasure Island"
at flew
Catalina,
sea plane
between
scenes,
it to he
the chartered
mainland awhere
a fast and,
car
waited twenty-four hours a day, to rush him to the bedside of his very sick wife. He swears he will make an
actress out of Carol Ann and she has already appeared

HE IS fifty-six years old and admits it. He is six years
older than his brother Noah and got the yen to become
an actor when he heard that Noah was becoming a big
shot by singing on the stage. He likes to play practical
jokes on others but can take them, too. He will admit that
he's lazy and he detests to be interviewed by writers or
newspaper men — but he always has something worth
printing to say.
When reading of the latest kidnapping or the latest
gang crime or bank hold-up, (Continued on page 82)

By

Mildred

Helen Vinson with her
tennis-star husband, Fred
Perry. Her latest GB film

Mastin

is "King of the Damned."
Pou/

went

practical

plans

can make careful plans for yourself, figure out wisely what you must achieve, and
what you must avoid, then you fall in love —
and poiif — your plans are gone like feathers
in the wind."
It was Helen Vinson, bride of Tennis Champion Fred
Perry, speaking. She sat, her hands full of snapshots,
her eyes dwelling lovingly on the face that figured in each
tOU

picture. "I act like a high school girl, don't I. dragging
his photographs out all the time ?" She gathered the pictures up with a little laugh and slipped them back into
the dressing" table drawer.
Well, perhaps she was acting like a high school girl.
That isn't surprising, for she's in love. What was surprising was Helen's marriage to Perry in the first place.
And the swift romance, culminating in the midnight wedding, amazed everybody who knew the young actress.
Helen Vinson had sworn, repeatedly, that she would
42

when

Helen

Vinson

married

never remarry. The breaking up of her first marriage
had been a disillusioning and sorrowful experience for
her. She was wed to her first husband when she was
little more than a child, in her teens. She was too tall for
her age, shy and awkward. Too self-conscious to enjoy
much social life and not popular with boys of her own
age, she had buried herself in books. Then there came
into her life a man fifteen years her senior. He shared
and appreciated her intellectual interests. He understood
her ! She thought it was love. She married the man.
And, "For a while," she says, "I was ecstatically happy."
But as Helen matured, became poised and sure of herself and ambitious for an acting career, their paths grew
farther and farther apart. They were divorced and Helen
went to Hollywood.
"Shortly after I got there," she says, "someone told
me that California law did not permit a divorcee to remarry until a year after the final {Continued on page 109)
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Anne's only seventeen,
but she's a stctr with
five pictures planned

Lois

Svensrud

for
her.of "Winterset"
is one
the biggest.

I JUST couldn't be anything hut a movie star.
You see, I could never have

"If there's any secret to
f

i

my success," Anne was
saying, "it's being just plain
lucky enough to fall into
work that I can do, instead
of having to earn my living at

1

because I'm
to college,
gone
not smart
enough to get the
credits.
I can't draw a line or
write one, either.
I can't run a
typewriter
or a sewing-machine.
Why, I wouldn't be worth my soap as
a laundress because I'd probably never
master a washing-machine ! So, I guess I'd just
be a flop in anything but the movies."
The speaker is Anne Shirley. Yes, the same Anne
Shirley who occupies such a bright spot in the cinema
solar system.
Surprised? Well, weren't we! Here we'd come to
get the gal's secrets-of-success-at-seventeen and relay
them to a waiting world. We'd expected to get the usual
veneer of sophistication plastered over a goodly supply
of conceit.
And here was Hollywood's youngest grown-up star,
attired in blue slacks and red bobby socks with the friendliest smile in the world. Focused on us was a pair of
brown eyes as amazingly direct as the announcement
that was just made.

something I'd never be any good
at no matter how hard I tried.
Because, you see, I practically did fall
into it. I was only a year old when a photographer saw me on the street, in New York,
with my mother and he asked her to let me model babyclothes for an ad. A year or so later a talent scout from
Fox's New York studio asked her to bring me out there.
A role in William Farnum's "Miracle Child" was the
result. And I was launched in moom pitchers as easily
as that ! It's funny, you know, but that's the way things
seem to happen to me. I don't do much about it, but
nice things just drift around, somehow."
THAT

WAS

fourteen years ago when Anne first emoted

for the camera. What's more, it was real emoting. For
the minute her eyes lit on the magnificent whiskers, which
Bill Farnuni had sprouted for the picture, Anne set up
a howl that shook Manhattan.
{Continued on page 80)
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Without

a

struggle,

Miss

Shirley's

made

the

movie

grade

Jimmy

claimed thcrt

playing necks two
a yearroughwas
plenty and so he
took his case to
court.
he
won What's
it and more
was
released from his
Warner contract.

+

+ +

No

tornado

speed

of

Kansas

has

and

Jimmy

ney

force

Cag-

when

gets

the

going

he

\

Ardent tennis enthusiasts, Mr. and Mrs. James
Jim made "Ceiling Zero," with June Travis,
Cagney enjoy the matches together.
before his recent studio walkout.

THE

IRISH

are an extraordinary race. God bless them

for delivering us from the awful monotony of continual calm.
It will be violating no confidence to reveal that Jimmy
Cagney is Irish. The fact has been bruited about pretty
generally. But he is not "professional" Irish. He himself
has never traded upon it. Simply, it is one of those
obvious and dominatmg actualities which simplify the
work of the press. One writes, "Jimmy Cagney. fighting
Irishman," and the story is practically complete with a
little elaboration, which we shall tie right into with undisguised enthusiasm. No use trying to hold us back
about Jim. We won't hold.
Any Irisher worth his salt, as you well know, is never
really happy when things are going smoothly. He has
to snarl them up somehow, and anything at hand is welcome which offers a certain way to embroil his affairs into
a lovely turbulent riotous mess.
MANY A MAN would sit down in the midst of a serene,
unwavering, dull success, and count his fortunes. The
only thing with which he could reproach himself, possibly, would be the spare tire assembling about his middle.
Well, this man bears no resemblance to Jim Cagney. Jim
wouldn't give a spare tire a break, and if he ever indulges
in self-reproach nobody knows anything about it.
Naturally, Jim goes around with a permanent Cause —
the Irish have to have a Cause. Which means they are
in the midst of a permanent fight. The Cause always has
something to do with freedom — whether for a nation, a
group, or an individual. And of course they are militant
about personal freedom. As soon as they have it, most
of them go right out and get tied up four other ways.
They are so marvelous, the world would be utterly unendurable without them.

All you have to say is, "He's Irish," for any number

of perfect strangers to break into warm expansive smiles
and to extend a welcoming hand. It is a universal introduction, comparable with none other. You could say, "He
has millions my deah, he swam the Hellespont, he just
wrote a best-seller, he's an ail-American half-back, women
swoon for him, he can drink any man alive under the
table and hold it like a gentleman"- — and get no better
results. Shucks, I'm not getting away with all this lofty
generalization. You know whom I mean.
NOTHING SO captures our imagination or so endears
an actor to his following as to have him run true to form
— to follow through with the type of character he plays
on the screen, in his actual life. It is extravagantly satisfying to discover
yourandfavorite
raise canaries
or sitthat
down
take it roughneck
on the chindoesn't
when
he happens to be outside of camera range. The particular
actor may be a headache to producers — but if they would
figure it out calmly, it's money in the bank. A natural
like that happens only once in a lifetime.
If all the world loves a lover, it loves a fighter just a
little bit more. The fighter is not only going to get the
girl — he's going to keep her. To paraphrase something I
read somewhere, "Every girl has two sweethearts — her
own and Jimmy Cagney."
When Jim enters a room, it has all the soporific effect
of an electric shock. After years of knowing him, the
effect never wears off. He is tangible. He is definite. He
is what he is, with no distracting side issues to diminish
it. Every gesture he makes has a beginning and a climax
— swift, abrupt, and positive. His words are the same.
He doesn't pick around cautiously over sure ground, feeling his way. He launches smack into the matter, whatever
it is— discussion, argument, interview — and gives you
something you can get a firm grip on, whether or not you
can print it. He isn't sugar-coating {Continued on page 98)
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Dick Powell grabs hold o{
Ginger Rogers and Scotty
gets a shot at them. All this

Photos by
J. B. Scott

at Joan
Crawford
Tone's
party
for Leopold
Stokowski.

Tone's large reception for Leopold Stokowski,
which turned out to be one of the social
events of the past season. Joan's parties,
heretofore, had always been gatherings of
intimate friends, but some four hundred invited guests showed up to greet the famous
conductor of the Philadelphia Symphony,
who seemed to be enjoying himself immensely. Perhaps because no one osked
him to bring his baton.

The really big news of the month is that
Joan Crawford's shoulders are four inches
larger than Garbo's. Heretofore the melancholy Greta's measurements were considered tops in that department. But Joan
has a tape measure to prove she has more
shoulder than Garbo. Just think of the
extra disdain that those four inches can
give to a fine shrug.

Inveterate snoopers have finally located
Myrna Loy's hideout. It's Lake Arrowhead.
For months Myrna has been slipping out of
Hollywood for quiet week-ends, but no one
knew her destination until it was discovered
she owns a lodge at Arrowhead. Evidence
that wedding bells are in the offing for
Myrna and producer Arthur Hornblow is that
the lodge has just been enlarged.

When Bob Montgomery did his sulking
last year it was because he was on a oneman strike against the superficial, wisecracking gents he'd been playing in almost
every picture. No more of those, said
Bob. So he took a long vacation, returned
to the studio and the first picture he made
was "Petticoat Fever" with Myrna Loy.
It's a story of the far north, and we were
surprised to find Bob playing the same
wisecracking gent he had walked out on
some months before. Hollywood or
Labrador,
for Robert. it looks like there's no escape
Another
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surprise

was

Joan Crawford

This month's title-changing championship goes to Frank Capra's "Mr. Deeds
Goes To Town." Originally it was called
"Opera Hat," but the opera sequences
were removed and the hat didn't fit. "A
Gentleman Goes To Town" was the next
title, but just when everybody was sitting
back it was discovered that M-G-M owned
aRather
story than
calledhave
"A the
Lady
Goes Tobump
Town."
gentleman
into
the lady in every theatre in the land, Mr.
Capra changed his title to "Cinderella
Man." Someone said M-G-M owned the
rights to that title. M-G-M was contacted.
Go ahead and use it, M-G-M said. Then
it turned out that M-G-M didn't own the
rights at all. Another studio owned the
title, and they wouldn't give it up. Soooooo
— "Mr. Deeds (after some hesitation)
Decorations by
Hamilton Greene

Goes To Town."
Hugh Herbert's brand new ranch attracts
a number of visitors these days, but some
of them don't come' back a second time.
It seems Hugh keeps four goats on the
place, and he's so proud of them thai no
one can leave the place without sampling

Three smart-looking gals turn
out for the Crawford-Tone affair. Left to right, Madge
Evans, Joan Blondell and Irene
Dunne swing along together.

a beaker of goat's milk.
You either like goat's milk
or you don't, and those
who don't — and they are
legion — are deserting
Hughie in droves.

elors — xv^ii, jiiiiiii/ otewaiL ^na
right, his pal, Henry Fonda.

Movietown

gomgs-on
Treason Note : The immaculate whiteness of the picket fence surrounding the
Toluca Lake Park home of Walt (Mickey
Mouse) Disney's brother is sullied by an
unknown's pencil sketches. Mr. Disney
doesn't mind that so much, but the drawings are of
the Sailor
! Mickey's arch rival, Popeye,

first

hand

s latest

as

by

seen

our

man-about-town

Spent our first day at Palm Springs recently and now we know why everyone
who visits the place wants to go native. It
is, just as the ads put it, terrific. Saw a
number of picture people lounging around
the El Mirador pool baking out their income
tax worries and watching Anita Louise do
some posing for a photographer from her
studio. Anita posed sitting, standing and
lying beside the pool, and posed gracefully,
but somewhat timorously, on the end of the
diving board. Then she startled everyone
by actually going in for a swim. And just
when we had decided that Hollywood bathing suits never get wet!

he was. "Why," said Mrs. Temple, "he's
one of the greatest men in the world."
"Oh, no," said Shirley. "There's God, and
then there's Mr. Butler."

Dave Butler, who has directed most of
Shirley Temple's pictures, is one of Miss
T.'s favorite men. During the shooting
of "Captain
January,"
H. G. Wells

Two years ago she was June Vlasek,
playing extra roles and glad to get them.
Now she's June Lang, and 20th Century-Fox
is planning big things for her. She's the
gal who plays the schoolmarm in "Captain

By

Leo

January," and Fox executives are so impressed by her possibilities that, according
to rumors, she is about to be presented with
a $6,000 dressing-room. All oi which comes
under the head oi nice going.

When Ann Sothern departed these hills
for New York by plane recently, Cesar Romero presented her with a box of jumbled
mosaics to while away her time in the air.
Mosaics, in case you don't know, are tiny
blocks of wood, something like a jig-saw
puzzle. Ann worked on the thing all the
way to New York, spilling the entire box
whenever the plane struck an air pocket.
About fifty miles past Pittsburgh she
finally got the thing together. It turned
out to be a picture of herself.

Townsend

dropped in on the set and production
stopped while everyone met the great
English
whomother
hasn't who
yet
read
muchauthor.
Wells, Shirley,
asked her

Gene Raymond's still boasting about the
80-pound marlin he hooked off Palm Beach
a couple of months ago. On his return to
Hollywood, from the Florida resort, he wired
the good news ahead, and found himself
met at the train by his pal Jeanette MacDonald, who handed him a fancy box which
contained, when Gene finally got it unwrap ed, asingle sardine.

When he was signed for the lead in
"Dancing Pirate" Charles Collins, Fred
Stone's stepping son-in-law, was elated.
For several seasons he and Dorothy Stone
had danced in New York's better supper
clubs, but this was his first movie, and he
wanted it to be right. His part called for
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Left above, Mr. and

Mrs. Temple

hold firmly to Shirley at the "Captain January"
Moore,
above, preview.
steps outErin
withO'BrienJames
Creelman

to see "The Old Maid."

long sideburns,
so Mr.
C. devoted'
a month
to
growing
a fine pair
of them.
Came the
first day
of shooting, and he reported proudly to director
Lloyd Corrigan. Corrigan took one look at the
Collins' handiwork and snorted, "Good Lord !
Go back to the make-up department and have
those things put on right !"
Social Note for Dog Lovers: Charlie Ruggles
opened his new See Are Kennels out Ventura way
with a cocktail party to which the press and
other dog lovers were invited. The party was for
the dogs, but we snooped around for a couple of
hours and wish to report that not one of them
took so much as a single martini.
Fay Wray is the jumpingest gal in town.
Jumping from London to New York to Hollywood, she remained here on!)' a few weeks when
she hopped back to New York and then to Nassau to spend a short vacation with hubby John
Monk Saunders, who commuted from London
and back to see her. After Nassau, Fay leaped
back to New York and on to Hollywood, where
a picture assignment awaited her. We think it's
nice that its title is "Roaming Lady."
Lunched with Jean Harlow a few weeks ago
and watched her hairdresser do up those
new brownette locks.
Brownette, in case you
Left, Irene Hervey
gals
are wondering, is
listens intently
almost the natural
while Allan Jones
shade
of lean's
hair,
and she
looks even
talks with Leopold
better in it— in person
Stokowski.

Fred MacMuiroy

took his best girl,

Lillian Lamont, to Basil Rathbone's
party. And here they are chatting very
animatedly with their beaming host.
Fred and Lil are engaged,
and on the screen — than she did in all her
platinum glory.

m's
moviedo
A goodly
famous
were on percen
view tage
at the of
annual
Awards
banquet of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts to see Bette Davis, Victor McLaglen, et al, receive the gold statuette
which is known familiarly in Hollywood
as Oscar. Naturally, Oscar is the most
popular guy in town on that night of
nights, and everyone awaits with bated
breath the announcement which awards
him to the top stars, director and picture
of the year. As a matter of fact, the \yinners, who are supposed to be as surprised
as anybody, know the results long before
the announcement is made. They know
because they're asked downstairs where
there is a facsimile of the speakers' table
and a battery of cameras which photographs their acceptance several hours before they actually do any accepting.

The real star of the evening was D. W.
Griffith, who was awarded a special Oscar
for his contribution to the development of
"The
motion pictures. The great director of HollyBirth of a Nation" was so touched by
wood's acclaim that he unconsciously joined
in the applause for himself. His brief and
dramatic speech was easily the high point
of the evening.

Romance Dept. : Bob Taylor has been
devoting most of his time to Barbara
these evenings, while Irene
Stanwyck

y'know.

Two more guests at the Academy
Awards dinner. Ross Alexander and
Rosalind Marquis, new to Hollywood, talk things over in an uncrowded corner.
She's cute, huh?

Hervey is being seen about with Allan
Jones
. . . Powell,
Jean Harlow's
closest
still Bill
and vice
versapal. .is.
Jeanette MacDonald giving most of her
spare hours to Gene Raymond . . . rumors
are persistent that John Barrymore is
furnishing
home,it and
it'sElaine
completelya furnished
will when
contain
(Ariel) Barrie . . . and the newest big
romance is Gary Grant and Mary Brian.

Incidentally, when the Brian lass returned
from England she found her Toluca Lake
home completely redecorated. Whether Mary
was as glad, as she was surprised, is difficult to record, for the decorations were
strictly not in the Billy Haines manner. The
artists who went to work on it were her
Toluca neighbors, which include the Stu
Erwins, Glenda Farrell, Jack Oakie and
W. C. Fields. Some of the Fields touches
are
exhibit
friendsstill
whoon can
take for
it. those of Mary's

Lunched with Joe E. Brown a few weeks
ago, we were surprised to find him a
quiet, serious-minded guy. He had just
come from having an impression of his
mouth immortalized in concrete in the
forecourt of Grauman's Chinese. You
can't put your mouth in concrete, he discovered, because your nose gets in the way.
So someone took a trowel, and with two
generous sweeps made an impression of
what the Brown mouth ought to look like.
We asked Joe E. about his being among
the first ten box-office attractions of 1935,
and it's his belief that the kids put him
there. He watches his fan mail carefully,

and whenever a youngster complains about
a scene in one of his pictures he starts to
worry. For example, when his own
daughter saw him eating with his knife
in one of his epics she said, "That's not
my daddy." Joe didn't sleep for a week.
The Dionne Quintuplets, whose only rival
for female pulchritude is Shirley Temple,
have now formally made their screen debut
and can safely rest on their laurels. It might
interest them to know that little Miss Temple
was taken to see their picture. Someone
asked her how she liked it and Shirley replied, "I think children are cute in the

movies."
Dr. Joel Pressman put Mrs. Pressman
(Claudette Colbert) plus flowers, candy,
etc., on the train bound for New York
the other night. Imagine his surprise when
an hour later Claudette arrived home plus
flowers, candy, etc. ! It seems that, enroute
to the depot, the doctor had slammed his
fingers in the car door and, just as the
train pulled out, Claudette began worrying so much
husband's
woundeda
condition
thatabout
she her
jumped
off, flagged
taxi and tore home.
been married for over
ever, satisfied that the
Claudette finally made

And here they've
two months. Howinjury was minor,
the trip.

Where do you think the movie actresses
go
relax their
You're
right —76)to
the to
movies!
Bette nerves?
(Continued
on page
49
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HOLLYWOOD'S
Public Enemy No. 1 is in our midst,"
said Preston Foster grimly. "He's lurking in ambush.
He's a sneak, a decoy, a destroyer. He's subtle and sinuous and soft. He steals on us unawares. The G-men can't
get him because he's bodiless. He can't be put behind bars
because he's invisible. He attacks his victims individually.
And each one has to do his own fighting. If we rout
the enemy we're as safe as actors ever are. li he defeats
us we're as done as cold baked potatoes.
"And Hollywood's mortal enemy is not any one of the
things it has been said to be — -neither too much wealth
nor the 'other woman.'
"No, Hollywood's mortal enemy is 'I'! L . .L . .L . .the
Great Mogul, Me . . . the pui¥y-headed, swelled-chested,
know-it-all /.'
"And when that enemy downs a man that man is dead.
I've seen good actors turn into stuffed shirts. I've seen
hard-working, humble kids transformed into strutting
popinjays.with
I'vetheir
seen noses
swell in
girls
into silly
manikins
the metamorphosed
air and their brains
removed from their golden heads.
50
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"I know a chap, who was a big box-ofifice star a couple
of years ago. He was so badly smitten by the enemy that
he wouldn't even act in most of his long shot scenes. He
had his stand-in do his acting for him while he stood
with his eye screwed to the camera lens, directing how
things should be done. He was so good in his own esteem
that his job wasn't big enough for him — he had to direct
and supervise the script and camera work besides. He had
an ego complex in maniacal form. Well, he isn't sitting
very pretty now. It's a known fact that when we begin
to think we're pretty good others think we're pretty bad."
_ Preston Foster, big, hearty and unactorish, lounged in
his chair opposite me. He struck me as a combination
of Clark Gable and Spencer Tracy. He has some of
Clark's complete casualness and debunking quality, with
the ruggedness and stark simplicity of Spencer Tracy. In
other words, he is a man's man.
I said, "But aren't there sotne ways and means of de-

the enemy?"
"Sure featingthere
are," said Preston, "hold on while Doc
Foster writes a prescription.
(Continued on page 112)
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MRS. KIES dropped her bundles unceremoniously at
the foot of the stairs and bounded up them, two at a
time crying, "Margaret! Margaret! I'm coming, dear!"
The sound of Margaret screaming and the smell of something burning put panic in her heart.
Margaret, you know her today as Margaret Lindsay,
looked up calmly and grinned at her mother. "Hello,"
she said. She was standing in front of the long dressing

table mirror, swathed in some sort of fancy lace drapery
— and she was holding a lighted candlestick in her hand!
But no enveloping flames !
Mrs. Kies sank down weakly on the bed, "Oh, Margaret," she said, "I thought something awful was happen51
"Oh, you
no!"!" that one said pleasantly. "Nothing's happening to
ing to me except I'm learning to (Co?itinned on page 107)
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DO YOU think that women spoil men?" I asked the
beautiful Virginia Bruce.
And she replied. "I don't
know whether they do or not, but— they should."
"'Should'?"
"Yes, definitely should." And then Virginia said one
of the most selfless things I've ever heard a woman say
about the man she loved and will always love.
She said, with such sincerity, that she is glad John
Gilbert had Marlene Dietrich to spoil him in those last
months of his life. It was so good for him, Virginia said.
Marlene bolstered up his ego, which so badly needed bolstering. He could, she explained, still feel that he hadn't
lost the compelling fire of the "great lover" when he
could attract one of the most glamorous women in the
world. She knew how kind Marlene had been to Jack.
She watched over him and she saw to it that he was
happy and entertained.
"I wasn't with him," said Virginia. "I couldn't be.
So I am glad that Marlene was, for that is exactly what
I mean when I say that women should spoil men.
"I may marry again one of these days," Virginia said.
''I am not the sort of person to want to go through life
a woman alone. I'm not independent enough. And I'm
wise enough to know it. But it will be difficult for me
to find, ever again, anyone so vital, so electric as Jack
Gilbert was.
"Perhaps we were both fated. Jack and I. For here
is a curious thing that happened to me before I came to
Hollywood. A long time before, when I was just a schoolgirl back home in North Dakota, I went to a clairvo3rant
one day and she told me that I was destined for tragedy.
"I didn't think," said Virginia, "that it would come so
finally — or so soon.
"Perhaps part of my tragedy will be that I do spoil
men. I seem to be the type to attract men who are much
stronger and more forceful than I am.
"I think," said Virginia, "that it is not irrelevant to
what we are talking about for me to speak of Jack. Because, after all, my belief that women should spoil men
Virginia and Jack Gilbert on the day
they wed. Their love was ill-starred, but
it gave her an unusual slant on men.

and most of my theories about the relationships between
men and women spring, naturally, from my marriage to
"Certainly, if the husband is the dominant factor, the
wife quite naturally defers to him, waits on him, obeys
him.
Jack. I was like that and I think I always shall be. I
always feel young and inexperienced when I am with a
man who interests me. I feel like a child who is being
taken out by an older person, and who really should be
seen and not heard !
"I always do what I am told to do — even as I did in
my marriage. I never dreamed, when I was married, of
interfering with anything my husband wanted to do. I
never thought of opposing my will to his. If there was
any waiting-on to be done, / did it. I wouldn't have
dreamed of asking Jack to run downstairs to get me a
book or to run any errand for me. If he wanted to be
with his friends, for instance, it never occurred to me to
join them unless I was asked.
"Men should have a masculine world into which neither
wife nor sweetheart should intrude.
"Men need spoiling more than women do, contrary to
some opinion.
Biologically, if in no' other way, men are
the ones who are supposed to go out into the world and
fight for success. In order to win that success, men should
be sent forth armored with self-importance and the conviction that they are pretty darn good,
no one any better.
And if that ego is
deflated by a demanding, argumentative
sort of a woman, he is licked before he
starts.whoI think,"
Virginia,
man
is made said
to feel
abused "that
is thea
most pathetic object in the whole world.
"Women may need the kisses, but
men need the pats on the shoulder.
"Just consider the movie marriages
which have been the most successful, the
most long-lived . . . the Jean Hersholts,
the Warner Baxters, the John Boles,

Susan Ann Gilbert, Jack's and
Virginia's lovely child. She fared
royally in her late father's will.
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Ziegfeld."
the Bob Montgomerys, the Preston Fosters, the Paul
Munis, the Leslie Howards — they illustrate what I mean.
For, in every one of those marriages, the man is the
bread-winner, the conquering hero, the star. The wives
are what all women should be — just wives. If they had
careers, they sacrificed them to those of their husbands.
They gave their men the limelight.
AND

THEN,

on the other hand, consider the marriages

where the wives have been the big stars — they didn't do
any spoiling, they were the spoiled ones — and so were
their marriages.
"Women should be," said this young Virginia with the
very mature mind, "two things to their men — .mothers and
children. Mothers, when it comes to home things, chilwhen it comes
to big
things.
And that
I think
just
what dren
successful
wives
are.
I know
Mrs.that's
Howard
mothers Leslie at home — sees to it that his ties and socks
match, that he eats the right things, gets the proper amount
of sleep. I know that Mrs. Muni goes on the sets with
Paul to make sure that he eats regular meals, is not
overtired and doesn't have to think of small details. But
in the large affairs of life these Wives take orders!
"I think that a great many modern women are spoiling
men — but not in the right way. I mean the women who
are professional, who earn money, who take away from
men the right to be the head of the house.
"I don't mean that women should sacrifice their careers,
if they have careers which are really vital to them and
to the world. But I do think they should be clever about
their professional lives. They should spoil their men in
the loving way, not the destructive way. They should
pretend that they work because it amuses them, not because it is necessary.
"They should use the money

By

{Continued on paqe 102)
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1 ONCE heard a beautiful woman say, "I would be
afraid to fall in love with Herbert Marshall. I know I'd
never get over it." And she was lovely, very young, very
self-confident. Yet she admitted that she would be afraid
to fall in love with the dark, tall man his friends call
"Bart."
Norma Shearer once explained him this way. She
said, "Women are attracted to him because he has a beautiful courtesy and because he suffers so !"
And Gloria Swanson, still one of Hollywood's most
fascinating women, has eschewed
all other escorts for him.
A

friend of mine

said, re-

cently, "Bart is so really kind.
For instance, if a bunch of us
get together and someone is on
the pan and the conversation
gets a bit caustic, Bart will always check it before it goes too

but

now

I

you'll

fascinating

to

see

why

women

far, saying, 'Oh, but we all make the same mistakes, you
know,' or 'We might do the same thing ourselves under
similar circumstances.' And he always uses the 'we,' including himself. He's a sweet guy, no foolin'." And it
was a man speaking — a man named Robert Montgomery,
The boys on the set at the studio — the sound men,
props, electricians — said to me, "Mr. Marshall remembers all of our names and faces the day after we start .
to work — and the names of our wives and kids, too. He
remembers that my Sammy has the measles and that
Bill's Jim fell off his bike. He seems to care, too. He's
reg'lar, he is !"
Bill" Seiter, directing "If You Could Only Cook," a
recent picture of Bart's, said to me, "Bart is a magnificent
fellow — and what an actor ! He'll work until he drops
dead. Nothing is too much trouble for him. He never complains, isnever 'difficult' — I'm nuts about him!"
Everywhere men say, "He's a grand guy." And everywhere women say, something wistful in their voices,

Witty Gloria
Swanson is one
of Bctrt's most
constant companions. He
says he's not
domestic
mana
and likes best
to "talk shop"
with stage and
screen people.

"There's something about Herbert Marshall . . . ."
Now, in Hollywood, as in all small towns, there are
gossips who dip their tongues, now and again, in the
broth called vitriol. No matter how deserving a person
may be, no matter how popular, there is usually some one
to pop up, like the devil, and do a mite of lambasting.
But never once has the devil popped up, in my hearing,
where Bart is concerned. And it's not because I haven't
been around, either. I've even prodded the gossips to
see whether I could draw sparks. Not one. And I was
intrigued. It seemed logical to me, a Marshall fan myself, ever since "Trouble in Paradise" set us all Marshall-mad, tobelieve that women feel about him as they
actually do.
I felt sure that he is, as Bob Montgomery said, tolerant and kindly. I could observe the "beautiful courtesy"
for myself and I sensed in him a certain haunting and

to try to take the Marshall apart, to find out how he
today. and why, to analyze the makings of the man he is
ticks

faintly sorrowful "remembrance of things past." But I
wondered zvfiy he is as he is. By what road has he travelled? Has the hand of Destiny been, for him, a mailed
fist or a soft kid glove ? I thought it would be interesting

and Percy Marshall, Bart's
Ethel — Turner
young
mother couple,
and father
rather a pathetic young couple,
timid and frightened looking. One was of three little
ladies, frilled and deliciously (Continued on page 99)

BART AND I had tea together. And I mean tea. In
the living-room of his Beverly Hills Hotel bungalow.
The walls were book-lined, firelight painted both the walls
and the gravely attentive face of the man talking to me.
A terrifically modest man he is, I'll tell you that. Not
articulate when it comes to talking about himself. He
has, indeed, the apologetic manner of one who would
say, "But you don't really care to hear all this about
me. ..." It took considerable persistence on my part,
and a great deal of that "beautiful courtesy" on his. for
me to get what I did.
And this is the way I got it :
On the wall hung framed photographs. One was of a
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WELL, DO YOU? Because I do! I've seen too many
of them, out Hollywood way, not to believe in them.
I know that you can work miracles on your body. And
when I say "work," I mean work. You can't do it by
wishing, or quack methods or hocus-pocus. But faith in
yourself plus the necessary work has turned many a
miracle before this.
There are certain parts of the body which, if they are
not naturally beautiful and symmetrical, most women are
inclined to give up for lost. The legs, for instance. The
breasts. The contour of one's face and particularly the
shape of one's nose.
Now children (that's what you all are to me, whether
you are six or sixty ), you know by this time that I
never mislead you in my articles with a lot of finesounding clap-trap that doesn't mean anything. Fm not
reneging on my statement that you can work miracles,
because that is true. On the other hand, it would be
wrong to tell you that you can take a pair of legs which
are thick and heavy because of their bone construction
and turn them into a pair of Dietrich-like appendages.
But believe me you can do wonders with that .same pair

of heavy legs by getting rid of any excess fat or bulging
muscles, and shape them as you never had hoped
possible.
However there is a limit.
BUT LISTEN, darlings, wouldn't it be quite worth while
to reduce the calf, say, one and a half inches — which is
quite possible? And slim the ankles down perhaps an
inch? That, too, is quite possible. If your bust is large
and lacking in lovely lines, as BettebeDavis' is inclined to
be, there is plenty you can do to acquire, as near as possible, the exquisite proportions of a Harlow or a Rochelle
Hudson. You can reduce the bust by proper diet to a
remarkable extent and firm up the muscles by exercise.
Now I've been honest about this thing. Are you going
to be sensible about it ? You'd better ! Are you going to
be sensible enough to say, "I may not be the most beautiful creature in the world, because of this or that, but
I can — and I will — be as lovely as is within my power"?
People who have some unhappy physical handicap are
inclined to put on a great show of indifference and make
believe that they care little for the acclaim which all the
world pays to beauty. But they can't fool mama.
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heard them . . . the sad little birds,
at dances, who spend most of the
evening out in the powder room,

problems

can

playing
they'regame
waiting
for
someone. like
A pathetic
it is, too.

Rochelle

The girls who say, with a sweetsour smile, "I really don't care much
for boys." The women whom life
passes by. Such people make me
want to do two things : first I want
to sit down and have a good cry with
them. Then I want to give them a

Hudson's
figure is
beautiful.

good, hearty smack between the
shoulder blades and say, "What the
devil's the matter with you anyway?

now

be

solved

Snap out of it ! It's your own fault
that you are as you are. Get busy
and stop sulking!"
Sorry, children, I didn't mean to
fly off the handle like that. I'm just
trying to tell you a few things you
must do if (Continued on page 83)
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FOURTEEN
YEARS ago Ann Harding lived in a
boarding house at 322 West 88th Street, New York City.
Young, unsophisticated, eager for success, she wandered
in and out with either a history book or a volume of
Shakespeare under her arm.
She dressed conservatively,
almost drably, with a peculiar flair for unmatched pieces!
The world was her oyster and she was looking for the
pearls only.
That was in 1921.

Monroe Owsley and I, back in 1921, were in New York.
We were attending- Columbia University and had taken
rooms at 322 West 88th Street.
Our first night at dinner we were put at a table with the
Gatlee family— a mother and two daughters.
Edith, a
dark-haired siren, was secretary down Wall Street way.
But Dorothy, a blonde, had given up her secretarial job,
changed her name to Ann Harding and was studying for
the stage.
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During the long years since, Ann Harding has become
a stage star and a screen celebrity with a salary reputed
to be over five thousand dollars a week.
She has been
married, is the mother of a child, still wears cotton stockings and has subsequently been divorced.
Her career has
once been on the verge of a complete collapse.
But in 1935 ....
She made "Peter Ibbetson" and presto! Ann had made
her comeback, salvaged her career.

It wasn't long before Owsley and I got to know the
Gatlees quite well, especially Ann.
Strange girl, Ann, but fascinating.
Quiet, studious and
aloof, she seemed to live in a world of her own, a world
of ideals and ambitions which she kept carefully concealed
from even those who thought they knew her well. She
moved in a self-produced atmosphere of peculiar detachment, not resentful of people exactly, but fearful rather,
The folks at the boarding house never really knew Ann.
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But to get back to the story I have to tell you. She wasn't much of a mixer, so they thought her cold and
62
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austere — ^too much so to ever make a success on the stage.
They constantly prattled about her lack of warmth and
understanding.
Not that she wasn't popular. She was. - Everybody liked
her. But everybody stood just a little bit in awe of her.
She was charming, but she never invited confidences from
people, and never for a moment allowed any one to
break down the gates to her little world of isolated decorum. She was the nearest thing I ever saw to an
upper class English woman, living in well-bred seclusion
and viewing the passing show of life daintily, speculatively, almost timidly.
But underneath all this frigid exterior Ann was,
and still is, thoroughly human and understanding. She's
still consumed with a burning ambition and is one of the
most sympathetic persons I've ever known. That's why
she has been a success, and why, after having suffered a
career-collapse, she will shoot right to the top again.
Back in those days in 1921 times were difficult and

money scarce. Ann's father and mother were separated.
The salary of an army officer isn't large and their income
was, I suppose, sufficient to furnish the necessities, but
the scheming done to make ends meet took the brains of
a financial wizard. That was Mrs. Gatlee's job — her
daughters were a great help. Edith worked and bought
her own clothes. As for Ann, she didn't care whether
she had any or not. She was totally disinterested in
clothes, being as happy and contented in a cheap print
dress as in a Hattie Carnegie ensemble— it was all the
same to Ann.
Few people outside the theatre realize the struggles
and hardships of show business. The world sees the
few who arrive, after they have arrived, and sees only the
glamor connected with the stage and screen, not the
thwarted hopes and aspirations, the disappointments that
they have endured.
Night after night Ann would come home dog tired
from tramping the streets around {Continued on page 96)
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LOOKING AT MY calendar this month. I discovered
that this issue presents a little problem, whether you know
it or not. Why? Well, there are all of you who are
about to step off into matrimony between now and the
end of June — you want news about trousseaux and such.
But there are all you others who, although you are interested in weddings, too, are much more worried about
the first week-end holiday that happens along about Decoration Day— you want to know how to pack enough
clothes into a suitcase to knock the eye out of any prospective bridegroom, of a year from this June, that might
happen to loom up !

iJayi
He

Una

tells

Merkel

you

what

sal)

Left to right below, you see two
more evening gowns that hcmg in
the Merkel closet ready for traveling orders! A net and lace affair
with jacket — and a dinner govm of
silk crepe with soft lace trimming.
For sports activities, active or passive, there's a white silk shirtmaker dress with blue accents. And for general
daytime use, a navy
blue two - piece
dress printed in
white stars.

I

to

So-o, tossing a coin — and cheating a bit because Una
Merkel came into the picture right then, the brides lost
until next month when their turn will come. Meanwhile,
they can get some excellent trousseau tips from the grand
clothes which Una has contributed to this story.
Hollywood, as you know, has the most week-end holidaying crowd in the country. A brief dash out of town
is about the only way many stars get a vacation at all
between pictures. And although they live in sports
clothes during the day, they have to take clothes with
them that will meet unexpected party demands. Palm
Springs, that beautiful desert resort, is a great week-end

to

pack

for

those

first

favorite because it's within easy driving distance of
Hollywood, yet far enough away to insure a rest from
the studios' demands.
What is worn by the smart stars at Palm Springs is
a pretty good guide to what you will want to wear this
summer at nearby lake and seaside resorts. Palm Springs
is like Florida in this respect; it forecasts trends for all
of us who can't get away until the hot summertime is
practically upon us.
Here are just a few of the fashions that have been
spotted on recent week-ends at such favorite Palm
Springs gathering places as the El Mirador, the Desert

week-end

holiday

trips

ahead

At right, you

see two

of Una's weekmore end
fashions story.
First there's the threepiece suit she wears
for travel — red, white
and blue basket weave
woolen, a patriotic
trio for Decoration Day
week-end. Blue skirt,
red jacket and white
coat. A green and
white silk print is an
extra sports dress
that's easy

to pack.

Inn and the Racquet
Qub. White in costumes leads as far as
colors are concerned —
and the white costume
is nearly always accented by a color.
Next, after white,
come those costume
shades that look so new
and exciting this year
— probably because
they are more vibrant
than the pastel shades
which we have become
used to for summer.
Many yellow shades,
ranging from chamois
to daflfodil. Pinks in
the watermelon and
coral tones.
Aqua and
turquoise blues and loads of the new purple blues.
Ann Sothern, who gets away to the desert as quickly
as a picture is finished, has a knitted silk swim suit in
aqua blue — this is very form fitting. She has another
one of more formal design in the popular Tahitian flower
print. This is in a brown and white color combination
and
particularly attractive with Ann's blonde hair and
fair is
skin.
Although shorts are still on the up for popularity in
active sports, more and more divided skirts, known as
culottes, are seen. Stars are taking to this style more
slowly than you would think, it being such a happy compromise between slacks and shorts. I think the reason
for this is that they have been devoted to slacks, for so
long, that they don't welcome any innovations in the
skirt line. Speaking of the culotte, however, Ann also
numbers a culotte costume in her desert week-end wardrobe. Hers looks like a green silk shirtwaist dress but has
the divided skirt instead of the usual pleated one.
When slacks are worn, and that is most of the day,
whether in Hollywood or down in the desert, color contrast is cleverly used. One young starlet, with an eye
to the unusual, wore wine red slacks pin striped in
white with a yellow tweed, mannish jacket. Another
gal, with a more feminine turn of mind, wore pink
pique pajamas with a blue sweater. Mannish jackets in
bright colors are preferred for slack costumes — shirts
and blouses also of a tailored type to go with these.
Back to Ann again, she wears an ice-blue linen-like
cotton coat dress that has the unique feature of a halter
neck top. This is one of her pet week-end dresses, along
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with a one-piece linen in yellow.
A new idea in informal dinner dancing costumes has
been seen recently at Palm Springs and it may develop
into a fashion for all of you. It is an afternoon-length
dress given formal trimmings and accessories. For example, one pioneering gal appeared in a very sheer wool
dress, made simply with a rather high collared neckline .
and short sleeves, the belt, collar clip and bracelet being
of brilliant jewels! Still another wore an evening
jacket of brocaded satin over a finely pleated chiffon
skirt of average afternoon dress length. It's something
to experiment
with, if you like to be the first to start
something
!

Enough of what goes on at Palm Springs — and what'
of Una Merkel, are you saying? Well, Una up and offered her own personal week-end or vacation travel
suggestions for all of you to copy. Una and her young
husband, Ronald Burla, have to be ready to snatch a
quick vacation trip whenever Una has a moment to spare
between pictures. And, as Una says, she can't stop
to shop elaborately for clothes when she and Ronnie have
to be ready to leave almost as soon as the idea occurs
to them. So, as a result, Una keeps clothes on hand
that she can depend upon to be adequate for any crazy
trip they may suddenly decide to take.
There's nothing formal or "big star" about Una — she's
just a charming, unspoiled Southern girl who has made
a success but hasn't let it change her. That's why I
think she's such a swell person to talk about vacation
clothes — she has to snatch quick holidays the way we
all do and she doesn't dress (Continued on page 86)

Miss Rose Wjnslow,
of New York, Tuxedo Park,
and Newport,
dining at the Savoy-Plaza,
New York. MissWinslow
is a descendant of Governor Winslow of the
Mayflower Pilgrims.
She made her debut in
Newport in 1932. Miss
Winslow says: "Camels
couldn't be milder. They
never have any unpleasant effect on my
nerves or my throat. I
smoke them constantly
— all through the day,
and find them particularly
welcome at mealtimes."

Copyright, 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-balem, N. C.

A

delightful
way

to

aid
DIGESTION

Traffic — irregular meals — the responsibilities ofrunning a home
— no wonder digestion feels the
strain of our speeded-up existence.
That's why people everywhere
welcome the fact that Camel cigarettes aid digestion — normally and
naturally. Scientists explain that
smokingCamel cigarettes increases

the flow of digestive fluids, fostering a sense of well-being and encouraging good digestion. Enjoy
Camel's mildness — with meals —
between meals — whenever and as
often as you choose. Their finer,
costlier tobaccos never get on your
nerves — never tire your taste —
and definitely aid digestion.

COSTLIER
Fastidious women turn instinctively to Camel's
costlier tobaccos. Among them are:
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

Nicholas Biddle, Philadelphia
Mrs. Ernest du Pont, Jr., IVilmin^ton
Mrs. Henry Field, Chicago
Mary Byrd, Richmond
Powell Cabot, Boston
Mrs. Chiswell Dabney Langhorne, I'irginia
Mrs. James Russell Lowell, New York
Thomas M, Carnegie, Jr., New York
J. Gardner Coolidge, H, Boston
Mrs. Jasper Morgan, New York
Mrs. Langdon Post, New York
Byrd Wanvick Davenport, Richmond
Mrs. Brookfield Van Rensselaer, New York

TOBACCOS

CAMELS ARE MADE FROM FINER, MORE EXTIC
PENSIVE TOBACCOS . . . TURKISH AND DOMESTHAN ANY OTHER POPULAS: BRAND.
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It's been reunion time out on the "Showboat" set where Irene Dunne is reviving
her famous stage role of Magnolia.
Many of the original cast have come
back to play with her, among them
Helen Morgan and Charles Winninger,
the first "Cap'n Henry." This part and
its romantic songs are dear to Irene.
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SKIN

Where
Skin
f.- begins —
-^^^-^ ' Age
Right under your
skin aresels, oilblood
vesglands,
nerves, cells and fibres.
When these fail — age
signs come.
Miss Barbara Hebbard, New Yoik: "I have seen my
pores become finer — even blaekheads disappear! —
after regular treatments with Pond's Cold Cream.''

fully, see what happens. As the glands
act normally — their oils no longer clog.
Blackheads, blemishes can't come! ... As
tissues fill out, little lines gradually fade.
As your whole underskin wakes up — your
outer skin takes on that soft feel, that
smooth look which make you feel young
at any age! Begin now to give your skin
Pond's care. Remember, this is the treatment that brings true skin beauty . . .

Rouse hidden glands, nerves, fibres
to win back Smooth Line-free skin
...End Blackheads, Blemishes, too!
"T HATE TO GROW old!" The Same cry
_|_ from every woman's heart ... If
you're 20, you fear the 30's. 30? You
dread the 40's. Yet the years themselves
are not bewailed. It's the unlovely lines,
the gradual coarsening of the skin that
make some women feel . . . "They hardly
had any youth at all!"
But these tragic age signs can be
warded off — Their hidden starting place
is known! Skin authorities say it lies five
layers below the skin you see. Down in

Lady Daphne Straight
granddaughter of the late ANTHONY J. DREXEL and
of the late WILLIAM WHITNEY, says: "Pond's Cold
Cream keeps my skin clear, positively glowing. It even
wipes away little fatigue lines."
skin faults their chance to start. But you
can rouse your underskin, keep it active

what's called your unders\in.
The diagram above shows you what
the underskin looks like. There you see
the oil glands that should keep skin supple . . . the blood vessels that should invigorate the skin, clear it . . . the under
tissues that should keep skin firm.

Smooth on Pond's Cold Cream. Made
with fine, specially processed oils, it goes
into each tiny pore quickly, deeply. Next

Deep-skin treatment needed

minute, it's out again — laden with longlodged dirt and make-up.

"Then why does skin age?" . . . Because
these tiny glands, tissues, blood vessels
lose their vigor! They slow up . . . give

Wipe it all off and pat in more Pond's
Cold Cream briskly . . . That's all there is
to the treatment! Yet followed faith-

— by faithful use of Pond's deep-skin
treatment!

Fight Skin Age this way
Every night, for thorough cleansing, smooth
on Pond's Cold Cream to loosen, float out
dirt, make-up, skin secretions. Wipe it all off
. . . Now rouse your underskin! Pat in more
Pond's Cold Cream briskly. Watch how each
treatment makes your skin really fresher and
younger looking.
Every morning, and during the day, repeat this
Pond's deep-skin treatment. You'll notice that
even powder looks better — it goes on more
evenly because your skin is so fine, so soft!
SPECIAL

9-TREATMENT

TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept.FSO Clinton, Conn. Rush special
tube of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with generous samples of 2 other Pond's
Creamsder. Ienclose
and 5 different
shades postage
of Pond'sandFace
Powloi to cover
packing.
Name
.
City_
Street.
_State_
Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract Company
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hands

HERE is such a nail polish as you've dreamed
of wearing! The new Glazo, with its
remarkable new formula, attains a beauty of
sheen and color far beyond the realm of polishes of the past. Every longed-for virtue of
nail polish perfection reaches its zenith in
Glazo's new creation.
You've never seen a polish so rich in lustre
... so long and perfect in wear. Chipping
and peeling are gone— and— forgotten woes.
Glazo's exclusive, fashion-approved shades
retain their full beauty for several extra days.
Streaking becomes a lost word, for new
Glazo floats onto every finger with perfect
evenness of color. Evaporation has been so
amazingly reduced that the polish is usable
down to the last drop.
For even a day, don't deny your
s
the luxury of this new Glazo. Just fingertip
20 cents.
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facts

her fans gave her the name of Joan Crawford in a
NOTE: The following biographies are printed by popular demand. They are the ones most frequently
magazine contest. From that time on her progress
was steady, and she now ranks in fifth place among
requested during the last month by readers who
have sent in the coupon at the end of the article.
the most popular stars. Joan is 5 feet 4 inches tall,
Each coupon has been tabulated, so if you have
weighsliant115
pounds,Her
has favorite
reddish-brown
hair and bril-is
blue eyes.
color combination
requested any
these, kindly consider yours automatically ofresponsible.
blue and white, she adores sport clothes and loves
to wear lounging pajamas. She is considered an
DICK POWELL—
.Mountain
\'iew.
was November
tlie birthplace of this popular
crooner
on Ark.,
a certain
excellent dancer and has a better-than-average
14, 1904. Richard E. Powell is his real name, and
soprano voice. On October 11, 1935, Joan Crawford,
the former Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., became
he has two brothers — Howard and Luther. Until he
was 12 Dick was just a country boy, but his family
Mrs. Franchot Tone. And this is a surprise — Joan
moved to Little Rock, Ark., where he attended
and Robert Taylor are going to be teamed in "The
grade school and college. During this youthful
Gorgeous Hussy."Studios,
You may
write her at
the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer
Washington
Blvd.,
Culver
period Dick was very busily engaged in learning to
City, Cal.
play the saxophone, clarinet and cornet and singing
at weddings, funerals and in the church choir. His
GERTRUDE
GASSETT,
Iloppinten.
Mass.—
Both
Spencer Tracy and Preston Foster are married.
next move was to organize an orchestra. In St.
Louis a vaudeville act flopped, so he hastened home
Spencer
is
married
to
Louise
Treadwell,
a
non-i)rofessional, and they have a son who is not far from his
and shortly after married Mildred Maund. Things
were pretty dull until a visiting orchestra signed
'teens. Preston Foster's wife is Gertrude Warren.
him to a contract and took him on tour. After that.
NELSON
This these
is the pages
fourth— which
time Mr.
life storyEDDY—
has graced
must Eddy's
prove
Dick held various positions, ending up as master of
ceremonies in a Pittsburgh theatre for three years.
something
or
other
as
to
his
popularity,
since
he's
only
made
two
big
pictures.
To
get
down
to
A miracle in the guise of a talent scout eventually
statistics, he was born in Providence, R. I., vital
June
turned up. and in 1932 Dick Powell made his screen
29.
1901,
the
son
of
Isobel
Kendrick
and
William
debut
in "Blessed
His hobbies,
outside of
Darius Eddy, both excellent singers. Educated
the movies,
includeEvent."
music, flying,
golf, swimming,
in grammar school and Rhode island Normal, the
horseback
riding,
bridge
and
football
games,
say
remainder of his education was obtained in night
nothing of niaknig amateur movies. Dick is to6 feet
tall, weighs 1 72 pounds, has blue eyes and aul)urn
school
Kelson's
first jobandwasfrom
that correspondence
of a telephone courses.
operator, although
hair. His marriage to Mildred Maund was dissolved
his heart was set on being a doctor or a trap
some years ago, and now Joan Blondell seems to be
drummer. Then came jobs m the shipping departhis current amour. "Colleen." with Rubj' Keeler.
ment of an iron works, in the art department of a
is Dick's
and "Hearts
Philadelphia newspaper and on other newspapers in
^\iU
presentmosthimrecent
again picture
with Marion
Davies.Divided"
After
that
city
as reporter, copy reader and finally writer
that
will are
comeco-starred.
"Stage Struck" inDick
whichat hethe andWarner
Joan
of advertising copy. In Providence, Nelson had
Blondell
sung as a boy soprano in several churches, but it
Brothers
Studios, Burbank,Write
Cal.
wasn'tself byuntil
this with
time phonograph
that he beganrecords
to amuse
himMIRIAM STRUTT. no address— I'm glad you asked
singing
and
wonwho played the seamstress in "A Tale of Two
dering
if.
perhaps,
he
might
not
use
his
pleasant
Cities"taken
and byLouIsabel
in "Ceiling
Zero.is "finally
Bothgetting
parts
baritone ceededvoice
a means lessons
of livelihood.
JJe prowere
Jewell, who
to takeas singing
from first
one
some credit for being a proficient actress. Jean
prominent instructor then another in the United
Harlow was 25 on March 3rd.
States.
Paris
and
Dresden.
In
1921
he
made
an
ROBERT
BoI>by
doing
right by TAYLOR—
himself. In Little
fact, Mr.
Gablehashadbeen
better
watchall
anonymous
in "Tlie for
Marriage
Tax" and
three
years stage
later debut
was singing
the Philadelphia
out
for his
To geton back
Civic Opera Company. In 1931 he was ready for
business.
Bob "popularity
was born inprize."
Filley, Nebr.,
Augustto
New York, and made a sensational hit. In Los
5, the son of Dr. S. A. Brough. Moving to Beatrice,
Angeles in 1933 he gave a concert and received 18
he attended school there and then went on to Doane
encores! Screen tests and a contract resulted, with
to
college,
at Pomona.
latter instituition
Bob finishing
Brough was
outstandingIn inthedramatics
and
Mr. Eddy appearing in very minor roles in "Broada star tennis player. A campus production of
way to Hollywood." "Dancing Lady." "Student
Tour"
and Marie"
finally starring
in "Naughty
Marietta"
"Journey's
End"
won
him
a
screen
test
from
a
and
"Rose
whichhandsome
were
really
worthy
ofNelhis
talent scout, who immediately sent him back to his
talents.
Six
feet
tall,
and
athletic.
books at the first glimpse of it. This was only
son
finds
relaxation
in
swimming,
motoring,
tennis,
temporary, it seems, for after graduation Bob was
dancing and sailing. He weighs 173 pounds and has
tested again, this time signed to a contract, and
blue eyes and blonde hair. He can sing 32 operatic
put into training by M-G-M. His first picture was
roles and in French, English. Italian, Spanish, Rus"Handy
Andy" insports,
1934. heTennis
riding
sian and Yiddish. He has never been married and
are
his favorite
plays and
the horseback
cello and piano,
is
not evenforengaged.
is tentatively
collects different
kinds
of
sweaters
and
is
very
superscheduled
him andTheMiss"Firefly"
MacDonald
as their
stitious about black cats and ladders. Six feet tall,
next co-starring record-breaker. Should you care
he weighs 165 pounds and has brown hair and blue
to
write
him,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios,
eyes. Bob is very popular with the feminine stars
ington Blvd., Culver City, Cal., is the addressWashthese
days,
and
there's
really
no
telling
in
whom
BRUCE
REED. Kansas City, Mo.— The man who
he is most interested at the moment. His next picplayed
Duke
Mantee soBogart,
excellentlyalso
in played
"Petrified
ture
will
be
opposite
Loretta
Young
in
"Private
Forest"
was Humphrey
the
Number."
Write him
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
role originally
on the New Yorkwhostage
when that
Studios,
Washington
Blvd.,at Culver
City. Cal.
show was so successful last year. Joe Sawyer was
GRACE REYNOLI3S. Danbury. Conn.— Ginger Rogers
Jackie, and Gramp Sawyer's role was taken by
and Fred Astaire are to be teamed again in "Never
CharlesCOOPER—
Grapewin.
Gonna Dance." Dick Powell and Ruby Keeler will
GARY
J. Cooper
is hisMayreal7, name
undoubtedly
continue
their
team-play
after
Dick
and he was born Frank
in Helena,
Montana,
1901,
finishes his current assignments (see biography
the
son
of
Alice
and
Charles
H.
Cooper,
non-profesabove), but nothing is set for them at the moment.
sionals. Dunstable School, England, Helena,
Mont.,
JOAN
CRAWFORD—
LeSueur
Cassin
has
Iowa College and Grinnell College gave him his edutravelled
a long roadLucille
since she
was born
in San
cation. Gary's stage experince
gaethered
while
playingtionswas
inat high
amateur
producAntonio,
Tex.,
on
March
23,
1908.
W^hen
she
was
school
and
still quite young, her
college,
but
he
was
mosta
family moved to Kansas
interested in becoming
cartoonist, having held a job
City, sided
Mo.,
refor 16 where
years.theyThere
as such paper.
on aHowever,
Helena
News-he
Joan
received
earlier
in 1924
education
in her
a private
If you would like to see a brief
betook himself to Los Anschool, and was initiated
into the dramatic arts in
and become which
a house-tohouse geles
canvasser,
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synopsis
of your favorite's
this department,
fill in and life
sendin
was
anything
but lucrative.
theatre.
her
the
wings ofAgainst
her father's
So
he
finally
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a
job
as
parents'
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an extra in a Western, and
us the coupon on page I I 1. Genhome and wishes,
made hershestage
continued
to
play
extra
roles
debut in a Chicago revue.
eral questions, of course, will also
for a year. His first important
L'pon
the completion
be answered here. Those asked
successful
engagementof ina
picture was "The Winning
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of
Worth"
most
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and
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inSinceBarbara
that time
Gary inhas1926.
apto New- York where she
teresting
ones
receive
first
preferappeared in several plays.
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an
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number
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pictures,
and
despite
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She was
seen byanda Hollythe fact that he is so busy
wood executive
placed
he has found time to travel
under contract, appearing
time, please.
Address:
The
Information Desk, Modern Screen,
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1925 "Pretty
as an extra.
She wasin
pastimes in
— fishing,
149 Madison Ave.. New York, N. Y.
still Lucille LeSueur then,
hunting,
riding
and
but because her name was
iContinued on page swim111)
so difficult to pronounce,

A LITTLE square of paper can hold so much!
Memories . . . hopes . . . the look, the very personality of someone you love. Make snapshots now —
they'll mean everything to you later. And don't take
chances — load your camera with Kodak Verichrome
Film. This double-coated film gets the picture where
ordinary films fail. Your snapshots come out clearer,
truer, more lifelike. Any camera

is a better camera,

loaded with Verichrome — use it always . . . Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.
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PROTECTION

9 A love affair must be of your own making.
Nonspi promises only to keep you fastidious . . .
what else can you ask of a deodorant? Nonspi
is a sure and safe anti-perspirant and deodorant for underarm moisture . . . because:
1. Nonspi has been pronounced entirely
safe by highest medical authority.
2. Nonspi can be used full strength by
women whose delicate skin forces them to
use deodorants half-strength, with only halfway results.
3. Nonspi protection lasts from two to five
days . . . and you can depend on it.
4. Nonspi s siphon-top bottle prevents contamination. And there's no dripping or waste
with this patented Nonspi applicator.
Remember these four points when you buy.
Protect your delicate gowns by stopping underarm moisture effectively and safely. Insist on
genuine Nonspi at all drug and department
stores in the U.S.A. and Canada. 35c and 60c
a bottle.

NONSPI
KEEPS ITS
PROMISES

NONSPI
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Studio

Addresses

(Coiilinucd from page 23)
BRENDEL.
EL: Warner Bros.
ni..iM]l.
BRENT, EVELYN:
I'ree lance. Write lier at I'araBRENT. GEORGE: Warner liros.
BREWSTER,
JUNE: RKO-Uadio.
BRIAN. MARY: i-ree lance. Wrile lier at 20tli Centtilj -I'll.X.
BRISSON, CARL:
BRODERICK.
HELEN:r'aranioui.t.
KKO- Radio.
BROOK,
CLIVE:
British,
BROWN, JOE E: (iauniontWarner Bros.
BROWN, JOHN MACK: CoUnnbia,
BROWN. TOM: I'araniount.
BRUCE. NIGEL: iotli ( enturv-l-ox.
BUCK.
FRANK:
BRUCE,
VIRGINIA:
BUCKLER,
JOHN: KKO-Kadiu.
.M M-IIM.'
BURGESS,
DOROTHY: I-ree lance. Write lier at l< K(>
Radio.
BURKE, BILLIE: Free lance. Write her at Columbia.
BURKE. KATHLEEN: Paramount.
BURNS. GEORGE: Paramount.
BUTLER, JIMMY: Paramount.
BUTTERWORTH. CHARLES:
M G-M.
BYINGTON. SPRING: 20th Century-Kox.
CABOT.
BRUCE:
iM-G-lI.
CAGNEY, BILL: Republic.
CAGNEY. JAMES: Warner Bros.
CALLAHAN, MARGARET: RKO-Radio.
CALLEIA, JOSEPH: M-G-M.
CANSINO,
RITA: 20th
Centurj-Fox.
CANTOR. EDDIE:
Samuel
Goldwyn.
CARLISLE, KITTY: Free lance. Write her at M-G-M.
CARLISLE, MARY: M-G-M.
CARMINATI, TULLIO: RKO-Radio.
CARRILLO, LEO: Columbia.
CARROLL. MADELEINE: Walter Wanger.
CARROLL, NANCY: Columbia.
CAVANAGH. PAUL: Free lance. Write him at 20th
Century-Fox.
CHANDLER.
Write him at
RKO-Radio. CHICK: Free lance.
CHAPLIN, CHARLES:
United Artists.
CHASE. CHARLES:
CHATTERTON,
RUTH:M-G-M.
Columbia.
CHEVALIER,
MAURICE:
CHURCHILL. MARGUERITE:M-G-M.
Warner Bros.
CLARKE, MAE: Republic.
CLIVE, COLIN: Universal.
COBB. IRVIN S.: 20th Century-Fox.
COLBERT, CLAUDETTE: Paramount.
COLBY. ANITA: RKO-Radio.
COLLIER. CONSTANCE: M-G-M.
COLLINS. CORA SUE: M-G-M.
COLMAN, RONALD:
20th Century-Fox.
CONKLIN, PEGGY: Walter Wanger.
CONNOLLY. WALTER: Columbia.
COOK, DONALD: Republic.
COOPER, GARY: Paramount.
COOPER.
CORTEZ, JACKIE:
RICARDO: M-G-M.
Warner Bros.
COURTNEY, INEZ: Columbia.
CRABBE, LARRY: Paramount.
CRAWFORD,
M-G-.M.
CROMWELL, JOAN:
RICHARD:
Paramount.
CROSBY, BING: Paramount.
CUMMINGS, CONSTANCE: Gaumont-British.
CUMMINGS, ROBERT: Paramount.
DARE. DOROTHY:
Warner Bros.
DARRO.
Radio. FRANKIE: Free lance. Write him at RKODARWELL. JANE: 20th Century-Fox.
DAVIES, MARION: Warner Bros.
DAVIS, BETTE: Warner Bros.
DEE,HAVILLAND.
FRANCES: 20th
Century-Fox.
DE
OLIVIA:
Warner Bros.
DEL RIO, DOLORES:
Warner Bros.
DE MILLE. KATHERINE: Paramount.
DEVINE, ANDY: Universal.
DIETRICH. MARLENE: Paramount.
DINEHART.
ALAN:Columbia.
20th Century-Fox.
DIX. RICHARD:
DIXON, JEAN: Columbia.
DODD, CLAIRE: Warner Bros.
DONAT, ROBERT: United Artists.
DONLEVY, BRIAN: 20th Century-Fox,
DONNELLY. RUTH: Paramount.
DOUGLAS, MELVYN: Columbia.
DOWNS, JOHNNY: Paramount.
DOYLE, MAXINE:
Warner Bros.
DRAKE. FRANCES: Paramount.
DRAPER, PAUL: Warner Bros.
DUMBRILLE, DOUGLAS: Columbia.
DUNA. STEFFI:
DUNBAR,
DIXIE: RKO-Radio.
20th Century-Fox.
DUNN, JAMES: Universal.
DUNNE,
RKO-Radio.
DURANT, IRENE:
JACK: 20th
Century-Fox.
DURANTE. ANN:
JIMMY:
M-G-M.
DVORAK,
Warner
Bros.
EBSEN, BUDDY: M-G-M.
EDDY, NELSON:
EGGERTH,
MARTA:M-G-M.
Universal.
EILERS. SALLY: Universal.
ELDREDGE, JOHN: Warner Bros.
ELLIS.
MARY: Paramount.
ELLIS, PATRICIA:
Warner Bros.
ELLISON, LEON:
JAMES:Free Paramount.
ERROL,
lance. Write him at Columbia.
ERWIN. STUART: M-G-M.
EVANS, MURIEL:
MADGE: M-G-M.
EVANS,
Republic.JR.: United Artists.
FAIRBANKS,
DOUGLAS,
FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, SR.: United Artists.
FARRELL,
Repniilic.Bros.
FARRELL, CHARLES:
GLENDA: Warner
FAYE.
ALICE:
20th
Century-Fox.
FAZENDA, LOUISE: Warner Bros.
FELLOWS, EDITH: Columbia.
FETCHIT, STEPIN: 20th Century-Fox.
FIELDS, W. C: Paramount.
FLYNN. ERROL: Warner Bros.
FONDA, HENRY: Walter Wanger.
FORAN, DICK:
FORBES,
RALPH: Warner
Free Bros.
lance. Write him at Universal.
FORD, WALLACE:
Free lance. Write him at Columbia.
FOSTER, NORMAN: Paramount.
FOSTER. PRESTON: RKO-Radio.
FRANCIS,
Warner Paramount.
Bros.
FRAWLEY, KAY:
WILLIAM:
FROM AN. JANE: Warner Bros.

FURNESS, BETTY: M G-M.
GABLE,
GAHAGAN.CLARK:
HELEN:.M-tJ-M.
RKO-Rarlio.
GALLAGHER, SKEETS: RKO-Radio,
GARBO, GRETA:
.\1-G-.M.
CARGAN.
WILLIAM:
Warner Bros.
GAYNOR, JANET: 20th Century-Fox.
GIBSON,
Radio. WYNNE: Free lance. Write her at RKOGLEASON,
RKO-Radio.
GODDARD, JAMES:
PAULETTE:
United Artists.
COMBELL, MINNA: Free lance. Write her at 20th
Lentury-Fox.
GORDON, GAVIN:
C. HENRY:
M-G-M,
GORDON,
Republic.
CORIN, IGOR: .M-G-.M.
GRABLE, BETTY: RKO-Radi,,.
GRAHAME. MARGOT: RKO-Radio.
GRANT, CARY: Paramount.
GWENN,
EDMUND:
HADEN,
20th .M-G-.M,
CenturyHAINES, SARA:
WILLIAM:
Republic. Fox.
HALE, ALAN: RKO-Radio.
HALEY,
JACK:JOHN:
20th Paramount.
Century-Fox.
HALLIDAY,
HAMILTON, NEIL: Free lance. Write him at UniHARDIE, RUSSELL: Republic.
HARDING, ANN: RKO-Radio.
HARDWICKE, SIR CEDRIC: Gaumont-British.
HARDY. OLIVER: M-G-.M.
HARLOW,
JEAN: Paramount.
M-G-.M.
HAYDON, JULIE:
HAYES, HELEN: JI-G-M.
HAYWARD, LOUIS: M-G-M.
HEALY, CHARLOTTE:
TED: M-G-M. Republic.
HENRY,
HENRY,
WILLIAM:
M-G-M.
HEPBURN.
KATHARINE:
HERBERT, HUGH:
Warner RKO-Radio.
Bros.
HERSHOLT, JEAN: .M-G-.M.
HERVEY,
IRENE:
M-G-M.
HILLIARD, HARRIET: RKO-Radio.
HOBSON, VALERIE: 20th Century-Fox,
HGLDEN, GLORIA: Universal.
HOLLOW AY,PHILLIPS:
STERLING:Free20thlance.
Century-Fox.
HOLMES,
Write him at
Republic.
HOLT, DAVID: Paramount.
HOLT, BETTY: Paramount.
HOLT, JACK: Universal.
HOPKINS, MIRIAM: Samuel Goldwyn.
HORTON, EDWARD EVERETT: Universal.
HOWARD, JOHN: Paramount.
HOWARD, LESLIE: Warner Bros.
HUDSON, ROCHELLE: 20th Century-Fox.
HUGHES,WARREN:
KAY: M-G-M.
HULL,
Warner Bros.
HUME, MARSHA:
BENITA: M-G-M.
HUNT,
Paramount.
HUNTER, IAN: Warner Bros.
HUNTLEY, G. P. JR.: Universal.
HUSTON, WALTER:
Free lance.
Write him at
United Artists.
HUTCHINSON, JOSEPHINE: Warner Bros.
HYAMS, SYBIL:
LEILA: Warner
RKO-Ratlio.
JASON,
Bros.
JENKINS, ALLEN: Warner Bros.
JENNINGS,
MAXINE:
RKO-Radio.
JEPSON, HELEN: Paramount.
JEWELL. ISABEL: M-G-.M
JOHNSON,
RKO-Radio.
JOLSON, AL:KAY:
Warner
Bros.
JONES, ALLAN:
M-G-M.
JONES,
BUCK: Universal.
JONES, GORDON: United Artists.
JORY, VICTOR: Columbia.
JUDGE,
Century-Fox.
KARLOFF.ARLINE:
BORIS: 20th
Universal.
KARNS, ROSCOE: Paramount.
KEATING, FRED: Columbia.
KEELER, RUBY: Warner Bros.
KEENE, TOM: Free lance. Write him at Paramount.
KEITH,
IAN: RKO-Radio.
KEITH, ROSALIND:
Paramount.
KELLY,
PATSY:
M-G-M.
KELLY,
PAUL:
20th
KELLY, WALTER C: Centurv-Fox.
Republic.
KELTON,
PERT: Warner
M-G-M. Bros.
KIBBEE, GUY:
KIEPURA, JAN: Paramount.
KING,
Century-Fox.
KNAPP, WALTER:
EVALYN: 20th
Renublic.
KNIGHT,
JUNE:
M-G-M.
KRUGER, OTTO: Universal.
LAMONT,ELISSA:
MOLLY:United
RKO-Radio.
LANDI,
Artists.
LANE, LOLA: Free lance. Write her at Universal.
LANG,
JUNE:
20th
CenturyFox.
LANGDON, HARRY: Columbia.
LANGFORD, FRANCES: Walter Wanger.
LA RUE. JACK: Free lance. Write him at United
Artists.
LAUGHTON, CHARLES: M-G-M.
LAUREL. STAN:
M-G-M.M-G-M.
LAWRENCE.
ROSINA:
LAWTON, FRANK:
Universal.
LAYE. EVELYN:
M-G-M.
LEDERER,
FRANCIS:
United Artists.
LEE, BILLY: Paramount.
LEE, DIXIE: 2nth Century-Fox.
LEE,
RKO-Radio.
LEROY.DOROTHY:
BABY: Paramount.
LERCY, HAL: Warner Bros.
LEYTON,
DRUE: 20th
Century-Fox,
LIGHT, ROBERT:
Warner
Bros.
LINAKER, KAY: Warner Bros.
LINDEN,
M-G-M. Warner Bros.
LINDSAY, ERIC:
MARGARET:
LLOYD, HAROLD: Paramount.
LODGE,
Write him at Paramount. JOHN: Free lance.
LOMBARD. CAROLE: Paramount,
LORD, PAULINE: Columbia.
LORING. PETER:
ANN: M-G-M.
LORRE,
Columbia.
LOUISE, ANITA: Warner Bros,
LOWE, EDMUND: Universal.
LOY, MYRNA:
LUGOSI,
BELA: M-G-M.
Universal.
LUKAS. PAUL: Paramount.
LUKE, KEYE: 2nth Century-Fox.
LUPINO, IDA: Paramount.
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Lucky

won't

trust

to

luc

when

it comes
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lovely
she

Star

washables

Insists

on

LUX

Between scenes, Rochelle rests in
her dressing room on the set.
Its furnishings have the same
crisp freshness she insists
upon for her personal things.

■fXT'HILE I'm usually lucky, I don't
' ^ count on 'luck' to save me from
stocking runs or faded colors," declares
Rochelle Hudson. "Lux is my secret
of keeping things like new for ages!"
Why risk spoiling your smart washables this summer.^' It's so
economical — to keep lovely
pastels, sheer cottons and
always superlatively fresh
Rubbing

easy — and
prints and
fine linens,
with Lux.

with cake soap, or using

ordinary soaps which may contain
harmful alkali, is apt to fade colors,
weaken threads. Lux has no harmful
An all-star cast relaxing! The chows are blueribbon winners. Rochelle
is the star of Twentieth
Century -Fox's "Everybody's Old Man."

HOLLYWOOD

alkali. Safe in water, safe in Lux!
Specified

in all the

"Washing failures, by holding up
production, would cost us thousands
of times what they would an individual," says Arthur Levy, wardrobe suHAS

A

NEW

WORD

w
"\ love the clothes in my
new picture," Rochelle
says. "So many of them
are Luxable. They're
terribly smart looking."

big Hollywood

studios

pervisor. "That's why at Twentieth
Century-Fox studios it's a rule that
only Lux be used for stockings and
washable costumes— we know it's safe !

FOR

''WASH''-

IPS
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PONS,
LILY:
RKO-Radio.
POWELL,
DICK:
Warner Bros.
POWELL, ELEANOR: M-G-M.
POWELL.
WILLIAM:
M-G-M.
PRYOR. ROGER: Republic.
QUALEN. JOHN:
20th Universal,
Century-Fox.
QUIGLEY.
JUANITA:
QUILLAN. EDDIE: Free lance. Write him at M-G M.
RAFT. GEORGE: Paramount.
RAINER, CLAUDE:
LUISE: M-G-M,
RAINS.
Warner Bros.
RALPH.
RKO-Radio.
RALSTON.JESSIE:
ESTHER:
Republic,
RATHBONE.
BASIL: M-G-iVl,
RATOFF. GREGORY:
RKO-Radio,
RAY.
Radio,CHARLES: Free lance. Write bim at RKORAYMOND,
GENE:Warner
RKO-Radio.
REED, PHILIP:
Bros,
REGAN. PHIL: Republic,
RHODES.FLORENCE:
ERIK: RKO-Radio.
RICE,
Columbia.
RICHMAN. HARRY: Columbia.
ROBERTI. LYDA: Paramount,
ROBERTSON, GUY: Republic,
ROBINSON.
Century-Fox,
ROBINSON. BILL:
EDWARD20th C.:
Warner Bros.

quit

Genevieve
Brent
m
Forhanls

SCREEN

goes

deeper

CLEANS
TEETH
Half way measures are powerless against the real enemies of
lovely teeth — soft, sick, failing
gums! Forhan's does both jobs
— cleans and polishes teeth while
aiding gums to stay healthy,
firm, youthful! It gives your
teeth two-way protection yet
costs no more than most ordinary tooth pastes.
SAVES
GUMS
Why take chances with your
teeth? Begin today to use
Forhan's. Notice how much better it makes your entire mouth
feel. Soon you'll SEE the difference, too— whiter teeth, firmer gums. Forhan's was created
by one of the leading dental
surgeons in the country. There
is no substitute for its protec_ tion. Ask for Forhan's today.
4&

forhaifs

6/eczenria,rashes,chafing,
\ dryness-quickly checked and
healing promoted tuith.—
Resinol
Sample free. Resinol, Dept 1 0B, Balto. Md.

^ alL whibi, aIwsia.
A lasting white that penetrates without
rubbing — softens leather. Makes a high
polish or dull finish. Does NOT rub off.
Large 3 oz. bottle or tube
10c
At leading 5 and 10 cent stores
SNO-KIST . . . PROVIDENCE, R. I.

SN
KIST
SHOE OWHITEN
ER
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Tobin and

George

"Snowed

Under."

LYON, BEN: Free lance. Write him at 20tli Century-Fox.
MacDONALD, JEANETTE: M-G-M.
MACK.
HKO-Radio.
MacLANE,HELEN:
BARTON:
Warner Bros.
MacMAHON,
ALINE:
MacMURRAY, FRED: M-G-M.
Paramount.
MALA: M-G-M.
MANNERS. DAVID: Free lance. Write him at ReMANNORS,
SHEILA: Columbia,
public.
MARCH. FREDRIC: 20th Century-Fox.
MARCO: Free lance. Write her at M-G-M.
MARSH.
MARSH. JOAN:
MARIAN:RKO-Kadio.
Columbia.
MARSHALL.
HERBERT:
RKO-Radio.
MARTINI. NINO:
United Artists.
MARX BROTHERS: M-G-M.
MATTHEWS. JESSIE: Gaumont-British.
MAYNARD. KEN: Columbia.
McCOY. COL. TIM: Columbia.
McCREA, JOEL: Samuel Goldwyn.
McFARLAND, SPANKY: M-G-M.
McGUIRE,
JOHN: 20th
Century-Fo.t.
McHUGH, FRANK:
Warner
Bros.
McKINNEY. FLORINE: Republic.
McLAGLEN,
VICTOR: 20th
MEIGHAN.
THOMAS:
Free Century-Fo.\.
lance. Write him at
20tli Century- Fox.
MELTON.
FRANK:
20th
Century-Fox.
MELTON. JAMES: Warner Bros.
MENJOU. ADOLPHE: Paramount.
MERCER. BERYL: Free lance. Write her at Republic.
MEREDITH. BURGESS: RKO-Radio.
MERKEL.
MERMAN. UNA:
ETHEL:M-G-M.
Samuel Goldwyn.
MICHAEL. GERTRUDE: Paramount.
MILJAN. JOHN: Free lance. Write him at Paramount.
MILLAND, RAY: Paramount.
MITCHELL.
Century-Fox.
MITCHELL. FRANK:
GENEVA: 20th
Columbia.
MONTENEGRO,
CONCHITA:
Century-Fox.
MONTGOMERY. DOUGLASS: 20th
Universal.
MONTGOMERY, ROBERT: M-G-M.
MOORE, COLLEEN: RKO-Radio.
MOORE,
mount, DICKIE: Free lance. Write him at ParaMOORE, GRACE: Columbia,
MOORE, VICTOR: RKO-Radio.
MORAN, POLLY:
M-G-M.
MORENO,
ANTONIO:
20th Century-Fox.
MORGAN,
FRANK:
M-G-M.
MORGAN.
RALPH:
Free
lance. Write him at RKORadio,
MORGAN. HELEN: Universal.
MORLEY. KAREN: Warner Bros.
MORRIS.
M-G-M.
MORRISON.CHESTER:
JOE: Paramount,
MOWBRAY.
ALAN:
Free
lance. Write him at Universal,
MUIR. JEAN: Warner Bros.
MULHALL.
JACK: Free lance. Write him at Paramount,
MUNDIN. HERBERT: 20th Century-Fox.
MUNI, PAUL: Warner Bros.
MURPHY, GEORGE: Paramount,
MURPHY, MAURICE: 20th Century-Fox.
NAGEL. CONRAD: Free lance. Write him at RKORadio,
NIXON,
Radio, MARIAN: Free lance. Write her at RKONOLAN, LLOYD: Columbia.
NOVARRO, EDWARD:
RAMON: M-G-M.
NUGENT.
Free lance. Write him at Republic. JACK:
OAKIE,
20th Samuel
Century-Fox.
OBERON,
MERLE:
Goldwyn.
O'BRIEN, GEORGE: 20th Century-Fox.
O'BRIEN-MOORE. ERIN: Free lauce. Write her at
RKO-Radio,
O'BRIEN, PAT: Warner Bros.
OLAND, WARNER: 20th Century-Fox.
OLIVER. EDNA MAY: M-G-M.
OLSEN,
O'NEILL, MORONI:
HENRY: RKO-Radio.
Warner Bros.
O'SULLIVAN,
MAUREEN:
M-G-M.
OVERMAN, LYNNE:
Paramount.
OWEN, REGINALD: M-G-M.
PALEY.
NATALIE: RKO-Radio.
PALLETTE,
\\'arner Bros.EUGENE: Free lance. Write him at
PARKER, CECILIA: M-G-M.
PARKER,
JEAN: Republic.
M-G-M.
PARRISH.
PATTERSON,GIGI:
PAT: Walter Wanger.
PATRICK, GAIL: Paramount.
PENDLETON,
.M-G-M.
PENNER. JOE: NAT:
RKO-Radio,
PERRY,
JOAN:
Columbia,
PICKFORD. MARY: United Artists.
PITTS. ZASU: Paramount.

ROBSON,
M-G-.M,RKO-Radio.
ROGERS, MAY:
CHARLES:
ROGERS,
GINGER:
RKO-Radio.
ROGERS, JEAN: Universal.
ROLAND, GILBERT: 20th Century-Fo.x.
ROMERO, CESAR: Universal,
ROONEY, MICKEY: M-G-M.
ROSS, SHIRLEY:
M-G-M.Paramount.
RUCGLES,
CHARLES:
RUSSELL,
ROSALIND:
M-G-M.
RUTHERFORD.
ANN: Republic,
Columbia.
SCHILDKRAUT, JOSEPH:Paramount.
SCHUBERT, MARINA:
SCOTT, RANDOLPH: Paramount.
SEARLE. JACKIE: 20th Century-Fox,
SELLON. CHARLES: 20th Century-Fox.
SEWARD,
BILLIE: RI-G-M,
Columbia.
.
SELWYN, RUTH:
versal. „
SHANNON. PEGGY: Free lance. Write her at UniSHAW. WINIFRED: Warner Bros.
SHEA, GLORIA: Columbia,
SHEARER.
NORMA: X.:
M-G-M.
SHIELDS, FRANCIS
Sam Goldwyn.
SHIRLEY, SYLVIA:
ANNE: RKO-Radio.
SIDNEY,
Walter Wanger.
SKIPWORTH, ALISON: Paramount.
SLEEPER,
M-G-M, Artists.
SMITH. C. MARTHA:
AUBREY: United
SMITH. QUEENIE: Universal,
SOTHERN,
ANN:Warner
RKO-Radio.
SPARKS.
STANDING,NED:
SIR GUY: Bros.
Paramount,
STANWYCK, CHARLES:
BARBARA: Columbia.
RKO-Radio,
STARRETT,
STELLING, WILLIAM: 20th Century-Fox.
STEN. ANNA: United Artists.
STEPHENS, HARVEY: M-G-M.
STEPHENSON.
HENRY:Universal.
M-G-M.
STEVENS.
ONSLOW:
STEWART.
JAMES:
M-G-M.
STONE. FRED:
STONE.
GEORGE Paramount.
E.: Warner Bros.
STONE,
LEWIS: M-G-M.
STONE, PAULA:
Warner Bros,
STUART,
20th Century-Fox.
SULLAVAN,GLORIA:
MARGARET:
Universal,
SUMMERVILLE. SLIM: 20th Century-Fo.x.
SWANSON.
GLORIA:
M-G-M.
SWARTHOUT. GLADYS: Paramount.
TALBOT. LYLE: Warner Bros.
TAMIROFF, AKIM: Paramount.
TAYLOR, KENT: Paramount,
TAYLOR, ROBERT:
TEASDALE,
VERREE:M-G-M.
Paramount.
TEMPLE, SHIRLEY: 20th Century-Fox.
THOMAS.
FRANKIE:
RKO-Radio.
THOMAS. JAMESON: Republic.
TIBBETT, LAWRENCE: 2Qth Century-Fo.x.
TIBBETTS. MARTHA: Columbia,
TOBIN, GENEVIEVE: Warner Bros.
TOMLIN. PINKY: Universal.
TONE. FRANCHOT: M-G-M.
TRACY, LEE: Universal.
TRACY,
M-G-M.
TRAVIS, SPENCER:
JUNE: Warner
Bros.
TREACHER, ARTHUR: 20th Century-Fox.
TREE, DOROTHY: Warner Bros.
TREVOR.
CLAIRE:HELEN:
20th Century-Fox.
TWELVETREES,
20th Century-Fox.
VALLEE, RUDY: Warner Bros.
VENABLE,LUPE:
EVELYN:
VELEZ,
M-G-M. Republic.
VINSON, HELEN: Gaumont-British.
M-G-M.
HENRY: Columbia.
WADSWORTH, RAYMOND:
WALBURN,
WALKER.
JUNE:
20th
Century-Fox.
WALKER, RAY: Free lance. Write him at 20th Century-Fox, DOUGLAS:
WALTHALL,
H. B.: 20th
Century-Fox.
WALTON,
Samuel
Goldwyn.
WARE, IRENE:
WATERS,
ETHEL:20thFreeCentury-Fox,
lance. Write her at Universal
WAYNE, JOHN:
Universal.
WEIDLER,
VIRGINIA:
Paramount.
WEISSMULLER.
JOHNNY:FreeM-G-M.
WELLS. JACQUELINE:
lance. Write her at
Republic,
WEST. MAE: Paramount.
WESTLEY,
HELEN: RKO-Radio.
WHALEN, MICHAEL:
20th Century-Fox.
WHEELER. BERT: RKO-Radio,
WHITE. ALICE:
Gaumont-British.
WHITNEY,
ELEANORE:
Paramount.
WILCOXON, HENRY: Paramount.
WILLIAM, WARREN: Warner Bros.
WILLIAMS, CLARK: Universal.
WILLIAMS, HUGH: 20th Century-Fox.
WILSON,
DOROTHY:
Paramount,
WILSON, LOIS:
Free lance.
Write her at Universal.
WILSON, MARIE: Warner Bros.
WING,
PAT:
WING,
TOBY: Paramount,
Paramount. 20th Century-Fox.
WINNINGER.
CHARLES:
WITHERS. GRANT: Universal,
WITHERS.
JANE: 20th
Century-Fox.
WOODS, DONALD:
Warner
Bros.
WOOLSEY, BOB: RKO-Radio.
WRAY,
FAYE:
Columbia,
WYATT. JANE: Universal,
YOUNG, ELIZABETH: Universal,
YOUNG.
20th Free
Century-Fox.
YOUNG, LORETTA:
POLLY ANN:
lance. Write her at
20th Century-Fox,
YOUNG.
ROBERT: M-G-M.
YOUNG. ROLAND:
United Artists.
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SORRV^ OLD MAN,
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Bright

You won't be a wallflower
if you wear the new bright
Cutex Nails. Try them and
see if the
don't
notice
yougrandest
and flockmenaround.
Cutex Ruby will make
your oldest black frock look
as if it were going places.
Cutex Rust will make your
grays and beiges twice as exciting. Cutex Rose will fem-

ov^R

^ NOTICE. HER
LJGHT'J,
/ TIN TVIO
THAT

wear
Cutex

Nails

inize all your sports things.
And remember — every
Cutex shade goes on smoothly, never cracks and keeps
its lovely sparkle for days.
Only 35i a bottle at your favorite store in 8 authentic
shades. Let Cutex give you
modern glamour today!
Northam Warren, New York,
Montreal, London, Paris

r

Your 2 fovoi-»f
Cutex t.q««d
shades of
for 14f
of "..psfcK
sample P.
d Canada,
(In
an
Sept.6-M-6,191
Huds°^320, Mor^treal.)
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More

Good

News

{Continued from page 49)
sequence took five days to shoot, and every
day the extras had to be lathered with
whipped cream since shaving soap dries
too quickly.
We had a nice chat with Freddie
Bartholomew lately. He had just met Paul
Muni for the first time and announced
that he was frightfully impressed. "I
have always regarded Mr. Muni as one
of the better actors," said Freddie thoughtfully, "and now I realize more than ever
how exceptional he must be to have been
selected for the title role in "The Good

Meet Mr. and Mrs. George McDonald! Little Jean Parker surprised everyone by marrying
this good-looking young newspaperman quietly at Las Vegas.
Davis was so wrought up over the prospect
of receiving the Academy Award that, the
day of the presentation, she spent the entire
afternoon in a picture show, sitting through
two features, news reels, a comedy, a
travelogue and the latest Mickey Mouse cartoon.

Katharine
Hepburn activities.
can't be bothered
with
extra curricular
Classed
amongup those
are hostessing.
fitted
an elaborate
playroom in So
her she's
new
home, complete with everj^ kind of slot
machine available. Her guests are ushered
from the door directl}^ to the playroom
and left to their own devices. The Hepburn is fast becoming Hollywood's most
popular hostess.
The owner of the Gable dimples can get
a mad on once in awhile, too. We hear
it's blown over now, but not so long ago
Clark was seen to storm out of the studio.
Seems the news had just been delivered to
him that he wouldn't be permitted the trip
io the Orient via the China Clipper. Then
to top the difficulties, while working on the
"San Francisco" set, a building to be used
in the earthquake sequence toppled over in
Mr. Gable's direction. The result was a
completely ruined dress suit, coiffure and
disposition.
It was a gala day not long ago at MetroGoldwyn-Mayer when D. W. Griffith
visited the set of "San Francisco." And
the biggest thrill came to Woody Van
Dyke, Metro's director par excellence, and
head of this picture. Years ago, when
Griffith
directed
was his errand
boy "Intolerance,"'
on the set. As aWoody
token
of his high regard for the great Griffith,
Director Van Dyke asked Mr. Griffith to
direct Jeanette MacDonald in the last few
sequences of the picture.

Understand that the extras on "Big Brown
Eyes," the Joan Bennett-Cary Gran! picture,
are all on a diet these days. A barber shop
76

Earth."
Several customers nearly passed out under the dryers when a man led a huge
wolf dog into Westmore's beauty shop the
other day. A special booth had been reserved for the purp, and here he was treated
to a bleach, followed by a white henna
pock. "Lightning" is the son of Strongheart, that famed old dog of silents, and is
to appear in the forthcoming sequel to "Call
of the Wild." The director thought the new
hair-do would improve his features. Hollywood is going more to the dogs every day.
At a recent Assistance League luncheon.
Buck, the St. Bernard of "Call of the Wild,"
was honored guest. He gave paw prints to
eager fans.

Don't bet on what Katharine Hepburn
will do next. The other day she showed
up at the RKO lot in a truck, loaded with
sweaters, scarves and knitted dresses which
she proceeded to auction off on the lot.
Seems that Katie had been shopping at
Carmel, found a store making very arty
knitted goods, and promptly purchased a
supply to the tune of $1,500. Hiring a
truck she piled her purchases in and
headed for the home lot, having promised
the shop owners that she would sell the
supply within a week at a good profit.

Wonder what Josef Von Sternberg's name
actually is. Recently the director got in
such a dither over rumors that he was
originally called Joe Stern that he offered
$100,000 to anyone who could prove that
such was his name. Now if the $100,000
had been offered to prove that the name
was not Josef Von Sternberg we could all
get to work on the Von Goldbergs, etc.

Junior
Stars' note
Bartholomew has settled
down : toFreddie
the serious
business of teaching his Aunt Cissy to ride
horseback. Auntie is serving her apprenticeship on San Toy, the horse which was
given to Freddie by Victor McLaglen.
And Jackie Cooper, who rented a horse
for the past season at Palm Springs, personally took care of the grooming and
handling of his animal. When the season
ended, the two of them were such pals
that Jackie's mother had to buy the horse.
Everyone wondered where Rosalind Russell's been spending her evenings of late,
because no one saw her around at the socalled gay spots. A spy discovered she's
been sitting home nights with a stenog-

Kitty Carlisle's beautiful voice
floated out over the air on Mary
Pickford's program recently.
And here are the two pictured
at the mike.
rapher, dictating a scenario. It's sort of a
story of her own life, says Rosalind. She
also adds that, in her opinion, it's terrible,
but that she's going to try to sell it under
an assumed name.
We'll keep you posted.

One of Madge Evans' favorite men is a
sad young gent named Tougjiie. Toughie
is a dog, and recently he was lost or stolen
from Madge's home. After a frantic search
Madge was about to advertise for her lost
friend when a boy appeared at her door
wanting to know if she'd like to buy a
Scottie. Madge took a good look at the
merchandise. It was Toughie. "How
much?" she asked. "A nickel," said the
young salesman. It was a deal.

After Wally Beery announced he was
going to Detroit to buy a station wagon,
his friends were slightly surprised to see
him pull up in a shiny new Cadillac. But,
when Maureen O'Sullivan confided she was
about to buy a car with sleeping accommoshe reallyslide
meant
It's a asedan
with seatsdations,which
back it.
to make
bed,
just in case the O'SuUivans are ever caught
napping.
reen has Incidentally,
ever driven. it's the first car Mau-

Glamor Department : One of the sights
of the month is to watch Marlene Dietrich
slink into the Beverly Brown Derby and
sit down to a plate of raw mushrooms.
After watching the performance we tried
the dish ourselves and all we can report
is that, in spite of it all, we still think
Dietrich is nice.

At the engagement party for Jack Oakie
and Venita Varden the great Oakie fell
madly in love with Mrs. Pat O'Brien's evening gown. Next morning Jack was presented with the gown, and a couple of days
later Miss V. became Mrs. O. attired in the
O'Brien raiment. Looks like Mrs. Pat, who
owns a dress shop, is her firm's best advertisement.
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Beverly Roberts and Sybil Jason pose willingly at "The Singing Kid" preview. Both aid and
abet Al Jolson in this musical.

Streamlining may be a fine thing for
automobiles but it's not so good for dogs,
Dick Powell has decided. Recently, before entering his cocker spaniel in a dog
show, Dick put his pet on a strict diet to
give him that streamlined effect. Came
the dog show, and the Powell spaniel, with
his ultra-modern chassis, took second prize.
"He'd have had first prize," said the
judge, "had he been a little fatter."

Have

you

been

. . . AND
Much has happened since those
glamorous days of courtship.
Naturally, you are both a little
older — a little more mellow. But

Here's a little romantic item you might
like: While playing Romeo, in Metro's
"Romeo and Juliet," Leslie Howard was
forced to take a week's rest. Do you know
what troubles fiction's most romantic lover,
the pride of the Montagues and the glamor
boy of old Verona? Boils!

have those years dealt kindly with
your looks? Or have you aged
more than you should for the
birthdays you secretly count?

Becoming engaged to Jackie Coogan
brought Betty Grable more than that much
publicized sparkler. The Messrs. Wheeler
and Woolsey handed her a contract for
an engagement gift. She'll appear in the
next Wheeler- Woolsey epic as leading
lady, replacing Dorothy Lee, who has
been in all but one of their previous
eighteen picture-plights.

So many women lose their good
looks after thirty. They fail to
realize the importance of what
they eat day after day. Over the
years, faulty menus can definitely
affect their appearance. In some
cases, constipation contributes to
their troubles. Continued neglect
of this condition causes discomfort, may lead to headaches, poor

Here's a story to pass on to those innocents who believe it's such a simple matter
for a friend of a friend of a cousin of theirs
in Hollywood to get them a pass into a
studio. A small fire broke out in Paramount
studios the other morning. When the engine
came dashing up to the gates, sirens wide
open, the firemen were met by the grim
gateman. He wanted to see their official
pass before opening the sacred gates so
much as an inch.

Charles Chaplin is breaking all precedent
about that "one picture to a leading lady"
rule of his. There are big plans under way
at present
for Paulette
first
starring
picture.
Charlie Goddard's
will be author,
{Continued on page 124)

appetite, listlessness.
Common constipation is usually the result of insufficient
"bulk" in the meals you eat. Fortunately, adelicious cereal supplies this "bulk." The "bulk" in
Kellogg's All-Bkan absorbs moisture within the body, forms a soft
Serve

ALL-BRAN

regularly
for

regularity

fair
TO

fo

yourself

HIM?

mass, gently cleanses the system.
Scientific tests show that AllBran is a normal food for normal
people. Two tablespoonfuls daily,
served with milk or cream, are
usually sufficient. Stubborn cases
may require All-Bran more
often. If not relieved this way,
consult your doctor.
Kellogg's All-Bran makes no
claim to be a "cure-all" — but it
does correct constipation due to
insufficient "bulk." It
teed by the Kellogg
Serve All-Bran as a
cook into tempting

is guaranCompany.
cereal, or
muffins,

breads, etc. Sold by all grocers.
Made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.
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BEWARE
of

wax

like

Face

this

"Uncertain Lady." You say that you resent my writing to "Little Miss Marker."
Please, Sweetheart, don't be "Looking for
Trouble," a man must sometimes correspond with "His Private Secretary." Why
"Only Yesterday" I was thinking to myself
that of all the "Little Women" I know
you are the most "Adorable" and how
happy I am that "You Belong to Me." .
"Let's Talk it Over" and in "The Old
Fashioned Way" we will "Kiss and Make
Up." "Let's Try Again" when next week
I arrive at our little home with the "Morning Glory" on the porch. We will have
"Dinner at 8," then I must have "One Hour
with You," for I want to tell you that were
I "The Last Gentleman" on earth and
could I choose from "20 Million Sweethearts," you would still be my choice and
so, believe me, "Now and Forever," Yours,
"Laddie."— R. Sienell, Montreal Canada.

in
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IF you suffer from dry or scaly skin, coarse, ugly
pores, blackheads or whiteheads, or other
common skin faults, chances are your present
way of skin cleansing only hits the high spots.
Change to Luxor Special Formula Cream, the wax-free cream. It
penetrates deeply, gets right into
embedded dirt, because it contains
no wax to keep it from working
in— or clogging pores.
You can see this for yourself be- Yousmoothiton
ofSpecial Photos
Formula's
amazing
visiblecauseaction.
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right
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penetrating skin-cleansing has
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Luxor at $1.10 and 55c. Use it, and
if
you wonderfully
don't agree that
skinandis
more
clean,your
clear
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often cosmetics
don't have are
all Then reappears
theSales-people
facts on how
made. So insist on luxor special
roRMULA. Guaranteed wax-free!

If Double
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I
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1355 W. 31st Street, Chicago, 111.
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postpaidof without
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Sensational

$1 PRIZE

dirt
with deep-pore

FORMULA

LETTER
But —

I would like to pay tribute to a little
actress who, in my opinion, is one of Hollywood's best and loveliest. True, she has
not done_ anything sensational in pictures,
but that is because she has not been given
the proper vehicle, not because she lacks
the talent or ability. Yet, she has been
successful and applause is certainly merited
her for her praiseworthy characterizations.
I feel sure she has a bright future before
her, for one with such a refreshing and
hauntingly sweet personality, one of such
refinement, cleverness and such utterly disarming naturalness is bound to reach the
top.
In her home life she is an exception in
the film colony, devoting most of her time
away from the studio to her home, her husband and her baby daughter, and seldom
joining in the gaieties of Hollywood social
functions. To me she is an ideal, homeloving, hard-working, talented girl — one I
should like for an intimate chum. Who?
Evelyn Venable !— Mildred Smith, Denver,
Colorado.

For a penetrating, deep - working
skin cream, change to Luxor Special
Formula, the wax-free cream. Coupon
brings 3 -facial package FREE!
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LETTER

Bills Bore

You—

For the first time in my life, I feel impelled to reolv to a letter written to a magazine— that of Mr. Vogt in your April
issue.
I do agree with Mr. Vogt that the second half of some double features is boring, but if anyone is interested only in
good screen material, he is privileged to
leave the theatre if the second feature
is unsuitable, or better still, find out from
the film marquee just what is playing before entering the theatre. If, by some
chance, there is one picture on the bill
which he has seen or does not desire to
see at all, while the other is one that he
has been waiting for, all he has to do is
ask the girl in the ticket office for the
time schedule and in this way he need not
sit through anything unworthy of his intellect.
To prove that all double-features are not
of a poor calibre, I have listed some that I
have seen recently. You will agree that
it would be very hard to determine which
should be billed as the second rater, both
being of such high quality and the actors
being
far offrom
"hams."
"Story
Louis
Pasteur" and "Petrified

Forest." "Annie Oakley" and "Sylvia
Scarlett." "Whipsaw" and "King of Burlesque." "Dangerous" and "The Bride
That'sHome."
quite an imposing list, isn't it?
Comes
And,
I assure you, I know good acting
when I see it. I would also like to mention that by following the procedure stated
ill
the
of That
this letter,
lost a beginning
picture yet.
is to I've
say, never
I see
all the best and am rarely bored. — N.
Brown. Brooklyn, N. Y.
HONORABLE
Fascinating

MENTION
Gangsters!!

Oh, these fascinating gangsters that
we've been seeing lately — Cesar Romero,
Jack LaRue and George Raft.
In the old days the villain was hissed
and hated by excited audiences, but now
if they don't watch out, girls will be falling for the villain instead of the hero. But
don't think we resent it. Isn't it much
more thrilling to see these handsome
too?
gangsters who are capable of puttingpeople on the spot and hitting the spot
Here's hoping to see more of those
three ideal movie gangsters do their worst,
while we breathlessly watch, secretly hoping the hero
won't West
be too AUis,
hard on
them. —
Margie
Hartman,
Wisconsin.
Exploiting Home Talent
I note with pleasure that more and more
casts are composed entirely of young
American actors and actresses. This is a
good sign, showing that the talent in our
own youngsters is being brought out, and
is holding its own with foreign talent in
FloUywood. Although the steady waning
of the musical comedy will lose many
people their jobs, the increase of historical, classical and operatic films is developing more character parts. It takes talent
to play such roles, and so acting is reaching a higher plane. — Elizabeth Hitchcock,
Windsor, Alass.
Star Tips
Did anyone ever tell you that . . . Joan
Crawford ought to eat more potatoes?
Crosby and Powell croon too much? Bette
Davis is the best actress on the screen?
Bill Robinson is just as good an actor as
tap dancer? Joan Blondell has the most
beautiful orbs in Hollywood? Jean
Parker is the sweetest doll on the screen?
Miriam Hopkins has the best speaking
voice? Ginger Rogers ought to stick to
dancing; her singing is bad? Hepburn
should try to speak like a natural human
being? Raft ought to go easy on the
vaseline and stop wearing high heels?
Ruby Keeler ought to learn how to act?
Harlow ought to try eating? Shirley
Temple is the most glamorous gal in
Hollywood? Connie Bennett should be
spanked? — E. Slevin, Bronx, New York.
Insulted!
I wonder if other Philadelphia moviegoers are as fed up as I am with hearing
our great city continually knocked by
third-rate hack writers in their desperate
efforts to be funny. The rawest instance
of this kind was seen in "42nd Street,"
which, except for its dialogue, was a perfect films
picture.also
"Metropolitan''
and referother
current
contain slighting
ences to Philadelphia's "sleepiness," a gag
so ancient and disproven that modern

MODERN
writers should be ashamed to use it.
I cannot imagine why producers permit
their pictures to be cluttered with these
disgusting slams against America's third
largest city. Anj'one who has ever been
here knows that its "slowness" exists only
in the torpid minds of scenario writers
who haven't the mental capacity to think
up something more original. — K. L.
Greene, Philadelphia, Pa.
Silly Stuff
I think that the cowboy serials and pictures are getting sillier and sillier. They
are all alike. The heroine is taking some
important papers somewhere ; bandits appear on the scene and shoot the driver.
Just then Tom Mix or Buck Jones, or
whoever the hero is, comes galloping on a
fine white horse named "Silver" and takes
the driver's seat, shoots the bandits and
saves the day. All so thrilling ! Nuts !
If the bandit falls off a cliff, he usually
breaks an arm or a leg, but if the hero
falls off a cliff, he gets up, brushes himself off and gets on "Silver" and rides
away. I think this stuff is much too old,
don't you? — Patricia Mac Williams, Washington, D. C.
A

Line or Two From
Lots of Letters

If Jean Harlow would study the selection of the plays given her instead of the
effect of "startling" new hair tints, she
might find a "startling" increase in her
fan mail. — S. Henderson, Tucson, Arizona. If your budget permits but one
show a week, see "The Petrified Forest."
If it permits two, see "The Petrified For-
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est" twice. It is the strangest love story
ever unfolded on the screen. — C. Toles,
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Won't someone tell me what type of audience "Tarzan" pictures are made for? The incredibility of these pictures is amazing,
I have even heard children remark on it.
To me it is all a lot of noise, unreality
and waste of time on the part of the audience, not to mention the effect on the
nervous system. — Dora Starr, Bronx, New
York. Rlusic to instill the proper mood
in the days of silent pictures, where the
orchestra always played an appropriate
accompaniment, may have been not only
all right but pleasant. But to use music
in an all-talking production at points
where absolute silence is supposed to
reign supreme is going a bit too far. —
Mary Sharp, Indianapolis, Indiana. I
wonder why they've never teamed Bette
Davis with George Raft? It takes something more than mere acting to do justice
to such difficult, hard-boiled parts as
Bette and George portray — it takes naturalness and technique. Give us a DavisRaft team and you'll give us a new kind
of thrill. — Loreen Pallas, Cleveland, Ohio.
If Hepburn and Hopkins ate more spinach
they would be calmer and healthier, but
perhaps not such interesting personalities.
The recent, overzealous beautifying of the
stars has led to some pretty disastrous results. It is responsible for Garbo's waning popularity. She would be as popular
today as she was five years ago, if they
hadn't devitalized her beautiful face. That
heavy line drawn on the upper eyelid, the
droop of the mouth, and the heavily
shadowed cheeks may be all right on a
Benda mask but an actress' face should express animation. That goes for Dietrich,
too. — Mary Peterson, Philadelphia, Pa.

"Fresh air and exercise rate the top of my
list for keeping fit. But I'm not swinging
along blindly. My daily diet is mighty important, too. For breakfast, every one I know is
changing to Shredded Wheat. And I'm right
with them."

PACKED WITH VITAL NOURISHMENT
Crisp, delicious Shredded Wheat gives you
vital food essentials because it's 100% whole
wheat— nothing added, nothing taken away.
Eat it every day for a rich supply of carbohydrates, vitamins, mineral salts and proteins.

Gail Patrick and beautiful green orchids seem like a perfect
alliance.
And what an original way she wears them, pinned
to the back of her evening gown!

Ask for the package
showing the picture of
Niagara
the red N. Falls
B. C. and
Seal
A Product
NATIONAL

of x^iPTT
BISCUIT COMPANY
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ZONITORS, snowy-white antiseptic, greaseless, are not
only easier to use than ordinary preparations but are
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suppositories.
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They were getting on each
other's nerves. Intestinal
sluggishness was really the
cause — made them tired
with frequent headaches,
bilious spells. But that is all
changed now. For they discovered, like millions of
others, that nature provided
the correct laxatives in
plants
Tonight
Nature's
Remedy and
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muchtrybetter
you
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Ice cream cones, toys and lollipops were
rushed to the scene in an effort to calm
the new actress' temperamental outburst,
but to no avail. The day was finally saved
by Mr. Farnum and a quick shave.
Of course, she wasn't Anne Shirley in
those
days.forDawn
O'Daytwelve
was the
namein
then and
the ne.xt
years
Hollywood. For after "Miracle Child,"
Mrs. O'Day decided to bring her small
daughter to the film capital. She was convinced that her child had talent. So convinced that she gave up the job in a New
York department store, where she had
worked since her husband's death, to
gamble her all on a ticket-and-a-half to
the coast.
"It was a good gamble, too," Mrs.
O'Day will tell you now with a twinkle
in her eye. But there were a dozen years
between then and now — years when directors just gave occasional roles to the shy,
brown-eyed child with the coppery curls.
For Mrs. O'Day was not a good movie
mama. She had never taught her little
daughter to smirk beguilingly at important
directors, to hang adoringly on the skirts
of important stars, or to clamber up on
casting directors' knees. She knew Dawn
had talent, the studio would know it inevitably— so what was the rush?
In the meantime, there wouldn't be much
money, but neither would there be the
danger of sudden success turning that
head
bright contacts,
curls. Mrs.
O'Day
have of
valuable
wealth
or didn't
social
position to give her daughter, but she had
something that beat them all — plain, ordinary common sense. The result, of
course, you saw for yourself in "Anne of
Green Gables." The Anne Shirley whose
sincerity and lovableness shone even in
cold celluloid and sky-rocketed her to stardom.
I'VE been out in the 'cold, cruel woild
of the woikin' girl' since I was a year
old," Anne told us, "but I never realized
it.
I wasfelt
having
such just
a good
always
so lucky
to time
be in! I've
the
movies at all. And I knew that I was
more fortunate than most girls in being
able to earn and learn at the same time.
Of course, there were plenty of times I
didn't
earnchance
much, I but
the stars
role
the
more
had the
to smaller
watch the
on the set. And I got a thrill out of every
minute of it. As for worrying about
whether I'd get big roles or big money, I
just
could didn't.
only do Mother
my best taught
in what metheythat
gaveI
me, and if I were really good, my chance
would come. I've always agreed, anyhow,
with ried
that
darky
who said,
aboutold
a lot
of things
in my'I've
life,worbut
most of them never happened,' — and don't
Whoof tears
doesn't?
in this
vale
have But
the how
sense many
to remember
it? Yet a seventeen year old girl has
learned to take life in her stride and "get
a thrill out of every minute of it." The
twelve
sheAnne
was Shirley
a "bit" as
player
held you?"
as years
much when
fun for
the
last two years since she's achieved fame.
"Of course, I'm terribly happy that the
studio thinks I'm good enough for important roles, now," Anne said, her sensitive face very serious as she tried to explain, "but what I mean is that I've always
been so tically
happy
in my
work any
that differently
it's pracimpossible
to feel
now. Except for more time at the studio,
I do about the same things I always did.

I go to school (she'll graduate from high
school this spring) which I dislike just
as much as I ever did, incidentally. I
have game-parties, read magazines and
plays, go to the movies and sit around
and munch candy and talk and — munch
candy. Having money enough to buy this
house and a car — my first !— and a dog,
now that is different!" Anne's eyes shone
as she been
explained
never
able toabout
affordthea dog.
house "We've
before,
and they
won't
let
you
have
dogs
in
apartments ever, so I feel really ritzy about
my
dog, even if I did get him from the
THE new house from the outside looks
just like any other pretty stucco
California bungalow. But inside there is
that indefinable something that makes a
house a home. It simply exudes the
pound !"charm of its owner. In actual
friendly
money, Mrs.
and Anne
haven't
splurged
on theO'Day
furnishings,
but in
time
and thought they have spent a young fortune. Gayly painted furniture, crisp bright
curtains and potted plants are in every
room. The sun-porch, made from what
was formerly a screened-in porch, is where
the
familynotpractically
lives.
The Anne
"family"
consists
only of the
collie,
and
her mother, but Phyllis Eraser, the nineteen year old cousin of Ginger Rogers.
"Phyllis has been living with us for
over
now,"
explained.
"We
met ata ayear
party,
and Anne
she asked
me to have
lunch with her some day. You know how
people are always saying 'let's have lunch
some day' and never mean it ? Well, I knew
Phyllis meant lunch ! We've been practically inseparable ever since. It's funny,
too, because we're exact opposites. Phyllis
is the amusingest person you ever saw,
while
never know
what tosomething
say. I'm witty
still
lookingI forward
to saying
and she has yet to say something dull.
simply.
She's — well, she's swell," finished Anne
Another difference that being a star has
made to Anne Shirley is that she can go
to more movies ! In the years when the
pennies counted, movies were her idea of
the grandest treat in the world. And they
still are — the difference being that now
she can afford to go. And go she does,
holding the all-time Hollywood record for
attendance.
"I just eat them up! Any and all kinds.
There's something to enjoy about every
one of them — even the weepy kind with
mascara trickling down your nose. The
ones I like the most, though, are like
'These Three' — you know, the kind that
you want to go right home and think
We wanted to know if Anne liked the
roles which she has been playing, and
were assured that she had liked every one
of them. "Besides," she said earnestly,
"I'm
so lucky to be able to play the parabout."
ticular type of young girl I do, because
I'm the only one who is doing that type of
thing now. I think that the studio knows
what's best for me to play anyhow. Whatsay isshould
all right
with me."
Thatever they
remark
be framed
and hung
on Hollywood Boulevard. Here is an actress who doesn't think she could outlanguish any Camille to date. Such genuine modesty is rare if not extinct in this
town.
You can probably understand now why
Anne
could play in pictures for over
{Continued on page 82)
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(^Continued
twelve years before she really
got a
"break." Oh, yes, she was in over a hundred productions in that time, and did her
small roles with unmistakable ability. But
the minute the director was through with
her would be the last he'd see of the bigeyed small girl. Anne would have retired
into the shadows of? the set and settled
down quietly to looking and listening.
When there was a picture plum to be
handed out, the directors would give it to
some child who was either underfoot herself or had a mama and a press-agent
there.
She only forgot her bash fulness with
people who didn't look or act too important. George Nicholls, Jr., a cutter on
"Rich Man's Folly," a picture in which
Anne appeared when she was twelve, was
one to whom she felt friendly. Four years
later, when Mr. Nicholls was co-director
on "Finishing School," he suggested that
the little O'Day girl be given an important
role. And the next year, when he was
given the directorship of "Anne of Green
Gables," Mr. Nicholls insisted that the
little O'Day girl be given a test for the
lead. Every youngster, and not-so youngster, in Hollywood wanted that role — but
the rest is history. It was then, too, that
Anne had her name legally changed to her
present one.
Since then she's been starred in "Only
Yesterday" and "Chatterbox."
She co-

starred with Will Rogers in "Steamboat
Round
Bend."was so grand," Anne told
"Will the
Rogers
us, her face lighting up at the mention
of his name. "Whenever he saw a cameraman coming near for a close-up, Will
would' turn around and say, 'Come on,
Annie, be a sport and let 'em get one of
"M'Liss"of
andYoualsowill
in be
one seeing
of the Anne
prize in
packages
the year — Maxwell Anderson's "Winterset." But we wish you could have seen her
as we did — curled up in the window-seat
of the sun-porch and looking for all the
world like a youngster without a responsibility in her life. And yet this girl has
known bad fortune and good. And she
can take them both.
And romance? Of course, we asked
Anne about ' THAT,
being female as well
"
you.
as news-sleuth.
"I guess romance will drift around, too,
in time," she said, and added with sparkling brown eyes, "At least I certainly hope
And that's Anne Shirley. She wastes
as much time kidding you as herself.
Which
totals no time wasted. As honest
it will!"
as she is pretty, as sincere as she is talented, and as level-headed as she is redheaded, this girl couldn't side-step success or "flop" in anything.

Hollywood's
Bad
(Coiifinned from page 41)

isL^ND what a bottle!
C*/ Jlj Sti^art, streamlined
and generous — in keeping with
the gorgeous polish it contains
. . . Make no mistake — Chic is
as fine a polish as money can buy.
The ultra smart shades are the
last word in tone beauty. With
them on your dressing tabl^
there is no mood or costume
that may not be accented with
glamorous fingertips, almost as
quickly as the thought occurs.
Chic applies so easily — so
smoothly and so lustrously, yet
it never peels or cracks. Chic
Polish Remover, or Oily Polish
Remover, a boon to brittle
nails, and Chic Cuticle Remover complete your finger tip
beauty treatment.
Chic Manicure Aids at all
Fire and Ten Cent Stores^
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Wally always remarks that his old man
was right.
"He believed that a stiff rap over the
head with a nightstick was the best preventative of crime."
He attended the funeral of Carol Ann's
mother and, when one of her little brothers
asked why they threw that dirt on his
mama,
Wally cried. goof.
He's aHesentimental
and tender-hearted
liked to
work with the late Marie Dressier and
still thinks "Min and Bill" a good bit of
business. He isn't ill-tempered but he
stands up for his rights against the world.
An executive once said to him, after a
set-to on the lot :
"Wally, why don't you be a good guy?
Why are you always scrapping with
someone? That won't get you any"Yeah?" said Wally. "And I suppose
you gotwhere !" from running a five-cent theatre
to where you are by letting people walk
face?" walked away, very fast,
yourexecutive
on The
without saying a word. Wallace laughed.
Wally once walked from Times Square
to New Rochelle to get a job as a cop in
the movies, but it rained and he had to
walk back in it without getting the promised five bucks for the day. He was once
a chorus man, but so were James Cagney,
Jack Oakie and several other he-men
stars. Once, when a girl told Wally that
his face was drooping like a frost-bitten
pumpkin, he saved a hundred bucks to
have it lifted, but the specialist wanted
five hundred, so Wally let the face ride
as was.

THE role he disliked most was the one
Hotel."
played
tummya
babyheand,
when inhe "Grand
gets a pain
or a He's
ache, he walks right out of the picture
and goes home to mummy and hot packs.
He cannot stand physical pain as well as
most men.
His trousers, even when he

Boy

is dressed up, seem always about to let
everything go and fall of¥. He once directed a picture in Japan. He insists
that the two best rules for a happy marriage are, speaking of picture stars :
"Keep your wife away from the studio.
She hasn't any business there. Let her
run the house, you haven't any business
"Never
marryin."a woman who wants to
trying
to butt
He atied
with Fredric March in 1932
have
career!"
for the Academy Award for the best male
performance of the year. He insists on
quitting, even if there is more work to
do, at 5 P.M. every night. He and
Garbo !
He has no complaint about life and
thinks he's done darn well.
"Edison started out as a newsboy and
a train 'butcher,' " says Wally, "and he
ended upventor.
being
the world's
greatest
inFord thought
up a way
to make
cheap automobiles and now is one of the
world's richest men. I started out as a
chambermaid to a herd of elephants and I
live now in a swell dump in Beverly Hills.
It'sHe a calls
funnyall world,
ain't it?"
men "Keed!"
and all women
"Dear"- — nothing can break him of the
practice. On location with "Old Ironsides," he made a pet of a seal which insisted on swimming close to the ship.
When Jimmie Cruz prepared to dynamite
some of the old ships for a battle scene,
Wally held up several hundred people, on
production, for two hours until he was
sure his seal was safe.
He once owned a yacht, but when his
wife made him buy and wear a formal
yachting costume, he sold it. Claimed the
damn thing made him uncomfortable. He
walks right through mud puddles and
never seems to know they are there while
others
go around
them.
He has
a robust
sense of humor and
isn't afraid to laugh long and loud.
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Believe

Miracles?

(Continued from page 61)
seemingly insurmountable difficulties stare
you in the face. And I'm going to do it
right now.
LET'S start on legs. If your legs are
' fat, the problem isn't so difficult. If
they are muscular, it's more difficult, but
still possible
first,
for the! Here's
calves : what you can do,
Sit down on the floor, one leg bent up
at
knee take
— thehold
leg of
you're
work
on.theNow
the going
fleshy topart
of
your calf with your two hands. Squeeze,
and put plenty of energy behind it. Keep
your thumbs against the shin bones and
with the fingers, thutpbs and palms, dig
in under the leg muscles and squeeze the
fat off. Don't pinch yourself, that's wrong,
and it won't do any good. Squeeze with
the heel of the hand and the fingers. The
legs must be absolutely relaxed. Your
hands do all the work. Give ten minutes
to each leg, every day. You won't see
any world-shaking improvement by just
doing it once. You've got to keep this up
and keep it up. And, babies, it will work 1
I used this same treatment on Constance
Cummings. You know Connie was a
dancer in musical comedy in New York
before she went to Hollywood. And she
had developed muscles in her legs like
Pop Eye the Sailor. Now, they are slim
and lovely — mania did it ! And I'm telling you how you can do the same thing.
Now,construction
the ankles.that
Let makes
me repeat,
if it's
bone
your ankles
big, you can expect to do only so much.
But for goodness sakes do what you can.
Above all, don't sit back and say, "It's no
use." It is some use, because the following exercise will slenderize your ankles
remarkably and besides that, keep them
supple. Then, with a clever choice of hose
and shoes, and graceful management of
your feet and legs, you can even make
the ankles appear much slimmer than
they actually are by measurement.
Here is the exercise for slimming the
ankles : Lie flat on the floor, feet together, toes pointed. Arms straight out
above your head. Now, from this straightline position, bend up and try to touch
the tips of your toes with your fingers.
Be sure to keep the knees stiff. You probably can't do it at first, but never mind,
keep at it until you do it correctly. Another thing, don't turn your toes up —
keep
pointedpulling
away sensation
from you.inYou'll
feel athem
tingling,
your
ankles. That's swell. That means you are
doing it correctly. That sensation means
that the fat is coming off and the muscles
are being stretched within an inch of their
lives. Incidentally, this same exercise will
limber up your whole Ixidy and strengthen
the abdominal muscles.
HERE'S another ankle e.xercise, just
forerousvariety's
genthis month, sake.
am I I'm
not?certainly
But, babies,
I expect you to be just as generous with
your will-power and gumption to do as I
tellNow
you.here
That's
enough,
it? legs
we fair
go : sit
on theisn't
floor,
stretched straight out. Hands placed behind you to brace your body. Now lift
your hips off the floor, so that a straight
line is formed from your shoulders to
your toes. You are now supporting your
body with only the palms of your hands
and
else oft" and
the
floor.your
Now heels.
bend Everything
your toes forward
down, trying to touch the floor with them.

"flPTiat/ Go to bed? . . . Wellf that^s a dirty trick! We let you
get us dressed up, and we did stunts for your old company
. . . and now your dinner's ready, you pack us off to bed!"

"ffe won't lie down and go to sleep! Not one eye will we
close all night long . . . you'll see how much noise twins can
make! Our feelings are hurt— and we're prickly and cross!"

^'^Ah-h . . . ! She's getting the Johnson's Baby Powder! (Good
tenmwork, eh? ) When we get rubbed with that silky-slick
powder, we'll purr like kittens. Mother— we forgive you!"

'Tm Johnson's Baby Powder— the comfort and joy
of millions of babies, because I soothe away prickly
heat and all the little chafes and irritations that
make them cross. The talc I'm made of is the finest,
rarest Italian kind— no gritty particles and no orrisroot. And I have three helpers in taking care of
babies' skins— Johnson's Baby Soap, Baby Cream
83
and Baby Oil. Try them, too!"
^ n
^ ,
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IF Perspiration
were

a

TIGER

— you'd jump to protect yourself from its ravages! Yet the
insidious corroding acid of perspiration can destroy the under-arm fabric
of your dresses as surely, as completely, as the scarifying claws of a
tiger's paw !
*
Answers to thousands of questionnaires revealed the astounding fact
that during the past year perspiration
spoiled garments for 1 woman in 3!
What appalling wasteful extravagance,
when a pair of Kleinert's Dress Shields
would have saved any one of them at
trifling cost.
And this surest form of perspiration
protection is now the easiest also!
Kleinert's Bra-form is a dainty uplift
bra equipped with shields — always
ready, tci't/iout any sewing, to yvear with
any dress at any moment. A supply of
two or three solves the perspiration
problem for the busiest woman and
they're as easily swished through the
nightly soapsuds as your stockings and
lingerie !
Just ask for "Kleinert's" at your
favorite notion counter — shields, 25^^
and up; Bra-forms, $1.00 and up.

eme^
T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. OCf.
DRESS
SHIELDS
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Go on, stretch and touch those toes to the
floor. Now come back to the first position and repeat.
Do either one or both of these ankle
exercises a few times every day and work
up to at least twenty times.
And here's another little trick. After
the calf-squeezing and ankle-slimming
routine is over each time, spread a heavy
turkish towel over your legs and ankles
and beat hard through it, with the palm
of j'our hand. Don't be a "softie," slap
good and hard; that smashes down the
fatty tissues and helps the good work
along. Keep the muscles entirely relaxed,
always. Don't tighten up at all.
Now get busy and show mama how good
you are, and I give you my word that
you can work miracles with fat or heavy
legs and ankles with the above treatments.
It's hard, uphill work, I'll admit, in the
exaggerated cases. It's no snap even in
the milder cases. I'm not kidding you on
that score, and you must not kid yourself.
But who cares? Isn't it worth it? Just
think, in the next few months, you will
have so slenderized your legs and ankles,
you need no longer feel self-conscious
about them! It costs not a dime, it just
takes time ! Well, for heaven's sake, did
you hear that ? Sylvia's getting poetic !
Me and Shakespeare. Gosh, I'd better cut
that out and get back to business.
When ankles are bloated and puffy from
too much standing, as can happen to
people who must stand at their work and
to the housewife who must traipse around
all day, here is a treatment which will
m^ake those puffy ankles look better and
feel better:
FILL the bathtub partially full of very
hot water. Place a basin of cold water
on the floor beside the tub. Sit on the
edge of the tub and put your feet into
the hot water. It should be just as hot
as you can possibly stand it. Keep your
feet there as long as you can. Then out
with them, and pop them into the cold
water for just a second. Now back into
the hot water. Alternate between the hot
and cold plunges for ten minutes. Dry
them carefully and thoroughly and then
march into your bedroom, taking with
you a bottle of rubbing alcohol. I said
nibbing! Lie on the bed and take up
one foot at a time and give it an alcohol
rub. Massage the toes. Take the toes in
the palm of your hand and rotate them.
Knead the instep. Your feet will feel so
good that
an through.
Astaire
around
the you'll
room want
when toyoudo get
It's a good idea to sleep with your feet
on a pillow, too, to get rid of pufifiness.
You'll be surprised how it rests them.
Bow-legs are another problem which I
:
want to take up. There's a trick toofthis
the
you take the fat off the outside
leg and leave it on the inside, thereby
making your legs look straighter than
they actually are. You can use the same
squeezing-slapping treatment I just mentioned for the calves.
Here's another good exercise : you need
someone to help you do this. Lie flat on
the bed, on your back. Your assistant puts
one of vour feet on her shoulder. Then
she takes the heel in one hand and pulls
it hard, meanwhile pressing against the
toes and sole of your foot just as firmly
as she possibly can, with the palm of her
other hand. Encourage her to put plenty
of energy behind this — a slow, not a jerky,
straighten out the outpull. It will help
side of your legs Give five minutes to
each leg and don't waste a minute of the
time.
For heavy thighs and upper legs, there
is an exercise I gave last month, in connection with that little matter of reducino- the abdomen. I mentioned at the time

that it would turn a trick for the thighs,
too. If you missed it, you can have it
by writing to me for it.
Thin legs are another problem which
most sufferers are inclined to regard as
hopeless. "Oh, I know my legs are pipe
stems. All my family have thin legs.
There's
can what
do about
it." skinny
That's
the usualnothing
excuse I and
a thin,
excuse it is ! The earlier one starts to
develop skinny legs the better, of course,
and
I do will
hopetake
mothers
of spindle-shanked
children
the hint.
If you're thin all over, you want to
develop all over, naturally. For that, a
building-up diet, which I've given in these
pages before and which I'll send you for
the
asking if since
you'velegsmissed
and need
it. However,
are myit immediate
problem,
mustlegstellwith
you the
that ease
fleshthat
won'tit
settle on Ithe
sneaks up on the hips and such. Corrective exercises are necessary. Swimming is
excellent, riding a bicycle is good, too.
And tap dancing is a good leg developer.
exercise
:
If you haven't
a bicycle, here's the bicycle
Lie on your back. Bring your legs up
into the air, and keep them there. Now
just make believe you are riding a bicycle.
That's all — but put plenty of knee action
into it, and push as if you were pedalling
up a hill.
NOW,
wanttheto bust.
give The
you
a dietmyanddarlings,
exerciseI for
reduction of this part of the body takes
patience, common sense and work. You
can't rush headlong into it. You must
never use strenuous methods on this part
of the body. Never massage the breasts
for reducing. You must depend mostly on
diet to decrease their size. First, you
should go on my general reducing diet
for ten days. I've given it here before, but
if you haven't it, send for it at once.
After the ten-day reducing diet, you do
the following : When you get up — and get
up hot
early,or ifcold
you water
don't mind
glass
of
with !—a drink
little a lemon
juice in it. Two hours later, take six
ounces of buttermilk. If you think you
don't like buttermilk, learn to like it—
it's good for you. If you cn't learn to like
it, drink it anyway. You've got to do a lot
of things in life that you don't want _ to
do, and one more little thing isn't going
to hurt you. Continue to drink six ounces
of buttermilk every two hours, from the
time you get up until you go to bed. And
don't forget the glass of water every
morning. If you find that too strenuous,
you can take a cup of beef broth, _ consomme, tomato juice or fresh fruit juices
occasionally ... in between. But remember, three days on liquid. Then the
other four days of the week, back to my
general reducing diet, with the single exception that you eat very little meat. Go
heavily on the fresh fruits and vegetables.
Stay away from starches and take no
soup or water with your meals. Stick to
this alternating routine until your breasts
are the size you wish them to be. And
always be sure that you eliminate properly.
Now comes the exercise. This is to firm
the muscles and flesh of the bust while reducing, or if they are flabby or sagging.
You've got work to do, so let's begin.
First, get yourself a good uplift brassiere, one that gives you proper support.
But be sure it doesn't bind you. Then:
get a broom or a yardstick. Stand straight.
Hold the broom or yardstick in both
hands, horizontally across the body. Arms
at the sides. Now raise the arms straight
out in front of you, and continue on up
until your arms are straight above your
head, with the stick still in a horizontal
position. Stretch up as high as you can.
Now, as you bend the arms at the elbows.

MODERN
bring the stick down behind your head
until it passes the neck and is across the
back of your shoulders. This will force
you to keep the shoulders back. Now
follow the same course back to the first
position.
does on
thiseach
do? side
I'll tell
there
areWhat
muscles
of you:
your
chest, which run from the top of the
breast to the shoulder. This exercise will
tighten those muscles and strengthen
them so that they can support the weight
of the bust. Think about these muscles
all
the time onyou're
Concentrate
them. doing
Work this
in exercise.
front of
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a mirror, so that you'll know you're doing it properly. Ten times a day at the
start and work up to twenty times. Do it
every day, and no back-sliding, do you
hear?
HERE'S
thing : I'myour
planning
article one
on last
beautifying
face an
by
other means than slapping on a little makeup, although make-up is important, too.
But right here I want to mention that difficult feature that can make or mar a lovely
face, the well known nose. Noses that are
too broad, too flat, or too pudgy, you
can
change.of You
can't But
change
formation,
course.
the the
rest bone
you
can do. Here's how :
Go to work on that part of your nose
which
you don't
Say yourandnose
too broad.
With like.
the second
thirdis
fingers of each hand, press firmly on
either side of the nose. Use a slight rotary
movement and press firmly. Ease up on
the pressure , a little as you work outward
away from the nose, and then move upward and off toward the cheek bones — always a circular movement and never pull
or stretch the skin. If you have fat on
the tip of your nose, follow this treatment there. (That's what I did for Ruth
Chatterton.) A few minutes a day and
you'll
how quickly Ayou finely
will
notice be
a surprised
marked improvement.
chiseled nose is elegant — and . for the
movie stars it photographs much better.
That's a tip for little Alice Faye.
Now, run along and get busy. And write
to mama when you want help or get
stuck. I'm sitting here with a nice pile of
fresh stationery and a brand new ribbon
in
typewriter.
you address
supply
the myenvelope,
with Don't
your forget,
name and
and a stamp on it for your reply. That
goes for my special consultation and
measurement chart, too. Those of you
who have had one, will need another one
for the next four weeks — and the rest
of you had better send for it right away —
it's free.
So, !babies, get out your scissors and clip

Madame Sylvia,
MODERN SCREEN.
149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
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he Powder

Shade

That

Can Make You LovelyMax Factor's Powder in the color
harmony shade for your type will
enliven your skin with youthful radiance and give you a satin-smooth
finish that lasts for hours. When you
see the magic effect of this powder
on your skin, you will know why
Hollywood stars call Max Factor the

Blondes,

your beauty with Max Factor s
new make-up... powder, rouge
and lipstick created in color
harmony sJiadesfor every type.

genius ofin make-up
. . . Maxshades,
Factor's
Powder
color harmony
$1.

The Perfect Color of
Rouge For Your Type
Rouge in your color harmony shade
will give your cheeks an exquisite
color that looks perfectly natural in
any light because Max Factor has
created it for your individual coloring...The creamy-smooth texture
blends easily and clings persistent-

npstick Shades
That Can Make
Your Lips Alluring
Max Factor has created lipstick in
color harmony shades that dramatize
every type, and harmonize with the

Please send me your Special Consultation and Measurement chart for
weight control.

smooth and young. Max Factor's
Super-Indelible Lipstick in
color harmony shades, $1.

City
State
(Please enclose stamped, selfaddressed envelope)

to

Discover how you, too, like
screen stars, can dramatize

Dear Madame Sylvia:

Street

LIPSTICK

Brunettes

powder and rouge . . .Max Factor's lipstick is5u/)er-Indelible...the alluring
color lasts indefinitely. Keeps lips

Name

ROUGE,

for hours.
Max shades,
Factor's 50c.
Rouge
in lycolor
harmony
MERLE

OBERON

in Samuel Goldwyn*s
"THESE THREE"
illustrates her color harMake- Up.
mony in Max Factor^s

yl^ax jMclor /UolltjwooJ
for POWDER, ROUBE AND LIPSTICK COMPLEXIONS
IN YOUR
h.i.l.ir'- Mak^-I.p Slu.hn.
•k iK.ColurMJ^ Sauiplei
ten cenia for poslaK'*
Harmony Make Up Churl ami 48-pa|ie
ng.
Also sendbook,m. "The>' Color
Irislruclion
N«w A. )/ Society Makt-bp". . . FREE.
24-6-2

SKIN Dry □
0,\ya N.»-naia

COLOR
EVES □
Blue
Grny
Cr«n
□
Brown
Hiwl n□
euk__a
O^rk
L.gh, □□
LASHES(C^h-i
ACE

HARMONY :
HAIR
BLONDE
BROWNETTE
Ugiu,.a
D..fic..a
BRUNETTE
Light. .□ Dark. .a
Light.REDHEAD
_Q D.ul:.-n
Light. _□ Djrk..D
typt abo\e and hei!_0
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(Continued from page 66}

CANT

with such a lavish hand that her ideas
us.
and suggestions will be impractical for

fOOLM£...
THAT

That

POWDER

ANTISfPTIC
ISN'T

4

at the brilliance of the colors I choose."
Still very patriotic is a two-piece silk
print that Una recommends as an alternate traveling costume and for general
daytime wear, wherever you might go. The
print is a white star design on a blue
background. The blouse is made like a
jacket with buttons of the print brought
through pennant-like appliques of white
to form a unique trimming detail. Be

Una told nie that her idea of really enjoying a trip is to have enough clothes
packed
her suitcase
so that
doesn't
have toin stop
and ponder
on she
what
she
can wear every time she makes a change
— yet not be so burdened down with bags
that her husband wants to drop her off
the train before she gets half way to her
destination. There's a hint for you bridesto-be who think you have to take along a
year's
moon. supply of clothes on your honey-

sure
felt to
hattake
— it'sa good
one
types that looks so
a feminine dress.
blue ribbon.

HER
first consideration is a good,
comfortable and smart traveling outfit. You can see it on page 66. It's a
very patriotic color scheme for Decoration
Day being red, white and blue basket
weave woolen. Her skirt is blue and the
smart, trimly buttoned jacket is flame red.
Topping this is a white coat made on the
new straighter lines with front button
closing. A blue and flame red chiffon
scarf tucks into the neckline and her
brimmed felt hat is red with blue feather
trim. Her handbag matches her coat
fabric and navy blue sandals with flat
heels complete this very wearable and
good looking costume.
Of this ensemble, Una said to me, "I
really think that I favor this ensemble
over any other in my entire wardrobe.
This is the season of the year when
colors impress me and I amaze myself

Two case.
sports
dresses
go shirtmaker
into Una's dress
suitOne is the
classic
that tops all sports lists every year. This
is shown on page 65 and it is an example
of the white dress with color contrast
which I was mentioning earlier. Of silk
crepe, the bodice has a deep yoke with
inverted pleats used to give a soft fullness
below the yoke. Blue buttons fasten the
blouse up to the high turnover collar at
her throat and also hold down the flap
pockets on the skirt. A navy kid belt and
navy grosgrain ribbon band on the widebrimmed hat further carry out the color
accent. Again, you will notice that Una
wears the sandal type of shoe, this time
with the new high-low heel, a heel slightly
higher than the flats.
In her second sports dress, Una reverses
the color accent by using white touches to
contrast with green in her green and white
silk print. This dress, too, is simple in

look the
at Una's
sea-blue
of
new mannish
giddy in contrast with
The banding is navy

I want
MENNEN
cause

POWDER

It protects

gainst

me

Infection

"See here Mummy! Aren't my outsides as
important as my insides! You give me pasteurized milk 'stead of plain milk, 'cause
you want to keep my insides safe from
nasty germs. Well, I want my outsides
protected, too! That's why I want the baby
powder that's Antiseptic. I mean Mennen.
A feller's entitled to more than just a
dusting powder for his skin, nowadays.
This Mennen Powder makes the skin a
mighty UN-healthy place for germs to try
to do their breeding. Besides ... I like
the way it prevents chafing and rawness.
So be a sweetheart, mummy — give me the
greater SAFETY of Mennen Antiseptic
Powder — please. ..."
America's first baby powder is now Antiseptic. to
But itusedoesn't
cost a penny more.
How foolish
any other!

POWDER
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Here is one of Hollywood's pet play hats. Just a brim of linen
with straps which Jean King designed to unbutton for laundering
purposes. A perfect hat to pack for week-end jaunts — so cool, too!
They come in all the gay pastel shades. The stars are wearing
them with their sport togs.

MODERN
design — it features the same short sleeves
but the pockets are on the bodice this
time instead of the skirt. The full white
tie is one of those nice feminine gestures,
just what you'll see time and again on
the simpler tailored daytime clothes.
Right at this point I want you to notice
particularly how well Una has planned
her accessories so that she needs only a
few changes while away. Her color
scheme of blue and white is repeated all
through her travel and sports clothes,
with the exception of the green and while
print in this group. But, there again, she
has used her head because she can interchange her white accessories with both
the blue and the green costumes. Thus
into her suitcase goes one pair of white
sandals and one pair of blue ; the latter
she wears for traveling. A white tie,
white gloves and blue ones, a blue belt
and a white one, a white hat and a light
blue one and two handbags — there you
have all she needs to make just a few outfits look like a dozen. In fact, the white
hat could be the only extra beside the red
one she uses for traveling. And even
though Una wears navy blue oxfords with
her printed tailored dress, she could have
worn her blue sandals just as well and
eliminated that extra pair of shoes. Subtraction isan art in packing skillfully.
The three charming dresses on pages 64
and 65 are in the Merkel closet, ready for
packing in a hurry. Una can make a selection from either one of the three, confident that they will fit into any evening
party
whileeither
she's ofvacationing.
one being
lace or laceAnd
and each
another fabric, it will look fresh and unrumpled upon arrival.
Una says of her evening clothes, "In buying an evening gown I do just the opposite from what I do in selecting my daytime clothes. I pass up the tailored and
go thoroughly feminine. I want to feel
flufify, even a bit frivolous — not as though
I were dressed in a man's tuxedo. Formal
gowns should be woman's one outlet for
all
her great
'lavender
old lace'should
yearnings.
Herof one
care,andhowever,
concern what she wears with such a gown.
Adrian, my screen designer, once gave me
an interesting tip. It helped me and I am
sure it will help a great many others.
"He said, 'When you are dressed for an
occasion, whether it is for luncheon
at
noon or a formal dinner at night, and
somehow you don't feel quite right in
what you are wearing — take something
off. Don't put anything more on.'
"That was a true statement; try it some
time. Take off that extra clip
or bracelet,
or perhaps remove the earrings or a hair
ornament. Then see how much better
dressed it will make you appear."
The first of Una's evening gowns, pictured, is black lace, and it certainly lives
up to her credo on evening clothes. The
pert, flaring peplum, the unusual flaring
line of the neckline and the outflung swish
of the skirt all have that frivolous look
she cherishes.
The second dress isn't quite as practical
a traveler as the first,
Una explained to
me, because the full net skirt has to be
pressed out upon emerging from suitcase
quarters. The jacket of pale yellow lace,
to match the skirt, is short and tightly
fitted with the wide collar piped in the
skirt material. ' A huge bunch of flowers
is pinned on the bodice — these are artificial, but Una interchanges them with real
ones when they are available.
And the last dress is one of those soft
dinner dresses that can be worn for a dozen
and one different occasions. The skirt is
fawn-color silk crepe with a cascade ruffle
of brown lace down the front and more
of the lace edging the hem. The blouse
also of the dark lace, has a jabot at the
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REMEMBER this important fact— and take the sure
.way to avoid bad breath! Use Colgate Dental
Cream. Its special penetrating foam removes decaying food deposits lodged between the teeth, along
the gums, and around the tongue — which dentists
agree cause most bad breath. At the same time, a
unique, grit-free ingredient polishes the enamel —
makes teeth sparkle.
Try Colgate Dental Cream— today! Brush your
. your gums . . . your tongue . . . with Colgate's.
teeth
If you . .are not entirely satisfied after using one tube,
send the empty tube to COLGATE, Jersey City, N. J.
We will refund TWICE what you paid.
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neckline. This is definitely the "lavender
and old lace" type of dress Una meant.
And there you have one of the best
planned wardrobes for going places on a
jiffy's notice that I've seen in a long time.
The reason I said that this group of costumes offered good tips for brides, as well
as holiday travelers, is because every item
in Una's wardrobe, pictured here this
month,
would be perfect for trousseaux,
too.
Before signing
know Grace
you'd Moore
like a
last-niinute
bulletinoff,on I what
took with her to Europe from Hollywood
shops and designers. Loving the culotte
dresses, she took almost a dozen of them,
all in cotton or silk, either printed or
monotone, with blue predominating, howknee. ever, and all in a length just below the
Grace took Hollywood-designed sports
clothes because she believes that no other
place inspires quite such perfect sports
clothes as does California. A number of
more formal afternoon costumes were in
delicate flower prints — and she took along
a hatbox filled with large-brimmed hats to

Foods
"I reasoned that
red blood corpuscle strength
was low and I simply
took a course of S.S.S. Tonic

my

and built it back."
IT is all so simple and reasonable. If your
physical let-down is caused by lowered
red blood corpuscles — which is all too frequent— then S.S.S. Tonic is waiting to help
you . . . and will, unless you have a serious
organic trouble that demands a physician
or surgeon.
Remember, S.S.S. is not just a so-called
"tonic." It is a tonic specially designed to
stimulate gastric secretions, and also has
the mineral elements so very, very necessary
in rebuilding the oxygen-carrying red corpuscles in the blood.
This two-fold purpose is important. Digestion is improved . . . food is better utilized
. . . and thus you are enabled to better "carry
on" without exhaustion — as you should.
You may have the will-power to be "up
and doing" but unless your blood is in top
notch form you are not fully yourself and
you may remark, "I wonder why I tire so
easily."
Let S.S.S. help build back your blood
tone. . .if your case is not exceptional, you
should soon enjoy again the satisfaction of
appetizing
food sound sleep . . . steady
nerves ... a good complexion . . . and renewed strength.
S.S.S. is sold by all drug stores in two
convenient sizes. Tlie $2 economy size is
twice as large as the $1.25 regular size and
is sufficient for two weeks treatment. Begin
on the uproad today.
© s.S.S. Co.
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Score

accompany these.
Chiffons and softly tailored silk prints
for evening gowns, as well as several of
the new dinner suits in soft fabrics, went
into her trunks.
And there, my friends, are wardrobe
ideas for trips from two days to several
months ! So start your first week-end off
in just
of
them.the right clothes, but not too many

There's a trick to packing easily
and adequately for short or long
trips. Hollywood stars are prize
packers and so I have nnade some
of their best tips into a leaflet
called "Roundtrip Travel Pointers."
It's absolutely free, merely send
a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Adelia Bird, Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
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{Continued from page 17)
could ruin our appetites for dinner, not to
mention what we did to our figures."
"All we came together for, primarily,
was to visit and play bridge, without a
thought of food," declared Marsha, casting an extremely interested look toward
the approaching refreshments which created some doubt in my mind upon the
complete sincerity of her statement.

I, ON the other hand, viewed the advent
of tea with the greatest enthusiasm. Not
that I was at all hungry. Of course not!
I simply and unselfishly wanted to see if
I could collect any bridge-party suggestions to pass on to you. Naturally, I had
the cake to see if I could recomto sample
mend it. So I did, and I could, and I do.
For it turned out to be something entirely
different in the line of fruit cake, made
with strawberry jam, delicately spiced and
light enough in texture to be enjoyed as a
spring or even a summer sweet. I got the
recipe for this cake from Arline before
leaving, you may be sure.
With the cake the hottest and most
fragrant tea imaginable was served. And
the only time a servant appeared during
the entire time I was there was to replenish the supply of hot water ! For Arline,
herself, set the table informally, poured
the tea, dispensed the cake and passed the
tray of tea accompaniments. The latter
supplied quite a festive note. The tray itself was fitted with little glass compartments, each filled with something attractively colorful and different. There were
lemon slices in one, of course — each with
three or four cloves stuck in them. In another there were candied cherries, and next
to that there were strips of candied orange
peel. In still another dish there were pastel tinted mints. One glass compartment
held salted nuts and one was filled to the
brim with kumquats, those brightly colored
preserved Chinese fruits that resemble oranges, but are about the size of small
plum.s. In each of these was stuck a
colored toothpick with which to pick them
up and eat them. Cheese popcorn also appeared on the tray.
It was the most appetizing-looking tray
I've ever seen ! And the only work entailed was in assembling as wide a variety
of tempting items as possible. You, too,
might try out this idea the next time you

have guests whom you wish to impress at
a minimum of trouble to yourself. Naturally, you can cut down on the number of
things you
shelves
probably
are serve,
better since
stockedArline's
than most
of
ours. But try not to have less than five
items if you want to make a real impression.
After getting Arline's promise of the
cake recipe and after pictures had been
taken of the bridge (and tea) enthusiasts,
I went about the business of discovering
the special dishes the others planned to
serve the next time the four met.
AS

I told you before, I go in for sandwiches," Wynne Gibson assured me
betweencover bites.
"I constantly
invent
disnew sandwich
spreads and
varyor them
still further by using different breads.
Ever think how many kinds there are?
White bread, graham bread, rye bread,
bran bread, Boston brown bread, finger
rolls and baking powder biscuits, to name
just a few. Some spreads taste better on
one special kind of bread. Others are
vastly improved by tucking them between
halves of hot, split biscuits. Still others
gain originality by combining two breads
in one sandwich — white bread and cracked
wheat, for instance. I believe in using
sweet as well as ncn-sweet fillings to allow guests to sample and choose, particularly if no other sweet is served. My favorite spreads include a sardine mixture,
two peanut-butter spreads — one sweet and
one not — and one meat and cheese combiIn a nation,
few among
quick
words Wynne outlined
others."
recipes for them, all of which I carefully
copied down and which you will now find
printed
a recipe
card Want
in thisto month's
Modern on
Hostess
leaflet.
have a
copy?
Well article
you'll that
find will
a coupon
at the
end of this
conveniently
and quickly
bring a set to you — free of
charge
!
Included in the leaflet also is the Judge
Jam Cake I was raving about before. And,
of course, I wouldn't dream of leaving out
Paula's and Marsha's specialties, so you'll
find them in the leaflet, too.
Paula it seems is an ice cream addict of
the most pronounced variety. During the
fresh berry season her symptoms become
even more acute than usual, so that, at
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Strawberry

pies and

tarts are

Marsha Hunt's chefs-d'oeuvre.
And when served d la mode
they can't be beaten. Her recipe
is in this month's folder.
this time of year, she always serves a
fresh fruit sundae. To make this she
places lady fingers, split and cut in half,
in the individual serving dishes. The lady
fingers are moistened with a little fresh
fruit juice before the ice cream is added.
Then a big scoop of the smooth, fruit
filled ice cream is placed on top of the
lady fingers and flocks of whole berries
are used as garnish. The Raspberry Ice
Cream recipe she recommends — and which
I have for you in the leaflet — can be made
in an automatic refrigerator, or with a
it can be frozen in an oldslight change,
fashioned
freezer. Directions for both
methods are given on the card.
Marsha Hunt is a berry and ice cream
enthusiast, too, but as she also favors pastries, her refreshments take the form of
Strawberry Tarts a la Mode — a cute idea
and a delicious combination. Make the
tarts with
according
to Marsha's
top
each
a spoonful
of ice recipe,
cream and
wait confidently for appreciation and
praise if
— for
That is,
you
will
you you'll
follow get
this it.
particular
recipe.
And since all you have to do to get your
set of these four food trump cards is to ask
for them — you shouldn't miss this opportunity. Served over the bridge table, the
lunch table or the dinner table they're sure
to supply you with a winning hand and
hand-out ! And this is one game where
the rules are easy to follow and the hostess is sure to be the winner !

:
:
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THE MODERN HOSTESS,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 MADISON AVENUE,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Please send me a free leaflet containing the tested recipes for Delicious Star
Refreshments.

one
illustratorsof the
and many
artists famous
who approve
the new MARVELOUS
EYE-MATCHED MAKEUP.

BEAUTIFUL models, brilliant ar' tists, stage, screen, and society stars
agree: wear Marvelous the EyeMatched Makeup !
For here at last is makeup that
matches . . . harmonizing face powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow and
mascara, in true color symphony.
And here's make-up that's right for
you . . . for it's all scientifically
keyed to your personality color, that

color that never changes, the color
eyes.department stores are now
your and
of Drug
featuring this new makeup . . . Marvelous Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick,

Eye Shadow, or Mascara . . . guaranteed by Richard Hudnut . . . full size
packages, each 55f5. (Canada. 65^).
Wear Marvelous the Eye-Matched
Makeup . . . and he the girl an artist
longs to paint . . . tonight!

COPR.
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(Continued from page 35)

her Mrs. Tone yet. Guess I'll try that toThe changes in the house turned out
to
be a source of delight to Joan. The
morrow."
old dining-room was now transformed into
a music room. Bill Haines had covered
the walls with beige leather and inlaid the
ceiling with solid cork. Drum-shaped
wall brackets supplied a soft light. It is
here that Joan and Franchot pursue their
vocal work which may some day surprise
their friends.
The new dining-room is the realization
of one of Joan's fondest dreams. It is so
large that Mr. and Mrs. Tone would have
to send messages by carrier pigeon, if
they hadn't
enough
to athave
an
extra
small been
table wise
for two.
It is
a bay
window at the far end of the room and
overlooks the pool and beautiful gardens.
It is here they dine when there are no
guests to grace the Duncan Phyfe banquet board that centers the room. The
walls are white and hand-carved in a
morning glory pattern. There are underglass panels of hand-painted taffeta. The
draperies are of the finest embroidered
FARR'S FOR GRAY
HAIR
A daintier preparation, keeps ALL your
dubonnet velvet.
hair one even, Justrous, natural, youthful
Franchot's room is a combination of
appearing color. Cleanly, economically used
artistic beauty and masculine comfort.
in hygienic privacy of home. Costly expert
it to him as a Christmas presattention not needed. Will not wash off Joan entgave
and, typical of Joan, she kept it a
nor interfere with curling. $1.35. For sale
secret until Christmas Eve. Promptly at
everywhere.
five in the afternoon, seven men in a huge
FREE SAMPLE
( truck drove up in front of the house.
BKOOKHNE
CHEMICAl, CO.
Orders had been given weeks before and
79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.
everything was in readiness. When FranSend in plain wrapping. M. G.-32
chot went down to the library to wrap
Name
some last-minute packages, Joan turned
Street
on the radio full blast. The men were
City
State
I State Original_Color_of_H_arr j then given the signal to go to work.
Exactly thirty minutes later, Franchot
Tone was the proud possessor of a brand
new room. Furniture had been placed,
rugs put down, draperies hung, with each
WIPE AWAY
man having his own particular job to do.
Brown and white is the color scheme.
The chairs are brown wool, with brown
leather backs. The rug matches. The
FRECKLES
window cornices are covered with brown
leather and trimmed with brass nail heads.
Here's
a
special
new-type
cream that gently fades out
The moment the workmen were finished,
freckles while you sleep. Simply
apply Nadinola Freckle Cream over
Joan raced downstairs. Grabbing Franface and arms at night. Usually in S to 10 days you
chot by the hand, she made him close his
see marvelous improvement. Freckles disappear, your
eyes, as she led the way. Piloting him to
skin is cleared, freshened, beconfes satin-smooth.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous
the center of the room, Joan cried,
laboratory
with
over
36
years'
experience
in
skin
"Merry
treatment. Only 60c at toilet counters; 10c size at
OutsideChristmas."
of an occasional dinner at the
Five and Ten Cent Stores. • Or send 10c for trial package to Box 152, NADINOLA, Paris, Tenn.
Ambassador, Joan and Franchot are seldom seen in public. Life is so complete,
they seldom feel the need of contact with
ummrAsd/kCismf
the outside world. One night, when I
happened to be dining there, Joan remarked that it had been months since she
m
ARTIST
had
danced
to good music. Franchot, beWE OAK TEACH
YOU DRAWING in
ing an obliging husband, stepped to the
your
own home
during^years
yourof
spare time.
Thirty-five
radio, and tuned in on Eddie Duchin's
successful teaching proves our ability^
orchestra.
Artists receive large salaries.
"May I have the honor of this dance?"
Write tod&y for Art Tear Book
he asked Joan, in mock-formality.
"You may, sir," answered Joan coyly.
DepL 1206-A. 10 E. Huron St., Chiuso.lll.
Swinging her up in his arms, Franchot
and Joan whirled around the table while
the butler, trying to suppress a smile,
served the soup.

Husband."

MAKE $25-$35 A WEEK
YoD can learn at home in spare time.
Course endorsed by physicians. Thousands
of graduates. Est. 37 years. One graduate
has charge of 10-bed hospital. Another
saved J400 while learning. Eauipment
Included.
Men
and
18 to Write
60. High
School not reQuired. Easy tuitionwomen
payments.
us now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. send
236, free100booklet
East and
Ohio32Street,
III.
Please
sample Chicago,
lesson pages.
Name
.State ige
City__
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Joan

SATURDAY night is the one night that
Joan and Franchot entertain their
friends. Usually there are about six people at the table. On rare occasions there
have been as many as ten. The Fred
Astaires, Jean Dixon, the Irving Berlins
and myself are among the more regular
lly,
guests.chot Occasiona
and ,Franentertain the SamJoan
Goldwyns
the

Gary Coopers and the Gene Markeys. A
picture is run in the little theatre and
Joan drives herself crazy trying to find
a film that no one has seen. One night
she had six different pictures of which
each person had seen at least one.
"I'm going to form my own company
and produce my own pictures," remarked
Joan despairingly. "Then you'll see pictures you've never seen before — and probagain!"
ably hope
Every
dayyou'll
fromnever
four see
to six,
unless they
are working, Joan and Franchot sing for
Signor Morondo. If they feel that anyone is interested and tolerant of their ambitions, he will be invited to listen. If he
is lucky he may hear them try a duet from
"Traviata." Irving Berlin witnessed a
lesson recently and came away completely
amazed. Stokowski, the famous conductor,
marvelled at their appreciation of good
music.
During the week when one or both are
working, the Tones retire early. They
usually go into the library after dinner
and sit before the fire. Sometimes Franchot reads aloud to Joan. If he has lines
to learn, Joan sits quietly over a loom
and works on hooked rugs. She has completed three of them since the first of the
year and plans to present them to her
friends next Christmas. Their pet
Dachshunds,
and "Ba;by,"
receive
a great"Pupchen"
deal of attention.
Each
dog sits at his master's feet and gazes up
with rapt devotion. When Joan gives
the word, "Baby"' curls up on the train
of her dress and goes to sleep. Franchot
usually
gives
a better
break
and allows
him"Pupchen"
to climb up
in his lap.
I HAD never hoped to find so much
beauty in one person," Franchot told
me shortly after their marriage. "Besides
her physical beauty, Joan possesses a beautiful mind and a spiritual quality that is
going to carry her to supreme heights.
Joan has a talent that hasn't as yet been
touched.
"When I came to Hollywood, I merely
wanted to make money. I had no intention of remaining and little dreamed that
such happiness could be in store for me.
In Joan I found everything I had ever
hoped to find — all in one woman. It was
through her persuasion that I took up
singing. It is one of the thrills of my life
and such a soul-satisfying means of ex"Franchot never ceases to amaze me,"
said son
Joan.
the and
most I honest
perI have "He
ever ismet
do admire
honesty.
pression." He has a wonderful perspective
on everything. We are so good for each
other, because when I get upset, I think
emotionally. Franchot has a reserve that
is a godsend. It saves him so much and
allows him to handle a situation so much
better. His ideas are good and he has
such a nice way of carrying them out.
He is a highly interesting conversationalist. Besides loving him as a husband, I
have
admiration
for himin asthea happiman."
Onegreat
of the
prime factors
ness between Joan Crawford and Franchot is their great respect for each other.
Both feel respect and consideration for
the other and his work, which is the basic
foundation of true love. For years Franchot acted on the New York stage and
spent the balance of the night in speakeasies. By day he would sleep until it was
time to go to work again. The happiness
he is now enjoying was an unknown
quantity. Joan, having had her fill of gay

MODERN
times, more than appreciates the sanctity
of her own home and the peace that
comes with love and companionship. Is it
any wonder that their mutual love for life
and living- has created a beautiful kindred spirit for Mr. and Mrs. Franchot
Tone ?
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goes on anyway, but more than likely,
she'll say, like a good sport and a good
pal :
"Well,
if I help
you, takes
then will
you atgo?"
And Carole,
herself,
a turn
the
adding machine and the typewriter !

WELL,
let's days.
go back
to the
Mack then
Sennett
Madelayne
w'as a pretty successful comedienne. She's
six feet tall, and in those days she weighed
pounds and pounds. This last year she
has taken off, under a doctor's careful eye,
sixty of them. With her lovely face and
now this approachingly well proportioned
figure,
she's astory.
beautiful girl. But that is
still
another

Picture Academij

STAR
OF THE NEW
WARNER BROS. PICTURE

SURE, Fieldsie has a swell job. A lot
of very efficient secretaries would give
their eye teeth to be in her spot. I don't
know but what I wouldn't enjoy it myself— living right in the same beautiful
house with one of the most famous women of the screen, knowing her famous
friends, sharing her pleasures and her triumphs, going to swanky parties and wearing lovely clothes.
Fieldsie thinks so. She told someone
recently : "I'd rather be Carole Lombard's secretary than Garbo, Dietrich,
Harlow, Shearer, Crawford and Hepburn
all rolled into one big glamorous number.
I have more fun.''
You Fieldsie.
think she's
don't
know
She kidding?
kids, but You
she speaks
the truth. She knows Hollywood, for
she started out as a Mack Sennett
comedienne. She met Carole when Carole was a Sennett bathing beauty. But I
am digressing. Before I tell you how
she became Hollywood's No. 1 Secretary,
I want to tell you the story back of it.
Being a glamorous movie star doesn't
mean that life is always serene, that you
are
alwaysin happy,
that and
you haven't
to take
friendship
business,bumps
that
there aren't heartaches and headaches.
Being a star doesn't necessarily mean
that because you have great worldy possessions that you don't need honest, genuine friendship.
And the Lombard-Fieldsie combination
started because Carole already had a real
and proven friend in Madelayne. I've already said Carole isn't above doing a turn
at the adding machine to give her pal a
lift over business cares. Why, do you
suppose? Because Fieldsie has been giving her lifts ever since they first became
friends. Fieldsie has given much to Carole and Carole tries to give back in return. That's
friendship,
rare in
these days
or any
days forreal
thatand
matter.

of the Screen
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QUAKER. PUFFED RICE HAS THE
SPEEDY PlOESTIBILITy $0 IMPORTANT

ort queeJi is this favorfor
breakfas
of bette davis!
ite king,
Mixing lemon juice with prune juice
is a delicious new idea from Hollywood. But the all-star combination
that makes this menu such a royal
taste-treat is crispy, crunchy Quaker
Puffed Rice topped off with raspberries. And what a difference just a bit
of cream makes in the scrambled eggs!
FIT

Your grocer is displaying this easy-toprepare bette davis breakfast now.
Order the ingredients j'ou need and
enjoy it tomorrow!

TO BUSY PEOPLE IN THESE HIGH-TENTIMES. 'SHOT8 TIMES
FROM GUNS';
EACH ^
GRAINSIONEXPANDS
NATURAL
SIZE AND FOOD CELLS BURST OPEN TO
ABSORB DIGESTIVE JUICES QUICKLY.
COMPARE THESE TWO FINE BREAKFASTS:

THIS QUAKER PUFFED RICE BREAKFAST
WAS DIGESTED IN THE STOMACH
iSMfMUm
FAiTER THAN
BREAKFAST NO.I, ACCORDING
TO TESTS
MADE BY DR. PAUL
G.DICK, CHICAGO.

As I said, Carole was a bathing beauty.
The gals became good friends. How?
How do you become friends with anyone?
It just happens. They liked each other.
Madelayne, with her ready wit and
humor, was always the center of an applauding group. Carole found her vastly
entertaining. As for Fieldsie :
"Although I wouldn't admit it, I was
terribly self-conscious about my weight.
I knew that Carole realized this, for with91
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Sani-Flush is made on purpose to clean
toilets. It carries away unsightly spots and
stains. It removes ugly incrustations. And
— more than that — Sani-Flush purifies the
unseen trap that no other cleaning-method
can reach.
Sani-Flush is sure-death to toilet odors
and germs. Just sprinkle a little in the bowl.
(Follow directions on the can.) Flush the
toilet. That's the end of it. Porcelain ghstens
like new. Odors disappear. Dangerous germs
are banished.
Sani-Flush saves you all impleasant work.
It is perfectly safe. Sani-Flush is also effective
for cleaning automobile radiators (directions
on can). Sold by grocery, drug, hardware,
and five-and-ten-cent stores — 25 and 10
cent sizes. The Hygienic
Products Co., Canton, Ohio.

'smi-F
lmsh
CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING

PIMPLES
No matter how stubborn your case
maypimples
be. wo andurgoacneevery
from
to trysufferer
KLEAROL
Acne Lotion No. 1 — an amazing preparation
has euc-alceeded
in cases that
considered
mo6t hopeless!
Don't confuse KLEAROL
Acne Lotion No. 1 Itwithworksordinarypreparations.
amazingly fast because
it is
compounded
of costlyprescribed
ingredients similar
time and
timeto those
again by skin
specialists!
' eizcd
sample. Send 10c for generous
You can make up your mind right now
to banish pimples and acne — and clear
up yourfullysKin!
this delightfragrant,Send
creamyfor white
lotion
—not
pleasant
to
use
—
not
stickybed—
greasy
—
won't
stain
linens.
exclusively
by NUnameSKIN
Mail $1.00MadeTODAY
with your
and LABORATORIES.
address, for a full 4Inc.
oz.
bottle
prepay after
postage.
Your money refunded
if you inareplain
not wrapper.
completelv Wesatisfied
3 applications.
NU SKIN LABORATORIES, inc. „ ^ „ „
38S9 Broadway,
New York, H. V.
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out mentioning it, she used to say and do
things that meant a great deal to me. I
remember one thing she said which comforted me greatly. 'Beauty is an asset
to a woman as long as she has something
inside, but if she hasn't, beauty doesn't
"We were friends. I used to talk to
her about her job and she would talk to
count.'
me
about mine. One of the first sophisticated roles Carole achieved — remember
she was then that pretty little Peters girl
from Los Angeles and quite young — was
that of the vamp in the Trem Carr independent, with Vera Reynolds as leading
lady. We got her into a slinky evening
gown and although neither one of us knew
a thing about false eyelashes then, we had
heard about them and we sent out for a
pair. Between us, we pasted them on.
Carole looked a sight, but she photographed beautifully. The part was successful and gave her a big boost.
"Pretty soon after this came her Paramount contract. She made 'Fast and
Loose' in New York and 'Safety in Numbers' here. I continued to help her. People
got the idea I was her secretary, but I
wasn't. I was still earning my $35 a
day on my own jobs.
"Then came Carole's marriage to Bill
Powell. About this time, a friend of
mine, Ann Haines, Bill Haines' sister, decided to go to night school to study
stenography. I volunteered to keep her
company and take French — I thought it
might be of some use to me in pictures.
I never did take French, but I took shorthand and typewriting. The shorthand
characters fascinated me. Lots of girls hate
shorthand, but I was never more intrigued
with anything.
I USED to beg Bill Powell, who has the
the most perfect English diction of any
man I know, and whose letters are fine examples of good English, to let me take
his letters. He was obliging, although I
must have been a trial, for I was slow and
inefficient, as any beginner would be. This
proved, however, a marvelous experience
and a great help in attaining accuracy and
speed.
"Carole's career began to boom. All
this time I was taking movie jobs as
they came along, but suddenly, as Carole
shot ahead so fast, I found I did not have
time to go to work.
She needed too

much looking after. This was the latter
part of 1931.
"Carole and I talked the matter over
— should I go to work as her secretary or
should I not? She wanted me and I
wanted the job, but I was afraid of ruining a friendship by a business relationship. You know, when money enters,
friendship often walks out of the window.
But we decided to take a chance.
"It's worked — it's worked for almost
five years, despite the fact that Carole and
I have many of the same friends and go
to the same places. We live in the same
house and are together a large part of the
day. A great deal of clowning goes on,
but when business, actual cold business involving money, comes up we are serious.
I do my work as far as I can without
consulting her, but when a matter requiring her attention arises I make a definite
appointment to talk it over with her. For
example, I say, 'I would like to see you
tomorrow. How about 9 :30 in the morning?' and Carole will probably say, "Okay,
but can we make it 10:30? How long
"I itruntake?'
the house, pay the servants and
will
the
bills, do her income tax, and pay the
insurance. I am really a manager rather
than a secretary.
"I do not sign checks. Our original
agreement was that I would sign no
checks. I wouldn't permit her to give me
this authority, for I did not want the responsibility ofextent.
handling Carole
someone
else's
money to that
sticks
to
the bargain to the letter and keeps my
books straight by not writing checks or
borrowing
money
which
know about.any
If she
borrows,
she Itellsdon't
me
about it and I make arrangements to pay
up as soon as possible. We have no
It sounds like a pretty sensible arrangement, doesn't it? And Fieldsie's story a
logical enough one of her gradual development into an ace secretary. But can't
you see, behind her matter of fact remarks
how
much
she must have helped Carole
debts."
with straight clear thinking and sincere
friendship as the glamor queen started
upward on the Hollywood success trail?
Their real, genuine feeling for each
other is covered up with much clowning
and some of the funniest wise-cracking
you've ever heard. Fieldsie has been
known to mutter, when Carole has been
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a little negligent about getting down to
business details : "I'm going to fire that
gal in the morning!"
AND Carole delights in perpetrating
XX jokes on Fieldsie, like the time when
the latter was away on a vacation at
Arrowhead and M-G-M kept calling her
for a three-day acting job. Fieldsie turned
the job down flat, saying that she had
too much to do at the Lombard headquarters. But on the second call, while
Fieldsie was away, Carole accepted for
her and promised to deliver her early
Monday. Carole then waited until late
Sunday night when it would be too late
for Madelayne to break the appointment
to call her long distance and tell her she
had to do her comedy act at the studio
on the morrow. Was Fieldsie mad? Oh,
yes,
ment. but she couldn't refuse the assignPerhaps you wonder how a secretary,
or even a business manager can keep pace
in clothes with a famous screen star who
must always dress beautifully and expensively. It is a job, but here is where
Carole helps out again.
Fieldsie stands pretty much on her own
feet, but on the occasion of her birthday
and Christmas, Carole always gives her
presents and often there is included a
lovely evening gown or two, an evening
bag and other luxurious accessories. Then
there is Carole's birthday. Carole, it
seems, doesn't
receive
presents
without
giving like
them toand
on her
own
birthday she gives practically as much as
she receives.
Nice, indeed, but Carole likes to do it
and what would she do without Fieldsie
to be hardboiled about business matters
and keep her from being buffeted around?
A woman with a big career such as hers
can use a lot of genuine, unaffected
shrewd help to keep it running smoothly.
Besides, it's pretty nice always having a
pal on tap for laughs and relaxation.
Perhaps you understand now why Carole
types letters occasionally to help her secretary and enjoys it !

Second

Chance

(Continued from page 37)
as any. Then, all his obsessions, aberrations and frustrations being neatly catalogued, disposed of and checked out, naturally he fell in love again.
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Test

If moisture once collects on
the armhole
warmth

of your dress, the

of your body will

bring out stale "armhole odor"
each time you wear your dress.
IT is a terrible thing for any nice girl
to learn that she is not free from perspiration odor. Yet 9 out of 10 girls who
deodorize only will discover this embarrassing fact by making a simple test.
You owe it to yourself to make the test
tonight. When you take off your dress,
remember to smell the fabric under the
arm. If moisture has collected on the armhole, even once, you will be able to detect
a stale "armhole odor."
You cannot protect yourself completely by the use of creams or sticks, which
deodorize only. They cannot keep the
little hollow under your arm dry.
You may be completely dainty, but
people near you are conscious of the stale
"armhole odor" of your dress! They
think it is you!
There is one SURE protection
Once a woman realizes what the problem
is, she will insist on underarm dryness.
That is why millions of fastidious women
regularly use Liquid Odorono. With the
gentle closing of the tiny pores in the
small area under the arm, no moisture
can ever collect on the armhole of your
dress, to embarrass you later by creating
an impression of uncleanliness.

Any doctor will tell you that Odorono
is entirely safe. With Odorono, the excess
perspiration is simply diverted to less
"closed-in" parts of the body, where it
is unnoticeable and evaporates freely.
Saves your lovely gowns
There's no grease to get on yovir clothes.
And with all moisture banished, there's no
risk of spoiling an expensive costume in
one wearing. Just by spending those few
extra moments required to use Odorono,
you'll be repaid not only in assurance of
complete daintiness, but in money and
clothes saved, too!
Odorono comes in two strengths — Regular and Instant. Regular Odorono (Ruby
colored) need be used only twice a week.
For especially sensitive skin or hurried use,
use Instant Odorono (Colorless) daily or
every other day. At all toilet-goods counters.
If you want to be completely at ease and
assured, send today for samples of the two
Odoronos and leaflet on complete underarm dryness offered below.

HE

met a girl. She was very young,
and recently divorced. She was entirely lovely. "She had a lot of healthy
young madness in her," is the way Eric
says it. They walked around Juan Les
Pins, .they swam in the moonlight, theybicycfed. They found a great, empty,
haunted old gambling house on the Island
of Campiane and gave an animated and
inspired vaudeville performance which
echoed through the vast vacancy.
Eric's recovery was almost complete
of
when they joined forces with a group

fun-making young Americans, doing
Europe and doing it right. Another
group, from Cambridge, appeared out of
the azure and were instantly members
of the same club. Through France and
Spain and Italy, they pursued their merry
way. Not the usual time-wasters and
money-spenders, but happy young intellectuals who knew where they were going and why — but were not in any great
hurry about it. They knew how to play,
and for the first time in his life, Eric Linden played. He lost track of time, he

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.
Dept. 6E6, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 8i for sample vials of both Instant Odorono and Regular Odorono and leaflet on complete
underarm dryness.
City
NameAddress-

State
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didn't have to be any place at eight o'clock,
or give out interviews, or consider the
consequences, or work up a fine frenzy
for the camera, or wear his heart on his
sleeve.
He was cured. He was well. He had
snapped out of it. He felt so good he
wanted more outlet for it than play. All
of a sudden, he figured it was time to go
back to work.
The tension relaxed, he was full of
health and the pure joy of living. Confidence welled in him.
He paused in New York to do a play —
preparation for Hollywood again. And
then Hollywood. Right away there was
"Ah, Wilderness," and he fitted into it
like the center piece of a jig-saw puzzle.
The company went East to Grafton,
Massachusetts. Eric was feted by the
Swedish colony in Worcester — he is of
Swedish ancestry, though born in New
York City. All told, it was a grand trip.
Near Grafton, Eric found a charming
seven-acre farm with a house two hundred and fifty years old. "So cheap," he
says, "it took my breath away." He
bought it. It will be rented to tenants,
and will form a nice nest-egg for the
boy whose M-G-M contract is bringing
him his first real money.
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Every Move,
Every Position,
Cost Me Pain"
ANY person with Piles knows what suflFer^ ing is. Piles cause you physical suffering.
They cause you mental distress. They make
you look worn and haggard.
Piles can take various forms — internal or
external, itching or painful, bleeding or nonbleeding — but whatever form they take, they
are a cause of misery and a danger.
A Scientific Formula
Effective treatment today for Piles is to be
had in Pazo Ointment. Pazo is a scientific treatment for this trouble of proven efiicacy. Pazo
gives quick relief. It stops pain and itching. It
assures comfort, day and night.
Pazo is reliable because it is threefold in effect.
First, it is soothing, which tends to relieve soreness and inflammation. Second, it is lubricating,
which tends to soften hard parts and also to make
passage easy. Third, it is astringent, which tends
to reduce swollen parts and to stop bleeding.
Real Results
Pazo comes in CollapsibleTube with Detachable
Pile Pipe which permits application high up in
rectum where it reaches and thoroughly covers
affected parts. Pazo also now comes in suppository form. Pazo Suppositories are Pazo Ointment, simply in suppository form. Those who
prefer suppositories will find Pazo the most
satisfactory as well as the most economical.
Send for Trial Tube
All drug stores sell Pazo-in-Tubes and Pazo Suppositories. But a liberal trial tube will be sent on request.
Just mail coupon below and enclose 10c Ccoin or
stamps) to help cover packing and postage.
Grove Laboratories, Inc.
MAIL!
Dept. 37-M-2, St. Louis, Mo.
Gentlemen: Please send me trial tube Pazo. I en- '
close 10c to help cover packing and postage. I
NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY.
STATE
This offer is good in U. S. and Canada. Canadian
residents may write H. R. Madill & Co., 6i Wellington St., West, Toronto, Ont.
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HE lx)ught perience
it thebecause
to exturn of he
thewants
seasons,
the
bleak spareness of real winter, which is
never felt in California. He says he
would like to live the way Robinson Jeffers, the poet, lives in his stone house
looking over the sea at Carmel. He goes
up to Carmel and drives 'round and
'round the Jefl^ers place and he sits and
looks at it— because there lives a great
poet who is a god to the Eric Lindens of
the world.
You might get the idea that Eric was
arty
(perish sincere
the thought),
he wasn't
so blessedly
about it.if He
is the
best-read young man, with whom I have
had the pleasure of conversing, in Hollywood. But why make it geographical — he
is
a
well-read
anybody's
town. He wouldyoung
like man
to be inremote
and
contemplate life, to be a great hermit, perhaps, but a lot of living seems to be going
on all the time, and he doesn't want to
miss it. Thinks he won't be a hermit until
next year.
Really, he is the nice, well-bred kind
of a young man who takes girls to
symphony concerts instead of to prizefights. If you had a daughter, or if you
are one, you would be quite flattered to

have Eric's attention, although it might
be a good idea to read a Ixiok first. He
wouldn't ask a dumb girl twice. He looks
out of honest, frank eyes. He is sincerely gracious. He hates ostentation and
phonies more than anything — but he doesn't
soap-box about it. Just avoids it and them.
He does what he wants to do, and refuses
to do lieveanything
in. He is again
intense,that
but he
calmdoesn't
about beit.
And he is "sweet" — not hard, or calculating, or too briskly casual with people.
He is sweet without selling it, and
wouldn't like being called it to his face.
As for girls, well, Eric says, "You have
to be so darn careful about hurting feelings and being too out-spoken. The Holgirls," heabout
glanced
about down
cautiously
as if helywoodwere
to break
and
hand over the key to the mystery, "are all
so career-crazy. If they would just now
and then have an honest impulse to do
something grandly, magnificently mad —
you know, nice mad, like, well, like what?
Let me think." Eric groped for something
mad. Then triumphantly, "Like getting
up at dawn and going for a ride with the
milkman. Or sleeping on the beach, or
just walking somewhere. My gosh, they
never walk anywhere. They think you're
m.ad if you suggest it. Well, that's not
exactly
what they
I mean.
You can't
define
these things,
just have
to overtake
you, extemporaneously, and you do them.
But the girls out here — well, they don't
get overtaken inspirationally. They wonder how it would look in somebody's column the next day. They are always thinking of consequences. But I know a girl
in He
Pasadena,
. . ."
says henowcame
back to Hollywood
enjoying things, and wants to keep on. He
likes Hollywood better now because he
isn't too analytical about it any more. He
is making up his week of seven days, and
living them, until the next seven days. No
more glooming into the future.
He may have the soul of a poet, but
he is a right good trencherman at the
table, too. Right now, Eric is up at Lake
Arrowhead building himself a sturdy log
cabin, where he is going to practise, at odd
moments between pictures, being a hermit. I can almost hear his hammer ringing on the nails, and almost see the waiter,
wherever Eric takes his dinner tonight,
rushing out for double orders.
Because
has his health
located
his Eric
lost perspective,
and, back,
barringhe'sa
little girl-trouble that may crop up here
on !
and there, it's all clear sailing from now

Absent-Minded

Liz

(Continued from page 19)
Wasn't she sure of work for a year to
come? She could afford to plunge, she
thought. She bought herself some beautiful outfits for this trip to America.
Two days before she was to sail, she
got a letter from the American producer.
Equity, he told her, had forbidden him to
carry out the terms of the contract. Because she was English and, therefore, a
foreigner, he could guarantee her only two
weeks' work. If the first play in which she
appeared was a failure, in two weeks' time,
she wouldn't be allowed to appear in another one for six months !
"I was frantic," Elizabeth told me, twisting a cigarette
in her fingers.
"I went
to all
the English
managers
who back
had
offered me work and begged them to give
me a job. But they laughed in my face.
Their attitude was that I had made my

bed and that I would have to lie in it.
"For months I went without work. I
moved to a dingy room, and lived on coffee
and buns.
"I never told my parents or any of my
friends how desperate I was. I was too
proud to do anything like that. After all, I
had insisted on going on the stage, and I
wasn't going to admit failure to anyone.
Sometimes my friends used to invite me for
dinner at their homes. Then I would take a
bus most of the way, which was all I could
really afford. When I came to the last
street or so I'd grandly order a taxi for
myself. Thus I'd arrive in state, although
I had very little money.
"I always believed in keeping up a front.
Why, with the very first thirty pounds I
ever earned, I bought myself a fur coat,
deciding that money would attract money,
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look after her or she would be in continual hot water.
THERE was the time when she was in
love and planned to get married. Her
engagement was to be announced at a very
important supper party. That very same
day Elizabeth was scheduled to work on
some scenes in "Reserved for Ladies" with
Leslie Howard.
"Hadn't you better tell them about our
engagement for this evening?" her fiance
asked Elizabeth. "Otherwise, they may
keep on shooting scenes till midnight."
"Oh, I'm sure it won't be necessary to
say anything," said Elizabeth airily. "We'll
be Knowing
through in her,
time." her fiance was still
worried. "Do you want me to call for you
at the studio ?" he asked. "Don't you think
that would be best?"
Elizabeth shook her head. "No, darling,
I'll come straight to the dinner. Don't
worry. I'll be there before 11:30."
But the picture was somewhat behind
schedule, and late that evening the company was still working. Of course Elizabeth could have explained the circumstances and asked to have the shooting of
the scene postponed till the next day. But
with her customary irresponsibility she
trusted to luck to be through in time. She
wasn't.
At 11:30 the 'phone rang. Where was
Elizabeth? Her harassed husband-to-be was
waiting for her so he could make the an-

"How will you get out of it?" I asked
time,
too." "Do you ever tell white lies
interestedly.
or "Sometimes,"
anything like she
that?"
confessed, looking a
little downcast, "but this dinner appointment is business, you see. I've got to keep
it and I'll tell my friends that.
"I think it's a good thing for an irresponsible person to be saddled with responsibilities, so after
I'd been
in Hollywood
short time
I bought
a house
in Beverlya
Hills,"
Elizabeth
"I hired
a newto
cook and
invitedcontinued.
about six
friends
o'clock.
dinner. Then I went out and played tennis.
When I got back home it was almost seven
" 'What time will you have dinner
served?' asked my cook.
" 'Oh, I think my friends will be here
about seven o'clock,' I said cheerfully.
"The cook's face turned white. 'What
friends ?' she asked. 'Why, the six friends
I'm having up for dinner, of course,' I said.
■' 'But, ma'am,' she protested, 'you didn't
tell me anything about having any friends
up. I thought I was just supposed to make
dinner
you.' time, in the short interval
"Therefor wasn't
that was left, to prepare dinner for seven
people. So when my friends arrived there
was no dinner. After inviting them to a
home-cooked meal, I had to take them out
to a restaurant for dinner."
IPVENTUALLY, Elizabeth gave up this
of having
a "homeAfterwards
of her own"
and idea
moved
into a hotel.
she

left
at then
all." the 'phone rang. And ElizaJust
beth made an
appointment for the next
evening. And after that it kept ringing.
She made three or four other appointments
for the same evening. It was obvious that
her social calendar was hopelessly mixed
up. She was like a child who is presented
with five or six different kinds of candy,
and who cannot possibly choose from
among them, so she takes them all.
"I'm supposed to see a preview tomorrow
night," she told me, "and I'm supposed to

LOOK!

While Rit
has been approved by
Good Housekeeping Institute
as a whitener

have dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
.
Oh, dear, I suppose I should have told Miss
So-and-So that I won't be able to see her.
I had an appointment with her for the same

nouncement of their engagement.
Elizabeth promised she'd be right down.
The soup grew cold. The guests grew
weary. Elizabeth finally arrived. She was
all contriteness. She was so charming and
helpless that they forgave her — as people
always forgive Elizabeth.
"I don't mean to let people down," she
told me. "But it's hard for me to realize
that there are only twenty-four hours in
the day. There are so many things I want
to do. And somehow or other I hopefully
believe that I'll be able to do them all.
Once, for instance, I had a dinner engagement. Then two old friends from the
Gaumont-British Company came to see me
and insisted on my going to dinner and the
theatre with them. So I called up the
friends, with whom I had an engagement,
and they said that it would be all right if
I managed to meet them by midnight. The
two men I was with insisted I must go to
the Rainbow Room with them. It would be
a shame to miss seeing the Rainbow Room
while I was in New York ! Finally I went
with them, hoping I could meet my other
friends
It was
o'clock
the
time
we ingottime.
through
theretwo! And
afterby two,
of course, when I met my other friends.
You can imagine how they felt !
"I'm so vague about appointments that
it's a wonder to me that I have any friends

and that the only way to attract work was
to look expensive.
"Eventually I did get work with an
English company that was going on tour,
but I could have saved myself all that
heartache if I'd only been a more practical
person and investigated that American
offer
before Allan
I signed
on have
the dotted
line."to
Elizabeth
must
someone

I' Good
Housekeeping^/ }
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You'll hardly believe your eyes as White Rit dissolves the old dye out of every fibre — leaves it virgin
clear — permits you to transform a dark dress to a
radiant pastel shade — easily and safely.
White
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as boiling water — acts

only on the dye, not on the fabric — won't injure
the sheerest chiffons !

To Polish Tarnished
Silverware
• Bring a pan of
water to a boil,
drop in White Rit.
Talce off the stove.
Then put in silverware for about one
minute. That's all!
— no rubbing, no
polishing
— just
wipe
dry and
the
silver will be shiny
and new again !

Also use White Rit in the laundry to make white
goods really white, to remove ink spots, rust marks,
mildew stains, fruit and grass stains! Works like magic.
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all impulsive people, she moves frequently,
for no special reason.
"Because my people are in England and
I'm usually in Hollywood, I'm continually
transatlanticthat,
'phone.
Now you
there's
ausing
rule the
in Hollywood
whenever
use
the transatlantic 'phone, you have to pay
your bill within twenty-four hours. But I
go off to play tennis or swim or go horsehack riding and I forget all about those
darn bills. Three or four times my telephone's been cut off completely for that
reason." The 'phone bills are lower now
that
she's in England
making a picture for
Gaumont-British
!
"I have no sense at all about money,"
Elizabeth continued, lighting her cigarette
from a tiny shank of silver. "I'm penny
wise
and and
poundthen
foolish.
for
months
blowI'llitsave
all money
on some
foolish thing that's caught my eye.
"I drive my banker absolutely crazy. He
believes that I ought to invest some money,
but I haven't the haziest idea about investments, so I tell him, 'Just put it away in
a safe place where I can get it if I need
it.' He thinks I'm slightly mad, for he
feels that the money could be earning interest instead of just being put away. But
I'm hopelessly impractical.

Her

Boarding

"Every once in a while, I go over my
check
books, trying
to determine
I've
been spending
my money,
but afterhow
a short
time, I get tired of the whole thing and
give it up. I never have been able to live
the peak of all Elizabeth's irreon But
a budget."
sponsibility, the high mark of her absentmindedness, occurred when she changed
banks. At the beginning of the month, she
carefully made out checks to all her
creditors. Then she sat blithely back, feeling that all her worries were over for
another month.
Suddenly she began to get the most indignant letters from the tradesmen whom
she had just paid. "It's a shame," they
wrote furiously, "that you, a rich movie
star, should be trying to cheat us. Your
check has just been returned to us, marked
'NoElizabeth
Funds.' stared
"
at the pile of complaining letters. She turned quite white. Impatiently she dragged out her bank book.
What sort of a ludicrous mistake was this?
A glance at the bank book confirmed her
worst misgivings. No wonder the tradespeople were fuming ! She had used the
wrong check book and sent out checks on
the bank in which she had no money !

House

Days

{Continued from page 63)

Ginger
Rogers'
new
fashions
in the
July issue of Modern Screen.
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Caused by Tired Kidneys
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Many
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kidneys
by tired
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Times Square in search of a job. Managers turned her down with a regularity
that was positively nauseating. Miss
Harding had had no experience, they said.
This went on for months. But was she
discouraged?
She was not!
Owsley was crazy about her. Whether
I wouldn't
him,him.
she wasShecrazy
And at
a lot of
saw about
know.
of anyone
little
that time she saw very
else. I am sure she wasn't in love,
into her scheme
though. Love didn't enter
of things then. Her only love was the
she hadn't met
Of course,that
theatre.Banniste
time.
r at
Harry
mean a great deal
In fact, men didn't
to her. She preferred friendship to
romance — and Owsley was that friend.
The boarding house gossip had it that
he saw her almost every evening. And
the gossip was right.
They would go to a movie, visit ati art
museum, attend a lecture, or just sit in
the parlor and discuss books, interrupted
from time to time by the antique and gossiping inmates. Owsley was up to his ears
in love and, in turn, received a liberal
education. You see, Ann didn't care for
didn't go to jazz
jazz parties, so theytheir
time in serious
parties. They spent
pursuits — Ann adored books, so they
delved into books, discussing Swmburne
and Shakespeare until Owsley was blue
in the face.

was second
ANN'S interest inherbooks
stage career. She
, only to that of
ate lived, and drank them. Her mmd
lived on tradiwas hke a steel trap. tShefear
of life, but
tions and had a secre
never allowed it to interfere with her
ambitions. She reminded me of a sad,
crushed poet full of the confusion of lite
and the fear of poverty. She had a burning desire for fame and success and the
peace of financial security.
Months went by, and one day Owsley
and I moved to the University campus
and we lost sight of Ann and her family.
to
Of course, we heard of her from time
effect
the
to
us
d
reache
s
Rumor
time
that she, at last, had secured a job. Then,

practically overnight, she was being featured and within another year she was
almost a star. Our paths were separated
and the boarding house romance was a
thing of the past.
Not long ago I saw Ann Harding
again for the second time in fourteen
years. I had a date with her for lunch
at the RKO Studios in Hollywood.
I was ushered down long corridors,
across streets, through offices, over
stages, and finally reached her dressingroom, a spacious and almost luxurious
bungalow.
Ann was in a flutter. She grabbed my
hand and her words tumbled out breathas nervous
a cat.fitting
I've
been in lessly,
the"I'mwardrobe
all as
morning,
dresses. Drives me crazy fitting dresses.
And I've got a sore foot, to boot. Big
I laughed and looked at her admiringly.
She was a dream in pale blue chif¥on.
I think—"
toe,
"You
look grand," I told her.
Ann beamed with pleasure. "Gee, I'm
starved,"
she lunch
said. room
"Let's
The studio
waseat."
packed with
stars, extras, and the din of babbling
voices. Several people came over to our
table and chatted a moment ; assistant directors with information relative to the
picture, technical men, two or three stars.
At last we were alone and I had the opportunity Iwanted to talk of the old days
and the future.
When I brought up the subject of the
boarding house days her eyes sparkled
with animation.
"How's Monroe?" she asked. "Haven't
"Fine," I nodded.
seen him lately. '
"Those were thrilling days," she reminisced. "I can hardly believe that it was
fourteen years ago. Life was one glorious dream then." She paused, looked at
vaguely. "With all that's
me, through me, happiness,
heartache, suchappened since,
cesses and failures, I've never let anyI've
least,accept
dream. weAtmust
tried not
to. that
Of course,
thing disturb
the good with the bad."
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"Have the failures ever discouraged
you, Ann?''
SHE laughed between bites of a chicken
salad sandwich. "Not permanently.
My marriage discouraged me more than
anything else. I tried hard to make it a
go, so did Harry. But I suppose it just
wasn't to be." She seemed to think of
something and leaned across the table.
"Do you ever feel bouncy?"
It was my turn to laugh. "Bouncy — ?"
"Yes. You know, sort of full inside —
bubbling over with the thrill of everything? Well, that's how I feel since
'Peter Ibbetson.' The picture I'm starting now, 'The Witness Chair,' will help
me regain my former place in the public
eye — I hope."
"Then you're through at RKO?"
"Yes — off to London to do several pictures for Capital Films. I'm looking forward so much to the trip. It'll be fun
working over there — and I'm taking my
daughter, Jane, with me. I scarcely know
myself," she said, cupping her chin in
her
became
enthusiastic.
takenhands.
a new Shelease
on movie
life and "I've
feel
like making pictures forever. After all,
my life means so much more to me than
just success now. I've Jane to live for
and work for."
"Are you thinking of marriage again?"
I asked. "I've heard rumors . . ."
"Absolutely not. That is, for a while."
She changed the subject abruptly. "But
you must come up and see that child of
mine, she's adorable !"
She talked on ecstatically about the
details of rearing a daughter. Her career was forgotten, the lunchroom faded,
and she was a mother living in the hopes,
the dreams, the future of her child.
She glanced at her wrist watch.
"Phew!" she said. "It's late. Forgive
me for running off this way. Do call me
up soon. Thanks for coming to see me."
The last glimpse I caught of her, she
was running up a studio street, her ashblonde hair blowing straight back from
her face. It was then that I realized that
the successes and failures of fourteen
years had made little difference in Ann
Harding, except that they had broken
down her wall of aloofness.
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MEN find her "doubly attractive" since she learned the
secret of lovely, fascinating eyes. And it's the same
story over and over again whenever a girl first learns how
easy it is to have long, lovely lashes.
You, too, can have that fascinating loveliness that invites
romance, if you bring out the natural beauty and charm of
your eyes with WiNX Mascara. It works wonders. Just a
touch of WiNX to your lashes and instantly they appear
darker, longer and more lustrous . . . your eyes sparkle . . .
your whole appearance seems improved.
Try WiNX today and see for yourself why so many smart,
well-groomed women use Wmx regularly for both daytime
and evening make-up. You will particularly like the way its
emollient oils keep your lashes luxuriantly soft and naturallooking at all times.
WiNX Mascara is offered in four colors — black, brown, blue,
and green — and in three convenient forms — the new Creamy
WiNX (which is gaining in popularity every day), and the
old favorites. Cake Wmx and Liquid WiNX. All are harmless,
smudge-proof, water-proof, non-smarting, and easy to apply.
Your local drug and department stores carry WiNX Mascara
in the economical large size. You can also obtain the complete line of WiNX Eye Beautifiers in Introductory Sizes at
all 10^ stores.

After making a picture in
England, which she says
is her best role to date,
Mary Carlisle returned to
Hollywood recently.
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stay dead ! Double-quantity, sifter-top tin costs
only 254 ! Also kills ticks and lice."
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lather. Makes my skin supple, keeps my coat
beautiful, soothes tender skin, destroys dog
odor, Kills Every Flea! 25?5 for big cake."
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the best.
Products have
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since Sergeant's
1879. Made
of
the finest ingredients. Every product Guaranteed. Sold by dealers everywhere. Our veterinarian will answer
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health. Please
write questions
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Free Dog Book. Write for your Free Copy of
Sergeant's famous book on the care of dogs. It
may save your dog's life.
POLK MILLER PRODUCTS CORPORATION
I 1972 W. BROAD STREET, RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
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your own Shor and win financial independence as Hollywood Fashion Expert
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Design and make glamorous gowns for
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up, the sudden stop — ^you can't describe it,
anything to hand out — he strikes with honesty.
but it tells chapters, the way he underest boldness and no sniveling false modplays it.ofYou've
It's part
him. seen it, on the screen.
He would inake a punk diplomat. The
Between phone calls, Jim said he had no
world is over-crowded with persons who
notion or intention of getting away from
"no."
say "perhaps" when they mean "yes" or
the type he had been playing, but that two
roughnecks a year was plenty. He wants
Out at Jim's house the other morning,
to vary them with other characters and
he was having a grand time in a blue
types. He added :
house-robe of warm wooley fabric which
"The thing that makes you also breaks
Mrs. Cagney wove beautifully on a handyou in this business, if you hammer at it
loom for his Christmas present. He loves
too hard. The career is short enough, as
the rare opportunities he has to wear this- it is.
garment.
"It is always a good policy to change
your
lumbia outside,
poured inhail-co
THEthe rain
"As pace.
for stories, it is better to have good
library.
the Cagney
fire blazed
plays and stories adapted than to try to fit
Jim curbed his restless vitality long
the player with vehicles tailored to order.
enough to relax — sometimes for five whole
minutes — on a long pigskin-covered couch.
"I gave up sitting in on story conferences long ago, as most actors have. You
Even when he reclines, he reclines briskly.
always wind up with the same story, anyAnd he does not rise in sections, like mush.
way. I can do more on the set after the
He executes a neat pivot on his rear axis,
lifting head and feet at the same time, and
picture
started."
It's nois news
to you that Jimmy took his
achieves the floor in one gesture. He must
recent studio squabble to court. He won
have springs in him somewhere.
his suit and was released from his conWe had a marvelous talk about his
tract. Naturally, producers are anxious
recent fight with Warner Bros. It was
to
sign
him up, but Cagney would much
going good when the telephone started
rather go off to Europe for a year or so
ringing furiously.
and forget all about work. However, the
Within the following two hours, I guess
next few months will tell what this spunky
every person with a grievance in Hollywood called up Jim and aired it. We had
gent will do.
no more opportunity to discuss Jim's personal battle, he was so busy fighting everyto answer another call and
JIM
his pep-talk about hitting where
givepaused
good. Not that he
the
do
would
it
body
else's.
(Oh,
all
right
everybod_v's
else, then, but it sounds terrible.) Fact is, advised indiscrimimost
nately. Far from it. He
the telephone conversations gave a clearer
listened with care and concern to the grievidea of his opinions on fighting, in general,
ance and the groundwork before he gave
than would have been possible by asking
any advice at all. It would just be tough
questions. The telephone was right there
to ask Jim to advise you if you were fightat his elbow, I couldn't help hearing, and
ing over something asinine, and what a
what he had to say was certainly no secret
scorching that baby could hand out in
to anyone who knows him. It just hapthat case.
pened that I never heard it all condensed
"Ever had any set-trouble?" I asked.
in one bunch before. The six or seven
"Never!" Jim answered, promptly.
conversations went like this :
"Never an unpleasant experience with any
"When anything like that comes up, keep
person with whom I have actually worked
it on paper. The only thing to do is fight
in a picture — far from it. Before you come
out here, the wise-guys warn you about
it all the way down the line, baby. You've
made the right beginning, keep a stiff upscene-grabbers and camera-hogs and all
that rot. I never paid any attention to it,
lip anddepend
don't on
let . 'em
what perthey
. . upset you, that's
and it has never happened.
"That's the proper attitude — don't back
"It's only in the business deals you
down. See it through and stick tight. Sure,
haven't a chance without a lot of people
they'll try all kinds of pressure, what of
wanting an edge. My brother is now
it? Keep banging away, baby, throw rights
handling all my business, and are the fleshat their chins . . .
peddlers burning. Imagine an Irish agent !"
"Hell, no, the publicity doesn't mean a
Jim has a way of inspiring a sort of
thing,
it's
read
today,
forgotten
tomorrow.
idolatry among his friends, without trying.
If they can suspend you and then say you
He is the best company on earth, when
can't come back to work until they say so,
the mood is on him. He will sit through
that's virtual slavery. Who's your lawlunch until five o'clock with some intimate
group in a far corner of a restaurant, his
vivid audacious face leaning far over the
WELL,
no ofusepersons
being were
delicate
table, as he recounts some fantastic mad
about there's
it. A lot
on
Irish story. He loves them. The wilder
the outs with a lot of other persons that
the better. He knows a million, a lot of
morning — and they flew right away to
them about his family. Little, fabulously
Jimmy Cagney for advice and moral supwhimsical things they used to do — ridicuyer?"
lous, romantic, notional — which makes
It also goes to show that when people
them peculiarly his. For instance, the way
are
port. frantic or frightened or desolate, they
his father used to go around the breakfast
call up Jimmy Cagney. If they don't feel
table and kiss all of them good-bye every
a thousand per cent better, then it's a docmorning, walk to the door, look back and
tor they need. There's nothing like it for
solemnly cross himself — then bend over
the circulation. Jimmy was in the pink.
and tie his shoe-laces ! Why he left the
His eyes snapped, his red-sand hair fairly
shoe-laces until then no one knows.
crackled, his voice was quick. Every few
God only knows why the Irish do most
minutes he made one of those characterthings, but we are glad that they do !
istic Cagney gestures — the hand snapping
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{Continued from page 55)

quaint. Another of a man signed "Uncle
Bogey." One of a man — how well we
know him '—signed "Eric Blore." Another with the inscription "N. Carter
Slaughter." Others signed "Nigel Playfair," "Frances Wetherall," "Gerald Du
Maurier" . . .
And Bart said, suddenly, pointing to the
little gallery of framed faces, "TheyThey
are
my past and they made my future.
can tell you my story. They are responsible for whatever I am today ..."
"My father," said Bart, fumbling with
his pipe in the rather embarrassed way all
nice men have when they are embarrassed,
"my father was responsible for my dreading the stage as a career. Because of his
life in the theatre I am one actor who
never wanted to be an actor — quite terribly the reverse. My father was a grand
actor — better than I can ever dream of
being, as a matter of fact— but the world
never found out how grand he was. He
lacking in 'drive,' in the
was, I tothink,
ability
sell himself. I only know that
he spent his life touring the provinces, that
he never got the breaks and that, as a result, there was never quite enough money
and always too much worry. My mother
always accompanied him on tour. And
during vacations I, the only child, went
with them.
"And so, I saw the theatre, not as a
glamorous world of lovely ladies, champagne in slippers, violets, hansom cabs
and late suppers — but as a drab work-aday world, where discouraged men and
tired women tried to make four shillings
do the work of eight. I saw the theatre
as a place where actors daubed their faces
with grease paint which concealed, only too
thinly, their humiliations and heartaches.
They ivere actors, those poor darlings,
though the world never gave them a hand.
No, I had no reason to love the theatre.
I saw the seams, never the spangles. And
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"I'm an explorer! ICA!
I've Tound out more"
about this great country
of ours in three weeks than I could have in a lifetime poring
over geography books. And what a comfortable way to explore ... in a big Greyhound
motor bus, among congenial fellow travelers, with one of America's finest drivers
at the wheel. The cost of my trip, going one way, returning another, was less than
gas and oil for a small private auto! Here are a few of my delightful memories:
"As our bus was ferried
"Everyone aboard the
big bus smiled when that
across
Francisco's
Golden San
Gate,
we could
starry-eyedyoung couple
look up and see men, like
got off at Niagara Falls.
microscopic spiders, spinAs
if we
all the
timedidn't
where know
they
ning the cables of the
world's mightiest bridge.
were headed — and why !
"What a thrill . . . when
a tiny fawn burst from
the woods, scampered
across our road, and
went splashing through
a Minnesota stream.

"I will never forget that
wrinkled old Indian
woman who sold me the
clever little hand-woven
basket, beside rainbowcolored Apache Trail.

"In the shade of a giant
redwood grove, it took
fifteen of us, stretching our arms wide, to
encircle one of those
tremendous trees.

"Our Greyhound "bus
actually passed right over

Why coverdon't
you plan
to disthis amazing
America
for
yourself? Greyhound offers the
most interesting way, and by
far the most economical. Start
now, by mailing this coupon.
'The ^

Spanky
MacFarland's
tie
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addition toScother
family recently and here
they are with Spanky looking pretty proud!
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and Earl Blackwell are enthusiastic fishermen on a between-picture
holiday. Evalyn
has

just com-

pleted "LaughEarl has
ing Irish Eyes"
recent ly returned from picture-making in
the East.
and
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so I never postured before a mirror, at
the age of six, aflame with the ambition
to play Hamlet. I spent most of my time
trying to forget those tired faces which
the footlights served only to illumine,
And as Bart talked, in his eyes the remockingly."
membrance of those things past, I understood the kindliness and tolerance mentioned by Bob Montgomery. Of course,
he would be kindly and tolerant, remembering so much frustration and pain. I
understood now what the prop men meant
when
they said,
"He seems
care . . ."
Of course,
he would
care, toremembering
those hard-working, frightened troupers
of his childhood. I understood what Bill
Seiter had meant — for, of course, he
would work until he dropped dead, uncomplainingly— he had seen too much of
failure and defeat to dare to take work
casually. His is an heritage of remembering the problems, pains and perplexities
of simple, unsuccessful people.
WHILE
at school, Bart lived _ with
his mother's sisters, three spinster
ladies called, respectively. Aunt Daisy,
Aunt Nellie and Aunt Dolly. "It was
Aunt Nellie who really brought me up,"
said Bart, "during the travels of my parents." They were three frail little midVictorian ladies, who lived surrounded by
canaries, Nottingham lace curtains and
the pressed-flower fragrance of Mr. Tennyson. Aunt Nellie used to make poetry,
Bart remembered, out of everything she
read — advertisements in magazines, slogans on soap wrappers— she would read
them aloud as though she were reading
verse. They lived in a world where Victoria was still queen and Lord Tennyson
still the poet laureate. And the boy Bart
lived with them, drinking in that gentle
atmosphere with his tea and crumpets.
They were gentle, good and unworldly.
They loved Bart and worried over "the
The ofthree
little aunts, I believe, explain
his soul."
good
the "beautiful courtesy." They, undoubtedly, conditioned the gentle compassionate
manner for
which
is the grown man's greatest
charm
women.
"When I was about sixteen," Bart was
saying, as I poured tea for him ("sugarand-a-dash-of-milk-please" was the order), "I had to leave school entirely —
not enough money to go on. I took a

job in an accountant's office, not because
I wanted to be an accountant, but just
because I had to have a job. I was unfortunate in that I didn't know what I
wanted to be, or to do. My ambitions
were not ignited. And I was the office
boy, nothing more. Eventually I was
fired so I lived again with the little
aunts. I was at loose ends, unhappy.
Finally came a letter, offering me an assistant managership of a musical comedy
company going out on tour. The three
aunties, bless them, didn't think it quite
nice for me to be going on tour with 'all
those— young
ladies in the chorus, Bart
dear'
but I went.
took the job for the sake of the few
shillings in it. I kept on taking similar
jobs for the same uninspired reason. Not
yet had Thespis tinged me with his fervor," smiled Bart (he seldom laughs
aloud), "not until I met Eric. Yes, Eric
Blore. We were playing, when we met,
with Robert Courtneidge's company of
'The Arcadians.' I was playing the imposing role of a footman, I believe. Odd
that I should have been a footman at just
that time — and Eric,- so much later, so
superior a butler! At any rate, we met.
And there began the friendship which has
never faltered for a moment from then
to now !
"And it was Eric Blore who was the
turning point in my adult life. It was
Eric who opened doors for me, the existence of which I had never suspected. It
wasn't that he did anything concrete for
me. Quite simply, by the fact of his
being just Eric, he spoke a language I
had not been hearing in the nice, lazy unimportant surroundings of a road-show
musical. He was unique in those surroundings, and his wit was brilliant.
Even those many years ago, he had started
to coin phrases that are to me, and to
many of his countrymen, near-classics. In
short, his already established brilliance
(which I had the good fortune to recognize) removed me mentally from the
genial, hearty but frightfully limiting language and outlook I was acquiring from
the other lads, of more ordinary theatre
patterns. He gave me what I can best
describe as a 'flavor' to life. And I, who
had never had any real ambitions, any
soaring hopes for myself, began to reach
out, to grope, to stir, as it were, in my
sleep. I have Eric to thank for this."
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And so, by one of those strange paradoxes, which makes life so fascinating a
serial story, we have the magnificently
meek Mr. Blore to thank for the sauvity,
the subtlety, the "flavor" which is Bart
Marshall today.

BART was on his way, then. He began
to do some good things. He played
better and bigger parts. He began to feel
himself not just one of the boys around
the place, but an actor with a shapening
goal. He did considerable touring. He
filled in between tours with some shortrun plays for N. Carter Slaughter. And
then came the war.
When Bart came back from the war
there was that something in his eyes
which has never faded out of them — the
living memory of pain. For Bart spent
ten months in a base hospital, one of
thousands of young men with grievous
war wounds, who stared at blank hospital
walls and saw no writing on those walls
for them ! He had eleven more months
to spend in a wheel chair before he
learned to walk again. It was all over,
he thought, before it had really begun.
The aromatic flower of living, which Eric
had inplanted,
now
aBlore's
trench personality
flower mired
mud andwasstained
with his own spent blood.
Then entered Uncle Bogey, his mother's
brother, whose real name was L. Godfrey
Turner.
"If it were not for Uncle Bogey." Bart
told me, "you would not be sitting here
now, trying to write a story about me.
No one would have heard again of Herbert Marshall. Uncle Bogey was a journalist, awriter. He was, also, an epicure
and something of a dandy. He was sartorially perfect and he seldom had a sou
.to his name!
He had a lavish joy in life,

an embattled mind, keen wit, sensitive appreciations and a gallant soul. Many of
the things I care about, today, I derive
from Uncle Bogey. I love big cities, for
instance, as he did. I have no desire to
go back to the land. I like sophisticated
men and women. I like intelligent talk
about good books, plays, the enterprises
of others. His rich outlook on life gave
me these things. I am really happiest
when I am with 'mine own people' — the
people of stage and screen. I adore shoptalk. I'm not domestic. I do dislike coping with material problems. The adventures of the mind are so much more satisfying— so Uncle Bogey said. I have no
interest in politics. I should like enormously to write.
"These
and And
many something
others I even
'got'
from Unclethings
Bogey.
more vitally important. Uncle Bogey had
lost his first-born son in the war. And
when I went to stay with him at his villa
some twenty-five miles out of London,
there within sound of the firing and living
under nightly danger of air raids, I came
to know him as man to man — both men
desolated. He proved to me that a man
may face utter desolation without whimpering. By his fine courage and by his
gorgeous humor, which not even grief
could crucify, he showed me how a man
may know irreparable loss and still inherit the earth. When I learned to walk
again, I returned to London, healed in
spirit if not in body, and all because of
Uncle Bogey."
AND so it is to Uncle Bogey that we
turn for the explanation of that valiant spirit which has made Herbert Marshall succeed in the very teeth of his irreparable disaster. It is Uncle Bogey
who gave him back his hope, his confi-
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really have the softest skin imaginable. Ifyou'd only bring it out! Its
true softness is hidden by dull, dead cells —
which you yourself can melt away.
Day after day, your skin is drying out.
Little cells are forever shriveUng into dry,
You

flaky bits — mean "powder catchers"! But
you can smooth your skin instantly — with a
keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream)!
A distinguished dermatologist says:
''When a keratolytic cream (Vanishing
Cream) touches the skin, an instant softening takes place. Dried -out surface cells melt
Outer Skin
(Magnified)
Right
on top,
you
the
dead Bee
surface
lide the young un3 ... In time. Bake
loose and "catch" powder.
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dence which were literally shot away
from under him. It was Uncle Bogey
who taught him how to take his first step
over the debris — the first lap of the triumphant journey — to Hollywood.
"I want to hand a very special orchid
now," Bart said gravely, "to N. Carter
Slaughter, who gave me back my job in
life with one casual, magnificent gesture.
Magnificent just because it was so casual.
He took up the work Uncle Bogey had
begun and made me whole again.
"I returned to London. I was no longer
defeated in spirit but certainly, I thought,
I am defeated in my profession. I could
no longer see myself as any kind of Romeo, famous and footlighted. One night
I was in a pub in London. It was one
of those thickly foggy nights when men
look like ghosts of their former selves. I
felt like a ghost of my former self, a very
couragous ghost, but disembodied. I was
trying to face the grisly fact that I had
been an actor and that, just as I'd begun
to love the thing, it was denied me.
"Slaughter came into the pub that night.
He strolled over to me, shook hands, said
casually, 'Can you go out for me in such
and
such And
a company
nextbeautiful
week?' casualThat
was all.
it was the
ness of the of¥er, the assumption that
there was no reason why I shouldn't go
out, no reason why I shouldn't pick up
where I had left ofif that — well, that
resurrected me from the trenches, that
healed my war wounds. God bless him
for that. I want to give him very special
honorable mention, for no story concerning me or my life could be authentic withI think it is N. Carter Slaughter who
gives us the explanation of why Bart is
out him." man he is. For he has known
the man's

you

cells

away. Young underlying cells come into
view. The skin quickly acquires smoothness and fine texture."
Miss Wendy Morgan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Try Pond's Vanishing Cream with the
William Fellowee Morgan, Jr., New York; "I smooth my
coupon below. See how it puts an end to
skin with Pond's Vanishing Cream. Make-up looks smart!''
roughness, an end to powder trouble.
Just goes on invisibly . . . melting away
Starts you toward a young, fine-textured
skin! Apply it twice a day . . .
every last roughness, softening your skin
the whole night through!
For a smooth make-up — Always before
8-Piece
you put on make-up, film your skin with
POND'S, Dept. f 136, Clinton Conn.
Package Rush 8-piece package containing spePond's Vanishing Cream. More than a powcial tube of Pond's Vanishing Cream,
der base, it melts away flaky bits . . . leaves
your skin smooth. Make-up goes on evenly
Pond's
other Powder.
of 2 Face
shades
of Pond's
generous
ICreams
enclose and
lOfi 5fordifferent
postage
and samples
packing.
with a "beauty -salon" finish!
Overnight for lasting softness — Every
Namenight after your regular cleansing, spread
StreetPond's Vanishing Cream on your face,
City-State- 101
Copyright. 1936, Pond's Extract Company
hands, elbows. It isn't greasy, won't show.
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# Mercolized Wax gently melts off faded, discolored outer skin. Reveals the velvety-smooth,
soft, beautiful underskin. Blemishes disappear.
Mercolized Wax is a complete beauty treatment
in
a single
cream.Softens.
ContainsBeautifies.
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your skin
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Cleanses.
Protects.
Start using Mercolized Wax tonight. Win new
skin loveliness. Mercolized Wax brings out the
hidden beauty of any complexion.
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out wrinkles
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lines.
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friendship of such metal as would make
friendship sacred to him. I think, too,
that N. Carter Slaughter further explains
the kindness which is so integral a part of
Bart's personality. He has not forgotten
the sensitive, great kindness once shown
to him.
"And after that," said Bart, as his man
lit the lamps in the twilit room and removed our tea things, "I began to get
places quite rapidly. Frances Wetherall,
an actress and a friend of mine, introduced
me to Nigel Playfair — later Sir Nigel
Playfair, now dead — and that meant the
Lyric Opera House in Hammersmith,
London, and wider attention than I had
yet known. Then came the better theatres and bigger parts. And finally Sir
Gerald du Maurier came along with the
play 'Interference' and the memorable occasion when Sir Gerald literally turned the
play over to me, reversed the order of the
thing, made my part bigger than his own,
made it the part in the whole play. It

Do

Women

was definitely he, who established me as
an actor, with capital letters. Odd, too,"
said Bart, smiling, "that I should have
scored almost all of my stage successes
in the roles of 'cads with charm,' whereas, in pictures, I have played, too consistently, the long suffering lover, the gallant martyr. I rather think I should like
to play rogues again — 'on relief,' that
Bart rose and together we stood for a
moment beand
!" looked at the little gallery of
would
framed pictures. "I really do owe wdiatever I am," he said, "to this little gallery
of my friends. Their faces are fading a
little, here in the powerful California sunlight, but their influence will never fade
so long as I live. They are, really, the
'why' of me . . ."
And as I drove away my curiosity was
appeased. I wondered no longer. I felt
that the man had stepped from behind the
actor and that the complete explanation
of Herbert Marshall had been made.

Spoil

Men?

{Continued from page 53)
they earn for non-essentials, or for anydoes not his
cutown
intofamily.
the man's
sphere thing
of thatsupporting
And
if they do have to use their money for
essentials, they should do some super pretending— they should say that they want
these silly, superfluous things which are
not, of course, really necessary — dear me,
no !
"But I don't call this sort of thing spoiling. I call it— loving. And there is such
a fine art in loving," said Virginia gravely,
"it's so easy to love too well. Not so easy
to love wisely.
"If a man can take care of his wife
and wants to do it, I definitely believe that
the
woman
giving
to him.
Mostshould
of us 'spoil'
would him
makeby far
betterin
wives and mothers than we make politicians, would-be artists or actresses. The
world wouldn't really miss us if we just
stepped out of the arena and stayed at
home where we belong.
"I definitely believe that the man of the
house is the one who should be waited on
and catered to. (Ah, there, husbands!)
I BELIEVE that a man should feel
free, pleasantly and without nagging,
to go off and play golf Sundays, to go to
sm.okers and stag dinners, to clubs and on
hunting trips, because," continued Virginia,
"and although I expect the Federation-ofMartyred-Wives to slay me for this, I do
feel that a woman has a right to share
his life but not to own it.
"I believe that most men are fairer than
women. They are more apt to give too
much, rather than too little. And you have,
in extreme cases, that most pitiable exhibit on earth — the hen-pecked husband ! I
really think," said Virginia, with an
amused twinkle in her wide blue eyes,
"that I should like to open a home for
hen-pecked husbands. I would like to run
the home myself with the aid of a dozen
pretty
give the
fellows
such a girls.
courseAndof I'd
flattery
andpoor
patting
on
the back as would turn a Mr. Milquetoast
into a Mussolini over night !
"But I don't believe that women should

...

Do

Well,

read

you

want

about

spoil men by giving in to them in little
personal matters.
"For instance, men I have known have
objected violently to my using nail-polish
and make-up, and some have objected to
certain gowns or hats. More than once,
I've gone about without a trace of makeup, with my nails a ghostly white, in order
to
masculine
edict. want
I shouldn't
haveplease
done a that.
If women
to use
make-up, have manicures, go windowshopping
and enjoy,
do other
'silly'
most women
theylittle
should
notthings
spoil
men by giving them up for a masculine
whim. They certainly do not detract from
a man's self-importance. On the contrary,
men feel all the bigger and stronger because they can mock at such goings-on.
"Women should spoil men by deferring
to them in arguments ; by seeming; at any
rate, to accept superior male judgment on
such matters as politics and finance and
things like that.
"I'm glad that I spoiled my husband.
I'm
I waited
on him.
If I'd
been glad
older that
and wiser,
I might
have spoiled
him more subtly and so, more successfully.
But I'm glad that I tried, anyway.
"And because I am the type, I guess,
who just does run upstairs and take the
lipstick off when I atn told, I'll probably
Just then
always
spoil Spencer
men." Tracy came over to
our table in the commissary — for the sole
purpose, apparently, of telling Virginia
how beautiful she is. Clark Gable shouted
something lusty and admiring across the
room to her — and Bill Powell sauntered
by to make her his sua vest bow, saying
something
about before
"Beautiful
lady . a. ."
then
I departed
it became
caseAnd
of
S. R. O.
And I thought, as I walked across the
lot, how seldom it is that such beauty as
Virginia's is warmed by so honest and
humble a heart ; how very few girls of
such exquisite, authentic beauty ever feel
or even
dream of
"runningforerrands"
men,
or making
sacrifices
them or for
of
pampering them.
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and smooth
a beauty
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appreciate

having

a skin soft

as a rose-petal... immediateiy... and enjoy

bath sensation... try the Linit Beauty

Bath.

Frances Farmer and Glenn
Erickson became Mr. and
Mrs. recently, but plans for
a long honeymoon were
thwarted when both were
given picture assignments.

Sylvia
Plays

Sidney
Truth

{Continued from page 57)
only a clever designer but a grand person, makes the most wonderful clothes
for me and I wear them as if they were
old rags. I'm much more comfortable in
things like this.
I'M sloppy around my house, too. But
I think there's a reason for that. My
mother is the neatest person alive. When
I was a kid I had to have everything in
order. When I took oi¥ my clothes at
night they must be hung over the back
of a chair, neatly folded.
"I always said to myself, 'Just wait
until I'm on my own.' Well, I'm on my
own now so things fall where they may
and my desk is piled so high I can't see
the desk itself. I'm terrible about answering letters. I figure that, if you wait two
months, the letter automatically becomes
answered.
"Then I'm completely non-social. Even
as a child I didn't have friends. I just
wouldn't be charming when it was necessary. So now I shut myself up in my
apartment and grouse about Hollywood.
When I come back to Hollywood from a
trip to New York, my manager meets me
at the plane and starts in on me by saying, 'Well, if ever I see a smile on your
face, when you land, I'll think the world
is coming to an end.' That usually brings
a laugh. But when I see the palm trees
and all the sunshine I begin to crawl behind the wall I've put up for myself.
"I've lived in the same apartment for
not twenty
thatI have
betit.
and I'll
three
a few
inside
have been
people years
friends — people I admire tremendously,
people I adore to be with, but I want no
Fd so much rather
casual acquaintances.
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Dissolve some Linit in your batK while tke tub water is running",
bathe as usual, step out and when you dry yourself pat your body
with a towel... do not rub... then feel your skin...j^ and satiny
smooth as the rarest velvet. And the most astonishing thing about
the Linit Beauty Bath is that the cost is trifling. Don't deny
yourself such gratifying after-bath comfort when the expense is so
insignificant. Try the Linit Beauty Bath and join the thousands
and thousands of lovely women

who

daily enjoy its soothing

luxury. Linit is sold by your grocer.

Don't overlook tke directions on tlie Linit package . . .
recommending' Linit for starcking. Linit makes even ordinary cotton fabrics look and feel like linen.
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Don't hurry ... be
just as fussy about
Talcum Powder as
you are of any cosmetic. fc-ACS
You're safe if you insist
on Lander's Blended
Talc — nothing purer!
Take your pick of these 5 » OSES
ExclusiveDouble-Blends:
Lilacs & Roses
Lavender & Pine
Sweet Pea&Gardema
Orchids & Orange
Blossom

The "13 Hours by Air" set had a preview as well as a party.
Here is Director Mitchell Leisen with three members of the
cast, Joan Bennett, Grace Bradley and John Howard.
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be by myself. I'd so much rather get up
early and ride horseback over these
brown hills. I'm a nice person then, really
I am. It's when I come in contact with
all the intrigues and smallnesses of civhappy.
ilization that I get hard and cold and un-
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BODY

rose
trees nestled
and leaking
Sylvia
cosily roofs!"
in the corner of
the booth. "I know that the first time I
ever saw the man who directed 'The Trail
of the Lonesome Pine,' he hated me. I
couldn't work up any enthusiasm over the
story and I showed it. Once I got into
the picture I loved it. I enjoy working.
I give a picture everything I have to
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If vou ore diBsuliptiod with your hair inquire into unique
French method KNOGRAY. Any shade from one bottle.
NotareBtorer.
Colors roots
perfecdy. from
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PermitsTou Perm.
Wave.
ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT
anythina
have
known. Free Book. Madame Turmel, Dept. 8B, 256W.31stSt.,N.Y.C.
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TO THESE 3 LIPSTICKS
FREE.. . your chance to discover
new allure by finding the right
shade for your lips! Three full trial
sizes of the famous Rejuvia Lipstick . . each in a new seductive
color . . sent upon receipt of 10^
in stamps to cover mailing cost.
For beauty's sake. ACT NOW!
out coupon
Rejuvia
una. maii TODAY
HEJUVIA BEAUTY LABS.. DEPT B, 395 B WAY, N.Y.C.
Send me 3 trial size lipsticks; enclosed
find 10c (Stamps or Coin) for mailing cost.
NAME
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"You see, I refuse to take responsibility.
I had a big house once and I couldn't
stand it. When I'd be reading or thinking over a script, or just being alone with
myself, there would be the gardener telling me that a rose tree had died, or the
cook would suddenly pop up saying that
the roof was leaking and I'd better call
somebody about it. So I got rid of the
house and have a small apartment now
and somebody else worries about dying

"But here's a curious thing. There are
so many things people can say about me.
give.
I have so many real faults. Yet one of
the things that has been said most persistentlyOnly
isn't true.
troublesome
on the set.
once I'm
havenotI ever
walked
out on a picture and that was when I was
very ill and needed an operation on my
throat so badly that, if I had not had it,
I might
died.outButin I've
reputa-of
tion forhave
walking
the the
middle
pictures. On the contrary, I've worked
when I was just out of bed with pneumonia and I was almost too weak to hold
my head up. I've worked even when I
had a sprained ankle.
"Of course, I enjoyed that. It makes
amuch
martyr
there's nothing
fun of
as me
beinganda martyr.
It makesso
your breakfast taste so good !
"But, when Fm being terribly martyred,
I re-read a letter I got from my father
recently. I asked him how the family felt
about my divorce. He -wrote back and
said that my life was my own to live as I
thoughtcanbest,
'but,' he is
added,
never
understand
how 'what
a girl,people
who
made $110,000 last year, can be unhappy.'
"That should make every Hollywood
actress sit up and think.
We all com-

plain, grouse, mumble and believe ourselves badly off emotionally and professional y— and yet we make all that
SHE stopped long enough to smile.
money."
Suddenly, she said, "I shouldn't be
married. I'm not wilhng enough to compromise. I've too many faults. Marriage
is always a compromise. Both parties have
to concede certain things, don't they? It
seems to me that it's always difficult when
two definite personalities — two people
who have lived their own lives, thought
their own thoughts and worked out their
own problems — get married.
"But I think it's better, when a mistake
is made, to try to rectify it immediately
and not let it drag on until everyone is
made miserable. I've often been criticized
for doing that but it's the only way I can
do. I believe that, if your emotions get
in the way of your intelligence and cause
you to do foolish things, the sooner you
set those things as right as possible, the
sooner you let intelligence guide you once
more, the better off you are. But, invaristood. ably, in Hollywood, you are misunder"In fact, perhaps I shouldn't even be
in
Hollywood —tobecause
compromising
be donethere's
here, so
too. much
"The man I admire more than anyone
in the world is my Cousin Albert. He
lives his life with complete integrity.
When he first came over from Russia, my
father sponsored him and wanted to give
him training to become a dentist. Albert
walked out. He disappeared completely
for six months. Everyone said he was
terribly ungrateful. And then he suddenly
reappeared. He had taken a job as a
barker at Luna Park to get enough
money to study what he wanted to study.
He knew he would not stick to dentistry.
Now he works in the Rockefeller Foundation and is completely happy. He is
married to a lovely girl. They have very
little money but their lives are ideal, for
he is doing real work and living simply.
"Our lives are too cluttered with nonessentials. In spite of the money, we picture people haven't a chance for real happiness. We are living in too false a
And there is Sylvia Sidne}' — revealed
and explained by herself. Do you see now
why her marriage was doomed?
world."
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Sylvia gives herself no quarter. She
las complete honesty. It is impossible,
IS she has told you, for her to lie to
«ther people. It's just as impossible for
iier to lie to herself, and that's the rarest
and truest form of integrity. Her intelligence is as keen and bright as a Toledo
blade. She makes emotional mistakes
but that's because her emotions are always at war with her intelligence. And
that's apparently what happened when she
married Bennett Cerf and was separated
jrom him almost before you could take a
deep breath. The emotional pattern of
!ier existence intruded, but she was honest
and courageous enough, in a town so eager
for gossip as Hollywood, to correct the
mistake as soon as possible. She often
iias stated that she has nothing but the
greatest respect and highest regard for
Cerf. An equation in her background
complicated the problem.
Sometimes her emotions are not to be
Jrusted. Her intelligence never fails her.
I said some of these things to her that
day at luncheon. She laughed. "Listen,
you're not supposed to be telling me about
myself, I'm supposed to be telling you.
But, anyhow, I feel better. This talk is
like going to a psychoanalyst ! Honest
tonfession is good for the soul."
She gathered up her riding crop and
gloves and, with her head held high, she
Shreaded her way between the Vendome
Sables.on She
she a can't
the
tharm
and says
off. As
matterturn
of fact,
she can't turn
off, because is
the something
charm of
honesty
and itintelligence
she has to a degree seldom found in Holiywood. For difficult as the feat is, Sylvia Sidney looks herself squarely in the
iace ! And it's a very swell face.

That
Called

Beauty
Smooth

{Continued from page 21)
for the lip rouge. Smooth on the lipstick,
blot with tissue and look at the grand results in the mirror. The lipstick sets perfectly and lasts much longer.
If you want your make-up to stay smooth
and remain fresh looking over a long period
in hot weather, don't forget to use either
a foundation cream or lotion. And if you
iike that fresh, outdoorish look that is so
charmingly apparent in the picture of Paulette Goddard this month, try this trick.
Dampen a piece of cotton with skin tonic
and pat it lightly over your face after you
have applied your make-up. It gives the
skin that faintly dewy young look that is
fascinating.
And before I wander off on other items,
] want to suggest a boon to all of you who
find that warmer weather increases perspiration. Liquid powders which have a
slightly astringent effect are marvelous for
leaving your skin with a smooth, dry and
attractive finish.
Hair has a lot to do with this business
■of "smooth" good looks. And a skillful
permanent is one certain way of insuring
a trim, well-waved and curled top piece.
But before you sally forth for your permanent, give your hair a break by toning
it up in advance. Map out a regular routine for each day. Like this — use a good
hair tonic and brush or massage your hair
carefully. Plan to have a few hot oil
shampoos or give them to yourself, using
either one of the prepared oils on the market or just a good brand of olive oil. Always heat the oil before using. Any temperature that is comfortable for both your
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SHADE

If there's one thing women fool themselves about,
it's face powder shades.
Many women select face powder tints on the
wrong basis altogether. They try to get a face
powder that simply matches their type instead of
one that enhances or flatters it.
Any actress will tell you that certain stage lights
can make you look older or younger. The same
holds true for face powder shades. One shade can
make you look ten to twenty years older while
another can make you look years younger.
It's blondes.
a commonThere
saying
brunettes
look reason
older
than
is nothattruth
in it. The
for the statement is that many brunettes make a
mistake in the shade of the face powder they use.
They simply choose a brunette face powder shade
or one that merely matches their type instead of
one that goes with the tone of their skin. A girl may
be a brunette and still have an olive or white skin.
One of Five Shades is the

OF

OF
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FACE

BRUNETTES
POWDER!

right shade of face powder for your skin. I ivant
you to find out if the shade you are using is making
you look older or younger.
One Way to Tell!
There is only one way to find out and this is to try
all
shadesI want
of Lady
Esther
Powder — and
thatfive
is what
you to
do at Face
my expense.
One of these shades, you will find, will instantly
prove the right shade for you. One will immediyou Your
look years
won'tto have
to be ately
toldmakethat.
mirroryounger.
will cry You
it aloud
you.
Write today for all the five shades of Lady Esther
Face Powder that I offer free of charge and obligation. Make the shade test before your mirror.
Notice how instantly the right shade tells itself.
Mark, too, how soft and smooth my face powder is ;
also, how long it clings.
Mail Coupon
One test will reveal that Lady Esther Face Powder
is a unique face powder, unparalleled by anything
in face powders you have ever known.
Mail the coupon or a letter today for the free supply of all five shades that I offer: I will also send you
a 7-days' supply of my Four-Purpose Face Cream.

Right Shade !
Colorists will tell you that the idea of numberless
shades of face powder is all wrong. They
will tell you that only five shades are neces{You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (23)
sary and that one of these shades will flatter
FREE
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Ave., Evan3ton, 111.
your tone of skin.
Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five
I have proved this principle. I know that
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a 7-days' supply of
five shades will suffice. Therefore, I make
your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream.
Lady Esther Face Powder in only five shades.
Name
One of these five shades, I know, will prove
just the right shade for you. It will prove
your most becoming and flattering.
Address
City_
I want you to find out if you are using the
-State^
(If you live in Canada, urrite Lady Esther, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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fingers and your scalp is right. The warmth
of the oil aids its penetrating the scalp.
Using a piece of absorbent cotton dipped
hi the oil, apply it all over the scalp, parting the hair about every two inches to
make sure it doesn't miss a spot.

SAYS

SCIENCE:

You'll be just 25 per cent more
efficient in the afternoons if you
eat a light cereal lunch. And, in
addition, you'll feel a lot better.
And so we suggest for the busigirl, a biginbowl
Corn nessFlakes
milkof orKellogg's
cream.
You'll be surprised
ing and satisfying
flakes taste. Served
Made by Kellogg in

how appetizthese golden
everywhere.
Battle Creek.

Nothing takes the place of

CORN

FLAKES

OFF
FLOOR
( LAA\PS AND RADIO )
A neat job instantly. No dam
age to woodwork. No tools
needed. Set of eight colored
clips to match vour cords.lOc,
At KresgeU

AI'TER the oil has been applied, wrap
your head up in a towel which has
been wrung out in as hot water as you can
bear. Do this five or six times. Then, in
the shampoo and the final rinse water, use
the strained juice of two lemons. Three or
four of these treatments will leave your hair
in wonderful condition for the permanent.
For the actual wave and curl, there's a
new machine that is the last word in modern design. It has red and green lights
like a stop and go traffic system plus a
tinkling
It's all
donelikeup a inradio
a streamlinedbell.
cabinet that
looks
when
closed, and a huge adding machine when
open. It works on the same principle as
your electric refrigerator and believe it or
not, it waves the hair in a minute and a half.
Here's how this tricky waving affair
works. First the operator gives you two
test curls. This determines how long the
pre-heated clamps should remain on the
head for the most satisfactory results. She
sets the indicator on the dial to the exact
time which the better of the two curls
prove your hair should have. The second
this time is up, a bell rings and the little
clamp which supplied the heat, is lifted
from your pate. Each clamp thus permanently waves a strand of hair in practically
no time and w'ith so little discomfort you'll
hardly believe it's possible. Best of all,
you are free to get up and move around
as you please during the process. Another
nice thing about this method is that every
protector and pad used, is made so that it
can be used only once. In other words,
you get a truly individual permanent wave
which, I am told, eliminates all possibilities
of burns and it also waves the hair closer
to
fore.the scalp than has been possible heretoBefore leaving the interesting subject
of hair, how about a word or two on new
coiffure twists? It certainly doesn't matter this spring whether your hair is long,
short or medium for there is an infinite
variety to the way, you can arrange your
hair to bring out your best points. Often
the mere changing of the part in your
hair gives your face a new individuality.
There are so many smart variations around
the center part theme that if you do look
well with your hair cleft down the middle,
try it. And the simple dodge of parting
your hair on the opposite side from the
way you'vegestion.
been Whatever
wearing
is another
sugway ityou
do change
your hair comb, be sure to go to an expert when you have your hair thinned —
nothing spoils the contour of a head more
than a botch job of hair thinning.

If you wear curls, wear them discreetly.
And a soft swirl to one side at back is
very flattering. You can have a swirl even
with long hair; just turn the ends under
on the side toward which the swirl goes.
The whole efTcct of your head this spring
should be sleek but soft — and your waves
should look natural, never rigid and set.
And for a final "smooth" dash, try spraying perfumed brilliantine lightly over your
completed coiffure— it adds such a lovely
glossy sheen.
A well-known nail polish manufacturer
has your new costume colors in mind when
suggesting a triumvirate of polishes to
complement all your spring togs. They
are rust, ruby and rose. The rose is suggested as a complement to pastels, the ruby
for black or white and the rust for any of
the costume colors on the yellow cast such
as the new browns, yellow, tangerine etc.
Like your hair, your hands will benefit
by a hot oil treatment. Smooth the oil in
thoroughly and leave it in for fifteen minutes. And don't forget to use a manicure
cream, every night, if possible. I found
one that's elegant — it keeps the cuticle soft
and smooth while it prevents your nails
from becoming brittle. The same house
which puts out this excellent cream, also
has a cream for removing nail polish together with two good liquid polish removers. The latter two are made for difrent types of nails, one with an oily base
for you who have dry, brittle nails and
one without oil for normal nails.
They may not look very decorative, but
a cheap pair of cotton gloves pulled on
over your freshly creamed hands at night,
will, when pulled off in the morning, reveal those lily white hands you yearn for.
Any good lubricating cream, massaged into the hands, will do the trick.
There you are, my pets, with enough
beauty cues to carry you through the
spring and summer. And if you aren't
termed "smooth" after such careful grooming and broad hints as to new ways to go
about
it, itI isn't
Before
leave my
you,fault.
however, I want to
ask you if you have been worried over
what to give as graduation gifts ? Brides
and graduates have a way of turning up
this time of year and what to give them
is a problem. Turn to the cosmetic counter
for ideas,
theretoilet
isn'twater,
a girlbath
whosalts
doesn't
adore
perfume,
and
bath powder as a gift. And there are
those grand kits that are not only the
last word in smart design, but the ultimate in the all 'round usefulness of their
beauty contents. Then there are lipsticks,
combination vanities and eye shadows for
the more sophisticated of the sweet girl
graduates.
And don't forget to turn back fo page 20
for the free offer "Reminders from My Note-

TUNE
book."
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when they're soiled and attach fresh new ones in a
jiffy with
that now
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gummed
strip." Try
self! Millions
use 15c
CLOPAYS!
Theyit yourwear
amazingly
—
won't
crack,
fray
or
pinhole.
Variety
smart patterns and rich, plain colors. Also see the newof
15c * CLOP AY LINTONE that "looks like costly
linen." Write
See themfor inFREE
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neighborhoodto
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SAM

IN

ON

TAYLOR

Yes, girls, the handsome young
man on the left is Modern
Screen's Hollywood reporter.
His tri-weekly radio chats on
Hollywood players and pictures are always bright, amusing, and up-to-the-minute. Sam
Taylor is heard every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at
7:15 p.m., over Station WOR.
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{Continued from page 51)
be an actress. The screeching was Lady
Macbeth ! Want to hear more of
her? . . ."
"Hush," said Mrs. Kies. "No more of
that now please. If you're going to be an
actress, I suppose that's what you're going
to be . . . but please, darling, try to be a
little quieter about it!"
On that day when Margaret announced
that she was learning to be an actress,
it was not just an idle dream that had
occurred to her. Oh, no, indeed. Margaret had made a discovery. Deep inside
of her a voice had said, "Margaret, you
are going to be an actress" — and Margaret
believed it. She didn't even stop to ask
herself when or why or where or how.
She just believed it.
"And that belief was the most important thing that ever happened to me,"
she told m.e recently. "Without it I'd have
been doomed to Dubuque all my life.
Without it I'd have bloomed only as a
wall flower, and a perennial one at that !
Oh, I know so, because except for that
one buoyant bit of knowledge, I had very
little confidence in myself. I was terribly
shy and sensitive. Why, I remember how
I used to dread walking past a gang of
boys
on the
corner
how . I'd
walk blocks
to avoid
them . if. .I could
. .
just because I was sure they were talking about me. I know now, of course,
that they probably never even saw me.
But in those days, I only knew that my
knees sagged, my face was hot and my
feet dragged along the sidewalk ! It was
horrible.
There
was
only that one
In

the

month

soothing salve, that oft-repeated promise
that I made to myself : 'Never mind,
Margaret. Wait till you're a movie star.
You'll show them then!'
"After a while, as I grew older, it became so fixed in my mind that I forgot
about feeling inferior. Not completely, but
a little. At a dance, for example, I learned
not to worry about whether my partner
liked me or not. Instead, I tried to concentrate on what a thrill this would be

Margaret

Lindsay

Warner
Hands,"

opus, "Law in Her
with Glenda Farrell.

of

in her latest

for him someday ! Someday he'd see me
on the screen and tell his friends, 'Oh yes,
Margaret's an old friend of mine. Why, I
remember one evening when we were
dancing. . . .' " threw back her head and
MARGARET
laughed at the recollection.
"Isn't that just about the goofiest thing
you've ever heard? A poor, silly, selfconscious seventeen-year-old girl selling
herself an idea — to make herself feel imBut wait!
You haven't
the half ofportant.it!
The funny
thing isheard
that
that attitude suddenly began producing
unlooked-for results ! Believe it or not,
it
producing
dates !knowledge
I don't know
zvhybegan
unless
that precious
that
I would be a movie actress someday made
me sort of radiant — I guess — and well,
sort of attractive !
"Anyway, and seriously, while I'm not
advising cockiness as a cure for unpopularity, Ido say, and believe, that to be
popular
a girl
to big
feel things
that she's
some place,
andhasthat
are going
about
to happen ! You know why I believe
that? Because I think that anticipation is
the greatest thing in the world ! Especially
as a beauty aid ! We're more beautiful
when
more . we're
. . ! young, because we expect
"But to go back — who got me off on
this charm lecture anyway? — my selfconsciousness and my feeling of inferiority were far from cured by a couple of
beaux at seventeen. They were still with
me (the inferiority feelings I mean), some

and
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time later when I went to New York to
live and to go on the stage. The first
year I merely studied. Annie Jean Bouton, a friend of mine from school, shared
an apartment with me, and we went to
Sargent together. Sargent's one of the
best dramatic schools in New York — you
have to be 'invited' to go back the second year ! Well, Annie Jean and I were
both invited,
I wasit restless
and time
didn'tI
want
to go. but
I felt
was high
fulfilled my destiny and became an actress.
But it seemed I was the only one who
thought
so ! to1 couldn't
find me!
a single
ing director
agree with
Somecastof
it!
them didn't even want to talk to me about
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"I was getting pretty discouraged when
Iowned
ran into
a friend-of-the-family's
who
a stock
company in England.
(Maybe
you've
heard part
this story
but
not the
details.)
He of
advised
me —to
go to England, pick up an accent, and then
return as, 'that accomplished young English actress. Miss Margaret Lindsay — for
example.' He said I couldn't blame a
producer for not wanting plain Margaret
Kies of Iowa. But Margaret Lindsay,
of London, well, that was different!
"I thought it was a swell idea, except
for one thing. Could I do it? Could
I get away with it? Did I have the
nerve? Suppose somebody found me out
and laughed at me? That, more than
anything, was the thing I was afraid of.
I decided to sit down and write my mother
all about it.
"I'll never forget that letter. It was
fifty pages long. I spent half the night
writing it. I explained everything in the
minutest detail. But I might just as well
have saved myself the trouble. Mother
never read it. She got as far as the first
line : 'What do you think, darling, about
my
And three
latergoing
she to
wasEngland?'
on the train
headedhours
for
New York.

conferred for days. And
WELL,
by thiswe time
I had made up my
mind that I was going. But at first
Mother couldn't see it at all. Oh, she
didn't
my going
the stage
— she'd
always mind
expected
it, Ionguess.
And
she
didn't mind
my contemplated impersonation either. What she did mind very much
self!
was my traveling to England all by my-

"You see, until then, I'd always led a
pretty sheltered life. I'd always had a
chaperone, someone to protect me from life
or whatever it was I was supposed to be
EASILY- QUICKLY- SURELY
protected from. But if I went to England alone, well, you can see Mother's
point. The problem was in making her
LEARN
TO
see mine !
"Mine was simply this. I was going to
England to acquire an English accent, and
IRON
I knew I'd never be able to do it if I
bad to have somebody with me to listen to
beautifully,
HOT STARCH
and to laugh at me all the time! I'd be
speedily,
IN 30 SECONDS
too self-conscious, feel too silly. I'd either
have to go alone, or not go at all.
happily!
"Well, eventually I went alone — and,
thank heavens ! Otherwise, I never would
have succeeded in turning myself into a
Britisher. Even a best friend would have
Makes Ironitif^ Easy '.j cramped my style. You see, I had to keep
constantly on the move, from one town
Don't Let
to another, from one group of strangers
Your Iron Get
to another — so people wouldn't wonder at
You Down
my anever-broadening
'a.' you
You know
don't! You
pick
up
accent all at once,
Here's starch, in powder form, plus gliding in- do it by degrees. And each time I acgredients combined to make hot starching easy.
quired a new degree I had to find someAnd to make irons fairly glide. A wonderful
body new to try it on — or else be found
invention we wish you would try. Write us, out, and laughed at !
The Hubinger Co., number 277, Keokuk, la.
"It was complicated in other ways, too.
For example, what was I to say when
for our little proof packet — ask for "That
Wonderful Way To Hot Starch". We believe it people asked me what town I came from?
And had I known so-and-so there? And
will reveal for you an easy way to avoid needwhat street had I lived on?
You see,
less exhaustion in ironing. Send for it today.
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I had to prepare myself for that. As
soon as I arrived in England, I settled on
Harrigate as my home stamping grounds
— chiefly because it was quite a distance
from London. I ran up there and stayed
several weeks, memorizing it . . . its
streets, its shops, the names of its best
citizens and the names of all their children. Then later, I carried all this information in a little notebook for reference. And, as most girls give themselves
a last inventory in the mirror before
going out, so I used to take a last look
at my 'I am Margaret Lindsay — don't forget it!' book.
LATER
two that
years
laterforget
— I it.
wished
^ very —much
I could
At
that time I found myself in Hollywood,
under contract to Universal, as my friend
had prophesied, as 'that accomplished
young English actress. Miss Margaret
Lindsay' — and I was hating it. It was
perfect torture. Much worse than passing those hometown boys on the corner when I was ten. Now, every time I
passed a group of people, I was certain
I'd be recognized as plain Peg Kies of
Dubuque, Iowa — and then all of Hollywood would be calling me the faker I was.
In fact, it almost happened twice. Ones
at the polo matches, when Doris Warner (yes, of the Warner Brothers),
whom I'd known well at National Park
Seminary, spied me and chased me for
three minutes through the crowd, calling
'Peg! Oh Peg Kies!' — and again, at the
Cocoanut Grove. That second incident
at the Cocoanut Grove will always stand
out in my mind, for, having lived through
it, I knew that at last I had my quivering inner self pretty much under control.
I had to do the most difficult thing I
have ever done. I had to look an old
friend right in the eyes, and pretend I
didn't know her !
"I'll never forget it. I was with Bill
Powell that night. And no sooner had
we stepped inside the door than I saw
her — another old friend from school. She
saw me at the same instant. She smiled
and called my name — but I looked right
through her and moved on. Then, as
soon as we reached our table I took out
a long cigarette holder and began smoking, and I pulled the little veil on my hat
down over my eyes — hoping to throw her
off
the scent.
Kies didn't
smoke
—
at least
not withPeg
a holder
like that
— and
Pega Kies
in
veil ! wouldn't be seen dead done up
"But she was still suspicious, because
pretty soon she came over and stood right
by our table, and stared right at me —
silently accusing me and calling me
names. What did I do? There was only
one thing I could do ! I looked at her.
Then I looked behind me — as though to
see who in the devil she was looking at!
Then I looked back at her. Then I
looked at Bill and I shrugged, whispering, loud enough so she could hear me :
'The girl must be crazy!' At that she
smiled and relaxed her vigil. 'I'm
sorry,' she apologized. 'You aren't she, but
I could
have sighed
sworn. .in. .'relief
"
Margaret
at the remicmbrance.
"It wasn't until almost a year later that
I was able to relax niy vigil," she went
on. "But finally I was able to break
down and confess everything. That was
just before I signed my present contract,
and just after I finished playing the part
of the doomed young wife, in 'Cavalcade.'
Fortunately — oh so fortunately !— Hollywood figured it was fun to be fooled and
forgave me. M)' career carried on !
"But the most important thing was
what that impersonation did for me, per-
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sonally. It was a terrific strain, but it
taught me poise. It was an experience I
wouldn't trade for anything!"
Of course she wouldn't, because poise
pays — and how! Today Maggie Lindsay
is just about the most popular girl in
Hollywood. And the rumor persists that
she is secretly married to Pat de Cicco.
A rumor Alargaret refuses to verify. But,
she spoofed Hollywood once before . . .
so?
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{Continued from page 42)
decree was granted. I was horrified. 'It
I declared. 'It's
twenty years,'
should
terrible,be remarrying
after a thing like

CANT

that happens to you. I never shall.' And
I really meant it, too."
Of course, that vow was the bitter reaction of a disillusioned girl. But even
people who had not taken those words
of Helen's seriously were surprised by
her recent marriage. For, if she remarried,
they expected Helen to choose a man
with money. Fred Perry is certainly not
a man of wealth. His only income is
what he earns. And his only earnings are
gleaned from playing amateur tennis.

HER father was a wealthy man. Her
first husband was a millionaire. All
her life she had moved in elite circles,
surrounded by luxury. Her coterie of
friends in New York are wealthy socialites. In Hollywood, naturally, she found
her friends among a similar class. All the
time Fred Perry was in Hollywood, he
and Helen never met. Their paths never
crossed.
"If we both hadn't happened to sail
on the Berengaria for England, probably
we never would have met," Helen admits. "Call it chance if you want. I say
it was a miracle !"
I saw Helen Vinson and Fred Perry
the first time their eyes met. Helen had
invited all the newspapermen who had
interviewed her down to the Berengaria
for a little champagne party before the
boat sailed. Her stateroom was jammed.
Photographers crowded the doorways, and
curious on-lookers pushed in from the
corridor. Helen had just spent a tedious
hour on the windy deck, patiently posing
for pictures. Then she had battled through
a barrage of autograph hounds and eager
spectators to reach her stateroom. Her
hat was askew, her hair mussed by the
wind. She was tired and a little frantic.
A tall young man sauntered down the
corridor toward the stateroom. What was
all the excitement about? A movie actress.
Oh, well, he had seen lots of movie actresses. He glanced into the room. And
through the milling mob, his eyes looked
into Helen Vinson's.
Forty minutes later the cry, "All
ashore who's goin' ashore," had cleared
the ship of the mob ; the big boat was
moving quietly out into the harbor. And
Helen Vinson and Fred Perry were beginning to get acquainted.
It wasn't the kind of first-meeting
Helen Vinson would have planned with
her future husband. I have heard her say,
"If you want to be attractive to a man,
don't ever see him unless you are looking
your best. See him only under circumstances in which you can be agreeable
and pleasant. For every, man loves a
smiling woman. A woman with laughter
is as welcome as the sunshine and a man
viW always turn to look at her again."
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NO, Helen — wise and knowing — would
have set a different stage if she had
had a chance. A new gown, perhaps, flowers, a charming room. I suggested this
and she laughed. "Welt, I never expected
to fall in love amid the chaos of a press
party
shipboard,'
I still on
believe
that the she
girl admitted,
who wants"andto
attract a man should see him only when
she can be gracious and charming and
well-groomed. But as I said before —
this is a miracle. Rules don't count. It's
At the!" end of their five-day voyage,
different
Fred
and Helen were secretly engaged.
Even when her American friends heard
definite rumors that love was in bloom in
England, that when asked if he was going to marry Helen, Perry had answered,
"I hope so" — even then, those who knew
her here wouldn't believe it.
"Helen isn't the type to do anything
that
rash acted
and sudden,"
they said.
has never
on an impulse.
She "She
is at
an important juncture in her screen
career. Hollywood wants her, and she
can't afford to miss the boat. Helen is
too wise, too sensible to leap into such
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less than five months later,
a However,
marriage now!"
at midnight on September 12th, 1935,
they were married.
I doubt if there has ever been a woman
more eager to make a success of her
marriage. This whirlwind romance struck
deep
into precious
the roots toofher.
Helen's
heart, that
and
it is very
She knows
in a marriage such as hers there are many
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pitfalls.
She frankly admits that it has worried
her a little because she is two years older
than Fred, even though two years is a
small difference, and she looks definitely
younger than her twenty-six-year-old
husband.
She realizes that the kind of a man who
battles his way to fame on the tennis
courts must be determined, stubborn, a
fighter-to-the-finish. She knows that
spending years batting around the world
from one tournament to another must
make a man irresponsible in a way, restless, eager to be on the go.
She realizes all these things, and she is
willing and anxious to spend time and
energy, wisdom and patience, in adjusting
the problems which must inevitably arise.
She knows, too, that the very nature of
their careers means that they must be
separated a great deal. Furthermore, they
are both constantly in the limelight — he
in the world of sports, she in the film
firmament. Their names are news. And
the bright glare of publicity has withered
many a romance. For several years,
Perry's
been beautiful
linked with
of one name
of thehasmost
starsthat
in

nUT," she added hastily, "I don't believe in a woman's being too noble.
A spark of spunk now and then keeps
you human. After all, you salt your food
and put a touch of vinegar in the salad
dressing, don't you? But I believe, too,
that the smiling graciousness which helps
a woman attract a man will help her to
Plans for the future? They're vastly
different from the plans she had in the
hold him."
spring of 1935, when she was sailing for
England to make two pictures for Gaumont-British. She was temporarily deserting Hollywood for English films because
Hollywood continued to type her in
"other woman" roles. The English studio
offered her two sympathetic roles — one in
"Transatlantic Tunnel," and stardom as
the heroine
of "King
of thefinished,
Damned."
When
these two
films were
she
would return to Hollywood, having proved
she could play leads. It was a wise plan.
When those films were finished, Hollywood begged her to come back. But while
the Hollywood offers dangled, Helen kept
her fingers crossed, hoping for another
Gaumont-British contract. Fred would be
in England . . .
She was offered the lead, opposite Clive
Brook, in "His Majesty's Pajamas." She
snapped it up. Hollywood is out of luck,
unless Fred returns to the coast.
Neither do her plans for the future include a mansion-house where wealthy
friends may be lavishly entertained. She
who has known great wealth and success
now asks for the simplest things in life —
the man she loves and a quiet place where
they may spend some time together. She
talks dreamily of a small farm in Connecticut, alittle old house with deep fireplaces to hold fat logs, a garden, a bit of
woodland. The only luxury she asks for is
fine tennis courts on the grounds for Fred.
May her dreams come true !

Hollywood. They are still good friends,
and Helen wants that friendship to continue. Yet, it is certain to creep into
columns as nasty gossip, slip, as rumors,
into the news.
Can their romance stand the gaff? Helen
is determined that it shall !
"One
remember,"
she says,thing
"is
that
lovething
is notto the
most important
in life. Life is. Love is that part of life
which makes you enjoy living more, makes
you more honest, and braver, and unselfish. I have heard women actually use
love as an excuse for pettiness. 'I can't
help it,'jealousy,
they'll say,
love him.'
excuse
for 'Iexample,
withThey'll
that
phrase. How foolish they are ! Jealousy
is the most futile emotion in the world.
Besides, I've seen many a jealous woman
put ideas to
in him.
her husband's
that ofnever
occurred
Accuse a head
husband
being overattentive to the red-head at the
next table, and it may sound like a good
idea to him. It's a foolish risk for a woman
to take

In New York for the first time
in years, Ann Sothern came
to see the shows and the
shops before starting her first
picture for RKO. She stayed
at Manhattan's very
St. Moritz Hotel.

smart
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ining. He is interested in taxidermy and sketching,
besides.andGary
inches
175
pounds
has isdark6 feet
brownZ'A liair
and tall,
blue weighs
eyes. Mrs.
Cooper is the former Veronica Balfe, who appeared
in pictures under the name of Sandra Shaw. His
most recent picture is opposite Jean Arthur in "Mr.
Deeds
GoesSt..to Los
Town."'
Paramount
5451
IMarathon
Angeles,
Cal.. is Studios.
his address.
ANNE D. PHILLIPS. Quincy, Mass.— Gordon Jones
played the part of Butch in "Strike Me Pink." His
latest picture is "Devil's Squadron." "Under Two
Flags" with Ronald Colman, Victor McLaglen and
Rosalind
picture. Russell will be Claudette Colbert's next
JANET
Formerly
Laura 6,Gainer,
was
born inGAYNOR—
Philadelphia,
Pa., October
1906. Janet
Six years
later the Gainers moved to Chicago where she attended the Graeme Stewart grade school. The next
leap was to San Francisco and the Polytechnic High
School, after which young Janet worked in a shoe
store, then as an usherette in a movie theatre. One
of the few film players who have been successful
without previous stage training. Janet made her
first movie appearance as an extra in 1924. Work
bein^ scarce, she took a secretarial course, but the
studio lure was too great and she returned to
movieland. gradually getting better and t^etter
roles. Her first real leading role was in "The
J9hnstow-n
she inhelped
makeHeaven."
movie
history
with Flood."
Charles and
Farrell
"Seventh
Much to everyone's distress, she and Charlie did
not
be married
Janetmarry.
becameInstead,
Mrs. Lydell
Peck.Virginia
They A'alli
were and
divorced, however, and now there doesn't seem to
be
any
particular
"Mr.
Gaynor"
in
view.
Miss
Gaynor is 5 feet tall, weighs 100 pounds and has
copper brown hair and brown eyes. She plays the
piano andming. her
sports
are golf dishes,
and swimShe is favorite
very fond
of Chinese
and
yellow and blue are her favorite colors. "Small
- Town Girl" was her most recent picture, and she
is tentatively scheduled to be in "Banjo on My
Knee,"reachforher20that Century-Fox
Studios,
may
Box 900, Beverly
Hills,where
Cal. you
JO ANN KEMP. Baltimore, Md.— The part of Buzz,
the
radioBush
operator
"Ceiling
was gum-chewing
by James
—Write
and ina him
nice
bit Warner
ofZero,"
actingtaken
he turned
in. too.
at
Brothers Studios, Burbank, Cal.
JOHN
BOLESThe— Love
is it
hisismiddle
name,too.
and The
no
kidding.
rest of
authentic,
son of a banker and cotton broker, John was born
in Greenville, Tex., October 27. 1900. Greenville
schools and the University of Texas gave him the
preparatory courses necessary to entering Johns
Hopkins, where he intended to begin the study of
medicine. and
The Mr.World
interrupted
plans,
however,
Boles'VVar
enlisted
in the these
intelligence
division of the army. In France he became a great
favorite by singing at the A.E.F. entertainments,
and on his return home decided to study voice.
First, though, it was necessary for him to earn the
wherewithal by working in a local bank, then by
teachinghe French
a girls'
academy
in New
York.
Later
returnedin to
France,
this time
to study,
and came back to New York after 2 years determined to get a leading role or nothing. Nothing
it was, until
"Little
Jesse John
James"
came along.
An
instant
success
in this,
appeared
in several
other Broadway productions until Gloria Swanson
offeredmaking
him the
lead other
in "The
of Sonya."
After
several
silents,Loves
he began
to get
leads in such pictures as "Rio Rita" and "1 he
Desert
Song"
in
which
he
was
very
successful.
is 6 feet 1 inch tall, weighs 185 pounds and John
has
brown hair and gray eyes. John likes all outdoor
sports, especially hiking and tennis. Mrs. Boles is
the former Marcellite Dobbs and they have two
daughters, Marcellite and Joanna. 20th CenturyFox Studios. Box 900, Beverly Hills, Cal , is his address. "A Message to Garcia" is Mr. Boles' most
recent nroduction.
JANE KINGSLEY, New York, N. Y.— Yes, Nino
Martini is going to make another picture. It will
be the second of the Pickford-Lasky productions and
is
tentatively
"The assigned
Gay Desperado."
No
supporting
cast titled
has been
as yet but you
may be assured that he'll do plenty of sinking
GINGERton, weROGERS—
hadn't
been there
for the
might neverIf ithave
known
was Charlessuch a
person
as
Virginia
Katherine
McMath.
alias
Rogers. Born in Independence, Mo., on July 6,Ginger
1911
she spent her girlhood in Fort Worth, Tex , where
she attended school. There at the age of 15 she
won the state Charleston championship, which resulted in her being signed to a vaudeville contract
Coming to New York, Ginger joined a stock company and then took part in a musical revue, "Top
Speed" Forty-five weeks in the New York company
of Girl Crazy ' won her a chance in Hollywood.
Her
picture,
OiT," tall,
followed
this 110in
1931.first,
Ginger
is 5"Tlie
feet Tip,
4 inches
weighs
pounds,,
has she
gold-red
and game
blue eyes.
Her
hobbyis
is dancing,
plays hair
a fair
of tennis and
fond of riding, swimming and golf. Edward
Jackson
Culpepper was her first husband,
she was very
young, and she has been happilywhenmarried
Lew
Ayres since November 14, 1934. She andto Fred
Astaire will be teamed again in "Never Gonna
Dance."
her atCal.EKO-Radio Studios, 780
Gower St., Write
Hollywood,
ROMOLA BILLINGS. Passaic. N. T — No Leslie
Howard'sto children
have never
appeared
pictures
date. However,
his actually
son, Ronald,
will bein
Juliet " Mr
and appeared
in "Romeo
boy
page
a
as
seen
Howard s daughter, Leslie
Jr.,
has
over
the ether waves with him, and in so doing gave
every
evidence
that
she
inherits
some
of
her
father's
versatile ability.
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SIMPLE SIMON
MET A PIEMAN
AND ORDERED THREE OR FOUR;
HE NOW EATS TUMS
WHEN HEARTBURN COMES . . .
DON'T SUFFER ANY MORE I

"NO"
ING
p SAY
ORITE
TOSto
FAV
FOODS!
ITpeople.
isn't Many
only pie
disagrees
with them
some
say that
that even
milk gives
a gassy stomach. The very best foods may
bring on acid indigestion, sour stomach, gas,
heartburn. Millions have found that Turns
bring quick relief. Munch 3 or 4 after meals or
whenever smoking, hasty eating, last night's
party, or some other cause brings on acid mdigestion. Tums contain no harsh alkalies, which
physicians have said may increase the tendency toward acid indigestion. You will like
their minty taste. Only 10c at all drug| stores.
FOR THE TUMMY
TUMS
TUMS ARE
ANTACID . .
NOTA LAXATIVE
Beaotifnl
-Thermometer.
Bamplee of five-color
Turns and 1936
NR. Calendar
Send stamp
for packing Also
and
FREE: postage to A. H. Lewis Co., Dept. 2H-50, St. Louis, Mo.
^...iMETATARSALGIA

HERE'S
one — not
remember
days.if
This might
be much the
of old
a cure
the actor happens to have been born with a
silver spoon in his mouth. I wasn't. And
I remember
when I days
didn't
haveI
enough
to eat.days
I remember
when
wasn't sure where I'd sleep at night. Days
and nights in Putnam, New Jersey, where,
after I was expelled from high school for
smashing up some school furniture, I got
odd jobs to do, and sang in church on
Sundays. Days in Camden, when I worked
for the Victor Talking Machine Company
as shipping clerk for four years and tried
to take singing lessons and spent money
I should have used for board and lodging
on shows in New York. Days when I
purchased a service station in Haddenfield, Pa., and tried to operate it while I
took more singing lessons. The venture
failed, of course, and I hiked to Philadelphia and got a job as a newspaper advertising salesman. Then I got a break with
the La Scala Opera Company, making infrequent appearances and singing, even
more infrequently, over the radio.
"No one seemed very much aware that
I was alive in those days. I haven't forgotten that feeling. I haven't forgotten
the pangs of hunger or how it feels to be
thinly clad and cold. The man I was then
I still am. That fellow is forever with
me, plucking at my sleeve, laughing in my
ear. He's me, too. You're not in much
danger from the enemy when such a
starved, unimportant little T is with you.
"A normal childhood is a very good
antidote for an T attack. Mine was perfectly normal. I was born in Ocean City,
N. J. I went to public school. My folks
were in very moderate circumstances. I
sold newspapers. I ran errands. I wore
some hand-me-downs. I played hooky
occasionally. I scrubbed the backs of my
earsSunday
and putschool.
on my There
'good was
suit' absolutely
and went
to
nothing to distinguish me from Tom or
Joe or Harry. I was just one of the
gang.
"A girl I used to know back in those
days
to me
'I nearly
died
when said
I read
aboutrecently,
your being
an actor.
You were a nice looking, decent enough
kid, Pres, always very polite when you had
to be and always with a broad grin all
over your face. You sure were one of
the very last boys in town I ever thought

Other CRO-PAX
Foot Appliances and
Remedies similarly
low priced.
At All 10c Stores
IGoiMl• Bureau
HODsekecplnff J
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If you have callouses on
the ball of your foot,
cramped toes, leg orfoot
pains, or swelling on instep, you probably have
metatarsalgia — caused
by a weak metatarsal
arch. Get immediate relief with the CRO-PAX
Callous Remover and
Metatarsal Support.
Thousands use this treatment. Relief guaranteed.
Only 10c each.
THE FOREST CITY RUBBER CO.
CRO-PAX OIV. • CLEVELAND.O.

would go into the movies.'
"Ocean City is, of course, on the ocean.
And the ocean is the greatest antidote I
know against the personal puny conceit of
man. The sea plays no favorites. President and ploughboy are one and the same
to the sea. It wipes out prince or pauper
with magnificent impartiality. And I've
always spent a lot of time on the water.
Now, between pictures, or late Saturday
afternoons, any time I can get away, I
run down to Balboa where I keep my
boat. There are no actors down there on
the water front, just a crowd of business
men and fellows who like boats. We never
talk about pictures or Hollywood. Some
of themtures, sodon't
know that
I'm do,in they
picfar aseven
I know.
If they
don't figure it's important enough to talk
about.
from me.AndWe they
talk certainly
boats and don't
weathergetandit
fishing and tides and tackle. We talk politics and swap stories and I forget that my
name has ever appeared in electrics. I'm
back in Ocean City, N. J., again — one of
the gang.
"A happy marriage," said Preston, his

very dark blue eyes amused, "is another
and a most effective prescription for curing any signs of head-swelling.
"I have," grinned Preston, "a very usual
marriage — the boy-marries-girlhood-sweetheart brand. I popped the question a short
time after I'd begun singing with the La
Scala Opera Company in Philadelphia. I
began in the chorus. Then I was given
some leading parts, singing with some of
the stars whose vocal records I'd packed
while I was a shipping clerk with the
talking machine company. I began to
think I'd better do things about improving
my voice, considering that the Metropolitan Opera Company was my modest goal.
So I entrained for New York for further
vocal instruction.
ON

the vvay I thought it was high time
to bring a climax to a childhood romance. She was Gertrude Warren, who
lived in gether
Woodbury,
N. J.school
We'd days,
gone tosince our high
to
movies, picnics and on long walks in the
woods. She was, always has been, and
still is the only girl for me. We were
married at The Little Church Around the
Corner in New York. We set up housekeeping— very light housekeeping for a
time. Singing engagements didn't drop
in my lap. I finally got a part in a play,
'The Silent House,' and played a deaf and
dumb man whose entire role was in pantomime ! That sort of deflated whatever
little sprouts my ego might have put out,
too. Me, candidate for the Met, deaf and
dumb !
"Then luck, the main ingredient in any
actor's success, began to leaven the lean
loaf. York.
I had Mervyn
a part in
'Two saw
Seconds'
in
New
LeRoy
the play.
He must have liked me because he recommended me for a picture contract at Warner Brothers and I was on my way to
Hollywood.
"I played the lead in the screen version
of 'Two Seconds' and for the fourteen
months I was on that lot appeared in 'Dr.
X,' 'I'm a Fugitive From a Chain Gang,'
'Alibi Ike,' and 'You Said a Mouthful.'
I was loaned to Tififany and made 'The
Last Mile' which I hoped would bring me
stardom. It didn't. But I did get some
recognition from Fox Films and got a
break there. Spencer Tracy was to make
'The Man Who Dared.' But he couldn't
do it and I got the part. It was the sort
of thing I'd been praying for. The picture was swell and it got good reviews
but I was still more than the last mile
away from stardom. I was turned over to
Paramount. I went back to Warners. And
then
I was
intofelt
some
I cooled
my shunted
heels and
down'quickies.'
at the
mouth. I arranged for a cancellation of
my Warner Brothers contract. M-G-M
offered me a contract. I accepted. Cooled
my heels some more. I made one picture
in five months. I'd about decided to chuck
it all and go back to New York and the
stage when RKO decided that they wanted
me. I told them I wanted work and that
unless I could be kept busy I'd go right
on with my packing. If I'd known how
busy
not haveI
been they'd
such akeep
fiendme,forI might
punishment!
signed my contract January, 1935, and since
then I've appeared in six major films, with
scarcely time off between films to lift anchor on my power cruiser — 'Strangers All,'
with May Robson, 'The Last Days of
Pompeii,' 'The Informer,' 'The Arizonian,'
'Annie Oakley,' 'Muss 'Em Up.' I've hit
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top billing and I'm on my way . . .
"But to get back to my marriage : Gertrude takes my job as any wife takes any
man's job. She never gets excited about
it. She isn't especially curious about it.
She never comes to the studio. And she's
paid me two compliments on my work
since we've been in Hollywood. Once
after the preview of 'The Last Mile' she
said, 'I really forgot it was you I was
watching, Pres, the performance carried
me away,' and the other time after seeing
'The Last Days of Pompeii,' she exclaimed, with a catch in her voice, 'You
were grand . . .' Otherwise she makes no
comment other than to remark that I was
good enough in this or that picture to have
rated a better part. That's all_.
"I'm pretty darned sure," said this big,
genial man slowly, "that Hollywood's Public Enemy won't find a chink in my defenses. ..."

Reviews
(Continued from page 13)
He has a mania for fishing all the year
'round. Studios hove learned thai- if they
want him in a picture they'd better notify
time. It's
a week
least
him atthan
easier
to track
him ahead
down atof the streams
in the wilds.
★** Sutter's Gold
(Universal)
Californians will love this pictorial history of its most colorful character, John
Sutter, and natives of other states will
find the tale engrossing, too. It deals, of
course, with the Swiss, Johan Souter, who
was forced to flee his country and who
came to California with dreams for the
future. Forcefully depicted are the struggles which he goes through to attain his
ever-increasing ambitions, and his final
ironic downfall with the discovery of gold
on his land. Edward Arnold gives a
masterly characterization of John Sutter,
a man with a peculiar make-up of ruthlessness, kind-heartedness, generosity and
greed. Lee Tracy, as Pete Perkins who
stuck to Sutter through good and bad, is
not so happily cast. No amount of snowy
whiskers can disguise this wise-cracking
youth, while Arnold seems to grow naturally grayer with every reel. Binnie
Barnes is seductively lovely as the Russian countess who falls for Sutter, but
with method in her madness. The cast as
a whole is well selected and adequate in
performance. The picture is interesting
from an historical standpoint, which has
been carefully worked out in every detail, with excellent photography.
Preview Postscript
Several acres in the San Fernando Valley
were used for the principle set of this picture— the famed Sutter's fort of 1845 and
1849. An exact replica was mode of Sutter's
Mill, perhaps the most famous structure in
the history of the West. A heavy wall of
adobe surrounded the four-acre compound,
and the parapet supported several cannons,
gathered from museums, which had seen
actual service at the fort. Inside the enclosure were stables, blacksmith shops, wells,
barbecue pits, etc. Prop men were kept busy
building and collecting the rudely fashioned
carts, enormous wine casks, huge hand-looms
on which the Indians wove rugs, antique
furniture and military trappings. The costume department had some research of its
own, too, what with garbing the most varied
cast ever collected for one picture, including South Sea Islanders, Howaiions, Maoris,
Samoans, Tahitians, Russians, Italians, Span-
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you con be sure the cast had an even better
time off-screen than on. Principals, extras,
cameramen and prop boys enlisted in the
target tournament which sprung up the first
day on location. Bruce Cabot was the winner and among the ladies — for of course thoy
had to get in on it— the best shot v/os
Margo . . . Ann Loring came to the screon
via M-G-M's "travelling studio." A co-ed
from Brooklyn College, New York, she was
studying to be a iournolist when the travelling studio come to town. Ann took the test
purely for the fun of it, hoping that there
would be a story in it for the school paper.
She won first place over 25,000 applicants,
and a try-out contract at the studio. She
celebrated this, her first role, by marrying
Louis Schor, an attorney. In her spore time,
Ann studies theology and numerology . . .

Jem Kiepura

cmd

out in "Give
ONLY tke girl wliose J^erfectly-Aroomed
liair reflects Ker fastidiousness is in demand.
Nestle Golden Sliamf)00 makes your liair
look years younger and more alluring. It
cleanses totK scaljj and liair and imf)arts a
deligktful golden sKeen. For tkose wko (3 refer a darker skade, tkere is Nestle Henna
Skamfioo made witk fiure Egy^^tian Henna.
for a package
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at all J and jo cejtt stores.
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prizes for interesting

Between You 'n' Me letters awarded each month.
See page 24

ITCH
...STOPPED IN ONE MINUTE...
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema,
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other skin afflictions? For quick andhappy relief, use cooling, antiseptic,liquid D.D.D. PRESCRIPTION. Its gentle oils soothe
the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless— dries
fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c
trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it — or money back.
Finds
Young

Way

To

Looking
at

Have
Skin
35!

women no long
submit
moderern
SMART,
to the tragedy of "old
skin" just because they
are 30, 35, 40! A wonderful new creme, applied at night like cold
cream, acts a scientific
way to free the skin of that veil of semi-visible
darkening particles which ordinary creams cannot remove after a certain age. So gentle and
quick — often only 5 days is time enough to
bring out a glorious rose petal softness and
fineness and white, clear look of youth. And,
the way it eliminates common surface blemishes— ugly pimples, blackheads, freckles — is a
revelation ! Ask for this creme — Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme at all drug and department stores.
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Gladys

Swccrth-

Us This Night."

lards and Mexicans, to mention a few. "Extras" in the animal line ran to even larger
numbers — hundreds of sheep, goats, pigs,
besides over a thousand horses and cattle.
76 complete sets were used for this film.
* Things to Come
(London Films)
You're in for a pretty grim time if you
go to see this English opus. It's an adaptation of H. G. Well's prophetic book on
what we can expect to have happen to
the world beginning (and so son!) in
1940 ! Little boys, scientifically minded,
will get a huge kick out of the truly
amazing inventions — and so will you, if
you aren't too depressed. The story concerns Raymond Massey, a young aviation
engineer in 1940. He manages to survive
the wars that last from 1940 until 1966,
and, when civilization has been practically
wiped out, he, with a band of surviving
scientists, start to rebuild the world. What
goes on until 2036, when you see Mr. M.
again as his great grandson — and still
carrying the scientific torch — is most
amazing. The cast, all English, does the
best it can. You feel Mr. Wells should
try to be a little less imaginative.
***

Robin

Hood

Under

The problems of a playwright are contemplated here with considerable mirth,
due to the presence in the cast of such experienced handlers of comedy as Glenda
Farrell, Genevieve Tobin and Frank McHugh. The whole situation revolves about
George Brent, who sits in a Connecticut
hideout trying to finish a play which a
Broadway producer already has in rehearsal. His first wife, Miss Tobin, arrives to lend a helping hand, and things
run smoothly until the appearance of
Patricia Ellis, a gal from a nearby college
who
that she's
in love
with George.
More feels
additions
to the
household
arrive
when a deputy sheriff (Frank McHugh)
and a lawyer for Glenda Farrell, Mr.
Brent's second wife, drop in to slap Mr.
B. in jail for failure to keep neck and neck
with his alimony payments. Then, just to
make things merrier, Aiiss Farrell arrives
in person. Add to this a gallon of Mr.
McHugh's finest applejack, and you have
a real situation. In the middle of all the
bickering Brent quietly slips out, spends
the night with his housekeeper and her
husband and finishes his play. The play
brings cash, George reweds Genevieve,
Glenda collects her alimony and Pat Ellis
falls in love with the young attorney.
Preview Postscript

of El

Dorado (M-G-M)
If you like action in your movies, here
is a rousing, old-fashioned western in
costume, full of all the shooting and the
shouting that go to make up exciting
screenfare. Its star is Warner Baxter, in
a sombrero and his "Cisco Kid" accent.
Background is California in the gold rush
days, when Mexican settlers were being
pushed of? their own property by Americans with a lust for gold. Baxter, as
Joaquin Murietta, is a peaceful peasant
until his home is ravaged by raiding '49ers.
Seeking vengeance, he becomes an outlaw
and declares a personal war on all "gringoes." Teaming up with a killer named
Three-Fingered Jack (J. Carroll Naish)
he terrorizes the countryside until a thrilling gun battle puts an end to it all. The
picture is full of scenic beauty and is
charged with excitement and fast gun
play. Next to Baxter for acting honors
is J. Carroll Naish with his excellent portrayal of a murderous renegade. Others
in the cast are Bruce Cabot, Marge, Eric
Linden and Ann Loring.
Preview Postscript
"A good time was had by all" on this
picture. Most of it was token on location
around Lake Tahoe and in the San Fernando
valley.

** Snowed
(Warners)

Wherever there's gun-ploy in a film

George Brent established a precedent with
this film — claims he'll never work again without three leading ladies. hHe was kept pretty
busy what with Glenda Farrell, Pot Ellis,
Genevieve Tobin and the problem of moving from his Toluca Lake home to a new one
in the Hollywood hills. Mr. Brent is its sole
decorator ond is carrying out the color
scheme principally in a lapis blue — said by
those
in the
Gorbo's
It seems
also know
that to
Mr. beBrent
is the pet
onlycolor.
one
to have received letters from la Swede on
her recent visit to the fatherland . . . Genevieve Tobin became so interested in camera
work while on this picture that it was practically impossible to get her off the set.
. . . The four stars in this picture have all
had the some stand-ins for over five years.
Carter Gibson is George Brent's secretary,
besides doubling for him on the screen. Ann
Sparling
is la Tobin's
off-screenis
is an amateur
artist.stand-in,
FrancesandWaverley
not
onlyfriend,
Glenda
Forrell's
but Pat
her
closest
while
Dole stand-in
Jensen and
Ellis ore practically inseporoble at the studio
or away from it. According to the scenery,
overcoats, earmuffs and goloshes were the
correct costume, but actually the temperature for that corn-flake snowfall was around
80 degrees. Arthur Todd, cameraman par
excellence, undertook to instruct Miss T. in
the mysteries of the camera, so she can add
photography to her line of accomplishments.
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(Paramount)
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Good music is all very well in its place,
but in a poorly presented moving picture
it is apt to sound canned and insincere.
Which is the fate of the excellent singing
of Gladys Swarthout and Jan Kiepura in
"Give Us This Night." The story is weak
enough at best, having to do with an
Italian fisherman (Jan Kiepura) who is
"discovered" by the star of an opera company (Gladys Swarthout). That Miss
Swarthout could make him a singer is believable enough, but that she should fall
in love with Jan brands the whole thing
as just another movie. Mr. Kiepura's
voice is splendid, but he seems to be under
a constant strain when in front of the
camera, while Miss Swarthout not only
suffers from self-consciousness but also
from the director's decision to play up the
male lead at her expense. Alan Mowbray
does the only really competent acting in
the picture, as the would-be opera singer.
Philip Merivale makes his camera debut
in too small a role for accurate judgment,
but what he did do was unconvincing.
Gladys Swarthout is as pleasing to_ look
at as to hear, but given another picture
of this calibre and movie audiences won't
care about her at all. The photography
is good and the music grand, so you may
get your money's worth.

She

has

what

it

tak

She's pretty ....
She's lively ....
She's a snappy dresser ....
She has plenty of what it takes —

Preview Postscript
"Set builders' paradise" was how they referred to this picture. Seldom has a motion-picture taken up as much space for sets
or required as much work as this one. A
crew of two hundred carpenters and artisans
worked 24 hours a day to keep ahead of
Director Alexander Hall's shooting schedule,
and the studios of two separate movie companies as well as an outdoor location were
used. Eight different sound stages were used
at Paramount, while the permanent opera
house set at Columbia studios was borrowed
for the occasion, too. Approximately 60
sets were used in all. The Italian fishing village church was built under the supervision
of Catholic priests and is accurate in every
detail . . . Jan Kiepura would be happy in
Hollywood if he could get some barszcz, or
zrazy z kasza. The former is beet soup in
Polish and the latter mystery turns out to be
goulash. Ogorki kwaszone is Jan's favorite
dish — just pickled cucumbers to you. Kiepura was born in Poland, and graduated as
a lawyer from Warsaw University, working his
way through school by singing in movie theatres. Instead of hanging out a shingle, he
accepted a minor role with the Warsaw
Opera Company and at 22 found himself a

And yet the men "side-step" her. The
other girls ignore her. For the best
reason in the world!
A girl can have everything else it
takes to be a favorite, but if perspiration odor makes her unpleasant to be
with, she cannot hope for popularity.
It's unpardonable, these days, for
any girl to carry the ugly odor of underarm perspiration on her person and
her clothing. For it's so easy to prevent!
It takes just half a minute to make
your underarms fresh, free from odor
all day long. With Mum.
That's the nice thing about Mum.
It's so quick and easy to use, and you
can use it any time — before dressing
clothing.
or afterwards. For it's harmless to
And it's soothing to the skin. You
can shave your underarms and use
Mum at once.
Another thing about Mum — it
doesn't prevent natural perspiration.
It prevents only the disagreeable part
of perspiration — the odor.
Don't risk letting this fault shut you
out of popularity. Get the daily Mum
habit, then you'll always be safe ! BristolMyers, Inc., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

ON SANITARY NAPKINS.
This is another way Mum
can keep you from offending. Rely on its help for
to
thisworry.
and you'll never need

MUM

Fred Stone and Jean Parker in
"The Farmer

in the Dell."

takes

the

odor

out

of

perspiration
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"tJs
Babies.
.
WANT OLIVE OIL IN OUR BABY POWDER."

THERE'S
goodso much
reason,happier...
Mother, cooler
why your
baby feels
and
more comfortable . . . with Z.B.T. Baby
Powder. More soothing to tender, touchy
skin, Z.B.T. contains olive oil, which makes
it cling longer and resist moisture better. Its
superior Free
"slip"
chafing
the
creases.
fromprevents
zinc in any
form, in
Z.B.T.
is approved by Good Housekeeping and your
baby. Large 25c and 50c sizes.
Spirited is
ping
pong tooutreturn
of doors
at Dolores
Del Rio's.
Here cheers.
Anita
Louise
ready
a fast
one while
Dolores
wMmm
OLIVE

OIL BABYPOWnER

success. Followed two years singing with the
Milan Opera Company and intensive study
on the side. This is his first American picture, but there have been a half dozen European ones.
★★The
Farmer
(RKO-Radio)

BRUSH
AWAY
GRAY
HAIR
% Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
— will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray appears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.

in the Dell

The farmer you see in the title is Fred
Stone, and the dell is really no dell at all
— ^it's Hollywood. For this is a story of
an Iowa farm family which auctions of?
its cattle and its chattel and moves to the
in Hollywood isn't
city. forSettling
cinema idea,
Fred's
he had planned on Long
Beach, where all good lowans go. But
mama (Esther Dale) wants to get daughter (Jean Parker) into the movies, so
Hollywood becomes their new home.
However, when Fred takes daughter Jean
to a studio, the movie people pass her up
and hire him, much to everyone's surprise.
Mama immediately goes Hollywood in fine
style, with a swimming pool and a crowd
of free-liquor guzzlers and all the trimmings. Everything ends well, though,
with mama deciding the simple life is best,
and daughter marrying Frank Albertson,
an honest young citizen of Des Moines.
The picture has its dull spots, but most
audiences will like Fred Stone's homely
touches, which are sometimes reminiscent
of Will Rogers.
Preview Postscript

GET

OUT

ROOT

AND

ALL-THIS
SAFE
WAY
THAT aching, burning, blistering com . . . it's like
a tack in your toe! Don't just trim the head off.
Get it all out ! Get rid of it for good !
How? With Blue-Jay — the scientific com plaster
that draws out root and all. No danger of infection,
as there is when you cut or pare a com. No growing
back of the same com over and over again. When
you Blue- Jay a com you draw it out completely —
end it forever!
Blue- Jay has a remarkable double-action. It stops
pain instantly, the moment it's applied. Then
quickly the com dries, loosens, lifts out — is gone!
Package of 6 for 25^ at all drug stores.
TRIAL OFFER: We will be glad to send one Blue- Jay to anyone who has a corn, to prove that it ends pain instantly,
removes the corn completely. Just send your name and
address with 5c to cover the cost of packing and mailing.
Act quickly before this trial offer expires. Address Bauer
& Black. Dept. B-7, 2500 South Dearborn St., Chicago, lU.
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You'll see the only trained canary on the
screen in this picture. $150 a week is the
"Dicky," owned and
salary pulled down byTwiford.
He started
operated by Curley
training the bird before it had feathers, and
it will now take a bath, come when called,
go back to its cage and shut the door, and
the
sing on command. The last talentsowas
Curley
hardest one to teach his protege,
Freddy Stone" comes
. . . "Fearless
affirms Kansas.
The name comes from his
from
famous acrobatic act, copied from a travelling tight-rope walker who visited his home
town, Wellington. The Stone boy was so
that_ he pracimpressed by the daring feats
ticed every day for a year on a wire strung
across the barn, then borrowed a pair of
his mother's silk stockings and applied for a
job with a neighboring circus. The act was
so successful that he earned six dollars a
week for the next year. Then with his
brother Ed, Fred started out to see the

U. S. A. This act continued until Ed injured
his leg, then followed the days of the famous
Dave Montgomery-Fred Stone team, which
played command performances before kings,
queens and such. After that airplane crockup a few years ago it looked like Fred was
through to
everyone
Fred.in And
now .he's
starting
a brand
new but
career
celluloid
. .
Moroni Olsen is six feet three, Norwegian
descent. Born in Ogden, Utoh and it was
naturally supposed that he would be either a
prize-fighter or dance-bouncer. But Moroni
took to teaching elocution at seventeen, then
travelled with Choutouquos, and finally
landed on Broadway with the Theatre Guild.
★★Petticoat
(M-G-M)

Fever

You'd hardly expect to find Robert
Montgomery keeping a lonely vigil in a
cabin up in the frigid wastes of Labrador,
but there he is. He, it seems, is a radio
operator
that's his
station and he's
stuck
with it.— Trust
a Montgomery
not to
be
lonely for long, though, for out of the sky
comes Myrna Loy, her plane forced down,
fortunately, in the immediate vicinity of
his cabin. There is a slight complication
in that she is accompanied by Reginald
Owen, who happens to be her fiance. What
follows is typical Montgomery drawingroom comedy. The rustic setting is novel,
and some of the situations are amusing,
iDUt one knows from the beginning that
poor Reginald hasn't a chance against the
nonchalance and charm of the dashing radio man. Reginald thinks Bob is merely
suffering from "petticoat fever" due to his
long hermitage, but Bob and Myrna and
you and I all know that it's love. All in
all, it's a pleasant little comedy competently played by the three principals and by an
Eskimo gentleman named Otto Yamaoka.
Preview Postscript
Two extra firemen were on duty on the set
every minute this picture was being filmed.
didn't
snow of
that the
to see snow
They
cotch were
fire. there
Hollywood
is made
uncooked cornflakes and ground goose-feathers
— a very combustible combination. Mike
O'Hara is the man whose vocation is putting foot-prints in snow. This is done by
means of a plaster cost of a foot, which is
ground down into the corn-flakes and goosefeathers making a perfectly good foot-print
in the snow. Though there were no fires on
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the set, there were plenty of colds. Dust
from the "snow" is hard on the nose and
throat. . . Visitors to the set annoyed the
stars by spending most of their time lost
in admiration for on extra. Pete is the name,
and Pete is the polar bear who hails from
the California Zoological Gardens. He's a
contract player, being signed on the dotted
line to the studio at twenty-five dollars a
week, work or play. If other studios want him
in a picture, they must pay Metro a good
fat sum for the privilege . . . Otto Yamaoka
is an old-timer in the fillums, having been one
of the principal players in "Eskimo." But his
sister Iris mode her camera debut in this
one. They're both from coldest Alaska and
in no hurry to get bock . . . Robert Montgomery, Jr., celebrated his first month's
birthday by having his first picture taken
— and a moving one at that. Papa won't
let the studio get a look at it. Says one
Montgomery in the movies is bad enough.
The Montgomery menage now consists of
Elizabeth, aged four, a half-dozen scottie
terriers, seven cats — all black — and Mr. and
Mrs. M., besides Jr.
* Silly Billies
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HOW

SKINNY

ALICE

CHANGED

HER

LUCK

I KNOW_BUTICANT
COMPETE WITH HER

WHY ALICE! THERE
GOES JACK WITH
THAT SMITH GIRL

FIGURE

(RKO-Radio)

The less said about this latest WheelerWoolsey epic the better. But one thing
that should be said is that it is far, far
worse than any of the preceding ones. This
time we have the Messrs. W. and W. out
in the wild and wooly West, in the era
when the Indians and buffaloes ran wild.
Our two heroes set out for the West, too.
They are painless dentists and convinced
that even though the settlers may not
have long to live, they should die with
their teeth filled. En route they meet Miss
Dorothy Lee, of course, who is a schoolmarm going West to teach the natives a
thing or two. Unreeled from then on is a
series of harrowing events — Indian raids,
tooth-pullings, death-defying escapades,
etc. Mr. Woolsey takes his cigar out of
his mouth long enough to make some perfectly turrible wisecracks, while Mr.
Wheeler hasn't much to say, either. You
will like Bert's exposition of horsemanship, though, when he flees across the
plains in pursuit of aid for the pioneers.
But even if you're a Wheeler-Woolsey adtown. dict this will be hard to take in any man's
Preview Postscript
According to box-offices, than which there's
nothing more infallible, the Wheeler-Woolsey combine is tops in movie comic teams.
The Marx Bros, have threatened plenty, but
to date haven't outdone them ... It takes
five to six hundred cigars to get Woolsey
through a picture. He estimates that's about
75 pounds of tobacco per pic. Off-screen,
Bob wouldn't touch one of them . . . Born
in Ohio of poor parents. Bob drifted down
into Kentucky looking for a job. Landed one
finally as a jockey and was going good when
a broken leg stopped any ambitions in that
direction. Drifted into cheap vaudeville and
played every tank town in the States before
he finally landed a job on Broadway. "Rio
Rita"
the first teaming with Bert
Wheelerand
brought
him to sudden fame and
Hollywood . . . Wheeler also started earning
his living at a tender age. Newsboy, bootblack, street singer and fruit-swiper were
among his earlier leanings. Now he's Hollywood'shis
amateurhillside
golf champ
has every
mantel in
homeandladen
with
trophies . . . Dorothy Lee, 23-year-old native Californian and daughter of a Los Angeles attorney, has just married for the fourth
time. It's a verra wealthy Chicago broker
this time. She's been in all but one of
the Wheeler - Woolsey fillums — making
eighteen in all.

ONE MONTH

LATER

[I THAT
SMITH GIRL
NOW,
WHY aren't
YOUJACK?
SEEING

THOUSANDS

WHO WANTS TO
LOOK AT ANYONE
BUT YOU, GORGEOUS?,

GAIN

5to 15 LBS.

WITH NEW 7-POWER
YEAST
IT'S
a shame
for when
so many
be skinny
and really
without
friends
thisto new,
easy
treatment has given thousands solid, normally
attractive flesh — in just a few weeks!
Doctors now know that the real reason why
great numbers of people find it hard to gain
weight, is that they do not get enough digestionstrengthening Vitamin B and blood-building
iron in their daily food. Now with this new
discovery which combines these two vital elements in little concentrated tablets, hosts of
men and women have put on pounds of firm
flesh — in a very short time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining normal good-looking pounds, but also naturally
clear skin, freedom from indigestion and constipation, new health and glorious new pep.
7 times more powerful
This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast, Is
made from special cultured ale yeast imported
from Europe, the richest known source of Vitamin B. By a new process the yeast is concentrated 7 times — made 7 times more powerful.
Then it is ironized with 3 kinds of energizing
iron which strengthen the blood.
If you, too, are one of the many who simply
need Vitamin B and iron to build them up, get
Ironized Yeast tablets from your druggist at
once. Day after day, as you take them, watch
flat chest develop and skinny limbs round out
to normal attractiveness. Skin clears to natural
beauty, digestive troubles from the same source
vanish — you're a new person.
Money-back guarantee
1^0 matter how skinny and rundown you may be from lack
of enough Vitamin B and iron, these marvelous new Ironized
Yeast tablets should build you up in a few short weeks as
they have thousands. If not delighted with the results of the
very flrst package, your money instantly refunded.
Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right away, we make
this absolutely FEEE offer. Purchase a package of Ironized
Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you
a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts About Your
Body."
Remember,At results
with the
very first
— or
money refunded.
all druggists.
Ironized
Yeastpackage
Co,, Inc.,
Dept, 36, Atlanta, Ga.

LOOKATME,IHAVENT
GOT A CHANCE WITH
JACK,rM SO SKINNY

ILL TELL YOU HOWj
I GAINED 10 LBS. /
IN 3 WEEKS
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the receiving end of a series of mud pies,
in a silent picture starring Jack Dempsey.
Since then he's become known as "Hollywood's Human Target" ond for the next
few
years
appeared
In "Our
Gang" from
comedies
llberolly messed
up with
everything
pies
to pork chops. Donald really enjoyed having Jane Withers empty that bucket of water
on him, since he generally has to do that
for himself at the end of every scene In
order to remove the last vestiges of icecream cones, etc., which have been splattered over him.

Everybody's
(20th Century-Fox)

To be always well
groomed, with youthful,
lustrous hair, use Nestle
Colorinse. This harmless
vegetable coloring compound magically rinses
youth into your hair . . .
a gleaming, glinting, glamour that gives to any
hair the perfect highlights of its own natural
color. Colorinse is easily
removed — a shampoo
washes it away.
Other Nestle Hair Aids
Henna Shampoo • Golden
Shampoo
• Superset
ing Lotion,
Regular Wavand
Formula No. 2 (Faster
Drying)
Liquid Shampoo . Oil• Treatment
and
Shampoo.

"Charlie Chan at the Circus,"
with Warner Oland and OHve
and George Brasno.
*** Little Miss
(20th Century-Fox)

Nobody

Little Miss Withers can chalk up another score for her portrayal of Miss Nobody, orphan of the storms. The opportunity to display all her histrionic gifts is
provided Jane in this story, which has an
orphanage locale. She starts right out by
10c
battling the marketman in the first reel.
for a package
containing
He's really an awful meanie but that
rinses at all2
5 and 10 cent stores.
doesn't
keep our heroine out of children's
To select
youruse parcourt. Then through another good intenticular color,
the
Nestle Shade Selector
tion gone wrong Jane finds herself en
route to the reform school. She runs
away from it all and finds refuge with an
ex-convict, but Jane can't stay clear of the
law. She doesn't waste much time before
1
■
!getting mixed up in a crime that's a humdinger. There never was a child who
The NESTLE-LeMUP, COMPfl NV. N.V.
could get into so many difficulties with
such amazing dexterity. But the irresistibility and warm-heartedness of a Jane
Withers can be convincing enough to overshadow the weak spots of any story. All
the children in the picture give good performances, particularly Betty Jane Hainey
and Jackie Morrow. The' adults take a
back seat, but Jane Darwell and Sara
Haden, as the orphanage matrons and
Ralph Morgan, who plays the role of
Jane's long-lost father, give competent
performances.
It's a toJane
ture from first laugh
last. Withers picPreview Postscript
You can banish those ugly, embarrassing freckles quickly and surely in
theprivacy of your room. Your friends
will wonder
how removes
you did it.them
Stillman's
Freckle
Cream
while
you sleep. Leaves the skin
soft and smooth, the com
plexion fresh and clear .
AlAR
Piniples
^■tiC€hrvcvn'4 CZcicryte
No one likes pimples. You can get
rid of yours — -have a clear skin
again with toStillman's
It's
guaranteed
give you Actone.
satisfaction.
Takes only a few seconds to apply —
then immediately becomes _
invisible. Write today for "f* 1
folder "Pimples removed" . .
• AT AIL
DRUG
STORES •
Stillman's
FHE£ BOOHLSTS ON /}£ QUEST
THE STILLMAN CO.. Dept. 10, Aurora, 111.
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Directing one child is a task which most
directors alibi themselves out of, but Director
John BIystone took on 25 of them. Not
without a qualm, however. hHe laid his plans
carefully, first becoming "Uncle Jack" to all
the youngsters and letting them know that
they could play and enjoy themselves every
minute that the camera wasn't in action.
Then he arranged a shooting schedule which
would permit filming of scenes in sequence,
with which he credits the authentic performance of the children. For technical reasons,
most pictures ore begun with the finishing
scene ond on the last day of shooting the
Introductory scenes are completed, hlls only
error was in moving up the turkey dinner
scene to one morning. He figured the. children had just finished breakfast and wouldn't
consume
turkey In the first
the
scene. Hetheunderestimated
their"take"
talents.of The
dinner disappeared In c flash. For the next
"take" the astute Mr. BIystone stationed a
studio doctor in a prominent position on
the set with a large bottle plainly labelled
'Castor OIL' . . . Donald Haines, 15-yearold film bad boy, is a vet of over a hundred
and fifty pictures.
He made his debut at

Old

Man

Writer Cobb's histrionic career should
be a cinch after this picture. .A-Ctor Cobb
may to
never
startleHehishas
audience,
but solid,
he's
sure
satisfy.
all those
genial qualities that we like to think typical
of "Everybody's Old Man." In this tale,
Mr. C. portrays a retired meat packer.
He has nothing against the world except
that it harbors a rival packing plant. Then
he meets the inheritors of the rival business, Rochelle Hudson and Johnny Downs,
and learns that the present operator of
the concern is taking them for a short and
snappy ride to the poorhouse. Alan Dinehart is the gent and you know what a
meanie he can be. The astute Cobb comes
to the rescue and incidentally shows his
nephew, Norman Foster, a thing or two
about the business, Norman has an eye
for business — and Rochelle Hudson —
from that time on.
Preview Postscript
Irvin S. Cobb was bitten by the cinema
bug a few years ago when he consented,
against his better judgment, to appear In
a series of shorts. He mode more money
from stories extolling his experiences In gay
Hollywood than he mode from the studios,
however. Then his pal. Will Rogers, convinced Cobb that he should hang around
the "Steamboat Round the Bend" set and
help pass the time by swapping yarns. Before he knew It, Cobb was ploying the rival
steamboat captain in the picture as well.
Always on ardent movie fan, he's developed
now Into Hollywood's most ardent movie
actor. Though he claims he's no hot shot
of emoting,
Mr. technique
C. doesn'tby miss
a chance
to
improve his
looking
In on
OS many sets as con possibly be squeezed
Into a day. A native of Kentucky, Cobb
went into newspaper work at an early age.
He covered the World War for New York
papers and the Saturday Evening Post . . .
Johnny Downs has just returned to a screen
career after appearing on Broadway and
various tonktowns throughout these United
States. But that doesn't make him so old,
except In experience, for Johnny was the
first hero of "Our Gang" comedies back In
the I920's. He hankers now to do deep,
dork and dramatic roles.
* Moonlight

Murder

(M G-M)

One thing* this murder mystery can
never
of is simplicity.
not a be
clueaccused
in a carload.
No matterThere's
what
your
be
wrong.sleuthings,
For the you're
killing guaranteed
is a brand tonew
type of thing — a mercy slaying. What
might be unsatisfactory as a trick story,
is made believable by an excellent cast.
Chester Aiorris and Madge Evans supply
the love interest, with Chester handing in
a good performance as an astute detective
besides. Leo Carrillo is the singer struck
mysteriously dead in front of the mike
while warbling to thousands in Hollywood
Bowl.
The forplot
thickens
with ana opera
bangright there
never
was there
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singer whom so many would like to see
done wrong. Among the suspects are J.
Carroll Naish, a composer whom Carrillo
has snubbed, Katherine Alexander and
Benita Hume, warblers who have it in for
Carrillo, Duncan Renaldo and Leonard
Ceeley, rival tenors, and several others including an evil-eyed Hindu swami who
has predicted Mr. Carrillo's demise. Frank
AIcHugh and Grant Mitchell come in for
their share of suspicion.
Preview Postscript
A close friend of Leo Carrillo was Will
Rogers. He lives on a ranch adjoining the
Rogers' estate in Santa Monica, and the
pair often met for a morning ride together.
For Carrillo's convenience, Will always kept
a key to the gate of his ranch on a certain
fence post. The other day, Leo decided
to take a ride through the trail which they
used to enjoy so much. Letting himself
through the gate, he rode a short distance
before hearing the thud of horse's hoofs
behind him. It was Will's horse, "Soap
Suds" come to welcome them as he always
did and escort them up the trail . . . One
of the loveliest sets ever built on a studio
lot, for scenic beauty, was the one of the
Hollywood Bowl. The huge amphitheatre
was faithfully reproduced on the largest
outdoor set which the studio could provide.
Trees, plants, flowers and gross were transplanted, and the orchestra played from
behind a screen of trees just as they do in
the famous Bowl. H. B. Warner spent many
a harrowing hour learning to conduct an
orchestra for the occasion. He hates figures
but said he'd rather study public accounting than music any day . . . This is Duncan
Renaldo's first appearance on the screen In
years. In the meantime he's been busy appearing in the press and the Federal Prison.
Duncan was sent to the latter spot by U. S.
sleuths who claimed he was in this country
illegally and was really a Roumanian citizen.
The Roumanian government said Renaldo
was no such thing. While Renaldo claimed
that his father, who should know, had told
him he was born on good old U. S. terra
firma. A presidential pardon was finally
obtained, and Roumanian or American,
Metro has a good actor back in the fold.
* Times
(Warners)

Square

Why does a girl in love blossom gloriously? Because she has the thrilling
assurance that to one person in the
world she is wonderful . . . beloved.
Why do Blue Waltz cosmetics help the
"lonely" girl to blossom into the
"only" girl? Because they give her confidence; they make her feel desirable.
She discovers her own loveliness
through the romantic fragrance of
Blue Waltz Perfume; the satiny texture of Blue Waltz Face Powder; the
tempting colors of Blue Waltz Lipstick.
Say "Blue Waltz" when you buy cosmetics. Certified pure, laboratory tested. 10^ each at 5 and 10 ff stores.

FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK
BLUE VS^ALTZ PERFUME • FACE POWDER

||
• LIPSTICK • BRILLIANTINE ■ COLD CREAM • TALC

GRIFFIH^LLWITE

Playboy

Based on the George M. Cohan play
"Home Towners," this was originally
titled
for
the"The
films.Gentleman
Certainly From
either Big
title Bend"
would
have been more accurate than the present
one, for the real hero is the small-towner,
Gene Lockhart, and not the Broadway

Jctne Withers

and

Betty Jean

Hainey in "Little Miss Nobody."

LARGER SIZES FOR GREATEST ECONOMY
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playboy, Warren William. Mr. William
doesn't have a chance to do much besides
run around in shorts waving a cane. Gene
Lockhart again proves himself a capable
comedian, with Mrs. Lockhart a perfect
team-mate. Their marital battlings ring
with a sincerity that is almost uncomfortable at times. June Travis is engaging as the night-club singer over whom
the controversy rages, since Mr. Lockhart
refuses to be best man at her wedding to
Warren William, having decided that
she is nothing but a gold-digger. Furthermore, he is convinced that June's mama,
papa and brother are nothing but fourflushers. The fact that they all have
hearts of gold, really, weakens the story
considerably. And the long-drawn-out
discussions before action finally takes place
is wearying in spots. However, there are
plenty of good laughs, and if you haven't
met the Lockharts you'll welcome this opportunity.
Preview Postscript
IT'S
secretfamous
out in star
Hollywood
thanno one
has lostthat
hermore
job
because of constipation.
Movie directors simply can't stand for
lack of pep, dull eyes, pimples, sick headaches caused by constipation.
That's why you should follow Hollywood's example and not let a second day pass
without coming to nature's aid with a beauty
laxative.
Olive Tablets are popular in Los Angeles,
and everywhere else, because they are dependable, mild and non-habit-forming. And
because
theyin gently
help Nature restore normal action
the intestines.
Keep a box handy on the bathroom shelf.
Three sizes— 1 5f!, 30(i, 60(f. At all druggists.
_

DR. EDWARDS'

Olive

tablets
LAXATIVE

DO YOU
HAVE HOSTESS
"REFRESHMENT
PROBLEMS"?
THE
MODERN
HAS SOME
GRAND
SUGGESTIONS.
SEE PAGE 16 OF THIS ISSUE.

Barton MacLane has a Suppressed Desire.
It's to get the chance just once to speak
the King's English on the screen. Tired of
being a grammar butcher, Barton would
like nothing better than to wrap every dese
and dose in mothballs for the next fifty
winters. A graduate of Wesleyan University, Barton majored in speech, of all things.
But one consoling thought is that he doesn't
intend to stay in the flickers all his life anyhow. He's just
750-acre islands
ranch
neor Mauna
Loa bought
in the ahfawaiian
and will eventually hibernate to those coral
shores, raise pineapples, strum a uke and
sing
the King's
. . . Gene
and nothing
KathleenbutLockhart
haveEnglish
just celebrated
their eleventh wedding anniversary. They
have two prides and joys — their combined
professional success and their ten-year-old
daughter, Jane. Gene was born in London,
Ontario, Canada, and Kathleen Arthur Lockhart first saw the light of day in Portsmouth,
England. Famous for their stage and radio
impersonations, "The Lockharts at Home and
Abroad," which Mr. L. writes himself, they
are now starting a new road to flicker fame.
*** The
(M-G-M)

Unguarded

Hour

Everyone has an hour, sometime in his
life, when it would be impossible to account for every move made should he be
placed under suspicion. If you don't believe this, just see what happens to Franchot Tone in this exciting story and you'll
be convinced ! Franchot, a brilliant English lawyer, hopes to become the Attorney
General, but unwittingly he becomes in-
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Just Like Eating Candy!
• Get rid of fat in a hurry 1
And
liere's the best part of it
t
■ i
...you can
now reduce with
'
absolute
SAFETY...no
dinitrophenol
. . no thyroid...
NO DRUGS . whatsoever
I Not
| l\ ^
laxative. Miss Anna Goodrow, 'f'^^fk
13 Highland Pk., Thompson- \ Wt
ville.
re-dS*^ •
duced Conn.,
17 lbs. inwrites:
4 weeks"Iwith
SLENDRETS. My flesh is firm and solid. I cannot recommend them too highly!" Miss Nolan
(Calif.) writes: "Lost 41 Ibs.l I look and feel
like a different person." A N. Y. lady writes:
"36
lbs. of fat
gonelfatI by
never
felt principle
better 1"
SLENDRETS
remove
a new
which converts fat and food into energy. You
feel better, look years younger. Absolutely SAFE
...even if a child should eat them by mistake it
would not be harmed, because SLENDRETS only
change fat into vitality. Delicious too . . . they
taste just like candy.
REDUCE QUICKLY... OR NO COST!
If you derful
are results
not from
entirely
withpackage
the won-of
the satisfied
very first
SLENDRETS, you get your money back in full.
You can't lose one cent.
ACT ON THIS OFFER TODAY!
Don't give fat another day's start, but be sure
you reduce the safe SLENDRETS Food Method
Way. Don't use drugs ! At drug or dep't stores,
or act on this OFFER — send $1 for generoussupply package containing 84 SLENDRETS. Or,
$5 for 6 packages. Currency, Money Order, or
Stamps. (Enclose payment. Or send 10c fee on
C.O.D. orders.) Sent in plain wrapper.
Scientific Medicinal Products Co. Dept. M636
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Calif.
Please send me on your Money Back Offer
□ The $1 package containing 84 SLENDRETS
□ 6 packages of SLENDRETS for $5
(Be sure payment is enclosed)
Name
Address
City
State
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for the answer

Shampoo-rinse Washes Hair
2 to 4 Shades Lighter
BLONDES, bring back to faded, brownish
hair the radiant, golden beauty to
which you have every right. Use Blondex.
This unique combination shampoo and
rinse all in one, washes the dullest, drabbest hair 2 to 4 shades lighter tn just one
shampapi And safely, too, for Blondex is an absolutely harmless rinse — not a harsh chemical or dye.
Don't
wait Shampoo-rinse
to bring back your
soft, hair
silliy.today
goldenwitii
allure
your hair.
Blon-to
des.
You'll
be
amazed
at
the
change.
Get
it
at
any
good drug or department store.
THE BLONDE HAIR
SHAMPOO-RINSE
BLONDEX
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TXT'HY writhe and squirm
" ' helplessly under itching
torture ? Millions have found
in Hydrosal a veritable
blessing for relief of rashes,
eczema, athlete's foot, pimples, poison ivy. Itching
stops
Smarting,
burningquickly.
disappear.
Angry
redness vanishes. Used by
doctors and hospitals for 25
years. Tested and approved
by Good Housekeeping. Get
Hydrosal from your druggistment,now!30c, Liquid
or Oint60c.
Rochelle Hudson

and Norman

ter in "Everybody's

Old

Fos-

Man."

Hvdrosal
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volved in a mysterious scandal which
threatens to ruin him. Loretta Young is
his loyal wife and Roland Young is his
closest friend. It's an absorbing picture,
well acted, even to the smaller roles contributed by Lewis Stone, Aileen Pringle,
Dudley Digges and E. E. Clive.

ROMANCE

ADVENTURE

TWO

** O'Malley of the Mounted
(20th Century-Fox)
As O'Malley of the Mounted, George
O'Brien has his best role to date. The
William S. Hart westerner gives Mr. O'B.
plenty of opportunity to display both brain
and brawn to good advantage. This time
George doesn't confine himself to wrestling
with one or two toughies, but takes on a
whole band of desperadoes. Needless to
say he licks them within an inch of their
worthless lives, thereby winning the undying devotion of Irene Ware, whose
brother is mixed up with their dirty doings. Irene Ware adds considerably to
the scenery of the wide open cinema spaces,
while James Bush is convincing as the
young brother for whose safety she risks
her life. You'll get some genuine guffaws
from Victor Potel's characterization of
the camp cook and a few honest-to-goodness chills when Stanley Fields goes into
his sneers and leers.
by

an

Chan

FLAGS

issue. story of the new Twentieth Century-Fox hit, "Under Two Flogs,"
Junecomplete
the the
in
Read
Also fifteen other stories and features, including a
novel, complete in this issue . . . And full details of
Contest, offering as prizes the actual jewelry worn
her new picture, "The King Steps Out"

$2.00 book-length
the Grace Moore
by Miss Moore in
...

on Sale

Aristocrat

The only mystery about this would-be
chiller is why it was released. Even the
competent cast doesn't prove alibi enough.
Their gallant screaming and sleuthing are
to no avail with such a feeble tale on which
to work. The most blood-curdling aspects
of three murders only brought gales of
giggles from the audience. A weird storm,
with all the lightning and thunder props
at
Warner's
full blast
added
another
notestudio
of going
hilarity.
Marguerite
Churchill, as a female Holmes, makes the
most of a bad assignment. She is the
nurse employed in the family of the aristocratic Thatchers, a happy family group
of hypochondriacs and dope addicts.
Claire Dodd is the wife of one of the
Thatcher boys, Gordon Elliot, who prowls
around loaded with ammunition and
morphine, finally taking an overdose of
both. William Davidson and Joseph
Crehan enact the supposedly subtle crooks
and Lyle Talbot is the medico who's kept
busy inspecting the corpses.
* Charlie

UNDER

What was the secret that drove Victor, an English gentleman, to join the Foreign
give up the only girl he would ever
Legion. . ...
.? to risk his life so recklessly ... to
love

June Now
* Murder
(Wcorners)

AND

at the Circus

(20th Century-Fox)
Mr. Oland generally gets around a bit
with jumps to Paris, Shanghai and points
every which way. But he's staying at
home with the family this time. And you
won't the
want
miss theWe family
— they
all
have
Chanto charm.
counted
eleven
of them before giving up, from the eldest
son, Keye Luke, to the youngest Tai Wo
Kung. Charlie takes them all for a
pleasant evening under the Big Top, but
unpleasant events soon begin popping up
as they always do around Mr. Chan.
This time it's the gruesome murder of the
circus manager. There are plenty of suspects this time, too, for it develops that
said unfortunate was cordially loathed by
almost everyone in the circus, including
the hairy apes and elephants. It's all so
baffling
that you'llTaisuspect
everyoneWarner
in the
crowd, including
Wo Kung.
Oland, as always, gives a flawless performance, and is ably supported by Keye
Luke and the circus folks, notably George
and Olive Brasno, the midgets.
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Seven generous prizes for your letters.
See page 38

Free

For

Asthma

and
Hay
Fever
If youriblesuffer
with
attacks
of
teryou choke and gasp for Asthma
breath, so
if Hay
Fever keeps you sneezing and snuffing while
your eyes water and nose discharges continuously, don't fail
to send
once oftoa the
Frontier Asthma
Co. for
a freeattrial
remarkable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If
you have suffered for a life-time and tried
everything you could learn of without relief;
even if you are utterly discouraged, do not
abandon hope but send today for this free
trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 266-A Frontier Bldgr.,
462 Niagara St.. Buffalo, N. Y.
DAYS

LOOK

BRIGHTER

WHEN

The new ZiP Facial Hair Remover contains
no sulphides, no offensive odors. Instantly eliminates every trace of hair. Face,
arms and legs. Ask yourEP
dealer
ORY
ILAorTwrite
Madame
Fifth Ave., NewYork
ESS562 D
lLBerths,
i
f
f
I
ECZEMA
TORMENTS
quickly
pacified
efficient
help ofby
Po
^^efficie
A CONCENTRATED

OINTMENT

YOU

TREAT..
CHEW BEEMAN'S

IT'S

DELICIOUS
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They

Love

to

Save

(Continued from page 15)
mind, so that she might know the whereabouts of her dearest treasure.

• The impression you give others concerns
you! That's why Dew concerns you too , . .
You can't possibly be your most attractive
self unless you keep your underarms dry and
dainty — absolutely odorless. Dew is sure
protection. Dew's action is gentle, instant and
lasting. When you use Dew, you know your
underarms are sweet and dainty, your dresses
and coat-linings are free from stains, odors
and wrinkles. Using Dew is really economical
— one small bottle lasts for months ... At any
department, drug or chain store.

New
Scholl's
Zino-pads
instantly
relieveDeLuxe
pain ofDr.corns,
callouses
and bunions;
put you at ease in new or tight shoes; stop
their nagging pressing or rubbing on your feet
and toes and prevent tender spots and blisters.
Separate Medicated Disks are included for
safely removing corns or callouses. Accept
no substitutes. Sold everywhere.
D^Scholls

WAKE

LIVER
WITHOUT

lino

UP

pads

YOUR

BILECALOMEL

And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile onto the food you swallow
every day. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your
doesn't
digest.You
It just
Gas
bloats food
up your
stomach.
get decays.
constipated.
Your whole system is poisoned and you feel
sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you feel "up and up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25c
at all drug stores.
© .935 c. m co.
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Finally, at two o'clock in the morning,
Voight, hearing of the search for him,
'phoned Miss Shearer at her hotel. He had
carried her precious keepsake, $10,000
worth of diamonds and platinum, all evening in his side pocket, without being
conscious of it. The actress was so relieved to recover her prize that she placed
it in her safety deposit box immediately
she returned to California, and there it
has remained.
Binnie Barnes, too, cherishes most
highly a set of amethysts her husband
gave her and which, because of the sentimental value attached to them, she keeps
in her vault.
When Binnie first came to America some
years ago, she developed so acute a case
of homesickness for her husband that she
turned right around in New York and
sailed on the next boat for England. Her
mate, hearing of this, scoured London
several days for an appropriate gift with
which to greet her — and found the amethysts in a little shop. Do you blame
Binnie for being so proud of them?
Walter Connolly regards the original
manuscript of the first three-act play ever
presented in America as his lucky talisman. Whenever he starts a picture or
opens in a play, he withdraws the script
from his vault, invariably returning it
the following day so there will be no
danger of its being lost.
FOR old times sake, W. C. Fields has
the tramp juggler outfit he wore in his
vaudeville days . . . baggy pants, ragged
coat and vest, battered top hat and brokendown shoes. Keeping it amounts almost to
a fetish with him. Fire nearly destroyed
the "ensemble" several years ago, so now
he keeps it in the safest place he knows
. . . his safety deposit box.
As a memento and a warning, Charles
Butterworth retains the deed to a lot in
a certain Illinois town. The lot is under
ten feet of water — and always has been !
"My father gave it to me," declares the
comedian, "and said, 'Charlie, keep this
and pass it on to your children. Let it
be a reminder never to buy real estate
that you don't see with your own eyes.' "
The "call sheet" for the first day of
"Riders of the Purple Sage" is cherished
by George
O'Brien.withA the
callterm,
sheet,is in
case
you
are unfamiliar
a sheet
of paper tacked up in the studio on which
appear the names of those players called
for the following day's scenes.
This particular sheet bears the name of
pretty Marguerite Churchill, who played
O'Brien's leading lady in the picture.
George had never met the young actress,
although he had glimpsed her from a distance on the lot, but as he read her name
on
the
eve ofsuffused
the film's
sudden thrill
him. starting date a
"I had a certain premonition that I
would many her, the moment I saw her
name," the ,\thletic star explains. "Just for
luck I took the call sheet — and a few
months later Marguerite changed her last
O'Brien."
name
The toother
O'Brien of the movies, Pat,
has had his baby's first shoes bronzed
— now a popular custom — and they rest
in solitary glory in a separate vault,
especially preserved for little Mavourneen's

keepsakes.
Both Helen
treasure highly
children. Her
always remain

Hayes and Virginia Bruce
concrete memories of their
daughter's first tooth will
dear to Miss Hayes, while

Miss Bruce keeps all baby Susan Ann's
pictures.
A number of celebrities cherish above
all else chattels of their childhood. Grace
Moore looks upon her red baby shoes as
a good luck omen, and will never go
through an opening night of the opera
season without these at hand. When she
goes
to California for a picture, she transing. fers
them from a New York to a Hollywood safety deposit box, taking the tiny
slippers with her on the first day's shootJean Harlow has kept her baby ring,
together with that of her mother ; and
one of Ginger Rogers' most prized possessions is a rag doll she called "Tuttles" as a little girl ; and two broken dolls
she loved in her childhood, lie in Sylvia
Sidney's safety vault.
Cesar Romero treasures a picture with
a bullet hole through the middle of it,
showing his mother holding him on his
baptismal day. Cesar's godfather, Jose
Marti, was killed during a Cuban revolution and after his death a wallet found
in his breast pocket was sent to Mrs.
Romero. The bullet that had pierced his
heart went straight through the wallet
. . . and in it was the picture !

his wife
andring.
in a circus
Just were
beforemarthe
BUCK riedJONES
ceremony, Mrs. Jones-to-be picked up a
"norse-shoe and jokingly asked Buck always
to keep it. To this very day, he has the
rusty shoe in his bank box.
A lace fan originally carried at a famous Colonial ball and of tremendous
monetary value was given to Irene Dunne
by Laura Hope Crews. It was in Miss
Crews' family for more than 150 years,
but her friendship for Irene led her to
make the presentation.
Harold Lloyd still retains the hornrimmed spectacles he wore sixteen years
ago and keeps them in a special humidor
to prevent the shell from drying out.
Mae West cares for a picture of her
mother, when the latter was a strikinglyhandsome young woman, with an affection
approximating a phobia. And Josephine
Hutchinson owns and cherishes a locket
once worn by the immortal Duse.
An article that he seldom removes but
treasures as he does his life is the passport John Boles used in France during the
World War. Although only an identification card, it entitled him to go everywhere
in France and Belgium without question.
Carefully wrapped and deposited in
William Gargan's vault is the christening
robe he wore as a baby, a long handmade
dress, trimmed with rare old lace. Both
his own two children were christened in
it, as well.
The friendship involved in the offering
of a jade heart by a Chinese actor a number of years ago makes this trinket one
of Warren William's most highly valued
keepsakes.
Actors may be persons apart from the
mob, they may be elevated to the highest
pedestal in popular opinion, but when it
comes to saving — well, they're just like
other folks. They love it !
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This advertisement is
based
on an actual expc'
CONSTIPATION"
rience reported in an unsolicited letter. Subscribed
and sworn tg^ before me.
The publishers of modern screen guarantee that you will

NOTARY

P

be satisfied with your purchase of every packaged product
advertised in this magazine. If for any reason you are
dissatisfied, MODERN SCREEN will replace the product or, if
you prefer, refund your purchase price. In either case all you
have to do is to send us the unused portion, accompanied

6 L \" '

by a letter outlining your complaint. This guarantee also
applies if the product, in your opmion does not justify
the claims made in its advertising in MODERN

SCREEN

Careful examination before publication and rigid censorship, plus
our guarantee, enable you to buy with complete confidence the
products you see advertised in this issue of MODERN
SCREEN.
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. , HY LET constipation keep you
run-down, listless, nervous and tired when
permanent relief may be yours so easily?
Take comfort from the above true story of
another sufferer. For this is not just advertising promises, but the actual experience of
one of the thousands who write to tell how
Yeast Foam Tablets have ended their suffering and restored them to vigorous health.
There's no more need to make yourself
the victim of habit-forming cathartics. Yeast
Foam Tablets help restore natural digestive
and eliminative functions without irritation.
Rich in needed tonic elements, this pleasant,
pasteurized yeast has banished constipation,
headaches and other symptoms for thousands
— bringing back the normal healthy glow of
the skin— the natural pep— and the surging
energy of buoyant health!
Ask your druggist for
Yeast Foam Tablets today.
Sendnotforaccept
Free Sample.__^^
Do
a substitute.
NORTHVVESTERN YEAST CO.,
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send free introductory packName .
j age of Yeast Foam Tablets. MM-6-36
I Address.
[ City

. State. 123

(Top) Al Jolson, Jr., one-yecrr-old
adopted son of Ruby Keeler and Al
Jolson, faces the camera for the first
time. (Above) Henry Fonda and Margaret Sullavan amuse themselves
on the "Moon's Our Home"
mor has it that they may

set. Ruremarry.

0

0

0

director and producer of La Goddard's
celluloid flyer. Or is it La Chaplin's?
Interesting Facts About Interesting Folks:
Donald Duck is on the sick list — laryngitis.
Larry Benton, who fakes Donald's dulcet
tones, is suffering from the affliction, too
. . . Anita Louise drinks a pint of steak juice
before going to bed every night . . . Lupe
Velez never pays more than $12 for an
evening dress, and never appears in less
than $30,000 worth of jewels . . . Shirley
Temple's on the Democratic ticket from now
on, having just received an autographed
picture from President Roosevelt, appointing
her "Envoy Extraordinary and Messenger
Plenipotentiary" . . . Erroll Flynn, of "Captain Blood" fame, has bought a 28-acre
estate at Lake Sherwood and is raising pigs
. . . Robert Montgomery is raising a moustache foi his next picture.
Luise Rainer's dog, Johnnie, has fol124

(^Continued jroni page 77)
lowed his mistress all over Europe and
all over ilollywood. Thinking Johnnie
ought to have a companion Luise added a
cocker spaniel to her household. Johnnie
looked at the newcomer darkly, refused
to speak to him and proceeded to go on a
hunger strike. Luise finally had to sell the
spaniel, and Johnnie is contented and eating again, without a rival in sight.
Director William Keighley, at Warner
Brothers, was giving last-minute instructions
to his cast before calling for the cameras.
He shot a final order at Glenda Farrell,
then asked, "Now, is that clear in your
mind?" "Oh, yes," answered Glenda dutifully, "everything is cleor except my mind."
Printed

(Top) Mr. and Mrs. Jack Oakie
(she was Venita Varden) right after
the ceremony at Yuma, Arizona.
(Above) And here are two more newlyweds, in this month of wedding bells
— Onslow Stevens and Anne Buchanan, who eloped to Las Vegas.

Questions Without Answers : Who is
the young leading man who has taken to
the demon rum on account of a very blonde
and very beautiful young star? Seems
the the
young
doesn't
approve
of
younglady's
man, mother
for various
reasons,
so
he's drowning his sorrows, or at least submerging them for awhile.
Watched Kay Francis do a scene for
"Angel of Mercy" on one of the dirtiest sets
we've ever seen. Straw mattresses were
strewn around the floor, and dust and filth
was everywhere. It was supposed to be
like that, for signs around the stage said,
"Do not clean this set." Director William
Dieterle always wears white gloves. When
angered he throws them on the floor and
stamps on them. When he doesn't like the
way an actress has done a scene he approaches her and with a low bow says.
"Darling, that was lousy."
in tlie U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen N. J.
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close-ups . . . Dingy teeth and tender gums destroy

benefit your gums as
Here's loveliness
her charm . . . She ignored the warning of "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
well
as your teeth. Every
and youth— a vision
gum disorder. But usually it only means
time you clean your teeth, rub a little exto stop and hold the admiring eye. And
tra Ipana briskly into your gums, with
her smile, when you see it, should put a
gums robbed of exercise and work— the
final, flashing highlight upon that youthvictims of oiu* modern soft foods— gums
brush or fingertip. You'll feel them grow
ful charm and loveliness.
livelier, firmer, more resistant. New cirthat will quickly respond to the healthful
culation brings them new life. They feel
stimulation of Ipana and massage.
But if it doesn't ... if her smile reveals
better.
They
look better.
Today dental science repeatedly
a glimpse of dingy teeth and tender gums
Change today to this simple, easy
stresses the threat to our gums of our
—how quickly that loveliness disappears!
routine. Give your gums the advantages
modern soft food menus. Gums grow
"PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
flabby and tender simply through lack
of this better care. Keep "pink tooth
IS A SERIOUS WARNING
of exercise. And modern dental practice
brush" a stranger. Keep the really serious gum diseases far in the background.
turns naturally to Ipana and massage to
Never ignore "pink tooth brush"— never
Build
better oral health, find new beauty
supply the exercise they need— the stimdismiss as trifling that warning "tinge of
ulation they must have.
in your smile, make yourself a more atpink!' When you see it— see your dentist
Ipana Tooth Paste is especially made to
tractive person— with Ipana and massage.
promptly. It can mean trouble— a serious
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WITH this new-type Glazo formula, even
evaporation has been so reduced that
you can use the polish down to the last
brushful.
The new Glazo provides a richness of
beauty and sheen that has been beyond the
realm of old-type polishes. Be among the
first to wear Suntan, Russet, and Poppy
Red— stunning new "misty" reds, and the
latest additions to Glazo's range of authentic
fashion-approved shades.
This new Glazo wears extra days ... its
brilliant surface unmarred by chipping,
peeling or cracking. So easily does it float
on, without streaking, that there's never a
nail in need of re-doing.
For even a day, don't deny your fingertips the luxury of this new perfected Glazo.
Still only 20 cents each— at toilet goods
counters all over the world.

GLAZO
20 CEI¥TS
(25 cents in Canada)
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METRO

SCREEN

WINNER/

- GOLDWYN

William Powell

- MAYER

Myrna Loy

We're taking space in this magazine to tell you to keep
your eye on Leo, the M-G-M Lion !
He's had the best year of his career what with grand entertainments like "Mutiny on the Bounty", "China Seas",
"Broadway Melody of '36", "A Night at the Opera",
"Rose Marie" and all the other great M-G-M hits! And
of course there's "The Great Ziegfeld", now playing in
selected cities as a road-show attraction and not to be
shown otherwise this season.
But (pardon his Southern accent ) Led says : "You ain't
seen nuthin' yet!"... On this page is just part of the
happy M-G-M family of stars. Look them over. You'll find
most of the screen's famed personalities and great talents
on Leo's list. They will appear in the big Metro-GoldwynMayer productions that are now in the making and
planned for months to come.
Ask the Manager of the theatre that plays M-G-M pictures about the marvelous entertainments he is arranging
to show. And when Leo roars, settle back in your seat for
real enjoyment!

r4o

Jeanette MacDonald

Jean Harlow

Nelson Eddy

Wallace Beery

Eleanor Powell

Freddie Bartholomew

Robert Taylor

Jackie Cooper

Lionel Barrymore

John Barrymore

Luise Rainer

Robt. Montgomery

Hie Marx Brothers

She
Charles Laughton
GO'
in

ft

etV

SCO

Hot'

on

VLoa

Laurel & Hardy

Spencer Tracy

SORRY! WE DIDN'T HAVE SPACE FOR THEIR PHOTOS! MORE M-G-M STARS
Franchot Tone, Robert Young, Rosalind Russell, Frank Morgan, Edna May Oliver, Reginald
Owen, Virginia Bruce, Nat Pendleton, Lewis Stone, Johnny Weissmuller, Jean Hersholt,
Ted Healy, Allan Jones, Buddy Ebsen, Joseph Calleia, Maureen O'Sullivan, Una Merkel,
Chester Morris, Stuart Erwin, Bruce Cabot, Elizabeth Allan, Brian Aherne, Charles Butterworth, Madge Evans, Frances Langford, Eric Linden, June Knight, Ann Loring, Robert
Benchley, Jean Parker, May Robson, Mickey Rooney, James Stewart, Ernestine SchumannHeink, Harvey Stephens, etc.
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summer
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Gray and violet, two of this season's best colors are
for this jacket dress. Gray linen for the sleeveless
with the neck banded in the violet and gray printed
of the jacket.
Sizes 14, 16, 18 years, 36, 38 and
40 inch bust.

380 — A pert sports outfit for juniors. The buttoned, "tuck-in"
blouse tops pleated shorts, cleverly tucked to give a snug
hipline.
Over this buttons a matching skirt. Sizes 11, 13,
15 and 17 years.

MODERN SCREEN Pattern Service
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
I am enclosing
(in coin or United States
stamps) for which please send me the following:
Pattern No
Size.
Pattern No

Size.

Do you want our new Summer Fashion Book?.
Patterns are 13c each. Books lOe when ordered with pattern;
13c when ordered separately. Patterns are 20c if you live outsidepattern.
of the United
States. or Canadian
Boolis '20cstamps
separately.
No foreign
accepted.15e with
Name
Street Address
City and State.

(Please Print)
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PARAMOUNT
as the one and
"POPPY"

with

SCREEN

brings you America's

beloved

comedian,

only Professor Eustace McGargle
Rochelle

Hudson

. . . Directed

W.

C. FIELDS,

in the musical comedy

by A.^Edward

Sutherland
7

Dancing, singing and acting are the least of Shirley
Temple's accomplishShe's an
'roundit,
athlete, ments.
and
to all
prove
Shirley showed us her
own bag of outdoor tricks.
First, there's her bike,
which she rides like a
whizz, thanks to her two
doting brothers. Then Miss
T. would have you know
she's a runner-up in golfing matters, despite the
sandtrap we caught her
in! And croquet — Shirley
pounds the stake down so
it'll be there when she
goes through all the
wickets. Beaming broadly, our future Olympics
champ gathers the tenpins for some bowling.
And shades of kind Will
Rogers, Shirley shows you
she can twirl a lariat.

i

s

summer^

lime

for

fun.
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I NEVER

WANTTO

LONOAS

HER
PIMPLY
SKIN
MADE ANN

HECES WONDEGFUL MEVJ9,| OH, MCfTHED-D-DONV
'lANNJ^AUMT AW\ey WANTS MAKE ME GQ P-PLEASE.
1 JUST C-COULDN'T—
"Wfl
"'"O SPEND TWO
NOT WITH MY FACE ALL
'
WEEl^S WITH THEM
BCOIc^EM OUT U<E THIS
AT i"ME SEASHORE
7 IT MA<ES ME LOO<
AWFUI.

SEE

MJVB

WHY DABliniS ^ THOSE
PIMPLES DO SEEM TO BE
GETTI(viS WORSE. I THIMK
we'd better ask "THE
f=OR TMEM
^ DOCTOR
WHAT TO DO

FEEL
LIKE

A

TOTAL
LOSS

ISNT THIS DRESS JU9T TOO DUCKYPAND
^^yjr

ANN IS such
/ YOU SAID 'TA DARLING —
- she's A
SO cuTfe looking! winner
AND so FUUL j-f ALL RIGHT
OF PEP/

NO PIMPLY FACE ONI ME TO SPOIL IT-TMANKS |
TO FLEISCHMANm's YEAST. OH, i'm SO HAPPYNOW I MARY^/
KNOW I'll have a GOOD TIME AT
AUNT

Don't let Adolescent Pimples
spoil YOUR vacation plans

-OUT skin is no help to any
A BROKEN
girl or boy who longs to be popular and
have good times. But unfortunately, many
young people are victims of this trouble.
After the start of adolescence — from about
13 to 25, or even longer — important glands
develop and final growth takes place. This
causes disturbances throughout the entire
body. The skin gets oversensitive. Harmful
waste poisons in the blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples break out.
Thousands have found Fleischmann's
Yeast a great help in getting rid of adolescent pimples. It clears these skin irritants
out of the blood. Then, the pimples go!

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright. 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

^

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly— one cake about >^ hour before
meals — plain, or in a little water — until your
skin is entirely clear. Start today.
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Her

Tennis

Stroke

Question

—

too

bad

her

wasn't!
laxative
HER SWING is a marvel of precision and
timing . , . What a pity she didn't
know that correct timing is vital in a
laxative, too!
You see, when you take a laxative into
your system, you can't afford to take
chances. Look out for harsh, over-acting
cathartics that might upset you, nauseate
you, cause stomach pains, leave you weak
and dragged down. Such laxatives abuse
you internally. Their after-effects are unpleasant, sometimes dangerous.
DEMAND CORRECT TIMING
Just what is meant by correct timing in a
laxative? Simply this: a correctly timed
laxative takes from 6 to 8 hours to be effective. Its action is gentle and g-r-a-d-u-a-1,
yet completely thorough.
Ex-Lax is just such a laxative. It won't
throw your system out of rhythm. No
stomach pains, no nausea. No unpleasant
after-effects of any sort. Ex-Lax works
so naturally that, except for the relief
you enjoy, you scarcely realize you have
taken a laxative.
PLEASANT

TO TAKE

Ex-Lax is not only kind to your system
—it's kind to your taste, too. Its flavor is
just like smooth, delicious chocolate. All
druggists sell Ex-Lax in economical
and 25<^ sizes. Get a box today!
When

Nature forgets —
remember

EX-LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
10
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went to high school in Madison, where he went in
NOTE: The following biographies are printed by popular demand. They are the ones most frequently
heavily for
athletics.baseball,
1'en letters
his proficiency in football,
track proved
and basketball.
requested during the last month by readers who
Upon graduation he enrolled at Carroll College,
have sent in the coupon at the end of the article.
Waukesha, Wis., for one year, earning his tuition by
Each coupon has been tabulated, so if you have
playing in orchestras. The next jump was to Chicago
requested matically
any of
these, kindly consider yours autoand a dance band in which Mr. MacMurray served
responsible.
both aswood aand saxophonist
and insoloist.
camesangHollyFRED ASTAIRE — Fred and his sister. Adele, were
a theatre band
which Tlien
he also
and
practically born dancing. When they were only about
played,
sometimes
making
recordings.
When the
8 years old and still Fred and Adele Austerlitz, they
opportunity
presented
itself
he
took
an
extra
role
were earning a tidy $200.00 a week. Fred was born
or two in the movies as a side issue. New York
in Omaha. Neb., on November 26, 1900, and received
came next,
with Fred
Colhis earlier education in private schools. Shortly
legians, amusical
comedyamong
stage the
band.California
In 1929 Fred
after beginning their footlight careers, this young
was featured with this orchestra in a singing sketch
team became very popular. Three of their ui.usical
Iiroductions took the Astaires to London, where they
with
"Three's
Crowd."
For the
next 5Libby
yearsHolman
he stuckin with
this agroup
and appeared
became the rage both in society and the theatre
world. There Adele met Lord Cavendish and retired
regularly
inwasNewbooked
York'sformost
popular
nightin clubs.
The
band
featured
billing
Max
in 1931 to marry him. Tliis left Fred without a
Gordon's hit, "Roberta," where, in addition to his
partner but, nothing daunted, he returned to America
singing,
MacMurray
was
understudy
to
the
leading
and continued to turn in hit performances in "The
man. Paramount spotted him and in April, 1934, he
Bandwagon"
and same
"The shows
Gay Divorcee."
was sigred to a contract. Fred is 6 feet 3 inches
peared in these
in England.He Italso
was ap-at
tall, weighs 185 pounds and has dark brown hair
this time that Phyllis Livingstone Potter, a society
and eyes. "13 Hours by Air" and "The Princess
girl, became his wife. Fred's debut on the screen
Comes Across" are his most recent films. P. S.
was
but auspicious.
His roles
inboth
"Dancing
You'll hear some of Fred's singing in this one. "The
Ladj'"anything
and "Flying
to Rio"
minor
Texas
next. picked
Lilian a Lamont
and
unworthy
oi hisDown
talents.
But were
a break
finally
is his Rangers"
best girl, will
and be
he his
certainly
pretty
came
in theof form
of "The
Gay Divorcee"
and nowin
one.
WriteSt..him
at the Paramount
Studios, S451
the team
Astaire
and Rogers
ranks fourth
Marathon
Hollywood,
Cal.
liox-office
popularity.
Off
the
screen
Fred
has
dark
SANTINA MERANDINO, East Rutherford, N. J.—
iivovvii eyes and hair, likes tennis, golf and prize
fights. He is S feet 9 inches tall, and is very slender.
You win! Sid .Silvers played the part of Jack Benny's
side-kickis not
in "Broadwaynow,Melody
Loretta
In January he Ijecame the father of a boy, and report
Young
though ofshe1936."
was once
the
lias it that he is the proverbial doting parent. After
wife
of Grant married
Withers.
"Follow the Fleet" he and Ginger will be in "Never
DOUGLASS
you have young
been
Gonna
Write himCal.at RKO-Radio Studios,
wondering MONTGOMERY—
what has happened A tolotthisof splendid
7.S0
GowerDance."
St.. Hollywood.
actor. "Well, he has been giving England a break
EVELYN C. Waterbury, Conn.— Paillette Goddard,
and hasthing just
been scheduled
to appear Bennett
in "EveryCharlie
lady inShe"Modern
Times"
and
maybe hisChaplin's
bride, isleading
not French.
was born
in Great
Is Thunder"
with Constance
for
Gaumont-British.
And
here's
something
funny.
Neck,
L.
I.,
N.
Y.
Ruby
Keeler
couldn't
very
well
Douglass
is
really
Robert
Douglass
Montomery.
marryried to Dick
Powell
on
account
of
she
has
been
marwhile Robert Montgomery is actually Henry MontAl Jolson since 1928. (Where have you been?)
Dick, During
however,theisWorld
currently
in Joan served
Blongomery, Jr.,himself
and they're
relation.
Also,
used to call
Kent noDouglas
in his
earlyDouglass
screen
dell.
War interested
Herbert Marshall
with the British Military Service. At Arras, in
days.
Now
that
you
are
properly
confused,
we'll
on
with
the
facts.
Born
in
Los
Angeles.
Cal., get
on
1915. he was severely wounded in action, losing a
October 29, 1909, Douglass attended grade school there
lee. and was cited for bravery.
and laterdena.the
Polytechnicfrom
elementary
in PasaSHIRLEY
April
23, Shirley
He graduated
the Los school
Angeles
high
reached theTEMPLE^On
ripe old age of
7 years.
That dayJanein
school, and during his school days worked at the
1929 at Santa Monica. Cal., was an auspicious one
Pasadena Community Playhouse. His first part was
for her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George F. Temple.
given him when he was only 14, and when he was 16,
When she was only 3, she was sent to a dancing
class and it was during one of these lessons that
Douglass played a leading role in "Desire Under
the Elms" in San Francisco. Young Mr. Montshe was spotted by a talent scout. Rather reluctantly
gomery continued on the sta,"e until he was cast opat hrst, her parents agreed to her playing in a
Joan Crawford
in "Pa.d."between
Since then
has
series of 7 Baby Burlesk Comedies for Educational.
dividedpositehis
time successfully
stagehe and
screen. He is 5 feet 11^ inches tall, weighs 178
Then
jilayed
"Frolics forof
Youth."Shirley
following
whicha small
she wentpartto inParamount
pounds and is very blonde with blue eyes. He is
not married and swimming is his favorite sport.
a brief
RandytimeScott's
LasttheMan."
It
\vas role
aboutin this
that "To
Fox The
decided
wee
Write him at the Gaumont-British Studios, Lime
Temple child was just what they needed for the
Grove, Shepherd's
London.Pa.—W.12,
ANGELINE
BUSCEMI.Bush,
Pittston.
Here England
are the
dancing
and
singing
role
in
"Stand
Up
and
Cheer."
It
was
Shirley's
first
big
assignment
and
she
more
addresses
you
requested:
Jimmie
Ellison,
Parathan proved her worth. Result — she was signed
mount
Studios,
5451
Marathon
St..
Hollywood,
Cal
to a contract and has appeared in the following picBob Steele, Supreme Pictures Corp., 1509 N. Vine
tures: "Now I'll Tell," "Change of Heart," "Little
St.,
Hollywood,
Cal.
Tom
Tyler,
RKO-Radio
StuMiss Marker." "Baliy Take a Bow." "Now and
dios, 780 N. Gower St., Hollywood, Cal. Dick Foran,
Forever." "Bright Eyes," "Little Colonel," "Our
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Cal.
Little Girl," "Curley Top," "The Littlest Rebel" and
PHIL
REGAN—
Did you know that Phil is none other
"Captain
January."
You delightfully
know as wellcurly
as Iand
do that
that
her
hair is
blonde and
thanwasthejustone-time
"Singing
Cop" claimed
of radio?
he
that before
the movies
him.Well,
He
her eyes are blue. She is getting along nicely in
was really a cop, too, on the New York Police
her studies under a tutor, and will soon be able to
Force,
probablytenor
wouldvoice
be still
for that and
marvelous
of his.if itPhilhadn't
was been
born
read real
her hobbies
fan mailyet,allbutby she
herself.
any
is veryShirley
fond ofhasn't
pets
in Brooklyn. May 28, 1908, and was so like his
and has almost enough to start a small zoo. Her
brother
Jim
it
was
hard
to
tell
them
apart.
He
attwo brothers. John and George, like to play with
tended parochial school and planned to be a policeher and tease her, just like all older brothers do.
man
when
he
"grew
up."
This
he
did,
even
getting
a promoticn for capturing a murderer.
A voice
Recently.
completed
Poor Write
Little
tor heard Phil
singinstrucat an
Rich Girl,"Miss
whichTemple
you will
be seeing"The
shortly.
entertainment and encouraged
him
to
train
his
voice,
which
to her attury-Fox
theStudios.20th
Box Cen900,
he did. When Abe Lyman
heard him he was invited to
Beverly Hills. Cal.
be "guest artist" on that
DorCHARLESchester,NORTO
Mass. — TomN. Brown
orchestra
leader's
program
in 1932, and
shortly
after
If you would like see a brief
olis
Farewas inwell.""Annap
was given a contract of his
not
Downs.
Johnny
The other academy picture
own
singing
with
Guy
LomTom ofplayed
whichBrown
in
of your favori'l'e's
bardo's band. Casting his
synopsis
this
department,
fill in and life
sendin
Culver,was
"Tom
eye Holly
woodward,
he and
atin 1932. His next picture
tained that
desire, too,
us the coupon on page II. GenSudden
be" "And
will
appeared in his first picture
eral questions, of course, will also
title.
tentative
Death,
be answered here. Those asked
in er1934.
to croonin threeFrom
shortcopjumps.
This
Write him at the Para5451od.Marayoung
Irish-American
is 5
St.. Studios.
Cal.
Hollywo
thonmount
most frequently and the most infeet
10
inches
tall,
has
hazel
FRED
teresting ones receive first prefereyes
and
black
hair.
jHe
Named MacMURRAY
for his father, —a
interested in all outdooris
ence. And not too many at a
noted concert violinist,
sports. There is no Mrs.
Fred was born in Kankakee.
time, please.
Address:
in111., on August 30, 1908.
Phil Regan. "Laughing
formation Desk,
Modern The
Screen,
■When only 3 weeks old his
Irish cent
Eyes"
his most
picture.isWrite
him re-at
parents
moved
to
Beaver
149
Madison
Ave.,
New
York,
N.
Y.
Republic Studios, 9336 West
Dam, Wis., where their
young son attended grade
Washington Boulevard, Culand high school. Fred also

MODERN
ver City, California. .
RONALDland.COLMAN—
Born thein Richmond.
Surrey.
EngFebruniy 9. IS'Jl.
son of Charles
Colman.
a non-professional. Ronald attended the Hadley
School in Littlehampton. Sussex. When he was 16
his father died and the hoy was forced to leave
coma steamship
job with
his first
school,pany astaking
office hoy
at $2.50
a week.
He became a
acjunior
a
later
and
firm
tliat
for
booickeepercountant, being employed there for 5 years. During
in amateur theatriplayed
had
Ronald
davs
his school
cals, and continued them during this period. For
plnsical diversion he joined the London Scottish
Regiment, to which he belonged for 4 years. In
September. 1914. as a private, he saw action in the
World War. but was wounded by an exploding shell
and was sent home to do clerical work. Mr. Colnian's first appearance on the London stagewaswasmadein
and his screen debut
in a small
1916 same
the
year part,
in a two-reel comedy. In 1920 he
came to America, finally getting a role on the stage
in support of Robert Warwick and later with George
Arliss in ■'The Green Goddess." Followedfirst
several
imHis
thenwasa screen
other plays,
Lillian Gish in Ihe
oppositecontract.
portant picture
White Sister." iVIr. Colman is 5 feet U inches tall,
w-eighs I5.S pounds and has dark brown hair and
motoring, readpet pastimesHe areis tennis,
eves. Hisswimming.
divorced from Thelma
ing and
Ray. Fortunately for us. this sterling actor has
been very busy in Hollywood of late. Having recently
"Under Two His
Flags." he is
is novy
working
in completed
"Lost
Century-Fox
Studios.Horizon."
Box 900. Beverlyaddress
Hills, Cal.20th
agree
quite
We
Del.—
Wilmington.
WHITE.
ROBERT
with you tliat color films are fast improving. Ihere
aie several important technicolor pictures on the
DancingThePirate
is "TheCollins.
firstCharles
The and
docket.
secondwithis
Steffi Duna
"The Garden of Allah" with Marlene Dietrich and
with Loretta
"Ramona,"
Boyer.
Charles and
in the
Gary Cooper
not least,
but third,
last the
Young,
better
You dbecause
Geste."
"Beau
of
remake
technicolor
flickers,
rainbow
the
to
accustom yourself
black-andthe
before
time
of
question
a
only
it's
wliites will be as outdated as the silents of yester"Show
of Magnolia
IRENE
Boat" DUNNE
is one —toThe
whichroleMiss
Dunne is in
especially
suited for two reasons. In the first place, she was
"Show Boat,
stageinhit,Louisville,
Ziegfeld's
star ofshe
the
the
Ky., and
was born
secondly,
J. Dunne, a ship bui der
Joseph
Captain
of
daughter
and owner of Ohio River steamboats. July 14, 1904,
Educated at the Loretta Academy
her birthdate.
was
in Louisville,
then in a convent in St. Louis, she
there and later atbegan her
College of Music. There shem
Chicago education
tended the musical
graduating
music,
and
voice
language,
studied
1926. Miss Dunne has a lyrical soprano voice and
donna roles
prima
includes
that
record
a singing
as "Sweetheart lime,
successes
stage
such
in
"Irene"tractand
"Clinging
Vine."
and wasCompany
under conan Opera
with the
Metropolit
for
she was
"Irene"
in
appearing
While
season.
one
given a screen test and signed to a long term conin "Leathernecktract. Her film debut was made
ing" followed
by "Cimarron,
in 1930
1931
y. Reading,
respectivel
dancing" and
golf and
comprise
her diversions, and she is interested in the study
of astronomy. Miss Dunne is 5 feet 4 inches tall,
■weiehs She
115 has
pounds
a brunette
with blue-gray
eyes
beenandtheiswife
of Dr. Francis
Griffin
of New York since July 16. 1928. Write her at
Universal Studios. Universal City, Cal., where she
oned "Show
recently
Boat"
withcompleted
Allan Jonesthe
and aforementi
Paul Robeson.
"Bing"
that
know
you
Did
—
CROSBY
BING
Lillis
for Harry Lillis? Well, it does, and Harry stands
Crosby was born in Tacoma, Wash., May 2, 1904.
When H. L. was but a mite of a boy, the whole
Crosby tribe transposed itself to Spokane, where
Bing, his two sisters and four brothers received
"Bing,"
their
our
the days when
from nickname
a hangover The
way, is education.
the earlier
by
and used
play "Cowboys
used into noisy
hero
his
gun. During
of a Indians"
imitation and
his voice
high school days Bing appeared in plays, but his
hiin andhe
mind forThere
future inCollege.
lawyer's
family
to Gonzaga
shipped hadhima off
played a little football, but was princiiially interested
in the glee club. With Al Rinker. another student,
he organized a seven-piece orchestra which became
that they tdecided
so. inthefact,entertainmen
much enter
popular —lawso and
very
field,
to abandon
engagement
an
got
they
sister
Rinker's
llirough
the Coastin
Los Angeles, after which they toured
until Paul Whiteman adopted them and, with Harry
Harris, formed that group known as the Rhythm
Boys. They toured with Whiteman until 1930, when
they went to California to appear in "The King of
sing
were engaged
The Rhythm
Jazz."
Bing tostarted
in Hollywood;
Grove Boys
at the Cocoanut
to make records which became best-sellers; then
a screen
all that,
— and isafter
contract
signed a radio
tall,
9 inches
5 feet
Crosby
Crooner
contract.
■weighs 170 pounds and has light blue eyes and
light brown hair. Dixie Lee is his wife and the
mother of three-year-old Gary Evan Crosby and
the two-year-old twins. Phillip Lang and Dennis
Michael. Right now Bing is working on a "different"
on
"Rhythm
It'sthecalled
of picture (for
sort Range"
spaces
open at
smack of
will him).
the
the
reached
can iiewide
Crosby
and cowboys.and Mr.
Paramount Studios. 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood.
Cal.
cents. the usual charge for a star's photograph
is 25 Note:
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firstbymoving
with a plotHope,
was Ark.
made— The
in 1903
Edwin pic-S.
Porter.
It
was
"The
Life
of
an
American
Fireman"
and was such a success that Porter was fired
with
ambition to make a train story. The result was
Great Train
Robbery,"
with
a"Th.e
sustained,
suspended
plot.oneItreel
wasin alength,
sensation,
and
the "story picture" as we know
it onthethebeginning
screen ofof today.
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Please print a brief life story of

AFTER THE
MM! THIS AAAVIS IS SOCOOLl —
AND BEWITCHINGLY FRAGRANT.

YOU'VE GOT THAT CERTAIN
SOMETHING, BETTY! YOU MAKE
' ME THINK OF A FLOWER.
YOU'RE ADORABLE !

ITHERE'S SOMETHING ABOUTMAVIS
iT^^AKES ME FEEL LIKE A
CHARMER!

Be
add

this

a

charmer!

alluring

. . . Before

all-over

The secret of fascinating French women
— yours! ... Be feminine! Clothe yourself in Mavis' garden-scented glamour.
Men adore its fragrant Spring-like
freshness — remember how it enhances
your charm. Mavis does even more! . . .
It absorbs body moisture, lowers skin
temperature, helps you keep cool. So
pure and soothing — Mavis protects

MAVIS

DANCE

you

fragrance

dress
. . . MAVIS

your skin. Never neglect this feminine
witchery every time you bathe, every
time you dress. Mavis' enchanting
fragrance lingers all through the
day — or evening.
Mavis Talcum in 25c, 50c, and $1 size.s at
drug and department stores — convenient
10c size at 5-and-lOc stores. White or flesh.
We invite you to try Mavis — use coupon.

V. VIVAUDOU, INC.
5S0 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
I enclose 10c. Please send b.y return mail
the convenient size of Mavis Talcum
white . . . flesh . . . )— so I can try its
Iragrant loveliness.
\ame
Address-

in your department.
Name
City
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Above, Henry Fonda and Margaret Sullavan
can be counted on for grand performances in
"The Moon's Our Home." Next, William
Powell and Jean Arthur in an exciting mystery
I

yarn, "The Ex-Mrs. Bradford." Right, Francis
Lederer and Ida Lupino in the comedy, "One
Rainy Afternoon."

By

***

The

Leo

Moon's

Townsend

Our

Home

(Walter Wanger)

The presence of Margaret Sullavan in a picture practically guarantees it worth your time and money. In this particular case, she has
transformed a too whimsical story into good entertainment. She is
aided and abetred by Henry Fonda, who proves that he can look and
act charming without a plow in sight. Here he is Anthony Amberton,
alias John Smith, sophisticated author of adventure books. Finding
the world is too much with him, he determines to take refuge on a
New England farm, as does Cherry Chester, alias Sarah Brown, movie
queen who wants to get far, far from the mad crowd. Cherry is subject
to tantrums. One is never sure what she will do next, but can be sure
it will be worse than expected. However, she meets her match in
Anthony John and is surprised enough to marry him. The ceremony gives
Miss Sullavan an excuse — not that she needs one — to throw the biggest
tantrum of her career. Others in the cast who give top-notch performances are Charlie Butterworth, Walter Brennan, Margaret Hamil1?
ton and Beuloh Bondi. It's a Faith Baldwin fantasy, made palatable
by Dorothy Parker's dialogue and excellent acting.

Preview Postscript
Margaret Sullavan and Henry Fonda unwittingly knocked two experts out of jobs while working on this picture. The experts were skiprofessionals, hired to teach the star and her leading man the fine
points of the sport while on location in the High Sierras on the California-Nevada border. The experts were also to double for them in
the long-shots, thereby avoiding accidents. But after a day's work
Director Selter sent the professionals back to Hollywood. "They kept
falling down and getting tangled up in their skis, while Margaret and
Hank performed like they'd been sailing down mountain sides oil their
lives," he explained. It seems that Miss Sullavan spent her school
days in New England and Fonda learned the sport from Scandinavian
aces while attending the University of Minnesota . . . One of the
25 costumes designed for Margaret Sullavan was locked in the safe
at night, while armed guards kept an eagle eye on the star every
moment that she wore the costume on the set. Tbe outfit was covered
with jewels and hung with silver fox furs. The fox heads had large
diamonds for eyes. It was Miss S's pet antipathy, since she loathes
any kind of costume except slacks and cotton shirt. On dress-up
occasions she sometimes breaks down to the extent of donning a
white crepe evening dress, of which she has fifteen, all made exoctly
alike. Funny gal, Mag Sullavan.
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Millie Wasn't a \o\ of monei).
Bui

slie lias a lot o{ sense.

And

so noi:Wing is ever {adedi

in lier wardrobe.

Ever^thin|

is gatj and fresh — in the
newest Paris colors,
course

site uses Tintex!

Allan Jones and Irene Dunne
during
a romantic moment
from "Show

Boat."

Naturallv), wherever

if^it Show Boat
(Universal)
This amiable musical can be classed with

Millie goes her colorful 8(>ort8wear and

"The Great Ziegfeld." Paul Robeson's
magnificent rendition of "01' Man River"
and two songs, "Can't Help Lovin'
That Man" and "Just My Bill," by Helen
Morgan, are grand numbers. When Miss
Morgan puts that tear in her voice you
know that Hollywood has been neglecting one of the theatre's most compelling
personalities.
"Show Boat"
one Dunne
of the
better screen musicals
with isIrene
and Allan Jones in the romantic leads
and Charles Winninger and Helen Westley heading the . supporting cast. Miss
Dunne fills her assignment capably, and
even manages to get into blackface and
tear off a low-down shuffle or two. Good
in the smaller roles are Donald Cook, J.
Farrell MacDonald and Hattie McDaniels.
(Continued on page 14)

evening

dresses

are

the envy of the other

men's
girls. And
e%)es follow her,
too —

The

result^ —

Millie al-

wai)s has
summer.

a wonderful
She meets

so

interesting

mani}

|>eo(»le. Whi)

not keejp

t^our wardrobe u(»-tothe- minute in color
with

romanticallv)

0

easi) Tintex?
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"Sons O' Guns,"
that gay
comedy, featuring Joan Blondell and Joe E. Brown, is reviewed on page 104.

13

I

more

reviews

Above, Gertrude Michael and Herbert Marshall in "Forgotten Faces." Above, right,
Victor McLaglen, Claudette Colbert and
Ronald Colman in "Under Two Flags." And,
below, William Powell and Luise Rainer in
that big hit, "The Great Ziegfeld."
(Continued from page 13)
the idea had been brewing around Hollywood for several years.
(M G-M)
The Great Ziegfeld
****
Severol studios had an eye on the master showman's life for a film,
The great and late Mr. Ziegfeld would no doubt heartily approve
but it took writer William Anthony McGuire to collect all the information, visualize the magnitude of the production, and get it all
of this cinematic version of his life and times, for it contains everyboiled down to scenario form. Billie Burke and daughter, Patricia,
thing that he himself held dear. It has opulence, tremendous producloaned a helping hand to the author many times . . . One of the
tion numbers, hundreds of pretty girls, and is decidedly lacking in
most collossal jobs fell on the shoulders of Adrian, studio designer,
humor. Running over three hours, it highlights the career of the great
ond his corps of workers. Over a hundred extra seamstresses were
impresario from his early barn-storming days with Sandow, through
hired to help out on the costumes, and for two months they worked
the palmy period when "The Follies" mode fortunes, to his death, a
broken and rather pathetic old man. Injected into this are several
in crews, day and night, sewing on the intricate and elaborate costumes. Thousands of yards of velvet, tulle, satin, chiffon and other
production numbers which have the Ziegfeld touch administered by
materials were utilized for costumes and also stage settings. A corthe bountiful hand of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Notable among them is
load of ostrich plumes was ordered from Australia for the production.
Irving Berlin's "A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody," which has always been
The
didn't
feeldrew
as beautiful
looked,
however.
more or less a theme song for "The Follies." Ray Bolger stops the
Rainercostumes
swears she
never
a breath as
all they
the time
she was
on theLuise
set,
show in one spot with his stepping, and Fannie Brice would have done
due to iron stays which girded her waist. Virginia Bruce wore one
the same had the camera given her number more attention. Of the
costume with a glass head-piece weighting 22 pounds, and the train
cast, Luise Rainer's "Anna Held" is by far the most memorable
of her gown was wired so that it weighed 46 pounds. It took three
performance. William Powell is his usual suave self in the title role,
men to carry her up the steps to pose in one scene. They were plenty
Myrna Loy is a charming Billie Burke, Frank Morgan, as Ziegfeld's
of complaints from the Ziegfeld chorus girls, too.
friendly rival, is richly comical and A. A. Trimble furnishes a breathtaking resemblance to the late Will Rogers. "The Great Ziegfeld" is
a lavish, eye-filling musical.
*** Under Two Flags
(20th Century-Fox)
Preview Postscript
Repetition hasn't marred the charm of Ouido's beloved story of
French Legion and this version tops the two previous pictures made
M-G-M spread themselves to the extent of over a million dollars
for this celluloider. Although the actual filming took only five months,
in silent days. You couldn't ask for a more perfect Sergeant Victor
14
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than Ronald Colman. He is every Inch the
English gentleman who has sought forgetfulness of an unhappy past in the daring
life of a Legionnaire. Claudette Colbert's
Cigarette benefits by Miss C's own French
lineage. And Rosalind Russell makes the
most of the sympathetic type of role not usually her lot. As for Victor MacLoglen, the
hard-boiled Major Doyle, you don't need to
hear more. He's tops! You probably know
the exciting story set against the background
of Africa at a time when France and England
were the prey of the Arab chieftains. There's
romance and fighting galore. All in all a
swell evening's entertainment.
*** The Ex-Mrs. Bradford
(RKO-Radio)
It's good to see Bill Powell return to the
sport of crime solving, even though in this
case he acts more or less in an amateur
capacity. Powell is Dr. Bradford, whose only
connection with crime is that his ex-wife,
Jean Arthur, is a writer of mystery yarns.
She is also an inveterate collector of alimony,
and in the interest of this lucrative hobby she
moves in with a good doctor, just in time to
get her ex-spouse mixed up in a lovely murder
mystery. The crime involves the strange
death of a jockey, the first of a series of
mysterious killings. When Mr. Powell lends
his talents to the solving of the crime he finds
himself at the head of the list of suspects.
Having a distinct aversion to being hanged,
he goes after the thing in earnest and winds
up, as you con well imagine, with the situation well in hand. Incidentally, he escapes his
alimony payment by the simple expedient of
re-marrying Miss Arthur. "The Ex-Mrs. Bradford" is a fast-moving comedy-drama in the
best "Thin Man" tradition, with Powell and
Arthur keeping the piece in high gear
throughout. In the supporting cast, there are
good performances by Eric Blore, Jimmy
Gleoson, Robert Armstrong, Ralph Morgan,
Lila Lee,whose
Grant work
Mitchell
andentitle
Erin O'BrienMoore,
should
her to
much better roles.
Preview Postscript
Jimrny Gleason was overjoyed at the prospect of playing detective in the same cast
his wife, Lucille, was cast as a murder suspect.
He says it gave him a chance to have the
last word. Frank Morgan and Mrs. Gleason
had one grand reunion the first day on the
set. For they had not played together since
1918, when Morgan was the villain and Lucille
the lady in distress in on intense mellerdrammer . . . Among the better paid "extras" on
this picture were ten black widow spiders. For
three days'
they iseach
ten dollars. S. U. work
Allman
theirreceived
manager.
His
ranch outside of Hollywood in the San Fernando valley is a paradise for reptiles, insects and weird animals, of every description. Allman hunts these out in deserted
mines, out of the way places in desert and
mountain, and coves all over the state . . .
That modernistic apartment was even more
dazzling in real life. Designed by Van Nest
Polglase and furnished by Darrell Silvera
the whole apartment was built as a unit on
one set, instead of scattering the various
rooms in many different corners of the set.
Brown, beige and silver was the color combination, and so enamored was Jean Arthur
of it that she is having an aportment of her
own decorated exactly the same way.
^^ii: I Married a Doctor
(Vitamers)
Based on Sinclair Lewis' "Main Street"
this film depicts just as aptly the disgreeable
phases of the American small town. Therein
lies our one objection to the picture. For it
shows only the gossiping, narrow-minded tendencies of the small-towner, and none of the
genuine neighborllness which can be found
(Continued on page 98)
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The full glare of the
summer sun throws a
hard light on your skin.

Gone

are the old dark

New "Sunlight" shades
catch
sun's you!
softestonly
rays the
— flatter

"sun-tan"

powders!

Pond's

has

brought out "SunUght" shades — totally new in color — new
in effect on your skin when you are out in the hard, blazing light of summer!

"Sunlight" shades catch only the
softest rays of the sun . . . Give
you the flattering light of early
spring sunshine
your face.

itself!

Soften

Lovely with lightest

tan, deep tan, or no tan at all!
MONEY-BACK TRIAL— Try Pond's Sunlight shade
(Light or Daric). If you do not find it more flattering than
ordinary sun-tan shades, send us back the b(5x and we will
refund purchase price plus postage. Pond's, Clinton, Conn.
2 Sunlight Shades — Light, Dark. Low Prices.
Glass jars, 35^, 70^. New big boxes, IQ^, 20f.
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Bette

Davis,

Modern

our

Hostess,

her

presents

tempting

native

dishes

By

Marforie
D e e n

Bette and Barbara Davis, all
set for their native New England Boiled Dinner, with an
Indian Pudding to top it off.

new

england

IT HAS long been a cherished notion
of mine that interviewers should form
an association of their own whose purpose itwould be to give ratings to those
they have interviewed during the past
twelve months. If such a scheme is
ever adopted I shall be the first one to
stand up and cast my vote for Bette
Davis, giving her a four-star rating and
the right to place after her name the
initials P. S. — meaning Perfectly Swell.
And she will have earned her rating in
my opinion, not only because she is a
regular person with no airs and with a
keen sense of humor, but also because,
from a cooking editor's standpoint, she
is swell copy. Bette possesses a downto-earth attitude on any subject which
she bothers to talk about, and one of the
things that I found she was willing to
discuss with authority and enthusiasm
was the justly famous dishes of New England.
This was grand news to me because Bette of all
the Hollywood stars, is best qualified to hold forth
on any question pertaining to New England —
whether climate, customs or cuisine ! For Miss
Davis, you know, is a 100 per cent New Englander
herself. She was born in Massachusetts (Loweh, to
be exact), was brought up in and around Boston and
spent several summers on Cape Cod.

1^

favorites
The Cape, of course, was named for
the fish that abound in the waters off the
coast there — these same fish being prominently featured in several of the wellknown dishes that originated in that part
of the country. We will have occasion to
refer to Cod again later on in this
article.
One of the things that the Davis gal
looked forward to most on her recent visit
to the East, she told me, was the all-tooshort visit she paid to Boston, where, as
you can well imagine she was feted and
made much of. And where, she also informed me, she was able to enjoy the native dishes for which she had become
reallv "homesick."
I WANTED
to see if they were really

as grand as I used to think them," she told
me. "And they were, there's no doubt
about that. Somehow they never seem to taste quite the
same to me any place else, even though I give our cook in
Hollywood specific directions and old-time recipes to
follow.
"I think my mistake lies in not hiring a Yankee cook,"
she continued, laughing, "but I keep on trying although
foreign servants think me somewhat mad to want such
basically simple, prosaic foods. Fortunately for me, my
husband enjoys the same dishes {Continued on page 72)
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CONTEST!

1st Prize — $400.
Betfy J. Cox,
1211 Brice Avenue, Lima, Ohio.
2nd Prize — $250.
Agnes Specht,
Colonial Hotel, Cleveland, Ohio.
3rd Prize — $200.
Helen Pickett,
189 Fifth St., N. W., Atlanta, Georgia.
4th Prize— $150.
Mrs. O. M. Green,
702 Bernard St., Spokane, Washington.
Sth Prize — Crosley Shelvador
Refrigerator
Ruby Cornelius,
1234 L. Street, Belleville, Kansas.
6th Prize— Crosley
Console
Mrs. Stewart
1136 Delaware Ave.,

All Metal Tub©
Radio
Cuthbert,
Detroit, Michigan.

FIVE 7TH PRIZES—
54.PIECE
H. & W. CHINA
DINNER
SETS TO:
Lina R. Housler, 201 West 88th St., New York
City; Mary Ida Mackell, Prairieton Rood, Terre
Haute, Indiana; Mildred Hundley, West Main
St., Manchester, Iowa; Mary C. Scott, 309 N.
Monastery Ave., Baltimore, Maryland and Sophia
F. Gray, 830 Bergen St., Gloucester City, N. J
FIFTEEN 8TH PRIZES— GENERAL ELECTRIC
HOTPOINT PORTABLE MIXERS TO:
Mrs.
F.
M. Charles,
White, 5663
Delmar
St. Louis'
Mo.; Mary
664 W.
163d Blvd.,
St., New
York
City; Agnes Frey, 1013 Birch St., Reading,
Pa.; Frances LaDue Bissell, Orchard Road,
Morningside, Milford, Conn,; Sara Saville, 1910
Fulton St., Apt. 1., San Francisco, Col.; Tora
Lundberg, Mortindale Depot, N. Y.; Mrs J
P. Guilford, 1234 K. Street, Lincoln, Nebraska,
Mildred A. Bradley, Box 62, Sheldonville, Mass.;
Louise Corey, 311 N. Vine St., Muncie, Ind.;
Frances M. Nieman, 2921 N. Melvina Ave.,
Chicago, III.; Gertrude C. Stahle, 932 Carteret
Ave., Trenton, N. J.; Molle Wernick, 5122
Gainor Rood, Philadelphia, Pa.; Mrs. D. L.
Bingo, 512 Comm. Merchants Bonk BIdg., Peoria
III.; Mrs. N. H. Neumqn, 3321 Garland Avenue,
Richmond Virginia and Mrs. R. M. Tilton, 202
N. 31st St., St. Joseph, Mo.
TEN 9TH PRIZES— MANNING-BOWMAN BUFFETEER TOASTER SETS TO:
Margaret M. Jobes, 1617 Jaynes Street'
Berkeley, Cal.; Robert Buffum, Summer StreetHinghom, Mass.; Teresa Monet, 8 Broadway/
Swanton, Vermont; Mrs. Wm. H. Atkinson,
1865 Nicholasville Rd., Lexington, Kentucky;
Joseph C. Martin, Box 94, Bismarck, N. D ,
Marguerite Pollio, 7512-14th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C; Anna Lena Helm, "Royal
Heights,"
Joplin,
Catherine
Anderson;
42 R iverside
Drive,Missouri;
Apt. 4B,
New York
City,
Jennie A. Mann, 1358 Eddy Street, Providence
R. I. and John C. Morris, Jr., Royville, Louisiana.

"DING CROSBY'S summer breakfast is
a grand take-off for hot sultry days.
First, appetizingly chilled tomato juice
. . . then a big bowl of double-crisped,
crunchy, ready -to -eat Quaker Puffed
Wheat with plenty of ripe red berries
. . . followed by Philadelphia cream
cheese, preserves and toast. What could
be more appealing to a lazy appetite!

QUAKER PUFFED WHEAT
IS SO DELICIOUS AND
CONFECTION-LIKE THAT
MANY DO NOT REALIZE
HOW IT RANKS IN
NOURISHMENT WITH SOLID
DINNER DI5ME5. LOOK.I
HIGH IN FOOD ENERCY!
t

Your grocer is featuring all the ingreBING CROSBY'S
you need to try
favoritedientsbreakfast.
Have it tomorrow
to start your day off right!

POTATOES . .34,9 CALORIES PER OZ.
SWEET
PUFFED
WHEAT. . 106.0 CALORIES PER OZ.

/QUAKER PUFFED WHEAT IS A LIGHT AND
i TEMPTING SUMMER FOOD, YET IT HAS
/ ALL THE NUTRITION OF WHOLE
^WHEAT. IT IS DOUBLE CRISPED TO
J

APPETIZIT DOUBLY
MAKE
INO. LOOK
FOR THE
RED
AND BLUE PACKAGE TRIPLE-SEALED TO
GUARD FRESHNESS!
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WAYBURN'S

Your

TO

BE

letter

may

win

SURE!

me

*n*

you

between

a prize.

Write

today!

Whaf should you write about? Anything o+ all — the stars as you see them,
why you like certain stars and dislike
others, censorship, shorts, current trends
in pictures, the latest picture you've
seen and why you enjoyed it, the newest nnovie rave in your comnnunity — male
and female. Get busy, for ten dollars
in prizes ore awarded each month for
the six most interesting letters submitted— 1st prize, $5; five 2nd prize of
$1 each. Be sure to send your full name
and address. Modern Screen reserves
the right to publish letters in whole or
in part. Address: Between You and Me,
Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New
York, N. Y. Write your letter now!

An

Iowa

reader

congratu-

lates the producers of "The
March
of Time," the nonfiction branch of pictures.
• Ned Wayburn's charming dancing teachers
are careful in choosing a preparation to overcome under-arm moisture.They must keep themselves fresh through a strenuous evening, guard
their frocks against under-arm stains... and yet
use a deodorant that does not irritate their
flawless skin.
They've found that when deodorants are
used half-strength, they give only half-way
results. So they choose Nonspi which can be
used full strength, because:
1. Nonspi has been pronounced entirely
safe by highest medical authority.
2. Nonspi can be used full strength by
women whose delicate skin forces them to
use deodorants half-strength, with only halfway results.
3. Nonspi protection lasts from two to five
days... and you can depend on it.
4. Nonspi's siphon-top bottle prevents contamination. And there's no dripping or waste
with this patented Nonspi applicator.
To be sure of protection... to be safe from skin
irritation . . . insist on genuine Nonspi at all
drug and department stores in the U.S.A. and
Canada. It's 35c and 60c a bottle.

$5 PRIZE LETTER
Glorified Newsreel
I want to say how thoroughly I enjoy
"The March of Time." Last week I saw
"Father Divine" of Harlem, which was
presented with all the staccato, directness
and verve of a short-short story.
It seems to me that its editors have certainly developed a technique for glorifying the newsreel. Instead of scattered,
haphazard, fragmentary shots here and
there, they confine themselves to several
subjects which they develop interestingly
and unusually. Their episodes show definite build-up, compactness, care in
photography and sometimes sheer genius
in composition. I like the narrator, too ;
his comments are dramatic, yet impartial.
"The March of Time" presents a valuable method for keeping up on the most
colorful, flavorful monthly happenings, and
I, for one, want to congratulate those responsible for a definite forward step in
the non-fiction branch of moving pictures.
— Mrs. Harry Godley, Davenport, Iowa.
$1 PRIZE
Why

Go

with a yen to do "Hamlet."

San

Francisco

reader's
wise observations
on stars eager to change
their types.
A desire to achieve something entirely
different from one's own particular style,
is natural, but changing one's screen type
is a sure-fire way of losing popularity.
Think it over, Miss or Mr. Star !— Tona
Swan, San Francisco, Calif.

Thank
Mad

Aren't movie stars funny? Just as soon
as they make a big hit as a certain type
— they want to change that type. Ginger
Rogers, the super-perfect song-and-dance
girl, yearns to play drah-ma. Aline MacMahon, who panicked us witli her wisecracking, hard-boiled roles, now accepts
only dramatic parts, such as in "Kind
Lady." Another little comedienne, Isabel
Jewell, has turned tragedienne recently,
much to the disappointment of many fans.
I suppose soon we'll hear that Nelson
Eddy wants to become a tap-dancer,
Charles Laughton will yearn to play juveniles, and Fred Astaire will burst forth
18
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$1 PRIZE

LETTER

Producers

Read

You,

LETTER
Thank

You

It is not a habit with me to invest my
money in the purchase of any motion picture magazine, but it is a habit to get
Modern Screen even though it sometimes
means going without a sandwich or walking instead of riding some distance, once
a month.
Why do I make this sacrifice?
Well, the movie world is the chief topic
of conversation anywhere one goes today
and your magazine is the most reliable
source of obtaining that information. Its
pictures are the best, posed or caught unawares, your criticisms of the movies are
very frank, your interviews are most
amusing and direct. I enjoyed your recent feature on Maureen O'Sullivan because it took the usual paint off the star's
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DIVE IN AND COOL OFF . . . We've managed to add
just enough mild menthol to a blend of great tobaccos so that
every refreshing puff is soothingly cool to hot throats. Get
yourself a pack, save the valuable B & W coupon for attractive,
nationally advertised merchandise (offer good in U. S. A. only).
Forget the heat, dive into KQOLS, come up smiling! Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corp., P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Ky.

An' we don't wanna hear a
word from anyone who
doesn't agree with this Philadelphia gal! 11
public and private life and thoughts. Sylvia's contributions also remove that perfection so many stars claim. And Scotty's
pictures certainly show some awful defects. That is what I like to know about
jthe celebrities, not a lot of trash about
jthis star's love life and that player's "mys'terious glamor" (a la press agent), and
thanks to Modern Screen I am getting
what I want. — V anet Lindauer, Philadelphia, Pa.
$1 PRIZE
Picture

LETTER
Spoilers

' "Trailers" of pictures, flashed on the
;screens of our local movie emporiums the
jweek before the entire picture is shown,
,are in my opinion "picture spoilers," instead of well-planned advertising that the
exhibitors intend them to be.
, How many times, finding myself unable to get laughs out of humorous pictures where mirth was intended, have I
discovered the seeming stale humor due
entirely to the fact that I had been
"treated" to the humorous high-spots in
the trailer that preceded it. Personally,
as an adult movie fan, I've never enjoyed
seeing a picture for the second time, and
it is just this effect upon my enjoyment
that the trailers, in their present form,
have had. — Mrs. U. A. Stone, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y.
$1 PRIZE

LETTER

Stars' Alibis
"A much needed vacation," "Find a
suitable story," "Time needed to make
this production"
. . best
Withloved
excuses
these
coming from . our
stars, like
no
wonder new faces are always being sought
for the screen. Loss of popularity is
nearly always attributed to "poor stories"
and the "fickle public" — all of which may
be true enough, but can we be expected
to sit and wait until a player makes another picture when that wait extends from
one year upward? I'm still waiting for
Marying toPickford's
movie Chatterton
; I'm trybe patientpromised
while Ruth
finds a suitable story; and Norma Shearer has kept us on needles while rhe made
"Romeo and Juliet."
Since we fans don't possess the traits
of
brook,
rather
difficult
to Tennyson's
expect us to
wait it's
when
people
like
Irene Dunne make "The Magnificent Obsession'' and Fred Astaire
(Continued
on page is68)giving us
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take the errant John in tow and put him
back on his feet.

good

-

boy

So the inside story of John's come-back is
also a tale of Lionel's faith, loyalty and ingenuity in time of stress. It is also closely
connected with Elaine (Ariel) Barrie, the
young girl who chased him so wildly across
the continent.
But more of that later.
As John stumbled off the train that day
in Los Angeles to l^e met by Lionel, a girl

reporter inquired how he felt. "Madame,"
he replied, "that is none of your damned
bad

There's
family

one

boy

of each
the

and

in every

Barrymores

"Here, here," quickly and diplomatically
business."
interpo
sed Lionel, "that's no way to talk.
These are the Los Angeles reporters. They
areWith
your great
friends.
"
dignity,
John turned docilely
to the young lady, gave her a pleasant pat
and raised his beautiful left eyebrow in the
more is largely
Lionel
Barry-

prove
By

no

Muriel

exception
Babcock

TO
SKEPTICAL
Hollywood's utter
amazement, John Barrymore has picked
up the role of Mercutio in "Romeo and
Juliet" and simply tossed it over his
shoulder.
He is magnificent in the part.
Of course, when you see the picture,
Barrymore may not have the footage the
brilliance of his performance would indicate. For after all Norma Shearer is the
star of the film, and Leslie Howard is her
Romeo and the cutter will probably bear
this in mind.
Six months ago he had completed a
thorough job of making a profound fool
of himself. He had been the target for
snickers and giggles in every section of
the country. The ludicrous spectacle of
the great and handsome John Barrymore
chasing and then being chased by a girl
young enough to be his granddaughter was
a picture painted on the minds of practically everyone old enough to read.
After such a performance even from a
Barrymore, Hollywood considered John
through as a romantic idol of the screen.
Barrymore was also sick and tired.
When he returned to Los Angeles after
the Caliban-Ariel episode, he was so weak
he had to hang on to the coat of a newspaper reporter while camera men took his
picture. Bad Boy Barrymore, everybody
reckoned, had at last reached the end of
his rope.
BUT

THEY reckoned without the Barrymore spirit and without the loyalty that
exists in the family. They reckoned
without Good Boy (how he hates to be so
labeled) Lionel Barrymore, who emerged
from his secluded life in Beverly Hills to
20

responsible for
"Romeo and
come-back in
Brother John's

Juliet."
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It takes more than fresh air and exercise to
splash your way to physical fitness. A sensible,
nourishing diet is essential, too. And crisp,
golden-brown Shredded Wheat gives you a
good start. For Shredded Wheat is 100%
whole wheat— a rich storehouse of vitamins,
carbohydrates, mineral salts and proteins.

Though she ran out on him once, Elaine Barrie
still has a strange fascination for John Barrymore,
and nothing seems to keep him from seeing her.
They are constant companions at Hollywood
social gatherings.

gesture he has used since he first
found out how to charm women.
"Madame, I am sorry if I am
rude," he said. "In answer to your
question, I feel fine and am glad to
be home again among my friends."
John had put himself in Brother
Lionel's hands, for he knew he could
trust everything to him.
WHICH

GOES

to prove that you

can't write a story about one Barrymore boy without writing about the
other, totally different as they may
be — John, seething, restless, temperamental, unstable, spoiled, and Lionel,
amiable, indifferent, stable, sweettempered and alive to responsibility.
Bad Boy and Good Boy, but when a
crisis comes they stick together.
The first thing Lionel did was to
get John home, into a bath tub and
into bed. Then he sent for a doctor,
a nurse and Joe Rideaux, the trainer.
And then I imagine, he told John
simply and effectively and in the best
Barrymore manner what he thought
of him.
Well, you know that before John
was completely on his feet, two
things happened. He got an important job, that of Mercutio in "Romeo
and Juliet," largely not only through
the efforts of Lionel, but because Irvbelieved in Lionel's asing Thalberg
surances that John could make a

come-back in pictures.
The second important thing was
that Ariel and her Mama arrived in
town. To Lionel and the people who
were working to restore John to a
semblance of his former self, this
looked like a major catastrophe. But,
reader, confidentially, it has been a
surprise boon and a blessing! Ariel
and Mama worked right along the
lines laid down by Lionel ; they, too,
have been keeping Jack away from
the hectic night spots, have urged
him to watch his diet and rest carefully. These last few months in
Hollywood, they have been a good

Eat Shredded Wheat every day. Join the millions of Shredded Wheat fans who get energy,
endurance and vitality from this delicious
breakfast. Put Shredded Wheat and your
favorite fruit or berries on your grocery list
now.

influence in Barrymore's life !
And I wouldn't be surprised if
Miss Barrie, now that she has
achieved a nice film contract, will
make a place for herself in pictures.
John has always insisted that the
young lady had great talent and anyone can see she has great ambition
and will follow through to a goal.
As a matter of fact, there is no
predicting how this romantic chapter in the life of Handsome Jack
will turn out. Ariel has still an indubitable fascination for her Caliban
and notlwng can keep him from seeing her. There are those who predict
that he will eventually marry Elaine.
That Mama Barrie, with this in
mind, has insisted on being Mrs.
Grundy in (Continued on page 92)
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Picture and Producer
%lTn°
♦Absolute iQuiet (M-G-M)
2*
Accent on Youth (Paramount)
3ir
Ah, Wilderness (M-G-M)
4*
Alias Bulldos Drummond (GB)
2*
Alias Mary Dow (Univer;al)
2-k
Alice Adams (RKO)
4*
Anna Karenina (M-G-M)
Air
The Amateur Gentleman (United Artists) 2V2-*Annapolis Farewell (Paramount)
iVi-k
Annie Oakley (RKO)
4*
Anything Goes (Paramount)
3^^
The Ariionian (RKO)
3*
Bad Boy (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Borbary Coast (United Artists)
3-k
Becky Sharp (RKO)
3*
Big'lBrown Eyesi (Walter Wanger)
!★
*The Big Noise (Warners)
1*
The Bishop Misbehaves (M-G-M)
3-*The Bohemian Girl (M-G-M)
2V2*
Boulder Dam (Warners)
^ -k
Break ol Hearts (RKO)
3*
The Bride Comes Home (Paramount)
3i(
Brides Are Like Thai (First Notional) iVzir
Bright Lights (First National)
3*
Broadway HostessKFirst National)
1*
Broadway Melody of 1936 (M-G-M)
4*
Call of the Wild (20th Century)
3*
The Calling of Dan Matthews (Columbia)
1*
Captain Blood (Warners)
Ait
Captain January (20th Century-Fox)
3i(
Case of the Curious Bride (First National)
3i(
The Case of the Lucky Legs (First National)
2-^
Ceiling Zero (Warners)
4^
Charlie Chan at the Circus (20th Century-Fox). . .2V2*
Charlie Chan in Shanghai (20th Century-Fox)... 2-^^
Charlie Chan's Secret (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Chatterbox (RKO)
2*
China Seas (M-G-M)
Air
Clive of India (20th Century)
4*
Colleen (Warners)
3it
Collegiate (Paramount)
iViic
Coronado (Paramount)
Mf
The Country Beyond (20th" Century-Fox)
2*
The Country Doctor (20lh Century-Fox)
Ait
Crime'and Punishment (Columbia)
3it
The Crime of Dr. Crespi (John H. Auer)
2*
The Crusades (Paramount)
4^
Curly Top (Fox)
3*
Dancing Feet (Republic)
2*
Dangerous (Warners)
3V2*
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
2*
Dante's Inferno (Fox)
2 it
The Dark Angel (Samuel Goldwyn)
Ait
The Daring Young Man (Fox)
2*
David Copperfield (M-G-M)
5^
Desire (Paramount)
4-*^
Diamond Jim (Universal)
3it
Don't Bet on Blondes (Warners)
2*
Don'l Gamble with Love (Columbia) IV2*
Don't Get Personal (Universal)
1 ■*
Drift Fence (Paramount)
2*
Dr. Socrates (Warners)
2*
East of Java (Universal)
2-*
Escapade (M-G-M)
3*
Escape Me Never (United Artists)
3*
Everybody's Old Man (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Every Night at Eight (Paramount)
2*
Every Saturday Night (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Exclusive Story (M-G-M)
2V2*
*The Ex-Mrs. Bradford (RKO-Radio)
3*
Fang and Claw (RKO)
2-*
The Farmer In the Dell (RKO)
IVi*
The Farmer Takes a Wife (Fox)
3 it
A Feather in Her Hal (Columbia)
iit
First a Girl (GB)
2V2*
*The First Baby! (20lh Century-Fox)
1★
The Flame Within (M-G-M)
2*

movie

Picture
and(RKO)
Producer
%ZZ°'
Follow
the Fleet
Ait
*Forgollen Faces (Paramount)
3 it
Freshman Love (Warners)
iit
Frisco Kid (Warners)
3*
Front Page Woman (Warners)
3*
The Garden Murder Case (M-G-M)
2V2*
The Gay Deception (20lh Century-Fox)
3-*:
Gentle Julia (20lh Century-Fox)
2V2*
The Ghost Goes West (United Artists)
4*
Ginger (Fox)
3it
The Girl Friend (Columbia)
Mt
Give Us This Night (Paramount)
iViit
The
Arrow
(Warners)
GooseGolden
and the
Gander
(First National) 2V'2'*
iic
Grand Exit (Columbia)
't it
The Great Impersonation (Universal)
lie
The Great Ziegfeld (M-G-M)
4*
Hands Across the Table (Paramount)
3-AHarmbny Lane (Mascot)
2it
Hell Ship Morgan (Columbia)
2it
Here Comes Cookie (Paramount)
3^
Here Comes the Band (M-G-M)
1★
Here's to Romance (20th Century-Fox)
iit
Hold 'Em Yale (Paramount)
3*
Hooray for Love (RKO)
2*
The House of a Thousand Candles (Republic). ... 2it
*Human Cargo {20th Century-Fox)
2*
I Dream Too Much (RKO)
3*
I Found Stella Parish (Warners)
2*
If You Could Only Cook (Columbia)
4^
I Live for Love (Warners)
2^^
I Live My Life (M-G-M)
2-*
I Married a'Doctor (Warners)
3^^The Informer (RKO)
Ait
In Person (RKO)
2*
The Invisible Ray (Universal)
Wiit
The Irish in Us (First National)
3*
II Had to Happen (20th Century-Fox)
2*
It Happened in New York (Universal)
3ir
It's in the Air (M-G-M)
2*
Jalna (RKO)
3*
Java Head (Firsl^Division)
2Hr
King of Burlesque (20th Century-Fox) 3V2-*r
King of the Damned (GB)
V/zit
King Solomon of Broadway (Universal)
Mt
Klondike Annie (Paramount)
Mt
The Lady Consents (RKO)
2-*
Lady of Secrets (Columbia)
1^
Lady Tubbs (Universal)
2*The Lost Days of Pompeii (RKO)
4*
Last of the Pagans (M-G-M)
2*
The Last Outpost (Paramount)
iit
Laughing Irish Eyes (Republic)
'iVzit
*The Law in Her Hands (First-National) 2it
The Leathernecks Have Landed (Republic) 3*
The Leavenworth Case (Republic)
iit
Let 'Em Hove It (United Artists)
3*
Let's Live Tonight (Columbia)
iit
*Let'5 Sing Again (Sol Lesser)
2 IkLittle Big Shot (Warners)
2-*
The Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox)
3 IkLittle Lord Fauntleroy (United Artists)
Ait
*Little Miss Nobody (20th Century-Fox)
3*
The Lone Wolf Returns (Columbia)
2 IkLove Before Breakfast (Universal)
iVzit
Love on a Bet (RKO)
-V/zit
Loves of a Dictator (GB)
3*
Mad Love (M-G-M)
2-*^
Magnificent Obsession (Universal)
21/2*
Manhattan Moon (Universal)
1
Man Hunt (Warners)
2 IkMan of Iron (Warners)
1*
The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo
(20th Century-Fox)
2V2-*
Mary Burns, Fugitive (Paramount)
3*
The Melody Lingers On (United Artists)
2-*
Men of Tomorrow (London Films)
Mt

scoreboard

APicture
Message toand
GarciaProducer
(20th Century-Fox) Ta"!n°
2y2^k
Metropolitan (20th Century-Fox)
Ait
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warners)
5 Ik
The Milky Way (Paramount)
4-*
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
Mt
Mississippi (Paramount)
3^k
Miss Pacific Fleet (Warners)
VAit
Mr. Cohen Takes a Walk (Warners)
2V2-*Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (Columbia)
Ait
Mister Hobo (GB)
2*
Modern Times (United Artists)
4-*Moonfight Murder (M-G-M)
2V2lk
*The Moon's Our Home (Waller Wanger)
3*
The Morals of Marcus (GB)
1★
'•'Murder by an Aristocrat (Warners)
1
Murder Man (M-G-M)
2*
The Murder of Dr. Harrigan (First National)
2^
Murder on Ihe Bridle Path (RKO)-Radio
2*
The Music Goes 'Round (Columbia)
2-*
Music is Magic (20th Century-Fox) IVi*
Muss 'Em Up (RKO)
2-*
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M)
4*
Naughty Marietta (M-G-M)
Ait
Navy
Wife
(20lh
Century-Fox)
2-*New Adventures of Tarzan (Republic)
Mt
Next Time We Love (Universal)
3it
A Night at the Opera (M-G-M)
Ait
No More Ladies (M-G-M)
3 it
Old Curiosity Shop (BIP)
2V2-AO'Malley of the Mounted (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
$1000 a Minute (Republic)
2*
'•'One Rainy Afternoon
iit
One Way Ticket (Columbia)
2V2-*
Orchids to You (Fox)
2*
Paddy O'Day (20th Century-Fox) 1V2*
Page Miss Glory (Warners)
3^
Panic on the Air (Columbia)
2 ilk
Paris in Spring (Paramount)
3-^The Passing of the Third Floor Baek(GB)
3 IkPeg of Old Drury (Paramount)
3 Ik
The Perfect Gentleman (M-G-M)
2*
Personal Maid's Secret (Warners)
2^k
Peter Ibbelson (Paramount)
3-^^
The Petrified Forest (Warners)
4lkPellicoal Fever (M-G-M)
3*
Powdersmoke Range (RKO)
2*
The Preview Murder Mystery (Paramount)
3it
Prisoner of Shark Island (20th Cenlury-Fox) 3Viit
Professional Soldier (20th Cenlury-Fox)
3it
The Public Menace (Columbia)
Mt
The Rainmakers (RKO)
1*
The Raven (Universal)
2 IkRed Salute (Reliance-United Artists)
21k
Remember Last Night? (Universal)
21k
Rendezvous (M-G-M)
3*
The Return of Peter Grimm (RKO)
3*
Rhodes, the Diamond Master (GB)
3 Ik
Riffraff (M-G-M)
IVzIk
Road Gang (Warners)
2V2 Ik
Robin Hood of El Dorado (M-G-M)
2V2*
Rose Marie (M-G-M)
4*
Rose of the Rancho (Paramount)
2 Ik
Seven Keys to Baldpale (RKO)
2 Ik
Shanghai (Paramount)
21k
She (RKO)
2*
She Couldn't Take II (Columbia)
2V2lk
She Married Her Boss (Columbia)
Ait
Shipmates Forever (First National)
3 Ik
A Shot in the Dark (Chesterfield)
21k
*Show Boat (Universal)
3*
Show Them No Mercy (20lh Cenlury-Fox)
3lk
Silly Billies (RKO)
2-*^
The Singing Kid (Warners)
3*
Sky Parade (Paramount)
2*
Small Town Girl (M-G-M)
3*
Smart Girl (Paramount)
21k
Snowed Under (First National)
2-*

You'll find this chart simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing film entertainment. Instead of
giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all over
the country, we have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average under General Rating,
beside each picture, b^. extraordinoi-y; 4-^, very good; 3-^, good; 2-^, fair; 1-^, poor. Asterisk denotes that Modern Screen ratings only are given on films not reviewed by newspapers as we go to press.
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Carole
Lombard
and Fred
MacMurray on the windy way
to "A Princess Comes Across"
set at Paramount.

S'A*
Soak the Rich (Patamounl)
1 ■*
Fox)
Century(20th
Man
Dance
Song and
Song of the Saddle (Warners)
2*
*Sons O'Guns (Warners)
3-^
So Red the Rose (Paramount)
3*
2-A'
Special Agent (Warners)
Special Investigator (RKO)
2*
2-^
Splendor (Samuel Goldwyn)
3-*
Steamboat Round the Bend (Fox)
The Story o( Louis Pasteur (Warners)
4*
Strike Me Pink (Samuel Goldwyn)
3*
Sutter's Gold (Universal)
21/2*
Sylvia Scarlett (RKO)
2V2*
A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)
5*
Thanks a Million (20th Century-Fox) 31/2 ★
These Three (Samuel Goldwyn)
4*
Things to Come (United Artists)
3^
13 Hours by Air (Paramount)
3-^
The 39 Steps (GB)
4*
This is the Life (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The
22*IkThreeThree
Kids Godfathers
and a Queen(M-G-M)
(Univer:al)
Three Live Ghosts (M-G-M)
2*
The Three Musketeers (RKO)
3*
Thunder in the Night (Fox)
2*
*Till We Meet Again (Paramount)
2*
*Times Square Playboy (Warners)
1*
To Beat the Band (RKO)
2*
Too Tough to Kill (Columbia)
Mr
Top Hal (RKO)
4*
Tough Guy (M-G-M)
2V2*
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Paramount). . . .2V2-*^
Transatlantic Tunnel (GB)
3^
Two In Revolt (RKO)
2V2
Two in the Dark (RKO)
2V2*
Two for Tonight (Paramount)
Mt
Under Two Flags (20th Century-Fox)
3★
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3*
The Voice of Bugle Ann (M-G-M)
2V2*
The Walking Dead (Warners)
2*
Way Down East (20th Century-Fox)
2*
We're Only Human (RKO)
2*
Whipsow (M-G-M)
2y2*
The Widow from Monte Carlo (Warners)
2^^
Wife vs Secretary (M-G-M)
3*
The Witness Chair (RKO)
2*
Woman Trap (Paramount)
IV2*
Your Uncle Dudley (20th Century-Fox)
2^
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You're pretty sure about the shade
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Cdt^UA, effects
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quite
the right
you to find out it
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Whatcertain
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recognize instantly that one of these five shades
was the wrong shade entirely for you? Don't be
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so sure that this isn't the case. As any artist or
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HERE
IS an untold
story of Nelson Eddy
which there is no need
to dramatize. The bare
facts are rich enough to
prove that men are,
sometimes, like gods.
It's this: One of the
major studios wanted
Nelson Eddy for one of
their outstanding musicals. And because they
wanted him terribly, they
a king's ranofifered
som forhim
two weeks of his
time. His home studio
agreed to the loaning of
their star. They were,
indeed, all for it, realizing the value and importance of the picture.
Nelson loved the story
and knew very well how
many laurels it would
add to the thick- foliaged
crown he already wears.
But — he had signed for
his concert tour. In Spokane, Kansas City, Denver and in fifty other
cities throughout the
comcountry, definite
mitments had been
made.
That would be easy,
his associates argued. All
he would have to do
would be to pay a thousand here, two thousand
there and the managers
of the various local theatres would be handsomely
reimbursed for their efforts. As for the public
— they could have their
tickets refunded at the
box office and — Nelson
would be free for the
picture. And after the
managers had been reimbursed, after subtracting
what he would net from
his concert tour from
what he would make for
his role on the screen, he

24

Nelson
Edciy has
won the
hearts of
millions.

star's

over-night

would have an extra fortune
in the bank. If he did not
make the picture, but persisted
in going on the tour, he would
throw that fortune into the
millstream of Quixoticism.
NELSON'S mother alone refrained from comment, save
to say that she wanted Nelson
to do.
do what he felt it right
to
Nelson Eddy lost the money.
He did not cancel his concert
tour.
Why?He did not make the
picture.
I knew the facts and I faced
Nelson with them as we sac
and talked in his dressingroom. I said, "That's a lot of
money to throw away."
Nelson replied, "That would
have been a lot of friends to
throw away, too. We can do
some mathematical calculations, if you like. It might
come to about $1,500 the
friend. I don't figure things
that way. If I had cancelled
my tour, people who had
bought their tickets in good
faith would have been let
down. True, they could have
got their money back, of
course, but they, and I, would
have lost something more precious than money.
"In one mid-Western city
they are booked with a series
of six concerts. They have
used me as the key and people
bought the series in order to
catch my coiicert. They had
to take a bigger house than
the one originally planned for
and are sold out. I take it that
that means people want to see
and hear me.
IT HAS been argued that
these same people would just
as soon see me and hear me
in that motion picture. Perhaps. I haven't thought that
aspect of the question through.
Perhaps it is the still small
voice of my natal New En-
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YOU ARE planning a motor trip, or a sojourn
at the lieach, be sure to take two or tliree packages of Linit with you for the Linit Beauty Bath
instantly soothes a roughened
rise

to

film

or sunhurnetl

skin.

J!.

fame

His nation-wide concert
tour over, Eddy is back
in Hollywood ready to
start work in a new
movie musical.

gland which is doing my thinking
for me. And anyway, I can't ask
them all, individually, which or
what they prefer. I only know
that I committed myself to definite dates in certain cities and
that people bought tickets with
these committments in mind.
They knew, most of them, that
they were going to see me and
hear me in 'Rose Marie.' They
still bought the tickets. Radio
fans know that they are going to
hear me over the air every now
and again. The tickets were sold.
There is something about a personal appearance which still
means more to many people
than the appearance of a shadow
on the screen or a voice over the
ether.

"Many of the managers have,
in the past, been very kind to me.
I could have reimbursed them
financially, true, and still come
out ahead. But how could I reimburse the people? Think of
the work alone it would have
meant to them ! Thousands of
them trudging down to the various (Continued on page 105)
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you come in tired, Justy or sunburned — relax in a tepid bath with

Linit dissolved in the water. The delightful effect is instant — almost magical.
Fatigue is forgotten. The rough touch of the wind and burn of the sun is allayed bythe soothing effect of this refreshing bath. After the Linit bath, your
skin feels soft and smooth and there is no damp, sticky feeling to your body.
Why not try the Linit Beauty Bath before retiring tottight? Notice what soothing relaxation it affords your entire body. LINIT is sold by your grocer.

Don't overlook tlie directions on tlie Linit package . . .
recommending Linit for starcting. Linit makes even ordinary cotton fabrics look and feel like linen.
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Scotty sneaked up on the Fred
Astaires at the circus — and
were they surprised! Mrs.

They can't deny it's love! Merle
Oberon and David Niven are a
devoted duo, although they
continue to claim that they
are not engaged.

Astaire's son, Peter Potter, is
the very interested young man.

Premieres^

parties

Even with the Joan Blondell-Dick
Powell romance rumors running rampant, it should be reported that Joan
harbors no ill feelings toward her former spouse, George Barnes. When
Joan's working, her daily routine includes
morning coffee in her dressing-room for
herself and all her pals. George, one of
the ace cameramen at Joan's studio, is always on the guest list. Having coffee
with one's former wife is probably a great
convenience. She knows how many lumps
you take.

Hearts Asunder Dept.: Bob Taylor, lunching alone al ihe Metro commissary. Irene
Hervey passes his table, but neither speaks.
Irene is followed by Allan Jones who stops
a moment to talk to Bob. They inquire into
each other's health. Both, it turns out, never
felt better. And they didn't even mention
26

and

elephants!

poor little Irene.

The

Where's their chivalry?

The premiere of "The Great Ziegfeld,"
the
since Chaplin's
drewfirst
a hundred
per cent"iVIodern
turnout Times,"
of the
Hollywood lights, both Kleig and social.
Some 10,000
citizens
gathered
the
entrance
of the
Carthay
Circle 'round
to watch
this favorite or that one step up to the
lobby microphone to tell the audience just
how much he or she was going to enjoy
the picture. As an added touch, roses
were given to each of the paying customers until the watching fans grew restless, stormed the flower department and
walked away with the roses themselves.
And in all the excitement Billie Burke,
whom everyone was waiting to see, slipped
in a side door completely unnoticed.

prize

Hollywood

To top everything off. Bill Powell, the title
role himself, didn't even show up at the
premiere. It wasn't because he didn't want
io — he simply couldn't make it. Seems
Universal picked premiere night to start
production
"My Man
Bill'sGreat
new
picture. Anon exact
reportGodfrey,"
is that the
Powell missed "The Great Ziegfeld" due to
a pressing engagement in a setting marked
"City Dump."

When you see "The Great Ziegfeld," a
lot of you gals will want to know the
identity of the handsome young gent in
white tie and tails who "sang" "A Pretty
Girl Is Like A Melody" (Allan Jones did
the actual singing). The young man
is Stanley Alorner from Wisconsin,
who studied opera for a number of years
and is now under contract to MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.
And he probably likes

Henry Fonda and Mag Sullavan (she got the broken arm
playing pranks) all set to
broadcast with Margaret Hamilton. Uh huh, still romantic!

camera-dodgers

get

fan

do !

mail.

See

what

you

can

Clark Gable and his studio have just
patched up a minor feud with both sides
apparently victorious. There were rumors
about that Clark was attempting to run the
studio, while Mr. G. contended that just the
opposite was the case. The battle was a
short one, however, for both Gable and his
studio are nice people. No shots fired, no
lives lost, no hard feelings.

Nosey, Jean Harlow's favorite gentleman (he's a dachshund), is growing up.
Here's the evidence : Nosey had a special
it's six
door on Jean's dressing-room,
inches high, and when closed it kept him
from wandering onto the set, and possibly from getting into pictures. While

caught

Now Carole
look! Bet
you didn't
know
that
Lombard
and Clark
Gable were going places? Here
they are just being kids at the
circus.
This bears watching!

with

their

black

cheaters

off

we visited Jean recently a carpenter arrived, took ofif the six-inch door and replaced it with one exactly a foot high.
Personally, we don't think it was necessary. Nosey's much too smart a guy to
want to leave the Harlow dressing-room.

Francis, through work for the day and entirely out of character, for she didn't even
stop to give us a treatment. We have
registered
a protest
with the Nurses' Union,
the American
Medical
Association and the
Red Cross.

Watched Kay Francis do a scene for
"Angel of Mercy" a few weeks ago. Kay,
playing Florence Nightingale, was being
awfully solicitous to a group of crippled
soldiers, all of whom were on crutches. We
happened to be wearing a pair of crutches
ourselves, although our injury was not from
the wars, nor were we working in the picture. Anyway, Kay was so tender and kind
to all these guys that we almost forgot ourselves and got in line with them. The scene
was finally shot, and we were hobbling our
weary way up the studio street when a
fancy limousine swished by. In it was Kay

Hearts and Flowers: Now that Carole
Lombard spends her free evenings with a
Mr. Gable of this city, her pal Fieldsie is
being squired about by Addison Randall.
The four of them had a swell time at the
circus one night recently . . . Jimmie
Stewart and Wendy Barrie have been
casting favorable glances in the general
direction of each other . . . Bob Taylor
continues to be attentive to Barbara Stanwyck . . . and now that Jack Oakie has
taken himself a bride, his mother wants
to adopt another comedian.
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Bob Burns, the Van Buren, Arkansas boy
who made good on Bing Crosby's radio
program, has just iinished work on "Rhythm
on the Range" with the same Mr. Crosby,
and he's complaining. Bob signed up tor
the picture, he says, with the understanding that Bing was to handle all the romance.
In the middle of the picture Bob found himself, much to his chagrin, forced to make
love to a young lady. "It isn't that I mind
kissing the girls," explains Mr. B. "It's just
that it spoils my lip for bazooka playing."

Perhaps
you indidn't
knowto that
Marlene
Dietrich,
addition
her other
talents, is also the most beautiful mayor
in the world. Marlene is Mayor of Allah
City, and she rules a community of some
400 actors and technicians on location in
the desert near Yuma, where they're making "Garden of Allah." Director Richard
Boleslawski is chief of police, Basil Rathbone is sheriff, and Charles Boyer is
"right hand man," whatever that is. Marlene turned out to be such a swell mayor
that now she aspires to higher offices. How
about Dietrich for president?

While we're on the subject of politics, if
might be mentioned that Merle Oberon is a
bit miffed because she isn't Mayor of Allah
City. Merle demands a recount to the tune
of $125,000, for she claims she was promised the lead in the picture. When it was
28

handed to Dietrich, Miss Oberon is said to
have suffered $125,000 worth of humiliation.
Other reports have if that Merle originally
turned down the part, then later decided that
what was good enough for Dietrich was
just about right for Oberon.

Gastronomic Note : In one evening —
in fact, at one sitting — at the Trocadero
Oyster Bar, Kay Francis and her gentleman friend, Delmer Daves, consumed 96
clams. There is no particular reason for
recording this feat, except that 96 is a lot
of clams.

Dick Powell's throat trouble must have
been a lot more serious than his producers
thought, for they were forced to take him
out of "Cain and Mabel" in which he was
scheduled to co-star with Marion Davies.
With his singing voice in delicate condition,
Dick may have to fall back on his acting
for a while. There are those who say that
would be quite a fall, and there are those
who say 'twouldn't.
Last month we detailed a Pinkerton
man, three movie detectives and S. S.
Van Dine, in a heavy black beard, to
discover the brand of perfume used by
Mae West. Innocent bystanders had told
us Mae's particular preference bore a
heavy bouquet which drove men mad and
drugged Miss West's immediate vicinity

d
o
go
s
new

with the very richness of its presence.
Four of our operatives, alas, never returned, but the fifth, a man with a wife
and family, finally staggered in with a
faint cry which must have been "Eureka."
In other words, we have it on unimpeachablePassion.
authority that Mae's choice is Sinless
The Most - Beautiful - Gesture - of - the - Month
was that of Arline Judge and Wesley Ruggles, who, about to take up separate
abodes on a certain Friday, suddenly remembered they had invited guests to dinner
on the following Monday. They separated
on Tuesday. Moral: the show must go on.
Or, don't plan too far ahead.
You probably know that Carole Lombard spent $40 on a rattletrap car which

The ^^^^itJ^are ai a P^l^^lom

Brown

Photos by Scotty

she wrapped in red ribbon and presented
to
Clarkout Gable
Day. for
It
turned
to beona Valentine's
good investment,
Clark spent several hundred bucks getting
the thing to move, and now guess who
goes riding in it with him? Little Miss
Lombard, of course. If she had known
that in advance she'd have probably bought
the guy a Packard.

More ornate than any of the scenery on
Katharine Hepburn's "Mary of Scotland"
set is a fancy portable dressing-room with
peach satin upholstered walls. Everyone
thought it was Hepburn's, until a little research developed that it belonged to Ginger
Rogers. Ginger lent it to Florence Eldridge,
whose "Queen Elizabeth" needed a setting
slightly more regal than the ordinary dressing-room offers.

Hollywood night clubs are rapidly drawing most of the trade away from the
Legion Stadium's Friday night fights. The
bouts in the cover charge places are generally shorter, more exciting, and the talent is better. For instance, on one evening
last month a Mr, Riskin socked a Mr.
Ruskin. Mr. Riskin and Mr. Ruskin are
both writers, and rumor has it that Mr.
Ruskin went around telling people he was
Mr. Riskin. The whole thing was sort of
a gigantic typographical error, with Mr.
Riskin victorious. If he fells Mr. Ruskin
three times in a row he gets to be Mr.
Riskin for keeps.

On the same fatal evening another oneround one-punch battle occurred, with Frank
Woody, Helen Twelvetrees' estranged
spouse, the winner. Seems Miss Twelvetrees was emerging from a night club with
a Mr. Forest (no relation) when Mr. Woody
stepped up and let him have it. If you were
smart you could probably think up something screamingly funny about those three
bother. but if you're that smart you won't
names,

The price of home and fireside is high
in Hollywood. Take the case of Frances
Dee, for instance. She's happily married,
as you know, to Joel McCrea. They have
two children, two homes and a swell time
together. She recently finished a picture,
her first in quite a while, in which she
worked for a salary not much more than
half what she earned when she was single.
Being married, according to the producers,
takes
awayImagine
about looking
fifty percent
of a gal's
glamor.
at Frances
and
saying them words ?
Last month we mentioned the fact that
Joan
Crawford,
when she
wasn't
working,
went in
for two singing
lessons
a day.
Joan
is still serious about her music, and she
harbors a desire to sing before an audience
one day. Right now several of her friends
say she has an excellent singing voice
when she tries it out on people she knows,
but before a crowd of strangers her throat
muscles tighten and nothing happens. Nothing but fine old Crawford embarrassment.

Beautiful English Madeleine
Carroll, here to make a picture, gets the rapt attention
of Hollywood's chief beauerof-beauts, George Brent.
Now

that Carole Lombard

and Bill

Powell are
making "Myrumors
Man are
Godfrey"
together
at Universal,
about
that
Carole leading
may once
moreAt become
Bill's
off-screen
lady.
the moment,
though, there seems to be little foundation
for the story. Carole and Bill remain
pretty much interested in a Mr. Gable and
a Miss Harlow, both of this city.
The latest Mayfair party lacked the
gaiety and excitement of the preceding
affair at which all the gals were required
to dress in white. This time the ladies were
asked to {Contiiuicd
wear prints but
seem to have
on didn't
page 111)
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Tile sociable cinematown

crowd

turns out for

the Mayfair "shindig." This time Joan Bennett
was the hostess and asked the gals to dress in
prints. Remember when Carole Lombard was
hostess everyone was supposed to dress in white
and there was that tidbit of excitement over
La Shearer's wearing red? Well, anna-hoo, this
time Miss MacDonald was one of the hold-outs.
Reading from left to right below, you see Kay
Francis with her steady, Delmer Daves. Next, the
Errol Flynns (Lili Damita). Then a six-some with
non-conforming Jeanette MacD., Anita Louise,
Marion Nixon and gents. Gene Raymond with
brother Bob Marlow, and Marion's spouse. Bill
Setter. Hostess Joan Bennett chats with husband
Gene Markey.
Mary Brian and June CoUyer, far right above,
with Mary's romantic-attachment-of-the-month,
Gary Grant, and Stu Erwin. And in the circle
Scotty finds beautiful Virginia Bruce and Franchot
Tone earnestly conversing.
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IF I were to give you my true name, you
wouldn't believe me. You wouldn't believe
that the gay, carefree boy you've watched on
the screen, the boy whose name goes up in big
electric lights over your favorite picture house,
hides heartbreak and sorrow behind his wide
I'm supposed to be one of the screen's irresistible young lovers. Perhaps some of you
even have said, watching me, "My but he's
handsome ! My, but his real life sweetheart
1^1 b.

must be proud of him !" If you have, then the
joke is on me.
For the girl I loved in real life has calmly
taken my heart and walked all over it. Not
wantonly, perhaps, but cruelly and thoughtlessly just the same. She may do it again if

.j-*-

I give her the chance. Perhaps you wouldn't
believe that, either, for she looks so sweet and
gentle on the screen.
Oh, yes, you've all seen her, too. She's a famous star
herself. And her name isn't Mary Lee any more than
mine is Bill White. But it's the story of Bill and Mary
that I'm going to tell you, the years of it that have been
hell and heaven and purgatory for me.
It all started four years ago in New York, when we
were both nothing but stage-struck kids. In those days,
no one had ever heard of either of us, except our own
folks in our home towns, and the friends who'd rooted
for another.
us at high school plays. We hadn't even heard of
one
That first season in New York was a pretty drab one
for me. A cheap room in the theatrical boarding house.
Cafeteria meals. Loneliness. Cooling my heels in managers' offices, day after day. Trying to persuade someone
to give an eager boy with no professional training a part
— any part — in any kind of play.
I was serving the apprenticeship all troupers must serve.
I did get bit parts. But there was nothing glamorous
about any of it. I just plodded along. Until, one day,
Mary Lee walked into my life. Literally, she walked in.
The door of a manager's waiting room opened for a
slim blonde girl. From then on, in spite of the sorrow
and the heartbreak her coming was to bring me, she
32

As Bill helped light
her cigarette his
hand touched hers
and he was stirred.

seemed to banish drabness from my life forever.
•
carried glamor with her wherever she went. It
1 1 Mary
did not matter that she was a small-town girl whom no
one knew. It did not matter that she did not yet have
gorgeous clothes to set ofif her beauty. She stood out.
She had
of sparkle
have hidden
even
withthea kind
mother
hubbard that
and you
flat couldn't
heels.
She walked in and even the hard-boiled receptionist,
who could spot newcomers and discourage them faster
than anyone I'd ever seen, smiled at her. "Stick around,
kid. Even if the boss won't see you today it won't hurt
him any to give you the once-over as he goes out. That's
the only way to get on in this business." It didn't seem
credible. Later, I was to realize things always worked
out like that for Mary. People saw her, were charmed,
and somehow pushed her upward.
HOW COULD you resist her? When she smiled, it was
as if all of youth were smiling at you. Her wide grey
eyes seemed to deepen, her curved mouth parted slightly,
as if she were hungry for life. As if her white teeth,
healthy
young puppy's, wanted to bite into life
and
learnlike
its ataste.
I thought, as I watched her push open the little railing
gate by the receptionist's desk, "I'd give anything to have

a

fainous

star

movie

If Cupid

would

give

trkked

you

love

be

you

once,

willmg

another

to

chance?

Always, her attitude has been,
"This is the way I am. Take
me or leave me. But don't, for
heaven's sake, accuse me of pre-

But

Mary, accustomed to the quick
homage
of men,

Oh, no, she never pretended !
But how
tending !" many times, in the
months that followed, did her
frankness wound and torture
me ! For, of course, I did take
her out again. Many times. I
pleaded for dates whenever she
would see me.
And Mary gave me dates.
When other plans fell through,
when evenings she had kept open
till the last minute remained

empty, she would accept my invitations. She did not always
keep them. How often that
winter did I wait in the lobby of her hotel, an bour, two
hours, only to discover that she had stood me up !
Sometimes I even saw her sail past me on the arm
of another man! Perhaps you will say that my abject
behavior warranted such treatment, that I invited it.
But what else could I do? What stand could I take, I
who had so little to offer this lovely girl?
I knew that if I tried to raise a fuss, she would

merely said, "Thanks."
her smile like that just for me." But all I could do was
sit and stare admiringly. After a while I managed,
"Won't you have a cigarette?" And wanted to shout
hosannas when she accepted one.
Then, as I bent forward to light it for her, our hands
touched. A swift hot current seemed to flow from her
to me. I remember how I caught my breath sharply,
audibly.
I tried to search her eyes. Had she felt it too?
If she had, she gave no sign. I guess she was used,
even then, to the instant homage of men. She just said,
"A cigarette helps, doesn't it? Thanks." Then, "A
gentleman in a theatrical ofhce is quite a novelty."
We laughed. I wished she would go on and on talking to me in that soft Southern voice that was like a

simply say, "Well, Bill, if you don't like it you know
what you can do." I knew that to raise a fuss would
mean to lose Mary altogether. And I loved her so much
I couldn't bear to lose her.
SO

I was satisfied with crumbs.

Oh, there were times

caress. I thought of questions to ask her that wouldn't
sound impertinent. In the end, though I couldn't really
afford it, I was asking her to Sardi's to lunch.
She accepted. She said lightly, "I was just trying to
decide whether to have lunch or buy a pair of hose. I

when in my heart I rebelled. I made resolutions. I'd tell
myself, "No man should put up with such treatment.
Next time I see her I'll tell her we're through."
And for a while I really thought I meant it. I'd vow,
I will get over this insane passion ! Forget her. You

gviess that settles it." Which gives you a clue to many
things about Mary. To her startling frankness. The way
she never bothers to camouflage her reasons for doing
things.

could forget anything — anyone — in time. I'd bury myself in work. A man who wanted to get places had no
time for women, anyway !
I told myself all this. And then I would see Mary. She
would smile at me. She would put her cool slender

I must say this for Mary. In all the time I've known
her she has never once lied to me about her feelings.

fingers on my arm.

She'd say, (Continued on page 106)
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The migration of opera songbirds to Hollywood still
goes on, and there will soon have to be a society
organized under some such name as "Sisters of the
Met!" Five beautiful and talented former stars of the
Metropolitan Opera Company are charter members.
Reading from left to right, above, you see: Marion
Talley, who has lost pounds to become the svelte
screen type. The lovely Grace Moore has the advantage of beating the others to the screen and having her public all set when the rest were hardly
getting their camera angles. Below Marion, comes
exciting Gladys Swarthout, returning to the screen
with high hopes, after a short absence. Next is Mary
Ellis, who has had the poor movie luck of Gladys, but
also is a fine actress and singer. And last, Lily Pons,
petite and charming with more pictures waiting.

Everyone is glad to
have Loretta back
again, looking so
well and so radiant.
"The Unguarded
Hour"

proved

a

happy
come-back
role for her
and now
she

is busily involved with Bob Tay-

lor in making "Private Number." she
On
its completion,
will
do "Romona,"
an all-color
production. The two spotted
gents at her feet are
special fans!
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Smiling Mr. Downs, now busy with "The First Baby," is one of Hollywood's promising young
chaps. As for Paillette, Charlie Chaplin has big screen plans for her after her swell work
in "Modem Times."
Paulette, her mother and Charlie have just returned from the Far East.
40
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IRENE DUNNE
has a secret fear. She also has a
dimpled chin, light auburn hair, a passion for l»ked
lx»tatoes (why. we'll tell you later), tiny feet, a new
Holmby Hills house with four l>edrooms. no swimming
jKJol, no tennis court, a weakness for sports clothes, plaid
coats, a German shepherd dog (named Colonel) with a
sense of humor.
Colonel shares his mistress' sense of humor. Dunne
( her middle name is Marie, and we'll bet you didn't knowthat ) will never forget that time in Paris, on her honeymoon, when she ordered "spaghetti with meat sauce."
Carcon brought her spaghetti, all right, with iniut sauce!
These craz\- Americans, he probal)ly thought. ''Mint
sauce !" giggled Dunne, telling it. "They thought I sai<l
'meent' sauce.'" And Diume with all those foreign languages at her disposal.

^

It arrived on jidy 18th. Her birthday falls
on December 20th. Universal Studio's
biography sets it at December 8th. The
biographers had better get together on our
heroine's natal day.
Anyway, her publicity office cornered her
and she confessed that her birthday didn't
fall on July 18th. They were apologetic.
With those qualities of the gentlewoman
that set her apart from most Hollywood
actresses. Dunne told them the flowers were
most suitable. She Avas soon celebrating a wedding an-

You don't get through the Chicago Conservatory of
Music, in the rigorous training that she took, nor St.

niversary (which for
(Mie.it. she didn't say) and she would
save the blossoms
Irene Dunne is a lafly, no mistaking it. There are .so
few bona fide ladies in tiie film profession that she stands
out like a beacon. She has good birth in her favor. She
is a Kentuckian. and you know the far- famed reputation

I^uis' I.f)retta Academy, without a coating of French,
Spanish, and German. What good is voice training if you

of the Southern women. When society's Elsa Maxwell,
casting around for another front-page story, named

can't warble in at least four languages?
Another sample of the Dunne humor occurred w-hen
her publicity office, with heartfelt wishes, sent her a
liuge boiKiuet of flowers to commemorate her birthday.

Dunne as one of the contemporary world's ten greatest
ladies, she merely smiled her short-upi>ei;-lipped ' smile.
It was equivalent to the street's "So what?"
"Don't you ever tire of being .set forth as an example

One of Irene's greatest
joys has been the revival of her stage role
in "Show Boat." Here
she is with Allan Jones
in the screen version.

Left above, Irene
returning from a
holiday with her
husband, Dr. Griffin of New York.

films since her arrival in Hollywood in fatal 1929.
At least one-third of them have , been l)ox-office
record-ljreakers. Irene's films are steady moneycomforting to a
studio in amakers.
starThere's
likesomething
that.
Dunne is a strange mixture of extreme femininity and business ability. Until a year ago she
was her own business manager. She arranged her
own contracts, consulted with producers, dashed
about from studio to studio for executive conladyhood in Hollywood?" we asked, a little wistfully.
That day. Dunne was wearing turf green, a soft woolen
dress, a modified Homburg hat. It set off her exquisite
coloring, her light auburn hair, gray eyes.
"No," sTfe answered, frankly. "There are a lot worse
things than Ijeing considered a lady by Hollywood."
"What are they?" we countered.
"We won't go into that," she said with a grin.
DESPITE THE overwhelming handicap of being a
lady in a town where personality, and not breeding, is
of vital importance, Dunne has carved out a pretty niche
for herself in films. She has made nineteen or twenty

ferences, rejected parts and accepted them.
a seldom seen picture of Irene Dunne. She quit the
of of¥-screen business woman only when she reaHzed
she was losing both time and energy in being what

It's
role
that
her

friends told her was "terribly smart."
"It wasn't smartness. I was foolish. But I rather liked
the novelty of being able to say that I arranged my own'
contracts
and attended to my own business afifairs," she
said.
It probably was not only the novelty that appealed to
her, but it was an expression of her independence and
self-confidence, traits very strong in Irene Dunne, in an
utterly feminine way. Besides, she was one of the few
actresses in town who did handle (Continued on page 8U- )
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whose quintuplet role in "The
them fifty thousand dollars?

Country Doctor" netted

Ten thousand apiece, yes, that's the sum each of these
"get-rich-quick" diminutive beauties received. And for
what ? Rehearsing, acting, saying lines ? Not at all. Simply
for each being herself in a thirty-eight minute daily workout— a "playout" it was, really — over the very brief
period of six days.
Ten thousand dollars for two hundred and twenty-eight
minutes or three and four-fifths hours of playing, laughing, toddling, cutting quintuplet capers, pulling quintuplet
antics — easy money that, wasn't it?
Very easy. But these incredible babies who, on May
28th, 1936, celebrated their second birthday, are used to
making money easily.
So easily that today their collective fortune, entirely
self -earned, has been variously estimated at from two to
three hundred thousand dollars, a hundred and twenty
thousand of which is said to be invested in Government
i)onds.
But supposing, conservatively, that the quints' fortune
is two. and not three, hundred thousand. That would
mean, wouldn't it, that each baby in her own right is
worth forty thousand dollars ? And forty thousand at six
per cent interest — let's do a little more figuring — is two
hundred dollars a month, isn't it? An income not to
be sneezed at even by grown-ups who start from
scratch to earn their own livings.
From their cradles, though, from their incu-

high-

earners

but

they

responsibilities

expenses,

as

HOW MUCH money altogether have Yvonne, Annette,
Cecile, Emilie and Marie — those dark-eyed Dionnelles

wage

years,

have

are

you

and

even

I

Left above,
Emilie, Marie,
Annette and
Yvonne inspect
a camera with
Nurse Leroux.
Cecile has her
own fun at a
distance! And
below, the joilyquintet
with Dr.
Dafoe.

Ouintish antics! Above, the five little rascals
line up along the nursery wall. First comes
Yvonne, a little weary of it all, then Annette
with a rag doll, Emilie singing to a trumpet,
Cecile with blocks and Marie bent in a courteous bow to the cameraman! And left, below,
with Dr. Dafoe. Can you name them? No?
Well, we'll show you up! Far left, Marie, next
is Annette with Yvonne in back, Emilie doing
a diving act and behind her, Cecile.
They won for themselves an enormous and sympathetic
public and actually laid the foundation for their fortune.
For their public of men, women and children, who anxiously waited for newspaper bulletins and radio reports
of the newest "world's wonder," soon wanted to see
pictures of the little objects of their sympathy.
So quintuplet pictures there were. Pictures galore,
bought and handsomely paid for, thariks to the business
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bators rather, these amazing, premature babies born of
parents who had been very hard hit by the depression,
revealed themselves as potential earners as a quintuplet
gold mine, if only death didn't claim them. And the
struggle they had at first, with the physical odds all
stacked against them! What chance had they, frailest
of the frail, unless the "survival of the fittest" law
could be made non-operable in their case? Only a ghost
of a chance, certainly, since no other quints, of whom
there was any record, ever had survived. So how could
these just-barely-alive French-Canadian quintuplets
achieve the impossible?
How? Everybody asked that question.
JUST THE same, the French-Canadian babies, who seem
to have a way of springing surprises, aided and abetted
by loving and scientific care, astounded a waiting and incredulous world by achieving the impossible. They lived
and thus established a quintuplet precedent and made
history.
All of which showed right then and there that Yvonne,
Annette, Cecile, Emilie and Marie were evidently born
to be different. Different from all other quints, even.
But while making quintuplet history and waging that
incubator battle against the Grim Reaper, the fragile
Dionne demoiselles did another thing.
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acumen of the little ones' guardians, by news and pictorial agencies which in turn sold them to papers, magazines and periodicals everywhere.
The world became quint-conscious and quint fans. Captivated by their bewitching quintuplet likenesses, the
public clamored for more pictures and still more. Supply
kept pace with demand. Money poured in and it soon
became obvious that the "spotlight babies" about whom
reams and reams were being written, had struck it rich.
AND THE syndicated pictures, which are still going
strong, are only one source of the growing revenue.
Other important sources are, and these are not all-inclusive :
1. Advertising endorsements of certain foods on which
the little two-year-olds have thrived and grown healthily
and prettily plump, and of nursery supplies in the Dafoe
Hospital, home of the babies.
2. Colored quint pictures, framed and unframed.
3. 1936 quintuplet calendars.
4. Quintuplet dolls, purchased by the hundreds of
thousands for little girl "quint . fans."
5. Newsreel motion picture contracts.
6. And last but far from least, the fifty-thousand-dollar
contract for appearance in "The Country Doctor," the
feature-length picture in which the starlets made such a
hit that their public became even more adoring.
The rave notices the critics gave them, too ! Which
means, of course, that the quints will play many return
engagements.
But getting back to money — since money does talk —
how much will this constellation (Continued on page 70)
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MARRIAGE
is not for me — yet," said Gene
Raymond. "Staying single is the easiest thing I do.
The reason being that I want to stay single. It has
been said that a man can have anything he wants if
he wants it badly enough. Well, I want to stay
single badly enough.
"Please," laughed Gene, "please don't get the idea
that I'm having a terrible time dodging matrimony.
It's not a case of S.R.O. or anything like that. I
haven't had to erect any barriers or dig a moat
around the old homestead in Beverly Hills. I haven't
had to go into seclusion or wear a black beard in

question

definitely

female of the species may be more deadly than the
male, few femmes can be as determined as this male.
"I started on the stage," Gene told me, as we
lunched at the Vendome, "at the ripe old age of five.
I attended the Children's Professional School. I was
on the stage for keeps, because my mother had decided that I 'had talent' and because the stage was
where I wanted to be.
{Continued on page 88)

order to avert a trip up the smilaxed aisle. Stayingsingle happens to be a passion with me and I haven't
had to overcome any violent prejudices against it.
Besides, I have defenses against the too-lovely ladies
who might well prove devastating to the unarmed."
All of which sounds very discouraging for Dora
Cupid. For there are only about three eligible
bachelors in all the Hollywoods — Gene, Nelson
Eddy, Dick Powell . . . And these three have to
"do" all the Janet Gaynors, Jeanette MacDonalds.
Betty Furnesses and others in town.
Gene is seen dining and dancing with Janet Gaynor now and again. He is at once reported to be
engaged to her. Gene is seen here and there with
Jeanette MacDonald. And the press dish up a romance between Gene and Jeanette. Wherever Gene
is seen, -whomsoever he is with, is good for at least
two paragraphs in any man's column. The same is
true of Nelson Eddy and Dick Powell. Nothing
ever really happens. But you can't blame the press
— the drought in bachelors being what it is.
AND IF Gene is to be believed nothing matrimonial
will happen, so far as he is concerned, for some time
to come. And I believe that he is to be believed.
For this young man says what he means and means
what he says. His youthful blondness is misleading,
for when you sit and talk with him, face to face,
you realize that his mouth can become a straight,
rather grim line of determination. His blue eyes can become
as hard as agates. There is
nothing soft, nothing of the
parlor esthete about this muscular young man who wants
to play Sabatini roles. You
have the feeling that while the
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Luise
LUISE

Rainer's

RAINER

shy

manner

does exactly as she pleases. She

isn't troubled with inhibitions, with wondering what
people will say, or think, or do. She goes calmly about
her business and without being selfish, without hurting anyone else, she gets her own way and manages
to make everyone like it, which is art in a big way.
She has violated every rule of the game, as Hollywood plays it, by refusing to go to Hollywood parties
or to give them. She is never seen in a Hollywood
night club or on parade at an opening night. She
has not changed one bit from the shy little Viennese
star who arrived here a year ago, although during that
time she has become a ranking motion picture favorite
on the merits of her work in one picture, "Escapade."
Since then she has been awarded two of the most
sought after roles of the year — in "The Great Ziegfeld" and "Good Earth." She insists upon remaining
a simple, natural person and I don't think anv amount
of success will ever change her.
"Why should I change?" she asks wonderingly. "I
was a star when I came here.
I'm no different."
Of coui'se, it would never occur to Hollywood to
think that to be a Max Reinhardt star in Europe is
just as great an achievement as to be an American mo48
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tion picture star in Hollywood.
When a new star comes to Holl}'wood, he or she is
immediately put on trial by the newspaper and magazine writers, and it is an accepted fact that the publicity department of the studio is the barometer indicating the star's popularity. If the new star is willing
to cooperate with the publicity department, grant interviews frequently and cheerfully, then she is sure to
be popular.
But Luise had interview trouble from the very beginning. She emerged from sessions with writers a
nervous wreck, on one occasion she stalked out of the
room, leaving the writer behind and declaring she
would not be asked any more stupid questions.
Ordinarily, when a star refuses to grant interviews
to the press, it is just too bad. The star is said to
have "gone high hat," to be temperamental and hard to
handle. But not Luise. Her limited knowledge of
English made it difficult to answer rapidly-fired questions. Ibecame resigned to never seeing her of? the
screen.
Then, on the set where she was working in "The
Good Earth," I "accidentally" met her. I was told if
I made her feel comfortable, she might talk. Appar-

Luise with Johnnie whom she
Bill Powell
declares is, "A
and that's tops!
among' dogs" —

for

her

amazing

independence

ently I reminded her of an old shoe, for she talked.
Walking across the studio lot with her was as exciting as a Sunday at Coney Island. She asked questions about everything from American politics to the
newest dance steps.
Finding her such a friendly little person it was a
temptation to interrupt her with some bright question,
but the only interruptions in her steady flow of conversation were when she, without stopping for breath
or turning her head, sang out in her guttural English :
''Coom, Johnnie!"
JOHNNIE, her beady-eyed Scottie, who is her constant companion, followed her haphazardly at a distance of a hundred yards or so. Paying not the slightest attention to her repeated commands, he proceeded
to gather the news from post to bush, risking his little
neck a dozen times as he zigzagged across the street.
He dodged the endless flow of studio traffic and eventually, arrived at Miss Rainer's destination with a look
that said plainly enough : "Well, I got here, didn't I ?"
Even on the set, where dogs are not allowed. Johnnie
is always with his mistress and, although it is a rare
occasion that he considers it important to obey her com-

and

indiyiduality

mands, he seems to realize that the sound stage is different. He never makes a sound.
Miss Rainer is a lone wolf among the other players
at the studio, yet those who work with her, and her
directors, swear by her. Her few friends are principally among the foreign writers, directors, musicians
and artists. There is no visiting back and forth in
dressing rooms between her and the other feminine
stars at the studio.
She has never heard of that old maxim : "When in
Rome, do as the Romans do." Her rule is : "When in
Hollywood, or any place else, just be Rainer." She
doesn't object to Hollywood, she ignores it, and lives
in a little world of her own — in Hollywood but not of it.
Because they are truthful and natural and do not
try to flatter her, she prefers dogs and children to the
picture crowd. Recently, she heard of a party being
given by a friend for her small boy and she asked if
she might attend. Of all the children, Luise had the
best time. She entered into the spirit of the games and
when they needed a donkey so they could play the
game of pinning on its tail, she oflfered to draw one
for them.
"We

can't tell which end to CContinued on page 75)
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I USED to dislike Dick Powell. It wasn't just that I
lacked admiration for his acting, and thought him stuffy
and shallow and sort of namhy-pamby. I disliked him
violently. I thought that he was cocky, flippant, insufferably conceited.
But that was before I knew Dick as a personality, as
a friend, as a human being. That was before I knew his
seeming conceit masked a painful self-consciousness —
before I knew the real Dick Powell, you see.
And because I want you to know the real Dick Powell,
I'm going to tell you about the incident of my "conversion," as one might call it ... of how Dick Powell,
in one gesture, removed my stubborn prejudices.
It was backstage one Friday evening after a broadcast.
Despite my acquaintance with the members of the dramatic cast and orchestra, I was, after all, a non-performer,
and I felt as out of place and unwelcome as an autograph
hound. I retired to the darkest corner of the stage to
remain out of the way until the producer, my host, should
be ready to depart for dinner.
Suddenly, a tall figxire stood before me and an outstretched arm proffered a drink. The tall figure began
to talk, and it talked on and on, but I didn't hear a word.
I was too grateful for the company and the loss of my
silly sense of conspicuousness to hear a word of Dick
Powell's chatting — and too busy wondering at a "conceited" person's doing a thing like that, noticing an insignificant girl's loneliness, being gracious and hospitable.
And then I realized that I had misjudged Dick Powell and
he wasn't snooty or conceited at all. I decided that he
must have suffered loneliness and self -consciousness in
his life, too, el.se he would not have noticed another
50
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of

person's discomfort.
That sort of incident isn't considered news. It has no
publicity value. No editor would consider it a story. It
isn't dramatic, nor sensational. Tt wasn't a difficult feat
— merely carrying a drink across a stage to a stranger.
But it told a lot about the fellow who did it. And it
turned my dislike into gratitude.
Since that Friday evening, I've found out lots of things
about Dick Powell — from his secretary, from his voice
teacher, from the cast and staff of the radio program,
from executives and stage hands on the Warner Brothers' lot— and though none of those things may be termed
sensational, they're mighty human little anecdotes, and
they reveal their subject to be what every showman
hopes to be — "regular."
FOR

INSTANCE, there's the way he treats his employees. Look at Elmer, his Swedish butler. Elmer
wears a perpetual grin, and when I presumed to ask the
reason one day, he replied :

"Und vy not — in a house vere dere's alvays much
moosic
and no bawlings
out?" one Sunday,
And and
look laughing
at his hospitality.
I remember
when his house was swarming with guests, the mother of
one of his carpenters dropped in with a cake of her own
baking. She started to retreat shyly, but Dick insisted
on presenting his celebrated guests to her, escorting her
from one group to another, his arm about her waist, and
her son's praises
Or watch him
Dick is probably
he's certainly the

on his lips.
on his way to the set in the mornings.
the most popular fellow at the studio ;
most "hello'd" (Continued on page 86)
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LIKE a lot of swell things that happen, the
way I got this story was an accident. And
Gertrude Michael was sort of anxious that
I explain about it, because she doesn't want
you to get the idea that she sets herself up
as a prophetess or a feminine "Voice of
Experience" with a Southern accent.
She probably could be both of these
things because, down in Talladega, Alaliama, where she was born, she used to
preach sermons from the pulpit of the
church. Little Gertrude, at the age of fourteen, all done up in flowing white chif¥on
and with an angelic smile, would pinch hit
for the minister, when he was on his vacation. Everyone said she was a whizz.
But that's beside the point because Gertrude and I were talking about fan mail. She
casually mentioned that, since she plays the
worldly, sophisticated, take-life-in-yourhands-and-wring-it-dry sort of woman on
the screen, girls axe begging her to solve their
ertiotional problems.
She commented on
the fact that people
often confuse the real

past

?

seem to feel that, because she is invariably
the "other woman" on the screen, she must
be the "other woman" in real life.
"I honestly wish," she told me, "that I
had time to sit down and answer every let-

K a t h e r i n

ter. Ithink that would be grand."
I asked her what the most persistent question was.
"I get a variety of questions," Gertrude
went on, "but the problem that seems to
trouble the greatest number of girls is that
ancient
one, what
'Should a woman
You know
it means — when
a girl really falls
in love and is

Albert

tell her past?'

going to marry,
yet there have
been other men
in her life — so
she wants to
know if she

personality of a player
with her screen characterizations. Sowomen
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Gertrude Michael's career
took a lift with her recent
grand work in "Till We
Meet Again" with Herbert
Marshall.

should be utterly honest with her future husl)and or let
hitn think he's the first man she's ever loved.
IT WAS then I had the idea of letting her answer that,
question for everybody right here, not only for the girls
who write to her but to all the girls who are confronted
with that problem now or will be, perhaps, one da\'.
So Gertrude, who is one of the most regular, most
honest and really swellest gals in Hollywood, pushed
her mop of light brown hair otf her forehead and settled
down into the corner of her big divan before the fire.

"It's a subject on which I do have opinions, a subject
about which I feel very keenly." She has a natural, lush
sort of enthusiasm that takes your breath away.
"I don't know," she went on, "I mav be all wrong, but
it certainly seems to me that, if you can't l)e honest with
a man, you shouldn't marry him. If you don't feel, after
you've known him for a while, that there's nothing he
wouldn't understand, that he wouldn't forgive every mistake you've ever made and that he wouldn't trust \o\\ —
then, really, is he worthy of your love?
"It's hard for a woman to lay her heart wide open to
the man she loves. It's much easier, right at the beginning, not to tell, because the telling is so difficult, because it takes so much courage.
"But difficult as it is— tell him everything. Nothing
built on a lie is good. And not telling is just as much a
lie as actually inventing a fabrication. It's a tough assignment, but it will make life so much easier later on.

"Here's how it works — both ways. If you are not
perfectly honest, if you just let things slide along, it may
seem as if you are getting along fine and everything is
okay. Then an old beau happens to be passing through
your town. Maybe out of curiosity to see w^hat sort of
man you've married, maybe out of spite or may])e just to
make a friendly gesture, he rings you up and wants to
drop around to see you and your new husl)and.
"Well, how are you going to explain that? You can
toss it off with, 'An old friend, dear.' But if it's as casual
as all that, how come you haven't mentioned his name
before? And when he does arrive, aren't you going to
be most unnatural ? Aren't you going to be terribly
afraid that he'll say some innocent thing to give your
husbaiid a more intimate picture than just the words 'an
old friend' paint ?'
".So immediately you've built up a situation which is
going
be difficultthat
to clear
up after
You've
startedtosomething
may wreck
all he's
the gone.
hapj^iness
you
thought you had.
"If you aren't honest, }'OU live in fear every minute.
An enemy of "Vours may feel it her 'duty' to gossi]) about
you. That puts yoiu^ husband in an ambiguous sort of
position. What is he to say? Rise to your defense, of
course, so heatedly that he gets himself laughed at behind
his back. But if he's in on the 'secret,' too, lie can laugh
it ofif. He can stop the gossip by showing her that you
and he have a perfect understanding.
"It's playing fair with a

{Continued

on page ^2)
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Clever and interesting, Myma Loy
ccxild keep a home nmning and maintain professional work, too, but . . .

Rosalind Russell stays free of all
but the most casual friendships, so
marriage seems a long v/ay off.

THE LONELY ladies of Hollywood ! The lovely lonely
ladies of Hollywood — wealthy and famous, alluring and
glamorous, garbed in exquisite creations and costly tailoring, decked with jewels and wrapped in furs. Their homes
built from custom-made blueprints, the furnishings bearing the expensive touch of the interior decorator, the very
food they eat prepared by superior culinary artists from
hand-picked groceries. So many of these ladies c^re living
mateless and alone — childless, loveless, spinster lives. Or
else they are wasting their emotional substance on flirtations with this rnan and that, on gossiped-about intrigues
with Mr. Doaks and Mr. Who'sthis, and nothing ever
comes of it except more gossip, until people begin to say,

maid of fiction and the familiar character in the joke books
who is always looking under the bed for her man. As
stated before, the Hollywood old maid is beautiful and
desirable in every way. And, furthermore, she may have
been married at one time and been divorced, for the Hollywood girl often gets married as casually as the small town

"She's not so young as she used to be. She'd better make
up her mind."
Perhaps you say, "So what? They've got everything
else. If they remain single, it must be from choice." Perhaps you're right. But, as a one-time happy, one-time
warrior puts it, "Let's look at the records."
The Hollywood old maid is different from the stock old

girl gets engaged. There's a rush of young love to the heart,
the moon is very yellow and there's music somewhere in
the distance, and the small town girl accepts the young
man's proposal, his ring or his fraternity pin, and they're!
engaged for a week, when they quarrel and break it off.
The Hollywood girl also succumbs to the sweet intoxica- I
tion of the moon and the music, only she runs off to Yuma I
or somewhere and marries her beau. And in a week — or
a month or less than a year — they, too, have a fight, but
they must get a divorce. Certainly not as simple as giving
back a frat pin and not as harmless a way of getting
through emotional growing pains, but that's Hollywood.
Heading the list of Hollywood spinsters is Greta Garbo, |
who hasn't even one divorce to (Continued on page 78 )
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but she's still "Miss" Garbo.
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Below, Josephine and Pat
O'Brien in "I Married a Doctor." Right, Anita Louise,
Jo's husTownsend,
James band,
and the star, herself.

UNLIKE THE literarily famous Lorelei Lee, Fate didn't
keep on happening to Josephine Hutchinson. Josephine
took that gentleman by the collar and gently but firmly
shoved him in the general direction for which she was
headed. For, though this little lady is distinctly of the
dainty, ultra-feminine type, her fragility definitely ends
with her body. The Hutchinson mind is something else
again — something determined to "get there" no matter
how rocky the road or thorny the path.
While Miss Hutchinson was not literally born in a
theatre trunk, her cradle was soon parked in a dressingroom. Several of them for that matter, in rapid succession, her temporary tenancy wholly depending upon the
successful or otherwise at-the-moment theatrical engagement of her mother. Jo's mother is Leona Roberts and
your mother, if she's been a theatre-goer for the last
twenty years, is going to know her well.
"It's those early days," declares the late graduate of
New York's Civic Repertory Theatre, "or rather the
tender references to them, that makes me smile. Why
they are constantly referred to as the 'good old days'
is, to me, one of the major mysteries. Gas-lit dressingrooms, dank theatres, salary merely the
Miss H. is
optimistic speculation of a player —
red - headed
well, I could go on ! Isn't it strange how
and fragile
present day stars love to crawl into an
armchair and reminisce about 'em? It's
the distance that blurs the disappointments and summons
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And so, Miss Hutchinson, who made her greatest stage
strides in "Peter Pan" and "Alice in Wonderland," isn't
living in any world of fantasy after the curtain goes
down. She is far too practical for that. Her career was
cut out for her and her mother desigvned the pattern,
years ago when she was six. She went to dancing school
and studied music, not in the mode of other little girls,
but as a definite stepping stone to a later theatrical career.
She wasn't asked if she wanted to become an actress.
She was told that she would be one. And it's fortunate
that acting is the thing she would rather do than anything
else in the world. H it were not, our guess is that when
she became old enough to protest, she'd have cried out in
favor of bookkeeping or manicuring or anything else that
struck her fancy or ambition.
"Even the money evolved from movie-making," she
says, "does not interest me particularly. I say 'even the
money' because that to many people means a great deal.
Have you ever noticed that some stars say that when
they reach a certain monetary mark, they'll stop and do
the things they really want to do ? Well, when they reach
that goal, they just sort of raise the ante and keep going.
I'm going to make myself the exception that proves this
rule. When I reach my goal — and it isn't a large one —
I'm going to stop. I'll never stop acting, of course. I
couldn't be happy without work, for I've always worked,
but I'm going to do the plays I like and try to write a
little and have the most marvelous garden in the world

s.

— I know that may sound a bit on the saccharine side —
but I am mad about flowers — and well just sorta live in
PERHAPS Josephine Hutchinson will actually stick to
her
resolution, for she is the girl with the four-picture-ageneral."
year contract. She would rather let the public see too little
of her than too much. She realizes how easily we humans
may
sated even
with courts?
our idols.
about become
the fickleness
that Fame
So You've
have we.heard
So
has Miss Hutchinson, and she has given the rumor an
awful lot of serious thought.
Her "little girl" look is strongly belied by an almost
masculine point of view. Her thinking is clear cut.
There is nothing of the emotionally hysterical about her.
She arrives at a decision after mentally debating both
sides of the question, but when her mind is finally made
up, she and the Rock of Gibraltar have at least one thing
in common. Firmness.
Josephine doesn't go around calling the movies a foolproof game. She knows what the producer is up against,
what the director is forced to "take," how hard life can
be for an agent. In fact, she has a thorough groundwork
in the business as well as artistic end of acting.
"Jimmy Townsend's my husband. You knew that ?" she
asked. "He is one of the best players' representatives
in the business and I occasionally hear of some of the ups
and downs along that line from (Continued on page 77)
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A FORLORN young man in evening dress, hat parked
back over hair that was straggHng into his eyes, sat on
a cracker box at the draftiest end of a Columbia Studio
set. Outside was a steady drench of cold rain ; inside,
a pouring down of fog that smelled like rosin and choked
just enough to remind one of the real McCoy, London
version. It was ten o'clock on a dismal Saturday morning.
When asked what he was doing there, he took off his

chivalry

is still

upon

us— with

consciously reminiscent. Exactly ten years ago, that same
young man had hung around Hollywood for months with
the forlorn hope that his presence might some day be
noticed. But he hadn't even had a tumble from Central
Casting. One drizzly noon, he walked disconsolately
down Sunset Boulevard, and having no better place to
stop for his lunch, ate it liehind a billboard very near

hat, scratched his head — you've seen the identical gesture dozens of times in his pictures — and murmured half

the set where he was now playing the title role in "Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town." A battered paper bag held the
lunch — one solitary and generously rain-moistened bun !

under his breath, "I'm hanging around to see how they
make pictures."
He was being sly, but his jesting words were un-

"And what are you doing here?" asked this forlornlooking young man, eyeing my notebook with suspicion.
"I've come to talk to you." I ventured not too hope-
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fully, recalling that he was reputed to be long on silence
and short on interviews !
"That's a tough assignment," he answered cautiously
as we walked down the street and hesitated under a
street lamp.
LET'S SEE," he said and hooked his finger around his
nose, another gesture you're bound to recognize, "when
a man meets a strange woman under a street lamp at
ten in the morning, what does he talk about ?" He looked
down at his starched evening shirt front, somewhat
abashed.
"Two

studs missing," he sighed.

If you scrw Gary
in "Desire," you
know about his
guitctr.

"That's what always

distress

as

a

modern

Knight

Gallant

happens when 'Cracker' isn't around to find them for
me." Cracker Henderson is Gary's indispensable "Man
"I mean," he corrected, "that's what usually happens
when
a man finds himself in evening clothes at this hour
Friday."
of the morning.
Well ?" He looked appealingly.
"I'm a damsel in distress," I ventured, once again recalling that Longfellow Deeds, the small-town millionaire
whom Gary was impersonating, had a complex about
rescuing damsels in distress. And Gary had mentioned
to someone that this screen character came closer to resembling his own than any other role he had ever played.
"A maiden in distress?" he repeated. Gary hesitated.
"Let's have lunch," he countered. And five minutes later
we were having it at a wall table.
Gary ordered chicken wings Creole. "Because," he remarked ruefully, "they'll probably have a good time flying around the ball of sulphur fog that's lying in state
at the top of my stomach.
"Every time I hear the phrase, 'a maiden in distress,'
it recalls an incident in my childhood. It's a story I've
never told before.
Can you bear it?"
Gary grinned.
IT HAPPENED
in my 'way back' school days in
Helena. Montana. The girls' gym class was having
an exhibition. You know, something between Swedish
dumbell swinging and a Busby Berkeley routine. It
was a big event. The whole school and all the fond
parents were invited. The girls wore black balloon
bloomers that ended below their (Continued on page 74)
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WELL,
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CHILDREN,

bad

old

you have been working with Mama

It's the same all over the land. There are nice things
about summer, like vacations and moonlight nights and
the new man you meet at the country club. But when
the thermometer goes up, the will power goes down and
there are, besides, a hundred and one pitfalls which summer puts in the way of health and beauty.

for a little over a year now. I've received letters from
many of you, telling me that you are accomplishing, or
have accomplished, results. Some of you have taken off
the desired number of extra pounds. Others have worked
off the spare tires, the pincushions on the hips, the extra
chins. Many of you too-thin girls have built yourselves
up to firm, rounded loveliness. And I'm tickled to death
about it all.

WHERE
ARE you going to be this summer? What
are you going to be doing?
Staying home, except for
a month, maybe, at the beach or some other vacation
spot?
Travelling about?
Visiting?
Or must you

But . . . heheheh ! You just knew there was a "but"
coming, didn't you ? But — now comes that season of the
year when a disease called "let-down-itis" attacks us all.
The purpose of this article is to tell you how to keep
from catching that disease and to prevent you from undoing all the good work you've accomplished.
Out in Hollywood, the land of sunshine and beautiful
blondes, business has always boomed in the fall. Why?
Because all the little cuties come a-running to me with
such wails as : "Look at the weight I've put on ! And
I've been swimming every day, too." Or, "My skin is
terrible — and my hair, oh !" The ones who had the sad
tendency to put on weight would be fatter and vice versa.

'Do's

and

don't's"

to

complexion

and

figure

when

Sol

smiles

Old

keep

summer

work in an office, with only the allotted two weeks'
vacation?
You'll all have your problems, according to your hot weather plans. Decide
upon a sensible routine to follow, as to
diet and exercise, and stick to it as
faithfully as possible. I know that,
if you're visiting, you can't upset the household with demands for this and that.
But, if you're trying to
lose weight, you can

your

lovely

By

Ma

da

me

Sy

lv

ia

There

is nothing the Holly-

wood gals
know
core of
thedon't
skin,
hairabout
and
figure in summer. Left, Dolores Del Rio and Anita
Louise, tennis advocates.
Next, the sylph-like Betty
Fumess and Gladys Swarthout, who says, if you want
body

grace, swim.

lime

•

•

Sylvia. Beauty
Critic for Modern
Screen,vicewhose
adhas helped
the stars and
readers alike.

for summer

lunches. Don't go

without any lunch at all — that's
worse. If you're reducing and
obeying my orders — one liquid
meal a day — lunch is a fine time
to take that liquid nourishment.
A bowl of soup, without crackers,
please, beaker
if you're
A
large
of "thinning."
tomato juice.
Further along in this article, I'm
givingmer you
about sum-to
dishes some
which hints
are delicious
eat, simple to prepare and darn
good for you.
2. Avoid the alleged thirstquenchers — beer, the various
"ades," the soda pop and such.
Once in a while, when social
necessity makes it more pleasant
to go in for these things, it's all
right. But don't make a habit of
them. If you want a cooling,
thirst-quenching drink which isn't
fattening,
which
won't
innards and
make
youinsult
swellyour
up
like a poisoned pup, try this : fill
a tall glass with cracked ice, pour
in a cup full of fresh raspberry
juice, add the juice of half a
lemon, stir thoroughly, and sip
slowly. This really does relieve

avoid sauces and olive oil dressings and
pass up the gooey desserts, can't you?
If you are taking an automobile trip, it
may be hard to find a meal that would
win Sylvia's okay, but you can avoid
foods which are wrong for you ; you can
buy fresh fruit and eat that; you can
order soup and a salad rather than some
mixed-up mess that looks so fetching on
the bill of fare.
That's rule number one : eat regularly
and as sanely as you can. Rule number
two : keep up your exercises. Swimming and other sports are loads of fun,
but they are not substitutes for corrective exercises.
And here are a few things which I
most certainly do not want you to do :
1. Don't fall into the common idea
that haphazard sandwiches, washed down
with too much cold hquid, are sufficient

thirst,
and is aof"pep-er-up-er."
3. Beware
alcoholic stimulants. Of course, if you're reducing, they're out entirely. The
rest of you, use your gumption in
this matter. People have a notion
Paula Stone
has perfect
rhythm and
coordination,
J and so can
you, too.

that "a long tall drink" is just the
thing on a hot summer day.
Where the idea started that any
kind of alcoholic drink could possibly be cooling,
I in
don't
Alcoholic
drinks are,
one know.
I^rief,
dignified (Continued on page 96)
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The idea is so new in our little village where everyone
is insulated snugly in the cocoon of his own personal
career, that it is even regarded with a tinge of suspicion !
"What's the matter with the guy? World Peace and all
that stufif? What business is it of his?"
To talk three hours with a celebrated actor, matinee
idol and picture charmer, who is so concerned with the
A new

portrait of Lederer
pears in "One

Rainy

as he ap-

Afternoon."

FRANCIS LEDERER is truly a surprising young man.
Latins, especially Latin actors, are supposed to be
dreamy, velvet-eyed, patent-haired romantics with a guitar
concealed somewhere about their persons. Isn't that the
idea you had? When they run close to the American
standard, they add perfume by the gallon and practically
every moment in their life is a build-up for the big
boudoir scene.
Well, Lederer's native Czecho-Slovakia is certainly a
Latin country, but he is not like that at all. He makes
you think of the Irish, honestly. Maybe there was an
Irish invasion of Czecho-Slovakia years and years ago —
haven't time to look it up. If there wasn't, I hope they
don't sue. Anyway, Francis (bet nobody ever called him
Frankie to his face) is a lot like Jimmy Cagney ! All
right, all right, now wait a minute. I don't mean they
look alike. I mean they are alike in thought and action.
They have a remarkable quality in common. The quality is altruism.
The altruistic trait is, unfortunately, not the dominant
trait actuating Hollywood. A regard for, and an unselfish devotion to the interests of others does not greet
you on every corner, any more than it does in other towns.
So when you run into it, the collision is apt to be distinctly memorable.
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welfare of the rest of the world that he doesn't even put
in a plug for his next picture, is a very startling experience. That, alone, would make him the Hollywood
enigma-man. The name of the picture, by the way, is
"One Rainy Afternoon," but he didn't tell me.
things just get around.

Those

HOLLYWOOD
has found him "strange" because he
doesn't conform. If you have a weakness for non-conformists, you ought to be crazy about Lederer. And
you'll find yourself in a large company. As the world
gets farther and farther away from the acceptance of
ready-made
opinion, the more it warms to the Lederers —
and the Cagneys.
Lederer doesn't dart around in a pair of dark glasses
and a self-conscious stride. Francis saunters down the
street as if he lived in the place and liked it, and wanted
to know what was going on in it and what people think.
He stops at the corner and converses with a newsboy.
Dropping in a soda fountain, he discusses things with the
attendant. Up the street, he finds an old man or woman
sunning on a bench. He sits down and draws them
into a conversation. He has an open mind ; he wants to
know what people think and he likes to exchange ideas
with them. Actors, as a class, generally do all their exchanging among each other. The man who goes outside
the charmed circle to get a new idea now and then is,
naturally, the conspicuous departure from the rule.
Lederer says any community {Continued on page 80)

luck

smiles

By

Karen

WE CLIMBED into a taxi and there on the floor
was a bright, new penny.
"Take it," said Ann Sothern. "It will bring you
luck."
"But don't you want luck?" I asked aghast.
"Don't you think I have had enough for a
while?"
And before I could hoot at her sly trick of answering a question with a question, she added
quite earnestly, "Give me time to outgrow the opportunities Ihave already. When I need luck
again, if I need it again, you can hand over the
piece." then the remark she had made so
lucky
I recalled
positively a few minutes before as we were leaving
the matinee where we had seen Helen Hayes in
"Victoria Regina."
"She gets great parts to play because everyone recognizes that she is capable of playing them.
It wouldn't be good for any other actress to be
given that part. It would be a calamity. Anyone
with less skill, understanding, and experience than
Helen Hayes would have played Victoria just as a
domineering, disagreeable, plain old woman. But
Hayes carried you right along with her — she made
you feel that the course Victoria was taking was
the only one she could take. And you can't fail to
be moved by a person you know as well as Hayes
makes you know Victoria."
And that, incidentally, is one of the few times

But

this

Sothern

girl

on

ann

Mollis
I have heard Ann Sothern speak with any vehemence. She is arch-mistress of pleasant, casual,
and brief conversation. A tranquil, luxurious cat
purring on the hearth. A girl who makes long
silences amiable and friendly and natural.
"Don't you think I have been lucky?" Her
flexible voice slips down to a blues-song tone when
she abandons polite pleasantries.
WE AGREED that she had been. It was lucky
that Sam Briskin. a producer who has great faith
in her future, moved from Columbia to RKORadio just when her Columbia contract was expiring. She is with RKO now and a girl
always gets better breaks away from the studio
where she started. It was pure luck that she happened to go to a party one night back in 1929
where the late Florenz Ziegfeld was one of the
guests. He watched her singing and dancing,
holding the attention of a crowd of blase professionals, and offered her a contract to come to New
in "Smiles" with
leada nice
second and
play Miller
Yorklateand
the
Marilyn
young dancer
named Fred Astaire.
She hadn't wanted to go to that party. She was
feeling blue as a month of rainy Mondays. Coming down from Seattle, where she had been attending the University of Washington, to visit her
mother who was giving vocal lessons in Hollvwood, she had been put {Continued on page 93)
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Ginger

Rogers

talks

about

weddings

and

selects

new

clothesj

Grand

pajorna

suit for a

bride is this one of Ginger's
in white crepe and a paisley
printed silk. The full length
coat with wide lapels and
revers of the print is new.

WHEN

YOU

And for informal evenings,
Ginger picks a dinner suit of
sheerest blue wool. A gay
print blouse is topped by a
fitted but feminized jacket. You
will like a shorter skirt.

want really practical dope on weddings, go

to a bride of a year or so before ! She's the one who is
an expert on fashion matters matrimonial. Her trousseau
and wedding tips are no guesswork, they are based on
actual experience- and_j)ra£tical application.
And that's how we come -to Ginger Rogers Ayres.
^Ginger was on a buying spree in New York, recently, be-^J^ore starting work on "Never Gonna Dance." I called her
up for°a date to talk clothes. She .said that she was having
;f'^'6lEting^|jiat afternoon-©«^ome new things that she had
selected^id
I come up to chat with her
there?
I .said"why
why wouldn't
ijot?
So, that afternoolT;cr$ hied myself up to one of the
swankier shops on upper^Fif^h Avenue to meet^Miss R.,
as planned. Somehow nothii!^ seems to set the sales force
^- -V^ ha
rdly
of a shop in quite such ^'t dither as does a -Hollywood
Everyone was racing in a^^ out of the fitting
,^!(j^stomer.
•^roqj^^^ith clotlies flung over their ^thsr^Guii
ne would
'l^ull he^^f^out Q,f one dress before sonll
liand her two' lilb're. In the center of all this hullabaloo

for

her

personal

wardrobe

And a cocktail dress in afternoon length of black silk
lace. Tailored yet feminine
looking, it has collar, revers
and cuffs of white pique.
Patent
leather accessories.

sat Ginger's mother and I, while Ginger whirled like a
dervish in the center of the room, trying to see all angles
of her slim form in the hectic ])rocession of clothes.
I swear I don't see yet how she decided upon what she
wanted. I had to keep my pencil firmly to a notebook in
order to keep track of what she bought and what she rejected. The pictures she sent to me of her final choices
made this whole story a lot simpler, I assure you.
Despite all thisL,jGinger and I managed a ver\' heli)ful
conversation. It went something like this :
"From your own wedding Srid. trousseau, could you
give some good sound tips as to what you think important?" Iqueried.
n,
"Plenty." came l)riefly through a sleeve which, at that
moment, was stalled over her mouth.
^'How about breaking down?" I went on.
''WeU^no girl needs a trousseau large enough to start
a d^ess shop on," Ginger answered, peering in the mirror
"atJjie reHet?tion of a lovely gray and brown evening gown.
"WKaKshe ne&3s~HS a Y^^-rounded^varHfobeT^tesigned

thiit

have

grand

tips

for

brides!

Left to right, Pat
Patterson wears a
lovely mauve lace
dress which would
be perfect for a
bridesmaid, even to
the flowers pinned
into the hair at
front. And next to
her you see the
youthful wedding
gown which Shirley Deane wears in
"The First Baby."
The tulle veil is
young looking as is
the charming ivory
taffeta dress. And
below, Anita Louise
in a grand bridesmaid's hat of fine
straw with veil and
flowers.

tu give her smartness without a too confusing and expensive array of costumes. I had such an informal honeymoon, what there was of it, that I can't elaborate on what
I took away with me. I blush to think of Lew's and my
most unconventional going-avvay outfits ! Mine consisted
of slacks, not very new, an old shirt, a leather jacket and
a battered felt hat. Lew looked just as bad. And worse
yet. we rattled off into the desert in an ancient car with
our dog riding high on our camping equi]Mnent !
"Ours is an extreme example but if a girl is going to have
a casual sort of wedding trip, she should prepare for it with
old clothes, not elegant new ones that will look like old duds
when she returns to civilization. If, however, she is going
on a trip to some .smart resort or some place that requires
a frequent change of clothes, she should plan ahead for it.
In general, 1 would say the following costumes would l)e
right for any trip, almost anywhere. And they'll be perfect
for her first year of married life, afterwards.
"First, a going-away suit. I like a tailored type with a
very feminine blouse trimmed with, perhaps a lacy ja1)ot
or something. And a soft, feminine hat, like the cute
flower-trimmed ones of this season. Then she should have
one dinner suit, like this one which I am trying on now."
THE dinner suit is the one which vou can see on page
65. Of sheerest wool in navy blue, it has a long narrow
skirt with a very high waistline. The flower print blouse
in navy, red and white, has" "gay nineties" sleeves and a
jabot front detail. Ginger asked the fitter to stifTen the
shoulders with taffeta because she likes them to look "nice
66
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it. Over the

.skirt and blouse goes a short, fitted jacket of the w(m)1.
The lapels are wide and the shoulders are emphasized by
more detailing. A tiny hat with a long veil tops this.
"Besides a dinner suit," Ginger continued, as she tried
on another costume, "your , bride should have a cocktail
dress. This one 1 am l)uying is the sort 1 like because its
shorter lengtli makes it usa1)le as an afternoon dress, too."
This dress is the sim])le, almost .severely tailored l)lack
silk lace model on page 65. One-piece with a flared skirt,
it is posed over a tafTeta slip. The youthful collar, tailored
jabot and cuffs on the short sleeves are of starched white
pique. Two small pockets on the skirt can hardly be seen
in the picture. A black patent leather belt is matched up
with a bag and pimips.
Another lace dress, suitable for either afternoon or for
cocktail wear, is the one on page 64. This, I think, was
Ginger's pet of all the clothes she l)ought. It has that
young dashing air she likes in both her personal and
screen clothes.
The dress is ( Continued on page 90)
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a

million-dollar

skin

Here's
a girl
like YOU
who's
learned
Joan
Blondell's
beauty
secret

A lucky break for Peg when
she read how the screen stars
guard against Cosmetic Skin!

She began using their complexion care — Lux Toilet Soap. Its
ACTIVE lather keeps skin lovely.

Use

cosmetics

but

don't

all you

wish

risk Cosmetic

Skin

IT'S foolish for any girl to risk
the tiny blemishes and enlarged pores that mean Cosmetic Skin!
Guard against this danger
with Lux Toilet Soap. Its ACTIVE lather removes thoroughly every trace of dust,

Peg'sthat
popular
founda
out
every now!
man She's
admires
really beautiful complexion.

dirt, stale powder and rouge.
Don't take chances with dangerous choked pores! Cosmetic
Skin develops gradually. To
protect your skin, follow this
simple rule:
Before you put on fresh makeup— ALWAYS before you go to
bed, use pure, white Lux Toilet
Soap. This care keeps milliondollar complexions flawless!
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(Continued from page 19)
"Follow the Fleet," and Jeanette MacDonald is singing "Rose Marie" for us.
Besides, Mickey Mouse is getting better
and funnier every day. — S. K. Parkhurst,
Seattle, Wash.
$1 PRIZE

her "doubly attractive" since
MENshe find
learned the secret of lovely, fascinating eyes. And it's the same story over
and over again whenever a girl first learns
how easy it is to have long, lovely lashes.
You, too, can have that fascinating loveliness that invites romance, if you bring
out the natural beauty and charm of your
eyes with WiNX Mascara. It works wonders. Just a touch of WiNX to your lashes
and instantly they appear darker, longer
and more lustrous . . . your eyes sparkle
...your whole appearance seems improved.
Try WiNX today and see for yourself why
so many smart, well-groomed women use
WiNX regularly for both daytime and evening make-up. You will particularly like
the way its emollient oils keep your lashes
luxuriantly soft and natural-looking at all
times.
WiNX Mascara is offered in four colors —
black, brown, blue, and green — and in
three convenient forms — the new Creamy
WiNX (which is gaining in popularity
every day) , and the old favorites. Cake
WiNX and Liquid WiNX. All are harmless,
smudge-proof, water-proof, non-smarting,
and easy to apply.
Your local drug and department stores
carry WiNX Mascara in the economical
large size. You can also obtain the complete line of WiNX Eye Beautifiers in Introductory Sizes at all 10<? stores.

o
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Talking Back
Did it never occur to Shirley Schottland, whose letter appeared in the May
issue, that it is possible to enjoy both
opera and other "good music" and also
Victor Herbert's melodies or even ordinary jazz? All music, whether popular
or classical, is universally loved. Music
is an expression of the innermost soul of
a people. In Europe it is and always has
been the common herd of people who
maintain the opera. One does not have
to be a member of the "intelligentsia" to
appreciate and enjoy classical music; one
has to develop his taste, that's all. Everything worth while has to be worked for.
I should like anyone who is interested
to try the following test : Select a record
of any "popular" song and one of any
classical selection. Play each ten times.
You will find that at first you will like the
jazz song very much and perhaps you
will not like the classical piece at all, but
by the tenth time each one is played, you
will never want to hear the popular song
again and the worth while music will be
a constant source of pleasure for the rest
of your life. Try it and see!
So here's to the first complete opera in
the movies. I think it is a long way off,
but I am eagerly awaiting it.— Jaquelin
Nicholas, Lynchburg, Va.

saccharine, wholesome without being tiresome and withal the most beautiful and
the most natural of the entire firmament
of stars ; and the glory of it is she is all
of these off the screen as well as on.
I have had the pleasure of meeting her
and the outstanding characteristic about
her, that even seemed to make one forget
her rare beauty and loveliness, was the
innate kindness of heart and good fellowship that seemed to motivate everything
she did and said. She seems to have that
rare gift — a real desire to listen to others
and forget herself, that seems almost too
much to ask of even ordinary mortals to
say nothing of what one might expect of
Hollywood's loveliest young star. May
her deserved glory last forever !— Gertrude Nataly, no address.

America's Boy Friend
That picture in the May Modern
Screen, showing Dick Powell fishing is
one of the best I've seen of him. It proves
that Dick is as good-looking in an unstudied snap as he is in posed photos. It
gives a glimpse of Dick as he really is off
screen — natural, fond of sport and with a
glint of merriment in his eyes.
What's the matter with Warners that
like "Cola productio
in him
him see
put? Let's
they ^leen"
in goodn stories,
not
necessarily musicals, but something with
rhyme and reason. We liked him in
Ahead" and "Shipmates For"Happines
s "Anchor
ever."
Man," by Fanny Heaslip
Lea, would suit him — even the description
the bookPa.fits him.— Ellen Barkuel,
in
Philadelph
ia,
A

The Fight's Still On
The reaction to Grand Opera expressed
by Miss Schottland is natural in young
people. Appreciation very often only
comes after hearing various operas again
and again. I suggest that she concentrate
mostly on the orchestra, closely following
the melodies. A great deal is missed by
concentrating mostly on the voices. — Charles Wilhelm, Milwaukee, Wis. The
vast success of the Saturday afternoon
broadcasts of operas should be proof
enough that there are vast thousands hungry for this sort of music. To me, Robert
Montgomery, Gene Raymond, Jean Parker, Alice Faye, yes, even the holy Shearer
with her silly giggle which exasperates
me beyond all reason, are mostly impossible, but I concede anyone's right to see
whom they want. — DBL, Baltimore, Md.
There is a group of working people, not
of the intelligentsia, who would welcome
the advent of opera on the screen. — Edna
Taylor, Battle Creek, Mich. Miss Schottland's attitude is un-American and inexcusable. All of us have our particular
tastes in music, drama and the radio, but
we have no right to insist that only our
choice is superior. Why steal the other
man's song? He may need it to cheer
and inspire him along the way. — Edith
Baxter, Wichita, Kan.
Portrait of Ginger
As well earned and deserved tribute
after tribute pile up in favor of that delightfully fascinating little actress, Miss
Ginger Rogers, I feel a glow of pride because she is my star and I glory in her
glory.
To me she is everything that is worth
while.
She
is sweet
without being

Me

Line

or Two from
of Letters

Lots

Madge Evans' intelligence, ability and
great physical beauty symbolize the perfect
All-American Girl. "Lovers Courageous,"
"Dinner at Eight," "Transatlantic Tunnel," and "Exclusive Story" have proven
that she is a real actress. Why
bury her
in unimportant roles? — Lorraine Mason,
Vineland, N. J. Ever since I've been reading your "Reviews" and "Movie Scoreboard," I've enjoyed almost every movie
which has been marked either "Good,"
"Very good," or "Extraordinary." With
your
I don't
go
to thehelpful
movies guidance,
at random.
The have
era to
when
producers could pull the wool over the
public's eyes with cheap junk is over. —
F. Faenza, Passaic, N. J. Of late numerous articles have appeared concerning
babies adopted by this and that movie
couple, making much of the couple's yearning for a child of their own, and their delight in finding one to suit.
While I think it is wonderful to share
one's name with a homeless little soul and
I am happy for those little tots, it really
makes me see the inside, for it seems to
me that rather than boasting about the
fact that they yearn for a baby of their
own and adopt one (made-to-order) , they
should be ashamed to admit that they were
afraid
to have— Ion'e
own. Don't
misunderstand
am ofnottheir
advocating
quintuplets or football elevens. After all, the
most they adopt is one or two.
The idea may be commendable in its
way, but
one who
can't make
great
fusshere
overis those
couples.
Give any
me
the Norma and Irving Thalbergs every
time — my hat is off to that couple, for
they are real people. — Charlotte Bowden,
Marblehead, Mass.

ng
precious a snapshot ize
is goi
how
you don't real
OFTEN
to be. It can bring back the very
feel of some

day in the past — the

thrill, the joy of some wonderful
moment. Get your snapshots as you
go along — and have them for keeps.
And don't take chances — load your
camera with Kodak Verichrome
Film. This double-coated

film gets

the picture where ordinary films fail.
Your snapshots come out clearer,
truer, more

lifelike. Any camera

is

a better camera, loaded with Verichrome— use it always . . . Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

The
you

snapshots
must

take

you'll

want

Tomorrow

Today
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of baby stars be worth — say, five, ten,
fifteen years from now ?
No telling-. The Dionnelles are such an
incalculable, such an unpredictable little
bunch. A'loreover, children stars, like
children prodigies frequently, as adults,
fail to come up to expectations.
Of course, at this baby stage, no one
can imagine Yvonne, Annette, Cecile,
Emilie and Marie ever failing at any time
or in any way, if only they remain strong
and healthy. But as grown-ups — however
brilliant, gifted, accomplished they may be
— isn't it at least surmisable that one or
more of the quints may break up the
"quintuplet combine" by falling in love
and getting married? What could be more
natural ?
For the next few years, however, if the
children all live and stay in pictures, with
their "box office draw," they should make
barrels and barrels of money.
And what will they do with their alwaysmounting fortune? An easy question,
that one ? So easy, the answer to it is a
foregone conclusion. For the babies' wise
board of guardians undoubtedly will follow its present policy of investing the major portion of quintuplet revenue in safe
and sane securities.
BUT

of the uninvested revenue? Another easy question, since these amazing little "producers" and hand-over-fistmoney-earners have, for a long time, been
meeting a thousand-dollar-a-month pay roll.
This pay roll is another conservative estimate, too, for there Jiave been printed
statements to the effect that fifteen hundred a month was the approximate figure.
However, let's stay conservative, and
stick to the thousand. And by meeting
this monthly pay roll Yvonne, Annette,
Cecile, Emilie and Marie will continue to
share their fortune with others.
Andtakewhat
do we
mean listby ofothers
? Let's
just
a look
at the
people
who
draw salaries from this amount monthly.
There's Dr. Dafoe, first and foremost ;
then the babies' father and mother, brothers and sisters ; Mile. Noel, Dafoe Hospital head nurse ; Mile. Leroux, assistant

nurse ; Constables Burke and Cusson, hospital guards ; Grace Demers, housekeeper
and cook ; Laura, a maid ; also meals for
the hospital personnel, electricity, drug
store supplies and other requisites to maintenance of the hospital home.
Come pay-roll, isn't it? And any two-year-olds who, out of their own earnings, can meet it, month in and month out,
are some babies, aren't they?
But, for all their money-making ability
and for all their fortune-sharing, will these
same babies, as they grow older, be happy
rich children? Or will they be five poorrender
happy?
little rich
children whom money can never
Wards of the Crown, these quints have
been called, and wards of the Province
of Ontario they most certainly are —
through passage of an Act of Parliament
that made them Government charges — but
that distinction, how will they like it
later on?
And when they arrive at the age of reason, what will be their reaction to spotlight existence? Will they find in their
lives as public figures, as world celebrities,
that something is sadly missing?
That carefree, unself-conscious something which goes with being a normal
child just like any other?
Or, to get closer to home, will the celebrities often wish they might change
places with any one of their three older
sisters, Rose, Therese, Pauline, all of whom
are beautiful, bright and winsome?
Or, on the other hand, will Yvonne,
Annette, Cecile, Emilie and Marie, because
of their unusual birth, breeding and training— also, because of their fame and fortune— gradually develop a superiority complex that will cause them to look disdainfully down upon father, mother, sisters
and brothers? Even upon their humble
origins, perhaps?
And how will they, a quintet of girls,
all the same age and all equally lovely, feel
toward each other ?
Literesting questions, psychologically,
but questions, one and all, that only time
can definitely answer.

Scotty snapped
"Woody" Van
Director
Dyke, Jeonette
MacDonald and
Spencer Tracy
while they were
chatting at the
Girls' Soft Ball
Games in the
Loyola Stadium.
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The DIONNE
QUINTUPLETS,
now
Five
. . "Going

SINCE the day of their birth, "Lysol"
has been the only disinfectant used
to help protect these famous babies
from the dangers of Infection.
•
•
•
The very first registered nurse who
reached the Dionne home, that exciting
birthday morning in May 1934, had
"Lysol" with her in her kit and went
to work with it at once.
"Lysol" has been used in thousands
and thousands of childbirth operations. For the danger of Infection is
high in childbirth; and doctors and
nurses know they need a safe, dependNEW!... LYSOL HYGIENIC

safely through
on

able germicide like "Lysol" to help
protect both mother and child.
But here is a record for "Lysol" of
extraordinary importance. Following
the most dramatic childbirth in medical history ... in the care of the most
watched-over babies in the world . . .

Iheir second year
Three
Are you giving your baby this scientific care? Are you using "Lysol"
to clean the nursery, bathroom, the
kitchen, laundry, cellar... to disinfect
clothes, bedding, telephone mouthpieces, door knobs, banisters, etc.?
The scientific care given to the Dionnes

"Lysol" has played, and still plays, a
vitally important part.

is an example every mother should
follow. Full directions for correct uses

Their clothes, bedding, diapers,

of "Lysol" come with each bottle.

cribs, even their toys, the furniture
and woodwork of that snug, modern,
little Daf oe Hospital ... all have been
kept clean with "Lysol," the effective,
economical germicide.

During last winter'' s flood disasters, thousands
of gallons of "Lysol" were rushed to devastated areas, to fight Infection and epidemics.
Doctors, hospitals, and Public Health officers know they can depend on "Lysol".

SOAP

...for hands, complexion, bath. A fine,
firm, white soap, with the added deodorant property of "Lysol." Protects
longer against body odors, without
after-odor. Washes away germs and
perspiration odors. Try a cake, today!

"Protecling
—FREE!
the Story,
with pictures, ofthe
theirDionnes"
scientific care
On the occasion o£ their birthday, these famous
babies have a gift for you! A free book telling
their tectlife-story,
"Lysol" facts
has and
helpedphotos.
prothem . . . fullandof how
fascinating
Send name
on a complete
"Lysol'*
carton
(any and
size)address
to — Lehn
& Fink Products
Corp., BloomBeld, N. J., Dept. MS-7 Sole
Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant.
I 1936 Lehn & Fink. Inc.
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New

England

Favorites

{Continued from page 16)
NASTY

Gf RMS

SCARf

Mt-

that I do. He is a New Englander, too,
you know. We grew up together and
went to school together, lived the same
sort of lives and ate the same sort of
foods as children. So it's no wonder that
New England style dinners are still such
favorites with both of us!
"Every Saturday night, for instance,"
she went on, "we used to have Boston
Brown Bread and Baked Beans for dinner, back home. And it's a custom I still
adhere to three thousand miles west of
the place of its origin! The Brown Bread
recipe we use turns out a delicious product and, contrary to general belief, it is
extremely easy to make."
"With or without raisins?" I inquired,
busily
writing
she talked
on. down Bette's remarks as

MOTHfR

"With raisins, of course !" Bette answered, without a moment's hesitancy.
"And speaking of ingredients that you
do or do not add, in order to make dishes
that are traditionally correct and truly
grand," she continued seriously, "let me
tell you that New England Clam Chowder is incorrectly made more frequently
than any other dish from that region.
The genuine article features clams, believe it or not! Not just one lonely little
clam added sort of as an after-thought in
order to give this soup some right to its
name, but lots of succulent clams giving
their delicious, unmistakable flavor to the
dish. Besides a large quantity of clams
and clam liquor and the right kind of seasoning, Chowder should have tomatoes,
but no milk ! To a native New Englander
the addition of milk is anathema, for with
milk it becomes Clam Stew and not
worthy of the proud old name of Chowder.

want
ANTISEPTIC
cause

Powder

itch ases

away

vaerms

for good.

"You ask — why do I want chat Mennen
powder
that's
Antiseptic?
'Cause
with a
world full
of nasty
germs,
of —microbes
and such things — a feller who wants to be
healthy
just can't
be too careful.
know
that Mennen
Antiseptic
Powder I scares
germsfoldsaway
— chases
skinand creases
where 'em
they out
love of
to hide
Not only that — but it helps prevent most
of the skin irritations babies get. Just imagine! No more chafing or rawness! So
listen, Mummy — do me just one favor, will
you? Buy me some of that Mennen Antiseptic Powder today. I'll be an awfully
good feller from then on. Sure I will!"
America's first bahy powder is now Antiseptic. But toit use
doesn't
cost a penny more.
How foolish
any other!

POWDER

CODFISH in any form is also a food
favorite of mine. Codfish Cakes, especially. We serve these frequently in
our Hollywood home because it is possible to get the self-same flavor that we
used to enjoy so much by buying the
ready-to-fry codfish cakes that come in
I'll give you directions for fixing these
Codfish Cakes, so that they will attain
their peak of perfection, at the end of this
article, just above the coupon that will
bring you other directions for making
all cans.''
the swell dishes that Bette mentioned.
But just now I feel that we should not
break in on Bette's conversation by giving
one specific recipe, when she has so many
interesting things to tell us about New
England foods in general.
"Boston Cream Pie," she went on, "is
a traditional dessert of the Eastern seaboard to which I have given some West
Coast touches. In other words I have the
cook add lemon juice and rind to the custard filling and garnish the top with wafer
thin slices of orange over which the usual
sprinkled."
sugarI is
powdered
A nice idea,
thought,
and determined
to try it myself when making niy very
next Boston Cream Pie. And when I did,
I discovered, as I had suspected I would,
that the addition of a real fruity flavor
gave new distinction to an already popular dessert.
Apples, of course, also came in for
favorable mention by Miss Davis. No
true New Englander could fail to mention
the tempting fruits of the old orchards
whose trees display their gnarled, fruit
laden branches each fall. Many of our
finest apple dishes originated in New
England. And of these probably the most

famous is Apple Pie, which does not hesitate to make an appearance at the breakfast
table, though I should hesitate to recommend it from a dietary standpoint ! Not
even Bette Davis went so far as to do that,
but she did suggest that I might like to
have her mother's recipe for New England
Apple Sauce Pie. This, it turns out, is
about
make. one of the simplest pies of all to
"The apples and the pastry are cooked
separately, you see," Bette informed me
as a further recommendation, "and in this
way you can sample the apple filling before placing it in the cooked crust to make
sure that it is sweet enough and flavored
to taste. By following my mother's recipe
I'm sure you'll find that the flavor would
suit your taste to a T. With this pie you
omit the usual slice of American cheese,
and instead you pass a bowl of whipped
cream which is supposed to be ladled in
lavish style over each piece after it has
been served. Since you never have to
worry about the apples not cooking enough
or the crust burning before they're cooked,
this is one of the simplest as well as one
of the best desserts I know of."
"Speaking of sweets," I interrupted at
this point,
"there's
one you ishaven't
mentioned which
I understand
very popular around your childhood haunts. I
judge from the name of this dish that its
origin must date back to the days of your
Puritan ancestors! It's called 'Indian
Pudding.' Do you know about it?"
DO "Why
I know
aboutlove
it?"it !echoed
I simply
But I Bette.
must
confess I don't know the first thing about
making it and I've never been able to find
a successful recipe to give to my cook for
her to follow. Do you happen to have
one?" she asked, hopefully.
Well, as it happens I did have one
which I had collected from the files of
a New England friend of mine after
tasting this dish for the very first time at
her house. And that's how it came about
that I found myself swapping recipes with
Bette Davis by promising her a copy of
my treasured Indian Pudding recipe in
return for three of hers, those for the
simple Boston Brown Bread (with raisins,
of course), the New England Clam Chowder (with clams and without milk), the
Boston Cream Pie with Hollywood
trimmings, and New England Apple
Sauce Pie.
You'll find these directions for making
her favorite foods in this month's Modern
Hostess leaflet together with a copy of the
very same recipe for Indian Pudding that
I am sending to Miss Davis as my contribution to her collection of traditional
New England dishes. Just write in to me
for your copy of this leaflet if you, too,
would like to know how to prepare these
tempting treats, each one of which has the
approval of New Englanders in general
and Bette Davis in particular. Fill in the
coupon for convenience but remember that
as always the attractive little leaflet is absolutely free to readers of Modern Screen.
Meanwhile here are the simple directions for making good old-fashioned Codfish Cakes with that Down East flavor.
The Pilgrim Fathers discovered how delicious they were hundreds of years ago.
If you have not already made the same
discovery, you have a treat in store for
And I'm also giving you here a simple
recipe for New England Boiled Dinner.
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f ^TS THE BEST SPAGHETTI
I EVER TASTED-A
REGULAR
J

AMD
THAN

You can make Bette Davis'
delicious New England Apple

''millionaire's

dish''

)
J

IT CQS'\S LESS
3^ A PORTION.

Sauce Pie, if you'll send in the
coupon below for the recipe.

ISN'T

Follow this with Boston Cream Pie or

FOR

THAT
MV

GRAND

BUDGET/

Indian Pudding and you'll have much the
same sort of meal that fortified Paul Revere for his famous ride !
CODFISH

CAKES
NO

1 can ready-to-fry codfish cakes
(lemon juice, onion juice or minced
chives, if desired)
Empty contents of can into bowl. (A
little lemon juice and a few drops of onion
juice or some finely minced chives may
be added if additional flavor is desired.)
Fry in deep, hot fat until crisp on the
outside and a delicate brown in color.
For best results use a deep-fat frying
kettle and frying basket. Drain on unglazed paper or white paper kitchen
towels. Serve, very hot, garnished with
sprigs of parsley and slices of lemon.
NEW

ENGLAND

BOILED

WONDER

iSfSPAGHETTI
^

MADAME.

j
y

THIS

IS GOOD,
WE

USE

DIFFERENT
ELEVEN
INGREDIENTS IN THE SAUCE

DINNER

Choose a good piece of corned brisket
of beef. Allow 1 potato for each person
to be served, also a large carrot, a
medium sized beet, a turnip and 2 or 3
small onions per person. Also purchase a
medium sized head of cabbage and use as
much of this as desired. Place meat in
a deep pot and cover with cold water.
Bring to a boil. Boil 5 minutes, then remove scum. Cook at a lower temperature
until tender — about 4 or 5 hours. Remove
beef from water. Skim off fat. Cook
vegetables in the remaining stock, adding
them according to the individual cooking
time each vegetable requires. (Since beets
take a much longer time to cook than the
other vegetables it is always well to have
them cooking in a separate pot while the
meat is being cooked.) When the vegetables are almost done, return meat to
pot to reheat it while the vegetables finish cooking. Place meat on platter, surrounded by all the vegetables except the
beets which are served separately.
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FOR
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Franco-American
better

serve

:
i
:
■
I
'
■\

I Name

■■
■'.
■
;

_
■ Street
I City
State
i

HAPPY husbands call it a "million,
aire's dish," they find the flavor so
zestful and savory, so superbly satisfying. And thrifty wives rejoice to find

And easy on them, as well. FrancoAmerican requires no cooking or fussing, simply heat. It's no work at all
for yon. But we've done a lot of work
to get it ready for you! To make the
sauce we use eleven different ingredients.
We blend the luscious goodness of
fine, flavorful tomatoes with goldenmellow Cheddar cheese. We add rare
MADE

BY

THE

for

meals

something "he" likes that's so easy on
their budget, too.
: THE MODERN HOSTESS.
: MODERN SCREEN,
: 149 MADISON AVENUE,
: NEW YORK, N. Y.
; Please send me a free leaflet contain; ing Bette Davis' tested New England
; recipes.
_

!

MAKERS

help
less

you
money

spices and seasonings to give piquancy.
You couldn't duplicate spaghetti and
sauce like this at home for FrancoAmerican's modest price of less than
3^ a portion, when you consider the
cost of buying your ingredients plus the
cost of cooking them. And many good
home cooks frankly say they couldn't
equal the flavor at any price!
Get Franco-American today . . .
You'll soon see why thrifty women
are serving it twice a week or oftener,
with meat or without. And you'll find
it a grand work -saver these summer
days. Order from your grocer now!
OF

CAMPBELL'S

SOUPS
73
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Rescues

a

Damsel

in

Distress

{Continued from page 59)
knees, for modesty's sake, white middy
blouses and big black bows on their pigtails or curls, for art's sake. Well, there
was a certain girl in the class who, as
they say in the movies, had aroused
strange feelings in my boyish breast I As
far as I was concerned, she was Helen of
Troy and Cleo rolled into one, if you get
what I mean.

If

Perspiration

— you'd jump to protect yourself from its ravages! Yet the
insidious corroding acid of perspiration
can destroy the under-arm fabric of your
dresses as surely, as completely, as the
scarifying claws of a tiger's paw!
Answers to thousands of questionnaires revealed the astounding fact that
during the past year perspiration spoiled
garments for 1 woman in 3! What appalling wasteful extravagance, when a pair of
Kleinert's Dress Shields would have saved
any one of them at trifling cost.
And this surest form of perspiration
protection is now the easiest also!
Kleinert's Bra-form is a dainty uplift bra
equipped with shields — always ready,
without any sewing, to wear with any
dress at any moment. A supply of two or
three solves the perspiration problem for
the busiest woman and they're as easily
swished through the nightly soapsuds as
your stockings and lingerie!
Just ask for "Kleinert's" at your favorite notion counter — shields, 254 and up;
Bra-forms, $1.00 and up.
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"That day when she folded her arms
on her chest, then stretched them out for
deep breathing exercises, I thought it more
beautiful than Pavlowa doing the 'Dying
Swan,' to which my mother had just
dragged me when I met her in New York
on my way home from school in England.
I remember also that I had to suffer
through the Russian Ballet, 'The Pink
Lady,' and 'The Chocolate Soldier' that
week.
Which dates me, doesn't it?"
"Well, as I was saying, the girl of my
dreams, having finished her breathing exercises, was just about to take a broad
lunge. Her arms were already stretched
up slip
to !heaven when — her bloomers began
to
"Poor thing! She was quite unconscious of the impending catastrophe. She
went right on lunging. All the boys in
my row began to snicker and I felt myself
getting paralyzed from the knees up. It
was something like sitting at a table in a
cafe and seeing a woman fall on a dance
floor. There she is, sprawling awkwardly
at your feet, while her partner stands
above her looking like an idiot, and you
sit chained to your chair, cursing yourself
for doing nothing. And then, one of the
waiters, the only man with presence of
mind in that whole restaurant, hurries
forward and picks her up.
"Unfortunately, there weren't any waiters in the gymnasium that day. And something had to be done ! Her bloomers were
slipping lower and lower, and the snickers
were growing louder and louder. I looked
down at my best girl, who was still unconscious of the loss of her dignity. And
because I couldn't stand it any longer I
looked away — and down at the empty
seat next to mine. On it was my overcoat.
"Don't ask me how I managed ! All
I know is that I gritted my teeth, looked
straight ahead and made a beeline for
the performers on the gym floor.
"The next thing that surprised, little,
brown-pigtailed girl knew, was that something was being wrapped around her, and
someone was hissing in her ears, 'Get
outa here. Your bloomers are falling I'
If it wasn't the most embarrassing moment in her life, it certainly was in mine I
The thought of it still sends cold shivers
down my spine.
"My face as red as a ripe tomato, I
managed to sneak out by a side door of
the gym. All the way home by a roundabout route, I was wishing I had never
been born and was swearing that all girls

certain talented but poor young Hollywood
author, was determined to entertain her
husband's New York publisher on his visit
to Southern California. She had hopes
of impressing him with her contacts with
socialites and stars. Her one drawback
was that she didn't have any impressive
contacts. She knew her movie stars only
vicariously through the twice-told tales
of her young friends in the studio publicity departments. Despite all this, she
believed in miracles and invited the publisher and his star-struck young daughters to a cocktail party, promising introto several
of thestars.
screen's most
romantic ductions
and
glamorous
The day before her party she knew she
was up against it. In tears, she telephoned her pal, a girl in a studio publicity
department.
"You have to help me out," she sobbed.
"It means everything to Tom. The publication of his new book — everything !
Please come over tomorrow and bring an
actor. Even if he stays just five minutes,
I willsuch
have a lived
to mymust,
worddarling,
and won't
look
fool.up You
you
must." She hung up the phone and wept
some more.
The girl to whom she had brought her
troubles is one of the best scouts in Hollywood. She has a sense of humor. She
has a sense of the dramatic. And she also
knows Gary quite well. She also happens to know his weakness for rescuing
damsels — or (as it was in this case)
damsels in distress.
But Gary, she knew, would be working
late the next day at another studio. So
first, she called several other likely masculine "impressers" and received the expected answer. Why should they put
themselves
for awere
womanmuch
whom
never
met? outThey
too they'd
busy.
But being the sort of pal who never
says die, she phoned Gary.
"I'll see what I can do for you," he
"But how am I to get away?"
promised.
"Leave that to me," said the pal. "At
seven-thirty, Gary has an appointment
with
Lady
de Vere, whoever she is!"
hung
up. Vere
"Who?"
asks Gary.
But she had already
The next afternoon a very jittery young

author's wife and her accommodating
friend suffered through two hours of tea
—pouring — waiting for six-thirty and the
piece de resistance of the day. What if
he were to disappoint them ? Conversation lagged. The atmosphere began to
grow tense. Six-thirty arrived. No Gary.
Six-forty. Oh, Death, where is thy sting?
Ten arriver
to seven,
Gary — Hollywood's
late
— arrived.
The young eversubdebs from New York nearly swooned with

were blamed nuisances !"
"Do you still believe that?"
"Well,
onlyyou
occasionally.
kinda
sorry
I told
this yarn. I'm
It sounds

delighted
The publisher's
wife
gushed, andsurprise.
the publisher
began to adopt
a confidential and chummy attitude toward the young author. Gary acted as if
dropping in to tea at this particular
menage was a daily occurrence. As "an
old friend of the family," he gave one of
his best performances.
At seven-fifteen, the girl friend emerged

Sir Galahadish!"
IT'S hard to get Gary to talk about himmum
he's which
any capacity,
self in Good
about his
Samaritananddeeds,
are more frequent than he'd ever care to
admit. Knowing this, I did a little private
investigating on my own, and discovered
another one.
A certain ambitious young wife, of a

suddenly from the library. "There's a
telephone call for you, Gary," she said.
"It's
Lady asked
Vere de
Vere."
"Who?"
Gary
blankly.
"Lady Vere de Vere," she repeated,
wickedly enjoying the situation.
"Tell Lady Vere de Vere I'll phone
her tomorrow," said Gary, not budging
from the side of one of the young subdebs from New York.
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Gary stayed until nine o'clock. Needless to say, so did everyone else. Also
needless to say, the young author received
his coveted contract.
All of which goes to prove that Gary's
gallantry isn't just the result of good upbringing. He actually gets a kick out of
being the White Knight. Which he plays
perfectly — if you'll remember his impersonation of the original "White Knight"
in "Alice in Wonderland." Which doesn't
make it any the less gallant.

• "Come

on— stop

chewing petals and
get busy! Imagine
finding Jlotvers on
the living-room
Jloor— we^ll pick
the loveliest bou-

Not

Subject

to

We'll quet
tear
off all
for Mother!
these old leaves
and break the stems

Change
(Continued from page 49)

good and short.. ."

pin the tail on," they complained, when
she had finished. "You'd better draw a
house and we'll pin the chimney on."
Luise was very pleased at this display of
honesty. In a town where "people treat
stars like gods,"
this criticism gave her
tremendous
satisfaction.
SHE lives in a rambling, comfortable
house at the beach with Johnnie and
two servants. There is a huge garden,
surrounded by a high wall. Doubtless the
garden is cared for by a gardener but
there is nothing stylized about it, everything growing in natural profusion. She
loves the garden and, if you should be
fortunate enough to be invited to lunch,
nothing short of a blizzard would prevent
luncheon being served on the balcony,
where you could see and smell the flowers
and hear, coming from her phonograph inside, the strains of her favorite music,
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony.
If she liked you, she would take you
to the kitchen while she prepared your
lunch.
"Ah, this iss it," she laughs, as she
throws a bit of butter into a pan and
gently browns a few croutons, to which
she adds a little chopped onion, a few
eggs, a can of tomatoes and some American cheese.
"Now, serve thiss," she orders the bewildered servant, as she dusts of¥ her
hands and, leaving the kitchen looking
as though a cyclone had struck it, escorts
you to the balcony where she seats you at
a yellow table. Soon the Rainer-made
concoction, which looks like something
that had been used before but tastes
delicious, is beautifully served on plain
black dishes. Her child-like anxiety, to
please, her eagerness to have you like it,
would overpower any inclination on your
part to criticize if the entree turned out
to be epsom salts disguised. You would
eat it and pretend to like it.
She never follows a given recipe, preferring to experiment, until she is satisfied.
If she offers you a new discovery for dessert, which turns out to be rhubarb and
whipped cream, her pride in her accomplishment forces you to like it.
You miss a mass of cut flowers in her
house, there are so many outside. On a
table stands a low glass bowl in which
floats a single water lily. She never
wears flowers, either, preferring them in
her garden.
Her home is simple, as is everything
else about her. She likes simple things
and is as amused by a ride on a roller
coaster as she is by a pair of wood carvings she owns which probably cost her
several hundred dollars. Mounted on pegs,
the two little figures — a man and a woman
— can be turned around so that turned one

9^^ Aw— brace up!
Picking flowers
isn't such hard
work. Show some
of the old ginger! I
know it's 95 in the
shade today and
we''re both sticky as
. .g.
s bib
yest
goin
keep
justy''
but erda
and you won't notice the heat!"

• "Say— wait a minute! Your shoulder's prickly and
red! IS ope— kissing
doesn't make it
well . . . We'd better
ask Mother to give
us a sprinkle of
Johnson's Baby
Powder. That soft,
make a new baby
downy powder'll

^'I'm Johnson's Baby Powder ... your baby's friend
hot
you!"
of weather's
every day, but most of all when the
and sticky! Prickly heat and chafes and rashes stay
away when I'm on guard. I'm soft as satin, for I'm
made of the very finest Italian talc. And no orrisroot. I hope you use Johnson's Baby Soap and
Cream, too— and Johnson's Oil for tiny babies!"
(J NtV BRUNSWIC* (/ Ntw jiasev
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way they are quarreling and the other way
makes them appear lovers.
It must be confessed that Miss Rainer
has servant trouble, but the reason for that
is as original as everything else about
her. That elfin quality that is so much
admired is the seat of her domestic difficulties, for her servants consider her a
child and want to mother her. And what
chance has the mistress of a house if she
is to be "mothered" by her servants?
If she throws herself on the floor in
front of the fire to read or just to dream,
her peace is sure to be disturbed a
moment later by a thoughtful servant
throwing an afghan over her or insisting
on giving her a pillow.
If she orders two entrees for dinner,
because she wants two entrees, the servants merely she
smilewants
and say
child thinks
both: "The
steak dear
and
roast chicken,'' and they proceed to cook
what they think she should have.
One day she left the house in her car
with Johnnie, saying she would return in
Keep
an
an hour. The sun was shining. It was a
glorious day for a long motor ride and,
before she realized how the time was
flying, the shadows were deepening and
she was miles from home. She decided
to
stay in a neighboring town all night
sun"
the
on
and her first thought was to telephone
eye
home and explain her absence. A sudden
desire to get even with those servants
with the mothering complex stopped her.
"I'll teach them a lesson," she decided.
9 Watch Old Sol especially during the "I'll let them worry." She bought a
summer days, because he does things to toothbrush and every night she washed
your eyes — makes them look pale and out her undies in the wash bowl. Four days
squinty
whenbeach
you're
in glaringa golf
light,match.
play- later she returned home, having had a
ing on the
or winning
grand time touring Southern California.
With the exception of lip rouge, she
That's why, if you're smart, you'll outwit
him with Kurlash eye make-up and bring never wears make-up. And in a world
out the natural loveliness of your eyes.
in which women's purses bulge with every
First, slip your eyelashes into KuRLASH.
known first aid to beauty, her flat little
It's a clever little instrument that curls pocketbook contains money, a comb and
your eyelashes in 50 seconds and requires a lipstick. She never uses a powder puff
no heat, cosmetics or practice. KuRLASH is
really a beauty necessity, for by curling and she wouldn't know what to do with a
Her tousled, black hair, which
your lashes your eyes look larger and reveal hairpin.
seems innocent of any attention, is one
their full beauty. In the sunlight your curled of
her most distinctive features.
lashes throw flattering, subtle shadows that
make your eyes glamourous/ Don't be without Kurlash. Buy one today, at your near- CLOTHES, to her, are most unimportant.
At home and around the studio she
est department or drug store, for only $1.
wears slacks and sandals with wooden
heels and little wooden cleats on the bottom
• Lashtint. the perfumed liquid mas- which clack when she walks. For street
cara, isideal for swimming days be- wear she surrenders to custom to the extent
it doesn't
weep of wearing tv/eed suits and coats. Usually
or rub causeoff.
Apply crack,
it whilestiffen,
the lashes
are being curled, by touching the she is hatless.
little glass rod to them as they are
When a famous European photographer
held in the rubber bows of your
Kurlash, In black, brown, green visited Hollywood he asked Luise to pose
and blue. ... $1
for him. Luise was one of eight famous
stars he wished to photograph. She was
leaving for a trip at 9 :30 in the morning
but she said she would pose for him at
• Shadeiie, the non-theatrical eye
shadow, comes in 12 daytime and
nine. Promptly at nine the next morning
evening colors, including gold
the photographer was there and found
and silver shades that are grand
finishing touches, to be applied
she had overslept.
alone or over your preferred color.
"I'll be ready in five minutes," she said.
Try moonlight
Shadett'e night.
some . romantic,
. . 75c
She washed her face, put on some lipstick
and as she ran down the stairs to meet the
artist, she combed her hair. She was ready,
and the photographer said she was the best
subject he photographed in California.
• Try Twissorj- — the new tweezers
She is a bundle of contradictions. When
with scissor-handles, curved to permit fullefficient,
vision. They're
marvelously
she
works, nothing else in the world matand only 25c.
ters. She concentrates on what she is
doing. She is a dynamo of energy and
would work her company to exhaustion.
No five o'clock quitting rules for her. She
would willingly work all night if the rest
of the company would agree. But work
finished, her mind free, she is a madcap,
a child, an imp, the gayest of the gay.
Write Jane Heath for advice about eye beauty. Gi\^e your
In her early teens she was the leader of
coloring for personal beauty plan. Address Dept. AlAl-7,
The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N. Y. The Kurlash
her
gang and it was in her facile brain
Company of Canada, at Toronto, 3.
"that the escapades of these young people
originated. She once raided the ward76

robe at the theatre, where she was playing, and distributed the costumes among
her friends.
After donning the costumes they swam
down the Rhine for a way and then
struggled gasping to the shore, convincing
onlookers that their boat had capsized.
Highly emotional, she is reduced to tears
when listening to beautiful music. She has
hundreds of records of her favorites
among the classics but also enjoys hot
jazz, particularly Cab Calloway.
Beautifully educated and a deep student,
she reads a great deal, especially poetry,
but she prefers to learn from life and
people rather than from books. She likes
to model things in clay and when she
thinks she has done a good job she has
the piece cast in bronze so that she can
keep it. She also likes to paint and write
lyrics. She is deeply religious.
"I don't see how people can do anything
on,"
she one
says.great thing to pin one's faith
without
She is the delight of automobile salesmen because she can't resist buying a new
car frequently.
When the new dressing-room building
was erected at the studio and all the stars
moved from their dingy quarters into the
new suites, little Rainer refused to move.
"What for?" she asked. "This is my
work shop. It is good enough. No, I
Finding a Latin dictionary of great
assistance
to her in learning English, she
stay here."
carries
one every place with her. If she
fears anything more than interviewers it
is being typed in her work. She accepted
the offer to come to the M-G-M studio
because that is where Garbo works and
she worships the Swedish star. When she
learns anything new, from a recipe to a
strange
of things.
slang, she
says : "It
goot
to
know bit
these
Anything
youisknow
is There
goot for
you."person at the studio who
is one
can hold out against her wiles and,
strangely enough, it is a man — one of the
studio police. He followed her one noon,
as she made her way toward the studio
commissary, Johnnie at her heels. The
dining-room was crowded so she picked
Johnnie up and, looking neither to the
right nor left, made her way to a table,
the cop close behind.
"I've warned you before. Miss Rainer,"
he said. "You can't bring the dog into the
"Ssssst!" she said, as she dumped Johndining-room."
nie unceremoniously on the floor and gave
him a gentle little kick. Then, training
her enormous brown eyes on the cop she
said : "But I can't catch him. He ran
away
under
tables."from nearby tables
Howls
of the
laughter
greeted this remark for at her feet, sitting
up with paws extended hopefully (for he
smelled food) was Johnnie.
"I don't object," the cop said, shrug-

ging his shoulders, "but it is the law."
"I don't see why it is the law. I don't
see why the city should care," she proalmost in tears.
has beento
all overtested,Europe
and no"Johnnie
one objected
Picking Johnnie up she left the cafe and
Rainer doesn't eat there any more. If
Johnnie had obeyed her command to
"scram" he wouldn't have been caught.
But if Johnnie ever obeyed her slightest
command I think she would disown him.
She would be sure he had gone Hollywood.
She adores William Powell and paid him
the him."
highest compliment one day recently
when she brought Johnnie to the studio
just after he had been bathed and plucked.
"Look at him!" she cried proudly. "He
is a William Powell among dogs!"
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(Continued from page 57)
SAYS
Iiim. Don't think that the man who rides
around in his limousine and plays a fancy
game of bridge in the evening is without
worry. Even though he may be a producer, he has to cajole the exhibitor, the
man who shows the pictures, who in turn
has to please the public. It is the fan,
in the final analysis, who decides who
will remain on the screen. No, it's not a
little matter entirely up to the casting
director, as many suppose." .
JosephinetoHutchinson's
mind in
is
something
contemplate, critical
too. While
New York she attended one of the season's
Broadway hits. She was vastly disappointed in the production. When pressed
for a reason, she up and gave several — all
of them good. One hadn't realized, until
she pointed it out, that the entire story of
the playthehadn't
moved
from the
minute
curtain
rose one
untiliota
it descended,
that nothing had really happened to any
character in it.
"I suppose the reason the play clicked is
that people enjoyed its very frothiness
while they were in the theatre. Entertainment value isn't to be discounted for a
minute, I don't mean that, but how something that gives so little can succeed is
rather amazing to me."
AND this star loves to be on our side
of the footlights. She is one of the
most ardent fans in filmdom. She left
New York a day sooner than she had
planned to go, simply so that she would be
in California in time to attend Nazimova's
opening night in Los Angeles.
"There is an artist," she says admiringly. "Every gesture, every intonation
of hers speaks volumes. Even those who
are not particularly interested in the technique of acting get something from her
performances,
wouldn't,
course, analyze although
just whatthey
it is.
There ofis
feeling there. Yes, I think Nazimova is
a truly great actress. And now I understand she is coming back to the movies
after an absence of twelve years. Well,
Hollywood and the fans are lucky if this
true." Hutchinson would rather play real
is Miss
characters in homey pictures than anything
else.
No exoticism or "glam-oor" for
her.
"It takes good, hard work to play the
woman next door or the girl across the
street," she says. "Because if you don't
make 'em ring true, everybody is going
to find you out. Poor acting, over-acting
or no acting at all cannot always be detected ifthe setting is lavish and the character glamorous, but strip a girl of that
and if she doesn't know her stuf¥ — well,
in the theatre will be "on" to
everybody
her
in a minute.
Nobody is "on" to Josephine, except as
a portrayer of fine performances. And
hers is the homey, real role, too. Remember "Oil for the Lamps of China" and
now, "I Married a Doctor"? She played
real young women in both and in a vibrant,
distinctive manner.
"Well," she said in conclusion, "the
whole idea of the movies still overwhelms
me. Every bit of it. The amount of publicity one gets, the vast audiences one
reaches. Why you'd have to appear in a
highly successful play for a year before
you'd nearly reach the number of people
you reach in an evening in just one picture. Ilove to work in the movies. Maybe
I am a cog in the vast machine, but there
is some small satisfaction in knowing that
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Colgate Dental Cream has a special penetrating
foam which thoroughly cleans each hidden crevice;
and a soft grit-free ingredient which safely polishes
the enamel . . . makes smiles sparkle.
So brush your teeth, gums, tongue with Colgate's
at least twice daily. If you are not entirely satisfied,
send the empty tube to COLGATE, Jersey City, N. J.
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if even one cog slipped, the whole machinery of movie-making would be apt to go
berserk. Makes you feel so sort of important, wheri you know nobody really is."
And so you have Josephine Hutchinson,
a very sincere young person. Happily married. Glad to be in pictures, but not wedded to lliat, planning to save enough to
do as she likes some clay, with the goal set

at a decent figure and the plans to come
later distinctly modest. Very grateful for
what has happened to her, though by no
means humbly so. A very pretty, fragile
girl with a very strong mind of her own.
The girl next door, the one you like so
well, and the one she plays so well, which
is, as she says herself, the true test of acting ability.

Women

Hollywood's

Old

Maids

{Continued front page 55)

NOT long ago I was like some friends I
have... low in spirits. . .run-down. . .
out of sorts . . . tired easily and looked terrible. Iknew I had no serious organic trouble so I reasoned sensibly ... as my experience has since proven. . .that work, worry,
colds and whatnot had just worn me down.
I had been listening to the S.S.S. Radio
Program and began to wonder if my trouble was not lowered strength in my blood . . .
I started a course of S.S.S. Tonic Treatment. .at
.
the end of ten days I noticed a
change. . .1 followed directions faithfully. . .
a tablespoonful before each meal.
The color began to come back to my skin
. . .1 felt better. . .1 did not tire easily and
soon I felt that those i-ed-blood-cells were
back to so-called fighting strength.
The confidence mother has always had in
S.S.S.. . .which is still her stand-by when
she feels run-down. . .convinced me I ought
to try this Treatment. . .it is great to feel
strong again and like my old self.
Much more could be said... a trial will
thoroughly convince you that this way, in
the absence of any organic trouble, will start
you on the road to feeling like yourself
again. You should soon enjoy again the satisfaction of appetizing food... sound sleep
...steady nerves... a good complexion...
and renewed strength.
There is no guess work in the S.S.S. Tonic
Treatment. . .decades of popular acceptance and enthusiastic words of praise by
users themselves speak even louder than
the scientific appraisal of the progressively
improved S.S.S. product which has caused
millions to say to their friends — -
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her name. Somehow, if one may hazard
a very rash statement, we don't think
Garbo will ever marry — at least, not for
a long, long time. Perhaps when she is
older, she may marry some good friend
for the sake of companionship, as middleaged people sometimes do, but it will not
be for any overwhelming love. Garbo
has been m love, but not recently. And
it is strange that this woman who, on the
screen, must continually suffer and die
for love and so enslave men with love that
they desert their families and ruin their
careers,
not only "want to be alone"
but have should
her wish.

time ago, as you know, when
SOME
Garbo was very young, there was
Mauritz Stiller, that brilliant, ugly, kindly
man,
refused
to accept
M-G-M's
offera
l contract
of a who
golden
directoria
unless
contract were also given to his youngprotegee, Garbo. And he held out until
the studio said, "Oh, all right. Bring her
along — perhaps we can use her in something." Whether Garbo's feeling for
Stiller was love, adoration, or admiration,
we cannot say, but certainly there was a
strong emotional bond between them.
Well, Mauritz Stiller died and Garbo
mourned, but whether for a lover or a
friend, again we cannot say.
Then there was the late Jack Gilbert
and certainly Garbo was in love with him,
if she ever was in love in her life. They
went everywhere together and the mournful beauty of Garbo's face was flushed
with happiness and softened with smiles.
The fire of their love for each other
burned through onto the screen. Winchell,
keyhole-expert and phrase-coiner, started
the expression Garbo-Gilberting which,
ironically enough, remained a synonym for
love-making long after the Garbo-Gilbert
romance was dead. For die it did, on
what was to have been their wedding night.
They planned a runaway marriage and
halfway to their destination Garbo turned
— fled — refused to go through with it. Jack
Gilbert had himself locked up in jail, some
say for fear that he should force his way
to her against her wish. What was the
reason? Fear? Doubt that the temperamental Gilbert would be a suitable husband? Or the sudden conclusion that love
was one thing and marriage quite another
thing, with its loss of freedom and its
burden of responsibility?
Since then, Garbo's "romances" have
been ninety-eight per cent fictional — nice
little stories doped out by the publicity department to "break" conveniently with the
release of Garbo's pictures. Mamoulian
directed "Queen Christina" so they had it
that Garbo and the clever Rouben were
mad for each other. George Brent, temporarily unattached, was leading man in
"The Painted Veil." So George and Greta
were alleged to be that way. At this
point, even the most gullible person says
phooey
rumored. when a new Garbo "romance" is
And so here is one Hollywood old maid

— a woman with a strange sort of beauty
and a great deal of money, an actress
whose drawing power is still to be reckoned with. She lives alone, in a series of
rented houses which she tries to render
incommunicado to everyone, including her
own studio. She goes home to Sweden
once a year to visit her mother. She can
have anything she wants, and she chooses
to wear the shabbiest attire, is driven
about in an ancient Lincoln, goes nowhere
and sees very few people. Happy ? Unhappy ? Who can tell ? But what a neganot. tive sort of existence ! Would you care
to change places with her? We thought
"^f
on say,
the is
lista is
Myrna
Loy For
and
^ ^ EXT
this, we
crying
shame.
Miss Loy, from all indications, would
make just as swell a wife, actually, as she
does on the screen. Without her glamor
trappings, she is a gay, smart looking,
interesting person, with a nice sense of
humor, a good disposition, and plenty of
brains. She could keep a home running
on greased wheels and maintain her professional work, too.
Oh, yes, Myrna has been in love. She
is in love now and there will be a wedding, the gossips say, as soon as the man
is able to accomplish the small technicality
of a divorce from his first wife. You
hear very little about this, because Myrna
Loy has never been one to talk about her
personal affairs. She has become pretty
slick about avoiding interviews. She hates
gossip and scandal and she has far too
much respect for Arthur Hornblow to
wear her heart in the public prints.
All of ofwhich
is fine,
but athere's
one
element
danger
in such
situation.
Let's consider a hypothetical case : a married man, who has agreed to disagree with
his wife and hasn't lived with her for
years meets a girl and falls in love. He
wants to get married and so does she,
and he takes steps to get a divorce. There
are complications — there are ahvays complications— and things drag on and on. Between him and the girl he loves this barrier stands, over all their contacts a web
of difficulties is cast. Love will flourish
for a while in the face of opposition, but
sometimes waiting and dreary details bring
irritation, fault-finding and quarrels in
their wake.
At best,At it's
strained
and
difficult
relationship.
the aworst,
it ends
in disillusionment and bitterness.
There is, we hope, no such fate in store
for Myrna Loy, who has worked hard all
her life, who has led a self-respecting,
well-bred existence in hectic Hollywood,
who has made herself the tops among our
picture comediennes, and who is certainly
entitled to all the happiness she can get
out
life.
In fact,arewe ironed
shan't out
evenbefore
care
if allof her
problems
this reaches print and if her ensuing marriage makes a liar out of us.
And
there's Maeto West.
It does— well,
seem ofa course,
bit incongruous
speak
of Miss West as a spinster, exponent as
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she is, on the screen, of the most impudent ways to get your man. It appears
like, if Miss West had wanted to get
married, she'd have done so these many
every
aware that
Yes, we're
moons inago.
once
a while
that business
pops up
about Jim Timony, her manager, also
being her husband. But Mae has stated
he isn't
that And
llyher.
emphatica
all that
was somehow,
thereand
believe
we
— er —
about
ago
year
a
over
little
a
talk
what was his name — having married her
back in 1911. Oh, yes, Frank Wallace.
That died down quickly enough and even
the wisecracks are forgotten that Mae
made about the situation at the time. No,
we believe that Mae has never ■ clicked
sucPrior to the wildfireher
romantically. York
a
which brought
cess in New
prenot
Hollywood offer, her life was
cisely easy. Burlesque, vaudeville, onenight stands. . . . Little time to think of
marriage. Since her name has been on
the dotted line of a nice picture contract,
of
we'll wager she has received hundreds and
proposals from fortune hunters
chasers. We'll wager too, that
celebrity
she has listened to them with a bitter
smile on her lips, followed by a wisecracking refusal.

girl who is in a diffiHERE'S cultanother
situation, romantically speaking:
Jeanette MacDonald. They say she is
secretly married to Bob Ritchie, talent
scout for M-G-M and if this is so, they
have undoubtedly their good reasons for
secrecy. But it seems rather too bad.
Either submitting to an extraordinarily
long engagement for one reason, or else
married and unable, for some other reason,
to live as a married woman. Maybe
Jeanette and Bob Ritchie fear the various dangers Hollywood puts in the path
of a happy marriage. Maybe they think
they stand a better chance of happiness
the way things are. Maybe Jeanette is one
who believes that marriages and careers
dorft mix. We can't wonder at their hesito marry,
case, orge,theirif
the marria
if that's
nce
their
to admit
reluctatation
that's it, with Hollywood marriages tumbling to pieces all around them. But when
we hear Mary Smith or Susie Zilch envying the movie stars, we say, "Mary, my
you're better off in
—
pet
if you must make last
evenlamb,
ways, my
some Susie,
year's imitation seal skin do for another
winter."
And, now, those women who have been
married once and given it up as a bad
job. There are many of them, but a few
will suffice to show how a rude awakening from love's
youngmarried
dream too
has its
effect.
Loretta
Young,
early
to
Grant Withers. The two of them unable
to cope with the inevitable married life
arguments about bills and ways and
means. Further handicapped by their professional lives, which kept one out late
while the other stayed home with nowhere
to go, which threw them into contact with
pretty girls and handsome men, engendering fights and jealousies. You're familiar
with that story, so why repeat it?
Since then, a jinx seems to have settled
on Loretta Young. Her youthful prettiness has developed into a more mature,
alluring beauty — a soft, passive beauty
which may be the outward index of a
yielding, lovable nature. She has been in
love since her marriage — once, deeply, in
a headline romance with Spencer Tracy
that could not come to fulfillment because
of family ties and religious beliefs which
are important to them both. And there
has been gossip about this man and that,
for wherever Beauty goes, men will follow
and gossip will ensue. But each time, the
gossip died down and there has been no
happy ending to Loretta's love story. She
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has plunged furiously into her work and
her career has raced ahead this last year.
Well, that is a good thing, for there is
no drug like hard work. Loretta is, in
actual years, little more than a child and
she lived through a woman's experiences
far too early. If only work and her career
do not become so important to her that
love and marriage, a home and a husband,
are rendered non-essential.
There's Janet Gaynor, who married
Lydell Peck, perhaps on the rebound from
the Charles Farrell affair — perhaps not.
.'"iince Janet and Mr. Peck got their Reno
diploma, Janet has never found it necessary to stay at home evenings with a good
book. Her little-girl charm is just as
potent and
a Janet
magnet
Young's
beauty
can as
have Loretta
a date for
every
night in the week, if she wants to. But
though her telephone number is always
in demand and though the florist brings
orchids regularly, there hasn't been anyone who really mattered beyond the passing moment.
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NOTHING COULD BE EASIER!
Norforms are ready for use.
There's nothing to mix, nothing
to measure. You don't have to
worry about an "overdose" or
"burn." No apparatus is needed
to apply Norforms. They are the
daintiest, easiest, quickest and
safeit way to feminine hygiene.

THERE'S
Harding
who used
to be
happy withAnn
Harry
Bannister,
but there,
again, was a divorce, and subsequent unpleasant litigation over Jane Harding
Bannister, their daughter. Now Ann
lives a spinster life in her hilltop palace.
The endless series of suffering wife roles
she has played on the screen recently are
an unhappy contrast to the charming Ann
Harding we knew in "Paris Bound" and
"Holiday." Has the pale gray existence
which she must be living taken some of
the verve out of her work, too?
There's Miriam Hopkins, the ex-Mrs.
Austin Parker— so very popular and so
very attractive to men. There's Carole
Lombard, the ex-Mrs. Bill Powell — darn
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good company and easy on the eyes as
well. There's Virginia Bruce, the exAlrs. Jack Gilbert, who is so beautiful it
makes you ache to look at her. There are
others — who have been once bit and who
are now twice shy.
With constant divorce headlines before
their eyes, perhaps that's why some of
Hollywood's prettiest younger girls do not
want to settle down just yet. Alaureen
O'Sullivan has been going around with
Johnny Farrow for — how long is it? And
people have become tired of wondering if
she'll reallj' marry him and if he really
wants to marry her, or are they just having amance
good
time ?Pryor
AnngoesSothern's
rowith Roger
on. Madge
Evans is still seen occasionally with Tom
Gallery, but that's been going on so long
the gossip writers don't even mention it in
their columns any more. And the perennial girl friend, Mary Brian, is back from
England — and terribly interested in Cary
Grant, it would seem. Rosalind Russell
is the smartest of the bunch — she has
kept free of all but the most casual
friendships. But we bet when she finds
someone who interests her, she'll marry
him, quick like a rabbit, and hold on to
him good and tight.
Well, upon.
there'sWhom
one would
point the
we majority
haven't
touched
of
these ofladies
marrj',
There's a
dearth
eligible
menpray?
in Hollywood.
There are plenty of nice husbands ; sundry
desirable executives who don't wish to get
tied down please ; scores of playboys who
are out to have as much fun as they can
get ; and heaps of earnest, hard-v^'orking
young fellows who have no desire to get
married and be known as Aliss Movie
Star's husband, for which we can't blame
them. We ask you — what's a girl to do?

an

Act

(Continued from page 62)
of thought is impossible at the huge Hollywood parties : "How can you have a
mental contact with two hundred persons?
These parties have no reason for being
— except for the sake of politics and publicity. Inever have more than three persons at my house at one time. There is
no real conversation with more.
"In the same breath, I would stand up
any time and defend Hollywood. After
having been in every important capital in
the world and in contact with persons in
every artistic, literary, scientific, and political field, I must say, truthfully, that I
have never found any group which is basically so unassuming as the people of Hollywood. They are not arrogant or swellheaded. In fact, they are surprisingly unconscious of their talents, capacities and
abilities. Most of them don't know how
good they are !
"In general, Americans are very similar
in their natural artistic qualities. They are
endowed, as the Russians are, with a sense
of art that comes perfectly natural to them,
You see what I mean? Being something
without knowing it. Effective — as a child
is effective — a child who has all the loveable childish qualities, without being aware
Personally, I think that is one of the
nicest
compliments ever paid Hollywood.
of them."
"In Prague, Vienna and Paris. I used to
watch the actors coming out of the theatre,
on the street, in restaurants. They had
an 'air.' They carried themselves as bewere 'of the theatre.' In
— they
ings apart
Russia,
they
come off like a lot of stagehands. Just people. They did all their

acting on the stage. They become simple
uncomplicated people until they go back
to the theatre.
"It is rather like that in Hollywood. At
first it amazed me. Now I take it for
HIS

house is a corner of the Old World
on a Hollywood hillside, across from
the famous Japanese Gardens. The place
granted."
was
built by an Italian w-ith an ecclesiastical attitude which came out in stained
glass windows and a peaceful monastic
feeling. Only the roof is visible from
the street. One descends flights and flights
of steps made of fine old tile, intricately
fitted, and beautifully covered at the sides
with vines and tangled shrubbery. Crumbling statues and fountains present little \
vistas along the way.
The house proper has entrances at four
levels. It roams down and down the hillside, each set of rooms on a different level.
It is enchanting within. An aura of genuine antiquity hovers over all the fine old
furniture, the worn good rugs, and color —
the house sings with it. It was quite a
relief after these white funeral-parlors
masquerading
as drawing-rooms all over
town.
The living-room is lined with books up
to the ceiling — all the books you'd ever
want to read. Biography, science, philosophy, eugenics, history, criminology, a good
section on religion. Very few novels. They
looked read — not as if they had come with
the house. When you talk with Lederer,
you know they have been read, and discussed, and digested.

MODERN
"Just recentl}', after seeing 'Ah Wilderness,' Icame out of the theatre unable to
suppress a lifted-up feeling. I threw out
my arms and breathed deeply and shouted
and felt fine and good and happy. Why not?
"People are too afraid to feel. There is
nothing so detrimental to any art — including the great art of living — as this pseudosophistication, this ridiculing the natural
feeling of people. There is a 'smart' tendency to belittle all the true, simple, human
feelings — feelings any artist in any medium
is worthless without. The more capacity
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for portraying
' feeling he it.has, the greater capacity
for
"An actor, particularly, must be interested
in everything. He should find nothing uninteresting. For that matter, why should
anyone who is alive find anything uninteresting?" Lederer is pretty good at asking questions, too, rhetorical questions that
are difficult to answer. He does not smoke
or drink, and it is not a pose. "Drinking
would make me look at things through untruth. I would be influenced, fool myself. Idon't want to fool anybody, myself
included."
During the course of our conversation, I offered to lend him a book I
thought would interest him. We were discussing Russia, and Walter Duranty's "I
Write As I Please" came to mind. Lederer, with exquisite politeness, declined to
borrow the book. It was startling, because
I have learned after years of painful experience, not to lend my books indiscriminately. But to have an offer refused ! He
went to the telephone and ordered a copy
of the book from his bookseller. Then he
explained, "If a book is worth reading, it
is worth buying, if one has the means to
buy it. That is why I refuse to borrow
books."
He maintains the largest office staff of
any Hollywood player, in case you have an
idea he is impractical. Seven office rooms
with a manager, secretary, bookkeeper and
four typists to answer correspondence, as
well as a switchboard operator. His
World Peace Federation requires another
secretary and a court reporter who transcribes his speeches, plus from three to
twelve clerks, depending on the scope of
his current campaign. In addition to
all this, he has a news-service department
which answers queries about his various
activities — an editor, secretary and a translator.
Maybeit.heI is
"strange,"
as ofHollywood
defines
think
he is one
the few
genuine altruists and definitely quite a guy.
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Strike at the

Real Cause

of Blemishes

PIMPLES, blemishes, eruptions — their
real cause is more than skin deep.
They come from within. In countless cases
where all ordinary beauty aids fail utterly,
these ugly blemishes are simply evidence of
poisonous accumulations which a sluggish
system has failed to throw off properly.
That's why thousands write "Yeast Foam
Tablets cleared up my skin like magic after
everything else failed." Science knows that
the weakened, sluggish internal condition
responsible for so many blemished skins is
due to one thing — shortage of Vitamin B
Complex in the diet. And Yeast Foam Tablets correct this shortage. No richer natural
source of this vital corrective factor is known
today than pure whole yeast — and Yeast
Foam Tablets are pure whole yeast.
Win back the clear, glowing beauty that's
rightfully yours — by starting now to cleanse
your system of beauty-stealing wastes. Ask
your druggist for Yeast Foam Tablets — and
refuse substitutes.
YEAST

FOAM

TABLETS

MAIL NOW FOR FREE SAMPLE
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
MM 7-36
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Send free trial bottle of Yeast Foam Tablets.
Name
Address
City and State

MANY

NEVER

SUSPECTCAUSE
OF

BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief Of Pain
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
kidneys
are one
Nature's
ways
of The
taking
the acids
and of
waste
out of chief
the blood.
If they
don't than
pass 33 pounds
pints a ofdaywaste
and matter,
so get
rid
of more
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may need flushing.
If you have trouble with frequent bladder
passages with scanty amount which often smart
and burn, the 15 miles of kidney tubes may need
flushing out. This danger signal may be the beginning of nagging backache, leg pains, loss of
pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, pufBness under the eyes and dizziness.
Don't wait for serious trouble. Ask your druggist forfor
Doan's
— They
used give
successfully
by
millions
over 40Pills
years.
happy relief
and will help flush out the 15 miles of kidney
tubes. Get Doan's Pills.
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{Continued from page 53)
man to tell everything that's happened in
your
life before you
It's giving
him ammunition
for met
your him.
defense
if the
occasion arises when he must defend you.
"Yes, you run the risk that he won't
understand,
will think,
'If she's
been in love that
withheanyone
else, then
how
can she be sure she's in love with me
now ?' You run the risk of hurting him
deeply, of making him jealous, of maybe
making him afraid that some day someone else will come along that you'll love.
But, ifa difificult
he can'tthing
understand
that you're
doing
simply because
you
do love him and simply to put your marriage on asort
firm
then he isn't
the right
of foundation,
man.
ALONG that line I'd like to say something to the men. For heaven's sake,
remember the fact that it's terribly hard
for a woman to tell you about the other
men in her life. Appreciate the fact that
she loves you enough to do it. And when
she tells you, take it with sympathy, understanding and respect.
"Don't do the things that she's afraid
you'll do. Don't be hurt. Don't be jealous. Don't berate her. Just consider yourself lucky to get a woman who has the
courage to be completely honest.
"When a love is started with honesty
and understanding it can't fail. When the
slate is wiped clean, there's no reason why
it should be embarrassing for either the
man or the girl to see anyone she's known
before. That past is dead, when it's confessed. It's finished, when it's told. There
is nothing so dead as a dead love and
there is no reason for feeling uncomfortable when those ghosts from the past appear—
honest. no reason, that is, if you're perfectly
"I suppose I should say that the ideal
way for perfect happiness is when two
people, who have never loved before, love
each other. Sometimes that works out all
right.
roles I've played
the
screen — But
thoseif the
sophisticated,
worldlyonroles
— haven't taught me anything else, they've
made me realize that nine times out of
ten a woman who has had other men in
her life makes just as dutiful, just as loving a wife as a woman whose husband is
the first man she's ever loved.
"In fact, a woman who has been in
love before brings to her husband a knowledge and an understanding that she might
not otherwise have had. And if she has
been the victim of an unhappy love, she
brings her husband gratitude for her present happiness.
"Girls who have not known the rocky
path that love sometimes takes are apt to
expect too much of it, to demand more
than can be given.
"So, by all means, tell your past, no
matter how little a past it may be. Tell
it and start out honestly."
Gertrude laughed. "Does that sound like
a sermon?" she asked.
"A fairly sophisticated one, I must admit," Ianswered.
"The funny part is," Gertrude went on,
"I could preach another one from just
the opposite point of view. When I was a
kid I did preach in the pulpit. I took the
minister's place whenever he was gone.
And I used to take a certain text one
Sunday
and prove
the next
I'd too,
contradict
it.
I could
bothweek
points,
and I
did that for a purpose — to prove that
every question actually has two sides.
"This question has two sides, also. A girl

may, of course, fall in love with a lad
who wouldn't understand, who wouldn't
take
at all.inThat's
her
very the
bad right
luck viewpoint
but, I suppose,
that case
she has to figure out the best way for
herself. All I know about anything connected with life and living is that unless
you're honest you're lost. Unless you have
courage there is no way for you to comNo one knows that better than Gertrude
Michael, for if she had not had courage,
she would
bat life." not be in Hollywood today. She
was the girl who was rushed out from the
New York stage to sign a contract with
M-G-M. They were in such a big hurry
to have her that she was asked to fly out.
And then she sat in her little dressingroom for weeks, waiting for them to give
her a screen part. They let her sit. And
when her contract expired, they did not
renew. So, in a strange town, a town of
which she had expected so much she found
herself without a job.
Such a contingency couldn't daunt her.
She kept her chin up and fired herself
with the determination that she would not
be The
licked.
She wasn't.
Paramount
contract came along. She
You've
steadily.
lately,
been,seen
has
but
pictures,
in a lot of
her climbing
already
wait until you see her with Herbert Marshall in "Till We Meet Again." She's
Her present Hollywood escort is Rouben
grand.
Mamoulian, Garbo's ex-flame. Gertrude is
a glamorous, exciting person. But more
than that she's honest. And I believe that
if you're faced with the "should a woman
tell?" trude
problem,
you'll be grateful
for such wonderful
advice. to GerAfter hearing Gertrude's feminine views
on this absorbing subject, I decided it was
only fair to the men, to give them a
break. So I decided to ask one of Hollywood's top-notch men stars whether he
thought a gal ought to talk about her
marry.
past loves to the man she is going to
ITJohn
was Boles
John with
Boles that
to whom
I went
—
marvelous
combination of good common sense and gay
romanticism, inherited from his Dutch and
Irish ancestors. John is one of the most
intelligent men I know. He has, during
the years he has been on the stage and
in pictures, learned a great deal about the
world and its men and women and has
made a grand success of his marriage to
the lovely Mrs. Boles. He has an amazing
sense of values and the ability to weigh a
problem with his intellect and then soften
the decision with the things his heart tells
him. So I put the same question up to
him.
"Good heavens," he laughed, "I'm really
not an oracle. Who am I," he asked modestly, "to set myself up to solve the human
relationships
the not
world?"
I answered, of"I'm
asking you to expound. I'm asking you only to discuss
this with me and, from what you have
observed of men and women, to tell me
"There aren't any hard and fast rules
you think."
whathuman
for
conduct, are there?" he asked.
"It would make life more simple if there
were.your
Onefuture
could husband
not possibly
tell
about say,
the 'Don't
other
men in your life,' or 'Do tell him.' But
this advice can be given, 'Study your man.
Learn his thought processes well and be
guided by that.'

MODERN
"Suppose a girl is engaged to a romantic, idealistic boy, who loves her for herself and not for anything she has done pr
hasn't done. But because he's an idealist
by nature he idealizes her. It would be a
shock to that boy to have his sweetheart
tell him that she had loved and been
loved by other men. Because he is a
dreamer, and lives in his world of dreams,
it is better for him not to know.
"Nor should the girl feel any compunctions about omitting to discuss her life
before she knew him. It is not our deeds
which make us intelligent people, it is our
mental reactions to our deeds and what we
learn from them.
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"And what, you ask, if this idealistic boy
finds out later that the girl has been in
love before? For one thing, by that time
he may have had some of his sentimentality rubbed off by life. If not, then if
he truly loves her and she him, she can
explain it all away, can convince him by
her own sincerity that he is the one she
truly loves and that the men she knew
before she met him are not important.
"The reason I warn the girl in love
with this type of boy to behave in this
fashion is because there is nothing so bad
— for either a man or a woman — as the
first disillusion, the first hurt. Nothing"
that comes later can approach that in intensity. It's like first success. No matter
how high my salary might go, no matter
if I played a scene better than any actor
in the world, nothing could be so thrilling
to me as the signing of my first theatrical
contract. And a friend of mine, a writer,
whose book shelves are filled with dozens
of erudite books written by himself, told
me once that they could not mean a tenth
as much to him as did the first inconsequential short story that he had published.
"Just as the first success is always the
best, so is the first hurt invariably the
worst.
BUT if a girl falls in love with a
worldly and sophisticated man, a man
who has lived through his first disillusions, who knows the world of reality for
what it is then she can, if she likes, tell
him anything she chooses about' other men
she has known. He no longer expects life
to be as it is in romantic novels. He knows
that it is natural for girls to flirt and
that assuredly she has been in love (or
thought she was) before he knew her, just
as he has been in love (or thought he
was) with other women. I don't think
that, even then, the girl should make a
fuss over it— should make a point of going to him and telling him everything that
she has done or thought before she met
him. It attaches too much importance to
deeds. For, as I've said before and as I
so truly believe, it is not what you do or
have done that counts — it's what you are.
"Mind you, I'm telling you only what
I've observed. I may be all wrong. I've
never thought of myself as a Beatrice
Fairfax, nor do I want to play that role
now. You trapped me into all this by asking me to discuss this, but I'm not opening
any courts of human relationship. I
couldn't, by the farthest stretch of the
imagination, solve complicated personal
problems. But this I have observed^that
there would be much more happiness between men and women if the sexes studied
each other more than they do. If a woman
would take the trouble to learn how a man
thinks and if he would learn what goes
on in her heart.
"For this I know is true, the strongest
and most lasting appeal between a man
and woman is the mental appeal. There
can be no real companionship, no lasting
happiness without that."

THE more fastidious you are, the more
shocked you may be to realize you
cannot prevent armhole odor unless your
underarm is dry as well as sweet.
Tonight, when you take off your dress,
smell the fabric under the arm. No matter
how carefully you deodorize your underarm, you may find that your dress carries the odor of stale perspiration !
This is bound to happen if you merely
deodorize. Creams and sticks cannot protect completely, because they are not made
to stop perspiration. They do not keep the
underarm dry, so perspiration collects on
the fabric of your dress.
The next time you wear that seemingly
clean dress, the warmth of your body brings
out an unpleasant "armhole odor" which is
imperceptible to you, but embarrassingly
obvious to those around you!
Only one way to be SURE
Women who care about good grooming know
there is no shortcut to underarm daintiness.
They insist on the complete protection of
Liquid Odorono. It keeps the underarm not

only sweet, but absolutely dry. Not even a
drop of moisture can collect on your dress.
Odorono is entirely safe . . . ask your doctor. It gently closes the pores in that little
hollow of the underarm. Perspiration is
merely diverted to less confined areas where
it may evaporate freely. Women safely use
millions of bottles of Odorono yearly.
Time well spent — Clothes saved
It takes a few seconds longer to use Odorono
but it is well worth your while. There is no
grease to get on your clothes. And expensive
dresses can no longer be stained and ruined
in a single wearing. You need never worry
about your daintiness or your clothes again!
Odorono comes in two strengths — Regular and Instant. You need use Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) only twice a week.
Instant Odorono (Colorless) is for especially
sensitive skin or quick emergency use — to
be used daily or every other day. Keep both
kinds on hand — for night or morning use.
At all toilet-goods counters.
To know utter security and poise, send for
sample vials of both Odoronos and leaflet on
complete underarm dryness offered below.

Ruth Miller, The Odorono Co., Inc.
Dept. 7E6, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 8(1 for sample vials of both Instant
Odorono and Regular Odorono and leaflet on
complete underarm dryness.

AddressState.
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(Continued from page 43)
her contractual affairs. Last year she
employed a booking agent. The time
that she saved went into talking buildtect. ing and blue-print plans with the archi-

a business woman, Hollywood film
producers and executives admire Irene
Dunne's ability. As a woman and a beauty,
they ing
. .flatters
. but Irene
that's more
another
Noth-a
thanstory.
to have
AS

producer telephone her and consult her on
a film he is about to cast, particularly
when it is not her own. They know
that she has sound judgment; clear, unbiased vision.
As an actress, La Dunne is noted for
her equable disposition. "There is never
any
she says.
it istrouble
becauseon ofourmysets,"
name.
Irene "Maybe
means
'peace,' you know." You get the idea
that working on a Dunne picture is like
life in one big happy family. Unless you
would recognize the piquant turn of her
classically-shaped
nose
Irish,
of
course) and her
five(she's
feet, half
five inches
of excellent figure, you might not know
her as the star of the production, if you
walked on her set.
Chances are, studio workers say, she is
asking her stand-in about the latest colony
gossip, or sitting on a chair in the corner talking to an anybody. Dunne is a
friend of the worker, as was shown by
her recent order to a local knitting house.
She had sweaters made for all the set
workers who were with her on "Show

The
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Dunne's appearance is deceiving. Under
her reposeful appearance is probably the
best organized unit for getting its way
that
Hollywood has ever known. Irene
Boat."
Dunne doesn't believe in temperamental
display but by a method, far more effective, she manages to win the director, producer, co-star, and cameraman over to her
manner of thinking. She makes intelligent
use of "controlled temperament." This,
she admits.
With subtle suggestion, she can completely reverse the playing of a scene, and
make the director and others think it was
their own idea. There's genius in that
ability. By the same manner, she can
adroitly turn the questions that an interviewer is asking her, into questions about
him. A studio publicity man lamented
this to me. "I put off writing my biography on Miss
I'd
know more
aboutDunne,
her atthinking
the end that
of the
picture," he said. "I know as much about
her now— what she thinks, what she does —
as I did when she first walked onto the
set.
"I know she's intelligent. I know that
she makes an intelligent attack on any
part that is given her, rationalizing, analyzing its essence. She applies what
she knows about tempo and rhythm, from
her singing, to her acting. A scene in
'Show Boat' called for her to enter an
empty cafe where only a negro porter
was mopping the floor. She was to walk
across the set, seat herself on a stairway
near where the negro stood and commence to sing. The way the scene was
written there wasn't time for her to gather
her
full skirts
her,onescape
the mop's
movement,
seat about
herself
the stairs,
and
sing. Miss Dunne knew just what was
wrong. She convinced the director that
the scene, as written, was almost impossible to play. It was re-written according to her suggestions."

field
SCREEN acting has opened a new
Befor Dunne's creative imagination.
ted
ly
the
investiga
fore this, slie thorough
world of song and musical comedy. Life
will never let her learn all that she wants
for Dunne's
short Even
It isvetoomind.
to know.inquisiti
falling
curious,
downstairs, these days, is a valuable experience for Dunne, although she does not
indulge in it much. s "I find myself analyzing my sensation as I fall, and my
reactions," she says, "thinking that some
day, in some film, I may be called upon
s." Dunne feels
downstair
to fall
actually
Analyzing
herself,
Irene
that she has paid a dear price for success. "I feel that I have sacrificed a
great deal. I have lost all the precious
things of domestic life, a real home, the
constant companionship of a husband, children." Her life, as lived now, is almost
as inviolate as one of the Sisters of her
faith. Her dentist husband continues his
profession in New York. It is there that
Irene, between pictures, hurries to visit
him. Her marriage, successful, although
long-distanced, is one of the major wonders of Hollywood.
Irene and her husband, because of their
necessary separation, subscribe to the
English custom
of "ginks."
A "gink,"
according
to Lady
Cavendish
(Adele
Astaire, Fred's sister), is a gentleman who
takes a wife to lunch, tea, dinner and
the theatre, when her husband is hard at
his profession. Any number of Hollywood gentlemen consider it a pleasure to
squire Irene Dunne to the better colony
parties and to Los Angeles socialites'
affairs,
although
theycousins
probably
what their
English
calldon't
them.know
But of these entirely civilized relationis atoolittle
wary. with
"I don't
believe ships,
in Dunne
going
frequently
the
same man. Constant companionship of
that sort quite naturally gives him the
thought that he can see too much of me,
and I am not interested in anything like
However, Dunne's spare time is ably
used these days when she is not doing the
hundreds of duties attendant upon a Hollywood star. With her French chateau
nearly completed she is in daily conference with the interior decorator, who is
assisting
that." her in furnishing her home. Many
pieces from her New York apartment
have been shipped here for use. As always, Dunne dazzles the decorator with
her superior knowledge of fabrics, periods,
antiques. She has not told him that she
keeps just one chapter ahead of him in
her new book on interior decorating. When
she was glibly talking to him about Fortuni prints and drapes, spare moments
found her hurriedly reading up on floor
coverings, the subject that would next occupy their joint attentions.
With all the hard-headed shrewdness
that she displays in the conduct of her
business and her personal life, it seems
strange to find Dunne dominated by a
single fear. She is not afraid to die.
Like Shakespeare's Capulet, she feels "we
were born to die." She is not afraid of
losing her success. She said, "No one can
keep it forever. That I know only too
well. And who wants to? If you have
had your day in the sun, go on to the
other days, do other things. The trouble
with life is that it gives us too little time
to learn and practice all the things that
are to be done.
"The thing that frightens me is fast.
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Anita Louise, leaving for New
York's smart St. Moritz Hotel,
before sailing for Europe with
her mother.
reckless driving. I have a horror of
motor accidents, probably because I have
had several narrow escapes from serious
injury. But I think my fear stems from
a time before the near smash-ups. My
father, who died when I was about twelve,
was a Federal inspector of steam boats.
He was Captain Joseph J. Dunne, and
before he became a government inspector,
he was an Ohio River boat builder. My
brother and I, from the time we were old
enough to understand the grave dangers
of mishaps, were taught by my father to
be very careful in avoiding them. Safety
was always the uppermost thought in my
father's mind. If it has become almost
an obsession with me, I blame it on
paternal influence.
"In making a boat trip, you never bother
to see where your life boat is the very
first moment that you set foot on the ship,
do you?
Of course,
Nor belt
do
you
look about
to seeyou
thatdon't!
your life
is in the proper place. Few people do,
instead they almost have to be hauled out
on deck to see what precautions have been
taken for their safety in case of accident.
With me, when I travel, I instinctively
inspect all these safety devices as soon
as I board boat, train or plane — my father's caution, his words of advice, are so
deeply grooved in my mind.
"It seems silly to rent a car with a
good, steady chauffeur when I am in New
York. All he does is wait in front of my
apartment to take me to the hairdresser's,
shopping or to the theatres, but that is
exactly what I do. I simply can't stand
the reckless driving of New York's taxi
drivers. And, yet, if I am at the wheel,
I will tear along at sixty miles or more
an hour, and love it. My friends consider
me a fast driver. But it is because I have
confidence in myself that makes me unafraid when I drive."
Dunne's self-confidence has been the
keynote of her successful career that led
from Broadway's "Show Boat," into
films. It's her conscience — sweet, Irish,
true — that has won her many friends and
film fans. It's her conscience, too, that
makes her admit the lowly baked potato
as her favorite food. "Crossing to Europe
one time," she says, "a baked potato with
salt, pepper, and no butter, was the only
thing I could eat. I made up my mind
then that if anyone ever asked me what
my favorite food was, I'd reward the
potato for its kindness to me.

. what

do

they

your
She was once one of the loveliest
girls in her set. But her complexion has lost its rose-petal
freshness, and gained untimely
wrinkles. Her laugh is no longer
carefree, but strained — and a
little frightened. She really
hasn't been herself for years.
Her friends are secretly
shocked at the change. Her acquaintances are a little more outspoken — when she leaves the
room. For no woman can continue to neglect her health without paying in the precious coin
of her youth.
So many women are careless
about menus — forgetting that
a poorly balanced diet, over a
period of years, can erase much
of their charm and
vivacity. In some
cases, common constipation contributes to
their troubles.
Common constipation is usually the result of insufficient

say

behind

back?

"bulk" in the meals you eat.
Fortunately, a delicious cereal
supplies this "bulk." The "bulk"
in Kellogg's All-Bran absorbs
moisture, forms a soft mass, gently
cleanses the system.
Two tablespoonfuls daily are
usually sufficient. Stubborn cases
may require All-Bran oftener.
If not relieved this way, see your
doctor.
Kellogg's All-Bran makes no
claim to be a "cure-all" — but it
dpes correct constipation due to
insufficient "bulk." Guaranteed
by the Kellogg Company. Serve
All-Bran as a cereal, or cook
into tempting muffins, breads,
etc. Sold by all grocers. Made by
Kellogg in Battle Creek.
Serve
All-Bran
regularly
for
regularity
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YOUR

LIPS

with a glamorous South Sea red that's
transparent, pasteless, highly indelible

TATTOO
RE m
ARTIST
^JP YOU
WE OAS
TEACH
DRAWING in
your own home during your
spare time. Thirty-five years of
successful teaching proves our ability,
Artists receive large salaries.
Write today for Art Tear Book
SCH^l^APPUEPAKT
Dept. H06-B, 10 E. Huron St., Chicago, III
WAKE

LIVER
WITHOUT

UP

YOUR

BILECALOMEL

And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE liver should pour out two pouncis of
liquid bile onto the food you swallow
every day. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your
doesn't
digest.You
It just
decays. Gas
bloats food
up your
stomach.
get constipated.
Your whole system is poisoned and you feel
sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you feel "up and up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25c
at all drug stores.
© 1935 c. m co
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Dick

{Continued from page 51)
suy on the lot. He knows the first name
of every electrician, chauffeur and stenographer he's worked with. He sends cases
of Campbell's soup and tomato juice to
those kids he knows, and the kids proudly
prattlePowell.
to their neighbors about their "pal,"
Dick

Now.. . for
lips . . . Tattoo
instead of lipstick! Vibrant, exciting South Sea color . . . luscious and appealing instead of "just
red!" steadTransparent
of opaque and and
pasty.pasteless
Softeningin- to
lips instead of drying. Tattoo! Put it on
... let it set . . . wipe it off. Only the
color stays. Tattoo your lips! Never
be satisfiedwith less than the perfection
of Tattoo. Teston all
thrillingshades
yourfiveownof Tattoo's
skin at the
Tattoo Color Selector displayed in your
favorite store. Tattoo, $1 everywhere.
CORAL . . . EXOTIC . . . NATURAL . . .
PASTEL . . . HAWAIIAN

of

Then there's his dog. Ranger. Ranger
is a handsome thoroughbred police pup.
Several months ago he belonged to a
friend oftoDick's,
East and
wanted
leave who
him was
withgoing
Powell.
But
Dick declined the responsibility, saying :
"I'll get too attached to him. You'll have
to leave him with someone else, or give
him to me." So Ranger was given to
friends.
Dick, and since then they've become best
All winter long Ranger watched Dick
swim in the pool at his new Toluca Lake
home, and decided that swimming was a
trick he must learn. So every morning at
7 :00, work day or holiday, Ranger pounces
on Dick's bed to wake him for their
morning workout. If Dick wants to swim
in solitude, he has to lock Ranger up,
else the pup will dive in every time he
dives, and swim out only to make a
running jump back into the pool to land
on his master's shoulders. Nowadays the
greatest sport among Dick's friends is
avoiding Ranger's running dives, for a 150
pound
unexpectedly
on !one's
head isdog's
apt tolanding
be a bit
of a surprise
Dick's girl friends tell with fond amusement of the steps he first took toward
furnishing his new Toluca Lake home,
which is his present hobby and the pride
of his life. Dick personally devised or
designed every gadget in the house, and let
me assure you that there are plenty of
them ! Incidentally, his first purchase for
the house, before even the lights were in,
was a $35 set of exquisite Bavarian service plates ! They must have been rather
an odd picture, stacked in the middle of
the dining room floor, seen by a dim flash
light penetrating the gloom of a late November Sunday afternoon ! And next he
bought a pair of Sheffield plate candlesticks.
HIS

furnishing system seems to be the
example par excellence of the old
Greek theory that all things are forever in
a state of flux — no matter how frequently
one
invited
Dick's menage,
finds isthe
same tofurniture
twice in one
the never
same
place ; in fact, one seldom finds the same
furniture twice at all. It's like a circulating furniture exhibit ! He's had at least a
dozen different furniture suites in the livroom, and ofthey've
as
manying dozens
times. been
Oncerearranged
he had two
sofas and all of the overstuffed chairs
upholstered to match the figured chintz
draperies ; there remains one love seat
matching the draperies ! When his mother
was out in California, last year, she
begged his friends not to suggest any more
changes,
protesting
any
furniture
in the that
housethere
morehadn't
than been
two
days throughout her visit. Today Dick
admits that he's satisfied with one corner
of his living room.
In the great play room is found the 200pound scrapbook that a married couple
back in Pittsburgh surprised him with
last year. In this massive volume there
are accounts of Dick's accomplishments,
since the days when he started out as a
singer with the Kentucky Cardinals in St.
Louis and Indianapolis, and it carries on
the story of his achievements step by step.

200
pounds
of published history of Dick
Powell
!
Once in awhile one can get Dick himself
to reminisce about those earlier years covered in his scrapbook, and before. When he
' was five years old, he confesses, he did his
first professional vocalizing. A railroad engineer gave him five pennies for singing
"Casey Jones," and thereafter every time
Dick wanted a nickel he would hunt up
the engineer and render a lusty interpretation of "Casey Jones." It got to the point
where the engineer would dodge down
alleyways or behind hitching posts when
he saw or heard young Powell coming !
And he tells about his most embarrassing
moment, back in Pittsburgh, where for
several years, he was the local wit and
matinee idol. Doing four performances a
day and rehearsing in between, Dick explains, one is apt to become groggy and
perform
one's One
dutiesdaywith
mindedness.
he automatic
was greetedabsentwith
shrieks and guffaws as he walked onto the
stage,
it wasn't
some
time afterward
that a and
musician
was till
able
to whisper
to him
that he'd forgotten his tuxedo tie and collar, and that his trousers were unbuttoned !
BUT

even cidentsthese
stories,that
the only
human
and accidents
his inintimate friends know, do not explain Dick
Powell. For there's a serious side to this
hero of stereotyped musical productions,
this romantic crooner whom O. O. McIntyre salutes as the best master of ceremonies on the air, of which even his intimates are not aware. In the first place,
though Dick asserts that he is completely
happy the
andthings
that hethere's
about
does ornothing
feels or unusual
thinks,
still Dick Powell has known great physical pain — and a great self -consciousness
complex. He is not the light-hearted
juvenile he forever appears to be in pictures, although he is ever the gay host and
social comrade. Dick Powell never mentions his disappointments nor his pains ; he
does not believe in burdening others with
his personal woes.
And yet, when you attempt to discuss
this side of his character makeup with
him, Dick denies it shortly, fearing you
will jump to the conclusion that he's a
melodramatic Pagliacci, a ham actor who's
yearning for Hamlet roles, or a crooner
with the "Met" complex. He knows his
type, and his limitations. Just the other
day a resourceful publicity man persuaded
a syndicate movie chatterer that Dick had
declined offers from the Metropolitan
Opera Company on a recent trip to New
York. But Dick heard about the story,
and prohibited its publication. He refuses
to commit sensational stunts just to court
publicity, and insists that if the truth isn't
interesting enough, he prefers to go without publicity.
"I don't feel that I've achieved anything,
in comparison to what I want to achieve,"
Dick answered my bromide about "to
what do you attribute your success?" He
wants to be as fine an actor as it is possible to become — as fine an actor as he
considers Helen Hayes an actress, but he
hastily protests that "I'm not dissatisfied
with the work I've been given. I haven't
had
a real
in ten
years, but
I'm
grateful
for vacation
having been
employed
steadily
all that time. If a person is given the
same type of role repeatedly, the reason is
that that type of picture is selling. And
it seems pretty stupid to me to get dissatisfied when common sense will tell you that
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your studio will make that kind of picture
till it's
longer
'box-office.'
that
time
hasnocome,
a change
will beWhen
necessary
and we always hope it will be a change
for the
better. But
not sothat
ungrateful
nor
so conceited
as toI'massume
I know
more than my studio knows about what I
can do and luck has been with me long
enough to make me feel confident that
when the time is ripe, better things will
come."
THUS does Dick side-track your efforts
to get at that serious, sensitive side
of him that you know is hiding behind this
gracious but seemingly cocky and wary
screen and radio idol. He side-tracks
you thusly about his romances, too, saying
he has no time for serious romance just
now. All very guarded, you see.
Alany of us feel that even though filmlanders are prone to practice the celebrity's
license of saying one thing and performing
another, Dick probably will remain a
bachelor for some time to come. He is
very fond of Joan Blondell and they are
very good friends. But, marriage?
Well — Joan's divorce will not be final
for many months. Dick was married once
before, you know, when he was just out
of his freshman year in college, and bethat didn'tinto
work
out, heHeis wants
wary
about cause
plunging
another.
to marry again, yes, when he's reasonably
sure it can be a mutually happy marriage.
From another tack I learned a little
more. I heard that the physical examinations he underwent at Johns-Hopkins,
when he went East to make "Annapolis,"
were to find the cause of his headaches,
and as I too have had headaches, I inquired about the remedy the specialists prescribed. And because Dick thought that
here was an opportunity to help someone,
he finally "opened up."

SCREEN

In the first place, only the radio studio
audiences and workers on the Warner
Brothers lot knew that Dick Powell wore
glasses. It was strange, watching him,
for he never seemed to know whether he
wanted them off or on. He would wear
them
for five
then,
whenouthe'd
be holding
his minutes,
script orand
sheet
music
at
arm's
it, he'dwhotakecould
the
glasseslength
off. for
But reading
even those,
see the coming and going of the glasses,
didn't know about the headaches, didn't
know about the two to four to six aspirins
Dick took every day for over a year to
ease them. These headaches came like
great steel braces to clamp about his temples till his blood vessels throbbed and
pulsed like drums in his ears, and it
seemed as though great hammers had
struck between his eyes with only red
spots, whirrings and flashes of lightning
piercing the blackness in front of him. No
one who hasn't had headaches hour after
hour, day after day, for weeks at a time,
until the pain seems almost to drive the
sanity and reason out of one, can know
what they're like — and no one at all knew
about
Dick Powell's
Perhaps
these headaches
are aheadaches.
partial reason
for
people's thinking him conceited. Perhaps
the pain was so great that Dick was too
ill and preoccupied to be as gracious as
usual to his acquaintances, or to feel like
being gay, friendly and conversational.
At any rate, when Dick described his
headaches, I knew he had just cause for
murder — those headaches alone explain
lots of things. And he described them
only in order to express, in contrast, the
gratitude he feels and the abundant good
health he has enjoyed since consulting the
doctors at Johns-Hopkins.
"It's funny," explains Dick, "they really
didn't do much beside examine me all over
again. But finally, all they said was that

I didn't need to wear glasses, and that I
should do a few eye exercises every day.
I threw my four pairs of specs into the
wastebasket at the doctor's office then and
there, and
hada movie,
only one
since.
That I've
was at
and headache
I simply
did the exercise of following the moving
finger from a foot away from the eyes
to an inch away, and after doing that a
few times, even that headache left me."

of notes on
comparing
this and
AFTER
headaches
the appreciation it
brought of the agonies Dick had suffered,
I told him outright that I had formerly
thought him the most conceited upstart in
pictures,cerned at
which he became very conand earnest.
"Now why, what do I do that makes
everyone think I'm conceited? To be conceited, one must be stupid, I think — and I
strive hard enough to keep out of that
class.
"Do you know that I constantly violate
studio instructions just to avoid being
thought
conceited
? We're
toldhow
to becanaloof,
mysterious,
different
and yet,
one
be when one likes people, all kinds of
people, and can't bear hurting their feelings? Yet knew
most people
conceited.
If I only
what I think
could I'm
do to
change
their thinking that. I suppose I never can,
though.
at Al Jolson.fellow
He's the
most
sensitive,Look
self-conscious
I know,
and yet everyone thinks he's conceited, too.
"The hardest thing I've had to conquer
and I haven't whipped it yet, is selfconsciousness. I always feel scared and
silly and conspicuous when I have to
'emote' for pictures — and people think I'm
But it was cold
through discussing his trip
flippant
home to and
Arkansas,!" last summer, I got to
the
philosophy
Dick's
life, the
ethics
by
which
he lives,of the
sincerity
with
which
• Men say they don't know which is
worse in a girl. Underarm odor. Or
offensive deodorants which cover one
unpleasant odor witb another.
Why be guilty of tnther?
Today, there's a new answer — FRESH.
A delicately fragrant cream which gives
odors.
positive protection against underarm
FRESH is different — you can use it
right after shaving or a depilatory, without fear of irritation, for this cream is
not only soothing but antiseptic — safeguarding against infection in tiny nicks
and cuts.
And FRESH can't possibly harm
clothes. No harsh ingredients. No grease
in it. FRESH dries instantly. Just apply
FRESH and go right on dressing.
And with this cream, pores stay open,
healthy, sweet. FRESH has no medicinal
odor, nothing to identify it as a deodorant. FRESH just gives you freshness !

Economy hasn't
Size SOi.
If your
counter
FRESH,
send toiletries
100 with
your
name
and
addressKy.,for
to PharmaCraft
Corp.,
Louisville,
Package of FRESH, postpaid. Travel
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he appreciates others'
and the
conscientiousness
with kindnesses,
which he works.
When Dick left Little Rock, Arkansas,
as a young bridegroom just out of his
first year in college, he declared to himself that he wouldn't go back until he had
accomplished something which even the
critical townsfolk would acknowledge as

Toilet odors are a sign of insanltation.
Germs are breeding there. You must take
extra sanitary precautions in hot weather.
Keep the toilet bowl spotlessly clean and
safe with Sani-Flush. Save yourself urmecessary scrubbing and scouring.
Just sprinkle a little of this odorless
powder in the bowl. (Follow directions on
the can.) Flush the toilet and the job is
done. Spots and stains vanish. The porcelain glistens like new. The concealed trap,
under the toilet, is purified and safe. SaniFlush is quick and thorough ... cannot
injure plumbing. It is also effective for cleaning automobile radiators (directions on can).
Sold by grocery, drug, hardware, and fiveand-ten-cent stores — 25 and 10 cent sizes.
The Hygienic Products Co.,
Canton, Ohio.
1

CLEANS TOILET BOWLS WITHOUT SCOURING

an achievement. Through the years it's
been necessary for him to go back, occasionally, butable
it wasn't
until that
last sense
summerof
that he was
to achieve
real accomplishment. Dick sacrificed a
highly remunerative personal appearance
tour to make that trip home, and while
there he gave abandonedly of his services
and time for a benefit show he staged for
the Little formance
Rock
Boys' Club.success,
The perwas an outstanding
and
raised enough money to keep a swimming
pool open all the year around for the crippled and disabled children of the community. In recognition of his services,
the Boys' Club honored him with a framed
satin plaque commemorating the occasion,
and Dick is more proud of that plaque
than anything he possesses.
In the tone of his voice, as he described
his home town and the loving neighbors
there, you sensed the sincerity which emanates from the soul of Dick Powell, and
subsequently, as he showed the various
colored bath towels his mother had monogrammed
"REP"
(Richard
Pow-I
ell) for him
on her
recent Ewing
visit here,
realized
how
appreciative
he
was
of
little
things.
Later on he told me the corrections he

Gene,
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Such are the conclusions about life and
living that Dick Powell has drawn, and
energy."
he adds : "I don't waste any time regretting
the mistakes I've made. I've been mighty
lucky, and I'm so happy now that I'm
afraid
won'tin last.
Such happiness
seem toit last
this world.
But no doesn't
matter
what the future holds, I refuse to worry,
because I know it can't help any. Maybe
it's a silly attitude, a stupid attitude, but
I feel that no matter what one has to do,
whether it be street sweeping or leading
the country through a depression, if one
does it to the best of his ability, everything else will take care of itself. Perhaps that's why I'm never drastically disappointed, for although I dream about
things, I don't count on anything. I live
that day
the only."
remark of a flippant thinker,
forIs the
a self-satisfied egotist? I think not. And
yet, that's the real Dick Powell !

Marry?

Well-

(Continued from page 47)
I never wanted to be anything but an
actor.
"I've never wavered in my one-track
ambition, even as a child. I never, for
instance, wanted to be a fireman or a
street car conductor. I could look dispassionately on steam engines, steam rollers, Indian tepees, cowboy outfits and all
the rest of the insignia of most lads'
dreams.
"I loved adventure all right, but I loved
it in books. I read 'Scaramouche,' 'The
Sea Hawk' and 'The Three Musketeers'
and longed to play them. I never brought
my yearnings up to date with the hope of
in a South American or a Mexenlisting
ican revolution.

'Here's a new way to fade out freckles
quickly and gently while you sleep. Simply apply
Nadinola Freckle Cream at bedtime. You see wonderful results usually in 5 to 1 0 days. Freckles disappear,
your skin is cleared, freshened, becomes satin-smooth.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous
laboratory
years"counters;
experience
treatment. with
Only over
60c at36 toilet
10c insizeskin
at
Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial package to
NADINOLA, Box 153. Paris, Tenn.

would make if he could live his life over
— finishing college and taking four additional years of law as a general preparation for any career, waiting until he
was older to marry so that he'd know
enough to make a success of his first marriage. He values the important things.
Yet he's practical about it all. For instance, Dick observes : "After having been
out of school and working in the world
for awhile, one finds that the men who
make a million a year work no harder
than those who make a thousand a year —
it's just that those who make the millions
know where and how to spend their

"I just wanted to be an actor. And I
want to continue to be an actor. And
interfere with that conmarriage tinuawould
nce. .. .
"We won't go into the worn-out arguments against marriage in Hollywood.
The subject has been worried and shaken
anemic.
it isYou
to
have It's
really.
time, until
matterby ofwriters
aaround
have time to give to marriage. A screen
actor has no time to give. You have to
play leading man, and a darned adequate
one, to your wife. A screen actor has
no self to give. He is leading man
to too many different women. The averto underagestandgirlall wouldn't
the
sketchy hours,
the expected
this ... be
whole high-keyed pattern of the life. And
be to court alto marry an actress wouldI do
not believe
most certain disaster.
harmonrun
that two professionals can
iously together in such abrasive double
harness. That has been proven often
enough to be conclusive.
"I shall marry eventually, of course.
Actors are no diiTerent from other men.
We want the stabilities other men have,

too. But the life we lead is different, too
And I want to make a prophecy about
Gene
Raymond here and now. When he
different."
does finally marry it will not be one of
those off-to-Yuma-by-night-plane elopements. It will not come as a surprise to
his friends or to his fans. For there is
something very conservative, and really
rather sweet about Gene. He will have
all of the "honorable traditions." The
formal proposal. The engagement ring.
The announcement. His bride-to-be will
have time for showers and parties and
the garnering of a hope chest. There
will be a church wedding and parental
blessings and rice and old shoes and a
honeymoon.
"And I'll tell you just when I do hope
to marry," Gene was saying as I came
to again. "I hope to marry when I have
reached the point in my career where I
can be sure of making no more than two
or three pictures a year. When I can
dictate my own terms and my own time.
Then and only then will I qualify as a
husband.
can travel
'keep company'
with and
my
wife. We I can
and entertain
be together as man and wife should be.
But I must reach that place before I
can feel decent about asking any girl to
share my life with me. For I must be
able to share, too."
ANDmakeagain
I must prophecy.
interrupt Gene
to
a mental
He will
do just what he says he wants to do. For
there is a granite strain in this blond
young man. A strain of rigid self-discipline. Iknow
that up
on smoking
New Year's
he decided
to give
for Eve
six
months. At midnight, in the very midst
of smoking a cigarette, he dunked it and
has not had a single puff since. He will
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make up his mind not to go out for three
weeks, to stay at home and read and
study. Once his mind is made up, nothing can shake his determination.
"Will you answer a question?" I asked
suddenly.
"If I can answer just 'yes' or 'no,'
grinned Gene.
"Right,"
said,
you
ever
been inI love
? I "it's
mean,this.
whenHave
you talk
of what you will and will not do about
falling in love and marrying, do you know
what you are talking about from experience ?"
"Yes," said Gene.
"Then," I said, "you've been deeply
enough in love to know the signs and
symptoms called 'falling'? You know
enough to run away when you feel them
attacking you?"
"Yes," said Gene.
"Emotions are completely unpredictable,
though, aren't they?" I persisted, feeling
a strong impulse to shake him until two
words dropped out instead of the guaranteed one.
"Yes," said Gene.
Then he added, amusement in his eyes,
"Yes, of course, emotions are unpredictable.
Your own heart is the joker in the pack.
It's more apt to play tricks on you than
not. I may fall so in love tomorrow afternoon at five-thirty o'clock that I won't
know whether I'm an actor or an acrobat.
But it's unlikely."
I agreed with him there. I am convinced that young Mr. Raymond is a cold
proposition on the surface, that he has
given himself a thorough coat of protective-coloration, sowell applied that young
Dora
Cupid
going
a-gunning
couldn't
tell
whether he might be
a vulnerable
young
man or a tree-toad.
I thought, too, of the gamut this young
man has run. He went to the Children's
Professional School, with Helen Chandler
and Marguerite Churchill among his
classmates. He played in "Mirrors" on
the New York stage with Sylvia Sidney andvieve
in Tobin.
"TakeInMyHollywood
Advice" with
he Genemade
"Personal Maid" with Nancy Carroll,
"Ladies of the Big House" with Sylvia
Sidney, "Red Dust" with Jean Harlow,
"Brief Moment" with Carole Lombard,
"The House on S6th Street" with Kay
Francis, "Zoo in Budapest" with Loretta
Young. "I Am Suzanne" with Lilian Harvey, "Flying Down to Rio" with Dolores
del Rio, "North Shore" opposite Barbara
Stanwyck, "Seven Keys to Baldpate"
with Margaret Callahan, "Don't Bet On
Love," his latest, with Wendy Barrie. I'm
reeling off these titles not to give you the
titles, but to give you the lovely ladies he
has worked with. And if a man can be
subjected to such a beauty barrage of fire
and remain even moderately sane — well,
what do you think? He isn't likely to be
too susceptible, is he?
Then, Gene has his "defenses." He explained them to me. Staying single is
the easiest thing he does except for one
fact — there are so many lovely ladies to
trip the unwary heart. He makes this
very fact work for him. For one of the
greatest dangers of falling in love is
propinquity. Propinquity with one person.
And so he avoids that. He does not go
out with any one girl too often.
SOMETIMES,"
"I don't
go
out at all, for said
longGene,
periods.
I get
spells where I want to be on the go all of
the time — weeks when I go lunching,
dining, dancing almost constantly. Then
more weeks when I don't go out at all
■ — stay at home with my mother and my
brother Robert (he's musical and wants
to have his own band. He's clever and
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undoubtedly will have one), and read and
study and take long rides by myself.
"I have so many things I want to do,
you know," Gene said. "An actor's life
has limitations. I recognize them and
want
to prepare
write and direct.
I'd
like to
head anto independent
producing
unit at a major Hollywood studio. I
make it a point to study the methods of
the various directors with whom I work.
I am also studying music, languages,
literature. A man with only one string to
his bow is liable to find himself without
a target to aim at, you know."
not content
things
he He's
has done
on the either
screen.with
He the
wants
to
do costume pictures. The Sabatini type
of hero — swashbuckling, do-and-darish.
And it might interest you to know that
Gene has worked toward that as yet un-

And
Tattoo your eyelashes with this
smooth, new cream mascaraand your
lashes will instantly look twice their
real length; the South Sea enchantress' own way of achieving truly
glamorous eyes. More waterproof than liquid
darkeners; won't run or smear. Easier to apply
than cake mascaras. Won't smart. Harmless.
Actually makes lashes soft and curling, instead
of brittle and "beady." Complete with brush in
smart, rubber-lined satin vanity . . . 50c ... at
all toilet goods counters. Black, Brown, Blue.
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Cash
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MASK
An entirely different cosmetic that accomplishes wonders in removing lines,
wrinkles and blackheads. It restores the
glow of health to your skin . . . making
it radiantly youthful and beautiful . . .
through stimulation of the underlying
skin tissues. Its use is simple . . . and
immediately effective. FREE OFFER —
Limited time only — write today.
SEND COUPON
Hollywood Mask, Inc.
105 \V. Monroe Street
FREE OFFER
Chicago, Illinois
Please send me your FREE OFFER at once.
Name
Address
City

State

At All 5 & 10c Stores, Leading
Drug and Department Stores
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a part of the seeking."

Bride

Wore...

iC ontinucd from page 66)
natural colored linen lace, made with a
tiny high collar piped in linen and with
short puff sleeves. Dozens of little linencovered buttons march from neckline to
hem. And like her other lace dress, small
patch pockets are a unique detail of the
flared skirt. A snugly fitted linen jacket
tops this dress. The exaggerated shoulder
line and nipped-in waist are features of
this,
too. Giddiest
all are AGinger's
accessories
for this of
costume.
saucy
pill box hat and a huge jabot of violets
on silk — the hat is completely covered with
the violets. Natural colored linen strap
slippers complete the costume.
Ginger said that she liked lounging pajamas better than negligees in her own
trousseau. As it happened she was buying
a new pajama suit to replace a trousseau
one which was quite worn out now. Her
new one was so smart that I have shown
it on page 65. It's a three-piece affair,
the long white crepe coat faced back with
a bright paisley print. Trousers are of
the print and the tailored, short-sleeved
shirt of white crepe is laced with a string
of
the print.
summer
becauseIt's
it ais perfect
tailored pajama
enough for
to
wear about the house and out into the
garden.
Other "musts" for your trousseau, according to Ginger, should be a fluffy dinner gown, one or two evening dresses, a
black or white velvet evening wrap, a
sports coat — she likes camels hair for this
— and several simple sports or daytime
dresses gauged to your own needs.

HOLLYWOOD

realized Sabatini-ish end for years. He
went to a gym in New York for years.
He studied fencing. He studied riding.
He played golf and tennis. He is not
really the sophisticated drawing-room type
at all. Thus far he hasn't been able to
sell a producer the idea that he can
break a lance and rescue a ladye faire
with the best of the "Bloods" and "Fletcher
Christians." But he's going to convince
someone one of these days, or know why.
"Can't you see why I don't want to
marry, yet?" Gene asked. "I want permarriage.
toward fection
thatin myperfection
whatI Ican't
wantgive
to
give until I've accomplished some of the
things
I've planned.
looking
to marriage
as the realI'mgoal
of my forward
career,
the real Grail for which working is only

GINGER'S wedding gown was lace in
her favorite shade, a pale yellowgreen. And funny enough, even though
she has been married for nearly two years,
the same dress would be charming this
summer, so well chosen was it. The fitted
blouse had a short peplum and the skirt
was made long and gracefully wide. A
medium-brimmed green straw hat was
trimmed with a short veil of the same
lace as the dress. For flowers, Ginger
carried a flat spray of calla lilies with
gardenias laid along the stems. Simply a
charming costume for any bride who
wants to break away from the conventional white gown and a veil.
Before leaving Ginger to go on to the
subject of wedding gowns, I want to mention what she wears for a foundation garment. Being so very slender, a pair of
knitted elastic pants serves adequately in
lieu of a more confining girdle. These
are a satin and elastic knit combination
and are perfect for all you young things

who have mere pencils for figures. However, for you who do need some real figure control, and most of us do, an all-inone is an excellent choice. There is a
slick one on the market made of satin
with knitted elastic at the hips, where you
need it. The top and uplift bust of this
garment are made of lace, reinforced with
net. The satin is cleverly reinforced and
boned in back and over the diaphragm.
And for summer, there is another type
of foundation you should have in your
trousseau. It's cool yet gives you all the
support elastic
you need.
It's the
madebodyof ita looks
silkcovered
net. Off
shirred but on it's smooth as a glove and
very
sheer.except
Another
point front
is thatpanel
it's
seamless
for grand
a slender
of satin. The bust part is in uplift style
and the back is cut low.
Now for wedding finery. The general
trend in wedding gowns seems to be toward the period style. And you can pick
almost any period you like, the bouffant
Victorian or the slender Regency with the
high waist, or the simple draped modern
gown — and any of a dozen others. Flowers
play a big part in veil arrangements, just
as they do in hair styles, this summer. And
you'll find that it will be fun to experiment with unusual flowers, rather than
the traditional orange blossoms. The halo
type of wedding veil arrangement is very
effective for you who look well in off-theface hats. Bonnets, too, are charming, especially when the veil billows forth from
under the brim at back.
Sally Blane, when she married Norman
Foster, wore a short tulle veil which covered her face and reached only to just
below her shoulders in back. Her wedding gown, of white velvet, had a period
feeling in its square neckline and standing
ruche of velvet. The skirt was straight
and long with a slight train at back. Her
bouquet was in shower effect, made of
white orchids and lily-of-the-valley. Altogether itwas a beautiful ensemble. And
a hint to bridegrooms, Norman wore a
spray of Sally's lily-of-the-valley in his
buttonhole.
IN "Showboat" Irene Dunne wears a
wedding gown of the nineties that has
a lovely wedding veil arrangement. The
veil springs from a tiara of waxed orange
blossoms, worn well back on the head and
showing a fluffy curled bang at front.
This veil
is tulle
and isand
verymany
long.ruffles
Irene'sin
dress
boasts
a bustle
the manner of that period. Her bouquet
is a grand tip for you who wear your

MODERN
motiiers' wedding gowns for it is so in
keeping" with the period. Of white roses
and lib^-of-the-valley, it is surrounded by
a white lace frill, in the manner of a Valentine nosegay, only large.
There's a new shade that is being promoted by smart shops in their wedding
displays. It is an off-white on a pale
mauve cast. Nice for you who like the
unusual and want to be up to the minute
in your wedding. Delicate pink and an
icy blue white, as well as an oyster white
are all variations of the pure or cream
white shade.
Satin is first in fabrics with chiffon,
crepe, taffeta, net, lace and tulle-overtaffeta running close in popular choice.
Shirley Deane wears a taffeta wedding
gown in "The First Baby" which offers
ideas for all of you. You can see it on
page
There'swould
a quaint
charm
such 66.
as there
be to
one about
handedit
down by your grandmother. An unusual
drape effect is given the upper sleeve by
means of the tight shoulder shirring. And
shirring is repeated across the bodice.
The tulle ruche and the file of pearl buttons down the front are perfect accents to
the tight fitting bodice. Shirley's veil is
in two lengths of tulle with flowers outlining the cap. Her bouquet is unique, too,
being a muff of gardenias and fern with
gardenia-trimmed streamers.
Anita Louise wears a perfect brideshat. Of isfinest
wide
brim andmaid'scrown
crossedstraw,
in theitscenter

SCREEN

MEN!

by an open mesh veil which forms a chin
band underneath. Flowers circling the
crown, are repeated again in a small bunch
under the brim.
Pat Paterson, another bride of a few
years ago, wears a lace gown that could
be
charming
bridesmaid's
Mauvea lace
is the fabric,
the top costume.
designed
with an off-the-shoulder effect and puff
sleeves, and the skirt slender through the
hips but with godets introduced to give
a smart flare below. A pink taffeta bow
and pink shoulder straps are the only
decorative details. Pat's flower trimming
for her hair is an excellent suggestion
for the wedding party that doesn't wear
hats. These could be real flowers, echoing
the bouquets the attendants carry.
nothing
likestory.
a very Both
practical
tipAnd
to there's
close our
bridal
the
bride and her bridesmaids can have colored
gloves to match their costumes with no
effort and hardly any expense.
Dye white fabric ones in the colors you
want ! It's so easy, all you need are some
of the grand little dye wafers that are on
the market. You can either use the colors
these wafers come in — or you can combine
several wafers to get the latest color
scheme. For instance, here are two color
recipes : To get a dusky rose shade, you
combine a half wafer of tan with an eighth
wafer of scarlet. And for a royal blue,
combine a half wafer of dark blue with
an eighth wafer of rose pink. If you
would like more of these "Color Recipes,"
just fill in the coupon and I will send you
the newest color schemes and how to make
them.

gets the invitagirl
tions iswho
the girl who knows
how to please the men!
She takes great pains to learn their
likes and their dislikes.
THE

One of the first things she learns is
that nothing so quickly prejudices a man
against a girl as the ugly odor of underarm perspiration on her clothing and
her person.
And so she runs no risk of this danger.
she Mum!
knows how easy it is to avoid
-For
— with
Just half a minute is all you need to
use this dainty deodorant cream. Then
you're safe for the whole day!
Another thing you'll like- — use Mum
any time, even after you're dressed. For
it's harmless to clothing.
It's soothing to the skin, too — so
soothing you can use it right after
shaving your underarms.

Mum, you know, doesn't prevent
natural perspiration. But it does prevent every trace of perspiration odor.
And how important that is! Use Mum
daily and you'll never be uninvited
because of personal unpleasantness.
Bristol-Myers, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue,
New York.

Adelia Bird,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

ANOTHER WAY MUM HELPS
is on sanitary napkins. Use

Kindly send me your free booklet,
"Color Recipes."
Name

it for to
thisworry
and you'll
have
about never
this
cause of unpleasantness.

MUM

Street
City

State

takes

the

odor

out

of

perspiration
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Good

Boy— Bad

Boy

(Continued from page 21)
person, has acted as a demon chaperone,
always with them on their dates.
DE that as it may, this is not a story of
^ Ariel and Caliban. It is one of the two
Barrymore boys who were pals long ago
when they were young and who are still
more affectionately disposed toward each
other than many brothers. To Lionel, John
is always "Young Feller" and to John,
Lionel is invariably "Mike." These nicknames date back to the days when as lads
they used to impersonate Weber and Fields
for their own amusement. Those days when
they were both "those young Barrymore
devils," always getting into mischief, such
as the time the two of them walked imgravelyFrench
consulted the portantly
bill intoofDelmonico's,
fare and ordered
pastry. They gorged themselves. The
waiter presented a bill, for five dollars.
"But, my man," said Lionel, "the bill
■ i of fare says pastry costs but twenty-five
The waiter admitted this truth, but he
said vehemently,
"You two have eaten
twenty
cents !" orders between you and you know

5

5

Finds

Way

To

Have

And the boys stayed in hock at Delmonico's until their father, Maurice Barrymore, arrived to bail them out.
As they have grown up and gone about
their trade of acting (they both frankly
call it a trade), they have led totally
dil¥erent lives. John's has been colorful,
spectacular, vivid, dramatic. He has always
it!"been the spoiled darling of the
theatre and the movies. All he had to do
to win the adulation of the fans was to
turn that left profile.
Lionel, on the other hand, has ambled
inconspicuously through the theatre and
through more than a quarter of a century
in pictures, every now and then getting
highly praised for this performance or that,
but never arousing more than momentary
excitement. He is a finer and more serious
creative artist than John. John never took
motion pictures seriously until after
Lionel's sustained success in characterization. He had been content with turning on
the charm in romantic roles, and making
facetious remarks about movie moguls, but
Lionel's success aroused him. He did such
things as "Topaze," "Reunion in Vienna"
and "Bill of Divorcement," which could
not be slid through on the strength of
charm, but required good hard work.

WHILE lines
John
has af?airs
been crashing
headwith his
of the heart,
Lionel has gone quietly about his business. He was married to Doris McKee
Rankin for seventeen years. When he was
divorced some years ago, he married Irene
Fenwick, the charming stage star, to
whom he is still married.
When a friend asked him what he
thought about John's attachment to the
youthful Elaine Barrie, this is the remark
attributed
him! and it has the familiar
Barrymore totang
"Oh, I don't know," he drawled, "I never
think about such things any more, seems to
me that John would get to that age, too."
As you may or may not remember,
Lionel is fifty-eight years old, and John
is fifty-four.
John says that the crash of his marriage with Dolores Costello was all his
fault, that "Mrs. Barrymore is a most
charming woman." But his friends say that
there are two sides to the question. After
all, John probably was not easy to live
with, but on the other hand Dolores Costello, too, may have her faults. Certainly,
an impasse had been reached long before
he went on the Havana cruise which
licity.
brought the subsequent unpleasant pubIt is interesting that John's come-back
is inhe?_
a Shakespearian role. The one time
you can get him to talk seriously and at
length on acting is when he discusses the
Bard of Avon. He likes this villain, Mercutio. He says he is a "mercurial sort of
fellow, full of imagery sometimes flamboyant, sometimes whimsically tender. He
has that quality
the inherent
Irish describe
—imagery
and an
belief asin 'fey'
the
elves." In fact Mercutio sounds a trifle
Barrymore from John's description, doesn't
Lionel also has been known to become
violently worked up playing a role. In
a recent picture he became so excited during an argument with the director that in
pounding the table to emphasize a point,
he actually broke a bone in his hand. The
director wouldn't let him hear the last of
it. Thereafter, he had a prop boy follow
Mr. Barrymore around with a pillow so
that he could bang the pillow instead of a

table.
Bad Boy and Good Boy, they are two of
the most interesting men of the theatre
and pictures.

Sam

Taylor,

Modern
Young

Looking
at

Skin
35!

Screen'swood Holly
reporter,
interviewed
pretty Joan
Marsh during

submit
men no long
womoderern
SMART,
d
"ol
to the tragedy of
skin" just because they
are 30, 35, 40! A wonderful new creme, applied at night like cold
cream, acts a scientific
way to free the skin of that veil of semi-visible
darkening particles which ordinary creams cannot remove after a certain age. So gentle and
quick — often only 5 days is time enough to
bring out a glorious rose petal softness and
fineness and white, clear look of youth. And,
the way it eliminates common surface blemishes— ugly pimples, blackheads, freckles — is a
revelation ! Ask for this creme — Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme at all drug and department stores.
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{Continued from page 63)
nnder contract by M-G-M. Day after
day they had her pose for publicity pictures, but they never gave her a chance to
act. She felt so low, it was a temptation
just to mope around the house, but she
pulled herself together and went to the
party determined to show them that they
were overlooking a good bet.
"Wasn't it lucky that I didn't get a
part in pictures then? I didn't know
anything about acting !"
Her luckiest break, she figures, was being born the daughter of Annette Yde,
concert singer and voice coach, who gave
her a love of music and the theatre, who
taught her and encouraged her.
It was not financial necessity that drove
Annette Yde out on a concert tour
through forty-degree-below-zero North
Dakota weather that January back in 1909
when Ann was born. It was her love of
singing to those music-starved audiences.
Ann is deeply grateful for her inherited
love of the theatre, and for her mother's
example of courage and love of living
that made her take everything in her stride
— career, love, marriage, babies.
Looking at Ann as our taxi jolted
along spasmodically through the heavy
traffic, it seemed to me that it was the
most divine luck for her to have big bluegray eyes that are as changeable as the
weather — pert and fresh as lilacs one minute, impenetrable violet depths another.
It was luck to be endowed with a complexion like thick cream and lips that are
wide and tolerant and sensuous. It was
luck that she had the sort of features that
photograph well from every angle and
hair that falls gracefully even when
whipped
wind. ToButherAnnit is
doesn't
give that bya the
thought.
just
a face that she is so accustomed to that it
seems as commonplace as having ten
fingers.
Our taxi jolted to a sudden stop, right
across from a theatre where signs announced that Roger Pryor was about to
open an engagement there in person.
"You'll be getting married soon, won't
you?" I asked.
"But where did you hear that?" she
blurted out as if taken by surprise. She
was smiling radiantly, and trying hard
not to.
"Everyone seems to be trying to make
up our minds for us. It's disconcerting.
Don't try to make me live in the future
when I believe in making the most of
the present. Remember. Roger has just
obtained his final decree and I think he
should try freedom for a while. He
should not get married in a hurry. He
has been tied down so long — "
Abruptly the taxi plunged forward
again, and as we came to a sudden stop
we glanced out and read the sign on the
next theatre marquee.
" 'You May Be Next,' with Ann Sothern," we read and then collapsed, giggling
at the strange suggestion theatre signs
flaunt to the world.
"Is it a good picture?" I asked. "Are
you any good in it?"

, "don't go to
she protested
OH, seeno,"
Give me a chance to
it, please.
do better. I never like my work in pic'While but
alI amresult
working,
I amwhen
hopeful,
I see the
waystures.
I detect a thousand and one places where
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The sides of Kotex are cushioned In a special,
soft, downy cotton to prevent chafing and Irritation. Thus Wondersoft Kotex provides lasting
comfort and freedom. But sides only are cushioned— the center surface is free to absorb.

KOTEX CAN'T
Kotex has a special "Equalizer" center whose
channels guide moisture evenly the whole length
of the pad. Gives "body" but not bulk — prevents twisting and roping. The filler of Kotex is
actually 5 TIMES more absorbent than cotton.

FAIL

KOTEX CAN'T SHOW
The rounded ends of Kotex are flattened and
tapered to provide absolute invisibility. Even the
sheerest dress, the closest-fitting gown, reveals
no tell-tale lines or wrinkles.
3 TYPES OF KOTEX— ALL AT
THE SAME LOW PRICE
1. REGULAR — IN THE BLUE BOX — For the ordinary needs of most women.
2. JUNIOR — IN THE GREEN BOX — Somewhat
narrower — when less protection is needed.
3. SUPER — IN THE BROWN BOX — Extra layers
give extra protection, yet it is no longer or wider
than Regular.
WONDERSOFT

KOTEX

A SANITARY
NAPKIN
made from Ce//ucotton (not cotton^
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Powder as you are of any
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LANDER S BLENDED
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prevent infection — apply
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I should liave done better. I realize then
the lack of expert little touches of characterization that an actress like Helen
Hayes would have put in.
"It isn't the fault of the stories," she
dismissed the neat little excuse I offered
her. "An actress can give a great deal
even to a feeble role if she explores it
deeply enough. Maybe it has helped me
not having awfully good pictures. Critics
have got in the habit of saying that I
deserve something better. The only part
I have really liked was in 'Folies Bergere.' Maurice Chevalier was delightful
lating.
to
work with, so considerate and stimu"He takes his work very seriously. No
matter how much he has worked on the
preparation of a scene, he is constantly
puzzling out ways to do it better. He
loves the theatre for itself."
"And for the money," I suggested, always one to nail flights of fancy down
with a fact or two.
"Yes, I like the money, too," she chimed
in without hesitation. "It means that I
can have a comfortable home and nice
clothes and the best tennis coach. My
game's
of it. Itgetting
means good
that Iand
can I'm
hop very
on a proud
plane
and come to New York when I have a
few days away from the studio. But the
money would not make life pleasant if
I were not doing what I enjoy. The fascinating part about acting is that whatever you may do, you always feel that
given another chance you might do more.
The further you get the more you realize how much you have to learn.
"I was playing a lead on Broadway
four years ago. My name was Harriet
Lake then, you know. I may have looked
like a success to everyone else, but I woke
up to the fact that I didn't know anything, ANYTHING," she added emphatically. "I took a large part of my salary
and paid it to a dramatic coach to teach
me fundamentals.
"Out in Hollywood, I often sit alone
evenings and study my lines the way we
used to^ under her direction. I live alone,
rattling around in a big house with just
some servants and dogs. If it has been
a bad day at the studio, I can always
play and sing or read until I am all relaxed
and gay again. Then I can pick up my lines
for the next day and really try to give
them some meaning."

Ann Sothern is one of those quiet,
serene people who does things thoroughly.
If she were a typist, she would be on
hand every time a speed competition was
held, matching her skill against the lightning fingers of the winners. If she were
a hairdresser, she'd be the earnest, wideeyed gal inonstration
theof a front
of every
demnew row
method
of giving
permanent waves. But because she happens to be an actress, it is her voice and
body and imagination, the tools of a
player, that she works on.
In the interval between finishing her
Columbia contract and starting at RKO
she felt that she needed a rest and relaxation, so she went to Palm Spri-ngs. She
was bored. She went to San Francisco
and was even more bored. So she rushed
to a plane and came to New York where
there are two influences of inestimable
value
Frances. to her — the theatre and Mme.
Later on I will tell you how Ann goes
to the same theatre day after day, seeing
Helen Hayes or Katherine Cornell over
and over again, taking the performances
apart and trying to discover what makes
them so good. But first let me tell you
about Mme. Frances.
MME.
FRANCES
makes
bewilderingly
lovely
andclothes,
expensive
clothes, designed especially for the people
who wear them. They cannot be copied
because, aside from her cunning, rare
materials and fine sewing go into them.
Ann just bought a regal, finger-tip sable
cape from her. At the matinee she was
wearing a prim black taffeta suit with
silver fox swirling around her neck and
down to her knees. But Mme. Frances
is more than a designer to whom Ann entrusts the job of making her look elegant
in a not too conspicuous way. She is a
woman whose salty wisdom has for many
years been the terror of phonies in the
theatrical world and the joy of those few
to whom she has offered her encouragement. Starting in a little hat shop on
Broadway, Frances has become a power
in the dress world, a big trader in Wall
Street, and a Palm Beach hostess to
whose annual charity ball all society
flocks. Ann is one of the very few young
actresses who can legitimately claim her
as a close friend.
"If I ever become phoney in any way,

Away
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Now,
risk, youor
can without
tint thoseanystreaks
patches of gray or faded hair
to lustrous shades of blonde,
brown or black. A small brush
and BROWNATONE does it.
Prove
— by applying
of this itfamous
tint to aa little
lock
of your own hair.
Used and approved — for
over
twenty-four isyears.
BROWNATONE
safe.
Guaranteed harmless for tinting gray hair. Active coloring
agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair.
Is economical and lasting — will not wash out. Simply retouch as the new gray appears. Imparts rich,
beautiful color with amazing speed. Just brush or
comb it in. Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black" cover every need.
, BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
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I'll know it when Frances looks at me.
She demands a lot of people. She has
known many of the great men and women
of this generation, so she keeps you from
getting cocky over some trifling success.
But she is just as ready to bolster you up
when
you never
are low."
I have
seen Ann Sothern when
she was low. I can't quite imagine it.
For such an extravagantly lush, bland
beauty, she seems to have a very even
disposition and I've often wondered how
she got it. Alaybe it was the influence of
her quietly reflective Scandinavian grandmother with whom she lived during her
high-school years in Minneapolis. For
three years in succession Ann won the
prize at Central High School for the best
original piano composition. Grandmother
was pleased. It was all right for her to
be a big fish in a small puddle as long
as she was reminded that there were
lakes and rivers and oceans for her to attempt later on.
If you have any doubts about Ann's
level head, came back with me to intermission time at the Helen Hayes matinee.
I was resigned to staying in the stuffy
theatre, because it is too much to ask a
motion-picture actress to go out to the
lobby and battle with the autograph seekers. But Ann grabbed my arm and led
me out. She does not act like a star who
is afraid of being recognized. No black
glasses, no furtive darting about. The
usual manner of a star is just a shade less
harassed than that of a fugitive from justice with the Canadian Mounted in hot
pursuit. Ann Sothern gives in public a
superb performance of Miss Nobody with
the result that onlookers are puzzled.
They are sure they have seen her somewhere, but she is so obviously unconscious of their staring that they are willing to grant it may be a mistake.

'A

CUTTING

SCREEN

"It seems odd to be out front in this
theatre," she told me. "I played on that
stage for thirty-six weeks in 'America's
Sweetheart.' I was still Harriet Lake
then. Didn't change my name until Columbia scouts saw me in 'Of Thee I Sing'
and
gave
me asuited
contract.
think the name
me, so They
I took didn't
Ann
from my mother's name and Sothern
from E. H. Sothern, whose Memoirs I
wasThat
justintermission
reading." and the next flew by
because there was so much to say about
Helen Hayes' performance. From our
vantage point in the front row where we
practically chinned ourselves on the stage,
Ann pointed out many details a nonprofessional would miss — the way uncertainty was expressed in her hands, her
feet, her tremulous chin when Victoria
first got up courage to defy her mother.
"Isn't it wonderful the way she made
her voice so young," Ann pointed out.
"Crystal-clear and high as if all experience
had been sieved out of it. What a grand
time she must have had reading all the
books about Victoria when she studied
the part."
QUEEN VICTORIA who treasured
simple goodness more than glamorous greatness read the memoirs of the
actress Fanny Kemble when she was a
very young girl and set down in her
and vulgar."
that I they
diary
a little
help being
not "pert
couldwere
Ann and
hilarious over what the good queen would
have thought of present-day revelations
in interviews with motion-picture actresses.
"How terrible for her to give way to
her feelings like that," Ann sobbed when
Victoria made a public spectacle of her
jealousy of a pretty young woman at her
court. "A woman shouldn't ever speak
until her anger dies down, and preferably

REMARK

BROUGHT

ONE WARM NIGHT I WENT TO THE MOVIES
...ALONE AS USUAL! WAITING AT THE BACK
OF THE THEATRE FOR A SEAT I NOTICED
TWO WOMEN EDGE AWAY FROM ME.^'it'S
THAT WOMAN IN BLUE," ONE WHISPERED,
"such INEXCUSABLE CARELESSNESS"

i'M happily MARRIED NOW! MY HUSBAND ALWAYS
COMPLIMENTS ME ON MY PERSONAL DAINTINESS!
BUT THE COMPLIMENTS REALLY SHOULD GO
TO LIFEBUOY «^

ME

not then, should she? She'd win out much
better if she stayed charming through
weariness
and angerlater
— " we were walking
A few minutes
across Forty-fourth Street, peering down
the narrow street that is known as Shubert Alley where many theatrical offices
are, looking for the ghost of Harriet
Lake. Only four years ago she was there,
smiling bravely, trying to walk without
betraying her trembling knees, begging
for a chance to play good parts.
"One summer I came rushing out of
that office up there. I was offered a
good
a fallto production,"
the Ann
Sothernpartwhoin used
be Harriet Lake
told
me, "and I felt I needed a lot of coaching
to
be able
have actress
much
money,
butto Iplay
wentit.toI adidn't
retired
and asked her to work with me, offering
to pay her as soon as the play started.
Before that I had always paid her in advance, but she knew me well enough to
know that I would surely pay her as soon
as I could. She turned me down. I was
frantically upset — afraid I would never be
able to play the part — but I went to
work by
and her,
got it
all right.
I've
never
quitemyself
forgiven
though
I suppose
I should because she taught me not to
expect others to be vitally concerned
about my ambitions. Any girl who
hopes to be an actress has to learn so
many things — to gather the forces within
herself to conquer disappointment, to
avoid antagonizing people working with
her, and most of all to enjoy studying her
"But forgive me," she broke off abruptly, "these old scenes have made me
too serious. Come on, let's grab this
job.I doubt that she will ever need that
lucky penny. She has a good head on
her shoulders — inside as well as out.

LASTINGtaxi."HAPPINESS!

CARELESS_ME! WHAT
COULD SHE MEAN ? I WAS
SO UPSET
I couldn't
FOR THE
PICTURE STAY

Are

your

THAT NIGHT I CAME
ACROSS AN AD. FOR
LIFEBUOY. THE TRUTH
DAWNED ON ME

friends too considerate
to tell you ?

Don't
wait toIf be
the girlofwhose
illustrated!
youembarrassed
could read —thelikethousands
letters true
we story
receiveis
you'd realize "B.C." [body odor] is a cunning enemy — it betrays us when
we least expect it! Be 1^2/^.' Bathe regularly with Lifebuoy! Its abundant
creamy lather purifies, stops "B. O." Its clean scent rinses away.
A truly mild complexion soap
Lifebuoy protects your complexion . . .gives
it that clear look that spells YOUTH. It
cleanses
deeply,
but gently!of "Patch"
tests
on more
the skins
of hundreds
women
prove it is more than 20% milder than many
so-called "beauty soaps."
Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau
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{Continued from page 61)
phrase, no such thing.
4. Don't leave off your girdle if you
have been wearing one and if your figure
needs one. Nothing looks worse_ than a
wobbly, lumpy body under a thin summer dress. There are plenty of lightweight foundation garments on the market
to suit every need and every purse.
inrm, snug-but-not-tight girdle, if^ you're
if you're not.
fat. A porousof foundation,
all the junk sold along
5. Beware
the roadside and at the beach. The hotdogs, peanuts, popcorn, candy, ice cream
and the magoo on a stick. If you're
Colorinae truly glorifies cones
fat, it's a wicked shame to indulge in
woman s crowning glorv !
them. If you're thin, they won't build
will give you variand besides.
ounce,
an of
up kinds
you
This karmless "Vegetable
ous
the pip
coloring comf>ouncl magiI guess I don't need to tell you not to
cally rinses youtli into your
a sofa after
Lair and leaves it lovely, flop down in a chair or on
temptation on a sultry
great
a
It's
eating.
clean, lustrous. Gives to evening to beat the rest of the family to
any liair tlie gleaming, glam- the hammock, but you know how I feel
around.
ourous higliligkts of its on that score. Get up and move
after
right
sly
strenuou
too
not
but
Dance,
own natural color. And
eating, naturally.
Colorinse is easily removed— a sliaml^oo is all DON'T loll in the bathtub, hot or cold.
You'll feel hotter afterwards, not
tLat s necessary.
cooler. The refreshing shower is the
1^V f,
package
at allThe} and
10 thing. Use a body brush and get your
V. for
cent astore.
Selectcontaining
your proper2 rinses
color from
Nestle
r
circulation started. Take an all-ove
Shade Selector prominently displayed on counters.
air bath— be a nudist for a little while
every day. It gives your pores a chance
to breathe.

. . . I've never been an
sports
About
the belligerently athletic girl
r of
admire
with the muscles bulging through her
like as man's
lasp Female
the hand-c
be
clothes
should and
of thing.
that, sort
all

Hands can be slender, idle, active or relaxed . . .
but really beautiful and poised to the finger tips. To
keep them always poised, use Wigder Manicure Aids.
Wigder Nail Files are specially Triple Cut with even,
fast-cutting teeth for smooth and fast-filing so as not
to jar the nails. The Improved Cleaner Point, a
Wigder feature, conforms to the finger nails and
enables you to clean easily and quickly. On sale at
drug and 5 and 10 cent stores.

they'reif
areed fine—
Sports
say.are
feminin—e,if Ithey
as fun,
regard
grand
they help a girl to be more graceful and
full of pep. As I said before, they are
not substitutes for corrective exercises.
With one exception, swimming — particularly the breast stroke— will help build up
it won't properlyon reduce
a thin girl. Butwish
were
more attenti
a fat girl. I
paid to° correct form in swimming, tennis
and golf. Properly performed, these are
excellent developers of grace and coordination. Done in a slap-dash manner,
they're of little benefit.
A caution about strenuous hikes and
mountain climbing : if you are overweight
and unaccustomed to violent exercise,
get all full of misdirected amplease don't
bition and go barging up the side _of a
mountain. It's too much of a strain on
the heart and much too great a developer
of the calves and the front of the upper
thighs.
While figures are my main concern, I
will, at the drop of a hat, launch into a
dissertation on skin and hair. Well, for
goodness sake! My maid, Tilly, just
dropped her hat. So-o-o-o . . .
Briefly, too much is expected of our
ns and our hair during the sumcomplexio
mer. And too much faith is placed in the
beneficent effects of the sun. Take equal
parts of sun, dust, wind and salt water,
apply to the skin and hair daily, and
what have you? You have a hide that
looks like leather, and hair that is dry
keep a wave in
and lifeless, that won't
it, and a scalp that is as tight as a drum
possession
rightful
its
of
out
and cheated
—natural oil. It can all be summed up
in that old business about moderation
again, as follows :

Be
tan.
of the
next.

moderate in your efforts to get a
One minute under the direct rays
sun the first day. Two minutes the
And so on. A red chiffon veil deflects the rays of the sun and keeps you
from burning. Some skins bloom under
the sun — others fry. Which kind of a skin
have you? Don't let yourself get so dark
that you look like Haile Selassie. He's
got the right idea — notice the umbrella.
An even, golden tan is a lovely thing on
a brunette or a blonde who can take it.
Redheads, almost universally have tissuepaper skins which freckle and burn and
it's just plain dumb to inflict too much
sun upon them.
Cleanse your skin, faithfully and regularly, just as you do in cool weather.
Apply make-up carefully and fastidiously.
Cleanse and make up oftener than you do
in
weather,
that's
only difference.
Thecool
reason
should
be the
obvious.
Your hair will increase in gloss and
beauty under moderate sunning. It's nice
to dry your hair in the open air after a
shampoo. But to lie on a beach for hours
with no hat or other hair protection results in the unhappy state of affairs I
spoke about a minute ago. After a swim
in salt water, try, whenever possible, to
rinse the hair completely of stickiness.
Before your shampoo, go through the
massaging routine with warm olive oil.
Not pleasant, on a hot day, but it pays
dividends later on.
Now, darlings, here is a typical summer diet. Stick to this regime — plus your
exercises and you will keep healthy and
you won't be ashamed to get into your
bathing suit.
Be smart to take advantage of the fact
that fresh fruits are in season. They are
so reasonably priced at this time that
every one can afford to eat plenty of
them.
Start the morning off with a glass of
any kind of fresh fruit juice. Then just
have your thin whole wheat toast, a tiny
bit of butter and a little honey if you like.
Then a nice cup of black coffee.
In the middle of the morning have a
dish of fresh berries. Blackberries, strawberries, raspberries, etc. If you desire,
you can drink a glass of skimmed milk
with the berries.
For lunch. A crisp green salad with a
little French dressing. You can have one
slice of whole whsat toast with this. A
cup-custard, no whipped cream. A glass
of iced-tea with lemon.
In the middle of the afternoon you may
have a piece of ice cold melon. Or if you
prefer something to drink, you may have
a glass of buttermilk or fresh fruit juice.
For dinner : Start with celery, two ripe
olives. A cup of jellied consomme. Cucumber and tomato salad on lettuce. Fresh
green asparagus (no butter or mayonnaise)
or artichoke, brussels sprouts, or other
green leafy vegetables. Any kind of meat
except pork. Be sure it's broiled or boiled,
not fried. Small baked potato, or a heaping tablespoonful of potato salad, but it
must not be made with mayonnaise. For
dessert, sherbet or fresh fruit in season.
Black coffee.
And here is an exercise that I know
will be helpful to nine out of ten girls and
women, thin or fat, and helpful to many
who are almost okay, too.
Haven't you noticed, on all but absolutely perfect figures, an unsightly bulge where
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the thigh joins the hip? The hip curves
down and, whereas the line should go
gracefully on, unbroken, right down the
thigh, it bumps out again. It's a figure
fault that isn't noticed at all on an otherwise good figure — until said figure is
poured into a close-fitting evening gown
or that
a bathing
suit.
of
bad line
: Here's how to get rid
Get down on the floor on your hands
and knees. Stretch the left leg out in
back with the toe pointed. Now move
forward by drawing the left leg forward
(this will make the hips rise in the air)
and place the left foot between your two
hands. As you do this straighten out your
right leg, toe pointed. Your weight is
now on your left foot, and the upper part
of your body is flat against the top of the
upper left leg. Now continue to go forward until the left knee is on the floor,
all the time drawing the right leg behind
you. Pulling and stretching as you do
so. You are really walking on your
hands, feet and knees. Repeat now on
the other side by drawing the right leg
forward and continue in this manner,
walking across the floor, back and forth
several times. You will be a little sore
at first, but never mind, it's good for you.
Now so long, children, for another
month. I hope you have a grand time
this summer. I hope you win popularity
contests at your pet and particular summer resorts and I hope every man on the
beach gets pop-eyed with admiration when
you sally forth to take a swim.
Guess what I'm going to do next month ?
I'm going to take up the younger generation— the very young generation. No,
angels, I'm not going to tell babies how
to reduce, but I am going to give some
simple exercises that make for proper
development of very young limbs and
muscles. Some easy dance routines, in
case you have an embryo Shirley Temple
in your home. I'm going on up through
the awkward age and tell leggy young
things how to overcome the difficulties of
that perplexing period. Be seeing you !
P. S. I hope you will all forgive me
if you don't get answers to your requests
as soon as you expect them. But, gosh,
you should see the thousands of letters
that are stacked up before me. I'm doing
my darndest, darlings, so just be a little
patient,
If you
sent
for your won't
chart you?
yet, please
do. haven't
You know,
it's absolutely free if you send a stamped,
self-addressed envelope. However, unless
you do enclose the requested stamped, addressed envelope, we cannot answer your
letters or send you the chart.

Madame Sylvia,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y,
Dear Madame Sylvia:
Please send me your Special Consultation and Measurement Chart for
Weight Control.
Name

Lilly Dachei one of America's foremost hat designers, creates this utterly charming daytime
hat of soft blue toyo straw — with a perkyoriental yellowbird set on the crown directly off
center. Its striking, swooping, narrow accordian
brim is a sure challenge to adventure. Says
Mme. Dache': "The shallow sailor crown lifts
the hat off the eyes, and to achieve real chic it is
important of course to reveal the eyes at their
best — in eye makeup as well as hat design.
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IS flS N€C€SSPRY

TO Chic PS TH€ SMPRTCST/^fee^"
CHIC! — elusive, magnetic quality — sweep of long lovely
lashes! This most compelling of all feminine charms can be
yours instantly, easily, with Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids.
Don't deny your eyes their marvelous powers — darken your
lashes into long luxuriant fringe with Maybelline Mascara —
the modern, non-smarting, tearproof mascara preferred by
more than ten million fastidious women throughout the world.
Try it in either the famous Solid form or the new Cream form —
lightly for the smoothest, most silken effects; or more heavily
for a deep rich appearance. In Black, Brown and Blue.
Encased in a beautiful red and gold vanity, the modern
Solid form Maybelline Mascara is priced at 75c at all leading
toilet goods counters. Generous introductory sizes of all
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids — including the new Cream form
mascara — may be had at leading 10c stores. Try them today!

MASCARA

MASCARA

PtNCIL ..i-*-*

SHADOW ' ^-

TONIC
CREAW\

Street
City

State ....

(Please enclose stamped, selfaddressed envelope)

WORt!>-S FINEST AND LARGBSTSEU.INO &1'E BEAUTY AIDS
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WEATHER

REPORT

It will be warmer this afternoon
if you eat a heavy lunch. And so
we suggest a bowl of crisp, cooling
Kellogg's Corn Flakes in milk or
cream.
They're satisfying, nourishing and
easy to digest. You'll enjoy their
delicious flavor — -and you'll be
cooler, more alert all day. Served
wherever you can buy food.
Nothing

CORN

takes

the place of

FLAKES

And THAT is a
good start for any
young lady because
good coffee IS important. With the
new model DripO-lator shown opposite, fine French
drip coffee is easy
tomake. Youmeasure the coffee, po\ir
in boiling water and without further attention the
genuine Drip-O-lator makes perfect, full flavored coffee every time. The name is stamped
in the base for your protection. Insist upon it.
THE ENTERPRISE ALUMINUM CO., MASSILLON, OHIO
THE GENUINE DRIP-O-LATOR IS SOLD By ALL
LEADING CHAIN. DEPARTMENT ft RETAIL STORES
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to some degree, at least, in every town.
But this fact does not detract from the excellent entertainment which is provided by
the plot, and furthered by an exceptional
cast. Top honors go to Josephine Hutchinson, as the young wife of the town doctor, who finds herself at the mercy of
Alain Street. She comes to her new home
expecting the same generous cooperation
as she is ready to give, but is met with suspicion and jealousy. This grows by leaps
and bounds, particularly through her
friendship with a farmer's son, Ross Alexander. Pat O'Brien, her husband, is torn
between loyalty to his wife and loyalty to
the townsfolk, who mean his bread and
butter, and whom he understands through
long years of association. As Dr. Kennicott, Pat O'Brien proves that he is a finer
actor than you have ever suspected from
his former hard-boiled, mush-hearted
roles. Ross Alexander's characterization
of the youth who longs to rise above his
environment is faultless in its understanding. Louise Fazenda has her best bet in
years as the Swedish cook and Ray Mayer
is good as Bjornstam, whom she marries.
***
The
(M-G-M)

Unguarded

Hour

Oh, so you want to see a murder mystery
that is different? Then "The Unguarded
Hour" is your meat. This picture very
nearly sets a new high in this field, or any
field, for that matter. It is one of the
most provocative, intriguing and fascinating
mystery films ever made, and in addition
it is many other one-of-the-mosts — one of
the most effective — of the Franchot Tone
pictures ; one of the most beautifully photographed pictures seen recently ; it provides Roland Young with one of his most
poignant roles ; it has one of the most
carefully chosen casts seen recently, and —
well,
anyway
— you'd
better
to see it.a
Franchot
Tone
is Sir
Alango.Dearden,
famous young barrister of London. Loretta
Young is his wife. She is placed in a
position where if she does testify in a
sensational murder trial, she will jeopardize her husband's career and future,
and if she does not testify an innocent
man will be hung. While that is being
more or less straightened out, her husband
confesses to another murder which he did
not commit in order to trap the man who
is the real murderer and at the same time
his wife's blackmailer. It sounds complicated, but the story is worked out with
extreme dramatic cleverness and Sam
Wood's direction has the touch of genius.
Lewis Stone, Jessie Ralph, Dudley Digges
and Henry Daniell, in the supporting cast.
Preview Postscript
Look carefully at the London street scene
in this one. You'll be rewarded by seeing a
couple of fonnous extras — namely, Leslie Howard ond Robert Montgomery. Due to a
dearth of English-made cars in Hollywood,
Director Sam Wood stationed himself early
one morning at the M-G-M gate. When
Robert Montgomery drove up in his lowslung English roadster, Wood engaged him
in conversation until Leslie Howard drew up
in his swanky English coupe. The director
asked Mr. M. to drive him down to the bock
lot and beckoned Mr. H. to follow. The
cameramen were ready for them when they
arrived. "Just follow the traffic down this

street,
And no sooner
sold thanBob,"
donesaid
and Wood.
all on film.
**

Small

Town

Girl (M G M)

Janet Gaynor goes from rags to riches,
but giving up her ginghams isn't such a
surprise as finding Janet actually harboring dishonorable intentions. Sick of small
town life, of working in a grocery store
by day and stepping out with her steady,
James Stewart, by night, Janet hops at
the chance when a dashing young doctor,
Robert Taylor, asks her for a ride. Under
the influence of an extra quart of champagne, the Dr. suggests marriage ; and
under the influence of his sixteen-cylinder
roadster,Binnie
JanetBarnes,
agrees.
Mr.an Taylor's
fiancee,
makes
appearance with his hang-over. A divorce, it is
agreed, would ruin his career, so the newlyweds agree to stick it out for six months,
then go their separate ways. Miss Gaynor's portrayal of the celluloid Cinderella
is well done and Robert Taylor gives an
excellent account of himself. Lewis Stone
and Nella Walker fit nicely into the fashionable background of Taylor's home,
while Andy Devine, Isabel Jewell, Frank
Craven and Elizabeth Patterson are perfectly set in the drab surroundings of
Janet's home life.
Preview Postscript
Monterey Peninsula, sold to be an exact
replica of the Cape Cod shoreline, was
found by studio scouts and photographed
for the first time for the movies. . . . Though
he gave up studying for a medical career
when the movies got him, Robert Taylor has
wielded the scalpel ever since — in celluloid,
anyhow.
First cast in
"Society Doctor"
he
was so professional
in appearance
that the
studio gave him a similar role in "Magnificent Obsession," and followed it with this
one. Robert was once tennis champion at
Pomona College, and in between winning
matches song over the radio, accompanying
himself on the cello.

(M-G M)
** Absolute Quiet
This picture is a psychological study of
ruthless selfishness, but don't let that keep
you away. It is also extremely amusing
and completely fascinating. The picture
proves that there is something new under
the celluloid sun. Lionel Atwill is the
powerful, selfish head of an air line. A
heart attack persuades his doctor to insist
that he go to his ranch for awhile and
have absolute quiet. Atwill takes with him
his pretty office manager, Irene Hervey,
promising that he will order her husband,
Harvey Stephens, to fly that night to the
ranch. Instead, wanting the girl to himself, he sends Stephens on to Los Angeles.
The car in w^hich two desperadoes, Jack
and Judy (played by Wallace Ford and
Bernardine Hayes) breaks down, and they
take command of the ranch. Atwill has
sent all the servants to town. Then a
large air liner makes a forced landing
on Atwill's private field and the house
party is enlarged by the passengers who
include a nincompoop governor, Raymond
Walburn, his mouthpiece, Robert Gleckler, his publicity man, Stuart Erwin, a film
star and his sweetheart. Jack and Judy
are head guys, by virtue of their guns,
but it is Atwill, with his incredible heartless selfishness, who really rules all the
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people. Wallace Ford and Bernardine
Hayes almost steal this picture.
Preview Postscript
Director George Seitz spent two weeks of
his own vacation scouting for a location
suitable for this picture. He was looking for
iust one thing — a real ranch, where the cowboys were real cowboys. He looked over
many a dude ranch or near-dude ranch in
his travels around the state. Finally, about
200 miles from Hollywood, Mr. S. stumbled
onto the ranch of his dreams — sturdy, rough
buildings, and cowboys that matched. Elated,
he signed up the place and the people,
rushed home, rounded up his cast, and set
out within two weeks for the location trip.
On his arrival he was first puzzled and then
dazed. In the intervening time, the ranch
and all that went with it had gone completely Hollywood. Buildings hod been given
a quick but bright coat of paint, a lawn
was sodded around the ranch-house, and
every cowboy shone with fresh shaves and
serge suits . . . Lionel Atwill agrees with his
countryman, Freddie Bartholomew, that the
greatest thing in America is chewing gum.
If you see him without a jawful of gum, you
con be sure it's not Mr. Atwill you're seeing.
The Country
(20th Century-Fox)

Beyond

Don'tother be
misled bywith
the the
prospect
of an-in
dull evening
Mounties
the Frozen North, because there's not a
dull moment in this whole picture, in spite
of the fact that it's built on a thin story
and stars Buck. Suspense is built up from
the first reel, dialogue sparkles throughout, characterizations are well developed
and convincing in every case, while the
love story has a refreshingly new angle.
Paul Kelly here not only gets his man,
but gets his own type of role — an unsentimental, courageous sergeant in the
service. Robert Kent is as likeable as any
newcomer we've seen in a long time. He's a
self-confident, genial corporal who sets
out to annoy the sergeant and win Rochelle Hudson. The fact that she happens
to be the daughter of a fur-smuggler whom
he's out tions.
to Alan
get,Hale,
too, her
lends father,
a few and
complicaAlan
Dinehart, as big a crook as ever prowled
the North Woods, give good performances, as does Miss Hudson. To add to
the general enjoyment of the picture, the
photography is excellent.

GARDENIA

Preview Postscript
Location was at Truckee, California, In the
High Sierras. Shooting snow scenes presented
lO
difficulties never encountered; snow ranged
C For trial
from three to six feet in spots, so all equipment was mounted on toboggans. Shadows
from the mountains limited actual shooting
periods to a few hours each day. The freezing weother made a deep crust on the snow
and when crunched under foot it sounded
like a bod thunderstorm through the microphones. But the company never had a better
time than on this trip. Few knew how to
skate and fewer yet were familiar with toboggan and ski technique, but all were experts by the time the three weeks were up
. . . Buck and Prince are really deadly rivals
off-screen, too. They are a constant worry
to Jack Spitz who owns them both. It's a
case of professional jealousy, since Prince
was star boarder at the Spitz kennels until
Buck mode his sensational screen debut in
"Coll of the Wild." A series of hidden
straps and wires prevented the dogs from
hurting each other in the screen battle, and
at home they ore separated by barbed wire
fences between their kennels. Both dogs hove
canine stand-ins, just like any other stars of I

FAOEN

Card enia ca|Dtures tke true fragrance

of tkose fragile Llossoms to §ive you |)ulsatin^
glamour and youtkful delicacy ... a {serfume ever
reminiscent of S|5rin6 . . . and eternal romance.
Gives you an elusive sf)arklc tkat seems to ckaracterize some lovely creature as |3oignant, beautiful,
wistfully {perfect and divinely gay. Seek out tkis
marvelous jjerfume at any 5 and 10 cent store.
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screendom. They're the best of chums with
their stand-ins, having no cause for professional jealousy.
Hill

*

The

First Baby

(20th Century-Fox)

YOUNGER

LIPS WIN

KISSES

It's a beauty crime to dry and age
your mouth with the wrong kind
of lipstick.
Cutex Lipstick is warranted to
contain a nourishing oil that helps
to make lips alluringly smooth,
moist and velvety. Your mouth
looks 5 years younger!
In Natural, Coral, Cardinal,
Rust, Ruby. Try it today — have
younger, more fascinating lips!

CUTEX <^^^'/^^
Northam Warren Sales Company, Inc.ONLY 50
Dpt6LM7, igi Hudson St., New York
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal.)
I enclose io<i for trial-size Cutex Lipstick as checked.
□ Natural □ Coral □ Cardinal □ Rust □ Ruby
Name
.
Address_
City

Mothers-in-law may be a joke to some,
but to Johnny Downs, hero of this celluloider, the problem is anything but funny.
Marjorie Gateson is the lady in question,
who unfortunately happens to be the
mother of Johnny's wife, Shirley Deane.
That's the situation in a nutshell, but to
properly appreciate it you should see it
for yourself. Between the various in-laws
at large you may get slightly dazed, but
you'll always be entertained. There is
the mother-in-law's husband, a poor
thing, played with heart-rending understanding by Taylor Holmes. Then there
is Jane Darwell, who portrays Johnny's
wife's mother-in-law and Gene Lockhart
who is her hen-pecked spouse, though
Miss Darwell's intentions are the best in
the world. That, as far as we can remember accounts for the in-laws. Then
there is the First Baby, which provides
new grounds for battle, and Dixie Dunbar
who creates a little trouble on the side.
There's as much chance for a plot as there
is in a three-ring circus. But the characterizations are all good, particularly that
of Johnny Downs, who handles a difficult
role with exceptional ability.
Preview Postscript
The biggest production probienn was
7-nnonths-old Sandy Stone, who plays the
title role. He seemingly had no respect for
production schedules. If Sandy wanted to
smile when he was supposed to cry that was
just tough on the director. Or vice versa —
it was still just tough on the director. Master
Stone, in short, was the real boss of the production .. . Johnny Downs is the 2 1-year-old
veteran of "Our Gang" pictures. In curls
and hero
Fauntleroy
collars,Deane
he wasbegan
the getting
Gang's
first
. . . Shirley
small roles a few months ago, after Darryl
Zanuck decided to test the ability of his own
"extras" for talent, instead of scouting New
York, Paris and points east for possible
prospects. Shirley came to hHollywood from
a San Francisco night club review. . . .
Dixie Dunbar has another name. She's really
Christine Elizabeth Dunbar, and from Montgomery, Alabama, suh. This marks her first
big chance to act with her face instead of
her same.
feet, and Dixie's hoping for more of
the
** Big Brown
(Walter Wanger)

Eyes

The eyes undoubtedly have "it" and they
belong
JoanBennett
Bennett.is
But to "to
our the
mindpersonable
the youngest
miscast in a role of modern miss who
flips wisecracks and revolvers around with
equal nonchalance. Eve Fallon, whom
Joan portrays
in this
is athereby
manicurist in one of
the celluloider,
better hotels,
meeting up with the better crooks in town.
She happens to be deeply enamored of
Gary Grant, a detective, but not a good
enough one for Eve. So between manicures she sets out to show him how it's
done. Gary thinks she's too pretty to be
very bright, but another gentleman friend
believes in the Bennett brains enough to

nd, Warners'
Olivia DeandHavilla
newest
most promising
starlet, vacations at Palm
Springs.
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give
on a just
newspaper.
It's aworth
seeingherthea job
picture
to see what
girl
can do in the newspaper world. Miss B.
seems to be occupied solely with dictating
scoops into a dictaphone, swinging on her
swivel chair and accepting raises. Gary
in the meantime has been hard at work

on a gang of desperadoes composed of
Walter Pidgeon, Lloyd Nolan and Alan
Baxter, but finds himself beaten at every
turn. That's when Miss Bennett steps in
and prettily solves the whole situation in
no time. The plot has its interesting
angles and the actors have their good
points, buttainmentiton the
isn'twhole.
very stimulating enterPreview Postscript
Cory Grant nursed a sore head for days,
and Joan Bennett sent him a dozen roses
every morning with her apologies. It all happened in a scene where Joan hit Cory over
the head with a box full of tools. The director didn't think Miss Bennett was nearly
realistic enough when she gently brought the
tools down on Gary's head for the first
"take." Neither did Cory — the first time.
Cory Grant should be used to bumps on the
head, having been a professional acrobat at
one time in his career. He ran away from
home at twelve and joined up with c circus
until his father caught up with him. Really,
that romantic name isn't his right one. The
right one's
even more
Archibald
Alexander
Carlisleromantic
Leach.— to
Bornwit,in
Bristol, England, he was not destined to follow in the footsteps of his father, who was
a clothing manufacturer, for Gary decided
early to become an actor like his uncle,
Percival Leach, prominent on the stage. Still
believing the circus was a grand way to get
stage experience, Gary ran away again
a few years after the first trial, and joined
a troupe that travelled farther from home.
He stayed with it for a year, then went on
the stage. He can still walk a tight rope
like a professional and do flip-flops and
body whirls faster than the eye con follow.
** The Law
(First National)

in Her

Hands

We isdon't
exactly
thatdowoman's
place
in the
home,believe
but we
believe
that
some
lady
lawyers
wouldn't
look
so
silly there. Not that anyone as lovely as
Margaret Lindsay could look silly, but she
certainly has appeared more comfortable
than with the law in her hands. When
Warren Hull, the district attorney lets on
to Miss Lindsay that it's her beauty and
not her brains that he so passionately admires, Miss L. becomes highly indignant.
She is so incensed that the picture immediately becomes quite boring, watching
the
heroine
that she's
muchFarrell
more
brilliant thanprove
beautiful.
Glenda
has poor pickings, too, as another feminine brain-wave, in partnership with the
vindictive Miss Lindsay. Lyle Talbot is
convincing enough as one who has most
of the city under his control and is plotting the downfall of the district attorney.
Eddie AcufT, as the badly battered process
server gets all the laughs.
Preview Postscript
A really good cutter is as important +0 a
film as the director, actors or cameramen.
Most pictures ore taken without a thought
of sequence; in fact, the general rule is to
take the last scene first, then skip around
to whatever sequence the director has in
mind at the moment. When all the scenes
ore taken the cutter starts work. And work
it is, assembling continuity, cutting out superfluous material, end suggesting additional
takes. William Clemens, who directed this
celluloider, was once an ace-cutter, then decided to give directing a trial and let someone else do the dirty work . . . Warren Hull
was recruited from radio. He hod ambitions to become a grand opera warbler, until
the movie moguls lured him with lucre. Since
coming to Hollywood, Hull has had a chance
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to sing only one song, and that a short
one in "Freshman Love" and a for cry from
operatic orios . . . This is Eddie Acuff's second role in pictures, hlis first was in "Shipmates Forever," as the lad from the sticks.
Eddie's been everything but o lad from the
sticks in his career — a black face comedian
in a medicine show, a borker for a river
show boat, a chorus boy on Broadway, a
ticket manager in a circus and a stoker on
a ship or two.
iir^ Sky Parade

(Paramount)

It's consoling to realize there's a place
for everything, but disheartening when
some folks don't realize it. Jimmy Allen,
f'rinstance. It would be impossible to fill
his place on the radio to the satisfaction
of some ten million juvenile fans, but we
have an idea that even they will consider
their hero pretty flat in celluloid. The
story is as unconvincing as its hero, having to do with a trio of aviators who have
met up during the World War and decide
to stick together in the aviation business
from then on. Bill Gargan, Kent Taylor
-and Robert Fiske comprise the trio, while
Jimmy Allen goes in with them, several
reels later. His primary interest in life
plane. There's intrigue abroad
is a torobot
due
foreign governments also having an
interest in the new-fangled plane, but
Jimmy thwarts all these goings-on in short
order. Katherine DeMille is the heroine,
and Grant Withers takes the heavy role.
Nothing much can be said for any of the
performances, but it is interesting to
watch the progress of the airplane industry's importance from war days to the
present.
Preview Postscript
Jimmy Allen will tell you that he thinks
radio is lots more fun than movie work ever
will be. He thinks it's just about one hunknow that you're
better tothan
talkingdredtoper cent
an audience
to talk into a
cold microphone — three times the salary notwithstanding .. . Grant Withers started as
an extra — three dollars a day in the days
before Central Casting hod the say-so —
Grant finally worked himself onto a regular
studio pay-roll, working in minor roles. Then
he began getting the picture plums, and
was on the verge of stardom when that
strange fate that overtakes many an actor
in Hollywood caught up with him. Grant
found himself on the skids and landed in
short order at the bottom, with an occasional role from the independents. And now,
for no apparent reason that Grant con see,
he is again in the good graces of the
studios and beginning to reap fan mail.
* Florida
(Paramount)

Special

"Florida Special" is a dull little number
which has little plot, few bright moments,
and not much reason for existence. Its
action takes place on a train on which an
ancient millionaire is bound for Miami
with a load of jewels. Also aboard is a
gang of thugs who mean the old gent no
good. Frances Drake and Kent Taylor,
the juvenile leads, are also on the passenger list and, fortunately, so is Jack Oakie,
who provides the only spark of life in the
picture. It will not startle you too much
to advance the information that the old
gentleman disguises himself to thwart the
crooks, that the crooks get the diamonds,
only to lose them again to the side of
law and order. "Florida Special's" only
assets are Jack Oakie's first-rate comedy
and Jackie Heller's warbling of a song
called, "It's You I'm Talking About."
Otherwise,
it's routine
at
all to recommend
it. fare with nothing
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Preview Postscript
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The biggest news, of course, on this picture, was the romance of Jack Ookie and
Venita Varden. They had told no one of
their plans, but the company knew it must
be love when Venita went on location with
the company to the Santa Fe Station and
stood around all night in the fog to talk
to Jack whenever he was not before the
comeras. . . . Kent Taylor, known to many
fern fans as THE handsomest hfollywoodian,
had no aspirations about capitalizing on his
profile. In fact, selling awnings was his
chosen life work. One day Kent happened
to be out at Paramount studios, selling the
aforementioned awnings, when a frantic call
came from a set for some "extras." Any
kind would do, men, women, children — thin,
fat or indifferent. Out of curiosity, Kent
went out on the set, and after a few hours
was amazed to find a ten-dollar bill thrust
into his hands. If it was that easy, decided
the bright young man, he might just as well
come back the next day. Which he did and
found himself rushed into a room where
Claire Dodd was to take a screen test. Mr.
Taylor was to be background for Claire,
but when the picture was reviewed Cloire
didn't pass the test — Kent did. ... J.
Farrell MacDonold was the cause of some
forty awed co-eds standing around the sets
at various times watching the goins-on for
this picture. Mr. MacD. was combining two
jobs, for not only is he an actor in this movie,
but teaches movie technique at the University
of Southern California. In fact he started
the motion picture department at that school,
which has already had national recognition, being the only class of its kind in the
country. At least it is the only college course
which is actually taught by octors, and assisted by directors, producers, make-up experts, etc.
**

Human

Cargo

(20th Century-Fox)
A thousand-odd Mexican immigrants
comprise the title role — Mexicans who
have been smuggled across the lines, at
$200 per head, then quietly dumped in a
convenient river. This relieves the smugglers of any possible embarrassment, and
provides a brand new racket for a moving picture. With Brian Donlevy as star
reporter on one of San Francisco's leading papers and Claire Trevor a reporter
on a rival paper, and both out to "scoop"
the racketeers, you can bank on excitement. Some of the scenes in the newspaper
office are hilarious
and Particularly,
you'll meet
such interesting
people.
Alan Dinehart, the over-wrought city
editor, who is kept busy having temper
tantrums and stealing the picture. Brian
Donlevy is good as a reckless gent of
the fourth estate, while Claire Trevor is
lovely to look at and satisfactory when
not indulging in snappy comebacks, which
unfortunately is a large percentage of the
time. Rita Cansino, in the role of Mexican night-club entertainer, is very pretty
but very flat in her moments dramatique.
The plot has its weak spots, but you will
probably be engrossed from the first reel
right straight through to the last.

certificate which names Portadown, County
Armagh, Ireland, as his former 6ddress. As
a boy bugler Brian accompanied Pershing
into Mexico with a National Guard unit. By
adding four years to his age he got into
the Lafayette Escadrille at the age of 14
and when the World War was over entered
the N oval Academy. But seeing the world
began to pall on him, so he quit and joined
the theatre.

** Let's Sing
(Sol Lesser)

Again

Sweetness and light, lilies and bluebirds,
and a boy soprano are the main ingredients of this movie mixture. If you
have heard Bobby Breen on the radio, we
don't need to tell you how really beautiful
his voice is. If you haven't heard him
sing, and the radio's on the blink, then
this picture is worth your while. The
sagging plot has to do with the Breen
boy running away from an orphanage and
joining up with a circus. His mother has
died after bringing him to America from
Italy and his father (George Houston) is
looking for him, now that he's in the
monev. Henry Armetta takes all the acting laurels as a has-been opera star, now
playing the circus clown, who gives Bobby
his chance, with music lessons thrown in.
Grant Withers and Inez Courtney are the
meanies, who threaten at times to spoil
Bobby's luck, and give some point to the
plot, but they are foiled in due course
and everyone lives happily ever after.
Preview Postscript
Bobby Breen is familiar to some millions of
air
fans has
as Eddie
Cantor's
"Adopted
Son."
Cantor
not really
adopted
this eightyear-old,
many believe, for Bobby has a
mother, a asfather,
a sister, Sally, aged 19, a
brother, Mickey, 21, and another sister, Gertrude, aged 23. And none of them hove
any idea of letting anyone, even his adored
"Uncle Eddie" do any adopting. Bobby
sings In French, Italian and Spanish as well
as English. Operatic arias and classical
songs are his favorites and he olso plays the
piano was
and made
violin.
debut
in Bobby's
1931 at professional
the Silver
Slipper Night Club in Toronto. For two
years he appeared at least once a week in
the club and gained his first radio experience broadcasting with the club orchestra.
Later he played vaudeville and motion
picture theatres around Toronto, then sister
Sally, who was his accompanist, decided to
take him to New York on speculation. Horry
Rlchmon, rehearsing for a musical comedy,
needed a child actor for a comedy skit in
the show. He interviewed Bobby and immediately hired him. The reception accorded Master Breen on the opening night
caused Rlchmon to declare that "Bobby
Breen Is a second Harry Rlchman!" . . .
Henry Armetta came to America from his
native Italy at the age of 14, when he
stowed away on a provision ship sailing
from the docks where he played every day.
America really proved the land of opportunity, and he drifted happily from the
borber-shop profession onto the stage and
into movies. Now he's married and happily
settled down In Hollywood, which looks more
like Italy than Italy, according to Armetto.

Preview Postscript
Helen Troy, the telephone operator, comes
to the screen via radio, having been heard
on the air by Allan Dwan, director of this
picture, who immediately sent to Son Francisco for her. Helen writes her own dialogue,
and her wisecracks are considered so valuable that they are not included in the script
for fear of wisecrack thieves getting them
before the picture is produced. . . . Brian
Donlevy con prove that name by his birth

** Till We
(Paramount)

Meet

Again

Here we have espionage, sabotage,
Herbert Marshall and Gertrude Michael
in a revealment of World War Intelligence Office methods. It's pretty good
entertainment, competently handled, if you
like spy-revelation stories, and who
doesn't?
Old-time cinema
addicts will

MODERN
delight in seeing their silent film favorites
Rod La Rocque and Guy Bates Post do
well by themselves in it. As Fraiilein
Elsa, Spy Gertrude A'lichael of the Triple
Entente is a 1914 London stage favorite.
She loves, and leaves, Herbert Marshall,
in the role of an English actor, when war
is declared and she is given no choice but
to report for German espionage duty.
Marshall is assigned to Britain's spy web,
is reported "killed in action," insinuates
himself into Germany as a shell-shocked
soldier (a nice bit of work), and gives
the Germans plenty of trouble, committing
sabotage in a munitions plant. Spy
Michael is sent to locate the troublemaker, finds her love alive (German Intelligence Head, Lionel Atwill, in love
with Elsa, tells her of Marshall's reported
death), and attempts a dash into neutral
Holland with Marshall. Their escape,
plus the nobility of monocle-wearing Atwill, bring the film to a fast-paced, dramatic climax.
Preview Postscript
Genuine spies showed the celluloid spies
how to act in this film. Several of Europe's
leading spies during the World War were
employed as technical advisers during the
filming. Gui Ignon, a French snooper, was
one of them. Major G. T. Bogley supervised
the British sequences, while Captain C. J.
Cook handled the German spy-system details.
Men, these authorities say, are prompted to
join the Secret Service because of patriotism,
but women enter because of the excitement,
adventure and money. . . . One of the
most interesting "props" used on the set, was
a map procured from the French war department showing the bombardment of
Paris by mammoth German guns. The map
covered an entire wall of a set and showed
how the two big guns, stationed in the Forest
of St. Gobain, dropped shells on the French
capital one hundred miles away, taking
hundreds of lives. . . . Guy Bates Post,
"talkie."
first the
stage
famed he
When
camestar,on appears
the set in
forhiswork
first
day. Post turned to Director Robert Florey,
saying there was something dimly familiar
about his surroundings. Come to find out, it
was the same stage on which he had made
"The Masqnjerader" in 1923, his last screen
oppearance.
* The Big Noise
(Warners)
If you like the Kibbee brand of humor,
you'll go for this picture in a big way.
The role of unwillingly retired businessman gives him a grand chance to air all
his tricks, and win your sympathy besides.
Having been pushed out of business which
has meant his life to him because of younger men and snappier ideas, Mr. Kibbee
decides to go into business unbeknownst
to his family. With Warren Hull he sets
up a clothes cleaning business, and finds
himself running up against more business
than he had bargained for — namely,
racketeers — not one gang, but two rival
outfits, who have both spotted Kibbee as
a sucker. How the old gentleman stands
by and lets them destroy each other when
they meet in the shop is as funny as anything you'll see for a long time. Besides
this scene, there's Marie Wilson to make
the goings-on worth your money. As the
beauty, if not brains, of the establishment,
she gets a chance to philosophize more
frequently
thaninterest
in anyis picture
she'sofhad.
The romantic
taken care
by
Warren Hull and Alma Lloyd, though it
looks for a time as though Warren is going to be outwitted by Dick Foran who
considers himself pretty much of a big
shot.
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LOVE

Mary, Queen of Scots, returned to
her native land only to find herself
friendless, save for a few, the pawn of
political ambition, at the nnercy of her
cousin Elizabeth who hated her . . . who
demanded

that she renounce

her love

for the Earl of Bothwell, and contract
a loveless marriage. Could Mary submit to the cruel power of Elizabeth?
Or did she call upon
Bothwell,

the

man

she loved, to save
her?

The

answer

is written

the story of "Mary

in history and

of Scotland."
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Preview Postscript

TAKE A BEAUTY

LAXATIVE

You can't expect to have a peaches-andcream complexion unless you maintain
tegular habits of elimination.
Don't let more than one day go by without
coming to Nature's aid with a beauty laxative.
Olive Tablets are mild and gentle and
non-habit-forming. They bring about the
desired result promptly.
Accumulated body waste is an enemy of
health and beauty. Get rid of stored-up
poisons quickly by taking a beauty laxative.
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Shampoo -Rinse Lightens
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Hair

EVERY Blonde whose hair has faded, become brownish, yearns for the gleaming
golden lights, the fascinating glints of true
blonde beauty. If you are a "used-to-be"
blonde—
don'tit !yearn
for ravishingly
lovely
hair— have
Use Blondex.
One shampoo
with this unique combination shampoo and
rinse all in one does wonders for the dullest,
most streaked hair. Use Blondex tonight.
See how quickly, easily your brownish hair is
washed 2 to 4 shades lighter. And safely, too.
for Blondex is a harmless rinse, not a harsh
chemical or dye. Used by a million blondes.
Don't delay. Bring back glorious golden
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beauty
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Guy Kibbee celebrated his fiftieth birthday while working on this film. A dime collection was taken up from cost, crew and
other studio workers and Guy was presented
with an elegant assortment of toys, everything from tops to tricycles. In due time
Guy, Jr. aged I I months will fall heir to
them. The other Kibbee heir is Shirley Anne,
five years old. Some thirty years back, the
senior Kibbee was a leading man on the
Broadway stage. Though rotund in those
days, too, Guy had a certain dash, marred
only by a bald spot on the crown of his
head. All went well for a time, with Guy
carefully combing the side hair over this
spot until one day, while stooping over on
the stage, a loud voice was heard from the
audience, "Hot stuff, Baldy!" The manager
met him in the wings with one week's salary
m advance. Since then he's been a character
actor, and glad of it. . . . Warren hlull
thinks every actor or actress should first star
in radio. With nothing but your voice to
get
over, tohe an
says,amazing
you'll develop
old
vocalyoutones
degree,thewhich
will stand you in good stead in the movies.
. . . Now Alma Lloyd's father is Frank
Lloyd, director par excellence at M-G-M.
As a business asset Mr. Lloyd has been a
total loss to her. Alma had deep yearnings
since a child to be in the movies, but having a director fother puts a cramp in that,
popular opinion notwithstanding. The family
and friends thought it was cute of Alma to
have such aspirations, but that was ar far
as it went. Finally, in desperation, she went
to New York, appeared in small roles in
Broadway
plays, and
was . finally
"discovered"
by
a Paramount
sleuth.
. . Marie
Wilson
never ignores a cream-puff or a codliver oil
tablet. Her two aims in life are to gain
fifteen pounds and be a black-face comedienne .on the Al Jolson type. She says
there
anyway.are enough blondes in pictures now,

Given more pictures like "Sons O'
Guns," Joe E. Brown won't have any
difficulty in keeping his place as one of
the ten most popular stars in pictures.
The story, based on the Broadway play,
is a perfect vehicle for the versatile
comedian, whose talents seem to be unlimited. Audiences may well rub their
eyes in surprise to see a Warner picture
without Guy Kibbee or Hugh Herbert in
the cast but their places are neatly filled
by Eric Blore, who has never been funnier, first as Brown's valet and later as
his stern top sergeant. Not a little
credit for the success of the picture may
be given to Joan Blondell, who looks
lovely, sings and dances delightfully and
employs a charming accent as the little
French barmaid. Other ingredients that
go toturemake
Brown'sof best
picto date this
are Joe
the E.
presence
Beverly
Roberts, war scenes that don't look like
the ones
before,himself
and nice
musical you've
numbers. seen
To make
a hero
in the eyes of a girl, Joe, a Broadway
actor, dons his doughboy uniform and
dashes into the street just as a military
parade is passing. No one is more surprised than he to find himself in the
army, and from then on his misdirected
efforts to get out furnish one laugh after
another. These amusing situations come
to an hilarious clima.x when, single
handed, he captures the entire German
army who, like Joe, prefer not to fight
any longer because they are not "mad at
anyone." If you're a Joe E. Brown fan,
and even if you aren't, it's swell entertainment.

*** Forgotten
(Paramount)

Faces

Hereness inismany
as stark
tragedymoon.
as you'll
wita movie
Herbert
Marshall is the husband of Gertrude Michael, and the murderer, in the second
reel, of her lover. He goes to prison, she
goes to burlesque, and their daughter is
adopted by a good family, through the efforts of Marshall's pal, James Burke.
Time marches on, seventeen years of it,
and Gertrude makes up her fiendish mind
to locate her daughter, and through blackmail obtain enough cash to hold the affections of her current boy-friend. Marshall obtains a parole from prison, determined to thwart her plans at any cost, so
that their daughter will never suspect her
origin. He accomplishes this by means of
a cleverly laid plan which mounts in suspense to asin bitter
an fiction.
ending asJane
you've
ever
imagined
fact or
Rhodes,
as the daughter, Robert Cummings as her
youthful fiance, and James Burke give
competent performances.
Preview Postscript
James Burke con tell you plenty about
suffering for art's sake on this picture. Reporting at nine o'clock one morning, after a
good breakfast of ham and eggs, Burke
found himself confronted with a table bending under plotters of corned beef and cabSeven rehearsals
and eleven
"takes"
followedbage.before
the director
was through
with him, and poor Mr. B. was through with
the cabbage. Several wives and sweethearts
in Hollywood were startled the other day to
receive gorgeous bouquets of flowers, seemingly out of a clear sky. But they were really
from the Poramount studio, following the
wreckage
flower
.shop.of a set used in this picture, of a
** One Rainy Afternoon
(Pickford-Lasky)
First production under the newly unfurled banner of Mary Pickford and
Jesse Lasky, "One Rainy Afternoon," is a
fairly amusing light comedy done in what
was probably intended to be the Continental
manner. Its plot is one of those feathery
things which requires a Rene Clair or a
Lubitsch to keep it from bordering too
much on inanity. Unfortunately, neither
of these good screen doctors happened to
be about in this case. The story, then, gets
under way because of the innocent assumption of Francis Lederer that the young
lady seated next to him in a darkened
movie theatre is a rather intimate friend
of his. He kisses her, and discovers she
is a total stranger. She is, in fact, Ida
Lupino,
the isfiancee
of Erik
Rhodes. and
Whatshe's
follows
a slightly
mad
confusion of courtroom scenes, jailings,
irate fiances and high-powered newspaper
publicity.
boyish
exuberance
will
delight the Lederer's
ladies of his
audiences,
and Miss
Lupino, who photographs beautifully,
proves she's no mere ingenue. Erik Rhodes,
Joseph Cawthorn and Roland Young are
effective comedians, but top honors in that
department go to Hugh Herbert, whose
screen idiots are a constant delight.
Preview Postscript
Forcaltheachievement,
first time was
"silent
ice," The
latestinvention
techniused.
mokes possible large indoor skating sequences
which heretofore hod been unsuccessful due
to the squeak caused by steel-runners on the
glczed
surface which
the "mike"depicked
up
and amplified
. . . Countess
Moigret
makes her cinema debut in this film. A
famous Continental socialite, she was discovered by Maurice Chevalier, while performing in a charity theatrical. Born in Norway,
her idea of paradise is a pair of skiis and
a ten-mile hill.
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About
Nelson

Eddy

(Continued from page 25)
box offices to turn in their tickets. I
couldn't pay off that kind of a debt, could
I?
livedlostwith
myself ofif
I hadI couldn't
done it. have
I have
thousands
dollars by my insistence in keeping to my
concert tour. But I have not, I think, lost
the same number of friends."
Dr. Edouard Lippe, voice teacher of Nelson Eddy and one of his most intimate
friends, came into the dressing-room as
Nelson and I were talking. And as Dr.
Lippe listened, a gentle smile on his slender spiritual face he said, suddenly, "How
you live is how you sing. The tone of
the voice is only as beautiful as the spirit
animating that voice."
And I think I knew, then, what he
•meant.
For, with those illuminating words, Dr.
Lippe turned a spotlight on Nelson Eddy
in the reflected rays of which he stood
revealed and explained as he had not been
explained before.
r^OR with one single picture, "Naughty
*■ Marietta," this tall, silver blond young
man leapt on such a flying trapeze
as the
movies have never known to the very forefront of the great god. Box Office. An
achievement absolutely without precedent.
Within a few weeks of that spectacular
vaulting of the cinema heavens three thousand fan letters weekly began to deluge
the young baritone.
None of the other great box office stars
ever achieved so spectacular a success with
one film step. They at least had to learn
to creep before they walked.
You may be saying, as you read, "Well,
why not?"
is a finevoice
looking
man with a He
magnificent
! But young
even
these qualifications are not in themselves
sufficient to explain the one-picture miracle. And Nelson told me himself that
nobody had any idea that he was destined
to break the bank of the box office as he
did.
And so, as we talked in Nelson's dressing-ro m, Irealized that Nelson has, in
his way, the great good quality which Will
Rogers had in his. In these two so-different men is the same warm, wide-spreading quality of kindness. Even as Nelson
Eddy counted his friends more important
than" dollars, so would Will Rogers have
done. Even as Nelson gave thought to
the trudging feet of disappointed thousands, so would Will Rogers have given
thought. And if I didn't fully realize all
of
withhe Dr.
firstme.remark, I
did this
before
was Lippe's
done with

"Nelson is so kind," Dr. Lippe said.
"Not in a soft sentimental way at all. He
realizes that there is ingratitude. He isn't
in the least blurry with soft illusions. He
doesn't exactly believe in Santa Claus. He
even likes to appear to be hard. But I can
begin with myself and tell you how kind
he has been to me. I . . ."
"You lit into me and laid me low,"
laughed Nelson,
fumbling with his smoked
glasses in the way all nice men fumble
with something when they are embarrassed
"You told m.e that I had a voice, but
wouldn't have it long if I didn't quit singmg in four-a-day movie houses and
churches and bath-tubs! If I didn't quit
taking correspondence courses
. You said
It plam and you said it plenty and because
you did I'm here in Hollywood today in-
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assurance that to one person in the
world she is wonderful . . . adorable
. . . beloved.
Why do Blue Waltz cosmetics help the
"lonely" girl to blossom into the
"only" girl? Because they give her confidence; they make her feel desirable.
She discovers her own loveliness
through the romantic fragrance of
Blue Waltz Perfume; the satiny texture of Blue Waltz Face Powder; the
tempting colors of Blue Waltz LipstickSay "Blue Waltz" when you buy cosmetics. Certified pure, laboratory tested. lOff each at 5 and 100 stores.
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stead of croaking like a frog in some remote swamp."
"I said
it very plainly," smiled Dr. Lippe,
"and many a young man would have resented it. I meant what I said kindly and
from my heart but I was not tactful. But
Nelson, I think, divines kindness where
kindness is meant. And so, after the success of 'Naughty Marietta,' Nelson brought
me to Hollywood. He recommended me
everywhere. And he is responsible for
a new career for me. That is kindness."
''Pshaw!" said Nelson, affectionately.

Experience the charm of having
lovely hair this new way. Soft
buoyant curls, a subtle sheen,
that silky childhood beauty restored to your hoir. SHEILA Egg
Shampoo, SHEILA Color Rinse
(not a dye) and SHEILA Wave
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On sole at all 5 and 10 cent
stores or mail coupon and 10
cents for each full size package.
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r REMEMBER," said Dr. Lippe, "when
we both heard a young negro baritone
in Philadelphia. Nelson was so enthusiastic about this negro's voice that he worked
with him, gave him some of his own songs
to sing, advised him, was as interested in
him as he was in himself. And on one
occasion, when Nelson was to sing in a
certain church back home, he pretended to
be ill so that the young negro could sing
in his place. Which he did.
"He is always like this with young singers. Few people know it, but more than
one promising young voice is being trained
today, thanks to Nelson. It is so. Nelson,
and
intendAndto not
say only
it, so that,
don'tbut
lookhe atgives
me
like Ithat.
them his time and personal attention, too,
which is a more real kindness than check
book kindness."
"Well, kindness pays its dividends always," muttered Nelson, "that's true
enough. Take a certain surgeon back in
Philadelphia. Some years ago, I had to
have my tonsils out. I had no money, I
went to this man and explained the situation— how badly I needed the operation
because of my voice, how important it was
to me that it be perfectly done. I told
him that if he did, he would have to gamble with me on futures. Doctors are unhappily wise to this sort of proposition.
But he did it. He operated — beautifully.
He gave me treatments for months. Not
one"Until
cent did he get."
a short time ago," said Dr. Lippe,
"when you paid him in full. I know, because the shock nearly killed him. He told
me so. He said it was the first experience
of the kind he'd ever had. And your check
came during the depression when people
were not having their tonsils out."
"Here is one very touching case in point,"
said Nelson. "Once, not long ago, a little
old lady who was crippled asked me if I

The

True

Love

would sing for her. I went to her house
and sang several songs. When I left, she
asked me if I would sing at her funeral. I
did, of course. I sang 'Open the Gates
of the Temple.' And when her will was
read, I was one of the beneficiaries. Some
of the dividends kindness pays," said Nelson, his blue eyes a trifle blurred, "are
sort
of — even
divine."
"And
that kindness was trebly retroactive," Dr. Lippe murmured, "for this
dear 'little old lady had a son who was,
and is, in the insurance business. Nelson
once promised him that if the day ever
came when he could take out a substantial
policy, he would take it from him. Just
the other day he took out such a policy,
here in Los Angeles, and he insisted that
the local agent split the commission with
the little old lady's son back East."
"Will you get out of here," roared Nelson, "before I slug you?"
"No, I will not," laughed Dr. Lippe,
"not until I have had my say. I've been
tunity.
waiting a long while for just this opporNELSON,"
continued
doctor,
has never broken
his the
wordlittle
as long
as
I have known him. He is temperamental,
of course, as all artists are, but he does
not use that temperament as an excuse to
escape his obligations or his conscience.
"He has sung, not only to kid-gloved
audiences who pay, but in sanitoriums and
hospitals, in jails, in humble homes where
shut-ins live, hungry for music. He has
fed people
the that
beautiful
of kindliness and now
bread bread
is coming
back
to him, three-fold, on the waters of his
Fame.
"And this," said the Doctor, "is why
Nelson became famous with one picture.
Not his looks, not his voice alone — for I
repeat that a voice is only as beautiful as
the spirit animating that voice. No, it is
the warm spirit back of that voice which,
whether they know it or not, draws in
the multitudes who made him a star."
"And now," said Nelson, with a hereendeth-the-first-lesson air, rising to his
impressive height and buckling his lanyard
onto his revolver "and now pin another
medal on Dr. Lippe's little boy. Nelson, and
letBut
me go
my he
mangave
!" the inevenforth
as to
he hunt
jested,
^erious, sensitively
little man tensely
a warm
touch on theappreciative
shoulder. And
as he left, he cleared his throat two or
three times.
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{Continued from page 33)
"Bill, you're such a good-natured old
darling!
My faithful
standby!"
And air.
all
my resolutions
would vanish
into thin
ON
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one such night I asked her to marry
me. I said, "I know I haven't much ;
but,
oh, darling,
lovehappy
you !so !And
I'd the
try
so hard
to makeI'dyou
future would be all ours. Think of it!
Together,
could inconquer
We were wedancing
the Sky Broadway."
Garden of
the St. Moritz, thirty stories above the
greenery of Central Park. It was Spring.
The end of the Broadway season, almost.
I hadn't much money. I hadn't even any
right to choose such an expensive place
for dinner, except that I knew it was what
Mary wanted.
The music was playing a soft, dreamy
waltz tune. Mary, all lost in its rhythm,

was light and warm and yielding in my
arms. Against her hair, I whispered,
"How about it? Answer me, darling!
Why not? I'd be so good to you you'd
never be sorry . . ."
She laughed at me. "Honey," she called
everyone honey, "what do I want with
marriage ? I'm having too much fun ! And
what do I want with conquering Broadway? So long as it pays for my hotel
room it's all I am asking!"
That wasn't strictly true, and I knew it.
It was just a gay, gallant line she used to
pull. She always said that if she could
get parts that kept her in room rent and
breakfast
satisfied. Formoney
the rest,andshehose,
couldshe'd
havebeclothes
sent from home, and there were always
plentyvideoftwo meals
people aready
day. and willing to pro-
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I got suddenly angry. I cried, "That
isn't true ! You can't fool me. You're
the most ambitious girl I know ! You
work as hard as I do to make a success
of yourself ! Now quit stalling ! You
know perfectly well you're stalling !"
She was still laughing. "What if I am?
It's a good line, isn't it?" Then suddenly,
unaccountably, she became serious. "Now
listen to me. Bill. I'd make a rotten wife
to any man. So don't ever ask me again,
do you hear?" She added, "I'm warning
3'ou, because some day you might ask me
when the moon was out, and roses blooming and — I mightn't be so honest with you
as today. I might take you up. And
honest, Bill, that would be a mean trick to
play on an old standby like you."
Later, bitterly, I was to remember those
words. But I wasn't bitter that night. I
was strangely touched. I said, "You little
square-shooter
!" and my arms tightened
around her.
More than ever, Mary had me in her
power . . .
When you're intent on a real career on
the stage, the best way to spend your summers is playing stock. Mary and I both
realized it. We both got very busy looking around for summer jobs. By what
seemed to me then a supreme stroke of
good luck, we both landed in the same
stock company.
You all know, you must all have read,
about the way stock companies operate.
The whole troupe lives and eats and plays
together. They sleep in a rooming house
or a farm. They wear the kind of disreputable clothes one saves for the country— slacks or bathing suits or overalls —
and rehearse a play a week in some old
red barn.
It's hard work. Your reward is a
chance to do parts you've always been
crazy to do, under expert direction. In
our case it was going to mean even more.
For our troupe was locating in a fashionable social and artistic colony, not two
hours away from New York, and people
who mattered — managers and critics and
talent scouts — would be sure to drop in.
Naturally, I was thrilled. It was, so
far, the best break I had ever had. But
more than a working break, it meant I
would be seeing Mary daily. Rehearsing
with her. Perhaps even making ardent
love to her — on the stage.
That's
for. But
Oh, that
the summer was what
going I tohoped
be fun!
first
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"He said he loved me. ( said I didn't
believe in love. He said he would teach

month out in the country wasn't much fun.
Mary let me get no closer to her than I'd
been in New York. The little ingenue of
the troupe, she was always the center of
an admiring group of men.
for me, no one paid any particular
attention to me except the elderly
character actresses, who thought me a
sweet boy ! Once one of them, a motherly
soul, said gravely, "Bill White, what do
you want with that flibberty-gibberty little
Lee girl, anyway? She's a born flirt; a
wild one. The sooner you forget her the
better off you'll be."
In my mind, I knew that woman was
right. But in my heart, I knew her advice was useless. It wasn't that I ivanted
to be in love with Mary. It was that I
couldn't help it. What use is mind against
the overwhelming passion of the heart?
That was July. In the first week of
August, something happened. Our director
became suddenly very busy with plans for
a big fall production. He rushed into
town for conferences. He called the company together, and handed us our parts
for the next week's play, and announced
that an important producer and a backer
would come to the opening night.
Naturally, we were thrilled. But pretty
soon we were stumped as well. The di-

HER

"you knevf he was married?"
"Yes, but he said he had not lived
with his wife for ten years. ..."

AS

Miss Strefz slew Fritz Gebhart, who
me."had employed her as secretary
— a man whom she deeply loved, a monster of passion who had
forced her to submit to him. Was her act justified? Would the
woman betrayed
lury
defrayed —
— or
or as
a; a woman who had no
adequate cause to take human life?
Don't miss "The Trial of Vera Stretz," a true story whose only
fictional counterpart is "The Trial of Mary Dugan!" Read this and
many other dramatic true stories of famous crimes in the July issue.
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rector was so busy grooming the principals that he had little time to give to
coaching us small-timers. So we had to
learn our lines as best we could, and iron
out major difficulties in rehearsal.
Mary and 1 went into a huddle. "Gee
Bill," she told me, "I'm so peeved I could
scream. I'm driving myself nuts, making
my speeches to the back porch posts. And
how am I to know how responsive they
I had a hunch. "Suppose," I suggested,
"you try your lines on me. I'm better
than
a post."
"You,
Bill? But you've got your own
?"
are to
part
slave over!"
I said, "Well, we can hear each other,
act
our another
scenes. word
Let'sshetryhanded
it, anyway."
Without
me her
script. Grimly, we went to work. All
morning, we rehearsed her part.
Later, we ran through mine, and then
rehearsed the scenes we had together. It
was so sweet! Sweet to have her all to
myself awhile.
There were some love scenes — not my
own, alas ! I criticized, I made suggestions, until Mary said, a bit surprised.
"Gee Bill, you're a big help !" And it was
the greatest reward she could give me.
After that, I remember saying, "No,
Mary, you're not doing this right ! Remember, you're in love. You're yielding !
Now let's see you yield!" And, just as
the script called, I took her into my arms.
She looked up and smiled. But she didn't
say the lines her part called for.
Instead, she said, "Still the same old
Bill! Still the good old standby!" Teasingly, gayly, she held up her lips.
It wasn't the first time we had kissed.
Just the same, I couldn't sleep all night,
for thinking of that kiss. The next morning, Icould hardly get through breakfast
fast enough.
Our reward came at dress rehearsal.
Mary was swell. I remember that director saying, "Hey, Lee, who you been working with to be that good?" "l felt strangely
proud
in my and
own happy,
part. happier than if I'd scored
Dress rehearsal had been in the afternoon, and the opening was scheduled for
that night. In the meantime, we had about
three hours to kill. I asked Mary to have
dinner with me in a grill down the road.
We got
the rickety
roadster
I'd
bought
for into
the summer.
I drove
slowly,
keenly aware of the beauty of the sunset.
Mary said, "Bill, go pick me some of
those tiger lilies. I want them for my
Obediently, I stopped the car and got
out. When I came back. Mary's delicate
beauty against the vivid blossoms suddenly drove me wild.
hair."
I gathered her in my arms, there in the
crazy old car. I whispered, "Darling,
darling, oh, I love you so ! Mary, do you
remember that night on a roof last
Spring? Do you remember what I asked
you — the things I planned for us?"
She did not answer. I went on, "Mary,
listen, Mary ! Marry me !
"Today has shown us what we can do
together ! There'd be no holding us !
We'll be another Lunt and Fontanne some
day ! Another Kit Cornell and MacClintic !
Oh, darling, please say you will marry
FRESH mown hay and the heady fragrance of tiger lilies. The memory of
love scenes warm and vibrant between us.
Play-acting scenes, but so real and tender
none the less. This time, Mary did not
me!"
warn me she'd make me a bad wife . . .
She simply smiled. "Why not, Bill?
It might be such fun, getting married to
At first, I could hardly believe I had
you !

heard right. I stammered, "D-do you
really mean that? You're not just kidShe laughed. "No silly I Tell you what!
I'll marry you tonight right after the
"You'll ..." 1 still couldn't believe it.
Then dingsuddenly,
"Not after the show,
?"
darling ! Before ! I wouldn't dare wait —
you
change
mind!"
With
jerk, might
I started
the your
car and
doubled
backa
toshow."
our house.
We picked up the first two persons we
could find for witnesses. We tore off to
the marriage license bureau. It was all
done in the spirit of a dare. Before it
was time to dress for the show, Mary and
I were man and wife.
Perhaps you will say that was no way
to contract a marriage. But if you had
told me so that day, I'd have said you
were crazy. I'd have said I had won the
most wonderful girl in the world, and all
I asked was to be worthy of her.
Oh, I believed that ! Especially when
the show went on, and I could watch my
wife. For right in the first act Mary stole
the show. Her youth, her grace and her
freshness, the excitement of the day's
happenings, the lilting sureness with which
she spoke her lines, made her stand out
from the rest of the cast.
As she took curtain calls, I knew that
she was made. Later, the Broadway
manager rushed up and pumped her hand.
He hinted at a part in his production in
the fall. That night, we knew Mary's big
break had come. What a beginning to our
married life!
Those weeks in the country — carefree,
happy-go-lucky, easy-going days. The
happiest, perhaps the only truly happy days
I have lived Never again was I to know
a time like this.
I shall not speak of it, for it belongs
with memories too sacred and too poignant to be touched. But it left me with a
hunger for happiness that has never slackened. It made the loneliness that was to
come later all the more terrible to bear.
For, of course, my marriage did not pan
out at all. No sooner were we back in
town than I began losing Mary.
Early in the fall, she got that part of
the ingenue in a comedy that became a
famous Broadway hit. It meant, in the
first place, that she was set for the season. In the second, that she had found a
definite niche for herself among the promising young generation of stars.
We had not begun to dream of Hollywood, yet. But her success drew us as
much apart as if she were spending her
time
Hollywood
already.
Forstill
'while
she wasin definitely
a success,
I was
the
hopeful boy trying to make good. I was
still playing small parts, plodding through
weeks of rehearsal without pay, opening
in second rate shows and watching them
close again
That was, you remember, at the worst
of
the depression.
a smash
hit simplyAny
did play
not which
last. wasn't
I was
eternally low in funds while Mary drew a
good income. It got so I could no longer
squire
! her. She
That my
did own
not wife
seem around
to bother
just
left
boy
was

took up her own life where she had
off last spring. I was one of the
friends, not really her husband. She
more popular than ever, always running around, and, of course, she was meeting too many important people for me to

object.
She used to say, "Oh, for heaven's sake.
Bill, I can't put on the home-wife act, and
you know it ! I'd be through in no time
if I tried to do that. And anyway," she
added
airily,
be do
stuffy?"
Oh, no
one, "who
no onewants
! I letto her
exactly
as she pleased. Or so I said. Actually, I
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knew that if I didn't let her, she'd do it
anyway. I thought tiiat by being a sport,
at least I could keep her friendship. For
I couldn't
keep her love — I had never had
that
!
When, in the spring, her company went
on the road, we were both relieved. I
hoped I might work out my problems better alone. As I took her to the station, I
said, "Things will be different when you
come back, my sweet ! Perhaps by that
time
will have
madeovera smash
hit,corsage
too."
She I smiled
at me
her rich
of orchids, which didn't come from me.
"Sure, why not? Won't that be nice,
Bill?" But even as she said it, I knew,
with a terrible sureness, that Mary didn't
really care v/hether I ever made good.

AFTER she was gone I attacked the
■ producers' offices with double energy.
I had nothing to do but work — or try to
work. I lived quietly. I wrote long, passionate letters to my wife. From her
manager I got the exact itinerary of the
road company she was with and used to
telegraph flowers to her hotel rooms and
dressing-rooms on opening nights.
All I got in return were sketchy notes,
picture post cards. After a while I got
no
newshalf
at all.
I'd go wild,
across
a continent,
only telephone
to hear her
her
laugh at me coolly.
"Don't be silly. Bill. Don't bother me.
I'm much too busy to write !"
Then suddenly, when she was playing in
Chicago, came a large business-like envelope from her by registered mail. I
stared at it, unbelieving. That fat letter —
from Mary ! What could she be saying ?
I opened it. It was an official notice that
she had divorced me !
must have
sued blow
m'e by
publication.
TheShebitterness
of that
! For
a long
time I sat on my bed with that paper in
my hands, stunned. How could she be so
thoughtless, so cruel? Or perhaps she did
not even know she was being cruel.
Life went on. Broadway went on. I
spent another summer in stock, learning
to act.
I told myself, "I'm going to make good !
I'll get so far, make sudi a success, that
I'll dazzle her ! No wonder she had no
use for a failure like me. But I'll win
back !"
herEven
when news broke in the papers
that she had got her first Hollywood offer, I didn't give up. Rather, I put so
much of my hopes and my ardors into my
work that suddenly, incredibly, I was given
an important part in an important show.
My break, too, had come ! I was catching
up !
We opened on Broadway. I made a
personal hit. The critics all noticed me.
For the first time in months I felt high.
"Who is this young newcomer. Bill White?
Where has he been until now? I wished
passionately Mary could be there.
Next morning, I woke up feeling I had
conquered the world. I would write Mary
at the Coast ! Surely she would be glad to
hear my news ! I phoned for all the mornpapers — I'd
At
last Iing would
showsend
her her
real clippings.
proof.
But when I picked up the papers iny
spirits vanished. For there, smiling up at
me from the printed page, was Mary.
"Youthful Mary Lee, glamorous Hollywood find, in surprise elopement with Stanley Grey, her director."
No use climbing to heights in hopes of
winning her, now. No use in living. Suddenly, darkly, the world around me
crumbled. At the time of our divorce I
hadn't really believed that I had lost her.
But now, irrevocably, she belonged to another man.
Something happened to me that day. I
think that my youth died. I think despair
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must have made a different man of me.
For, all at once, I seemed empty of all
feeling. I could have sworn I could never
feel anything again.
The show went on. My success went
on. Almost, I began to hope my love for
Mary was dead. When her first picture
came to town, I permitted myself the exquisite torture of seeing it. I watched her,
lovely and glamorous on the screen, and
thought, tliis is the girl I once held in my
arms. But it was like watching a beloved
ghost. Mary no longer existed for me.

ANOTHER year slipped by. I, too,
L got my offer to go to the Coast. Well,
Hollywood is a big place, I told myself.
There'll be room there for both Mary and
me. I started out, grimly determined to
steer clear of Mary.
And at first I succeeded. My first picture part was that of a young country boy
in an old fashioned setting. I loved that
part. Moreover, I was playing with some
of the screen's finest stars. It was so exciting, such hard work, so engrossing, that
for weeks I hardly stepped off the lot. The
only people I really got to know were
those with whom I was working.
Among them was a charming and beautiful "starlet" whom I shall call Sybil
Fane. She was a simple, clean-cut child,
and we got very chummy. Now and then,
I used to take her out.
One night, we decided to make it a gala
evening. We got into evening clothes and
went to the Brown Derby. And there, for
the first time in almost two years, I caught
a glimpse of my former wife.
She was the center of a gay, brilliant
group. As in the old days, she was the
life
t!ie party.
She hadn't
changed
that
way.of The
only thing
that was
changed
about her was that she wore exquisite
clothes, and had acquired that sleek, perfect grooming which Hollywood always
gives its stars.
She waved to me. and I smiled. But I
asked the headwaiter for a table for two.
I did not accept Mary's invitation to join
her party. Give me credit for that !
Well, perhaps Mary was peeved because
I didn't. Perhaps just bored. Anyway,
several times, on the beach in Santa Monica, at the Santa Anita race track, at the
Cocoanut At
Grove,
Mary's
path
and mine
crossed.
the same
time,
rumors
of a
rift between her and her director-husband
started. And calmly Mary let it be known
that she would not mind a date or two
first "ex."
with
But her
it wasn't
until the preview of my
own picture that she made a definite gesture in my direction. It was such an easy
and natural opportunity ! What could be
simpler than a meeting on such a night?
Well, before the showing was half over,
I was a big-name-in-the-making, too. I
knew it, with that instant sensing of audience reaction. Sybil, in the seat beside me,
knew it. I had clicked.
Suddenly, as we came out into the lobby
again, I was a celebrity. Sybil was more
thrilled than I. Lights flashed around us
as news cameramen got busy. People congratulated me. Shook my hand. And all
at once, Mary was standing beside me.
She put her hand on my arm, as in the
old days. "You've made it, Bill ! I always knew you
would
I managed
to keep
my !"head. I answered,
"Did you, Mary? Oh, by the way, I want
youTheto two
meetgirls
Sybil
Fane."
smiled
and after that Mary
left us. Nothing more happened. Yet,
oddly, Sybil asked on the way home,
"You're still in love with your former
wife, aren't you? Oh, God, couldn't she
leave
you shaken.
alone tonight
of all nights?"
I was
It seemed
strange that
this young girl, with all the deep warmth

of a true woman's heart, should be concerned over my old wound that had been
freshly opened. That she should be seeing
me, not as the hour's new idol, but as the
boy who today was no different from other
days. . . .
I SMILED down at her as best I could.
I said, "No, I don't really love her. Not
any
more.
she can't
herself.
She
reaches
out And
for every
new help
toy that
glitters.
I'm an attractive toy now. But that's over
andWedonewere
withdriving
for me."slowly through the
magic California night. This time, my
car was a glittering streamlined affair. It
should have been a happy night.
It wasn't. Sybil, wiser than I, said
doubtfully, "I hope it is over, Bill. Look,
if there's anything I can do . . ."
"There is," I told her. "Let's be playmates for a while. Let's have such a good
time
no
one sure
else that
will with
matter."
I felt so
her gallant help
everything would turn out well ! Besides,
as I said, we worked on the same lot. It
was so easy and natural that we should be
together.
It wasn't long before the gossip columnists and fan writers picked up the drift of
what was between us. And in that bizarre
way in which things work out in the movie
colony, two items appeared one day in a
country.
syndicated column that's read all over the
The first
denials
of a was
rift this
in :the"Despite
marital persistent
bliss of
Mary (Southern Belle) Lee and Director
Stanley Grey, the lady in the case is taking
up Mexican
residence."
not more page
than :
an
inch further
down And,
the printed
"They say Bill White who is Mary's first
ex, and Sybil Fane are that way about
I read that column and so did Sybil.
each
other."
She was
upset, of course. But I admitted
frankly I was glad it had come to that.
For weeks now, I had suspected that our
playing was more in earnest than we dared
admit.
We were having lunch, when we saw
those
makingitems.
it moreI said
than suddenly,
a rumor? "How
Sybil about
dear,
let's slip down-town and pick you out a
ring? Gee, it might have taken me weeks
to She
figure
out by
myself!"
wasthis
sipping
a glass
of milk. I was
munching a sandwich. It was as casual
as that. Half a dozen of our friends on
the lot could have heard us had they cared
to eavesdrop. I know now that was no
way to propose.
For suddenly I saw Sybil's young face
grow serious. "Not — not yet. Bill. Bill,
don't make this a spite marriage ! Wait
a while ! There's always time to buy a
ring. I want to be sure. And I want you
I triedMary
to speak
lightly.
"Notyou,worried
because
is free
now, are
dear?
to be sure."
I told you before that's over and done
I said, "I want to take care of you. Just
as any man wants to take care of his wife.
The way I could never have taken care of
Mary. She didn't need me. But you. . .
Oh Sybil, don't you see, we need each
Her lovely eyes were moist when she
with."
answered me. "Yes, I need you. Bill, oh,
more than you know ! But you see, I
always !"will. I won't change. So there's
noother
needmade
of pledges
She
me drop and
it. rings."
Today, I wonder
what would have happened to all of us if
I had insisted. If Sybil and I had become
formally engaged. Would it have made
any difference in the course of our lives?
Would we have bucked Fate? Who can
tell the answer?

MODERN
ANYWAY, for a few weeks nothing
happened. Even when Mary came
back from Mexico a free woman, I swore
tliat wasn't going to disturb Sybil and me.
But I had counted without Fate — or
Mary. Who will ever know exactly what
happened? Did Mary prod Fate a bit to
have her own way ?
I am not saying that is actually what
took place. It might have been just coincidence, after all. Anyway, one day I was
informed that I was being "loaned" for a
picture another company was making. That
I was being co-starred with my former
wife !
How shall I describe my reaction to the
news? I was aghast — but at the same time
strangely thrilled. I told myself this was
just curiosity. That I was pleased because
it was one way to show her many things.
Yet once more I felt like the youngster
of four years back, taking a blonde elusive
girl on a date. Once more, my heart beat
wildly,
tried to my
tell hands
Sybil weren't
this was quite
just asteady.
naturalI
reaction,
but I didn't
her — I didn't
even
convince
myself convince
!
She said quietly, the day before I was
to start work on the other lot, "Bill, rewhenever
you little
need hands
me, I'minhere."
And Imember—took
her cold
mine
and pressed them hard. "Of course you're
here ! I don't for a moment intend to let
!"
youIt get
was away
false cheerfulness. Just as mine
was a false security. The moment Mary and
I faced each other, on the new set, I knew
that. Suddenly, Sybil's tragic young eyes
became dim in my memory. It was Mary
who was real — Mary, smiling at me out
of beckoning eyes.
I tried to be formal with her. I said,
"Well, this is certainly a pleasure." But
you can't be formal with Mary when she
doesn't want you to be. She can disarm
a stronger man than I've ever been.
That day, she simply said, "Come on,
old standby, get off your high horse ! You
and I will be making picture-history together !" She linked her arm in mine
and dragged me ofif to her bungalow. She
said, "I want to talk to you. I've wanted
for ages to have a talk with you."

More
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I broke then. All the bitterness and the
suffering in my heart welled up. "Oh,
how could you have done the things you
did?" I cried. "That divorce! Mary, Mary,
how could you have acted that way? I
was your friend as well as your husband!"
on my arms.
both Ihands
Shegiveput
. We"Forme, Bill.
was thoughtless
all
make mistakes. Let's forget the past."
I thought of Sybil. "If ever you need
me. Bill . . ." Oh, I needed her I Yet it was
Mary in my blood. In the days that followed, as we rehearsed together, as we
went through love scenes, I went mad
with the heady warmth of her nearness.
I knew I was a fool. I knew I was
playing with fire. Each night, I should
have gone to Sybil.
I did not do it. The new picture progressed, and all the time I was seeing
less and less of Sybil — and more of Mary.
Until, one night, I heard myself saying
passionately, "Mary, do you think — some
day — we may try again? Oh, Mary, Mary,
I could
lovenotyou
. . ."did not say
She did
say soyesmuch.
and she
no. A little gleam of triumph shone in
her wide eyes. "Perhaps we might, Bill
. . ." She did not send me away.
That's how things stand now. Mary
would marry me again, now that I'm somebody, because it would be fun being married, or so she thinks today. Tomorrow,
she might change her mind.
For Mary will never change. Deep in
my own heart, I know it, I call myself a
fool. And I no longer know what it is
I must do.
What should I do? Should I gamble
on love, take what I want so desperately,
and hope that perhaps Mary will stay true ?
Or should I go back to faithful, loyal
Sybil, who really loves me, force myself
to forget the woman who has brought me
so much sorrow?
Please write to me and tell me ! Little
Sybil, who deserves better, is waiting.
Mary is waiting — playing a slow game of
cat and mouse. And I'm going through
torture. I'm at the end of my rope. Perhaps your letters will end that torture, one
way or the other.

Good

News

(Continued from page 29)
much fun. Too bad. lor loan Bennett, the
hostess this time, worked hard to make the
party a success.

Early arrivers at the "One Rainy Afternoon" preview saw Frank Fay, sitting
alone, watching the picture which preceded the preview showing. It happened
to be "A Message to Garcia," which features a little lady named Barbara Stanwyck. Question : Did Frank attend the
theatre to watch Barbara's performance,
or did he merely arrive too early for the
preview ?
An unusual treat was handed the ians
who waited outside Grauman's Chinese
for a glimpse of the celebrities leaving "'One
Rainy Afternoon." Across the street at the
Roosevelt Hotel, the picture's sponsors
tossed a party for the stars and the press.
No invitation was required, so almost a
hundred fans followed their favorite screen
sirens into the Roosevelt and on into the
parly, where they clicked elbows with the
elect.

It was a golf holiday recently for the
Otto Krugers and the Ralph Morgans.
On a two weeks' tour of nearby golf
courses, they played 36 holes a day, at
the end of which the losers (the Krugers)
entertained the victors at a dinner party.

Hollywood is noted for the bizarre manner in which its male citizens attire themselves, but the prize for the loudest coat-ofmany-colors goes to Jackie Coogan. A few
evenings after his return from a personal
appearance tour with Betty Grable, Jackie
stepped into the Brown Derby wearing the
garment. Women swooned, and ordinary
checkered-s
their eyes. uited guys still have spots before

Fred Stone is a firm believer in the
family circle, and to support his belief he
has just bought a 6-acre ranch on which
he will build a home for himself and Mrs.
Stone, and one for each of his daughters.
The daughters, however, don't get their
homes until they're married. Which means
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tliat Dorothy, who is Mrs. Charles Collins, can move right in, but Paula and
Carol may have to wait around for
awhile.

Frances Drake and Howard Hughes
must have reached the one-and-only stage,
for just before one of his recent trips to
New York they both agreed to a moratorium on dates until he returned to the
hills of Hollywood. We know that Frances kept her end of the bargain, but our
say.
NewMr.York
to town,
keep track
of
H. spies
New weren't
York isable
a big
they

Lola Lane and her director husband, Al
Hall, have gone rural on a grand scale.
Their ranch boasts a 40-acre walnut grove,
and the Lane-Hall hens turn out 400 eggs
per day, which Lola sells to Hollywood
restaurants. They call the place Hall's Nut
Farm, and they like it so well they hate to
come to town. Al had to put on his store
clothes recently, though, to direct George
Raft's day
new behind
picture, the
"Yours
For the
First
cameras
he Asking."
received
a wire from Hall's Nut Farm saying: "We
hope all this egg-laying will have no influence on the picture."

The tops in dressing-rooms is the one
Columbia studios have just finished for
Grace Moore. It's completely done in aquamarine and attar of roses (studio words
for pink and blue), and it will remain
locked until August, when Gracie — Columbia firmly trusts — returns to the Hollywood she's been denouncing to the press
for the past several months.

Poul Cavanagh, making a picture in England, writes that a new drink has practically taken London by storm. It's called
Black Velvet, and it's half champagne and
half stout. Not being in the champagne
class, we haven't tried it, so we'll have to
take Paul's word for it. Paul also reports
that London has definitely gone Hollywood.
The other nigh! in one restaurant he picked
out Constance Bennett, Clive Brook, Nils
Asther, Charles Laughton and Richard
Arlen. And the final Hollywood touch is
that London is beginning to call a first-night
performance a "pre-meer."
The Show Must Go On, that hoary old
tradition of stage and screen, was dusted
ofif and polished up considerably by W. C.
Fields. Fields, back on the Paramount
lot after a several months' rest cure to
star in "Poppy," was ill during most of
the production schedule. He went through
his scenes, but he had to spend in-between
periods relaxing in an easy chair. By the
time the picture was completed Bill was
so tired of relaxing that he sent a note
to the director demanding a sit-in for his
next one.

Came across an old woman smoking a
cigar on the M-G-M lot recently. Stopped
for a second look and it turned out to be
Lionel Barrymore, all made up for the title
role in "The Witch of Timbuctu." The
cigar wasn't part of the make-up; it was
merely partlaxation.ofJust Lionel's
rebefore abetween-scenes
crowd gathered
someone told him he looked the picture of
his sister, Ethel. For some reason or other

the statement didn't seem to please him one
bit.

On_ the same day, Alargaret Sullavan
(who's still carrying her broken arm in a
sling) divided her time between ex-husbands. She arrived at the tennis club with
Henry Fonda, ex-husband Number One,
and spent the afternoon with him. Later
Willie Wyler, ex-husband Number Two,
arrived, and took Margaret ofif to a preview. The pair saw "The Ex-Mrs. Brad-

Newest gathering spot for movie celebrities is the West Side Tennis Club, which
debuted to a group which included practically all of Hollywood a few Sundays ago.
In ford."
addition to tennis courts, the club has a
swimming pool, dance floor and a bar. If
you can't
to Palm
Springs, join the West
Side
TennisgetClub
(advt.)

Anita Louise's romance with Ross Alexander was nipped in the bud when Anita's
Mama packed up her trunks and her
daughter and tripped ofif to Europe, leaving a disconsolate young man back home
in Hollywood. But Anita will soon be
back, and there may be developments.
We'll keep you posted.

Jean Harlow is all set for the Academ7
Award for 1936. She has it all doped out,
and she told us about it on the set of
"Suzy," which she's doing with Franchot
Tone and Cary Grant. "Bette Davis got the
statuette for making 'Dangerous' with
Franchot. 'Suzy' is the third picture I've
done with him. I'm a cinch." Simple, isn't it?
Kitty Carlisle, who sang a couple of
swell operatic numbers in "A Night at the
Opera," really means it when she says
she's studying for a debut at the Metropolitan. Rignt now she s lu New York in
serious pursuit of voice training. Also,
in New York, composer George Gershwin
is in very serious pursuit of one Miss
Carlisle.

'Way out in the wilds of a Hollywood
suburb is Ken Maynard's Diamond K Ranch.
Ken, being one of the most solvent cowboys
in these parts, recently bought himself a
circus and installed it on the ranch, A few
weeks ago he invited a number of his
friends out to look things over and sample
a portion or two of barbecued buffalo. Ken
introduced a touch of the old west when he
appeared for a brief session of trick riding
with his horse, Tarzan. A couple of elephants named Sally and Queen did things
we didn't think elephants could do, and a
band of Indians in full regalia, plus sun
glasses, stepped off a war dance. Then
everyone tried the barbecued buffalo. Barbecued buffalo, in our opinion, will never
replace the horse.

Onslow Stevens and his wife, the former Ann Buchanan, wanted to move out
of Onslow's home in Pasadena and into
Hollywood,
but they they
couldn't
decide which
apartment house
preferred.
So
they're spending a week-end at every available place in town. When they finish the
list they'll settle down in the place they
(Continued on page 114)
liked bes*-.
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The publishers of modern screen guarantee that you will
be satisfied with your purchase of every packaged product
advertised in this magazine. If for any reason you are
dissatisfied, MODERN SCREEN will replace the product or, if
you prefer, refund your purchase price. In.either case all you
have to do is to send us the unused portion, accompanied
by a letter outlining your complaint. This guarantee also

SEAL

applies if the product, in your opmion does not justify
the claims made in its advertising in MODERN SCREEN

FYFOR
EVERY
JIF
KBND OF GLASS
OR JAR!
Saves Time —Jiff y-Seal is the marvelous
new invention for sealing jams and jellies of
every kind. No wax to melt. No tin tops to

Careful examination before publication and rigid censorsliip, plus
our guarantee, enable you to buy with complete confidence the
products you see advertised in this issue of MODERN
SCREEN.
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of

Hduertisers

boil. Just moisten, press on, and it's done!
Saves Money— 25 Jiffy-Seals for 10c! Use
all your odd-shaped glasses or jars! No new
glasses to buy! No tin covers needed! A big
money-saver!
Saves Preserves— Millions find Jiffy-Seals
give absolute protection! Tough, air-tight,
transparent seal! Preserves are safe when
protected by Jiffy-Seals!
At grocery, neighborhood, or 10c stores, orsend
lOctoClopayCorp, i224YorkSt.,Cincinnati,Ohio.
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Although we make every effort to insure the accuracy of this index, we take no responsibility
for an occasional omission or inadvertent error.
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For Your Own Album!
Start an intimate, fascinating collection right now of your screen
favorites in actual Hollywood
Life Scenes for your own album.
Now
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1 6 new snapshots issued month*
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Samuel Goldiwn's
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Snap- 4 SNAPSHOTS
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... nowmore
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Album to Anita Stewart Photo
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favorites. ... Send 10c for each additional Album.
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Anne Shirley, left, and
Marsha Hunt, right, show
that young charmer,
Marcia Mae Jones of

A
at the Club,
newWestquartet
Side Tennis
left to right, Henry Fonda,
Virginia Bruce, Betty
Furness, and newcomer
James Stewart.

"These Three" fame, the
tennis matches.

more

good

news

{Continued from page 112)
A Hollywood cab driver owes his recent
marriage to Allen Jenkins. Coming out of
a restaurant one night, Allen hailed the cab
and when the driver asked his destination
he said, "Ensenada." Ensenada happens to
be in Mexico, practicalh- a sleeper jump
from Hollj^wood, but the cabbie drove on
without batting an eye. After a quick look
at old Mexico Allen ordered his man to
return to Hollywood. The tariff was terrific, and so the driver got married.

During the shooting of "The Great Ziegfeld," everyone wondered how Billie Burke
would feel about being portrayed on the
screen by another actress. After the premiere a newspaper man asked Myrna Loy
if Miss Burka had commented on her work
in the picture. Myrna showed him a photograph of Billie Burke taken when she first
knew Ziegfeld. On it was inscribed: "To
Myrna — when I was you . . . Billie Burke."
Betty Furness is a fiend for auctions,
but she never found anything really valuable until last month when she bought an
old trunk for ten dollars. The trunk once
belonged to a former burlesque queen and
it contained, among other things, eight letters written by Marie Dressier, who was
a good friend of the dancer. Since then
Betty has been offered $100 for one of
the letters, but she is refusing all offers.
The Dressier letters are going to remain
in Betty's possession.
Gene Raymond has had so much success
•with his song, "Will You?", that he's decided to go in for musical composition on a
larger scale. Singing "Will You?" on his
personal appearance tour skyrocketed the
sales of the song, and Gene has a profit of
114

over $5,000 on it to date. So now he's working on some new songs with his brother,
Robert Marlowe, who is in Hollywood hoping to become an orchestra leader. Since
Gene's going musical, perhaps he can coax
a voice lesson or two out of Jeanette MacDonald.

Do you wonder what papa and mama
Dionne thought of "The Country Doctor"?
We talked to a newspaper woman who
sat with them while the picture was unreeled. Mrs. Dionne liked only the brief
part in which the quints appeared. Excited, she pointed them out to her friends
and called each by name. Papa Dionne
was incensed at his screen character, for
which one can hardly blame him. When
the picture ended the Dionnes shook their
heads sadly and said, "What will the
neighbors think?"
Basil Rathbone, who probably has been
about the meanest of the screen's archvillains, has had a change of heart. Called
upon to poison a dog in a scene for "Private
Number" at 20th Century-Fox, Basil refused,
and the script was rewritten so that someone else drew the assignment. "I'll menace
the heroine and I'll torture the hero," said
Basil, "but black as I am, I won't poison a

Bette Davis is just completing a long
vacation, and she claims the whole thing
wasdog."
merely to rest up from the excitement
of the Academy Award. As part of her
vacation she packed up her gold statuette
and sailed to Hawaii. Harmon Nelson,
her husband, waved a sad goodbye, for
he couldn't make the trip. He's playing
the piano and doing a bit of vocal entertaining at a Hollywood night club.
Printed In the

Top to bottom: Ann Sothern and
Rosalind Russell show off some
new finery. However, in Miss R's
case, the outfit is a little surprising.
The hat's a bit Charlie Chan,
dontcha think? Ralph Forbes with
Heather Angel (Mrs. F.).

U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen, N. J.
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POLISH
ORDINARY,
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Evaporates In the
bottle
Hard to apply
. . . Blotches

POLISH

Goes on more
smoothly

Fades and
streaks
^

insun
the

Tends to crack
and peel

— just 35i a bottle. In 8 authentic shades
— the newest shade is Rust — perfect for
sun-tanned
fingers. All shades at your
favorite shop.

HERE is an entirely new liquid polish.
Based on a brand-new formula! It's
the first real improvement in liquid polish
in 10 years, and we're proud of it. It's the
polish women have been waiting for!
A stronger, more durable Lacquer ... The
new Cutex Liquid Polish takes a little
longer to dry because it's a stronger, finer
lacquer. But you don't mind that because it's twice as lovely, more lustrous
and wears longer than ever before ! Now
even nails that go in the dishpan 3 times
a day come out shining and smooth and
unstreaked !
It goes on even more smoothly. Not a
bit of difficulty — and never a sign of the
blotching that sometimes used to ruin
the whole effect. You're going to love it.

Resists the Sun, too! Tests on the new polish show that at last the old summer sun

Try the new Cutex tomorrow. You'll
be amazed and delighted at the new lasting beauty of your new Cutex nails.
Northam Warren, New York,
-,
Montreal, London, Paris
Your 2 favorite
sliodes of Cutex
Liquid Polisli,
Polisli Remover
and sample of

has been
beaten.theAt true,
its brightest,
fade
and streak
new Cutexit can't
Lipstick for 14(!
shades — after a whole week!
Northam Warren Sales Company, Inc.
Dept. 6-M-7, 191 Hudson Street, New York
(In Canada, P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
Even more Economical . . . You'll be
grateful for this. The new Cutex is
I enclose 140 for 2 shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, as
checked, and Polish Remover. Rose □ Rust □ Cardinal □
usable right down to the very last
Ruby □ (Also sample of Cutex Lipstick will be included.)
drop in the bottle! No thickening
or drying up. All you have to do is
Name
City
to take ordinary care in closing the
bottle between applications.
AddressRemember, you get our superior
State
new Cutex for exactly the same price
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Don't be sticky, wilted, and unattractive!
Use Irresistible TALC to give you cool
allure on hotfest days. Easily, quickly, you
can dust body odor away with this dainty
perfumed deodorant talcum or dusting
powder. Apply it generously all over
your body.
When you haven't time for a bath, heat and
weariness are banished by a quick rub with
Irresistible COLOGNE on your entire body.
It's a tingling, refreshing treat. Finish with
Irresistible TALC or DUSTING POWDER for
daintiness and flower-like fragrance, the fragrance of IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME. Your whole
body will then feel in vigorated,young, glorified!
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HOSTESS: "Your picture is disgraceful. No
girl with a spark of intelligence or breeding would ever eat like that!' (But your
dentist disagrees— emphatically.)
DENTIST: "That picture is a perfect lesson
in the proper exercise of teeth and gums.
I hope millions of people see it. If more
people chewed as vigorously, there would
be far fewer gum disorder^ fewer evidences ofthat dental warning 'pink tooth
brush'."
Check up on your own menu, and you
will see the dentist's point. The modern
menu is a soft-food menu. It deprives

way

DENTIST

NE

T-BO

to build firm gums

is IPANA

teeth and gums of the work and exercise
and stimulation they need. No wonder
gums grow weak and tender— no wonder
"pink tooth brush" is such a common
warning.
"Pink Tooth Brush"

is serious

The first sign of that tinge of "pink" calls
for a visit to your dentist. You may be in
for serious trouble. But he is far more
likely to tell you to take better care of
your gums, to give them more stimulation, more exercise. And he may tell you
— he usually does — to switch to Ipana
Tooth Paste and massage. Follow his ad-

and

MASSAGE)

vice. Rub a little extra Ipana into your
gums every time you brush your teeth!
For Ipana is especially designed to help
your gums as well as clean your teeth.
Y)u'll soon notice an improvement in the
health of your gums. New circulation
wakens lazy tissues. Gums grow stronger.
They feel firmer. They look better.
So switch to Ipana today. The
days of Ipana and massage will
improvement. And thirty days
vince you that you should have
to this modern, sensible health
long ago.
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Madame Sylvia
Expert advice for anybody's child
JACK LOOKS OUT FOR OAKIE
Katharine Hartley
Have a laugh on Jack
BRITISH IMPORTATION
Ted Shane
Madeleine Carroll wants to stay
SUNNING OR SWIMMING?
Adella Bird
Timely tips on beach togs

Rhapsody in flowers. Thai is
Blue Waltz Perfume. Not just
the fragrance of one flower,
but a mYriad of flowers . . . not
of one mood, but many moods.
Its blended bouquet adapts
itself to you and your person- ^)
ality. Use it to be gay, alluring, utterly feminine! Wear
it for the one you love best.
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1786 — Why not make these jaunty
slacks, shorts and halter top so that
you

can pack them

in your vacation

bag?

White crash printed in blue nautical motif is very effective. Sizes 11,
13, 15, 17 and 19 years.

1788 — This charming dress has a pointed front yoke which is carried around
and buttoned in back. The cape-like
sleeves are a cool feature for summer
in gaily colored shantung.

Sizes 14, 16,

18 years, 36, 38 and 40 inch bust.
^^^

^^^
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MODERN SCREEN Pattern Service
149 Madison Avenue, Nev/ York. N. Y.
I am enclosing
stamps) for which please send me the following:
Pattern No

(in coin or United States

Pattern No
Do you want our new Summer Fashion Book?
Patterns are l!5c each. Books 10c when ordered with pattern ; 1.5c when
ordered separately. Patterns are 20c if you live outside of the United States.
Books 20c separately, 15c with pattern. No foreign or Canadian stamps
accepted.
Name
Street Address.
City and State.

(Please Print)
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by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

Don't let adolescent pimples keep
YOU from making friends
GOOD TIMES can be sadly hampered by a
pimply skin. Yet many young people have
to fight this trouble after the start of adolescence
— from about 13 to 25, or even longer.
During this period, important glands develop
and final growth takes place. The entire system
is disturbed. The skin, in particular, gets extremely
sensitive. Waste poisons in the blood irritate this
sensitive skin and unsightly pimples break out.
But these adolescent pimples can be corrected.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast clears the skin irritants
out of the blood. Then, the pimples go!
Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast daily —
one cake about hour before each meal. Eat it
plain, or dissolved in a little water until your skin
clears. Start today!
7
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All the who's — whosisis turned out for Sonja Henie's
Calitornia skating debut. At the right, you see the cute
ice-skating champion with an arm about Ruby Keeler.
Tis said Miss Henie's price for making a picture
startled even the gents who talk in colossal terms!
Below, left to right is the enthusiastic star audience.
Ann Sothern spikes the rumors by appearing with
Roger Pryor instead of Norman Krasna. And Francis
Lederer reads his program while his best gal, Mary
Anita Loos, looks on. Next row below: Kay Francis
and her steady, Delmar Daves, beam on Scotty. And
last, Hollywood's

most talked about duo, Gene
mond with Jeanette MacDonald.

Ray-

Palace
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"Lysol" is so gentle to sensitive tissues that it is commonly used in
the delicate operation of childbirth.

"If I'd known about "Lysol" sooner,
our happiness might have
been saved"

'Lysol" in antiseptic marriage
hygiene has special effectiveness. It
has a spreading quality which enables itto search out hidden spots
where other antiseptics fail to reach.

The 6 Special Features of Lysol
1. Safety.. ."Lysol" is gentle and reliable. It
contains no harmful free caustic alkali.
2. Effectiveness. .."Lysol" is a true germicide, which means that it kills germs under
practical conditions. ..even in the presence of
organic matter (such as dirt, mucus, serum,
etc.). Some other preparations don't work
when they meet with these conditions.

"TT Then my divorce was granted
' ' my friends pitied me, and
blamed my husband, as people so
often do. But I know now that I was

And "Lysol" destroys germs eveji in
the presence of organic matter (such
as mucus, serum, etc.) . . . when

3. Penetration. .."Lysol" solutions, because
of their low surface tension, spread into hidden folds of the skin, and thus virtually search
out germs.

really the one at fault. I had become

many other preparations don't work.
To every wife who has been the

4. Economy. .."Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.

irritable, cold, unresponsive. ..actually afraid to be happy. Fear and
worries had preyed on my nerves
till I was a different woman from
the bride my husband loved. I wish
I'd learned about "Lysol" sooner."
How stupid that we should let
blind, reckless ignorance like this go
on wrecking countless marriages!
Millions of women know that the

victim of needless worry — accurate,
authentic information about antiseptic marriage hygiene is now
offered, in a free brochure called
"Lysol vs. Germs". It tells how to use
"LysoF'forthis and many other germicidal needs. Just send the coupon.

simplest and best method of antiseptic feminine hygiene is the
"Lysol" method. For nearly 50
years "Lysol" has had the worldwide endorsement of leading doctors and hospitals.Used as directed.

ctant

5. Odor. ..The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears immediately after use.
6. Stability.. ."Lysol" keeps its full strength,
no matter how long it is kept, no matter how
often it is uncorked.
New! Lysol Hygienic Soap for bath, hands
and complexion. Cleansing and deodorant.
FACTS l\AARRIED WOMEN SHOULD KNOW
,KHN t t*'iNK Products Corp Bloomtield, N. J.
Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant
Dept. MS8
Please
send about
me theFeminine
book called
"LYSOLand vs.other
C7ERMS",
with facts
Hygiene
uses of
"Lysol".
Name_
City_
Strfet_
_State_) 1936, Lehn & Fink, Inc.
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than
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"BIGGIES
AS SOON as his contract was cinched,
Lionel Stander bought a house and remodeled
it. The first piece of furniture was a bed. It
was the only piece of furniture in the house
for weeks, and eventually everybody, whether
occupant or visitor, gravitated toward it. There
was no other place to sit down.
Stander heard of a good cook — they're
scarce in Hollywood — and hired her pronto.
Then he realized he had no stove. It took
him three weeks to get the one he wanted.
During that time the cook called up every day
to ask how things were coming. That was all
she had to do. Stander wasn't taking any
chances on losing her.
Then he bought a bridge table, a pool table,
and after that, bit by bit, specially-made tables
and chairs. These were all very simple, very modern, and
very serviceable. Stander helped the architect design them.
Pretty soon the house was a home and, like its owner,
unique.
It was typical, too, of the way Stander does things. A
non-conformist in domestic affairs, he is regarded in the
only-slightly-wider circle that is Hollywood as nothing
less than an iconoclast. "Lionel Stander?" people say.
"Oh, you mean t^at one-man revolution."
And he revels in it— revels in being different. When
he's not working — which happens less and less often —
you'll find him sprawled on a ledge atop the hill at the
end of North LaBrea, blinking down at the film city and
croaking his defiance of it and the rest of the universe
in that bullfrog voice which has brought him fame and
fortune.
SO TODAY

I'm one of the biggies." he'll say, his tone
guttural and harsh, his head
wagging
side to side.
"One of thefrom
biggies. Me, a guy
Philip
with a grotesque voice and a
grotesque pan, up in the big
money
—
"What! Tomorrow
do they want
to know
about me ?" he'll bark, then ;
and, without waiting for an
answer, "Tell them about the
quick, surprised expression on
my puss when I reach into my
pocket and pull out a quarter.
Tell them about the eleven
people, relatives and what-not,
I'm supporting — me, a guy
who never held a job more
than
six months
his life
Stander
had in
acted
in !"
five
pictures in Hollywood before
"The Scoundrel" hit the town.
It wasn't until then that they
really began to appreciate what
a gold mine they had in this
dark, homely, immensely magnetic six-footer with the tousled
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Lionel Stander and lean
Arthur during a tense moment in "Mr. Deeds Goes
to Town."
hair, the mismatched eyes — one
brown, one gray — and the scrapy
vocal cords.
"The Scoundrel," you will recall, was Hecht and MacArthur's
fantastic melodrama about New
York's decadent literati, with Noel
Coward as the publisher who
played dead.
After it was released, Stander
sensed a new respect for his abilities among studio executives. He
played Harold Lloyd's trainer in
"The Milky Way," and was in "If
You Could Only Cook" and "The
Music Goes 'Round." Somewhere
along about here he found time
to go back and do another stretch
for Hecht and MacArthur at
their Long Island studio, inter-

The full glare of the
summer sun throws a
hard light on your skin.
New "Sunlight" shades
catch only the sun's
softest rays — flatter you!

POUD'S
SUNLIGHT

preting "the world's only true
radical" in "Soak the Rich." More
recently he has been seen as

skin

Gary Cooper's distraught press
agent in "Mr. Deeds Goes to
Town." In "Meet Nero Wolfe."
his latest, he's a dumb detective.

]\0W

STANDER, who's known to his
intimates as Jay (his middle
name), started off in Hollywood
as a "dialect comedian."
"But I don't hold it too much
against 'em," he grins. "I'd been
a dialect comedian for so long on
the radio that people forgot I had

ever done anything else."
Jay was on nine air programs,
off and on. He faked Rubinoff's
voice on (Continued on page 91)

^

in

tlie

Shades

"

flatter

Hardest

your

Liglit

you can defy the full glare of the sun ! Go

it hatless ! . . . Confident

out into

your skin has only the soft sunny

glow of early spring sunshine!

Pond's

"Sunlight"

shades

are away from the old "suntan" powders. Totally new in
effect. Glare-proof! They catch
only the softest rays of the sun . . .
Soften your face in hardest light !
Becoming

with every stage of tan.

MONEY-BACK TRIAL— Try Pond's Sunlight shade
(Light or Dark). If you do not find it more flattering than
ordinary sun-tan shades, send us back the box and we will
refund purchase price plus postage. Pond's, Clinton, Conn.
2 Sunlight Shades — Light, Dark. Low Prices —
Glass jars, 35^, 70(2^. New big boxes, 10^, 20^.
Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract Company
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Courtesy Bond Bread Bakers

WHAT
DO I really think of picnics?" replied
Jean Parker in answer to a question I put to her
recently on "The Texas Rangers" set. "Why,
picnics are fun !" and she wrinkled up her retrousse little nose as though she could already
smell the sea.
For Jean, I discovered from our conversation,
is essentially a beach picnic enthusiast.
The com-

bination of a long swim in the
salty waves (Jean is an expert
swimmer), preceding a restful
sunning on the sands and followed by a perfectly scrumptious
picnic lunch, is just about the

Here ore the three
scmdwiches which
mcry be included
in your next picnic
basket — heccrty,
dainty, tempting,

ideal way to spend a summer's
day. to her way of thinking.
But those of us who may not have a beach within a
cool thousand miles (or a far-too-hot hundred leagues)
can picnic quite as enthusiastically, given the right refreshments, inthe woods, on the rock-faced side of a
mountain, in the shade of a tree, in the city park (police
permitting!), in the corner of our own porch or backyard or even at the kitchen table ! For picnics, after all,
are dependent rather upon a state of mind than upon
locality.
Of course, as I've already suggested, foods also play
an important part in making a day's picnic outing successful. And on this subject I found Jean Parker most helpful.
"Oh, my, yes, I have very definite ideas on picnic
foods," she assured me, "for I think eating is half the
fun of going off for the day. Picnic foods, in my opinion,
should comply with the following three rules : variety,
quantity and easy "packability," if I may coin a word.
But there are limitations to each one of these three esJean Porker, an avid
picnicker, has some
excellent tips on the
subject.
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sentials. Variet3^ for instance,
doesn't mean being fancy and involved. And quantity does not
mean taking along too much stuff,
later to discard it recklessly along
the way without regard for
scenery or subsequent visitors.
The third requirement, that of
easy packing, can be met both by
the correct packing equipment
and the right type of foods to take
along. Of course, this packing
business is not very important if
you plan to eat within the confines of your own place. But
even so if the food is not the
sort that could be packed easily,
then it isn't the kind that suggests
a picnic meal in the first place !"
BRIEFLY, then, what would
you consider an ideal menu for a
picnic?" I asked
add, "although
term 'menu' is
way to describe

and hastened to
I do think the
rather a formal
such essentially

informal foods. Perhaps 'eats'
would be better."
" 'Eats' it is," replied Jean with
that charming smile that has won
her such a devoted fan following
and an attractive husband. "Of
course, the easiest of all to pack

and carry are sandwiches," she
went on, helpfully. "You could
talk about sandwiches for picnics
for an hour and there would still
be some novel sandwich spread
you had forgotten or never even
heard of. One of my favorite
sandwich fillings is a combination
of home-made ham loaf and
chopped sweet pickles. This loaf
is tasty, slices well and is bound
to be popular with everyone.
ideala picnic
would
also"My
include
salad. menu
I tasted
one

"Oh, you cat! Why don't you tell Sue
how to get rid of tattle-tale gray instead of
meowing behind her back?"
"Don't worry, darling. I will tell her, first
time I catch her alone."

"I'm sorry if I've hurt your feelings, Sue —
but your clothes do tattle about you. It's
not your fault. I know you aren't careless.
But that lazy soap you use doesn't wash
clean, and the clothes say so."

"Now you just change to my standby,
Fels-Naptha. That richer, golden soap is so
packed with naptha dirt practically flies out.

"P-s-s-st, it's Sue. She wants us for dinner
so we can see how perfectly grand her linens

the other evening at a buffet supper party that was so good that I
intend to take this special type of
Potato Salad with us the very
next time we go picnicking. Many
buffet supper refreshments would
make marvelous picnic fare and
the other way 'round," Jean observed sagely. "This particular
salad would be just as good afield
as at home — equally tasty whether
served from a large wooden salad
bowl onto dainty china or from a
Mason jar or thermos container
onto a paper plate ! It has a most
surprising and delicious assortment of ingredients, though not
one of them is unusual in itself.
It's just the combination that is
intriguingly new." (I have the
recipe for this Combination Potato (Continued on page 71)

Try it for stockings and undies, too — it's
wonderfully gentle. And it's easier on hands
because every bar holds glycerine."

Banish
with

and
now."
"Boy,things
one look
of her
dinners is something.
You'd better go tipping off all yom friends
to change to Fels-Naptha Soap!"
tVFEUS A CO., 1996

"Tattle-Tale

FELS-NAPTHA
MOD SCR

Gray"
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ON

your vacation you want to be at the
top of your stride. You want to be at
the peak of your form.

But it isn't always easy. For, as you
know, a vacation means a change of diet,
change of water, travel . . . and you'll
often find that you need a laxative.
Now, just remember this one thing —
don't let a harsh, over-acting cathartic spoil
things for you. Strong purgatives are apt
to throw your whole system out of rhythm
. . . upsetting your digestion, causing stomach pains— even nausea.
WHY A CORRECTLY TIMED
LAXATIVE IS PREFERABLE
When you choose Ex-Lax you are choosing a laxative that works g-r-a-d-u-a-l-l-y
. . . that takes 6 to 8 hours to be effective.
In other words, a laxative that's correctly
timed. Its action is thorough. Yet Ex-Lax
is so mild and so gentle that it won't cause
you even a moment's uneasiness. There'll
be no shock to your system, no pain or
disturbance of any kind.

DELICIOUS CHOCOLATE

FLAVOR

And here's another nice thing about Ex-Lax
... it tastes just like delicious, creamy
chocolate. Buy Ex-Lax at any drug store.
Tuck it in your traveling bag. There's a 10c
size, and a still more economical size at 25c.
When Nature forgets — remember

EXLAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE
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and then he became John Howard and made a big
NOTE: The following biographies are printed by popular demand. They are the ones most frequently
hit in "Annapolis Farewell." Followed "Millions
requested during the last month by readers who
in
the Air," "Soak the Rich" and "Border Flicht."
have sent in the coupon at the end of the article.
His
most hobbies
recent
film is "Lost
Horizon."He HowEach coupon has been tabulated, so if you have
are
and pounds
painting.
feet 10ard'sinches
tall, drawing
weighs 150
and has is
blueS
requested matically
any of
these,
kindly
consider
yours
autoresponsible.
eyes and brown hair. He is not married. Write
him Angeles,
at the Paramount
Studios, 5451 Marathon St.,
HENRY FONDA: According to this department's
Los
Calif.
readers,
young
Mr. FondaIn must
it takes"
and
plenty
to spare.
short,have
this "what
poor old
Desk
FRANK MONTGOMERY. Baltimore. Md.— Leave it
is literally sagging with requests for his biography,
to a man to ask for statistics! Yes. "The Great
and hastens to relieve itself of the burden here and
Ziegfeld"is was
an expensive-plus
The
picture
20 reels
long and the production.
production costs
now. On a certain May 1 6. Henry was born in
amounted to about $2,000,000. It is said that one
Grand
Island,
Neb.,
of
non-professional
parents.
musical sequence alone set the studio back $245,000.
William Brace Fonda, his father, packed his family
olT to live in Omaha when Hank was a mere youngAnd
that's
somepin".You'd hardly believe that Gene
ster. There he attended public and higli schools with
GENE
RAYMOND:
is of French
extraction but his real name. Raymond
a writing career in view. He worked his way
through the University of Minnesota by serving as
Guion, is proof enough. Born in New York City on
athletic instructor and general coach at a nearby
August 13, 1908. he made his stage debut at the
settlement house, and studied Journalism along with
tender age of 5 years. New York public and private
schools gave him his education and a chance to take
various other writing courses. Upon graduating he
occasional stage roles between times. From 1922 to
tried in vain to get a newspaper job and finally became interested in the Omaha Community Play1931 Gene's name was well known on Broadway and
house. There Henry played his first dramatic role
his
play.from
"Young
such a success
that last
it ran
1929 Sinners."
to 1931. was
A motion
picture
but took more of a liking to the technical end of
contract resulted and he made his first film with
the stage,
remaining
there
for
3
years
as
scene
designer and painter. In the summer of 1928 he
Nancy
in "Personal
Maid."
time
he
has Carroll
made pictures
for nearly
everySince
majorthatstudio.
journeyed New Yorkwaid. found work at the Cape
Playhouse at Dennis, Mass., and then accepted an
Horseback
riding,
tennis
and
golf
are
Mr.
Raymond's
favorite pastimes. A thick juicy steak is his pet
engagement at a summer theatre in Falmouth, Mass.
Came Fall and an engagement with the Theatre
delicacy
he's anpianist,
expertheatalso
preparing
bacon and
Guild as extra and understudy. In one of these
eggs. An and
excellent
enjoys travel
and
minor roles he was noticed by June Walker, selected
likes to spend any leisure hours on the desert.
Jeanette
MacDonald
and
Gene
are
seen
together
to play the
"The Farmer
Takes
a Wife."
Through
her lead
he wasin introduced
to Marc
Connolly
and
consistently
and 'tis said
that there's
romance
in the10
given the male lead. Soon after, Walter Watiger
air. This blue-eyed,
curly-haired
blonde
is 5 feet
signed Henry to a contract. loaned him to Fox for
inches tall and weighs 150 pounds. He has an actor
"The Farmer Takes a Wife" and "Way Down
brother who calls himself Robert Marlowe. You'll
East." to RKO for Lily Pons' "I Dream Too Much,"
see
Mr. Stanwyck
Raymond next
in "Marry
the Girl,"
with
Barbara
Young.
RKO-Radio
and
finally
used
him
in
"Trail
of
the
Lonesome
Pine"
Studios,
780 Gower andSt.,Robert
Hollywood,
Calif.,
is his
and "The Moon's Our Home." Right now^ he is
address.
working
"Spendthrift"
Pat
Paterson. inAsMr.you Wanger's
probably know.
Margaret with
Sullavan
FILOMENA
LA SALLE.
York.played
N. Y.—
Yes.
was at one time Mrs. Henry Fonda, and rumor has
Charles Farrell
and GretaNewNissen
together
in
"Fazil."
It
was
a
Fox
picture
released
in
1928.
itin that
sincetheythe were
making of "The Moon's
Our Home"
RUBY KEELER: She may be Irish but she hails
has
from Nova Scotia. Born in Halifax on August 25,
beenwhich
renewed.
Jlenryco-starred,
is 6 feet 1their
inch romance
tall, weighs
170 pounds and has black hair and blue eyes. Write
1909, Ruby remained a resident there for only three
him at Walter Wanger Productions, 1040 N. Las
years, after which time the Keeler family moved to
New York and Ruby began her education in the
Palmas, Hollywood, Calif.
public schools. Later she joined the Professional
LOURDES.
Charlie isChan's
son in
those mostHolyoke.
excellentMass.—
film stories
not Warner
Children's
the age
of 13 school,
made she
her
stage
debut.School
Also, and
whileat still
attending
Gland's
son. His
name educated
is Keye inLuke,
was
appeared in the choruses of several Broadway shows.
horn nearrealCanton,
China,
the heLTnited
States and is a very talented artist. He will play
■Texas Guinan's floor show first brought Ruby to
the public's notice, and Ziegfeld signed her as chief
with Mr. Oland again in "Charlie Chan at the Race
tap
"Whoopee."
brought
Al Jolson
Track"
and
also
in
"The
Good
Earth."
By
the
way,
and dancer
Ruby intogether
and they1928were
married,
after
Warner Oland is Swedish by birth, not Chinese.
which
she
was
starred
in
*
Show
Girl."
Her first
JOHN
HOWARD:
Here's
young
movie w-as "42nd Street" and she made such a hit
star has
risen apace
duringanother
the past
year.manHiswhose
real
that
she's Ruby
been tops
Warners
since.
Off
name is John Cox and he was born in Cleveland.
the screen
is veryat much
Mrs. ever
Jolson,
shy and
Ohio, on April 14. 1913. Educated in the public
retiring, a modest dresser and a swell mother to
schools of East Cleveland, he was an excellent stutheir young, adopted son. Albert. A good wife,
dent and versity,
won wherea scholarship
Western
Reserve
she likes to play golf, ride horseback and fish with
he achieved tomore
honors
than Uniyou
her husband. A typical Irish beauty is Ruby — brown
would believe possible. He was president of the
wavy hair and blue eyes. Her weight is 105 pounds
University Players and the Student Council; senior
and she stands 5 feet 4 inches tall. At present
manager of the basketball team; member of the
Ruby is taking a little vacation from the screen but
National Collegiate Players, of the Y.M.C.A. Cabinet,
she'llWarner
be backBrothers
shortly.
Write Burbank.
her meanwhile
the University Choir and the Thalian Club; won a
the
Studios.
Calif at
Phi Beta Kappa Key. a W.R.LT. Honor Key, a
DORIS DOYLE, Orlando. Fla. ; BARBEE HILL,
scholarship for work in English and a couple of essay
Brookline. Mass.; KATHRINE PARKER. Engleprizes. Moreover,
was chosen
the rest
mostof outwood.
N.
"FirstJessie
a Girl"
Griffith HeJones
the
standing man in thehe Senior
Class. asThe
his
young
manJ. —whoIn won
Matthews.
also was
played
school activities were divided between dramatics and
opposite
Elisabeth
Bergner
in
"Escape
Me
Never."
sports, and he managed to find time to sing and
This attractive Englishman started out originally
play the piano over radio station WHK. In the
to be a lawyer but was sidetracked bv the drama.
spring of 1934 a Paramount talent scout spotted
When in New York playing in the legitimate producyoung Cox in a campus show and offered him a chance
but
preferred
to
tion of "Escape Me Never"contract
he was
offered
aandmovie
to go to Hollywood. Amazingly enough, he refused.
stage.
return
to England
the
"This was because, among
all the other lienors, he
ROSS ALEXANDER: A
had won a scholarship to
kindergarten production
started this lad on his
the
graduate
school and
without
that training
he
acting
career. At least,
If you would like to see a brief
that's what he says. Born
could not
become onthewhich
professor
of
English
in
Brooklyn,
N. Y.. on
he had set his heart. But
synopsis
of your favorite's
hard luck — if you can call
this
deportment,
fill in and life
sendin
July
27,
1907.
young
Alexander
made
his
stage
deit that — stepped in . and
but at the age of
4, and
us
the
coupon
on
page
15,
GenJohn
found
that
it
would
from
that
day
to
the
be financially impossible
eral questions, of course, will also
present has devoted Iiis
for him to take this
be answered here. Those asked
major time to acting.
course.
So,
he
reconsidered the screen offer and
While still
education
was aa student
duty and—
most
frequently
and
the
most
inhis first
was successful. Intest
September,
1934.
teresting
ones
receive
first
prefersecondary
interest
Ross
Mr. Cox reported at the
joined
a group
of —young
ence. And not too many at a
Paramount Studio in Hollywood and proceeded to
players
studying
acting under
Hugh and
William
time, please. Address: The Inspend his
first motion
three
formation Desk, Modern Screen,
months
studying
Towneatre ininRochester,
his Little N.The-Y.
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
picture acting
andpicture
technique. His first
After two
years York
he re-to
turned to New
was "Car 99." the second
continue his dramatic
was "Four Hours to Kill"

MODERN
training at the Packard Tlieatrical Agency. A lot
happened on his graduation day. He became 18 years
old and was assigned the juvenile lead in Blanche
Vurka's
the beginning of a"Enter
series ^Madame."
of hit showsThatfor marked
him, ending
with
"After
Tomorrow,"
at
which
time
he
was
signed
screen contract and sent to Hollywood. His first tojjic-a
ture bertwas
"The1934Wiser
Sex"bigger
opposite
Claudette
in 1932.
brought
and better
roles Colaiid
now Warners are grooming him for stardom. His
wife, Aleta Freel. died most tragically a few months
ago. Ross is 6 feet 1% inches tall, weighs 160 pounds
and has brown hair and blue eyes. His hobbies are
the theatre, swimming, and soccer football. "Hot
Money" with Beverly Roberts is his next picture,
to be followed by Brothers
"China Clipper"
and "Shrinking
\'iolet."
Studios. Burbank.
Calif.,
are keepingWarner
him busy.
BRIAN DGNLEVY: Here is a man with a past so excitmg that it reads almost like a story book. In the
first place, Donlevy was born in Portadown, County
Armagh, Ireland, on February 9th. His father was
a whiskey
up that
when
Brian manufacturer
was 10 monthswho oldgave
to come
to business
America
and enter the woolen business. He died in 1933.
His mother
lives
in
Sheboygan
Falls,
Wis.
cated there and also at Beaver Dam, Cleveland, Eduand
St. John's
]NIilitary
Academy,
Annap-to
olis as well.
Before
he wasBrian
13 hew-ent
ran toaway
become bugler
Pershing's
Expedition, and onin his
return 9 Mexican
months Punitive
later he was
sent
to
St.
John's.
When
he
was
14
he
joined
the
Lafayette Escadrille and went to France. There
he learned
to
fly
and
became
a
sergeant-pilot.
During 3 years of active duty he was wounded twice
and after the war returned home. Brian then finished 4toyears'
work inDuring
2, andthereceived
appointment
Annapolis.
year hean remained
there, cidedheto come
engaged
in
Academy
theatricals,
then
deto New York to try his luck on tlie
stage. ential
It wasacquaintances
pretty bad
at
first,
but
through
influhe was given an opportunity
to pose for an illustrator and finally landed the
role of corporal in "What Price Glory." From
that mornent
steps to
led another
upw'ard — and
went fronito
one
successfulhis show
fromhe dramas
musical comedies — for 12 successful years. He went
to Hollywood originally to play in "The Milky
Way," but due to a delayed starting, he was cast in
"Barbary Coast." Since then he has appeared in
"Mary Burns, Fugitive," "Another Face." "Strike
Me Pink," "13 Hours by Air," "Human Cargo" and
"Half
are hisAngel."
latest. "High
Brian Tension"
is nearlyand6 "White
feet tallFang"
but.
because
of
his
breadth
and
thickness,
it. He weighs 190 pounds, has light doesn't
brown look
hair
and gray-green eyes. His middle name is Waldo,
but don't
let
him
know
you
know.
He
is
not
married. Write him
20th Century-Fox Studios, Box
900, Beverly
Hills,at Calif.
L. M. K.. Bronx, N. Y.— Yes, Franchot Tone and
Loretta
playedin together
"Midnight
Mary,"
which wasYoung
released
1933. No,in Ginger
Rogers
has
never had any children.
ROSALIND RUSSELL: Daughter of a prosperous attorney, James E. Russell, Rosalind was born in
Waterbury, Conn., on a certain June 4th. She
attended primary school near there and later went
to Marymount, a private school at Tarrytown, N. Y.
As a child she was able to travel through Europe,
South America and all over the United States, during which period she wanted to be a writer and
theologian. She also wanted to be independent and
earn her own money, so she finally chose the stage.
Stock company experience, first in small roles, then
in large, eventually brought Miss Russell to Broadway and two successful shows. Following the run
of the last, "The Second Man," she was signed by
M-G-M and made "Evelyn Prentice" as her first
movie. Smce then she has appeared in "The Night
Is Young." "The President Vanishes," "Forsakuig
All Others," "Reckless," "China Seas," "Rendezvous,^ andRobert
"UnderMontgomery
Two Flags."
for
Two with
is her "Trouble
most recent.
Tallish, slender, brunette, with sparkling black
eyes, she excels in riding and swimming. Her pet
aversion is gossips, and she is determined to succeed. Rosalind is not married, but. needless to say,
she is plenty popular with the male Holly woodites.
Write
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios,
Culver her
City, atCalif.
JAMES
STEWART:
good unruly
looking,—
he s almost too thinHe's
and certainly
his hair not
is most
but he's on his way to the top. and in record time
at that.
son of aPa.,
hardware
merchant, the"Jimmy
was
born The
in Indiana,
and attended
Pren
School
at Mercersburg Academy. Then he went
to Princeton and excelled at track, higli jump and
hurdle. He also studied architecture diligently and
assisted a magician during the summers. When he
graduated and could find no job, he was persuaded
by friends to join them
at the Falmouth Stock
Company, on Cape Cod. Thus,
Jimmy Stewart of
the Princeton Triangle shows, made
his debut in
. Goodbye
' andYork.
had theCame
good thefortune
opening with ItAgain
m New
next ofsummer
and a job as stage manager in Boston for "Camille"
with Jane Cowl. Followed "Spring in Autumn" and
^^Z^
a summer andof a stock
and
finally 1''^',
back to Broadway
screenthrown
contractin,
A bit in Murder Man" introduced him to the movie
puhlic,_ then came "Rose Marie," "Next Time We
Love,
Secretary" and "Speed." His
next
will Wife
he Thevs. Gorgeous
Hussy." Also, he will
be
with
Eleanor
Powell
m "Easy
tobutLove." Jimmy
plays the accordion, of all
things,
does liimself
proud with It. as with everything else.
tioned before. Mr Stewart and Mr. Fonda Asarewepalsmen-of
long standing. They and several other young men go
. autcn treat on a house in Hollywood and your
imagination will probably
you that there's never
a dull minute in it. You tell
may write to this gentleS.^"Calif.
the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Culver
City.
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ONE WEEK OFTHIS EXPENSIVE VACATION
60NE-ANONO DATES . IT'S HELEN AND
GWEN WHO ARE
GETTING THE
BIG RUSH!

FEMININE

City

State

ADORABLE

all-over

YOUj-when

fragrance

Men sense it, adore it— Mavis' flowergarden freshness lingering about you!
. . . Adopt this secret of French women's charm. A caressing cloud of delicately scented Mavis Talcum all over
— after you bathe, before you dress.
. . . Mavis does more than surround
yon with an aura of allure. It absorbs
body moisture, lowers skin temperature, helps vou keep cool. And Mavis

MAVIS

in your department.

Name

SCREEN

IN THE

RED

CONTAINER

before

you
you

use

MAVIS'

dress!

actually protects the youthful softness
of your skin. So soothing! . . . Add
fresh new loveliness to your charm — •
with Mavis. Its all-over fragrance lasts
and lasts! Try Mavis today!
Mavis Talcum in 25fi, 50^ and $1 sizes at
drug and department stores — convenient
10^ size at 5-and-lOc! stores. White or flesh.
We invite you to try Mavis — use coupon.

580 Fifth Avenue,
New
York C.
Cily.
'
IN
U, Please
V. I VIVAUDO
enclose 10c.
send by
return mall
the convenient size of Mavis Talcum ;
(white . . . flesh . . .) — so I can try its !
fragrant loveliness.
Name
.
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is
State-
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The Movies' Worth
Has it ever occurred to the legion of
screen censors just what a great part these
much maligned movies are playing in the
lives of many thousands of people? First,
the obvious part they play in spreading
understanding of many types of lives beyond the ordinary knowledge ; bringing
romance to thousands of starved hearts
completely lacking it in their drab, daily
lives. Think what motion pictures mean
to those people bound by circumstances to
a narrow, limited environment ! The world
and its ways are theirs to actually look
upon and to absorb, making them more
intelligent people.
Then there is the second end gained —
the effect on the actors and actresses themselves. Most of us can recall dozens of
very ordinary young people starting out
on a career, ordinary
in appearance,

cast Jean Parker in "Peter
Pan." What do you think?

You've never seen a polish
so lovely, so perfect to use

would be safe to "talkerize" all of his
photoplays, with small resentment shown
on the part of the still avid Rudy fans.

GLORIOUS news for lovely hands! A
new Glazo, so amazingly enhanced in
beauty, so perfected in every manicuring
virtue, that you must change your whole
idea of what a fine nail polish should be.
This new Glazo formula dries to a satiny
surface that doesn't chip or peel, that wears
for several extra days. Here is a polish that
disdains streaking, that flows on with perfect ease and evenness. And so completely
has evaporation been eliminated that the
polish is usable to the last brushful.
For the newest, smartest note in fingertip
charm, ask for Glazo Suntan, Russet and
Poppy Red. They're exclusive "misty-red"
colors, and the latest additions to Glazo's
wide range of authentic, fashion-approved
shades. Glazo manicure preparations are
now only 20 cents each.

Why not Charles Boyer in "The Sheik,"
Robert Taylor in "The Four Horsemen,"
Fredric March in "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
Robert Donat in "Blood and Sand" and
Franchot Tone in "Cobra"? — George A.
Abbate, Utica, N. Y.
$1

PRIZE

Claudette
A Berkeley, California,
gal gives her reasons for
voting the movies a boon
to mankind.
thought and outlook. I've lived in Hollywood and I've seen it happen over and
over again. I've seen those average young
persons sacrifice, slave and plan to better
their appearance, their knowledge of the
niceties of living, their speech. It seems
to me any profession that demands constant betterment of oneself is never to be
scorned. — Dorothy Loop, Berkeley, Calif.
$1

GIAZO
20 CEI^TS
(25 cents in Canada)

interpretations of his roles?
A new generation of movie-goers has
arisen since Valentino flashed to fame in
"The
Four
Horsemen."
Therefore, it

From Kenosha, Wisconsin,
comes a suggestion to

MOVlEV
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Tops

Them

All

The excellence of Claudette Colbert's
histrionic ability has been emphasized by
every motion picture in which she has appeared for some time back. Somehow I
have felt that she was best adapted to
unemotional roles, that she scintillated
especially in parts which gave scope to
her talents as a comedienne.
As Cigarette in that epic of the Foreign
Legion, "Under Two Flags," she demonstrates that my impressions have been erroneous. Warm, impetuous, tempestuous,
lovable and loyal, she rises to great dramatic heights. Clearly she carries away
top honors. This is particularly noteworthy inasmuch as she is cast with such
outstanding stars as Ronald Colman and
Victor McLaglen. — S. L. Anrud, Denver,
Colorado.

In Valentino's Footsteps?
The immortal Rudolph Valentino has
been dead a decade. Yet, why have the

$1 PRIZE LETTER
Peter Pan Parker

movie
"talkerize"
the
former producers
Valentino failed
screen tohits?
Are they
afraid of the long and faithful memories
of the legion of Valentino fans? Do they
believe it would desecrate our late idol's
memory by having able actors give their

I would like to offer a bouquet of
fragile pink roses to the most exquisite
vision of girlhood ever to grace the
screen. Meaning, of course, delightful
little Jean Parker, the beautiful Cin-

MODERN

What should you write about? Anything at all — the stars as you see them,
why you like certain stars and dislike
others, double-bills, shorts, current trends
in pictures, the latest picture you've
seen and why you enjoyed it, the newest movie rave in your community — male
and female. Get busy, for ten dollars
in prizes are awarded each month for
the six most interesting letters submitted— 1st prize, $5; five 2nd prizes of
$1 each. Be sure to send your full name
and address. Modern Screen reserves
the right to publish letters in whole or
in part. Address: Between You and Me,
Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New
York, N. Y. Write your letter now!
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, . . Men

of

These

Say

Three

Stars

. . . wouldn't you like to have
others say this about you?
DISCOVER how you, too,
can have appealing loveliness
with color harmony make-up
created by Max Factor . . .
Hollywood's make-up genius.

derella who, from poverty and unhappiness, rose to stardom, and who, on that
difficult climb, stole scenes from every famous star whose pictures she appeared in.
In my memory, always, there will ever
linger one Jean, a lovely elflike child,
of sweet, inspiring girlishness, with haunting eyes, misty dark curls and a bewitching pixie smile. And because of her rare
elfin quality and fine ability, I suggest
that Jean Parker be given "Peter Pan."
For only Jean could play, with fantastic
beauty and real perfection, the boy who
never grew up. — Grace Agnes Horning,
Kenosha. Wis.

R ochelle HudsorVs Powder
Secret.. . "Your skin will look

radiant, satin-smooth, if you use
Max Factor's Powder in your color
harmony shade," says Rochelle
Hudson, "because the color is created to dramatize your type, and
the texture is so perfect that it appears flawless even in a camera
close-up." Max Factor's Powder $1.

ji.lice Faye Reveals

Rouge

Magic . . . "Your cheeks will
have a lasting, lifelike color if you
use your color harmony shade of
Max Factor's Rouge," says Alice
Faye, "its creamy-smooth texture
blends evenly, clings for hours." '
. . . Max Factor's Rouge 50c.
Good
old Westerns are
enjoying a return engagement to the delight of fans,
young and old.
$1
But

PRIZE
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Westerns
StayAre

Here

Trevor^s New Lip Make-Up... "YouT lips will have an
alluring color," says Claire Trevor, "if you use Max Factor's
Super-Indelible Lipstick in the color harmony shade for your
type. Being moisture-proof, it may be applied to the inner as
well as the outer surface of the lips, giving them an even,
<^^ee the magic
lasting color." Max Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick, $1.
Make-Up
in these
of Max Factor's
20th
Century-Fox
Productions
:
ROCHELLE
1,
4or * ^olLwooJ
''THUDSON
he Cou
ntr
y
ax lactor^
rroinjwoot
in
EYES
: Mail for PDWOER, fiOU6E AND LIPSTICK IN YOUR COLOR HARMONY
,U{.
Max
^
J.
r„r
s
Make-Up
Studio.
Hollywood;
Blue
□
HAIR
COMPLEXIONS
ALICE FAYE
Send
Pur.se
MAX Lipslii
hAC -Size Box of Powder and Rouge Sampler in my color harmony shade;
►►I also
BLONDE
□□ Grat- □
in Little
:k Color Sampler, four shades. I enclose len cenia for postage Fur
''The Poor
Vrry
Light
HaiclZIa
Brown
Q
ng. Also send me my Color Harmony Make Up Charl and 4a-pat;e Cr«my
BROWNETTE
Light..
□ Dark.-O
. FREE. Medium
handii Insiruetion book, "The Ntw An of Society Make-Vp" . .24-8-6
,\ ami
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Ruddy □□□ Bl,ick_„a Light.BRUNETTE
_□ Dark..a
Beyond^'
Sallow
.
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Freckled
□
CLAIRE
.□ Darlc._a
■
Dark
RichinTREVOR
Girl"
Light □n Light.REDHEAD
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SKIN Dry □ LASHESiCoh.i
I
STREETLighten
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"Human Cargo"
AGE
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Recently I saw one of those "Hopalong
Cassidy" epics, top-spotting, to my huge
delight, platinum-haired, smiling, drawling Bill Boyd, one of the pet movie raves
of my high school days. Ably assisting
Bill was newcomer Jimmy Ellison. What
it takes in the way of looks, build, smile
and voice to satisfactorily answer any
maiden's prayer, this lad has in large
quantities.
In this
fact, hullabaloo
I'm much surprised
that
with all
for new
faces going on that Jimmy has been al(Continued on page 19)
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lb — White, short-sleeved
model with zipper closing
and navy blue scarf and
tie belt. Smart in other
color combinations.

hours making yourlong for
spend
attractive
self
him to look at.
Hair, skin, eyes, lips, fingernails, clothes
. . . you want him to approve of every
least detail.
You

2c — Pull-on sweater in
clever ribbed design which
stresses a high waistline,
In navy wool with turnover collar and white tie.

But don't forget — one ugly thing can
undo in a minute all the care you've
taken with your looks. The unpleasant
odor of underarm perspiration.
Nothing so quickly and surely disillusions a man about a lovely looking girl
as this.
Don't run the risk. Give your imderarms necessary daily care, just as you
give your face.

Easy

There's a quick, easy way to do it.
Mum!
It takes just half a minute to use IVIum.
And you can use it any time, before dressing or after. For Mum is harmless to
clothing.

to

Knit

and

Uloar

It's soothing to the skin, too. You can
use it right after shaving the underarms.
Remember, Mum doesn't prevent the
perspiration itself — just its horrid odor.
Depend upon it to keep you safe from
this danger to your happiness. BristolMyers, Inc., 630 Fifth Ave., New York.

Two
in

good-looking
your

leisure

YOU, who are looking forward to
school, will want to start knitting
these two charming and youthful
sweaters to pack in your trunk. Knit
them in light or bright shades, according to your costume needs and
TAKES
OF

THE

ODOR

OUT

PERSPIitATION

ON SANITARY NAPKINS Mum protects
you from another ever-threatening danger
of unpleasantness.
18

wear them now and all year 'round.
They make stunning costumes when
combined with skirts and jackets.
Fill out the coupon and both patterns will be sent to you free of
charge. Don't forget to send along
a large, self-addressed, starriped
envelope for the instructions.

sweaters
time

this

to

make

summer

Adelia Bird
MODERN SCREEN
149 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed please find stamped, self-addressed
envelope for knitting directions:
Pattern lb
Pattern 2c
NAME
STREET
CITY
STATE
Check one or both patterns desired
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lowed to drift along in the obscurity of
Westerns. He can make Gene Raymond,
Robert Taylor, Dick Powell and Company look like the graduating class of a
young ladies' seminary.
Although I know that anyone past voting age might as well confess to opium
eating as to a fondness for Westerns,
Messrs. Boyd and Ellison made their
modest offering so entertaining that I sat
through it twice. — Irene Kelly, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
$1 PRIZE LETTER
New Partner for Nelson!
Please put the film companies wise to
the fact that we want someone opposite
Nelson Eddy besides Jeanette MacDonald
in future pictures.
We are very, very strong MacDonald
fans, but we do think that Lily Pons or
Gladys Swarthout would make much
better partners for him. The picture
doesn'tif necessarily
opera, bebuta
what
it were ! Ihave
thinkto itbe would

THIS

LETTER

from a Linit eiithusifist will

interest every tVistidious girl and woman

in America:

'Frequently I am faced with the problem of going out
to evening social functions with little time to rest
beforehand. However, I usually allow myself an hour
in which to bathe and dress and so I decide to indulge
in a little rejuvenating beauty treatment, in which
Linit plays a dual role. First, I make a thin paste of
Linit, mixed with orange water. This is generously
spread over the face, neck and shoulders. Meanwhile,
the bath water is running and to this I add a half
package or more of Linit. While I lie in the soothing
bath of milky Linit water, I feel the beauty masque of
Linit slowly lift the tired facial muscles. Then, a
cool shower removes the masque easily and I step out of
the tub refreshed and eager to face the long evening.'

grand and glorious change from the general love story and spooky thriller. We
should cultivate our tastes beyond them
sometimes. — Kathryn L. Nicholas, Fredericksburg, Va.
Honorable

Mention

What Say, Jean?
Jean Harlow's platinum hair was
dazzling. Dazzling does not necessarily
imply cheap. Tin and platinum are both
dazzling, one is cheap, the other is not.
There is very little in life to dazzle us,
and we love it !
The softening of Jean's face, attributed
to the change in her hair, is desirable.
But it is accomplished by the more delicate lines of her mouth and eyebrows, as
she now has them. The new hair is dull,
ordinary, and unbecoming. Let's go back
to the platinum standard. — "Wonder."

Just a Tip
I would like to voice a protest against
the diction of some of the stars. My hearing is slightly impaired, so instead of relaxing during some pictures, I find myself
straining to hear every word and phrase.
I know it is partly due to the acoustics
and equipment of the theatre, but I do
believe if the players would improve their
voices, we who are slightly hard of hearing would get more joy out of movies.
In my opinion, William Powell's diction
is perfect, so, naturally, I make a special
effort to see all of his pictures. — Mabel
Gaulden, Roanoke, Ala.
Gloom Chaser
During the now famous — or infamous
— days of the depression, there were
times when it seemed that this old world
was not worth staying in and while the
old chin stayed up all right, it was helped
to that proper rigidity by never missing
a picture in which that splendid comedian,
Edward Everett Horton, appeared. Therefore, Iwant to express my sincere appreciation of his ability to make me forget
my worries and leave the theatre with a
lift in my heart, after having had many
good laughs during the picture. Besides
being an excellent actor in any part, his
facial expressions are so screamingly
funny and change so suddenly that one's
mind never wanders to things around for
fear one second of the sequence might be
missed. — G. Erskine, Seattle, Washington.

LAUIVDERIIMG
Vf^
Don't overlook the directions on the
Linit package... recommending Linit
forstarching.linit makes even ordinary
cotton fabrics look and feel like linen.
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Romantic

ups-and-downs

The expected break-up of Mr. and
Mrs. Lew Ayres finally arrived and
now Mrs. Ayres, known on the screen
as Ginger Rogers, has moved out. Hundreds of reasons for the parting have
been voiced about. Some say Lew
wouldn't take the little wife out evenings,
and others blame it on Ginger's recent
screen prominence. The real reason, and
the simplest of all, is that they turned
out along.
to be a We
couple
people itwho
get
firstofnoticed
six couldn't
months
ago, at Grace Bradley's hay ride party.
Ginger spent most of the evening dancing with other men and Lew spent all
of it walking around looking sullen. A
couple of weeks before they announced
the separation, they squabbled in a
Hollywood cafe and Ginger walked
out. Things like that happen, they say,
even outside our little Hollywood movie
colony.

vie

social

And now that Ginger is a free woman
again and has no dishes to wash or
whatever it is wives hove to do, she's
been seen about much more in the town's
night Hie. Her most frequent escort is
Jimmy Stewart, and their favorite companions are Margaret SuUavan and Jimmy's roommate, Henry Fonda.
Now the rumor is about that Jean
Harlow will become Mrs. William
Powell some time this fall. At any rate,
the Harlow mansion has been sold, and
a girl has to live somewhere, doesn't she?
And Mr. P's home is no shack — almost
anyone could be comfortable there.
Among other things, it has the fanciest
phone number in town. If any of you
gals have the urge to cut in on Jean
just dial MY-MY-MY, and the guy
who answers is Bill Powell.

Shirley Temple entertains Ginette MarboeufHoyet, the little French girl who won a
contest for looking most like little Miss T.

20

with

doings

for

top

The private and personal Cupid who
hangs around Gloria Swanson and Herbert Marshall wears a worried look these
days, for there seems to be trouble brewing in that vicinity, Marshall, who once
was quite happy about being photographed with Miss Swanson, now shoos
cameramen away on the infrequent occasions when he and Gloria are together.
And
that's usually a tip-off to a busted
romance.

Although rumor has it that she can
afford a chauffeur, Shirley Temple has
a brand new car which she drives herself. It's a diminutive sports roadster,
presented to her by Bill Robinson, one
of her favorite men. It works just like
a full-sized model, except that its speed
limit is eight miles an hour, and Shirley

What, no escorts for these cinema beauties?
Ann Harding, Claudette Colbert and Virginia Bruce watch the ice skating exhibition.

Hollywood

movie

wheels it all over the Fox studio. When
she goes riding the cops blow their
whistles and all trafific stops while the
queen of the lot whizzes — if you can
call eight miles an hour whizzing — by.

Incidentally, there's a new ruling at her
studio that Shirley is not to be photographed in a room unless the room has
overstuffed furniture. Seems Shirley is
becoming a very big girl, and, with ordinary furniture, her bosses fear she may
look too much like an ingenue. They say
she's on a diet, too, hoping to get back
that figure. After all, a woman of seven
has to be pretty careful.
Quite a commotion when M-G-M
loaned Clark Gable to Warners to play

billing

this

month

a prizefighter
"Cain First
and Mabel''
posite Marion inDavies.
of all, opthe
Warner Brothers wanted the Gable moustache shaved. M-G-M said Gable with
a moustache or no Gable at all. Warners
and the barbers finally won out, and
Clark went to work. To get in trim for
his role, he had to go through a twohour daily workout, for which a ring
and everything was set up on the lot.
Being outs
newcame at
Warners,
Mr. G.'s
workunder
the head
of Special
Added Attraction to countless stenographers in near-by offices, who spent so
much time admiring the Gable contours
that the brothers Warner strung up a
large canvas around the ring. And the
gals went sadly back to their typewriters.
Errol Flynn's prize fan letter is a recent
ten-page missive in almost indecipherable

The newly wedded George McDonalds are
chaperoning Mr. Robert Taylor, bachelor.
Mrs. McDonald is Jean Parker, need we add?

ify

'Tou^n^end

longhand. After wading through the ten
pages, Errol arrived at the postscript,
which said, "Please excuse the poor handwriting. I'm suffering with smallpox."
Always a patron of the lively arts,
Marlene Dietrich has lately divided her
extra-curricular moments between director Fritz Lang and scenarist Willis
Goldbeck. It must have been something
of a problem one night shortly after her
return from a location trip for "The
Garden of Allah." The night we saw
her she came into the Brown Derby,
looking slightly more than beautiful in
a red fox cape, with Herr Lang. Between cocktails and the first course, she
left his table to commune a while with
Goldbeck, who was seated across the
room. Try that on your local eaterie
sometime.

It's hard to say whether Gary Cooper is
doing a "handy" or whether he's dodging
Scotty. Mrs. Cooper looks veddy aloof indeed.
Photos by Scotty
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(Above) Garbo's back!
Has she
gone(Left)
"brownette,"
too?
This
romance, born in
Europe, looks serious.
Cory Grant and MaryBrian at a recent Hollywood to-do.

The

latest

doings

of

f i Imdom's
favorites

Carole Lombard and Clark
Gable are still stepping out together. Here they're seen arriving at the premiere of "The
Princess Comes Across." How do
you like Mr. G.'s sporty garb?

At the Carthay Circle Theatre, where "The Great Ziegield" recently held forth, a radio, during intermission, broadcast the acclaim
oi the paying customers. It was one of those "candid microphone"
affairs, with the announcer buttonholing patrons in the lobby to get
their opinion of the picture. FoUov/ing a chorus of "terrific," "colossal" and "superb" statements one evening, the announcer made the
mistake of collaring Groucho Marx. "How do you like the picture?"
he asked. "Greatest intermission I ever enjoyed," said Groucho.

It isn't so hard for a girl to explain a black-and-blue jaw
when her husband is in town, but when he happens to be ofif at
a medical convention things are a little complicated. Anyway,
here's how Claudette Colbert explained hers : She visited a
dentist who, by error, injected novocaine in a muscle instead
of a nerve. Even if it weren't true, it's much better than the
old bumped-into-a-door alibi.
The Bing Crosbys have just moved into their brand nev/ chateau
on Toluca Lake, and they find it mighty pleasant. It's only twenty
rooms — but it's home. The fanciest of all the twenty rooms is the
one in which the Crosby twins reside. Everything in it comes in
pairs — twin beds, twin desks, and, of all things, twin baths.
Betty Furness still wears the weirdest hats in Hollywood. One
night she turned up at the Trocadero with a little number
decorated with carrots and a few other garden vegetables. After
other diners recovered from the shock, Betty waved at Ginger
Rogers and asked her over to her table. Ginger shrieked back,
"I'll bring a steak and be right over."
While we're in the startling chapeaux department, it might be well
to record the fact that Clark Gable arrived at the preview of "The
Princess Comes Across" with Carole Lombard and a beret. He took
a terrific razzing from a gang of youngsters on the sidewalk and
went in to view the picture, which contains a funny sequence about
a he-man type of guy wearing a beret. On the way out the beret
was stuffed in the Gable pocket.

That's Dick Powell hiding behind
the newly acquired spinach. He
and the still-current Joan Blondell seem delighted with Sonja
Henie's skating prowess. Miss
B. looks ravishing these days.

Agricultural Note : Perhaps you didn't know that Francis
Lede rer is a gentleman farmer. He owns a ranch (they call
farms ranches out here) which produces more vegetables than
you can find on Betty Furness' hat. A few weeks ago, out of
the goodness of his heart, Francis sent to every member of the
local press a sack containing two heads of cabbage, together with
a note promising us we'd hear from the apricots and the prunes
as soon as they are large enough to leave home. Anybody want
two heads of unused, but slightly wilted, cabbage?

Looks like Margaret SuUavan and Henry Fonda are planning another try at marriage. The last one didn't work out so well, mostly
because Margaret was a star and Henry wasn't, but this time they
can march to the altar with equal billing. In the meantime, the
former Mrs. F. continues to be one of the most bizarre young ladies
in these parts. Last time we saw her, at a skating exhibition, she
arrived with an unidentified young man, and they both had an
arm in a sling. La SuUavan, of course, was recovering from a
broken arm, but why the guy was done up in similar style no one
seemed to know, unless he was just being awfully, awfully gallant.

Dick Powell's throat infection cleared up sufficiently to allow
him to go to work in "Stage Struck," much to the joy of the
assembled Warner Brothers and a multitude of Dick's admirers.
The studio is still worried about the future of the Powell vocal
chords — worried enough to sign Rudy Vallee to a long-term contract. After all, two crooners are better than none at all — or
don't you think so?
The Pat O'Briens hauled out the plush carpet and the best silver
recently to celebrate the birthday of their daughter, Mavourneen.
Mavourneen, one of the fanciest blondes in this section, has just
turned two, but all her friends tell her she doesn't look a day over
one and a half. All the neighbors' kids joined in on the party,
which was almost spoiled when Frank McHugh's offspring toppled
into the pool. Eloise O'Brien jumped in, pulled out the sinking McHugh heir, dried him off and made him promise to lay off the Grade
A for awhile, at least.
{Continued on page 97)
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Dancing

Pirate

OF

THLKIES

(Pioneer-RKO)

Here is the latest of the color pictures and, in our opinion, the
best. In the first place, the story is a fantasy, and color serves to
heighten the illusion. Added to that is the fact that Robert Ed mono
Jones, probably realizing his errors in "Becky Sharp," nnanages to
teep his color schemes subdued until the final scene, when he
splashed it on for gorgeous effect. Briefly, "Dancing Pirate" is the
story of a young dancing master who is shanghaied aboard a pirate
ship. He escapes off the coast of old California and enters a village
to find the natives armed to the teeth to protect their community
from what they regard as a public enemy. On the gallows he gains
a temporary reprieve by proving his dancing ability, much to the
pleasure of the mayor's daughter and the rest of the young ladies of
the town. The whole thing is travesty, heightened by the presence of
Frank Morgan in his best comedy role, Steffi Duna and Charles Collins.
In the title role, young Mr. Collins and his dancing add much to the
general entertainment, but the picture and the majority of the high
spots belong to Frank Morgan.
Preview Postscript

You

won't

if you

be

let

your

be

disappointed
Screen

Modern

guide

picture

^ea

'Town^Qnd.

See Modern Screen Movie Scoreboard on page 62

"Dancing Pirate" makes its debut as the first dancing, musical
comedy romance in the new full-color technicolor. This is kind of a big
brother to "La Cucaracha," that two-reel picture of two years ago,
for it is produced by the same studio, directed by Lloyd Corrigan
again, designed in color by Robert Edmond Jones and features
Steffi Duna. The largest set used for this film was that of the old
California Spanish village on the Pacific shores. This palatial place
occupied more than an acre of ground on the studio lot and included
thirty-two buildings, each structure authenticated by months of research. Coloring for the picture's settings were toned down as much
OS possible, with blue, green and dull browns predominating . . .
Gabriel Consino is the one who swirls that cape around with such
success in one dance number. Cansino was formerly a command
dancer and entertainer for the ex-King and Queen of Spain and was
as famous in Spain as the favorite bullfighters . . . Charles Collins
is the husband of Dorothy Stone. He is well known on the Broadway
and London stages . . . Although the new color medium presents a
host of new problems to producers, directors and actors, it is a boon
to make-up departments. Make-up is practically a missing Ingredient
on the set when a color film is in the making. Grease point, lip
rouge and eye-shadow are out entirely. A light dusting of face
powder is used just to kill highlights on bad features.

(Above) A love scene from "Private Number," co-starring Loretta Young and Robert
Taylor. (Left) Dancing Charles Collins and
vivacious Steffi Duna in the latest full-color
musical romance,
***

Anthony

"Dancing

Adverse

Pirate."

(Warners)

Hervey Allen's prodigious tome, which has given thousands of
citizens round shoulders merely from holding it, emerges on the
screen a competent, well-made and not too exciting drama. It is the
story of Anthony's life up to the time he leaves France for America.
It is excellent as far as settings and general production are concerned,
but it locks fire and the lusty characterization which should have
been given the role of Anthony. In the book, according to some of
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our more literate friends, Anthony Adverse was a vigorous gentleman
who lived life to the full, but on the screen, due partly to censorship
and partly to Fredric March's routine portrayal, he is a rather dull
guy. However, the picture is well worth seeing, and will satisfy almost
any audience. Of the supporting players, Gale Sondergaord, Edmund
Gwenn and Claude Rains stand out in a cast which includes Olivia
de Havillond, Donald Woods, Anita Louise, Steffi Duna, Ralph Morgan
and Louis Hayword.
Preview Postscript
The settings used for this picture are more diversified than those
used in several ordinary films. There are 131 in all, ranging in period
from 1775 to 1801, which gave the studio technicians something to
think about. As evidence of that million dollars which the Brothers
Warner ore reputed to have sunk in this film venture the elaborate
sets are still to be seen on the studio lot, too elaborate to be
relegated to the studio junk men. Among them are an Italian town

(Above) Fredric March

and Ohvia

de

Havilland in the stirring drama, "Anthony Adverse." (Left) There's unusual
screenfare in "Fury," with Spencer
Tracy and Sylvia Sidney in the leads.

complete with cathedrals, waterfront, streets, warehouses, villas, etc.,
a French chateau, a Tyrolean chalet, several plantation sets, and a
three-block-long set depicting Africa's gold coast. The exteriors presenting the largest problems were snow-covered Alpine roads, dense
African jungles, and scenes of the Italian countryside, which were
difficult to duplicate around the Hollywood countryside . . . The
costume deportment, however, claimed the right to the biggest headaches on the lot. The story is laid in an epoch during which the
world was seething with changes, which influenced fashions to a
marked degree. The French Revolution, for instance, which banished
differences in rank, banished many distinctions in dress. All costumes
worn for the earlier sequences were practically useless for the later
ones, due to drastic changes not only in style, cut, material and
trimming, but to all the lesser details of not only women's but men's
clothing — such as night caps, cloaks, boots, stockings, buckles, jewels,
linen, swords, fob ribbons, snuff boxes, etc. Costuming was further
involved on account of the many walks of life represented in the film
— peasants, seamen, laborers, churchmen, doctors, merchants, servants,
noblemen and princes. 1600 players in all were employed to take
part in the picture . . . "Props" are generally regarded in the light
of smaller problems for any set, generally running to ash trays, flowers,
etc., but not on this picture. The researchers spent months on the
prop problem. All the coaches had to be built, and the periods
required no less than eight types of coaches, including Post Chaises,
Berlins, Cabriolets ond a luxurious one of Don Luis', with a V-shaped
body, perch springs, hand-painted panels and upholstered in rose
velvet with the ceilings and walls of quilted peach satin. Many of
the props were copied from old wood-cuts, such as the fiber baskets
of the peasants, yokes for the slaves, wheelbarrows, hand carved
furnishings, etc.
***

Private

Number

(20th Century-Fox)

For pure, unadulterated romance you'll look far before finding
anything to beat the new team of Loretta Young and Robert Taylor.

Breathes there a man with soul so dead, anyhow, who wouldn't revive
at the sight
is capable
making
any woman's
ticket
worth ofatLoretta,
leost while
twice Robert
the price.
The of
story
is redolent
with
gallantry and undying love, made plausible and sympathetic by the
attractive stars. Loretta is hired as personal moid to Robert Taylor's
mother, Morjorie Gateson. Though mama is fond of Loretta as her
maid, it is doubtful if she would be so affectionate towards her as a
daughter-in-law, so the situation is solved simply by a secret wedding.
But there are a couple of things the lovers fail to take into consideration
— namely the old blackguard of a butler, Basil Rothbone, who has evil
designs on the fair young maid; Monroe Owsley, who once felt the
same way; and the Facts of Life. So when scandal rears its ugly
head, Loretta runs away rather than have Robert suffer on her account. He suffers, she suffers, they all suffer before Robert, his wife
and child are finally united. In the excellent supporting cast are
Patsy Kelly and Joe Lewis, who provide good comedy; Jane Darwell
as the indomitable family cook, John Miljan, and Prince, a beautiful
and intelligent Great Dane.
Preview Postscript
Lake Arrowhead, in the San Bernadino mountains some sixty miles
from Hollywood, was the location site originally planned for the
resort scenes on this film. But due to Loretta Young's recent illness
it was decided the waters of the lake would be too chilly for her
swim, hence the "lake" is little more than a glorified ditch on the
studio lot. The gardens were photographed at the Graves estate
in Pasadena — an estate belonging to old Californions, which is frequently rented out to the movies. Loretta hod ten-dollar bets up with
Director Roy Del Ruth and Cameraman Peverell Marley that she could
swim under water for a quarter of a mile. Losing after some ten
feet, she promised to be a good sport and come across with the ten
bucks apiece. The next morning Director Del Roy was presented
with a canvas bog containing 1000 pennies, while Marley received
a long legal document, signed by twenty witnesses, which he had
to sign in receipt of ten brand-new one-dollar bills beautifully framed
fonwise under gloss.
Fury (M-G-M)
Mob psychology and mob violence is looked into with considerable
effect in this powerful drama directed by Fritz Lang, who is responsible
for "M" and other notable European successes. The story, briefly, is
this: Spencer Tracy, driving West to marry his financee, Sylvia25Sidney,
is picked up by a small-town sheriff and landed in jail because of
his resemblance
to a suspect in a {Continued on page 92)
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^fVill I Be More

Popular

SCREEN

Tonight?

mirror tells you the truth. And here's
YOUR
how to make your mirror say, "YES!"
Lovely young women everywhere tell us they
are more popular with soft lustrous hair. Radiant hair alone quickly gives them a new, lovely
fresh bright appearance. Now you, too, can gain
this popularity. Have sunny hair friends admire!
Blonde or Brunette, rinse brilliant lustre into
your hair with Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.
BLONDES— To restore natural golden beauty, to
brighten evenly and give sunny lustre to dull, faded or
streaked hair — rinse your hair with Marchand's.
BRUNETTES — Increase your attractiveness. Just a rinse
with Marchand's gives your hair a soft, lustrous sheen.
Or, using Marchand's ftill strength, lighten your hair
gradually — secretly — to any lovely blonde shade.
BLONDES and BRUNETTES - You can make "superfluous" hair unnoticeable. And so keep your face, arms
and legs alluringly soft and smooth! This summer use
Marchand's to soften attractively and make unnoticeable the soft natural hair on face, arms and legs.
Marchand's keeps you dainty and attractive all over!
Start today to use Marchand's yourself, at home. Get a
bottle of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any drugstore.

TRY

A

BOTTLE-FREE!
C Use coupon below)
A.trial bottle of Marchand's Castile Shampoo — FREE
— to those who send for Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash. The finest health treatment you can give your
hair. Marchand's Castile Shampoo makes your hair
fresher and more charming. Send for a bottle today.

ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR MARCHAND'S TODAY, OR USE COUPON BELOW
CHARLES MARCHAND CO., 521 West 23rd Street, New York City
Please
me tryWash.
for myself
the SUNNY,
effectcoin,
of Marchand's
Goldenlet Hair
Enclosed
50 cents GOLDEN
(use stamps,
or money
order as convenient) for a full sized bottle. Also send me, FREE, trial
sample of Marchand's Castile Shampoo.
Name

N-iD'S
MARGHA
GOLDEN
HAIR
WASH

Address-City
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work, for the first time since her marriage, has keyed Joan's enthusiasm to a high pitch and that she plans to be a knockout.

Bette

Davis

contempt

tells

for the

point that two

should

Bette with her husband,

Harmon

FRIEnOLV

pretend

DIU0RCE5

THE

A DIVORCE is a public admission of defeat," said the
girl in green, twisting a Daiquiri cocktail, "so why put
on an act about it?"
We, who are about to interview, have come to anticipate a round with Bette Davis as a rare delight. She is
regarded, fearfully, by her sister actresses as the family
problem-child who is apt to break out any minute with
the most shockingly frank revelations about their sacredcows. ...
She treads where angels fear, looking like an angelic
school-miss with a "Cause" and possibly a dainty pearl
revolver in her stocking.

she

modern

divorced

Sif ?2utk

Nelson.

why

has

view-

people

compatibility

)2anktn

lIRE

BUliK

of a beautiful friendship'!
"Sure, I know. It's all supposed to be very new and
modern — twentieth century sophistication. They are
being civilized. And it is not indigenous to Hollywood, it
way.
goes on all over the country — ^the world. In a lesser

BUT YOU can't tell me that any woman who has ever
loved a man, really loved him, or any man who has loved
a woman, can be friends again after a divorce. No two
persons who have had that can be friends, ever again,
whether they were married or not. It isn't in the cards.
There are too many visions of the past to haunt them,
too many wounds that can be healed only by years and
then leave scars.

"What I mean is," Bette flashed her eyes at us like
a landing-field beacon, "this business about 'we're still
friends.' A divorce implies conclusively : two persons,
married, can no longer bear each other's company. The
two say, in effect, 'We are sick and tired and disgusted and
through. We hate each other. Give us, we pray and beseech, adecree of divorce that we may be free to begin our
adult lives again, to seek solace and contentment else-

"They can't be casual, and mean it, if they have honest
human emotions. The whole thing is a forced, unnatural
attitude and many a woman is dying a little inside while
hundreds of morbidly curious eyes are trained on her to
see how she is taking it.

where.'
"That last part of it is in the lap of the gods. Maybe
they are so washed up with the whole business they don't
want to seek. But the primary motive is freedom from a
bond no longer endurable. If it is at all endurable, then
they have no busmess asking for the divorce.

"There is a wide-open spot for some woman with the
courage and the confidence to be simply honest. Some
one who refuses to compromise with this syrupy ridiculous
sophistication. Divorce is a serious business which
wrecks innumerable lives — look at the suicide and homicide statistics.

"But look what happens now in this, our Hollywood.
After they have made their public declaration, what
occurs? This. They go to the Trocadero that night and
in a dim corner you find them all wrapped up like a
pretzel, avec photographers. A columnist, the next day,
declares it is the dawn of a new understanding, the 'birth
34

"Kidding
chine gun. about it is like tying a pink ribbon on a ma"You can't
who said, 'I
I don't want
than I would

tell me people wouldn't respect the woman
hate the guy. He made my life miserable.
an)i:hing further to do with him, any more
with any other {Continued on page 68)

Left, James gabs with Jeanette
MacDonald, whose brother he
playedin "Rose Marie." And
rumor soys that "The
Our Home" reunion with his
wife, Margaret SuUavan,
real romance again for

Henry

are

real

Fonda

horseshoes

and

for

James

each

Stewart,

other

when

buddies

it

for

comes

above,
Moon's
former
spells
Fonda.

years,

to

jobs

THEY'RE like a four leaf clover to each other. Their
story is like nothing you've ever heard before. It runs
the scale from a two-by-four flat surrounded by New
York's ace gunmen to a California estate surrounded by
luxury . . . from milk toast (slightly scorched) to their

"Yeah?" said Jimmy. They grinned. They might have
been cut from the same pattern, those two. Long, lean,
eminently likable. They went out arm in arm to get a
bowl of chile.

colored cook's famous dinners . . . from walk-on parts to
stardom. We mean, of course, the story of Henry Fonda
and James Stewart.

THE TRUTH IS, if it hadn't been for that comedy role
of the iceman in "It's a Wise Child," Jim Stewart never
would have gone on the stage. You see, he had a diploma
from Princeton that said he was an architect. He also
had a letter from the bank which said he was broke. It
was the gang from the Triangle Club that shunted him
into the Falmouth stock company to replace a chap by
the name of Fonda who had just left for New York.
The company had been pretty fond of this Fonda and
thought he was a swell actor to get the laughs he did as

Twice Jimmy has stepped into Hank's shoes, and twice
they've carried him to success. The first time was in the
Falmouth, Massachusetts, stock company. The second
time was when he replaced Hank in the part opposite Margaret Sullavan in "Next Time We Love," and Hollywood
and half America became Stewart-conscious overnight.
"And was he good in it ! He transcended acting and
pictures and everything in that play!" That was Henry
Fonda speaking. But don't get the idea this is one of those
back-patting pal stories. It goes so much deeper than that
you begin to wonder if you actually appreciated before
the fine essence that can go into a man's friendship.
They met backstage when Jimmy was doing his first
one-line act on Broadway in "Good-bye Again." Said
Hank. "I hear vou're a better iceman than I am !"

the iceman. But it wasn't long- before some of the old
Falmouth crowd down in New York began kidding the
life out of Hank. "Don't think you're the only man who
can melt ice behind a footlight ! This Stewart's doing all
So it was only natural that when

Jim drifted onto

Broadwayvention. Ithe
and up
Hank
hold an icemen's
wound
with should
them {Continued
on page con75)
!"
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He's

married

Hgain

Edmund

wouldn't,
made

him

Lowe

but

vowed

he

something

change

his

mind

(Left) Eddie with Mrs. Lowe, the former
Rita Kaufman, who possesses many
of the late Lilyan Tashman's
inspiring qualities.

And

so when a grief-stricken Edmund

(above)

Lowe, wearing

his badge of mourning after Lilyan Tashman's funeral
said, "I shall never marry again," I knew he meant what
he said then. But I also knew that the variegated cinema
beauties would in no time at all make a state highway
out of the isolated ox-trail that led past his emotional
seclusion. I wasn't wrong. Before the bitter first poignant grief of his unexpected bereavement had lifted its
shadows from under the Lowe orbs, there were sweet
little things who wanted to be sympathetic.
ALSO THERE
were onlookers who said, "Well,
Eddie's not twenty-one any more and those girls really
are gorgeous and anyhow nobody's more than human."
It's true, in due time Mr. Lowe was reported escorting
the three-months-option blondes to film openings. Lie
was spoken of as having said "hello" to the prettiest
of them ; and in Hollywood "hello" just begins the
gossip. Then he was called to England to turn Americanly British for "Doomed Cargo" and those who had
known him a long, long time remarked hopefully :

A YOUNG
BACHELOR
film player with a contract
that runs longer than six months is a gift from Heaven
to the Hollywood ingenues. A star with a Reno decree
is like a mile-long trellis of honeysuckle to the hopeful
unattached or semi-detached beebees. But a widower
with a successful marriage of several years behind him
that only the grim reaper could have terminated, the
kind of widower who can say "no" to two of three major
companies on the matter of long-term agreement and
stellar billing, well, he's like a blue ribbon at the county
fair, a cool wind in an August Bermuda, sunshine in
an Eskimo's night life — he's tops !
40

"Well, this will be it. She'll be tall and blonde with
one of those Devonshire peaches-and-cream complexions
and she'll wear French clothes in the EngHsh manner
that will remind him of Lilyan and she'll not talk so
much that he can't tell her M-G-M wants his name on
the dotted line. And, of course, he'll come home a
Eddie Lowe went to London. He was dined and feted
bridegroom."
and photographed. He saw the beautiful English girls,
and a few of our American protegees who are doing
well for themselves before the English cameras. He had
a good time, for a few weeks, and then one night he
awoke before sunrise and he missed a certain girl. He
kept on missing her so much that he cabled and ran up
quite a transatlantic telephone bill and he couldn't wait
to get back to her. The girl he missed happened to be
Rita Kaufman whose perfect make-up never brigfhtened
one of your screen hours, (Continued on page 79)
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SUPPOSE THAT you were five- foot- three with golden
hair, violet eyes, peaches-and-cream complexion, slim
figure and just nineteen, that wherever you went, people
turned and stared, wondering if they had seen aright on
beholding such loveliness.
How would you like it?
"Oh," says you, "don't be sil! What's the catch?"
You're quite right. There is a catch. For, in order
to complete the picture of Anita Louise, you'll have to
be full of ambition — full to the point of overflowing.
Wanting to act more than anything else, wanting real roles
that required experience and skill and knowledge of interpretation. And, because of hair, eyes, complexion, et al,'
you couldn't get a chance to do anything really important,
your beauty handicapping instead of helping you in your
chosen work.
"Now isn't that just too bad?" queries the cynic. "Tch,
tch ! Life must surely be tough for that gal, hitched
as she is to a long-term contract in a glamorous profession, with plenty of parties and beaux to escort her to
Well, life; that is, movie life, isn't all it's cracked up
to be to this beauteous actress. In fact, on many an
occasion, it gets her down. When she sees the picture
them."
plums being passed to the less talented because they're
less beautiful, she does a silent nip-up, realizing that if
she only had a chance, what she could do with such-andsuch a characterization.
ANITA LOUISE is neither naive nor sophisticated,
which facts you must take into consideration when you
hear her remark, "My

looks have hindered my picture

Truly, there wasn't an atom of conceit shining through
that bland statement. It was said simply and honestly as
progress."
one might say, "I should never wear yellow. My complexion just won't stand it."
"There was the time," remarked Anita ruefully, "when
I played a small role in 'The Firebird.' It was definitely
'character' and, according to the critics, I handled it well.
Now, I thought, I'll surely be taken seriously. No more
girly-girly stuff for me. But it didn't take long for me
to realize the extent of my optimism. No, indeed. I just
sat and sat and sat, waiting for the studio to cast me in
another role into which I could sink my
as teeth. None came. That is, none of
Anita
^^^t time I played, I was
in
Maria
sweeter — if possible — than
j"^*" ^
"Anthony
Let it be
(Continued on page 72)
gosh!"
Oh,
e"
ers
Adv
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Myrna

likes surprises to keep
things lively — and
she's a bit of a
surprise herself!

At a Hollywood premiere with her
favorite escort, Arthur Homblow.
She likes obscure night spots best.

Above, a threesome from "To
Marx With Love." Left to right, Ian
Hunter, Myrna Loy, Warner Baxter.
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HOLLYWOOD'S
MOST charming wife is still unmarried.
A paradox? Yes, but so is this lady who recently was
described, in one of our more sophisticated magazines as

they appear on the table, she counts it as a very special
conspiracy to make her day less humdrum.
And what she says about seasoning xan be taken literally. She likes papi'ika on her vanilla ice cream !

one "who cowers shyly behind her enormous success —
like a mouse with an inferiority phobia" — in a Beverly
Hills house, "where she collects sculpture and freckles."
Nothing could have been farther from the truth. Except, perhaps, the part about collecting. But what Myrna
likes to collect more than anything else is sensations !
Yes, she is by way of actually being a sensationalist !

NOW, JUST because Myrna isn't seen in the popular
night spots of Hollywood doesn't mean that she isn't
getting about. It simply means, as she'll willingly admit,
that she doesn't
to do the regular
ventional life oflike
a conventional
moviethings,
star. live the con-

Why. Mvrna, that's a bit of a shock !
"Nonsense," said Myrna. "I wouldn't be able to survive a routine existence. I'd be bored to extinction.
That's why I spend hours planning ways to surprise
myself. The more sensational the surprises, the better
I like them. That's why I wake up every morning saying to myself, 'Today must be fun. Today must be different from yesterday. What surprise can I think up
that will make it better?' And each surprise is like a
novel .seasoning that transforms an everyday wish into
something special." For instance,
ginning each day with a different
shower, and won't allow her maid
it will be, because she wants it to

Myrna insists on bekind of soap for her
to tell her what kind
be a surprise. How-

ever, her favorite scent is heliotrope, and that's almost
impossible to obtain unless ordered from abroad. Next
best, she likes pine or balsam. Says it reminds her of a
certain day she spent last summer in the Bavarian Alps.
Surprise No. 2 comes with breakfast — and not having
to worry about her girth, each day's breakfast menu contains something different, even though it only amounts to
a new flavor of jam or jelly. And about this trifling surprise she also must be unaware until breakfast is served.
But she likes kippered herrings so muc^, that, whenever

If anyone wanted to be a real sleuth and shadow our
Miss Loy of an evening, he'd more than likely find her
with her fiance. Producer Arthur Hornblow, in some dim
cafe in Los Angeles' Chinatown, near the railroad tracks,
around colorful Main Street. Or down on Central Avenue, the Harlem of Los Angeles, in a barn-like second
floor interior — formerly Club Araby, now The Apex —
unknown except to a few of the more curious, adventureseeking souls in Hollywood, frequented by few white
people, it's the picturesque spot where the city's darkskinned folk disport themselves in their own spontaneous
manner, and not for the benefit of gawking spectators.
A whole evening at The Apex — including a Southern
fried chicken dinner, torch singing and syncopation that
goes to town in a manner not much inferior to Cab Calloway— sets a patron back no more than a medium-priced
ticket for the theatre.
"Compared to The Apex, Harlem's much-vaunted Cotton, Club bores me with its grandstand play to the customers. It's ,sa-much siQ,re fun to sit in that funny, badly
lighted cafe on Central Ayenue and watch those clusters
of interesting^ dark- faces ^1 about. And their wonderful
unselfgonscious abandop.-to a good time! How I envy it.
Besides, whenever fm there," Myrna smiled reminiscently, "the torch singer always {Continued on page 76)
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THESE TWO — they are something outside of this world,
Frances and Joel.
The other day a man who shall be nameless, because
one is convinced he is a fool in spite of his high position
in picture circles, said: "It is a shame Frances Dee married and had two children. That sort of thing hasn't
glamor."
anyLate
the same afternoon, I sat talking with this girl
who is so supremely happy that her radiance is diffused
throughout the house in which she lives and even reaches
out gently to touch all who come within its range. Frances
has a glamor so rare and authentic there is no standard
for comparison with it in Hollywood. This uniquely
standardized village of ready-made labels has no label it
can apply to her. In the same category with young
women, bent on making themselves appear to be somethingrare, exotic and expensive, it somehow is ridiculous to
mention Frances Dee's name.
If you believe at all in civilization, she has a glamor
that outranks them all. She has achieved the perfect
marriage with the man for whom she must have been created, she has two sons, and she has unassailable security.
Since this combination is the aim and yearned-for goal,
admitted or unadmitted, of every girl in her right mind
since time began, how can there be the slightest
doubt that Frances Dee has the most enviable kind of
glamor ?
As if this were not enough, she is considerably this
side of thirty, she has a delicate, warm natural beauty —
and she is one of the finest portrayers of poignant emo44

tional roles on the screen, the kind that tear your heart
out but give it back to you in better shape than it ever
was.
An inner radiance, to be very poetic about it— and
Frances is unalterably allied with poetry — conveys something of itself to all who see her on the screen. I think
no one who has ever come in contact with it could be
entirely immune, however unimpressionable. And yet
Frances is the most unassertive girl possible to imagine.
A most completely feminine woman, in its best sense,
she makes no attempts to prove it with tricks of speech,
or clothes, or attitude. She doesn't even know

it. She

just is.
TO THOUGHTFUL
observers, one of the most stimulating modern trends is this aroused interest in happy
marriage as a theme for pictures and novels. Two most
spectacularly successful pictures have been "The Thin
Man" and "Wife versus Secretary." It seems as if the
world, weary with its divorces and marital maladjustments, isturning to the thought of the really compatible
marriage as the highest form of romance.
This paragraph is a build-up for the statement that

Joel and Finances are an infinitely more interesting pair
than they were in the days of their early adolescent atti-action. They are so beautiful together. I do not
believe Jesse Lasky is unduly a sentimental man, but
he was there when Joel arrived home, and we looked at
each other through a perfectly frank mist at the greeting
between Joel and Frances — simple and tender and touched
with living magic.
We had a long talk before that time, Frances and I.
She told me she did not expect any more of her marriage when she made it, than any other girl expects.
There was no electrical current touched off which fused
them into one and made happiness inevitable.
In fact, at the very first, when they met while playing
in a picture together, Frances didn't even like him ! She
thought Joel must be painfully {Continued on page 64)

Right, the McCreas
spend every off-screen
moment at their rcmich
which they actually
farm. They have two
small sons.
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F JOE E. BROWN'S mother hadn't decided to do her
annual housecleaning early one spring about thirty years
, we might have no Joe E. Brown pictures on the
een today. And isn't that a dismal idea?
ink so, ask the first child you see.

If you don't

down head first in the cinders. The teacher dug ashes
out of his hair and his circus ambitions went into a decline— only temporarily, however, for time mended his
head and the circus was still coming to town.

Did you ever attend a children's matinee when one
of Joe's pictures was the attraction?
If not, you have
something to look forward to. You won't hear any dialogue because it will be lost in the din — the din of the
shouting, stomping, screaming, laughing, joy-mad children. They yell encouragement when Joe gets into difficultiesthey
;
hiss the villain with the greatest enthusiasm
and they whistle, scream and dap hands when he comes
...©ut- on-top^
You'll forget^yQur financial problems, for your chief
worry will be to get out of the theatre with two whole

THROUGH
THE little Jones boy next door, Joe met a
Mr. Ash, who was organizing an acrobatic troupe, which
he hoped would be taken on by the circus. Because he
was quite small for his age, agile and eager to try the
stunts, Joe was hired as the smallest member of the
company. A contract was drawn, which his entire family read with much interest and signed with great enthusiasm. Joe's salary, of $1.50 a week, was to be sent home
to help support the family, and Joe's career was begun as
a member of the "Five Marvelous Ashtons."
He soon learned that his experiments on the old leather

ear drums. If you are able to do that, you'll believe in
Santa Claus and Joe Brown.
His popularity with Juvenile audiences is one reason that
for the past five years he has never been lower than fourteenth on the list of the most popular stars on the screen.

couch hadn't exactly prepared him for the tricks he was
called upon to do as a professional. To make matters
worse, the troupe was signed up sooner than Mr. Ash
had hoped and Joe had to make his first appearance without a rehearsal. It might have ended disastrously but it

mJT TO GO BACK thirty years, Mrs. Brown, as we
said, was cleaning house, and everything was turned upside
•^own. Furniture was piled in vacant corners and a huge
^eal}i€f~€Quch was moved onto the side porch while the,
cleanittg :^nt on.
Little Joe was just nine years old. It was nearing time
for the annual visit of the circus and his heart was s€t
on mastering a trick he had seen a clown do the year
before. Of course, when the couch was in the house
kneither Joe nor any one of his six fsisters and brothers
was allowed to T^ut a foot on it, Jjirt^Jutside was diflFerent.
At least Mrs. Brrnvn couldn't pe everywhere at once and
the couch made a perfect practice ground.
By standing at the high end of the couch and making
full use of the springs, Joe, after a few days' practice,
learned to do a flip-flap. Eager to display his skill before
the kids at school, he attempted it one recess time on the
cinder path outside his schoolroom. He chose that particular spot because the teacher he was "in love with"
at the time was looking out the window.
He took a deep breath, leaped high in the air and came

Standing,

didn't, and Joe managed to stick it out, making up in
courage and determination what he lacked in training;
enduring the hardships, the beatings and the loneliness as
a part of the game. It never occurred to him to give up,
to return home and admit he had been a failure.
He was repaid a hundred times and all his troubles
forgotten in the great thrill he experienced the day he
returned home with the circus! The triumph of being a
full-fledged circus performer in his own home town !
He admits today with all his good fortune and success
that life has never since offered him a thrill like that.
HE CONTINUED with the circus, arriving home each
fall a little late for the opening of school and leaving in
the spring before summer vacation began. But he managed, somehow, to finish grammar school. The circus
led to vaudeville engagements and, finally, after nearly
twenty years, he achieved the goal of every actor — ^he
played on Broadway!
For several seasons he was featured in Broadway hits,
and when he came to Hollywood with a show, he was imIne^iately offered a picture contract.
Before starting the
'picture, in which he was to be starred, he asked to play
/ a/small part in another film so that he could size up his

Jo^,
Jr., Donald arid
It was agreed and he played a small part in which he
Mary Elizabeth. .//ob.
died in "Crooks Can't Win." He died so effectively that
he was asked, a few days later, to die in another picture.
"Seated," Kathryn Frances.
"I was so good in death scenes," Joe recounts, "that
in each picture they killed me off a little earlier. I
finally remonstrated. I didn't want to be typed as a
corpse, after all!"
(Continued on page 67)
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AND NOW there's another epidemic of "Takino It Bi<;"
in Hollywood. Just when we thought our movie belles
had quieted down and gone demure in a manner to delight a prim Sunday school heart! Just when we had
made up our minds that showing off and temj)erament all
belonged to the dear dead-and-gone era when Pola Negri,
Clara Bow. and Gloria Swanson made things lively
around the movie lots !
But, dear me, no, those days haven't passed ! The
town's all broken out in a brand new rash of taking it
big. I don't suppose the current cases are any more
serious than little Willie's spring dose of the measles or
Susie's annual tilt with tonsilitis, which grandma used to
cure with a good old-fashioned dose of sulphur and
molasses. But what movie belle woidd take sul])hur and
molasses ? You're right I
4S

C^ir epidemic is here. The signs are unmistakable. Not
one or two. but a whole raft of our best people have
succumbed
Lombard.

to the germ. Lemme

see. now. there's Carole

Carole has been bitten by that ol" davvil. the Social P)U!.;.
"i'essimi, our Carole, the gal what has wisecracked her
wav through more Hollywood brawls and soirees than
voii can count, has suddenly become society conscious.
1 think it all started with, of all things, the Venice Fun
House party. Up to that time, whenever she wanted to
give a partv. Lombard just gathered a few hundred souls
around for laughs. Once she took the chairs out of her
dining-room, threw a little hay down, and had the guestsitting on the floor drinking chanij^iagne out of tin cups.
That was a howling success as a dinner party, but it was
intimate and confined to her best friends.
The Venice

Fun House party was open to the public, in a manner of speaking, or to all the movie big shots, the
intellectuals, our scintillating stars, all of whom
went sliding down chutes and spraining wrists and
ankles with great gusto. They loved the party, or
said they did, even though they paid X-ray technicians, doctors, and masseuses, for weeks afterward.
This big affair captured reams of space in the newspapers and excited international comment. Stanley
Walker even wrote alraut it in his liook, "Mrs.
Astor's Horse." Mebbe I'm wrong, but' up until
this time I don't think Carole had given much
thought to social success.
Came the Mayfair Ball which Carole ran. Ho,
hum ! Footmen in white satin pants, all the gals
told they had to wear white, (Continued on page 84^
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TURNING OVER a new leaf isn't as easy as it
sounds, but it can be done. Chester Morris says
so and he should know what he is talking about,
for he has accomplished the feat himself.
From a hard-boiled fellow, who has been looking
up from under his eyebrows and ordering everybody about in a high-handed manner, he suddenly
has turned into a hard-boiled fellow, who still looks
up from under his eyebrows and orders everybody
about. But there is a lot of difference between the
fellow he was, and the fellow he is now.
In the beginning, Chester had a long row of
pictures in which he played a crooked hero. However, crime doesn't pay — not even in the movies.

be a lawabiding film
citizen again
after so many

So Chester has reformed. He is on the'right side
of the fence now, and whatever villainy he practices, isin the cause of justice. Instead of glorifying gangsters and their nefarious schemes, he is

"bad man"
roles.

glorifying
nation's defenders of the law.
I had athelong
talk with Chester on the set of
"Counterfeit" where he was portraying the life and
trials of a T-Man. In case you don't know what
a T-Man is, he sleuths for the Treasury to find
counterfeiting plants and planters. Chester was
quite happy about the story. He said he thinks
it is even better than "Public Hero Number 1."
It will be a world-beater if it is, for "Public Hero"
gave him a new lease on life and a grand contract.
"I can't figure out why people think I am hardboiled in my private life," Chester said, "but
everybody does. I get the strangest letters from
my fans and even from my relatives. I have never
met Sue's cousins back (Continued on page 77)
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Isabel has high hopes toi
her work in "Lost Horizon."
SOME GJRLS have such a toucjh time. F'or the Hfe
of you, you can't figure it out. They have what it takes
to cHck. They try so darned hard, and their efforts are
wholly sincere.
Breaks, long-deserved, linallv come. And then, inexplicably, the follow-U]i is bad luck and setbacks that are
soul-wrenchinj.;.
J think you must have a friend who is one of the.se

Isabel is actually the last girl who ought to be in the
six)t she has been in. She is bright as well as attractive)}
blonde. She comes from fine family .stock. Obviously

])ersons. If so 1 know you'll be better able to understand
the most extraordinary case in Hollywood.
Today they are loudly declaring that Isabel Jewell

with an immediate pat on the back. For awhile .she's
apparently headed for the heights — in Flollywcxxl, and

is finally coming into her own. That in "Lo.^t Horizon."
under Frank Capra's superb direction, her performance
is a dramatic gem. As the lying, embittered cynic who is
accidentally re-born into the radiant young woman she
should have been all along. lsal)el js unquestionably
triumphant. But is this trulv the turning-point? A few
of us who are close to her certainly h(j])e so.
In the flamboyant movie colony, where progress is
garish and where you're either a hit or you aren't, she
is a mystery. Not really Lsabel herself, but her fate.
The question you keej) asking is why':' Why has she had
to fight so fiercely for everything '
So far, although critics and fans have unanimously
pointed to her as one of the best actresses on the screen,
she's been
amazingly
even,
recentlv,
at home.unfortunate — in her career, in love,

she's talented. And if .she hasn't found permanent success and happiness it isn't because she couldn't haiidb
her opportunities.
That's the queerest .slant on her struggles. She has
fully capitalized on each chance and has been rewarded

fulfillment as a woman goes. She's
personal
so far as
thought
that,
surely, having played a role so satisfactorily,
there'll be plenty of work. That, having proved how
deeply she loves, there'll be an end to loneliness.
liUT AGAIN and again she's bumped into the blank
wall of nothingness.
There is no less impressive acting to cancel her good
impression. There are no violent quarrels to spoil what
has had all indications of developing into an ideal marriage. There's been just — a lull.
The same agonizing thing has repeated itself, patternlike. The battle to obtain a job, the intense concentration
to make her characterization matter, and then not a single
call from the studios while the applause is still lingering in the public's mind. The meeting with the man.
and when she's completely,
(Continued on page 86)
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WHAT,

you may be asking, has inspired me to

turn my critical eye toward the younger generation? I'll
tell you in one seven-letter word : Letters. Pathetic letters from unhappy adolescents. Letters from anxious
mothers who are at their wit's end over little Patsy's
refusal to eat anything but banana splits and chocolate
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cake, over Josephine's complexion or Annabelle's figure,
not to mention Mary Louise's inability to enter a room
without tripping over the rug, stumbling against the
Chippendale, and busting the best tea set to smithereens..
Mothers sometimes resent outsiders giving advice to
or about their children. They think they know best. And
some of them do. But, on the other hand, some of them
don't. Often the tendency is not to bother and just
say, "My child will outgrow her bad skin.
And she's

vladeleine thinks Hollywood

is a womctn's

British

Paradise.

With George

ImportiitiDii

know you're being shy of publicity again,
dear, and you know you never come to
any good end thereby. You had better
talk to him or he will go away and say
you have a skin like a Chinese monster

MISS CARROLL," I began, after we
were settled in the Spanish comfort of
her Beverly Hills home, "you have just
returned to this country and I have been
delegated to take you apart, see what
makes you tick, learn about the real
Madeleine Carroll !"
She looked startled. "You're not going to do anything violent are you? If so, I shall have to call for help."
There was a laugh, and into the room walked an
Englishman who didn't wear tweeds or smoke a pipe !
"I couldn't help hearing what you said. I think I had
])etter sit in and protect you from my wife. You see,
she knows perfectly well what you mean — she's twigging
you, pulling your leg — aren't you, darling?"
Madeleine looked very bland. "I'm sure I don't know
what you mean. This gentleman sounded distinctly
violent."
The Englishman took her hands in his and said, "You

Lovely

Madeleine

Brent in "The Case Against Mrs. Ames,"

Carroll

— and eat your young !"
Madeleine's face resumed its mock
serious look. "Oh, is he an interviewer from the press ?
Why didn't he say so? Why did he have to sound like
a medical student?
"Well," sighed Hollywood's latest import from London who has been alliteratively described as very blonde,
very British, and very beautiful. "I suppose I must do
a great tragedienne and 'tell all'." She flung her hands
over her head in an exaggerated gesture. "But first I
want you to meet my husband — Captain Philip Astley.
As you can tell from the way he barged into this room
his manners are atrocious."
The Captain grinned as we {Continued on paffc
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YOU CAN put oil a marvelous outdoor act
this suninu'r without liaviuf; to crash
through witli a siu<;lc swimmiuf^' cup or
I'X'cn a horseslioc pitcliing record ! All
you have to do is to dress the part of an
outdoor fan and then just relax in a convenient sunny spot while the more virile
souls do the work. Of course, if you like
s^ood strenuous i)Iay. so much the better. With sho])
windows running over with the grandest suggestions for
every sort of .s])ort, anyone is going to feel like a shut-in,
who doesn't go in for at least one action sports outfit this
summer.
\'ou can garden in a smock and overalls, play in shorts,
ride a bicycle in culottes, scurry about in slacks and haunt
the beaches in suits of exceeding brevity or decorative
modesty. Jn fact, you can have the time of your life just
letting yourself go a bit native. Don't be afraid to let
old Sol take a good burning look at you !
Recently, the new West Side Tennis Club in Hollywood had a swank official ojiening — all the sports enthusiasts of the cinema crowd turned out and good look-

Wear

clothes

ing clothes were in abundance. In the grandstand. Virginia P>ruce looked especrally smart in a jmstel liglit wool
(Iress toi)ped l)y a plaid sports coat, fox trimmed. Her
broad-brimmed straw hat had an amusing fluted ribbon
trim around the outer edge of the brim, ller shoes were
the classic brown and white combination with broad
stra])s of the brown leather.

BETTY

FURNESS.

another good looking spectator,

wore one of those giddy hats for which she's justly famous. Giddy but practical because it was one of those
washable afTairs that looks like a Puritan bonnet and is
actually only a wide piece of material which snaps at the
back of the head. The front can be turned back into a
narrow brim and
the back shows the
hair. For washing
it just becomes an
oblong and wide
piecerial.of
inexAnd somatepensive that you

de-

signed for playing
out-of-doors

Left, Claire Trevor plays
tennis in a red and white
polka dotted play suit with
trick box pleated shorts.
June Lang's beach ensemble is a three-piece
affair of tie silk. The skirt
doubles as a cape. And
above, Madge Evans
sticks to the popular shirt
and slacks duo for beach
and general sports.

Anita Louise relaxes in her
garden, soda in hand, wearing
pale blue sharkskin shorts with a
flower print shirt as topper. The

Culottes ore the newest action sports garb.
Miss June Lang wears
one in fine navy jersey with white scarf
and sash dotted in
navy blue embroidery.

gay shirt gives her outfit a veryfeminine twist and is a nice idea.

No form of trousers for Maureen O'Sullivan! Her pel
beach costume is a navyblue organdy. Note the cute
hobo bandana beach bag.

can have any number

to match diflferent dresses. Nearly

all the department stores have these and it's a simple trick
to buy one and make the extras, using the original as a
pattern. If you can't find one in your local store, write
in and I will tell you where you can order one by mail.
The rest of Betty's costume, which I almost skipped
in my enthusiasm for her hat, consisted of a very smart
tailored white dress topped by a bright woolen coat. And
her shoes were different, too, being white pumps with
broad white bows for trimming — very much like the
patent leather pumps we used to wear to dancing class !
Out on the courts, Lili Damita wore tailored white
shorts and shirt with white socks and navy blue sneakers
(these are much newer than the all-white sneaker).
Heather Angel, who played with husband Ralph Forbes,
arrived in a long white polo coat over her tennis shorts.
A bright scarf was the only touch of color, even her hair
was caught back by a narrow white ribbon. Shorts and
shirts with socks and sneakers were definitely the feminine
choice for active play.
1 have snooped out
(Continued on page 74)
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On this page you will
find some of the smartest action swim suits of
the season — they are
cleverly designed to do
the most for each individual figure. Every
suit pictured here can be
bought at shops and stores
all over the country. Top
row, left to right, Betty Furness in a checked suit with
brief skirt over trunks. Next a
and "bra"
knit
novelty
style.
Lowertrunksrow, Carol
Hughes in a wool zephyr knit
with contrasting trim. And far
right, Rosalind Keith in a suit with
laced, convertible neckline.

...AND

GOOD

DIGESTION

TOO!

Miss Lucy Saunders,
of new york and newport.
she likes:
Smart sports clothes. ..Palm Beach...
the young crowd at the Virginia hunts
...badminton...the new dances, including the ion...the strenuous New York
season. ..Bailey's Beach... lunching on
Filet
Mignon, Bouquetiere,
Pierre's
...Camels...dashing
off to lateat partiesLobster Thermidor...a.nd always...
Camels. "Camels are delightful when
dining," she says. "They make food
taste better.. .bring a cheering 'lift.'
And they're so nice and mild."
Among the many distinguished
women who prefer
Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
1936. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
An experience: diner de luxe at the Pierre. Feuille
Norvegienne, perhaps. Then Borsch Polonaise, followed, ifyour Russian mood continues, by Supreme
of Halibut d la i?MS5e.Then Braised Lettuce, String
Beans au Gratin. Then a Camel, a crisp salad, a
Camel again... and an ice with demi-tasse and —
Camels. "Camels are by far the most popular cigarette here," says M. Bonaudi, banquet manager.

MARY BY'RD, Richmond
POWELL CABOT, Boston.
THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston.
ERNEST du PONT, JR., mimington
HENRY FIELD, Chicago
CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE,

Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, Nem York
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER,
New York
MISS ROSE WINSLOW, New York

The delicate flavor of Camels is a natural complement to fine foods. For it is a matter of scientific
proof and common experience that smoking Camels
promotes good digestion. Enjoy Camels with meals
and between meals — for their mildness and flavor

...Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
— Turkish and Domestic —
than any other popular brand

— their comforting "lift" — their aid to digestion.
Camels set you right! And no matter how steadily
you smoke — Camels never jangle your nerves.

FOR

MISS
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

digestion's

SAKE

SMOKE

CAMELS
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might have been looked upon with a raised eyebrow in the days of "Poppy," but Rochelle Hudson and Richard Cromwell are getting a huge
kick out of it. These two talented youngsters
support W. C. Fields in this story of an old
rogue who tries to perpetrate a great hoax.
Everyone

is cheering Bill Fields' screen return.

MODERN
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Miss Mary McHale, popular New York society girl, says: "Pond's Cold Cream keeps my skin smooth and fine,

See
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UNDER

SKIN

go—
Treatment
skin secretions. Then you pat in
more cream — briskly . . . Rouse
that faulty underskin. Feel your
skin tingle with new vigor!

THE three commonest skin faults
usually follow one another!
Once a girl allows blackheads to
dot her skin, she's sure to be bothered with blemishes, too. And,
blackheads and blemishes sooner
or later mean — stretched pores . . .
hardest of all to get rid of . . . hardest to bear!

Do tiiis daily for quicli results
Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold
Cream. As it brings out the dirt, makeup, skin secretions — wipe off. Apply
more cream. Pat in hard — to get at
that neglected underskin!
Every morning, and during the day,

It's easy to understand, once
you know how they start.
All three come from clogging
just under the pore opening — the
result of a faulty underskin.

repeat treatment
Cold
Cream.
Your skin with
comes Pond's
softer every
time. Powder goes on beautifully.
Keep ments.upAs blackheads
these Pond's
patting
soften,
press treatthem
right out. Now blemishes stop coming.
And the places where pores showed
largest will be finer textured!

The little diagram above explains— When the underskin slows
Mrs. Rodman Wanamaker II
up, and glands get out of order,
of the prominent Philadelphia family, says: '^I''ll never have
pores get clogged with their own
blackheads or blemishes — using Pond's Cold Cream. It makes
SPECIAL 9-TREATMENT TUBE
oils. Dirt settles in ... a blackmy pores finer. 1 use it night and morning."
and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
head! Unless you remove that
blackhead, it develops into a blemish.
Just day and night — a thorough rousing
POND'S, Dept. H-50, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
Meantime, all that clogging keeps stretchof Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
and cleansing with Pond's Cold Cream . . .
ing and stretching your pores.
generous
of 2Face
otherPowder.
Pond's ICreams
and soon your sluggish underskin is funcent shadessamples
of Pond's
enclose and
10^ to5 differcover
tioning freely again. Pores keep clear.
postage and paclcing.
Rousing underskin treatment
Blackheads, blemishes stop coming. Pores
Namefiglits them off
actually reduce!
You can avoid them all — keep them from
spoiling your looks — by the steady use of
Pond's rousing underskin treatment.

For Pond's Cold Cream contains specially processed oils which go deep into
the pores . . . clear them of dirt, make-up.

StreetCity—
Copyright. 19b6 Pond's Extract Company
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Picture and Producer
*Ratt^g'
Abdul the Damned (Columbia)
i'A-k
Absolute Quiet (M-G-M)
2★
Ah, Wilderness (M-G-M)
4*
The Amateur Gentleman (United Artists) S'/z ■*
And So They Were Married (Columbia)
2+
Annie Oakley (RKO)
4*
'Anthony Adverse (Warners)
3*
Anything Goes (Paramount)
3*
Bod Boy (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Barbary Coast (United Artists)
3*
Big Brown Eyes (Walter Wanger)
2V2 ★
•The Big Noise (Warner;)
!★
The Bishop Misbehaves (M-G-M)
3★
The Bohemian Girl (M-G-M)
iVz*
Boulder Dam (Warners)
1
The Bride Comes Home (Paramount)
3
Brides Are Like That (First National)
2V2 *
Broadway Hostess (First National)
^ if
Broadway Melody of 1936 (M-G-M)
4*
Bullet; or Ballot; (First National)
3*
'Bunker Bean :RKO)
1★
The Calling of Don Matthews (Columbia)
^ if
Captain Blood (Warner;)
4ir
Captain January (20th Century-Fox)
3^^
The Case Against Mr;. Ames (Walter Wanger). . . 3 *
Ceiling Zero (Warners)
4*
Champagne Charlie (20th Century-Fox) I'/z*
Charlie Chan at the Circus (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Charlie Chan in Shanghai (20thi'Century-Fox). ... 2*
Charlie Chan's Secret (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Chotlerbox (RKO)
2*
Colleen (Warners)
3-*Collegiate (Paramount)
iVzif
Coronodo (Paramount)
1*
The Country Beyond (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Country Doctor (20th Century-Fox)
4*
Crime and Punishment (Columbia)
3^
Dancing Feet (Republic)
2^^
*Dancing Pirate (Pioneer-RKO)
3★
Dangerous (Warners)
iVzit
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
S:tr
Desire (Paramount)
4ir
Devil's Squadron (Columbia)
iViit
Don't Bet on Blondes (Warners)
2-*
Don't Gamble with Love (Columbia) fViir
Don't Get Personal (Universal)
1*
Dracula's Daughter fUniversal)
3*
Drift Fence (Paramount)
ii(
Dr. Socrates (Warners)
2*
*Early to Bed (Paramount)
Mf
East of Java (Universal)
2*
Everybody's Old Man (20th Ceniury-Fox) 2V2*
Every Saturday Night (20th Cenlury-Fox)
2*
Exclusive Story (M-G-M)
2'/2*
The Ex-Mrs. Bradford (RKO)
3V'2*
Fang and Claw (RKO)
2*
The Farmer in the Dell (RKO)
IVz*
'Fatal Lady (Paramount)
3*A Feather in Her Hat (Columbia)
2*
First a Girl (GB)
2y2*
The First Baby (20th Century-Fox)
1★
Florida Special (Paramount)
2V2*
F-Man (Paramount)
IVilt
Follow the Fleet (RKO)
4*
*Forgotten Faces (Paramount)
3 if
Freshman Love (Warners)
2*
Frisco Kid (Warners)
3*
*Fury (M-G-M)
3*
The Garden Murder Case (M-G-M)
21/2 ★
Gentle Julia (20th Centuiy-Fox)
2y2 ★
The Ghost Goes West (United Artists)
4★
Give Us This Night (Paramount)
IVzif
The Golden Arrow (Warners)
SVz *
Goose and the Gander (First National)
2 IkGrand Exit (Columbia)
1*
The Great Impersonation (Universal)
lie
The Great Ziegleld (M-G-M)
4*
*The Green Pastures (Warners)
5*

mouie

Picture and Producer
%lTnt
Half Angel i20th Century-:-ox,'
2*
Hands Across the Table (Paramount)
3*
Hell Ship Morgan (Columbia)
2*
Here's to Romance (20th Century Fox)
2*
The House of a Thousand Candles (Republic) 2 ^
Human Cargo (20th Century-Fox)
2*
I Dream Too Much (RKO)
3*
I Found Stella Parish (First National)
2★
If you Could Only Cook (Columbia)
4*
I Live My Life (M-G-M)
2*
I Married a Doctor (Warners)
3 if
In Person (RKO)
2-*
The Invisible Ray (Universal)
IV2*
It Had to Happen (20th Cenlury-Fox)
2★
It's in the Air (M-G-M)
2*
It's Love Again (GB)
3*
*Jailbreak (Warner;)
2*
King of Burlesque (20th Century-Fox) SVi ★
King of the Damned (GB)
IV2 *
The King Steps Out (Columbia). .
3 if
Klondike Annie (Paramount)
1+
The Lady Consent; (RKO)
2*
Lady of Secret; (Columbia)
Mf
The Last Days o! Pompeii (RKO)
4*
Last of the Pagan; (M-G-M)
2*
*The Last Outlaw (RKO)
2*
The Last Outpost (Paramount)
2*
Laughing Irish Eyes (Republic)
^Vzir
*The Law in Her Hands (First National)
2★
The Leathernecks Have Landed (Republic)
3 if
The Leavenworth Case (Republic)
2-^
Let's Sing Again (RKO)
2*
The Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Little Lord Fauntleroy (United Artists)
4if
*Llltle Miss Nobody (20th Cenlury-Fox)
3-*
The Lone Wolf Returns (Columbia)
2^
Love Before Breakfast (Universal)
2V2A'
*Love Begins at 20 (Warners)
1*
Love on a Bel (RKO)
1 V2 ★
Magnificenl Obsession (Universal)
2V2*
Man Hunt (Warners)
2*
The Man Who Broke the Bank at Monte Carlo
(20th Century fox)
2V2*
Mary Burns, Fugitive (Paramount)
3-*'
The Melody Lingers On (United Artists)
2*
A Messai^e to Garcia (20th Century-Fox) 2y2-*Metropolitan (20lh Cenlury-Fox)
4*
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warners)
5-*
The Milky Way (Paramount)
4^
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
1^
Miss Pacific Fleet (Warners)
1 1/2 *
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (Columbia)
4*
Mister Hobo (GB)
2*
Modern Times (United Artists)
4*
Moonlight Murder (M-G-M)
2V2*
The Moon's Our Home (Walter Wanger)
3*
The Morals of Marcu;(GB)
1*
''Murder by an Ari;tocral (Warner;)
1
The Murder of Dr. Harrigan (First National)
2-*Murder on the Bridle Path (RKO)
2★
The Music Goes 'Round (Columbia)
2-^^
Music Is Magic (20th Century-Fox)
IVzif
Muss 'Em Up (RKO)
2*
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M)
4^
Navy Wife (20lh Cenlury-Fcx)
2★
Next Time We Love (Universal)
3*
A Night at the Opera (M-G-M)
4*
*Nobody's Fool (Universal)
Of
O'Malley of the Mounled(20lh Cenlury-Fox) 2V2*
S1000 a Minute (Republic)
2-*One Rainy Afternoon
Or
One Way Ticket (Columbia)
2'/2*
Paddy O'Day (20th Cenlury-Fox)
IVi*
*Palm Springs (Paramount)
1
Panic on the Air (Columbia)
2*
The Passing of the Third Floor Back (GB)
3if
Peg o! Old Drury (Paramount)
3 if
Personal Maid's Secret (Warner;^
iic

ScDrBboard

Picture and Producer
%ZZg
Peter Ibbelson (Puranounl)
3if
The Petrified Forest (Warners)
4-^
Petticoat Fever (M-G-M)
3^
The Preview Murder Mystery (Paramounl)
3
Pride of the Marines (Columbia)
1^
*The Princess Comes Across (Paramount)
2*
Prisoner of Shark Island (20th Cenlury-Fox) 3V2*
•Private Number (20lh Cenlury-Fox)
3*
Professional Soldier (20th Century-Fox)
3-^
The Rainmakers (RKO)
1
Remember Last Night? (Universal)
2 IkRendezvous (M-G-M)
3-^
Rhodes, the Diamond Master (GB)
3-*
Riffraff (M-G-M)
2'/2 ★
Road Gang (First National)
2'/2*
Roaming Lady (Columbia)
2*
Robin Hood of El Dorado (M-G-M)
2V2 *
Rose Marie (M-G-M)
4^
Rose of the Rancho (Paramount)
S-^k
Seven Key; to Baldoate (RKO)
2-*
She Couldn't Take It (Columbia)
2V2
She Married Her Boss (Columbia)
4-^Shipmate; Forever (First National)
3-^
Show Boat (Universal)
4-^
Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox)
3^k
Silly Billies (RKO)
2*
The Singing Kid (Warners)
3-^
Sky Parade (Paramount)
2-<k
Small Town Girl (M-G-M)
3*
Snowed Under (First National)
2*
Soak the Rich (Paramount)
2V2 *
Song and Dance Man (20lh Cenlury-Fox "
1
Song of the Saddle (First National)
2 Ik
Sons O'Guns (Warners)
3^
So Red the Rose (Param0u.1t)
3-^
Special Investigator (RKO)
2>k
Speed (M-G-M)
IVi*
Splendor (Samuel Goldwyn)
2-^
The Story of Louis Pasteur (Warners)
4-^
Strike Me Pink (Samuel Goldwyn)
3 if
Sutler's Gold (Universal)
iViif
Sylvia Scarlett (RKO)
2V2*
A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)
5*
Thanks a Million (20th Century-Fox) 3V2lk
These Three (Samuel Goldwyn)
4^
Things to Come (United Artists)
3
1 3 Hours by Air (Paramount)
3^
This is the Life (20th Cenlury-Fox)
2★
The Three Godfathers (M-G-M)
2*
Three Kids and a Queen (Universal)
2 Ik
Three Live Ghosts (M-G-M)
2^
The Three Musketeer; (RKO)
3 if
Three on the Trail (Paramount)
2V2*
Three Wise Guys (M-G-M)
2V2 *
Till We Meet Again (Paramount)
3^
Times Squore Playboy (Warners)
1^
To Beat the Band (RKO)
2*
Too Tough to Kill (Columbia)
1^
Tough Guy (M-G-M)
21/2*
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Paramount) SVi*
Transatlantic Tunnel (G3)
3^
Trouble for Two (M-G-M)
2-ATwo in Revolt (RKO)
iVzif
Two in the Dark (RKO)
2'/2 ★
Under Two Flags (20th Century-Fox)
3
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3*
The Voice of Bugle Ann (M-G-M)
2V2if
The Walking Dead (Warner;)
2★
Way Down East (20lh Century-Fox)
2*
We're Only Human (RKO)
2*
Whipsaw (M-G-M)
2y2*
The Widow from Monte Carlo (Warners)
2-*Wife vs. Secretary (M-G-M)
3*
The Witness Chair (RKO)
2*
Woman Trap (Paramount)
IV2*
Your Uncle Dudley (20th Cenlury-Fox)

You'll find this chart simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing film entertainment. Instead of
giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all over
the coimtry, we have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average under General Rating,
beside each picture. 5-^. extraordinary; 4-^, very good; 3-^, good; 2-^, fair; 1-^, poor. Asterisk denotes that Modern Screen ratings only are given on films not reviewed by newspapers as we go to press.
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2-*-

IT'S the snapshots you don't take that you regret.
Snapshots help you to Hve happy times over again
— keep certain days, certain feehngs always fresh and
clear in your memory. Make snapshots now, before the
opportunity has slipped away forever. And don't take
chances — load your camera with Kodak Verichrome
Film. This double-coated film gets the picture where
ordinary films fail. Your snapshots come out clearer,
truer, more

lifelike. Any camera

is a better camera,

loaded with Verichrome — use it always . . . Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

The

snapshots
you

you'll
must

want

take

Tomorrow-

Today
Accept nothing
but the film in the
familiar yellow box.
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PICKS

IN

MOST

INTERESTING

PAINTED

TEST

TANGEE

's
reon
Heas
the re
Tangee lips
won with
Mr. Talbot

• "I may be old_
5^^hi°"f
Lyle
lalbot,
^d'" but
said 1 between
scenes makes
, Lyi, Talbot
of his the
newest
test
like a girl's lips to Warner Brothers Picfure"The
have a fresh, dewy Law in Her Hands",
look. That's why I
don't like paint." And millions of men must
feel the same way. For more and more girls now
have natural-looking lips . . . Tangee lips.
Tangee is an amazing lipstick that gives your
lips color whhotit painting them. It contains a
magic color principle that changes on your lips
to a warm shade of blush rose. If you prefer
more color for evening wear, use Tangee 'Theatrical. There are two sizes: $1.10 and 39c. Or
for a quick trial send 10c and coupon for the
4-Piece Miracle Make-Up Set offered below.
Wor/ds Mosf Famous Lipstick
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK
USE TANGEE CREME ROUGE
WATERPROOF! ITS NATURAL
BLUSH-ROSE COLOR NEVER FADES
OR STREAKS EVEN IN SWIMMING

★ 4-PIECE MIRACLE MAKE-UP SET
THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY MM86
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
Powder. I enclose 1 0)^ (stamps or coin) . 15^ in Canada.
Shide □
□ Rachel □ Light Rachel
NamePiease Pri.it
Address^
City
.State.
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{Continued from page 45)

HERE ARE THE UPS LYLE TALBOT SAW

UNTOUCHED

mngic

spoiled, he was too good-looking not to be.
"I was most unhappy, giddy, going
through that trying time when I didn't
know what I wanted and knew I wouldn't
like it if it was presented on a gold platter. All girls go through that, I guess,
and it's pretty terrible. I looked at Joel
and thought no man could be that goodlooking and have any depth. Things were
so easy for him, he was so popular with
women. I thought he was just another
of the good-time boys, and told myself,
sternly, 'Be careful and don't have your
heart broken.' It was so hard to believe
that anyone as sweet and considerate as
he seemed to be, could actually be that
way all the time, even at home, as he is.
"We go through a severely skeptical age,
too, with flashes of lightning clarity at
the
you know.
Probably
it's
one same
of thetime,
provisions
of nature
to make
us examine everything presented during
our most formative period, to help us
avoid the wrong thing. Well, I couldn't
find any foundation for my skepticism —
and by that time I was too in love to
Frances sailed off on a sea of blissful
reflection.
"You know I was almost militantly independent (now honestly, can you imagcare."
ine that?) long enough to find out how
empty
is. family
I guessso that's
now
cling toit my
hard. why
Also, I when
one has a bit of the solitary nature, a
family seems more of a miracle.
"Whatever faculty I have for happiness
has been developed through Joel. You
cannot think how Joel can bring out qualities you never suspected you had. I think
he is the most appreciative human being
I have ever known in my life. He is always so genuinely grateful for what he has.
"For instance, he loves to ride. When
I first knew him, he went riding on a
rented horse and had a marvelous time —
he was delighted to be able to pay the
hire. When he owned his very first horse,
he went to an auction and bought one nobody else wanted. A year later, everybody wanted it. I actually think he gave
pride to the horse, he enjoyed and appreciated the animal so much. He does the
same thing with land — he makes the most
of everything he has by enjoying it so
deeply. Joel is not casual with anybody
or anything which has his interest and
allegiance.
"Most people can't get enough cars and
horses, power, money and fame. If only
they could learn to enjoy and make the
most of what they have, the way Joel
does. I suppose, in a way, he is sort of
an 'applesaucer,' he likes to make everybody feel good." Frances smiled as if
applesaucing agreed with her.

I ASKED about her picture work — how
Joel felt about it.
"Joel never has asked me to give it up,
unless I want to. He knows I wouldn't
be completely happy without it. You see,
I am not at all a social person who likes
bridge and parties. Oh, I did, once, but
they merely filled a gap in life. I guess I
just outgrew them. Frankly, I go to
things
obliging."as
Frances now
looked mainly
around to
kind be
of scared,
if she hoped the wrong persons hadn't
heard that. "But there's no use pretending. I am not a mingler. Oh, I have
friends, love them, and want to see them
often. But working in pictures is like
being at a party all day long. It is a

peculiar work in that it is so social and
makes so many social demands. But, my
goodness, you can't go to a party all the
time, and that is exactly what it amounts
to if you keep right on after returning
from the studio. The need for that sort
of
recreation has been filed before I get
home.
"Every woman has an overflow of emotion, something for which she needs an
outlet,
can't wear
express
it at
home orandsheshewould
out all
her offamily.
"I — well, I have a desire to act ; there
is something I want to and must express,
something I have to release, somehow.
And ?mercy, wouldn't it be awful if I put
time
on performances for my husband all the
"Some women can express themselves in
clothes, in club work, organizations of various kinds, in business and in entertaining,
outside of their family life. If they keep
it balanced, it seems to me a very good
thing ; it should make their families more
serene, because it helps to overcome a tendency to be too possessive. I am inclined
to be rather possessive — pity poor Joel if
I didn't have an acting safety valve !
"Joel is right — he's always so right,
without rubbing it in — not asking me to
give
smiledjustshyly.
reallyitsoup."
muchFrances
more than
a nice"He's
boy.
But I don't imagine people think of him
so much any more just as a nice boy, do
you? He has such grown-up determination never to do anything petty that you
simply can't stand being petty yourself.
"Oh I don't mean we haven't had our
difficulties, our small jealousies, possessiveness — but never anything really important. Joel has a faculty, one which I
think is quite rare in a man, the gift for
bringing back illusions and making everything new again. He never refers to an
unpleasantness, once it is over.
"If anything ever came between Joel and
me,Young
it would
my fault."
Joleybe entered
into the picture at
this point and carried on quite a conversation, although he neglected to let us in
on what he was talking about. His mother
will undoubtedly resent that ; she stoutly
maintains a perfect comprehension of every
word he says, if you can call it a word.
At any rate, we got around to the subject of glamor. Frances sat back looking
like a very young boarding-school girl
trying to look like Frances Dee trying to
look glamorous.
I asked, "Joley, how do you feel about
it? Do you think your mother has
Joley surveyed her with due solemnity.
Frances struck a pose. We waited. But
we will never know what astute and sagacious wisdom his year-and-eight-months
was
about to provide, because just at
glamor?"
that moment, Frances happened to reach
her hand between the davenport cushions
and brought out, to her complete astonishment— a pair of rubber baby pants !
Well,
it queen
ruinedlanguishes
the act. in'The
ous movie
her glamorparlor,
waving her eyelashes and telling all to the
avid press — and with a graceful gesture of
her alabaster hand, she produces — baby
Ah, Frances, you rare and utterly delightful woman.ofIt'sus okay
pants.thousands
and
that with
you thousands
leave the
phony glamor to the built-up glitter girls,
and give us one genuine enchantment : the
tenderness and the happiness that looks out
of your eyes
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omantk

is

practical,
too

• Casual playtime clothes get the same
professional
Luxables do care Grace Moore's screen
• Glamorous screen costumes get safe Lux
care at Columbia Studios. This one (right)
was designed by Kalloch for Miss Moore
to wear in "The King Steps Out. "

She
—

adores

insists

/^RACE

Luxables

on

MOORE

Lux

care

loves luxury

in clothes — that's the grand
opera in her! Yet she won't run the
slightest risk of having her lovely
things spoiled with careless washing.
. Linen suits, trim sports clothes, Luxable silks and rayons, frothy cottons,
so ravishing for summer, are easy to
keep superbly fresh her Lux way!
"Lovely colors and fragile fabrics
come out of Lux gloriously new-looking, time after time," she declares.
Luxing is different from ordinary

Hollywood

says:

don't

trust

washing — protects'
you from cake- soap
rubbing, soaps containing harmful
alkali that may fade color, weaken
threads. Lux has no harmful alkali.
Safe in water, safe in Lux!
Specified in the big Hollywood
studios.. ."We use Lux to restore the
freshness of all kinds of things, from elaborate period costumes to slimfitting modern clothes," says
William Bridgehouse, wardrobe supervisor at Columbia. "The camera can't find
the slightestimperfection!'

to

luck, trust

to
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{Continued from page 54)
possible. That's why when they got to Balboa for an all-day stop, one of the musithat the boat wouldn't
cians told Oakie
leave until
midnight — which was a lie if

• Take a tip from your physician. Did you ever see
a doctor use anything except a liquid, to clean the
skin? Then why not follow his lead! Use a liquid
yourself —andusefreshener.
DRESKIN,
Campana's
cleanser
Dreskin
is your anti-alkali
protection
against blackheads and dry, "faded" skin — because
this new-type cleanser NEUTRALIZES ALKALI,
the skin-drying element that is present in practically
all water and in solutions of soap and water. Dreskin
does the kind of pore-deep cleansing that removes all
trace of stale make-up and dried gland secretionsletting your skin breathe naturally, as it must do, to
be healthy. Send today for FREE TRAVEL SIZE
BOTTLE. Use the coupon.
Ga/mfLanxv
DresKm
by the makers of Campana's Italian Balm
CAMPANA SALES COMPANY
188 Lincoln Highway, Batavia, 111.
I enclose 3 cent stamp for
postage. Please send me FREE the
TRAVEL SIZE bottle of DRESKIN.

Two sizes —
50c and $1.00

Address—
City_
In Canada— Campana, MG-8 Caledonia Road, Toronto

GOOD

RAY

FASCINATING
WORK
LUXURIOUS
SURROUNDINGS
SPLENDID
, OPPORTUNITIES

Train NOW lor
liotel. club and Institutional Held. Salaries up to
Sl.SOO to 85,000 a year, living
olten Included. Previous experience
proved unnecessary. Quality at
home, In leisure time. National
Placement Service FREE ot extra
charge. Write name and address In
margin of this ad. and mail today
tor FREE Book. Check positions
in which you're Interested.
( ) Steward
) Manager
) Assistant Manager (( )) Hostess
Housolieepei
( ) Cafliicr
)) Chief
Auditoror Floor Clerk
LEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS
Washington, O. C.
, Room IVIL-8113
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ever there was one, 'cause everybody knew
that the boat sailed at eight. Still Oakie
accepted the advice in good faith, and
when sailing time came he was still out
doing the town. The inusician heaved a
sigh of relief.
But the Captain could not sail without
all his passengers. So Balboa was combed
and Oakie was found and the mastering
of ceremonies continued, far, far on into
the Pacific.
Still his undying exuberance is the
thing that has made him famous. Not
only
to all the
world,
the
best known
person
in but
the he's
movieabout
colony.
Garbo and Dietrich may never have met,
ditto Hepburn and Colman, but everybody
knows Oakie. And while everybody pretends that Oakie gets under their skin, in
their hair, and under their feet, nobody
would really have it otherwise. Not long
ago when there was some talk of Oakie
buying a house in Toluca Lake — the popular star-colony out Burbank way — his
pals ganged together, visited a sign
painter and before long all the roads in
that section bore the brilliant warning,
"Keep Poison Oakie out of Toluca Lake."
But it was just a gag, and nobody knew it
better than Oakie.
He until
used to
Delightful
Date
he bemetHollywood's
Venita Varden
just
about eight date
months
and he's
beenfrom
her
delightful
everago,since.
Right
the beginning he told everyone that this
girl was different. And on Sunday, March
22, they were married.
Venita, unlike most of Oakie's girls in
the past — Peggy Hopkins Joyce, Toby
Wing, all eleven of the "Murder at the
Vanities" chorus, Mary Brian, and countless others — is best described as quiet,
demure and domestic. She was born in
Georgia, and educated at Sweet Briar
College and also at Washington Seminary. She wanted to be a decorator, but
became a model and a show girl instead.
She's been around the world three times.
In Paris she modeled for the famous
Patou. In New York she was the original
Russell Patterson Girl, and she was also
in several of the "Follies." It was while
she was working in one of them that she
first saw Oakie. Harry Richman on the
stage spotted him in the audience and in
typical Richman fashion stopped the show
to say "Hello." One glance at that
homely, good-natured mug and Venita had
ameet
feeling
didn't
him she
then.wasNotfalling.
until sheButwasshebrought
to Hollywood eight months ago to be
further glorified in "The Great Ziegfeld."
But even Venita, with Oakie practically
in the palm of her hand, has found him
difficult to cope with at times.
There was the time recently when he
said to her, "Now, Pidgeon, I have a
greatintroduce
treat in you
storeto for
you.Society,
I'm going
to
High
get
you in with the right people, on account
of how you and I really should surround
ourselves with class. You're the type, and
I'm going to do right by you. So fix
yourself up pretty Saturday night, and I'll
at his word. She
be Venita
seeing took
you athim
eight."
bought a new dress, a new hat, and the
latest shade of nail polish, and dillydallied at her dressing table for three
whole hours. "Gee, will you knock 'em

dead," said Oakie on beholding her.
Venita expected to meet a title and
Oakie didn't disappoint her. They went
to
a party
at Man
Mountain
Dean'sthe!
Venita
was the
only girl
there and
rest of the guests were all wrestlers !
But when Oakie told me about it, he
wanted me also to understand that very
often he does go out in Real Society — •
as
often,
says, red
as heandcan white
stand party
it. "Butat
there
washe that
Countess di Frasso's that wasn't half
bad," he informed me. "They had a good
gag there. They had microphones under
all the chairs. Of course, they didn't
make a record of anything I said, 'cause
I was tipped off, but you should have
heard some of the stuff that was picked
up! Oakie
Boy, was
was tipped
it hot!"
that
off ! (Funny
Well, youthing,
put
two and three together yourself!)
What Oakie says kiddingly is the
truth, if you can judge by the clamoring,
among stars and prop boys alike, that
goes on when there's a chance to work
in an Oakie picture. There was actually
a lot of bribing and begging, especially
among the crew workers recently when
Oakie made "Florida Special." Why?
Because working is always fun when
Oakie's around. He strolls on the set in
the morning, fingers an imaginary mustache
and striking a John Barrymore pose says
in a deep, rumbling voice, "Tell me, my
friends, what is the play? And what is
Of course, Oakie is an awful scene
stealer, but he's such a grand guy that his
fellow stars don't seem to mind it very
much. There was only one whom Oakie
my part?" who wouldn't let him get away
remembers
with it, and that was Victor McLaglen.
"It was while we were making 'Murder
at the Vanities," Oakie recalled. "At the
end of one important scene we both had
to go out the same door. Well, as anyone
knows the last actor out of the scene usugets the
because
afterhe he's
aloneallyin
frontscene,
of the
camera
can left
do
most anything he likes on his exit — make
faces, what
give I 'em
givein the
'em rehearsals,
that — you
know
mean.this,
Well,
I always fenagled it so Vic had to go out
of_
the hedoor
and for
I didn't
think
was first,
noticing
how a Iwhile
was pushing
him a little. But then came the take, and
that big_ brute gave me such a push that
I went right through a brick wall, through
the sound proofing and all, and landed right
on the street.
"Not that I use any tricks that shouldn't
be used — be sure to get me straight ! At
least not when I'm working with someone
who doesn't try them on me. But an oldtimer like Vic knows tricks, too, don't
forget.
He's a does
smartlook
guy out
and for
okay."
And Oakie
Oakie
all right ! Like the comic who gets in
your hair, he believes it pays to advertise,
too ! On the door of his dressing-room,
there is a large photograph of the large
Oakie head — in color, mind you. And
since Oakie's dressing-room is first on the
left after you pass the studio entrance,
nobody entering or leaving the lot has ever
been able to avoid it. Nor have persons
with itching fingers and handy pencils
seldom been able to resist it! Once when
I saw it not long ago the Oakie mug was
adorned with Valentino sideburns. But
that was soon replaced with a fresh reproduction of the original. Again the
Oakie eyes peered out from under a row
of Jean Parker bangs. But nothing dis-
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courages him. The banged Oakie too was
whisked away and replaced by the pure
Oakie visage. More recently when I
visited him in his dressing-room, he was
busy erasing Harold Lloyd spectacles.^^
"Of course, it's worth the trouble," he
told me in answer to my query. " 'Cause
you know what? Why the other night at
a party I met Governor Lehman of New
York. He'd been through the studio the
day before and I asked him what sets he
liked best. And you know what he said?
He said, 'I don't remember any sets.
There's only one thing I remember . . .
can't seem to get it off my mind . . . the
picture on your dressing-room door.' And
what did I say ? Well, I didn't want to
sound too conceited, so I said, 'Funny thing,
horror pictures always affect me like that,
too.' "
"Gee," he said. "The blight in my life
shows a tendency to self-portraits, too." _
"Don't let it worry you honey," said
Oakie. "All comics do! If Oakie doesn't
then who else will?"
out for I Oakie,
look
I thought
saw what he meant.
If the comic in your life didn't look out
for himself — would you?

Tumbling

to

the

ITWAS

JUST

A

Top

(Continued from page 47)
He then made "Hit of the Show,"
which was a big success, and his motion
picture career was launched. His popularity has increased steadily and last year,
for the third time, he was voted one of the
ten biggest money-makers on the screen.
That's not bad when you consider that
some of your favorites are way down the
line in box office appeal. Garbo, for instance, was forty- fourth last year.
But, according to the comedian, getting to the top is not nearly as difficult
as staying there once you have arrived.
A majority of ranking stars will agree
with him that their worries on the way up
were nothing compared to the responsibilities that come with fame.
It cannot be denied that there are many
advantages. A star who can attract money
to the box office can just about write his
own ticket. In Joe's case, he has a salary
that satisfies him and also everything he
could think of written into his contract.
Many things were put in for a laugh, but
one paragraph stipulates that his manager
may come into the studio to see him at any
time. As it is well-known that his manager,
Mike Levee, isn't on speaking terms with
his employers, there was an obvious reason for that clause.
There are the advantages of a salary
that permits you to live like a king ; to
own a string of race horses, if your
tastes run that way ; to sponsor athletics
whenever they need a helping hand ; to
give liberally to charity ; to do, in fact,
almost anything you would like to do.
But where there is a large salary there
are always taxes and regardless of the
compensations of stardom there is always
the worry for fear the new picture won't
be a little better than the last one. "Just
as good" pictures don't keep a star on top.
Joe E. Brown's recipe for keeping his
place is to keep his fans laughing. "As
long as I can keep on making them laugh,
I'll be happy," he says. "People go to the
theatre to escape problems and cares, not
to weigh themselves down with new ones.
They want to be amused and if I can do
that, it's all I want."
Joe doesn't take himself too seriously.
He doesn't think that life wouldn't go
right on if he stopped making pictures tomorrow, although many of his admirers
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■^TTHY let bad breath interfere with happiness?
It's easy to be safe when you realize the most
common cause . . . improperly cleaned teeth!
Authorities say decaying food and acid deposits,
in hidden crevices between teeth, are the source of
most unpleasant mouth odors — of dull dingy teeth
—and of much tooth decay.
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that ordinary cleaning methods fail to reach —
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disagree on that point. But he does believe
life.
tliat a comedian has a definite mission in
ONLY

18

apictures
chance. up-to-date and he decided to take
He attended the preview of the picture
fearfully. He sneaked into the theatre
after the lights were out and sat in an
obscure corner. When the time came for
him to kiss his sweetheart (Ann Dvorak,
remember?), he strongly considered crawling under the seat he was so sure he would

"It's serious business," he says, "working from nine to five trying to think of
ways
to amuse
people."
Strictly
speaking,
Joe is a serious person.
Occasionally he surprises the company, as
he did one day when he made his appearance on the set walking on his hands.
Again one day when he decided life was a
little dull, he livened things up a bit by
holding a lighted match under the canvas
chair in which the director was sitting.
"Oh, we have lots of fun," he quips.
"W'e took eighteen days to make a six-day
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hear some youngster yell, "Raspberries !"
Nothing like that happened. The children liked it ; his other fans liked it and
it was a hit on Broadway, where Joe E.
Brown pictures had not been considered
big money-makers.
milestone
in his career.It marked another
He's never the life of the party. In fact,
he seldom attends parties, finding his

bicycle race."
THE country bumpkin, which he usually
plays in some form or other, was designed primarily to appeal to children,
knowing, as Joe does, that if he makes
and
mother
Johnnie
a great
too. He feels
laugh, Johnnie's
lather willlaugh,
responsibility toward children.
"I've never had any dirt in one of my
pictures,"
he says,
I never
comedian who
relies"and
on dirt
to getwill.
laughsA
isn't worthy of the name."
Apparently audiences agree with him,
and especially mothers who, aware of his
reputation for making clean pictures, send
their children to the theatre without a
worry when he is advertised as the attraction.
I happened on the set when he was making a song-and-dance number for "Sons
O' Guns," and listened shamelessly when
I overheard an argument.
"But, Joe, it would be funny," said
Bobby Connolly, the dance director.
"Well, not funny enough," protested Joe.
Back and forth went the argument.
Judging by the feeling displayed on both
sides, I thought it could concern nothing
less important than whether or not they
should continue with the picture. Finally
Joe gave in. "All right," he said, "but
get
me those
mentholated
ones." AndhadI
learned
that the
whole disagreement
been because Bobby wanted Joe to do a
funny bit of business with a cigarette. He
never smokes or drinks in a picture because he doesn't think it is a good example
for young people.
It was with many misgivings that he decided to depart from his usual type of
picture
"Bright
Lights"
somea
months and
ago.make
In this
picture
he had
serious romance in addition to his usual
comedy antics, and he was doubtful if his
youthful admirers would accept him as a
romantic figure. He knew that the greatest sin a star can commit is to become dull
or old-fashioned ; he knew he must keep his

Friendlv

greatest pleasure in his home and famil}-.
only thing
have totosell
humor,"at
he "The
explains
when I asked
be isfunny
every public appearance. "I have to save
it But
for my
he pictures."
never refuses to appear for a
worthy
charity,
is for children. especially if that charity
"Aw, I try out my humor on them," he
explains sheepishly. "If they laugh at my
gags I know they'll do for a picture."
MOST of his public appearances are
attending sports events, which he
loves. He exercises constantly and instead of resting between pictures, plays
baseball for recreation. He never has to
diet, being slightly on the thin side, and
his favorite drink is an ice-cream soda
"with
of whipped
Fromplenty
a window
in his cream."
beautiful Beverly
Hills home he can look over a huge lawn
which contains flowers, tennis courts for
the
boys, slides and swings for the younger
children.
"I get more kick out of all this than the
kids do," he said thoughtfully, as the
memory of his half-starved childhood
flashed
through
his mind.
"You you
can't want
fully
appreciate
having
everything
unless you've gone through long periods
of not having anything you want."
In the house, where everything is designed for the comfort and happiness of
every member of the family, he points
with pride to a small soda fountain. He
is its steadiest patron.
He reads everything — newspapers, fiction,
biographies — but says his favorite book
is the Bible. He is known as a man who
always keeps his promises. Two years
ago he took his wife to the Orient because
he had promised her he would take her
there on a honeymoon at the time of their
marriage twenty years ago.
"A guy can't be a piker about his wedding trip forever," he quipped.
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{Continued from page 34)
person who failed me. I refuse to go
through with this ironic pretense for the
sake of appearances. Whose appearances,
for heaven's sake? I've put him out of my
life, and I want him to stay put!' And the
same
applies
for her
the hat
men."off her forehead
Bette
pushed
and warmed to her subject.
"Fine talk, fine theories!" we declared,
fanning the flame. "But would you carry
spot?'' had a divorce
similiar
"Would inI !a Look
— I never
through,
and I never intend to get one, with any
luck and the wind on our side. Barring
an act of God or the public enemy. Ham
is my husband for life. That was our intention when we married, and it remains
so. But if anything happened to us — a

long if— I W'Ould hate him doubly for having once been fond of him. He would
have to let me down terribly, which I
cannot imagine him doing, and it would
disappont
me so
I wouldn't
want
to hear
his bitterly,
name again,
as longeven
as
I lived.
".A divorce is no disgrace nor is a
broken heart. But putting up a lying
front to honest emotions, is.
"Why all the smoke screen? What is
there to cover up? Two people have appeared in an open court for all the world
to see, hear, and know that they wish to
be rid of a hateful tie. The reasons
advanced are devious and mainly puerile,
but easily penetrated. So the public knows,
beyond any question of doubt, exactly what
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they think of each other.
"So then, why the glad greeting when
they meet? Whom are they impressing?
couldn't esover — they
is divorce,
The pubhcity
cape it with the
if they wanted
to. I say if. They have taken a stand
about each other — why not stick to it?
What are they being brave about? The
time to be brave was before the divorcebrave enough not to get it.
"Another thing. I do wish somebody
would take a week off and define 'mental
cruelty' for me. The other day I saw
where a woman said it was mental cruelty
because her husband called her 'a little
squirt!' I thought to myself, 'Baby, you
should hear some of the things I've been
called. And for good and sufficient reason,
too. Then that old jealousy line is one
that never fails to get me down. The little
woman lisps, 'Judge, he wouldn't even let
me dance with other men.' The time for
lady, is when he doesn't give
acomplaint,
continental.

divorce — or any divorce at all. Especially
among those who have been married over
five years. People grow to be dependent
upon each other in vvays they do not
realize until they are separated." Bette
paused, and we thought of a dozen illustrations to this point, but stlently.
"You know, honestly, I used to have the
weirdest ideas about marriage. I thought
in order to be a good wife you were
expected to be dull. That antagonized me,
so I tried going to the other extreme.
The first two years I was married, Ham
was away in the East most of the time.
So I dashed about merrily and threw the
challenge in their teeth. I, a dull, stodgy,
stay-at-home Frau? Never! I thought it
was terribly smart to show up some place
with four men, to give the gossips a good
run for their money.
"Then Hani came out, and one day he
remarked in that slow, sensible New England way of his, 'If you ever stop to realize marriage is marriage, you'll be a lot

IN order to apply for a divorce, it
seems only logical that you should
have a real reason in the first place. In
England, where they take these things a
mite more seriously and give them some
time and thought, you have to go into the
English courts and tell all. It makes
absolutely no difference whether you are
Duchess, Lord, or bar-maid. You present
reason and show proof, and go to it
hammer and tongs, while a lot of profound gentlemen in long black robes and
curled wigs sit in judgment — and tolerate no nonsense on the subject.
"Probably it makes the English deliberate awhile before they get around
to it, and so a lot of them never do
divorce. The persons who want to be
divorced badly enough to go through this
ordeal seem to go right on living afterwards even though most of their private
hnen has been aired. There is a place
where gallantry ceases to be gallant, and
it strikes me that when a person whom
you have taken in sacred matrimony is
messing up your life sufficiently to make
you wish to cancel your vows, gallantry
is as superfluous as a third leg.
"It is definitely sadistic to expect a new
wife or husband to accept the old one as
a member of the family. At least it is decadent and contrary to the laws of Nature,
and an awful strain on somebody, no
matter how noble a front they may put
up.
"Of course, in a small town like Hollyex's are
into each
other. wood,
And
no always
matter running
how horrible
the
divorce was, at the time, no doubt they
have to adopt some protective measure
or coloration or whatever. Nobody wants
public scenes or a frantic scrambling of
one out of the back door as the other
enters the front. They can be civil, if
necessary, but this new intimacy is nauseating !
"It is really terrible when there are
children. I feel so strongly about divorce
because my mother and father were
divorced when I was ten ; they hated each
other then and they still do. If they had
striven to keep up a pretty-pretty front for
my sister and me, I couldn't have had the
least respect for them. My reasoning
would be : if you can do that much, then
why did you have to go to the extreme
length of breaking up our family and
getting divorced at all?
"Out here in Hollywood a lot of angles
enter, which do not apply to the rest of
the world. Two persons with screen careers, married, wish to part. They feel, or
are persuaded, that they must 'keep it clean'
for the sake of the other person's career.
But you find careers beginning to slip just
as often after a 'clean' divorce, a frank

"You see, I thought marriage was givhappier.'
ing up your rights. Now I know it isn't.
It's getting 'em !
"Of course, no woman on earth is so
difficult to live with as an actress — or any
independent woman. Men have developed
almost an entirely new approach to cope
with them. Personally, I think the old one
is still the best : the one who assumes
man is the head of the household and
woman is a weak, helpless creature who
is better off with her neck under the
conquering foot. She is, too, a darn sight.

up to be self-suffiarecientbrought
WE
and independent — then we have
to do an about-face and let a man run us.
doesn'tat
whobrains
any woman
believeNome,woman
And
with any
is a fool.
all allows her man to think he is other
than complete master of his household.
"When I get uppity. Ham calls me
'Queen Bess.' That fixes that.
"The other night I overheard Ham and
his sister, who is visiting us, in a discussion of marriage and divorce. Ham
said, 'Marriage is completely up to a
woman. She is never a success at it
unless she has lots of give-inny.'
"And after you've put in eight years of
give-inny with one man, will you please
tell me how you can go into a public
court-room admitting you were a failure,
or he was a failure — then turn around and
go to a theatre opening with him that
same night?
"But you can never tell. Maybe I'll
turn yellow and do the same thing, should
I ever be faced with it." Bette thought it
over. "But I don't think so."
She pushed down her hat, pulled on her
coat, of some nondescript fur, and started
home.
"What, no mink?" said I.
no mink,"
said Bette.
of "Nope,
a failure
is a woman
whose "My
ideaidea
of
success is a mink coat — even if she has
to buy it for herself. My husband can't
It gave
afford
one."me added pleasure to state that
the best young actress in Hollywood does
not own a mink coat, but did win the
Academy Award.
Which has nothing to do with the story
except to give you a further idea of the
one actress in Hollywood who does not
play run-sheep-run. The only one who
has the courage and confidence of her
convictions to come right out and say what
none of the pseudo-sophisticates have had
the intestinal fortitude to say that she is
bored with the absurd "We're Still
Friends" pretenders, sees through them
with disarming clarity and feels terribly
sorry for them.
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(Continued from page 43)
sings
my favorite
song, 'Paris
Noticing
tiie question
in myin Spring.'
eyes, she"
laughed.
"No," she answered, "Paris has no
special sentimental meaning for me — and
I've never been there in the spring. What
I saw of Paris was mostly at night, in
late summer. And most of it all in one
night, when the late Prince Alexis Mdivani
escorted me and some friends to every
unusual and bizarre night spot in Montparnasse and Montmartre. They were all
places I'd never heard of. He raced us
about till dawn, which we watched from
the hill of the Sacre Coeur — in that illfated, specially-built car that was later to
carry him to his death.
Speaking
sensational
I've
never
had as ofmany
as I had surprises
that one— purple-patched night, except perhaps, at my
first bullfight!"
at-home
Loy ! This from our little stay-
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IS it a surprise to you, gentle reader,
that Myrna goes in for bullfights? So
much so that anything which reminds her
of them sends her into an ecstasy. The
day I lunched with her in her very perky
dressing-room ( white and chartreuse and
blue it is, with brief offsetting tones of
magenta in the flowers and in the colored
prints on the walls), she was having one of
those mild ecstasies over a new bonnet.
It was an audacious bit of cerise velvet,
like a round bun, with an impetuous
orchid velvet pompom on each side — a
matador's hat.
"I like it most," she said, surveying herself in the full-length mirror, "because it
reminds me of my first bullfight.
"It was in a little hill town near San
Sebastian, Spain — and I was very scjueamish. I'd read Hemingway and convinced
myself that to be a smart cosmopolite, one
had to see at least one bullfight. So,
armed with ammonia tablets and aspirin,
I trailed after the kind friends who were
going to give me the thrill of a lifetime.
"They did. And that's what's convinced
me that I must be something of a sensationalist— although
all fan
those
stories had
I'd
read about
myself in
magazines
nearly hypnotized me into believing that I
must be a very subdued and shrinking
violet. Just interested in my work and
my porcelain, my pewter, my books and
my music. A quiet home girl!" The
brows over those green eyes, with their
Oriental slant, lifted ever so slightly.
At that moment our lunch arrived.
■While she ate a healthy portion of chicken
a la king, peas, rye bread toast and coffee,
Myrna continued to extol the skin-prickling virtues of the greatest of all sports —
a bullfight.
"The spectators must have thought me
mentally unbalanced. At each gesture of
the matador, each furl of the cloak a little
closer to the bull, I let out a bloodcurdling shriek and reached for my bottle
of ammonia tablets."
"Were there any horses?" I asked
tremulously, beginning to feel a little
chartreuse around the gills.
"There were," she said, "pitiful, scrawny
things. It was when the bull charged at
them that I couldn't bear to look. But I
I'd never
something
discoveredCritics
before.
of bullfights
are known
unjust
when they say that the use of horses is
meaningless cruelty. The horses are
necessary because only a man on horseback, a picador, can strike at the bull in
his vital spot, the neck. It's these thrusts

with the small pic (or spear) of the
picador which weakens the neck of the
he misses?" I gulped a glass
of "And
water ifquickly.
The brightly.
sensationalist across the table
smiled
"I'll admit it's a gory subject to discuss at lunch but if you've ever seen a real
bullfight, you'd understand when I say
that bull."
it's the most dangerous and romantic
of all sports. Even though I nearly
passed
out of the picture when the first
bull charged.
"And those bullfighters !" Her eyes had
a distant
look.
far more
orous than
film "They're
stars. When
they glammove
it's like a dance. Truly marvelous ! I
missed my opportunity to meet the current
hero, and now I'm sorry I did."
"So the lady has gone back on the romantic prizefighter!" I teased.

laugh. "If
a veryto Loy-ish
laughed
SHE
you're
referring
that picture 'The
Prizefighter and the Lady' in which I
played with Max Baer, I shall have to
disillusion you. That particular fascination, attributed to famous prizefighters,
has never made me want to do foolish or
reckless things. Perhaps, because during
the filming of my picture with the great
Maxie, he adopted me as a big sister. I
was his confidante. He came to me with
the tales of all his heartaches and heart
throbs. I suppose being a big sister takes
the romantic edge off things."
She mused. "Maxie's really an unsophisticated baby at heart. When he
drops that armor of cocksureness and
naive boasting, he's as unprotected against
life as a ... as a ... " she searched for
the"Max
right once
word, told
". . me
. as that
a white
rabbit to
!"
he hated
fight because he was so mortally afraid
of dealing a knockout blow and killing a
man. When he was a little boy, he said
he used to run away when another boy
tried to start a fight with him. They
called him a coward, and he let it go at
that rather than use his fists. Because he
was afraid of his own strength. When
he hit, he knew he'd hit so hard that he
didn't dare face the consequences.
"And to think that he had to give up so
easily in that fight with Joe Louis ! I
wanted to shut off the radio when the report started coming over the air. It made
my heart ache for him. Yes, I suspect
that
doeson need
'big sister'
motherMaxie
to lean
when a things
begin or
to
To those of you who have been picturing Myrna as cool, remote and not overburdened with sentimental feeling, this
tough !" of hers might come as someget remark
last
thing of a surprise. Myrna has a heart
after all — and a good-sized one !
Speakingwasof to
surprises,
of she
Myrna's
greatest
discoveronethat
had
English fans. Rather violent, too, in their
demonstration of affection. As it happened, her first taste of the Old World
was in an unbelievable, centuries-old, minCottage,"
Sussex
— she iature
washouse,the"Thyme
guest of
Sir Guyin Bolton.
Here she fondly believed she was living
incognito, even though her first day
brought forth an invitation to tea with
an unknown Earl and his Lady who lived
in the ancestral castle on the hill, an invitation delivered by the traditional footman in knee breeches. But surely no one
among the hundred smocked villagers in
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that strange little hamlet with its
thatched roofs and its doorways, so low
that you had to stoop almost double to
enter the house, would recognize a screen
star !
Then one fine summer morning a battalion of reporters and an army of fans
descended like a swarm of hungry locusts
on the idyllic peace of the Sussex Downs.
They nearly tore down the tiny cottage
to get at "Miss Loy."
"I always had thought that English people were very reserved ; never showed any
demonstration of emotion about anything,"
said Myrna. "Then to have them following me everywhere on those funny
bicycles, hanging on to the sides of my
car in the thickest traffic (they actually
followed me back to London) ! I was terrified every moment that they would be
knocked off and killed ! It seemed so
strange — this adulation of theirs — because
no one ever recognizes me in America."
Which is true. This girl with the sleek
figure, the slant green eyes and her expression of aristocratic almost-disdain
manages to get about unmolested by her
ardent American fans and without benefit
of dark glasses. Also, she manages her
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private life about as cleverly and discreetly as any ordinary citizen. Which
is one reason why she's perpetually
amused by the opinions people harbor
about her.
The following story is a typical example. Not so long ago Myrna attended
a Hollywood cocktail party, and was
somewhat confused and disturbed to find
two strange men hovering near her, wherroom. ever she moved in her host's drawing"I wondered whether I was being shadowed, and for what reason,'' she said, relating the incident. "I noticed that they
observed me very closely, especially every
time the cocktails were passed. Naturally, Igrew more nervous every moment.
"Suddenly, one of the men addressed me
in a tone of deep disappontment : 'What a
frost you've turned out to be, Miss Loy !
Why, everybody's been telling us that you
were really like the "Thin Man's" wife !
But the "Thin Man's" wife knew how to YOUR
OWN
GARDEN
drink. We've been watching you all afternoon now, and you've had only two cockcould grow no
tails. Why you're just an amateur!'"
How that Myrna Loy goes around foolbetter vegetables for
ing people.
YOU

Picnics

HrB

{Continued from page 13)
Salad for you, if you would like to have
it.)
"No picnic worthy of the name would
be complete without hard-boiled eggs,
either," continued petite Miss Parker.
"But I've always thought plain hardcooked eggs a bit dull, especially if you
forget to bring the salt! And the usual
halved and stuffed eggs are so hard to
pack, don't you think?"
"Indeed I do," I replied. "I can remember, when I was a kid, wrapping
countless dozens of stuffed eggs in waxed
paper but I can't recall a single one ever
getting to our destination in its original
condition !"
"I think I have a grand solution for
this," Jean assured me brightly and then
went on to outline her idea while I copied
down her suggestions with speed and
pleasure. You'll find a careful and easyto-follow description of her method as
well as her filling for making Savory
Stuffed Eggs in this month's recipe leaf' let. And you can get one of these leaflets,
of course, just by sending in for it. It's
as free as the air you'll breathe on your
very next excursion to the country.
There are two other recipes in the
Jean Parker leaflet that you will also
want to have. These give you directions
for making Special Pound Cake and
Pack-Well Cookies. No picnic is complete without at least one sweet, you know,
and Jean thinks this particular cake and
these chewy, butterscotch-flavored cookysquares are ideal for such occasions.
"I heartily disapprove of fancy pastries
or sticky, runny frostings for picnics, they
just don't stand heat or packing," she declared emphatically. "But you really
should have something with you to satisfy
the old sweet-tooth that we all possess,
especially on picnics ! Fruits and crackers are a big help in that direction, but
the picnic hostess who supplies a real
home-made sweet is going to find that her
catering reputation has risen to the skies !"
Well, gals, here's your chance to prove
the truth of Jean Parker's statement by
planning to have the same foods she suggests on your very ne.xt picnic. Just send
in the coupon (pasting it on a penny postal
will do the trick), and I promise you some

swell recipes by return mail ! Even if you
are not the picnic type ... if you hate the
great outdoors . . . loathe the woods . . .
detest the sand and echo the thoughts
about the ocean expressed in Fred Astaire's song, "The Atlantic isn't romantic
and the Pacific isn't terrific," nevertheless
here's your chance to learn about some
easy summer dishes. Why not get some
fun out of eating (even if it is hot!) by
trying out something new? Why not add
novelty to the dinner hour by serving your
meal "picnic style" — with a paper cloth,
paper napkins, paper plates and even paper
cups and forks ?
AN

and YOUR

BABY

Fun!
Only if you had your soil
specially tested and
selected — only if you had
your seeds pedigreed to
order— only if you had the
care of your garden under
trainedyouagriculturistscould
possibly grow
vegetables as good as the Gerber Home
Grown specimens raised so painstakingly just
for you and your baby!
And producing such fine ones is not
enough: They are harvested just when sunripeness makes food values highest, then
rushed to our spic-and-span kitchens, lest
precious vitamins be lost. After careful selecting and cleaning they are steam-cooked
scientifically, in closed systems, under temperatures kept just-so, all to protect the mineral salts (and again the vitamins) right to
the moment you open the cans for your baby !
Specially Shaker-Cooked, Too
As
you
stir food
you're
heating,
we have
these foods
shaken
during
the cooking

especially nice feature about the
Hostess Recipes this month is that
all the foods can be prepared well in advance. Your Jean Parker supper would
include Ham Loaf with Combination Po... so heating is even, while the
tato Salad and Savory Stuffed Eggs, fol- process
foods cook faster. Judge for yourself, too,
lowed by Special Pound Cake or PackWell Cookies, or both! Add a beverage, whether they don't look
make plain or fancy sandwiches, and I and taste fresher!
guarantee that such a meal would be a
picnic wherever it was eaten!
And now there's just room enough left
to give you honest-to-goodness outdoor
folks some picnic pointers and packing
suggestions of my own.
Shaker-Cooked Strained Foods
There seems to be a growing interest in
STRAINED TOMATOES, CREEN BEANS, BEETS
having
a hothasfood
a day's about,
outing noof
late. This
beenon brought
CARROTS, PEAS, SPINACH, VEGETABLE SOUP,
PRUNES
AND CEREAL
doubt, by the many state camping sites ALSO, STRAINED
with their facilities for camp cooking.
Thus, having once discovered how good a
Gurgles of Glee
sizzling piece of bacon or charcoal-broiled
Will Greet This Doll!
steak tastes on such occasions, many people
Your baby will love this Gerber
now tote along a frying pan and even one
Doll! Soft sateen, stuffed; sanitary, safe. Only 10c and 3 Gerber
of the new camp stoves which are sold
labels. State blue for boy or pink
for girl.
in chain stores fcr less-than-you-wouldGERBER PEODUCTS COMPANY
think. When it comes to supplies for
FREMONT, MICHIGAN
actual cooking, here is where you will
(In Canada: Grown and Packed io8ly
find that canned goods provide the most
seh,
Fine Ontario.)
Foods of Canada, Ltd., Tecumeasily transported treats. The list of possibilities would include cooking oil (which
NAMEdoes not scorch as easily over an open
ADDRESS
fire), corned beef hash, canned fish chowders, canned soups, spaghetti, baked beans
STATE
CITY
and chili concarne, to name only a few.
AGE OF BABY
BOY
GIRL
Even the baby can ^ on a picnic these
"Mealtime Psychology", a booklet on infant
days and be assured of a balanced, diges"Baby Book",
on request,
free care,
feeding,
on
generalsentinfant
10c additional.
tible meal because you can take along
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of sandwiches except to suggest that you
look at the picture at the beginning of this
article because it illustrates the three types
of sandwiches which you should know
about. The first is the hearty type of
sandwich which does not have the crust
removed and which goes in for meats and
other sturdy fillings between generously
thick slices of bread. The second is the
thinner, daintier sandwich which is more
likely to appeal to the womenfolk on the
picnic. (The children will think it's
"sissy"!) It is advisable to make these
with bread that you slice yourself instead
of buying the ready sliced loaves. The
third type of sandwich is the fancy variety which deserves the attention only of
stay-at-home picnickers. Admittedly, "pinwheels," "cornucopias," "loaf and "ribbon" sandwiches make an appetizing display, but don't try to pack them.
With these suggestions and Jean Parker's recipes you ought to be able to go in
for "bigger and better picnics" this summer. And remember, picnics or no picnics, you'll enjoy the Combination Potato
Salad, Savory Stuf¥ed Eggs, Picnic Hatn
Loaf, Special Pound Cake and Pack-Well
Cookies that the following coupon will
bring yoUj post haste, and absolutely
ADD vegetable parchment to your pic- free!
nic packing
equipment.
By using
this splendid insoluble paper you can take
•••
along a whole head of lettuce or a really :
kj^rvcoM u^c-rEcc
"
moist, mixed salad with plenty of dress- : 'ME MODcRN nOaTcas,
:
ing on it, with no fear of having it leak : MODERN SCREEN,
all over the rest of the things. It's splen- I 149 MADISON AVENUE
"
did for wrapping butter and also makes I kieu/ vnDlf
Kl Y
'
■
.
I.
N.
I'-'KIV,
:
use
it
lot lighter
forfora pickles_
and picnic
olives basket
instead ifof you
leaving : pj^^^^ 3^^^ me a free leaflet contain- !
them m their ongmal glass containers. . j
j^cn Parker s tested picnic recipes. :
Take along an extra sheet of parchment .
.
paper to use as a tablecloth, too. Then I
■
when you are through with it as a cloth !!
you can moisten it and use it to wipe ofiF I „
■
;
I titreet
hands!
and even
cutlery,alsobottles
Ideal
for wrapping
wet sticky
bathing suits. • c\
So you see parchment paper is a picnic •
■
"must.''
J
■
There
just
doesn't
seem
to
be
the
space,
■
*®
■
here, to go into the fascinating subject \

cans of specially prepared strained vegetables and fruits. With milk (which will
require very careful, sanitary handling)
and a box of zwiebach, baby can make
quite a day of it, too, without upsetting
his little tummy with unaccustomed foods.
Here are a few suggestions that will
surely help in transporting your meal to
your destination in fine condition and in
eating it with a certain degree of comfort.
First check your supplies carefully. Be
sure you have the prepared mustard, lump
sugar and container of salt and pepper
combined. (Easy on the pepper, however, some people don't like it !) Have
plenty of paper plates, cups, napkins, forks
and spoons. Don't make the mistake of
planning on only one of each for each person. It won't begin to be enough! Be
sure you have a can opener and an anchor
bottle opener. Be equally certain that you
have a good, sharp knife. Take along at
least one long-handled fork if you are doing any camp cooking. The old "forked
stick" idea may be rustic but it isn't nearly
as practical. Take along fruits that have
a protecting outer skin, such as oranges
and
bananas.
require
washing.They peel easily and don't
Toilet odors are a danger sign. They warn
you of breeding germs that threaten health.
Summer is the time for added care in the
bathroom. Keep toilets clean and safe with
Sard -Flush.
Here's an odorless powder, that's made
especially to clean toilets. Just dash a bit
in the bowl (following directions on the can),
flush, and the job is done. No scrubbing. No
scouring. No work at all. Yet the porcelain
glistens like new. Spots and stains vanish.
Odors and germs are killed. The hidden trap
that no other method can clean is safe and
sanitary. Sani-Flusb cannot harm plumbing. It is also effective for cleaning automobile
radiators {directions on can). Sold by grocery,
drug, hardware, and five-and-ten-cent stores
— 25 and 10 cent sizes. The
Hygienic Products Co., Canton, Ohio.

WlTHOU^C
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•

1 Quiets the

ICeSlIlOl^ddeninqitch,
p.,
.. .
/ soothes irritated
Effective in ^CTskin.Aids
healing
^
stubborn casesr
yet mild enouqh|^^L-«^ —
for tenderest si<inJII.^Ullft&f
Sample free. Resinol,Dept.6K,Balto.Md.

REMOVES
FRECKLES
WHILE YOU SLEEP
Whether you have a few freckles or many, fade them out
quickly and gently while you
sleep. Get a jar of Nadinola
Freckle Cream today and apply at bedtime. Day by
day skin becomes clearer, fresher. Usually freckles
disappear in 5 to 10 days. So do other blemishes.
Nadinola Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a famous
laboratory
with Only
36 years'
in thiscounters;
type of
skin treatment.
60c atexperience
drug and toilet
10c size at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send a dime for trial
package to NADINOLA, Box 154, Paris, Tenn.
NADINOLA
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nins.

She's
the
Type
{Continued from page 41)

said that Anita didn't actually say, "Oh,
gosh!" What she did say wasn't very bad,
but right along in the spirit of her studio,
we're gonna keep on making her out to be
a little golden princess. You know, it sort
of gets to be a habit.
"I know the theatre. Lots about it. You
see, I've worked for fourteen years — ever
since I've been five," remarked little Miss
L., "which has been a heck of a long time.
I played in the Broadway production of
'Peter Ibbetson' as my first theatrical venture, with John Barrymore taking the title
role. He must have been magnificent in it,
but I was scared as the devil of his booming
voice. You see, I was Mimsey-as-a-child
and I can imagine Mr. Barrymore could
have done very well without Mimsey-asa-child. Perhaps he wasn't wrong either,
although to be fair, the critics favorably
mentioned
itsy-bitsy
Mimsey."
Miss Louise
evidently
regards some of
her childhood performances with slight
dismay.
You see,
she's longSheon rated
candor
and
short on praise
of herself.
almost
any role for which she tried out in those
very youthful days of her career, for she
had the face of an angel and a disposition
to go with it. Even as a young student at
the Professional Children's School near
Broadway, Anita was always at the head
of the class in lessons and deportment,

!

which was a bit discouraging to young Tom
Brown who sat a couple of seats behind her
andLater
was never
"catch up."
in lifeable
Mr.to Brown
attempted to
catch up sentimentally, but Miss Louise
still proved to be as elusive as were her
excellent marks in the not so long ago,
which has this same Tom pretty disconsolate at this writing. In fact the story goes,
that one reason Anita's mother took her to
Europe recently was to get her away
from quite another pursuing male, who was
said to be "not the type for an ingenue,"
nor for that matter, sophisticate either.
However, if Anita was blue about the
prospective long separation, she didn't
show it. And she didn't shy at the marriage
questions either.
1WANT to be married," she said quite
frankly. "Of course, I'm not on the
lookout especially, but if someone comes
along who is right ; well, I wouldn't hesitate
a moment. He's merely got to be honest
and ing
square
not askmuch, isand
it ? ambitious.
No big star,That's
no banker,
no
anyone make
who isyou'in happy.
the money.' That stuff
doesn't
"Mother and I just have a little house,
a little car and a little dog named Wee
Thistle, who, by the way, can play Juliet.
"Yep, we say. Thistle you're an actress.
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And Tliistle runs up the stairs, pokes her
head through the bannister, sticks her paws
out and barks very softly. That's the balcony scene, in case you're slow at grasping
things. But, to get back to men, I can be
happy on very little worldly goods for I've
often had to do it. I don't have much
fear of the future.
"As a matter of fact, I have only one
fear," continued Anita, "and that is when
anyone puts his hands on my neck. When I
was a kid, I got caught in a revolving door
and if I hadn't been wearing a thick, muskrat collar, I'd have been strangled. Even
today,
can't to
putstep
a dress
over pull
my it
head.
Always I have
into on
it and
up.
"So you can imagine poor Claude Rains'
chagrin when he pretended to choke me
during a scene in 'Anthony Adverse' and
I let out a war whoop that could be heard
all over the studio, and then fell trembling
into a real St. Vitus Dance routine. Gosh,
the poor man almost died. But, after the
shakes left, I explained, and I hope he feels
that there is a limit to 'realism in art' now."
Anita is not superstitious, but she admits
she owns a good luck charm. It is a hat
ornament made from the tuft of a gemser.
"And," she added hastily, "in case you
don't know what a gemser is, it's a member
of the reindeer family — say third or fourth
cousin
sumpin' —onliving
the IAlps.
wore theorornament
a hat inwhen
landedI
a job I didn't expect to get, and since
then I have a very special feeling for it.
INCIDENTALLY, I don't worry about
getting the roles I set my heart on as
much as I used to. I guess I've turned
philosopher or something. Wasn't it a
smart man who once said, in very flowery
language, of course, 'Be careful what you
want, you'll get it'? Well, that happened
to me twice. I had bent every effort,
pulled every string, to land two parts —
at different times, of course. Well, I got
them. And when the pictures were rea thing. leased, the coveted roles just didn't mean
"I bel ieve that you should work like
mad for what you want and speak up
for it— not in the prissy, school-girl manner in which I used to — and then if you
don't get it, forget it. It just wasn't to
be. No, I'm not trying to be a fatalist —
merely to be sensible."
And that's the keynote to the Louise
character. Good sense. She's a trouper,
too. Having been acting for fourteen
years, she's "professional," as Ina Claire
would say. In other words, she can take
it on the chin — the disappointment and
hard knocks, of which her profession
boasts more than any other career in the
world. For, all, that glitters is not glamor.
It is apt to be just a big Cooper Hewitt
light, which makes a painted backdrop
look like real English countryside to the
gentleman who has just paid his quarter
at the box office to see it.
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oflF your dress,

smell

the fabric at

girls

make

Armhole
Tonight, when you
take

10

Odor'

Test

the armhole— that is
the way you
to others!

smelt

THE

most scrupulous care cannot protect you, charming as you are, from
the daily unpleasantness of perspiration
odor if you deodorize only. You. can
test it quite easily for yourself tonight.
When you take off your dress, simply
smell the fabric under the arm.
If you have been deodorizing only, the
chances are 9 out of 10 that you'll discover
a musty, stale "armhole odor" in your
dress. That odor is what other people notice when you are near them !
It is easy to explain. Unless you keep
your underarm dry, as well as sweet, it is
inevitable that some perspiration will collect and dry on the armhole of your dress.
This need happen only once, yet every
time you put that dress on, the warmth of
your body vAW bring out the odor of stale
perspiration. Fastidiously fresh though you
are, that unpleasant "armhole odor" gives
the impression of unforgivable carelessness!
Protect yourself this SURE way
Women who seriously value their charm
willingly spend the few extra moments re-

quired to use Liquid Odorono, because it is
sure. With Odorono, your underarm is not
only odorless, but absolutely dry. Your
dresses will never collect those little drops
of moisture which can undo all the other
measures you take for flawless loveliness.
Doctors say Odorono is entirely safe.
With Odorono, the usual underarm perspiration ismerely diverted, and comes out
on less confined areas of the body, where it
can evaporate freely.
Saves your expensive gowns
Odorono ends forever those shocking perspiration stains which can fade and ruin a
lovely frock or coat lining, in just one wearing. And of course, there is no grease to
make your clothes messy.
You can get Odorono in two strengths —
Regular and Instant. You need use Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) only twice a week.
Instant Odorono (Colorless) is for especially
sensitive skin or quick emergency use — to
be used daily or every other day. At all
toilet-goods counters.
Let Odorono keep your underarm dry,
your clothes as sweet and fresh as you are —
and you will be truly exquisite. Send today
for samples of two Odoronos and leaflet on
complete underarm dryness offered below.

AnitaherLouise
knows
chanceisn't
for complaining,
what Merton for
of she
the
Movies called "bigger and better things"
will eventually come. She's convinced,
however, that somebody will suddenly
have to drop out of a cast in order to
permit opportunity to knock at her door,
for she doesn't think that the studio will
ever allow anyone who looks like she
does, act like she wants to.

BETWEEN
Cash

YOy

Prizes

Every Month.
16 for the

AND

ME

Awarded

See Page
Winnahs!

RUTH MILLER, The Odorono Co., Inc.
Dept. 8E 6, 191 Hudson St., New York City
(In Canada, address P. O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 8^ for samples of Instant and Regular
Odorono and leaflet on complete underarm dryness.
Name
Address
City-

State
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Sunning

or

Siuimming?

(Continued from page 57)
some other very good active sports
fashions for you which represent different
phases of the sports picture as worn by
your Hollywood favorites. These are
illustrated on pages 56 to 58. Look at them
closely, for they are the sort of sports
clothes you will want to wear and will be
able to find in your own shops — variations
of these, of course.
FEMININE

HYGIENE

CREASELESS
BUT IT IS TRUE • Zonitors, snowywhite antiseptic, greaseless, are not only easier
to use than ordinary preparations but are
completely removable with water. For that reason alone thousands of women now prefer
them to messy, greasy suppositories. Soothing— harmless to tissue. Entirely ready for
use, requiring no mixing or clumsy apparatus.
Odorless
— and
ideal for
for deodorizing.
find them
superior
this purpose,You'll
too!
# More and more women are ending the nuisance
of greasy suppositories, thanks to the exclusive new
greaseless Zonitors for modern feminine hygiene.
There is positively nothing else like Zonitors for
daintiness, easy application and easy removal, yet
they maintain the long, elTective antiseptic contact
physicians recommend.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic principle favored in medical circles
because of its antiseptic power and freedom from
"burn" danger to delicate tissues.
Full instruoions in package. All U.S. and Canadian
druggists. Mail
coupon for informative fre
booklet.
Each in individual glass
vial

FOR
FEMININE HYGIENE
SnoKj Mite • Greaseless
Zonitors, 3409 Chrysler Bldg., N. Y. C. Send, in plain
envelope, free booklet, A New Technique in Feminine
Hygiene.
Name
Address
M/UiONS
USE

HUSH

/^BODY
ODORS
Those who are fastidious
and immaculate of their person welcome
HUSH for Its effective qualities to
overcome excessive perspiration and unpleasant
body odors. HUSH keeps
the underarms fresh and
i
free from every trace
of odor. Use it daily..
10c size at
10c stores
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there's Claire
tennis oftheme,
on the
STILL
Trevor's
version
the popular tennis
shorts costume. Hers is red and white
polka dotted cotton, made very much like
a child's play suit and in one piece. The
blouse has a white yoke extending down
each brief sleeve like a stripe. Tucks just
below the bust give a high-waisted suggestion and a round monogram is a smart
detail. The shorts are box pleated to give
plenty of room for active play. White and
red buckskin for her shoes and white
socks.
Anita Louise gives you a less strenuous
view of the shorts and shirt situation ! In
fact, she's the picture of summer ease,
posed in her garden with a soda clutched
in one hand. Her shorts are without fullness and are made of pale blue sharkskin
— a gaily printed linen blouse forms the
topper.
Madge Evans likes slacks or pajamas.
She wears a very simple, man-tailored pair
of slacks in a waffle weave knit and a
trim white shirt. This particular slacks
costume, Madge told me, is made by the
same
out her
swim well-known
suits. They firm
comethatin turn's
all sorts
of
colors.
Maureen O'Sullivan likes her beach
clothes to look both feminine and colorful.
That's why she likes a beach dress best of
all — and you can't blame her when the
effect of the one she is pictured wearing is
so swell. Starched navy blue organdy,
specially processed to be • waterproof, is
made with a voluminous skirt. A bright red
zipper with a sea horse for its ornament is
matched in color by a wide patent leather
belt. There's nothing but a brim and
braided band to the daffy red straw beach
hat, giving the sun a good whack at
Maureen's dark pate. That hobo bandana
bag is a trick all of you can copy with any
good bandana 'kerchief you have handy.
All you do is to knot the top and sling it
over your arm or a walking stick with all
your beach gadgets packed inside. Under
Maureen's dress is a skin-tight, one-piece
navy satin suit. And red and white linen
with blue kid for the beach shoes. Slick
beach ensemble, isn't it?
You, who like a bathing outfit that combines both the practical with the decorative,
mustsilk
lookaffair.
at June
Lang's
tie
It is
made attractive
in three printed
pieces,
yellow with a bright red figure. The top is
a very modest "bra" with halter neck —
jersey lined matching shorts combine with
this for active swimming. But for sunning,
the trick beach skirt, which wraps around
and ties, makes it a complete ensemble.
This skirt is often worn as a cape, too,

50 ' and is perfect for anyone who doesn't
care to tan.
25
June also is one of the many Hollywood
culotte fans. These new divided skirt
costumes are running the shorts and slacks
a close race for general sports popularity.
Since cycling has become such a rage all
over the country, the culotte has taken a
big spurt in smart acceptance and is being shown in the stores in all fabrics, from
cottons to the thin jersey which makes this

navy blue one of June's. Culottes are seen
both in one-piece and two-piece versions.
June's is two-piece with the top a simple
polo shirt. The sash and scarf of white
wool embroidered in navy dots gives a
nice accent. Be sure to notice her sandals,
which are made of white ribbed pique with
navy lacings and cork soles.
Bette Davis wears a smart bathing costume in "The Golden Arrow." The suit
looks like a short dress and is made of a
smart dark background print. The neckline is deep and square. Over this goes a
print wrap lined in white toweling. For a
cap Betty ties a bandana of the matching
print over a rubber diving cap.

take your
, willswimyou, whoseriously
ming and diving
not
HOWEVER,
trifle with the dressmaker style of suits.
You will want a workman-like knitted
suit designed for strenuous water activities. The nationally advertised swim
suits are just what you want and they
offer you an amazing variety of unusual
styles, weaves and colors. I have selected
several this month that are the pet styles
of some of Hollywood's best swimmers.
Rosalind Keith's trim suit on page 58
is a perfect Jekyl and Hyde arrangement.
It can be worn with the square neck and
laced-up "bra" bodice, as photographed, or
the bodice may be unlaced to give a deep
V neckline. Still another dodge is to
unfasten the contrasting crocheted straps
at back and make a halter neck effect.
Tricky, what ? The concealed brassiere
construction is simply slick, because it
gives you the perfect sort of figure control without any extra garments beneath.
This suit has a smart, closely woven texture
and comes in stunning colors.
A clever version of the "bra" and shorts
type of suit is the novelty knit worn by
a young Hollywood extra. The brassiere
top has an extension at front which fastens
to the tightly fitted short pants. A halter
strap is made of contrasting cord held by
star buttons and the shorts are belted with
the same cord. This is a grand style for the
girl with a slender, youthful figure.
For the girl or woman who needs a
slightly less figure revealing style, Betty
Furness' suit is the answer. It has a brief
skirt over the under trunks, but gives the
appearance of a one-piece. The gay check
design is very new and the straps tying
in bows above the brassiere bodice are
nice details. All these suits have the deep
sun-tan back design. Notice Betty's bathing shoesbination
— they're
a fishnet
with Ghillie
lacings. and cork comCarol Hughes wears a good looking and
snug fitting dusty pink and brown suit.
Like Betty, she likes a short skirt style
and the uplift brassiere top is given a
slight accent with tucks. The square
neckline is stressed smartly by the color
contrast
of her
the beach
straps shoes
and lacing.
notice that
are the You'll
same
as Betty's — these are great favorites with
all the stars.
All these suits are featured in your
shops and stores all over the country and
in many more designs besides. Knitted suits
have achieved the tops in excellent design
this season, because they not only give
you the newest styles and textures but
they are made to set each type of figure off
to the best advantage.
When I come across a perfectly swell
gadget that simplifies dressing, I have to
pass it on to you. My latest discovery is a
pair of metal shoulder strap holders. Why
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some smart person didn't think of them
long ago is more than I can fathom, because they eliminate all that tedious business of sewing fabric straps into every
garment you buy.
These holders, of a fine metal, sew
into the shoulder seams of your costume
and have a cleverly designed loop with a
little opening through which you pass your
lingerie straps. They look very much like
the eye half of a hook and the loop is the
width of an average lingerie strap. They're
entirely rust-proof, so that you can leave
them attached to all your washable summer dresses when they go to the laundry.
These tricky gadgets come in nickel, gold
or black finish and can be bought in two
sizes.
And now for a treat ; if you will fill in
the coupon below, I will send you a pair
of these new metal shoulder strap holders
as a gift. Once you have a pair you will
go out to your local shop or store and buy
them by the dozen.

■ Adelia Bird,
I Modern Screen,
I 149 Madison Avenue.
Z New York, N. Y.
■ Please send me, free of charge, a
; sample pair of metal shoulder strap
;
holders.
■
B
; Name
•
:■
Street

Z
!
Z
:
;
;
;■
■
;
•
■Z

■
i City
Z State
Z
(Please print)

■■
•
;
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{Continued from

page .
taking a fiat together with two other fellows from the old crowd, Josh Logan — now
a stage director — and Myron McCormick.
Hank was the one who found the fiat,
a block ofif Central Park on 63rd Street
and surprisingly cheap. Later they discovered why . . .
"When we moved in," Jim explained,
"two of us weren't working and the other
two averaged about a nickel a day. So we
ate home a lot. Hank did the cooking, he's
good at it. Mexican rice and meat balls
was the famous dish — not much money and
it fills you up. I couldn't coax an egg to
fry, so it was up to me to do the dishes.
Once we gave a 'dinner party.' (We were
in the money that night. Had twenty
dollars between us.) About thirty exFalmouth players gathered around, and
Hank and I went and bought out the Fiveand-Ten. Afterwards we didn't know what
to do with all the dirty plates. Towards
the end of our stay, the cooking department dwindled down to a big bowl of milk
toast every night. It was easy to make
and easy to wash the bowl . . ."
THERE was another big celebration the
night both Jim and Hank got parts
in "All Good Americans." It was Hank's
first featured role on Broadway after
eight years of plugging. Jim himself was
more or less atmospheric in the part of a
banjo player, and with his salary he made
a down payment on an accordion. "That,"
he says in that laconic drawl of his which
would keep an undertaker chuckling, "is
the kind of banjo player I was."

£rre LAbseRRE, par.s
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In the midst of the celebration that
night, the accordion going full blast, there
was a pounding- on the door. "The landlord!" said Hank. But it wasn't. It was
a pasty-faced individual with a red smear
on his shirt sleeve. He had, he told them,
fallen and cut himself. Did they have any
iodine? They did. But he refused to let
them help fix the arm. Instead he took the
bottle and disappeared. Even at that they
didn't tumble.
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ideal waving lotion. It dries Quickly, leaves
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at all 5
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It wasn't until they had lived in the
flat seven months that they learned they
were in the center of the most notorious
gang in New York.
One morning they read that a frontpage gunman had been killed on their
doorstep an hour before they got home
the night before. "Gosh," said Hank,
"we'll have to get home earlier!" The
boys went into a huddle. It was time,
they decided, to move out to the summer
stock companies for their health.
In the fall things happened. Not bullets, but billings. Jim opened with Judith
Anderson in "Divided by Three" and two
weeks later Hank blazed spectacularly
across Broadway in "The Farmer Takes a
Wife." To occupy their own time between
shows they bought the most involved airplane model they could find, with retractable landing gear, machine guns, everything. Often they stayed up until dawn
working on the drat' thing, then they had
to step around the pieces to get to bed.
It was almost complete when Hank signed
a contract to appear opposite Janet Gaynor in the screen version of "The Farmer
Takes a Wife" and left for Hollywood.
That was in February. By May M-G-M
had annexed Jimmy Stewart. Hank let
out a howl of glee and wired, "Don't forget to bring the airplane with you, mug."
Tenderly Jimmy carted the thing (wing
spread, three feet) to his family abode in
Pennsylvania. He stayed there long
enough to make a traveling box for it in
the shape of a T and painted it black.
Passengers on the west-bound train took
one look at it and edged sharply away.
Tsk, tsk, these gangsters were getting
bolder every day !
In the station at Pasadena Jimmy
pushed the box into Hank's arms. "You
carry it for a while," he suggested. An
hour later they were trying the plane out
in the front yard of a majestic Hollywood
apartment building. It swooped. It curved.
Before they could count four it crashed
in a hundred pieces.
"So much for the law of gravity," said
Hank gravely and he went in to unpack
Jim's! ties. He'd been missing that blue
one
As a matter
of fact,
bothbalance
born
aviators.
They have
thatthey're
sense of
and quick timing so essential to cloud
hurdling. Hank had already started flying lessons over at the Glendale airport
and Jim followed suit. The sky's the limit
with a pair like that.
"It was pretty fine, having Hank out
here first so he could show me the Hollywood ropes,"
more for
me Jim
than tells
any you.
other "He's
persondone
on
And Fonda says simply, "I wouldn't
be able to live out here except for him."
earth."
JIM is his balance wheel, a steadying
influence in the slightly cock-eyed
world of Hollywood. Somehow they've
managed to form a humorously sane little
circle that's quite apart from the jamiDoree side of the movies. It's made up
mostly of former University Players and
the old Falmouth crowd. Almost any
Sunday you can discover them at the
"ranch" the boys have rented. It's a

Holmby Hills estate done in Mexican
style with a rambling adobe house, tennis
and badminton courts, pingpong tables,
twelve cats, two dogs and a monkey cage
filled with eight finches. The cats were
there when they came — seven had just
been born in a flower pot. The two dogs,
"Boy," a Scotty, and "Son," a police dog,
were the reasons they moved to the
"ranch." Son, abetted by Boy, had
ruined all the furniture in the apartment.
"It was either a case of buying the apartment or moving," observes Jim, "so we
Cassie's dinners are really what keeps
them home nights. On Thursday, her day
off, Hank gets a waffle supper. "Not,"
moved." young Mr. Stewart, "that I can
explains
give him much credit for that. His sister sent him a waffle iron that does everything but speak and he uses a prepared
batter !" Sometimes they go to the rollerskating rink afterwards, but more often
they
to ahas
movie.
They're
fans. go
Hank
a 16 mm.
colorardent
cameramovie
and
he's writing and directing a picture in
which Jim plays all the parts. First you
see him as a Mexican bandit, then as the
kind-hearted peon ; you see his reactions
to himself being shot by himself while
shaving. Jim Stewart is probably the
only man who ever played sixteen parts in
a movie and got away with it ! But then,
Hank calls him a "natural" as an actor.
From the start Fonda has swept on from
one success to another. "Way Down
East," "I Dream Too Much," "The Trail
of the Lonesome Pine." It seemed kind
of snorty that as good an actor as Jim
should go on playing minor roles. Then
Hank saw a chance to do something
about it.
IN the Vendome one day, while he was
lunching with his manager, Leland
Hayward, he saw a slim, very attractive
girl come in. The girl who had once been
his wife, whom he had worshipped in the
way only men of the Fonda type can. Jim
had been his mainstay during the stagnant weeks following the announcement of
their divorce three years previously. Well,
here was where he could do something
for Jim. He sauntered over to her table.
"Hello, Sullavan." Margaret Sullavan
looked up, smiled. "Hello, Hank! Too
bad that contract
yoursplay
couldn't
be rearranged so we of
could
together
in
this next picture. The studio's looking
all over for someone."
"That's what I wanted to see you about,"
said Hank. And he "sold" Jim for the
role that made him famous in "Next Time
Afterwards Hank

did play opposite

We Love."as he calls her, in "The Moon's
Sullavan,
Our Home." Now they're saying the romance is on again. Margaret is divorced
from her second husband, William Wyler,
and it isn't an unusual sight to see
her at the "ranch" playing tennis and
staying on for waffles. Hank seems happier now than at any time since he's been
in pictures.
"Changed? Yes, of course he's changed
since he came here," Jim Stewart drawled
slowly. "He's more mature. Has more
He
relaxed. You
responsibility,
was
sort of a yet
kid he's
whenmore
he arrived.
wouldn't call him that now. He's grown,
but not in the Hollywood way. Hank is
ever!" Wanger studio
as Walter
natural
Andas over
at the
just
where we cornered Hank, he grinned
widely. "People have to be pretty normal to get along together as long as Jim
and I have. Maybe we keep each other
of down-to-earth."
kind
Maybe
they do. . . .
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{Continued from page 50)
in Connecticut and they write her the
most pecuHar letters marked 'personal' and
'private' about me. They ask her if I am
as tough in real life as I am on the
screen. Am I brutal with her and all that
sort of thing."
"And are you?" I wanted to know.
Chester waxed eloquent.
"I'm so far lacking in brutality, if you
must know the truth, I would side-step if
I saw a cockroach skidding under my
feet."
I had to concede that this was the cjuintessence of kindness. "I've often wondered how I happened to play gangster
and crook roles in the first place," he went
on, "for it's the farthest thing from my
real self. I haven't the slightest streak
of adventure in my make-up. Sometimes,
I think I should have been a bank clerk or
something quite secure. I never take
chances on anything, whether it be financial, physical or moral. I never gamble
on the stock market, so I never lose.
Never go in for hazardous adventures or
hobbies, so I don't get hurt. I don't get
high blood pressure every time a beautiful girl comes along, so Sue and I manage to be happy together. No. It is the
safe and sane that appeals to me."
"Do you mean you have never in your
life gone through a 'Diamond Dick' outlaw-worshipping stage? Never imagined
yourself chasing a flock of Indians or sinking a river-boat full of pirates?"
The thing was incredible, but Chester
shook his head at my question.
NEVER in my life. As long as I'm
telling the truth, I'll go all the way
and confess that I don't care for anything
that is the least bit hazardous. I don't
like to play polo because you can never
depend on what a horse is going to do.
I don't care for aviation because planes
are just as uncertain as horses. I am not
crazy about the sea. I don't like to hunt.
Name any kind of dangerous or hazardous sport and you can say I'm against it."
"It doesn't make sense," I murmured.
"If you don't like anything resembling
danger, you must have been on the spot
pretending to be tough, then. What was
the hardest thing you had to do in gangster pictures?"
"I'll tell you," he leaned forward and
partially closed his eyes in approved "menace" style. "It was learning how to fire a
gun without closing my eyes. I hate the
sound of gun-fire and every time one of
the darned things went off in my hands, I
just naturally jumped and shut both eyes.
I finally mastered the trick, but it was a
real job."
I told myself that there must be a reason
for his phobia. And then, without trying,
I found it.
When he was about fourteen years old,
his chum Fred Martin was given a shotgun for a birthday present and the two
boys went on several enjoyable outings
together. Then, quite suddenly, tragedy
struck them. Even now, Chester doesn't
quite understand how. They were rowing
up a little stream in a canoe together with
the gun in the bottom of the boat. Suddenly, there was a report, sharp but not
very loud, and water began filling the
canoe.
"Oh, I've shot through the boat," Fred
exclaimed.
Then bewildered, "No. I've
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shot myself!" And he had. In moving
his foot, he had discharged the gun and a
bullet had struck a nerve in his foot, paralyzing it.
Chester succeeded in getting him out
on the bank and went for help to a nearby
farmhouse. It was hours before they
finally reached home and had the wound
dressed properly. The accident occurred
during "dog days" and although the injury was not very deep, blood-poisoning
resulted. The boy's leg was amputated in
an effort to save his life, but the operation was not successful. He died a few
days later and, from that day, Chester has
had a natural horror of firearms.
After he told me, haltingly, about the
accident, I could understand. Then, he
told me about his experience with horses
and planes.
"I started to learn horseback riding
three
years ago,"
he areminisced.
"Bob
Montgomery
gave me
polo pony when
he sold his string of ponies. I enjoyed
my morning rides after that for several
weeks. Then, one morning, I was riding
along the Beverly Hills bridle path when
a noisy ice-cream wagon came along. The
kind that are found only in California.
It gave a loud ring-a-ling and the horse
must have thought it was the chukker.
Anyway, it did absolutely everything except what I wanted it to do. Finally, it
landed me up on some strange millionaire's doorstep, after tearing chunks out
of the lawn, for which I, of course, agreed
to pay. At last, I climbed back on and
gave him his head and told him to go
any place he wished to go, or do what he
wanted to do. After he got polo out of
his mind, he ambled back home with me,
and I decided I would never go horseback
riding again.
"Last summer, when we were making
'Three Godfathers,' I had a lot of riding
to do in the picture and I made up my
mind
I would
it myself,
because
don't
like the
idea ofdo using
a double
for Ithings
like that. After a few early morning
rides across the desert, I found I was beginning to enjoy it. In no time, I learned
how to ride properly, and I found there
was a lot of difference between horses and
polo ponies. I'm not an expert horseman,
by any means, but I have learned how to
ride pretty good.
"Bob Montgomery used to get a kick
out of my aversion to horses. He says he
feels like he is missing something now,
when he sees me riding comfortably along.
To tell the truth, while I'm not exactly
afraid of horses any more, if I never rode
again it wouldn't hurt me too much."
CHESTER told me then about his
plane phobia.
"I went up in a plane, one sunny afternoon," he told me, "and I enjoyed every
minute of my first flight. I felt as if a
new world were opening before me. I told
Sue all about my pleasant reactions when
I got home and insisted that she would
love to fly, too. I arranged to take the
family out to the airport for a short
flight the following Sunday afternoon. We
were given a capable and experienced
pilot and we spent an enjoyable hour in
the air. All of us were properly thrilled.
However, when we landed, something went
wrong. The plane all but tipped over.
The pilot was white-faced when he helped
us out and said :
" T can't understand. This has never
before.' plainly one thing. That
happened
"I understood
was, that I had no right to jeopardize my
family or the rights of my family for any
experience, however pleasant. I have the
sense of restriction that any normal family
man has. I love my wife and I adore my

youngsters and I do not intend to do anything that will hurt them in any way. So
I have sworn off flying or allowing my
I pondered this. I remembered when I
had
goneto up
fly.''in a plane ride with George
family
Brent. I hadn't wanted to, either, but
since George had been kind enough to ask
me, I went. I told Chester about it, and
that I had expected to be frightened out
of my wits and although I really enjoyed
the flight, I was so weak and sick that I
almost fainted when we got up a mile
high.
"That
was mea dumb
Ches-it.
ter assured
when Ithing
told to
himdo,"
about
"Why on earth did you go up in the
first place, when you were sick?"
"Because I wanted to merit George's
good
opinion,"
explained.
was afraid
if I told
him II was
sick, he "Iwould
think
the freedom
of friendship, Chester
I With
was afraid
to go up.''
scolded me then.
"Now, that's what I call plain cowardice. You were afraid George might
think you were afraid, so you took a
chance on becoming unconscious and perhaps jeopardizing both your life and
George's. I would have told him the
truth. For heaven's sake, don't ever be
afraid
to do awhat
is right."
Suddenly,
real you
truth think
dawned
upon me,
and I saw what he meant. A man can be
the bravest sort of fellow and never lift
a finger in physical combat.
Chester Morris has the highest type of
courage. He will stand or fall for what
he thinks is right. He risked a fall several years ago, when the man who held
his contract gave him his choice of making a series of bad pictures for a nice
sum of money "or else." Chester told him
quietly that, as far as he was concerned,
it would be "or else." And so, because he
had the right to do so and wanted to
break Chester's will, the fellow kept him
off the screen for over a year. For other
people that would have been the end of
the world, but Chester's fans remained
loyal to him.
Actors like to work with Chester because he is good luck for them. It is
becoming one of Hollywood's best legends.
I don't think it is entirely a matter of
luck, but rather that he likes to help beginners get a good start.
He helped Robert Taylor, at his own
expense, in "Society Doctor," because he
liked Robert and believed he had personality and ability and needed only a chance
to prove it. When he accepted the story,
the studio offered to cut the dialogue and
scenes in which Robert appeared, but
Chester would not hear of it. I doubt if
Robert himself has heard of the generous
gesture, for Chester has a way of minimizing the kind things he does for others.
His own luck in pictures has not been
the best in the world, for he has been
handed any number of poor roles. However, regardless of the story, he always
manages to turn in a good performance.
He liked his role in "Three Godfathers"
and he is excited about his new T-man
picture,
"Counterfeit."
"I'm glad
producers have quit casting
me in gangster roles," he told me in parting. "Crime has never appealed to me.
It always has seemed such a dumb thing
for anybody to be at odds with organized
society. Nobody can get away with it for
long. I hope I'll get some more roles
like
one." will, for directors have a
He this
probably
way of remembering good performances
and casting actors in similar roles. I
hope he does, anyway. I like Chester as
an
for upholder
a change.of the law and a model citizen
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because while the cinema starlets were
making pubHcity stills she was creating
Beverly Hills hats, chapeaux that Lilyan
Tashman would like to have worn.
No sooner had the newspaper photographers snapped him sprinting down the
gangplank and the customs inspectors
okayed his declaration, which included
four new suits and dozens of Bond Street
shirts, than he was rushing off to put
his signature on the little paper that says
you mean matrimonial business and in
case California is your legal address,
it's sort of hard on the husband financially if it doesn't work out right.
The newly merged Edmund Lowes were
feted so fast and furiously in the environs of Park and Fifth Avenues that
Eddie got no chance at all to see his
bride, until he conceived the brilliant idea
of a Detroit ' stopover en route to Los
Angeles. In the meantime, while he was
still in the throes of that sensation, "I
have to buy the bride a present on four
wheels" and super-salesmen of the leading
motor car companies were parked in front
of his hotel door, we had orange juice
and a pear salad.
I said to him, "Eddie, you told me not
so terribly long ago that you'd never
marry again. What changed your mind?"
Mr. Lowe replied, "Love."
I continued the probing with a question
that would have puzzled anybody, except
George Bernard Shaw.

EDDIE, what is love?" and that's
where the rapid-fire question and
answer business began. Mr. Lowe, in the
process of our spilling phrases and sentences, got to repeating Greek suffixes he
had learned in his Jesuit college, which
isn't so far afield as you would imagine.
Because it would appear that as longback as the parsing of his first Latin verb,
Edmund Lowe, the actor-that-was-to-be,
learned self-reliance, found out just what
he wanted from life and was grooming
himself in the "accept no unsatisfactory
substitutes" manner.
Lilyan Tashman and her marriage with
him represented the fullest years in his
professional and social life. While he was
rising to stardom she set a background
standard for him — a social calendar that
was perfectly satisfactory and yet made
no unfair demands on his working schedule. It wasn't always completely peaceful
and yet it was more important than any
phlegmatic tranquility would be now.
That's why he fell in love with Rita
Kaufman and the younger beauties lost out.
The new bride represented the kind of life
which had become a habit. Subconsciously, he was seeking the marital partner who would continue the Tashman
type of existence and, to his way of thinking, Rita Kaufman would fit into his wellordered scheme in a manner that would
cause no disruption in those domestic and
social habits that the years had made.
Eventually, Mr. Lowe got around to
telling me that love, after your adolescence,
is still important to a successful marriage.
But, also,
when
grown up,
mentally andthat
professionayou've
lly, learned
what
life is about in the hardest way, you adopt
a certain philosophy that extends to the
marital relationship. Rita Kaufman represented those things he had learned to
want out of a well-filled life of varying
"
cyc
.
The most les
beautiful compli
ment that
Edmund Lowe could have paid a person
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"Quills are smart — write it down! Marion Valle,
wiio delights all America with her brilliant hat
creations, pierces this adorable coral pink felt
crown with a striking jade green quill. Says
Miss Valle: "It is smart for both summer and
fall, for dress, suit, and coat styles, and it has
an off-the-face brim which does not cast a
shadow over the eyes — this is very important,
for it allows the all-important eyes full power
to display their magnetic charm."
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Every woman's chance for romance depends principally on
charm. The eyes can express this vital quality more than any
other feature. Popular women know this rule by heart. Charm
is within the reach of every woman and girl instantly, easily,
surely — with the famous Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids!
Don't take our word for it — prove it for yourself. Go to your
favorite toilet goods counter today and purchase Maybelline
Mascara in the solid form or the New cream form. See how
easily you can apply it. Instantly your lashes look twice as
long. Notice how smoothly and evenly it darkens your lashes —
how daringly beautiful it makes them! Best of all, they will
appear naturally dark and luxuriant.
Scientists show there is no more waterproof mascara than
Maybelline. Tearproof. Absolutely harmless. No stinging. Not
lumpy or beady on the lashes — keeps them soft and silky.
Ten million modern, fastidious women have proved Maybelline
Eye Beauty Aids to be the finest that money can buy. The
Solid form Maybelline Mascara is obtainable at drug and department stores, in a beautiful red and gold metal vanity —
only 75c complete with specially designed brush. Refills 35c.
Generous 10c introductory sizes of Maybelline Solid and
Cream form Mascaras, (including brush), Eyebrow Pencil, Eye
Shadow, Eyelash Tonic Cream, and special Eyebrow Brush
may be had at all leading 10c stores. Try them TODAY! You
will be more than delighted — you will want to tell all your
friends about this breath-taking easy way to lovely charm!
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like Miss Kaufman was to ask her to
step into the role that had been held for
such a long run by Lilyan Tashinan.
When Edmund Lowe first married Miss
Tashman, lie was in tiic formative stage of
his screen career. She set him so steadfastly on the path that marked the final
goal of all his earthly endeavors, it was inconceivable tohim that he could take another permanent partner who wouldn't see
the same "finish," who wouldn't recognize
all
route.the road signs and traffic lights en
While we thrashed out all this, Mr.
Lowe, in a uniquely confiding mood, told
me what was really at the back of his
mind when he started telephoning Rita
from London.

I USE THE
^€nuln6^ip0-/ator
ONE TABLESPOON PER CUP
OE MY EAVORITE COFFEE
FINELY GROUND ! ! ! !
BOILING WATER TO THE CUP
GRADUATION MARK DESIRED
Gsured every
j^r
-^x" /Jkty \ ood
coffee utensil
is assu'il haa been
Jjf^jCJZ^CiMX.
time.rick,
ThitfulfoneflavoTed
outstanding
imitatad so, I teH MY friend* to look for tKe name
Drip-O-iator stomped tn the base.
THE ENTERPRISE
MASSILLON

ALUMINUM

CO.

THE GENUINE DRIP-O-LATOR IS SOLD By ALL
LEADING CHAIN. DEPARTMENT AND RETAIL STORES

% Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved tor over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
— will not wash out. Imparts rich, beautiful color
with amazing speed. Easy to prove by applying a little of this famous tint to a lock of your own hair.
BROWNATONE is only 50c^at all drug and toilet
counters — always on a money-back guarantee.

HE essential
said, "Love
of course
to any
happyis absolutely
marriage.
But love, at my age, is predicted on a
number of things — companionship, mutual
interests, a certain integrity about recognizing each other's personal rights."
I broke in, "Eddie, I think it's swell;
you've found what you sought. So many
people thought you would fall for one of
those terribly young things in Hollywood,
because certainly within this past year
the line to your heart formed on the right,
and in double column."
He answered, "Don't be silly. The
world is filled with youthful beauty, and
it's a grand asset when you have it, but
it's not enough. A man my age meets
somebody young and lovely and the appeal
is purely physical. You get your fill of
that, but you know it won't last. Then
along
comes
somebody
Rita. She's
attractive,
adult,
a grandlike
companion
and
she's loyal. We have so may interests in
common.
What more can you ask?"
But I wasn't finished yet. Before Mr.
Lowe went to England there had been
reports that he and Rita Kaufman were
that way about each other. She was out
in Hollywood on a purely business mission but mingled with the stars. She was
smart, sophisticated and a success after her
own fashion. She was a lot like Lilyan
Tashman. But compared to some of the
budding, blue-linen-shorts brigade of the
Hollywood junior school, she was a
counterpart of the Tashman tradition.
I said, a little hesitantly to Mr. Lowe
while he was nibbling on his last lettuce
leaf, "In a way, your bride is quite a
tribute to Lilyan. Clothes are important

I'm
NEW
KIND ofSEAL
FOR JAMS . JELUE5..ETC.

Doing

This

JIFFY-SEAL

Saves
Time — Money
— "Labor
— Materials
A MARVELOUS
new invention
needed
by every
housewife who makes jellies, jams, etc. Seals any
glass or jar in }4 the usual time, at }4 the usual
cost! No wax to melt — no tin tops to sterilize — no mess
— no waste. A perfect seal every time. Amazingly easy
to use. Try Jiffy- Seals — the
At Grocery,
new transparent film invention. Ifnot yet at your dealer's,
Neighborhood
send lOcforfull-size package to
or IOC Stores
CLOPAY CORPORATION,
1588 York St.. Cincinnati. O.
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And Eddie said, "You're right. I didn't
realize
which is a diplomatic answer
in any it,"
language.
Then with my inquisitive mind I had to
ask him, "Did you intend to marry her
when you left for London?"
QUICK
as
flashcourse,
he said "no." seen
Then
on, athe
"Of
lot ofgoing
her on
Coast. SheI had
was lovely,a
well-groomed and a good companion. I
enjoyed
being love
with until
her. there
But Iwas
didn't
know
it was really
an ocean
between us. It's funny a separation like
that will either finish things so when you
meet the other person later you say hello
quite casually and wonder what it ever
was that attracted you in the first place.
Or else you endure the first few days far
away in tranquillity, you meet other people
and you wonder what's wrong with you.
The realization may come to you in the
middle of a walk down a side street, or it
wakes you before dawn, or you're talking
to a lot of beautiful women and suddenly
you ask yourself. Why aren't they like
her? You can't wait to get back because
you know there's something to share besides glamor and spotlights and parties.
She becomes the person you'd like to talk
to when things go wrong with your work
or you're tired, and you know she'd understand. That's what Rita seemed like to
me, when I decided she was the one."
Thereupon it was my turn and I managed a weak interruption, "Aren't you
lucky she felt the same way?"
Eddie mumbled, "Heavens, the bride
wfll be sore. I'm half an hour late and
youSo can't
keep Lowe
a briderushed
waitingofifthat
long."
Edmund
to choose
a town car for the bride, and this summer
they're living in the beach house that
Lilyan Tashman decorated for the last
year of her Hollywood triumph. It's all
red and white — real crimson and sparkling, pristine white. Mr. Lowe sold the
house on Runyon Drive which he and
Lilyan had occupied for so long as a town
residence, but he kept the silver, and linens
and statues he had bought her and now
he's purchased a piece of property in
Brentwood where he will build the residence Mrs. Lowe wants to have, and somehow it seems as if Lilyan Tashman would
be satisfied by the choice her husband
made this time.

for

the

Kiddies

{Continued from page 53)

make it: fun, if you're smart.
— you'll
be fun
for example
this
Do
Stand erect. Feet about a foot apart.
Toes slightly turned in. Raise arms high
you're
head.
above
the
bend
Now all
knees. for
the Stretch
Stiffen
worth. the
FDR EVERY
KIND OF GLASS
□ R JAR!

to her, a career after its fashion seems
important to her, but from what I gathered
you're the one.

let those
body
and
forward
goingDon't
Keepdown.
bend! and
knees forward
down until you are touching the floor between your heels with the backs of your
hands. Raise the body to the first position
and repeat, at least twenty times. Neither
of you may be able to go down as far at
first as you should, but keep trying. Make
your child do the exercise properly and
be
Don'tmake
does.It will
shepull.
when and
herstretch
praise
afraid to
keep
your own middle flat and firm and
your child from having a fat tummy later.
And you can also do this : Stand your
child facing the wall. Tell her to get up
on her tip-toes (shoes off) and reach as

high up the wall with the palms of her
hands
she's Now
standing
as closeas toshethecan.
wall Be
as sure
possible.
tell
her to stretch, stretch — as if she were trying to reach something too high for her.
You hold her wrists, keeping her in
position. The trick is for her to try to
put her heels down on the floor by stretching her body down — the back, hips and
legs feeling the pull — without moving the
position of the hands. It can't quite be
done at first, perhaps, but the point is to
stretch the muscles and make them flexible.
Ten times a day. Good for growth and
helps make the body supple and graceful. Incidentally, get your hubby or boy
friend to do the same thing for you.
You'll be surprised how it will flatten out
those ugly bumps in practically no time
at all.
How many times have I told you to
dance — for slimness
and pep and a
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willing to pose, the Dionnelets line up: left to right, Cecile, Yvonne, Emilie, Annette and Marie.

figure that will prevent "papa" from getting that absent-minded look in his eyes ?
Dance with your child — or your children.
The more the merrier. Get papa up out
of
that Make
comfortable
chair, evening
too, it'llatdohome
him
good.
it a quiet
for the whole family ! A good snappy
foxtrot is all you need. You and the
kids kick off j^our shoes and do a oneand-two, hop, one-and-two, hop, around
the room. I hope that after all my devilraising these last months your own figure
is lovely and that you can do this dancing business with grace and spring and
not look like a — well, use your own judgment. If you
can't, it's
about
you
got busy.
Remember,
baby,
that time
children

erally and
speaking,fresh
also,fruit
it's and
milkfruit
and juices,
fresh
vegetables
lean meats — broiled, not fried — broiled
fish and chicken, simple desserts, like custards and puddings made with plenty of
milk and eggs and once in a while homemade cake — that's the food for growing
youngsters. Beware of pastries, heavy

adore a mother who is j'oung looking and
as they grow older it makes them so happy
when ma is slim and chic. If you'd like
to have m}- routine of exercises for posture and body balance, let me know.
Generally speaking, the food I prescribe
for vou is good for the kids, too. Gen-

movies and special things they've set their
hearts on, rather than for candy and icecream. Let those two delicacies be occasional additions to the family diet. In
that terway,
they'll
takenallure
more will
as vanish.
a matof course
and betheir
Here are some hints for school lunches.

starches, high seasonings — children don't
care for the last as a rule, so that's okay.
Ice-cream once in a while. Candy in
great moderation and preferably after
meals, when it will serve its purpose as a
pleasant topping-off and not fill up an
empt}" tum to the exclusion of important
foods.
think their
it's aallowances
swell idea are
to tell
children I that
foryour
the

Cute?

which are extremeh- important, and which
do get a v,"oman down at times. You can
pack them the night before if you'll wrap
each thing in waxed paper. Make sandwiches of whole wheat bread, buttered
thinly. Fillings can be made of lean roast
beef or lamb or sliced chicken. Cream
cheese with a little jelly is very tasty.
Plain lettuce sandwich — lots of lettuce
should go into the young diet, anyway.
Chopped celery and watercress, mixed
with a little pimento cheese instead of butter. Pack a dessert for the children rather
than letting them buy their desserts — ^you
know darn well they'll make a beeline for
the sodas and gooey candy. You can pack
baked apples, cup custards and rice pudding in molds or waxed cardboard containers. You can also give them raw
apples, cherries, oranges — any kind of
fresh fruit and, of course, let them eat as
much as they want of fruit at all times.
You can give them plain sponge cake,
angel food cake, two or three graham
9 Men tvon't come near a girl who
offends with underarm odors. They hate,
too, a deodorant which covers one unpleasant odor with another.
'^Tiy risk eitlier?
Women are discovering a wonderful
new deodorant which gives positive protection against under-arm odors —
FRESH! A delightfully fragrant cream
like no other you've ever known.
FRESH is antiseptic — safe after underarm shaving or a depilatory — a safeguard
against infection in tiny nicks and cuts.
FRESH can't possibly harm clothes.
For FRESH dries instantly. Is not greasy.
Has no harsh ingredients. Just apply
FRESH and go right on ^vith your dressing. Pores stay open, healthy, sweet with
FRESH. No medicinal odor. FRESH just
gives you freshness.

ECONOMY SIZE, 50c. If your
toiletries counter hasn't FRESH,
Bend lOe -with your name and address to Pharma-Craft Corp., Louisville, Ky., for Travel Paclsage of
FRESH, 'postpaid.
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crackers or plain cookies. Milk, if they
cannot purchase it at school, can be carried in a cardboard container or small
thermos bottle. At recess in the morning,
growing children should have a glass of
milk. At afternoon recess, orange juice.
NOW
I've met up with many little girls
lately who don't want to eat. Loss of
appetite seems to be a current disease in
young women from, say, the baby stage
up. Mostly with city children. Sometimes it's because they're nibbling candy
and all kinds of truck between meals and
fiPPLY
Yhis test
YOUR

to

TnLcum

§t POUJDER
! ♦ ... a pure. soft,
Blira(Jrance
fiidccl Talc
fine lalcum tkat is utterly
fciiiintnc and excitingly allur! CI, 008C one of tlic five
cxcluftivc doutlc -tleade.
•
Lilacs anJ Rosea
Ln^-cnjer anJ Pine
S^cct Pea and GarJcnia
0rcltij» and Orange Blossom
(Ac Valley
Qarnation
and Lily O'
DIME
107 ATSTORES
L<\i\der
FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
P.S. Get all the features of a dollar lipstick for 1 0c.
Ask forINDELIBLE
the new SWIVEL
LANDER'S
PERMANENT
TRIPLE
LIPSTICK
. . . made
with a cold cream base!

No House-to-House Canvassing
Ambitious women who need money can make
up to Fashion
$23 weekly
Parisstyled
Frocks showing
to friends,latest
neighbors
direct
from home
factoryfull
— many
as lowtime.
as $2.98.
Work from
or spare
New
plan makes house-to-house canvassing unnecessary.
Not a Penny to Invest
Experience not required. In addition to making
this
inyou canwithout
get fine
dresses tocome,wear
asample
penny
of cost.
Writeamazing
at once Free
for details of this
opare notdress
obligated
in any way.portunity. You Give
size.
FASHION FROCKS. INC.
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McrcolizedWax
• Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
, Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
TTSE SaxoHte Astringent — a refreshing, stimulatlng skin tonic. Smooths out wrinl^les and age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dissolve Saxolite in one-half pint witch hazel.
'T'RY Phelactlne— the "different" depilatory.
^ Removes
superfluous
Simple
to use.
Odorless. hair quickly and gently.
At drug and department stores everywhere.
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sometimes
isn't. They
don't seemAndto
have an itappetite
forjustanything.
mothers worry and fret and struggle, trying to "force the food down." Well, my
darlings, the shrewd opinion among many
good doctors is that this starts way back
when the baby catches onto the idea of
getting more attention by playing with its
food. And mama coaxes and pleads and
it's, "Come, come, angel, eat your cereal !"
and
this spinach
delicious,
d-e-a-r!"
What"Isn't
to do?
At the first
evidence
of a
child toying with its food, take it away.
Do it in a matter of fact manner. Say
nothing. Don't persist after a reasonable
attempt. Don't scold. And the next mealtime, give the child it's regular portion of
food again. If the playful nonsense recommences, take the food away once more.
Your child isn't going to starve if it skips
a couple of meals. The chances are that
young Miss Persnicketty, after one or two
eatless meals, will be plenty hungry and
there will be no foolishness.
You must, of course, use common sense
about
it. You'll
able to tellreally
if it'sisplain
cussedness
or if besomething
the
matter with your child.
The other great diet problem with young
children is that they want to eat the wrong
things. And I know a lot of you grown
up darlings who do the same thing —
which is worse, because you ought to know
better. If your child has been brought
up from babyhood under the supervision
of a doctor, I'm pretty certain that you
won't have this worry on your hands. But
if your problem is already up around your
eyes, that doesn't help you much, does it?
Explain if you can the rewards of eating
the right things. Eat properly yourself
(or you'll hear from me about it!) and
set a good example. Tell your child that
a poor complexion, poor teeth, fat whosises
and all the rest of it come from eating
too many sweets and dolled up dishes.
With a young child, that may not work.
She may sulk and say, "I don't care — I
want candy!" as the little so-and-sos are
apt to do. Perhaps a small bribe or present will do the trick, though it's better if
you don't have to appeal to the golddigging instincts. With an older girl, tell
her that some movie star she admires eats
properly and has to take regular exercise to keep her face and figure lovely.
And that's the gospel truth, or Miss Movie
Star will find herself with a forty-room
bungalow and no contract.
For that matter, look at the cute Hollywood youngsters. Shirley Temple may
have been born with a natural gift for
dancing, but plenty of care and proper
bringing up have made her the healthy
little thing that she is. Those legs are
sturdy, as well as clever with the tap
steps. Lots of milk, which contains calcium, which builds good bones, has been
consumed by Miss Temple. Incidentally,
there seems to be a craze for taking tap
lessons among the younger generation.
By all means, let them take tap lessons,
if you have to go without something to
pay for same. Swell exercise. Good fun.
And maybe
talent
family—
who
knows?there's
Talent
in in
theyour
family
pays
almost as well as oil in the backyard.

The satiny Temple skin and the sparkling Temple eyes owe a vote of thanks to
the generous quantities of proper food, as
outlined above by your not-so-humble servant. Those Hollywood youngsters are
brought
right.more
There's
Jane than
Withers,
who
is soup much
attractive
she
looks in pictures. A nice, intelligent young
girl, trained for a theatrical career from
earliest childhood. And if you think that
the phrase "trained for a theatrical
career" means only fencing, French and
folderols, you're crazy. It means plenty
of sleep — eight hours, anyway — and when
a late "engagement" keeps little sweetie
up till all hours, she stays in bed the next
inorning. There's Virginia Weidler, Sybil
Jason, Edith Fellows, Cora Sue Collins —
all healthy as well as cute and clever.
IF you feel tempted to sit down in a
1936 model gloom and mutter, "All
very well to talk about Temple, Withers
and the rest. If my little Joey were
dragging down $1500 a week, I might be
able to be a model mother and have a
model child." Well, darlings, believe me,
it isn't the hand-embroidered French
dresses, the expensive toys and all the
other money-bought delights that make
Shirley, Jane, Sybil and Cora Sue the fine
young women they are. It's sunshine,
fresh air, good food, sleep and proper exercise.
There's lots more to be said, but much
of it I'll have to leave unsaid because I
have no more time now, nor have I the
whole magazine, though I do believe I
could fill it. However, you know you
can always write me your problems and
ask questions. But just so you won't
think I'm stingy this month, I'll jot down
some quick notes for you.
Bad skin
during condition
the tryingis 'teens
: A
certain
broken-out
inevitable
during the adjustment age. Don't neglect
it, but don't let your child get into too
much of a twitch about it, and that goes
for you, too. And for goodness sake,
don't let little Mary Jane pop her pimples
or squeeze blackheads or hickeys. Too
many women still carry the scars of that
pernicious habit. Don't let your child
feel a sense of inferiority about any physical defect. Praise her good points and
fight the bad ones with tact and understanding. Keep her well regulated internally and see that she keeps her skin immaculately clean. Whether you use mild
soap and luke warm water or a good
cleansingit !cream,
surewould
it's theyou
best.like
She's
worth
And behow
to
have a swell diet for the complexion? I
have a honey ! It'll do wonders for you.
Just send a stamped, self-addressed envelope with your request and I'll send it to
Unmanageable, stringy hair : Also a
manifestation which crops out during the
"in between age." Teach your child to
shampoo her own hair, at home. Some
good oil should be applied first, massaged
you.
into the scalp and left on for an hour or
so, then a good shampoo, followed by a
half dozen rinsings. No mechanical driers
— hair should dry naturally. You can frisk
it with your hands or a rough turkish
towel. If the hair is hopelessly straight
and won't take a finger or comb wave, I'm
not against a slight permanent. Preferably, just the ends, leaving the top straight.
If it is glossy and clean, straight hair is
just as nice as curly hair.
Finger nail biting : Let your child, no
matter how young, have a manicure. Do a
very
younggirlchild's
and teach
an older
to do nails
her yourself
nails herself.
Let
the older child have a little polish, just
like mama, but colorless or natural, please.
The pride your child will take in goodlooking finger nails will do more to stop
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Tune in on Sam Taylor, Modern Screen's Hollywood reporter. His tri-weekly chats on
players and pictures are always bright, amusing, and upto-the-minute — every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 7:15
p.m., over Station WOR.
the unpleasant habit of biting her nails
than all the scoldings in the world.
FALSE modesty : This nonsense crops
up in little girls almost invariably.
They won't so much as take off a dress
with mama in the room. It's the bunk
and you must nip it in the bud. Be matteroneofto fact
It's home,
good for
be a about
nudist it.
in the
onceeveryin a
while (of course if your figure is lovely,
it's a big help), and furthermore, false
modesty may build up serious psychological troubles if not squelched at the beginning. Don't make a fuss about it, but get
the idea out of your child's head quickly.
The make-up problem ; When to let
your daughter begin to use a little makeup is largely a matter of individual decision. Maybe she'll take the decision
right out of your hands. Anyway, I hate,
on the one hand, to see young girls all
daubed up, but on the other hand, I see
no reason why a high-school girl shouldn't
be allowed a little powder and the merest
touch of rouge, if she's unnaturally pale.
You mothers can and must be an inspiring example to your growing daughters.
I insist on it ! How's that for you ? I
want you all to take inventory of yourselves right now. Send the coupon below
for your copy of my Special Consultation
Chart (it's free, you know, when accompanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope), and find out where you need remodeling. Then get busy. I love helping
you and you have no idea how thrilled I
am when you tell me about the grand results you are getting. That's my reward.

A

BREATH

of a gorgeous fragrance tliat seems

to crystallize tke wkole sjjarklc of youtliful romance
into one enckanting moment. FAOEN

Gardenia

is a l^erfume of aristocratic daintiness yet w itkal
tantakzing . . . kaunting. Use FAOEN

Gardenia

and ke conscious of kreatk-catckinA, sof)kisticated
Madame Sylvia,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave.,
Nev^ York, N. Y.

brilliance. For tkose sjsarkling occasions wken you

Dear Madame Sylvia:
Please send me your Special Consultation and Measurement Chart for
Weight Control.

tkis new glamour ky stof)f)ing in at

want to s|Darkle, too! Take your first stejj towards

any 5 and 10 cent store. Trial size

10c

Name
Street
City
State
(Please enclose stamped, selfaddressed envelope)
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FAOEN
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Taking

It

Big

{Continued from page 49)

CHARLOTTE HENRY
Appearing in Republic Productions
LOVELY
SKIN
Hollywood Face Powder, created for the personal
use of leading stars of the stage and screen, contains an ingredient that imparts soft, lustrous
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or else! Swanky decorations. People
fighting to get in. Everybody talking
about Lombard's Mayfair even if Norma
Shearer, the old meanie, did show up in
a flaming red dress.
Came the opening of the Bamboo Room
at the Hollywood Brown Derby. And
Carole entertaining this time, smartly,
elegantly, only our best people plus a
sprinkling of Vanderbilts and Whitneys
here for the races.
Now, the small, trim, smart Hollywood
Boulevard house where Carole has lived
these past few years, is no longer big
enough for her. Carole has gone and gotten herself — like the rest of the movie
belles — a big house out toward the ocean,
where she can do more entertaining. I
think the signs are unmistakable — Carole
has gone social in a big way, and amusing
as it is to watch, it's kinda too bad to see
her, of all people, roped into this mad,
whirling maelstrom of Hollywood society
that goes nowhere and gets nowhere but
just rips the stuffing out of the pocketbook.
JOAN Crawford has gone Intellectual
withwoman,
a capital
I. your
Yessum.
She's
young
I beg
pardon,
shetheis
the elegant Mrs. Tone who was recently
hostess with her husband at a quietly
sumptuous tea for the musical celebrity
of America, Leopold Stokowski. She not
only entertained for Mr. S., but she sold
her Hollywood pals, many of whom
wouldn't know a piccolo from a bassoon,
on the idea of plunking out five-fifty per
seat, because it was the thing to hear the
maestro of Philadelphia and his boys thunder through Bach and Wagner !
Now don't mistake me. I think taking
it big in an intellectual way is a fine and
interesting
phase movie
in Joan
Crawford's
career, and new
the more
people
she can
get to hear good music, the more power
to her. Sure,
lot out soul
of her
association
withshe'll
such getan a artistic
as
Stokowski, but I still think it is a little
amusing when you remember it was the
hotcha, hey-hey girl who almost wore out
the polished floor of the Cocoanut Grove
annexing dance cups, who is turning into
this sophisticated patroness of the arts.
Of course, Joan hasn't succeeded in
shooting quite as much culture into the
veins of her friends as she has absorbed
herself. 1 think it was Sally Blane at a
merry cocktail party at the Stu Erwins' on
the Sunday afternoon of Joan's tea for
the famed Stokowski, who gathered herand said, "We must
finally
go. self
We together
promised
Joan to go to her party
today. ofIt's
some musician
— I named
never
heard
himforbefore.
Somebody
Stokalin or something."
There's the taking it big case of Ginger
Rogers, who has always loved her plumes
and her sequins and her feathers and her
ruffles on her dresses, who pretty nearly
always has managed, when she dressed herself up, to achieve one good jarring note
that would send a fashion editor into hysteria 1
Ginger, since they up and paired her
with the debonair, well-groomed Fred
Astaire, the male fashion plate of the
screen, is taking herself big as a clothes
horse. Yes, our Ginger. Some of the
best and most far-echoing battles of her
studio during the past year have been
staged when Ginger and Bernie Newman,

who after all is paid to dress the stars
correctly, go into conference over her
clothes. Ginger tries to tell Bernie what
she should wear. And she's a pretty determined, stubborn little redhead when she
makes up her mind. A couple of times
Bernie has capitulated to Ginger's ideas
and my, my, the sequins and the trains she
has gotten away with !
Recently, she came back from New York
with a couple of dozen boxes full of
frocks, hats, etc., which she had picked
out herself for her pictures. She gave
specific orders that no one, particularly
Mr. Newman, was to see them. Well,
pushing his way around the wardrobe on
the hunt for some old pieces of fur, Bernie
came across these boxes and before the
wardrobe woman could say Jack Robinson or "Don't," he had 'em open.
The next time Ginger came into Bernie's
office, he greeted her with, "Where did
you
thoseathats?"
A fatal
to
any get
woman
any time,
and remark
the battle
was on ! Oh, well, it goes on all the time
and I suppose will until Ginger recovers
from thinking of herself as a Best Dressed
Woman.
I TELL you the taking it big virus gets
'em all. There's the case of Ann Harding, generally considered an intelligent,
poised woman with a swell sense of humor.
On the final day of her contract with
her studio, Ann had a date in the gallery
at one o'clock to shoot "still" pictures.
Three rived
hours
at fourando'clock,
arwith herlater,
secretary
WaltersheAbel,
her leading man, with whom she was to
pose. They all had been having luncheon
at
Lucy's.clicked
Well, and
they Ann
went started
to work.
cameras
to The
talk
about what she thought of producers and
picture studios in general. The more Ann
talked the madder she got and the more
emphatic her tongue became in lashing out
at the production methods in Hollywood
and how she had been simply ruined by
stupidity. Ruined?
Now I ask you, where would Miss
Harding be today if it were not for these
same astute, shrewd producers? Why,
she'd probably be back working in little
theatre
mebbecaptain
she'd and
be
married productions
to some niceor army
living on his pay. At any rate, she
wouldn't own a beautiful home in the
Hollywood Hills and she wouldn't be
traipsing off to England.
Of course, one of my favorite stories
about a male actor taking himself seriously
is the one I heard on Georgie Raft —
Georgie of the slick hair and patent leather
shoes, who is making more money in
"by he
pushing
his nose
in frontelse.
of
aHollywood
camera than
ever could
anywhere
He'd been having a lot of trouble with
the studio over his parts, because he was
distressed about them. You remember on
one occasion he poked a supervisor in the
nose, and he just plain walked out of the
Carole Lombard picture.
A writer went to him and said, "Now,
what is this all about, George? Why are
you so upset all the time? What's the
real trouble? Don't you like the parts
Raft looked pensive and stared into
they give you?"
space. "Well," he said, "you see it's this
way. I've always wanted to wear a uniform in a picture and they won't let me!"
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SPEAKING of our male heart throbs
who are not immune from the taking
it big germ, there's Fred Astaire, who simply goes into spasms any time any one
suggests writing anything about him for
the public prints. Now all stars live in a
gold fish bowl — they can't help it— it is
a part of the price they pay for being
famous on the screen. The more famous
they get the more details people want to
know about 'em.
Mr. Astaire is a charming, conventional man with nothing in his private
life that couldn't be submitted to close
scrutiny, but he not only has a fixation
against seeing writers, but once he even
tried to stop the presses of a magazine
printing a life story about him.
We've got a lot of other well developed
cases in the town. There's Margaret Sullavan with her exhibitionistic complex, and
Jean Arthur who goes temperamental on
occasion, and Hepburn who takes herself
seriously as a recluse!
Margaret's case is pretty nearly chronic.
She can't be cured of snooting photographers and playing the temperamental
little
girl.
did cure herandof spoiling
makingfaces at the They
still cameraman
her sittings at the studio. After a half
dozen expensive sittings had been ruined
because Margaret didn't want to play that
day, they developed and printed some of
those pouty faces and "tongue stuck out"
poses, and, what is more, released them
to the magazines and newspapers. Margaret was pretty mad when she saw them,
but what could she do? The studio had
beaten her at her own game.
Nothing much can be done about Hepburn, either. The answer to her freakish
ways and taking herself big as a recluse
is that she is an old space-grabber. She
figures she gets more publicity by acting
eccentric than any other way.
I don't know whether this anecdote
about Robert Montgomery proves he
takes himself big as a wit or whether it
just shows he's still an adolescent, but here
it is. You judge for yourself. Bob wanted
a telephone to match the license number
on his trick automobile. He asked the
telephone company and was informed the
number was already assigned to another
party. This didn't stop Mr. Montgomery.
He proceeded to harass and annoy the
owners of this particular nuraber with
such tricks as calling up in the middle of
the night and saying, "Is this the Fire Department?" or 'phoning early in the morning, 6:30 a.m. or so, as he left for the
studio, and asking for Susie or Bill or
Jack or Sam. The poor telephone subscriber who was the object of this campaign finally broke down and demanded
liis 'phone be changed. Whereupon Bob
got the coveted numerals.
Oh, I was going to tell you about Jean
Arthur. Well, it seems that Jean got so
mad at her director, Eddie Sutherland,
that she tore her dress right up the back
and threw it on the floor. She put on such
a tantrum that the hairdresser shouted at
her to be careful of her wig, whereupon
Jeannie took the wig off and smashed it
onto the floor. However, I guess you'd
just call that acting up.
Things like this are going on right now
in our dear Hollywood. Good, lusty exhibitions of temperament and showing off
and taking it big. Mebbe those fine old
days when Pola Negri as the Foreign
Queen of Hollywood threw dinner parties
on black velvet tablecloths with a purple
orchid beside each gold plate are gone —
mebbe they are, but the taking it big germ
is still in Hollywood's blood. And there's
an epidemic right now. Grandma, where's
that sulphur and molasses?
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marvelously in love — only a slow crack-up
of dreams. The bond of affection that's
meant so terribly much is, unaccountably,
another painful memory. Tender words
have been as fruitless as yesterday's glowing notices.
Now Isabel is catching on in Hollywood once more. But she doesn't dare
rejoice
yet. Shestopped
can't before.
forget how she's
been somehow
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"I've been on the brink of amounting to
something in pictures so often," she says,
"that I'm afraid to talk about tomorrow.
I've prayed, over and over, that this'll be
the time I can hold on !"
She's so frequently undergone this waiting for a genuine welcome that you can
discern an undercurrent of desperation in
the tone of her voice. For the ambitious,
age is always a bugaboo ; for an actress it
is a special hobgoblin. Now that Isabel
has reached her mid-twenties, she glimpses
thirty on the horizon. She feels that if
she hasn't made a go of Hollywood by
then, it'll be too late.
She isn't the kind who is sorry for herself. Her greeting is as gay as ever. I
see her at the popular cafes and parties,
attempting to be the jolly self she inherently is.
But this constant bucking up against an
incomprehensible destiny has left a mark
on her inner self. Her ninety-eight pounds
seem to have had to move ninety-eight
thousand pounds for every inning. She
will never lower her colors, appear anything but chipper. But I can tell you,
confidentially, that she's bewildered, dazed
by the succession of hurts that have been
heaped upon her.
E sat in the crowded Vendome not
w long ago. Isabel had on a smart
navy blue suit, and wore a perky straw
hat that must have convinced the tourists
present that she was on the crest of the
wave. I guess the fox furs did give a
finishing touch. The strangers were awed
at Fame, close up.
I wish they had been listening to the
game spirit behind that "front."
'T wanted foxes for years!" Isabel
vowed to me. "But I never could afford
them. Then I earned some unexpected
money and I resolved to do a nice deed
for Daddy and also to buy these !"
A year ago, after her splendid contribution to "A
Tale licked
of Two
Cities," Isabel
believed
she was
in California.
She
left, and only a peculiar circumstance
brought her back.
Yet in the beginning there were nothing
but promising omens. She has no brothers
or sisters, so her parents lavished their
devotion upon her. Her father was the
son of wealthy people in the East and had
had
every
educational
advantage.
He'd
studied
medicine
at an excellent
university
and established records with his brilliant
research. Her mother's heritage was that of
Southern gentility. And in the small town
of Shoshoni, Wyoming, where the couple
settled, the Jewells were highly respected.
"I had all the benefits one could have,"
she affirms. "Loving guidance, comforts
— ponies as a child, a car when I was old
enough." She was sent to an Episcopal
school in Minnesota, and graduated at fifteen, president of the senior class. Wellesley was next on her program, but she had
an ill spell and it was decided the winters
in Kentucky would be milder.
She en-

tered a college for women there.
In the middle of her sophomore year,
whenthe she
wasoverwhelmed
seventeen, her.
Isabel's desire
for
stage
"I was tired of getting A's in Latin,"
she grins,
remembering.
"I'd had
a hunch
that
I should
adore acting.
A collegiate
try-out induced me to jump from amateur
to professional shows. I'd been vaguely
discontented and I realized why. So I ran
away to Chicago and a stock company !"
"My parents assisted me financially and
morally. The background they'd provided
me with was such a help in the theatre.
When I was fifteen I'd read all the 'musts'
on anyone's literature list. I was mentally
acquainted with every sort of individual
before I met him or her in reality."
Being definitely advanced and fortified
for theever,vagaries
the the
world
didn't,
howsave Isabel offrom
series
of disappointments that went hand in hand with
the steps upward. Three seasons in stock
and she tackled Broadway. When she
bade goodbye to the Mid-West she swore
to be thoroughly independent henceforth.
It's what you accomplish on your own
that counts, in her estimation of values.
There was such a lean streak, after she
landed in New York, that her major debut
was precisely in the nick o' time. She
substituted for an understudy who wasn't
quite up to carrying off the feminine lead
in "Up Pops the Devil." Isabel had an
hour's rehearsal and went on to render so
capable a portrayal that she was retained
instead
star. If
thatis?isn't
making of
the the
mostregular
of a break,
what
She got to Hollywood in the spring of
1932. "Blessed Event' was transferred
to films and she was brought along from
the original cast to duplicate a supporting,
but important emotional role. The way
she vitalized it drew raves. But Isabel
didn't draw any offers for eleven months I
THE
between-engagements
experienced
in New York blues
were she'd
mild
compared to what she's had to face in
Hollywood. Eventually she did wangle
another exceptional dramatic picture assignment, and was duly praised. When
nothing resulted she campaigned for a
comedy part at the local El Capitan Theatre. "Counsellor- At-Law" was subsequently screened and Isabel was again
drafted to copy her stage characterization.
But now she was classified as a wisecracker in the studios' listing.
M-G-M appreciated her ability and
Isabel had her fingers crossed earnestly
when she was awarded a contract. Prospects were grand until the Mexican escapade of Lee Tracy's, exaggerated by the
newspapers, seemed to kill most of the
budding enthusiasm for promoting her to
stardom. She was in love with Lee, and
she loyally stuck to him when he was in
trouble. Then in the ensuing year her
romance with him went on the rocks. So
did her career.
Meanwhile, blindness had robbed her
father of his sight. _ Isabel had sent for her
parents and in their adversity had become
their chief prop. She spent all she could
scrape together in the endeavor to restore the precious vision. There was a
brief flare of hope — only that.
Many a fan assumes that once you have
a namedenceyou're
set. Isabel's
case can
is evithat a reputation
literally
be
of no consequence.
Everyone agreed she
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was worthy of particular consideration.
Still nobody in Hollywood offered her
any.
Heartsick, personally and professionally,
she did the only thing she could. She
hung on, because she'd heard they were
producing
TaleasoftheTwolittle
Cities."
She
asked for "A
a test
seamstress
whose gallantry highlighted the tragedy
at the guillotine. They laughed and dismissed her as not the type.
"For three and a half months I kept
pestering for attention. They tested a
number of actresses and I suppose they
ultimately tried me to shut me up !" Isabel
wasn't conscious of the fashionable, curious circle around us. The babble of the
restaurant went unheeded. "I got the_ role
on the provision that I stand by ninety
days after I was through, for possible retakes. Well, when I was done with my
bit I was ready to quit Hollywood. That
was just last summer, mind you. I had
$400 and another week's salary due. I
planned for the folks to return to Shoshoni, where they could live more inexpensively in our home there. I took the
train for New York to forget this business
and get back on the stage.
"In three weeks I lined up several
plays.
But on
I learned
I couldn't
accept
any of them
account of
perhaps having
to return to Metro for added shots. No
one would schedule opening with me when
I might have to fly here." So Isabel was
stymied still again.
"But if I hadn't had to come West for
re-takes I wouldn't have been on tap when
'Ceiling Zero' was being cast. And the
release of these two movies is what pushed
me into the swim all over again !"

SHE approached. "Lost Horizon" with
humble thanks "This is the first time
I've had a tip-top part out here to begin
with. I've always had to make a dozen
or so lines blossom into a fairly decentsized role before."
I'd been wanting to put a question to
Isabel, and this was the moment. "Do
you imagine you'd have been happier if
you'd never become an actress?"
"I couldn't have been anything else,"
she answered simply, unhesitatingly. "I
don't know why. But if I couldn't act
I'd hardly care to live!"
Naturally it is this burning zest for her
vocation that has caused her to excel at
it. It's a thrilling calling to her and she
relishes the demands it makes on her intelligence. "If I'm a hundred I'll not
have learned all the fine points," she states
ecstatically.
"Until today I've never had
anything but uncertainty about
in Hollywood. Now — well, I
breathing
my hunch
knocked on what
the table.
And it

a sense of
my future
fear even
is!"
She
was wood.

A sparkle supplanted the mute sadness I'd
detected
in her blue eyes when we'd sat
down.
What if she has been terrifically in love
on three diff^erent occasions, and has suffered the pangs only one who's loved in
vain can understand? There's not much
consolation in the adage that while there's
life there's hope. But there is a generous
measure of solace in work that's pleasant.
You
can soattempt
not feel
alone. to be so busy that you'll
As we emerged into the sunshine of
Sunset Boulevard the admiring throng
that waits for movie celebrities rushed en
masse to demand Isabel Jewell's autograph. Imanaged to whisper in her ear,
"I've a hunch you're through building up
to awful let-downs !" She wrote with her
right hand and crossed the fingers of her
left. She glanced up abruptly and smiled.
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shook hands. "I sometimes don't know how
she sticks it. It must be love— that's all.
highball?"
a sherry, cocktail,
Will vou havesherry
and so did Madeleine.
I took a
"Tell them I like wine, but, of course, not
to excess. I don't want anyone to get the
idea my back hair falls loose, my eyes
grow fishy, and I beat my husband in my
should," she
I really
cups— although,
at him.
looking fondly
added,

ai

WEATHER

To keep that "just bathed"
sweetness all day long . . . for
cool, refreshing slumbers . . .
use the superlatively fine

"You see there's reason in my madness.
I'm not new to Hollywood. My last visit
didn't turn out as well as I'd hoped. In
1934, while I was swimming in the cream
over in England, I was sent over here
of an exchange by Fox with GB."
"Whom were you exchanged for?"
Her eyes grew mischievous as she said
with mock self-admiration, "Oh, for
Dietrich, Garbo, Crawford, and a few
Gables and Powells thrown in."

truth is that Hollyon. "The
SHE went
wood brought
me in on a tidal wave of
publicity. The press screamed. The
heavens shook — and I— I flopped.
"It wasn't anybody's fault. It was just
a case of too much publicity and too little
story. They tried to make a second
''Cavalcade'' and there couldn't be two.
The "World Moves On," with Franchot
Tone, was the picture. This time I'm taking
no chances. I'll settle for no publicity and
a lot
of story."
"I believe
she has what she wants," put
in the good Captain. "I saw her first picture, "The Case Against Mrs. Ames,' and,
to put it frankly, I thought Madeleine was
marvelous in it and 'Chinese Gold' will be
another
"Now success."
it's my turn to protect you from
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him," put in Madeleine. "He's prejudiced,
so how can one tell ?"
"Don't
littletowarm.
The Captain
believe
her. I grew
rarelya go
the cinemas.
I'm terribly hard to please. Walter
Wanger, who imported her, has given her
a contract for ten pictures more — thereby
fixing it so that I will never see my dear
wife again in all probability."
"Astley's affairs are calling him back
to London — he's a real estate broker," explained Madeleine. "Never mind, darling,
there's always the cable, the long distance
telephone. And soon there will be the California-London clipper, and you can come
out for week-ends."
The Captain looked glum. "A kiss by
cable isn't quite the real thing, is it?"
Madeleine curled her shapely legs beneath her. "I shall begin at the beginning.
I was born very dully on a dull day in a
dull suburb of Birmingham, England.
"My father was the eldest of a family
of ten Irish kids. He hated the farm where
he lived and so worked his way up to the
Professorship of Philology at Birmingham University.
"When he was twenty-six someone told
him it was time to get married. So the
dear old thing dashed over to Germany to
get a fraulein who would help him with
his German. The thought of love never
reared its beautiful head. Being unsuccessful in Germany, my father next tried
France, where he met a priest who knew a
Miss de Rosiere — she lived in a chateau
without any furniture. Fresh from a convent, my poor mother knew little of the
facts of life, beyond the hard fact that
her family was too poor to provide her
with the necessary dot or dowry. I always
wonder what her thoughts were the day
she peeped through the keyhole at my

father while the marriage arrangements
were being made. Much as I love him, I
must confess he is no Clark Gable.
"Strangely enough, the marriage turned
out very well and out of this non-dream
world uniting of the French and the Irish
sprang the English rose !"
AND Madeleine sat back demurely, suppressing the fun that was behind her
twinkly
the
carpet.eyes by looking modestly down at
"The rose," went on Madeleine, "at this
period was a short, humorless, pipestem
leg and arm creature lost in her books.
Her father entertained sanguine hopes
that she would in due time become a professor like himself. A.nd so she entered
Birmingham University, wearing tortoise
shell glasses, and ready to take so many
degrees
to endturned
up a living
thermometer."
Suddenlyas she
to Captain
Astley.
"Astley, darling, have I told you about
Christopher Mann?
"No? Then prepare yourself. Christopher
Mann was my calf love. We went to
school together. One day they were casting a play at the University and Christopher advised me to try out for it. He said
I ought to be an actress.
"So, room
carrying
I walked
into Ita
bleak
filleda flower,
with critical
faces.
was also a bleak day, and the fantastic
poetry I had to recite sounded even bleaker
to
nervous
knowmy why
I was ears.
chosenTo forthis
theday
lead.I don't
"We played a week at the local Birmingham Repertory Theatre— English college
plays are cast from professionals and
college amateurs both — and afterward the
head of the Repertory offered me a conIwas into
willing,
out I tract.
went
the but
worldfather
and wasn't.
became —Soa
school marm.
"I tutored the six children of a secondhand clothing dealer in Birmingham, then
when it got me I went down the Sussex
coast and taught real school. When I had
saved twenty pounds I went to London.
"Meanwhile, Christopher Mann had
given up college and entered the London
theatre business, solely to devote his life
to me.
"I think Christopher must have run up
and
down row)
Fleet screaming
Street (that's
newspaper
the London's
name of
Madeleine Carroll until everyone thought
him a madman. To this day I still meet
press men who remember it. Today,
Christopher is my personal manager
abroad, very successful, and our calf-love
has gone the way of all such things.
"Indonspite
Christopher's
was notof waiting
for meefforts,
with Lonopen
arms. So I went through the usual hardships— living on thruppence worth of fish
and chips a day — that sort of thing that is
lots of fun to remember. I finally got a
start as a maid in a touring company in a
play called 'The Lash.' I had three lines
to speak and got fifteen dollars a week
for speaking them. And so I lived in all
the cheap boarding houses of England for
a period, meanwhile modelling hats and
wearing out shoe leather when the run
ended. I couldn't write home for money,
as my name wasn't mentioned at home.
"One day I dropped into a film studio,
quite by inspiration, and asked for crowd
work. You may well imagine my amazement when I got a screen test, and the
leading part
in 'The that
GunsI was
of Loos.'
The
producer
explained
the ideal
English type.

(As you know, I'm only

MODERN
lEnglish because I was born there!)
" 'The Guns of Loos' put me over — "
"And then," put in the Captain, "my
break came, and her hard luck began. She
slipped out of sight one day and came up
on the shores of Lake Como, married to
— me !"
"You see Astley and I had been oyerisold to each other by a matchmaking witch,
prominent in London society. So naturally
we avoided each other. Then one day we
met, liked each other, decided not to stop
doing so, slipped off to Lake Como and
,did it. We were married with great
; secrecy, but an old Milanese photographer
igot a snap of us looking like something
the cat had dragged in, and the picture
came out in all the papers.
"After I returned to England (after the
.\merican experiment)," said Madeleine.
"I was very lucky. I had two successful
pictures, 'I Was a Spy,' and 'The ThirtyNine Steps.' But I still wanted to come
back to Hollywood.
Hollywood is a woman's Paradise.
Not. of course, that I'm giving up England
I' forever, but they'll have to struggle along
■ without me for awhile.
"For after all," went on Madeleine, "in
time Hollywood and London studios will
be indistinguishable, except for the fog.
My chief complaint against England is
that they were typing me in too dignified
roles — thrusting a queenliness on me that I
I didn't deserve or desire."
"You weren't too dignified in those
'Thirty-Nine Steps,' " I said.
"Thanks," smiled Madeleine. "It's true I
wasn't, but they were trading on my reputation for dignity to get the effect they got.
Alfred Hitchcock, one of the greatest
directors in the world, in my opinion, knew
that I was shy and a bit unhappy about
the dignity business so he decided to play
a practical joke on me. Do you remember
the handcuff scene?
"Well, the first day of the picture, before
I ever had met the leading man, Robert
Donat, Hitchcock had his brain wave. Althe handcuff
come
until the though
middle
of the scene
picture,didn't
he decided
to shoot it first. It happened that I had
hurried to the studio that morning without
breakfast, thinking I would snatch a snack
sometime betwen scenes.
"The first thing that Hitchcock did,
knowing that Donat and I were perfect
strangers, was to handcuff us to each other
and pretend to lose the key. By ten o'clock
I was a wreck. I wanted to get the handcuffs off, go and freshen up a bit, but I
didn't feel like lugging this mere acquaintance along, charming as he was. I appealed
to Hitchcock, he sent us to props. Props
hadn't the key. The brute never found the
key until one o'clock. He admitted later
that he wanted to get a lot of discomfort
into the scene, and he certainly did."
I rose to go. "But you haven't told me
your idiosyncrasies, you know — your
favorite color, and whether you rub your
salad bowl with garlic."
She answered promptly. "The rainbow
contains my favorite colors. Furthermore
it may interest your women readers to
know that my hair was once mouse-colored
but is now ashblond. I like to read religious
books. I absorb other people's accents like
a chameleon. I like to slip away from
London with Astley to live on bark and
berries in a little primitive stone house in
Sussex. I pursue the single course plan of
dieting to keep my weight down to fighting Irish," she rattled on breathlessly. "I
am mad about politics. Vionnet makes all
of my clothes and I hate to give up my
old ones. I play tennis. I don't smoke.
I ride in an old sweater, I once delivered
a lecture on peace. And now you tell me —
do I tick?"
"Miss Carroll," I said, "you tick."
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touched her.

"I always liked the boys," she laughed
with a mischievous twinkle in her eyes.
"During those first two years in Hollywood I had several crushes. But they
were all on the side. Irving was the
only one who really ever counted."
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With each
y." picture Miss Shearer makes
personalit
she seems to perform that miracle. For
weeks before she started work on "Romeo
and Juliet" she was seen about Hollywood
with her usually sleek hair curled and
grown to shoulder length, such as Juliet
wore. Her evening gowns were long and
full and flowing. Like a cocoon turning
into a butterfly Norma was subtly taking
on the characteristics of Juliet.
And that indomitable spirit of Shearer
again asserted itself when, for three
months previous to the start of the picture. Norma devoted from two to three
hours a day working on the intricate ISth
century dance which takes place in the
exquisite ball room scene where Juliet
first meets Romeo.
Dormant muscles that for years had
been disciplined to relax so they would
soften the slender curves of Norma's pliable body and further enhance the romantic parts her roles demanded, had to be
brought back into play and put under
perfect control.
Said Agnes de Mille, who not only
spent months of research work in perfecting this dance sequence, but who also
personally supervised Norma's instruction,
"It was sheer force of will and determination that enabled Miss Shearer to control unused muscles and master the routine.
A truly remarkable feat for an untrained
And, I might add, almost a superhuman feat for the mother of an infant.
Back at the time of the birth of her
dancer.''
son,
Hollywood
began
Normaall settle
down to
the asking,
role of "Will
Mrs.

TOE

DONT

picture
motion brought
Norma's
WHEN
tests, due
to badfirst
lighting,
out defects in her eyes and the extremely
short skirts, then in vogue, revealed the
fact that her legs were not straight, the
average girl would have given up in despair. Although it took weeks of endless eft'ort, the spirit of Shearer found a
way of overcoming the seemingly impossible. As Norma herself said, "I literally
made myself over — built an entirely new

Irvinganswered
Thalberg?"
was
soon
when, That
eight question
months later.
Miss Shearer was back at the studio making a picture
"A career
makes
a woman
more saying,
interesting
and inspiring
to her husband."
All through her years before the camera the Shearer spirit has never ciuailed
when she felt she was fitted to play a
desired role. Her . secret rehearsals for
"The Trial of Mary Dugan," her first
talking picture, in spite of the fact that
Mr. Thalberg felt she was not suited to
that type of role, is an example. Again
when she overcame opposition in making "The Divorcee" and "The Barretts
of Wimpole Street," her success proved
that she again was right.
Just when Hollywood had decided that
a career meant more to the ambitious
Miss Shearer than anything else in the
world, with action swift and direct she
swept all that she had fought for aside,

in order
to go
to Europe
withundermined
her hus- '
band
whose
health
had been
by a severe attack of influenza.
Here was another side of Shearer. Her
love and devotion for Irving Thalberg
meant more than anything else in the
world.
When Norma returned to the screen a
year later — a long time for any star to
absent herself from pictures — she set a
precedent by taking up her career where
she had left it, with a warm welcome
from her admirers.
Some time before "The Barretts of Wimpole Street" was finished Hollywood knew
that "the Thalbergs" were expecting a
"blessed event." Again at the height of
her career Norma had dared to jeopardize
it. "Perhaps this time," Hollywood was
saying, "Norma will be through with pic"Why not?" was asked. "She has
everything. Everything that women the
world over yearn for and dream about.
Beauty, fame, money, a successful marriage, asocial position, a son and a daughtures."
ter. She has had her cake and eaten it,
too. She won't be foolish enough to go
back to the long, gruelling hours before the
camera. What more can a career ofifer

BUT
wasn't longthatbefore
papers
were itannouncing
Normathe Shearer
was
preparing
"Romeo
and career.
Juliet,"
the greatest
role for
of her
eventful
To the multitude it is difficult to understand what it is that draws Norma on and
on. Those who have the idea that it is a
desire
for money are wrong. In spite of
her?"
the princely income drawn by both Mr.
and Mrs. Thalberg, they live simply and
without the usual Hollywood ostentation.
"I have never in all of my life been
eager to possess things," said Norma to
me that day. "Not even money. I have
always been superstitious about even owning a home.
"People buy a place, settle back and
say, 'This is where I belong. This is where
I am going to stay.' Then they find that
they do not belong. Sometimes the result
is quite terrible. Not until we had a son
did Irving and I feel that we should have
a home of our own.
"It is not money or possessing things
that count with me. It is success."
Success must be the answer. That intense craving that will not let her settle
down. That burning desire to go higher
and higher in the adventure of life.
That spirit was paramount when she
commenced work in "Romeo and Juliet."
"This will be one of the most thrilling
adventures
of my
career,"
"To
do
something
through
the she
newsaid.
medium
of the screen, that the stage has never
Norma
no more settle down to
been
able could
to produce."
domesticity and pass up the opportunity
to play "Juliet" than she could give up the
idea of living. And as she has said, pictures have been a part of her life for so
long that she cannot imagine life without
them.
There will always be another picture,
another success to struggle for, another
adventure to be lived to lure Norma on.
The spirit of Shearer is unquenchable. To
what heights it will lead even Norma does
not know.
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{Continued from page 11)
the Eddie Cantor broadcasts for weeks ;
he croaked his loyal support to Al Jolson,
and also to Fred Allen (incidentally, his
favorite comic) ; and he was a mainstay
of the "Buck Rogers" serials.
"In one of 'em," he grimaced at the
recollection, "I played 'a web-footed dwarf
king living under water.' His name was
Og. O— g. I was so good they wouldn't
let me quit." Jay sighed. "That disillusioned me," he said.
He got into broadcasting by accident, as
he has into most things. Although he'd
had six years on the stage in Manhattan,
there wasn't enough activity to keep him
busy all the time. So he tried writing ether
skits as a sideline. He ended up playing
one of his own characters.

THOSE six years in the theatre had
been, in their way, as extraordinary as
anything else that happened to Stander.
He was cast in flop after flop, until, at
the close of the sixth season, he'd counted
up to twenty-eight. He didn't really mind,
though
— as fast
one closed, he'd go
into
rehearsal
withasanother.
His stage debut was accomplished quite
, unexpectedly, and almost without conscious
volition on his part. Stander had been reporting for the Long Island News when
a friend took him backstage at the Provincetown Playhouse. The director, James
Light, was rehearsing a Biblical parable
called "Him," by e. e. (lower case!) cummings. He needed a Roman centurion who
could shoot crap. The friend nodded toward Stander. "There's your man."
Jay walked up, delivered a phony spiel
on his "career" as an actor, and added
that by training, condition and heredity he
was a crapshooter. Not only did he get
the job, but by the night of the premiere
he was filling five other minor roles in
the same piece.
Stander was nineteen then. Besides reporting, he had done almost everything
you can think of in the five years just
preceding. It began at fourteen, when he
first left home. His first job was as an
office boy in a shirt factory. Subsequently,
he became a taxi driver, a tile-setter's
helper, a ditch digger, foreman in a pictureframe shop, a lifeguard, a waiter, and a
salesman for, variously, photo-lithographs,
automobiles, printing, insurance and newspaper ads. As messenger boy for a bond
house, he lost $167,000 worth of securities.
He got them back three days later, but
not his job.
Stander's passionate interest in world
affairs, his decidedly liberal leanings, are
probably an outgrowth of his contacts with
life in its many metropolitan phases. Some
of them were bitter, although he himself
has never felt the pinch of want. Born in
New York City on January 10, 1908, of
German-Russian parentage, he attended
the local public schools intermittently. The
eldest of three children, he spent a good
deal of his youth setting a bad example
for a brother, Alvin, and a sister, Frances.
He was kicked out of nine institutions of
learning. One time he ghost-wrote a book
on political economy for a professor who,
a conservative himself, appeared serenely
unavvare of the quite opposite implications
of his published work.
Today, at twenty-eight. Jay finds himself
one of filmdom's "biggies." But he isn't
kidding himself. "Now," he croaks, "they
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want to make a dramatic actor out of me.
Nix on that stuff! You won't catch me
carrying any plot on my shoulders. I
started as the comedy relief and I'll end
up Stander
the same has
way."
a great many unconventional notions about Hollywood.
Actors are bored, he says, bored because,
whether they know it or not, they arc the
least important cog in the movie machine.
He
calls them
"inanimate
objects"
— except !
for those
few moments
before
the cameras
ALL they have to have," he barks, "is
a physical sense of orientation, like
a pilot making a landing — where to stand,
so that the camera and lights hit the mark,
and how to read lines out loud."
He believes pictures should represent the
collective efforts of author, director, technicians and players, rather than the dominance of any individual or group. He is
violently opposed to censorship, declaring
that a writer faces too many taboos today
to turn out anything significant.
"As a result," he snaps, "pictures are
allHeformhasand
content.''
readno only
two scripts through,
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and never memorizes his lines literally. "I
don't believe in it on my own time." He
gets
of the
character
to play,
and an
thenidea
talks
it over
with he's
the director
and
the otherthatperformers.
Says it's more
spontaneous
way.
A phrase-coiner at the drop of a hat,
Stander says Hollywood's celluloid "in-

ReuiEUJS—

sulates everybody against reality." Its
movies are "contributions to cosmic ennui."
A bachelor, he "approves" of women. "I
think they're here to stay." Seriously, his
romantic interest at present lies quite outprofession.
never,Buthe then
insists,
been sideinhis love
with an He's
actress.
all
women intrigue him, more or less — all ex"careerists."
Hisceptother
personal tastes run to sweet
cocktails and loud colors in clothes. He
has a healthy animal hunger for food, particularly tartar sandwiches. He likes to
sneak away for a night on Central Avenue,
Los Angeles' Harlem, and is fascinated
by all types, black as well as white. He
cares nothing for outdoor sports, but likes
cards and pool. He is a great reader of
economics
anda world
stand to hear
ticking affairs,
clock. and can't
Under contract to Columbia, he has a
wholesome respect for Frank Capra, his

Ctt

director on "Mr. Deeds." "Capra," he observes, "takes a Cinderella story, a romantic escape fairy tale, and tells it in realistic,

Cjr

hard-boiled
A kind ofterms."
Cinderella man in his own ■
right, half-cynic, half-idealist, Stander
sprawls between pictures on his hill overlooking Hollywood, croaking delighted defiance and pausing, now and again, to pull
out a bright new quarter and flash it in
the sun.
But that, nowadays, happens less and less
often.
He's one of the biggies.

n

Tour
of Today's
Talkies
{Continued fi om page 25)
Preview Postscript
kidnapping case. Rumors spread, and
soon a mob, whipped into a frenzy,
Miss Grace Moore was no doubt more
attacks and burns down the jail. Their
upset than ever when this picture was presupposed victim gets out alive and arviewed. After complaining to every newsranges, through his brothers, to have the
paper in the country that she was through
mob leaders tried for murder. After a
with Hollywood since singing three days
jury returns a verdict of guilty for twentystraight to a cow, the milking scene was cut
two of them, Tracy, smitten by his conout . . . Mr. Von Sternberg has a decided
science, walks into the courtroom and
antipathy to color on any set. Whenever
proves his identity. Spencer Tracy, with
possible he eliminates it, as in the garden
most of the camera's attention, is always
scenes for this picture. Those posies were all
compelling, and there are good performfrom the studio floral shop, hand-fashioned
ances in lesser roles by Frank Albertson,
of cotton and silk fabrics and painted with
Bruce Cabot and Walter Abel.
aluminum paint. All the interior scenes were
painted with white enamel . . . For once the
***
The King Steps Out
extra with extra poundage got a break. On
(Columbia)
this picture only the ones definitely on the
buxom side were considered, since this particular period in history was not partial to
Grace Moore makes another celluloid
comeback in this picture. Miss Moore
sings beautifully, as usual, but acts and
grapefruit.
looks considerably better than usual. The
story is a gay and giddy one of a princess
who tries to save her sister from marrying
a man she doesn't love, even if he is the
king and Franchot Tone besides. The
princess, Grace Moore, scorns all the
court red tape and loves the simple life.
Her father, Walter Connolly, also scorns
the court goings-on and loves the simple
life, but with plenty of beer. They set
out
he doesn't
wantto topersaude
marry the
into king
theirthat
family.
But
King Tone mistakes the helpful princess
for a dressmaker and promptly falls in
love with her, shocking the court and practically killing his mother, the redoubtable Elizabeth Risdon. By that time the
other princess decides the king is pretty
nice, too, and has poor Gracie thrown into
prison. Everything, as you may have
suspected, turns out happily ever after.
Walter Connolly almost walks off with
the honors with his performance and Elizabeth Risdon is excellent. Franchot Tone
in gold braid and ringlets looks a bit
silly but don't let that keep you away.

***
Ames

The Case Against
(Walter Wanger)

Mrs.

An intelligent murder mystery seems to
be a rare commodity these days, which is
one reason why "The Case Against Mrs.
Ames" is a welcome addition to this
month's bill of fare. Expertly written
and played to the hilt by a cast headed by
Madeleine Carroll and George Brent, it is
by far the best of the last few months'
crop of mystery films. The story concerns the efforts of Madeleine Carroll, as
Mrs. Ames, to clear her name of a murder charge. When she's acquitted the
prosecuting attorney, George Brent, sets
out to prove that the gal is guilty. Instead, he falls in love, and, convinced she
is innocent, helps her find the real murderer. The picture moves rapidly all the
way and builds up to an exciting and
perfectly logical climax, also something
rare for the mystery numbers. Madeleine
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Carroll, in the lead, is one of the most
beautiful gals ever to face a camera, and
George Brent does a swell job with the
best acting opportunity he's had in some
time. In the supporting cast, Alan Mowbray, Arthur Treacher, Beulah Bondi
and Eddie Brophy are outstanding.
Preview Postscript
Madeleine Carroll has one of Ihe most
unique hobbies in Hollywood. She loves to
talk about the "flops" she's taken in her
career. What's more, she advises any young
actress to beware of overnight success. . . .
Richard Carle's been wanting to retire for
the past fifty years. Fifty years ago when
he started acting, Richard Carle was looking
forward to the day when he had enough
money in the bank to purchase an easy
chair, felt slippers and a ranch. He's had
the money in the bank more than once, but
just when he would plan a shopping trip
some producer would dangle a contract in
in his face. Over a quarter of a century
was spent starring in Broadway roles and
now Mr. C's In constant demand for films
. . . Scotty Beckett wants to retire soon
from this acting racket, too. The six-yearold who has been in more than forty pictures
in the last year has an ambition to be a
"juicer"- — one of those gents who scramble
about at dizzy heights above the sets and
manipulate giant Klieg lights.
**
Nobody's
(Universal)

Fool

It's Edward Everett Horton in the title
role, and that's 'nuf¥ said for any Horton
addict. The story is just about as silly
as anything could be imagined and therefore admirably suited to Edward Everett's charms. With a heart of gold and
a head of cement, as Glenda Farrell, his
gal friend, lovingly describes him. Mr.
Horton is the instigator of a remarkable
plan to tear down New York City and
build up a city of happy homes for happy
mothers and fathers. His naivete is meat
for a gang of realty crooks, headed by
Frank Conroy and ably assisted by Glenda
Farrell. They have a plan underfoot
whereby they hope to beat Cesar Romero,
a rival racketeer, out of some property.
One look at Eddie and they decide he's
just the man to spring the news on
Romero and his gang and take the beatof Eddie's tooutstanding
qualitiesing.
is hisOne willingness
oblige and make
everybody happy. Through a series of
uncanny blunders he succeeds in making
everybody happy, the district attorney and
the two gangs of crooks fast friends, the
property in question a site for a model
tenement, and himself the proud possessor
of Glenda's hand in marriage. Fun for
everybody !
Preview Postscript
Edward Everett Horton celebrated a birthday while this picture was in production and
a gala surprise party was given him in
Glenda Farrell's bungalow on the lot. Instead of the birthday cake, though, the cast
presented him with a basket of champagne
which was almost as nice a sentiment, anyway. On waking up the morning of his
birthday, Edward Everett was surprised when
he looked out the window. All over the
lawn on his Encino estate were scattered
bright red flower-pots, in each of which was
growing a white geranium. It developed
that this was the gift of Arthur Treacher.
Mr. Horton hod them planted along a walk
and from now on it's to be called "Treacher
Walk" . . . Florence Roberts is known as
Horton's unofficial mother. Since they
worked together in stock in Philadelphia
many years ago a fast friendship has grown
up between the two.
You'll never see a
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Horton picture without Miss Roberts tucked
away in it some place . . . Horton is known
in Hollywood as the most helpful guy in
town. He has been known to encourage
more newcomers with advice and money
than anyone around these ports. Henry
Hunter, an extra on this picture and a newcomer to the movie lot, was suddenly startled
to find his hand firmly gripped the first day
on the set, and hear a cordial welcome from
Mr. Horton, followed by on even more
cordial invitation to lunch.
**Jailbreak (Warners)
At least there is a new angle to this
familiar yarn about what goes on behind
the gray prison walls. The picture opens
with a bunch of the boys whooping it up
in San Quentin. The atmosphere is anything but pleasant between the deadly
rivalries, intrigues, etc., soon evident
among the inmates, to say nothing
of the way they all go around making
faces at each other. Then come the
killings and on the heels of them Barton MacLane, detective. But, of course,
he is still scratching his head over the
wrong clews when the daredevil reporter,
Craig Reynolds, wangles his way into the
penitentiary and solves the mystery to his
own satisfaction if not the audience's. We
have a profound respect for the Reynolds profile and only wish we could feel
the same way about his histrionic assets.
Prison walls can't keep a girl out of a
Warner picture, so here we have June
Travis as a former secretary to one of
the
present
Miss Travis'
role
requires
her corpses.
to stand around
with a look
of horror all over her pretty face and she
does this very well. George E. Stone,
Eddie Acuff, and Addison Richards are
part of the grim scenery and perform
adequately.
Preview Postscript
George E. Stone became so fond of his
prison uniform that he bargained with the
studio wardrobe department and bought it.
Now he terrorizes the neighbors by mowing
the lawn of his Beverly Hills home in full
convict regalia . . . Fifteen old-time prizefighters were hired to give an authentic
touch to the hard-boiled prison scenery.
Gentler folk you've never met than these
two-hundred-pounders, decorated with
mashed-in noses and cauliflower ears. Their
only failing was still being slightly punchdrunk. Whenever a bell rang, pandemonium
broke loose, and actors and crew not in the
pugilistic class ran for cover until the fifteen
fought it out among themselves . . . Dick
Purcell and
Craig
instructors inthat
fightReynolds
scene, butdidn't
it tooklockthree
days to film. The first day the boys were
afraid of hurting each other, and the results looked iust like it. The second day Dick
knocked Craig cold and the third day Craig
reciprocated. And it all takes just thirty
seconds on the screen. . . . Next to Vince
Barnett, Craig Reynolds holds the title of
Hollywood's
most impractical
jokester. His favorite
victim on thispractical
set was June
Travis. Unfortunately, Craig discovered that
June is terribly susceptible to tickling. To
such a degree that just the word whispered
in her presence can send her off into gales
of giggles. It is considered a miracle by
those in the cast that June even managed
to get one shot in this picture with a straight
face.
*

Palm

Springs

(Paramount)

"Palm Springs" is the month's low in
musical pictures. It has, however, a couple
of assets, so let's record them before we
chant the dirge. Assets : Two excellent
songs ("I Don't Want To Make History"
and "The Hills of Wyoming") and Fran-
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ces Langford to sing them. Liabilities :
An impossible story, amateurish direction,
and a mistake in choosing a! leading man.
Smith Ballew, the orchestra leader, has
the role. He plays an honest cowboy, and
he plays him like the hero of the senior
class play. The story points out the evils
of the rich, and explains sanctimoniously
that a girl will be much happier in a shack
with the world's dullest cowhand than she
possibly could be in a penthouse with a
millionaire. The whole thing adds up to
an unfortunate vehicle for Frances Langford. The little gal with the big voice
can go places if someone will give her a
halfway intelligent picture. Ernest Cossart, Sir Guy Standing, E. E. Clive,
David Niven and Spring Byington head
the supporting cast.
Preview Postscript
Although a typically American story with
the California desert as background, Britishborn actors predominate in the cast. Sir
Guy Standing, Ernest Cossart, David Niven
and E. E. Clive all hail from the British Isles.
With the exception of Niven, all won stage
fame in their native country before coming
to this country. David Niven turned actor
after coming to Hollywood on a pleasure
jaunt. Now he's going to stay just as long
as Merle Oberon does. Many visitors on the
set commented on the remarkable likeness
between Frances Langford and one of the
"bit" players. At last it was revealed that
he was Frances' brother, Jimmy Langford.
Employed in a New York theatrical booking
office, young Langford decided to vacation
in hlollywood this year and, after procuring
three extra roles in no time at all, decided
to stay and see what happens. He's just 25
years old and figures there's time to work
up. . . . An isolated location site on the
desert near Palmdale, Calif., o two hours'
ride from Hollywood, was the setting for
this picture. The principals in the picture
and cast and crew made the round trip from
Hollywood each day, while a watchman was
left to guard over the studio-constructed
ranch buildings
and "props"
up inofthea
desert.
This watchman
was thesetvictim
bizarre hold-up which has set authorities
agog. While making his rounds one night
the watchman suddenly felt a gun poked in
his ribs. A few minutes later a truck came
bumping over the road. While one robber
kept the watchman covered, two others
loaded everything movable on the truck.
When the troupe showed up on the set the
following morning only a skeleton set remained, so artisans and more watchmen
were rushed from Hollywood.
** Three Wise Guys
(M-G-M)
Of course, you know that two such attractive people as Betty Furness and
Robert Young will live happily ever after,
but M-G-M certainly makes things tough
for
for aof while.
is the
"front"
for them
a couple
meanies,Betty
Bruce
Cabot
and
Raymond Walburn, in a profitable skingame. She agrees -with her partners to
give Robert Young the works on learning
of the gentleman's annual income. Being
only a woman, after all, Betty falls in love
with Robert. And to prove that it's not
Robert's bank account of which she is
enamored, sheoutsticks
to himin even
when so he's
disinherited,
of work,
jail, and
on
ad infinitum, even to giving birth to a babe
on Christmas Eve in a barn. The story
is weak enough to wobble, but Miss Furness and Mr. Young manage to make their
characterizations so light-hearted and
likable that it completely saves the day
Walburn's
the ispicture.
and
urbanity
enjoyable Raymond
as the brains
of the
crooks, while Bruce Cabot is satisfac-

torily menacing in his determined efforts
to ruin Betty's life. The picture ends in
a grand finale of lilies and bluebirds
when Bruce saves Robert Young from
the penitentiary by returning some
money which he had stolen.
Preview Postscript
Beautiful Palm Springs was the location
site for one of the most important sequences
of this film. The cast was overjoyed, since
the sound of "location" is enough to make
any Hollywood actor or actress ill, as most
locations are in uncomfortable, dreary spots
for from civilization. Those swimmers you
see in the picture are actually Olympic
champions who were staying in the desert
and practising doily in the El Mirodor Hotel
plunge. . . . Bruce Cabot is gradually earning the enviable title of meanest meanie in
celluloid. He's always doted on playing the
rough numbers, but for years the studio
thought the Cabot face was too sweet a one
for those roles. Just when Bruce was on his
way out of Hollywood the studio gave him
a chance to do what he wanted.
**The
Last
(RKO-Radio)

Outlaw

Saycanwhat
you will upon
about for
"horse
they
be depended
a goodoprys"
plot
with some sure-fire thrills thrown in for
good measure, which is more than the
average drawing-room drammer can guarantee. A good cast provides another excuse for seeing this picture if your lowbrow tastes need justification. Harry
Carey, Henry B. Walthall and Hoot Gibson are sincere and likable in their roles,
furnishing plenty of excitement with their
attack upon a band of desperadoes who are
hiding out in the hills. Carey has returned to the home town after 25 years in
prison and has found everything changed
with the exception of his old friend, Henry
B. Walthall, the town sheriff. Margaret
Callahan is Carey's daughter, but unaware
of
since
doesn't want
knowit, he
is anCarey
ex-convict.
Hoot her
Gibsonto
is the slightly aged cowboy who is enamored of Margaret. A bank hold-up
brings everything to a neat climax, since
the bandits escape taking Margaret with
them as protection against too much gun
play. In the heroic rescue she finds that
Carey is her father and that Hoot is the
man she is going to marry. No, it won't
increase your blood pressure, but the picture will provide
an evening's
wholesome
fun, if you
think you good,
can
take it.
Preview Postscript
There was a grand reunion staged on Set
12 at RKO Studios the day this picture went
into production. It was the first get-together
that Henry B. Walthall, Horry Corey, Hoot
Gibson and Director Christy Cabonne had
enjoyed for years. Back in 1912, when movies
were seen and not heard, Christy directed
these three gents in a real thriller, "West of
the Wild Rockies." The gala atmosphere
prevailed
throughout
the picture's
Hon, and when
the company
returnedproducfrom
a ten-day location trip near Bakersfield a
unanimous vote was cost to the effect that
never had there been such a jolly cast and
crew.
* Love Begins at
(Warners)
\i you like the Hugh
of
won't be
thiscomedy,
tale of you
an American
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Herbert brand
disappointed
in
family and its
trials and tribulations. Most of the latter, of course, are due to papa, a rnild
little man whose one talent is washing
dishes. Nothing seems to wring the
heart so much as one of those scared-rab-
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bit twitches of the Herbert nose, and Hugh
gets plenty of them between housework
and Hstening to his domineering spouse,
Dorothy Vaughan. But suddenly over the
dishpan
all The
Hugh's
burst forth.
resultpent-up
is riot, emotions
no less.
Between getting fired, knocking out his
boss, getting mixed up with bank bandits
and landing in jail, then coming home
bloody but uncowed, Hugh has himself a
time. Patricia Ellis is good to look at
as his daughter and reels ofT some brand
new wisecracks. Warren Hull is satisfactory as the nice young man who has
honorable intentions toward the heroine,
and Dorothy Vaughan is convincingly
bossy. But it's a Hugh Herbert picture
pure and simple.
Preview Pos+scripl
The company had a hectic time chasing
from Warners' Son Fernando studio to their
Sunset studio, for the interior of the main
character's home was built on the latter lot,
while the exterior was on the larger valley
lot. Every set at Warners' larger studio was
being utilized and in order to complete the
picture in the scheduled three weeks it was
necessary to chase around in this fashion.
. . . Hugh Herbert spent all his spare time
on the lot drawing plans for the elaborate
new swimming pool which he is going to
have constructed on his Son Fernando ranch,
"El Rancho Herberto." The pool is to be
lined with plate glass mirrors so his guests
can see how silly they look when taking flat
dives. The ranch is Herbert's pride and joy,
and at present he is raising a special grade
of goats. Each year the Herberts specialize
in a different crop — of grain and livestock.
* Early to Bed
(Paramount)
The marital adventures of Mary Boland
and Charlie Ruggles seem to go on forever. In their latest comedy of domestic
affairs they manage to struggle through
another series of farce comedy situations
which will probably amuse most audiences,
although they never reach the heights of
hilarity they achieved in such memorable
little numbers as "Mama Loves Papa"
and other earlier efforts. This time Charlie, a timid little clerk in a glass eye concern, asserts himself long enough to
propose
to Mary
whom Their
he's
been engaged
for Boland,
twenty to
years.
honeymoon is spent trying to land a big
order from a vacationing glass eye
tycoon, George Barbier. The fact that
Charlie is a sleep walker accounts for a
number of old-time Mack Sennett gags,
some of which are funny and some of
which could have been left with Mr. Sennett. Ruggles and Boland are as good as
their material allows them to be, George
Barbier and Robert McWade are excellent
as a pair of big business men, and Gail
Patrick is wasted on a minor role.
Preview Postscript

long talks with the "prop"
Charlie Ruggles'
department
hod everyone guessing. But the
reason was soon uncovered. It seems that
they had mode him a pair of rubber feet
so Charlie could run around in that wet
gross without making this his farewell picture. Of liquid rubber, the feet were fashioned on a plaster cost of the Ruggles foot,
allowing room for a pair of socks underneath,
and you'd never know from nothing. . . .
Lucien Littlefield has been threatening for
some eight years to express himself on paper
insteod of celluloid. And he's made good
the threat at last, by collaborating on this
story's scenario with Chandler Sprague. . . .
This marks Mary Boland's first picture since
her return from the New York show, "Jubilee." If she has her way, Miss B. will stay
riaht here, too, thank you. Says the stage
bored her and she'd much prefer a series of
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quickies in Hollywood to the most successful
play on Broadway.
**

Trouble

for Two

WRINKLESI

(M G M)

Based on Robert Louis Stevenson's
"The Suicide Club,'' Bob Montgomery and
Rosalind Russell are presented in a mythical kingdom setting. Bob and Rosalind
are both handsome in their curls, and the
picture is entertaining at times, but one
leaves it convinced that M-G-M will have
to take
steps if Mr.
popularity
to
be
maintained.
TheM.'ssimplest
step,is of
course, would be to provide him with a
good picture.
prince whoa
hops
to ParisIn tothisgetoneouthe'sof a marrying
princess of a neighboring kingdom. He
doesn't know, at the time, that she's Rosalind Russell. In Paris, looking for exciternent, he joins The Suicide Club, a gay
little organization which kills one of its
members at each meeting. In Paris he
also learns that the princess he's been
ducking
the same
he's beenkingdoms
chasing
all
over is
town.
So twogalmythical
are happily united in marriage. Montgomery and Russell are both competent,
but their work is overshadowed by better
portrayals from Frank Morgan, E. E.
Clive and Louis Hayward.
Preview Postscript
Robert Montgomery not only gained that
moustache in the last few months but some
fifteen additional pounds to boot. No one is
more puzzled than Mr. M. obout the latter,
since those swanky costumes he wears forced
him to stand up for some two months straight
while on the set. Satin breeches are very
nice to look at but very bod to sit in, so
"standing chairs" used by the "Ziegfeld"
gals were brought in to recline on. Frank
Morgan, however, come out of the picture
some five pounds less hefty. Says it was the
strain of keeping an eye on Montgomery
while they played backgammon — which was
every minute that the two were not in front
of the cameras. They played standing up,
on a table raised a couple feet from the
ground. . . . Miss Russell spent every spare
moment on the set scribbling away on reams
of paper, or gnawing countless pencil stubs
with a far-gone expression in her dark orbs.
It developed that she is writing her life story
in scenario form. She's had two offers to
dote for the MSS. when the last soul-searching sentence is completed.
* Bunker Bean (RKO-Radio)
Mildly amusing is this latest picturization of Bunker Bean's adventures and misadventures. What high spots there are
have been achieved in spite of the story
by an excellent cast, notably Owen Davis,
Jr., Robert McWade, Louise Latimer,
and Jessie Ralph. One or two scenes
nearly brought down the house, particularly a grape-rolling sequence, but we
couldn't quite believe in some of the
hilarity. For instance that a young man
smart enough to add six columns of figures in his head would fall for a fake
mummy imported overnight from Egypt.
The victim of a terrific inferiority complex, our hero goes to a seeress and finds
that in a previous reincarnation he was
Napoleon. Straightway he begins modelling his wife on Bonaparte tactics,
progressing far enough to spank the
boss's daughter. But Napoleon evidently
didn't know too much about women so
Bunker again visits the seeress and begs
to be someone else. He ends up with
twenty thousand dollars in the bank and
the boss's daughter on his lap, if you
care.
Preview Postscript
Everybody had a lovely time; that is, every-
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body but Louise Latimer. Owen Davis, Jr.,
wasn't accustomed to spanking blonde young
ladies, so the scene took practically a whole
day
perfect
to the
. . . toOwen
Davis,
Jr., director's
boarded asatisfaction.
plane for
three-weeks' vacation in the East on completion of his role in this film, hie rushed to
Skowhegan, Maine, where he will oppear for
opening week in Owen Davis, Sr's., play, "Icebound." While in New York he belonged to
a club of six young men who met each week
for lunch. The member who hod received
the best "break," theatrically specking, that
week treated. There were many weeks when
all six bought their own lunches. The other
five were Henry Fonda, Ross Alexander,
James Stewart, Brian Donlevy and Elisha
Cooke, Jr.
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It's a cops-and-robbers affair, with Eddie Robinson, as New York's toughest detective, playing gangster to fool the racketeers and break up the town's biggest
crime syndicate. The Robinson role is ■
no doubt patterned after the career of
Johnny Broderick, hard-fisted Manhattan
detective, who always regarded a poke in
the nose more effective than a subpoena.
At any rate, Eddie has most of the mobmen tipping their fedoras to him, so when
he's publicly fired from the police department the boys are only too glad to
hire his services for their own needs.
Little reck they with the law, as the saying goes, for the whole thing is a ruse
on the part of the coppers, and Eddie
uses his new position to help clamp the
lid on the city's vice rings. If you like
gangster pictures full of monosyllabic
mugs and guarded references to "the big
bosses,"
will of
undoubtedly
enjoy and
the
familiar you
routines
Mr. Robinson
his supporting cast, which includes
Humphrey Bogart, Joan Blondell, Barton
MacLane, and Frank McHugh.
Preview Postscript
The stuntmon gong is no secret to movie
fans — that gang of boys and men v/ho risk
their necks to save the star for the fade-out
embrace. But few of them know the pugugly gong. The pug-uglies are a froternity
of thespions whose faces ore so out of kilter
that they look mean enough to push an alligator in the face. Most of the brothers are
ex-prizefighters or circus performers and a
football player or two, who have either fallen
on their heads at various times or been
smacked in the face with a baseball bat.
They're
just plain
ugly.
But thoseears
bashed
noses, scarred
cheeks,
cauliflower
and
punch-drunk eyes are beautiful for gangster
films, and what's more, mean real money to
their owners. There are about twenty-five
working on this film who were seen In "GMen," "Little Caesar" and "Public Enemy."
... A pistol expert was summoned to First
National for this picture. Real bullets had
to be shot of Barton MacLane, hlumphrey
Bogart and Edward G. Robinson in order
to show the wood splintering above their
heads for one scene. The three gentlemen
were fussy and insisted on a professional.
* The Golden Arrow
(Warners)
There should be a law against Bette
Davis lending her talents to anything less
than Grade A Certified stories. We're
not fussy enough to expect an "Of Human
Bondage" too often, but "The Golden Arrow" definitely got us down. Looking at
Bette is never time wasted and George
Brent's profile is still far from depressing,
but neither fact can compensate for the
plot. It has to do with another of these

richest girls in the world, whose life is
cluttered up with yachts and polo ponies
and foreign princes. Your heart will be
wrung with the pity of it all. So is
George Brent's, to such an extent that he
tells the poor little rich Bette that he
will give up the honorable profession of
reporting in order to marry her and protect her from her princes. For the rest
of the picture your sympathies are supposed to be with poor Mr. Brent, restless
in the lap of luxury. The fade-out was
really refreshing, though. In place of
embraces, Mr. Brent and Miss Davis exchange black eyes.
Preview Postscript
Bill Guthrie is the man at Warners whose
job it is to find locations, no matter how
impossible,
a moment's
notice.
Lucklocate
was
with him forofonce
when he was
told to
a yacht that would be scrumptious enough
to belong to the richest girl in the world,
nee Bette Davis, in this opus. The E. L. Cord
yacht, "Virginia," wos In Long Beach harbor
and Bill obtoined permission to use it. It
only costs $1250 per day to keep this "rowboot" afloat. . . . One of the most impressive
sets ever to go up on the studio lot was the
night club set. The room was 120 by 145
feet, hexagonal In shape. The walls were
panelled for huge murals in blue and silver
ond 40-foot drapes of white crepe velvet
extended across arches. The orchestra platform ond furnishings of the dining-room were
in chromium and Ivory. . . . Eugene Pollette
hos appeared in more than 967 pictures and
could have been in a lot more, but won't
sign a contract with any studio but Warners.
The reason being that they understand about
ducks. And ducks are the main thing In Mr.
Pallette's life. He never works a minute
during the duck-shooting season and never
works any week-end during fishing season.
He's been In the movies ever since silent
days ond,
next to
ducks,
thinks they're the
finest
Institution
In the
world.
** The
Across

Princess Comes
(Paramount)

The shipboard romance of a concertina
player and a Brooklyn gal masquerading
as a Swedish princes is the story here,
and with Carole Lombard doing a swell
impersonation of Garbo one might well
expect a pleasant and amusing comedy.
Lhifortunately, before the boat is many
miles at sea, the whole thing turns into a
murder mystery of little more than mild
interest. Carole, it seems, is a chorus girl
stranded in Europe, far from her beloved
Brooklyn. With Alison Skipworth, a
Flatbush friend, she conceives the princess
idea, lands a Hollywood film contract and
sets sail for America. Aboard also is
Fred MacMurray, band leader and confessed concertina manipulator. He falls
in love with the royal lady from Brooklyn,
but their romance is impeded by the presence of several surly and suspicious characters, one of whom seems to have something on almost the entire passenger list.
When the murder mystery takes over the
picture, the fine Lombard comedy is tossed
into the background. However, the film
may be worth seeing for the Lombard moments and for her amazing resemblance,
in some scenes, to The Great One. Siegfried Rumann and Porter Hall are excellent in supporting roles.
Preview Postscript
On a Lombard set you will always find
the gifts flying high, wide and handsome.
First of all, every day Carole orders coses
of coca cola delivered on the set for everyone to consume; then on the slightest provocotlon she bestows gifts on one and all, from
the prop boys up, and on the picture's com-

MODERN
ple+ion another deluge comes. . . . Sets for
this picture were scarce but elaborate, depicting, for the most part, the interior of o
luxury liner. These were oil built on the
studio lot end most of the exteriors were shot
ot San Pedro, except for one or two of the
sea. The "stormy sec" is
on a stormy pond
aboat
20-foot-5quare
on the lot on which
a miniature ship is launched. While a wind
machine blows up wild waves, an assistant
stands at either side of the pond rocking
the boot back and forth while the camera
gets o perfect shot of a great ship battling
the elements.
Fatal

Lady (Paramount)
Mary Ellis is lovely as the ''Fatal
Lady" — the ill-starred singer who is involved in one mysterious murder after
another, being forced to abandon her
grand opera career and join a travelling
South American company at one time
and at another having to accept a job as
entertainer in a Paris night-club. This
picture should establish her as a competent and delightful screen personality.
Though her voice is as fine as ever, Miss
Ellis' acting has gained immeasurably in
sincerity and assurance since her last film
venture. Except for one overture, the
music has been composed exclusively for
this picture. In the well chosen supporting cast are Walter Pidgeon, Alan Mowbray, Ruth Donnelly, Norman Foster and
Guy Bates Post. Whether you are an
opera addict, a mystery fan, or just a
stickler for good entertainment, you will
find this picture worth your while.
Preview Postscript
Walter Wanger happened into the Grand
Opera House, Los Angeles' first theatre, just
before it was to be pulled down. He was
so fascinated by the ginger-bread decorations, plush curtains and sentiment of the
building which has reverberated to applause
for Edwin Booth, Lillian Russell, Richard
Mansfield, and scores of other stars of bygone days that he prevailed upon the city
to delay razing the building until he could
get a sequence written with this setting.
Studio artisans redecorated the interior of
the house for its final blaze of glory. Hollywood actors and 1000 Latin-type extras sat
in the boxes and orchestra section once occupied bythe upper crust of Old Los Angeles
ond witnessed a performance by Mary Ellis
and a "grand opera company" of more
extras, while batteries of cameras and microphones, strung along the galleries and stage,
recorded the action. The ancient structure
hod never been so brilliantly illuminated . . .

*****
(Warners)

The

SCREEN
Green

Pastures

Majestic in its simplicity, "The Green
Pastures" brings to the screen Marc
Connelly's delightful drama of Heaven
as seen through the eyes of God-fearingcolored folk, and makes it one of the
finest photoplays ever to come out of
Hollywood. There isn't a movie name in
the entire cast of Negro performers, but
there is a compelling sincerity in their
acting which helps materially to make
"The Green Pastures" the beautiful screen
drama that it is. De Lawd is an humble
man who rules Heaven with a gentle
hand, and one grieves with him for the
sins of his "chillun" down on earth, whom
he can't seem to control. "Heaven" is a
delightful place with fluf?y cotton clouds,
where fish fries and "ten-cent seegars"
are the order of the day. You'll see the
Angel Gabriel, who never quite gets a
chance to blow his horn; Noah, who has
a spirited argument with De Lawd on the
wisdom of taking two kegs of whiskey
aboard the ark; and Moses, who delivers
the Israelites to the Promised Land. It's
folk-lore magnificently told, with Rex
Ingram, as De Lawd, and all God's
"chillun" giving superb performances.
Preview Postscript
More Connelly, author of this Pulitzer Prize
winning play which ran continuously on
stages all over the country for five years,
has been working on the screen adaptation
since lost September and just finished the
day before shooting on the picture began,
in February. Having all that room provided
by movie sets was joy to Mr. Connelly. For
he has been accustomed to seeing the
biggest scene, the fish-fry in Heaven, played
in a space 44 feet wide and 26 feet deep
in the Mansfield Theatre in New York and
often the stages on the road were considerably smaller. But on Stage 8 at Warner's
studio they were provided with an area 325
feet wide and 275 feet deep, just a little short
of two acres. Hundreds of angels could
be used in place of a mere handful, while
the whole scene gives an illusion of unlimited space and beauty . . . "Heaven" was
just a series of two-foot high hillocks overgrown with linen gross, miniature live-oak
trees with crepe-paper moss swaying in the
breezes from on electric fan. Painted backdrops of canvas provide the vast stretch of
Louisiana boyou country.
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{Continued from page 23)
Now that their divorce is on the way
and they can be friends again, Arline
Judge and Wesley Ruggles spent a pleasant evening dining at the Trocadero. It's
funny how clubby people can be the minute
they are no longer legally required to be
civil to one another. Perhaps that's why
the friendly divorces outnumber the
friendly marriages in Hollywood. Anyway, Arline was in such a good mood that
she purchased five dollars worth of
cigarettes and cigars and gave them all
right back to the cigarette girl.

Luise Rainer got herself arrested again
fot speeding a lew weeks ago, and that
gives her the undisputed Hollywood championship. This time her studio called her in

on the carpet and gave the young lady a
heart-to-heart talk about things. Incidentally, her current gentleman friend, Willie
Wyler (Margaret Sullavan's ex) spent a
week-end in the Beverly Hills jail for doing
seventy miles an hour in a residential section. Maybe Luise was chasing the guy.

Mary Brian's first Hollywood role in
some time is in "Spendthrift," in which
she plays a villainess, and all we know
about^ it is what we read in a press
agent's item we found under an old wastebasket. Here it is : "Mary Brian greeted
her first role as a villainess with glee,
but her mother has found occasion to be
slightly worried about the situation. So
worried, indeed, that she has taken to

REDUCE
the
PYRO-PINEWAY
Safe. No starvation diet
or dangerous drugs. Contains nothing harmful.
Siinpl.v
drop
a
tablespoon
Pyro-Pine
oils-arid-salts crystals in yourof bath.
The
oils will change the color of the water
and the refreshing fragrance of pines
will develop. You will feel a rosy glow
of stimulated health and animation. Two
baths weekly will help you to normal
weight. Keep your skin velvety smooth
and clean, and stimulate circulation.
Don't let your graceful beauty grow fat
and lifeless. Keep slim with Pyro-Pine.
Large jar of these famous oils-and-salts
crystals with full directions for .$1. West
of the Mississippi and in Canada, $1.25.
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PYRO-PINE MANUFACTURING CO.
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the voice of Irving Thalberg. "Tell yout ,<
husband to get right over to the studio," j
said Irving.
"We have some retakes." 'i

"I DEMAND AN OLIVE OIL BABY POWOERI
Without doubt one of the finest pictures Hollywood has ever made, "The
Green Pastures" will appeal to audiences
everywhere for its beautiful simplicity
and for the grand acting of Rex Ingram
as De Lawd. During the making of the
picture, De Lawd had his troubles. Being
something of a ladies' man in private life,
De Lawd found his salary attached every
week to mend the broken heart of some
gal who interrupted her weeping long
enough to hire a lawyer. As he announces in the picture, "Bein' God ain't
exactly a bed of roses."

COMFORT means a lot to your baby, Mother,
and he'll be a happier and cooler baby
with Z. B.T. Baby Powder. For the olive oil
content, unique with Z.B.T., makes it cling
longer and resist moisture better. Gentle to
tender,
superior
prevents touchy
chafing skins,
in the its
creases.
Free "slip"
from
zinc in any form, Z.B.T. Baby Powder is
approved by Good Housekeeping and your
baby. Large 25c and 50c sizes.

OLIVE

OIL BABY

POWDER

<
Patricia (Honey Chile) Wilder,

Free

Knitting
Turn

Instructions!
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the package. In powder form, quickly soluble,
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PIMPLES

Nac Cream is a physician's prescription for
the treatment of pimples (Acne). Get your
money back it you don't get results.
Sold at all Drug and Department Stores —
J5 cents and $i. Nac Prescription Powder (for
oily skin — reducing large pores and
.
mild pimple cases) cents and $i. L
At IOC Stores — 20c each.
Dermalab, Inc., Winnetka, 111.
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recently in "Bunker Bean," is
snapped
NewHotel.
York's
smart leaving
St. Moritz
baking cookies and things each morning
for Mary to bring to the studio with her.
Just
to preserve
the cookies,
Mary.the home influence." Pass

Re George Brent it is interesting to note
that -when the sombre S-wedish lady returned to Hollywood he -was not on hand
to meet her. A gallant band of admirers,
photographers, and the press awaited her
at the Pasadena station, but she fooled
them by getting off the train at San Bernardino. Another Garbo surprise is that
she's being nice to everyone these days. "I
don't mind being photographed," she told
a cameraman, "but all the photographers
think I do, so they hide and jump out at
me from behind buildings." So Garbo is
melting, although up to the present writing
no one calls her Toots.
Love Among the Younger Set : A few
weeks ago Richard Cromwell completed
his swimming pool and invited a number
of his young friends to the grand opening.
The night was lovely and the moon was
up, or something, so Dick decided it was
a fine time to propose to Gracie Durkin.
He dashed into the house to comb his
hair and rehearse his lines, and came out
to find his loved one holding hands with
Bill Henry, who also thought it was a
lovely night.
When Leslie Howard finished his work
in "Romeo and Juliet," he and his family
were all set for a dash to New York and a
trip abroad. Bags were all packed, and
in case the studio phoned the maid was
instructed to announce that the Howards
had left. At the last minute the phone rang.
It was Norma Shearer, said the maid, and
she wanted to say goodbye to Mrs. Howard.
Mrs. H., making an exception for Norma,
picked up the phone and was greeted by

The best thing in "The Princess Comes |
Across" is Carole Lombard's amazing re- j
semblance
to Garbo
in several scenes. I
Carole plays a bogus Swedish princess in
the picture, and she must have been doing
a bit of rehearsing in a Hollywood department store, for someone
spied her and
yelled "Garbo!"
Immediately Carole was
the center of a group of enthusiastic women
who tugged and pulled at her until she
shrieked, "PuUeaze!
I'm only Jane Peters."
Jane Peters is Carole's real name, and she
isn't Garbo at all, but she knows how it
feels.

This seems to be a month of thrilling
swimming pool rescues. This time Jeanette
MacDonald is the heroine of the story,
and the victim dragged from the briny
was Stormy Weather, her pet Skye
terrier. Stormy swam too long and too
hard in the MacDonald pool when he discovered he was too exhausted to pull
himself out. A few yelps brought Jeanette,
who jumped in, clad in her lounging pajamas, andfor
pulled
something
whichhimyouout.
can And
hardlyhere's
forgive Jeanette. Know why she calls her
a dark
Skye! Weather? Because he's such
dog
Stormy

Saw Gene Raymond on the set of "The
Bride Walks Out" on one of the hottest days
of the year, bundled up in an overcoat and
scarf. He wasn't cold — he was posing for a
plaque. Plaques, by the way, are the latest Hollywood fad. Instead of sitting for a
portrait, you sit for a plaque. Hundreds of
copies can be made, and some stars are
sendingfrom
them everyone,
out to theirthough.
fans. Don't
them
Eachexpect
one
weighs two pounds, and one olmost has
to be Garbo to stand the mailing fees.

Richard Arlen, who has just returned
from making a picture in England, was
surprised to learn that over there every
star has, besides his stand-in, a double.
Mr. A. insisted he didn't need a double,
since his role required no cliff -hanging,
but the powers that be impressed on him
the fact that a star without a double is
frowned upon. So Dick checked through
his English fan mail, and hired a young
ing.
man for the job. The guy had nothing
to do, but he saved Dick his social standAlmost everyone who could wheedle a
pass
visitedsimply
the "My
Man everyone
Godfrey" wanted
set at
Universal,
because
{Continued on page 100)
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o ADVERTISING copywnter invented the story above. It's a true experience—one of hundreds reported to us by
grateful users of Yeast Foam Tablets.
What these pleasant yeast tablets have
done for others they should do for you. Why
don't you try them today? Their rich stores
of precious corrective elements will quickly
help to rid your body of the poisons which
are the real cause of so many common skin
troubles. And you should feel better as well
as look better.
Ask your druggist for Yeast Foam Tablets today. Refuse all substitutes.

NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO .
1750 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Please send free introductory
package of Yeast Foam Tablets.
M.M. 8-36

-State.
Although we make every effort to insure the accuracy of this index, we take no responsibility
for an occasional omission or inadvertent error.
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lo see Bill Powell and Carole Lombard together. After all, they were once married,
weren't they, and here they were co-starring in a picture. But what amused most
oi the sightseers was director Gregory
La Cava telling Bill and Carole what to do
in their love scenes.

When Peter Lorre returned from his
trip abroad he rushed home to greet his
household, which consists of two black
cats and a dog. The cats tendered him a
fine welcome, but the dog, who had completely forgotten him, regarded his
master with considerable suspicion. As a
result, the dog now belongs to a friend,
and the two black cats have the Lorre
home to themselves.

Social Note: Warren Hull, of this city,
was host recently at a stag shower in honor of Donald Woods. Mr. Woods is an
expectant father. The guest of honor was
presented with many delightful gifts, a few
of which he could bring home to the little
woman. The rest were more or less unprintable.
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More Hollywood doings! Top row,
left: a right jolly, British-looking
outing is this foursome at a recent
Cricket Club match. David Niven,
with cricket leg guards and bat,
chats with Merle Oberon. Mr. and
Mrs. Patrick Knowles beside the
lunch basket. Below, Al Jolson,
Ruby Keeler and George Brent (with
moustache) at the Warner Brothers
annual banquet. Top row, right,
Fredric March and lovely Jean Muir
talk things over at a recent party
at the Victor Hugo. And the same
evening, Scotty gets a rare snap —
Jean
Arthur
with
her husband.
When Luise Rainer had to do a crying
scene in her current picture she worked
herself up to such a pitch that the weeping went on even after the scene was
completed. On the way to her dressing
room, still crying, she ran into Joan Crawford. "What's the matter?'' asked Joan. "I
can't help it," sobbed Luise. "I cry for
the
picture,
I am
still sad."
A few
moments
laterandLuise
answered
a knock
on
her dressing room door to find a messenger
with orchids from Joan. Touching?
Printed in

At the M-G-M commissary Jean Harlow
orders a salad. The waitress brings a stupendous and colossal concoction looking
like something out of "The Great Ziegfeld."
Harlow gasps, "Good Heavens! I thought
Adrian was out of town!"

Talked to Bing Crosby on the "Rhythm
on the Range" set between shots. Bing, in
boots and a ten-gallon hat, took time out
to tell us that this is the first time the
movies have put a crooner on horseback.
"It took a lot of courage," he explained,
"but we finally found a horse that didn't

"Rhythm on the Range" is no ordinary
mind."
western,
epic. toWea
asked himaccording
to proveto itBing.
and It's
he an
pointed
prize bull standing majestically on the set,
giving
us theWeleftsaid
profile.
"See He
thatdirected
bull?"
he
asked.
we did.
our gaze to another bovine gentleman a few
feet away. "See that other bull?" We
in,"
Bing. him, loo. "First bull's standsaid said
we saw
the U, S. A. b.v .^rt Color Printing Company. Dunellen. N J.
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Gory

Carroll in "The

At Dawn"
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. . told on a screen athrill with pageantry
and conflict I... Two nations tremble as
two women clash — and a fighting son
of Scotland goes to war! in the sweeping human drama of the virgin queen
whose passion was her greed for power
. . . and of the fiery queen who threw
away her throne for lovel

A
R
IN
KATHARINE

FREDRIC

HEPBDHN
★ JMARCH
in EKO-RADIO'S glorious picturization
/
of MAXWELL ANDERSON'S outstanding stage success ....with
FLORENCE
ELDRID6E
ic DOUGLAS
and a tremendous cast of famous stars
Directed by
J

O

H

N

FORD

WALTON

JOHN

CARRADINE

RKO-RADIO
PICTURE
Produced by Pandro S. Berman
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AMERICA' S
U
O
GORGE
GIRL

NEWEST
AMERICA'S

FRIEND

HEART

"No Man Who Kisses You Once
W^ill Ever Be Cojifent ..."

G-M

TOPS

ITS

BIGGEST

Six Headline Stars in the New
Spectacular Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Drama

Robert Taylor meets Joan Crawford— in the sizzling story
Joan'sions (inromantic
addition companto Bob
Taylor)
are
M-G-M's
latest
discovery, James Stewart...
handsome Melvyn Douglas
(both below) ...iad— on the
screen together for the first
time since their marriage
— Franchot Tone (above).

of an outrageous flirt who couldn't make her heart behave.
She defied conventions and slanderous tongues to live her
romantic life to the hilt! Three men are tangled in the
web of her enchantment in Samuel Hopkins Adams' story,
and what a whale of a picture M-G-M has made of it!

Ptoducsd

by

CLARENCE
BROWN
JOSEPH L. MANKIEWtCZ

THROB

SCOTT

SHOTS

Cinemaland

went on the air with a bang recently.

(Top to bottom) If you had your radio tuned properly, no doubt you heard lovely Marlene Dietrich
and Clark Gable do "The Legionnaire and the
Lady," the radio version of "Morocco." More recently you might have been entertained by Director
W. S. Van Dyke, Myrna Loy and William Powell
via the air waves. And more "big names" are
promised for future broadcasts!
Cesar Romero, attentive to Virginia Bruce, snapped
at the tennis matches. Next, Ralph and Frank
Morgan, famous brothers, have a laugh with Arline
Judge at the Actors' Benefit Rally. Attending the
Benefit, too, are those three old troupers, Fred Stone,
Billie Burke and "Chic" Sale.
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UNSVERSAL
WILLIAM

POWELL
AS THE BUTLER

PRESENTS
CAROLE

LOMBARD
AS THE DEBUTANTE

"MY
MAN
G
OD
FR
Alice Brady • Gail with
Patrick
• Jean
Dixon
EY
Eugene Pollette • Alan Mowbray
From Eric Hatch's glorious Liberty Magazine serial "Irene, The
Stubborn Girl," and "My Man Godfrey," the popular novel version
Produced and Directed by GREGORY LA CAVA
CHARLES R. ROGERS, Executive Producer
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(Above) "The Road to Glory" is a highly exciting
war picture with Fredric March and June Lang in
leading roles. (Above, right) W. C. Fields' latest
fun-fest is "Poppy." Rochelle Hudson is featured
with him. (Right) Jack Haley, Shirley Temple and
Alice Faye in a scene from the newest version of
"The Poor Little Rich Girl."

By

e o

***

The

Road

Townsend

to Glory

(20th Century-Fox)

"Road to Glory" is a war picture. Some audiences will call it an
indictment of war, and others will regard it as a glorification of it.
Whatever it is, it's good drama and at times it's highly exciting,
which should be enough to recommend it to most picture-goers.
In the cast are Warner Baxter, Fredric March, Lionel Barrymore and
June Lang. March's young lieutenant is the best thing he's done in
some lent,
time,
and Baxter's portrayal of a hard-boiled captain is excelbut some
sort of honors should go to Miss Lang. Playing a
nurse, she manages to go through the entire picture and most of
the war without ever having to don a nurse's uniform and without
ever mussing her make-up. While other nurses perform their duties
in proper attire. Miss Long wanders about in a tightly fitting lownecked dress and a long bob which must have proved highly disconcerting tothe lame and the halt. If this inconsistency doesn't
worry you, you'll find "Road to Glory" first-rate drama.
In a sup8

porting role, Gregory Ratoff does well with a comedy assignment.
Preview Postscript
June Lang's more than stepping up the success ladder out at 20th
Century-Fox. Born June Vlasek, she went to school in Minneapolis
and drifted out to California with her family to finish high school
in Hollywood. Extra work appealed to her more from the pin-money
angle than the career, but, catching the eye of studio biggies, she
suddenly
heading
This,it ofis course,
pen in onefound
fell herself
blow, since
Junestarward.
knows what
to be adidn't
stock hapgirl
out of work at times, too. However, June held up production on this
one for a while. In an emotional scene in which she was supposed
to face Warner Baxter, made up in grime and blood, June took
one look at Warner's too reolistic make-up and fainted quietly away.
*** The Poor Little Rich Girl (20th Century Fox)
This, of course, is a Shirley Temple (Continued on page 10)
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Don't

let adolescent
YOU from being

pimples keep
admired

UNSIGHTLY skin blemishes are a big trial
to many young people during the years
that follow the beginning of adolescence — from
about 13 to 25, or even longer.
Important glands develop at this time, and
final growth takes place. Disturbances occur
throughout the entire system. The skin, especially, gets very sensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin, and it breaks
out in pimples.
But even severe cases of adolescent pimples
can be corrected. Fleischmann's fresh Yeast
clears these skin irritants out of the blood.
Then, the pimples disappear.

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly
each day, before meals. Eat it plain, or dissolved
in a little water until your skin is entirely clear.
Start today.
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(Conthtued from page 8)
picture, and that, of course, completes the review as far as the Temple
fans are concerned. The rest of us can take a table for two and
continue the discussion. Practically nothing but the title of the
familiar story remains, for the studio has brought everything up to
date,
thereby providing
of excuse
for better
Shirley's
dances
and repartee.
And the plenty
star comes
through
thansongs,
usual.
The
daughter of a soap magnate, she is feared kidnaped, but turns up
on a rival soap magnate's radio program. Alice Foye gets a chance
to prove why she was signed to a movie contract, while Gloria Stuart
and Michael Whalen are likable as the romantic interests. Sara
Haden, Jane Darwell, Tyler Brooke and Henry Armetta contribute
good performances, while Gordon and Revel outdo themselves on
four songs that are headed for hits — "But Definitely" and "You've
Gotta Eat Your Spinach" being top tunes.
Preview Postscript
Veteran Temple can now check up to her credit her fourteenth
featured role in three years of careering. That nickname of "One
Take" Temple was not hastily bestowed; the youngster is so sure of
herself that she causes old performers to work harder to maintain
her pace. She was made a Texas Rongerette by Governor James
Allred of Texas, who tried unsuccessfully last January to "adopt" her
for his state. Shirley's portable dressing-room was redecorated. The
blue and white room was given a mirrored ceiling, a built-in wall
couch covered with blue and pink elephants and a diminutive water
heater and wash-bowl. Showing the dressing-room to visitors, Shirley
took them first to the wash-bowl. Beneath it were piled many empty
soft drink bottles. Shirley was a little chagrined to have the visitors
pay more attention to these than the new wash-bowl, but explained
with an elegant wave of her hand, "It's so difficult to keep the
empties cleared out."
*** Poppy (Paramount)
For admirers of the great comic talents of W. C. Fields, "Poppy"
is welcome entertainment. When Fields is on the screen one forgets
that the gags he's been handed may be old, for every gag is a new

Modern

Screen

does

not hesitate to

recommend any of these three-star pictures for your summer movie menu.
(Top) Kay Francis and Ian Hunter in
"The White Angel," which depicts the
courageous career of Florence Nightingale. (Above, right) Joan Beal and
in a scene from "M'liss."
Anne Shirley
(Right)
One of the better Joe E. Brown
offerings, "Earthworm Tractors," with
Guy Kibbee and June Travis in important roles.
10

one when he gives it his touch. His role as a carnival barker gives
him ample opportunity to parade his special gifts and to prove once
more that he is as fine a comedian as exists on the screen today.
The story turns out to be a mild little affair built as a background
for Fields, and it manages to keep out of the great man's way as
much as possible, although once in a while it bobs up in on apologetic manner and holds up the proceedings. When it stays in the
background you see Fields hawking a phoney cure-all at the carnival.
Fields playing croquet and Fields posing as a man of means. Rochelle
Hudson and Richard Cromwell play the romantic leads, but their
assignments
of the
routine, or standard, variety. "Poppy" is
strictly
for thearelovers
of Fields.
Preview Postscript
This play fits W. C. Fields to a T, because it provided him, long
ago, with his motto, "Never give a sucker on even break" and his
reference to the "old army gome." "Poppy" was his first picture
in the silent days, though it was known as "Sally of the Sawdust."
Fields announced on his return to the studio, "Assuredly I am back.
Back from the very portals of the grave. Oh, ye of little faith,
did you think I would desert you? Remember, a Fields never flinches
in the face of fire! I have made a final conquest of my socro-iliac."
. . . Almost an entire circus, including animals, performers and full
equipment, were on hand for use during production. One sequence
called for the appearance of on elephant, two leopards, an eagle,
two pythons, a steam calliope, a merry-go-round, fifty circus performers and a hundred extras. Several thousand yards of canvas
completed the effect. Several hours were spent before the scene was
arranged, checking the stage for any possible holes which might
shield a mouse or a rat. Circus men hod warned of the danger
that would follow if a rat appeared near the elephant while players
were crowded around.
*** Earthworm Tractors (First National)
Joe E. Brown turns his attention to the farm machine industry and
comes out with a slapstick force which should hove loyal followers
of Brown rolling in the aisles. Joe E. portrays Alexander Botts, the

MODERN
tractor salesman famed in story if not in
song, and his steam-roller brand of salesmanship manages to sell almost enough
tractors to pay for the expensive scenery
he demolishes. When Joe E. is spurned by
the gal he loves (Carol Hughes) because
he has never done anything big, he takes to
selling tractors. When he comes back for
her she has married Dick Foran, but by that
time he's also in love with June Travis, whose
father (Guy Kibbee) is his toughest prospect. Papa is deaf, and, besides, he prefers the old-fashioned horse and buggy. So
Joe gives him a tractor demonstration that
frightens the old boy out of his deafness
and wins the big contract, and the little
lady, for our hero. It must be recorded that
this one is above the average in the Joe E.
Brown series.
Preview Postscript
Joe E. enjoyed making this more than
any
in machines,
a long time,
because
had apicture
yen for
but big
ones, he's
for

It's

SCREEN

amazing

how

quickly

years.
wasn't
exactly
too muchThefunonly
wos scene
the onethatwhere
he had
to
stand with his famous mouth more or less
wide open, inhaling the mud from the spinwheelsstreet
of thescene
heroine's
car.
. . . ning
That
which mud-stuck
shows houses,
stores, etc., completely demolished, wasn't
really as bad as it looked. The whole set
had been built in "breok-oway," that is, of
the lightest types of wood and other materials. Most of the buildings were of balsa
and the cement objects of cardboard, all
of which took just an overnight job of construction. But the scene had to be shot
several times for perfection, which meant
that the buildings, etc., had to be put together again each night. The only nearaccident happened when the tank driven by
Joe E., going blissfully along, hit soft sand
too close to the edge of the rood. Tank
and Joe E. rolled over to a 150-foot drop,
but both emerged safe and sane.
***M'liss (RKO-Radio)
Anne Shirley comes through with flying
colors as Bret Harte's girl of the mountain
country,
M'liss.
spite
the the
weak
stories
which have
beenInher
lot of
since
successful
"Anne of Green Gables," Anne Shirley has
never given a performance lacking in sincerity or unmistakable talent. So with a
story like this to work on, you can be assured
of the picture's excellence. The plot is not
one to get excited over, depicting as it does
the trials and tribulations of a girl brought
up by a drunken (Continued on page 91)
Clark Gable and Jeanette MacDonald

in

the

stirring "San

Francisco."

ATLANTA,

©A.

Sincerely,

^
Drewry
,si.ne,, Betty
them
all busily cleansing deeply
reu>—ry)
mrs.JohnCD
THE minute you meet Betty Drewry,
but gently. For Camay is milder —
you will feel the welcome of her
other
definitely,provablymUderthcLn
smile, the friendship in her voice.
leading
beauty soaps.
Uarch 26, 193,6

You'll notice,instantly,the clarity and
smoothness of her complexion. And
you aren't surprised to hear her say,
"I've always used Camay."
And you, too, will find that Camay
has a mild manner and a gentle touch
that brings out the natural beauty of

Try Camay. See for yourself how
much it can improve your complexion. Buy half a dozen cakes today.
You'll find its price is very low.
th
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

your complexion. Camay's lather is
rich and fragrant. Camay's bubbles
are beauty bubbles — thousands of

CAMAY

Sytzfi of SeautCfi4£

IVcmt&n.
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Eating out-of-doors is Bob
Montgomery's favorite
stunt. Here he is breakfasting on his veranda.

Bob

"When

STAR

SUMMER

THEY'RE EATING out-of-doors, these days, in Hollywood. In patios and gardens, beside swimming pools or
tennis courts, by the outdoor grills and ovens, under trees,
veranawnings and beach umbrellas or on the spacious
das of their homes, the stars are enjoying dining and
lunching out in the balmy, clear air of another California
summer.
And Bob Montgomery, as you can see from the picture on this page, even goes in for breakfasting outside.
For, with the table set for breakfast on the porch, right
beside the garden of his lovely, yet unpretentious home.
Bob feels that his morning coffee and the political headlines in the paper take on special qualities.
And what do you suppose is the most characteristic
feature of all these al fresco meals, according to the everbreezy Bob and his petite and attractive wife, Betty?
Simplicity! No Pate de Foie Gras, Caviar Canapes,
Lobster Thermidors or Mushrooms sous Cloche, grace
the tables of your screen favorites during the hot weather,
but such simple fare as you and I would expect to serve
in our own more modest homes.
12

Montgomery

it's hot,

keep

says,

cool

!"

SUGGESTIONS
The reasons for this summer simplicity can be traced
to several sources, I discovered after some research into
the matter. In the first place, the hotter days of summer call for lighter fare, since heavy dishes, rich gravies
and exotic foods seem to lack appeal when the thermometer starts its upward climb. Then, too, the women folk
— whether stars or wives of stars — find calorie-counting
a pleasure rather than a task when slimming and eyeappealing salads make their welcome appearance as main
course dishes "in the good old summertime." And the
third reason — though not mentioned too frequently or
openly — is, I suspect, thoughtfulness for the cook ! This
thoughtfulness is dictated by expediency as well as consideration, for you'd really hate to have a veritable
treasure of a cook walk out on you when, in true Hollywood style, you were expecting twenty or so ardent tennis
or swimming enthusiasts for a butTet supper out in the
IMany's the housewife-cook, however, who never
open.
goes on strike for shorter hours and a simpHfied menu,
but continues to bake and boil, steam and stew during

MODERN
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Winterset

Street

Pyrex
This apricot and pear salad
with potato chips, and a
generous portion of creamed
mushrooms, makes a tempting
hot-weather
supper dish.

all seasons. And why? Well, because she fears that her family would
object to any change in eating habits.
Or so she thinks ! But this summer
she would do well to try some of
the suggestions made by the Bob

^53^
JUNE 10,

Montgomerys. Then perhaps she'll
find, to her joy, that by incorporating these ideas into her daily mealplanning she'll serve meals that are
less time-consuming for herself and
yet meet with everyone's approval.
WHEN
entertaining, in summer,
about everyone we know of, out
here, goes in for one particular dish

THURSDAY, JUNE 11,
1936

for which their parties are famous,"
Bob started out. "You hear on all
sides about the barbecues given by
the Warren Williams, the Spanish
dishes for which Leo Carrillo — a
California native son of Spanish descent— is known. Warner Baxter is
proud of the grand chili con carne
that he himself knows how to make
to perfection ; the John Boles family,
at their parties, introduce tortillas,
enchilladas and other specialties of
their native Texas. And so it goes !
The entire meal, then, is planned
around that one particular dish . . .
what the French would term the
specialite de la maison.
"With such a procedure in mind
the host or hostess announces to the
cook in advance, 'Of course we'll
have such and such a thing to begin
with,' " said Mrs. Montgomery sagely, taking up the conversation at this
point. "And with that as a springboard, so to speak," she continued,
"they then plunge into the actual task
of planning the party refreshments.
{Continued on page 64)
13
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I
tied. Air. H's former frau, Juliette Crosby, finally gave up by
getting a Reno split in June and Hollywood and the Troc attendant knew wedding bells couldn't help but toll soon.

Your snooping reporter, disguised as a deserted lamp post,
thinks he had the inside tip-off on the recent Loy-Hornblow wedding. It was this way : Myrna and Arthur, a few nights before
the big event, drew up in front of the Trocadero, where the attendant, who took their car, greeted Myrna with, "Good evening,
Mrs. Hornblower.'' Myrna was stymied for a moment, but she
answered, "Not yet! Not yet!" And so, not to disappoint the
attendant again, the pair slipped off to Mexico and had the knot
14

Bob Taylor now wears a platinum wrist watch with ruby numerals,
a gift from Barbara Stanwyck. To most of Hollywood it means that
Bob and Barbara have patched up their differences. After all, you
don't give platinum wrist watches to guys you can't stand, do you?
The only skeptic in town is W. S. Van Dyke, who is directing them
in "His Brother's Wife." Van Dyke, in spite of the platinum and
rubies, shot the love scenes first.

The Lombard-Gable romance goes on and on, and indications are
that it may even end up at the altar — always a fine place to end

dero to join Henry Fonda, Virginia Bruce, Jimmy Stewart and Wendy
Barrie. When Ginger sat down, Wendy got up and left for home,
which seems to indicate that Mr. Stewart is something of a ladies'
man. Incidentally, the Fonda-Bruce-Stewart-Rogers foursome has
been having more fun than anyone in Hollywood.
a romance. Despite all of Clark's pugilistic publicity Carole
hasn't worn a black eye since the one which decorated her feattures in "Love Before Breakfast."
The latest gag present from Lombard to Gable was delivered to
a somewhat bewildered Mr. G. at the close of a radio broadcast in
which he was appearing in a dramatic skit with Marlene Dietrich,
lust as the show ended an attendant brought in a huge floral horseshoe— the kind gangsters used to send their deceased colleagues.
The card from Carole read: "Good Lux."
Being elected queen of a fraternity ball almost cost Ginger
Rogers a lot of popularity among the local college lads. Ginger
was scheduled to appear at the ball, but midnight came and she
hadn't arrived. Frantic calls to her home and to all the night
clubs got nowhere. Then a bright investigator journied out to
Ginger's house and found her chauffeur asleep in the car and the
lady herself asleep on the divan. She had taken the phone off
the hook for a few minutes' nap. It is a pleasure to report,
however, that Ginger rushed to the affair just in time to become
Queen of the Ball about ten minutes before the ball fell apart and
went home.

After "Queening" it at the ball. Ginger dropped in on the Troca-

BusyCrawford
Fingers isNote
: Between
scenes
"The
Gorgeous
Hussy,"
Joan
crocheting
a crib
coverfor for
young
Miss Gretchen
Foster. Gretchen is the daughter of Norman Foster and Sally
Blane, and she's named for her favorite aunt, Gretchen Belzer,
whose better-known name is Loretta Young. It's a fine crib cover,
except that it's blue. Miss Crawford: Blue for guys, pink for dolls.
This is about Bette Davis and her catboat, which she used to have
anchored in Santa Monica Harbor. One day Bette found herself in
a catboating mood, so she donned her slacks and went down to
the bay to find the boat turned upside down and shot full of holes.
Bette called her lawyers. She wanted to sue. The lawyers told her
a suit would cost her more than a new boat. Besides, they said, it
was only a catboat. "A catboat to you, perhaps," replied Bette, "but
it's my Queen Mary."

The loneliest guy in town, at the moment, is George Raft. Reason : Virginia Pine is in London, recuperating from an illness.
Just to prove he's true to her, George is being seen about the
night spots accompanied by his shadow and personal bodyguard,
Mack Gray. Known as The Killer, Mack is just about the most
harmless chap in Hollywood. Incidentally, he, too, is wearing
a long face these days. Lucille Ball, who was once The 15Killer's
own, has
himandforsulks,
HelenandBroderick's
son, Brod Crawford. Thedeserted
Killer sits
life goes on.
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Tins advertisement is
based on an actual experience reported in an unsolicited letter. Subscribed
and sworn to before me.
NOTARY

PUBLIC

Cora Sue Collins, Al Jolson and Ruby Keeler Jolson
do a trio act for a recent evening broadcast.
Hollywood is snickering over the recent
newspaper
in re saw
Clark a Gable's
fistic
ability.publicity
You probably
picture
of Clark standing over the prostrate form of
Allen Pomeroy, his adversary in "Cain and
Mabel." The newspaper stories went on to
say that Clark had obtained a boxing license and had issued a challenge to Maxie
Baer. The whole thing was quite embar as ing toMr. G., who frankly admits the
story is phoney. He also adds that Mr. Baer
would have no trouble knocking his ears off.

Hearts and Flowers (Junior Division) :
Tom Brown and Toby Wing, veterans of
many a publicized romance, have taken to
going around with each other. Recently
they celebrated their fifth anniversary,
which means nothing except that they
had just completed five weeks in each
other's company without fighting. By -the
time
youspeaking,
read this
probably
even be
but they
they can
always won't
look
back on those five happy weeks when
nary a blow was struck.

?E YOU missing good times
— suffering needless embarrassment — because of a pimply, blemished skin? Then
this true story from real life is meant for
you! It's an actual experience, not an advertising claim — just one of thousands of letters from grateful users of pleasant-tasting
Yeast Foam Tablets.
Let Yeast Foam Tablets help you as they
have helped thousands of others. This pasteurized yeast is rich in precious natural
elements which stimulate sluggish digestive
organs — restore natural elimination — and
rid the body of the poisons which are the real
cause of so many unsightly skins. You'll
look better — and feel better.
Ask your druggist forY east Foam
Tablets today — and refuse
substitutes.
t
Mail Coupon
' NOW for Sample
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, 111.
Without obligation, please send free trial
sample of Yeast Foam Tablets. MM 9-36
Name
Address.
City
.State.
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If you think you've got trouble, listen to
the list of calamities which struck "Stage

Struck" during the process of its making.
First of all, Dick Powell's throat went blotto.
Then director Busby Berkeley had to take
time off to appear in court. Joan Blondell
tripped over a cable on the set and sprained
her ankle. The Yacht Club Boys, suspended
by wires for a song number, got themselves
really stage struck when the wires snapped.
The only healthy member of the cast was
Marion Davies. All she had to worry about
were the reviews of "Hearts Divided."
Ever since their marriage, Claudette
Colbert and Dr. Joel Pressman have been
plotting a round-the-world trip for themselves. Whenever they get almost set
something happens : either Claudette mi:st
make a picture or the doctor must tend to
a tonsil. Last month, however, they
really got under way on what they consider the first leg of their journey. They
got as far as Pebble Beach, about 150
miles north of Hollywood.

When W. C. Fields' condition began to
worry his friends, his secretary decided to
make a list of the Fields' properties. After a
check-up, he discovered he was working on

You can call them Mister and Missus now! Myrna Loy
and Arthur Hornblow were recently wed in Mexico.

MODERN
an almost impossible task, for there are
bank accounts opened by Fields in over half
of all the cities he's ever visited on his
round-the-world vaudeville fours.

SCREEN

Flatters

More Hearts and Flowers : When Anita
Louise stepped off the Super-Chief on her
return from England and France we
looked around for Ross Alexander, but
we looked in vain. The young man waiting at the station was Tom Beck, who
seems to have been cast for the romantic
lead in Anita's private life. The lovely
lady,
by bit
the ofway,
swears
she didn't buy
a single
finery
in Paris.

Ginger
"photo
diary"
sets her
back
over Rogers'
a thousand
dollars
a year,
but
Ginger likes it and the Rogers bankroll can
stand if. Right now she has ten scrapbooks
filled with candid camera shots of herself
on the set, off the set, and practically everywhere. Her secretary handles the camera
at the studio and her maid shoots the works
at home.

The full glare of the
summer sun throws a
hard light on your skin.

New "Sunlight" shades
catch
sun's you
softestonly
rays the
— flatter

POND'S

"SUNIIGHT"

Shades
A reporter actually catches up
with Kate Hepburn at an airport!
When the Evelyn Venable-Hal Mohr
baby was born, Evelyn promised herself
she wouldn't make a picture before the
child was six months old. Her promise
turned to be an exact one, for the baby's
first half-birthday Evelyn signed with
20th Century-Fox to appear in "The Holy
Lie." So now Dolores visits mama for
a brief period every noon, after which
mama goes back to work.

That proposed Little Theatre appearance
of Jean Crawford and Franchot Tone is off,
for the moment at leost. Joan and Franchot
had planned on two weeks in a summer
theatre in the East, but Joan changed her
mind. Now it's opera she's interested in.
She's even talked to Rosa Ponselle about it.
In fact, she's gone farther than that. No
longer do you hear "Smoke Rings" and
"Melancholy Baby" pouring from the Crawlord phonograph on the set. Instead you
hear German and Italian arias. Our bet is
that "Melancholy Baby" is back within a
month.

hard
Out

soften

glare

of

the
the

sun

on

your

face

in the pitiless glare of the sun, skin faults are mag-

powder

nified. Color flattens out. Now Pond's new "glare-proof"
shades change all that! Scientifically blended

to catch only the softer rays of the sun, they soften its
glare on

your skin . . . Make

flattering! Away

from

it

the dark,

deadening "sun-tan" powders —
Pond's "Sunlight" shades give a
rich, glowing

look

to your

tan.

Lovely with no tan!
MONEY-BACK TRIAL— Try Pond's Sunlight shade
(Light or Dark). If you do not find it more flattering than
ordinary sun-tan shades, send us back the box and we will
refund purchase price plus postage. Pond's, Clinton, Conn.
2 Sunlight Shades — Light, Dark. Low Prices —
Glass jars, 35^, 70^. New big boxes, 10^, 20j/.
Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract Company
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GOOD

Scotty snaps the Stuart Erwins
dining
out at the
right festive
they"Tree."
look, And
too.

Sales of KQOLS tell a story. Unknown

in every pack comes a B & W coupon good for nationally advertised
merchandise (offer good in U. S. A.
only) . . . Smoke up, cool down with

three years ago — now up among the
leaders. The reason? Try a pack. Enjoy the agreeable coolness of the mild
menthol. Taste the rich flavor of the

KQOLS- They're better for you! Brown
& Williamson Tobacco Corporation,
P. 0. Box 599, Louisville, Kentucky.

better tobacco blend. Notice the easyon-the-lips touch of cork tips. And

Ann Sothern is so afraid of the dark
that her new home has a bedroom with,
by actual count, eight windows and a
skylight. She says it's a lot like camping out, but she likes it. She also adds
that she's a little tired of people telling
her that she lives in a glass house and
shouldn't throw stones. The only stones
she likes are the Fred Stones, and she
certainly wouldn't throw them.

The long-distance marital aiTangement of
Lupe and Johnny Weissmuller is one of Hollywood's strangest. For the past couple of
years Lupe has done most of her work in
South America and England, while Johnny
stays home in the Hollywood jungles, as
per his Tarzan contract. Lost month Lupe
dropped in from London, had cocktails with
Johnny, Bruce Cabot and Adrienne Ames,
and hopped back to England two days loter.
One can almost picture Bruce Cabot saying,
"Miss Velez, I want you to meet an old
friend of mine — Mr. Weissmuller."

SAVE

COUPONS

. . . MANY

HANDSOME

U.S.RoyalGolfBalls-Famousfordistance FREE, Write for illustrated 28-page
and durability. 3 balls . . . 200 coupons B & W premium booklet No. 11
RAIEIGH CIGARETTES.. .NOW AT POPUIAR
18

NEW

PREMIUMS

Cigarette Case — Enamelandsilvernicicel; choice of five colors. 100 coupons

PRICES.. .ALSO CARRY B a W COUPONS

Looks like the shipping lines have taken
over the marriage industry in Hollywood.
First Fred MacMurray and Lillian Lament rush to the altar and then to a boat
bound for Hawaii for their honeymoon.
Then comes Irene Hervey with the announcement to her friends that she and
Allan Jones will become Mr. and Mrs.
J. aboard the "Lurline,"' also Hawaii bound,
on August 1st. Perhaps it would be a
good idea for some of the boats to set
up a marriage bureau on a revolving stage.
On the return trip you press a button and
the thing becomes a divorce court.

Everyone's still congratulating Ruby Keeler
on her swell dramatic performance on an air
show last month. Ruby really came through
with an histrionic demonstration which surprised everyone, including hubby, Al Jolson.
Said Al, "If this sort of thing continues,
they'll be calling me Al Keeler!"

MODERN

SCREEN

NEWS

Madeleine Carroll, making "The
General Died at Dawn," lunches
with James Montgomery Flagg.

/V\-M-I\A! NO WONDER MAVIS MAKES]
A HIT WITH MEN . IT'S ADORABLY
FEMININE. AND WHAT AN
ALLURING WAY TO KEEP DAINTY
IN THIS HOT WEATHER!

Eddie Cantor's overnight decision to
grab a boat to Hawaii involved one of the
neatest tricks of the month. Seems when
Eddie reached his decision his wife was
on her way to a local night spot to arrange to take over the place for their 2Sth
anniversary a few days hence. Eddie
phoned the nitery. "Look," said he,
"there's a woman around town posing as
my wife. She likes to rent places. If
she comes in treat her gently, but don't
do anything about it." When an indignant Mrs. Cantor arrived home that night,
it took a lot of rapid talking to keep
her calm. Eddie must have won, for they
went to Honolulu.

One of the most amusing of the month's
items was the announcement in local newspapers that Gary Cooper's father was about
to leave for England incognito. Something
like The Forgotten Man going about in a
beard to conceal his identity.
Merle Oberon and Marlene Dietrich
aren't supposed to be speaking since a
slight difference over the leading role in
"Garden of Allah." So Roland Young,
who always feels badly about such situations, saw them both at a party one night
and decided to bring them together.
Dragging what he thought was Merle
over to Marlene he said, "You girls
really ought to be friends. Why don't
you kiss and make up?" Dietrich was
somewhat bewildered, but Roland insisted, so she kissed the gal. It was
Fay Wray, who still thinks Mr. Young is
a bit on the balmy side.
Ginger Rogers surprised Myrtle, her colored maid, with a birthday party on the set
of "Swing Time" (nee "Never Gonna
Dance"), to which the whole cast was invited. Received by Myrtle: one silk dressing-gown. Received by the cast: ice cream.
Now that "I'll Never Let You Go," his
latest tune, promises
to join the hit
(Continued on page 22)

A

CHARM

SECRET!

SAY, JERRY, GIVE US A CHANCE.
WE ADMIRE YOUR WIFE, TOO.
MK
RUN SWEETHEART.
ALONG, SHE'S

Always

of MAVIS'

all-over

Straight from Paris — comes this delightful first-aid to feminine charm.
Mavis gives you a feeling of constant
freshness — a tantalizing fragrance men
can't resist . . . Always — after you
bathe, before you dress — safeguard
your daintiness with delightful Mavis
all over. It keeps you fresh all day — or
evening . . . Mavis brings you Springtime enchantment at any season. And

MAVIS

remember

RED

CONTAINER

allure

fragrance

it actually protects your skin — prevents dryness . . . Remember this
before-you-dress beauty rite. You'll
enjoy it! And so will those around you!
Try Mavis today.
Mavis Talcum in 25(4, 50^ and $1 sizes at
drug and department stores — convenient
10^ size at 5-and-10(4 stores. White or flesh.
We invite you to try Mavis — use coupon.
V. VIVAUDOU, INC.
380 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
I enclose 10c. Please send by return mail
the convenient size of Mavis Talcum
(white . . . flesh . . .)— so I can try its
fragrant loveliness.
Name
AddressCity
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ANTHONY

.ADVERSE>TASHrON

Left, Barlett lustre satin
gown copied from an Olivia
de Havilland costume. And
right, suave crepe dinner or
cocktail gown, copied from
Anita Louise costume.
Orry-Kelly designs from
Studio Styles, Inc. Below,
smart black calf envelope
handbag from Pichel, Inc.,
with complete fittings. And
two pairs of Hansen gloves.
One in red kid with chevron
design, one pair in green
suede with arrow trim.

a/

RULES
1. Write fifty words on the subject, "How Screen Clothes Have
Helped
Me to Dress Smartly." The words "a," "an," "the" will
not be counted.

5. In judging, consideration will be given to neatness of presentation
and aptness and originality of expression.

3. The contest will close on midnight of September 30, 1936. No
letters postmarked after that time will be eligible.

6. The four best fifty-word essays, on the given subject, will each win
one of the four dresses shown. And the next five will win prizes
as listed under "Prizes" on page 21.
7. The decision of the judges (Miss Bird and the editors of MODERN
SCREEN) will be final. No contest entries will be returned.

4. State your preference and siie in gowns, according to the descriptions given here. Include also your shoe, glove and stocking sizes.
This is not counted in the fifty words.

8. No employees of MODERN SCREEN or members of employees'
families are eligible to compete.

2. Mail your letter to Adelia Bird, MODERN
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Win

one

of

these

SCREEN, 149 Madison

nine

stunning

prizes!

It's

easy!

PRIZES
1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th
prizes will be original
Orry-Kelly
Below, Orry-Kelly adapted this
smart street dress from an Olivia
de Havilland costume. Two-piece
jacket style. Martin hair chiffon wool.

adapted

dresses

from

And another Orry-Kelly triumph in
rich Salome velvet copied from a
de Havilland costume. Flattering
square neckline, standing collar.

cos-

tumes worn in "Anthony Adverse." Given
by Studio Styles, Inc.
5th — A pair of Delman
shoes, copied from
shoes worn in the film.
6th — A Pichel handbag.
7th — Two pairs of new
fall gloves by Hansen.
8th — Harriet Hubbard
Ayer beauty kit.
9th — Six pairs of sheer
Phoenix hosiery.

..Center top, ten-piece Harriet Hubbard Ayer beauty kit with lipstick,
rouge and powder in your individual shades.
Also center, beautiful Delman
shoes made to your size in patent
leather, suede, kid or the satin of
these originals, made for Olivia de
Havilland.
Right, six pairs of Phoenix "dul
sheer" hosiery in the new fall
shade "Bittersweet."

All

you

need

is

fifty

words

and

a

very

bright

idea
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Roller skaters Toby Wing, Tom Brown, Shirley Ross,
Cesar Romero, Cora Sue Collins, Mary Carlisle and
Henry
Fonda
whoop
it up at the Rollerdrome.
(Continued from page 19)
parade, Fred Astaire is beginning to regard his dancing as a
mere sideline. He was the happiest guy in town when his "I'm
Building Up to An Awful Letdown" became a hit, and since that
time
banging away
the mpiano
every spare
minute.
Right
now he's
his ambition
is to atstar
a musical
picture
with music
by Fred Astaire.
Watched the "Texas Rangers" cast at work the day they returned
from a location trip, with Jack Oakie hiding his devastating features
behind a thick growth of beard. Oakie interrupts a rehearsal to
suggest a gag to director King Vidor. Vidor admits it's a nice gag,
and adds that it has always been a nice gag. Criticism doesn't
bother Oakie, though. He wasn't even perturbed when Jean Parker
looked at the Oakie spinach and told him he looked like a doormat
with the Welcome rubbed off.

At the moment Mae West is concerned with "Personal Appearance," her next picture, but the minute she finishes her final wiggle, she's going to devote her time and talent to a brand new project. Mae, it seems, has bought considerable property in the vicinity of Malibu Lake, and she's thinking of building a race track and
running a little competition for Santa Anita. Everyone believes
it's a swell idea, including three or four horses we happen to know.
Alice Faye actually broke down and wept recently when she was
required to deliver a stiff poke to the nose of Michael Whalen for
a scene in "Sing, Baby, Sing." Alice thinks some people should
be punched on the nose regularly, but she likes the handsome Mr.
Whalen, and hence the tears. However, it must be noted that the
only picture on her dressing-room table is a likeness of Rudy Vallee,
her first gentleman friend, and she always has a standing arrangement with her studio to take time oft during the Vallee broadcasts.
A dude ranch for dogs, of all things, is Hollywood's latest
wrinkle. It's a 15-acre establishment in the mountains, and offers
22

Inez Courtney and Marion Nixon raptly watch Ann
Sothern tell a big one, while Roger Pryor and
Jack La Rue lean over them at the Trocadero.
the stars' pooches a healthful altitude — 7,800 feet above sea level,
which someone has discovered is the ideal altitude for dogs who
can
afford recreation,
it. Other and
advantages
are tofancy
d'hote canines
meals,
supervised
a chance
meettable
desirable
socially. Among the present customers are Richard Dix's blooded
setters and Katharine Hepburn's cocker spaniels.

While we're in the dog department, it might be well to record
that Bette Davis has just given her husband, Harmon Nelson, a
four-months-old Doberman-Pinscher. According to Bette, young Mr.
Nelson regards the hound with all the adoration of a first-born.

bliillfill

DIED

I

One glance at the grim-looldng "Chi-nee" at the top of this page and the tense
expressions on the faces of Madeleine Carroll and Gary Cooper, gives you a
slight idea of what thrills are in store for you in "The Genial IMed at Down."
Gory plays a fighting Irishmcm who gets embroiled in some hazardous Chinese
business with a war lord. And you don't hove to be told that Madel^e
beauteous gal he has to fcdl fori

is the

RememlD^r what a kick you got out of "Shanghai Express"? Well/ this picture
is even more so, with all the speed and action plus the ptuich &at only a director
like Lewis S^estone could add. He directed "All Qiuet on the Western Front," you
know. Clifford Odets, the dramatist of the great stage hit "Awake and Sing/' is
another reason why the story is fascinating, for he makes his Hollywood debut as
the scenarist of this picture. And if you look hard, youll spot John O'Hora, the
famous novelist, as on actor. Uh-huh, even writing best sellers is hist routine compared with being able to take a crack at acting! Aside from this impressive array,
there are those old favorite: Aldm Tanuroff, Dudley Digges, William Frawley, J. M.
Kerrigan and Porter HalL

r

AdVt

Now

you know

youll be in the front row, don't you?

«

Clark's favorite date these
days is Carole Lombard,
whose salty humor is a good
match for his devil-may-care
moods and impulses.

The Gable mustache had to
go for his role with Morion
Davies in "Cain and Mabel."
Here's a rather damp scenic
bit between them.

I'VE ONLY got about half an hour," said Clark exuberantly, ashe hustled me ahead of him into the M-G-M
commissary, where he ordered and ate (to the rinds) two
gigantic wedges of watermelon, washed down with several

along so that you can check on yourself. You'll never do
anything if you do. Maybe your impulses won't work out
successfully but your carefully laid plans may not either
— and you will have been through all the mental wear and

tankards of iced tea. "I just decided, half an hour ago,
to go fishing in Utah. I packed my bags and dashed over
here to talk to you. I was going to Guatemala because
I've never been there. But I found I wouldn't have time
to make such a long trip so I got out the map and Utah

tear of making 'em.

leapt out at me. I'm off tonight — for two weeks or so.
I like to live my social life with the fish !"
"So you really do ?" I said, meditatively.
"Really do what? Like to socialize with the fish?"
"No, live on your impulses, as Hollywood says. . . ."
"I don't know what they say. It's liable to be almost
anything. But if they are saying that I've chucked clocks
and calendars, card indexes, engagement books and mottosfor-the-day into the ash-can they're right for once.
"I always have lived on impulse, more or less. But
I've always felt guilty about it, too. Thought I was doing
what I hadn't ought er ! I was brought up, as most American boys are, to believe that a fellow should plan his next
step before he puts his foot down on the one he's taking.
I had a pang of conscience when I didn't 'look ahead.' No
more. It can't be done by planning. Plans don't work out.
How can they, when you know yourself that it's at least
half as likely that we may not be here at all this time
next year as that we will?
^
"I won't build a wall of rules and regulations around
me. They're stifling and ridiculous. I won't assume any
rnore obligations than I have to. I started out to look for
a house a few weeks ago. Thought, suddenly, that I'd
like a place with grounds. I looked at a lot of them. They
looked like one-man jails to me. And so I am staying at
the Beverly Wilshire where I can check out — for Utah or
anywhere else — in ten minutes.
"So 'they' say I have a new philosophy, huh? Well, I
don't give it any such high-sounding tag. But if I have
anything of the sort it's this — don't plan! Obey your
impulses. Do what seems the best and most appealing at
the moment. Don't wait for the next moment to come

PEOPLE OFTEN have asked me what I get out of it
all — you know, being a movie star, making money, all the
perquisites. I don't get out of it what a lot of people
would, that's a fact. I'm not luxury-minded. I don't give
a hoot for swell houses, swimming pools and entertaining.
I don't like big parties. I have no use for a yacht, I prefer a tramp steamer. Camping, fishing and shooting don't
cost much of anything when you don't go to swank resorts
— and I don't. I have no use for swell clothes. I hate
to dress up — I feel like one of those old-fashioned
tailors' dummies when I have to put on the soup and fish.
I like to wear slacks and sweaters and leather-lined jackets
— nothing that must be fitted. My tailor has modeled a
dummy according to my measurements and, any fitting
that has to be done, is done on it. I call it 'The Sissy.' I
like plain food, stew and beans, raw onion sandwiches and
hamburgers and," laughed Clark, "watermelon.
"No, there's only one luxury success has brought me.
I don't kid myself that I have success, either — I've told
you before that it's a lot of apple-sauce for any screen
star to make little of what he gets — and that still goes.
Anyway, the only luxury success has brought me is that
I now can buy the right, most of the time, to do what I
want to do, when and where I want to do it.
"I've been through a series {Continued on page 75)
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What's
the

become

of

unapproachable

Marlene?

She's

tainly a different
these

By

cergal

days

Harry

Lang

I WAS^ going to tell you about the new front Marlene
Dietrich's put on; how she's turned on an entirely new
personality. How the lady of the frigid stare, the icy
aloofness and the superior arrogance, had vanished, and
how a studio tomboy had suddenly taken the spotlight.
How she had become a movie-set clown who flung herself suddenly into caricaturing and devastating imitations
of Garbo, Joan Crawford and Mae West, while set hangers-on, extras, lowly grips, looked on and roared in glee.
In fact, a gal who shared her time, her fun and her
personality with carpenters, Mexican extras, greasyhanded dishwashers. . . !

And I was going to let you see it exactly for what I
thought it was — a brand-new publicity gag engineered by
the canny gal from Germany.
But I can't do that now.
Oh, I shall tell you in detail about the change that has
come over her— the strange humility and softness, the
warm friendliness that have truly replaced the previous
down-the-nose aloofness for which she was known in
Hollywood. But I can't kid her about it, ever, and I
feel abashed now, that I thought I could.
Because, you see, just recently it was given me to
see, durmg a few sudden heart-twisting moments, that
this new Marlene is not just a publicity gag. That it is,
rather, something almost terrifyingly real.
A few of us were in Marlene's dressing-room. It
just had been built and furnished, there on the Selznick
lot, where she's been making "The Garden of Allah."
It was beautiful, that suite. But it wasn't the newness
or the loveliness of it that was uppermost in our minds.
It was, rather, what we saw there on a little table
A photograph of Jack Gilbert, dead nearly six months,
now. Before it, a tiny taper burning in an amber glass
—like the ever-burning candles you see on church altars.
1 hat taper has burned steadily before that photograph for
that half-year.
Marlene has not let its light die.
On the face of Marlene, there was an ineffable sadness. Her eyes were wide open, but she didn't seem to be
seeing the things in the room; she seemed to
be
looking
beyond them, past us to something we couldn't
see.
40
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DEFROSTING

DIETRICH

"Why are yoii so unhappy ?" /one of her visitors asked
iier. "Yoti, Marlme Dietrich, -who teve -everything. . . ."
Her eyes came back and rested on the speaker. A
moment of silence. Then, unsmiling :
"I had everything," she whispered, and her eyes went
away again.
A LITTLE

while later, a man who works with her told

me : "She speaks of him often — of Jack. She calls him
'the great friend.' You see how different she is now
from what she used to be. That change in her dates back
to "You
Jack's think
passing."
that was what caused it?" I asked.
The fellow, a philosopher of sorts albeit he . phrased
his ideas in the back-lot language of Hollywood, figured
it out this way :
"Well, look.
Take Marlene and how she came to
Hollywood.
First thing she saw here was the town
plastered with 24-sheets, with her name in letters taller
than two of herself.
She was treated as a queen, an
empress.
Everything was done for her. She
merely had to snap her fingers, and what she
wanted was supplied.
She got a tremendous
salary — as much as $250,000 for a picture, I
understand.
Her every whim was law. It's
pretty hard for any human being to stand up
under that sort of thing without believing herself the big shot of big shots.
I can understand, having been
in Hollywood, what
happened to Dietrich and why she became the
'great one' she was.
"And then Jack Gilbert came into her life.
It was something far finer, take it from me,
than an ordinary flirtation, or even an affair.

s
e'
ring
allu
new
rlen
Maly
in "The Garden
of Allah"— and
simply breathtaking here!

It transcended these. Marlene's got a husband, you
know, and she loves him. But in Jack, she found a
friend for her soul. I think Jack must have told her
much of his life — it was tough, you know. He knew
poverty and deprivation. Jack was loved in Hollywood,
because he loved people. He wasn't high-hat or snooty.
Dietrich learned things from him. She began to see herself and others in a different light.

"And

then suddenly Jack (Continued on page 88)
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DON'T PICK your teeth with
a knife," admonished Leslie
Howard seriously, startling
Norma Shearer to the point
where she nearly fell off her
chair. Then she noticed that he
was reading from a very old
book of etiquette, which the research department had unearthed instudying the customs
and manners of the 15th Century for the screen production
of "Romeo and Juliet."
"I didn't know they had an
Emily
in those days," Mr.
HowardPost
remarked.

Our
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you

inside
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really

a

she wondered what was holding
them up and learned that the
grass had grown so high outside
her balcony, since they had
taken the last scene there a fewdays before, that it must be cut
before they could proceed with
the scene. A lawn-mower had
been sent for !
IN ORDER

to see what was

going on (no visitors being allowed), I wangled myself a
important

"Certainly, they had an Emily Post," Miss Shearer
replied, "only Emily was no lady ; she was a gentleman !"
"So I see. In fact, she was two gentlemen," chuckled
Mr. Howard, as he read further and noted that one authority on good manners of that day was Friar Bonvesino
da Riva and another was Francesco da Barberino.
Romeo and Juhet had just made the famous parting
scene in Juliet's bedroom and Norma, looking startlingly
beautiful as Juliet, had sat down to rest a moment while
Leslie Howard, as Romeo, amused himself and the others
by reading aloud.
"Hold your food in three clean fingers," he continued.
"If you offer the cup, don't put your thumb on the
upper edge.
"Don't put your knife back in its sheath too early —
there may be more to come.
"It is sometimes better not to seat relatives together
at a banquet."
"Proving that relatives were relatives, even in the 15th
Then in a more serious tone.
Century," laughed Norma.

day's extra work on the "Romeo
and Juliet" set. I was placed
on call but not on salary and
allowed to hang around for days awaiting my big moment.
I made the most of those days and got myself generally
regarded as a nuisance, but I saw Norma Shearer and
Leslie Howard as Juliet and Romeo ; John Barrymore
(without Ariel) as Mercutio, Basil Rathbone as Tybault,
picture

Reginald Denny as Benvolio, Edna May Oliver as Juliet's
nurse and all the rest of them making "Romeo and
When Norma worked she was surrounded by such
exclusiveness that often the big doors to the sound stages
were locked before Romeo could get inside. Property
men and assistants were banished to the far distant corJuliet."
ners when the tenderly beautiful scenes were made in
Juliet's bedroom and on the balcony. (Don't ask where
I was,
the spread on Juliet's little canopied bed hvmg
to
the but
floor!)
Certainly no expense was spared to make the courtyard
and balcony set the loveliest ever seen. I have no words
to describe its delicate beauty.
The balcony was in one (Continued on page /j)

Fred

MacMurray,

suspicious

of

praise,

I
is

Hollywood's

most

bashful

THAT -BIG new Kress' "five-an'-ten" on Hollywood
Boulevard was crowded, as usual. Nobody was paying'
any particular attention to the tall chap shopping with
two ladies, at the notion counter.
Nobody, that is, except a little girl with spindly legs
and carrot-colored hair. Funny, isn't it, how kid's'll
notice things their elders don't? Anyway, this little girl
stared for a big-eyed moment at the young man. Then, in
one of those squeaky voices that carry above any ordinary
din, she squealed :
"Ooooohh! I know YOU! You're FRED MacMUR! !"
RAY
Instantly, the store was quiet. But that lasted only
a startled second. Then it was noisier than ever, as
women from every corner of the place flocked to where
the little girl was jabbering at the red-faced young man.
Even clerks behind the counters dropped everything to
see Fred MacMurray in person.
Fred stammered awkwardly. The little girl was demanding to know whether or not he really and honest
fell out of bed in "Hands Across the Table." Fred
gulped and stared in terror at the avalanche of femininity
descending upon him. Then, still gulping, he turned and
fled — ran pell-mell for the big front doors, dashed redfaced across the sidewalk and up the street. Into a nondescript little roadster parked by the curb he popped,
started the engine and sped away.
Behind him, besides the crowd of disappointed women,
he had left the two women he'd been shopping with —
his mother and the long-time gal-friend, whom he has
recently married. Lillian Lamont, former model. They
had to finish their shopping and find their way home as
best they could ; the crowds had Fred licked.
They knew, as do all his intimates, that Fred MacMurray is one of the most bashful men in Hollywood.
They know, too, as do those who work with him, that he's
one leading man without a swelled head. Fame has left
Fred MacMurray, if anything at all, just a little bit more
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citizen

shy and self-effacing than
he was
before
he skyrocketed to screen success
in
Hollywood. Realize
that he's played
in a
whole row of pictures
in a year, opposite the
screen's most luminous
beauties — and realize
that he's never played
anything but leads !
It's a record no
other
star can
boast. Fred
doesn't boast
about it, either.
He thinks it's
just
luck.
Thatgood
incident
an'-ten" is as
in the "fiveFred as any
typical of
anecdote
one could
tell. It
shows
his
inant traits so
d o m effectively — his bashfulness, his bewilderment at
his own popularity, and his panicky
helplessness
to do
anything about

It.

"I suppose I'm kind of funny in a way," he
grins, in boyish amazement, when you ask him about himself, "but I don't know what to say about me.
I can't
analyze my feelings. The only way (Continued on page 84)

By

Henry

Lane

Tennis and eating
are two of the
MacMiirray pastimes! Below, Fred
snapped after his
marriage, with his
bride, Lillian Lament, and his
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Why?

She's changed
the color of her
life, as well as
the color of her
hair. lean's
different
gal.a

HAR

LOW

By

Faith

Service

HOLLYWOOD
is saying, "Jean Harlow has changed."
' She has — in many ways. She has moved from her
palatial mansion, replete with swimming pool, landscaped
gardens and white salon to a cosy, charming house on a
quiet street such as any nice, successful girl might be
expected to live in.
She has changed her hair from the famed, sensational
platinum blonde to a soft and lovely brownette — a conservative color. She is more subdued. She is more
serious. There are those who say she looks a little sad.
Others say she looks peaceful. There is something different about her, anyway Why?
What is it all about? What has caused the change?

"What
I found has
out.happened to Harlow?"

asks Hollywood.

I SPENT the afternoon with Jean in her new home. We
had coflfee in the garden — a moderate-sized, enclosed
garden with simple wicker furniture and folksy fiowers.
The house is cosy, charming. It is not the great, white,
shining house which Jean built on a high hill near Belle
Air. That is. sold, furniture and all. A few prized
possessions were kept by Jean for sentiment's sake.
Everything else went. And now Jean and her mother,
their faithful colored couple and their three high-bred
cats, live in a homey place on a neighborly street here in
Beverly Hills.
And Jean said to me, and looked what she said, "I feel
more at home here than I ever did in the big place. I
46

The mutual love of Jectn
Harlow and" William Powell
brought a new peace to Jean.
Above left, they pose devotedly. And right, Jean with
Gary

Grant

in "Suzy."

love it. And so does mother. We haven't that terrific
responsibility. We loved the other house because we —
and especially mother — had put so much into it. But it
was too large a house for two women alone. We rattled
about in it, hollowly. We had eaten about two meals in
the dining-room in the past two years. We always ate on
trays. We never entertained more than two or three
people at a time. And I used to say to mother that it
seemed ridiculous and a sort of a shame for us to be
living in that big place so much to ourselves when people,
who do give parties and could use the pool and the

ceilings painted white. Two divans in the living-room
were re-covered in a beige rep. Jean pointing them out
to me said, "The material cost sixty cents a yard."
As we sat in the garden, some silk undies and socks and
things were flapping in the breeze on the sun-deck above.
Jean said, "The cats got all tangled up in the clothes
lines when they were down here in the back yard. We
didn't know what to do with the wash so I had the lines

drawing-room, really would get pleasure out of it. ..."
"But why didn't you?" I asked, curious that a lovely
blonde girl in a luxurious white house didn't entertain,
didn't give parties. "Why didn't you entertain a lot and
have big parties ? You always seem to like people, Jean.

She told me about other changes they had made in the
put up there."
house. The powder room was converted into the cook's
room — drapes were changed from ornate Spanish velours
to simple chintzes — the breakfast room was given over

I should think you would have got a kick out of all that."
"I do like people," Jean told me, earnestly, "I like them
very much — one, two or three at a time. I'm interested
in them and I like to talk to them, but — it may sound odd
but you'll have to believe me — I'm shy with people I
don't know. I don't know what to do. And so I always
do one of two things — either talk my head off about nothing or retreat into a corner and say nothing. Both are
extreme reactions — and both are over-reactions."
"And both," I supplied, "indicate the shy person's
attempt to compensate."
"Anyway," said Jean, "here we can have our two or
three friends, people I know well and we're happy."

JEAN'S MOTHER
"did over" most of the interior of
the house when she rented it. She reupholstered a great
deal of the furniture. She had the dark walls and

to the butler with screens placed so that his room won't
"show" from the dining-room.
And as she described the changes in the house, with
amusement and some pride, I knew that they were the
outward and visible tokens of the inward and less apparent changes in Jean herself.
I felt a sense of incredulous amazement that this quiet
capable girl, competently and economically "making
things do" could be the same as the sumptuous, platinum
blonde girl in the great house on the hill.
I had the feeling that the Jean the fans think they
know and the Jean her friends know were gradually
drawing nearer together and (Continued on page 81)
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HENRY

ARMETTA

is a born comedian. Not one of the

high-powered funnymen of Hollywood, those whose fortunes have climbed into the millions, have the power of
this little man over their audiences. Laurel and Hardy,
Harold Lloyd, even Chaplin, the immortal one, must have
gags and "sequences" and gadgets to
put their humor across but Henry —
just let his face be seen on the screen
and the audience howls with laughter.

By

I don't know it, but years ago, when I was doing publicity
for William Famum, Henry was Bill's valet. Henry preceded me in the Farnum menage so I don't know how
Bill happened to find him, but as he himself has said, in
several interviews, made.
he was, valet first to Raymond Hitchcock. Hitchy and Bill were friends, so
that i& probably how the connection was

Helen

If it was, I don't know that Hitchy
did his friend Bill a very good turn. A
He doesn't have to do a thing, but he
Fay
Ludlam
steals practically every scene he is in.
man's valet is usually expected to keep
Regardless of the action the audience
both
own and
his master*s
under his
moments
of stress
and in head
this
keeps on chuckling, holding in the big
case
it
was
just
the
other
way
around.
Henry
would
lose
laugh with difficulty until Henry perhaps Hfts an eyehis
completely,
and
Bill
would
have
to
handle
him
as
brow— then the house, unable to hold in any longer,
though
he
were
a
child.
As
an
example,
Mr.
Famum,
fairly rocks with laughter. I've heard it more times than
I can count. He is the one hundred percent gloom-proof who is a fine golfer, was to play in a tournament in Philaactor on the screen today.
delphia one Sunday. The night before he cautioned Henry
Henry's career is somewhat remarkable.
You have
read about him before and know his biographical data,
as we call it, so. I won't go into that. As a matter of fact

Henry

Armetta

doesn't

to be not a minute later than seven the next morning as
he had to make the nine o'clock train to the City of
Brotherly Love.
(Cantinued on pageSZ)
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Bennett

simply

s

en-

colossal!
The Markeys —
Diana, Joan, Gene
and Melinda.

TWO YEARS ago, a touching story about Joan Bennett
found its way into print. A poignant story about a beautiful girl, a talented actress, who was partially blind, but
completely courageous.
It "revealed"
that inJoan
Bennett
lived inofa more
worldthan
of
haze.
She saw faces
a blur
at a distance
arm's-length. She was constantly ignoring old friends on
the street because — she could not see them. When she
played a movie scene, she could not distinguish her fellow-players except in close-ups. She had had to forego
tennis, one of her favorite sports, because she could not
see the balls coming toward her on the court. She could
read little, lest she strain her already weakened eyes. She
was in constant danger of becoming completely blind
and she wore dark glasses to hide her tragic secret.
The story circled the world. A deluge of sympathy
descended upon Joan. In its poignance, the story was
haunting, unforgettable. It had one flaw : it wasn't true.

I reminded Joan of the story the other day. She had
just returned from Palm Springs, one of the world's
sunniest spots, where she had gone between pictures for
a rest and a satisfying session of reading. Sun-tinted,
rested, with her blonde hair newly darkened, she was
completely refreshing in a smartly tailored suit of dark
blue and gray herringbone. She wore sun-glasses, which
are ever-present with half of Hollywood. The sharp
sunlight demands them. But — those sun-glasses did not
prevent her seeing, and greeting with a smile. Producer
Walter Wanger — half of the length of the restaurant
away — before she spoke.
"Oh, that story!" Joan said, in a tone that hinted at too
keen a remembrance. "It's still pursuing me. According
to the story, you know, I was about to go blind any day."
Why hadn't she denied the story when it appeared — ?
"I wanted to. I was upset about it— and mad about it.
But friends told me that people (Continued on page 71)
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will see him in
his new opus,
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SHRIEKS OF laughter were coming from the direction
of the nursery as the butler knocked with as much reluctance as interrupting a directors' meeting would command.
Cautiously he opened the door a crack.
"Your brother is here with a man to see you, Mr.
Crosby," he announced. "He says it's important."
Bing never lifted his eyes from the block house he was
building on the floor. "Tell him to see me at my office
tomorrow," he said. "I'm busy."
Presently there was another knock on the nursery door
and without waiting for an invitation, Bing's brother,
Everett, burst into the room.
"Bing, this is important!" he exploded. "You know I
wouldn't have bothered you tonight if it weren't. There's
a fellow downstairs with a song that's a knockout. He
wants to give you first crack at it. It'll take you just a
minute to hear it."
"Can't you see I'm busy?" asked Bing soberly. "Tell
him to bring it over to the studio tomorrow."
"But he won't wait," Everett insisted. "He's going to
submit it to Vallee. I'm telling you, Bing, it's hot."
"No," Bing insisted with a finality that discouraged
further argument. "This is important. You know," he
continued earnestly, "it's an art to build these houses high
enough so they'll make a loud crash when they're knocked

down."
To a singer, with a big weekly radio program, getting
new songs is an all-important problem. There are so few
real song hits and so many singers trying to get them
first. But to Bing Crosby his children are more important
than anything else. The thing that worries him more than
getting a good song is to find more time to spend with
his children.

So much has been written about Hollywood parents —
about the fantastic way their children are reared; about
the extravagant parties given on birthdays and other holi
50
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days ; about the elaborate nurseries, play houses, the
nurses and bodyguards, that it is only fair, ^ believe, to
present the other side of the case.
It has been my observation that, for the most part, the
children of the stars are more sensibly brought up than
the average child of v^^ealthy parents. The Bing Crosbys
are a fair example of normal, sensible parents in Hollywood or any place else in the world.
Bing is a wealthy man. He could lavish every luxury
on his children, if he wished, but he doesn't. He is preparing them for the future and believes the best way to
do that is to give them a healthy, happy, normal childhood.
He admits he bought his big ranch between Hollywood
and San Diego, at Santa Fe Springs, partly to indulge
himself in his hobby of breeding race horses, but more as
a perfect place to raise his family. True, he is building a
new home in town that resembles a young hotel, but when
Bing isn't working, the Crosbys call the ranch "home."
"Hollywood is of necessity an artificial place in which
to live," Bing said. "Children can't help but get false
ideas of the value of the real things of life. On the ranch
they will grow up with the benefits of country life. They
play outdoors all day and are as brown as nuts the year
around. They have dogs and horses for companions and
you can't beat that. They will learn to swim and ride and
play tennis before they even go to school."
In the years to come the children will carry on the
Crosby name — and perhaps the Crosby fame — and he
wants them to be physically and morally fit to be prepared
for life as he knows it.
ONE RECALLS that after Bing graduated from college
he worked for a while before he decided to take up the
study of law. Then he went to law school at night for
two years whije he worked day times to pay his way. He
knows the value of money despite his apparent carefree
attitude toward its disposition and behind that bland,
kidding manner a very efficient set of brains has planned
his sons' futures.

The Bing Crosbys bought a ranch so the
boys could hove cm outdoor childhood.
Dixie with the twins, Dennis and Philip,
and big brother, Gary.

Bing has knocked around. He knows what life is all
about. Before he was married he became, according to
his intimates, one of Hollywood's champion doorstep
sitters. When he arrived home very late at night he
would sit on the doorstep all night rather than waken
the family. When he married Dixie he not only had to
abandon doorstep sitting as a midnight pastime, but poker
games and little romantic excursions. But when one of
his erstwhile pals suggested that he was giving up romance to be an "old married man," Bing replied:
"I'm not giving up romance. I'm taking it home with
And he urged Dixie, who had a Fox contract, to give
up her motion picture work. "I'm working," he told her.
"Your career from now On will be acting as Mrs. Bing
He knew what he wanted then. He knows what he
wants
for his children now. He intends to do everything
Crosby."
to see that they get a chance in life, but he is determined
not tome."
make it too easy for them.
It is considered quite natural in the ordinary wealthy
home for the entire care of the children to be turned over
to nurses and governesses, but the three Crosby children
are looked after and cared for by one nurse and Dixie,
their youthful mother. There is no occasion for the children to make a brief daily appearance before their parents
to be kissed goodnight, because usually their mother prepares them for bed, and if Bing is not working he, too,
is always with them.
"Bing's lucky to be married to Dixie," one of their
friends remarked to me recently. "Most girls in her position would be out spending his money. She's never out
playing bridge or kicking around. You can always find
her at home with her children."
She swims with them in the pool at the ranch, takes
them
drives and watches Gary's first attempts to learn
to ridefora horse.
Of course all parents love their children, but those
Crosbys are enthusiastic about {Continued on page 79)

Dixie Lee Crosby can have a career or
leave it— the big thing is her boys. Hollywood thinks Bing is lucky to have married
such a swell home gal.

No one could wish to be
slimmer than Marlene Dietrich. Evidently, having a

Arline Judge, another young
screen mother, knows how
utterly ridiculous it is to wail,
"But I've had a child. That's

"Eating out" hasn't made
Joan Bennett forget that she
must conform to her diet
rules, as many of you claim
it has done.

child hasn't had any evil
effects on her figure.
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WHAT IS IT that gets you out of trouble in a court of
law, but into a heap of trouble in the home — and with
me, as well ? You don't even have to turn to the back
of the book for the answer, because I'm going to give it
to you here and now: an alibi. What a pernicious little
five-letter word it is ! Add an "s" to it, and that's where
the trouble begins because, when you start the alibis, they
multiply like guinea pigs. Every time you turn around
■^here's another litter! Soon it's ali-bye-bye to your fig'Ure and your face, and sometimes the man of your dreams,
too. You think I'm just an exaggerator, a maker of
mountains out of molehills, a regular Calamity Jane? I
am not. Listen !
I have here ten of the flimsiest little excuses on record.
One by one I shall list them, prove them to be phoney,
mess them up in general so they won't be one darn bit
of good to you, and then I'll tell you, my darlings, what
to do if you have fallen under their spell. So, hang on,

reduce"

children,

here

Alibi number

I'm fat."

excuses

ever

we

alibi

go

on

the

given

merry-go-round !

one, and it's a honey : "At my age, it's

natural
to the
be fat."
This is
pet alibi of women who have passed the
forty line. It makes me so mad, I almost burst a seam
every time I hear it. It is not "natural" to be fat at any
age. I'm fifty-five, myself, four feet ten inches high and
weigh ninety-eight pounds.
Just because you've been on earth for forty years
doesn't mean you have to carry around an extra forty
pounds of ballast for the rest of your lives.
You clean your house every day to get rid of accumulated dirt, don't you? You'd be knee-deep in it if
you didn't. Would you say it was "natural" for any
woman to allow her house to become cluttered up with
debris ? Of course not ! You'd call her a sloppy Annie
and a lazy so-and-so. Well, it makes just about as much
sense to say it's natural for your bodies to be cluttered
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up with a lot of fat bumps and bulges, at any age.
You'll find plenty of your favorite movie stars "crowding forty" (or skipping it), who are still slim. Look at
Billie Burke. And you may have heard of a gal named
Irene Rich ; don't see how you could miss it, for her
slimness at forty has been publicized to the hilt. And
that's okay, for slim she is. Being a shrinking violet,
I must tell you that mama did it. Like George Washington, Icannot tell a lie, but unlike Georgie I didn't do
it with my hatchet. I worked over Irene, made her slim
and lovely and taught her how she could keep herself
that way, and I'm that proud of a photograph Irene
autographed to me : "To Sylvia, from one of us whom
she makes look like we want to look. Always the best
of luck to you."
Now don't sit there muttering that money, leisure and
artful clothes are the answer to the forty-year-old-figure
problem. On the contrary, the (Continued on page 69)

Madame Sylvia
proves every
one of the above
alibis to be
flimsy and tells
you what to do if
you have fallen
under their spell.

Sylvia

This is AGchael
Whalen, with
DOWN

whom
destined you're
to become well acquainted.
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WITHIN A few months everyone will be talking of
the phenomenal luck that skyrocketed this young sixfeet-twoer to fame and fortune in less than half a year
—Michael Whalen, star of "White Fang."
Aladdin's lamp has been rubbed for other young men
in Hollywood; such as Robert Taylor, Fred MacMurray,
Henry Fonda, Errol Flynn and Nelson Eddy. But never
before in such a "cat-with-a-mouse" manner, for Lady
Luck surely fitted Mike with a crown of thorns before
applying the coveted garland of success.
Tested and rejected by practically every major studio,
Michael Whalen was the universal football of the casting offices for eighteen months before getting a chance to
prove that he has more of what it takes than any "find"
in years.

Mike Whalen
and lean Muir
in a romantic
moment from
"White

Fang."

TODAY, with only five months' picture experience under
his belt, he is regarded by Darryl Zanuck as the most
promising newcomer in films, and sufficiently strong to
carry on without the help of other stars. So, instead of
going the rounds as the handsome he-man romantic lead
to the various favorite ladies of the films (and if you've
seen him in "Professional Soldier," "The Song and Dance
Man," "The Country Doctor" or "The Poor Little Rich
Girl," you know he has the looks the women stars love
to play to), he is standing on his own feet, with top
billing in "White Fang."
as to Michael Whalen's Hollywood "break." He
gotNow
it at Paramount when, in his (Continued on page 68)

I OFTEN wonder how anyone as
was current
longer
film tonoyour
other
Bon
By
or
coming
pet movie palace.
quiet and gentle as Fay Wray ever
found the steps up to the enviable
Minus ballyhoo, she cancelled conMaddox
tracts with two major studios to
position she holds in Hollywood.
hie six thousand miles from the
Really, here is no fantastic creature
husband, home and success she
who can easily manage to be specloves
so
much,
and did so unhesitatingly.
tacular. Fay isn't obviously "different." She
never pushes.
Certainly, she hasn't thrived beIf you'll remember, just two years ago she was
cause of pubHcity or pull. Still, without scoring
the busiest of all heroines, setting the record for
extraordinary hits and with nothing sensational in
numerous performances. Even that was puzzling
her private life, she always has leading roles
— thanks to making the least fuss in the town
awaiting her.
wherename
you're
supposed
so assertive,
Unquestionably, Fay is far from ordinary,
her
sparkling
on to
the bemost
marquees. she had
Her fade-out was called rushed by casual achowever. She's active on the Hollywood scene
again today after "time out." Her deliberate disquaintances. Actually, it wasn't — although she
settled all her Hollywood affairs, packed, and was
appearance was characteristic. At the apparent
off within the space of three days. There were a
peak of her popularity — abruptly no more Wrayi
hundred matters to attend {Continued on page 87)
The girl who seemed to be in practically every
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Jeanette

MacDonald

and

Madge

IT WAS a California sizzler the day that Jeanette MacDonald and the photographer got together for the smart
pictures you gaze upon this month. A fortunate angle
to the tedious business of photographing was the fact that
Jeanette didn't have to budge out of her own cool house.
And since the day was such a scorcher, it made my sub56

Evans

tell

you

ject of the right clothes for midsummer
tinent one.

what

a very per-

Usually getting a star to pose for fashion pictures
on a day's rest from the studio is a job that brings
dubious looks from her press agent, sour grimaces from
her pet cameraman and an embarrassing air of forbearance

This is ^-'^^«^\'^Z^^tZTJrZd

they

are

wearing

Wl'accerories,

these

dog

days

/

By

Adelia

Bird

from la belle, the star. Not so with Jeanette MacDonald, who is one of the grander people in the cinema set.

the whole thing could be done in a comfortable, clubby
fashion.

Free from the "Maytime" set, where she and Nelson
Eddy are warbling again, she not only posed in the best

Jeanette, who loves to act
sense of humor, actually is a
notice it in everything she
home — a charming house,

looking things from her own closet but, what's more, she
invited us to come right on out to her house so that

a bit giddy and has a swell
very conservative soul. You
does and especially in her
quietly elegant in all its

57

Madge

Evans

picks this coollooking trio for
hot weather.

And like Jeanette,
Madge has a
simple dork silk
crepe dress to

Navy blue pleated chiffon skirt
topped by pique
jacket and vest.

mer-into-falljump.
moke the sumHer charming hat,

appointments. This
same
feeling of
quiet good taste is
evident in her clothes.
She has a small wardrobe for one who could
buy anything she likes
and she doesn't indulge
herself in extravagant
clothes just to show them of¥
in competition with the other
stars.
She buys only what she
needs and, once a year, she gives herself an expensive present.
Last year it
was a beautiful star sapphire ; this year it was some
lovely furs.
As a result, Jeanette is never bored by
having too much and she can get as much of a kick out of
saving up for a big purchase as you or I.
Quizzing her on what her tastes run to in clothes, I
discovered the following interesting and revealing fashion
whims.
She can't see any reason why redheads have to shun
58

close-up below.
red ! Being a golden
redhead herself, she
continually wears
both red and pink.
The reds she selects
are on the orange cast
and the pinks are in the
inshe showed For
me the
pastel stance,range.
printed jacket dress on page
57, which has multicolored small
flowers scattered over a black background. The predominant shade is a
lipstick red which is echoed in the patent
leather belt on the dress and also in the buttons.
And her black sailor is banded in grosgrain ribbon of the
same shade.
This print, by the way, is one of the mid-summer costumes Jeanette finds most comfortable and cool. The
box jacket with slightly extended shoulder detail, is worn
only on the cooler days — the dress beneath being ideal for
a warm day without it,
(Continued on page 77)
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''SHE'S LOOKING

LARGE

OLD"

PORES

"SHE'S LOSING

HER LOOKS

BLEMISHES

"HER

These
Under
where

SKIN

IS NEVER

CLEAR

faults start in your
Skin— and
you must

there's

treat them

A GLANCE at your skin — and people
form opinions! A single blemish . . .
"Her skin's never clear." Tired lines
creeping in . . . "She's looking worn and
old." The first coarse pores . . . "She's
losing her good looks!"
Things you yourself hardly notice. But
they are there — giving you away, sometimes unjustly.
You can change all that! . . . Surprise
everybody with a glorious new impression
of your skin — in a few short weeks. You
must begin at once to fight those faults
people notice. Fight them right where
they begin — in your underskin. Look at

Miss Dorothy Day: "Pond's Cold Cream keeps my skin free from little lines."
the skin diagram below. See, just under
the skin, all the tiny oil glands, blood
vessels, skin cells, which rush life to your
outer skin — keep it free of flaws. When
they lose vigor, skin faults begin.
Good looks
start here . . .
Undersee the
skin
*
you
are blood
vessels, oil glands, nerves,
fibres. When these fail —
skin faults come . . . Read
how you
can your
keep this
skin active,
outerunderskin
faultless!
But you can keep them active! Rouse
that underskin, by the faithful use of
Pond's deep-skin treatment— and those
little faults will quickly go!
Pond's Cold Cream is made with fine,

specially processed oils which go deep. It
lifts out all dirt and make-up— freshens
your skin immediately. Now — pat in a
second application, briskly. Feel the failing underskin waken. Circulation more
normally.
active. Soon oil glands, cells are acting
Do this regularly.
skin will be noticed
a different reason .
clear and smooth . .

In a few weeks your
by everyone, but for
. . It's so fresh and
. beautiful!

More than cleansing— this way
Here's the famous Pond's method:
Every night, cleanse with Pond's Cold Cream.
Watch it bring out all the dirt, make-up, skin
secretions. Wipe it all off! . . . Now pat in more
cream briskly. Rouse that failing underskin.
Set it to work again — for that clear, smooth,
line-free skin you want.
Every morning, and during the day, repeat
this treatment with Pond's Cold Cream. Your
skm becomes softer, finer, every time. Powder
goes on beautifully.
Start in at once. The coupon brings a special
9-treatment tube of Pond's Cold Cream.
SPECIAL

9-TREATMENT

TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept. I-50; Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous
otherPowder.
Pond's ICreams
ent shadessamples
of Pond'sof 2Face
enclose and
loj! to5 differcover
postage and packing.
Name_
Street_
C.tv_
_State_
Copyright. 1936, Pood's Extract Company
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Two

new

PATTERNS

junior

back-to-school

styles

for

activities

1727 — A grand jacket outfit for your smart young
daughter is this one in either silk, wool or velveteen.
The bolero has the extended shoulder line. The skirt
appears to be separate, but actually is sewed to the
smartly tucked blouse.
306 — The classic two-piece style gets an added "lift"
by being made up in a patterned wool or crepe. This
particular design is both practical and youthful. Both
dresses in sizes 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19 years.

MODERN SCREEN Pattern Service,
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
I am enclosing
(in coin or United States
stamps) for which please send me the following:
Pattern No
Size.
Pattern No
Size.
Do you want our new Summer Fashion Book?.
Patterns are 15c each. Books 10c wlien ordered with pattern :
15c when
ordered
20c if you 15c
live with
outside of the
Unitedseparately.
States. Patterns
Books 20care separately.
pattern. No foreign or Canadian stamps accepted.
Name
Street Address.
City and State.
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beauty
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protects
leaves

bath

daintinesssiveef

skin

A LOVELY screen star — a famous and beautiful
. woman — Carole Lombard tells you a simple
beauty secret you'll find easy and delightful to follow.
You'll be amazed at the way a luxurious Lux Toilet
Soap bath peps you up. The ACTIVE lather of this fine
soap sinks deep into the pores, carries away stale perspiration, every trace of dust and dirt, leaves skin really
clean — smooth — delicately fragrant.

CAROLE
Famous

LOMBARD

Paramount

Star

'A swell way to protect daintiness!" popular girls
say. Why don't you use this fine complexion soap for
your daily beauty bath, too? It's the soap 9 out of 10
screen stars use to keep skin flawless.
61

YOU
EEN
TW
BE
$5.00 PRIZE
LETTER
had one since "Baby Take a Bow."
Children
may many
enjoy adults
the things
in,
but a good
have toshe's
go
Newsreel Monstrosities
along
and
be
bored.
It's
not
really
fair
to the fine little actress. Even so
I believe that I am e.xpressing a
lovely a child as she cannot bear the
widespread sentiment in repudiating
whole weight of a mediocre picture on
a prevalent newsreel nuisance ; namely,
her small shoulders.
the custom of inflicting upon a plainGive her a smaller part — a little less
singing and dancing and a little more
sense — or else make it frankly a musical matic
comedy.
But the
don'tsake
holdof up
drascenes for
a little
tapping up and down a flight of stairs.
Put her in a good story and the whole
world will applaud her. — Selma Katz,
Brockton, Mass.
$1.00 PRIZE
The

Fan

LETTER

Mail

Problem

We average people want to think
that the movie stars are real, down
to earth people. One way in which
we can tell them how much we like
them and how much they appreciate
When Johnny Q. Public
appears in the newsreels,
the audience has a laugh.
tive public full-sized close-ups of men
and women currently in the public eye.
These close-ups occupying every
available inch of space on the screen,
so thoroughly exaggerate facial contours and imperfections that the innocent victim of the "exposure" invariably resembles the hero of an Ed
VVynn opera. And when the photographic subject reveals his or her
bridgework in a wide range smile
. . . but you doubtlessly get the idea
by now.
Now, broadly speaking, the monstrosities gaping at us from the newsreel are healthy and by no means unattractive individuals in private life.
But when they pose au naturel, without poise or preparatory attention
from a Max Factor, the merciless lens
record their floundering features with
about the same degree of fidelity with
which a radio of the vintage of '21
would
reproduce
the voice
of today's
radio stars.
To make
matters
worse,
the close-ups are sustained at times
for as long as two minutes or more
while the news commentator explains
the reason for the aforementioned
victim's movie debut.- — Emanual Barton, Pittsburgh, Pa.
$1.00 PRIZE

LETTER

Not Fair to Shirley
Little Miss Temple unquestionably
merits all the superlatives heaped upon
her. She's a surprisingly intelligent
being. But, oh dear, her pictures become successively worse and nobody
admits it. Why doesn't someone see
that she gets a good story? She hasn't

ME
N'
Write us a letter and win a prize!
Choose any movie topic that
interests you — why you like certain
players and dislike others, pictures
you've seen, and some you'd like
to see, why you like or dislike
Modern Screen, etc., etc. Ten
dollars in prizes are awarded each
month for the six most interesting
letters submitted — 1st prize, $5;
fve 2nd prizes of $1 each. Send
your full name and address. Modern Screen reserves the right to
publish letters in whole or in part.
Address: Between You and Me,
Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y. Write now!

A Massachusetts

reader

says they're not being fair
to little Miss Temple.
us (if they do) is by fan mail. I
should think their fan mail would be
handled better. Of course, not all of
thern are alike, but when you ask for
a picture or even an autograph in
most cases your request is ignored.
It seems to me that all of the stars
could find time to answer such requests
as these. If they can't do it personwhy don't
hirethink
a secretary?
In theally,long
run Ithey
should
it would
pay them. For it would prove to us
that they take a real interest in the
people wno admire them so much and
It makes us feel as though they were
friends of ours.
I have received two very lovely
pictures, plus autographs signed personally, from two famous movie stars.
I liked them very much prior to this,
but my admiration has increased since
they were so nice. — M. Jackson,
Schaghticoke, N. Y.

$1.00 PRIZE

LETTER

Unique Wishes
1. Dick Powell as my escort.
2. Ruby Keeler as my sister who
cooks and taps.
3. Ginger Rogers as my other sister.
4. Shirley Temple as my youngest
sister.
5. Fred MacMurray as my kid
brother.
6. Clark Gable as my butler.
7. John Boles as my teacher.
8. Jean Parker as my cousin.
9. Anita Louise as my girl friend.
10. Henry Fonda as my hired man.
11. Katharine Hepburn as my errand girl.
12. Mae West as my aunt.
13. Jack Oakie as my uncle.
14. Norma Shearer as my second
cousin.
15 Glenda Farrell as my married
sister.
16. Toby Wing, Merle Oberon and
Jean Harlow as my next-door neighbors.
17. Wendy Barrie as a girl friend
who writes stories to the papers and
tells me jokes.
{Continued on page 97)

If the stars would only
answer letters personally,
wail the fans.
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. . . special

laxative

... no

foods

. . .

wonder

he

thrives !

YOUR DOCTOR will tell you that it
takes a special kind of care to bring up
a healthy baby today.
He prescribes a special food formula.
He advises special baby soap ... special
baby powder. . . yes, even special baby
dishes.
In the field of laxatives, doctors say
the same reasoning should follow. They
say that a baby's laxative should be
made especially for him too. It's logical,
isn't it.? For if his system is too delicate
for adult food, it is also too delicate for
"adult" laxatives. Yes, even in" half-doses'.'

Fletcher's Castoria is one laxative you
can give your children with perfect
peace of mind. All its ingredients are
printed on every carton. It is made especially—anc? ow/y— for children. There isn't
a single thing in it that could possibly
harm the tiniest infant system. It contains no harsh drugs, no narcotics.
It functions chiefly in the lower bowel
and gently stimulates the natural muscular movement — in much the same
manner as in normal evacuation. It
doesn't upset the stomach — as some
"adult" laxatives would do. Nor will it
cause cramping pains. It is a child's laxative, pure and simple— and we recommend it for nothing else.

And— Fletcher's Castoria has a pleasant taste. Children take it gladly. And
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The laxative made especially for babies and growing children

doctors say it's important that they
should. For the very act of forcing a
child to take a bad-tasting laxative can
be so shocking to his nervous system
that it can upset his entire digestion.
Why not get a bottle tonight? Ask
for the Family-Size. It saves you
money. The signature Chas. H. Fletcher
appears on every carton.
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"I've always thought that that same
idea would work beautifully with most
meal-planning and that one outstanding
treat on each menu would make everyone
overlook whatever possible shortcomings
the meal might have otherwise."
"Yes," laughed Bob, the irrepressible,
"sort of like telling an actor, 'Well that
was a bum picture I just saw you in but
swell
gave a that,"
you"Hardly
gomery, "but you
performance will

CLEANS

o

Spongy, bleeding gums reveal
the dangers of half way care of
your teeth. Don't wait for this
to happen. Begin now to use
Forhan's, the tooth paste that
does both jobs — whitens teeth
and safeguards gums at the
same time.
SAVES

o

III
o

TEETH

GUMS

Forhan's is different from all
other tooth pastes. It brings you
the famous formula of Dr.
Forhan — now used in concentrated form by dentists everywhere to combat gum troubles.
It gives you two-fold protection, yet costs no more than
most ordinary tooth pastes.
Why take chances with half
way dental care? Begin using
Forhan's today.

I^)rhaifs

McrcolizedWax
• Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
. Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneath.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
TTSE Saxolite Astringent — a refreshing, stimulating skin tonic. Smooths out wrinkles and age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dissolve Saxolite in one-half pint witch hazel.
fpRY
Phelactine
— the "different" depilatory.
^Simple
Removes
superfluous
to use.
Odorless. hair quickly and gently.
At drug and department stores everywhere.
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performance!'"
demurred Betty Montmust admit that a good
lift a mediocre film to

a higher
So table?
why shouldn't the
same
hold rating.
true at the
"There are countless out-of-the-ordinary
dishes to supply some degree of originality
to a menu. These special treats can come
out of the oven, out of the garden, out of
the sea and even out of cans and boxes.
It's largely a question of tasty combinations, correct seasonings and attractive
appearance. And, of course, we must not
forget — particularly in summer — the many
delicious dishes that come out of the refrigerator and its freezing trays, all ready
and waiting for your appreciation. I can
think of many such dishes that, without
being one bit elaborate or difficult, have
pleased us and delighted our friends."
"In all Bob,
modesty,
we thinkandthey're
swell!"
declared
laughingly,
then excused
himself to go off for an hour's practice
in his newest sport, fencing — leaving us
gals to discuss Bob's favorite foods.
A

FINE

lot of dishes they turned out

"out-of-the-ordinary"
be, too,
x\ to that
treats
wouldthese
make
a festive occasion
of any meal ! Only two of the foods mentioned by Mrs. Montgomery come out of
the oven. And these come out after but
the oven's hot
to and
the shortest
interior.
Oneofisvisits
a bran
corn meal
combination that is spread thinly, baked
quickly and then cut into narrow strips for
serving. It is equally good served as a
breakfast hot bread or with a salad or a
jellied soup. Of course, you, too, can get
a copy of this recipe simply by writing in
for it. The coupon at the end of this
article will bring you a free copy of this
month's recipe leaflet, which contains this
and other of Bob's favorite dishes.
The second of the out-of-the-oven dishes
I mentioned (and which is also in the
leaflet) is a Casserole of Chicken and
Mushrooms Supreme. Made up in individual glass baking dishes and served with
potato chips -and a salad, this provides an
excellent one-plate lunch or supper. The
nice part of this recipe is that you can
make it entirely from canned foods off your
pantry shelf, if you choose.
The two Bob Montgomery salad suggestions Iam giving you in the leaflet include
one out-of-the-garden salad and one that
depends for its appeal on a treat that
comes out-of-the-sea. The fact that the
sea food called for in the latter is that
good old dependable, canned salmon, is a
feature that makes this salad practical even
for those far removed from the ocean. In
contrast with the pink salmon meat, you
have the tempting color of green peppers
— but why go into that now, when the
recipe in the leaflet will tell you how to
make it in greater detail than I have
space to go into here.
The out-of-the-refrigerator suggestions
are so many that I can only skim off the
cream of the crop. Probably the most outstanding one is Toasted Cocoanut Almond

Pie — a refrigerator recipe that is a great
favorite with the guests of the Bob Montgomerys. Pie from a refrigerator? My,
yes ! There are many of these refrigerator pies that you can make, but I consider this one of the most pleasing, both
in flavor and appearance.
Let's see now, that makes five unusual
recipes for you in this month's leaflet,
doesn't it? The out-of-the-oven Bran Cornbread and the Chicken and Mushroom Supreme :the out-of-the-garden and the outof-the-sea salads I have described briefly
and the out-of-the-refrigerator pie. That
leaves me just room enough here to give you
two recipes for frozen desserts for use in
automatic refrigerators and to make a few
suggestions of my own which will help you
to follow Bob's and Betty's suggestion that,
in summer, you serve one outstanding treat
at each meal. But don't forget their other
suggestion that the "special treat" as well
as theizedmeal
in general, should be characterby simplicity.

I realize
that little
it can
mean
different
THAT'S
a great
word,
"simplicity."
things to different people and what may
seem "simple" to some might well appear
overpoweringly difficult to others. When
I say the recipes for Bob Montgomery's favorite foods are "simple," I mean that, in
my opinion, they should prove so to anyone who has ever held a mixing spoon in
her hand ! Another claim that they have
to simplicity is that they require no lastminute fuss and bother. You make any
one of them up in advance, tuck it away in
the refrigerator and forget about it until
meal time.
It's truly amazing the results you can
achieve in balanced and delicious menus
by the judicious inclusion of one or two
of the ready-prepared or almost-prepared
foods. I don't advocate a meal entirely
made up of canned foods, mind you, but I
firmly believe that if one or two are included, you can have an appetizing menu
with far less work for the cook ! A bowl
of hot canned
soup asforaninstance.
"opener"Or for
an
otherwise
cold meal,
a cold
jellied soup or the ever-popular tomato
juice as a dainty and welcome introduction to an otherwise uninspired dinner. Icy
beverages, of course, at the end of a blistering day— made with canned pineapple
or grapefruit juices, or bottled grape juice,
or a combination of all three ! Canned
meats galore which, when attractively
served with a fresh vegetable to accompany them, are always most welcome. One
canned vegetable, too, at a meal, if you
choose.
And then we come to desserts, and the
list is a mile long ! All I have time to
mention here are two. The first, an icebox-cake made with packaged crackers
formed into an oblong roll with whipped
cream between each cracker and a final
coating of whipped cream generously covering the finished roll. These are then
sliced diagonally for serving and generally cause a sensation. Tins of chocolate
wafers are best for this purpose, but gingersnaps and vanilla wafers may be used.
Then there are the cake mixes which
come in boxes and require but a cup of
water and a minute's stirring before being
put in the oven. And you'll be surprised
at
the cakes
delicious
and bydevil's
food
that rich
you gingerbread
can turn out
this
method. You don't believe me? All right.
You can keep right on then, creaming and
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sifting, measuring, beating and folding-in.
As for me, I'm going to take time off this
summer for swimming and still enjoy cakes
made the quick way. Served hot with a
topping
be
beat !of creamy, cold, ice cream — it can't
And speaking of ice cream, I suggest
that you fill one of your freezing trays immediately with the following mixture. This
vanilla ice cream recipe was worked out
by the makers of the gas refrigerator and
as an example of the simplicity we have
been discussing, it stands at the top of the
list. You'll also like the Lemoncot Ice
recipe, I'm sure. Even if it does take a
little longer to prepare, you'll find it simplifies your dessert problem to make up a
couple of trays of this ice for future use —
for it will keep for days and days.
VANILLA

HURRAH
A

DISH

LOVES-

3*

ICE

\ (

OFTEN. IS IT \
HARD TO MAKE?)

will

too,

You,

delicious
serve

better

J
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PORTION

find

meals

It's the thrifty woman's friend, all right
—this tempting, savory, ready-cooked
spaghetti with the rich, flavorful cheeseand-tomato sauce that good home cooks
declare is so much better than theirs!
Endless ways to use it !
You'll marvel how many things you
can do with Franco -American.

Name

or supper. It gives zestful flavor

City

THAN

spaghetti

Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Please send me a free leaflet containing Robert
Montgomery's tested hot
weather
recipes.

Street

IT COSTS

JANE TOLD NAE
ABOUT IT

The Modern Hostess,
Modern Screen,
149 Madison

AND

|

NO, EASY AS EASY
IT COMES ALL
I'M SO GLAD
READY-COOKED.

LET'S KIND
HAVEOF\ \
\ (/> THIS
'^
SPAGHETTI
)

cups apricot puree
cups water
cup lemon juice
cup sugar
egg white
cup white karo syrup
tablespoons sugar

Force enough tender, boiled, strained apricots through a sieve or food mill to make
2 cups of apricot puree. ( If sweetened apricots are used, reduce sugar somewhat.) To
the puree add 1 cup of water and the
lemoip juice. Boil together sugar, karo
syrup and remaining cup of water until
it forms a soft ball when tried in cold
water (240° F. on candy thermometer).
Remove from heat, combine with apricot
mixture and blend thoroughly. Turn into
2 medium-sized freezing trays. Place in
refrigerator and freeze for ^ hour with
control set at coldest point. Remove from
tray, beat well. Beat egg white until stiff,
fold whites
in the 2into
tablespoons
sugar, then
fold'
egg
apricot mixture.
Return
to refrigerator tray and freeze until firm,
stirring well every half hour or so. Serve
with cookies, or add a spoonful to a fruit
cup.

HUSBAND

SffE TA/(ES JANE'S ADl/ZCE
SAY, THIS IS marvelous) / IN EVERYTHING
IT BUT
COSTSprice!
LESS <\
THAN3<?AP0RTI0nJ)

% cup milk
%. cup sugar
ys teaspoon salt
Zyi teaspoons vanilla
1 cup whipping cream
_ Combine first four ingredients in order
given. Stir until sugar has dissolved. Whip
cream to a custard consistency, combine
with first mixture and turn into freezing
tray of automatic refrigerator. Set cold
control a little colder than the half-way
mark (not at the coldest point). If all
the ingredients are thoroughly chilled before using, this cream will freeze to the
desired consistency in about one and one
half hours.

2
2
Ys
1
1
^"2
2

A

\

MY

LESS

ICE CREAM

LEMONCOT

! I'VE FOUND

It's the perfect accompaniment
for meat or fish ... It makes a
wonderful main dish for lunch

THE

MAKERS

less

you

money

they didn't care for spaghetti at all,
are delighted with Franco -American.
Yet it costs less than 30 a portion.
You couldn't possibly buy all your
ingredients ■— Franco - American chefs
use eleven in their sauce — and prepare
spaghetti at home for so little . . .
And think how much easier FrancoAmerican is, how much time
it saves you ! . . . No cooking
or fussing; simply heat and
serve . . .Truly, you'll never
bother with home- cooked
spaghetti again once you try
Franco-American. . . .Why not
get a can of this delicious
Spaghetti today?

State
BY

helps

for

to cheaper meat cuts. It's simply
grand for "dressing-up" leftovers. And everybody likes it.
Even those who once thought

MADE

this

that

OF

CAMPBELL'S

SOUPS
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Information

If you like to draw, test your sense
of design, color, proportion, etc.,
with our simple Art Ability Test.
An opportunity to get a frank opinion, free, as to whether your talent
is worth developing.
Magazines, newspapers, publishers
and advertisers spend millions yearly
for illustrations. Design and color
influence the sale of most things we
buy. Artists have become important
to industry. Machines can not displace them. If you have talent,
train it. Drawing may be your surest
road to success.
The Federal Schools, affiliated with
a large art, engraving and printing
institution, has trained many young
men and women now serving industry as designers or illustrators,
capable of earning from $1,000 to
$5,000 yearly. Its Home Study
courses in Commercial Art, Illustrating and Cartooning, contain
exclusive illustrated lessons by many
famous artists. Practical instruction
by experienced men is the reason for
its many years' outstanding success.
Courses sold on easy payments.
Send today for Art Test and Free
Book explaining present opportunities in art. Just fill out and mail
coupon below.
FEDERALTCHOOlsriNC.
9996 Federal Schools Bldg.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Send me, without obligatioa, your Art Test
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She attended Southern College where she sang soNOTE: The following biographies are printed by popular demand. They are the ones most frequently
prano in thewhich
glee Miss
club. Lang
Thenfordcameemerged,
Itie tonsil
o[)eration from
amazingly
requested during the last month by readers wjio
enough, a contralto. While in college she appeared
have sent in the coupon at the end of the article.
on a commercial radio program in Tampa, and it
Each coupon has been tabulated, so if you have
was there that Rudy Vallee discovered her during
requested matically
any responsible.
of these* kindly consider yours autoone of her programs. Greatly impressed, he arranged
for her to be guest star on liis next radio hour. In
GEORGE RAFT: Now that he's back on the screen
June. 1931, Frances trekked to New York where she
again
in
"\'ours
for
the
Asking"
after
a
temporary
sang
on several commercial programs and took a try
absence, his faithful fans are flocking to the fold.
at the stage in a show wliich failed. Next cante
So — here
are fact
the "vital
statistics"
requested.
vaudeville, which was highly successful and resulted
spite
of the
that Mr,
R. is of you
French,
GermanIn
in her obtaining
big radio
contract.
she supand Italian descent. George Raft is really his name.
plemented with awork
in New
York This
cabarets
and
Born
Hell's School
Kitchen 169in and
Newlater
YorkSt. City,
Georges.
vaudeville until she was summoned to Hollywood to
attendedin Public
Catherine
During his vacations and after school hours he
appear
ininches,
"Everyweighs
Night only
at Eight."
stands
feet 0V2
100 hair.
poundsShe
lias a5
workednotas being
an electrician's
helper for
$4.00 a atweek.
dark
complexion
with raven
black
Herandfavorite
That
lucrative enough,
he decided
the
foods
are
fried
chicken
and
Mexican
chili
and
beans.
age of 15 to become a bantam weight prize fighter.
She likes horseback riding, golf, sad music and amaDuring the next 2 years he fought 25 times, was
teur photography. Miss Langford is not married.
knockeding. out
7 andthisquitwasthethegame
after era.
his last
beatShe is under contract to Walter Wanger Productions,
Following
baseball
in which
1040
N.
Las Palmas, Hollywood, Calif., for whom she
George signed with the Springfield Club. However,
he was dropped after 2 seasons because of his poor
recently completed
Springs.Pa.—
' Claire Trevor
DOROTHY
WASKOW,"Palm
Ashland,
batting, though as a fielder he did well by himself.
was
born isin August
New York17 City
on March
8. MaeBrooklyn,
West's
Next,
becamewhere
a professional
gigolo atworked
Churchill's
birthday
and her
birthplace,
in
New he York,
Rudolph Valentino
in a
N. Y. Cesar Romero was also born in New York,
similar capacity. After Rudy departed for Hollywood
his birthday being February 15. Rosalind Russell
and the movies, he sent for Raft to be his double,
hails from Waterbury, Conn., and her date of birth
but died before the latter could get there. Nothing
is June 4. Kitty Carlisle was born in New Orleans.
daunted, George took up dancing in vaudeville, then
La., but does not give her birthdate.
in legitimate
and York
night and
clubs.laterHe tointroduced
the
Charlestonshows
to New
London,
BUCK
This and
gentleman-cowl)oy
's life
almostJONES:
as exciting
full of adventure
as story
his pic-is
becoming an international sensation and appearing
in all the capitals of Europe. Back to New York,
Cliarles
Jones in parents,
X'incennes,
Ind.,edu-on
Decembertures.4.Born1889,
of American
he was
vaudeville and night clubs again, he finally ended
cated in the public schools of Indianapolis. For a
up in Hollywood
for his
first
picture,
"Quick
Milwhile he worked as a mechanic, but later went to
l
i
o
n
s
.
"
i
n
1931.
Mr.
Raft
is
5
feet
10
inches
tall,
Montana
and took up the life of a cowbov. .Vext
weighs 155 pounds and has shiny black hair and light
he joinedpines. the
S. Cavalry
for service
brown eyes. Baseball still remains his favorite
On his U.return
Buck was
engaged inas thean Philipexpert
sport and lie likes to watch prize fights and horse
rider
with
Miller
Brothers
"101"
Ranch answered
Wild West
races. He and his wife have been separated for sevShow.
During
the
World
War
he
again
the
eral years, and Virginia Pine still seems to be the
call to battle and went to France with the First Air
"first lady"
of
his
heart.
Under
contract
to
ParaSquadron,
remaining
in
Europe
after
the
Armisiice.
mount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles,
He often performed his remarkable feats of bo seCalif., HUNTER,
be will probably
in "Playboy."
manship before the various crowned heads of Europe
JULIE
Chicago,appear
111.— next
The reason
why you
It was one of these exhibitions that brought him to
haven't seen Charles Laughton on the screen lately
the attention of William Fox, who signed him for
is a very
simpleonone.
He hasn't made
any pictures
pictures, and Buck has been making W esterns these
since
"'Mutiny
the Bounty."
Seriously
though,
many (over 15) years ever since. He is married to
he's
been time
appearing
English
stage forandhimis now
marking
until on
the thescript
is ready
and
Odille Osborne, and Maxine is their daughter's name.
Mr. weight
Jones' 173
hobbypounds.
is mechanics,
6 feetbrown
and
his wife, Elsa Lanchester, to begin work on "Remhis
He has his
gray height
eyes and
brandt," which will be a biographical film of that
hair.
Under
contract
to
Universal
Studios.
Lniversal
famous master's life. Methinks it will be well worth
City, Calif.,andhis"Boss
next two
pictures
will
be "Ride 'Em
waiting for!
Cowboy"
Rideraddress—
of Gun Nelson
Creek."
ALAN
BAXTER:
Maybethatyouthisdon't
recognize
MARIANNE
EDDY, no
Eddy and
but when
you know
is the
young the
man name,
who
Jeanette MacDonald will start work shortly on
played tive"
gangster
Babe
Wilson
in
"Mary
Burns,
Fugi"Maytime."
According
to
all
reports.
NelsonbornEddyon
He'sbrown
25 years
5 feet
is all the name he has. James Dunn- was
11 inches you'll
tallcatch
and wise.
has light
hair old,
and brown
eyes. Born in East Cleveland, Ohio, he is the only
November
2,
J905,
which
makes
him
just
30. He's
American
of
Irish
descent.
Ricliard
Barthelmess
son of the president of a leading bank in that city.
was born on May 9, 1897. Alison Skipworth was
Educated in Cleveland Fleights, he attended Williams
born on July 25,
University from which he graduated in 1930. and
JEAN
HARLOW:
was born
Carpentier
on March
3. 1911, She
in Kansas
City.Harlean
Mo. Her
father
took ashop,
postwhere graduate
course inatPolish
Yale'sandBaker's
he specialized
other Workdialect
was Dr. Frank Carpentier. a dentist. Until Jean was
roles. Next Alan served as apprentice in the Group
ten
she
attended
the
Barstow
School
for
Girls
\n
Theatre and then the Theatre Guild. While appearK.C., then moved west where the Hollywood School
ing
in
"The
Black
Pit"
Katharine
Hepburn
saw
him
for
Girls
continued
her
education.
The
next
stop
and was so impressed that she persuaded Walter
was Kansas City again, and the Bigelow School, lolWanger to sign him for a picture, sight unseen.
lowed
by a her
spellmarital
at Ferry
Hall inearly,
LakeJean
Forest,
111
This
was screen
"Marydebut.
Burns,While
Fugitive."
in which
Beginning
troubles
married
made his
at Williams,
Baxterhe
Charles F. McGrew II when she was only 16. and
was on the track and wrestling teams. He is a good
moved to Hollywood to live. Divorce came two years
swimmer clay
and golfs
in theandlowplaywrighting.
SO's. His hobbies
are
later. On a dare she registered at the Central Castdrawing,
modeling
He has
ing Bureau and shortly thereafter was assigned to
written many musical comedy sketches, two of them
an extra
"Moranwasof tlie
with under
Richin the New York hit, "Life Begins at 8:40," two in
ard Dix.roleHalin Roach
her Marines"
next sponsor,
"Calling All Stars," and three in "Tliumbs Up." On
whom she played in a Laurel and Hardy comedy reApril 26 he was married to Barbara William. ■ His
leased
in
1929.
Forced
to
ask
for
a
release
from
her
other pictures have been "Trail of the Lonesome
Roach contract because of family pressure, Jean
Pine." "13 Hours by Air," "Big Brown Eyes," "The
spent the next 8 months doing nothing. Trying her
Case Against Mrs. Ames" and "Parole." His next
luck again, she obtained a part in Clara Bow's
is not scheduled
at the moment.
him at
Walter
Wanger Productions,
1040 N.'\\'^rite
Las Palmas
"Saturday
NightLyonKid."
ThroughHall,an who
acquaintanceship with Ben
and James
were apAve., Hollywood. Calif.
pearing
in
"Hell's
Angels,"
she
was
awarded
the
MADELEINE LUTHERMAN, Philadelphia, Pa.— Here
lead in that picture. And that, dear readers,
was the
are the answers to some of your questions, though
beginning
of
the
platinum
blonde
race
and
lean's
not all. Joseph Calleia has appeared in "Public
success. Jean is 5 feet pounds,
3V2 inches
109
has tall,
gray weighs
-blue
Flero Number One," "Riffraff," "Tough Guy" and
and "brownette"
hair. eyes
She
"Exclusive
Story."
Yes,
loves to entertain and is an
Tullio Carminati has sung
excellent cook. Her hobby
in several of his pictures,
is collecting
rec"Paris in Spring" being
ords and shephonograph
is the proud
last. toFrank
owner
of
one
dachshund,
two
isthemarried
EvelynLawton
Laye.
If you would like to see a brief
Pomeranians and one cat.
Douglass Montgomery is
5 feet 11^ inches tall,
Jean calcannot
play but
any enjoys
musiinstrument,
synopsis
of your favorite's
weighs 178 pounds, is, 27
this deportnnent,
fill in and life
sendin
golf, tennis,
swipiming
and
years
and not married.
riding.
Her
second
husband
Monroeold Owsley
is not
us the coupon on page 67. Genmarried, either.
wa';
Paul
Bern,
her
thirderal
questions,
of
course,
will
also
FRANCES LANGFORD:
Hal Rosson. William Powell
be answered here. Those asked
Born in Lakeland, Fla.,
and Jean seem to be very
fond
of eachof other,
but deny
about 23 years ago, this
all rumors
marriage,
past
most frequently and the most inyoung contralto has gone
teresting ones receive first prefera long tively
wayshortintime.
a comparaor
future.
"Suzy"
is
her
Miss
ence. And not too many at a
last
picture
and "Love
the Run,
' ' with
Roberton
Langford's
mother,
Annie
Newbern, was
a concert
Montgomery,
will
probably
time, please. Address: The Inpianist so Frances comes
he her next. You may write
formation Desk, Modern Screen,
naturally
love girlof
Miss Harlow at the Metromusic. Asby a her
young
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Go 1 d w yCity,
n - Mayer
Culver
Calif.,Studios,
wliere
she itygained
local
popularby
singing
at
school
she
is
under
contract.
and church entertainments.
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GEORGE BRENT: In case the characteristics have
escaped you, Mr. Brent is out-and-out Irish. Born
on March 15, 1904, in Dublin, Ireland, under the
name of George Nolan, he was the son of a newspaper man. As a boy he had two ambitions — a military career and to get out of school. For 2 years
George was a sailor, was once a sheep herder,
worked for 9 months in a diamond mine and for 6 as
a blacksmith. Educated in Dublin at the*National
University,
George's interest
in the after
drama graduation
began at
the
latter institution,
and shortly
he joined the Abbey Theatre in Dublin. Then came
the Irish Rebellion in which George became a rebel
secret service man for 2 years, but was forced to flee
to London, and from thence to Canada. Another 2
years were devoted to playing stock companies
throughout the United States. In New York he
made his first Broadway appearance in "Those We
Love," then as Alice Brady's leading man in "Love,
Honor andBroadway
Betray," led
in which
Gable waswhere
also
playing.
George Clark
to Hollywood,
he found a long term contract and a wife, Ruth Chatterton. with whom he played in 4 pictures, and from
_^whom he is now divorced. To keep fit he indulges in
"his
tennis, dish
horseback
deepa
sea favorite
fishing. sports
His —favorite
is Irishriding
stew,anddoes
lot of reading and goes in strongly for pets. Is an
expert chess player and plays the piano very well.
George is 6 feet 1 inch tall, weighs 170 pounds and
has
hazelas eyes
and blue-black
hair.twoVery
much willin
demand
a leading
man, his next
pictures
be "Give Me Your Heart," with Kay Francis, and
"God's Country and the Woman" with Bette Davis.
Write
Calif. him at Warner Brothers Studios, Burbank,
M. N. E., Wheeling, W. Va.— Yes, Kenny Baker
was thewasoffice
in "King
of Burlesque."
Jimmy
Dunn
onceboymarried
to Addie
Louise Barton.
MARY BRIAN: Her fans have been welcoming her return to the screen after what seems like a long
absence. Born in Corsicana, Texas, on February 17,
1908,out she
received Miss
her education
in Dallas.
Throughher childhood
Brian displayed
natural
talent
for drawing, at the same time dreaming of becoming
a picture star. Believing that Los Angeles would
offer Mary a broader field to further both of these
interests, her mother took her there to live. Shortly
after their arrival, Mary won a beauty contest, then
a "charming personality" contest, through which
she was chosen for the role of Wendy in "Peter
Pan."
This Her
started
her onpastimes
the roadareto swimming,
fame and
popularity.
favorite
dancing and dravving. She is 5 feet 2 inches tall,
weighs 110 pounds and has dark brown hair and
hazel eyes. Although Mary has been acclaimed the
most popular
in Hollywood,
has never
married, oil her girl
return
from Englandshe where
she made
a picture. Miss Brian and Cary Grant were seen
together on every occasion and were rumored engaged. To date nothing has come of it. but only
time Pat
willPaterson,
tell. "Spendthrift,"
with Henry
and
is her most recent
picture,Fonda
and
"ThreeherMarried
will beStudios,
her next.
You may
write
at the Men"
Paramount
5451 Marathon
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
JOSEPHINE
Falls, inN. the
Y.—cabaret
Harry
Barris playedCONERO.
the role HighUnd
of the pianist
scene from "Show Boat. "
LLOYD NOLAN: For one who is so seldom the romantic hero of a picture, Mr. Nolan has attained
great popularity and acclaim. Born in Los Angeles,
Calif., on August 11, 1903, Lloyd attended the Santa
Clara preparatory school and Stanford University,
where he went in for football, basketball and baseball. Right in the middle of his college work he took
off for Europe and a world tour, after which he resumed his studies at the University, this time devoting himself to dramatics. In 1927 Mr. Nolan
joined the Pasadena Community Tlieatre. Having
thus obtained a footing in the theatrical profession,
he worked for Edward Everett Horton in "The
Queen's
Husband."
then camereturned
to Newto York.
He
next joined
a road company,
New York,
played
Hayesmoreand stock
Pat O'Brien,
did
another stock
road with
show,Helen
played
and finally
appeared
"Reunion inAfter
Vienna"
withappeared
Alfred Lunt
and Lynn inFontanne.
this he
in 4
more plays on Broadway before being signed to a
contract by Paramount in July, 1934. His first picHarmony,"
which tall,
was weighs
released 176in
1935.ture wasHe"Stolen
is 5 feet
IOV2 inches
pounds and has brown hair and eyes. He is married
to Mell Efird, a young actress whom he met while
appearing in "Sweet Stranger." They have been
man and wife since May 23. 1933. Mr. Nolan's
next
be "Texas Studios,
Rangers"5451and Marathon
you can
reach picture
him at will
the Paramount
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Please print a brief life story of

WHAT IS THIS WOMAN AFRAID OF? How often a haunting fear spoils
good times! But now — women can say goodbye to all that! A new
and different kind of sanitary pad is here! Just ask for Modess.
Then forget all your old worries ... for Modess is certain-safe!

FEARS ARE NEEDLESS NOW I No shadow of fear need cross your mind,
with Certain-Safe Modess! Unhke many ordinary reversible pads,
Modess has a specially treated material on sides and back to prevent striking through! No chafing — the edges stay dry. Modess
stays safe . . . stays soft. Wear the blue line on moisture-proof
side away from the body and perfect protection is yours.

End
ask

''accident
for

panic'' —

Certain-Safe

Modess!

in your department.
Name
City
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State

The Improved Sanitary Pad
TryN-O-V-0 — the safe, easy-to-use douche tablets. Cleanses! Deodorizes! RefreshesI
{Not a contraceptive. ) In a dainty Blue and Silver Box — at your drug or department store.
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to 27^2"
Down
(Contimtcd from ('age 54)
first job, he "worked over" Cary Grant
and Sylvia Sidney. Through a friend
he was sent to the production manager of Paramount, who asked the casting director to do something for him. The
casting director had nothing for him but
sent him to another executive, who personally saw to it that he got a new
street cleaner's brush and a job sweeping
the rooves of the sound stages.
His first day's work put him on top of
the stage in which Sidney and Grant were
making "Madame Butterfly" and in
Michael's own words, "I saw them from
thePull
highest
ever known."
got gallery
him on seat
the I'dParamount
night
shift,
that during
he couldthegoday.
to M-G-M's
talent so
school
M-G-M
made a test of him. Then they dropped
him from the school !

0)

going on, let's delve into his
BEFORE und.
Mike's real name isn't
backgro
Michael at all, or even Whalen. It's
Kenneth. But don't let the Kenneth fool
you, his last name is Shovlin, and his
father was a contractor. Joseph Kenneth
Shovlin it is. Irish as they come, and as
contrary.
His father wanted him to be a contractor, so J. Kenneth decided to be a concert pianist. But his dad was Irish, too,
and he ended up in a ten-cent store. At
least, "ended" so far as business was concerned, for the next we learn of Michael
he was on the stage, as a captain of the
guards
Night."
After
that,
he turnedin to"Twelfth
radio, where
he sang
baritone
"often,
words. but not well," to use his own
About that time James Montgomery
Flagg asked this six-feet-two, curlyhaired, blue-eyed Irisher, to pose for some
of his illustrations. "So," says Mike, "before long I discovered myself sitting for
sketches and vowing by St. Patrick I'd
in the nude."
And pose
so Michael
came to Hollywood.
never
Through his friend, James Montgomery
Flagg, and other good contacts, he signed
with one of the outstanding artists'
agents in Hollywood.
"Stay unknown," they instructed him.
"Don't let your face become too well
known. Don't
people
think
you've wants
been
kicking
aroundletand
that
nobody

Finds
Young

Way

To

Looking
at

Have
Skin
35!

womodern
I menRT,
no longer
submit
SMA
to the tragedy of "old
skin" just because they
i
M
are 30, 35, 40! A wonW
derful new creme, apl_ £
2, ■< cream,
plied at acts
nighta like
cold
scientific
way to free the skin of that veil of semi-visible
darkening particles which ordinary creams cannot remove after a certain age. So gentle and
quick — often only 5 days is time enough to
bring out a glorious rose petal softness and
fineness and white, clear look of youth. And,
the way it eliminates common surface blemishes— ugly pimples, blackheads, freckles — is a
revelation ! Ask for this creme — Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme at all drug and department stores.
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"I didn't have any trouble following
their
explains
"because
I had orders,"
all sorts of
help in Michael,
staying unknown.
Too much, in fact. Before long I think
I was the 'unknownest' person in Hollywood.
"In order to make the film industry
you."
Chiselers'in
Love Angeles
in 'The
I played
notice
at the me,
Belasco
Theatre
in Los
1934, and then I had a role in 'The
Girl of the Golden West.' But when I
got a good look at our audiences I knew
I was still following my agent's instructions.
"Then followed a round of the little
theatres hereabouts, in which I played at
nothing a week. We were all playing at
no salary, hoping the movie casting directors would see us. My hopes were centered on the directors themselves, as practically every studio had tested me in New
York and had turned me down.

after month passed and I
MONTH
hung on. My money was all gone,
and I worked as a laborer at the studios
On rare ocwhenever I could get work.

casions Igot a chance as an extra for a
few days. The money I earned I put into
clothes and stocked up my little flat with
canned foods and dried beans, so I could
eat during the lean times and when I was
doing the stage shows.
"Things really came to a head when I
was playing in 'Common Flesh' in Jim
Timony's Hollytown Theatre, also at
nothing per. I was down to my last dollar
again, living with friends who had a big
house nearby. I acted as their houseman,
chauffeur, and what-not, in return for
board and room.
"It was then that the most eventful
week pi my life rolled in — the week of
September 29th to October Sth, 1935.
That Monday Shubert bought 'Common
Flesh' and offered me a three-year contract. At that moment Goldwyn decided
to make a test of me. Why I should
stall Shubert waiting for that test, I didn't
know. I'd had tests in Hollywood before
— oodles of them. Hollywood disappointments were a steady diet for me. I d even
been set for a fine part out at M-G-M,
the part of Captain Cook in 'The Barretts of Wimpole Street,' only to have a
battle staged over at the studio on account
of
the it,
lastwith
day.Ralph Forbes replacing me on
"Anyhow, I did stall Shubert, and on
Wednesday Goldwyn tested me. It happened that my test was scheduled for six
o'clock, as the Louis-Baer fight went on.
So the crew testing me told me to do anything Iwanted to, and turned on the radio
to get the fight.
"On Thursday Goldwyn notified me that
they didn't like the test and would make
another Monday. Discouraged and, finally, willing to give up, I told my agent I
was going to sign the Shubert contract,
go home
the
stage. for a rest, and then go back on
"I simply had to do something, as my
friends had sold their house and were
moving into a small apartment Saturday.
My agent urged me not to sign until he
could get a test I had made at Fox to
show the then recently organized 20th
Century studios. Darryl Zanuck had
asked to see one of the tests Fox had
taken,
but they
be found."
It seems
that couldn't
Lilian Barkley,
dramatic
coach and talent scout for Fox, had
falselyonreported
that no tests
"Whalen
were
file. Confident
of hisof rare
talent, and disgusted with the tests she had
seen of him, this woman was determined
he should have a fair chance. She knew
that on account of his poverty, his discouragement and careless tests every film
record of this young man was unfavorable.
SINCE they could not find a test at
Fox, they sent over to another studio
for a Whalen test. It happened that in the
test, which was shown the head of 20th
Century, Michael had a mustache, and
when Zanuck wanted to know if that
dud was Whalen, the man showing the
test said: "No. Somebody has been pulling a fast one. That isn't Michael Whalen.
WeTherefore
haven't any
test ordered
of him."a test for that
Zanuck
night, Friday. Saturday morning of that
eventful week found Michael sitting on
the stairs in a house that was empty,
except for his own luggage.
"While sitting there," explained Michael, "I made up my mind to borrow
enough money to ship my baggage back
home and to eat on while I was hitch-

MODERN
hiking to New York.
"Zanuck saw my test at noon Saturday,
and at one o'clock I was out there signing
a contract. At that moment I had exactly twenty-seven cents to my name, and
nowhere to sleep.
"But my agent came to my rescue. He
fixed it so I could move into a very fine
apartment, one of the swankiest in Hollywood. Not that I felt swanky, but it was
the only place where I could get credit
till I drew my first pay check from the
studio.
"Then I borrowed enough from my
agent to eat on for a week, and to make
a down payment on a new car." Yes,
that's how Irish Michael is, a new car
the same day his total assets were twentyseven cents. But the boy was canny at
that, for he bought it in six payments,
so he would have it paid for and transportation back home when his six
months' option was up. Hollywood
bumps, hundreds of them, had taught
Mike always to expect the worst.
"Of course, I kept pinching myself all
that afternoon," Michael said, "just to be
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sure it wasn't another rosy dream that
might turn into a nightmare. I wanted to
tell my mother all about it. So I decided
to make a night call, as I couldn't afiford
to pay the day phone rates to New York.
But I didn't want to get my mother up
at all hours of the night, so I decided to
wait till it was seven o'clock in the morning in New York. When I called her,
I told her that at last I had real news.
" 'What time is it there?' she wanted to
know.

only I had more time ! Oh, if I could afford to pay one hundred dollars for a
simple little afternoon model, instead of
ninety-five !"
seven
If it is any comfort to you children,
let me tell you that as far as reducing
goes, ordinary massage, in the main, is an
insidious thing. Makes you comfy, relaxed, soft and incr«ases your appetite.
I've taken unnecessary suet off movie stars
to get them ready for a particular role,
and made it possible for them to keep
their contracts. I've taught them to do the
same things you have to do to stay slim,
but not by ordinary massage. It takes
more than a rub-down to reduce properly.
My system is going for the glands, the
proper ones, normalizing them as much as
possible, so they do their work in regulating the system which in turn carries
off the surplus in a healthy manner. I
have never taught my system to anyone.
Never trained anyone in my method. So,
babies, if you want results my way, listen
to mama. And if some ambitious young
person tells you she uses Madame Sylthrowthing
her! out on her ear !
There via's
is System,
no such
So much for massage. As for leisure !
My dears, I know so-o-o many women
with oddles of time on their hands, and
you can be darn sure most of them have
oodles of pounds on their faces, middles
and rears.
CLOTHES. Dress a feather bed up in
a Hattie Carnegie model, and it's still
a feather bed. Now if you want to skim
down a feather bed shape (which you have
heretofore regarded as "natural" for your
age)
something
else little
again.
is the that's
lowdown
on a handy
trickHere
for
stubborn bumps. You can do this to any
part of your body except the breasts. Take
hold of the offending bulge with the heels
of the hands and the fingertips. Get a good
grip. Squeeze, using the heels of the
hands for pressure. Let your flesh
squoosh through the hands. Don't pinch
yourself, that's wrong. And another
thing, if a masseuse or anyone else tries
to do this for you and makes you black and

ALERT

ACTIVE
WITH

AND
CRISP,

DELICIOUS
SHREDDED

WHEAT

" 'It's four o'clock in the morning,' I
answered.
'But mother — '
" 'That's all right, Joseph,' she replied.
'Go to bed now, that's a good boy, and
you'll be all right in the morning.' "
And what is Michael Whalen really
like? Happy, but rather inclined to be
quiet. Whimsical at times, with a full
share of Irish humor. Somewhat of a
fatalist, naturally, or he never could have
stuck out the two years of buffeting and
practical jokes Fate exposed him to during the period the studios were playing
badminton with his future.

Pet

Alibis

(Continued from page 53)
first two are in most cases the fortyyear-old
figure's
enemy.! "Oh,
if
I could only
go deadliest
to a masseuse
Oh, if

KEEP

blue, throw her out on her ear, because
anyone that makes you black and blue is
incompetent. If your skin is exceptionally
tender, go easy, but most skin will stand
this with only a slight ensuing soreness
that doesn't amount to a row of beans.
MANY
people get stiff as they get
older. Through improper care mucus collects in the system. Here is a
wonderful addition to your diet to keep off
the above unattractive ailment : chop up a
lot of red and white raw cabbage, very
fine. Squeeze a little lemon juice on it.
It's good. Or you can have the raw cabbage, either color, with chopped apples and
a little lemon juice.
Alibi number two : "I haven't time to
exercise — I work all day." By "work" you
mean, don't you, that you're busy about
the house all day? Darn busy, too, many
of you. Or perhaps your office lasts from
nine to five. What kind of an excuse is
that? I work all day, too, so do the movie
stars — if they're lucky.
Listen to me, busy housewives ! Take
time. After all you should be respectful
enough of your body to give it fifteen minutes of your time out of the twenty-four
hours. My gosh, you probably spend that
much time dishing the dirt with Mrs.
Jones over the back fence or ou the telephone. As soon as you finish reading the
exercise below, I want you to put this
book down and do it. Do you hear?
And now you business women. Did you
ever think of getting up fifteen minutes
earlier in the morning? You may suffer
untold agonies at first, but think what a
hero you'll be. Furthermore, once you stir
your rusty bones and do a few of my systematic exercises, you'll work better, lose
your jumpy nerves and sleep like babes
(but not on the job, please!). Start with
this one stunt : Hop out of bed and stand
near an open window. Feet about ten
inches apart, toes turned slightly in. Arms
over head. Now bend down and to the
left, keeping the knees stiff, and try to
touch your fingertips (both hands) behind
your left heel. Do it ten times then repeat on the other side. If you're smart
you'll sneak this in a couple of times during the day, too. If the boss says anything about it, just tell him to see me.

MISS AMES, TALENTED HOUYWOOD
STAR, SAYS," SHREDDED WHEAT,
WITH MILK AND FRUIT CERTAINLY
IS TOPS FOR. REAL FLAVOR AND
NOURISHMENT." TRY CRISP, OOLDEN
-6R0WN SHREDDED WHEAT TOMORROW
MORNING WITH YOUR FAVORITE
FRUITS OR BERRIES.

rRENTWELL MASON WHITE, NEW
YORK EDITOR AND AUTHOR SAYS,
»l EAT SHREDDED WHEAT BECAUSE
IT HELPS 60ILD EXTRA ENERGY
AND KEEPS ME FIT FOR ACTIVE,
6USV PAYS."

MRS. J.CLINTON SHEPHERP,
WESTPORT, CONN,, MOTHER OF
EDWIN FOODS
AND JOYHELPSAYS,
RIGHT
THEM"THE
STAND
• OUT ABOVE THE CROWD. AND I
KNOW SHREPD£D WHEAT OIVEJ
THEM VITAL FOOD ESSENTIALSr
IT SUPPLIES A NATURAL BALANCE
OF
VITAMINS,
PROTEINS
AND CARBOHYDRATES,
MINERAL SALTS.
Ask for the package showing the picture
of Niagara Falls and the red N. B. C, Seal

A Product of National Biscuit Company,
bakers of Ritz, Uneeda Biscuit and other
famous varieties!
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powder. If you want to be bright
and alert in the afternoon, make
your
a big
Corn lunch
Flakes
in bowl
milk of orKellogg's
cream.
They're crisp, appetizing, satisfying— and you'll feel more chipper during the rest of the day.
Made in Battle Ci-eek — sold and
served everywhere.
Nothing takes the place of

CORN

NOT

FLAKES

LIKE

HOME

"There's no place like home". . .
but there's also "nothing like a
change" . . . stop at this famous
hotel. ..internationally known for
its Continental atmosphere ... its
beauty of location ... its diplomatic service.
Home of the world-famous
RUMPELMAYER'S
CAFE de la PAIX
SKY GARDENS
SINGLE ROOMS from $3.50
DOUBLE from $5.00
SUITES from $8
TERRACED SUITES and APARTMENTS

ST.iMieFdTz:
On-the-Park
50 CENTRAL PARK SOUTH
NEW YORK
"Continental As Its Name"
Personal Direction: S. Gregory Taylor
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Cut little alibi number three: "I can't
diet when I eat out."
Now,about
really,
I don't
want to is,
hear
any
inore
this.
The trouble
babies,
when you hand out that one, the mind is
weaker than the stomach. Snap out of
it. It's just as easy to pick sensible and
varied foods. You've got a brain, use it.
Even if you must eat in a drug store you
can always get soup, and a cream cheese
sandwich on whole wheat toast. Or a
vegetable plate. Tomato juice, orange
juice and some kind of green salad. Keep
fruit in the office, instead of candy. If
you are visiting, your hostess will not be
offended
if you
say breads
"No, thank
you" once
in a while
to the
or sauces
and
gravies which are passed. Nobody will
force you to put cream and sugar in a
beverage if you don't want it. You can be
firm about second helpings. Don't talk to
me about eating out. I do it a great percentage of the time. But with me it's
very funny. When they know I'm coming, they very carefully clear the decks of
any something
goo. You'd
think I was the plague
or
!
ALIBI four is that prize nit-witticism
which has helped spoil more figures
than all the calories in the cook book :
"Fat runs in our family." Come now —
be honest ! Does fat run all the way
through your family? Maybe Pop is
plump (no wonder — probably loves his
bread and gravy), but Mom is slim. Were
all your grandparents fat? How about
your sisters and cousins and aunts?
Did heritage pick on you and you alone
to carry the accumulated pounds of your
ancestors ? Phooey !
Though I'd like to kick this alibi to
kingdom come, I'm not saying, mind you,
that you may not inherit a tendency to
put
weight.
heaven'sgetsake,
why on
should
you But
let a for
tendency
the
better of you? It beats me why people
will fight any other inherited tendency and
will just sit back on their haunches and
accept a tendency toward fat, when it is
so much easier to overcome than baldness, alcoholism or insanity. You may have
a struggle, but stop being a sissy — and
struggle ! It's good for your character.
You often hear people say, "She has
character in her face," well, hips can
have character, too, and should.
Alibi five? Here 'tis: "Never mind,
darling,
you'll
it." So
say mothers to their
fat outgrow
and unhappy
children.
Just
passing the buck, as it were. I wrote an
article on very young figure and diet
problems last month in Modern Screen,
and I'm not going over all that again. But
I want to ask you mothers just one question : How do you know she will outgrow it? Are you a fortune teller or
something? If you know what's going to
happen to your daughter's figure ten years
from Gunga
now, Din.
you're And
a better
man thanyouI
am.
not knowing,
can take it from me, darling, that it is a
grave mistake to treat her little body with
such indifference. If your child is extraordinarily fat and for, apparently, no
sufficient reason, see a doctor about it.
Alibi six, of which I shall dispose
quickly, is as follows : "I can't watch my
diet, because I cook for the family."
Really, now, isn't that a stupid thing to
say? And what an admission of lack of
will power ! If your underweight daughter must have cream soup, it will cost you
a mere dime and a very few minutes to
run up a cup of consomme for yourself.
A few flips of the can opener is all it
takes. Another thing, when you're preparing ameal, of
don't
and don'tof sneak
in a mouthful
thisnibble
and another
that.
If you want to taste things, be professional about it. Tasting doesn't necessarily

mean swallowing you know. Taste it and
then do away with it. I knov-' husbands
are supposed to have invented that plaintive little ditty, "My wife is on a diet
and
home
home
any !more.'' But must
you mentionisn'tdiet
to him
ALIBI SEVEN: "I've tried everything
on the market to reduce!" My answer to that one is— that's the trouble !
Have I ever told you to take pills and
potions? No! Have I ever told you to
buy rolling pins or sweat the devil out
of yourselves with steam cabinets, electric
blankets or similar contraptions? No! A
thousand times, no ! I'm only telling you
common sense things, healthy things.
Eat properly. Live properly. Exercise
regularly (and properly, I might add).
Use your noodle and stay away from
quackery and hocus-pocus.
Alibi eight is a sad, sad thing to hear :
"I've had children. That's why I'm fat."
On page 52 are pictures of three Hollywood stars who have had children— Marlene Dietrich, Joan Bennett, Arline Judge.
There are more — Frances Dee, Joan Blondell, Dixie Lee Crosby. You must know,
yourself, plenty of women who have had
children and who are not fat. Most modern obstetricians will tell you how to ward
off creeping avoirdupois after the birth of
your baby. They'll give you a diet.
They'll give
you back
exercises
to put
abdominal muscles
in place.
Or, the
I will,
by heck. Here are two, one which you
can do two weeks after your confinement,
if the birth has been normal.
First an easy one. Get on the bed
on your knees and your chest. Hips and
derriere way up in the air, chest down
flat on the bed. Just stay there for five
minutes. Do it a few times each day. It
tips the innards back where they belong
for one thing, and is grand for the backache.
Exercise two : lie on the floor on your
back, bring your legs up in the air withoutbending
_
the knees. Let them down
again, but don't let your feet touch the
floor. Start easy, doing it a couple of
times without resting and work up to
ten, then twenty times.
Alibi_ nine: "It's my glands!" You bet
your life it's your glands. Everybody's
everything
on theirthere
glands.areThey're
life itself.depends
Of course,
cases
where definite glandular deficiencies are
the
cause work
of overweight.
you're But
one
of them,
with your Ifdoctor.
most of the time the fat girl has nothing
drastically wrong with her glands. It's
her will power that's shot to pieces. And
how
simper,
"It'sonmyherglands,"
when she
someloves
one tocasts
an eye
heavy
buttocks. It's an easy way out, thinks
she, but baby it'll never get it off I
The last alibi, from fat wives who try
to be coy and laugh off their pounds with :
"My husband says he loves me as I
am." Oh, yeah? You mean your husband, poor guy, is used to you as you
are. He's comfortable, perhaps, or polite.
Or maybe he has the responsibility of you,
your home and your children and has
little time or energy left over to go stepping out. Men are creatures of habit.
They'll accept what they've got until —
well, I hope the "until" never enters your
life. particularly
But you don't
mean by
love,you,
baby.though
He's
not
thrilled
he may
fondoff.
of you.
He doesn't
ache
to
show beyou
You may
be a swell
housekeeper and an agreeable companion,
but what a pity that all the romance and
excitement
out ofa your
Wouldn't
you like tois inject
littlelives.
and live
again
the thrills of ten years ago? You would?
Well, that means you have to regain that
healthy, strong and alluring body you
once had.
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{Continued from page 49)
would forget the story sooner if I just
ignored it. I took their advice and stayed
silent. Now I can laugh about the
legend.
"But what makes the story about the
near-blindness funny is that my eyes are
improving with age. Every year, I see
farther. By the time I'm too old to
matter,
my vision will
perfect
!" Joan
Nearsightedness
doesbe not
make
Bennett a Hollywood oddity. Nor has it
threatened her career. But something else,
far more serious, once happened to her —
almost ending her days as an actress.
"Funny nobody remembers that particular story — which was a true one," she
commented. "It was the only serious accident I've ever had. A horse threw me. In
the tumble, I fractured my hip. Everybody thought I v/as going to share the
fate of Anna Q. Nilsson, injured in a
similar way in a similar accident, and be
an invalid for years. I thought so, too ;
I was in a torment of fear, as well as
physical torture. But I was lucky. I had
a divine doctor. I was in bed three
months, in a cast ; then I was two months,
getting over my limp. I was off the screen
for six months altogether."
Joan tentatively explored the special
salad that she had ordered, having given
the waiter the recipe, herself. "Now that
that's out of the way," she said (referring
to the previous conversation, not the
salad), "why don't you find out what's
happening to me now — what I'm like today?"
So I explored the 1936 Bennett personality.
SHE is the least changed, physically, of
any actress who ever has been through
the Hollywood glamor mill. Fame has not
made her an exotic. In appearance, except
for the darkened (brownette) hair, she
still is much the same girl who started her
screen career as Ronald Colman's leading
ladyaura
in "Bulldog
Drummond."
Thereher.is
an
of incredible
youth around
She has the agile slenderness, the soft
roundness in face and figure, of a girl in
her teens. She has more mental poise, more
self-assurance, now; but she looks little
older. In any group, any man would look
at her twice ; and any woman would look at
her twice twenty times, wondering how
she has worked the miracle.
It can't be explained by make-up ; she
uses cosmetics sparingly. It can't be explained by diet ; she eats "everything."
How about exercise? "I'm not consistent
at it," she told me. "I'm not particularly
athletic. I did go bicycling at Palm
Springs, and swimming — which I love. I
don't want to ride horseback, after what
happened
last time. I can't
because itsthestrenuousness
might play
straintennis
my
once-broken hip. Golf is an old ladies'
game, something I'll play when I'm
seventy. I don't like walking just for
walking's sake; I must have a destination to enjoy it." So exercise isn't the
explanation.
Boredom is a stranger to Joan. Boredom is also a stranger to youth — if youth
has an impelling love, a driving ambition.
Perhaps the explanation, if there is one,
lies there.
By the time that she was eighteen, Joan
was married, divorced, and a mother. She
determined to devote her life to her small
daughter, Diana (familiarly known as
Ditty).
Too proud to ask her family

Most
Bad
Breath
Begins
with the Teeth!
VVTHY let bad breath interfere with
penetrating foam removes these odorbreeding deposits that ordinary cleaning
romance — with success? It's so easy
methods fail to reach. And at the same
to be safe when you realize that by far
the most common cause of bad breath is
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
cleans and brightens the enamel — makes
. . . improperly cleaned teeth!
Authorities say decaying food and acid
your teeth sparkle.
Be safe — be sure! Brush your teeth . . .
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
your gums . . . your tongue . . . with
Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily
mouth odors — of dull, dingy teeth — and
of much tooth decay.
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
sweeter, purer breath. Get a tube today!
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special
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for help, and untrained for anything else,
she decided to try to make her living by
acting — which was in her blood. She went
on
the screen.
Ambition
securetheDitty's
future
drove her
forwardto over
first

Don't try to hide toilet odors with smelly
disinfectants. Here is a scientific preparation— made especially to clean toilets. SaniFlush removes stains and discolorations
without scrubbing and scouring. Sani -Flush
purifies the unseen trap where dangers lurk.
It puts an end to the cause of odors and
insanitation.
Just sprinkle a little Sani-FIush in thebowl.
(Follow directions on the can.) Flush the
toilet. That's all there is to it. It's simple.
Sure. Harmless. Sani-Flush is also effective
for cleaning automobile radiators {directions
on can). Sold by grocery, drug, hardware,
and five-and-ten-cent stores — 25 and 10
cent sizes. The Hygienic Products Co., Canton, Ohio.
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PULVEX Flea Powder both
kills all the fleas on your dog
or cat and prevents reinfestation for days! Pulvex-ing
only twice a month Insures
against fleas that not only
torment your pet but may
cause him to become infested
with tape worms. Harmless
to pets. It is non-irritating.
Backed by 93 years' experience. Sold on money-back
guarantee. At drug, department and pet stores. In
the shaker top can, at 50c.
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hurdles, generated the desire to be a movie
top-notcher.
She devoted little time to anything besides her child and her career until she
had her accident. Then writer Gene
Markey, accompanying a friend on a
sympathy call to her room, came into her
life. She became Mrs. Gene Markey,
the mother of small Melinda Markey. Today she has three major absorptions — not
just one — besides her career. Three reasons why she never should become bored.
Joan is excited now about building her
first home. It is in Holmby Hills, on two
acres of ground — enough room to allow
a swimming pool, a flower garden, a playground for the children (complete to sand
boxes, a merry-go-round, a three-room
"I've al-a
gym equipment).
playhouse,
ways beenand
superstitious
about owning
house before. Afraid of acquiring possessions. After my first marriage, I went
back to New York and wouldn't take a
furnished apartment because I wanted to
have everything my own. I took an empty
apartment and furnished it with great care.
And immediately afterward I came to
Hollywood and had to give it all up. Ever
since, I've rented — except for my beach
house at Malibu."

DITTY is now eight, five years older
than Melinda, who is known to the
family as "Me" Markey. They get along
together beautifully despite the disparity
and rein ages. Ditty is quiet, aserious
child. Melinda
minds Joan of herself as
shows symptoms of being a prodigy. "She
frightens me," Joan explained, "she's so

Ditty goes to public school. "She went
didn't
years and
two weeks
for two
school In
private
in public
to
a thing.
learn
bright."
school, she learned more than she had in
two years. She's in the third
the previous
Eventually she and Melinda will go
grade.
to St. Margaret's, in Waterbury, Connecticut, where I went."
Joan had just engineered a happy ending
to a near-tragedy in her household. Ditty,
it seems, had a teddy bear of which she
was very fond.- (Like her Aunt Constance, Ditty has never liked dolls.) The
bear's name was Pooh and he was a present on her fourth birthday. She never went
to sleep without him. Finally, in time, he
was bald and his ears were gone. Still, she
would not part with him. Then, one recent
morning at breakfast. Ditty got jam on
him. That settled it. The new governess
decided that the bear must go. Joan decided that Pooh should be reupholstered
while they were at Palm Springs.
"I came back from Palm Springs, and
found the reupholstered Pooh waiting,"
Joan
he wasn't
more. told
He me.
was a"But
hideous
plush Pooh
animal.anyI
told the governess to hide him, intending
to do something about him later. She gave
him to Homer, our chauffeur, for his little
boy. I was sick when I discovered that
Pooh was gone. I couldn't ask Homer's
little boy to give him back, and I couldn't
wasn't
that her
a bear
give
Pooh. Ditty
It would
destroy
faith a intwin
me, of
in
all adults. It was an important issue. I
told the household to ransack the town
for another bear, just like Pooh. They
couldn't find one. Pooh, it seems, was a
very special, imported bear. What they
did bring back was a cheap, ratty thing;
there wasn't the slightest family resemblance to Pooh.
"Then I remembered that five years
ago, when I had broken my hip, someone

had given me a teddy bear exactly like
Pooh. I had stored it away in a box in
the basement, along with other keepsakes.
I rummaged, found it, gave it to Ditty.
She thinks it's Pooh, she still has her
faith in grown-ups, and we have a teddy
bear that has been in the family which
makes it much nicer than any other bear
(A small incident, perhaps, but it says
volumes about Joan Bennett.)
could be."
So she's
a keeper creature.
of keepsakes
? "Yes old
—
a very
sentimental
I treasure
pieces of hair, baby shoes, caps and things
I've made for the children. I have a trunkful of things. I have every letter and
telegram that my husband has ever sent
me. The day after we met, I received the
first one, along with some flowers. 'Dear
Miss Bennett,' he wrote, 'I hope that when
you are getting better, you will allow me
to call.' I don't regret having broken my
hip. I'm a convert to the philosophy that
everything happens for a reason."
Joan admits that she is "a very particular person." She worries, too. "If I
haven't anything to worry about, I'll find
something, And the worst part is that I
conceal trovert,
mostkeep things
of my too
worry.
an inmuch I'm
to myself,
live too much within myself. I'm trying to
get
over it. InI admire
who aren't
introverts.
fact, I people
envy them.
Why
should I worry? I shouldn't. Just habit.
Probably from having responsibilities so
young,
beinghasononemy phobia.
own atClaustrophobia,
eighteen."
She also
the
enclosed
when
therefear
are ofthree
in thespaces.
seat of"I agetcar,it when
I am in crowds. I've ridden in the New
York
that for
reason.''
She subway
plans only
the once,
daily for
menus
the
Markey household, which is usually in a
genially upset state. She complains that
this distresses her. Her husband tells her,
"You're never happy unless there's confusion, so don't complain. Be happy."
Gene has recently become a producer
at 20th Century-Fox. "I tell him that the
world's laziest man will have to work now.
Executives have office hours. Seriously, I'm
thrilled about his new work."
His favorite heroine's name, long before he ever met her, was Joan. Today,
when he writes a story or a scenario, the
heroine is usually Joan in disguise. Right
now, he is writing a comedy about Lucrezia Borgia, famous Italian beauty of
the 16th Century, whose lovers had a habit
of getting themselves poisoned. Joan's suppressed desire is to play Lucrezia— -Lucrezia as Gene is painting the lady. Another suppressed desire is to play Marie
Antoinette,
also have
in caricature.
"Fickle
ladies of passion
been taken seriously
too long,'' Joan believes. "It's time there
was a fresh slant on the ladies — a bit of
She has no worries about the advent of
lampooning."
color in films. She has passed her colorcamera tests. As for her own preferences
in colors, they are periwinkle and bright
green. Star sapphires (she says, with a
smile) are her favorite jewels.
She enjoyed her change of pace, and
change of type, as the fast-talking maniBrown
She roles.
looks
forwardcuristtoof "Big
a future
full Eyes."
of varied
Joan told me that she had "eighty thousand fittings" to go through for "Two in
a Crowd." I asked her if exaggeration
was one of her sins.
"Only about clothes fittings," she told
me, with a smile over her shoulder, just
before stepping out of the restaurant to
her car, through a lane of autograph-collectors— all poised to capture the elusive
Joan Bennett, who is the littlest, yet the
biggest, of the Bennetts, an actress with
vision, not even partially blind.
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(Continued from page 43)
corner of the garden, which occupied two
huge stages. A glistening pool in the center reflected the exquisite blossoms of the
trees and shrubbery which surrounded it.
Live olive trees added to the authenticity
and their slim branches cast faint shadows on the blue sky beyond, making a
charming background for the picture.
When Lord and Lady Cavendish were
being shown this set, he reached out with
his foot to touch what he thought was
glass.
"One would think there was water in
the pool, it looks so realistic," he said.
The shock of discovering it was really
water caused him to lose his balance and
he went tumbling in.
Incidentally, Shakespeare never mentioned abalcony in his play. He spoke of
a window and the imagination of the set
dresser for the first production of the play
furnished the balcony. Since then there
has always been one. Today the bestremembered part of "Romeo and Juliet"
and, to a great many people, the most important scenes, are the ones played on the
balcony. Doubtless the audience would
cry that Shakespeare had been rewritten if
the picture were made vi^ithout it.

A CLOSE inspection of the corner
stones leading up to it worried me.
After all, Leslie Howard is no Douglas
Fairbanks and I feared he would never
get up there. Suppose he got half way
proceed
couldn't they
up and
the
rewritedirechad into either
tion ! Suppose
scene. And then I heard gossip to the
efifect that an escalator was being installed because, if Romeo didn't get up to
picture.
be a because
couldn't
there was
balcony,
the
for nothing
But all my worry
Edna Alay Oliver came to the rescue,
like the good sport she is, and threw
Romeo a rope ladder.
Of course, there was a stairway in the
back for Juliet but that is because she is
an M-G-M star. Romeo is just a free
lance player and had to do the best he
could. They always make it easier for
the contract players. Later I saw Leslie
Howard on the balcony, so when you see
the picture you will know it is really
Romeo and not a double. If I had seen
him scale the wall to get into the garden
I shouldn't have worried about his ability to climb up to the balcony for, despite
his slight appearance, he is quite an
athlete.
He proved to be quite a sprinter, too,
and became so adept at disappearing that,
along with the musical score you may hear
an undertone of "Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou, Romeo?" and a few queries
not quite as polite, running all through
the picture.
Miss Shearer was lovely in her sheer,
white nightie, over which she modestly
threw a long blue cape with a gold collar
when she stepped out of bed, but despite
the magic spell of her beauty, Romeo
would wander off the set. In five minutes
a dignified atmosphere would be transformed into utter confusion, with everyone constituted a special detective to find
Romeo. Sometimes he would be discovered taking a little nap ; sometimes visiting
another set in search of talent for his
New York production of "Hamlet" and
more than once he was found taking a sun
bath. His excursions to the rehearsal hall

daintiness

to

Armhole

make

Odor

this

Test

Sf the slightest dampness
collects on the armhole
of your dress, it will cling
to the fabric, and the warmth
of your body will bring out
an embarrassing "armhole
odor" each time you wear
the dress . . .

IF you have been taking your daintiness for granted, because you deodorize regularly, you will be wise to make
this simple "armhole odor" test. You
may be unpleasantly surprised!
When you take off your dress tonight,
smell it at the armhole. If you have ever
perspired in that dress, even slightly, you
will find that the fabric at the armhole
bears an unmistakable and unlovely odor
... in spite of your careful deodorizing!
The way that dress smells to you — is the
way you smell to others! And the warmth
of your body brings out the offending
"armhole odor" each time you put on
the dress!
Complete protection only
in underarm dryness
It is not enough to keep your underarm
sweet. Only a dry underarm can keep
you and your clothes safe from perspiration. When there is any moisture at all,
it is bound to dry on the armhole of your
dress and rob you of that perfect exquisiteness that is your goal.
Thousands of users discover with relief and delight that Liquid Odorono

gives complete protection from "armhole odor," because it definitely keeps the
underarm not only sweet but perfectly dry.
Your doctor will tell you that Odorono
works safely and gently. It merely closes
the pores of the small underarm area, so
that perspiration is diverted to other less
confined parts of the body where it may
evaporate freely without giving offense.
Saves expensive frocks
Odorono is safe for your pretty frocks, too —
no grease to make them sticky and messy.
It will save you too-frequent cleaner's bills
and the often permanent stains that follow
underarm perspiration.
Odorono comes in two strengths — Regular and Instant. You need use Regular
Odorono (Ruby colored) only twice a week.
Instant Odorono (Colorless) is for especially
sensitive skin or quick emergency use — to
be used daily or every other day. On sale
at all toilet-goods counters.
Send today for sample vials of both types
of Odorono and descriptive leaflet.
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IN THIS
VEIVETY TAICOM

Blended by LANDER -^
Exquisite fra =
srancc of gardenia Vi^
and sweet pea— skills yk . ^ff^'
fully blended byK. «'
LANDER!
Women prefer this lr»
because of its softness
— and because now
you get double the Blended.
perfume fragrance!
55?
lilacs and roses Ha vender
and pine; orchids and
orange blossoms; carnation andprotected
lily o' bytheU.S.valley.
Each blend
copr. fl,^ ^ ^
DIM
AT OR
1^1r ST
ESE
K\W

Lc\i\clei*
FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
P. S. Get all the feature: of a dollar lipstick tor 10c !
Ask for the new
LANDER'S
PERMANENT
INDELIBLE
SWIVEL
LIPSTICK.
. . made with TRIPLE
a cold
cream base!

Splendid opportunities. Prepare quickly in spare time*
Easy method. No previous experience necessarVt
common school education sufficient. Many earn while
learning.
Send particulars
for free booklet
"Opportunities in Modern
Photography*',
and requirements.
AMERICAN
SCHOOL
OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 2366
Chicago^ Illinois
STREAKED
HAIR?

This way
brings
even color
FADED streaks — dull strands — grayness
— all vanish at the touch of this famous
clear, water-like liquid. Just comb it on and
color comes: black, brown, auburn, blonde.
Hair stays soft — easy to curl or wave. Entirely SAFE. Millions know this time-tested
way. Get bottle from your druggist or department store on
money-back guarantee.
Test it FREE ~ Will you try
Mary
snippedT. Goldman's
from hair? onNosingle
risk lock
this
way. We send complete Free Test.
. . . Mail coupon.
f — MARY T. GOLDMAN
— j
I 2331 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul, Minn. |
I Name
I
I Street .
I
. State.
I City
I Color of your hair? .
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were not in vain for his eye fell on Mary
Meyer,
Juliet's
lovely indancing
girls,
and
he one
choseof her
to appear
his play
as
the stately queen.
Always he returned to his Juliet eventually, and one of the most incongruous
sights on the set was our Romeo in his
beruffled costume and long, blonde hair
returning after one of these disappearances
calmly smoking his huge pipe.
Even the poignant parting scene between
the two lovers was not without an element
of comedy. Daylight was breaking as
they stood at the window and suddenly
heard the notes of a bird outside. Juliet
thought it was a nightingale.
"It was the lark," contradicted Romeo,
apparently trying to start a quarrel. But
at that moment a dove interrupted as
peacemaker
with the
a soothing
A year ago
research"Cooooooooo."
department,
under Natalie Bucknall, began its work
of delving into the ctistoms and habits of
the 15th Century Italians. Prof. William
Strunk, Jr., Shakespearian authority at
Cornell, was brought to Hollywood to supervise their efforts, and an entire section
of the department was set aside for books
on the author and the period.
Among the facts uncovered was that
Juliet is the first girl known to propose to
a man. So if Leap Year has been of the
slightest benefit to you, girls, you have
Juliet to thank.
Also, according to Professor Strunk,
Shakespeare was not the first person to
write this famous love story. The inhabitants of Verona believe to this day that
the two young people actually lived there
and that the story is true. At least two
other people wrote the story before
Shakespeare did, but it is his version that
became immortal and his dramatic genius
that made the characters live to this day.
Cameramen were sent to Italy to photograph the crooked little streets, the castles
and cathedrals, which are still standing, so
that they could be copied for the picture.
And a "few
ago the
residents
Culver
City, months
accustomed
as they
are of
to
anything, were surprised to see a tiny city
springing up just outside the huge MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studio.
The entire City of Verona had to be
constructed. For a time it was a delicate
question whether to move the studio and
build Verona on its 80 acres, or to leave
the studio and build Verona elsewhere.
Finally, 100 acres nearby were rented and
there Verona stands, a miniature replica
of the original.
It was in a scene showing the guests
and gate crashers arriving at the party
being given by the Capulets that I was
told to work, and for my big scene I was
placed aboard a nice, fat horse.
The Capulets, in case you don't remember, were Juliet's mamma and papa, and
the party was in the nature of an announcement party (Ralph
in honor
of Juliet's
betrothal to Paris
Forbes).
BEING on a horse has its advantages,
as well as its drawbacks, and I don't
mean what you mean, either, for this horse
was equipped with a side saddle that resembled a rocking chair. My seat was
an excellent vantage point, but during
the
long waits
"takes,"
was
marooned
on thebetween
horse while
the I other
1999 extras could go outside for ice cream
cones, or stand around gossiping.
Being just a crasher I was not included
in the crowd invited to the banquet table
inside, which made it just like any Hollywood party. If you haven't a title, you
aren't asked to the best places any more.
The scene outside the Capulet castle was
a riot of color. Hundreds of extras and
principals in gorgeously hued costumes,

some of them wearing masks and head
dresses resembling animals ; some carrying torches, flags, weird heads atop tenfoot poles ; dancers, dwarfs, all transformed the square into a hustling, bustling
picture out of the past. Not even a Hollywood costume party could inspire a
crowd
to
go to such lengths to achieve
effects.
"It's amazing, the trouble involved in
going to a party in the 15th Century," remarked Leslie Howard. "In those days
they had trouble in getting to a party.
Nowadays we have our troubles in gethome fromhada party."
Theting extras
been working on this
scene for days and I marveled at the
spontaneity they managed to inject into
their shouts and laughter each time the
scene was remade.
Barrymore, as Mercutio, and Reginald
Denny, as Benvolio, were engaged in
friendly argument at the top of the steps
as the crowd approached. As Barrymore
read his lines, Director George Cukor
laughed, gesticulated and read the lines
with him. Hundreds of eyes were on him,
fascinated. He acts every scene with his
actors ; he repeats every line of dialogue ;
he feels every emotion as they feel it.
Imagine him
feeling some of Barrymore's
emotions
!
Between scenes, Barrymore in his tightfitting, cream-colored leather coat with
bright red figures on it and tight
breeches, paced up and down the stage, his
coat tails flapping with every step. He
was making queer noises, but from where
I sat I couldn't tell whether he was repeating his lines or whether he had eaten
something that had disagreed with him.
He gave a magnificent performance.
Shakespeare must have had him in mind
when he wrote the play, for he once said :
"I was obliged to kill Mercutio in the
third act. He was stealing the show from
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scene was suddenly quieted as Norma Shearer made her appearance, followed by a fawn. It seems that ladies of
Romeo."
quality in those days had odd pets. For
weeks the fawn has followed her around
until it was as well trained as any Hollywood animal actor. And like the other
actors, it had fallen in love with Norma
and refused to leave her side. Norma had
been home ill for several days and was
visiting the young deer to make sure, she
said, that it didn't forget her.
"And you boys better stop fooling
around, too," she called back as she left
theAnyone
set, "because
on the
mend.''
who isJuliet
underis the
impression
that the classics are too highbrow for popular enjoyment will be able to sympathize
with Andy Devine. When asked if he had
ever played Shakespeare before, he re:"I haven't
Shakespeare."
He plied made
a testeven
for read
the role
of Peter,
a sort of man Friday to Edna May Oliver,
was
chosen for the part, and then couldn't
be found.
"Where have you been hiding?" they
asked him when he finally made his ap"I wasn't hiding," he told them. "I was
pearance.
out roping calves.
"I feel out of place here," he told me.
"Everything is so dignified. It's like bea foreign
country."
Buting in at
that moment
Edna May Oliver,
her long, voluminous skirts hoisted high
above her knees, came racing through the
crowded stage pursued by John Barrymore, who was shrieking with glee. And
right away Andy began to feel at home.
Ordinarily Miss Oliver knits between
scenes, but if Barrymore is around she
keeps well out of the way. He takes a
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fiendish delight in unraveling her knitting and teasing her.
Walking down the street in one scene,
Aliss Oliver and Andy pass a house where
a group of courtesans are seated on a balcony. To show her contempt, Miss Oliver
spat in their direction, but being a lady
and no expert in the art of spitting", she
fell short of her mark and spat directly
in Andy's face. Time and again they
made the scene, but her marksmanship
failed to improve and each time poor
Andy was on the receiving end of her efforts. After three days Director Cukor
decided to leave the scene in.
Reginald Denny brought some of his
toy airplanes to the set but Norma
promptly took them home to Irving, Jr.,
"For the good of the picture," she explained.
Then Denny and Basil Rathbone followed Leslie Howard's example and
brought small moving picture cameras on
the set but Mr. Cukor decided that three
cameras besides the ones making the picture were too many and banished them.
Besides Professor Strunk, Professor
John Tucker Murray, Harvard University
authority on the Elizabethan stage, was at
the studio for months helping to prepare
this huge production.
"They are the chaperones," Norma explained. "They have to keep Shakespeare
out of the Brown Derby. But seriously,"
she added, "they have left no stone unturned to assist in bringing Shakespeare
to the screen with the utmost fidelity to
the author's conception of the play. Not
a word of the manuscript has been
changed. Not a line has been added.
"How Juliet is portrayed has always
been a matter of individual interpretation,
and I feel I will escape comparisons with
the great actresses who have played the
part because the screen is so different
from the stage. I'm so happy to have
had the opportunity."
She looked radiantly happy. Everyone
in the picture is happy to have had a
part in it. Even the mechanics on the
picture have become Shakespeare conscious. Do you know what I did when I
got off that horse ? I hurried home and
read again, "Romeo and Juliet."

He

Lives

GIRLS!

"Please send me another
secretary, Miss Norris. I had
to let that other girl go."
"Why, what was the trouble,
Mr. Paige? She had a splendid record as a worker. "
"Oh yes, she was good in
her work, all right. But I
just couldn't stand to have
her around.
"Fm so sorry.

And say, buy some Mum
for the next girl and charge
it to me, will you?"
'/ certainly will, Mr. Paige. "

His

Impulses
(Continued from page 37)
of unhappy times. I've been moody, depressed. And those phases 'learned me'
that planning gets me nowhere, that a system strangles me and that trying to conform to conventional patterns makes a bull
in a china shop out of me. When I'm a
square peg in a round hole I don't seem
able to take it lying down.
"The only time I don't give way to my
impulses — when I can help it— is when
I'm mad.
That's theandtime
put thethestopwatch on yourself
waitto until
old
blood pressure is normal again before you
make a move in any direction. When I
get fighting mad I try to sit tight until
I can see black and white again, as well
as red. Like one time a certain man in
town did something that ate me up. I
went home in a towering rage, sat down
and wrote him a blistering letter. Then
I didn't mail it. I don't remember why
I didn't but the next day I saw the whole
thing differently. And since that time
this man and I have become pretty good
friends. If I had obeyed that impulse I I

perspiration odor is an
UNDERARM
annoyance men will not tolerate
in a girl, either in the office or in social
life. And why should they, when it is
so easy to avoid — with Mum!
Half a minute is all it takes to use

ing to the skin, you can use it right
after shaving the underarms.

Mum. A quick fingertipful under each
arm
^and you're safe for the whole
busy —day.

Remember, a fresh daintiness of person, free from the slightest trace of
ugly odor, is something without which
no girl can hope to succeed. Make sure
of it with Mum! Bristol-Myers, Inc.,
630 Fifth Ave., New York.

If you forget to use Mum before you
dress, use it afterwards. It's harmless
to clothing, you know. And it's so sooth-

Mum does just what you want it to do.
It prevents the disagreeable odor of perspiration, and not the perspiration itself.

ANOTHER USE FOR MUM is
on sanitary napkins. Enjoy
the relief and freedom from
worry about this source of
unpleasantness, which Mum
affords.

MUM

takes

the

odor

out

of

perspiration
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would have lost a very pleasant, and as
it turned out, a very profitable contact.
"And I don't think," Clark said, more
gravely now, "that I'll live on impulse
when, if ever, I marry again. Right now
I'd say that I never will because I might
meet some girl and marry her within a
month, but I don't think so. If ever I
marry again, I want to be sure that I
know all about the girl — I want to know
her for a couple of years — find out how
she thinks and what she wants out of life,

Even the most beautiful eyes need regular
care. Well tended eyebrows are essential. ..
and for this you need good tweezer'- HENCO
Tweezers are specially designed lOr plucking,
thinning and training . ..They hove platform
points, corrugated inside^ to assure positive
grip without cutting the hair, and finger rest
grip on handles. Each one individually tested.
Keep a pair of HENCO Tweezers on your
dressing table. Use them
as part of your regular
beauty care.

TRADE
4J*n[o
Ask for HENCO Tweezers . . Nail Files . .
Manicure Scissors. .at drug and 5&10c stores.
Be

€k Hotel Hostess
Enjoy Your Work! Good positions
in hotels for women as Hostess,
Housekeeper, Manager, etc. Train
at home in leisure time. One Lewis
Student
writes:
"Hostess-Manager
oi
v,/Ouniry
i^iuD,
open ail year.
Salary $135 monthly and full maintenance for my
two children and self." Write for Free Book.
lEWIS HOTEL TRAINING SCHOOLS. Sla.MP-8101,Washinglon,D.C
1 B A N 1 SH

PIIVIPLESI
SSo iiiiitter liow ntubborii your case
maypimplea
be, we andurgeacneevery
from
to trysufferer
KLEAROL
Acne ingLotion
No. tbat1 — aobaaamazpreparation
ce ded in cases considered suc-almoBt bopetess!
Don't
confuseNo. KLEAROL
Acne Lotion
1 ItwitliworKSurdiiiarypreparationa.
amazingly fast because
it is
compounded
ofthoee
costlyprescribed
ingredients
similar
to
(ime and time aKain by skin
hpei-iulir^Lel
Bend 25c tor sencrouB
Yoiitriul
run bottle.
m»ke up your mind right now
tuup banieb
pimpleeSend
and acnethis
— anddelightclear
yourfragrant,
akin!
(ully
creamyfor white
lotion
•— pleasant to use — not sticky —
notSKINgreasyLABORATORIES,
— won't etain bed
linene.
exolusiveiy
by NUname
Mail $1.00MadeTODAY
with your
and address, for a full 4 Inc.
os.
bottle
in
plain
wrapper.
We
prepay
postage.
Your money refunded
if you are not completely satisfied after 3 applications.
,„^„ _Broadway.
^ MU SKIN LABORATORIES. Inc.
3859
New York, N. V.

Free

For

Asthma

and
Hay
Fever
It you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible you choke and gasp for breath, if Hay
Fever keeps you sneezing and snuffing while
your eyes water and nose discharges continuously, don't fail
to send
once oftoa the
Frontier Asthma
Co. for
a freeattrial
remarkable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If
you have suffered for a life-time and tried
everything you could learn of without relief;
even if you are utterly discouraged, do not
abandon hope but send today for this free
trial. It will cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co., 266-A Frontier Bid?.,
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
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everything about her. It's all right for
a very young chap to fall head over heels.
But an older man, a man who has been
married, is a fool if he hasn't learned to
walk more carefully, to take more time,
to test his own emotions.
"So I should say that 'in anger' and 'in
love' are the only times when I wouldn't
live on impulse — or shouldn't.
BUT I'm talking out of turn. I'm not
idea of
I'm
not interested
interested inintherules
andmarriage.
regulations,
schedules, obligations, bonds of any kind.
I've said before that freedom is what I
want now and I still say it.
"I should have taken a lesson from my
earlier life. Time was when I was working in a rubber factory in Akron, Ohio,
and studying medicine at night school.
Planning to be an M.D. I didn't like the
rubber factory and I didn't like medicine.
But I had been brought up to believe that
a young man should prepare himself for
a definite profession, preferably by working his way through — whether he liked it
or not. That didn't matter. It seems to
be a part of the American tradition that
it's worthy not to get any fun out of your
work. I don't believe it. Getting a kick
out of life, and especially out of what
you do nine hours out of ten, is as good
be
unhappy. as any I know. It's stupid to
a religion
"Anyway, one night after medical
school, I was eating a hamburger at an
all-night stand. Two young fellows were
in there, talking theatre. They were actors
with a stock company playing in town.
Something of the enthusiasm in their voices
struck me. I went to see their show. And
I tossed a coin on the spot — heads for
doctoring — tails for acting. The tails got
it and I never went back to the medical."
When you are with Clark you get the
sense of living as a robust, full-bodied
thing — real and worth living. You feel
comfortable with him. And I thought
again, what I've thought and said many
times before, / like Clark Gable — and so
would you. I may add that this is not
true of everyone in Hollywood, not by any
manner of means. Naming no names, I
will say that there are quite a few I can
think of who would not be endured if it
were not for the aura of name and fame.
Clark really never changes. Not in any
of the fundamentals. He is just as warm
and hearty and unspoiled as he was when
I first talked with him, five years ago or
so. He even looks comfortable, Clark does.
There is something generous and heartening about his expansive smile, his deep
laughing eyes, his dimples which are more
clefts than dimples. He never looks too
"well-groomed." He was wearing, that
day, a gray flannel suit, tan shirt and
dark tie. His clothes always look as though
he had worn them for some time. His hair
never looks as though it had just been
barbered. His very hand clasp is hearty,
cordial and enveloping. He walks with a
spring to his step as though he were going somewhere and was eager to get there.
HE impulses
was saying,
I live
on myI
now "And
with so,
a free
mind.
go fishing and hunting when I want to,
alone sometimes, sometimes with one of

the stage hands of one of the boys at the
studio who likes fishing, too.
"I do all the little things I feel like
doing. I shine my own boots. My valet
— I have one here at the studio only because I have to, to keep my clothes
pressed and cleaned — sits around sunning
himself outside my dressing-room door
most of the time. And when we leave the
studio at night, I go home — and so does
he, I guess.
"During
the noon
hour,over
whento I'm
working, sometimes
I dash
a nearby
gun club and do some skeet shooting.
Sometimes I go to the rifle range, on the
back lot of the studio, and shoot it up
with some of the boys.
"When I go on my hunting trips I never
go to swank resorts or preserves. I know
what that means. You meet someone you
know and the. first thing you're in the
soup and fish making polite conversation
in a lodge dining-room. I do my hunting
off the beaten trails. I usually go to the
same ways
place,
me there,
where.
alvisit thedon't
same ask
people
too. IThey
live in rude cabins and I eat my meals
with them. We sit around the fire half
the nights through swapping stories. They
don't know who I am or where I come
from. They don't know my name. They
don't care. That's swell with me.
"I tinker with my own car instead of
sending it to a garage. I get up very early
in
the morning
or very
I'm
working,
of course,
I havelate.
to beWhen
up about
six. But when I'm not working I have
no daily schedule of any sort. I keep no
'engagement book.' One day I think it
might be well to run down to the Santa
Anita race track and see if my horse,
Beverly Hills, has — hah !— won any more
ribbons ! The next day I may decide to
do some skeet shooting. Or I may stick
around and polish my guns. Or I may
take a postman's holiday and drop by the
studio to see if anything has happened. I
live for the day, the hour, almost the halfhour, and I'm no worse off than I've ever
been in my life before.
"I don't do 'the thing to do' any more,
either. Once someone suggested to me
that allI that.
should Soplay
polo — myself
gentleman'
game
s outfit
and
I bought
a polo
and a polo pony and went to it. In about
two weeks I gave it up. Not, as reports
had it, because the studio ordered me to.
But because I was a dub at it. I felt like
a fool — a great hulk like me riding one
of those graceful little horses.
NO

harm in trying anything once, of
course. But if what I try doesn't gee
with- me I don't do what I once felt I
had to do — stick at it. I chuck it into the
discard and forget it. And try something
else.

"It's silly to be too persistent about
everything. It's silly -to be pigeon-holed
when you know dam' well you don't belong. It's foolish to woo success too hard
— if you do, it slips out on you.
"I always want the things I haven't got,
I hope I always will. That's what keeps
the impulses growing. And a man without impulses is dead and doesn't know it.
"So now I flip coins in dead earnest.
Why not? It was a flip of the coin that
decided me not to take a bit part in 'What
Price Glory?' a few years ago. Later, I
was offered a good part in the second unit
of the same show. And the second unit
turned out to be the first, really, and we
played Los Angeles instead of being sent
on the road.
"Another flip of a coin actually brought
me to Hollywood. I'd had some luck and
recognition
starring
and Aa
couple of other
playsin in'Machinal'
New York.
producer from the Coast wired me asking me to come to Los Angeles to play
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the lead in 'The Last Mile.' I didn't
know what to do. Broadway came first
with me then, as it did with most
actors. I wasn't especially broke at the
moment so that the added money was no
great inducement. What to do — hang
around Broadway and take a chance on another show or go to Los Angeles and take
the sure part and the extra dough? I
flipped a coin — heads Los Angeles — tails
New York. Heads turned up. I came
West. I'm still here.
"I even live on my impulses so far as
my work is concerned. Not that it gets
me very
far.orI do
haven't
to say stories
about
what
I do
not much
do, where
are concerned. But I still have the impulse to argue about it, to put up a fight
when I don't like a part. Lm not any too
keen about a picture oh the grid for me
now. I'd have to play an Englishman.
And I'm not an Englishman. I'm a plain
American and nothing else but. Can you
imagine me talking with an English accent?
You
you tocan't.
sound bet
foolish
myselfNeither
and to can
you I.
and I'd
to
everyone else. If I do play it I'll just
talk
like I always do. I'll be myself or
nothing.
"And I didn't, by the way, have an impulse to take out a fighting license as was
reported. I'd know better. Why, if I got
up against
Maxie
Baer
he'd ! knock the
ears
off of me
in five
seconds
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SAYS
FRED
^^''tHE

MacMURRAY

TEXAS rangers'"

"And now," said Clark, "my time's up
— the fish in Utah are running and they're
my game. I'll be seein' you."
And he was gone. Out of the diningroom, with that quick tread of the man
who has places to go and wants to get
there.

Midsummer
Fashion
Viewpoint
{Continued from page 58)
And to show me how she works pink
into the picture, Jeanette dragged a printed
chiffon dinner dress out of the closet.
You can see it on page 56. It's a royal
blue chiffon printed all over with widely
spaced garlands of flowers in cornflower
blue, pink and coral, the last color named
being the most prominent in the design.
This is a grand dress for dining and
dancing on hot evenings and it will go
right into early September without looking too summery. That softly shirred fullness of the bodice is very flattering and
so is the ruffled collar. With this dress
she wears a rhinestone bracelet and
brooch with matching clips in her hair
which is quite a fling for her because she
wears practically no jewelry as a rule.
She says that her few pieces of jewelry
include the star sapphire, mentioned before,
a gold key pin and a clip or two. She
usually feels quite reckless when she buys
a piece of costume jewelry!
JEANETTE admits that she is almost
the only star in Hollywood who
doesn't own a single tailored suit ! She
doesn't like them for herself and has never
worn one. She much prefers a more
feminine type of daytime costume. The
tailored but feminine brown dress on page
57 gives you an idea of her substitute
for the great Hollywood uniform. It's
really a one-piece affair but the pleated
peplum gives it a two-piece effect. The
collar and tiny jabot are made of tabs

EVERYONE KNOWS THAT
CRISP AND CRUNCHY
QUAKER PUFFED WHEAT
IS MIGHTY GOOD TO
EAT. BUT NOT EVERYONE
REALIZES WHAT A
FINE FOOD IT IS. LOOK
HOW IT COMPARES IN
N0UR1SH^AE^JT.

"A /C^ FAVORITE Sunday breakfast
JLVJL starts with Quaker Puffed
Wheat and fresh berries. Then bacon
with grilled mushrooms, toasted
muffins, and coffee with lots of
cream," says Fred MacMurray,
popular Paramount star.
Your family, too, will enjoy Fred

CALORIES PER OZ.
ANAS-BAN27.9
PUFFED
106.0 WHEAT--CALORIES PER OZ.

MacMurray's tempting and unusual breakfast. Serve it tomorrow.
Your grocer is featuring all the ingredients youneed.

QUAKER PUFFED WHEAT IS A COOL
AND TEMPTING SUMMER FOOD, YET
LOADED WITH NOURISHAAENT. IT'
WHOLE WHEAT SHOT FROM
GUNS BY THE FAMOUS
QUAKER PROCESS THAT
MAKES IT EATRA CRISP' WAX
AND CRUNCHY. AND
IT'S KEPT THAT WAY
UNTIL YOU EAT IT BY
QUAKER'S
TRIPLESEALED PACKAGE.
IT! ^RICE
QUAKER-TRYPUFFED
IS DELICIOUS, TOO
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Something very new in toppers!
Doris Nolan wears the fetching Kahulo Lotus beach hat which ties under her chin.
SWEETNESS

THE SUPERLATIVELY FINE/
ORIGINAL
BO-KRV
onnncE
Blossom
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Lovely companion IS Bo-Kay Orange
Blossom Terfume ... the capcured fragrance of the Southland.
n^l MADE IN FLORIDA 'MIDST THE FRAGRANT
1^
ORANGE GROVES
^^SL^oldatalllOcstorei. BO-KAY, Jacisonvil/e.Fla.
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New 24 page catalogue FREE . . . puts
you in money making business. Oct
ataraped goods direct from niunufacturet — sell
at 100% profit. Over 100 new items — Bcarvea.
pillow casee, table clothe, bridge Bets, towels, aprons,
etc., imported linens and novelties. Complete
instructions for enibroidorv free. It's easv. WriteWerribee Art Embroidery Co., 22 W. 21st. Dept. 156, N. V.^.
WAKE

LIVER
WITHOUT

UP

YOUR

BILECALOMEL

And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE liver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile onto the food you swallow
every day. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your food doesn't digest. It just decays. Gas
bloats up your stomach. You get constipated.
Your whole system is poisoned and you feel
sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you feel "up and up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25c
1936, C. M. CO.
at all drug stores.
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of the material. The shoulders are
slightly peaked and padded to give width
and the smartly designed belt is brown
patent - leather. Jeanette singled this
particular dress out as one of those perfect dresses you should have in your
wardrobe — worn during the cooler days
of midsummer, it goes right into fall,
with the result that you always have a
seasonable dress to wear.
The tiny brown hat, that goes with this
dress, is trimmed with a huge pom-pom
of calico. Jeanette likes small hats best.
She will hunt days for a hat she likes
and won't buy one until she's sure it's
exactly what she wants.
She likes tailored nightgowns and
robes — you know the type, those lovely
hand-made gowns with nothing but fine
drawn work or a bit of embroidery. And
her robes
as plain
as a that
man'ssheflannel
one.
Her are
mother
remarked
goes
quite haywire every now and then, buying a very frothy negligee which she never
wears — evidently likes to look at them
hanging in the closet !
Her special hobbies are bands, bags and
hankies. And what kind of bands, you
ask? Not rubber ones! But those miniature bands of all kinds, tiny replicas of
German brass bands, bunny bands, mice
bands — just anything little and musical
which she dotes on having around on
tables in the house. She has handbags in
every size, shape and color, two or three
for each costume, in fact. And she is crazy
about fine, hand-made white handkerchiefs.
Did you know that she probably has
the smallest feet in Hollywood? And her
hands are small and delicate, too. She has
difficulty finding gloves to fit her.
Beside her yen for pink and red, she
likes blue and green. One of her pet
dresses this summer is a turquoise blue
mousseline de soie. It has a gay nineties
look with its diaphanous leg o' mutton
sleeves and a high gathered bodice. Beneath the dress rustles a slip of taffeta,
the top and hem edged with lace which
shows through the filmy mousseline. She
calls this her "rebel" dress because she
wore it to one of the famous Mayfair
parties this summer when everyone had
iDcen requested to come in prints !
One of Jeanette's friends told me an
interesting
thing
about too.
her and
thing we can
absorb,
She it's
said somethat,
although clothes are very important to
Miss MacD., they never reach such importance that she is conscious of them
and her appearance all the time. She

said that Jeanette could walk into a party,
find others more formally dressed than
herself, and not let it spoil her good time
in any way. She always feels that she can
compete with any group, provided she
knows that what she is wearing suits her
and is in good taste, regardless of whether
it is as elaborate and as formal as the
clothes the other women may be wearing. That's a grand attitude to adopt
about your own clothes — far too many
girls let an evening be ruined because
they don't think that their dresses compare favorably with others. Feeling sure
of yourself is half of looking smart.
ANOTHER
I enjoy talking Hollywood-ite
to about clothesthat
is Madge
Evans. Like Jeanette, she has sound and
conservative ideas that can be passed on
to all of you. And the way she solves
the midsummer clothes problem is a revelation. She doesn't believe that it's
smart to start buying fall hats and dresses
the first of August. Instead, she thinks
it's far smarter to wait for the first
giddy fashion fancies to pass out of the
picture and select the clothes that are destined to last through the new season. So,
in order to pep up her summer wardrobe
and not feel that midsummer let-down,
she has various dodges which she uses to
advantage.
Madge
is making "Piccadilly
with
Bob (who
Montgomery)
is one ofJim"
the
biggest blue fans I have ever known. It
is her favorite color and so she wears it
year
and year
You'd think
clothesin would
seem out.
monotonous
as a her
result but they never do because she is so
clever about the interesting variations
she achieves with this one basic color.
Talking about cool-looking clothes for
the
dog a
days,
Madge
said she
couldn't
imagine
cooler
costume
combination
than navy blue with crisp touches of
white. So just in case I was dubious, she
offered to show me what she is wearing
right
now.
As topper
to a finely pleated navy blue
chiffon skirt, she wears a white vest and
fingertip length jacket. The vest is
sleeveless and has a small turnover collar
edged with scallops of the material. The
jacket has wide lapels and flap pockets,
also edged in the scallops. Both of these
are of washable pique, crisp and fresh on
the hottest day. As you can see, Madge
wears a wide-brimmed, daisy-trimmed
navy blue hat and navy accessories.
Another day, in place of the pique
jacket and vest, she will wear a printed
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linen tunic over this same skirt. In fact,
various jackets and blouses, enable her to
have several complete costumes with just
this one skirt as the base.
A dark crepe dress with which she
wears light summer hats now, will gracefully bridge the jump from summer to
fall later on. This is the smart navy blue
silk on page 58. Two-piece, the blouse
has an unusual tucked treatment on the
bodice and across the shoulders of the
short sleeves.
The close-up on the same page shows
Madge's
in detail. A good-looking
wide-brimmed accessories
sailor of natural
colored straw has a shallow crown circled by navy ribbon. Streamers are
drawn through the brim at back and lend
aa fetching
air and
to the
hat —at
cluster of"little
field girl"
flowers
roses

o • •
When castles in Spain
Come crashing down.
There's one way to soften

te

ou

Buy Beech-Nut Gum
At stand or store . . .
The flavor makes dreaming
Worthwhile

front. Aren't those blue kid gloves stunning with the white stitching stripes and
the perforated trimming? Madge gives
herself a last look in the small mirror
from her large navy kid envelope bag.
When the air gets a fall nip to it, Madge
will wear furs with this dress and change
her straw hat for a felt or velvet one.
And that's what you can do, too, and
you'll never have that in-between season
feeling of having nothing in your closet
fit to wear !
As you kow I am always on the search
for anything new in fashion which I can
pass on to you. Since hot weather is
the time when you want to keep your costhan a ever,
I thought
like to tumes
hearfresher
about
new dress
shield you'd
that
is the last word in thinness and yet it
has tremendous durability.
The proud maker of this shield describes it thus, "so thin you won't know
they're in." And it's true, they're sheer
and cool, practically without any bulk
when fastened in your dress. They are
made of a one-piece seamless rubber
product and will withstand both boiling
and ironing, never losing shape.
If you would like to know the name of
this shield and where to buy it, just
write in to me and I shall be glad to forward the information. Dress shields are
indispensable to the smart grooming of
Hollywood stars and I am sure they must
be to you, too.
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{Contimtcd from page 51)
theirs. There is no business or pleasure
that can't be interrupted long enough for
Bing to get to a telephone and call his
home before time for the children to be

"Maybe Philip Dennis," Bing insisted.

once more!

^

Parents

put to bed, if he can't get there in person.
"Did the kids miss me today?" he asks
eagerly. "What did Gary say about me?"
And since Gary is old enough to talk, he
is often allowed to speak to his daddy and
deliver his own message, just as thousands
of other little boys are breaking the
monotony of business for their fathers.
They are just everyday folk, these Crosbys. Before the twins were born, and long
before the doctor had announced that two
babies might be expected, there was the
usual family argument over a name for
the new baby. If it was to be a boy,
Dixie's heart was set on naming him
Dennis. Bing was equally determined to
call him Philip.
"How about Dennis Philip?" suggested
Dixie.

Fortune's Frown-

BEECH-NUT PEPSIN GUM . . .
candy coating protects a pleasing
flavor . . . and, as you probably
know, pepsin aids digestion after
a hearty meal.

BEECH-NUT SPEARMINT . .
especially for those who like a distinctive
flavor. A Beech-Nut Quality product.

BEECHIES . . . another really
fine Peppermint Gum— sealed in
candy coating. Like Gum and
Candy in one.

ORALGENE-Its firmer
textureexercise
gives much
neededits
mouth
. . . and
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dehydrated milk of magnesia
helps neutralize mouth acidity.
Each piece individually wrapped.
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Because

it's Creamy

PINAUD'S
SIX-TWELVE
is the Mascara

that gives eyelashes
Natural-Looking

Beauty

This creamy mascara does
away with the artificial
look given by old-fashioned
cake mascaras. Colors:
black,brown, blue and gree
Choose one to match
eyes; others to match
costumes. ../f'sFrerec/i.
THE
HOUSE
OF

PINAUD

eckles
Banish those embarrassing
freckles quickly in the privacy
of your room. Your friends will
wonder how you did it. Stillman's Freckle Cream removes
them while you sleep.
Leaves the skin soft, 50 C
smooth, and clear.
Booklet on request.
O JOT
Stillman Co., Aurora, 111., Dept. 12
SUUman's

FRECKLE

CREAM

NAILS
AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE
NEW!
Smart,
tapering
nailslong,
for
everyone! Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
any desired shade.Defies
_
detection. Waterproof.
Easily applied ; remains firm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.
Marvelously natural-looking. Try them!
NU-NAILS
r% U-nAML
J FINGERNAILS
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Wliat promised to be a lasting argument
was only settled when the stork, showing
rare presence of mind, furnished a boy
for each name and tliey were promptly
christened Dennis and Philip.
Now it's "my boy, Dennis, walked first,"
from Dixie, and "my son, Philip, talked
first," from Bing.
With all this parental affection and attention, however, the Crosby children are
not "spoiled." You'll never hear one of
them beating a tattoo on his plate and
yelling, "1 don't want any spinach!" Beit's them,
spinachthey
or eat
ice it
cream
that is cause,
set whether
before
and
say nothing. Their meals come at regular hours and they are never given food
between meals.
ONE day their Uncle Larry came in
from playing golf and went to the
kitchen to make himself a sandwich. The
three little Crosbys followed him and stood
looking hungrily at every mouthful he ate.
Without thinking he gave each one of
them a graham cracker. At that moment
Dixie arrived on the scene. She took the
crackers away from the children and gave
them a scolding.
Larry took the blame but Dixie said,
"It makes no difference. They know they
aren't allowed to eat between meals."
Di.xie knows the value of routine, and her
children have been taught to do everything
by the clock. They go to sleep at a certain time and awake in the morning at a
certain time. Noises never bother them.
Not even a party in the house nor enthusiastic crooning by Papa Bing, for the
entertainment of his guests, will awaken
the babies once they are asleep.
With two sets of adoring grandparents
living close by, it has been necessary to
avoid complications by arranging the visits
of the children to them in routine. Each
child visits the home of each grandparent
once each week. The twins make their
visits together, but Gary, a little older and
enjoying a different type of entertainment,
goes alone.
Everyone is satisfied.
One morning recently, Philip, the livelier
of the twins,
room, helpedslipped
himselfintotohisa mother's
jar of bedcold
cream and two bottles of perfume. First
he rubbed the cream on his face and then
made a neat spread of it on the creamcolored carpet. On top of that he poured
the perfume which made a grand smell
and, by the time the nurse arrived, things
were in a fine state. Philip was soundly
spanked. Spare the rod and spoil the
child is one rule that Bing and Dixie
don't believe in.
They are allowed but a few toys at
one time, as their parents believe that having too many toys discourages initiative
in the children.
The children aren't taken to the studio
and paraded around. They don't hang
around "watching daddy work." I learned
that Gary had been allowed to visit the
studio just once when there was a circus
set so he could see the clowns and animals. There will be no Crosby children
in the movies — that is not as child actors.
If they develop into actors later, that will
be a different matter.
At the ranch, where 4ife is lived as
simply as possible, the children sleep in a
huge dormitory, but in the new Crosby
home near Toluca Lake, Gary has a room
of his own. The twins share a very large
bedroom but each has his own clothes
closet and their bathroom is equipped with
two of everything !
"They will have everything they need,
but outside of that — nothing doing," is the
way Bing
"I had
six
brothers
and expresses
sisters. Myit.father
provided
the necessities for us, but for extras we
had to hustle. That's the way it will be

with my boys. They aren't going to have
fancy allowances just because I've been
lucky and
somemoney.
money. They
I've each
provided theirmade
college
have an annuity, which will come due when
they are seventeen. They can take the
money and go to college, or if they want
to work a while and go to school later
they
may. But their education is paid
for
— now.
"I'm not going to dictate their futures,"
he continued. "I'm not going to tell them
that they have to be doctors or lawyers.
They
to decide
for themselves."
But have
naturally,
Bingthatwould
be pleased
if any or all of them turned out to be
musically inclined. Gary has a deep, husky
voice that sounds exactly like his famous
dad's, and sings all the time. The twins,
not yet two years old, can carry a tune.
They are natural and amusing children.
Gary heard Bing call Andy Devine
"Blimp" and quickly figured out the implication. The matter was forgotten until
one day Norman Taurog, who also is
built generously, called at the house and
was greeted by Gary, who called out in
a friendly way: "Hello, Blimp!"
BING is one Hollywood star who has
never
been troubled
with prevalent
"fame" sickness, a disease
particularly
in
Hollywood. His greatest extravagance
is his string of race horses which, with
luck, might become a source of income.
He refuses to regard them on a commercial basis, however, and the Crosby horses
never run unless their owner is there to
see them. His breeding stables at his
ranch are perfectly equipped. When it
was necessary to cut down hundreds of
trees to clear acreage on which to raise
alfalfa for the ponies, Bing helped "for
His money has been invested in good,
solid bonds and securities. One brother,
exercise."
Everett, manages his motion picture contracts, and another brother, Larry, manages
his
radio
business.
They,form
with Crosby,
Bing's
father and
Bing,
of course,
Inc. A suite of offices at the Paramount
Studio is their headquarters.
Everett and Larry occupy small offices
separated by a large ■ office, which is occupied by Mr. Crosby Senior and two
secretaries. There must be a reason why
Bing, at the end of five years has seventy
fan clubs and hires one girl to do nothing
but answer his fan mail.
A delightful air of informality is introduced when Everett, from his office, yells :
"Pappy ! How many rooms are there in
Bing's
new here,"
house?"yells a secretary back,
"He isn't
"but Larry says there are twenty rooms,
seven baths and five fireplaces."
"Pappy!" yells Larry from his office.
"What is the name of that man I'm to
When "Pappy" returns to his desk, he
is confronted with the problems of the
past ten minutes.
"The man's name .is Carroll," he yelled
at Larry, "and there are twenty-two rooms
in Bing's house," he yelled at Everett,
after which business went on as usual.
For a long time Bing and Dixie have
planned a vacation together.
"I've
see?"worked since I was a kid," Bing
said. "Dixie and I want to take a trip.
We want to go around the world. Not as
movie stars, but just as a couple of people.
We've been looking forward to it for a
But the longest trip in sight right now
is to Vancouver, B.C., this summer, where
long time."
Bing
has been invited to be a guest of
honor at the Golden Jubilee. He plans to
take his brother Larry and his wife, and
may take his string of ponies up to show
the Canadians how they can run.
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Watching

Her

Step

{Coutiiuicd from page 47)
were blending into one gentle
knit personality.
For Jean always has been a
of
"split
personality."
do anot
know
her, think What
she
what her close friends knozv
are as far apart as the poles.

and closelymarked
people
is
like
she is

case
who
and
like,

WE

talk books when I visit with Jean.
VVe talk politics. We discuss people
and problems with passion and intensity.
We drink coffee and philosophize. It may
not
be very
I wouldn'tis
know.
Butprofound
at leastphilosophy,
our conversation

not dotted with gossrp of parties and pettiness. Ifirst became interested in Soviet
Russia when, a couple of years ago, Jean
loaned me "Stalin, The Career of a
Fanatic."
She is intelligent. She has a sound
brain, an honest heart and a grand sense
of humor. Now she is engaged in the
process of stripping off the publicized Jean
as, long ago, she stripped off the exotic
gowns and make-up ; as she has shed the
platinum hair and the extravagant house.
The real Jean Harlow is emerging into
focus through many mists, most of them
manufactured by expert myth-makers.
I said to Jean, who was wearing a play
suit of pale blue sharkskin, a blue ribbon tied 'round her hair, "You've changed
— more."
"I know it," said Jean. "No one knows
it
I. You
is aI
verybetter
muchthan
misused
word,know,
but it'peace'
is what
feel. It is what is happening to me. I

feel a peace within which seems to grow
deeper and stronger and surer every day.
"After all, I'm a quarter of a century
old
now,the you
know. I was
I'm when
twenty-five
as
against
seventeen
I started
in pictures, when I made 'Hells Angels'
and began my career of florid publicity.
I don't know whether I regret getting off
on that rather feverish foot, so to speak,
or not. It probably helped me, professionally. Itmade for a quicker start, attracted attention swiftly. It doubtless hurt
me, personally. It's something that has to
be lived down, something that can be discarded only with time.
"It's impossible to say, now, how things
would have worked out for me had I begun in a diff^erent type of part and with
a different brand of publicity. It's difficult
to bridge — this difference between my
screen personality and nic.
"When I was very young, at the age of
sixteen — even after I was first married,
for the matter of that — I never had been
allowed to wear a backless gown nor allowed to use mascara or lipstick. And
so, when I first came to Hollywood, I
wanted to do all these things. I used
to buy the most exotic gowns I could find.
I used to daub eye-shadow under my eyes
and lipstick all over my mouth and try
to get out of the house before mother
could see me to drag me back, bodily.
"But I would have done the same thing
whether I had been in pictures or not. It
is a phase most young girls go through
and outgrow.

1 THINK," said Jean, pouring coffee
for both of us, "that the change in
me is really a matter of the simple, biological not
process acalled
up.' and
AfterI
all, I am
child'growing
any longer
think I really realized it, for the first
time this past year."
I think she has, too. For Jean is watching her step. She knows, now where she
is going. She was plunged into public
life when she was very young. And things
happened to her, fast and furiously and
without any volition of her own. Everything catapulted on her — headline things,
happy and unhappy things.
I think, the difference in Jean is that
she has control of her life, she knows
where she wants to go and how to get
there.
"I don't want anything more to happen
to me," Jean was saying, her voice grave.
"I don't want any more new experiences.
Apart from my work, I want to do nothing
at all but sit in the sun at home and rest
And here is another drastic change in
Jean's
life — her mother is sitting back and
and think."
letting
her handle everything. And this
is, Jean says, one of the most intelligent
of the many things her mother has done
for her.
"Now," said Jean, "when I have a decision to make, a problem to work out — •
whether it is personal, professional or
financial — I cannot even discuss it with
mother. Only when I have reached my
own decision can I talk it over with her.

Mrs. Anthony J. Drexel III says: "Pond's
Vanishing Cream removes little roughnesses at
once • . . keeps my skin soft and white.""
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ONE DAY your nose is flaky — powder
won't "stick"! Next day, your chin . . .
Often, after a day in the sun, your whole
face scuffs up with flaky bits.
Do you know what they are? — Dead skin
cells!
They cling stubbornly, show up terribly
— even under make-up.
But you can melt them away easily — with
a keratolytic cream (Vanishing Cream). A
distinguished dermatologist explains:
Young Skin Appears
"When the dried-out cells on surface skin
are melted away with a keratolytic cream
(Vanishing Cream), the underlying cells
come into view. These cells are young and

supple. They immediately give the skin a
smooth, fresh appearance. Coloring is improved, texture finer.
"Vanishing Cream, regularly applied,
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And

They

It Couldn't

Said

Hap-

pen inAmerica!

Mystic oaths of secrecy that
curdle the blood. . . Savage
floggings by night. . . . Ruthless intimidation, political wirepul ing . . . and murder. The
Black Legion!
What is the real truth about
this terror cult menacing America with torture and lynch law?
What part did women play in
this amazing network? Is the
combine smashed, or is it only
waiting to strike at organized
government?
Read "Secrets of the Black
Legion" in the September INSIDE DETECTIVE. Chief Henry
Piel, of the Detroit Police, gives
the complete picture of the
Black Legion — a picture that
will startle those who believe
that such things "can't happen
herel" important features for
Other
September include nine true
stories of crime and punishment, illustrated by exclusive
police photos.
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"You know, if my mother were a perfect
stranger to me, no relation whatsoever, 1
would insist on having her live with me.
She tells me," said Jean, her smile ten"that will
the time
mustherecome
inevitably,
when der,she
not be
to advise
me
and that I must prepare for that day.
"And so, I am on my own for the first
time in my life. I must take the consequences now of everything I do because
there will be no one but me involved."
And in Jean's
personal affairs
the same
neutrality
is scriipulously
observed.
Jean
and Bill Powell have been going together
for more than two years now. There are
all sorts of rumors about a secret marriage, an engagement, and even a breakup. They say nothing. But there are some
things which are clear and obvious without the medium of words. I could swear
to one thing — that Jean loves Bill and that
Bill loves Jean. And that this love has
made her the more serious, more thoughtone. ful girl she has become — and a happier
I believe that she feels she
thing concrete and substantial
upon. Something that gives her
in herself.
I know that her love for Bill

has someto depend
confidence
is a strong

and complete love. She actually doesn't
know that other men exist. She doesn't
see other men. Jean, as a matter of fact,
has never been attracted easily to men.
Despite the columns which have over-

flowed with Jean Harlow and her latest
beaux. Not that the beaux wouldn't gladly, eagerly come a-beauing — but rather that
Jean has gone, always, with just one man,
sincere
her
love.in her friendship, whole-souled in
Sumptuous, sexy, seductive she may be
on the screen — off the screen she is cool,
tender but
and Iloyal
—intelligent,
horrid word,
havebutto less
use "sexy"
it to
make my point clear — than almost any girl
I know.
And the reason that Jean doesn't speak
of marriage is that she is a one-track person. She doesn't believe that she can combine the two careers successfully, marriage
and movies. She doesn't want to try.
If she married Bill she would give up her
career. And she doesn't want to do that
until she has won complete independence,
financially and in terms of success.
"And so," Jean was saying, "I shall go
on
work and
work But
hard.
I'd
like with
to domycomedy,
you I'll
know.
I seem
'to have been taken out of that. And I
haven't much to say about what I do in
the studio. I want to keep on making
pictures, of course, for as long as my
pictures are good enough for people to
want.
"And most of all I want to rest — and be
quiet— and to keep on finding the peace I
have begun, for the first time, to
know. . . ."

The

Gloom-Chaser
{Continued from page 48)

Well, Henry was a minute late, worse,
he was three minutes late by all the clocks
he passed, and the consequence was that
by the
time perspiring
he reachedwiththepanicky
star's bedside he was
fear
that Farnum would miss the train. So
distressed was Henry that he literally ran
around in circles doing everything backwards. It amused Bill who was used to
these antics and knew that they resulted
from extreme conscientiousness and not
from carelessness or indifference, but the
minutes passed and action had to be
taken.
As he stepped from the bath, Farnum
said briskly, "A little speed now, Henry.
It's getting
sentence erasedlate."
what That
little unfortunate
composure poor
Henry had left. "Yes, sir," he said,
breathing hard and, rushing toward the
bedroom, returned with his boss's high
silk hat and cane ! Farnum didn't bat an
eyelid but put the hat on his head and
the cane over his arm, otherwise clothed
an natureJ. Striking an attitude, he said,
"Now Henry, how do I look?" A dazed
expression
passedcleared.
over Henry's
face and
then the mist
He groaned
in
anguish and, staggering backwards, fell
flat into the bathtub.
BILL could never demand anything
quickly without throwing Henry into
one of these panics. A simple request
such as, "Henry, where are those shoes
I wore yesterday?" spoken in a serious
voice would bring the panicked expression
into his eyes and start him fumbling first
in his own pockets and then rushing
hither and yon looking under rugs and
even behind pictures, murmuring con! Shoes
!" while
would
walk to stantly,
the "Shoes
closet
and locate
themBillhimself.
. But there were other times when Henry
did not lose his head under tense situations and that was when he had any-

thing to do that gave him an artistic expression for this tremendous emotion.
Then he was himself, calm and more or
less the master of the situation. Many
of you may think that a motion picture
actor, who was the idol of his day, could
not possibly be anything but happy and
gay, but Bill has had plenty of sorrow
in his life, heartbreaking sorrow, and the
thing that always helped him most was
music. There were no radios then, this
was in 1917-18, and when Bill was vacationing at Sag Harbor, he would sit at the
piano and play for hours. Sometimes he
would say, "Come on, Henry, let's give
a concert," and Henry would at once lose
the anxious look his face usually wore and
quite a different expression would take its
place. Leaning against the piano he
would sing "O Solo Mio" and other arias
all through an evening. He had a fine
voice, untrained, but full, rich and vibrant
and he sang, as so many Italians do, as
though he loved it.
In almost every Farnum picture there
was a part that Henry could play. Bill
secured it for him at first, but as time
went on, he didn't have to remind his director that Henry could do this part or
that — he was automatically cast if there
was a possible opening. Sometimes he
had really important parts, usually a villain of some sort. He didn't provoke
the laughter in those days that he does
now. Story technique has changed and
so has the style of acting. Then Henry's
blood and thunder looks provided the audience with chills and terror, whereas today, if he had such a part, the audience
would probably die laughing.
Then came the day that he fell in love
and decided to be married. That period
was something for the Farnum family
to live through ! For days Henry rushed
about, breathing hard, making the most
heroic efforts to be calm.
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' He invited everj-one to the wedding but
Bill was working and Mrs. Farnum could
not go. The location was a picturesque
little Catholic church in Corona, Long
Island, and I may add that the roads out
there were not at all what they are now.
The hour was six in the evening and the
time ofgottenyear
was but
winter.
I've snow
just forthe month
there was
and
ice almost everywhere you cared to look.
I'll never
the which
drive out
live
to be aforget
hundred,
God there
forbid if! I
To begin with, we were a little bit
late as the car had been held up at the
studio in Fort Lee, and I believe there
was some question of the right road —
anyhow we finally landed and I am not
sure but what the ceremony had been
held for a few minutes in the hope that
Mr. Farnum would arrive. It was a sore
blow to Henry that the Boss was not
there to witness his marriage but with
the natural courtesy of his race he was
doubly gracious to me, the only representative of the family. I noticed, too,
that the guests cast shy, furtive glances
in my direction and I thought what a
shame it was that Bill could not be there.
It would have been the crowning touch of
happiness
to an ecstatic dav in Henry's
life.
; It was a simple ceremony, with the soft
candlelight playing over the happy faces
of the bride and groom. She was clothed
in white and carried a bouquet of lilies
of the valley. Her hair was black, her
eyes big and very dark, her skin was the
magnolia white peculiar to the Latin races.
Henry had picked an attractive girl.
A great many men owe their rise in
life to the ambitions of their wives and
Henry was no exception. Shortly after
the wedding. Bill was on his way to
Hollywood taking with him the usual entourage. The one addition was Mrs.
Armetta who had left her home with
mingled fear and curiosity. Curiosity to
see a new locality and fear of loneliness
in the separation from her family and
friends. It is no fun for a young wife
to sit at home alone all day and half of
most every night waiting for the only person in the world she can talk with. Unable then to speak much English and finding practically no congenial companion
for that reason, Mrs. Armetta fretted and
wept in solitude. Also, looking about
her, she saw no one she thought could act
ally better than her Henry, so why should
he remain a valet when he could make so
much more money as an actor?
ONCE that thought took fire in her
mind Mrs. Armetta, goaded by loneliness and the fear that her child would
be born in that desolate place, far away
from the family whose care and companionship she would sorely need at such a
time, unloaded the weight of her woe upon
her husband every night. He, poor man,
almost lost his reason. On one hand was
his loyalty to his boss, on the other his
loyaltywood attothathistime
wife.
I wasn't
in Hollybut the
experience
must
have eben
for Bill.
Repercussions of it sumpin'
even reached
New York
and
finally, in the middle of a picture, Henry
gave up his job. It probably was as
much of a relief to Farnum as it was to
Henry though he never would have said
so. He sent them both back to New
York with his blessing and a gift for the
expected heir.
, Work was slowing up in New York and
Henry didn't
have hethewould.
smoothI believe
sailing
everyone
expected
the next two years were rather slim and
then the new Fox studio opened up on
Tenth Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street to
rather active business. Also, Henrv's best
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Maybe you are a victim of dry skin? About 7 out
of 10 women today are.
Dry skin is due to several things. One is the outlife we lead
to our
mothers'to time.
We
spend door more
time compared
in the open.
Exposure
weather
— to sun and wind — tend to take the natural oils
out of the skin and make it dry and withered.
Our reducing diets, too, are a cause of dry skin.
To keep slender, we leave fats out of our diets. This
cuts
make down
it dry.the oil supply of the skin and tends to
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that overcomes dryness and keeps the skin velvety
soft and smooth. This lubrication and freshening
of the skin keeps it young-looking. It wards off
lines and wrinkles. It gives it smoothness— permits
it to take make-up better.
In every way you will improve the condition of
your skin with the use of Lady Esther Face Cream.
More than eight million women can testify to that.
See Witii Your Own
Feel With Your Own

Eyes
Fingers!

A Dry Skin is an Old Skin
Suppose you try Lady Esther Face Cream and see
with your own eyes— and feel with your own finA dry skin is an old skin. It looks withered and
gers—what iwill
t
do for your skin.
wrinkled. It looks faded. A dry skin also fails to
I am perfectly willing that you make the test at
take make-up well. It makes powder show up
my expense. Just send your name and address and
plainly. It makes rouge look harsh and artificial.
by
return
a 7-days'
supply of
If your skin is at all inclined to be dry it would
Lady
Esthermail
Faceyou'll
Creamreceive
postpaid
and free.
be well for you to look into your cleansing methUse
this
cream
as
the
directions
tell
you.
Notice
ods. You must avoid anything that tends to dry
the dirt it gets out of your skin you never thought
the skin or irritate it. You must be sure to use genwas there. Mark how the pores reduce themselves
tle, soothing measures.
when relieved of their clogging burden.
Note, too, how delicately it lubricates your skin
First, a Penetrating Cream
and how freshly soft and smooth it keeps it. A trial
Lady Esther Face Cream is an excellent corrective
will prove convincing.
of dry skin. For, as this cream cleanses the skin, it
Mail the
todayI shall
for your
of
aho lubricates it.
cream.
Withcoupon
the cream
also 7-days'
send yousupply
all five
The first thing Lady Esther Face Cream does
shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder.
is to cleanse your skin thoroughly. It is a
penetrating face cream. It actually penetrates the pores, but gently and soothingly.
(You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (25) FREE
Entering the pores, without rubbing, it
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Ave., Evanston.Ill.
goes to work on the imbedded waxy matter
there. It loosens the hardened grime — disPlease send me by return mail your seven-days' supply of
solves it— and makes it easily removable.
Lady Esther Four Purpose Face Cream; also all five shades
When you have cleansed your skin with
of your Face Powder.
Lady Esther Face Cream, you see it— you
Name
can feel it! Your skin instantly appears
clearer
and
whiter.
It
feels
clean
—
tingles
with new life and freshness.
AddressBut, Lady Esther Face Cream also lubriCity
cates the skin. It resupplies it with a fine oil
-Jtate{If you live in Canada^ write Lady Esther^ Ltd., Toronto, Ont.)
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MOTHER, you will keep your baby cooler,
more comfortable, and happier if you
protect his tender skin with Z. B.T. Baby
Powder. Z. B.T.'s unique olive oil content
makes it cling longer and resist moisture
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Free "slip")
from zinc
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star must have been bright in midheaven
for, shortly afterwards, J. Gordon Edwards, director-in-chief for Fox, went
to Italy to make "The Shepherd King"
and took Henry along as interpreter !
What a triumph for Mrs. Armetta, who
knew he could do something fine if he
only would try. What complete astonishment it caused in the studio. Mouths practically dropped open in amazement, for
to be an interpreter was almost up to
the first line trenches of big shots.
After that I lost track of Henry for
a few years but, when I went to Hollywood again, he had bridged another lean
period and was much in demand. Once
more his star of success was bright and
shining. The advent of talking pictures
was also a step upward for him. His
English was clear enough for the parts
he played, as he always was cast as an

He's

a

Italian. If the part was humorous and he
was required to speak quickly, the less he
was understood, the funnier he was.
He began to creep into a place of importance inthe minds of the directors and
on the pay roll, too, Henry, today, undoubtedly makes more money than his
former boss, although Bill, who for more
than twenty years was the highest paid
actor in the business, earning $10,000 a
week straight salary during his last active
year — big money any time — is still highly
paid when he works, but that is not often.
Illness and trouble made terrible inroads
on his career, taking from him the willto-accomplishment that had formerly been
so potent a factor in his success. Today
one seldom sees the name of William
Farnum but the name of Henry Armetta
is seen very often.
How strange life is!

Natural

{Continued from page 45)
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• Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
— will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray appears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c— at all drug and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee.
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STOPPED IN MINUTES
ITCHING skin can be maddening !
But — it's needless, in Athlete's
Foot— poison ivy— rashes— eczema
—pimples!
torture; give Stop
skin itching,
new kindburning
of
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—improves skin's looks. Use
for any itching rash ! Used by
hospitals. Accepted by Good
Housekeeping Bureau. At
any drug store: liquid or
ointment, 30c; 60c.
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I feel different, being a movie star instead of a third-rate saxophone footer, is
that now I can pay my bills.
"Actor? I'm no actor! Never will be.
I just get up there and do what they tell
me to do, that's all. It's all I can. do — just
act natural, and be myself, and follow instructions. I'm glad the fans like it that
way, and I hope they continue to like it,
because if they don't, it's just gonna be
tooAllbadthis
for isme no
!" pose with Fred MacMurray. Why, look at the guy — look at
the way he lives, what he does for fun,
who his friends are, where he goes for
amusement. Look at these things, and
you'll see he's still as unspoiled as he
was before fame picked him out for the
spotlight.
In the first place, there's no "goneHollywood" about his home life. Of course,
he isn't in the really big money yet, but
he's suddenly making a whacking salary.
I've seen "sudden" stars go Hollywood
on
a lot
less,obscure
but notlittle
Fred.
He's still
living
in an
apartment
in
the Hollywood hills, where his new wife
keeps
ants. house for him. He has no serv-

HIS auto is an index, too. It's no
chromium-plated foreign car. It's no
glittery sports model, a la showcase. Instead, it's a 1933 coupe of a make that
sells 'way under a thousand dollars when
new. If Fred wants to turn it in some day
on a new car, he'll be lucky if they allow
him $175 on it! So far, though, he doesn't
see why
he should
in. It's
. done
okay
for him
for threeturn
yearsit now,
so why?
Of He
course,
somethat
dayhimself.
Fred'll change all
this.
admits
"Some day, I may go for a nice house
in
BeverlyofHills.
You see,
never
had
a home
my own,
neverI'vehad
a real
house of any kind. Always lived with
relatives, boarded or lived in hotels and
sleeping cars, or railroad coaches when on
tour with the band, during my saxophone
da3's. I'd kind of like a home of my own,
I guess, when I can afiford it."
He always drops that "when I can
afford it" into his discussion. You see, he's
not sure yet that this stardom and big income are going to last. That's why he's
saving the money he's getting now. Fred is
no spender.
His recent marriage to Lillian Lamont
was no surprise. In fact, it was expected
for months.

For fun, he does the simple things that
you and I and the fellow nextdoor do.
His close pal is Dean Jaggers, another
young actor whom Fred thinks is just as
good an actor, or better, than Fred MacMurray. "He just didn't get the lucky
breaks and I did," is Fred's explanation
of why Dean Jaggers is still an unknown.
Anyway, Dean and his wife have a little
place hidden back in Laurel Canyon, on
the Hollywood
It's not
the
movie
colony at outskirts.
all. The stars
turnintheir
noses up when they drive through the
neighborhood.
wherethings
Dean,as
Fred and Lillian But
gatherthat's
for such
Sunday breakfasts, and mid-week parties
that break up at ten at night.
It's no whoopee. Just quiet parties. Maybe a half dozen people, and besides Fred
and Dean,
aren'thave
any a movie
there.
Fred there
and Dean
set of folk
acts
they put on — one's a trick mind-reading
routine they've worked out together. They
astound their guests with it, but it's all
done by magician
code. Besides
that, ability.
Fred's He
an
amateur
of no mean
pulls rabbits out of hats, and tells you
what card you've drawn out of a shuffled
deck, and things like that. He and Dean
are
whizzes
at Hollywood's
new fingers,
fad of
"bandies"
— doing
tricks with your
and things like that, you know. Simple
stuff, but fun.
When he goes out for his fun, Fred
stays in character, too. No yachting parties
on chartered boats. No hunting trips to
far-off Mexico. No airplane tours of the
world. Fred's two big ideas of outdoor
fun are either taking a 500-mile auto drive
in a day, or going with Dean Jaggers and
that crowd down to an obscure public
beach, far away from movie-star-jammed
Malibu. They take along a package from
butcher's
fromin the
•the
— ^wienies
in and
one another
and rolls
the baker's
other.
Fred or Dean has a bottle of mustard
in a pocket.
They build a fire, toast the wienies and
burn their fingers toasting them. They
slap 'em. inside the rolls, smear 'em with
mustard,
and thethink
they're
more
fun than all
snooty
peoplehaving
at Malibu.
And they are !

AFFECTATION is just a strange word
to him. He doesn't even go in for
kidding the fan-writers with a fake library.
He admits he doesn't care much for reading. He doesn't pose as an authority on
Shakespeare, astronomy, or antiques.
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His chief indoor sport is eating and he
isn't a bit ashamed of it ! He'd much
rather have a mess of corned beef and cabbage thanthe
a parfait.
On the
he's always
keeping
messenger
boysset,running
after
doughnuts or pie or peanuts for him to
nibble on, and when they can't find him
anywhere else, when the set-up is ready for
a take, the}' send over to the studio cafe
and find him on a counter stool, with a
cuppacawfee !
He ing.doesn't
an act,
whensidelines,
workHe never put
stayson aloof
on the
or hidden in a private dressing-room, like
most other stars, between takes.
Instead, he's usually puffing on a pipe,
sprawled out on a packing box, an odd
chair, or a piece of scenery. If he can
find a prop bed, a couch, or a chair so
placed that he can stretch his six-feetthree out in it and rest his feet somewhere
higher than his head, he's happy. He
drags a wheezy old pipe out of his pocket,
stuffs it with dime tobacco, and puffs
away,
untilstill
they're
ready him.
to shoot
again.
Movies
bewilder
That
is,
his position in them. That's why, in all
likelihood, he'll surprise himself by remaining as popular as he is at this moment, because he'll never believe that he's
-really an actor, or has any extraordinary
charm. And so he'll remain as downright
simple, as forthright as a college sophomore. And that is the charm of Fred
MacMurra}\
"Maybe it is," he admits, bashfully. "But
that's all I can do. It's no trick on my
part. If they ever expect me to act, I'm
sunk, I can tell you !"
And yet, paradoxically, he hopes that
some day he'll be allowed to play a dramatic role, instead of the typical "MacMurray roles" he's been doing. Only he
hopes that when he does get the chance.

ANOTHER

he'll have a good director. "Because all
I can do is what they tell me," he explained.
You know, of course, that he's really
had no acting training— he got into the
movies through his saxophone. Like the
music itself, he "went 'round and 'round"
— college dance band, professional dance
orchestra, night clubs, a week or two
on the stage in a New York show, singing
a number or two. He was so bashful when
they first gave him a chorus to sing, with
the band, that he insisted on sitting down
and singing through a megaphone, rather
than standing up where people could see
him ! And so " 'round and 'round" he went
and came out on a Paramount stage, a
movie hero I
The speed of it all leaves him breathless. "Gosh," he told me the other day,
"only the other night I went to a premiere.
Lights and crowds, and me in evening
clothes ! Was I scared ! And there I was,
on the inside — and I couldn't help looking
at the crowds and remembering that barely
more than a year ago, I was one of them,
out there behind the ropes and the cops,
trying to get a better look at those on
the inside. And now here I was, a star
myself. Darn, but it made me feel funny.
And when I saw the fellow coming at me
with the microphone, I got more scared
than ever, and beat it.
BUT if all this appears as though Fred,
despite his surprise, is taking it all unthinkingly and as a matter of course,
you're badly mistaken. "I'm learning
everything I can," he told me. "There's a
lot to learn in this business, and I'm keeping my eyes and ears open, trying to learn
it. I've got swell teachers. They're all
grand to me.
"Don't let 'em kid you about this pro-

ROMANCE

EVERYONE SAID JOHN
AND I WERE MADE
FOR EACH OTHER. MY
WHOLE LIFE REVOLVED
ABOUT HIM. I LOOKED
FORWARD TO THE DAY
he'd PROPOSE

SCREEN

HEADED

FOR

THE

AND THEN FOR NO
APPARENT REASON
HE BEGAN TO DRIFT
AWAY— I EVEN SAW
HIM OUT WITH
OTHER GIRLS

I ■

fessional-jealousy stuff. Everyone I've
ever played opposite in a picture — Claudette
Colbert, Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett,
Carole Lombard, all of 'em — have helped
me, unstintingly. They never ritzed me, or
tried to upstage me or give me the bad
camera angle."
He's studying voice, knowing that his
speaking voice and his singing voice will
be a big factor in determining the length
of his screen popularity. He wants to stay
in pictures, but he isn't trusting to fickle
fan ing
worship
keep him
thereon ; the
he's screen.
workto earn ato steady
place
Just now he's got to learn how to ride
all over again. He used to ride horses
when he was young, but while he was
saxophoning, he forgot the trick. Then
he
casta lot
for of
"The
had was
to do
fastTexas
riding.Rangers," and
Fred is somehow a bit different today
from the individual he was a year ago.
He has learned the fundamentals of poise.
There is a self-assuredness about him now
that wasn't there, when he first hit the
top. He can talk, too, without the evident
embarrassment that marked him at the
outset.himself
A half atyear
talka
about
all, ago,
and heshutcouldn't
up like
clam when you asked him to. Today, he
has learned to parry unwanted questions
with a bit of verbal fencing, instead of an
annoyed stare and a brusque, half-angry
answer. He has overcome his shyness and
reticence, because he knows that moviestardom and shyness don't go together always. He has learned that he may express an opinion of his own and get away
with it; a half year ago, he didn't dare to.
And so he's finally admitting that stardom isn't bad at all, and in fact, he rather
likes it. A half year ago, when I first
talked to him, he didn't think he would.
ROCKS,

UNTIL
FINALLY 1 BROKE DOWN
AND TOLD MY AUNT
ABOUT IT. SHE
SYMPATHIZED BUT TOLD
I SHOULD
BEME,KINDLX
MORE CAREFUL
ABOUT
"B.0."_THAT
I SHOULD
USE LIFEBUOY |—

ITS DONE
WONDERS FOR
MY COMPLEXION,
TOO

LIFEBUOY IS MILDER AND
GIVES MORE REAL
VALUE THAN ANY OTHER
SOAP I KNOW

Yes! Lifebuoy is milder! A special ingredient in its luxurious lather
is responsible for its super-gentle action. "Patch" tests on the skins
of hundreds of women prove it's more than 20% milder than many socalled "beauty soaps."
And yes — again! That "special ingredient"
is the same ingredient that keeps you safer
from "B. O." — penetrates deep into your
pores to purify, to deodorize. And it keeps
you safe, cool, fresh — even in torrid weather.
Start today to make Lifebuoy a habit!
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Graceful, tapering finger nails tell a story, too.
Whether you're careless or careful about the little
things. For well groomed finger nails do reflect one's
charm. Be certain, then, to keep them always well
manicured. It's so easy with Wigder Files. Wigder
Nail Files are specially Triple Cut with even, fastcutting teeth for smooth and fast-filing so as not to
jar the nails. The Improved Cleaner Point, A Wigder
feature, conforms to the finger nails and enables you
to clean easily and quickly. On sale at all drug and
5 and 10 cent stores.
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DISAPPEAR
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Don't worry over unfreckles. Here's
new
way to sightly
remove
them aquickly
and gently while you sleep. Simply
apply Nadinola Freckle Cream over
face and arras at night. Then watch
freckles disappear usually in 5 to 10 days. Your skin is
cleared, freshened, becomes satin- smooth. NADINOLA
Freckle Cream is guaranteed by a laboratory with over
36
in this 10c
typesizeof atskinFivetreatment.
Onlyyears'
60c atexperience
toilet counters;
and Ten
Cent Stores. •Or send a dime for trial package to
NADINOLA, Box 155, Paris, Tenn.
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ODORS
Those who are fastidious
and immaculate of their person welcome
HUSH for its effective qualities to
overcome excessive perspiration and unpleasant
body odors. HUSH keeps
the underarms fresh and
free from every trace
of odor. Use it daily.,
4 Kinds
10c size at
10c stores
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family). If Margaret Sullavan's is noticed
at all, it's because it is the only motion
picture star's home in Hollywood that has
only one bedroom.
The garage,
too, One
isn'tcarup occupies
to the space
usual
Toluca
garageful.
there. Until the recent accident to her
arm, she has always driven herself. Now,
Charlie, doubling as butler-chauffeur, is at
the wheel, and Peggy hates it almost as
much as interviews, which should give
you a rough idea.
There is no economic necessity for her
unostentatious way of living. Her salary,
which has jumped from a stock player's
minimum five years ago, is now in the
upper brackets. More than a great many
players who can't — but do — she can afford
to splurge, but doesn't. Once she read that
she had attended a Hollywood premiere on
an evening when she had been working at
the studio.
"I knew it couldn't be me anyway," she
laughed, "because I was described as wearing an ermine wrap and I'm the girl in
Hollywood who doesn't own one."
She doesn't have expensive jewels either.
Her prize possession is a little diamond
ring in an old-fashioned gold setting. It
was her ex-husband, William Wyler's, anniversary gift to her. She wears it on
her left pinkie.
Clothes, when she couldn't afford them,
were never an aspired passion. Now that
she can have them, her interest hasn't
heightened any. Last year, when she came
back from her honeymoon abroad, she
went on her first shopping orgy at one of
New York's leading couturiers. She succumbed to a divine white taffeta evening
frock, an adorable black chiffon with white
lace collar and cuffs, a peach and tan sports
ensemble and a tailored negligee. But
when Madame held up a pair of beach
trunks with coat to match and exclaimed,
"You simply must have this. It's only
$95." Peggy came out of her coma.
"I wouldn't pay that for a beach outfit
if I were
sible retort.Barbara Hutton," was her sen1/
Her favorite form of attire, both on the
screen and off, are slacks. In "The Moon's
Our Home," her wardrobe was one of the
most expensive she has ever had, but the
only two costumes that she was at all excited about were her slacks in the opening
scene and the ski suit.
She despises hats. A few summers ago,
when she was appearing in a stock revival
of "Coquette," I went shopping with her
for a blue hat to match the dress she was
to wear in the first act. It was a terrible
ordeal for Peggy, but she submitted nobly
—and bought the first one she tried on. I
wasn't the least bit surprised, however, on
enmake A her
herhand.
to see
openingtrancenight,
second
in her
with the hat
later, she placed it on a table, where it
ingloriously for the rest of the
remained
act.
According to her mimeographed studio
biography, "Miss Sullavan loves to cook
If she does, it's a secret beand sew." herself
and her biography. Of
tween
course, she'll tell, you that her onion soup
can compete with the best at "Les Halles"
in Paris and she'll even threaten to make
Her "bluff"
out.Sunday
on cook's
you called
it forbeen
night,
other
everynight
has
sewingfor
As
but we're all still waiting.
it is one of the maidenly arts in which
this daughter of the old South does_ not
excel, despite her mother's early teachings.

Perhaps this lack of domesticity is due
to the fact that since her boarding-school
days, she has never had a home of her
own. A college "dorm" at Sullins, furnished apartments on the road and in New
York and rented bungalows in Hollywood
have been her background for the past ten
years. It is only when she visits New
York as the house guest of very old friends
that the atmosphere of a real home is
brought
her
own. back to her, and she wants one of
FOR the first time in her life she is beginning to feel the need of personal
possessions around her. She has just
bought an oil painting, a portrait of a
young girl, by Campbell Phillips, and she
is as thrilled over it as Lupe Velez is over
her two armsful of diamond bracelets.
Authentic antiques, fine linens and lovely
glassware will follow soon. If she returns
to New York next winter for a stage play,
they'll find their way to a small terraced
apartment overlooking the East River.
If she remains in Hollywood to sign another long-term contract, they'll be on display in a newly furnished home high on
the hilltops.
She still prefers New York to Hollywood, but she isn't as rabid in her Hymn
of Hate as she used to be. Many of the
young crowd she used to know in the old
days of the University Players have joined
the trek West and it is with these friends
that she enjoys being most.
Her two best friends, however, live in
New York. They are the parents of a
former school mate, and Peg lavishes her
affection and loyalty on them. Two years
ago, as part of her European holiday, she
had planned to visit Italy. For months she
had been looking forward to the trip, and
then, on the eve of her departure from
England to Italy, she received a cable
informing her that her friend had undergone a major operation in New York.
Without even stopping to think twice, she
cancelled the long anticipated visit and
caught the fastest boat home.
It is in important instances like this
that her thoughtfulness manifests itself. In
the little things — remembering birthdays,
writing "thank you" notes, or writing at
all — she is notoriously negligent. She drives
her friends into a state with her tomb-like
silences and they threaten never to speak
to her again. But they always do when,
with wide-eyed innocence, she gives them
her most enchanting smile and exclaims,
"But, darling, when I don't write you know
I'm all right, so you shouldn't worry."
arm.)
(This conversation took place from her
hospital bed, just after she had broken her
With true southern coquetry, she is perfect in the art of getting what she wants
zvhen she wants it. When she turns on
charm, she rarely misses her victim.
parttooftell
Peggy's
fascination
is Another
her ability
bigger fatal
whoppers
than
anyone but "Baron Munchausen." Now
don't misunderstand me. Basically, she is
honest. It is only when she finds it expedient to avoid things, without hurting
people, that she is a fibber. As in everything she does, she usually gets away with
it, but again, there is always the exception to prove the rule.
A few summers ago, when she stopped
over in New York en route to Europe,
she used to spend every day thinking up
white lies to tell a persistent young man
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who constantly phoned her. Finally, the
day she sailed, she told him she had received an SOS to return to the Coast immediately for her next picture. The first
day out at sea, she discovered "the persistent young man" on board. And the
funniest part of it is that when she got to
know him, she liked him enormously and
regretted all the dates she had turned
down.
Peg's greatest "fish" story, however, happens to be true. Once she caught a 150pound Marlin and she was more excited
about her feat than o^•er any performance
she has ever given on stage or screen.
Besides fishing, her pet enthusiasms are
track meets, Helen Hayes, talking her way
out of fines for speeding, her young
brother, "Sonny," and spoon bread.
Her pet hate, at the moment, is anyone who asks her whether she is going
to remarry Henry Fonda. And because
I'm so "Fonda" (ouch!) of Peggy, I
wouldn't ask her.
But the answer is, 'Wo, no, a thousand
times, no !" Honestly, folks, this is the
real McCoy, "on account of" a little bird
whispered
Sullavan. it to me. Her name is "Magpie"
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{Continued from page 55)
to, yet she managed to leave with no
loose ends dangling. And she didn't dash
pell-mell, and
either.
Fay'swill
never
superficially
excited,
heaven
vouch
for me
when I state that you can't hurry her.
She wasn't angry with good-looking
John A'lonk Saunders, to whom she has
stayed happily married — in and despite
Hollywood. The task of combining two
careers
(he's a famous
and scenarist)
with anauthor,
ideal playwright,
union has
been no trouble for her. She wasn't suddenly bored, nor had she scrapped with
her bosses. I know for a fact that Fay's
never spoken a cross word or behaved
temperamentally. Hers is a marvelous
disposition that's under amazing control.
You not only can't ruffle her, but you
can't argue with Fay. When you suggest
that
be wise
to do reached
a specificanother
thing,
and she'd
she has
already
logical conclusion, she doesn't fall into
the trap of retorting, "Why should I do
that?" Instead, she carefully refrains
from raising her voice and repeats calmly,
"I think not."
Hardly ever is she impetuous. She
wasn't when she left us for England.
"I've never been a skyrocket and I don't
suppose I ever shall be," she says candidly.
"But I enjoy acting so much I want to
go on and on until I'm too aged to win
a bit role. I want to last. And that's why
I decided I'd better stop making pictures
here for awhile."
^ A little ambiguous ? Follow on and let
Fay thoroughly explain her reasons for
her exceptional conduct when she had so
many offers in Hollywood that she merely
had to decide which was to be next.
"I feel that to last on the screen one
must be more than a pleasant personality;
to be exact, one must act ! I'm not worrymg about acquiring wrinkles, but it is
obvious to me that youthful attractiveness
was my entree. I believe that now I should
prepare to handle genuine characterizations. Tomorrows will be more demanding."
This young
lady who has returned
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channels guide moisture evenly the whole
length of the pad. Gives "body" but not bulk
— prevents twisting and roping. The filler of
Kotex is actually 5 TIMES more absorbent than
cotton.
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isn't quite the same as she wlio was with
us before. But don't be alarmed — you
aren't in for one of those perennial
transformation tales. I can't be trite about
Fay, for she won't fit into any conventional
pattern.ment lias
She's
but her o\ernigbt
developbeenchanged,
no incredible,
blossoming.
it's by no means completed, in herAnd
estimation.
When mentioning herself Fay has an
economy of words that is defeating to the
average interviewer. She's been Hollywood's most industrious woman, but
nevertheless she has no flair for dramatizing her actions.
"1 accepted a great many roles, because I expected to learn by doing so.
Eventually, I discovered I was in a whirlpool of pictures. There was no chance to
even contemplate further improvement,
for I was awakening to a regular succession of sets. Literally, I was in a maze
of movies.
"I'd been tempted by those foreign bids.
Finally, I realized I might become too
provincial — Fd gone directly to work
from Hollywood high school classes. Fd
never had time to go abroad. Why not see
what some of the rest of the world was
like? It would give me additional perspective. So I cabled yes to a British offer."
Fate kindly proceeded to help Fay.
English producers shortly afterwards advised her husband that he could write his
own ticket if he'd come over and script
plots for them. So soon John joined her
in London. He was familiar with the
country's historical landmarks which she
was anxious to visit, having been a Rhodes
scholar at Oxford. The gifted Mr. and
Mrs. Saunders revelled in the sophisticatedbut-traditional atmosphere and were so
popular that they stayed on and on.
It is simple to investigate Europe
when you can hop into a plane from London. Still, to travel advantageously is an
art. John took Fay on exhilarating
jaunts when both were between assignments. And whether it was Paris or a
peasant
village, Fay absorbed what she
was seeing.
She was blithely skiing at St. Moritz
when Columbia urged her to come home.
"John and I consulted. An author may
tarry as long as he wishes ; there's always
a market for stories. But an actress's
audience is more fickle. I didn't want
American
fansimported
to forget
me." models in
There are
Parisian
the wardrobe she brought back ; yet if
she notices a pretty frock in a small, sidestreet
she's her.
apt toShe
buy could
it. Labels
havea
ceased shop
to cow
afford

Defrosting

liveried chauffeur and plenty of star trimmings ;she shuns complications driving
lierself and
residing fads.
in a house that's untouched by passing
"Study is next for me," she vows. "I
have
a grounding
in pantomime
I've
had ahadgenerous
measure
of travel. ;Now
I want to consolidate, as it were. I want
ability, rather than to rely on talent —
which is bound to be erratic. Knowledge,
instead of instinct."
And Fay isn't just talking for effect.
Three months ago she went to a noted
Hollywood singing teacher. "I'm not
aml)itious for opera," she informed her,
"but I want to cultivate my voice. Maybe it will be convenient to be able to sing
Henceforth
the Wray motto is quality
passably
someday."
— not quantity. When she finished "RoamLady" for
she signed
with
this ingstudio
forColumbia,
three pictures
annually.
She has the privilege of doing whatever
other films she wishes. Her next film,
"There Goes the Bride," with Chester Morris, has just been completed.
Fay's
career will
be atfora standstill for picture
a few months,
at least,
she is
now.
expecting a little heir or heiress any day
Infinitely appreciative. Fay is never
gushing. I can swear to you that she
doesn't drink. Poised as she usually is, this
distractingly complex gal still wishes she
might be
positive
of a stranger's
before
being
introduced.
She has attitude
yet to
overcome a natural shyness.
I wouldn't brand her mysterious, for
Fay is obligingly straightforward on any
subject you care to bring up. But you
simply cannot catalog her satisfyingly.
She's a beauty, for instance, with two
libraries in her home. An inveterate
reader, she was in the upstairs one — it is
book-shelved from floor to ceiling—
when she answered my queries about her
I have never caught her using slang,
but
does adore pig-Latin ! She was so
plans.she when
tickled
Cockney admirers addressed
her as Eye Wrye that she is signing all
her personal telegrams this way.
The naive girl who's grown into today's inscrutable charmer has lost none
of her innate sincerity. Behind her pladetermination,
it's not and
the
blatantcidity iskind.
Warmly butfeminine
astonishingly capable — when
analyze her she's a modern
I can tell you all about her
Then her
she'llat smile,
know
all ! and I'm

you try to
Mona Lisa.
fascinations.
sure I don't

Dietrich

(Coiitiiincd from page 41)
died. It must have knocked Marlene as
nothing in life ever hit her before. She
must have realized, in the turmoil of her
soul, that there were things so far, ■ far
greater than any of us that she must have
felt ashamed. Mind you, I don't say anything but what I guess. But when Jack
was taken from her, she knew that there
were some things she could not command
or order by a finger-snap!
And the changed Marlene began then.
After a short vacation in New
York with his wife, Dorothy
Stone, Charles ColUns will
do another technicolor film
to ioUow
88

"Dancing

Pirate."

LET'S take a look at today's Alarlene. I don't have to bore you with
a picture of the Marlene of a half year
ago. You, who follow the film, news and
doings, know. On the Selznick lot, they
knew, too.
That's why they were all

scared when Dietrich came over from
Paramount. They were scared to death
when they showed her her dressing-room
— a dinky, tawdry little cubbyhole in a
row of other dressing-rooms. They exfireworks
but they
didn'tthank
get them.
Marlenepectedjust
walked
in, said
you,
and for several weeks worked in that tiny
bit-player's cubicle without a kick.
When they finally, after rushing it to
completion, showed her the bungalow
suite they'd built for her, she was astonished. They thought she'd sweep regally
in with an air of "this is hardly good
enough for me." Instead, she protested
that it was too much to have done for her.
And from then on, Dietrich's bungalow
became open-house for one and all.
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Her private suite used to be as unapproachable as Queen Mary's boudoir. Today, her co-workers, publicity men, casual
interviewers, others, pop in and out the
door as though it were — say — Jack
Oakie's hangout. Marlene's always glad
to see them. And so, gradually, the awe
wore off and they began to tell how regular Marlene was. Hollywood pricked up
its ears and wouldn't believe the tales.
But let me tell you all about the
other night, on the studio back lot, when
I saw Marlene let down her hair and
clown it ! It was during one of those
tediously
interminable setting-up processes,
waiting.
when everybody was bored to death with

If you crave romance in your movies, you'll find it in "The Garden
of Allah," as this pose of Dietrich and Charles Boyer indicates.

Suddenly Marlene, under the lights, went
into an act.
"Look, I'm Paulette Goddard," she
cried. And she gave a take-off on Chaplin's gal-friend that had the onlookers
pop-eyed with astonishment and giggles.
Then suddenly, she became Garbo — she
turned away from the spectators for a
moment, pulled her hair down in a Garboish frieze across her forehead, twisted
her face. When she looked at them, it
was as though a clever caricaturist had
cartooned Greta the Great.
Joan Crawford next — it was amazing to
see that elfin face of Marlene's transform
itself into the huge-eyed, Joan-mouthed
travesty on Crawford that followed.
Suddenly Marlene stopped. Her face
changed and the sad mask that is so characteristic of her, dropped over it again.
It was as though you'd suddenly turned
off a battery of floodlights and left one
feeble light burning. She walked listlessly back to an upturned soda-pop box,
behind the lights, and sat down alone.
No fancy chair for the star, no attendants
hovering
about with cigarettes, lights,
• Men have two hates when it comes
to women. (1) Under -arm odor. (2) A
deodorant which substitutes one unpleasant odor for another. Why risk either?

Men
come

won't
near
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gives positive protection against under-arm
odors. What's more —
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use it right after shaving or a depilatory.
FRESH safeguards against infection in
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And because FRESH can't possibly harm
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powder, attentions. She just sat there,
surrounded by extras, hardly distinguishable from them.
They finished setting up. Boleslawski
looked for her but didn't see her. In the
old days, they'd have sent a nice assistant director to find her, and he'd have
approached her with: "Ah, Miss Dietrich,
please. We're ready to shoot — IF you
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None of that now with the new Dietrich. Boleslawski just raised his voice
and yelled for her.
"Hey! C'mon, sister! Let's get a move
on. We're late now."
are." hurry me, MISTER Boleslaw"Don't
ski," she said. "Don't you know I have
to maintain my reputation? I'm a gal who
takes
her ti-i-i-i-ime.
Marlene,
believe it .or.!'*not, was kidding
not only Mae West, but she was kidding
Dietrich too !
That sort of thing is new to Dietrich.
Whatever it is, it has made Marlene
the most popular girl on the lot. That's
new, too. They used to admire her, respect her, stand in awe of her. But they
never really liked her. Now, in the colloquialism of the lot, everybody from the
lowliest errand boy to the studio bosses,
is simply nuts about Alarlene.
THEY mantell
of how
huand how
kind regular,
she was how
on that
gruelling desert location for "The Garden
of Allah." She got up at 4:30 in the morning, with the rest of the crew, because
they could only shoot from 6 to 9 or so,
and then again a few hours in the late
afternoon.
She didn't
complain
demand that people
be fired,
becauseor bugs
got down her neck and sand in her eyes
and flies in her soup.
She didn't have private waitresses to
bring her specially prepared meals in the
seclusion of her own tent. She ate in
the big" commissary tent, side by side with
electricians, Mexican extras, prop boys,
and the hoi polloi of the lot. She ate
just what they ate, most of the time.
Now and then, she'd send to Yuma for
some delicacy she particularly likes. Then
she'd invite a lot of folks to have it with
her — and not the big bosses, either. It'd
be a prop man. or a dressmaker, or her
make-up girl. The queen was down to
earth.
They fixed up an elaborate tent for her.
It had two rooms and a bath. There was
a pongee silk lining under the tent-top.
There were electric fans, bamboo matting
and rug-covered floors, a radio, an electric range, a chaise longue, a refrigerator
and an electric hair dryer.
Marlene raised a quizzical eyebrow at
the imperial suite — and spent most of her
time out of it. She was always joking
or talking with the men and women on the
set, rather than resting between shots in
her magnificent retreat. And many nights,
she'd motor to Yuma and take a hotel
room, instead. She tramped the streets
of Yuma at night, ate in little lunchrooms,
smiled, shook hands and stopped to talk
with townsfolk who recognized her. She
wasn't putting on any airs. Why, she
drove to Yuma the first day in her 16cylinder town car. The next day she sent
it back and hired a little coupe which she
used the rest of the time, driving herself.
They asked her why.
"People stared at me. They thought I
was trying to be a great movie actress.
I didn't like it," she said naively.
In the old days, Marlene and her director, Joe von Sternberg used to look at
the day's rushes in carefully guarded
secrecy. Nobody
else could crash in.
On the desert, they showed the day's
rushes each evening in the big commissary tent. Everybody
came, including

Marlene. She sat not apart, on some
regal throne, but on a folding chair in
the midst of a gang of humble workers,
watching her rushes with them. Twice,
they showed other movies there for entertainment. One night, the film was Markne's own "Desire." Just as the machine
began, Alarlene heard the sounds of dishscraping from the kitchen of the big tent.
She cried: "Stop it. Wait a minute."
Dietrich,
resplendent
pale tighter
robin's-egg
blue
silk pajamas
that inclung
than
a one-piece bathing suit, dashed into the
kitchen where a horde of greasy, dirtyaproned Mexican peons were at work.
"Hey," she cried, "stop working. Come
on out and see it with me."
TIMID,
diffident,
thehands
Mexicans
wiped their
dirty
on halftheir
aprons, clustered about this fairy-vision
and followed her into the hall. She sat
down. They sat down beside her, around
her. She was a bit taken aback for a
moment — she didn't think they'd take her
that literally. But then she smiled, made
herself at home and sat with them watching the film. When it was finished, she
shook hands with each of them as they
congratulated her in Spanish.
On location, an electrician ran a car off
the roadside, was injured. They took up
a collection to help his family in the crisis.
Marlene dropped $500 into the hat! The
only touch of temper and temperament
she's displayed in ■ months came when the
publicity man told her he wanted to plant
a story on that.
"Don't you dare !" she flared. "I am
not doing it for publicity, and I forbid
you. I get pleasure out of doing these
little things for people. I don't want it
spoiled
by a beastly
story."
The publicity
man publicity
never mentioned
it
again. He's nuts about Marlene, too,
even though she did bawl him out. He's
still chuckling about the $10,000-a-week
photo-tinter who worked for him. He
had some ll-by-14-inch portraits of Marlene for a newspaper that wanted to run
them as color prints. He was hunting
for an expert photo-tinter one day when
Marlene dropped into his office. She heard
him.
"Ooo, I used to tint pictures," she told
him. "Back in Germany, in school, we
were taught how, and we used to color
and sell postcard photos of movie ac"Well, why don't you go to work for
me, and tint these of yourself?" he asked,
as a gag. She fooled him, she took him
tresses."
up.
He supplied the colors and brushes,
and she carried the paraphernalia and
photos back to her dressing-room.
That day, she was an hour and a half
late reporting on the set. She was so
busy tinting the photos that she forgot
all about the time. AND — the work was
so perfect that many a professional would
have envied its perfection. Marlene
thought it was great fun.
I asked Marlene, the other night, about
this change in her. "Just a few months
ago, you had the reputation of being so unchable, socold,"how
I told
they're raving ap roaabout
swellher.
you"Now
are,
how
human and
warm and
" changed?
"Change?"
she asked.
"I —have
I do not think so. At least, I do not
know I have changed, if— as you say — I
have. Maybe you heard tales from people
who did not know me, and spoke of w-hat
did notoutknow?"
they
I pointed
that I'd
who'd
worked with
her talked
day inwith
and those
day
out, and how everyone was commenting
on the change.
"I did not know," she said softly. "If
I have — I don't know — I am always just

mvself."
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Reviews
{Contiinicd from page 11)
father with the combined aid of the town
saloon-keeper, its leading gambler, the
barber and the leading lady of the saloon's
entertainment committee. But so sympathetical y is it played by the entire
cast and so intelligently has the simple
story been made into engrossing screen
fare that you and your whole family will
find it delightful entertainment. John
Beal has a role ideally suited to him — that
of the school teacher who comes to
Smith's Pocket and gains the respect of
the
villagers
and as
the the
loveinebriated
of M'liss.parent.
Guy
Kibbee
is grand
Moroni Olsen couldn't be improved upon
as the saloon keeper and the same applies
to Douglas Dumbrille and Frank M.
Thomas in their characterizations.
Preview Postscript
In 1918 Mary Pickford appeared In the
celluloid silent version of the story. . . . This
marks the fourth time that George Nicholls,
Jr., has directed Anne Shirley and they're
becoming one of the most famous stardirector teams in Hollywood. Mr. Nicholls
was the one to discover Anne in the first
place, insisting that the fourteen-year-old
girl
givenrailroading
a chance her
in "Finishing
School"
and bethen
into a test
for
"Anne of Green Gables." . . . Most of the
locations were in the San Fernando Valley,
which most nearly approximates the scenery
of the Bret Harte country. The sets included
a typical 1885 Main Street, with its saloon,
"tonsorial emporium," village stores, etc. It
all looks pretty ramshackle on the screen,
but it took the RKO carpenters plenty of
time and effort to create that impression

and still construct the buildings well enough
to stand the wear and tear of the long production. Costumes and property took no
little time to collect and fabricate, since
they are all authentic to the period down to
the lost stage-coach. . . . John Beal, dividing his time between the stage and screen,
has managed to be successful in both mediums, though more familiar to Broadway
than hlollywood so far. He left the cast of
"Russet Mantle" to play this role.
^i^isci^ San Francisco
(M-G-M)
Every once in a while Hollywood comes
across with a lusty, two-fisted drama — a
moving picture that really moves — and
when such an event occurs it is our duty
to shout its praises to its potential clientele.
Such a movie is "San Francisco." It's
a story of the great bay city in the early
1900's, when the earthquake and the fire
put an end to the city's most colorful era.
There's drama in the story itself, but it's
the earthquake and fire scenes which give
the film its pace and its excitement. A
perfect job of casting has Clark Gable
as the proprietor of a gilded palace on
Barbary Coast, Jeanette MacDonald as
a choir singer, who becomes an entertainer
in the Gable honky-tonk, and Spencer
Tracy
as a priest and
pal of Gable's.
The
Gable-MacDonald
combination
is a swell
idea, for it gives them both an opportunity
to turn in their finest performances of the
past couple of seasons. And you may not
believe it, but Spencer Tracy as the priest
almost steals the picture. Others in the

A

cast
Ralph.are Ted Healv, Jack Holt and Jessie
Preview Postscript
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios was nearly
shaken down several times for the earthquake
sequences on this picture, but not one accident occurred during the entire production.
. . . the
Al Sheon,
case you and
didn'tSheon
know,andis
both
Shean ofin Gallagher
also uncle to the Marx Brothers. He thinks
being a movie actor is more fun than either.
. . . The boys' choir used for several numbers
here is the famous Long Beach Boys' Choir,
which is fast becoming one of the most popular in the country and is destined for a
long tour this summer. . . . Most of the sets
were built on the lot, but there were two
location sites — one at Sunland, California,
and the final big scene was shot in Lafayette
Pork in Los Angeles.
*** The White Angel
(First National)
The story of Florence Nightingale suffers a bit in celluloid. This is far from
being a poor picture, but considering the
splendid and moving story on which it is
based, the picture proves a trifle disappointing. There are, however, a couple
of scenes, particularly the "Lady with the
Lamp," which have such sincere feeling
and beauty that they overshadow the
artificiality of some of the others. As far
as the story is concerned they have adhered to the authentic details throughout,
which adds to the picture's value. Surprisingly enough, Kay Francis' good looks
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are enhanced by the severity of her costumes. Her perception of the role is
sympathetic l^ut hardly expressive of the
courage and faith which must have been
the chief characteristics of such a woman
as Florence Nightingale. Good in supporting roles are Donald Crisp, as an
army surgeon, Donald Woods, as the
man who loves Florence Nightingale, Ian
Hunter, her staunch friend, and Billy
Mauch, a drummer boy.

CHARLOTTE HENRY
Appearing in Republic Productions
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Preview Postscript
That scene where Kay Francis lies ill in
bed may look like a snap to you, but if was
one of the most difficult scenes, requiring
the star to lie in bed for five days and assume a pained expression, as if she were
suffering from malaria. The brooch which
adorns her simple garments is actually one
which belonged to Florence Nightingale herself. . . . Among the many interesting settings was the waterfront and village of
Scutari. The Scutari set was built on the
old
Vitagroph
wherea complete
there's a large
Along
the lakelot,
front
sectionlake.
of
Scutari was constructed — a series ' of loworched buildings of Moorish architecture.
Of the Interior sets, the most impressive was
the hospital, which covered one entire sound
stage.
* Three Cheers for Love
(Paramount)
With nothing to recommend it outside
of some swell tap dancing, "Three Cheers
For Love" gets no cheers and no praise.
A highly unbelievable story has Eleanore
Whitney, as the daughter of an important
movie producer, going East to a fashionable girls' finishing school. The school,
it seems, is on the rocks — it has, in fact,
not a single student. Bill Frawley, an
enterprising and insolvent theatrical impresario, conceives the idea of filling up
the school with chorus girls to make the
place look thriving. There is also a brilliant plan which includes putting on a
school show for the benefit of Eleanore's
father (John Halliday). Papa will see
the show and buy it for a terrific sum
for the movies. If you think he doesn't
do just
that Robert
you don't
know your
ture plots.
Cummings
has picthe
male lead, and his work can best be described by dragging out that time-worn
adjective, adequate. Eleanore Whitney is
a cute gal and has considerable talent in
her toes — enough, certainly, to warrant
her
stepping into more favorable surroundings.
***My
Man Godfrey
(Universal)
As nutty and hilarious a comedy as
ever came out of Hollywood, this will give
you more delightful moments than almost
any
pictureWith
you'veCarole
seen in
the pastand
several
months.
Lombard
Bill
Powell co-starred under Gregory LaCava's direction, it has a sure-fire combination that comes through with banners
flying. Just to give you an idea of how
things
here's
two principals
meet : are,
Carole,
out how
on athescavenger
hunt,
is scheduled to bring back The Forgotten
Man. She goes to a hobo camp near the
city dump, and picks out, of all people,
Bill Powell. Fancy meeting him there !
She starts liking the guy, and he becomes
butler for her family, which includes Alice
Brady, Eugene Pallette and Gail Patrick.
And in that merry little group so many
strange things come about that by the
time the picture is over you're actually
not sure what happened. .4.11 we know is
that ,it's a swell picture, with Mr. Powell
and the ex-Mrs. Powell giving grand
performances.

Preview Postscript
For the first time since their friendly divorce of three years ago, Carole Lombard
and Bill Powell are together in a picture.
There was nothing unusual in their actions
toword one another on the sets, for they
hove always been swell pals both in private
and public life. . . . Practical jokers, piano
players, singers, wits and any other distracting influences were welcome on the set when
Gregory La Cava was directing this picture.
Horseplay is generally strictly banned, but
realizing this story was more or less insane
from start to finish, the director set out to
obtain two things from his players — spirit
and
pace. One
minute'smusic
let-down
couldn't
be afforded,
so laughter,
and fun
were
the order of every day between shots. One
of the grimiest sets ever constructed was the
city dump, which covered three acres. The
decorations included tin cans, broken-down
stoves, refuse and such. In contrast to this
was the next set, representing the lobby of
one of New York's famous hotels, resplendent
with gilt and plush and all the trappings of
the upper crust of SQSsIety. It was one of
the
built. most expensive sets the studio has ever
** Spendthrift
(Wanger-Paramount)
You won't remember much about this
picture except that you had a swell time.
Henry Fonda is the young man who finds
himself burdened with too many polo ponies, yachts and such accessories, but not a
red cent in his pocket. Pat Paterson is
the girl whose one love is horses, a passion inherited from her father, J. M. Kerrigan, who's
trainer
Henry's
She soon
findsthethat
they oftake
secondbosses.
place
herembarrassing
affections toalltheir
owner.
ain bit
around
since That's
Mary
Brian, one of those predatory southan gals,
happens
be Henry's
very
lively andto likable
stut?,wife.
with It's
just all
enough
complications
passPaterson
as a plot.
like the Fondato and
humorYou'll
and
Mary Brian is — well, adorable is the only
word we can think of even if she is a golddigger. George Barbier, Edward Brophy
and Richard Carle all come through with
excellent performances in minor roles.
Counterfeit

(Columbia)

"Counterfeit" is a story of the queer
money racket. Besides an interesting peek
at the methods of the boys who make their
own, it offers a sufficient quota of excitement and plot to make it good average
screenfare. Action centers about the activities of a counterfeit ring which uses a
beautiful blonde (Margot Grahame) to
peddle its product. Selling $50,000 in cash
for cut rates is no trick at all, especially
for a gal like Margot. But she runs into
a jam when Chester Morris, posing as a
crook, tries to snatch a bag full of money
from her. Cops get into the mix-up, but
she and Chester elude them and escape
to the ring's hideout. The leader, Lloyd
Nolan, is impressed by the Morris daring and takes him on as his assistant. It's
anotice.
nice job,
you notice
never isgeta two-weeks'
Yourbutfinal
brief message from the Nolan .45. Also at the
hideout is Margot's young sister, Marian
Marsh, an innocent young girl who thinks
counterfeiting is downright mean. Mr.
Morris
so, after
too, for
he's really
Federal thinks
man, and
he learns
all thea
gang's secrets he wires the boys back in
Washington. The boys proceed to put the
blast on the hideout, counterfeiting is
stamped out, and wedding bells loom for
Morris and Marsh.
Preview Postscript
This cellulolder can boost of being the
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Tune

in on Sam Taylor, Modern Screen's Hollywood reporter. His tri-weekly chats on
players and pictures are always bright, amusing, and upto-the-minute — every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 7:15
p.m., over Station WOR.
first one to use the U. S. Treasury building
■for o set. Because the counterfeit money
question intrigued the government officials,
permission was obtained to move into the
holy of holies and shoot the works. Furthermore, every assistance was given Columbia
on technical questions. However, you won't
see any of Uncle Sam's gold or greenbacks
pictured in this or any other film — an idea
of the Hays Office that no money can ever
be shown on the screen. . . . Chester Morris
was borrowed from M-G-M for this role and
following his performance here decided to
stick by Columbia for good; now M-G-M
will hove to do the borrowing.
**

Hearts

Divided

(Warners-Cosmopolitan)
Marion Davies is all togged out in the
frills and furbelows of Betsy Patterson,
Dick Powell in the frills and furbelows
of Napoleon's kid brother, while even
Arthur Treacher, Edward Everett Horton
and Charlie Ruggles come in for their
share of decorations. The prop and wardrobe departments are the ones who deserve the bows on this picture with one
notable exception. That is Claude Rains
in the role of Napoleon Bonaparte. A
better characterization has seldom, if ever,
seen celluloid. The story is authentic as
far as it goes, ending of course with the
reunion of divided hearts (Miss Davies'
and Mr. Powell's) after Napoleon has refused to sanction their marriage and Betsy
Patterson has given Dick back to France
only to have him follow her to America
on the next boat. Excellent photography,
scenery and Mr. Rains' performance constitute the picture's appeal.
**

Parole

(Universal)

If you're in the mood to grapple with
a problem, this picture will solve your eveTo paroleAnd
or not
parole, ning's
thatentertainment.
is the question.
fromto
such slim pickings is developed an interesting tale. Much of this celluloider's success is due to a couple of people of whom
you probably know little or nothing. We'll
put our guarantee on Henry Hunter,
radio's latest gift to the cinema, and vouch
for Ann Preston, too, who makes her
screen debut here. Alan Baxter and Bernadene Hayes, however, give the top performances. For sprightly sass you can't
beat Bernadene Hayes and we have yet
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to see an actor who, like Alan Baxter, can
transform liis plea.santly handsome features into such diabolically cuiniing sneers.
.Such dependahles as Alan Dincliart, Alan
Hale, Grant Mitchell and Bcrton Churchill
come in for their usual share of the honors, too.
Preview Postscript
A new, utterly different scientific discovery . . .
EYE-GENE . . . gives amazingly
quicker relief for smarting, burning,
itching, miserable hay fever eyes. Not
only soothes and refreshes irritated eyes
' almost porary
instantly
. but actually
clears tem-or
bloodshot. .conditions
in seconds,
money back! Stainless, safe. At all drug and
department stores.
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"Every decent citizen is interested in on
honest parole system" — these words uttered
by no less a personage then the President
of the United States gave the studio its
idea for this one. Before the studio began
to cast extras for the big penitentiary scenes,
more than
"wonted" These
men
were
tal<en 8,800
from pictures
reward ofcirculars.
were combined by artists to provide many
composite faces which were used as o guide
in selecting types. . . . For four years Ann
Preston has been talking into radio microphones andthe
neverfirstknew
were. But
timewhat
on the
this "fidgets"
set — her
first movie venture — she suffered her first
pangs.
The idea
a "mike"
wasFriedhidden overcame
her.that
Finally
Director
lander noticed that his new actress' voice
was tightening and nerves were evidently
getting the best of her, so he come to the
rescue, suspecting the trouble that most
radio performers have when they first go on
a movie set and explained that the mike
was overhead where the cameras wouldn't
pick it up.
** Public Enemy's Wife
(Warners)
The moral pointed in this story is that
public enemies
husband
material.
Cesar aren't
Romerofirst-class
is the gentleman
whom Margaret Lindsay has wed for some
unfathomable reason. When he's sent up
for life Cesar gets the little woman
slapped into prison for three years so he
will know her whereabouts. On Mrs. Public Enemy's release Mr. P. E. makes a
break and follows her, set on getting any
guy who hangs around. Millionaire Dick
Foran wastes no time getting himself in
this spot. But it takes Pat O'Brien, brave
G-Man, to marry the gal in order to trap
the escaped convict. Follows a hectic
honeymoon with the bride and groom cordially loathing each other. Love blooms
just when Cesar snatches his ex Pat, and
his pal, Robert Armstrong, track them
down to a final fight that's worth your
money. In fact it's all worth your money,
being a fast moving, engrossing plot and
capably played by everybody concerned.
Margaret Lindsay breaks down and acts
human, while Pat O'Brien gives a topnotch performance. Mr. O'B. seems to be
surpassing himself with every role of late.
Cesar Romero's sneers sent shudders
through the preview audience while Robert Armstrong got the laughs with a series
of Armstrong" antics.
Preview Postscript
A battle raged long ond furiously at the
studio during this picture's production. Cesar
Romero refused point-blank to remove his
mustache for the role. A compromise was
finally reached whereby Mr. R. would appear sans decorotion for the first few reels
and grow it back for the fade-out. Margaret Lindsay was accorded the honor of
shavingbe him.
. . . again
Margaret
never
a blonde
unlessswears
she hasshe'll
to
rob a bank or something. The strange and
sinister-looking gal which she saw in the
mirror after the hairdresser had arranged
that blonde wig on her which she wears in
the first reels decided that. She even stayed
in her dressing-room between takes while
wearing it, refusing to be seen. That elegant
gown Margaret wears in the wedding scene

v/osn't much fun, either. Just a quorter of
on inch too tight when completed, she was
compelled to stand up for two days straight
while the scene was taken.
** The
Return
of Sophie
Lang (Paramount)
Gertrude Alichael is the jewel thief
whose amazing success has been due to
the fact that she's entirely too beautiful
to be suspected of having brains. She "returns" this time from the grave. At least
there's been a tombstone in the cemetery
marking her supposed resting place for the
past five years. But Sophie merely buried
her past and is now of¥ to a fresh and
honest start as the companion of Elizabeth
Patterson, an elderly lady who is a swell
person in spite of being disgustingly rich.
While
they're
en route
to America .Sir Guy
Standing
makes
his appearance.
Sir Guy,
it develops, is undisputed King of Jewel
Lifters. When Sophie learns that he has
an eye on the Kruger diamond belonging
to her employer she brings the old brain
power into action again. Follows a tense
and exciting battle of wits with King Guy
finally exposing Sophie's past and placing
all suspicions on her for the diamond's disappearance. Here's where Ray Milland,
reporter, steps in and locates the Kruger
diamond, then gets Sophie interested in a
solitaire of her own. There's plenty of
action, humor and excitement and excellent performances by Gertrude Michael,
Elizabeth Patterson and Sir Guy Standing.
**High
Tension
(20th Century-Fox)
With Glenda Farrell and Brian Donlevy
in the cast, a picture couldn't be classified
as Time Lost. This one is all in the spirit
of good clean fun with enough action and
rotnance to satisfy almost any audience.
Brian Donlevy is the dashing hero who
has two interests in life — repairing ocean
cables and making a good impression on
Glenda Farrell. The latter is really no
trouble at all, since Glenda is so enamored
of him that she devotes every spare moment away from his presence in glorifying
him in print, being a pulp-writer for adventure tales. Norman Foster contributes

aHelen
good Wood
characteriz
ation as Brian's
is attractive
in the pal
role and
of
secretary. Jasper Sawyer and Robert McWade are excellent in smaller roles. You
will find the scenes of deep-sea activities
of real interest and there's not a moment's
let-down from the opening scene to the
closing clinch. There are a couple of fights
that it would be a shame to miss seeing,
in particular the one where a grand piano
proves an efi'ective weapon.
Preview Postscript

Norman Foster's off-set activities were, of
course, confined to domesticity, since his
wife, Sally Blane, just presented him with a
daughter. Her name's Gretchen, in honor
of her aunt, Loretta Young, whose real name
that is. . . . Glenda Farrell was borrowed
from Warner's for this film. That's an event
in itself, since the Brothers W. are loathe
to part with Glenda for any pictures put out
by rival concerns. Another event worth
commenting upon is that Glenda has not
built herself another new house for the post
five months. Moving into new houses happens to be a hobby with Glenda, ond even
moving her young son, plus several cats,
dogs, parrots, chipmunks and white rots,
comes under the heading of fun to Glenda.
She never has any trouble disposing of the
old houses, either, since her friends clamor
for each new one she builds and decorates.
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\ir The Crime of Dr. Forbes
(20th Century-Fox)
Capitalizing on recent newspaper publicity given to "mere)' killings," 20th Cenlury-Fox emerges with a fairly interesting
picture whose main fault is that after
building up a case, it neatly steps aside and
dodges the issue. Here is the story : When
a doctor (J. Edward Bromberg) finds he
must leave town for a month he asks his
laboratory assistant (Robert Kent) to
keep his wife (Gloria Stuart) entertained.
The young doctor complies, and falls in
love with the wife. On the eve of Bromberg's return he is injured in a fall which
paralyzes him for life. When the young
doctor goes to his aid Bromberg begs him
for an overdose of morphine to end his
life. He dies that night and his assistant
goes on trial for murder. After the entire case is built up on a mercy killing
plea, the young doctor tells the court he
did not administer the overdose of
morphine. From there on the trial and
the picture go to pieces. Gloria Stuart
is beautiful as the wife, Robert Kent is
an attractive and adequate leading man,
but the best performance in the picture is
J. Edward Bromberg's. Sara Haden and
Henry Armetta are effective in supporting roles.
Preview Postscript
A week's location trip in Tombstone, Arizona, proved to be a gala one for the company. They even had the distinction of a
special edition of the "Tombstone Epitaph,"
the
and and
only company
paper, putlived
out in
theirtown's
honor.leading
The cast
in
a special train during their stay, since accom odations for such a crowd couldn't be
built overnight and the town had never
seen a gang like that. However, the company did manage to round up some 400
extras from the town and neighboring hills
to play "extras." One native came up to
Director George Marshall and announced his
desire to become assistant director at once
with possibilities of speedy advancement.
Director Marshall onnounced that he had
on assistant and liked his work. But when the
lad reached for his hip to get his got, Mr.
M. hastily thrust him into one of the more
important "extra" roles.
** The Border Patrolman
(20th Century-Fox)
Action, of course, is always guaranteed
with a George O'Brien picture, and this
one has plenty in the entanglements encountered in the border patrol profession
of which Mr. O'Brien is a member. And
just to be sure everyone gets his money's
worth of excitement they've thrown in a
gang of jewel smugglers for good measure.
But action isn't the only thing you'll find
in this celluloider. There's a good plot,
expensive production, and an able supporting cast for the stalwart charms of the
star. Polly Ann Young is the gal in the
case who is as spoiled a millionaire's granddaughter as ever escaped extermination.
But being Polly Ann Young the hero falls
madly in love with her even after he's had
to relinquish his badge through her efforts.
Grandpa (William P. Carleton) then hires
George to tame his granddaughter and
she immediately gets involved with a bunch
of meanies, who are jewel-lifters on the
side, to show anyone interested that she
can take care of herself. The final reel
of getting the girl, jewels and emotions
untangled is done with a grand flourish.
You'll have a good time.
Preview Postscript
The Desert Springs hlotel pictured here is
really the famous Furnace Creek Inn at
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for brush.
Black,
and
BlueBrown
— 75c.

MOD€RN ^qjlThcikl-Up IS QS N€C€SSPfiY
FOR iPeautif fiS TH€ SMflRT€ST
And really, how many smart and lovely women know this
by heart! They study their eyes in the mirror, they d!^uss
make-up with friends. And more than 10,000,000 modern,
fastidious women now prefer the simple, instantly satisfying Maybelline way to lovelier, darker lashes! Let your
eyes express the particular beauty that is YOU — with eye
make-up in gooi tastel A few deft strokes of Maybelline
and your lashes instantly appear twice as long and twice as
luxuriant. You'll discover an entirely new beauty about
your eyes, which adds thrillingly to the whole expression
of the face.
There is no mascara more water-proof than either the
famous Maybelline Solid form Mascara or the marvelous
new Maybelline Cream form Mascara (which is breaking
all sales records for new-found popularity.) Both are perfectly harmless and approved by highest authorities. Neither
is beady, waxy or gummy on the lashes. The new Cream
form, complete with case and brush, and the Solid form in
the metal vanity, may each be obtained for only 75c at
your favorite toilet goods counter. Generous introductory
sizes of all Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids are on sale at
leading 10c stores. Today — try this easy, certain way to
lovelier, more enchanting beauty!

mous SolidBlack,
Form
Maybelline
faMascara.
Brown
and
Blue,
vanity.
in gold metal

Maybelline
Eye
Shadow.
Smooth,
Gray,
Creamy, in
Brown,
Blue, BlueGreen
let.
and Vio-

Maybelline
Pencil ,
smoothEyebrow
marking.
Black, Brown
and Blue.
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Deoth Valley, California. The season closes
there the end of May so the company held
off production until that time and had the
whole place to themselves. They also had
all the heat to themselves. But this didn't
faze the company. They arose, not exactly
amiobly, but anyhow they arose at four
o'clock, had breokfast and were at work
by five every morning. From II to 3 the
company laid off work, then continued until
sundown. Most of the night was spent in
the hotel's beautiful swimming pool, where
heated contests were waged between two
teams of water-poloists. One team was
headed by George O'Brien and- was made
up of the men in the cast, while the other
team was captained by Polly Ann Young
and consisted of the gals. . . . Polly Ann, you
know, is the sister of the famed Loretta
Young and Sally Blane, and in what private
life a girl could hove in a trio like that she
is Mrs. Carter Hermann. Mr. Hermann came
with her for the two weeks' location trip and
anyone who would brave Death Valley after
the last of May must be truly in love.

* We Went to 6ollege
(M-G-M)
There should be a law against wasting
a Charles Butterworth or a Una Merkel,
of throwing around the talto say nothing
ents of Walter Catlett and Hugh Herbert.
measBut since there aren't suchon judicial
to the review
ures, we might as well get
of this picture. It concerns three senti-at
mental grads who decide on a reunion
the alma mammy after too many years out
in the cold world wrestling for a living.
Una Merkel is happily, if unromantically,
married to Professor Hugh Herbert. But
when she sees Walter Abel, her undermissed
realizes
Una sets
graduate flame, and
up
making
about she's
the Real Thing
former
her
for lost time. The fact, that
boy friend has a nice little \Vife of his own
(Edith Atwater) and that Hugh is a good
husband and never beats her, doesn't stop
Una. The situation, you ,can see,_ has
plenty of hilarious possibilities but it all
falls pretty flat. And that in spite of
some of the best laugh landet;s in celluloid
who struggle nobly with theUines dished
\
out to them.
Preview Postscript ^
Charles
bS^^";^ quite
in thea
shadow
of Butterworth
Notre Dame was
University
few years ago and went there to school also
quite a few years ago. After gradViating, he
stayed around long enough to pas» his bar
exams, then headed straight for th^e South
Bend News-Times and became a cub reporter. Having always been a murder story
fiend, Charles B. decided to try Chicago for
work and from there went to New York. A
comedy monologue at the Press Club turned
out to be funny and encouraged by editor, Mr. B. left the printer's ink for the
stage.
Now Ethel
he's under
long-term
contract
to M-G-M.
Sutherland,
of New
York,
is his wife and they're both familiar figures
at first-nights and fight-nights. Mr. Butterworth thinks he's still a reporter at heart,
though, since he always finds himself jotting down things people say to him on the
cuff, tablecloth, etc. . . . Hugh Herbert
halls from the sidewalks of New York along
with other eminent Americans and movie
brand of "talking" picprehistoric
A gave
stors. tures
him his first chance to get in
movies. He was the "voice" behind the
screen for all the male characters in pictures which came to a neighborhood theatre.
A stock company manager heard the Herbert voice and offered him a job in a Fall
River, Mass., stock company. And thus to
Broadway, where he gained triple fame as
actor, director and author of ploys and
vaudeville sketches.
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* The Arizona Raiders
(Paramount)
For a western opry this is pretty good
fare. In the first place it's a Zane Grey
story which gives it a good start. In the
second place the action is balanced with
good dialogue and in the third place the
casting is good. Larry Crabbe makes a
likable hero, doing all the required cowboy cut-ups with an undeniable dash.
Marsha Hunt is the gal 'whom he saves
from a fate worse than death — in this case
the loss of her family's ranch to a shyster lawyer. Ray Hatton comes through
with some good comedy and a couple of
wisecracks that deserve framing. Grant
Withers has another chance for some rough
stuffrodeo
and delivers
withora punch.
If you're
a
enthusiast
just crazy
over
horses, you'll find some scenes of trick riding and round-ups highly entertaining and
exceptionally well photographed.
* Trailin' West (Warners)
We can't decide whether to call this a
poor historical picture or a poor western.
Let's say it's a little of both and let it go
at trrci(?r''~rne^ Oivil War provides an excuse for extra gun-play while Abraham
Lincoln and Dick Foran motivate the action. Dick finds himself with a secret
service job to sleuth out the gold shipment
situation. He is sent trailin' West and has
himself one grand time rescuing papers
stolen from him, gold shipments and ladies
in distress. There are Indians, too, if you
like that sort of thing. Dick Foran plays
the role with such enthusiasm that he
manages to lend credence to it. Paula
Stone does the best she can under the circumstances. Eddie Schubert takes top acting honors with Robert Barrat, as Abraham Lincoln, running a close second.
Preview Postscript
Now there's a third member of the Kibbee tribe in the fillums. It's Milt Kibbee,
Jr., son of Milt Kibbee, brother of Guy and
also a member of the cost on this one. . . .
Dick Foran was kept busy changing from
cowboy costume to evening clothes. He
was
playing
"Public
Vv'ife"fromat
the some
timein and
wouldEnemy's
rush madly
location at Chafsworth at noon every day
to the Warner studio in town to play the
playboy millionaire all afternoon. Dick
much prefers V/esterns, however, in spite of
being voted one of the best-dressed lads to
graduate from Princeton.
* Ticket

to Paradise

(Republic)
If you run into this picture at your
neighborhood theatre you'll not feel gypped.
There thing
areaftera all.
lot of
that's Roger
someThelaughs
story and
concerns
Pryor's predicament when he becomes involved In a taxi crack-up and comes
through alive with nothing on his mind
but taxis. Roger really had several other
things on his mind before, including steel
contracts. But Wendy Barrie gives him
something
to think
She's Uncle
madly in loveelsewith
him,about.
too, but
Claude Gillingwater puts his expensively
shod foot down and flatly refuses to listen to wedding bells. So Roger and Wendy
set about proving that the Pryors are
good enough for anybody even if they are
rather vague on just what Roger might
have been. Their efforts almost drive
Uncle to an early and scandalous grave
before all is beautifully cleared up. You
will want to see more of Claude Gillingwater after his capable handling of this
role, and you will find the leading characters good comedians. Luis Alberni, E.
E. Clive and John Sheehan deserve m.ention in minor roles.

Preview Postscript
E. E. Clive is on old hand ot pictures,
having completed his 1 , 139th role with this
one. He's done everything from slop-stick
comedy to Shakespearean tragedies, besides
operating many theatres both here and in
England. At one time he ran the Los Angeles Biltmore and the Hollywood Playhouse.
Mr. Clive was the originator of the portable
theatre which made one-night stands all
over the British Isles. This idea was hatched
just after his graduation from the University
of V^ales and Mr. C. says it was about time
he hod an idea, having not entertained a
thought for four years. . . . Claude Gillingwater and Roger Pryor had had more than
a grand reunion when they met on the set
of this picture. Over thirty-four years ago,
Gillingwater had known Roger's father, Arthur Pryor, very well, and hod often bounced
Roger on his knee.
^ And Sudden Death
(Paramount)
After buying the provocative title of last
year's absorbing essay on the death that
rides with reckless drivers, Paramount
went sissy and turned out a picture which
lacks all the hard-boiled qualities which
gave the essay its merit. "And Sudden
Death" is a meek little affair about a handsome police officer, a haughty society girl
and her weak-kneed brother. Randolph
Scott is a representative of the law who
is something of a crusader against careless driving. He arrests Frances Drake,
to whom speed laws mean nothing due to
the fact that her father is a wealthy and
influential business man. The handsome
cop and the expensive lady fall in love,
and she promises to keep an eye on her
speedometer. Returning from a party one
evening with her drunken younger brother
(Tom Brown)
she istheinvolved
in several
an accident which costs
lives of
children. Frances goes to jail, refusing
to tell that her brother was at the wheel
at the time of the accident. The thing
preys on the brother's mind until he finally
drives his car off an embankment and confesses all on his deathbed.
Preview Postscript
This proved to be one of the most costly
productions
in some Twenty-two
time as far cars
as "props"
were
concerned.
were
smashed to smithereens before the director
felt satisfied with the effects. One was a
heavy sedan which was driven through a
rail and smashed up — all of which was a real
accident, since it had not been the intention of the company to crash up that car
a-falL' A broken car, patched up to make
an elegant oppeorance, had been assigned
the role. But arriving on location, it refused
to
the to
costwait
of the
production
was budge;
too high
for day's
another,
so the
good cor was immediately purchased from a
cameraman and sent to its death. . . . The
city of Los Angeles permitted the use of
Griffith Park for many location scenes, allowing white lines to be painted on roads,
fences built, etc. The California Highway
Patrol helped stage many of the crashes
and safety agents cooperated with brake
tests, highway gadgets, traffic signals, etc.
There were no accidents, during the making
of this picture, an unusual record for a celluloider of this type. A specially constructed
gloss was used in all the crash scenes to protect the passengers in the cars and heavy
clothing and podding were worn by them to
lessen the shocks. In Hollywood there are
five or six men and women who moke an
excellent living by doing all the stunts
that you see in movies — cor crashes, parachute iumps, burning building ; jumps, etc.,
while the stars look on and approve or
disapprove.
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(Continued from page 62)
18. Joan Blondell as a girl friend with
whom I go bicycle riding.
19. Robert Montgomery as a friend
who takes care of the car.
20. Edna May Oliver as my Grandma.
21. Warner Baxter as my Grandpa.
22. Janet Gaynor as my very modest
girl friend. — C. Egge, Jackson, Minn.
$1.00 PRIZE LETTER
Stardom Ahead
It is very pleasant to watch a young
unknown rise from comparative obscurity
to almost star billing in a short time, especially if the person is deserving of it.
A few short months ago I went to see
"Rose Marie" and besides Nelson Eddy,
I saw a young man who did an excellent
portrayal of Jeanette MacDonald's erring
brother. I left the theatre very much impressed by his good acting and determined
to watch his progress closely. You
-imagine my delight when, three w
I saw this same young man c
"Next Time We Love." Ea""
to see his recent "Speed," a-'
Let's see more of this
Of course, you all knov
James Stewart ! Good •
Kenyon, Winnipeg, Ca
$1.00 PRir
Pity the Sir
Why arfe the studio,
outstanding productior
"Grand
Hotel," the
Night's Dream" and
feld." Now they have t
"Anthony Adverse" and
This may be successfi
but if we folks of the
chanced to see one of tn
ments posted we often hav^
miles to the show because
will not be shown at any oti
this
territorymeans
this season."
sometimes
a whole "Tl.
cou
seems that the next season ti
forgotten and consequently mi.
have missed a good picture. "L
tel" or "A Midsummer Night's
never have made a second ap
here. — L. Ullery, South Brownsv
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Henry
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•

he's appearing in "Wings
the Morning."
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Clark

Fonda

Temple

Bartholomew
• And many other
featured in the latest issue of

Henry Fonda's visit to NewYork's smart St. Moritz Hotel
was brief, for he had to board
a fast boat for London where

Cooper

Gable
•

•

•

The

Freddie

headliners

are

ALBUM

Everywhere

.

.

.

•
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10c

of
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MORE

GOOD

NEWS

Wallace Beery whispers a good one to
Venita Varden Oakie while the bearded
Jack laughs alone.

Harmon
by Mrs.

1 ranees Langford and Ken
Dolan at the Trocodero.

Nelson
Davis. '
N., Bettefollowed

(Continued from page 2S)
perturbed about the romantic publicity he
received on his recent singing tour. He inlimates that girls didn't really pursue him
relentlessly, as the newspapers stated, and
that he didn't live in mortal fear of being
surrounded and carried off by a band of
marauding females. He does admit, however, that the ladies were nice to him.

• Recent reports of a Garbo-George Brent
romance are untrue. Modern Screen employs, at great expense, a staff of Pinkerton men who do nothing but follow Garbo
about. We haven't seen any of them, since
they're
busy following
Garbo,
have it too
on excellent
authority
thatbut
up weto
now Mr. B. has not been a guest at the
Garbo domain.
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Talked to Bob Taylor over the lunch table
at M-G-M a few days after his return from
a trip to New York. It was Bob's first
glimpse of Broadway, and vice versa. In
the struggle, it appears, Broadway came out
first, for Bob lost a goodly percentage of
the Taylor haberdashery when he was surrounded by enthusiastic fans wherever he
made a public appearance. One night he
had all the buttons pulled off his coat. And
crazy!
here we've been thinking Hollywood was

This month's report on the Jean Harlow-Bill Powell romance : Jean and her
mother have moved into a small home in
Beverly Hills only a few blocks from the
Powell mansion. When we suggested she
was gradually moving in on Mr. P. she
denied it and told us she simply liked the

neighborhood. Incidentally, her former
home was sold to Nat Levine, the producer, for $80,000. And the new homeHeaven forbid — doesn't even have a swimtentious.ming pool. It's that simple and unpre-

The publicity department at RKO-Radio
would have you believe that Bert Wheeler
and Bob Woolsey are acting as their own
technical advisers on their current picture
"Mummy's Boys." Says the press dept.:
"Much of the action in the picture is laid in
Egypt. Two years ago when the pair of
comics was on a tour of the world, they
flew into Cairo and spent three days in that
historic region. When questions of a technical nature arise. Director Fred Guiol calls

upon
eitherit, Wheeler
And gets
no doubt. or Woolsey for advice."
Printed in the U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen, N. J.
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IF there's one place where a color
scheme is thought out as carefully

These three shades will give every dress
you own that up-to-the-minute look!

as a symphony — it's at a wedding. So it's
extra significant that bridesmaids at two
recent Long Island weddings chose the
new Cutex Robin Red and Rust!

And don't forget, the new Cutex formula is a stronger, finer lacquer that resists fading in the sun and holds its true

Cutex Robin Red is a new smoky red that
really does go with everything. Even girls
who are afraid of deep reds will like it. It's
just enough accent for pale colors, not too
gay with white, and goes wonderfully
with deep, rich browns and greens.
Cutex Rust is a grand new color. A subtle,
smoky Sun-Tan shade, it's fascinating
with brown, green, gray, yellow— and
never looks garish on sun-tanned hands!
If you're conservative, you can still be
beautiful. Cutex Rose is divine with all
pastels, and gets along beautifully with
all the bright, "difficult" colors so popular in the summer.

color for days. It's more economical, too,
because it doesn't thicken . . . it's usable

nai

right down to the last drop in the bottle!
All 9 lovely Cutex shades are correct —
created by the World's Manicure Authority. They go on smoothly, stay on, never
crack or peel. At your favorite shop —
35^. Cutex Lipstick to harmonize— 50^.
NoRTHAM Warren, New York,
Montreal, London, Paris

poUoh Remove^ ^
.
Northam WarrenriSales
Company,
Inc.
od
te sh es
Dept. 6M9,- fa
191voHudson St., New York
(In Canada, P. 0. Box 2320, Montreal.)
I enclose 14^ for 2 shades of Cutex Polish, as checked,
and Polish Remover. Robin Red □ Rust □ Rose Q
Ruby □ (Also sample of Cutex Lipstick will be included)
Name
City
Address.
State

OF MRS. WILLIAM I. HOLLINGSWORTH,
OF DEL MONTE AND PALM SPRINGS

JR.

...the swimming at Pebble
Beach. ..Los Angeles for late parties. ..tailored clothes... swing- music. ..Santa Anita
for the races. ..the contemporary American
themes in painting . . . lapis lazuli . . . Parma
violets... dining at Victor Hugo's — a Camel
between the entree and the sa\a.<X .. .coupe
au marrons... Camels again. ..and to top off
— amusing savouries, in the English manner. "How natural it is to smoke Camels
between courses and after dining," says
Mrs. Hollingsworth. "They are so delicate in flavor, so delightfully mild. Camels

Mrs. William I. Hollingsworth, Jr. — popular Californian who adds a vivid note to the
social life of Washington, New York, London.
She was educated abroad, and made her debut
when presented at the Court of St. James.

stimulate my taste, really aid digestion."
Among the many
distinguished women of society who
appreciate Camel's costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS DIDDLE, Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston
MRS. ERNEST du PONT, JR., Wilmington
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, Neio York
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MISS LUCY SAUNDERS, New York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York
MISS ROSE WINSLOW, New York
19SC, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.. Winston-Salem. N. C.

OUR GUESTS KNOW FINE TOBACCOS AS WELL AS FINE FOODS AND PROPER SERVICE'
In Victor Hugo's Charming
"The

Garden Room,

Camels Are

Outstanding Favorite!"

Victor Hugo's is Paris in Los Angeles! Here
Hugo himself, managing owner, personally
welcomes the world of society and of Hollywood to the delights of good eating and good
digestion. When diners pause to smoke their
Camels, Hugo himself gives the nod of approval. "Our guests know fine tobaccos as
well as fine foods and proper service," he

says. "They have made Camels the outstanding favorite here." Camels help to give
one that delightful sense of having dined
well. Try Camels. Enjoy their delicate
fragrance and mellow taste. Camels open
up a new world of pleasure, where mildness
and rare flavor reign supreme. They set
never get on your nerves!

COSTLIER

TOBACCOS!

CAMELS ARE MADE FROM FINER, MORE EXPENSryE TOBACCOS . . . TURKISH AND DOMESTIC .. . THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR BRAND.

you ri
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lOLLYWOOD'S
HOW-OFF!
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See Page 24
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DENTIST

the civilized

You're right— quite right. This is a
social crime! The girl is a barbarian
—a social outlaw! But before you dismiss
her— before you turn the page— listen to
the frank opinion of a modern dentist.
"A crime? Nonsense! I hope millions
of people see this picture! It may be
shocking to some people but, from my
professional viewpoint, it's a perfect lesson in the proper care of the teeth and
gums. If more people chewed as vigorously, there would be a lot less evidence
of tender, ailing gums— of that serious
dental warning— 'pink tooth brush'."

CLASH

SAYS
MODERN DENTIST ^-

OVER

(But

SCREEN

way

A

LAMB

to build firm gums

CHOP

is IPANA

Today's soft foods rob our gums of the
vigorous chewing they need for sturdy
health. Denied this natural work and
exercise, they grow flabby, tender, sensitive! And when they signal that sensitiveness, when they flash that warning
"tinge of pink"— see your dentist.
"Pink tooth brush" doesn't always
mean that you are in for serious trouble
—but your dentist should he the judge.
Usually it only means gums underworked and over-sensitive — gums that
need exercise— gums that will quickly
respond to the healthful stimulation

and

MASSAGE)

of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.
It is very simple to rub a little extra
Ipana into your gums every time you
brush your teeth. You'll soon feel a tingle of new circulation— new life. Gums
look better, feel firmer. They show a
grateful response to this new stimulation.
For Ipana is especially made to benefit
your gums as well as clean your teeth.
Young or old— play safe. Even before
you have a first warning of danger, adopt
this modern dental health routine. You'll
certainly be far safer from the really serious gum troubles.

IPAHA
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GAYETY IN GOTHAM
The stars vacation in New York
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WE SALUTE "The Gorgeous Hussy"
Modern Screen's Medal Award film
HEPBURN, HOLLYWOOD'S SHOW-OFF!
What prompts Katie's odd behavior?
THE GENTLE RUFFIAN
Victor McLa^len* s mildness will surprise you

Harry Lang
Gladys Hall

44

THEIR ROLES HAVE AFFECTED THEIR LIVES. . . . Katharine Hartley
Some harrowing and some amusing star reactions

46

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
Barbara Stanwyck's unhappiness is ended
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THING.
Baxter's
recipe

Reginald TavineV

SHE'S NO FLIRT
Roz Russell makes some amazing statements
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Kerr
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THE SMALL-TOWNER
Why John Boles is proud of his birthplace

Jannes Reid
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HER GUIDING STARS
What the stars predict for Merle Oberon
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Kay Osborne
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Mary Marshall
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MEET THE WIFE!
Fred MacMur ray's romance was different
WILL YOU TAKE A DARE FOR BEAUTY?
Get acquainted with our new beauty expert
TWO-CAREER GUY
John Beal has a constant problem
JEAN GROWS UP
Jean Parker's dream came true
PLACE YOUR MONEY ON THESE!
You won't go wrong on these fall fashions
Rhapsody in flowers. That is
Blue Waltz Perfume. Not just
the fragrar\ce of one flower,
but a myriad of flowers . . . not
of one mood, but many mo6ds.
Its blended bouquet adapts
itself to you and your personality. Use it to be gay, alluring, utterly feminine! Wear,
it for the one you love best.

BLUE
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PERFUME • FACE POWDER
LIPSTICK • BRILLIANTINE
COLD CREAM • TALCUM
10^^ at 5 & 10^ Stores
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DENNY* CONWAY
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You've heard about it for months! You've read about
it everywhere! It's ali true. This is the greatest love
drama, the mightiest entertainment of our time. Every
moment

throbs as sparks fly, as steel meets steel . . .

and the crimson follows the rapier's thrust.. .Lovers meet
...and dream. ..and plan. Pomp and grandeur sweep
by in spectacular

pageantry.

Here

are thrills, sus-

pense to spur the pulse. ..tender romance

to charm

the heart. ..beauty to fill the eye. A love story deep
in the heart of the world forever, now given enthralling
life in such a picture as the screen has never known.
A A/lefro-Go/dwyn-Mayer Triumph
Directed by George Cukor
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537 — Even the younger
set is taking to tunics.
This model is unusually
smart made up in a
novelty woolen with
contrasting collar, cuffs
and belt. The raglan
shoulder and sleeve
fullness at wrist is new.
1658 — Here is a dress
adaptable to various
fall fabrics. The yoke
detail with bloused fullness below is flattering
to young figures. Both
of these patterns come
in sizes 11, 13, 15, 17
and 19 years.

i "Ml"
537
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1658
MODERN SCREEN Pattern Service
149 Madison Avenue, New York. N. Y.
I amlowing:
enclosing
(in coin or United
fol
States
stamps) for which please send me the
Pattern No
Size
Pattern No
Size
Do you want our new Fall Fashion Book?
Patterns are 15c each. Books 10c when orderedrately.
with pattern;
5c when
ordered
sepaPatternsStates.
are 120c
if you
live
outside
of
the
United
Books
20c
separately,
1 5c with pattern.
foreignn or Canadian
stamps Noaccepted.
Name
Street Address
City and State
(Please Print)
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GREAT

BOOK!

outstanding

A

SVPERB

Nobel

PICTURE

Prize Winner

...Pulitzer

PLAY!

Prize

HOWARD ... Famed

Sinclair

!.

lewis

Winner

SIDNEY

Producer

SAMUEL

GOLD WYN ... this winning

combination

which gave the world "Arrowsmith"
has again united to create the entertainment achievement of the year!

HAS

THE

S I N

C

HONOR

TO

LE

R

L Al

PRESENT

Wl

S'

DSWORTH

with WALTER
# Hundreds of thousands saw
the play which ran for nearly two years on Broadway
and on the road! Millions
have read the book which
topped best-seller lists!
And now millions more will
see the superb picturization of this great prize story!

RUTH

PAUL

CHATTERTON

LUKAS
and

HUSTON

DAVID

- MARY
NIVEN

ASTOR
Directed by

WILLIAM

Screenplay by S I D N E Y

HO

WYLER

W A R D

Released thru
UNITED ARTISTS
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an'sa
Right, n Mag
arm SuUav
made
broke
visit to the Big City a
necessity, but she
stayed on for pleasure.

HoUdaying in Manhattan, Wendy Barrie
is snapped lecrving
the Sidewalk Cafe of
the St. Moritz Hotel.

Irene Dunne's European jaunt was partly
business, partly fun.
As
a result,
set now
for hershe's
role all
in
"Madame Curie."

The

stars

vacation

before having been east of Beatrice,
Nebraska, it was still no problem for
him to know where to spend the idle
moments his studio allowed him.
However, no sooner was Bob settled in his tower suite at the WaldorfAstoria than the fun began ! First
of all, there were interviews — and
Bob confides that they scare him
BY

MACK

DESPITE

HUGHES

THE fact that the thermometer continues to reach new
early Fall heights, movie stars travel
across the country to visit the greatest resort in the world — New York.
Look at Robert Taylor.
Most any
girl would.
For his very first vacation, he chose gay Gotham. Never
8

plenty,
to knowbecause
what he
to doesn't
say or ever
whenseem
to
say it. There was that young woman
from one of the trade papers, for
instance. She was neither impressed
nor at a loss of words when meeting
a celebrity.
Taylor confided with a broad grin,
"The first thing she asked was, 'How
long do you think your luck will hold
out? Do you expect to get by on
your looks forever — or do you in-

in

New

York!

I
a twinkle
tendWith
to learn
to act'?"in his eye, Bolj
admitted he wasn't so sure his luck,
if any, would hold out, but he ha^
high hopes of learning to act. "Tak
Garyhandsomest
Cooper," heman
explained.
"There.
the
you could
fim
and he certainly has made the grade
And look at Clark Gable. But the
Gable was an actor before he went
into pictures, so perhaps he doesn't
count. Maybe I'll have to trust that
my luck will hold out until I car
really
a perfectwasperformance."
The give
fan interest
so great in
Bob Taylor's presence in New York
that his hotel management installed
a figurative finger print system for]
admission to his suite. Not only di
people congregate outside his hotelj
but one {Continued on page 99
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a strange title for a book,

*^ "Valiant Is the Word for Carrie," so
when it came out some months ago I sent
out and got it, and I read it through at one
sitting.
» Women are often brave, perhaps always
brave; but to be valiant implies also gallantry
and an indomitable spirit. And here were
both a valiant woman and a remarkable story,
the woman an outcast and a pariah in a small
Louisiana town, but humorous and generous,
the story one of pure courage and sturdy regeneration. Itwas evident that there was
a great motion picture here. Carrie had no
allusions. If the French half of her was cautious the Irish half would dare anything, and
had. But the picture began, of course, when
one day a small boy with two buckeyes in a
treasure box wandered into that secret garden
of hers and told her she was not bad; and
Carrie promptly fell in love with him.
» Here was everything for a picture, humor
and pathos and deep human understanding.
There was nothing mawkish about Carrie.
Sometimes she told herself she was crazy, and
sometimes that she was an old fool, but her
love for this boy and later on for a small waif
of a girl is the very essence of womanhood.
For the time came when Carrie had to plan
so that she could face them both without
shame, and the picture is a story of that
struggle.

Sti
dr
RINEHART

'r> I intend to see the picture, of course. I want
to see Carrie leaving behind her Cemetery
Road and the easy money of her past, and
escaping into a life where as she says she will
go straight if she has to sling dishes in a restaurant. And I want to see her with her waifs
that incongruous three against the world, and
watch them slowly and successfully conquering that world. Also I want to see Gladys
George as Carrie. I know her work, which is
that of a fine dramatic artist, and her own
story, which is one of ups and downs, and for
a long time mostly downs.
Vjv SHE HAS a long record of achievement
behind her. She narrowly escaped being
born in a theater, for her parents were actors.
She was on the stage herself at the age of three,
and as a youngster in small towns paraded the
streets with a sandwich board which said:
"Wouldn't you like to see me tonight at
Theater?" It is quite typical of
her life that she got her first real chance
while nursing a badly broken nose, and not
surprising that after almost seven hundred
riotously successful appearances as the star

GLADYS GEORGE, /amous Amcrxcan
actrtss, uMo m(x\^s her screen debut in
Paramount s '"'Valiant Is the Word for
Carrie,'' withArUne Judge, JohnHoward,
Harry Carey, Dudley Digges, William
ColUer, Sr., Isabel Jewel, Charlene Wyatt,
Jac\ie Moran, Maude Eburne, from
Barry Benefield's best seller, fyroduced and
directed by WESLEY RUGGLES.

of "Personal Appearance," some one took a
plane and signed her up for Carrie in this
picture.will play it with skill, understanding
):5.She
and honesty, for Carrie was always honest,
even with herself. But above all she will play
it as she has lived, valiantly, with courage and
an indomitable spirit.
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A tender love scene from "To Mary — With
Love," co-starring those favorites, Warner
Baxter and Myrna Loy.
It's sure-fire entertainment. Put it on your "must" list.

Above,
the long-awaited
"Romeo
Juliet,"
with Leslie
Howard and
NormaandShearer.
Below, Frances Farmer and Ring Crosby in
"Rhythm

on the Range."

reviews

.

.

.

A

TOUR

TODAY'S

OF

TALKIES

BY

LEO

TOWNSEND

****

Romeo

and

Juliet

(M-G-M)

Once more Hollywood brings Shakespeare to the picture houses for
what is hopped will be a happy meeting between Avon's bard and
the paying customers. On the whole, "Romeo and Juliet" is an
earnest effort to put Shakespeare on film. It's a lavish production,
done with taste and an eye for beauty. The Shakespearean verse is
obly handled by most of the cost and the effect, after listeners become
accustomed to it, is pleasing. The romance of old Verona, in the
hands of Norma Shearer and Leslie Howard, is often compelling and
beautiful to watch. Miss Shearer's "Juliet" is more adequate than
brilliant. At times her reading is excellent, but there are moments
when her limited voice range fails to give her lines the majesty and
beauty that were written into them. Leslie Howard's "Romeo " is
played with more restraint than one would expect of the headstrong
and dashing young Montagu, but his performance makes up in polish
what it lacks in excitement. Of the supporting cast, the outstanding
players are Edna May Oliver as the nurse, Basil Rathbone as Tybalt,
C. Aubrey Smith as Lord Capulet and John Barrymore as Mercutlo.
George Cukor's direction Is excellent and it, perhaps, goes without
saying that Mr. Shakespeare's script leaves nothing to be desired.
Preview Postscript
For ten years M-G-M has been planning to film "Romeo and Juliet."
Not o word In the screen ploy has been used that Is not Shakespeare.
Oliver Messel, on Englishman, was brought over to aid In the designing of costumes. Messel spent two months in Verona, Italy, studying,
sketching and photographing works of art, architecture, costumes ond
10

holrdresses in inuseums. Every Important work of art of the Fifteenth
Century was photographed, and when completed the studio hod a
library of almost ten thousand photographs. From the countless
pictures token In Verona, Cedric Gibbons, heod of the art department at the studio, constructed a city of cloy In miniature. From
this beginning grew the finol elaborate sets used on the lot as the
film's background. Five hundred women were employed for several
months to create the 1,250 costumes which the picture demanded. So
intricote were the fashions of the period that many of the costumes
required countless yards of hand stitching. A hundred and fifty
tailors found
employment
workinghand
on work
the men's
costumes,
which several
In manymonths'
instances
needed entire
also.

***

To Mary— With

Love

(20th Century-Fox)

This is one of the most pleasant bits of screen entertainment this
season has offered. It might be mentioned right now that Mary is
Myrna Loy, which should be good news to the ten million Loy addicts
around the country. With a performance that measures up to her
work in "The Thin Man," Miss Loy, with the help of the deft direction
of John Cromwell, makes this a picture which should — if you'll pardon
the phrase — go on everyone's "must" list. The story paints the adventures of a married couple against a background of the past decade —
from the Dempsey-Tunney fight and the Lindbergh flight through the
crisis of 1929 and up to now. It doesn't particularly attempt to trace
social developments during that period, but it presents a thoroughly j
engrossing picture of what the period (Continued on page 12)
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TO MAKE "ANTHONY ADVERSE " COME TRUE ON THE SCREEN
The novel Hervey Allen turned hermit four years to write was read 11 times
eboo^- Gibney in planning the screen play . . . 17,437 fans wrote letters
byViSheridan
asking Warner Bros, to give Fredric March the title role . . . Sets were built
in duplication of scenes in France, Italy, Switzerland, Cuba, Africa and
America . . , Olivia de Havilland won her role before the public knew
her, studio officials haying seen her tests in "A Midsummer Night's Dream."
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Above,

Robert Young,

Gene

RaYmond

and

Barbara
Stanwyck
in "The Bride Walks
Out."
Below,
Franchot
Tone
and Jean
Harlow make "Suzy" entertaining.

...

^
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A tense scene from "Give Me Your Heart,"
featuring Kay Francis, Helen Flint and newcomer, Patric Knowles, whom you're sure
to add to your list of favorites.
a comedy songstress whose debut in pictures is, to put it mildly,
terrific. She's a grand comedienne with a style all her own. Fortunately, the producers have teamed her up with Bob Burns, the Arkansas
Philosopher of radio renown, and the two of them walk away with the
show. Song hits include "Empty Saddles," "I Can't Escape from You"
and two grand comedy numbers, "You'll Have to Swing It" and "I'm
an Old Cowhand from the Rio Grande." In the supporting cast are
Frances Farmer, Lucille Gleason, George E. Stone, Warren Hymer,
James Burke and a bull with soulful eyes whose name is Cuddles.
Preview Postscript
Bing Crosby had two friends visiting him while on location. They
come up for the fishing and were determined to get some in spite
of bait being a big problem. They finally decided on grasshoppers,
so Bing and his friends set out one morning ormed with flat paddles,
intending to swat down some bait. Bing swears he chased one fellov/
clear to Bishop before getting anything to swat. Discouraged, the
fishermen returned to the hotel, remarking thot they would pay a
nickel apiece to get some of those grasshoppers. Next morning,
bright and early, Bing wos owakened by o loud rapping on his bedroom door. Standing outside were two of the natives, corrying large
paper sacks. They hod taken the fishermen at their word and had
$9.45 worth of grasshoppers on hand. The real pay-off, however, come
when Bing was requested to work all day, for the company was

(Continued front page 10)
did to one couple. Warner Baxter is connpetent as the husband and
Jon Hunter is excellent as a friend of the family, in love with Myrno.

leavingin that
Hollywood.
. . . distressing
The first "blessed
to
occur
front night
of o for
comera
was another
situation.event"
A postorol scene of great beauty had just been photographed at the cost
of considerable time and effort. So perfect was it that the director
took
good along
of ait cow
and and
was proceeded
just going to
to produce
coll "cut"its when
from obehind
tree scene
strolled
calf.

Preview Postscript
Myrno Loy and Warner Baxter were photographed watching the
Dempsey-Tunney fight at Philadelphia! This is how thot feat was
accomplished: The studio obtained newsreel prints of the fight, and
"rear projected" these pictures on a screen in back of the players,
who moved as they would ordinarily. The regular studio camera then
photographed the whole thing. . . ., No mishaps marred this production's began
34-day schedule,
although progress
Myrno Loy's
twoherself
days
after she
work, threatened
for a cold,
while.caught
Finding
getting hoarse, she had a recording of her voice made before and
after the cold, end evened the difference by pitching her lines a few
tones higher. She spent most of her spare time on the set, as usual,
reading deep and heavy tomes. When not engaged in that she was
busy knitting jink ofghans. . . . Warner Baxter spent most of his time
gazing into space, dreaming about the north woods vacation he was
going to toke right after the last shot on the flicker was made.
***

Rhythm

on the Range

(Paramount)

This flicker combines c Western drama with a set of swell songs
and emerges as flrst-rate entertainment. In fact, it might be mentioned in passing that, judging by Mr. Crosby's avoirdupois. Paramount should have put him on horseback a couple of years ago.
Off to a slow start, "Rhythm on the Range" gathers momentum just
about the time Martha Raye arrives on the screen.
Martha Raye is
12

Pepper

(20th Century-Fox)

"Pepper," you may have guessed, is none other than our friend,
Jane Withers. Here she's the Tomboy Terror, leader of a toughie
gang from the slums. Jane has her busiest time to date keeping
widows and orphans happy, crabby millionaires pleasont, and their
spoiled daughters glad to marry policemen instead of foreign nocounts. The children will simply love every breathless moment of it
and the oldsters will be entertained, albeit a bit weary before the
final tomato is thrown. For the plot practically hangs on the aforementioned fruit, what with Pepper's gang depending solely on them
as ammunition for getting what they want. And they want plenty.
Irvin S. Cobb gets a role this time that suits him admirably — that of
the moneyed grouch who has suffered from indigestion for years and
is cured by Pepper and fourteen hot dogs. Slim Summerville makes
an excellent street-sweeper (with a lot more to do in the picture,
however, than that) and Ivan Lebedeff couldn't be improved upon
as just a gigolo. Muriel Robert is attractive in the unattractive role
of a spoiled darling, and Dean Jogger is the handsome cop who finally
wins her expensive heart.
Preview Postscript
This flicker marks the eighth picture for eight-year-old Jane Withers,
and her second starring role. It was in {Continued on page 107)
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HER
PIMPLY
SKIN

WAS

THE
REASON
F0RSAR4S

PIMPLES are often a real calamity to girls and
boys after the beginning of adolescence — from
about 13 to 25 years of age, or even longer.
During this period, important glands develop
and final growth takes place. This causes disturbances throughout the entire system. The skin becomes oversensitive. Waste poisons in the blood
irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples break out.
Fleischmann's fresh Yeast is an effective remedy for adolescent pimples. It clears these skin
irritants out of the blood. Then — with the cause
removed — the pimples vanish!

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright, 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

Eat 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast regularly
— a cake about one-half hour before each meal.
Eat it plain, or in a little water until your skin is
entirely clear. Start today.
13

Modern Screen's Hollywood editor, Leo Townsend, presents our
Medal to those most importantly connected
with "The Gorgeous
Hussy." Left to right,
Lionel

Barrymore, Director Clarence Brown,

Joan Crawford, Leo
Townsend, Robert Taylor and Producer Joseph
Mankiewicz.

Modern

Screen

presenting

ultimate

takes

its Award

in film

pleasure

of

the

to

Merit

entertainment,

in

and

so

SALUTE

"THE

GORGEOUS

"The Gorgeous Hussy" and all those who had a part
in making it the great entertainment it is, are in order

drama

lor hearty congratulations.

which

Joseph Mankiewicz,

the

producer of this Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer special, Clarence Brown, its director, and Joan Crawford, Robert
Taylor, Lionel Barrymore,
more

and

Frcmchot

important players, each comes

Tone, as its

in for his share

that is at once powerful and timely. It repre

sents the highest in screen entertainment, a picture
you cannot afford to miss.

Each month

Modern

Screen will present a medal

to

the most outstanding production about to be released,
the picture which we feel will contribute most to your
enjoyment and appreciation of the art of movie-making.
Let this award serve as your guide to the best type of

of praise.
■ Highlighting an important period in American
tory, "The Gorgeous
14

HUSSY"

Hussy"

his-

brings to the screen

a

picture production available.
from now on.

Watch

for it every month
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HEY, YOU SISSIES! THAT'S NO
GHOST
IT'S JACK KINNEY.
TURN AROUND AND CHASE HIM

Joan Crawford in a love
scene with Bob Taylor from
"The

Gorgeous

Hussy."

Modern Screen's Medal-Award
picture, "The Gorgeous Hussy,"
a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production, reviewed by Leo Townsend
"The Gorgeous Hussy" covers that robust
period in our nation's youth when Daniel
Webster and John Randolph matched oratory on the Senate floor, when Andrew Jackson became the seventh President of the
United Staves, when a pretty woman became
the unofficial First Lady of the Land.
"The Gorgeous Hussy" presents Washington in the first half of the Nineteenth Century, when America struggled vainly to remain a union. John Randolph, valiant defender ofDaniel
States'Webster,
Rights, thecrossed
swords with
Senator verbal
from
Massachusetts who, as Washington small-talk
had it, was born "with a silver constitution in
his mouth." Homespun Andy Jackson, with
his pipe-smoking wife, arrives in the Capitol
to take his seat in the Senate and remains to
guide the nation's destiny.
All this is threaded together by the presence of Peggywhose
O'Neaie,
pretty
daughter
of
an innkeeper
hostelry
is the
home of
Randolph, Webster and Jackson. Peggy is
in love with John Randolph and devoted to
Andy Jackson. However, she marries a young
naval lieutenant, "Bow" Timberlake. After his
death, Peggy gives all of her time to Andrew
Jackson.
On the eve of his ascendancy to the presidency, Jackson's wife dies. Since Peggy is his
closest friend in Washington, she virtually becomes First Lady during the stormy Jackson
administration. Her devotion to him is so
great that she gives up a planned marriage
to John Randolph because of differences of
opinion on national policies, and becomes
the bride of John Eaton.
Although it has been given a magnificent
production, "The Gorgeous Hussy" is distinguished mainly by its acting. As Andrew
Jackson, Lionel Barrymore may be said to
carry off first honors. Joan Crawford, in the
role followers.
of Peggy O'Neaie, should win herself
new
Excellent also are Beulah Bond!
as Mrs. Jackson, Melvyn Douglas as John
Randolph, Robert Taylor as "Bow" Timberlake, Franchot Tone as John Eaton, Sidney
Toler as Daniel Webster, and James Stewart
as a young newspaper man.

I KNEW IT, MRS. KINNEY. WHY
DON'T YOU BE SMART LIKE MY
MOTHER AND USE FELS-NAPTHA
SOAP? SHE SAYS IT'S GOT HEAPS
OF NAPTHA RIGHT IN THE GOLDEN
SOAP AND
GETS CLOTHES

WHOOPIE !
gonna tell
skates!
I'm
everybody
to
change to
fels-naptha
SOAP I

ANYTHING
WHITER'N

ha! ha!
IT IS
JACKIE,

Listen, little Susie — tell everybody that
Fels-Naptha Soap is safer, too. Wonderful for daintiest silk things. And
easier on hands because every golden
bar holds soothing glycerine.
1936

Banish
with

"Tattle-Tale

FELS-NAPTHA

PELS & CO.

Gray'
SOAP!
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success

Maureen O'Sullivan may use oldfashioned recipes, but her kitchen and
kitchen equipment are decidedly modern, as the electric waffle iron she's
using above indicates. (Right) The
recipe for making these delectable
cream puffs, with custard filling, is
yours for the asking.

BY

ARE

YOU equipped to be a charming hostess and an efficient housekeeper? Well, it's just too bad if
you're not, according to Maureen
O'Sullivan. She feels that there are
so many modern and comparatively
inexpensive ways to improve your entertaining and homemaking technique
that a woman is foolish, indeed, who
ignores them.
"I'm still enough of a daughter
Old Ireland to revere tradition of
in

many reen
things,"
little
me across
theMautea
informed winsome
table.
"I want to have
around the house,"
"that I have
that
cherishmellowed
because

little treasures
she continued,
with
age and
of
association.

But I must say that when it comes to
the way
16 a home is run, I like to see

MARJOHIE

DEEN

things being done in the most modern
way cutsimaginable.
However,
shortand modern methods
are but
the
means to an end for there can be no
modern substitute for old-fashioned
hospitality and old-fashioned foods.
Why, I've yet to have my fill of OldFashioned Chocolate Cake — a traditional American favorite that I've
adopted
the greatest
Then with
Maureen
went onenthusiasm."
to describe
some of the other foods that she has
discovered over here, while we were
busy "discovering" what an unaffected actress and sweet person is
this little colleen. Being one of the
few stars in Hollywood who does not
have to watch her diet, she was not
afraid to mention sweets as her
favorite foods.
All sorts and varieties of cake, I

was told, appear with great frequency
on the O'Sullivan table. But the
chocolate cake already mentioned
and a delectable Chocolate Marshmallow Roll meet with the highest praises
of hostess and guests alike. Great
favorites, also, when company comes,
are Cream Puf¥s — light, golden,
home-made shells, filled with a
smooth custard cream.
I was able to get the recipes for
all three — -which you'll find in
month's Modern Hostess leaflet.
coupon at the end of this article
bring you a free copy of this

this
The
will
little

leaflet,
promptly.
If you've
nevera
written in
for one before,
you have
treat in store for you. This month,
for instance, I'm sure you'll agree immediately that the sweets just mentioned sound good.
Then when you
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more,
it!

attractively printed

copy you'll discover that the recipes
given you by Maureen are so easy to
follow that they practically guarantee
perfect results.
"Maids may come and maids may
go," Maureen informed me laughingly, as she gave me the recipes to
copy down, "but woe betide any servant who can't turn out a delicious
product by following the directions I
give her for making my favorite desserts."
I'M NOT a cook myself," Maureen
admitted, "but I'm an expert with a
good waffle batter and waffle iron.
Crisp, crunchy waffles with plenty of
butter and syrup always make a hit.
And put this down for your readers :
the syrup should be heated so that
when you pour it on hot, it melts the
butter and doesn't chill the waffle.
That suggestion was made to me by
a Vermont fan when she sent me a
large jar of her state's famous
product. I've followed her advice
religiously ever since ! Try it, yourself, and see if you don't think it's
an improvement. Banana waffles with
whipped cream are a great idea, too,
especially for card-party luncheons.
I'll let you have my two favorite
waffle recipes, if you'd care to have
them."
Would I care to have them? Why,
I practically grabbed them in my
anxiety to find something new to
make in my waffle iron. And how
about you? Well, you'll find one of
the waffle recipes in the leaflet and
the other one at the end of this
article, so be sure to try them.
"For an informal Sunday evening supper or an after-a-preview
party," Miss O'SuUivan continued,
"I like to place one of the attractive,
modern toaster trays on one corner
of the bufifet. The little glass dishes
that fit into the tray are then filled
with condiments and different spreads
— some (Continued on page 100)

studies "Prevention"
the doctor
TODAY,
as closely
as anything in his profession. He tries to guard his patients from
even a single error which may affect their
health.
Before approving a laxative, for instance, he sets up a strict standard of requirements which must be fully met. This
code is printed below, point by point. And
every point is important to your welfare.
WHAT DOCTORS DEMAND OF A LAXATIVE:
It should
It should
It should
Its merit
time.
It should
It should
It should
It should

be dependable.
be mild and gentle.
be thorough.
should be proven by the test of
not
not
not
not

form a habit.
over-act.
cause stomach pains.
nauseate or upset digestion.

EX-LAX CHECKS ON EVERY POINT
You need not memorize the list above.
But remember this one fact: Ex-Lax
checks on each and every point the doctor
looks for in a laxative.
Physicians everywhere use Ex-Lax in
their own homes for their own families.
For more than 30 years, mothers have
given it to their children with perfect
When

Nature forgets — remember

EXLAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

trust. Since Ex-Lax was first introduced,
many laxatives have come and gone. Yet
Ex-Lax remains the outstanding leader.
It is the largest-selling laxative in the
whole, wide world.
CONVINCE YOURSELF OF THE FACTS
Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a
laxative and see how accurately it meets
the doctor's requirements. It is gentle. It
is thorough. It is not upsetting. Not nauseating. Not habit-forming— no increased
dosage necessary.
Ex-Lax does not work like a strong,
lent purgative. Its action so closely
proximates normal that, except for
relief you enjoy, you scarcely know
have taken a laxative.

vioapthe
you

A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE
Unlike harsh, bitter purgatives, Ex-Lax
tastes just like pure, delicious chocolate.
It's pleasant for anyone to take, especially
the youngsters. And it is equally effective
for children and grown-ups.
At all drug stores in 10c and 25c sizes.
Or if you prefer to try Ex-Lax at our expense, mail the coupon below.
TRY EX-LAX AT OUR EXPENSE! .
j
(Paste this on a penny postcard) i
I[ Times-Plaza
N. T.UM-106 1[
170
P. O. BoxBrooklyn,
Ex-Lax, Inc., Station,
[ I want to try Ex-Lax. Please send free sample. [
I Name

'

j Address

1

< City
Age
J
}I
(If you live in Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal)
,I
.
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It's Bob Taylor month,
Bob

Taylor

letters

girls, and are the letters hot! Because of
the deluge of mail
about Mr. T., we
have devoted these

win

For Real Beauty, You Must Have
a Soft, Alluring
From

Pimples

and

Skin — Free

prizes

clusively.
columns
to him

ex-

Blemishes

SMOOTH, satiny shoulders — lovely
skin "all over" — a radiantly clear,
youthful complexion — men admire them and
modern style demands them.
To be truly lovely, you must rid all your skin
of ugly blemishes — end pimples and eruptions
on face and body — have a lovely complexion
from head to toe. And thousands are doing it,
with complete success.
Doctors know that the real cause of ugly
blemishes is often a lack of Vitamin B Complex. With this vital element lacking, intestinal
nerves and muscles become weak and sluggish.
Poisons accumulate in the body. And constant
skin eruptions result to rob you of beauty.
In such cases, pleasant-tasting Yeast Foam
Tablets work wonders. This pure, dry yeast
supplies Vitamin B Complex in ample quantities— strengthens intestinal nerves and muscles,
and restores natural functions. Poisons are
thrown off. And the skin quickly clears — becomes smooth and lovely.
Start now to win real, alluring beauty. Try
Yeast Foam Tablets to restore your skin to
youthful loveliness, as they have brought beauty
to so many others.
Ask your druggist forYeast Foam
Tablets today — and refuse
substitutes.
*'^f'J%ifV'»
for Trial Sample
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av., Chicago, 111.
Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast
Foam Tablets.
mm w-36
Naitie_
Address
..state
18

cash

$5.00
Bob

Prize

Letter

Taylor—
CiiarmingPrince

Hollywood is indeed a veritable Wonderland when it can manufacture a Robert
Taylor overnight. Not even in story
books has there been a Prince Charming
to equal him. He is Youth in all its
glory — slender, graceful, handsome, and
intelligent. His youth is the youth that
Johann Strauss tried to depict for us in
his beautiful waltzes. Mr. Taylor has
the power to bring his Youth to every
member of his audience.
Hollywood seems to take pride in the
fact tliat it is growing up, tliat it will
soon be on a par with the legitimate stage.
But I think the cinema and the stage will
always be miles apart, one is real and
the other is a shadow. While the producers are spending millions buying up
stage productions, M-G-M has a goldmine right in its own back yard. I venture to say that Bob Taylor in the
cheapest, simplest little story will make
more money for his producers than the
million-dollar reproduction of a stage
play. — Bessie Bennett, Philadelphia, Pa.
Prize

Letter

Bob Taylor — Clothes

Horse

I saw Mr. Taylor in "Broadway Melody" and like many other enthusiastic

moviegoers, I left the theatre raving.
When the second Taylor film came to
town, I left the theatre a trifle skeptical.
Bob Taylor was just too pretty and, as
yet hadn't done any real acting. After
Mr. T-s ensuing films, I left the theatre
tired — yes, tired. Tired of gazing at a
slick-looking fellow whose attire was always faultless, upon whose head not one
beautiful hair was ever misplaced, and
whose acting was invariably done to the
tune of moonlight and the glamorous
background of a rich man's playboy son.
So, to whom it may concern, there is
my opinion of this excellent clothes horse.
Until Robert Taylor proves that he can
measure up to the standards of a real
actor ; until I can see his handsome pan
slightly messed up; I remain the selfappointed president of the Anti-Robert
Taylor and the Like Club. — Lollie Earley,
Little Rock, Ark.
$1.00
Bob

Prize

Letter

Taylor
— Rare
Diamond

Let us take the case of Robert Taylor, the present heart-breaker and leading idol of the screen. Here is a personable fellow — straight of profile and
clear of tongue. His are the attributes
of stardom or that which the movie
moguls call "box office." Yet they stupidly persist in casting him as a lollygagging lover and wrapping him in stories
having
an unmistakable
odor. That

MODERN

II * III C
"Private Number" found me two reels
ahead of the story — a very meager plot
for a talented actor. Let us not hide
a diamond under a heap of paste pearls,
although apparently the pearls may suggest permanence. — Bernard Eglyn, Philadelphia, Pa.

$1.00
Bob

Prize

Letter

X
MY BOSS HARDLY EVER GIVES ME DiCTATION

$1.00

Prize

Letter

$1.00

Prize

BEFORE
r DRESS.NEARIWE
MAYBE MOW.
HE'LL
LIKE WORKING

Cm NO ADVICE-TO-THE- LOVELORN
EXPERT, ANNE, BUT TRY MAVIS.
FRENCHWOMEN USE IT TO
KEEP DAINTY AN

AT
JUST ONE MORE LETTER, MISS MARSH,

Sit sNE^KS

LAT6?^

... ER... ER..."Dam.TrUft^'nacuvik.:

BobTaylor — Seco?ici@able
Here's an idea ! Since Robert Taylor
is being called the "second Clark
Gable," and since both he and Gable
are under contract to M-G-M, how
about a picture starring both of them?
The fans would have an opportunity to
see both these stars at one time and
so would be better able to judge for
themselves whether or not Bob deserves
such billing. Imagine what this would
mean at the box-office : Clark Gable
and Robert Taylor, in the same film,
and contending for the affections of,
say, Myrna Loy or Loretta Young. Why
don't you Between You and Me-ers
suggest what leading lady you would
prefer for each of these gents? — O.
Oneal, San Diego, Calif.

M-M-M-M LOVELY! I'LL MWMS USE
MAVIS' ALL-OVER FRAGRANCE

PERSONALLY, AND I THINK HE'S SO NICE.

Taylor — Unbeara

I suppose I'm very odd, in fact you
may think I'm phenomenal, but I am
not a Robert Taylor fan ! Definitely not !
In
I can't stand and
his stupid,
fied fact,
characterizations
thus I sissyavoid
his pictures altogether. Perfect lover?
Best looking actor? Rot! In my eyes,
he is unbearable.
But — a large one — there is someone on the screen who fulfills my highest ideals of manliness, whose sincere
portrayals have found a place in my
heart, whose subtle humor intrigues me,
whose six feet, three inches of boyish
good looks causes ecstatic admiration
from. me. Who is this perfect male?
None other than Fred MacMurray. — •
M. M. M., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SCREEN

ANNE MARSH.YOU'RE FIRED! YOU'RE
SO SWEET, I'VE GOT A BETTER JOB
FOR YOU. MARRY ME, DEAR !

0-0-H, MR.HALL!.. MY
ANSWER

IS

''S'tfi.

^O.K.,JERRY,^
DARLING !
THE BOSS.
YOU'RE

ring

HELP

ROMANCE

ALON

G

. .

. Before

you

dress,

Letter

Bob Taylor — All Conceit
Why is everyone so ga-ga about
Robert Taylor? I read recently that
he is not (Continued on page 106)
Write us a letter and win a prize
It's as easy as that and such fun
Choose any movie topic that inter
ests you — why you like certain play
ers and dislike others, pictures you've
seen, and some you'd like to see,
why you like or dislike Modern
Screen, etc., etc. Ten dollars in
prizes are awarded each month for
the six most Interesting letters submitted— 1st prize, $5; five 2nd prizes
of $1 each. Send your full name and
address. Modern Screen reserves
the right to publish letters In whole
or in part. Address: Between You
and Me, Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

remember

MAVIS'

all-over

allu

fragrance

Walk in beauty — surrounded by the

touch soothes your skin — absorbs dis-

glamour Mavis gives you . . . that "certain something" men adore! Frenchwomen know the allure of constant
flower-fresh daintiness. Make their
charm secret your own!

turbing body moisture . . . Don't forget !
Mavis safeguards your daintiness. Its '"^
IW^in^
delightful fragrance lingers . . . /and
men's memories, too. Try Mavis today.
Absolutely pure.

After every bath — before you dress —
clothe yourself in softly fragrant clouds
of Mavis Talcum. The delicate scent

Mavis Talcum in 25^5, 50(* and $1 sizes at
drug and department stores — convenient
lOfi size at 5-and-lOf! stores. White or flesh.

keeps you fresh for hours. Its velvety

MAVIS

IN

THE

RED
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Inquisitive?
have

your

Curious?

star

questions

If you would like to see a brief synopsis of your favorite's life in this deportnnenf, fill in and send us the
coupon on page 21. General questions, of course, will also be answered
here. Those asked most frequently and
the most interesting ones receive first
preference. And not too many at a
time, please. Address: The Information Desk, Modern Screen, 149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Bride. . Queen . . Martyr
ALL IN NINE DAYS
You'll cry and

love it!

"Because little Lady Jane
is my favorite character,
and her love story my favorite love story ... I was
a tough audience ... I
ended up in tears on my
knees ... I sincerely believe that it is one of the
..."
pictures
great
—Adela
Rogers••LIBERTY"
St. Johns
Cedric
HARDWIGKE
Nova

PILBEAM

NIWE
DATS

A
I

Queen
JOHN MILLS
DESMOND TESTER
SYBIL THORNDIKE
Directed by Robert Stevenson

COMING TO YOUR
FAVORITE THEATRE
c/^ ^^Troduction

20

by popubiographies are printed frequently
NOTE: The following
lar demand. They are the ones mostreaders
who
by
the lastat month
requested during
the end of the article.
iiave sent in the coupon
Each coupon has been tabulated, so if you have
these, kindly consider yours autorequested any
maticallyofresponsible.
s little boy with
ROBERT TAYLOR: Dr. S. A. Brugh Brugh,
has very
the big name, Spaugler Arlington
Bob Taylor, as were
definitely "arrived." In fact.
No.
to call him, is Fan heFavorite
fortunately allowed Neb.,
on August 5, later moved
1 Born in Filley,
to Beatrice where he attended school. He had two
work at Doane, Neb., then finished
of college
yearscourse
at Pomona College, where, in addition to
his
his outstanding dramatic work, he was a star tennis
of "Jour-so
the acampus
player.ney'sAEnd"role
test,
screen production
won inBob
books.
to his was
back which
bad that he was promptly sent
another
However, after graduation. Bob wasintogiven
by
training
put
and
contract
a
to
signed
test,
M-G-M. He played bit parts in a couple of big
theatre
little
several
in
roles
productions, leading
Andy m 1934
plays, was loaned to Fox for "HandyDoctor."
Tennishe
good inare"Society
made riding
and finally
his favorite sports,
horseback
and
and is
piano, collects sweaters
plays the cello andabout
Six
black cats and ladders.
very superstitious
and has brown hair
feet tall, he weighs 165 pounds
and blue eyes. Bob owns a collie dog named Sport,
with Joan
his only pet. "The Gorgeous Hussy," now
workhe's
and Garbo.
latest,
is our hero's
Crawford,
Perhaps
great
with the
ing on "Camille"
between
Wife"
Brother's
"His
scenes in
the
realistic than
were morehas
StanwyckStanwyck
and Barbara
Bob love
been his
usu.il Anyway, Miss screen
these many months.
feminine lead off the
'Tis said to be serious. You may write Mr. Taylor
Studios,
n-MayerIf you
Metro-Goldwy
at the, Culver
his photowant 'Washington
City, Calif.
Blvd
with your request
250 along
to send price
surestandard
charged by the stars to
— this isgraph, bethe
cover printing and mailing.
win! Alice
Orlando, Fla.— You less
-\LLETA MILLER. been
to Rudy
married, much
Faye has never
'Webb, which is
Fay confused.
is
ex-wife
Rudy's
Vallee.
were
friends
your
why
probably
rascal was
This talented screen
WITHERS:
JANE
Mrs. Walter E.
born in Atlanta. Ga., to Mr.By and
she was 4,
time
the
1926.
12,
Withers, on April
She was
Atlanta's child Garbo.
Miss Jane was Toyland
years
for two during
Review"
"The the air on
featured
StationandWGST,
was heardin over
and Spanish,
which time she was learning French
All hopeful, the
and taking to horseback riding. Hollywood,
where
to
family took their youngster for
an assignment for
they searched 7 long months
with Care"
in "Handle
A bit part
her
nothing.in
Then came
minute roles.
by other
1932, followed
So Jane returned to radio work and was starred in
in which she sang
KFWB's "Juvenile Review,"
and swapped gags with the M.C. Her ability to do
40 — as well as her
over
do
can
she
impersonations —
"brat" part
theOff-screen
her
landed
singing,
at
skill
Jane inis
contract.
a
and
Eyes."
"Bright
misand
personality
of
full
girl,
little
a wholesome
chief She likes swimming and skating, and her
love of pets has caused her to accumulate a small
lovbrown-eyed,
This6 inches
menagerie
weighs 68 pounds.
tall and brown-haired,
able imp is 4 feet
by
followed
be
to
"Pepper"
pictureThisis Be
Her next "Can
Dixie? with Helen Wooda
musical.
20th Centurycontract
Under
and Thomas
you may
Hills, toCalif.,
Box 900, Beverly
Studios, Beck.
Fox
Ga.— Yes, Michael
Milledgevil
DOROTHY
off thele,face of the earth for
rather drop
Bartlett didMILLER,
I ala spell But he's popped up again as Marion Your
Follow
's
Republic
in
man
leading
ley's
shortly.
released
be
Heart," which should is a success story that lb a
His
NELSON EDDY: and
in
a long one to boot.the Born
success story,
son of
1901,
Providence, R. L. on June 29Darius
both
Eddy,
William
Isobel Kendrick and
excellent singers. Nelson received his earlier edu-

Then

find

answered

and
here

cation at the grammar and Normal schools there.
Night school and correspondence courses completed
it._ He held a variety of jobs, among them those of
tt:cplione operator, shipping clerk in an iron works,
newspaper vertising
reporter
reader, and Nelson
finally had
adcopy writer.and copy
In Providence
sung as a boy soprano in several churches but it
wasn't paperuntil
was working
on aif Philadelphia
that hehe began
to wonder
his baritone newsvoice
might not be a means of livelihood. He sang with
phonograph records, then took lessons from several
prominent instructors in the United States, Paris
and Dresden. In 1921 Mr. Eddy made an anonymous
debutinginwith "The
Marriage Tax";
1924 Company:
he w-as sing-in
the Philadelphia
Civic inOpera
1931 he made a sensational New York debut; and in
1933 gave a concert in Los Angeles at which he re18 encores.and Screen
\\'ereminor
the outcome
of this ceivedconcert,
he was tests
assigned
roles in
"Broadway
to
Hollywood,"
"Dancing
Lady,"
"Student Tour"andand "Rose
was finally
Marietta"
Marie." starred
Six in
feet"Naughty
tall, he
weighs ming,
173 motoring,
pounds tennis,
and derives
from swimdancingpleasure
and sailing.
He
has blue eyes and blonde hair. Mr. Eddy can sing
32 operatic roles and in French. English, Italian.
Spanisli, Russian and Yiddish. He has never been
married and will
is not
engaged.
"Maytime," nowopus.in
production,
be the
next Eddy-MacDonald
Write him
at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Washington Blvd.,
Culver City, Calif.
MARIE
Powell's
picture LOUISE,
after "StageRacine,
Struck"Wis.—
will Dick
be "Gold
Diggersnextof
1937," also with Joan Blondell. Miss Blondell made
her
screen debut
in 1930
in "Sinner's Holiday." Her
young
Norman
old on son,
November
2nd.Scott Barnes, will be 2 years
MYRNA liams,
LOY:becameSheMyrna
was originally
namedmovies
MyrnaandWil-on
Loy for the
June 27, 1936. became Mrs. Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
During the Myrna Williams era she was born in
Helena, Mont,, where her father was a ranch owner,
on August 2, 1 905. When she was of high school
age her parents brought her to Los Angeles. There
she attended the Westlake School for Girls and
later
an art
abilityValentino
as a sculptress
attracted
the school.
attentionMyrna's
of Rudolph
and his
wife,
who
gave
her
a
part
in
"What
Price
Beauty?"
in 1925.
She was given other small roles
and
worked
in the stage
in
Hollywood,
and asprologues
a dancer.at Grauman's
Her first 'Theatre
leading
role was in "Renegade" in 1931. That was during
her "vamp" days. Things began to look up whdn
Myrna
"Animal
since thatwastimeassigned
she has torisen
to greatKingdom,"
popularity andin
straight acting roles. She is 5 feet S inches tall,
weighs 110 pounds and has titian hair and green
eyes.
She loves dancing, collects painting and
sculpture, swims, plays tennis and rides. Miss Loy
plays the piano and likes to read history and biography. Under contract
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Washington
Blvd.,to Culver
City, Calif., her
next picture
will
be Harlow
"LibeledandLady"
in which
liam
Powell,
Jean
Spencer
Tracy Wilare
also cast.
RICHARD I. SMITH. Bellevue, Pa.— The principal
players
in "Charlie
Oland, Drue
Leyton, Chan's
Donald Courage"
Woods andw^erePaulM^arner
Harvey. This screen
playMilland,
w^as byMona
SetonBarrie.
I. Miller.
Drue L.eyton,
Raymond
Alan
Mowbray, Douglas Walton and E. E. CHve were
the more important players with Mr. Oland in
"Charlie Chan in London." The most recent Chan
picture
"Charlie
at the Race Track," but the
next hasis not
been Chan
announced.
CLARK GABLE: Cadiz, Ohio, was William Clark
Gable's
birthplace
FebruaryClark
1, 1901.
motherup
having died
in hison infancy.
was His
brought
by his step-mother and grandparents. Educated in
the Hopedale. Ohio, high school, he went to Akron,
where he became a timekeeper in a rubber factory
until heparts
caught
"theatre
bug"
and alternated
began playing
extra
on the
theand
stage.
He then
between the theatre
odd jobs.
In Portland,
Ore.,
he met Josephine
Dillon,
diction
and
elocution
instructres , and married her in 1924. In 1927 Clark
made his Broadway stage debut and followed it up
with a series of other plays. It was in 1929 that
he remarried. This was Rhea Langham, a society
woman, from whom he is now separated. In 1931
Mr.
Gable
first appeared
on thethat
screen
"The
Painted
Desert,"
Western,
was in
only
the
first step.
Look awhere
he isbuttoday
after
a paltry
five years! Clark is 6 feet 1 inch tall, weighs 190
pounds,
has gra3*
eyes Heandlikes
brownto hair
as a regular
fellow.
watchandpolois known
games
and football, and his athletic diversions are golf,
hunting, fishing, swimming and tennis. He collects
firearms, and traveling is his favorite pastime. Clark
and Carole Lombard have been palling around a lot
lately, and a right nice off-screen team they make,
too.
next film
"Cain and
Mal«l"afterin
which Mr.
he Gable's
is co-starred
withis Marion
Davies.
which lie and Joan Crawford are to be teamed in
"Love dios,
on Washington
the Run."
Blvd., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Culver City, Calif., >sStuhis
JEAN^^SCHLEUNING,
Sorry,
the
home addresses of the Lincoln.
stars areNeb.—
a deep,
dark but
secret.
Humstudios.
their
through
reached
be
They can
Dick
to Mary Phillips. -Rogers
phrey Bogart is married played
with Will
not Bob Taylor,
Powell,
in
"Too Busy -to •Work." Yes, both Mr. Taylor
"The asGorgeous
and James
lone,
FranchotHussy
Crawford,areasin well
Joan Stewart
with
Melvyn Douglas and Lionel Barrymore. Some castl
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Waves."
In "Another
Language"
he attracted
attention and
was promptly
signed
to make wide
his
screen debut in the film version of that hit in 1933.
In
1934
John
appeared
in
"Hat,
Coat
and
Glove"
' "Thein the
Litt cinema
Ic M inister."
gave three
him
aandplace
heavens.which
1935 really
gave him
pictures: "Les Miserables," "Laddie" and "Break
of
Hearts."
Beal hasHis
divided
time
between
the This
stageyearandMr.screen.
mosthisrecent
picture is "M'Liss" and he is scheduled for two
more. . They are "We Who Are About to Die" and
"Mother
Carey's
Chickens."
pounds,
he is 5 feet
10 inches
tall andWeighing
has brown150 hair
and
eyes. He is both an accomplished sketch artist and
pianist. His wife is Helen Craig, who is most attractive, and they are very happily married. Mr.
Beal'sAngeles,
address Calif.
is RKO-Radio Studios, 780 Gower St..
Los
SHIRLEY RICHARDS. Framingham. Mass.— Robert
Kent was the lad who played Corporal Robert King
in
"The Country Beyond." He is slated to play
Fox.
in "King of the Royal Mounted" for 20th CenturyJOHN WAYNE: One of the more popular Western
stars. Mr. Wayne was born in Winterset, Iowa, on
May 26, 1907, the son of Clyde Leonard Morrisey
and Mary Brown. His real name is Marion Michael
Morrisey, at which
is probablj^
why Grammar
he changed
Educated
the George
Washington
Schoolit.
of Keokuk.
Iowa,
and
later
at
the
Lancaster
Gram-to
mar School in Lancaster, Calif., he then went
Glendale High School and from there to the University of Southern California. He was on the football team at that institution. During his junior
year. John decided to leave and go into the motion
picture business. His first job was that of prop
boy and it was through this that he obtained his
first crack
at acting
in "The Saenz
Big Trail"
in 1930.
John
is married
to Josephine
and they
have
two children. He has one brother. Emmet. Six
feet 2 inches tall, he weighs 198 pounds, has dark
brown hair and grey eyes. Quite naturally, he enjoys riding and watching football games, as well as
playing bridge and poker. Under contract to Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif., his next picbe "Coast Philadelphia.
Guard" with Nan
SIDNEYture willLERNER,
Pa.— Gray.
There have
been
three
versions
of
"The
Witching
191 6 it was made by Frohman ; in 1921 Hour."
ParamountIn
made the silent version of it; and in 1934 the same
company released the talkie edition. Which one do
you mean?
ALLAN
JONES: Born in Scranton, Pa., on October
14, Allan
Welsha mine
father's
fine tenor
voice.
Mr. inherited
Daniel H.hisJones,
superintendent,
saw
it that
trainingin was
begun
at theto age
of 4.hisAt son's
8 he vocal
was singing
the church
choir ; at 10 he had resolved to pursue a musical
career;
11 hechoir,
was but
a boy
sopi'ano;
14 he that
was
still withat the
singing
alto.at Aft^r
Allan developed into a tenor and to pay for his
voice lessons ran errands, was a bank messenger, a
laborer, coal truck driver and steam shovel engineer
while attending high school in Scranton. He earned
enough to enter the Syracuse University Music
School, where, after a month of glee club singing,
he won four scholarships. Came spring and Allan
played
stagingsufficient
a one-man
his homea hunch.
town heBynetted
fundsconcert
to takein
him to Paris to study. In the fall he returned.

ROCHELLE HUDSON: This charming Miss hails
from the
Willon Rogers'
Claremore,
Okla.
Bornlatethere
March 6.home
1916, town,
she received
her
education
the school
Claremore
school,
the Oklahoma Cityinhigh
and grade
later at
the Hollywood
high school after her parents moved there. No
sooner had Miss H. set foot in cinema city, than
she determined to become a film star. After many
futile attempts Rochelle signed with RKO in March,
1930
"FannythenFoley
Herself."
RKO and
filmsmade
followed,
Rochelle
signed Five
with more
Fox
after
her
success
in
"Doctor
Bull"
with
Mr.
Although Miss Hudson had no professionalRogers.
stage
experience
before
entering film
she dramatic
had appeared in local
performances
and work,
had taken
lessons as well as instruction in singing, dancing
and painting. Her hobby is hook rugs, she has 2
pet cats, likes to play tennis, swim and read good
fiction. She has gray eyes and her favorite color
is blue. Miss Hudson is 5 feet 4 inches tall, weighs
100 pounds and has dark brown hair. She is not
married.
"Poppy." with W,
C.at Fields,
is her most
recent
20th
Studios. picture.
Box 900, Write
BeverlyherHills,
Calif. Century-Fox
SALLY THATCHER, San Francisco, Calif.— Michael
Whalen played the role of Dr. Luke's son in "The
Country Doctor." Craig Reynolds was not in the
picture.
JOHN
BEAL: name
Here'sJohnanother
young man with
a
lengthy
13, 1909, real
was the —date
of Alexander
his advent Blieding.
into thisAugust
world
in Joplin. Mo. There he attended grade school
and
entered Hewhole-heartedly
dramatics.
played leading into
roles the
and higli
after school
school
tinkered with settings and lights in the family barn.
At the Jniversity of Pennsylvania he became an important member of the famous Mask and Wig Club,
a dramatic organization. Upon graduation, John
went at inoncePennsylvania.
to Jasper Deeter's
Hedgerow
Tlieatre
That wasfamous
in 1930.
Next
came Broadway and a job as understudy and stage
manager, followed by a supporting role in "Wild
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INFORMATION DESK. MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave.. New York. N. Y.
Please print a brief life story of
in your department.
Name
City

the Paris
New and
YorkNewPhilbarmonic,
then alter' sang
nated with
between
York. He made
a hit
in opera, sang in musical stock in St. Louis, Boston
and Chicago as well as on tour. Back in New York
he was invited to make a screen test and signed to
a contract. He has appeared in "Reckless." "A
Night at
Opera," "Rose
and so "Show
Boat,"
his the
latest.
tour Marie"
atHepresent,
^here
is no film
scheduledHe'sforon him.
is 6 feet
tall,
weighs 1 75 pounds and has dark brown hair and
eyes. On July 26. 1936, Irene Hervey became Mrs.
Allan Jones Both have been married before. Irene
has a daughter and Allan a son by the previous
marriage.
Write
Mr. J. atBlvd.,
theCulver
Metro-GoldwynMayer Studios,
Washington
City, Calif.
LORETTA YOUNG: She was born Gretchen Young
in Salt Lake City, Utah, on January 6, 1913. Polly
Ann Young and Sally Blane, her sisters, are also in
the movies,
Jack, There
now anis also
attor-a
ney, was the though
first tohertakebrother
the step.
younger sister, Georgiana, who is a likely candidate.
Loretta
from American-English-French
parents isanddescended
was educated
at Ramona Convent in
Alhanibra. Calif. Her screen career started when
she was 4, as the baby in a Fanny Ward picture,
but her real chance came when she answered a studio call for Polly, in the latter's absence, and was
immediatelyButawarded
role in Colleen
Moore's
"Naughty
Nice" and
ina 1927.
1929 she
was a
Wampas Baby Star,
now theIn name
of Loretta
Youngside ofranks
high
in
the
cinema
firmament.
Outdramatic work she is interested in dancing
and art, plays the piano and loves good music. Blue
and white are her favorite colors, and salads and
desserts her
favoriteclothes,
foods.andLoretta
's hobby
is
shopping
for pretty
she and
likes
novels, attends
the movies frequently
haspopular
a pet
canary. She is fond of horseback riding, bicycling
and ping pong, and likes to watch football games,
horse races and polo. In 1929 Loretta married Grant
Withers, but the marriage lasted only a year. Miss
Young is 5 feet 3 inches tall, weighs 109 pounds
and has light brown hair set off by huge blue-gray
eyes. Her delicate coloring, plus her exquisite
beauty, should be shown to good advantage in her
latest
picture,
"Ramona,"
in technicolor.
After that
Loretta
will be which
seen, is
along
with Janet
Gaynor
and
Constance
Bennett,
in
"Ladies
in Love."
Lender contract to 20th Century-Fox Studios,
Box
900, Be\eiiy Hills, Calif., you may write her there.
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6021 — A knitted three-piece
suit in a stunning bouclette. A
short-sleeved, striped sweater;
skirt with new panel detail
and smart jacket.
6036 — A charming crocheted
daytime dress in Lustra Iceland yarn, has a trim shirtwaist style and is very easy
to make.

FORYOU.»</YOUR
BABY
but our

• • •

HOME-GROWN

Vegetables
You

Can

Help

Both!

Let us
spend
baby's
baby —

save you the time and energy you'd
in drudgery if you prepared your
strained vegetables! Let us help your
more than most market-bought vegetables could, because:
Gerber's are raised in selected soils, from
pedigreed seed, under supervision; sunripened and picked just ripe; then — since
time would steal special values— ras/ied to
our kitchens, within one hour's trucking distance; cooked with air kept out and natural
moisture kept in, retaining in high degree
the precious vitamins and mineral salts.
Also, because packed so fresh, they are left
i/nseasoned; you add salt and sugar at your
doctor's wish.
See, too, if you don't think our ShakerCooking keeps colors z-^^^lp
natural, flavors fresher'. ^^^^

Shaker-Cooked Strained Foods
STRAINED TOMATOES, GREEN BEANS, BEETS,
CARROTS, PEAS, SPINACH, VEGETABLE SOUP.
ALSO, STRAINED
PRUNES
AND CEREAL.

lO"'
s«"''

TTiis 1^""' ,
WIS!- '

one

Two

new

styles

YOU, who would rather crochet
than knit, have been bewailing the
fact that I have been favoring the
knitters of late. So, here is a brandnew and exclusive crochet pattern
that isn't at all hard to do and will
be a wardrobe pet when finished.

8-.u
in* ao^^
T?A>1^^
^^^^'^
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one

to

test

your

skill

The knitted three-piece suit is one
of those classic fashions that knitters
like. It, too, is easy to make.
You may have one or both of these
patterns by merely filling out the enclosed coupon. Be sure to enclose a
large, self-addressed envelope.

Adelia Bird, MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me knitting directions for:
Pattern 6021
Pattern 6036
Name
Street
(Please Print)
State
City
Check one or both patterns desired.
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Columbia
Studios, 1438
Hollywood, Calif.

N.

/nto
FA ST

Gower St..

Goumont-British, Lime Grove, Shepherd's
Bush, London, W.I2, England.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Washington
Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
Paramount
Studios, 545! Marathon St.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Republic Studios, 4024 Radford Ave., North
Hollyv/ood, Calif.
RKO-Radio Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood, Calif.
Samuel
Goldwyn
Studios,
7210 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
20th Century-Fox Studios, Box 900, Beverly
Hills, Calif.
United Artists Studios, 104! N. Formosa
Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Walter Wanger Productions, 1040 North
Las Palmas, Hollywood, Calif.
Warner
Bros.-First National Studios, Burbank, Calif.

ABEL, WALTER:
RKO-Radio.
ACUFF,
EDDIE: Warner
Bros.
AHERNE, BRIAN: M-G-M.
ALBERNI, LUIS: Free lance. Write him at 20tli Centliry-Fox.
ALBERTSON,
FRANK: Free lance. Write him at
M-G-M.
ALBRIGHT, HARDIE: Free lance. Write him at
United Artists.
ALEXANDER, KATHARINE: Free lance. Write hei
at M-G-M.
ALEXANDER.
ROSS: Warner Bros.
ALLAN,
ELIZABETH:
M-G-M.
ALLEN, GRACIE:
Paramount.
ALLEN, JIMMIE: Paramount.
ALLEN, JUDITH: Paramount.
ALLEN, ROBERT: Columbia.
ALLWYN, ASTRID: 20th Century-Fox.
AMECHE. DON: 20th Century-Fox.
AMES,
mount. ADRIENNE: Free lance. Write her at ParaANDRE, LONA: M-G-M.
ANGEL, HEATHER: RKO-Radio.
ARLEDGE, JOHN: RKO-Radio.
ARLEN. RICHARD: Free lance. Write him at 20th
Century-Fox.
ARLISS, GEORGE:
ARMETTA,
HENRY: Gaumont-British.
Universal.
ARMSTRONG,
ROBERT:
RKO-Radio.
ARNOLD, EDWARD:
Universal.
ARTHUR, JEAN: Columbia.
ASTAIRE,MARY:
FRED: Columbia.
RKO-Radio.
ASTOR,
ATWILL,
LIONEL:
M-G-M.
AUTRY. GENE: Republic.
AYRES. LEW: Columbia.
BAKER, BENNY: Paramount.
BALL, LUCILLE: RKO-Radio.
BALLEW.
RKO-Radio.
BANCROFT,SMITH:
GEORGE:
Columbia.
BARBIER, GEORGE: Paramount.
BARKER, PHILLIP: Walter Wanger.
BARNES, BINNIE: Universal.
BARNETT, VINCE: Universal.
BARRAT, ROBERT: Warner Bros.
BARRIE, MONA: 20th Century-Fox.
BARRIE. WENDY:DOLORES
20th Century-Fox.
BARRYMORE,
COSTELLO: Paramount,
BARRYMORE, JOHN: M-G-M.
BARRYMORE,
LIONEL:
M-G-M.
BARTHELMESS. RICHARD: Warner Bros.
BARTHOLOMEW,
FREDDIE:
M-G-M.
BARTLETT,
MICHAEL:
Republic.
BAXTER, ALAN: Walter Wanger.
BAXTER, WARNER: 20th Century-Fox.
BEAL, JOHN: RKO-Radio.
BECK,
THOMAS:
Century-Fox.
BEECHER,
JANET:2CthParamount.
BEERY, NOAH, JR.: Universal.
BEERY, WALLACE:
M-G-M.
BELLAMY,
RALPH: Columbia.
BENCHLEY, ROBERT: M-G-M.
BENEDICT, WILLIAM: 20th Century-Fox.
BENNETT,
CONSTANCE:
Century-Fox.
BENNETT, JOAN:
Walter 20th
Wanger.
BENNY, JACK: Paramount.
BERGNER,
20th lance.
Century-Fox.
BICKFORD, ELISABETH:
CHARLES: Free
Write him at
Paramount.
BLACKMER. SIDNEY: Free lance. Write him at
RKO-Radio. JAMES: Columbia.
BLAKELEY.
BLANE, SALLY: Columbia.
BLONDELL, JOAN: Warner Bros.
BLORE. ERIC: RKO-Radio.
BOGART, HUMPHREY: Warner Bros.
BOLAND. MARY: Paramount.
BOLES, GLEN: Warner Bros.
BOLES,
JOHN: RKO-Radio.
BOND, WARD:
Columbia.
BOYD, WILLIAM: Paramount.

CUermesscPACKEo
e's:
'///'I'
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A DEUCiOUS
BREAK

BOYER, CHARLES: Walter Wanger.
BRADLEY, GRACE: Paramount.
BREAKSTON.
5?^P.Y^.^'''C^=GEORGE:
^'■<^« lance.
at Universal
FreeWrite
lance.her Write
liim at
Universal.
BREEN, BOBBY: RKO-Radio.
BRENDEL, EL: Warner Bros.
BRENT. GEORGE: Warner Bros.
BREWSTER. JUNE: RKO-Radio.
BRIAN, MARY: Free lance. Write her at Walter
Wanger. CARL: Paramount.
BRISSON,
BRODERICK. HELEN: RKO-Radio.
BROOK, CLIVE: Gaumont-British.
BROWN, JOE E.: RKO-Radio.
BROWN, JOHN MACK: Republic.
BROWN, TOM: Paramount.
BRUCE, NIGEL: 20th Century-Fox.
BRUCE, VIRGINIA: M-G-M.
BUCK, FRANK: RKO-Radio.
BUCKLER, JOHN: M-G-M,
BURGESS,
RKO-Radio. DOROTHY: Free lance. Write her at
BURKE, BILLIE:
M-G-MParamount.
BURKE,
KATHLEEN:
BURNS, GEORGE: Paramount.
BURRUD, BILLY: Universal.
BUTLER, JIMMY: Paramount.
BUTTERWORTH. CHARLES: M-G-M.
BYINGTON, SPRING: 20th Century-Fox.
CABOT, BRUCE:
CAGNEY.
BILL: M-G-M.
Republic.
CAGNEY, JAMES: Grand National, 1270 6th Ave ,
New York, N. Y.
CALLAHAN,
MARGARET: RKO-Radio
CALLEIA, JOSEPH: M-G-M.
CANSINO, RITA: 20th Century-Fox.
CANTOR, EDDIE: Samuel Goldwyn.
CAREY, HARRY: RKO-Radio.
CARLISLE, KITTY: Free lance. Write her at M-G-M
CARLISLE, MARY: Paramount.
CARMINATI, TULLIO: RKO-Radio.
CARRADINE, LEO:
JOHN:Columbia,
20th Century-Fox.
CARRILLO,
CARROLL, MADELEINE: Walter Wanger
CAVANAGH, PAUL: Free lance. Write him at 20th
Century-Fox, CHICK: Free lance. Write him at 20th
CHANDLER,
Century-Fox,
CHAPLIN, CHARLES: United Artists
CHASE,
CHARLES:
M-G-M,
CHATTERTON,
RUTH:
United Artists.
CHEVALIER,
MAURICE:
M-G-M.
CHURCHILL. MARGUERITE:
Columbia.
CLARKE, MAE: Republic.
CLIVE, COLIN: Universal.
COBB, IRVINCLAUDETTE:
S.: 20th Century-Fox.
COLBERT,
Paramount.
COLBY, ANITA: RKO-Radio.
COLLIER, CONSTANCE: M-G-M.
COLLINS, CORA SUE: M-G-M.
COLMAN. RONALD: 20th Century-Fox.
CONKLIN, PEGGY: Walter Wanger.
CONNOLLY, WALTER: Columbia.
COOK, DONALD: Republic.
COOPER, GARY: Paramount.
COOPER, RICARDO:
JACKIE: M-G-M.
CORTEZ.
Warner Bros.
COURTNEY, INEZ: Columbia.
CRABBE, LARRY: Paramount.
CRAWFORD,
M-G-M.Paramount.
CROMWELL, JOAN:
RICHARD:
CROSBY. BING: Paramount.
CUMMINGS, CONSTANCE: Gaumont-British.
CUMMINGS, ROBERT: Paramount.
DA PRON, LOUIS: Paramount.
DARRO',
Radio, FRANKIE: Free lance. Write him at RKODARWELL, JANE: 20th Century-Fox.
DAVIES, MARION:
Warneron Bros.
(.Continued
page 70)

lliUS 'SQSR^QCk^aAiRE TREVOR,
BEAUTlFUl 20™ CENTURY FOX PLAYER /N "TO M/ARY...
WITH LOVE ," SAYS,"$HREDDEP WHEAT HAS A PftlClOW,
NATURAL FLAVOR ALL ITS OIVN THAT JI/ST MNT BE 6£AT,'
NO WONDER IT'S FIRST CHO/Cf OF /VIILLIONS."

JAMES OliNW, STAR OF A LONG STRlNfi Of mLYWOOD
HITS, DIVES INTO SHREDDED WHEAT WITH A Bid SAl/LE
OF SATISFACTION."lTS A SMASH HIT!"HE EXCIAIMCANP
CERTAINLY TAKES THE SPOTtl6flTfORREAl HOURimm
- THE KIND THAT KEEPS YOU AQIVE AUD ALm'

PIETITIANJANP FOOD EXPERTS
OIVE YOU THESE /WPORTANT
FACTS :"WHEAT IS NATURE'S
MOST PERFECT ORAIN- CONTAINING AN UNUSUAarF/NE
I, BALANCE OFAIINERAl SAUJ,
CARB0HYPRAT£S,PROTEINS AND V(7AM/A/S M £M£R6V AND STRENGTH I "AND SHREDDED WHE4TISI0O^
WHOLE WHEAT, NOTHING ADDED, NOTHING TAKEN AWAYi
MORE THAN A BILLION SHREDDED
WHEAT BISCUITS SOLD EVERY YEAR.

JA Product of National Biscuit Company,
23
■•famous ofvarieties!
^Mbakers
Ritz, Uneeda Biscuit and other

Mail

a snapshot

of

yourself

Prizes
Winners get a round irip to England with ALL
expenses paid! Train fare of winners to and
from New York will be provided for.
Upon arrival in England, winners will not only
have free hotel accommodations, but elaborate
entertainment and sightseeing as well.
Most thrilling of all — winners will take actual
screen tests at the GAUMONT BRITISH Studios!

Rules
1. Contestants must fill in the coupon on page 25, attach it
to their full-length snapshot or photograph and moil both
to: NEW MOVIE TYPES CONTEST, care of MODERN
SCREEN, 149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
2. If more than one snapshot or photograph is submitted,
each must be accompanied by a coupon. Positively no
snapshots or photographs will be returned.
3. The board of judges will select those persons, as winners,
whom they consider the best screen types among the
entrants. Their decisions will be final.
4. Provisions will be made for train fare of winners to and
from New York.
5. The contest will close at midnight — September 30, 1936.
No entries postmarked after that time will be eligible.
6. No employees of the Dell Publishing Company or Gaumont British or their families, may participate in this
contest.

today!

You

can

win

a

screen

HAVEN'T YOU dreamed of screen fame, too? Then
take advantage of this amazing opportunity to make
your dream come true. A free trip to London on a
luxurious ocean liner, carefree days, gay evenings and
the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity of a screen test at
the GAUMONT
BRITISH Studios are placed within
your reach in Modern
You

Screen's easy-to-enter contest.

don't have to be beautiful or handsome.

All

Modern Screen wants are "New Movie Types." It
makes no difference whether you are male or female,
tall or short, young or old, fat or thin, you may be
one of the TYPES we are seeking.
Anyone can enter ! Simply attach your photo — a
snapshot will do — to the coupon on page 25 and send
to NEW
MOVIE
TYPES CONTEST, care of
MODERN
SCREEN, 149 Madison Avenue, New
York. N. Y.
We're making the road to stardom an easy one for
you, and You, and YOU. A free and joyous trip to
England with no expense, no struggle, and most exciting
of all, we are offering you a stepping-stone-to-fame
screen test at the GAUMONT
BRITISH Studios.
Opportunity knocks but once — just clip the coupon,
send us your picture and maybe YOU will be one
of the "New

Movie

Types" we're looking for.

test

and

a

free

trip

(Above left to right) Young
Desmond Tester, who is a
rave with critics despite his
youth. He ployed in GB's
"Nine Days a Queen" and
will next be seen in "The
Hidden Power" with Sylvia
Sidney. Next, Richard Arlen
and Lilli Palmer in a scene
from "The Great Barrier" — the
epic story of the Canadian
Pacific Railroad. Constance
Cummings and Ed. Lowe
in GB's "Seven

to

England

in

NEW MOVIE TYPES
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison

Avenue,

this

exciting

contest

CONTEST,
New

York, N. Y.

Enclosed is a picture of:
Name.
(Please Print)
Street .
City. .
State. ,

Sinners."
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Picture and

I HE alluring rhythm of her music
fascinates his eyes as well as his
ears, for her finger tips reflect
brilliantly her fastidiousness and
taste. Lovely as blossoms, her
tinted nails are her own individual
care.
With F-0 Nail Polish in six magnificent shades (creme or transparent), you, too, con have the finger
tips that attract and hold admiration. It's a matter of seconds with
F-O Oily Polish Remover to prepare for a new shade, and this
corrective remover will keep your
nails from becoming brittle. Learn
the charming secret
of irresistible finger tips with F-O.

• F-0 manicure
preparations in liberal
10c pachases at all
ten cent stares.

FORT ORANGE CHEMICAL CO., ALBANY, N. Y
26

Producer

screen

Picture and Producer
^^iXg
Half Angel (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Abdul the Damned (Columbia)
iVi-k
The Harvester (Republic)
Or
Absolute Quiet (M-G-M)
2*
The Amateur Gentleman (United Artists) SViiir
Hearts Divided (Warners-Cosmopolitan) 3^r
And So They Were Married (Columbia)
2-Ar
Hell Ship Morgan (Columbia)
2-^
High Tension (20th Century-Fox)
Or
And Sudden Death (Paramount)
IVz'A'
Hot Money (Warners)
2^
Annie Oakley (RKO)
4*
*Anlhony Adverse (Warners)
3^
The House of a Thousand Candle: (Republic). ■ ■ ■ 2 'A'
Human Cargo (20th Century-Fox)
2:*:
Anything Goes (Paramount)
3-)^
i Dream Too Much (RKO)
3*
*The Arizona Raiders (Paramount)
lit
If You Could Only Cook (Columbia)
Air
August Week-End (Chesterfield)
2>
Below the Deadline (Chesterfield)
1 :Ar ' Live My Life (M-G-M)
2*
I Married a Doctor (Warne;s)
3ir
The Bengal Tiger (Warners)
2:^
The Invisible Roy (Universal)
IViVt
Big Brown Eyes (Walter Wanger)
iVzif
I Stand Condemned (London Films)
2^^
The Big Noise (Warners)
2*
Blackmailer (Columbia)
Mr
It Had to Happen (20th Century-Fox)
2^
It'j Love Again (GB)
3*
The Bohemian Girl (M-G-M)
VA-k
Border Flight (Paramount)
2^
*Jailbreak (Warners)
2*
King of Burlesque (20th Century-Fox) 3V2*
The Border Patrolman (20th Century-Fox) 2*
Boulder Dam (Warners)
1^
King of the Damned (GB)
IVi*^
The Bride Comes Home (Paramount)
3^
The King Steps Out (Columbia)
3-^
Klondike Annie (Paramount)
1^
Brides Are Like That (First National)
2V2*
The Lady Consents (RKO)
£★
The Bride Walks Out (RKO)
2V2*
Lady of Secrets (Columbia)
Or
Bullets or Ballots (First National)
3*
Last of the Pagans (M-G-M)
2*
Bunker Bean (RKO)
2*
The Last Journey (Twickenham)
Or
The Calling of Dan Matthews (Columbia)
1>
Captain Blood (Warners)
Air
The Last Outlaw (RKO)
21/2 ★
Laughing Irish Eyes (Republic)
'iVzit
Captain Jonuory (20th Century-Fox)
3-k
The Case Against Mrs. Ames (Walter Wanger).. 3:^
The Law in Her Hands (First Notional) I'A*
The
Lawless
Nineties
(Republic)
2i(
Ceiling Zero (Warners)
Air
The Leathernecks Have Landed (Republic) 3-;^
Champagne Charlie (20th Century-Fox) tVzir
The Leavenworth Case (Republic)
2ir
Charlie Chan at the Circus (20th Century-Fox) iVzir
Let's Sing Again (RKO)
2*
*Char!ie Chan at the Race Track (20th Century-Fox) 2 ir
The Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Charlie Chan's Secret (20th Century-Fox)
2ir
Little Lord Faunlleroy (United Artists)
Air
Chatterbox (RKO)
2*
Little Miss Nobody (20th Century-Fox) 2y2^^
Colleen (Warners)
3*
The Lone Wolf Returns (Columbia)
2-^
Coronado (Paramount)
1-^
Love Before Breakfast (Universal) iVzir
Counterfeit (Columbia)
2-^
*Love Begins at 20 (First National)
Mr
The Country Beyond (20th Century-Fox)
2-^
The Country Doctor (20th Century-Fox)
4^^
Love on a Bet (RKO)
11/2*Magnificent Obsession (Universal)
2ViVt
The Crime of Dr. Forbes (20th Century-Fox) 3:^^^
Man Hunt (Warners)
2*
Dancing Feet (Republic)
2*
Mary Burns, Fugitive (Paramount)
3-^:
Dancing Pirate (Pioneer-RKO)
3-*:
*Mary of Scotland (RKO)
3*
Dangerous (Warners)
^Vzir
Meet
Nero
Wolfe
(Columbia)
21/2^
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
2-^
A Message to Garcia (20th Century-Fox) iViit
Desire (Paramount)
Air
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Warners)
Sir
*The Devil Doll (M-G-M)
3*
The Milky Way (Paramount)
4^
Devil's Squadron (Columbia)
iVzir
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
lir
Diziy Dames (Liberty)
2-^
The Mine with the Iron Door (Columbia)
2-^
Don't Gamble with Love (Columbia)
^Viir
Miss Pacific Fleet (Warners)
11/2^
Dracula's Daughter (Universal)
3^
Drift Fence (Paramount)
2ir
'Mister Cinderella (Roach-M-G-M)
2^
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (Columbia)
4^
Dr. Socrates (Warners)
2*
Mister Hobo (GB)
2^
Early to Bed (Paramount)
iVzir
Earthworm Tractors (First National)
3:^
M'Liss (RKO)
3*
Modern Times (United Artists)
Air
East of Java (Universal)
Or
Moonlight Murder (M-G-M)
2V2^
Easy Money (Invincible)
2*
The Moon's Our Home (Walter Wanger)
3*
Educating Father (20th Century-Fox)
2ir
The Morals of Marcus (GB)
1^
Everybody's Old Man (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Murder by an Aristocrat (Warners)
1^
Every Saturday Night (20th Century-Fox)
2ir
The Murder of Dr. Harrigan (First National)
2ir
Exclusive Story (M-G-M)
2V2*
Murder on the Bridle Path (RKO)
2^
The Ex-Mrs. Bradford (RKO)
SVi*
Fang and Claw (RKO)
2*
The Music Goes 'Round (Columbia)
2^
The Farmer in the Dell (RKO)
1 Vi ★
Muss 'Em Up (RKO)
2*
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M)
4^
Fatal Lady (Paramount)
2*
""My American Wife (Paramount)
3ir
First a Girl (GB)
2V2*
Next Time We Love (Universal)
3ir
The First Baby (20th Century-Fox)
1★
Florida Special (Paramount)
iVzir
Nobody's Fool (Universal)
2-^^
O'Malley of the Mounted (20th Century-Fox). . .2y2*
F-Man (Paramount)
'iVzir
$1000 a Minute (Republic)
2*
Follow the Fleet (RKO)
4*
One
Rainy
Afternoon
(Pickford-Lasky)
2^
Forgotten Faces (Paramount)
2y2-A^
One Way Ticket (Columbia)
SVi*
Freshman Love (Warners)
2^
*Our Relations (Roaeh-M-G-M)
1★
Fury (M-G-M)
3*
The Garden Murder Case (M-G-M)
2V2*
Paddy O'Day (20th Century-Fox) iy2*
Palm Springs (Paramount)
Mr
Gentle Julia (20lh Century-Fox)
2V2*
Panic on the Air (Columbia)
Sir
The Ghost Goes West (United Artists)
4*
Parole (Universal)
2*
*Girls' Dormitory (20th Century-Fox)
3
The
Passing
of
the
Third
Floor
Back
(GB)
3ir
*Give Me Your Heart (Warners)
3-APeg
of
Old
Drury
(Paramount)
3ir
Give Us This Night (Paramount)
IVi-^The Golden Arrow (First National)
2V2*
"Pepper (20th Century-Fox)
3ir
The Great Impersonation (Universal)
2^
The^ Petrified Forest (Warners)
4*
Petticoat Fever (M-G-M)
3*
The Great Ziegfeld (M-G-M)
4*
Th« Green Pastures (Warners)
5i(
The Poor Little Rich Girl (20th Century-Fox).... 3 it

MODERN

ovic

Picture
and Producer
'Saffng'
Poppy
(Paramount)
4^
The Preview Murder Mystery (Paramount)
3ir
Pride o( the Marines (Columbia)
1^
The Princess Comes Across (Paramount)
3 -At
Prisoner of Shark Island (20lh Century-Fox) 3V2*
Private Number (2C»h Century-Fox) iVi-k
Professional Soldier (20th Century-Fox)
3-k
Public Enemy's Wife (Warners)
2*
Red Wagon (Alliance)
1V2*
The Return of Sophie Lang (Paramount) iVzir
Revolt of the Zombies (Halperin)
1
Rhodes, the Diamond Master (GB)
3^
Rhythm on the Range (Paramount)
3^
Riffraff (M-G-M)
2V2*
Road Gang (First National)
2y2*
*The Road to Glory (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Roaming Lady (Columbia)
i-k
Robin Hood of El Dorado (M-G-M)
2V2 ★
*Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)
4*
Rose Marie (M-G-M)
4*
Rose of the Rancho (Paramount)
2^
San Francisco (M-G-M)
4-k
Satan Met a Lady (Warners)
1 -ASecret Agent (GB)
3*
She Married Her Boss (Columbia)
4-^
Show Boat (Universal)
4ic
Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox) 3*
Silly Billies (RKO)
2*

SCREEN

scoreboard

Picture and Producer
The Singing Kid (Warners)
Sins of Man (20lh Century-Fox)
Sky Parade (Paramount)
Small Town Girl (M-G-M)
Snowed Under (First National)
Soak the Rich (Paramount)
Song and Dance Man (20th Century-Fox)
"Song ofoftheChina
(Douglas
MacLean)
Song
Saddle
(First National)
Sons O'Guns (Warners)
So Red the Rose (Paramount)
Special Investigator (RKO)
Speed (M-G-M)
Spendthrift (Wanger-Paramount)
The Story of Louis Pasteur (Warners)
Strike Me Pink (Samuel Goldwyn)
Suiter's Gold (Universal)
Suiy (M-G-M)
*Sworn Enemy (M-G-M)
Sylvia Scarlett (RKO)
A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)
These Three (Samual Goldwyn)
Things
to Come
Artists)
13 Hours
by Air(United
(Paramount)
*36 Hours to Kill (20lh Century-Fox)
The Three Godfathers (M-G-M)
Three Live Ghosts (M-G-M)
Three on the Trail (Paramount)

3^
2V2*
i-k
3*
2-Ar
21/2 -Atk
32*'A'
3*
3*
2Ar
11/2*
2Ar
4-Ar
3^^SViAr
2*
1 1k21/2 ★
5*
4^^^
' 3-^
3k
1★
2)f
2*
2V2k

Picture and Producer
%%Vmg
Three Wise Guys (M-G-M)
2V2*
'H'icket to Paradise (Republic)
1^
Till We Meet Again (Paramount)
3*
Times Square Playboy (Warners)
iif
*To Mary— With Love (20th Century-Fox) 3if
Tough Guy (M-G-M)
2V2*
*Trailin' West (Warners)
1*
The Trail of the Lonesome Pine (Paramount) iVz-k
Trapped by Television (Columbia)
ik
Trouble for Two (M-G-M)
2*
Two Against the World (First National)
2★
Two in Revolt (RKO)
2y2*
Two in the Dark (RKO)
2V2*
Under Two Flags (20lh Century-Fox)
3-Ar
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3★
The Voice of Bugle Ann (M-G-M)
2V2*
The Walking Dead (Werners)
2*
Wonted Men (British & Dominion)
ViAr
We're Only Human (RKO)
2*
We Went to College (M-G-M)
2*
Whipsaw (M-G-M)
21/2 ★
The White Ange! (First National)
4*
White Fang (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Widow from Monte Carlo (Warners)
2*
Wife vs. Secretary (M-G-M)
3*
The Witness Choir (RKO)
2*
Woman
Trap
(Paramount)
'iVzk
Your Uncle Dud ey (20th Century-Fox)
2*

You'll find this chart simple to follow and a valuable guide in choosing film entertainment. Instead of
giving you the individual ratings of Modern Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics cdl over
the country, we have struck an average of their ratings. You'll find this average under General Rating,
beside each picture. 5-^, extraordinary; 4^. very good; 3-j|^, good; 2-51^, fair; 1^, poor. Asterisk denotes thai Modern Screen ratings only are given on films not reviewed by newspapers as we go to press.
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Romances

galore^

lots

of

gay

parties^

and

back-stage

Jeanette MacDonald's surprise
birthday party was a huge success. Of course, Gene Raymond was there, and Nelson
Eddy and Anita Louise came
in for their share of cake and
ice cream, too.

Sharing one box at the Actors'
Fund Benefit, if you'll look
closely you'll see: first row,
Gary Grant, Glenda Farrell and
Randy Scott; second row, Mr.
and Mrs. Stu Erwin and Mary
Brian, Gary's best girl.

BY

LEO

TOWNSEND
Joan Blondell and Dick Powell will probably
have the judge pronounce them man and wiie
shortly after tha siate of California tells Joan
she's a single gal again. And if you don't believe it's love you should see Joan walking
around the Bel Air golf course with Dick these
mornings — just to keep him company while he
plays. It's amusing to note that despite their
real-life courtship their studio doesn't consider
them the proper romantic types for each other.
Remember in "Colleen" Dick walked off with
Ruby Keeler and Joan drew Jack Oakie? And
now in "Stage Struck" they go their separate
ways once more.

Shirley Temple is two up on most movie
stars. She's fallen for three young men at once. The lucky^
trio is the Weidler boys, and they admit to being seven,
nine and ten. They're Virginia's brothers and they're
appearing in a singing number in Shirley's new picture,
"The Bowery Princess." Any engagement rumors are
unfounded, however, for the blonde siren has decided to
complete her education before considering marriage.

last month they tossed an elegant party for a few hundred of their
osl intimate friends. Arline greeted the guests in a bathing suit
and later, as the cool of the evening approached, changed into a
frock. Perhaps the best remark of the afternoon was George Jessel's.
When he arrived, he glanced about at the numerous guests disporting themselves at tables and at the bar and cracked: "I don't think
this place will catch on."

Arline Judge and Wesley
Hollywood separation. They
in a different wing. At the
estranged bride in "Valiant

And what popular singing star recently loaned his gal friend
a thousand dollars and kept the young lady's jewels as security?
The jools were returned when the gal paid back the thousand,
plus interest.
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Ruggles are enjoying a typical
still live in the same home, each
moment Ruggles is directing his
Is the Word for Carrie." And

chatter

are

still

the

stars'

favorite

pastimes

this

fall

Reading from left clock-wise,
we have Norma Shearer, her
hubby, Irving Thalberg, Doug
Fairbanks, Sr., Gilbert Roland,
Constance Bennett and Mrs.
Doug (Lady Ashley) at the
Actors' Fund Benefit.

Scotty snapped this popular
foursome at one of their recent
Trocadero splurges. Robert
Taylor and his best girl, Barbara Stanwyck, Joan Crawford
and hubby, Franchot Tone.

.^1
lAstaire, your being so exclusive regarding
Arsals," she said. "Would it seem silly to
X' inquired Fred, "if I should want to see
iir first draft on this story?"
The jury is
fl out, but they'll probably be unanimous for
J
£iuittal.
Anyone wanting to see the "Who's Who" at
J M-G-M these days simply drops in on the "Born
I! Crawfords,
to Dance" set.
The Gables, and
the Harlows,
the
the Montgomerys
so on stand
around in awed silence watching Eleanor Powell
go through her routines.
The gal is amazing,
for her energy mounts as the day goes on, and
by five o'clock when the rest of the cast has
-> wilted, her dancing's at a peak. To top it all
off she spends a couple of evenings a week with
Jimmy Stewart at the Trocadero — dancing.

Mu.
._. .v»»-a — . ^ _.^.;no'!
w -.-..iiiqs acconipaiiic^
by at le iniee males, has gone back to the single standard. The
lucky man in this case happens to be her husband. Captain Philip
Astley, who recently journeyed to Hollywood from London to take
Madeleine back to Europe for a vacation. "I didn't doubt that
Madeleine was coming home," said the handsome Captain, "but I
thought it was worth making sure."

\
( Instead of her planned trip to Honolulu, Kay
Francis spent a couple of weeks recently in the
^xacTf^Hocd Hospital. According to medical reports her
confinement was due to a pair of impacted wisdom teeth,
but according to Kay it was due to costume changes for
"Mistress of Fashion," her next picture. "Thirty-six
changes," said Kay. "I envy the girls who complain because they have nothing to wear."

Fred Astaire has a phobia against visitors on the set during
rehearsals. For the final take it's okay, which reverses the way
most of the stars feel about it. So a femme writer, interviewing
Fred, decided to get at the bottom of this. "It seems silly to me,

When Marlene Dietrich completed "The Garden of Allah"
she wrapped up her accent and left immediately for Europe.
Her reservations on the Normandie, for herself, daughter
Maria, nurse and hairdresser called for two suites, including
her own dining-room and a private sun deck, complete with
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news

{|ood

(Right) Francis Lederer took time out from his
ranching and various peace projects to appear
for the Actors' Fund Benefit. Doesn't he look dashing here with lovely Anita Louise? Despite vigorous denials, those romance rumors still link
Ross Alexander's

name

with Anita's.

(Below, right) Do you recognize these handsome
Floradora Girls? Well, reading from left to right,
they are: Toby Wing, Betty Furness, Olivia de
Havilland and Patricia Ellis. (Left) Frances Dee
and Joel McCrea make one of their rare public
appearances at a social to-do — Katharine Cornell's West Coast opening in "St. Joan."

swimming
can remember 'way back when it
who
wantedpool.
to beWealone.

■

■

■

V

withofPictures'
"Murder
Ayres ononthe
he Watched
seemed toLew
be carrying
without
a trace
heartbreak. The
fact that he was making love to Gail Patrick at the moment
might have had something to do with it, of course. Gail was
beautiful in a sireny black satin gown, long earrings — and felt
bedroom slippers. It's a Hollywood trick for making tall gals
see eye to eye with their heroes.
Talked to Isabel Jewell in the Brown Derby, and met her fiance,
Owen Crump, a Hollywood radio producer. "I'm signing a lifeterm contract in October," said Isabel. "And," added Mr. C., "with
no options." An ironic touch, if you will, was that Isabel was
seated directly beneath a caricature of Lee Tracy. He was her
steady beau for a long, long time — and not so terribly long ago,
either.
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1
ran
out and he dressed the lit^e lady down in good round /American
phrases, the kind more prevalent in Brooklyn than in Paris. And
—surprise !— she knew exactly what he meant, and tried out a
couple of her own in return. Result : a spanking for the mademoiselle and a promise to be good.

"Ah, Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou, Romeo?" This classic
line from "Romeo and Juliet" could well have been asked by any
visitor to the set during the picture's production. For Romeo, between
scenes, was equipped with horn-rimmed glasses and a pipe, hardly
fitting accessories for the fanciest lover in old Verona, but constant
companions for Leslie Howard. But it makes one wonder if fair Juliet
would have rushed to the balcony for a guy in horn-rimmed
glasses.

gooil

(Leh) Scotty snapped

news

some

more staunch troupers

for the Actors' Benefit. Here's a pair we defy you
to identify without our help. Give up? It's Paula
Stone and her famous dad, Fred Stone, as the
Scarecrow and the Tin Woodman.
(Below, left and right) Claudette Colbert and her
doctor-husband. Dr. Joel Pressman, are merely
spectators at the Benefit. And Eleanor Powell and
Jim Stewart, at a nearby box, seem to be very
much that-a-way. Annahoo, they give a marvelous imitation of it. Or is Jim merely beauing
his leading lady, as is Hollywood's custom.
They're in "Born to Dance," y' know.

The big battle at the moment is the one being caused by the
invasion of radio into Hollywood. With a number of the big
air shows selling their tooth paste and so forth from these parts,
the demand for picture names has become, to coin a word, terrific.
For instance, for his appearance in a 20-minute radio version of
"Men in Whitt" Clark Gable received $5,000. And what mififed
the boys on the check-writing end was the fact that Mr. G.
grabbed his pittance and walked out without allowing the program's sponsors
to photograph
Seems
a clause
in the Gable
contract
which statedhim.
he was
not there
to be was
touched
after
the check changed hands.

Before leaving on a stage tour to try out gags for their forthcoming picture, "A Day at the Races," the Marx Brothers rented a
Hollywood theatre for a rehearsal. The theatre manager neglected
to mention that he had rented the place for two hours at noon for
a political rally, and the boys were taken somewhat by surprise
when the theatre filled up and the speeches began. But Harpo rose
to the occasion and, unrecognized, got off a stirring speech extolling
the virtues of the candidate, whom he had never seen before. Later,

when the hat was passed Harpo stuffed it with bills. "It was for
the good of the party," said Harpo. "And besides, it was stage
money."
Beauty Hints Dept. : They spent twelve hours trying to give
Ginger Rogers a shampoo in "Swing Time." Soap, it seems,
won't stay frothy long enough to photograph. Beaten eggs were
poured on the Rogers' tresses, but they collapsed under the Kliegs.
So they heaped whipped cream on her, but it was no go. "As
for me," moaned Ginger, "I'll take vanilla." "That's it !" yelled
the
And cream.
that's what you'll see Ginger being shampooed
with director.
— vanilla ice

Jean Arthur's press agents would have you believe that the head
of her studio recently received a request for an autographed photQ
of Miss A. from a 9-year-old fan. "I understand she's married," said
the youthful admirer, "so don't tell her husband. I don't want to
cause any trouble."
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Ned Sparks was struggling with a violin
when we watched him on the set the other
day. He was scheduled to play it in a
scene, but the thing baffled
said the director, "let me
took lessons for ten years.
dead pan came : "Do you
that long for this scene?"

There's glorious fragrance — tbe perfume
of youth — in April Showers Talc. There's
luxury supreme in its soothing, smoothing
touch. Yet the cost is low for quality so high.
No wonder it's the most famous and
best loved talcum powder in the world!

^pcquvcdJjte
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him.
show
From
want

"Here,"
you. I
Sparks'
to wait

Note on the Classics: A certain Hollywood gent, when asked if he liked "Romeo
and Juliet," shook his head. "I can't stand
any of Shakespeare's stuff," replied the
scholarly critic. "I didn't like 'A Midsummer Night's Dream' and I didn't like 'A Tale
of Two Cities'." He probably won't even
like "Anthony Adverse," by W. Somerset
Dickens.

Jean Muir and the Warner Brothers
have called off their feud and Miss M. is
once more a fair-haired gal on the _ lot.
Jean's a young lady of decided opinions,
but her studio contended they didn't hire

-RrtX^et-

re o^^®

her for that particular talent. A few
opinions about acting were permissible,
provided it was the Muir acting. So now
Jean's keeping her views on directing and
producing to herself and the dove of peace
once more flies over the Warner studio
with — according to observers — a long-term
contract in its beak.

Sound men and director Richard Boleslowski became pretty frantic one day on the
"Garden of Allah" set. Marlene Dietrich
was doing a scene, and doing it well, but
each time they played it back there was a
grating noise on the sound track. They
scoured the place and couldn't discover a
thing that might be causing it, until someone cast a suspicious eye toward the
camels on the set. The camels, it was discovered, had a nasty habit of gnashing
their teeth. They were immediately given
to understand that on a Dietrich picture
teeth-gnashing is done only by La Dietrich
herself, and occasionally her director,
{^Continued on page 97)
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witness

the

proof
*

that

Glazo

does

HAS anything ever made you madder
than trying to get a decent manicure
from a partly used bottle of nail polish
turned thick and gummy ?
Amazingly, almost unbelievably, that
problem has been solved ... by Glazo.
Given just ordinary care, Glazo now
stays completely perfect and usable right
down to the last drop in the bottle.
All stores now have this marvelous,

world-famous for its fashion-approved
colors, for its extra days of long, unblemished wear, without chipping, peeling or cracking.
Profit by the nail polish experience of
fashion experts, beauty authorities and
millions of other smart women. Choose

perfected, non-fchickening Glazo. Recognized asthe loveliest of nail polishes . . .

enthusiast for its perfection of quality.

GLAZO

. . now

for its. unequalled beauty.
You'll remain a Glazo

not

thicken!

Expensive internationally known nail
polishes and popular domestic brands
alike were hopelessly lost when competing with Glazo in the "thickening" test.
(See the box below.)
Almost as amazing . . . Glazo beauty,
Glazo quality, costs you only 20 cents.

Glazo

* PROOF (what the beauty experts saw) : In identical
bottles, left open for 12 days, Glazo was tested against
ten other brands. Glazo stayed as perfect, as usable as
ever ... evaporated less than 10%. Every one of the
others became thick, gummy, unfit to use . . . evaporated
an average of 45%. These other brands ranged all the
way fi-om expensive, internationally known lines to wellknown popular domestic polishes.
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Darryl F. Zanuck in Charge of Production
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ELEANOR

POWELL

"Bom to Dance." What CQuld be a more apt title for a picture starring the lightfooted and rhythmic Eleanor? Recovered completely from the breakdown that took
her out of a stage show, she makes a screen return in step with Buddy Ebsen.

NELSON

EDDY

It seems as ii we can't print enough pictures of Nelson Eddy to suit you. so
here's a slick new informal shot of the popular fellow. As you may know,
he will be seen and heard next in "Maytime" with Jeanette MacDonold.

JOSEPHINE

HUTCHINSON

Josephine is one recruit from the eastern stage who has fallen for California
and the screen. She's been taking a vacation since making "I Married a Doctor" and after a brief stage appearance, she returns to make a new picture.

RANDOLPH

SCOTT

Rooidy gets along in his quiet Southern way. And no one so far has
been able to lure him from his pleasant bachelor state. He has just shed
the buckskin

trappings he

wore

in "The

Last of the Mohicans."

ANN

SOTHERN

She's as versatile in her looks as she is in her acting. Isn't this the perfect
pose oi the sophisticate? Yet actually, Ann's one of Hollywood's sweller
scouts — no hokum nor fuss.
"Walking on Aif" J* hg? newest picture.

Katie swore that she'd
be different
and she
there's
no
doubt —
that
is I
ii

B

I

Y

HARRY

LANG

"Throw

me down

the book of stills," she yelled. "I

KATIE WANTS to be herself. She wants to do as she
jolly well pleases, and most of the time she does. If, in

'em." 'em down. They'd get mussed up," he
"I can't
see throw
wanna
protested. "I'll bring them, if you'll wait, or you can

so doing, she steps on somebody's corns, well, that's their
lookout. And if anybody doesn't like what she does, they
can go jump in a lake as far as Katie is concerned.
Fear? Say, Katie Hepburn has no more fear in her

'em." She'd be triple-distilled et cetera,
an'thegetceiling.
come
Katieup hit
if she'd wait. "Throw 'em down, or I'll break up this
whole building," she screamed. In the racket, the publicity chief appeared. He didn't stick out his head. He
tiptoed down a back way, got a studio boss, and carried
the stills out to Katie, still thundering in the street. After
demanding that the boss forthwith fire the press-agent,
Katie sat on the curb, while he and the studio big-shot
waited, calmly selecting the stills she wanted.
(P. S. — The press-agent was 7iot fired.)

than you'll find in a plastered sailor. She's not afraid of
strangers or friends, directors or studio bosses, kings or
people who write movie columns.
There was the day, for instance, she came to the set
boiling because of a crack taken at her in the morning
paper by a famous film writer. Other movie people — -stars
and directors, even — quail before the power of that
writer's word. Any other star, bawled out in the column
as was Katie, would have cringed. Katie merely stood in
the middle of the stage, that day, yelled across to one of
the studio publicity men :
"Hey, you ! ! Where's that so-and-so who wrote that
about me in the morning paper?"
Trembling,
the was.
press-agent averred he hadn't any idea
where
the writer
"Well, I just dare you to bring her on this set !" shouted
Katie.
THE PRESS- AGENT sneaked out and reported to his
boss what had happened. Great precautions were taken to
keep the all-powerful columnist away from Katie from
then on. What Katie would have said, had they met,
would probably have had the columnist's wrath on the
collective head of RKO studios for the rest of seven lifethat.

times. And it's a press-agent's job to prevent things like

But Katie doesn't give two toots in a tornado about a
press-agent's job, or anybody else's besides her own. As
a matter of fact, she'd just as soon demand a pressagent's dismissal, as not. Like the day she stood on the
street and threw rocks at the second-story windows of
the studio publicity departments. Her "unit-man," the
chap who writes the blurbs about her, stuck out his head,
dodged a stone, and asked her what she wanted.
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Of course, it is difficult to reconcile Katie's protestations of contempt for press-agents and her assertions that
she doesn't care what's written or printed about her, with
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her own reactions. Katie somehow manages to see just
about every article about her that gets into print. The
press-agents who work with her believe, implicitly, that
she subscribes secretly to a clipping bureau. "Maybe
she doesn't," they admit, "but how can she see so many
pieces about herself if she doesn't?"
ANYWAY, it's axiomatic that no matter what is printed
about her, Katie raises the nether regions about it. She's
known as the most un-pleaseable person in movies, when
it comes to publicity. And if you don't think that's tough
on the boys and girls who try to earn their forty or fifty
a week by writing about Katie without getting fired, then
you ought to see the air of apprehension that pervades
the studio's press department when someone
a story on La Hepburn !

wants to dc

But enough of Katie and press-agents. Let's giggle at
some of the other things she does, now. And let's give her,
too, the whole-hearted admiration she rates for some of
the hearty, fine, regular-guy things she does. In all
Hollywood, you'll find no star as cordially hated as Hepburn, and at the same time, as cordially worshipped. There
are those who have reason for both.
Among her staunchest admirers is old Mary Gordon,
one-time stage actress, not long ago reduced to extra work,
to live. During one of Hepburn's pictures, she was hired
just because her Scotch accent was good, and they needed
some real Scotch burrs in the back-stage chatter. For
the same picture, they were making tests of character
actresses for a small role in the picture. One "nameactress" after another tried out and couldn't fit the role.
Mary Gordon asked for a chance. They laughed at her,
"We need somebody who's known." they told her.
Mary plucked together her nerve and went to Hepburn
herself and told her story.
"Sure you'll take the test." Hepburn exploded. And
Hepburn forthwith exercised her autocratic, power on the
set — and believe me, it is power ! Before another day was
past, old Mary Gordon took the test. And what's more,
she clicked, and got the role. And more, from that role
on, Mary's star has risen in Hollywood — and she's out of
the extra ranks and in the wanted-player stratum. Hep* burn doesn't sit back and gloat over how good she was to

Mary, though. Now that Mary's got her job, let her look
out for herself — particularly when Katie's around with
that devilish "candid camera" of hers. One of Katie's
prize shots is a posterior view of Mary Gordon, tying her
it.
shoelace. It's as undignified a position as any nice old
lady would want to be photographed in. But Katie took
Katie and that camera are dynamite. She delights in
getting the most outrageously unposed sneak-shots of her
friends and enemies and co-workers. Her collection of
amazing pictures is large.
Yet — Katie won't stand being candid-camera-ed ! She
can dish it out, but she can't take it. She knows that ofifstage she looks like a gargoyle on vacation. Without any
make-up, with her hair flying as though it had43 never
known a comb, with the outlandishly unladylike clothes
she af¥ects, and with her penchant (Continued on page 83)

I nil IvlCAL Victor Mcl.atjUMi is a man of wiiosc existence you have never had the faintest suspicion. I
Ixiiow, at least, that I never had the most remote conception of what he was all ahout until I talked with him for
three hours a short lime aj^o.
I'd talked to him, hriefly. once hefore. I'd seen most
of his pictures. I'd heard him say. "Sez you" to Kddie
Lowe's "Sez me. " And I'd taken him at the "sez-you"
valuation.
Heroic, hut hard.
I'd seen him in "The Informer" and that should have
I ore warned me. For only a man with ^reat pity in his
heart, with his senses strung to humanity's sutFerini^,
could have t,nven us so superhly, so convincingly the poor,
stupefied, inarticulate Informer. Hut all I saw was the
super!) {)erformance. All I felt was impatience with
Hollywood for having allowed so splendid an actor to
go so long witliout the proper material.
To he completely, if tactlessly, honest I didn't think
I'd like him. I didn't think we'd have anything in common. He was the kind of man. I thought, who cared
ahout nothing save horses and war and taking his luck
as he found it.
How wrong I was !
I thought I knew quite a lot about Victor McLaglen.
[ knew that he was an Englishman (naturalized American citizen now. which is not generally known) and that
his father was an Anglican bishop. I knew that there
were eight stalwart McLaglen brothers and one sister
and that he had been everywhere in the world — an adventurer, asoldier of many fortunes.

Above,

Morgot Grohome and Victor McLaglen in a scene from the prize-winning
sensation — 'The

Informer."

And I'd heard how, when there seemed to be no new
worlds left for him to conquer, no new wars to fight,
he had drifted back to London feeling, he said, "like a
spectator in an empty theatre after the curtain has gone
down." It was then that he had been intrigued by the
novel .adventure of motion pictures and had played his
hrst part in, aptly, "The Call of the Road."
He married an English girl, daughter of an army
otficer, whom he had met at a wedding. He has been sixteen years on the screen and that, with the just awarding
of the Academy prize, those sixteen years finally were
crowned with what should, so obviously, have been their
face value all along.
THESE THINGS I knew and you may know them, too.
But of the man who has emerged from the shell of so
much hard living, with such vast reservoirs of tenderness
for his fellow men, and such love of home and profound, abiding love of his children — of this man I had
no idea at all.
For the man I didn't know existed is a lover and a
connoisseur of roses. I didn't know about his cherished
rose-gardens at home or that he tends the flowers as
wisely, as expertly, as faithfully as a Rurbank might
have done. He didn't tell me, but a close friend of his
did. that even on wild rainy nights, no matter how late
he may come home, he goes out into the garden to see
how his roses fare.

McLaglen

I KNEW, actually, very little about V^ictor's "Sports
Center" here in Hollywood. It hasn't been publicized.
And what
knowVictor.
I gleaned
from Victor's
ciates, not Ifrom
I learned
that he studio
startedassothe
enterprise some six months ago for the purpose of presenting soccer to Southern California. And for this he
imilt a stadium which seats ten ( Continued on page 76)

gentle

the
Victor

I had no idea how sensitive is the man who dwells inside that seemingly hard-weathered exterior — but after
I had talked with him a friend told me what seemed
to be the essence of Victor McLaglen, the last word.
One day, some time ago, his young son proudly brought
home a rather hideous terra cotta statuette of a famous
radio star. The famous star had given it to the boy and
he treasured it, even as he admired the star. He placed
it, conspicuously, atop the victrola cabinet in the very
beautiful McLaglen living-room. Someone objected,
"The idea! .-^ thing like that in here!" But Victor,
quietly, intervened on his son's behalf. And the statuette
remained there. For Victor understood, you see, that
the crude little object was precious to his son. And far
better to have a crude and jarring note in a room than
to hurt the shining pride and pleasure of a child.
And that, my friends, is Victor McLaglen.
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deeds

Vic McLaglen, all
dressed up, will next
be seen with Binnie
Bctmes in "The Magnificent Brute."
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His role in "Magnificent Obsession" made a different person
of Robert Taylor. It took him
weeks and weeks to return to
normal
living
and thinking.
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1 1 AVE YOU ever come away from a picture, so atfected
l)y its mood that it took hours, maybe days, for you to
snap out of it? Have you ever come away from a
])icture. so affected by its leading character that you
found yourself walking and talking and thinking and
.icting just like him? Of course, you have! Dozens of
rimes ! '
I'sychologists call it "'personality transference." Ekit
don't let that alarm you — it happens in the best of families. It happens to the young girl who sees "Anna
Karenina,"' and then goes around acting tragic and
martyred in the best Garbo manner for a month afterward. It happens to Jim, when Ronald Colman, in "A
Tale of Two Cities," inspires him to grow cynical about
life and heroic about love — till that wears off a few days
later. It happens to Dad. Dignified, after seeing Lewis
Stone in a typical Lewis Stone role. Giddy, after Frank
VIorgan. It happens to Mother, too, and even to Aunt
i^Ua. If Aunt Ella saw "David Copperfield," three to
one she was bossing you all over the place, just like Edna
May Oliver — until, in self-defense, you took her to see
sweet May Robson ! Not one of us is immune !
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Ginger Rogers, as the temperamental, tempestuous
movie star of the comedy,
"In Person," continued to
act the role at home with
amusing results.

P)Ut here's the point. If you and t, and Jim and Dad,
and all of us other mere observers are so easily influenced
by screen portrayals, think what must happen to the stars
who actually do the portraying! How much more susceptible they must be! After all, we watch a character
for only an hour and three quarters, and it touches us.
Hut the .star has been acting that part — creating it, living
it, being it— for a couple of weeks, at least!
An experience Bob Taylor had shows just how deeply
a role can get under a fellow's skin !
Some time ago Bob left his home lot to go to Universal to play opposite Irene Dunne in " The Magnificent
Obsession." He was gone fourteen weeks. When he
returned, all his friends said, "What have you done to
yourself?
You've changed.
You look older."
In telling me about it Bob said, "I not only looked
older, but i felt older. I was older. The part of Bobby
.VIerrick did that to me.
In the beginning he was young,

roles

have

'
^
9
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YOU CAN'T eat your cake and have it, too? Well, maybe not, but Warner Baxter does. That is, he does now.
Time was, and not so very long ago. either, when Warner had to content himself with the crumbs that fell from
Hollywood's table. Now he cuts himself any slice he
wants. It took both sides of the picture to bring about his
present philosophy of life.
"What life means to me?" he repeated, thoughtfully.
"That's taking in a lot of territory, isn't it? I think life
is very much like a merry-go-round. You don't know
which horse you have to ride."
He knew which horse he wanted to bet on, though,
even if it did take the nag quite a while to win.
Hollywood is very fond of talking about the "breaks."
You get 'em or you don't. Anybody in Hollywood will
tell you how a jack-rabbit jiunping through a windshield
landed like Lady Luck plumb in Warner's lap ; how th9,t
freak of fate got him his "break" in "In Old Arizona,"
and how he's been sitting on top of the world ever since.
It's all true, too. Nobody will admit it quicker than
Warner himself. But like so many Hollywood truths
52

it's only a half-truth. Hollywood won't bother to dwell
upon the stamina it takes to stick around waiting for the
rabbit,
never knowing whether one is going to jump or
not.
That's why Warner Baxter,
humble in spirit than he ever was
around the various lots in the old
a job. The fat years have taught

the star, is far more
while he was knocking
silent days looking for ,
him more than the lean

ones ever could. That's why he doesn't comprehend his
own popularity, doesn't really believe the size of his own
pay-check or the overflowing stacks of his own fan mail.
"I always had the feeling that it would come," he said,
"and that inner conviction was what enabled me to carry
on when times were tough, of course. Now that it has
come, I'm still wondering what it's all about."
now that he's got it, he's wondering just what it
wasAnd,
he wanted.
Warner

put it like this: "I (Continued

on page 93)

Rosalind Russell has had a
very busy past year and now
Columbia has borrowed her
for the leading role in "Craig's
Wife," opposite John Boles.
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WANT to be dishonest," said Rosalind Russell, her
rown eyes alive and sparkling. "I'm tired of being a
idy.' I'm bored with being refined. I want to have
y'sterics. I want to throw things. I want to be slatternly
id seductive. I want to make love and be torrid. I want
I be mysterious and glamorous and unpredictable and
ightly mad.
"Perhaps the word 'dishonest' is something of a mis3mer. I know that the dictionary definition reads someling like this : Dishonest ; lacking in honesty ; fraudulent ;
ntrustworthy ; false. The 'false' part is the only part
Dplicable to what I mean.
1 don't mean, of course, that
want to be dishonest about paying my bills, doing my
)b to the best of my ability, meeting my obligations. But
wish that I could be, as it were, false to myself. I wish
lat I could create an illusion. I wish that I could be
)mething, or someone, I am not.

"Every great artist of the stage and screen has been
;nsational in one way or another. Bernhardt was notorius for her temperament. Valentino, Barbara La Marr,

~>hn Gilbert, Garbo, Dietrich — all of them have worn
lystery like a garment, headlines like a crown.
"It doesn't pay to be regular. It's detrimental to be
ce. People don't go to the theatre or to pictures to see

their next-door neighbors go through their paces. They
want some strangeling to make them aware of the many
mysteries of man and woman."
Rosalind, in brown slacks and leaf-green sweater,
poured tea as we sat on the chintz divan in the livingroom of her white brick house in Beverly Hills.
SHE

CONTINUED

to kick over the traces. She was

saying, cinnamon-toastishly, "I'm getting along all right
as I am. My salary has been increased. But I think I'd
make a shorter cut to the enviable heights if I were not
as I am. If I could scream and have hysterics when producers do not cast me as I would like ^ be cast. If I
could be temperamental and walk out wl^ things are not
to my liking. If I could stage emotional scenes, tear my
hair and gnash my teeth to get my way.
"Even in little things — take this interview, for instance.
I should be receiving you as Theda Bara once received
the Press — swirled in clouds of incense, swathed in furs
in midsummer, the room Oriental and dimly lit, the eflfect
— tremendous. Soft-footed attendants should appear
from nowhere with frail glasses and amber liqueurs. But
what do I do? I did plan to be wearing a silken something when you arrived.
I just (Continued on page 91)
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John Boles is one of the few stars
eager to admit he was bom in "the
sticks." On completing "Craig's
Wife," he will do "Cuban Cavalier."
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I'M GLAD that I come from a small town,"
John Boles told me. "I'm glad that I married a
girl from a small town. If I hadn't I don't think
I'd be where I am today. And I'm positive that I
wouldn't be as happy as I am."
I jotted down those words in my memory. Here
was a surprising statement from a movie star.
Plenty of stars have been born in small towns,
but most of them like to forget it. If they do

singer or lived a rich, full life. There are a score
of other famous examples.

admit that they were born in "the sticks." they
hasten to add that they left early.

where he is, today. And I didn't laugh.
John Boles may be an actor — but he confines
his acting to studio sound stages. He may know
theatrical "lines" — but only the microphones hear
them. He is probably the least publicity-conscious

Clark Gable, f or^ example, was ' born in Cadiz,
Ohio, which won't be a city for one thousand
years. You never heard anyone crediting Cadiz
with Clark's rise to fame and fortune. In his
teens, the restless Mr. Gable felt the lure of larger
towns, packed his bag and pulled away. Grace
Moore has said that if she hadn't felt confined
by the smallness of Jellico, Tennessee, and if she
hadn't left it, she never would

have become

a

Yet, John Boles was giving me, in all seriousness, just the opposite kind of story — John Boles,
the handsome sophisticate; the smooth-mannered,
well-tailored man-of -the- world ; the poised actor,
the gifted singer. He was trying to tell me that
a small town in Texas, named Greenville, was
largely responsible for his being what he is, and

person in the movies. He can't be bothered, planning poses when it's so much easier, just being
himself. That isn't the standard way of becoming
A Personality Ofif-Screen, but it is John Boles'
way. It is also half the explanation of his screen
naturalness. It all traces back to Greenville, Texas.

Illustration by lames Kelly
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John Boles claims that one reason
why his marriage is a success is because Marcelite Dobbs, his wife, is
a small-towner, too.

Boles and his young dcrughter, Marcelite, are a familiar duo at Hollywood sports events. A friend of Miss
M.'s is with them.
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I pried into the reasons behind his attitude toward the
old home town, after he made that statement.

■'Well," he said, "I suppose one of the reasons why I
had a good time in Greenville was that Greenville is in
Texas. There's a lot of Texas in my blood. Both my
mother and father were born there, and they couldn't
imagine any better place to live. Neither could I, unless
it's California.
"There's something about that Texas country that
makes a man feel at home there. Maybe it's the air. It
isn't damp and cold; it doesn't give a man ideas that a
change of climate would be good for him. Maybe it's the
vastness of the country. There aren't any narrow horizons. Just step outside a town, almost anywhere in the
state, and you can see ten miles ahead. You can't feel
cramped in country like that. Or maybe it's because
people are just naturally friendly there, with towns ten
and twenty miles apart. If there's anything about you to
like, a Texan will find it. You can't build up any hallucinations that maybe people would like vou better elsewhere."

out

on

gay

Mazda

Lane

He paused, as if to ask if he were making himself clear
— -to an Easterner. x'\fter all, we were a long way from
Texas, sitting in a suite in the Hotel Plaza in New York
City — not too high to escape the rhythm of the traffic.
This was the place where the movies had found him. But
that was not through any of John's planning, I discovered.
It took several whirls of the wheel of chance to get him
away from the Lone Star State.
"Texas looked pretty good to me," John continued, smiling that famous, friendly Boles smile. "And plenty big
enough for my ambitions. I wasn't just sure what I
wanted to be, but I felt that I'd have plenty of room to
spread out. And, on top of everything else, I didn't have
a chance to feel restless at home : I had too igood a tirhe'^
there.
"Dad made a pretty good income, and we didtl't 1^6/;^^
right up to it, as we might have in a city. In a small
town, there's less vanity, less 'keeping up with the Joneses.' ^^^^/^
That's another thing I like about it. Nirie out of ten. apsr^
man in a small town, earning (Continued on pag^e 102 Yp^
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producers, working till all hours. I should
be home having children."
"Oh, but you will have children," Mrs.
Smith interrupted. "Your chart very
clearly proclaims you a true mother as well
as a successful actress. You must have
children to complete your circle of happiness. There are three indicated in your
chart but they may not all be your own.
You"Domay
one."I'm going to get martell adopt
me when
ried," Miss Oberon begged, apparently
thinking that marriage should come before
the children.

As Merle oppectrs in "Love and War."
AT THIS late day it would be a trifle ambiguous to tell
you that Merle Oberon is a success in motion pictures.
But what made her a success, will she marry handsome
David Niven and when, what sort of a future has she to
anticipate and what part the stars in the heavens jJayed
in helping her to be a great actress, is an entirely different matter. It was purely accidental that I learned the
answer to these questions.
I don't know any more about astrology than you do,
but according to Mabel Walrath Smith, Hollywood's
pet astrologer, the position of the planets at the moment
of your birth has everything to do with what will happen to you when you reach Hollywood, Lacrosse, Kansas,
or Salem, Oregon, or wherever your big life work happens to be. Whether you believe in it or not, Hollywood
does and it's a rare day when some motion picture star,
writer or producer doesn't visit Mrs. Smith's studio.
BETWEEN
pictures Merle Oberon spends most of her
play time on an old fishing barge just off the coast of
Santa Monica, but on this particular day the stars were
good to me and as I passed her dressing-room at United
Artists studios, I heard a voice that I immediately recognized as Mrs. Smith's saying, "Your chart is 80 per cent
good and that's very unusual."
It's fascinating to listen to her telling people what the
stars did or should have done for them. I couldn't pass
up a good story so I knocked on the door and begged
to be allowed to listen. There were no objections.
"This girl has the best chart of any star in Hollywood," Mrs. Smith said to me, and added, "If there is
a better one I haven't seen it and I've cast most of
them."
Only a few days before Merle had declared very forcibly that women shouldn't have careers.
"This is no business for any woman to be in," Merle
protested, bringing up the subject again. "Hurrying to
get to the studio, worrying over contracts, fighting with

"Would I be happy married to a person
bonf in March ?" she asked.
But not being sure of the exact date, her secretary
immediately began a telephone search for
David Niven, the young man under consideration.
WHILE THEY waited for the necessary information,
the reading continued. According to Mrs. Smith, the
planets couldn't have been better behaved than they were
when the little star was born. Everything was propitious
to guarantee her the brilliant future she is just beginning
to realize.
Estelle Merle O'Brien Thompson was born in Hobart,
on the tiny Island of Tasmania, on February 19, under
the Sign of Aquarius. So were George Washington,
Abraham Lincoln, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Clark Gable
and many other famous people. So many great men of
science were born under this sign that it is often referred
to as_the "scientific sign of the Zodiac."
Venus, the Goddess of Love, has showered gifts on her
with a lavish hand. It is the aspect of Venus to her first
house that denotes a beautiful countenance, reflecting
gentle thoughts. But more than that she is also endowed
with that elusive something called charm.
Remember Maggie's description of it in the play, "What
Every Woman Knows"? "If you have it, you don't
need to have anything else. And if you don't have it,
it doesn't much matter what else you have."
But Venus, in a generous mood, gave Merle many
other qualities to make her the fascinating person she is.
The dreamy expression in her eyes, however, was a gift
from Neptune.
SHE HAS a somewhat romantic outlook on Hfe, but
while she is affectionate, she lias a great deal of selfcontrol. Shd will expect her mate to lavish his love upon
her, however, and he will. But when her love has cooled
toward someone and she detaches herself from him,
no one else can ever fill her place in his life. She never
tires you ; in fact her company is always desirable.
Ruling the emotional nature, Venus makes her a bit
capricious at times in her likes and dislikes, and in case
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she sees too much of a person (unless she
is very fond of him or her), she may become temporarily indifferent or bored.
"Barring accidents, you will live to be
very old and can be a star to the end of
your
clared. days if you wish," Mrs. Smith de"I certainly don't want to," protested
Merle. "I want to work just long enough
to earn sufficient money to raise and educate
my children. I don't want to work any
longer than necessary and I want children
more than anything in the world."
"But when you retire from acting you
could and will become a producer," Mrs.
Smith told her. "You may act in your own
pictures."
Merle thought she would like very much,
"Being out of it but not in it," as she expressed it.
AT

HEART

she is an aristocrat. She is

the type who can speak the truth — even if
it hurts — in a gracious, courteous manner,
without making enemies. Mercury's aspect
to the midheaven and to Neptune indicates
a fertile mentality and strong imagination.
There is a minor aspect to Mercury, which
indicates some worry at times, but the same
aspect enables her to think deeply and will
spur her on to even greater accomplishment.
Although she is very feminine, she thinks
like a man.
The position of Mars denotes considerable initiative; an inner aggressiveness and
driving power, which enable her to get
what she wants. Endurance, tenacity and
tremendous ambition are also strong in her
make-up. She has a terrific, quiet power
within her that is all compelling. If she
came into a room where there were a hundred people, she would command the immediate attention of everyone without
making a sound or lifting a finger.
The ability to realize her ambitions
through courage and tenacity, to lay her
plans and carry them through, has been well
illustrated in her life so far. At seventeen,
having graduated from La Martinere College in Calcutta, India, she decided she
would become a motion picture actress.
"I wasn't stage-struck, really," she told
me in her clipped British accent. "That is,
not any more than any other seventeen-yearold girl is, but I decided that being an
actress was the (Continued on page SO )

Merle and David Nivenwere
meant for each
other — so say
the stars.
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There are many good
reasons why everyone
is predicting happy
days for Fred MacMurray and his brandnew, beautiful bride.
SUPPOSE your best beau were suddenly whisked right
ofif good old terra firnia and ensconced star-high in a
cinema sky — what would you — and he — do about it?
Would the rarefied atmosphere go to his head, and would
your heart go to your boots ? Nine times out of ten. most
certainly! Suppose your Johnny, Jim, or Tim, were suddenly catapulted from your unglamorous arms to the
siren ones of such beauties as Carole Lombard, Claudette
Colbert, Katharine Hepburn and — more dangerous — to
the siren arms of more than a thousand dollars a week.
What kind of "ye olde fighte" would you put up? The
wrong kind probably.
Listen, then — for it well might happen to you — ^how
two people did survive the greatest of all romance
obstacles, stardom, to a happy "I pronounce you man and
wife" finish.
That day, ba:ck in New York, in the summer of 1934,
when Fred MacMurray told LiUian Lamont that Paramount and he had finally signed a contract, Lillian's heart
did not drop to her boots as you might expect. It soared
with his honestly, sincerely, unselfishly. "Oh, darling, it's
wonderful. I know you'll succeed !" No tears for the parting to come. No "Promise me you'll write, promise you
won't forget me!" Not a word about their engagement.
Not even by inference did she display a sense of possession. She did not advise him how he should behave "out
there," nor did she suggest clothes to be taken with him.
THEY
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SPENT

their last evening together as they had

spent many evenings. After the last curtain of "Roberta"
— Lillian was a model in that show, Fred a band musician
— they met at the stage door, walked over to Times Square,
wandered into their favorite sea-food restaurant, split a
large red lobster between them, and Lillian ordered a

It took

Fred

MacMurroy

nearly

three

get Lillian Lament to say "yes,"
years tobut
he finally succeeded.

Lillian Lament's (now Mrs. MacM.) brains
have stood her in good stead during her
two years in Hollywood.

that she lacked only one thing to make her apartment
complete — a small breakfast set for her dinette. Fred suiprised her with one. That and the tiny diamond engage"Prettieth little girl 1 ever thaw
ment ring he gave her this last Christmas were the only
Thippin' thider through a thwa-aw-aw."
gifts
she
would ever accept from him
Lillian laughed. "Goof!" It was the only reference to
You nnist have many questions — questions you would
their love-agreement. Though a little later, after Fred
ask yourself in the same situation, with a best beau rising
had "walked" her home, and they stood at her door, he
rajjidly to stardom. Anticipating some of them, they are :
did say, "As soon as 1 get a little money ahead I'll send
To visit or not to visit him on the set ? Lillian answered
for you, Lily." Her eyes flashed. "Not on your life. I^on't
this one in the negative : True a
even say a thing like that. Makes
me feel like a peasant sweetheart
visit on the set could be explained as nothing more or less
left behind 'in the old country.'
If your
beau
became
When / get enough money ahead
than a projier interest in Fred's
work. But it might also be conI'll come out !"
So Lillian put into practice her
a screen
idol
overstrued as something else — eagleeyed
jealousy.
Lillian preferred
first "Don't be a hanger-on !"
not to run that risk, even at the
rule. When Lillian arrived here
night, how would
you
sacrifice of what would have
a month or so after Fred, she had
been a pleasure to any girl. For
already "cinched" a modeling
two years Lillian stayed away
job at a well known Hollywood
handle
the
situation
tall glass of iced tea. As she sat there straw-sii)ping it.
Fred began to sing softly and whimsically.

from Fred at work and it wasn't
shop. "I wouldn't have come to
until after her appendicitis operaHollywood without a job for any—and
marry
tion this spring that Fred finally
him, too?
thing," she says.
insisted
on her presence. She
What's more she lived on and
was
recuperating
at Leslie and
within that salary — in a town
where to spend more than you make is the greatest tempAnn (Dvorak) Fenton's ranch when Fi-ed went to Galtation. She took a small unfurnished apartment near the
lup, New Mexico, on location for "The Texas Rangers."
shop so she could be within walking distance. She did not
Knowing that the clear air and sunshine would put the
bloom back into Lillian's cheeks he sent for her. And she
-buy a car, though everyone told her, "You simply can't
went, for there only the desert could see her pride in the tall
get along here without a car. Simply can't, that's all !"
She sent back East for her furniture, and had it shipped
young man who was riding swiftly to even greater fame.
What to do about Hollywood curiosity? Since the day
out the cheapest way, by slow boat freight. Her furniture
is typical of Lillian. Early American, the real thing —
when Fred first became "news" — after the preview of
not cheap veneer imitations. When it arrived she realized
"The Gilded Lily" — news{Continued on page 85)
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Grace Moore is
an inspiration
and challenge
to every plump
girl and woman.
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For some time, in the city where she lives, Mary Marshall has been carrying on a unique
kind of beauty culture. She owns no shop with a fancy name on the plate glass window.
She lives in an apartment and has a husband and a baby and a household to run. A great
portion of her time, however, goes in helping people to be better looking.
It started with her friends. Then the friends brought their friends and acquaintances and
so on. She helps them to get slim or plumper, as the case may be, tells them what to do
about their hair and fixes their faces up and all that sort of thing. She has, literally, worked
miracles — and has asked not one thin dime in payment. She's a personal friend of mine and
I told her that was pretty silly and wouldn't she write some articles for MODERN
SCREEN?
She said yes. I asked her, too, if she'd answer, personally, letters from you on
problems of diet, exercise, make-up, hair-dos, charm, poise and ail the rest of those things
which go toward making a pretty girl beautiful and a beautiful girl irresistible. She said
— The
Editor
yes, again. So here she is, and it's up to you to take advantage of her good
nature!

THE

TROUBLE

is, with this beauty stuff, that many of you know

what you ought to do, but you don't do it. The beauty-writing clan
has tapped out on its typewriters enough appeals to your common
sense and to your desire for the rewards which a slim figure, a pretty
face, and a smart, trim, chic appearance bring into your lives —
enough appeals, I say, to fill a couple of libraries.
I shall start
my little course of lectures on a different tack: I dare you to
make a good earnest bid for beauty ! I'll bet you you cannot
be one hundred per cent better looking six months from now !
There ! Maybe that's rash and not so tactful, but maybe it
will get some results.
Having commenced in this high-horsey vein, let me
hasten to turn around and say something nice, lest
you think me a very disagreeable woman, indeed.
I'llFor
helpexample
you on: this dare, if you want me to.
Let's say that, knowing in your bones that
you should go on a diet to lose or gain
weight — either one — you have not
as yet made any effort in that
direction, for one reason
or

another.

Perhaps you

Jean Arthur
used to wish
she could be
"different." How
did she realize
that ambition?
MARY
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heartily detest most of the foods prescribed on most diets. Perhaps you
think it would be terribly inconvenient, in your household, to try a diet.
Whatever the reason, do this : send me a list of the things you've eaten
and drunk for the last week. Breakfast, luncheon and dinner — and don't
leave out the in-between snacks, if any.
If you can't remember accurately
enough, start today and keep a record for a. week.
Send this list to me, in
care of Modern Screen, and write down, too, your age, height and weight,
and your bust, waist and hip measurements.
Tell me, also, the foods you
like best and the foods you simply cannot eat — or think you can't. I'll
plan a personal diet for you, as fast as I can open the letters and type out
the answers.
That will start you out in the right direction, and next month
I'll have another personal service stunt ready for you.
Please enclose a
stamped, return envelope in your letter to me.
Do be honest alwut this
and don't forget, accidentally on purpose, to include the fattening things
you've been eating, for instance, which you know you "hadn't oughter."
Don't try to impress me with this list. I don't want to be impressed —
I want to help.
WHAT'S MY reason for going to all this trouble— trouble to you
and trouble to me, too, b'gosh ? This is the reason : I hear people.
consta.ntly, saying, "I don't see why I don't lose!"
Or, "I don't
see why I don't gain !" Mark my words — there is a reason, jilways,
barring glandular difficulties to be found in the food you put in
your stomachs.
Lumps and bulges can be taken off by exercise ;downright overweight and underweight come from
eating too much, too little, or the wrong foods.
And now
let's speak of other things.
My ideas about this beauty business might be
summed up as follows ; to correct any fault of figure
or face, nothing is too much trouble. People
should be ready to spend time, eflFort, thought
and money, if they can spare it, to slim down
or round out a figure, to slice down bulges,
to clear up a bad skin and to improve
dopey looking hair.
The superficialities ofbeauty — the makeup, the hair-dos, the
(Continued on
page 95)
Joan Crawford
has to fioht
weight constantly,
you'dit.
neverbut
suspect

John Beal is one
movie actor who is
in constant demand
for both stage and
screen roles, and

B Y
ROBERT
M

c I L W

above, "M'liss."
he's snapped
with Anne Shirley
during the filming of

A I N E

two
Meet

John

Beal,

PERHAPS most people
their constant cry for new
is not one of these. His
of his claims to fame, but

career
who

is

picturedom's

don't take movie scouts with
faces seriously, but John Beal
unique attitude may prove one
the fact is John not only heard

and heeded the "scout cry," but went even further and
planned his life and career according to its dictates.
"It's an old and true saying," John recalls, "that grass
never grows on a busy street and that is a reason why I'm
a part-time guy in the movies and in the theatre both.
They're constantly shouting for new faces, so when I
finish a picture in Hollywood, I immediately grab a train
for New York. When I arrive in the seething city, I do
a play and, with the first sign of its decline in popularity,
I return to the Coast and the sound stages.
"But the gag is that by the time I get back, the casting
men have forgotten me, so I'm practically just what the
director ordered — a new face. Then, when I've finished
62
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perennial

a picture or two, my

brand-new

"new

face"

face returns to the

Broadway stage."
You will have to admit that young Mr. Beal has a wellthought-out design for living — and it's practical, too.
Scarcely ten years ago, John left Joplin, Mo., to enroll at
the University of Pennsylvania. During his scholastic
training there he joined the Mask and Wig, as famous a
dramatic organization as the Yale Puppeteers.
Distinguishing himself in the professionally-turned-out
amateur plays, he soon found himself hunted and haunted
by those hounds of the Hollywood hills, the talent scouts.
It is part of the duties of this gentry to descend upon
little theatre groups annually with proffers and promises
of California gelt for those who can withstand the more
or less rigorous test of soimd and celluloid.
John Beal proved a natural victim of the good scouts,
but to their dismay and almost to {Continued on page 79}
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Mrs. George MacDonald — ^Jean Parker to you
— ^with her handsome, new husband.
Here is Jean Parker, as sweet as she is pretty,
and as sensible as she is sweet.

Little
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dreams
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make
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MARY

knows

that

your

true

SHARON

JEAN PARKER is married. This, in itself, warrants a
story. Yet, the real story of Jean, as she is today, must
detail the incidents and adventures that have come into
her life during this exciting last year, before her marriage to good-looking, young George Macdonald. Idealistic as her romantic marriage has been, it is really only one
vital link in the chain of developryent that has brought her
from girlhood to wifehood.
Jean is an anomaly. Not yet twenty-one, she has the
poise and assurance of a woman of thirty, yet she has
managed to keep her dreams intact.
We talked in her dressing-room, where she was being
fitted for the costumes she wears in "The Texas
Rangers." So much has happened since our last visit together, and the sum total of these happenings have made
a young lady of Jean.
"Jean, you've grown up !" I accused her.
"Is that a crime?" she asked, laughing. "I would hate
to think that these last seven months have left me the
same girl I was before they came along."
Certainly, no girl has ever lived through a more joyously exciting period. Seven months ago, the studio
called Jean on the 'phone and asked her to prepare for a
hurried trip to London. An agreement had been accepted
by cable for her to appear
Ghost
Jean Goes
was West."
thrilled at the
going abroad some day
thrilled her quite as much,

opposite Robert Donat in "The
news, for she had dreamed of
to work in pictures. What
was the news that she would be

Donat's leading lady, for he has been her favorite63 actor
even since he appeared in "The Private Life of Henry
VIII." So many things she had (Continued on page 78)

Simone Simon wears a young
and very charminq gray wool
crepe dress embroidered in
chenille. The fitted bodice and
wide skirt ore new. Silver
stars for buttons and belt trim.

Pat Paterson's trim green tweed
suit is flecked in white and the
white accent is further stressed
by the becoming collar worn
out over the jacket.
Pat's accessories are black.

THE MORE I read your interesting letters, the more
certain I am that none of you is interested in tossing
your money away on the passing whims of fashion. What
you want are good clothes of real quality and smart design that will go through one or several seasons of steady
wear without getting that last year's hangover look.
Fall probably is the hardest time of the year for
economical shopping. In the first place, if you buy a
new coat, you can't skimp on good material or fur — if
you do, you ai"e throwing away your hard-earned money.
And when you buy a dress, no matter to what practical
purpose it is to be put, it takes much more thought and
care in selecting than a spring print or a summer cotton.
While you definitely want new fabric and color interest,
you also want something that will he versatile enough to

A classic type of coat dress in
gray woolen checked in white
is Louise Latimer's first fall buy.
The wide white collar is unusual. Her accessories are in
a darker shade of gray.

edge in on all sorts of activities. And

you want it at a

It's an old saw to repeat that quality is more to be
price. sired than quantity — -yet year in and out it is proved
this is one of the soundest of the fashion axioms.
dressing
one that by.
you'll find every really smart Hollywood

dethat
It's
star

Putting your money down on a first fall outfit isn't unlike agood bet in a horse race — -you wonder whether your
entry will win, place or merely show. You certainly don't
want to just "show," so shop with an eye to picking a
winner. The whole trick is to get a few of the top
fashion trends in mind, then you are not so likely to be
carried away with the first bright color you see or the
flashiest fabric in the place!
On the other hand, you

inner
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a

nostess

tamed
MRS.
GRIFFITH

NICHOLAS
PENNIMAN

III

Mrs. Penniman is a descendant of two
signers of the Declaration of Independence. Another forefather was one of
the founders of the Bachelors' Cotillion,
exclusive to Baltimore's first families.
Mrs. Penniman is widely known as a
charming hostess, a genius in fine Southern cookery. "^^Tien entertaining," she
says, "I always serve plenty of Camels.
Between courses and after. Camels taste
so good. I've noticed that they help digestion and add so much to that satisfying sense of having dined well!"
1936. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. . Winston-Salem, N.C.
A few of the distinguished ivomen
who prefer CameVs costlier tobaccos:
MRS. NICHOLAS BIDDLE, Philadelphia
MISS MARY BYRD, Richmond
MRS. POWELL CABOT, Boston
MRS. THOMAS M. CARNEGIE, JR., New York
MRS. J. GARDNER COOLIDGE, II, Boston
MRS. ERNEST du PONT, JR., Wilmington
MRS. WILLIAM I. HOLLINGSWORTH, JR., Los Angeles
MRS. CHISWELL DABNEY LANGHORNE, Virginia
MRS. JASPER MORGAN, New York
MRS. LANGDON POST, New York
MISS LUCY SAUNDERS, New York
MRS. BROOKFIELD VAN RENSSELAER, New York

■r'l

I'resulcnliaL liouin. May/lower Hotel, Washington, D. C. Says Fred W iesinger, maitre d'hotel:
"We serve a cosmopolitan clientele of noted diplomats and gourmets who favor Camels."
Smoking

Camels

between

meals and after

has a ivelcome effect on digestion

COSTLIER

TOBACCOS!

. . . Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS... Turkish and
Domestic. . .than any other popular brand.

POR

The excitement of having a good time —
whether at home or "abroad" — often keys up
the nervous system. Tenseness results, slowing down the activity of digestive fluids.
Scientists have shown that the supply of
these fluids — alkaline digestive fluids — is
helped back to normal by smoking Camels.

DIGESTIONS

SAKE

Definitely, Camels encourage good digestion
. . . give a generous "lift." Their costlier tobaccos furnish a fitting accompaniment to
the subtle flavors of fine food. Being mild,
Camels never tire your taste. So, hostess
or guest, let Camels give you pleasure during meals and after. They set you right!

SMOKE

CAMELS

Does
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is usable
half as much
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WE

deliberately uncorked 10 bottles
of nail polish — 2 of our New Cutex
— Clear and Crenie, and 8 popular rival
brands — and let their contents stand exposed to the air for 14 days.
The result was amazing! The 8 rival brands
clearly showed an evaporation of 35%
to 60%! All were found to be thick
and gummy. But the New Cutex Polish
evaporated less than half as much as the
competitive brands. Came through the
test as smooth-flowing, as easy to apply,
as ever!
Think what this means to you in terms
of nail-polish value! Practically no loss
by evaporation — even when standing for
many days in an entirely uncorked bottle.

No thickening and drying while standing. Usable down to the last drop — a
distinct saving!

to the

35%

to 60%

last drop

as ordinary

-olorB- «

became

Polish

and S'" gofter
atO-'^ " rue
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Creme or Clear! Stock up today in all
your favorite shades.
Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris

Mail coupon today for complete Cutex Manicure
Kit containing your 2 favorite shades of Cutex
Add this new economy feature to Cutex's
already impressive list of advantages —
Liquid Polish, Polish Remover and sample of
Cutex Lipstick for only
its finer lacquer and longer wear, its
easier application, its freedom from
Northam Warren Sales Companv, Inc.
chipping and peeling, its 10 smart
Dept.6M10,191Hudson St..NewYork,N.Y.
shades, and its new and wonderful
(In Canada, P.O. Box 2320, Montreal)
I enclose 14<;for2 shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, as checked, and
sun-resisting
property—
and
you'll
Old RoseRemover.
□
Polish
Mauve □ Rust □ Light Rust Q Robin Red □
never put up with any ordinary
polish again.
(Also sample of Cutex Lipstick will be included)
There's no question about the
Name
—
value you get for your money when
you buy Cutex. So little money, too
Addp
— the New Cutex still sells at the
Cilv
old economical price of 35^ a bottle,
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They say — and "they" seem to know — that
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell will wed
immediately

after Joan's divorce.

Well, girls, that popular he-man, Henry
Wilcoxon, is no longer a bachelor, for Sheila
Browning is the Missus now.

me

re

ail

John King, who is becruing Gail Patrick about
these days, took her to Victor McLaglen's.
recent tennis fun-fest.
Johnny Downs, you know, is very attentive
to Eleanore Whitney. Here they are at the
Arline Judge-Wesley Ruggles merry shindig.
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Maybelline Cream
Mascai-a — Black,
Bromi brush
and Blue in—
with
dainty zipper bag.
75c
OME are born beautiful — others acquire
beauty.
you aren't
a natural
the
most If natural
tiling
in the beauty,
world isthento
acquire beauty. Encourage yourself! Begin
with your most important beauty feature —
your eyes. Make your eyelashes look twice
as long, twice as luxuriant — quickly, easily,
with a few deft brush strokes of Maybelline.
Dark, soft, silky lashes add a sparkUng
depth to eyes, which heightens the whole
charm and expression of the face. Do as the
most exquisitely groomed women of Paris
and New York do — choose pure Maybelline
Mascara, in either the new Cream form or
the ever-popular Solid form.
The smoothness and ease of application
of Maybelline Mascaras, their naturalness
of color and lack of gumminess, have won
them unequalled popularity among beautywise women the world over. Tear-proof.
Harmless. Not beady on the lashes.
Open your eyes to a new and lovelier
beauty — with MaybeUine Eye Beauty Aids.
Obtainable at leading toilet goods counters.
Generous introductory sizes at leading ten
cent stores. Try them — you'll discover a
totally new and enjoyable beauty experience.
Eye Blue-Gran
Shadoiv
Blue,
Brown,
Green
Violet

The World's Largest Selling Eye Beauty Aids
70

Studio

Addresses

{Conliinicd jruni page 23)
DAVIS. BETTE: Warner Bros.
HYAMS, LEILA: RKO-Radio.
JANNEY. WILLIAM: Kei.ublic.
DAVIS. OWEN JR.: RKO-Radio.
JASON, SYBIL: Warner Bros.
DEANE. SHIRLEY: 20tli Ceiitury-Fox.
JENKINS, ALLEN: Warner Bros.
DEE.
FRANCES: iOtli
Century-Fox,
DE HAVILLAND,
OLIVIA:
Warner Bros.
JENNINGS, MAXINE: RKO-Radio.
DEL RIO, DOLORES: Culuml)ia.
JEWELL, ISABEL: .M-GM.
DE MILLE, KATHERINE: Paramount.
JOHNSON, KAY: RKO-Radio.
DEVINE, ANDY: l iiiversal.
JOLSCN, AL: Warner Bros.
DIETRICH, MARLENE: raramount.
JONES,
M-G-M.
DINEHART,
ALAN:Columbia.
20tli Century-Fox.
JONES, ALLAN:
BUCK: Universal.
DIX, RICHARD:
JONES,
GORDON:
RK(J-Radio.
DIXON, JEAN: Columbia.
JORY, VICTOR: Columbia.
DODD, CLAIRE: Warner Bros.
JUDGE,
ARLINE:
20th
Century-Fox.
DONAT. ROBERT: United Artists.
KARLOFF, BORIS: Universal.
DONLEyY. BRIAN:
Century-Fox.
KARNS, ROSCOE: Paramount.
DONNELLY.
RUTH: 20th
Warner
Bros.
KEATING, FRED: Columbia.
KEELER, RUBY: Warner Bros.
DOUGLAS, MELVYN: M-G-M.
DOWNS,
JOHNNY:
Paramount.
KEENE, TOM: Free lance. Write him at Paramount.
DOYLE, MAXINE: Warner Bros.
KEITH, IAN: RKO-Radio.
DRAKE, FRANCES: Paramount.
KEITH,
ROSALIND: Paramount.
DRAPER, PAUL: Warner Bros.
KELLY,
PATSY: Paramount.
M-G-M.
DUMBRILLE, DOUGLAS: Columbia.
KELLY, PAUL:
DUNA, STEFFI: RKO-Kadio.
KELLY, WALTER C: Republic.
DUNBAR,
DIXIE:Columbia.
20th Century-Fox.
KELTON, PERT: M-G-,M.
DUNN, JAMES:
KENT, ROBERT:
20th Century-Fox.
DUNNE, IRENE: Universal.
KIBBEE,
GUY: Warner
Bros.
KIEPURA, JAN: Paramount.
DURANT, JACK: 20th Century-Fox.
DURANTE, JIMMY: M-G-M.
KING.
JOHN:
Universal.
DVORAK, ANN: RKO-Radio.
KNAPP, EVALYN: Republic.
ERNEST, GEORGE: 20th Century-Fox.
KNIGHT,
EBSEN. BUDDY: M-G-M.
KRUGER, JUNE:
OTTO: M-G-.M.
Universal.
EDDY, NELSON:
LAMONT,
MOLLY:
RKO-Radio.
EILERS,
SALLY: M-G-M.
Universal.
LANDI, ELISSA: United
Artists.
ELDREDGE, JOHN: Warner Bros.
LANE,
LOLA:
Free
lance.
Write her at Universal.
ELLIS, MARY: Paramount.
LANG.
JUNE:
20th
Century-Fox.
ELLIS, PATRICIA: Warner Bros.
LANGDON,
HARRY:
Columbia.
ELLISON, JAMES: Paramount.
LANGFORD,
FRANCES:
M-G-.M.Write him at United
ERIKSON, LIEF: Paramount.
LAArtists.
RUE. JACK:
Free lance.
ERROL, LEON: Free lance. Write him at Columbia.
ERWIN, STUART: M-G-M.
LATIMER, LOUISE: RKO-Radio.
EVANS,
MADGE: M-G-M.
LAUGHTON, CHARLES: M-G-M.
EVANS, MURIEL:
Republic.
FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS. JR.: United Artists.
LAUREL, STAN:
-M-G-M.M-G-M.
LAWRENCE,
ROSINA:
FAIRBANKS, DOUGLAS, SR.: United Artists.
LAWTON,
FRANK:
Universal.
FARMER, FRANCES: Paramount.
FARRELL, CHARLES: Reiiublic.
LAYE,
EVELYN:
M-G-M.
LEDERER,
FRANCIS:
United Artists.
FARRELL, GLENDA: Warner Bros.
LEE, BILLY: Paramount.
FA
YE,
ALICE:
2ntli
Century-Fox.
LEE, DIXIE: 20th Century-Fox.
FAZENDA, LOUISE: Warner Bros.
LEE, DOROTHY: RKO-Radio.
FELLOWS, EDITH: Columbia.
LEYTON,
DRUE: 20th
Century-Fox.
FETCHIT,
STEPIN:
20th
Century-Fox.
LIGHT.
Warner
Bros.
FIELDS, W. C: Paramount.
LINAKER,ROBERT:
KAY: Warner
Bros.
FLYNN, ERROL: Warner Bros.
FONDA, HENRY: Walter Wanger.
LINDEN.
ERIC:
M-G-M.
LINDSAY, MARGARET: Warner Bros.
FORAN. DICK: Warner Bros.
LLOYD, HAROLD: Paramount.
FORBES,
Radio. RALPH: Free lance. Write him at RKOLODGE,
Write him at Paramount. JOHN: Free lance.
FORD,
LOMBARD, CAROLE: Paramount.
lumbia. WALLACE: Free lance. Write him at CoLORD,
PAULINE:
Columbia.
FOSTER, NORMAN: Paramount.
FOSTER, PRESTON:
LORING, PETER:
ANN: M-G-M.
LORRE.
Columbia.
FRANCIS,
KAY: WarnerRKO-Radio.
Bros.
LOUISE. ANITA: Warner Bros.
FRAWLEY, WILLIAM: Paramount.
FROM AN. JANE: Warner Bros.
LOWE. EDMUND: M-G-M.
FURNESS, BETTY: M-G-M.
LOY, MYRNA:
LUGOSI,
BELA: M-G-M.
Universal.
GABLE,
M-G-M.
LUKAS, PAUL: 20th Century-Fox.
GAHAGAN.CLARK:
HELEN:
RKO-Radio.
LUKE,
KEYE:
20th
Century-Fox.
GALLAGHER. SKEETS: RKO-Radio.
LUPINO, IDA: Paramount.
GALLIAN, KETTI: Paramount.
LYON,
BEN:
Free
lance.
Write hiin at 20th CenGARBO,
M-G-M.
GARGAN, GRETA:
WILLIAM:
Columbia.
MacDONALD, JEANETTE: M-G-M.
GAYNOR,
JANET:
20th
Century-Fox.
MACK,
RKO-Radio.
GEORGE, GLADYS: Paramount.
MacLANE,HELEN:
BARTON:
Warner Bros.
GIBSON. HOOT: RKO-Radio.
MacMAHON,
GIBSON,
MacMURRAY. ALINE:
FRED: M-G-M.
Paramount.
Radio. WYNNE: Free lance. Write her at RKOGLEASON,
JAMES:
RKO-Radio.
MALA:
M-G-M.
MANNERS, DAVID: Free lance. Write him at ReGCDDARD, PAULETTE: United Artists.
GOMBELL, MINNA: Free lance. Write her at 20th
MANNORS, SHEILA: Columbia.
Ceiiturv-Fox.
MARCH,
20th Century-Fox.
public. FREDRIC:
GORDON, GAVIN:
C. HENRY:
M-G-M.
MARGO:
Free lance. Write her at M-G-M.
GORDON.
Reoublic.
MARSH,
JOAN:
RKO-Radio.
GORIN,
M-G-M.
MARSH, MARIAN: Columbia.
GRABLE, IGOR:
BETTY:
RKO-Radio.
MARSHALL, HERBERT: RKO-Radio.
GRAHAME,
MARGOT:
RKO-Radio.
MARTINI, NINO: United Artists.
GRANT. CARY: Paramount.
GRANVILLE, BONITA: United Artists.
MARX
BROTHERS:
MATTHEWS,
JESSIE:M-G-M.
Gaumont-British.
GRAY. NAN: Universal.
MAYNARD, KEN: Columbia.
GWENN,
EDMUND:
M-G-M.
McCOY,
COL.
TIM:
Columbia.
HADEN,
20th Century-Fox.
McCREA, JOEL: .Samuel Goldwyn.
HAINES. SARA:
WILLIAM:
Republic.
McFARLAND. SPANKY: M-G-M.
HALE. ALAN: RKO-Radio.
McGUIRE. FRANK:
JOHN: 20th
Century-Fo.x.
HALEY,
JACK:
20th Paramount.
Century-Fox.
McHUGH.
Warner
Bros.
HALLIDAY.
JOHN:
McKINNEY,
FLORINE:
Republic.
HAMILTON, NEIL: Free lance. Write him at UniMcLAGLEN, VICTOR: 20th Century-Fox.
MELTON,
20th Century-Fox.
HARDIE,
M-G-M.
MELTON. FRANK:
JAMES: Warner
Bros.
HARDING. RUSSELL:
ANN: RKO-Radio.
MENJOU.
ADOLPHE:
HARDWICKE, SIR CEDRIC: Gaumont-British.
MERCER. BERYL: Free Paramount.
lance. Write her at Republic.
HARDY. OLIVER: M-G-M.
MEREDITH, BURGESS: RKO-Radio.
HARLOW,
JEAN: M-G-M.
MERKEL, UNA:
HAYDON. JULIE:
M-G-M.
MERMAN,
ETHEL:M-G-M.
Samuel Goldwyn.
HAYES, HELEN:
MICHAEL.
GERTRUDE:
HAYWARD:
LOUIS:M-G-M.
Universal.
MILJAN, JOHN:
Free lance.Paramount.
Write him at Paramount.
HEALY,
M-G-M. Renublic.
MILLAND, RAY: Paramount.
HENRY, TED:
CHARLOTTE:
MITCHELL,
GENEVA:
Columbia.
HENRY. WILLIAM: M-G-M.
MONTENEGRO. CONCHITA: 20th Century-Fox.
HEPBURN, HUGH:
KATHARINE:
MONTGOMERY, DOUGLASS: Gaumont-British.
HERBERT.
Warner RKO-Radio.
Bros.
MONTGOMERY,
ROBERT: M-G-M.
HERSHOLT, JEAN: M-G-M.
MOORE,
mount. DICKIE: Free lance. Write him at ParaHERVEY,
M-G-M.
HILLIARD. IRENE:
HARRIET:
RKO-Radio.
MOORE. GRACE: Columbia.
HOBSON,
20th Century-Fox.
HOLDEN, VALERIE:
GLORIA: Universal.
MOORE, VICTOR: RKO-Radio.
HOLLOWAY.
STERLING:
20th
Century-Fox.
MORAN. POLLY: M-G-M.
MORENO,
20tli Century-Fox.
HOLMES. PHILLIPS: Free lance.
Write him at
MORGAN, ANTONIO:
FRANK: M-G-M.
MORGAN,
RALPH: Free lance. Write him at RKORepublic.
HOLT.
DAVID: Paramount.
Radio.
HOLT. BETTY: Paramount.
MORGAN. HELEN: Universal.
HOLT. JACK: Universal.
MORLEY, KAREN: Warner Bros.
HOPKINS, MIRIAM: Samuel Goldwyn.
MORRIS. CHESTER: Columbia.
HORTON. EDWARD EVERETT: Universal.
MORRISON,
JOE:
HOWARD. JOHN: Paramount.
MOWBRAY,
ALAN:Paramount.
Free lance. Write him at Uni\ersal.
HOWARD, LESLIE: Warner Bros
HUDSON,
ROCHELLE:
20th
Century-Fox.
MUIR. JEAN:JACK:
Warner
HUGHES, CAROL: Warner Bros.
MULHALL,
FreeBros.
lance. \\ rite hini at ParaHULL, WARREN: Warner Bros.
HUME,
BENITA:
M-G-M.
MUNDIN.
HERBERT:
20th
Century-Fox.
HUNT, MARSHA: Paramount.
MUNI. PAUL: Warner Bros.
HUNTER, IAN: Warner Bios.
MURPHY.
GEORGE:
Paramount.
HUNTLEY, G. P. JR.: Universal.
MURPHY. CONRAD:
MAURICE:Free20th
HUSTON, WALTER:
Free lance.
Write him at
NAGEL,
lance.Century-Fox.
Write him at RKORadio.
United Artists.
(Continued on page 72)
HUTCHINSON, JOSEPHINE: Warner Bros.
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Miss Katharine Aidridge — "I keep my pores fine, skin fresh looking, with Pond's Cold Cream."

WAe/j

you

keep

your

YOU can have the prettiest features
in the world — but if your skin
is spotty with Httle faults, nobody
calls you "a pretty girl."
And girls with less claim to good
features are "good looking" — simply
because they have a clear, fresh skin!
You can have a clear, fresh skin,
too! Fight lines and blackheads and
coarse pores where they start — just
under your skin !
Rousing . . . deep down!
Skin faults appear when tiny hidden
glands, blood vessels and cells in your
underskin function poorly. It's their
work to keep your outer skin glowing

UNDER

SfON

Most faults
start underneath
Below that dark layer are
tiny glands, cells, fibres
which keep your outer
skin flawless. When they
function
faults start!poorly — skin

working
Soon pores are looking smaller, lines
softening into smooth skin. Those
blackheads you used to dread, come
less and less.
Remember

this

Here's the simple daily treatment worked
out by Pond's. It does more than cleanse
and young. You must keep them at
it! And you can— by faithful use of
Pond's invigorating deep-skin treatment.
Pond's Cold Cream, with its specially processed oils, travels deep into
the pores. Right away it floats out
the dirt. Your skin feels wonderfully
clean — is wonderfully clean!
Now pat in moreforPond's
Cold rousing
Cream
a brisk,
deep-skin treatment.
Feeling ^ the blood tin? Agling? .. . Face glowsign glands,
you re
rousing lazy
cells, blood vessels to
a fresh start!
Do this regularly.
Note the quick improvement! At once
your color is livened.
Your skin is toned.

your skin.
Every night, pat in Pond's Cold Cream
to loosen dirt, make-up. Wipe it all off.
Pat in more cream briskly — to rouse your
underskin, keep it working properly, so
annoying little faults cant spoil your looks.
Every morning, and during the day, retreatment
with Pond's
Cold
Cream.peat this
Your
skin becomes
softer every
time — smoother for powder. You are
pretty now — simply because your skin is
so good looking!
Start in at once. The coupon brings a
Cream.
special 9-treatment tube ot Pond's Cold
SPECIAL

9-TREATMENT

TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
POND'S, Dept. K.-SO Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's Cold Cfeam, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous samples of 2 other Pond's Creams and 5 different shades of Pond's Face Powder. I enclose 10^ to cover
postage and packing.
Name
,
Stieet_
City__
_State_
Copyright, 1936. Pond's Extract Company
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It's Mother's Day in Hollywood! Arline Judge and son, Wesley,
Evelyn Venable with Dolores and Karen Morley with Michael.
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I've had
MENNEN

I

my

OIL

\\Ve hospitals

RUB
give

"Pardon my enthusiasm — but I can't help
bubbling over with satisfaction. Why?
'Cause mother just gave me my daily body
rub with Mennen Oil. That's the Antiseptic oil they use in hospitals. *And boy, do
germs hate it! As near as I can figure out,
this oil covers me with a film of safety . . .
from head to foot. It gets down into mv
skin folds and creases . . . where germs
love to hide and start trouble. My doctor
says that Mennen Oil keeps me safer and
healthier. Am I glad? Gosh, yes. And your
baby will be, too, if you rub him daily
with Mennen Antiseptic Oil."
*Nearly all hospitals important in maternity work use Mennen Antiseptic Oil on
their babies daily. Your baby deserves it, too.
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NIXON,
Kailiu, MARIAN: Free lance. Write her at RKONOLAN, LLOYD: Columbia.
NORTON, BARRY: M-G-M.
NUGENT. EDWARD: Free lance. Write him at Repuljlic.
OAKIE,
Paramount.
CBERON, JACK:
MERLE:
Samuel Goldwyn,
O'BRIEN, GEORGE: 20th Century-Fox.
O'BRIEN-MOCRE.
ERIN: Free lance. Write her at
KKO-Kadio.
O'BRIEN, PAT: Warner Bros.
GLAND, WARNER: 20th Century-Fox.
OLIVER, EDNA MAY: M-G-M.
OLSEN.
O'NEILL, MORONI:
HENRY: RKO-Radio.
Warner Bros.
O'SULLIVAN,
MAUREEN:
M-G-M.
OVERMAN, LYNNE:
Paramount.
OWEN,
REGINALD:
M-G-M.
PALEY,
NATALIE: RKO-Kadio.
PALLETTE.
Warner Bros.EUGENE: Free lance. Write him at
PARKER, CECILIA: M-G-M.
PARKER,
PARRISH, JEAN:
GIGI: M-G-M.
Republic.
PATERSON, PAT: Walter Wanger.
PATRICK, GAIL: Paramount.
PENDLETON, NAT: M-G-M.
PENNER, JOE: KKO-Radio.
PEPPER, BARBARA: RKO-Radio.
PERRY, JOAN: Columbia.
PICKFORD, MARY: United Artists.
PIDGEON, WALTER: Universal.
PITTS, ZASU: Paramount.
PONS, LILY:
RKO-Radio.
POWELL,
DICK:
Warner Bros.
POWELL, ELEANOR: M-G-M.
POWELL,
WILLIAM:
M-G-M.
PRYOR, ROGER: Republic.
QUALEN. JOHN: 20tli Century-Fox.
QUIGLEY, EDDIE:
JUANITA:FreeM-G-M.
QUILLAN,
lance. Write him at Republic,
RAFT, GEORGE: Paramount.
RAINER,
LUISE:
M-G-M.
RAINS, CLAUDE: Warner Bros.
RALPH, JESSIE:
RKO-Radio.
RALSTON,
ESTHER:
Paramount.
RATHBONE,
BASIL:
RATOFF, GREGORY: M-G-M.
20th Century-Fox.
RAYMOND,
GENE:United
RKO-Radio.
REED, PHILIP:
Artists.
REGAN, PHIL: Republic.
RHODES, ERIK: RKO-Radio.
RICE, FLORENCE:
RICHMAN,
HARRY: M-G-.M.
Columbia.
ROBERTI,
LYDA:
M-G-M.
ROBERTS, BEVERLY:
Warner Bros.
ROBERTSON, GUY: Republic.
ROBINSON,
BILL:
20th
Century-Fox.
ROBINSON, EDWARD G.:
Warner Bros,
ROBSON,
MAY:
M-G-M.
ROGERS. CHARLES: RKO-Radio.
ROGERS, JEAN:
GINGER:Universal,
RKO-Radio.
ROGERS,
ROLAND.
GILBERT:
20th Century-Fox.
ROMERO, CESAR: Universal,
ROONEY. MICKEY: M-G-M,
ROSS,
SHIRLEY:
M-G-M,Paramount.
RUGGLES,
CHARLES:
RUSSELL,
ROSALIND:
M-G-M.
RUTHERFORD, ANN: Republic.
SCHILCKRAUT, JOSEPH: Columbia.
SCHUBERT, MARINA: Paramount,
SCHUMANN-HEINK, MME. ERNESTINE: M-G-M.
SCOTT, RANDOLPH: Paramount,
SEARL, JACKIE: 20th Century- Fox,
SELLON, CHARLES: 20th Century-Fox.
SELWYN,
SEWARD, RUTH:
BILLIE: M-G-M.
Columbia,
SHANNON, PEGGY: Free lance. Write her at Universal,
SHAW, WINIFRED: Warner Bros,
SHEA, GLORIA: Columbia,
SHEARER, NORMA:
M-G-M,Bros.
SHERIDAN,
ANN: Warner
SHIRLEY,
ANNE: RKO-Radio.
SIDNEY, SYLVIA:
Walter Wanger.
SILVERS,SIMONE:
SID: M-G-M.
SIMON,
20th Century-Fox.

SKIPWORTH, ALISON: Paramount.
SLEEPER.
M-G-M. Artists.
SMITH, C. MARTHA:
AUBREY: United
SMITH,
QUEENIE: Universal.
SCTHERN, ANN: RKO-Radio.
SPARKS, NED: Warner Bros.
STANDER, LIONEL: Columl>ia.
STANDING, SIR GUY: Paramount.
STANWYCK, BARBARA: RKO-Radio.
STARRETT, CHARLES: Columbia.
STEELING,
20th Century-Fox.
STEN,
ANNA: WILLIAM:
United Artists.
STEPHENS, HARVEY: M-G-M.
STEPHENSON,
HENRY:Universal.
M-G-M.
STEVENS. ONSLOW:
STEWART.
JAMES:
M-G-M.
STONE,
FRED: RKO-Radio.
STONE, GEORGE
E.: Warner Bros.
STONE,
LEWIS: M-G-M.
STONE, PAULA:
Warner Bros.
STUART,
20th Century-Fox.
SULLAVAN,GLORIA:
MARGARET:
Universal,
SUMMERVILLE,
SLIM:
Century-Fox.
SWARTHOUT, GLADYS: 20th
Paramount.
TALBOT, LYLE: Columbia,
TAMIROFF. AKIM: Paramount.
TAYLOR, KENT: Paramount.
TAYLOR.
TEASDALE.ROBERT:
VERREE:M-G-M.
Paramount,
TEMPLE. SHIRLEY: 20th Century-Fox.
THOMAS, FRANK M.: RKO-Radio.
THOMAS. JAMESON: Republic.
TIBBETT,
20th Century-Fox.
TIBBETTS, LAWRENCE:
MARTHA: Columbia.
TCBIN, GENEVIEVE: Warner Bros.
TOMLIN, PINKY: Universal.
TONE,
M-G-M.
TRACY. FRANCHOT:
LEE: Universal.
TRACY,
SPENCER:
M-G-M.
TRAVIS, JUNE: Warner Bros.
TREACHER, ARTHUR: 20th Century-Fox.
TREE, DOROTHY: Warner Bros.
TREEN, MARY: Warner Bros.
TREVOR,
CLAIRE:HELEN:
20th Century-Fox.
TWELVETREES,
20th Century-Fox.
VALLEE. RUDY: Warner Bros.
VELEZ.
M-G-M. Republic.
VENABLE.LUPE:
EVELYN:
VINSON, HELEN: Gaumont-British.
WADSWORTH,
HENRY: M-G-M.
WALBURN, RAYMOND:
Columbia.
WALKER,
JUNE: Free
20th lance.
Century-Fox.
WALKER, RAY:
Write him at 20th Century-l-ox.
WALTON, DOUGLAS: RKO-Radio.
WARE,
IRENE: 20th
Century-Fox.
WAYNE,
Universal.
WEIDLER, JOHN:
VIRGINIA:
Paramount.
WEISSMULLER,
JOHNNY:FreeM-G-M.
WELLS,
JACQUELINE:
lance. Write her at
Republic,MAE: Paramount.
WEST,
WESTLEY, HELEN: RKO-Radio.
WHALEN, MICHAEL: 20th Century-Fox.
WHEELER, BERT: RKO-Radio.
WHITE,
Gaumont-British.
WHITNEY,ALICE:
ELEANORE:
Paramount.
WILCOXON, HENRY: United Artists.
WILLIAM. WARREN: Warner Bros,
WILLIAMS, CLARK: Universal,
WILLIAMS, HUGH: 20th Century-Fox.
WILSON,
DOROTHY:
Paramount,
WILSON, LOIS:
Free lance.
Write her at Universal
WILSON, MARIE: Warner Bros,
WING. PAT: Paramount,
WING. TOBY: CHARLES:
M-G-M,
WINNINGER.
20th Century-Fox.
WITHERS. GRANT: Paramount.
WITHERS. JANE: 20th Century-Fox.
WOOD.
Centurv-Fox,
WOODS. HELEN:
DONALD:20thWarner
Bros.
WOOLSEY.
BOB:
RKO-Radio.
WRAY. FAY: Columbia,
WYATT, JANE: Universal.
YOUNG,
20th Free
Century-Fox.
YOUNG. LORETTA:
POLLY ANN:
lance. Write her at
20th Century-Fox.
YCUNG,
YOUNG, ROBERT:
ROLAND: M-G-M.
United Artists.
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a grand

start a modern
for him... even

. . . Isn't it logical that a
R will
MOTHE
baby
thrive best on special
care? After all, his system is a delicate
thing. Tender. Still growing.
That's why you probably have a
special baby tub for your baby . . . use
special soap . . . special powder . . . and
a special food formula, of course.

youngster

gets! Everything

delicate for "adult" laxatives! That's
why doctors recommend Fletcher's
Castoria — the laxative made especially
and only for children.

specially

a special laxative!

Fletcher's Castoria is mild . . . gentle
. . . and above all, SAFE. It will never
upset your baby's stomach because it
works chiefly in the lower bowel. It
won't cause cramping pains because it
contains no harsh drugs.
It contains no purging irritants — no
narcotics — nothing that could harm the
tiniest infant system. In fact, a famous
child specialist said he couldn't write
a better prescription than Fletcher's
Castoria.

Doctors say the same logic should followin the laxative field. They say a baby
should have a special laxative, too. For
it stands to reason that if his system is
too delicate for adult food, it is also too

(rnn

You'll be glad to know that children

love the taste of Fletcher's Castoria.
They take it willingly — without the
least complaint. And that is most important. Because, as you know, the
fight a child puts up against a laxative
he hates can upset his entire nervous
and digestive system!

So, mother, think twice when your
child next needs a laxative. Give him
the laxative millions of mothers have
faith in . . . the laxative made espe. . . FLETCHER'S
cially for children
CASTORIA.
Thousands
of doctors

CASTORIA
The laxative made especially
for babies and growing children

prescribe it. Every drug store sells it.
Why not get the economical FamilySize bottle tonight — it saves you money.
The signature Chas. H. Fletcher
appears on every carton.
73
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Left, Olivia de
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Havil-

land wears Orry-Kelly's
copy of her screen costume. In lustre satin,
he has changed the
girdle of his original
sketch, shown last
month, adding striking
clips instead.

Right, Anita Louise in
the adaptation of her
loveliest costume from
the picture. It is made
of velvet with the new
flaring peplum silhouette and a metal lace
vestee. Both dresses
given by Studio Styles.

It's

not

too

late

win

one

of

nine

4th

prizes will be original Orry - Kelly
dresses adapted
from costumes worn
in "Anthony Adverse." Given by
Studio Styles, Inc.
5th — A pair of Delman
shoes, copied from
shoes worn in the
film.
6th— A beautiful Pichel
handbag.

prizes!

1. Write fifty words on the subject, "How Screen Clothes Hove Helped Me to
Dress Smartly." The words "a," "on,' "the" will not be counted.
2. Mail
your letter
to "Anthony
Adverse"
149 Madison
Avenue,
New York,
N. Y. Fashion Contest, MODERN SCREEN,
3. The contest will close on midnight of September 30, 1936. No letters postmarked after that time will be eligible.
4. State your preference and size in gowns, according to the descriptions given
here. Include also your shoe, glove and stocking sizes. This is not counted
in the fifty words.
5. In judging, consideration will be given to neatness of presentation and
aptness and originality of expression.
6. The four best fifty-word essays, on the given subject, will each win one of
the four dresses shown. And the next five will win prizes as listed under
"Prizes" on this page.
7. The decision of the judges (Miss Bird and the editors of MODERN SCREEN)
will be final. No contest entries will be returned.
8. No employees of MODERN
eligible to compete.

SCREEN or members of employees' families ore

7th — Two pairs of new
fall suede gloves by
Hansen.
8th— Harriet Hubbard
Ayer beauty kit.
9th — Six pairs of sheer
Phoenix hosiery.
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handsome

RULES

PRIZES
1st, 2nd, 3rd and

to

LAST month you saw Orry-Kelly's
original sketches of the four beautiful dresses which you have a chance
to win — but this month you see both
Olivia de Havilland and Anita Louise
modelling the completed dresses,
which were copied from costumes

you would rather win for they are all
stunning and are made in the richest
fabrics and trimmings of the new
season. Studio Styles, Inc., gives
them away as the first four prizes in
this exciting contest.
And not only these dresses as

they wore in "Anthony Adverse."
You'll have difficulty deciding which

prizes but five additional ones including a big, (Continued on page 98)
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fashion

contest

Smart daytime
dress in Marten
hair wool and
metal shot satin
top. Worn by
Olivia and given
by Studio Styles.

Left, Olivia,
again, in rich
velvet with beautiful collar of
pearls and rhinestones. OrryKelly adaptation.

Yonll

never

Know
h

NEW COLOR— "NEW" DRESS
Only you and Kit will know
it's an old dress — your mirror
will say it's lovely today!
FADED LINGERIE SPARKLES
Tint underthings quickly and
beautifully, with Rit colors that
resist washing!
FRESH TONES FOR HOSIERY
Save odd stockings by
matching their color with
Rit ... or revive faded hose
with new shades.

how

easy

until

^eing

jou

TO FRESHEN CURTAINS
French Ecru Rit gives curtains
the sunniest color that never 4'
seems to wash out! Not a "surcolor" that
newedfaceeach
time! has to be re

use

RIT

Dyeing is a "laughing matter" now — you do it
with a smile on your face because Rit has eliminated the muggy, steaming boiling that's so
hard on you and on your clothes! There's one
ingredient in Rit found in no other tint or dye that
makes colors soak in deeper . . . faster , . easier.
And the results are glorious! Radiant clear
color without a smudge or streak! Shades that
ONLY RIT GIVES
fast, colors
without(boilin&

you thought only a professional dyer could create.
All at a cost of only a few

Fellow onSitnpl*
Dirtclioni
Paekag*

pennies.
Try Rit
and you'll
bless
thesoon—
chemist
who
made dyeing so easy!
Dissolves instantly! Rit is a
powder wafer — easier to measure, won't sift out of the package
like loose powder dyes.

GLOWING TABLE LINEN
Rit makes luncheon and
bridge linens so gay and
festive. You can change
them at will.
SMARTLY COLORED BED LINEN
Spreads, sheets and pillow cases can have the
loveliest shades — and
still launderbeautifully!

is

TINTS
&DYES
4>
ALSO WHITE RIT COLOR REMOVER
The s»fe, sure way to uke OUT color, 75
remove
stains, whiten fabrics . . . haronless as boilins water!
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The

Gentle

Ruffian

{Conimucd on front page 45)

TEETH
I CLEANS
So often we learn too late that
beauty may be ruined by halfway care of the teeth. We ignore
the dangers of failing gums!
There is no excuse for taking
this chance. Forhan's gives you
double protection. It cleans
and brightens teeth and at the
same time safeguards your gums.

I/I

OA

GUMS
SAVES
Forhan's is different from all
other toothpastes. It was created by an eminent dental surgeon. When you clean teeth and
massage gums with Forhan's
you are doing exactly what so
many dentists advise. Phone for
a tube now. Costs no more than
most ordinary toothpastes, and
ends ordinary half-way care.
Also sold in Canada.
irpOIH RftSTEl
TIMl^e GOMS
TEETH

SWIM PROOF— Never Runs or Fades
Indelible Darkener for Eyelashes and Brows. (Ideal
Darkener for Mustaches.) One applicalion lasts 4 to 5
weeks. $1 at Drug, Dept. Stores. Send 25c for Trial Size.
Address
— "DARK-EYES", Pept.32K 412 Orleans St., Chicago, III.

MUUONS
USE

■■
HUSH

ODORS
^BODY
Those who are fastidious and im*.
maculate of their person welcome
HUSH for Its effective qualities to
overcome excessive perspiration and unpleasant
body odors. HUSH keeps
the underarms fresh and
free from every trace
of odor. Use it daily.^
10c size at
10c stores

CREAM
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thousand people. Behind the soccer enterprise was still another thought. He wanted
to raise money for his private charity —
which is the feeding of families who are
unable to buck tiie red tape of organized
charity, and so do not get fed. With the
money, earned during the period of half
a year, he fed seventeen thousand persons
last Christmas day. His meat bill alone
was $5,183.
From that nucleus has developed the
Sports Center, where amateurs of all persuasions may meet, train, practise and
compete. The onlooker may behold two
hundred and fifty mounted cavalrymen on
parade, one hundred and fifty Red Cross
workers at work, one hundred and eighty
Boy Scouts drilling football, baseball and
soccer players in action, the Flying Escadrille tuning up — and Victor supervises it
aU, paying for everything but asking nothing other than that the boys behave themselves and put things where they belong.
And now, additionally, Victor has set
apart $1,000 for an experimental laboratory which he plans to turn over to licensed radio amateurs. He is establishing
a clul) of short-wave radio operators as
another unit of his Center. He is recruiting a group of fifty licensed youths for
whom he will erect a separate club house
equipped with lathes, electrical meters and
gadgets, complete broadcasting and receivis quoted
as saying,
plan ing
to equipment.
train theHeboys
to be of
assistance"I
to Los Angeles in the case of some major
disaster. I believe that radio amateurs
comprise the finest element of American
youth, and because I am personally interested in them, I would like to see them
work out their problems in an efficient and
complete
And he to
added,
that I ask laboratory."
is that I be allowed
stick "All
my
nose into their radio shack from time to
time to observe how they are getting
He believes that the survival of the fittest is the law of life, always has been and
always
along." will be. And that the law of love
is for the fit to help those less fit in the
difficult business of surviving. "We are,"
said
Victor,
"ourofbrothers'
keepers." As he
Victor
talked
human beings.
talked he walked, up and down the narrow confines of his dressing-room, every
now and again driving his clenched fist into the open palm of his hand, the gesture
he used so often as "The Informer" — a
gesture which is habitual with him. He
was saying that we have not, really,
emerged from barbarism. There are still
strangeand
places
on theare
earth's
where
men
women
not surface
yet civilized,
where they are still in the process of adaptation to their environment. There is cannabalism. And he said, "And we, who
think ourselves so civilized, so enlightened
— when we compare ourselves to the Neanderthal— have we progressed so far?
We have invented words to play with. We
have built clever toys. We have more skillful tools to work with. But basically —
what do we wear, still, upon our feet?
The hides of animals, don't we? And upon
our bodies, for clothes and for adornment, we still wear the wool from the
sheep, the hide of the leopard, the pelt of
the fox and the raccoon, the feathers from
birds, the scales of the snake and the fish.
We still eat the flesh of animals whose circulatory blood system is the same as our
own. We still kill, some of us, when our
mate is taken from us. We still pray to
our gods to feed and clothe us.

IS plotting
war barbarism
or not?ways
Aren't
still
and planning
and wemeans
of torturing, of annihilating our fellow
men? And in the most monstrous and
hideous ways possible and for the same
age-old reasons?
"Did the Saints, the early Christian
martyrs, sufTer more than our cancer victims? Did barbarism know any agony
more prolonged, more barbaric, than the
sufferings of our unemployed, our misfits
who govation ? through years and years of star"Do our gods grant us much more of
bounty and beneficence than did the gods
of old? In Ireland, I know, people live under conditions which would not be borne
by a pig. They pray, they spend their
lives on their knees — but they still eat potatoes, if at all.
"I might be called a pagan, an agnostic,"
said Victor. "I only know this world. I
am not worrying about the next. I also
know that, for the most part, men who do
not know are kinder than those who say
they do. Perhaps it is because we realize
that this little human family of us all is
here for only a short span of life — and
why not be kind to each other, why not
be tolerant for that little time?
"When Luther Burbank was asked what
he thought about the world to come, he
said something to the ef?ect that this world
was so beautiful, so bountiful, he had no
time to worry about other worlds to come.
If they did come, that would be all right.
But if they did not, then this world had
been beautiful and fulfilling enough. He
loved life, all of it. He had his work to
do and he had done it to the best of his
ability. The fruits of his labor were
spread over the surface of the earth he
loved — and it was enough.
"And it is enough for fhe," said Victor,
stopping his pacing for a moment, gazing
out at the golden sun over the shadowy
hills. "That is, roughly, my credo."
"Out of it all," I said, "what is the best
thing in life, do you think? What is the
best
your lifesaid
has Victor
given you?"'
"Mything
children,"
McLaglen,
with such sincerity and simplicity as raised
a lump in my throat. "I am in love with
my children, The only reason other things
matter is because they may, in one way or
another, profit my children. Well, they're
all we have, you know. To equip them for
life is the best we can do and it is what
we are here for. There is nothing more
worth while.
"My boy Andrew is fifteen. My girl
Sheila is twelve. And they have more
than lived up to every one of my expectations. They are truthful, honest and loyal.
That is all that matters.
"I have never raised a hand to either
one of them, in all their lives. I have
never raised my voice to them. I have
never had to speak to them twice. They
have done everything I ever hoped they
would do and they are everything I ever
hoped they would be. Andrew is a fine
scholar and an athlete. He is taller than
I am right now. He will be taller than
any of the McLaglens. Though he doesn't
look much like me in the face," smiled
Victor, "he's good looking. And his spirit
is as sturdy and upstanding as his body.
"Sheila is an equally fine scholar and
athlete. She is a charming little hostess.
She is a lady. I get a kick out of going
home unexpectedly on occasional afternoons and, unbeknown to her, I'll watch
her serving tea to her friends and I'll
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stand there, grinning to myself, proud as
Punch of her poise and graciousness.
1HAVE tried, with everything in me,
to be a good father to them. I believe
they love me, not only because I am their
father but also because I am their friend —
and they know it. I never coerce them in
any way. I never say 'Don't,' or 'You
can't' They may read what they please,
believe as they please, choose what they
want to do in life.
"1 would not want my son to lead the
life I led as a youth, nor to do many of
the things I've done. I am ashamed of
many of them. I can only hope that, by
using some of my experiences as warning
and wisdom for my son, I may be justified. Itry to give him everything good I
have done and learned and thought — everything bad I try to keep from him, save as
the knowledge I gained may serve him."
And I wish that I might write what Victor told me about the way he has instructed his son. I can't. It's too intimate.
But every father in the land would profit
by it and every son would grow to hold
manhood high and womanhood sacred if
they could grow by Victor's measuring rod.
He has made it his pride and passion in
life to give his children the right kind of
a home — the beautiful place in the La
Crescenta hills — the right kind of background. He hopes that his daughter will
not, when the time comes, make the mistake of marrying some futile, unworthy
fellow. It would break his heart, he said,
if she should ever have to worry about
whether the rent was paid or not — all of
her bright cherished youth gone dull and
gray from nagging worries. And he hopes
that the right schools and right associates will give her a standard from which
she will not deviate later on.
"They love their mother," Victor told
me, "and they love me — that makes a
home. The love of a mother for her children," he added, "the love of a father for
his children is the only real love."
Then, and only then, did we mention
"The Informer" and the Academy prize
about which I had thought we would talk
most of the time. Victor is proud of the
prize. He is pleased. There is enough of
the boy in him still to cherish trophies and
awards. But he said, "It was the easiest
part I ever played. And John Ford says
it was the easiest picture he ever had to
direct. Shakespeare was right, you know,
when he said 'the play's the thing.' It's
the whole thing. You can't do something
with nothing, you know. An actor has got
to have a part he can get his teeth into.
It's far harder work to stand around with
nothing worth while to do, with no lines to
say worth saying, than it is to play a part
like 'The Informer.' That meant something.
"Now, of course," laughed Victor, "the
real work begins — the effort to find the
right stories for me. It may sound funny,
but I don't think they've ever understood
me before in the studios. I don't want to
play Shakespeare, haven't the slightest
desire
go L.highbrow.
like Bill
to doSikes
the
life of to
John
Sullivan, I'd
or play
— characters with blood and bones and a
reason for being. I like my work. I like
acting. Mostly because it's given me the
ability to do what I've wanted to do for
my family. And when I get a part like
'The Informer' it's sufficient unto itself.
I don't know what I'm to do next. They've
rented me out here at Twentieth CenturyFox to Universal. The story's called 'The
Magnificent
Brute,'
said for
Victor.
work
1 do makes
possible
me the "The
only
important thing in my life — the right kind
of life for my children."
I can't end on a better note than that.
That's Victor MacLaglen !

• "Well— well! It looked like we were going to have a kind
of unexciting morning— but see what hrother''s just found
. . . a can of Johnson's Baby Powder! Goody!. , . Vll see if I
can't swap my spoon for a sprinkle from his can!. . ."

9"Empty!...We might have known it— it was too good
to be true! I was almost beginning to feel that lovely, silky
powder sliding down my back, and all smooth and tickly
under

my chin. Just a dream— that's all."

• '^Look—do you see what I see? Mother coming with the
honest-to-goodness, full-up Johnson's can. She's shaking
some powder into her hand— bet she likes the feel of it, too!
Baby!

.the darkest hour is just before the dawn!"
•
•
•

• "/'m Johnson's Baby Powder— I keep a baby''s skin
soft and smooth as a rose-petal— protected from
chafing and rashes. Vm made of the softest, finest
Italian talc— no gritty particles and no orris-root . . ,
Johnson's Baby Soap and Baby Cream make babies
happier, too. And don't forget Johnson's Baby Oil
for tiny babies!"
CJvnwwMvn^
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{Continued from page 63)
trip.
dreamed
of doing became a reality on this
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# More and more women are ending the nuisance
of greasy suppositories, thanks to the exclusive new
greaseless Zonitors for modern feminine hygiene.
There is positively nothing else like Zonitors for
daintiness, easy application and easy removal, yet
they maintain the long, eflfective antiseptic contact
physicians recommend.
Zonitors make use of the world famous Zonite
antiseptic principle favored in medical circles
because of its antiseptic power and freedom from
"burn" danger to delicate tissues.
Full instructions in package. All U.S. and Canadian
druggists. Mail
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booklet.
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AT A MOMENT'S NOTICE
EW! Smart, long,
tapering nails for
everyone! Cover broken,
short, thin nails with
Nu-Nails. Can be worn
any length and polished
any desired shade. Defies
detection. Waterproof.
Easily applied; remains firm. No effect on
nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.
Marvelously natural -looking. Try them!
NU-NAILS
7 S. CRAWFORD AVE., FINGERNAILS
CHICAGO, ILL.

She had never traveled by plane. Had
never been abroad. Had never been to
New York. Yet within twenty-four hours
after she was told to prepare for the trip,
she was winging her way to New York
accompanied by her guardian, Mrs. Wright,
in a fast plane. She had her first glimpse
of the big city, and it was hardly more
than that for they had to take a taxi tothe dock at breakneck speed in order to
catch the steamer. Once in England, she
relaxed and enjoyed her work as if she
were on a vacation. She worked five
months on the picture.
"And such a grand five months," she
breathed. "There is no hurry over there.
The restfulness and beauty of the whole
countryside won me instantly. I would
like to live in England some day. I did
not have any night work, so we spent our
evenings and Sundays doing the things I
had always planned to do.
"Honestly, I would never have come
back if they hadn't sent for me," she
laughed. "Suddenly, they cabled for me
to come home to do 'Farmer in the Dell,'
and the mad rush was on again.
"The trip back was grand. We ran into
a heavy storm. My grandfather used to
tell me about the beauty of storms at sea
and when I saw it myself, I knew what
he meant. I felt let-down, when we were
getting ready to go ashore, as if I had
reached the end of a grand experience.
Mrs. Wright and I were fussing around
with our baggage. Then, I looked up and
saw the man I knew I was going to love.

I KNEW it the first minute I looked at
him. I had always hoped that love
would come to me like a miracle. And it
know whog he
I didn't pretendin
saw I George.
did.
to
waited around
was, Ibut
be looking after my bags, hoping that
some mutual friend would happen along
and introduce us. I had never wanted to
meet a man, as I wanted to meet him. I
knew that he felt the same way, because
our eyes had met for the briefest instant.
"But nobody came. And after all, a girl
can't
go up
youngover
man,toand
herself.
So toI a went
the introduce
steward
to speak about my trunks. Then, when I
went back to join Mrs. Wright, the miracle
had already happened. George was standing there, laughing and talking with her.
"Truly, if I live to be a hundred, I will
never be so glad and happy as I was at
that moment. Mrs. Wright didn't know
what had happened to me and she said
casually, 'Jean, this is George, whom Aunt
Kitty is always telling us about.' It was .
as
simple
that.several
I haveyears
known
Aunt
Kittyas for
and George's
she has
often told me . about his career and his
little escapades. I never listened very carefully. Certainly, I never dreamed that he
would turn into Mr. Right before my eyes.
Yet, that is how it was.
"We rode uptown together and that ride
was a revelation to both of us. We found
that we understood each other. We thought
alike in everything.
"George knows a great deal about the
theatre. He has been the moving force
behind a little group of players in New
York, known as the Washington Square
Theatre Players. They produce plays after
the manner of The Theatre Guild. George
is a good newspaperman, too. He was the
assistant editor of the Great Neck News,
his hometown paper.

"W^e spent five hours together the day
we met, for I had to hurry back to Hollywood. Yet, we understood each other entirely and knew, beyond the shadow of a
doubt, that we were meant for each other.
When we said goodbye, it was with the understanding that when we met again, it
would
be tohas
marry."
So much
been said and written about
her school-girl romance with Pancho Lucas.
Another girl would refuse to mention it,
now that real love has come to her. It is
characteristic of Jean not to discount the
value of this early emotion.
"I love George more than I have ever
dreamed possible," she told me with sweel
sincerity, "but I am not the one to deny
that earlier affection of mine. It was sweet
and true. I can see where it was a step in
in poverty and nurtured on unmyBorn
development."
happiness, Jean has maintained a deep, spiritual understanding and belief that is
broader than church or creed. She calls
it humanness and perhaps she is right. But
whatever name it is given, Jean has something that many people live their entire
lifetime without finding. It is a necessary
something for lasting success, too. It is
this quality that has made her sure of herself and her destiny, yet has kept her
humble.
THERE is a man in Hollywood who
has guided Jean since she came to pictures. Little is said or written about him
for he shuns publicity. At the end of a
long career in which he has guided the
destinies of many celebrities, he is content
to live quietly each day. He is Samuel
Karper, dramatic coach, and he will soon
be eighty years old. Yet, of all her
friends, Jean respects and heeds Samuel
Karper's advice in everything. She reads
the books he advises, pursues her studies
along the outlines he gives her. Of all
those who were close to her, it was to
Samuel Karper that she confided the
secret of her sudden and beautiful romance
with George. When they slipped away to
be married, they carried with them Karper's blessing and good wishes. And it is
to his house that George and Jean like to
go when they have time left for calling.
In order to help Jean with her career,
George has given up his own as a newspaperman. His writing experience and
knowledge of the theatre are helping him
to build a new one for himself in the
scenario department of a major Hollywood studio. He chose a lot where Jean
is little known, so there would be no conflict between their careers.
They are making their beginning together as Mr. and Mrs. in a doll-like
furnished bungalow in Westwood. The sun
streams in through chintz-curtained windows. George has his desk and easy-chair
in the living-room. The green and ivory
kitchen is exactly right, with crispy curtains at the windows and a bright flower
box outside. Jean has a real talent for
home-making.
Jean didn't want a career as an actress
in the beginning. However, after signing
her contract, she threw all her energy into
doing her job well. She has never refused
anything she has been asked to do. She
has tireless and unbounded enthusiasm for
everything she undertakes. She is utterly
fearless, too. She proved this when she
accepted
role ofof Tony
"Sequoia."
In this the
picture
forestin life,
she was
called upon to do things which even sea-
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soned animal trainers would not undertake. Yet, she never flinched from her
tasks, even though she was reminded repeatedly that she was facing death and
disngurement every time she entered the
barred set where she worked. For her
scenes with the deer and the puma, the
studio had men stationed outside the enclosure with rifles drawn ready to protect
her if an}tiiing went wrong. Yet, they
knew and Jean knew that if anything did
go wrong, protection would be too late
to do very much good.' One quick thrust
and she would be disfigured for life, if
not fatally injured.
She had only one rule to guide her. The
trainer told her not to flinch if the puma
grabbed her with its claws or teeth as this
would invite an attack. So, when it did
grab her, as the small scars still attest,
Jean did not give any evidence of fear.
People were amazed who watched her
work. Yet, they needn't have been, for
she had something behind her fortitude.
She had Faith. She knew that she would
be able to do what was required of her,
and fear had no place in her scheme of
things. It has none, now.

Cuy
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Two-Career

(Continued from page 62)
his own surprise, he didn't succumb to
their lures. To this day he wonders if it
was sound judgment or just Irish luck
that prevented him from falling into their
eager hands.
"Had I gone to Hollywood at graduation, Iwould have at best been a flash in

the pan. I don't know how I subconciously
realized this, but a sincerity and firmness
of purpose must have guided me. It surely
wasn't experience or wisdom. Besides, the
theatre was my first goal.

"You know, I guess it was part of my
early
n in'Jopli
inspired
me
to comeambitio
to New
York nandthat
carve
a career
for myself. In small towns your life is so
restricted that, if there's any original
in you at all, you have a strong desireityto
shake off the shackles. There," grinned
Beal, "I guess that was turning a neat
phrase."
However, landing on the New York
stage did not by any means solve John's
problem insofar as rejecting movie offers
was concerned. For, no sooner was the
last act curtain down than up came more
picture bids.
"But I didn't weaken," declared John
triumphantly. "I not only said 'no' definitely, but practically forgot that there was
even anything as wavering as a 'perhaps'
in my vocabulary. However, persistence
eventually did wear me down, for I finally
agreed to make one movie.
XITHEN 'Another Language' was finV V ished they wanted me to stay for
another. They really wanted me to sign
for several and that is when I realized
the importance of taking a stand and sticking to it. Now, more than ever, I realize
the necessity for keeping a clear perspective and this can only be done by occasionally getting away from the thing you
are doing, so that you can look back on it
without prejudice."
But the law has finally caught up with
John Beal. He is going to make another
movie and as soon as that is finished, he
vvill begin his next. In fact, there will be
six in a row. He owes that many to his
lenient studio.
Perhaps it was Mrs. Beal, as smart as
she IS pretty, who suggested that John re-
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"VVTHY let bad breath interfere with
success— with romance? It's so easy
to be safe when you realize that by far
the most common cause of bad breath is
. . . improperly cleaned teeth!
Authorities say decaying food and acid
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
mouth odors — of dull, dingy teeth — and
of much tooth decay.
Use Colgate Dental Cream. Its special
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penetrating foam removes these odorbreeding deposits that ordinary cleaaing
methods fail to reach. And at the same
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
cleans and brightens the enamel — makes
your teeth sparkle.
Be safe— be sure! Brush your teeth . . .
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and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
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YOU can't help feeling sorry for her
— the girl who seems to be "in
wrong" with everyone.
She's pretty — but men avoid her.
She's good company — but girls let her
alone.
why? She's simply out of things. And
Well, bluntly, because underarm perspiration odor makes her unpleasant to
be near.
And the pity of it is, she has nobody
to blame but herself. For it's so easy,
these days, to keep the underarms fresh,
free from odor all day long. With Mum!
It takes just half a minute to use
Mum. And you can use it any time —
before dressing or afterwards. Mum is
harmless to clothing, you know.
It's soothing to the skin, too. You can
use it right after shaving the underarms.
The daily Mum habit will prevent
every trace of underarm odor without
preventing perspiration itself. Get this
helpful habit — it pays socially! BristolMyers, Inc., 630 Fifth Avenue, New York.

MUM
OUT

TAKES
THE
ODOR
OF PERSPIRATION

ON SANITARY NAPKINS. Make sure that you
can never ofiFend in this way. Use Mum!
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turn to Hollywood before story ideas were
settled — so that he could start fighting if
necessary. How Mrs. Beal figures that
occasionally movie casting is synonymous
with
hattling
well, we've already said
Mrs. Beal
is —smart.
But John inevitably prefers to stick
around New York until the last moment ;
in fact, until the studio heads actually demand his return. In remaining, he not
only enjoys a little more time with his
wife, who is herself a stage actress, but
they occasionally can have fun "putting it
on" together. Putting it on, John explains,
is getting dressed up and going places.
"And whenever Helen is dolled up,
everybody gives a look. She's so lovely.
She's a swell actress, too. She understudied the leading woman in 'Russet
Mantle' last winter and when the girl was
out ill, Helen stepped in and gave a slick,
polished performance. I know, because I
had the lead opposite her. It was the
greatest thrill I've ever experienced — our
playing together. We had dreamed of the
time when it would happen, but never
dared
would like
be so
soon."
John hope
Beal itwould
to be
able to last
ten years as an actor, but admits that if
he shouldn't, he could make a nice living
and be quite content as an illustrator. His
hobby is sketching. In fact, he claims that
that is how he wreaks his vengeance on
too inquisitive interviewers. After leaving
the most prying of them, he runs home,
finds a pencil and puts down his impression of his recent tormentor.
Oh, let us not forget Mr. Beal's singing
lessons ! Yep, one a day at assorted hours.
He hopes to graduate soon to regular appointments. Now you know that his vocations are acting, sketching and singing and
his ambition is to excel in each. It is his
contention that anyone who can succeed in
one of the arts can master all the others.
Here is an actor who has a unique point
of view regarding the cutting-room floor,
that famous cemetery in which are buried

Her

aclaims
player's
performances.
Beala
that "best"
the ultimate
outcome of
characterization is entirely up to the player
himself, which is contrary to many an
actor's usual alibi that the cutter, editor
or director so mangled his fine portrayal
as to make it totally useless when it
finally appeared on the screen.
f BELIEVE," says John, "that if the
1 individual performer puts enough into
his portrayal, no matter how the picture
is cut, there will remain enough to form
a favorable impression on the movie-goer
and, incidentally, it is the fan and not the
professional critic who decides the length
of a player's movie life. The people who
pay their dimes and quarters have to believe the characters they see on the screen
and can quickly spot any phoniness. True,
they may not stop to analyze 'what's
wrong with this picture,' but they unerringly know that it falls short somewhere along the line and they resent it."
Beal believes that there are as fine
actors in the movies as there ever ha\e
been on the stage. Gary Cooper, for instance, is stepping along to the very top.
James Stewart and Henry Fonda, John
predicts, will go on for ten or more years,
as will Robert Taylor. Incidentally, John
wishes that he were getting as much money
as Taylor is reputed to make. Perhaps,
Taylor does, too.
You've
seeing
Beal the
in "M'Liss"
with
Anne been
Shirley.
He plays
rural lad
you have come to know and love. Although
this is not the type role he prefers, he
plays it to the hilt. He wants to graduate
from the juvenile to straight leads and
character roles and hopes some day to do
the sort of parts Leslie Howard has come
through the years to create in so distinguished a manner.
So — it looks as if John Beal would like
to live long enough professionally to play
"Romeo."

Guiding

Stars

{Continued from page 57)
quickest way to make money, which I
needed, and that I could earn more in
pictures than on the stage. I persuaded
my uncle to take me with him to London
on a holiday. When he had to return to
India, I hadn't been able to make any
progress so I persuaded him to leave me
there. He gave me enough money to
last a month and my return ticket home."
THE rest is history — how she cashed
her ticket when her money ran out
because she was determined to succeed.
It took courage. She had never been alone
before in her life and she found trying to
get extra work in pictures quite different
from the sheltered life of an English army
officer's daughter in India.
In her chart, the aspect of Venus, which
brings gifts from unexpected sources, and
Neptune, which rules the motion picture
business, to the Sign of Cancer, under
which come cafes, dining-rooms and eating places, clearly indicates that she would
contact someone in such a place who
would take an unusual interest in her
beauty and ability as an actress. And so
it happened. One day when she had
a day's work as an extra, Alexander
Korda and his wife saw her in the studio
dining-room.
At Mrs. to
Korda's
her husband arranged
meet insistence,
her, gave
her a screen test and signed her to a
personal contract. Her never-to-be-forgot-

ten scene as the beautiful Anne Boleyn
in "The Private Life of Henry VIII"
followed, and her career was launched
"Everyone wants to be 'a success," Merle
said. "If I'm to be in this business or
any business, I want to be as good as jE
Merle is one star who would go without
work
and can."
stint herself as to finances rather
possibly
than make a picture she thought unworthy.
She must approve the story before she
can do her best work ; and she has excellent judgment. No matter what her
work is she does it in the best possible
manner. She tries to make the most of
herself and has done an excellent job so
far.
The Moon and Venus symbolize the
emotions but the ascendant (hour of birth)
must also be considered. In Merle's chart
the Moon and Venus show powerful emotions— subservient to her mind, however.
In an argument she will win without
losing her temper, her dignity or your
respect.
The position of the Sun and Moon
shows that she will sympathize with and
understand people of all classes but will
find comparatively few from whom she
will receive any great inspiration.
Men will treat her with respect, consideration and kindness and bring her happiness either through financial success, or
the gratification of her ambitions and per-
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sonal desires. The opposite sex will not
only
playbutansheimportant
her life's
destiny,
will alsopart
be in
fortunate
to
them, providing there is a dramatic or a
love interest involved.
IN addition to an harmonious planet in
the position of the heavens ruling public affairs and partnerships (matrimonial
or otherwise), there is one of an inharmonious nature also, warning her to be
careful of partnerships unless they are
thoroughly investigated before consummation. A man who has been previously
unhappily married and divorced would not
be altogether fortunate for her if she
were considering a romance seriously
enough to marry him.
Due to the aspects of Uranus to that
portion of the heavens ruling friendships,
hopes and wishes, many interesting and
pleasant surprises will come through
friends and social affairs. The position
of this planet, which has much to do with
our hunches, denotes that at least 90 per
cent of her first intuitions will be proven
to be correct.
Every, thirty-seven years the Planet
Saturn comes into opposition to the Planet
Neptune, which rules the motion picture
industry. This opposition started on March
20th, this year, which explains why things
have been upset in many studios, why
pictures have been postponed, why stars
have passed away and why, generally, a
lot of trouble has been brewing in the
industry. Saturn is sometimes an unruly
old Planet, acting as a depressive, a retarder. And so, unless both those planets
are well aspected in your chart this year,
this may account for those sleepless nights.
Miss Oberon is one of the fortunate
ones, for there are no adverse aspects to
Saturn, Neptune, Venus or Mars in her
chart during 1936 and 1937.
However, the early fall of this year is
not particularly fortunate for a long trip
or for investments. Her vitality may not
be quite up to normal. She should take
the utmost caution in driving. There is
no serious accident indicated during this
period but there may be a good scare due
to an accident involving minor injuries
to someone else which could have been
serious. Again she is fortunate, due to
the good aspects in her chart.
But in an 80 per cent good chart, there's
that other 20 per cent to be considered,
and at the time of Merle's birth, Saturn
was in that portion of the heavens ruling
the father and the home, denoting that her
early environment was not all that could
have been desired and that her father
would not have the care of his daughter.
It also shows she might never see her
father, due to his death either before or
shortly after her birth.
"Isn't that amazing?" Miss Oberon exclaimed in a whisper. "My father died a
few months before I was born."

SATURN was up to mischief and caused
her early life to be very mixed up.
"It was just hash," Mrs. Smith declared,
"but very well-seasoned hash because you
seasoned it to suit yourself. You have
the knack of doing the right thing at the
right time. Even when you do what is
apparently the wrong thing, it will often
turn out advantageously."
The way Neptune is aspected makes her
very psychic, especially when she is quiet.
By relaxing quietly she can always get
the answer to any problem that worries
her.
"That's what my friends say," Miss
Oberon
agreed. Fairbanks
"One timewhat
in England
asked Douglas
I shouldI
do about a picture and he said there was
no use telling me because he knew that I

V/HY DOES SHE HESITATE? That fear of embarrassment that makes a
woman worry . . . offer excuses . . . refuse invitations ... is so
unnecessary ! Now — a new kind of sanitary protection, the CertainSafe Modess, gives absolute safety!

PEACE OF MIND AT LAST" Experience the wonderful relief of knowing you're safe! You can — with Modess! Different from ordinary
reversible pads, Modess has a specially treated material on sides
and back to prevent striking through. Wear blue line on moistureproof side away from body and perfect protection and comfort are
yours! Modess stays soft . . . stays safe.

End
ask

''accident
for

panic''

Certain-Safe

Modess!
The Improved Sanitary Pad
Try N-O-V-0 — the safe, easy-to-use, douche tablet. Cleanses! Deodorizes! {Not
a contraceptive.) In a dainty Blue and Silver Box — at your drug or department store.
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The Planet Neptune indicates there
were worries over money matters during
her early life. (Miss Oberon was nodding
to do."
her
head vigorously.) But the aspects
from the Moon to Jupiter, as well as from
the Moon to Mercury, show that she
would eventually take trips and voyages
and contact those who would see in her
the true artist and born actress she
really is.
The Planet Jupiter, by its position in
her chart, denotes discernment and judgment, not only to recognize opportunities,
but the ability to take advantage of them.
She is ever on the alert. What might be
overlooked by many as of no consequence,
she may find of momentous import. If
someone throws away a stone ^ she will
make it her cornerstone. Opposition only
spurs her on.
At this point a telephone message
brought the information that David
Niven's birthday is March first and so
the question of her marriage came up
again. Merle seemed as anxious to have
it answered as does everyone else, particularly David. Everyone knows that he
has been her favorite escort for more than
a year, that she helped to get him a motion picture contract and has done everything to further his career.
"He is a Pices person," Merle volunteered. "Will we get along well to-

er,"
along
get laugh
YOU
ed. well
s people
Mrs. do
Smith
"Picetogeth
gether?"
are
strongly influenced by the Planet Neptune and they quite often choose people
for their mates who are -born under the
us,"
ued.
Sign
Aquari
contin
"Theof hour
of your she
birth
makes you his
master and the hoiir of his birth makes
him your master. It is a fifty-fifty proposition. Your likes and dislikes are similar
and you should be perfect pals. The
seventh section in your chart and the
seventh section in his chart (ruling partnerships and marriages) indicate that the
friendship between you will result in marriage. It will be a marriage of love with
no thought of ambition or gain on either
side, but it would not be a good idea to
marry this year. The most propitious
for it is in the spring of 1937."
time
"That's what I thought," Merle agreed,
indicating clearly that she had made up
her mind before she asked the question.
"In 1937 Miss Oberon will make the

best picture she has made up to that date.
This picture will convince the producers
that she is an actress of unusual talent,
to which the public will agree. Negotiations will be carried on and plans laid
for it long before it is made. It will be
made in England or it will have an English
background. It will be a costume picture and have something to do with royAnd Merle leaned over and whispered
to me that her hopes are set on making
the life of Anne Boleyn or "Tudor
Wench,"
description.either of which would fit this
"Your next picture will be a verv good
one,
too," Mrs. Smith said. "What a
alty."
chart thisducersgirl
has !" what
she exclaimed.
"If have
proonly knew
a find they
in Merle Oberon."

Bringing up four - year - old Mary
Esther and making a screen comeback in "Hollywood Boulevard" are
certainly keeping Esther Ralston
busy these days.
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{C ontinncd from faye 43)
1
for dashing awkwardly about making unpretty faces, she knows that candidcamera shots of her would be devastating. They are, when any cameraman can
get 'em. But that's why Hepburn does
all her dodging around; it's not her fear
of crowds. Timidity ?— twaddle ! It's fear
of lurking cameramen. And woe betide
the studio cameraman who takes an unposed picture of Katie in an unwary mo
ment. His job isn't worth a casting-director's promise !

ONCE in a while, she becomes moth
erly with her leading men. She did
with John Beal. He was a naive sort of
newcomer, frightened by pictures. Katie
sensed it, and took him under her wing.
ut "The Little Minister," she
Througho
She even astounded
nursed him along.
the company one night by coming down
during night takes, when she wasn't in the
scene, merely to "cue" Beal with her off
stage voice, rather than let somebody else
do it. She knew Beal would respond to
her own voice better than to a stranger's.
Katie was all dressed up — and the work
ers on the RKO lot still set time by referring to "The night when Katie came to
the lot dressed up !"
Other times, she'll just about worship
her leading man. Like Charles Boyer.
It was a common sight to see Boyer and
Hepburn between shots on "Break of
Hearts." Boyer sitting in a chair, talking
about himself ; Hepburn sitting on the floor
before him, her head resting on his knee
and her red hair flying wild over his legs.
Her eyes would be turned to his face with
a look of placid adoration on her face.
And still other times, she won't care
for her leading man at all. Like in
"Mary of Scotland." You see, Fredric
March has star-ideas of his own. Freddie is a big shot and he 'knows it. Katie
can't big-shot him and get away with
it, at all. And so she more or less ignored Mr. March, save when the script
called for them to get together.
The crews of her pictures like Katie
more than the companies. She holds with
the grips and the prop men and people
like that ; talks with them and plays with
them, while she ignores her fellow players. She even drops in, unexpectedly, and
visits an obscure studio worker at his
side-street bungalow, just to meet his
wife and kids. She's done that, several
times. Yet she wouldn't turn around to
acknowledge an introduction to a visitit. ing king or queen, if she didn't feel like
On the set, they usually treat her with
respectful awe. Most of them call her
"Miss Hepburn." A few privileged ones
call her "Katie." Sometimes they refer
to her, but not to her face, as "La Hepburn." A negro chauffeur, attached to
the company, read that designation, and
calls her "Ell Ay Hepburn." But it remained for one brash, second-assistant director to top the nicknames. One day,
he called her "Toots." To her face !
Everybody waited for the lightning to
strike and the thunder to roll and the
world to be torn asunder while the brash
one
ire. shrivelled in the heat of Hepburn's
Hepburn stared at him, first in amaze-
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For years, countless women

have

depended on "Lysol" as a means
of antiseptic feminine hygiene . . .
Doctors, clinics, nurses, know
"Lysol" as a dependable

germicide

IF YOUNG wives would only turn a deaf
ear to "bridge table advice" which is
usually more friendly than informed —
and talk to reputable authorities, they
would have the advantage of facts and
knowledge . . .They would know that the
"Lysol" method of antiseptic feminine
hygiene is one recommended by many
leading experts.
It is important to follow a method of
feminine hygiene which you can use
with confidence. "Lysol" has earned
the confidence of countless women . . .
probably no other preparation is so
widely used for this purpose.

"Lysol" is a dependable germicide, used
by doctors, hospitals, clinics and nurses,
the world over, because of these six qualities that also make it especially valuable for feminine hygiene: —
The 6 Special Features of "Lysol"
1. NoN-CAUSTic..." Lysol" in the proper dilutions isgentle and reliable. It contains no
harmful free caustic alkali.
2. Effectiveness. .."Lysol" is a true germicide, active under practical conditions... in
the presence of organic matter (dirt, mucus,
serum, etc.) when some other preparations fail.
3. Penetration. .."Lysol" solutions spread
because of their low surface tension, and thus
virtually search out germs.
4. Economy.. ."Lysol", because it is concentrated, costs less than one cent an application
in the proper solution for feminine hygiene.
5. Odor. ..The cleanly odor of "Lysol" disappears very soon after use.
6. Stability. .."Lysol" keeps full strength, no
matter how long kept, or how often uncorked.
DR. DAFOE ON THE RADIO! BeginningOct. Sth,
"Lysol" presents the famous doctor of the
quintuplets, on "I^odern Child Care", Mon.,
Wed., Fri. mornings on Columbia Network.
FACTS
ALL WOMEN
SHOULD KNOW
Lehn & Fink Products Corp., Dept. MS-10.
Bloomfield. N. J.
Please
send about
me the feminine
book called
"LYSOL
GERMS",
with facts
hygiene
and vs.
other
uses of
"Lysol".
Name
.
—
City
Street_ .
_State_
Copr. 1936 by Lehn
& Fink Products Corp,
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DEAR!

THIN

HOW

Katie Hepburn
drew a picture

ARE!"

YOU
Such words are music to a woman's ear!
Especially when slenderness can be
achieved so easily, comfortably, and

plum in "Mary
She plays the
of Scotland."
title
role in this
dramatic tale,

smartly with a Kleinert's Sturdi-flex
Reducer!

with
radineJohn
as Carher
secretary, Rizzio.

ment. Then she grinned and took it. And
ever since then, he's been calling her
"Toots" and getting away with it.
About her nerve, her fearlessness, there
are hundreds of tellable tales. Like the
time she crawled, at life's risk, across a
narrow parallel some forty feet above a
studio floor, just to tie up loose shoestrings that threatened to trip Director
Dick Wallace and send him hurtling to

• A new "all-in-one" of Kleinert's ODORLESS Sturdi-flex rubber fabric with uplift
bra of soft swami. The controlled stretch
and three-piece fitted back make it comfortable for daytime, evening, or sports.
• Bend, sit, stretch — this marvelous
all-in-one adjusts itself easily to any position and moulds your figure into firm
youthful lines. Note the perforations for
coolness, the adjustable shoulder straps,
the flat Solo hose supporters— they help
to make your Sturdi-flex completely comfortable as well as effective.
e Ask for Kleinert's Stutdi-flex at your
favorite Department Store Notion Counter—it's only two dollars.
• Sized to bust measure — every
other inch from 32 to 44.

T. M. Reg. U. 5. Pat. Off.
485 FIFTH AVENUE,
84

NEW

YORK, N. Y.

injury
death.didn't
the- lacesor were
aboutWallace
to trip him
; noknow
one
else saw it, but Katie; she couldn't warn
him lest a "take" be spoiled. So she
crawled out and did the obvious thing.
She won't have extras or doubles for
dangerous scenes. That's old stuff, but
it's true. Her friends hail that trait as a
proof of Katie's sweet and soft heart —
"she wouldn't ask anybody else to do anything she herself wouldn't do." Others
insist it's just another phase of exhibitionism. I only know that whatever it is,
Katie gets a kick out of it.
Yet, the moment you accuse her of exhibitionism, you get balled up again. She
does such paradoxical, inconsistent stunts.
By her own edict, her stage is closed
tighter than the U. S. Treasury to visitors. Yet, one day an old, half-blind
woman, related distantly to one of the
bit players on her show, wanted to see
the scenes being shot.
"No," said Katie. But she saw to it
that, at considerable time and expense, a
loud-speaker hook-up was attached to the
microphone on the set, and the wires run
from the stage to Katie's dressing-room.
There she let the half-blind old lady sit
through -the day, listening to the scenes being shot, but not watching them. And
every once in a while, Katie'd stroll to
the mike and make an ad-lib remark over
the loud-speaker to her guest. Another
time, she insisted on the closed-stage rule
when important visitors wanted to get
on, and didn't give a hang for all the
pleading of the studio executives who
didn't want to offend the big shots. Yet,
the same day she read a lot of off-stage
lines with gestures, even though she
wasn't required to — merely because a girl
wanted to see her act !
Sometimes, even the studio stagehands, the technical crew, the other
players on the set, get into Katie's hair,
psychologically speaking. There was the
temperamental moment recently when, do-

ing a rather intimate scene with her leading man, she stopped in the midst of it.
"I want," she ordered, "everybody to
turn his back and not watch!"
And so, because Hepburn's word on the
stage is law, everybody save the cameraman, the director and the man on the
lights, had to turn away while she emoted 1
The next
day, really
a columnist
burn is never
happy wrote
except:
she's thinking up some new trick to
she's really an eccentric." Katie was
on press-agents for days after that

''Hepwhen
prove
tough
. . . !

Amateur psychologists,
' amateur
psychiatrists,
have tried toeven
figure
Katie '
out. Professional ones haven't, because
they don't get a chance or the job. Because so many half-baked analyzers have
worked on Katie, knowing half the facts,
all sorts of weird tales have been written.
And that's where the fiction of her overpowering shyness began.
I rather imagine that there's no complex
at all, inbythefear
picture.
I don't
think Katie's
ridden
; on the
contrary,
instead
of having fear for people and crowds, I
believe she's got a colossal contempt for
them. I don't think she's shy or timid, because no shy or timid person could do the
things she does and get a kick out of them.
Maybe she Is putting on an act. I do
know, in support of that view, that Katie
said, "They want their stars to be 'different,' do they? Well, all right, I'll show
them somebody who can be 'different !' I'll
be myself— and three other people, too."
And I think that's just exactly what
she's been doing. She's being herself —
and once in a while, she lays it on thick,
and adds a few touches; Being herself
is natural, because she always has been.
Her - parents believed in self-expression,
and Katie had pretty much her own
way. Her dad, a doctor, was so broadminded that he used to take Katie along
on surgical cases and medical visits and
even child-birth trips, because he thought
she ought to know that it wasn't really
the stork who brought 'em. She was
never
hedged
"must"
and
"mustn't"
when about
a child,with
and so
she never
learned to put on the act of conformity
with -convention or etiquette and things
like that. She did what she wanted to,
when she wanted to, and she still does.
But since she doesn't give a darn what
anybody thinks about it, let's not bother
tq
excuses
for !her. She doesn't want
themfind
— so
she says
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(Continued from page 59)
mongers wanted to know about "this Lamont girl." Many a girl would have been
glad to tell all, under these circumstances.
"Of will
course,
are engaged.
course,in
we
be we
married.
We haveOf been
love a long time," sort of a "hands off,
he's mine" statement. But not Lily. After
carefuL deliberation both of them agreed
to say nothing on the subject, and Fred
made it known to his publicity department
that he would grant no interviews about
Lily — or about his mother — or allow them
to be interviewed. Like Fred Astaire he
did not see what these personal matters
had to do with his career. He made only
one exception to this rule, an interview
which he granted Modern Screen on his
"Trial Engagement."
Another thing, which was Lily's own
suggestion, was that Fred go out with
whom he pleased, when he pleased. But
this suggestion never bore fruit. Neither
of them ever went anywhere without the
other. As a matter of fact, they didn't
go anywhere very much. Several nights a
week Fred and Lily would go out to dinner and to a movie afterward, sometimes
alone, sometimes with Fred's mother. And
often, on Sundays, Lillian would entertain
in her own little apartment.
She is an excellent cook (born and
brought up in the South) and would start
early in the morning preparing her meal.
No cold-cuts-and-potato-salad from the
corner delicatessen either ! Southern fried
chicken, no less, with fresh asparagus, fresh
peas, hot biscuits and honey, and a homejjaked cake to top it off. Neither she nor
Fred ever drink more than one cocktail,
but there are always some good ones for
the guests. (The few times Fve seen Fred
at cocktail parties, he was wandering
around, drinking milk!) These guests, incidentally, were usually the Fentons, Director Mitchell Leisen, Dean and Antoinette
Jagger, and Mrs. MacMurray. After
dinner they usually played games — Monopoly, Up and Down the River, or Cardthrowing-in-the-hat. Fred and Lily are
never "lovey-dovey" in public, never demonstrative infront of other people. It's a

Sam Taylor's tri-weeklY radio
chats are alwdys amusing and
informative. Modern Screen's
Hollywood news commentator
can be heard over Station
WOR at 7 p.m., every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday. Tune
in and get the latest gossipl

A
THE PRETTY

STEWARDESSES

WHO RIDE THE AIRWAYS
WELCOME THIS NEW

**Absolutely indispensable. I never
fly
without it!"
says Thyer.
United Air Lines
Stewardess
Virginia

"Smart and natural!'*
says Hazel Maulsby.
"Keeps you goodlooking wherever you

are."
PRETTY GIRLS who fly away - and pretty girls
who stay at home — they're both quick to tell you
that there's something new in makeup. Something
new . . . and very much better ... a matched makeup
keyed to your own personality color, the color that
never changes, the color of your eyes.
More than a million women have already discovered Marvelous the Eye-Matched Makeup, the
scientifically color-harmonized face powder, rouge,
lipstick, eye shadow, and mascara that make you
look your very best.
Nine out of ten women who try this new makeup
(by actual count) say they like it lots better.
There's no excuse now for misfit makeup. Your
drug or department store has Marvelous the EyeMatched Makeup— each item 55^ (Canada 654).
Why don't you try this new way to better grooming
. . . make the most of your natural loveliness? The
man you like best will like you better . . . when you
choose your makeup by the color of your eyes!

Terfect! A real blessing," says United
Air Lines Stewardess Hazel Cochran.

"Most flattering makeup I've ever
worn," says Viola Hart, Stewardess,
United Air Lines.
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great relief after some of the coy cooing
that one sees going on in and out of Hollywood.
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NOTHING COULD BE EASIER
Norforms are small, convenient, antiseptic suppositories
completely ready for use. They
require no awkward apparatus
for application. They leave no
lingering antiseptic smell
around the room or about your
person. They are dainty and
feminine, soothing and deodorizing. Many women use them
for this deodorizing effect alone.

It's toa
coming
most girls
that compet
knownto fact
ition?
meet
HOW
Hollywood, if they're not actresses, are
overwhelmed by a terrifying sense of inferiority, of being put in the shade by
od's hundreds of glamorous beauHollywo
ties. You will notice if you should go to
the Vendome for lunch that everyone of
the female stars there looks as though she
had just stepped out of the beauty parlor
— hair freshly coiffed, skin freshly facialed,
etc. She looks that way because, nine times
out of ten. that is exactly where she has
stepped from. When a star lunches at the
Vendome it usually means she's not working, and when she's not working itg invariably means she spends the mornin at a
beauty parlor. Looking at all these lovely
ladies and realizing that Fred would be
looking at them, too, did Lily suddenly
say to herself, "Gosh, I must have my
hair done a different way — perhaps like
Merle Oberon. I must get lipstick like
Norma Shearer's, a flattering big hat like
that one Virginia Bruce is wearing. Maybe
I should have 'the works' down the street
at Westmore's or is Ann Meredith's better
for beauty treatments?" Did she decide immediately to have herself done over, Hollywood style, to meet Hollywood competition? Fortunately, she did not. Lillian
Lamont just went on being herself.
Lily is one of those rare individuals who,
like time and tide, is unchangeable. For
years she has been parting her hair in the
same middle line. For years she has been
wearing the same shade of lipstick. She
has never had a facial or a massage and

Their

Roles

Have

since her skin is beautiful and fair she I
sees no reason why she should start now,
just
because
being done.
For years
she has
been it's
wearing
transparent
pearl
nail polish. She contniues to do so, and
goes regularly, once a week, at the same
time, to the same place, for her manicure.
For years her wardrobe has consisted of
two tailored suits for work, two sport
suits for play, two afternoon dresses for
tea or cocktail time, two dinner dresses
and two evening dresses. Everything
simple and in the best of taste, everything
worn at the proper time. She takes care
of her clothes, too, and today proudly
boasts two wearable outfits that she bought
two years ago in New York. Being a
model she naturally has a keen clothessense and always looks smart.
So many men fall in love with one girl
only to find, a few years later, that
she is quite another person. This transformation isthe ruination of more engagements and marriages than most people imagine. This is one fault which Fred MacMurray will never have to find with Lillian.
People have marveled that stardom has
wrought
change
in Fred.Sunday
Lillian night
— his
wife sinceno that
memorable
when they flew to the marrying justice in
Yuma — is, to a great extent, responsible.
Should your beau become a matinee idol
— and with talent scouts everywhere, anything can happen — you might remember
this story and let it guide you. Fred and
Lily may not be a glamorous couple — but
they have a better chance at happiness than
most people in this topsy-turvy town !
Here's one more question that you might
ask. How can you keep from being jealous
of his fame? Like Lillian, get a terrific
kick out of it !
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{Continued from page 47)
Every day, more and more women are adopting Norforms as the most
modern, convenient and satisfactory form
of feminine hygiene.
Norforms are easy-to-use antiseptic
suppositories that melt at internal body
temperature, and spread a protective, soothing film over delicate internal membranes
— an antiseptic film that remains in eflFective contact for many hours.
^ A distinctive and exclusive feature of Norforms istheir concentrated content of Parahydrecin — a powerful yet harmless antiseptic developed by Norwich, makers of UnSueotiae.Parahydreciii kills germs, yet Norforms are positively non-injurious. There is
no danger of an "over-dose" or "burn."
MILLIONS

SOLD

EVERY

YEAR

Send for the Norforms booklet "The New Way." It
gives further facts about modernized feminine hygiene. Or, buy a box of Norforms at your druggist's
today. 12 in a package, with leaflet of instructions.
The Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, New York.
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Known to Physicians as "Vogiforms'

But it was weeks before I got to the
place where I could feel like myself
Ginger Rogers had a similar experience
once, but with an entirely different kind
of role. Remember her as the tempes!"
again tuous,
temperamental movie star in "Personal Appearance"? Spoiled, conceited,
troublesome, egotistic — all the things that
the real Ginger is not?
At least, all the things the real Ginger
was not until she started making that
picture. Then something happened. At
first Ginger didn't realize it was happening. Not until her Mother, Leila, brought
it to her attention in no uncertain manner.
"I can laugh about it now," Ginger said.
"And so can A'lother, but I guess she was
pretty fed up at the time. I was beginning
to act at home the same way I was acting
on the set I Talking loud and tearing my
hair, and raving and ranting and pouting
and stomping and throwing things around !
"It was the first time anything like that
had ever happened to me. Always, before,
I had left my work at the studio, when I
went home at night. But for some reason
this role 'got' me, and made an entirely
different person out of me. As a matter of
fact, I have a theory why ! Maybe it'll interest you. It's simply this. I believe that
all women, deep down inside, would like
to be temperamental — and would be, if
they could get away with it— because
'scenes' substantiate our ego, make us feel
important, attract attention 1 So we borrow or affect tetnperament most easily, because, subconsciously, it's a quality we
want ! Consciously, of course, we recognize it as stupid, vain, selfish. I'm quite

sure that's why I let it get the best of
me.
"And how it got the best of me ! One
evening it suddenly occurred to me that
my
hadn't Did
calledhe me
for Ithree
I wasagent
incensed.
think
was days.
some
extra girl to neglect me like that? In the
past I had never thought a thing about not
hearing from him for three weeks, but
this wasn't the past — it was during 'In
Person,' after all. Mother came in at
that moment, and I let her have it. I told
her nobody paid any attention to me at all,
anymore.
I wasn't
the house.
consideration Ideserved
even getting
in my own
Aly
nerves were worn to a frazzle. It was
about time they realized I had feelings,
and treated me accordingly. Oh, I told her
a lot of things. And I punctuated my remarks with an occasional thump on the
table, and once a slipper at the ceiling.
When I got through, she applauded !
"Mother said, 'What scene is that,
"That cured me."
Ginger was lucky. She recovered from
her "role persecution" quickly and without a scar. But compare her experience
with one Jeanette MacDonald had. Jeanette once played a role which changed
thedear?'
entire path of her life. A role that
caused her to be rumored dead. A role
that forced her to Europe. A role that
made her change her entire personality. It
is one of the most amazing stories in the
history of motion pictures.
SOME years ago a royal scandal spread
throughout Europe. A famous Princess
had found her Prince Consort with an-
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{Continued from page 53)
didn't get around to it. I never do get
around to it. I invite you down for tea
in the broad afternoon. I scream at my
maid, "We want tea and cinnamon toast
and home-made cookies !
"I could, at least, press a button. I don't
need to refer to the cookies as 'homemade.' But I do. The door is opened, not
into a conservatory where Peruvian
orchids rear their poisonous .heads but
into a garden where stock and snapdragons nod their everyday faces. I
should be telling you a fantastic tale of a
broken heart and a love affair on the
Cote D'Azur. You wouldn't know the
difference and it would be a story. Instead, I state honestly that I would like
to be dishonest, raw and ribald instead of
refined.
"I can't be honest," said Rosalind then,
her clear, amused voice dropping an octave, "about what is in my heart. I can
be honest only about the things outside
my heart.
HERE IS an example of what I mean.
Trifling, but trifling things are often
very indicative. The other day when we
met at the studio, I had on a beige suit,
trimmed with leopard cuffs and collar.
You mentioned, and very nice of you, that
it was attractive. I should have retreated
into the collar, looked leopardish and seductive and purred a noncommittal answer. But what did I do? I told you
that the leopard was an old rug I'd had
about the house for years, hoping that I'd
have a chance to recline upon it in Elinor

Glynnish abandon and do my stuff, but
that I finally got tired of waiting and cut
the beast up and wore him.
"I should be able to flirt. Every woman
should flirt — yes, married or single. It's
a gentle,
social art.
It's healthy.
can't
flirt.
I simply
cannot.
I always I think
how funny it would look. I give a man a
firm grip of the hand which tells him all
and promises nothing. I look him in the
eye and meet him on his own ground,
and not the marshy, quicksand ground of
the siren, either. Besides, it seems like
cheap toying with a divine fire.
continued
Rosalind, one
"is First
Aid"Flirting,"
to the ladies.
I remember
time
in New York when I went with a girl I
knew to call on a famous producer. We
both wanted stage roles. The girl was
little, blonde and cute. She rushed over
to the producer instantly we were admitted. She leapt upon his knee. She
mussed his hair. She toyed with his
watch. He patted her arm. They cooed.
I sat in a chair, at a distance. I knew
that I should stake a claim on the other
knee.
couldn't.
I just sat. I didn't
have a Iword
with him.
"Just the other day, for another instance, agirl friend and I were driving
to the beach in my car, when two lads
gave chase. They kept pursuing us. I
finally bellowed to them to go away and
to stay away ! My friend was genuinely
shocked. What harm could they do us
and what's more, I could have been normally coy and feminine about it, couldn't
I?
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"I couldn't," said Rosalind. "I have
never been able to fall in with the idea
that any male pursuit of any female is
either flattering or amusing. I prefer to
leave that phase of life to its own dignity.
"Another time," mused Rosalind, "a
good
Producer
Dwight Wiman's
gave friend
me a of
letter
of introduction
to him.
A very laudatory letter. I needed to use
it, but I didn't. I felt embarrassed. I
couldn't picture myself standing shyly by
while Mr. Wiman read the letter. I
would have had to flutter and be feminine.
I carried the thing until it was too
crumpled and tattered to deliver. It never
was delivered.
"Probably," said Roz, with the warmth
always in her voice when she speaks of
home, "my home-training accounts for
some of my deplorable frankness and lack
of artifice. When a girl is brought up
with a brace of brothers and sisters, she
gets into the habit of being herself, or
else. What chance had I to put on airs, to
be mysterious and feline? My sisters
would soon have seen through me and
would jolly well have pinned me, a
squirming butterfly, to the wall. My
brothers would have asked me how I got
that way. On the other hand, we were
brought up to observe, to have respect,
for each other's reticences. We shared
the common family life. We kept our
inner lives to ourselves. I still do.
"This reticence is bad," Roz said. "It
doesn't make for 'copy.' You see, I can
open my mind and pour forth the contents for what they are worth.
I can't

Y
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make-up

lasting
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melt

away roughness
ALL READY to go out . . . then you start to
■ powder. But, somehow, your powder
just won't go on smoothly. It "catches" on
every tiny roughness on your skin.
Do you know, you can smooth off those
roughnesses — in an instant — by simply
melting them!
Those "powder catchers" are really driedout cells on top of your skin . . . old, dead
ones. As your skin keeps drying out, they
flake off part way. And there they cling,
loose and harsh . . .
But one application of a keratolytic cream
(Vanishing Cream) melts them right away
— and out comes your true, smooth skin!
A prominent
dermatologist
explains:
"The
instant
a keratolytic
cream
(Vanishing

in a constantly softened condition."
Now isyou
know why
Pond's Vanishing
Cream
an instant
skin softener,
a marvelous powder base.
For a smooth make-up — After cleansing,
put on a film of Pond's Vanishing Cream.
It gives a fine-texture look, a wonderful
smoothness. Powder and rouge go on evenly.
No need to make up again for hours!
Overnight for lasting softness — To keep
your skin softened at all times, apply Pond's
Vanishing Cream every night after cleansing. It won't smear the pillowcase. As you
sleep, your skin gets softer by the minute!
Mrs. Eugene duPont iii: "Pond's Vanishing Cream
holds powder, too — keeps my make-up fresh."
Cream) touches dried-out cells on surface
8-Piece
skin, these cells melt away. New cells come
POND'S, Dept. K136, Clinton, Conn.
RushS-piece package containing spePackage
into viewi that give the skin a smooth,
cial tube of Pond's Vanishing Cream,
fresh appearance.
generous
samples
of 2 Face
other Powder.
Pond's
"Moreover," he adds, "Vanishing Cream,
Creams and 5 different shades
of Pond's
I enclose XO^ for postage and packing.
regularly applied, helps to keep the skin
Name
Street.
Outer Skin
City_
B.;>.-.^r:-. Cross-eection of the outer skin (epi^^^^Ir"^^^^'^*^*
showing
how dried-out
parCopyright, 193-State6, Pond's Extract Company
^eSl^ ^■^'^i^^ dermis)
tides on top
scuff loose,
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"I NEVER KNEW TALCUM
POWDER COULD BE
Kay Francis
and Delmer
Daves are still

SO DELIGHTFUL"

most romantic
Ho
1 lyw cod's
twosome.
After
a siege with a
trou b 1 e s o m e
tooth, Kay is
reporting for
work now on
the "Mistress of

"NO WONDERLANDER'S BLENDS
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THE PERFUME"
Double? Yes, actually
twice as much perfume
fragrance is now
yours with each large
box of Lander
Blended Talcum.

Fashion" set

Then, after every
tath, dust yourself
liberally with these
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strength, doublc=
scent talcums . . .
each blend pro=»
tected by U. S.
copyright . . .
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Blossom; Sweet Pea &
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& Lily 0' the Valley.
AT ALL DIME
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P.S. Get all the Features of a dollar lipstick For 1 0c I
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LIPSTICK PERMANENT
.. . made with TRIPLE
a cold
cream base !
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earn manufacturer
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Useeverywhere
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EMBROIDERY ence.
GUILD,
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15thGetSt..ourDept.137.
New Plan
York, N.Y.
I Get
WINDOW

15c

10
SHADES

CLOPAYS

SOLVE CLEAN WINDOW

SHADE PROBLEM

WHEN
shades used
get Idirty,
afford $1.50
to change.
But tonow,
get I10couldn't
lovely
CLOPAYS for the same money ! They look as good as
the costliest — go 2 years and more without a change.
That's
ECONOMY!"
Why notCLOPAYS
try this same
simple REAL
plan, approved
by millions?
are
made of a new kind of tough, pliable fibre that will
not pinhole or crack. In 16 smart patterns and 7
plain colors. Sold by leading 5c and 10c and neighborhood stores. Write for FREE color samples. CLOP AY
CORP., 1244 York St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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open
"I
even
and

my heart. Not for copy.
must live my own life. And I do,
in Hollywood. I have my own ways
means. Oh, no, nothing very mysterious about them. Just that when I go
away — and I often do — I find places of
which other people do not know. I never
go to Palm Springs or Arrowhead. I
follow my own trail.

ry," laughed
N
WHE
,it "Iis donecessa
Rosalind
a little Baroness
Munchausening. And that reminds me, I
must tell you one of the very best and
loveliest lies I ever thought up. A few
weeks ago a rumor got abroad that I was
'hearting' — isn't that a quaint description
of keeping company with? — a certain
young man, with whom I do go about
quite a bit. It happened to be absurd.
We are friends. Really friends. Such
things can be, you know. One day on the
set of 'Under Two Flags,' I was besieged with questions. Such as, was I
in love with this young man and, if not,
then whom? And so on. And why
didn't I go places and get into columns
and do things and so on and on. I finally
remarked, coolly but decisively, 'But, you
see, I am engaged. I am engaged to be
married. I am going home in the spring
for the wedding. He is a doctor. He
lives
in Buffalo.' the Press got wind of it.
"Immediately
The grapevine system sizzled. I was
called upon for details. His name, they
asked, what was my bridegroom's name?
Dr. Jo I told them. 'Dr. Jo what?' they
wanted to know. I said, 'Just Dr. Jo.'
but his last
wailed. 'Jo,'
I'Yes,
repeated.
Andname,'
then,they
inspirationally,
'Dr. Jo-Jo.'
"It seemed too good to drop. I told
my young friend about it— the boy with
whom I had been rumored as romancing.
And we put our heads together and decided to go through with the story, to
materialize Dr. Jo-Jo. We planned to
hire an unknown actor from Central Casting. We decided that he must be stout,
middle-aged, slightly bald, slightly myopic and a most unromantic looking gent.
My young friend. Dr. Jo-Jo and I would
then go to the Trocadero one Saturday
night. I would wear very gorgeous garments. Iwould be dripping with orchids
or, perhaps, sun flowers or something.
. . . Ask

The

O'Sullivan's

Modern
Delicious

Rather wilted, anyway.
"I would do the best acting of which I
am capable. I would give every evidence
of being completely, even hysterically
enamored of Dr. Jo-Jo. I would gaze into
his eyes. I would be oblivious to my surroundings. Iwould dote. I would fawn.
I would ogle. My young friend, in the
meantime, who knows everyone in town,
would circulate and mention to all and
sundry that the famous Dr. Jo-Jo was
over there with Roz, that I was madly in
love with him, that there was, of course,
no telling about women, that we were to
be married in the spring, and then off to
Buffalo !
"It was. a magnificent idea," laughed
Roz, "I think I only abandoned it because
I didn't quite have the nerve. It would
have had to be done awfully well, with
great sincerity and verve. But I mistrusted my ability to carry it through for
more than the first ten minutes. My
awful honesty would doubtless have risen
up to confound me.
"I really think," said Rosalind, after we
had laughed Dr. Jo-Jo back to Central
Casting, "that I would be much farther on
in my career if I were able to do things
like that, if I could be a bit dishonest as
I go along. I've never had an 'angel' in
my life. I've never been able to use
feminine wiles to gain my professional
ends. I have a brother-in-law, for instance, who could have done me many
favors, and would have done them gladly,
I know. I couldn't ask him. I have, by
some compulsory law of my being, to
stand on my own two feet and get only
what I earn. Women shouldn't stand on
their own two feet. To stand on a man's
feet
is much Imore
Reluctantly
rose rapid
to go.transit."
Roz offered
to drive me home. We went up to her
lovely blue and mauve bedroom. There
was a fire whispering on the hearth.
Calla lillies in tall vases. Books stacked
on tables. One silver-framed portrait
dominated the room. It pictured a lean
young face, with eager boyish eyes and a
man's stern mouth.
IShesaidmust
"Rosalind
. . . ?"what I meant,
have known
that I had a clue, that there was a question, half answered. . . .
She said, "It happened quite awhile ago.

He died, you see."
Hostess to Send
Dessert

Recipes

—

You
See

Maureen
Page
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Game's
Thing

(Coiitiinicd from page 52)
know that I don't really want a string of
race-horses or a hundred-thousand-dollar
jacht. But I make myself believe I want
them, because in order to be happy we've
always got to have a goal in view — something which is beyond reach for the time
being, but something to look forward to.
When I was struggling to achieve success I thought I wanted it because success would mean comfort, security ; and
when I had that I thought I wanted luxury— you know, a nice house, nice cars, a
swimming pool. Now I guess the only
things left in a material way are racehorses and yachts."
"I guess we're never satisfied, are we?"
Warner remarked. "I used to think that if
I could ever make a thousand dollars a
week I'd be the happiest man in the world,
because what could anybody want with
more than that? What could they do with
it, what could they spend it on? I could
have everything I wanted on a thousand
dollars a week, but when I was getting
a thousand a week I began visualizing five
thousand. Twenty-five thousand a picture, then a hundred and twenty-five thousand. Happier? No, not if you consider
only the money, but we've got to either
climb or slip. The happiness comes from
the knowledge that we're not slipping, but
still climbing. The money is only the barometer that shows us whether we're going
or down."
up Warner
knows that he will never again
get the same thrill, no matter how much
money he makes now, that he got when he
received his first thousand-dollar check.
That thrill has gone forever, for although
he has long since passed it, that figure was
the high-water mark of his life. The thrill
has gone ; it is only satisfaction that remains.
You envy him? Don't bother — because,
oftentimes, he's envious of you. Especially
if you've got to work hard to save a little
to get something you really want.
"Looking forward to getting a certain
thing you desire very much but can't have
just yet is the spice of life," said Warner,
"and the effort of getting it is what makes
life worth while. It isn't the goal, but the
game that counts."
If you don't believe him, if you feel
that it's easy to talk from where he is and
that you'd be tickled to death to change
places with him, he's ready to prove that
he isn't merely trying to kid you.
"Eat to satiation of something you especially like," he says, "For instance, stuff
yourself with a Christmas dinner every
day. Pretty soon you'll find yourself getting sick of turkey."
DON'T

think for a moment that Warner Baxter has lost any of his zest for
life. He hasn't. Don't think that he
doesn't want to keep on making pictures.
He does. He has just signed a new contract with 20th Century-Fox for three
years, four pictures a year.
He's looking forward to having six
months out of every twelve for leisure,
too.
"If I had all the money in the world
and had to amuse myself for all twelve
months every year," he said, "I'd be miserable. I've got to work to keep myself
mentally and physically healthy. But I
feel now that I've reached the place where
I want to relax a bit as well. Why, do

COMFORT,
AND

wlifi ANY

CONVENIENCE
LOW

COST

7/u^mp(n^!atum!

this list! Greyhound travel is all first class,
WHEN YOU PLAN A TRIP, what do you
look for? The most miles for yoitr dollar
yet rates are far lower thdiVi second-class fares of
other transportation. Deeply cushioned chairs
— a pleasant relaxed journey, with plenty of comrecline
to any desired angle. Schedules are
fort—frequent time-saving schedules — lots of scenic
most frequent of all. There are many optional
enjoyment along the way ?
If you compare all types of travel, point for
routes — you see America's most beautiful
spots, close up, beside the great highways.
point, you will find that Greyhound tops
PRINCIPAL GREYHOUND
INFORMATION
OFFICES
New
Orleans.
La., 400 N. Rampart
St.
San Francisco,PineCalif
Cleveland, O. . . E. 9th & Superior
Detroit
Mich
Tuller Hotel
and
Battery
Streets
Philadelphia, Pa. . Broad St. Station
Ft,
Worth,
Tex,
.
.
905
Commerce
St.
New York City .... Nelson Tower
St. Louis.Mo.,B'dwy.
&Delmar
Cincinnati,
0
630 WalnutBlvd.
St.
Charleston W, Va
Chicago, 111
12th & Wabash
Lexington,
Ky. .. .. 412
801 East
N. Limestone
Boston,
Mass. D. .C
. . 222 Boylston St.
1100
Kanawha
Valley
BuildingRichmond,
Va.
Broad
St.
Washington.
Minneapolis, Minn, , , 509 6th Ave., N,
Windsor, Ont. . . 1004 Security Bldg.
1403 New York Ave., N. W.
Memphis, Tenn, . . . 146 Union Ave.
MAIL THIS FOR PICTORIAL BOOKLET, TRIP INFORMATION
Mail this coupon to nearest Greyhound information office, listed above, for
bright pictorial folder on any trip you may plan — with rates, suggested routes,
all information. Jot down the place you wish to visit on the margin below.
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you know that I've never even been to
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YOUNG?

THE WRONG LIPSTICK can make
your mouth look crinkled and old
. can rob you of the romantic
tribute men give to young lips.
Help your lips to look 5 years
younger by using Cutex Lipstick.
A special oil helps to keep your
mouth smoother, softer, more
alluring.
In Natural, Coral, Cardinal,
Rust, Ruby. Try Cutex Lipstick
today — for enticing lips!
50^
CUTEX <^^^
KEIPS YOUR LIPS YOUNG
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Applied
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Sun
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stores.
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Dermalure. Inc., 154 E. Erie St, Dept. 3-K. Chicago, III.
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"That's something I've been anticipating
?"
Europe
all
my hfe," he said, "an anticipation, you
might
that ofI'vetravel
been I keeping
in the
hole. Bysay,means
hope to bridge
the most
in any leading
actor's
career
; thedifficult
changetransition
from romantic
roles to character parts. To do that, in
Hollywood, you've got to go away and
come back again. When that time comes
for me I think Europe will make it easier."
Warner's present picture, "To Mary —
With Love," indicated pretty plainly that
the studio
least that
doesn't
think asthat
ner has toatcross
bridge
yet.WarBy
the same token, "Prisoner of Shark Island"
shov\'ed that he could if it were necessary.
Warner himself isn't exactly worrying
about it, but unlike any other actor who
has ever been a Hollywood matinee idol,
he views it from afar witli a feeling akin
to relief.
"I've been trying for quite a while to get
away from the straight romantic roles,"
he said, love
"Youon can't
iinagine
how Iyoung
feel
making
the screen
to these
girls in their teens. I look at myself in
the mirror and I know it's ridiculous.
Even the more mature leading ladies strike

WARNER
has learned
the
simple things
of lifethat
thatit'sreally
count. In one way he was far happier
when he had his dreams — dreams which
since have become reality and so have lost
the illusory quality that makes bubbles
shine so beautifully when you blow them

in
air ; captured, they aren't bubbles
any the
more.
Then he could bum around down on
Main Street, going into those quaint little
Mexican chili parlors, without anybody
knowing him. Popular belief to the contrar\-, there isn't a drop of Latin blood
anywhere in Warner, but he does like his
chili and such. Now one of his greatest
pleasures is fixing whole bucketfuls of it
for his friends. He has to fix it himself
now because he can no longer go down to
the little parlors in Sonoratown without
stopping traffic.
Summed
Warner
Baxterevery
believes thatupin briefly,
order to
be happy
human being must have :
1. The privilege of working as a means
to an end. Whether it's a job to make a
living or keeping house to make a husband
happy, it's all the same. One must be
striving toward some sort of goal, preferably an illusive goal that will take a long
time to reach.
me as pretty young."
2. The capacity to enjoy the things that
One of Warner's most marked peculiarione has, whether they be many or few. A
ties, the more genuine because without
poor child with one doll will derive far
precedent in the movie sphere, is that he
more
enjoyment out of life than a milliondoesn't believe he's still romantic. He
aire's pampered brat who is given everydoesn't believe that girls all over the
in the toyshops. Adults, in the last
country are just as crazy about him as • thing
analysis, are merely children grown up.
they ever were, although the box-office
3. An unshakable confidence in yourself
returns convince everyone else that they
are.
that you're ultimately going to get what
you go after. Warner believes that it
His psychology is exactly the opposite
from that of the baldheaded man in the
doesn't actually matter in the least whether
front row who thinks that any chorine
you ever get them or not — it might even
should be glad to give him a tumble.
be better that you don't — nevertheless you
must
have the abiding faith that you're
"That means watching the waistline and
going to because that's the important thing.
so on," he said, "and quite frankly it'll be
By confidence, however, he means confia relief to be throug-ii with that. As it is
dence— not ego. Ego is a thing which
now Mr. Zanuck can run his eagle eye
Warner Baxter conspicuously lacks.
over me any morning and tell at a glance
He had started to count the points off
if I've gained so much as an ounce."
on
his fingers, but as he got to the third
He feels the same way about make-up,
one
he stopped.
He the
didn't
have
too — it's a nuisance putting it on. Not only
any more
points for
otherseem
two tofingers.
that, but he has an instinctive dislike for
powder, rouge and all the other things the
"Why," he said, quite surprised, "that's
about all, I guess. If you stop to consider
camera demands because he's essentially
a man's man. Perhaps .that's why the
those things you'll find they include all the
ladies love him.
rest, don't they?"

That's the verdict of women
who use CHASTE
DEODORANT
Any deodorant must be used liberally to effectively destroy body
odors — therefore the larger quantity
you get for your money makes
Chaste the most economical.
Chaste instantly destroys perspiration odor — does not clog pores
nor stop perspiration. Greaseless,
unscented,
invisibleskin— and
harmless
the most sensitive
delicateto
fabric. Use Chaste — cream or
powder
— you'll never
be
guilty— ofevery
Body dayOdor.

There seems
to be no limit
di's talents,
to Elissa Lanwhat with
writing, singing and acting.
And here she
is pinch-hitting
for Nino Mctrtino's accompanist,
while
"The
Gay
Nino
rehearses
his songs

tor
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Will
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You
for

Take

a

Beauty?

{Continued from page 61)
frills and folderol — let them be reduced
to their simplest essentials. Use makeup, certainly, but don't count upon it
to cover up a bad skin. Get a permanent or a finger wave — sure — but not until
your hair is glossy with health, which
means proper shampooing, plenty of massage and brushing and at least an occasional treatment from those two beauty
doctors, the fresh air and the sun.
You whothe are
overweight
lumpy,
consider
girdle
problem.or You
needlet'sa
girdle. . Any old thing won't do. A little
wisp of lastex won't do. Here's where you
have to spend some money. You may resent that. Well, you must learn to hold
your stomach in without the aid of a
properly fitted, properly boned or stiffened girdle — the kind that costs more —
or you must be willing to sacrifice something to the price of a good foundation
garment. One or t'other, and 'tis better,
my dears, if you set your teeth and make
up your minds to get a good girdle, somehow, for it will do more things for your
figure than holding the tum in.
If you live in or near a large city, or
town hie yourself bucketty-bucketty to the
corset department of the best store and
have a girdle fitted and made to your
measure. Be particular as all get-out
about it, too. Time spent now will be
trouble saved later. Don't let the saleswoman shove you around or argue you
into something you don't want. If you're
marooned way out in the sticks, there's the
mail service, carried on by every large
store in every large city, waiting to assist
you. Give your measurements accurately
and describe in detail what you want.
Of course, if your figure problems aren't
too knotty, you need not have a girdle
made to order. But shop around and
choose carefully. Remember that a good
garment will wash, the garters won't be
pulling off all the time, it will stay put,
and the superior workmanship will render
it a great deal more comfortable. Then,
do — for the love of mud — wear the thing
consistently. Don't park it in the bureau
drawer.
takeit it
off after dinner,
just when Don't
you need
most.
In the meantime, here's an exercise that
will do a fine amount of slimming where
you probably need it most — on the hips
and rear. It's a dancer's stunt. Sit on the
floor. Grab your ankles firmly with your
two hands and pull your feet up off the
floor. You'll probably tip over sideways or
backwards, and that's just the idea. Roll
around
on the floor, from one side to the
other, in this position. Keep it up — even
if you do get into some pretty funny positions. Do it for ten minutes every
morning.
AT

the beginning of this article, there
are pictures of four very good-looking women whom you may know — Norma
Shearer, Joan Crawford, Grace Moore
and Jean Arthur. I picked 'em because
not one of these four is an authentic
beauty, and yet they all give the illusion
of bemg so. I picked 'em because each
one of these four has, in a sense, taken a
dare for beauty's sake. They've worked
and struggled and persevered and experimented;three of them— Norma, Joan and
Grace— have had quite a fight against that
old meanie, fat; Jean Arthur had to fight
a tougher foe— a lack of distinctionr a
mousmess of personality, a "not good, not
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bad" appearance that got her exactly nowhere on her first try for Hollywood
fame five or six years ago.
Norma Shearer is an inspiration — and a
challenge — to all short people. If she had
let herself go, she would be at this point,
after having had two babies, a plump,
roly-poly little party. Notice that she
always holds herself up to her full height.
She has no tum whatsoever. Try standing
very straight and tall, all the time, short
girls, and see how it pulls you in, in front,
and lengthens your waist. Stretch your
at every
point
won'tIf have
abody
chance
to settle
on and
you lumps
anywhere.
you
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can't remember to stand up to every inch
of your height all the time, do a stretching
exercise for twenty minutes every morning
— that'll make you remember 1
Joan Crawford is an inspiration — and a
challenge — to all big girls. Joan's a big
girl herself. Look at her shoulders. And
then look at her hips. Undoubtedly, you
remember some of the old pictures of
Joan, when she weighed one hundred and
forty-five in her Charleston costume. Now
she weighs — and has weighed for five or
six years — around a hundred and twenty.
Joan is up almost every morning at sixthirty. You get up at six-thirty and do
the hip-rolling exercise I've given you and
then go take a shower and have a light
breakfast. Joan doesn't sit any more than
she has to. On the set, between takes,
she'll walk about. She never drinks. It
so happens that she hates liquor.
I might mention in passing, however,
that if all you imbibers, occasional or
otherwise, would cut out the cocktails and
stufif entirely, you'd be surprised how the
slimming down process would hasten
along. You big girls with big, hearty appetites— watch the meat and the starches.
Eat a little meat, of course, but not nearly
as much as you have been eating. You'll
be surprised to notice how, if you cut
down on the meat, you'll find yourself cutting down on the rest of the meal, too.
You'll be surprised how little starch you
need in your diet. A slice of crisp toast
for breakfast. A baked potato a couple of
times a week. No sandwiches, crackers,
spaghetti, noodles or cereal.
Joan Crawford dotes on ice cream and
once a week she has a small — a very small
— portion of chocolate ice cream for dessert. If you would have the will power to
make a small and occasional — a very small
and a very occasional — concession to your
pet appetite, I'd never complain. But how
many of you would have the will power ?
I betcha you'd be of¥ and eating half a
pint of the stuff, huh? You want to take
the bet ? Fine !
(^RACE
RIOGRE — to
is every
an inspiration—
and a challenge
plump girl
and woman in the world. If Miss Moore
let herself go, she'd be fat all over and
particularly heavy around the chin. A
few years ago, as you may remember, she
was anywhere from twenty to thirty
pounds heavier than she is this minute.
You're all familiar with the story of how
she set her teeth and made up her mind
she'd go back to Hollywood and win picture success. 'Tisn't so hard to understand
how she slimmed down her body — again,
we all know how it's done, pretty much —
but time and again I've heard women wondering out loud what she did to her face.
No, she did not have any operation performed. No, she didn't even go near a
plastic surgeon. Why should she have?
There wasn't anything the matter with her
face — 'twas a pretty face, but it just needed
slimming down. Maybe your face is like
that, huh?
Then, my dear, in addition to getting
busy with a diet, which will help slim you
down all over, do this : every night or

morning — or both — put great quantities of
cold cream under your chin and all the
way down your neck to the base of your
throat. Do your hands up into fists and
put cold
on them,
too.of Now
your
fistscream
up from
the base
your "walk"
throat
to the under-chin line and, when you get
there, give it extra pressure. Go back and
forth under your chin out to the jaw line.
Don't press too hard as you get close to the
ears. Keep that up for ten minutes a day,
or more, and see if it doesn't show results. Oh,Well,
you haven't
too much
trouble?
in that time—
case, ofit'scourse
...
Oh, youmore
say like
it isn't
That's
it ! too much trouble?
Jean Arthur is an inspiration — and a
challenge — to every girl in the world who
wishes she could be "different" — who
wishes she could "make herself over."
With Jean Arthur, it has, largely, been a
question of personality. She has, to be
sure, changed the color of her hair and
that
glamor
for should
the jobchange
she's
doing.hasDoadded
I think
that you
the color of your hair? Not if you're a
young girl. You might give some thought
to brightening rinses, however, if your
hair is drab and uninteresting. Older women who find themselves going pepperand-salt — or prematurely and unattractively grey — I see no reason why they
shouldn't "do something about it." But
please go to a good place, get a good
operator and have a good job done.
However, vv'ith Jean Arthur, as I said,
it's more a question of personality. Her
looks have not changed materially, for
Jean was a pretty enough girl, though
lacking in distinction when she retired
from the cinema field, just about licked, a
few years ago. She got married and gave
up all thought of continuing with her
career. Her husband urged her to do some
stage work in New York, confident that,
with stage success behind her, Hollywood
would plead for her to come back. He encouraged her to throw a dare in Hollywood's face, in a way. Well, she did, and
Hollywood did and now look what's happened ! And what's this to you, you ask.
This : If you feel that you are making
rather a muddle of things in your community, in your efforts to be a distinctive
and popular individual, I advise you, instead of bucking the field — instead of laying yourself open to further snubs and
slights from your associates — to retire for
a spell. Go into seclusion and check up on
yourself. Overhaul the figure and the face
and see what can be done about clothes.
Don't worry and fret and stew over
things, but concentrate upon improvement.
Get a job, if you can. If you already have
a job, throw yourself into it more enthusiastically. Have some kind of work to do,
even if it isn't a salaried job. Read all
the good books you can get your hands
on. Listen to the best radio programs. See
the best movies and plays, too, if you can.
Try to develop. Try to grow.
Then, when you feel a little more confident, give a hen party. I mean just that.
Give a luncheon or a bridge or something.
Don't make the slightest bid for male attention— they'll be coming to you, soon
enough. The girls at )'our hen party will
Jiaz'e to invite you in return, you see, and
in that you'll gradually and easily get
back into things.
Well, are there any helpful pointers here
for you? In these articles, I want not
only to advise you on improving your
figures and your faces, I want to help you
to be happier individuals as well. If I
don't hit your particular trouble in these
pages, write to me about it. My name is
Mary Marshall. The address is Modern
Screen, 149 Madison Avenue, New York,
N. Y. The fee? A three-cent stamp and
a return envelope. That's all.
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While most gals are worrying about removing a few pounds, Gladys George, who
plays the lead in "Valiant Is the Word for
Carrie," had to worry about putting on ten
pounds for scenes in the picture in which
she was to portray an aging woman. She
tried milk, and it didn't work, and she tried
steaks, and they didn't work. So Paramount
told her to go home and go to bed. So
Gladys spent a week in bed, on salary, and
returned ten pounds heavier and convinced
that the movies are wonderful.

Perhaps byyouJoan
didn't
know that
seven
regarded
Crawford
as her
luckyis
number.
her superstition so farSheas doesn't
to insistcarry
on seven
leading
men in her pictures, but she likes to see
the number turn up on such things as
automobile license plates. In case you
think Joan has no influence you ought to
know that her white roadster which she
drives to the studio every day bears the
license: 101111.
Nice going, eh?

Valiant may be the word for Carrie, but
patience is the word for gals in love, says
Toby Wing. A few years back — when she
was just a girl — she cast an admiring eye
at Tom Brown. Young Mr. B. returned the
admiring glance, but romance was blighted
when they discovered Toby was taller than
Tom. Time Marched On, and they met again
one night at a preview a few months ago

SCREEN

Good

News

{Continued from page 32)
and found Tom was now tall enough to
look right over the blonde tresses of Miss
Wing. Fifty years from now Toby will probably be saying, "And that, my dears, is
how I met your grandfather."

Generosity
Dept.
The Young
Athletic
Club of
the : Island
of MaltaMen's
(the
home of the chocolate malta) wrote to
Ginger Rogers asking her for one of her
stockings. Seems they wanted to raffle it
off to help needy young men of Malta.
Know what Ginger did? She gave those
guys a whole pair.
More fun these evenings is watching
Roland Young's mustache do tricks in "Give
Me Your Heart." In a closeup scene with
Kay Francis you first see Mr. Y.'s upper lip
completely hidden by foliage. You look
again and the mustache has suddenly become half its former size. That's what a
scene with Kay Francis will do to a guy.

When Director Willie Wyler whizzes
by on that motorcycle it's always worth
while
to get
a look
at what's
ontoa
the rear
seat.
Luise
Rainer hanging
has been
frequent hanger-on, and ex-wife Margaret
SuUavan often goes for an airing of an
evening. But the surprise came the other
night when the Wyler vehicle was spotted

in Beverly Hills and the dignified passenger— if one can be dignified on the rear
end of a motorcycle — was Ruth Chatterton. We found out later Ruthie was doing
it on a bet. Seems Mr. W. had been brave
enough to go for a spin in her airplane.

Bette Davis, as we go to press, is still
battling it out with the Brothers Warner. She
walked out of her part in "God's Country
and the Woman" after a long siege over
differences of opinion regarding the Davis
salary. Beverly Roberts stepped into the
part and Bette stayed home sharpening the
lance in preparation for a long fight. Last
we saw her she and hubby Harmon Nelson
were celebrating the finish of his engagement as singing-pianist at the Roosevelt.
Hot Weather Note : Production was
going
blast on "Cain
Mabel,"right
the
Marion full
Davies-Clark
Gableandpicture,
through the heat wave. The temperature
was too much for the electricians up in
the "rafters," so they manned their lights
attired in shorts. Came an order from an
executive commanding them to put on
their trousers, that working in shorts on
a Marion Davies picture was undignified.
The guys put their pants on, but ten
minutes later Marion herself had the order
reversed. "I don't care what they take
off," said(Continued
Marion. "Comfort
comes first."
on page 115)

It s amazing how
can improve your
appearance . . . and personality, too! For with the long,
silky, shadowy lashes which
WINX gives you, comes a
new sense of allure . . .
bound to attract romance.
So try this harmless tearproof, streak-proof mascara. In three "balanced"
shades { Blue-Black-Brown)
and three convenient forms
( Cake, Liquid, Cream). On
sale at department, drug
and 5 and 10 cent stores.
WINX Balanced Colors
Colors either blend or
clash. In make-up, this
means"naturalness"or that
harsh/'made-up" look. All
WINX colors blend 3 ways.
1. With complexion. 2. With
eyes. 3. With each other.
For example, WINX Brown

Mascara blends with WINX Brown Eye
Shadow or Eyebrow Pencil. Likewise, its
tonal values are so balanced as to make
it complementary to all other WINX
colors. Thus,WINX gives you the secret
of naturalness in eye beauty make-up.
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Adverse"
Fashion
(Conlinued from page 75)

shoes made to your order, two pairs of
gloves, six pairs of stockings and a beauty
kit. What girl could wish for a more
thrilling chance — and so easy ! All you
have to do is to write fifty words on
"How Screen Clothes Have Helped Me
To Dress Smartly."

Contest

Read the rules, admire the prizes and
write your fifty glowing words — who
knows but what you will have either a new
dress or some new accessories this fall,
just for the mere writing!
Don't miss tlie full description of the
five additional prizes as pictured below.

The 6th prize in this easy contest is a smart, black calf envelope handbag from Pichel, Inc., with complete fittings. And
the 7th prize is two pairs of Hansen gloves. One in red kid with
chevron design, and one pair in green suede with arrow trim.

Have

you writ fen us a

TRUE
We

LETTER?

pay $10 for each
acceptable

Turn fo page

Corns

one.

72 for full details.

Come

Back

Bigger Than
Unless removed Root *and All
• Old-fashioned parins methods
make corns come back biggeruglier than ever— with serious danger of infection.
But the new safe Blue- Jay doubleaction method stops the pain instantly—then the entire corn lifts
out Root* and All in 3 short days.
Blue-Jay is easy to use, invisible.
Held snugly in place by special
Wet-Pruf adhesive. Get Blue-Jay
today. 23c for a package of 6 at all
druggists.

Ever

BLUEJAY
Bcuer & Block Scientinc
CORN
PLASTER
*A left
plusmayof serve
dciid ascells
torm and
jmsition.
If
focalloot-lilie
point forinrenewed
development.
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Here are some more grand prizes. Beautiful Delman shoes
made to your size in patent leather, suede, kid or the satin of
these originals, made for Olivia de Havilland. Also, a tenpiece Harriet Hubbard Ayer beauty kit with lipstick, rouge and
powder in your individual shades. And, below, six pairs of
Phoenix "dul sheer" hosiery in the new fall shade, "Bittersweet."
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Gotham

(Continued from page 8)
evening after a radio broadcast, a youngster was so anxious to get his autograph
that he hung onto the rear bumper of Taylor's taxi until a policeman stopped them.
A broken arm in a sling didn't daunt the
boy's efforts. However, he was rewarded
by being taken into the cab for the balance of the trip and would even have been
invited in for a sandwich except for the
lateness of the hour.

HOWEVER, it was not too late for the
crowd of girls who stood at the hotel
entrance. With an envious glance at his
hero, our free-rider remarked, "Gee, Mr.
Taylor, de dames sure are crazy over
you!"
correct. Which observation, doubtless is
Wini Shaw, upon hearing Taylor's mob
scene experience, lamented the fact that
stars had so little private life. "Why, I'm
doing personal appearances around New
York and had to take a week off to rest
up, I'm so worn out. And when I think
of those still ahead, I cringe. I do so hate
being pulled apart and that's what they
do whenever we appear in public."
With only one night left in town. Bob
Taylor checked off his last-minute jobs.
As we sat enjoying the hotel's twentyfifth floor breeze, we were startled by this
young star's conscientiousness when he remarked, "I've got to spend most of this
evening autographing pictures because we
leave on tomorrow's plane."
"Oh, what I would give to be allowed to
travel by plane again," sighed Wini. "But
the studio has refused me permission. Said

they couldn't afford to take a chance. And
do I love flying ! You know, I used to go
up with the boys of the Devil Squadron
out in Hollywood before I signed my new
contract. But since then, I'm not even allowed to get Sullavan
in a plane."
Margaret
is another star who
lately visited New York. Mag was combining business with pleasure. Her main
object was to consult a specialist about
her broken arm and, as is often the case,
she stayed on for a nice vacation.
Miss Sullavan dropped in on some
friends at a smart hotel for tea. Arriving
during the sultry part of the afternoon,
she made herself comfortable in a club
chair, throwing her slim legs over the side,
thus spoiling the dignified illusion created
by her large picture hat.
No sooner was she settled than she confided, "You know, I think I'm slipping."
And hastily explained that it was in pictures and not out of the chair that she
meant. "No matter how much I might care
for Henry Fonda, I could never remarry
him," she rambled on, "because it would
look as if I only took him back because
he has become a success. Oh, well, it's just
another case of where they won't let us
be Margaret
ourselves." Sullavan's greatest attraction
is her speaking voice. It is the most thrilling in captivity except, perhaps, Ethel
Barrymore's.
Colt, once
the latter
lovely talentedEthel
daughter,
made star's
this
observation, too.
Sipping tea at the St. Moritz's popular
Sidewalk Cafe I noted Wendy Barrie sur-

rounded by three very attentive young
men. Wendy had hopped East to see about
doing a Broadway play this fall. Evidently she didn't "come to terms," for it
wasn't more than a week before Miss Barrie planed back to appear in "Girl of the
Jungle" for Paramount.

screen's
town
more reticent
of theinto
, onedropped
DUNNEladies,
IRENE
for a brief spell, too. She was here just
prior to her trip to Europe and for a few
her return
upon
days tion
she spent
abroad. from the grand vacaYou know, Irene accomplished quite a
bit on her European trip. Leave it to Miss
Dunne to mix business with pleasure. For
she spent a lot of time with Eve Curie,
the daughter of Madame Curie, who discovered radium. Since Irene is being
starred in a story about the life of
Madame Curie, it was pretty shrewd of
her to get real inside information about
her life and habits. No doubt the star's
screen portrayal will be a knockout.
"I'm going back to the Coast and to my
new home," commented Miss Dunne contentedly. "I've worked hard, but I've
been singularly
Themostly
story'sgood,
the
thing
and mine lucky.
have been
One of her summer's greatest thrills
was that Irene took her mother along on
luckily."
the European trip and her husband took
them both, so that made it a family affair
and, as the star avers, "It's no cinch to
get my family together at one and the
same time !"
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'^Xo requests for advice on beauty,Ginger Rogers
gives one answer, "The secret of loveliness for
i every woman lies in color harmony make-up
originated by Max Factor, Hollywood's genius."

^
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your skin with youthful
radiance, and dramatize
your individual type."
Hollywood's New Lipstick^ , ,
Max Faaor's Powder,! I. •
MAX factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick will \
dramatize your lips with an alluring, lasting
color," says Ginger Rogers, "by the magic of its
color harmony shades." $ i .
Mai! for POWDER, ROUSE AND LIPSTICK
harmony
shade;
n I II 1II
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Would you like to try Hollywood's make-up secret — color harmony
powder, rouge, lipstick ? Mail this coupon.
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TATTOO

CREAM
MASCARA
Needs no water to apply — really waterproof I
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stayed at the St. Moritz in New York a
day before entraining for Hollywood.
This time the Silent One spoke her piece.
When asked what her next film would be,
she remarked, "Ironically enough, 'CaGreta seemed pleased with the selection
of her leading man, since the studio assigned Robert Taylor to the part before
shemille'."
returned. This, incidentally, is the

Short

Cuts

to

first time she has not had the choice of
who was marked
to Garbo,
play "Iopposite
''But,"done
recould her.
not have
better myself. I admire Mr. Taylor's work
and will be pleased to appear with him."
And so they come to Gotham's gayety
for purposes of fun or business, en route
to Europe or just to stroll down Fifth
Avenue or up Broadway to get away
briefly from oranges and options.

Sweet

Success

(Continued from page 17)

Tattoo your eyelashes with this smooth,
new cream mascara and
your
lashes their
will real
instantly''
look twice
length ;^
the South Sea enchantress*
own way of achieving truly^
glamorous eyes. More waterproof than liquid darkeners; '
won't run or smear. Easier to
apply than cake mascaras.!
Won't smart. Harmless. Actually"**
makes lashes soft and curling, instead"
of brittle and "beady. "Complete with brush*
in smart, rubber-lined satin vanity . . . 50c.

TATTOO

^23 WEEKLY
NO HOUSE-TO-HOUSE CANVASSING
Ambitious women who need money can make
up to $23 weekly showing latest Paris-styled
Fashion
Frocks to friends
di- ' rect
asandlowneig'hbors
Work from
from factory—
home fullmanyor spare
time.as $2.98
New pl^n
makes house-to-house canvassing unnecessary
No Experience Required
Experience
not required.fine
In additioncome,to making
you can this
get sampleindi-esses
wear without
of
cost. to Write
at once aforpenny
details of *his amazing Free opportunity. You Give
are not
ted in any way.
dressobligasize.
FASHION FROCKS. Inc.
Dept. LL-250, Cincinnati, O.

Robert

sweet, some spicy. Assorted slices of
bread are arranged on a wooden board
and the guests are expected to 'toast
their own.' You see," she summed up with
aswitch
twinkle
laughing with
Irish the
eyes,
on in
my herhospitality
same"I
ease that an Irishman turns on the
blarney. In order to be able to go in
for this sort of entertaining both my
apartment in Hollywood and my house at
the beach are well supplied with the
newest gadgets and the most up-to-date
equipment
procurable."
This is true
of most Hollywood homes,
I've discovered. "And why not?" you'll
argue, "they can afford it!" Which is
true enough, yet I think the real reason
lies deeper than that. For working
around the studios must tend to make the
players conscious of the fact that a
great deal of time can be saved and many
jobs simplified by taking complete advantage of the marvels of ingenuity turned
out by inventors. You couldn't spend a
day where pictures are being made — surrounded on all sides by sound cameras,
microphones, Klieg lights, rain-makers,
and so on without becoming mechanicalminded. What's more natural, then, than
that the stars should demand efficiency in
their homes ?
It's a funny thing, though, that the
same does not hold true nearly as
often among other classes of people. For
instance, a man who insists upon the last
word in motor cars will profess complete
satisfaction with home equipment as outmoded as the horse-and-buggy. While
the city worker, who would scorn an
office or factory that did not have the latest

improvements made possible by modern
science, travels in the evening (in an
air-conditioned electric train, no doubt!)
to a home in the suburbs where the
kitchen has changed but little and has received but scant consideration in the family budget
since Grandma's
day course
!
You
remember
Grandma, of
!
She's the one who claimed that she preferred elbow grease to any of these "newfangledtoasted
contraptions."
coal range,
overShean baked
open with
flame,a
stood in a hot kitchen by the hour juggling flapjacks and banging a huge black
waffle iron around.
And always cheerful about it, bless
her.
Well, admitting
I, for one,
believe not
it.
But even
thatdon't
she might
have
openly, should
still, that
doesn't
mean complained
that we, today,
accept
her
standards as our own when modern inventions are on hand to come to our assistance.
Such things as the electric toaster, waffle iron, percolator, range and refrigerator,
simplify our everyday living, while the
electric-mixer substitutes for elbow grease
in a most satisfactory fashion. "Cream
the butter until light and fluffy" most
recipes — Maureen's included — will tell
you. "Beat egg whites until stiff," "Stir
until thoroughly blended," "Add first mixture slowly,directions
beating constantly."
and similar
you have readThese
and
followed times without number. They can
be done by hand, of course — given the
right amount of time and effort. They can
be done in half the time and with none of
the effort with a modern electric-mixer.
Yes, "Time Marches On," in the home

Taylor

s Latest Hit
"HIS BROTHER'S WIFE"
in complete
fiction form. Don't
miss reading it in October issue
NOW
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FOLEY
FOOD
MILL
Mashes a bushel
of tomatoes into
juiceutes— in
20 min-of
a bushel
apples
into
or butter insauce30
minutes. Wonderful
for grape juice, jellies,
jams, preserves. A daily
time saver for preparing soups, vegetables, desserts. Endorsed by docstrainingEasyinfants"
foods and
and
specialtors fordiets.
to operate
clean.
10-Day Money-Back Guarantee.
Order ware
through
stores or department
send $1.25or tohardus.
Junior Size. $1.00.
Send for Free Recipe Circular
FOLEY MFG. CO.
50 Main St., N.E., Minneapolis, Minn.

Just
twenty-four
hours
after
vorce became
Allan Jones'
difinal, he
ried marlovely
Irene Hervey.
The wedding
took place in.
Irene's Beverly
Hills home.
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as well as in the studios. The silent
movies of the past are the curiosities of
today. And in the field of sound pictures yesterday's marvel will be relegated,
tomorrow, to the nearest junk pile. And
to that same junk pile should go the oldfashioned kitchen with its outmoded,
work-making equipment. Cling to the
high traditions of old-fashioned hospitality and old-fashioned foods, as Maureen
O'Sullivan
suggests,in but
achieve
charm they represent
a modern
way. the
And now there is just room enough left
to remind you to send for a copy of the
Maureen O'Sullivan leaflet with its recipes for Chocolate Cake, Chocolate
Marshmallow Roll, Cream Puffs with their
delectable custard filling, and Banana
Waffles.
of course,
haven't
forgotten thatAnd,
I promised
to giveI you
a Waffle
recipe here and now. I've also thrown in
a few Sweet Toast suggestions for good
measure, so that you can copy Maureen's
plan at your very next party and let your
guests "toast their own." For spicy or tart
spreads, use any of your favorite sandwich
fillings — for sweet ones, try these :
SWEET

TOAST

.^^,he smart sn
of this suron^er
^«^r *rtasc--^^"\tr^^ part
that
p^nfe ana
tnake th

scarfs,e^-

SUGGESTIONS

CINNAMON TOAST: Cream
cup butter until soft.
Add hi cup
sugar combined with 1 tablespoon cinnamon. Spread on the toast the minute it is done.
CALIFORNIA TOAST: Cream M
cup butter until soft. Add 3 tablespoons sugar, 2 tablespoons orange
juice and the grated rind of V2 orange.
Blend thoroughly. Spread on toast the
minute it is done.
CINNAMON-HONEY TOAST:
Mix together % cup strained honey
and 1 teaspoon cinnamon. Spread on
hot buttered toast.
WONDER

2

^you^ curtains

WAFFLES

2 cups cake flour
4 teaspoons baking powder
teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon sugar
1 cup milk
54 cup cream
2 egg yolks
% cup melted shortening
2 egg whites, beaten stiff
Combine flour, baking powder, salt
and sugar. Sift together twice. Add
milk and cream slowly, beating constantly so that there will be no lumps
in the batter. Add egg yolks and the
shortening which has been melted and
cooled. Beat together thoroughly.
Fold in stiffly beaten egg whites. Bake
mixture in preheated waffle iron until
crisp and brown. Delicious with honey,
grape jelly, warm syrup; or topped
with ice cream and a sundae sauce ;
or smothered under creamed chicken or
creamed chipped beef.
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THEN lure with your lips!
Give them the glowing red o£
■ smouldering inner fire . . . the
witchery of a luscious, youthful pout . . . the intrigue of
stunning, voluptuous curves
... and YOUR lips wiU entice, hold, conquerl Nothing
is more exciting than the tantalizing, blood-stirring red of
HOLLYWOOD MASK LIPSTICK. Nothing so sure to
make
your
lips irresistibly
kissable! And
no wonder;'
HOLLYWOOD
MASK LIPSTICK
is made
by the
same secret formula as the private brand of lipstick
used by many famous Hollywood movie stars. Get
yours today. Light — Medium — Dark — Raspberry.
HOLLYWOOD
MASK IbTsli:^,^
HOLLYWOOD MASK, INC., SPECIAL OFFER
105 W. MonroeSt., Chicago, 111.
Please send stick of HOLLYWOOD MASK LIPSTICK. enclose
I
10c to cover packaging & mailing.
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{Conlimicd from page 55)
fifty dollars a week, can live more comfortably and give his family more real
security than a city man who earns twice
as much. I know ; I've lived in both. And
that sense of security binds a family together.
HERE'S another point: a boy growing
up m a small town has a much
better chance than a city boy to get acquainted with his father and mother. He
sees them more often. And if they're the
kind who are real pals, as mine were —
well, he doesn't get ideas about breaking
away. I never had the feeling that Mother
and Dad were trying to live my life for
me, or pick my friends. I did have the
feeling that they considered my interests,
my ideas, my friends. They seemed to
trust my instincts. There's nothing a boy
appreciates more than that. Even when
I came home from college with a bride —
a girl they had never met — I knew they
would like her. And they did."
But John had left something out of his
story. How had he become a singer?
John laughed. "I was lucky, I guess.
Nobody ever tried to make a singer out
of me when I was a youngster. About
the only vocalizing I ever did was in
school, in church, or in a crowd at somebody's house. I liked it— but I had to
grow up, and go of¥ to w-ar, and come back
again, before I took singing seriously. Maybe it was just as well. I had a chance
to grow up normally, and my voice had a
chance to develop normally. My life wasn't
warped by premature ambition, and my
voice wasn't strained by premature training. For one thing, there wasn't any training to bereason
had in
So, Ithere's
another
for Greenville.
me to be glad
grew
up Hein had
a small
said town."
that he had no early intimations of a future as a singer. How about
acting? Had that ever entered into his

DRY
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fabric not only makes them
faster drying — indoors or
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to wash. Lighter, less bulky
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Kendall Mills, Walpole,
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plans
'I'm? afraid the answer is 'No,' " he answered, with characteristic deliberation. "I
was drafted for a few leading roles in high
school plays, but I always blamed that on
the fact that I was pretty good at elocution. Icould put expression into lines, and
I could make myself heard to the back
row of the auditorium without shouting.
But I never kidded myself into thinking
that I was the White Hope of the American stage. I realized I didn't know the
first thing about acting — so I just concentrated on being as natural as possible.
And I guess I'm still concentrating."
I happen to know something about the
size of his fan mail. After Shirley Temple,
who is tops for all of Hollywood (she
receives 5,000 letters a week), John ranks
next at 20th Century-Fox as a lettergetter. And a large part of that popularity,uralcertainly,
traced
his natnes . Itold can
him bethat
and toasked
him
if he thought it was easier to be natural
in a small town than in a city,
"Yes," he replied. "You don't have to
be putting on a continual act to impress
people because everybody knows you already. And if you do try to put on an
act, you soon get deflated. If
have a good time being yourself,
be happy in a small town. And
don't mean self-satisfied, either.
have ambition there just as well

you can't
you can't
by that I
You can
as in any

That being the case, what ambition did
John develop in Greenville?
city."

simply.
"I wanted to be a doctor," he answered,
HE

enrolled in the University of Texas
at Austin, majoring in science and
minoring in French. He kept up his baseball pitching, and his tosses were good
enough to win him bids from the major
leagues. He sang in the University glee
club — which developed a state-wide reputation. But his big interest was his premed course. After he finished it, he was
going
on to Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore.
It was in the University that he met
Marcclite Dobbs — from another small town,
only fifty miles from Greenville. They fell
in
love. Together,
they becoming
dreamed ofa John's
studying
medicine and
doctor
. . . dreamed of marriage years hence. Then,
in April, 1917, a cloud appeared on their
happy horizon. Ainerica entered the war.
There was a chance that John might have
to go. Impulsively, upon graduation, they
married — and then broke the news to their
parents. He was tall and physically fit ;
he was certain to be sent off to training
camp. With this prospect before him, he
enlisted, and made an application to join
the Intelligence Division, on the basis of
his knowledge of French. After only a
few weeks of preliminary training, he was
en route to France.
"I was all over France. They shifted
us constantly, so that no one would get
wise to our little game of checking up
on spies, deserters, stolen supplies and
what-not. Sometimes I was in uniform,
posing as a new member of a regiment ;
sometimes I was in civilian clothes. I
came closer to 'going West' with a knife
in my back, in some dark slum where I
had been sent on assignment, than I did
to stopping a German shell that had my
name on it, though that shell pursued
me
persistently
no
sooner
get out offora one
town stretch
than ;it I'd
would
be bombarded. Once I was picked up as
a spy, by a British patrol, who heard me
talking German to a woman I suspected of
trading in war information. I had to
talk fast, and get in touch with headquarters ina hurry, to save myself from a
firing squad. But, compared with the boys
in One
the infantry,
had a in
holiday."
night in IHavre,
a Y. M. C. A.
hut, he joined in the group, singing. An
Englishman standing next to him asked
if he was a professional singer. When
John said, "No," the man told him that he
should be — that he had a voice that could
be developed. He said he knew because
he wa^s a voice teacher. John thanked him
for the compliment, and forgot it— until
months later.
"When I finally got my discharge, and
arrived
back anything
in the States,
didn't
want
to remember
exceptI the
quickest
way to Greenville, Texas," John told me.
"I had joined the army and seen half of
the world, but I was willing to trade
Greenville for all the rest. Besides, I had
a pretty wife waiting there for me. Marcelite had been living part of the time with
her
mine. family, and part of the time with
"I sat around for a few days, after 1
got home, wondering what I was going to
do
my medicine.
life. I decided
I couldn't
go with
on with
I had that
forgotten
too
much of my pre-med course, and it would
take years to finish it. And when I did
finish, I'd still have to struggle for years
before I could support myself — and my
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wife. So Dad spoke to a cotton broker
friend of his, and I set out to learn the
cotton business in this man's firm, in
Dallas."
When did lie remember the Englishman's advice?
"I told the story, as an amusing incident, to some friends in Dallas, where I
was doing a little singing with a communitj' glee club. It apparently made a
bigger impression on them than it did on
me, for a few months later, when Oscar
Seagle came to Dallas to give a concert,
they arranged an audition for me. When
I heard the news, I was down with a sore
throat. But the news was like a tonic ;
I wasn't going to let anything stop me
from finding out if I had a voice or not,
and I sang for him.
"Seagle told me, 'Young man, come to
New York for a year, let me train your
voice,
and I'll guarantee
thatmaterial
you willis
make something
of it. The
there.' I talked everything over with
Marcelite ; she was as excited as I was.
Dad 'loaned' me a thousand dollars — and
I set out."
Seagle found John so promising a student, and liked him so well as a person,
that he made him his assistant at his summer students' camp in Glens Falls, New
York — another small town that was to
figure in his life. After the summer at
camp, John became teacher of music in
the Glens Falls high school. You can
imagine how quickly the local girls became
music-conscious, with an instructor of
John's appearance and appeal. Anyway,
John lasted out the year and the experience convinced him that he could earn a
living with music. But earning a living
wasn't enough. He wanted to be able to
do some worth-while singing. To do it,
he needed more training. To get that
training, he needed to study in Europe.
But how to get to Europe and live after he
arrived there?
I HAD a brainstorm," John explained.
"I suggested to Seagle that he sponsor
a year's course in Europe for forty or
fifty advanced students, and I'd take them
over, and chaperon them, for my expenses. He liked the idea, we rounded up
the students, and off I went to Europe —
with Mrs. Boles and little Marcelite — to
study under De Reszke, Seagle's own
teacher. I didn't want to come back when
the year was up, but I had no choice —
no money.
"And it wasn't until I landed in New
York that time that I had the idea of going on the stage. A friend who was working in an advertising agency egged me
on. He told me I could live with him, out
in Jackson Heights on Long Island, until
I got a job. And he staked me for three
months. It took me that long to find a
job. I was offered chorus-boy jobs, and
roles in road shows, but I was holding
out for a lead on Broadway.
"Just when I was about ready to give
up trying, luck stepped into the picture.
The leading man in 'Little Jessie James'
dropped out ; I was given a chance in his
place. Maybe you remember the show —
the hit tune was T Love You.' It lasted
for months."
From then on, the name of John Boles
meant money in theatre box-offices. Gloria
Swanson, then producing pictures, saw his
movie possibilities, signed him to a personal
contract, made him her leading man in
"Loves of Sunya," which opened New
York's palatial Roxy Theatre. ("There's
a rumor," John interjected, with a smile,
"that I was once an usher at the Roxy.
That strikes me as improbable, when my
first ture
picture
opened but
theBoles
place.")
picwas a failure,
was a The
success.
When

Gloria, abandoning production, re-

IF you would te Gay . . . and Glamourous, tken
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Thousands of women have found a new beauty discovery—HOLLYWOOD MASKI YEAR AFTER
YEAR their skins appear fresh and lovely. Tell-tale
forehead
aging crow's
feet, toblackheads,
large
poreslines,
and cruelly
rough, sagging
skin seem
pass them
chilling fear of
and
heartache
the
them
sparing
by.
age creeping on. Serenely, they go through life loved
and admired for the sheer beauty they bring into
their circle.
Others, less fortunate, try to fight o£f the worried
look of age without results. They keep experimenting
with all sorts of cosmetics, wondering why beauty
slips through their fingers. They fail to realize the
importance of SKIN STIMULATION. Stop experimenting. You too, can preserve the bloom of youth
. . . can have a fresh, lovely complexion, if you give
your skin the marvelous stimulation found only in
HOLLYWOOD MASK'S simple home treatment.
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HOLLYWOOD MASK, INC., SPECIAL OFFER
105 W.Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
Please sendHberaltube of HOLLYWOOD MASK.
I enclose 10c to cover packaging & mailing.
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lea.sed him from his contract, Fox promptly
signed him — and he has been in films ever
since, except for personal appearances. He
has just completed his latest, and most
successful tour.
Wlien lieandcompleted
Wife," with
for
Columbia
signed a"Craig's
new contract
RKO-Radio, he decided he'd take a fewweeks' vacation before starting any films
under the new arrangement. He had
visions of actually taking a vacation. Then
came calls and wires from the East, urging him to "appear" in Boston, Detroit
and Chicago. He thought he would discourage them by saying that he wouldn't
"appear" for less than $8,000 a week —
thinking they would never touch that
figure and he could go ahead with his
vacation plans. They fooled him. They
met the figure.
Incidentally, he enjoyed his recent role
in "A Message to Garcia" more than any
he's played recently. "I liked going around
with a stubble on my face for a change,"
he revealed. "I liked wearing dirty old
clothes. I even enjoyed the mud we
worked in. It was a drift in the right
direction — away from straight hero roles
into character parts. You know, I like to
think of myself as a business man. And
the more variety I can have in my roles,
the better my business ought to be, the
longer it ought to last. That's why I don't
complain when I don't get more singing
roles. People don't have a chance to get
tired of me as they might, if I sang in
And picture."
now that he is a man of big busievery
ness, where and how does he live? In a
small town ! A small town named Beverly
Hills, near Los Angeles, where he and his
small family have a small house and
garden. A small town whose first movie
settler was Jean Hersholt and whose mayor
was once the late Will Rogers.
And why is he glad that he married a
small-town girl? Because her acceptance
of life has been the same as his — because
she, too, has been content with small happiness, and simple wants, gambling to
fulfill a dream.
SINCE seeing John Boles in New York,
I have driven to Hollywood. In passing through Texas, I went twenty-five
miles out of my way to get an impression
of Greenville — situated in gently rolling

farm country, very fertile farm country,
to judge by the black loam everywhere. It
is larger than I anticipated, with wellpaved streets, a steady flow of traffic, stoplights, an extensive business section. A
clean town, alert and progressive.
I located the post office, inquired where
Itold
could
father."
was
thatfind
his "John
name Boles'
was John
Boles,I also
that he was the village tax assessor, and
that I could find him in his office in the
next street. At the tax office, a tall, grayhaired man — a replica of the movies' John
Boles, except for the gray hair and the
absence of a mustache — came forward to
meet me. We sat down to talk about John.
And he told me these things, which John
That: when John was about three or
hadn't
had went
a colored
"mammy"
—four,
and the
everyfamily
time they
out, they
would
come home to find John singing some
song that the "mammy" had been teaching
him. That maybe John inherited his singing inclinations from his father, who used
to sing before he was married and started
staying home nights, and who organized a
glee club in Greenville at one time. That
John was the best pitcher that Greenville
ever had. That John went to the twostory red-brick school across the street,
parking his bicycle where rows of other
bicycles now were parked. That his name
is engraved on a statue of Minerva in the
hall of the school. That even in high
school John could talk French like a
native. That his father and mother didn't
discover, until John and Marcelite were
married, that they had gone to school
with her mother in East Texas. That they
hear from Marcelite every week, and
sometimes oftener. That John is trying to persuade his father to retire and
go out to live with him in California. That
he thought John's best pictures were those
with Shirley Temple. That John thinks
she helps the popularity of every adult
who plays with her. That John's middle
name,
Love,
is his of
mother's
maidenthisname.
On the
outskirts
Greenville,
sign
arches
the highway,
Greenville— The
Blackest "Welcome
Land, Theto Whitest
And, certainly, few people are "whiter"
than John Boles, who says, "I'm glad I
came from a small town !"
People."
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(Continued from page 66)
striking and effective in blue, as well as

making.
to take their rightful place in smart dress-

reDon't you satin
black. lacquered
green, yellow
member thatand
stunning
evening gown which Madeleine Carroll
wore in "The Case Against Mrs. Ames"?
It had a sheath-like silhouette and was a
marvelous foil for her blonde beauty. As
I recall it, a corsage of camellias was the
only decoration.

While on the fabric theme, our Hollywood pictures are a great help. To return to Simone Simon's dress, which incidentally, was especially designed for her
by Marcel Rochas of Paris, the contrast
of the dull gray wool and the shiny chenille embroidery is just what I have been
talking about above. And the silhouette of
this dress is new — fitted through the waist
with slightly widened shoulders and a flare
to the skirt. Notice the wide lapels of
the collar and the nice use of the same
stars for buttons that trim her wide
leather belt. Simone is French, you know,
and makes her American picture debut in
"Girls' Dormitory."
Then there are the two tunic dresses, one
a daytime version worn by Olivia de Havilland on page 65 and the other the more
formal dinner type, worn by Jessie Matthews on page 66. Tunics can't be gauged
by any certain length because they vary so
according to the design — some are quite

SHEEN is one of the big and exciting
developments in all varieties of fabrics.
There are shiny hairs in woolen textures,
much satin and glistening metal cloths.
Then in direct competition to these shiny
textures are the dull crepes that have the
look of woolens. These woolen-like effects
are achieved by both rayon and silk yarns
and the fancy weaving as well as the
threads give you some very unusual
materials from which to choose. In coats,
especially, the fabrics with gleaming hairy
threads are popular. Broadcloth is coming
back with a bang. And, of course, don't
forget the velvets because they never fail
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short and very flared, others are longer
and only moderately jutting. Peplums, the
briefest of all, are charming for slender
young things.
Olivia's tunic costume features one of
the dull surfaced crepes with satin back
and is made in tliree-pieces. A white satin,
short sleeved blouse tops a slightly flared
black skirt with the high waistline accented. Over these two goes the belted
tunic coat with lapels and facings in the
satin. The short sleeves of the tunic are
pufifed to give a wider shoulder line. It's
a beautiful dress and one that would fit
into a dozen and one fall activities. I
like Olivia's choice in accessories, too, especially the shirred black suede gloves so
cleverly trimmed with metal ornaments.
And don't you like the pointed and rather
full tam-like turban? Incidentally, don't
overlook the opportunity to win one of
Olivia's "Anthony Adverse" dresses. See
contest, page 74.
Jessie Matthews, that lightfooted English star who is fast becoming an American pet, wears a formal version of the
tunic. This is from her own wardrobe
and she calls it a "cocktail suit" — I
wouldn't limit it so because it is one of
those grand affairs that can start out at
five-something in the afternoon and go
right on through dinner, theatre and dancing. What's more, the tunic can be interchanged with a shorter skirt and appear as
a rather elegant afternoon dress. Anyway,
Jessie wears hers for cocktails in the more
formal English sense, and the color scheme
sounds like some exciting concoction. The
rather slender satin skirt is a coppery
brown shade — lots of copper tones in everything—and the tunic, snugly fitted and buttoned through the top, is leaf-green and
copper brown metal cloth. Her high turban is of the skirt material with a strip
of the metal cloth as trimming.
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ONE of the nicest things about this
fall's fashions is the variety of styles.
From flares and jutting silhouettes, you
can turn right around and pick an almost
straight-line coat dress like the one Louise
Latimer is wearing on page 64. This is
one of those standbys that never seems to
weary
of us.in Louise's
good checked
looking
version any
is made
a gray wool
in a white yarn. It buttons from neck to
hem with self -covered buttons and the
collar is unusually smart in its width.
Note the slanting pockets and the jeweled
butterfly pin she uses for a collar ornament.
A darker
shade of
Louise's
choice
in accessories
and gray
a veryis good
one
for this fall since dark shades of gray are
showing up in the hat, shoes and bag
lines. Her felt hat has a becoming tilt
and roll to its brim, showing one complete side of her hair.
And still another good old classic with
a new interpretation is Pat Paterson's
green and white tweed suit. The green predominates with the white appearing only
as a fleck. Pat, however, gives the white
a lift by wearing a wide white collar out
over the collar and lapels of the suit. The
jacket is a single breasted one, closing
with three buttons. Patchpockets, button
trimmed, are the only decoration. Pat
has her jacket shoulders padded a little.
A soft black velour hat and black strap
shoes complete the outfit.
You will see lots of green in dress,
suit and coating fabrics. Although the
first indications this fall were toward a
predominance of black, now there are
plenty of bright colors coming to the fore.
Some of the new colors to look for when
shopping are : raisin brown, spruce green
and a cherry wine shade — then there is a
vast range of reds from rust to a light,

bright shade called nasturtium. One of the
favorite rust shades is called "red earth."
Purples, bright and dregs shades of wine
as well as the grays mentioned earlier.
Don't overlook Jessie Matthews pert
topper on page 66. It was made for her
by Agnes, the famous French milliner,
and is like a cap in ribbed felt with a
gay, bang-like ostrich feather trimming.
Feathers and ribbons are making all sorts
of fall hats very festive. Shapes in hats go
from these becoming little caps for more
formal wear to peaked and brimmed styles
for daytime. Whether you found high
crowns unbecoming in past seasons or not,
you will be able to wear the new hats that
effect them. There's a twist to the brims
and a taper to the crowns that seem to
make them more generally becoming". And
turbans, many giddy ones with big bows on
them, are going to be the darlings of the
younger set.
1 of
COULDN'T
cover so
the great
subjectis
bags, shoesstart
and togloves,
the abundance of interesting designs. Just
to simplify matters somewhat, I am showing you two accessory groupings on page
65. You'll be interested to know that you
can have not only the prices, but also information on where to buy these in your
local shops, by just writing in for my new
"Shopping
more
about Bulletin,"
shortly. which I shall tell you
The first accessory group includes a
pump, belt and bag to match. The pump
is brown suede with the new higher cut
accented by a tongue-like detail in patent
leather and suede. You will find that all
the latest shoe designs stress this higher
instep line ; many in fact, try to give a
boot-like effect. The heel of this pump is
patent leather to match the trim — combinations of two leathers are very good. Only

• Men agree — no woman can be adorable when she offends with under-arm
odor. Or — ^just as bad — a deodorant which
covers one unpleasant odor with another.
Why risk either?
Today, there's a truly different cream
deodorant — FRESH. Delicately fragrant.
Givingarm odor.
positive protection against underFRESH is antiseptic — you can use this
deodorant right after shaving or a depilatory. FRESH safeguards against infection
in tiny nicks and cuts.
FRESH can't possibly harm clothes.
Dries instantly. You can apply FRESH
and go right on with your dressing. No
harsh ingredients — no grease in FRESH.
And with FRESH, pores stay open,
healthy, sweet. FRESH has no medicinal
odor, nothing to identify it as a deodorant.
FRESH just gives you freshness!

Economy Size 50c. If yonr toiletries
counter hasn't FRESH, send 10c with
your
name Louisville,
and addressKy.,toforPhannaCraft
105 Travel
PackageCorp.,
of FRESH, postpaid.
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the higher cut, using a wide strap that
buttons on the side. The adroit use of the
kid trimming gives an unusually graceful
foot line. The large matching suede bag
is without ornamentation but has a tubular handle held by large rings at either
end. Green suede jjull-ons with contrasting
lacing down a panel on the back of the
hand, make a sharp and effective contrast
note with the smoky gray shade of shoes
and bag. By the way, this particular dark
shade of gray is a wonderful team-mate
for black as well as the brighter fall
colors.
Now, before I close shop talk for this
month, I want to tell you about my new
shopping service for you. Every month,
frorn now on, I am sending out a "Shopping Bulletin," as mentioned above. In
it will be listed some of the interesting
items shown on these pages in addition
to unusual things that are being brought
out by the manufacturers — things you
might not find on a casual shopping tour
but which you would seek out when informed about them. Prices and full information about each item will be given. It
will be a boon to you and keep you upto-the-minute on new ideas and gadgets.
My bulletin will change every month, so
get into the habit of filling out the coupon
below and having one sent regularly.
Remember that you can have all the
information about the accessories, featured
this month, by sending for the Bulletin.
Be sure to turn to the "Anthony Adverse" Fashion Contest on page 74.

in your hair by grooming it regularly with
Nestle ColoRinsc. This harmless, vegetable
coloring compouncl will help to eradicate
streaks, bring out the hidden beauty of your
hair, and restore the highlights and lustre.
Easy to use — and easy to wash out. A
package of 2 rinses, at all 5 and lo cent
stores, lo/.

COLORIN5E

No, this isn't a picture of
"what the well-dressed woman
will wear." It's just a little
number that La Dietrich sports
in "The

mm
TO

REMOVE

FRECKLES
WHILE YOU SLEEP
Here's
a special
gently
fades
out
freckles
while new-type
you sleep.cream
Simplythat
apply
Nadinola
Freckle Cream over face and arms at night. Usually
in 5 to 10 days you see marvelous improvement.
Freckles disappear, your skin is cleared, freshened,
becomes satin-smooth. Nadinola Freckle Cream is
guaranteed by
famoustreatment.
laboratory Only
with over
36 years'
experience
in askin
60c at
toilet
counters; 10c size at Ten Cent Stores. • Or send 10c for
trial package to Box 151, NADINOLA, Paris, Tenn

t4ow~to

ji^plKHING
TORTURE //I MWej
/VTHLETE'S
Foot— stop
— poison
ivy —in
•i^rashes
— eczema
torturing
minutes after youapply HYDROS AL.
It's new to gredient,
you!used forContains
inyears in active
hospitals,
in improved
form. Almost instant"colloidal"
relief. Astringent,
too; refines skin. Accepted by
Good Housekeeping Bureau. At
all druggists; liquid or ointment,
30c or 60c.
H y d r o s ai l
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Garden

of Allah."

the top of the bag appears at the edge of
the picture — that is to show the metal
trimming which ties up with the detail
of the belt. These three make a very stunning trio for any daytime fall costume.
In the second group you find a
high-strapped shoe in suede and kid with
bag to match. These shoes also stress

Adelia Bird
MODERN SCREEN
149 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.
Please send me, free of charge,
the "Modern Screen Shopping Bulletin." Enclosed is a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
Name
(Please print)
Street
City
State

'n'
You
Between
(Continued from page 19)
conceited, but I'd bet he's so conceited that
Hollywood can hardly hold him and it
would take more than the article I read
to prove he isn't. Why, he even looks as
if he is saying, "Well, I'm the best looking thing anywhere, I'm Prince Charming,
himself."
Nuts !
All of my girl friends are wild about
him, but I'm certainly not. I'd have to
see him in person to find out what he's
really like
beforeCrescent
I'll everCity,
admire
Anne
Preston,
Fla. him. —
StilS More

About

Mr. Taylor

Gable used to be tops on my list but he
is only second now. That Taylor boy
took his place. I am not going to make
this a love letter, as I imagine he gets
enough of them. Lots of luck to him.
J. Morse, Battle Creek, Mich. How about
having Bob Taylor and Loretta Young
in
new version
of "Seventh
N. a Cherkoff,
Kiamesha
Lake, Heaven"?
N. Y. —In
"Small Town

Girl" when Bob appeared

Me

in his roadster, a murmur of oh's and
ah's could be heard throughout the audience. In "Private Number" just before
he appeared on the screen for the first
time, the people began to applaud. Now
if that isn't popularity, I don't know what
is. — M. Kustra, Chicopee, Mass. Bob
Taylor is a nice chap and all that but I
can't lose the feeling that he is always
trying that
so hard
to impress
mind
they must
notice on
that everyone's
perfectly
bee-oo-tiful profile of his. I admit it is
one he can be proud of, but I'm sure we'd
all love him much more if he'd be just
slightly less, shall we say, aggressive with
his nose.' — I. Pearsall, Seattle, Wash. I
believe that Bob Taylor will lose his position as female heartbreaker if his publicity
doesn't change. One interview which I
objected to most strenuously was the one
in whichHow
he told
the girl
he can't
forget.
does about
he expect
to keep
his
gal fans interested? Even if self-possessed
Bobbie did
lose it.
out, His
he shouldn't
around
talking
about
publicity gomanager
certainly needs a few pointers. — L. Losen,
San Francisco, Calif.
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Reviews
(Continued from page 12)

HollyMarch, 1932, that Jane first stormed letters
wood. With her mother and countless
from folks bock in Atlanta, who recommended her talents, she started the rounds of
the studios. It was two years before Jane
Eyes." In the
in "Bright
breakyoungste
got that
r did radio skits and
e the
meantim
rs.
an occasional "extra" role in the celluloide
. . . Those tomatoes strewn Ground with such
a lavish hand were all "doctored." Each
one was punctured and a panchromatic
make-up liquid of deep red inserted in order
that each would register realistically on the
screen as it struck the victim.

*** Mary of Scotland
(RKO-Radio)
The writing-directing team of Dudley
Nichols and John Ford, responsible for
Informer,"
"The
picture,and
finest again
last year's forces
emerges with
combines
a first-rate though slightly routine screen
drama. "Mary of Scotland" is lavish in
every detail, long, sometimes slow, but
often interesting. As Mary Stuart, Queen
perKatharine Hepburn's
of the Scots,will more
than satisfy her folformance
lowers, although it must be noted that at
times 'one feels that Queen Mary and
"Alice Adams" are sisters under the
greasepaint. Finest portrayal is that of
Fredric March, who lends fire and charm
of Bothwell" role. The
to the lusty "Earl
March family can almost be said to walk
off with the picture's acting honors, for
the Queen Elizabeth of Florence Eldridge (Mrs. March) is a sharply defined
performance that makes hers one of the
outstanding roles in the production. Other
commendable portrayals are Douglas Walton's Lord Darnley, Moroni Olsen's John
Knox, Ian Keith's Earl of Moray and
John Carradine's Rizzio.
Preview Postscript
Playing the deadly enemy roles of Queen
Elizabeth and the Earl of Bothwell were one
s most devoted couples, Fredof Hollywood'
ric March and Florence Eldridge. Somewhat
upsetting their domestic tranquillity, however,
was the schedule which mode it impossible
for them to work on the same day at the
they're on a trip to the Cana-to
studio.dianNow
woods with
Penelope and Anthony
ambition
Fredric's roles,
acquaintan
renewbeen
and
clear. .of . costume
to stay ce.
has
with that in mind refused a contract with any
studio. But the first role he accepted on
the new free-lancing program was in this
flicker so he's decided sartorial elegence
must be in his blood after all. . . . Mrs.
March had her costume troubles, too. Weighing a bare hundred pounds she was given a
costume v/eighing 52 pounds, what with brocade, petticoats, embroidery and jewels. The
solution was a baby-walker on wheels which
the voluminous folds of her skirt disguised on
the screen. . . . Many of the sets had to be
strongly reinforced to support the unusual
weight of the settings. On one scene alone
32,500 feet of flagstones, weighing 325 tons,
was used. As if this were not enough, 200,000 pounds of soil was added. . . . James I
was really twins in the picture. A state law
forbids infants being photographed more
than o m.inute at a time, so twins are selected whenever possible to prevent unnecessary delays in production.
*** Girls' Dormitory
(20th Century-Fox)
"Girls' Dormitory" marks the American
debut of Simone Simon, the petite French

AN'
ECLE
HOUS
UCIN
YOUj

LOOSEN
THOSE
STUBBORN
A Penetrating

Face

BLACKHEADS
Cream

Is What

You

Need!

fine oil that overcomes dryness and keeps the
skin soft and smooth.
Lady Esther Face Cream is on sale at all drug
and department stores, but for a free demonstration, mail me your name and address. I will
at once send you a 7-days' tube postpaid and
free. See for yourself how this cream works.
See how deeply it gets into the pores, how
thoroughly it cleanses your skin.
Your cloth will reveal dirt that
you never suspected lurked in

When it comes to your skin, be a good housekeeper! Don't be satisfied merely with surface
cleansing.
You may Get
not "into
realizetheit,corners."
but many complexion
woes are due to nothing else than imbedded
dirt. This dirt may not be noticeable at first because it is buried
quite deep in your skin. But it
causes tiny bumps and rough
See also how soft and smooth
patches which you can feel with
your
skin.
and
supple
Lady Esther Face
your fingers.
Make the finger-tip test deCream leaves your skin. The results will literally amaze you. You
scribed tothe right, and if you
will understand then why eight
feel anything like tiny bumps or
million women say that all their
dry patches, you can be sure
skins need is this one face cream.
your pores are clogged and your
Feel Bumps?
Those Little
skin dirty. This hidden, stubborn
Prove to Yourself!
dirt, as it keeps on accumulating
in the pores, causes, not only
Pass your Tingers over
With the free7-days'tube of Lady
your
whole bumps
face. Do
you
Esther Face Cream, I will also
feel little
in your
gray-looking skin, but enlarged
skin? Do you feel dry
pores, blackheads, dry patches
send you all five shades of my
and other unsightly blemishes.
patches
here and
there?or
Lady Esther Face Powder so you
Little bumps
or dry
can
see which is your most flatterMeets the Need I
scaly
your skin
ing shade and how Lady Esther
are a patches
sign yourin pores
are
Face
Cream and Face Powder
clogged and your skin
Lady Esther Face Cream adework
together
to give you perfect
needs
"housecleaning."
quately meets the situation beskin smoothness. Write me today.
cause it is a penetrating face
cream. Gently and soothingly, it
You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (26) FREE
penetrates your pores and there it "goes to
work" on the waxy matter. It loosens it —
Lady Esther, 2010 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
breaks it up — and makes it easily removable.
When you have cleansed your skin with
Please send me by return mail your 7-days' supply of
Lady Esther Face Cream, it shows it, both in
Lady Esther Four - Purpose Face Cream ; also all five
shades
of yotir Face Powder.
the clearness and radiance of your skin and
in the tingling sensation of freshness.
Name
Address...
Lubricates Also!
As Lady Esther Face Cream cleanses your
skin, it also lubricates it— resupplies it with a

Cily_
_ State_
{If you live in Canada, write Lady Esther, Ltd., Tor onto, Ont.)
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*** Give
(Warners)

using

Mile. Simone

Simon

in a

scene

FARR'S
FOR
CRAY

HAIR

If neglected hair doesn't distress you,
it pains your friends. FARR'S, used with
perfect confidence, leaves your hair soft,
lustrous, natural and youthful in appearance. Easy as a manicure in hygienic
privacy of home; odorless, greaseless; will
not rub off or interfere with curling.
$1.35. Sold everywhere.
I
FREE SAMPLE
BROOKLINE CHEMICAL
CO.
M.G.ai
I 79 Sudbury Street, Boston, Mass.
I Send In plain wrapping.
I Name
.•
I Street
I City
State
GIVE ORIGINAL HAIR COLOR
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Piano. Violin, Cornet.TT
P P k& P
Trumpet, Mandolin, Guitar, T T l]p \
Banjo,Organ,Accordion,Saxophone,Clarinet
EASY HOME METHOD — new. fast way for beginners.
Makes you accomplished in amazingly short time. 300,000
enthusiastic students. Low cost; easy terms. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free Catalog gives full details.
iUATIONAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Dept. 739
1525 East 53rd Street, Chicago
Only eyes with natural-looking
beauty

win

men's

admiration

Win admiration, when your eyes look as if
Nature herself had given them a luxuriant,
dark fringe of lashes! Do it with Pinaud's SixTwelve Creamy Mascara. It never makes you
look "made-up"! Black, brown, blue, green.
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from "Girls' Dormitory" with Herbert Marshall.
star about whom so much has been written.
It is a pleasure to report that Mile. Simon
lives up to all expectations — she's an actress, she's attractive and she has a certain
child-like quality which even her studio
publicity department has difficulty describing. In fewer words, her debut is an
auspicious one. And the picture itself, patterned somewhat after "Maedchen in Uniform," is for the most part excellent in
spite of several obvious Hollywood touches.
For one thing, the picture's producers have
chosen to equip their school with a class
of girls, each one of whom must have
won beauty contests. However, this is perhaps a minor complaint. A major grievance is that a fine picture is weakened by
a phoney ending.
Very briefly, the story goes like this :
Anna Mathe (Ruth Chatterton), an instructor at a girls' school, has long been
in love with the school's director (Herbert
Marshall). Marie Claudel (Simone Simon) has a schoolgirl infatuation for the
director. When one of her love letters is
found she is brought before the school
board, but escapes expulsion through the
efforts of Anna, who understands the situation. Marie goes on to Paris after graduation, and the director follows her. In
Paris we find Mile. Simon's natural charm
distorted by a make-up which makes her
look like every other blonde in Hollywood,
and this, together with the compromising
climax, mars a potentially excellent picture.
Preview Postscript
Simone Simon, 20th Cen+ury-Fox's White
Hope, has had a time of it since the studio
imported her from France about a year ago.
Mile. Simon came to Hollywood with a great
blast of publicity, but a decided lull followed due to the studio's discovery that she
brought along too much French accent and
curves.
Two Flags"
she
was Scheduled
replaced atforthe"Under
last minute
by a
fellow countryman, Claudette Colbert, but
was appeased by promise of co-starring with
Herbert Marshall and Ruth Chatterton in
this flicker. Mr. Marshall and Miss Chatterton proved again what fine troupers they
are by doing everything possible to make
their 20-year-old co-stor feel at home on the
set. Miss Chatterton had other things on her
mind, too. Primarily the defiance of her
physician who ordered her to bed the second
doy of production with dire threats of approaching pneumonia. Ruth stayed two days,
then appeared at the studio with her nurse
and stuck it out for the picture's duration. . . .
Since playing
Papa been
Dionne,
Johnskids.
Qualen's
acting
career has
on the
He
was just too good. Now a movie audience
glimpses him in any scene and howls with
glee. Discouraged at first, John has finally
solved his difficulties by perfecting a makeup which is as unlike himself as possible.

Me

Your

Heart

Here is a good picture with an excellent
cast
to doWarren,
it justice.
role but
of
Belinda
who Kay
lovedFrancis'
not wisely
too well, provides her the best acting opportunity she's had in many a movie moon.
The honors, however, must be accorded
Roland Young with his characterization of
"Tubbs." When Mr. Young gets his wits
to work on a role worthy of him, you can
be assured of the best comedy in town. As
the distraught husband of the lovely Kay,
George Brent has a rather thankless job
iDut makes a sincere effort to do well by
it. Henry Stephenson gives his usual
polished performance, this time as Lord
Farrington whose diplomacy saves the day
for his son, Patric Knowles, and his
daughter-in-law, Frieda Inescourt. Patric
Knowles is adequate, but Miss Inescourt
will surprise you with a display of talents
heretofore unsuspected.
Preview Postscript

"Sweet Aloes" wos the name of this play
until the studio decided to inject more heort
interest into it. Roland Young played the
some role in the London production, with
Diana Wynyord in the Kay Francis role.
Being one of the favorite characters of oil
those Mr. Young has portrayed on the stage
throughout the years, it was a simple matget him
lined
up for
It's
a farter tofrom
simple
matter
to the
get movie.
the restless
Roland signed up to most contracts. He's
too busy to bother, what with writing, sketching and traveling always uppermost in his
mind. Mr. Young's contribution to the studios, besides his acting, is a collection of the
most unique biographies on record. Each
studio where on actor works requests a long,
detailed and flowery biography of the
player. Mr. Y. has worked for all of them,
and prides himself on leaving behind an
entirely original and exclusive history of himself with each publicity department — and not
a word of truth in any of them. . . . Pot
Knowles has a publishing background —
Knowles, Sr., being an Oxford publisher, who
had high hope that Pot would follow in his
footsteps. But after his son had sat around
reading all the plays in the house for two
years, father decided someone else could
pay him a salary. London stage managers
did so for awhile, then some New York
ones did and now the movi'e moguls ore footing the bill. . . . Kay Francis spent all her
spare time on the set knitting green sweoters
and fitting them on a stalwart electrician.
Delmer Doves, according to our spies, has
the same chest expansion!
**Suzy
(M-G-M)
If "Suzy" does nothing else it proves
that Jean Harlow is being wasted in roles
for which neither she nor the audience can
have much relish. One of the screen's
finest comediennes, when she's given the
opportunity. Miss H. finds herself unhappily cast as a tragic young wife whose
waking moments are spent moping about
the house wondering about the whereabouts of her husband. Not particularly
because Jean Harlow is not the kind of
gal you'd leave at home, but because this
type of role doesn't fit her. "Suzy" is going to be a disappointment to her followers. The story itself is a lugubrious wartime affair having to do with an American
chorus girl, an Irish mechanic and a
French aviator. The mechanic (Franchot
Tone) befriends the chorus girl and she
marries him, only to leave him on their
wedding night when he is supposedly murdered by a German spy. The gal becomes
the bride of the aviator (Gary Grant),
who immediately leaves her for any girl
who happens to be handy. Then Mr. Tone

MODERN
makes an appearance, all of which complicates matters considerably. Long and
slowl}' paced, "Suzy" is an unfortunate
vehicle for its star. Of the principals,
Franchot Todie steals the acting- honors.
Preview Postscript
Those who were lucky enough to go on location with this company up at Carpenteria
cloimed they had never had such good food
before. And the cook was none other than
Jean Harlow! Jean assumed full charge of
the traveling kitchen for three days. It all
storted when she was rash enough to bring
a picnic lunch the first day for the cost.
On her admission that everything, including
fried chicken, chocolate cake and such, hod
been prepared by herself, the cost ushered
her without further to-do toward the kitchen.
. . . That airplane crack-up scene was the
genuine
thing
almost
as' Clark
much
excitement
as and
the prf>vided
new cook.
Frank
makes his living crashing planes for movies,
fairs and exhibits. It's all in the day's work,
Frank says, and he never has a qualm about
his selection of a life work. . . . Stanley
Morner mokes his second appearance here.
Stanley is the protege of no less a personage
than Mary Garden, who discovered him in
o Chicago night club and insisted that he
turn actor without further delay. Miss Garden wos a frequent visitor on the set while
Stanley was before the cameras and seemed
pleased with the progress of her "find."
M-G-M hos just appointed the diva as operatic advisor for the studio. . . .
*** The Devil Doll (M-G-M)
This picture is so decidedly different
from the usual run that you are likely_ to
regard it either as very good, or lacking
entirely in entertainment qualities. The
plot is so engrossing that the love interest
becomes a negligible factor. Lionel Barrymore has an excellent opportunity to display his versatility in the leading role. An
escaped convict, he has one idea in his
mind — revenge on the men who ruined his
life. He hears of a mad scheme whereby
humans can be reduced to the size of dolls,
so, opening a doll shop in Paris, he disguises himself as an old woman and sets
about his business of revenge. With
method in his madness and the help of one
living doll he brings about his horrible
revenge. Blood-curdling in its implications, the story is so well presented and
the acting of such a high standard that
"The Devil Doll" never sinks to the level
of a horror thriller. The photography,
particularly of the dolls, is exceptional
throughout. Others in the cast are Maureen O'Sullivan, Frank Lawton, Rafaela
Ottiano and Henry Walthall. Grace Ford,
in the role of the doll, plays it well.
Preview Postscript
Lionel Barrymore submitted to the feminine clothing allotted him good-naturedly —
until bustles were introduced, hie flatly refused to have anything to do with them,
claiming that no Barrymore ever needed a
bustle ond he was not going to break the
precedent. . . . Even studio biggies were
refused admittance to this set, since the
tricks used to get the astonishing effects in
the picture were secret ones, for which a
large sum had been paid to hloudini's widow,
under promise of strictest secrecy. . . .
Maureen
O'Sullivan
pick atup it.
a picture of her
mother hod
andto look
So
Maureen went home, got a picture of her
real mother, and used It for the scene. She
says her mother has always wanted to be in
the movies. . . . The "doll" in the picture
is played by Grace Ford and this marks her
cinema debut. Grace is still surprised about
it all, not having had the vaguest idea of a
screen career six months ago. When a
group of her dancing students, back in Tulsa.
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SKINNY?NewQuickWayGives
Thousands

Solid

WHEN thousands of formerly skinny,
rundown, friendless people have
gained pounds of solid, normally goodlooking flesh with this new triple-acting
treatment, it's a crime for thousands of
others to remain thin and unattractive.
Actually, with this sensationally quick
new body-builder, you may not only
g-ain normal, flattering pounds, but also
naturally clear skin, freedom from indigestion and constipation, new pep and
popularity.
Doctors now know that the real reason
why many find it hard to gain weight
is they do not get enough digestionstrengthening Vitamin B and bloodbuilding iron in their food. Now with
this new discovery which combines these
two vital elements in little concentrated
tablets, hosts of people have put on
pounds of firm flesh, normal curves —
in a very short time.
This amazing new product, Ironized
Yeast, is made from special imported
cultured ale yeast, the richest known
source of Vitamin B. By a new process
this special yeast is concentrated 7 times
—made 7 times more powerful. Then it

Pounds

Fast!

is combined with 3 kinds of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other valuable
ingredients in pleasant little tablets.
If you, too, need Vitamin B and iron to
build you up, get these new Ironized Yeast
tablets
from
your take
drug'gist
once.skinny
Day
after day,
as you
them, at
watch
limbs and flat chest round out to normal
attractiveness, skin clear to natural beauty
— you're an entirely new person.
Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you
may be from lack of enough Vitamin B and
iron, these marvelous new Ironized Yeast
tablets should build you up in a few weeks as
they have thousands. If not delighted with
results of first package, money back instantly.
Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets at once, cut out the seal on the box
and mail it to us with a clipping of this
paragraph. We will send you a fascinating
new book on health, "New Facts About
Your Body." Remember, results with the
very
first package
— or money
At
all druggists.
Ironized
Yeastrefunded.
Co., Inc.,
Dept. 310, Atlanta, Ga.
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he RIGHT hp^tii^k bhade
makes SUCH □ dilloronce iti any woman's
beauty! The only way (or you lo tcU whal
you'ro missing is lo TRY Ihcm all: that's
why REJUVIA gives this FREE TRIAL olier.
Here's your chance lo discover NEW allure. NEW beauly. Three lull trial sizes ol
the REJUVIA Lipsticks will be sent FREE,
each in an exquisite shade so you can find
your very own . . guaranteed none better
al any price. Just send 10c to cover mailing
costs: do it TODAY!
EJUVIA
LiPSfiCK
REJUVIA BEAUTY LABS.. DEPT.W, 395 B WAY. N. Y.
Send me 3 trial size REJUVIA Lipsticks;
enclosed find lOo (Stamps or Coin' for mailing cost
NAME,

Gene Autry, popular cowboy
troubador, and his faithful
guitar will both be sitting
pretty in "Oh, Susannah."
DEAFNESS
IS MISERY
Many people with defective hearing and
Head Noises enjoy Conversation. Movies.
Church and Radio, because they use
Leonard I n visible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires» batteries or head piece.
They areand
inexpensive.
"Write for
booklet
sworn statement
theinventorwhowashimself deaf.of 0fiiJ^4
A. 0. LEONARDJno^ Suite 986, 70 Sth Ave., New York
:^ £ A d
-iMAKE
$25-535
A WEEK
\iiu can learn
practical nursing
at hotne
i in spare time. Course endorsed by physi■' nans. Thousands of graduates. 37th year.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hos^
_ pital. Another saved $400 while learning.
Equipment included. Men and women 18 to 60. High
School not required. Easy tuition payments. Write now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 2310, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, III.
Please send free booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
Name
City
State Age
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Oklahoma, won a dancing exhibition, M-G-M
offered them a screen test if they would
come +0 Hollywood, The girls needed no
further encouragement, but they did need a
chaperone, so they asked teacher, Grace
Fold, to fill the bill. The pay-off come when
the studio tested her and gave her the only
contract. . . . Henry B. Walthall's lost scene
in any picture was a death scene. He became ill that evening and lived only a few
days.
* 36 Hours

to Kill

(20th Century-Fox)
There are plenty of laughs and not a
little excitement in this celluloider, although the story has many fainiliar angles.
Brian Donlevy, one of those handsome and
fearless G-Men, is bent on tracking down
the current Public Enemy No. 1. P. E.
No. 1 (Douglas Fowley) is en route to
claim $150,000 and a rose-covered cottage
which he has won in a Little Boy Blue
contest. So Brian boards the same train,
disguised as a reporter with an assistant
posing as conductor. Then Gloria Stuart
boards the train, also en route to Kansas
City. Gloria's a fugitive from justice, but,
of course, turns out to be another of
those pretty reporters, sacrificing all for
a story. And when you consider that
Stepin Fetchit is the porter on the same
train — no, not a reporter — you can bank
on plenty of hilarity. Warren Hymer
contributes
good Jewell
"meanie"
zation, and aIsabel
comescharacterithrough
with the best bit in the picture, that of
Public Enemy's Sweetheart No. 1, who
finally saves the government the trouble
of wiping him
tertainment,out.
with the It's
castfast-moving
dependable en-in
every instance.
Preview Postscript
The beoufiful-but-dumb theory gets a bad
blow from two stars in this celluloider, Isabel Jewell and Gloria Stuart. Gloria's a
former newspaper editor and a poetess,
while Isabel's an accomplished musician and
Latin scholar. Both gals achieved success in
these lines before turning to acting. Gloria
graduated from Berkeley, went to work on
the Monterey Herald and published a book
of poetry before appearing in a community
playhouse where a studio sleuth spotted her.
Now she's raising daughter Sylvia to follow
in mama's footsteps — but not the movie ones.
Isabel taught Latin at Hamilton College for
Women in Lexington, Kentucky, and first became interested in the stage after translating Latin plays into English for college productions. . . . Douglas Fowley's never considered anything but acting as a career since
he was nine years old and made his footlight
debut.
Born inparents,
New York's
Greenwich
Village,
of stage
Douglas
hung
around the wings in so many theatres that
a manager finally hit on the bright idea of
putting him out on the stage in order to
save the cast from tripping over him. On
high school graduation Douglas, Jr., turned
down college scholarships and took a permanent job with a stock company, gradually
working into Broadway plays and Hollywood.
* Our

Relations

(Roach-M-G-M)
Laurel and Hardy, we regret to report,
won't strike you so funny this time. We
find them in the roles of a couple of
stodgy business men, then as their twin
brothers — a couple of sailors whom the
business brothers had believed hanged for
lo these many years. Since puns are the
order of the day in this picture, w-e might
add that this situation makes Laurel and
Hardy twice as bad. Between getting
into all the expected mix-ups from mistaken identities and mistaken wives and

girl friends, both sets of Laurels and
Hardys get involved in a gang of racketeers who, it is finally disclosed, mean
them no good. The picture goes from
bad
to worse —andnota that
of chuckles
few there
good aren't
laughs,plenty
but
the humor of each episode is built up to
the point of strain. Arthur Housman is
back again and still drunk. Alan Hale is
good in a small role, while Daphne Pollard, Betty Healy, Iris Adrian and Lona
Andre draw rather thankless roles as the
wives and gal friends, respectively. We're
right there rooting for the Messrs. Laurel
and Hardy as a swell comedy team — but
won't someone puh-lease concoct a story
for them worthy of the name?
Preview Postscript
Oliver Hardy has the unique position
among movie actors of, becoming more valuable to his studio with every additional
pound. There's o clause in his contract which
leaves him jobless if he ever hits below the
180 mark, but the studio really owes him a
percentage
now for
Hardy
at 260
. . . Stan Laurel
helped
writetipsthe'emscript
for
this flicker and was careful to put In as
many seaside locations as possible. The reason being that Stan has just purchased his
first cabin-cruiser. The "Ruth L." is its name
and
30 miles
hour itsFan
speed
. There's
a Laurel
andan Hardy
Club. . in
Paris,
among other places. And that postcard
which stood six feet high and four feet wide
out on the "Our Relations" set was from the
club. On one side there is a view of gay
Poree, and ason tothehowother
fans'
various
sentiments
theythefeel
about
the
team. Nice idea, but an awful dust collector,
said Mrs. Hardy when Oliver toted it home.
Mrs.theLaurel
too. That's
it's
at
studio thought
now . . so,
. Daphne
Pollardwhy
is one
of
smallest
gals earned
in pitchers.
fourthefeet
five and
some She's
moneybarely
one
time when she was broke by giving a shoe
dealer a squint at her tiny foot. He immediately staged a contest by exhibiting one
of her shoes in the store window and daring
any woman to come in and try it on. They
all came in, being women, to see if anyone
could wear it. So Daphne got a regular job
exhibiting her Size I.
Song of China
(Douglas MacLean)
Once in a while you find a picture whose
beauty alone deserves raves. Rarely do
you find moving pictures with beauty deserving anything more than passing notice.
The "Song of China" is an exception. Alm.ost every scene is outstandingly effective,
whether the subject is a landscape, a
temple, a shanty, animals or people. Even
the close-ups are remarkable for their
depths of expression and play of lights
and shadows. The picture has been
brought to this country by Douglas MacLean, but it is a Chinese production
throughout — acted, directed, photographed
and written by Chinese people. The story
is of absorbing interest, yet far from exciting at any time. It depicts five generations of a Chinese family, from the honorable and dignified grandparents to the
shoddy, jazz-mad younger generations who
are in revolt against all the revered traditions of their people. Casting in the
many difficult emotional roles is faultless
and you will enjoy the Chinese music
which is played and sung through most of
the episodes.
★-i^ Charlie Chan
At the
Race Track (20th Century-Fox)
The movie public may not be 100 per
cent Chan fans, but we'll bet an autographed Garbo picture that no one has
ever considered watching Charlie Chan as
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"Ann Sothern and Francis
Lederer in "My American
Wife," amusing movie fare.
time wasted. Warner Oland's characterization of the Chinese gentleman-detective
is always a masterpiece of suave conduct
•and subtle humor, in spite of the meagre
plots that are often scratched up for his
talents. However, this time we have a
story that does justice to its star. A famous race track is used for background.
The astute Mr. Chan is in his glory between dodging bullets, sleuthing out dubious situations, suspecting the most unsuspicious characters and showing up the
irrepressible Keye Luke. Never have a
father and son team appeared in celluloid
that can beat these two. Helen Wood and
Thomas Beck supply what little love interest there is. Alan Dinehart scores as
usual with a meanie role while Gavin
Muir and Gloria Ray are adequate in lesser
roles. But, of course, it's Mr. Oland from
start to finish — and Mr. Oland at his best.
Preview Postscript
Charlie Chan, Earl Derr Biggers' fictional
Chinese detective, first appeared in celluloid in 1929. But it wasn't Warner Gland
in the role. It was a genuine Chinese gentleman, a successful merchant in Los Angeles'
Chinatown. A poor performance left Mr.
Chan's octivitTes confined to the cutting-room
floor. In 1931 the studio worked up enough
courage to again attempt a Charlie Chonner. Warner Gland, then playing Griental
heavies, was tested for the role just because
he happened to show up at the studio that
day. After Gland's first picture the fan mail
began arriving by the barrel. Now there are
twelve pictures in the series and the studio
is rushing more out as fast as possible. . . .
Born in Umea, Sweden, in 1880, Warner
Gland came to this country at thirteen with
his family. After some amateur theatricals
in a Boston high school, he decided to become a professional actor and enrolled in
the Curry Dramatic School. Stage experiences followed and then Hollywood. Gland
wears no make-up to achieve that Griental
appearance. The Swede is ready for the
Chinese part every day by simply brushing
the ends of his mustache down and his eyebrows up ... If one Charlie Chan was so
popular, mused the studio, why not two? So
a year ago Keye Luke, San Francisco artist
and philosophy student, was contracted as
Oland's son. Luke came from Canton, China,
at the age of three. He went to school in
Seattle. He was doing scene designing for
a studio when approached with an offer to
try acting.
* The Bride Walks Out
(RKO-Radio)
The subject of this sermon is whether
or not a young couple can live in New

Miss Theda Boyd, Per
manent Wave by Edmond
New York's
St.)oneof
(55th
fashionable
hairdressers.
"Friends admire my sunny golden hair, thanks to Marckand's
Golden Hair IVash," says Miss
Theda Boyd of Pittsburgh, Pa.
SEPTEMBER winner of the MARCHAND BLONDE-OF-THEMONTH Contest, pretty Miss Boyd is typical of the many girls who
tell us they are more popular with bright, lustrous hair. Now, you, too,
can gain this popularity. Rinse your hair with Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash. And have sunny hair friends admire.
BLONDES — Restore natural golden beauty to dull, faded or streaked hair.
To brighten your hair to an alluring sunny shade, rinse with Marchand's.
BRUNETTES —Just a rinse with Marchand's gives your hair a fresh, new
attractive sheen. Or, using Marchand's full strength, you can gradually—
and secretly — lighten your hair to any lovely blonde shade.
BLONDES AND BRUNETTES— You can make "superfluous" hair unnoficea&/e.
Marchand's softens attractively and makes "superfluous" hair on face,
arms and legs invisible. Keep dainty and alluring all over with Marchand's.
Start today to benefit from Marchand's yourself, at home. Get a bottle of
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash at any drugstore.
• You, Too, May Win a Free Visit to New York
See details in your package of Marchand's Golden Hair
Wash. At your Druggist's. Or use coupon below.

S
MARCHAND'
GOLDEN
HAIR
WASH
ASK YOUR

DRUGGIST

FOR

MARCHAND'S

TODAY,

OR USE THIS COUPON

MARCHAND'S GOLDEN HAIR WASH, 521 West 23rd St., NEW YORK CITY
Please let me try for myself the SUNNY, GOLDEN EFFECT of Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash. Enclosed 50 cents (use stamps, coin or money order as convenient) for a full-sized bottle.
Name
Address
..State
- M.G.1036
City
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York City on thirty-five dollars a week.
Thirty-live bucks is Gene Raymond's stipt-iul, and the gal he wants to marry gets
fifty. The gal is Barbara Stanwyck and
she gets her lifty for modelling clothes.
Gene
her her
that job
this and
is amarries
man's
world, convinces
so she C|uits

^ucky^aby/
THERE'S OLIVE OIL IN HIS POWDER!

the guy. But the thirty-five dollars, even
witli stretching,
can'twithout
supporttelling
tiie household, and Barbara,
Gene,
goes back to work. When Gene discovers
it, his pride is so upset he signs up for a
job in South America. But Barbara
catches him at the boat, quits her job once
more and they settle down to a life of
bliss. The script writers conveniently forget that the last time their hero and heroine tried it they couldn't make it work. All
of which means that "The Bride Walks
Out" proves nothing except that it is
more desirable to starve with Gene Raymond than to live without him. Barbara
and Gene turn in workmanlike performances with able assistance from Helen
Broderick, Ned Sparks and Robert Young.
Preview Postscript

You'll have a happier, more contented
baby, Mother, if you give him the unique
comforts of Z. B.T. Baby Powder. For
Z. B. T. contains olive oil, which makes it
cling longer, and resist moisture better. Its
superior smoothness (what the doctors call
"slip") prevents chafing in the creases. Free
from zinc in any form, Z. B.T. is approved
by Good Housekeeping and your baby. harge
25<t and 50(* sizes.

OLIV£

OIL BABY

HAPPY
FROM

POWDER

<

RELIEF
PAINFUL

BACKACHE
Caused by Tired Kidneys
Many of those gnawing, nagging, painful backaches people blame on colds or strains are often
caused by tired kidneys — and may be relieved
when treated in the right way.
The acids
kidneysand arewastes
one of
chiefA ways
of
taking
out Nature's
of the blood.
healthy
person should pass about 3 pints a day and so
get rid of more than 3 pounds of waste matter.
If thewell,
15 miles
of kidney
work
this waste
stays tubes
in the and
bodyfilters
and don't
may
become poisonous. It may start nagging backaches, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and dizziness. Don't let it lay you up.
Ask your bydruggist
— They
used
successfully
millionsforforDoan's
over 40Pills
years.
give happy relief and will help to flush out the
15 miles of kidney tubes. Get Doan's Pills.

Shampoo-Rinse
Washes Hair 2 to 4
Shades Lighter
What
girl
with
dull,
broivnish
hair
fortune to be the possessor of gloriouslywouldn't
radiant, give
goldena
hair? Anj' girl, of course. But now, thanks to Blondex,
the unique sliampoo-rinse, the drabbest, most faded hair
can be
to gleam
gold new
for Blondex
just a few'today.
cents.OneIf
you
wantmadegolden
hair, with
try the
shampoo with this new Blondex will wash your hair 2 to 4
shades lighter. And sajely, too, for Blondex is not a
harsh
bleachblondes.
or dye. Bring
Start today
Blondex —beauty
used byof
a million
back with
the golden
childhood. Be a true, alluring golden blonde. Get the
new
— Shampoo
and Rinse combination. There is
a newBlondex
1 Oc size
— at all stores.
THE BLONDE
HAIR SHAMPOO
^BLONDEX
AND RINSE112
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It's been mony a day since a company
enjoyed themselves as did this one while
making a flicker. Barbara Stanwyck is a
favorite with everyone on the lot, from office
boy to director, in spite of the practical
jokes which she ploys on them. "Puh-lease,
soft directors
peddle onbefore
the guffaws"
was started
heard from
the
the cameras
rolling. So constant — and so good — were the
wisecracks that went on daily, that a prop
man decided to record the chatter unbeknownpletionto hethe
cast. On
the picture's
com-of
presented
Barbara
with a set
records which revealed the idiocies of the
cost and prompted Miss Stanwyck to give
them a big party just to hear how witty
they were . . . Ned Sparks is commuting between Vancouver, B. C, and Hollywood these
days. He's recently purchased on estate up
there, being Canadian by birth and never
having quite got over it. It's on eight-hour
flight
points
and Ned's
morkef at between
present for
a plane
which inhetheintends
to pilot himself ... If you're interested in
the movie's idea of what constitutes a traffic
jam, it's two hundred people and seventy-six
automobiles. At least that's the number of
extras and cars hired for that jam scene in
this celluloider.
* Sworn

Enemy

(M-G-M)
This picture gets off to a good start, but
lets you down with a thud. Robert Young,
an ambitious law student, applies for a
job in a packing plant only to be beaten
up at the end of his first day's work by
a gang of racketeers when he refuses to
hand over the best part of his pay. When
the same gang wipes out his brother and
his boss, Robert gets to work in earnest
on the situation, aided and abetted by Lewis
Stone and Florence Rice. Mr. Stone has
spent the last several years getting madder
since he's
madder toat dothein racketeers,
and nothing
jail. And, naturally,
had

Florence Rice isn't wasting any love on
them, either. So, with the help of the
government and Nat Pendleton, they set
to work. And right here let us tell you
that it's Nat Pendleton's show from now
on. As the hulking, moronic prize-fighter,
Nat gives a noteworthy performance, topping every other in the film, Joseph Calleia is the gruesomely crippled leader of
the gangsters and certainly provides a
menacing element. The story builds up
to a terrific climax through a series of
hair-raising escapades — only to get the
racketeers cornered in a Turkish bath.
Preview Postscript
For that Lon Chaney act of Joseph Calleio's he actually used several of the Chaney

props which were in the studio wardrobe department. The canes, misshapen shoes and
weights which were used in his clothing to
give that peculiar dragging effect hod oil
been the personal property of the former
star . . , The hotel fire scene developed into
more of a realistic one than was really comfortable. Itis a city ordinance that whenever the studios wont to have a fire for o
scene, no matter whether it be a fire in a
stove or a ten-story building burnt to the
ground, the fire department must be notified and men sent out to keep an eye on
the activities. Consequently, ten stalwart
firem,en showed up on the set, but when
Florence Rice set a match to the curtains
the gouzy material flamed so quickly that
it took prop men, cameramen and cast,
too, to extinguish the conflagration . . . Between this and the steam both scene, Florence Rice soys she lost about eight pounds.
And she's one of the few in Hollywood who
tries desperately to gain poundage . . . Nat
Pendleton actually doesn't realize his own
strength. For one of the scenes in which he
is supposed to pound on a door for admittance. Not calmly went up and knocked
once, then on the second pounding he simply
knocked the door down. But Not has
interesting ways of preserving his strength,
F'rinstonce, on the set he always has his
volet sitting next to him to attend to anything of on exerting nature. His principal
duty is to turn pages of the newspaper for
his boss!_ When Nat finishes reading the
funny page, he hands the paper to the
volet
and it's
sooner and
saidsoys
than"sport
done. page"
Bob being
an hardly
astute
volet.
Mister

Cinderella

(Roach-M-G-M)
Here is Grade A slapstick if you can
take it. At any rate, you'll agree that
never has broad comedy been given such
elegant
trappings.
Hal Roach's
initial
venture into
feature-length
movies is
undoubtedly a success, since super-slapstick
was his aim. With this in mind, he hired
Jack Haley, Betty Furness, Arthur Treacher, Raymond Walburn, Monroe Owsley.
Kathleen Lockhart, Robert McWade and
several others whose talents are undeniable. As a setting for his gems, Mr, R,
has spared no expense on country mansion sets, swanky hotels and resorts.
Furthermore, he hasn't spared a single
Roach gag. After exhaustive research we
can't locate one missing — the police chase,
the bathing-suit loss while emerging from
the surf, the sprawling entrance at the
ball, etc., etc. But Jack Haley's finesse
is evident in even the most trying situation, while Betty Furness' characterization
of the aristocratic gal who falls for Barber Haley is sincere if somewhat appalling.
Arthur "Treacher, of course, is grand in a
too brief appearance as butler, Raymond
Walburn huffs and puffs in his best manner and the rest of the cast acquit themselves creditably. So, as we were saying,
if it's slapstick you're after, this is tops.
Preview Postscript
Rosino Lawrence makes her first important
appearance in this film, and shows a decided
chance for better ones, too. Having suffered
from infantile paralysis, Rosina was a cripple
all through her childhood. She loved donee
music and begged her mother just to let her
watch other girls taking dancing lessons. She
was so inspired that gradually she began to
move her legs and arms and after a long
time could out-dance any girl in her class,
ond soon joined a chorus where she outdanced them, too. Next she come to Hollywood
and danced
circles was
around
the "extras"
in a musical
sequence,
noticed
by the
director and soon was getting speaking roles
. . . Kathleen Lockhart soys she's still just
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a small-town girl at heart and would never
live in the city except that she happened to
marry Gene Lockhart who happens to loathe
small towns. Kathleen came to this country
some years ago and met Gene who proposed
to
her that
at once,
a numerologist's
report
with showing
the nameherKathleen
Lockhart
she would get much further ahead in the
world . . . Monroe Owsley used to go to
school back in Philadelphia with Jeanette
MacDonold — but neither knew much about
the other until they met in Hollywood years
later. Monroe hailed originally from Atlanta,
Georgia, then drifted to Philadelphia where
he tried working on newspopers for awhile
then decided to give the stage a trial. Now
he soys he's still a better newspaperman than
actor,
him. but can't make any editor agree with
* White Fang
(20th Century-Fox)
This celluloider glorifies Lightning, the
dog who was Buck's lady-friend wolf
in "Call of the Wild." Once more this
canine hero is called upon to face the
terrors of the North Country for his employers and for the eventual happiness of
Michael Whalen and Jean Muir. Lightning responds to the call with nobility and
despatch, howling through the Alaskan
wilderness in hot pursuit of such villains
as John Carradine and his ilk. With almost human understanding, and surely
without having read the script, he knows
that good old Michael Whalen didn't really
kill
Muir's
brother.
he isJean
several
up on
the restOnof this
the point
cast,
most of whom strongly suspect that
Michael committed the foul act. Let it be
said for Lightning that he is a dog's dog
and never loses hope. You can almost see
the satisfied smile on his face when
Whalen's neck is transferred from the
caresses of the noose to those of Miss
Muir. "White Fang" is sometimes exciting, but mostly borders on burlesque.
It's a barking picture that has no bite.

There

is no longer any excuse for

giving-in to
periodic
pain! It's
oldfashioned
to suffer
in silence,
because
there is now a reliable remedy for such
suffering. Some women who have always had the hardest time are relieved

Preview Postscript

by Midol.
Many who use Midol do not feel one

"The Call of the Wild" proved such an
excellent midsummer picture last year with
movie fans who complained it was "too hot
io sit through a picture" that Fox decided
to follow it up with this flicker. That touch
of frost-bitten air does the trick. However,
there wasn't enough of that kind of ozone
while the picture was being filmed, causing
considerable difficulty to the company. A
turn of extremely worm weather at Truckee,
where the cast was on location to shoot the
snow fields, forced them back to Beverly Hills
within a week. So more than three acres on
the studio lot were turned into northland
scenery: This meont lots of synthetic snow
and for this purpose the production staff resorted to the old reliable — gypsum. It's impossible to tell gypsum from the real thing,
unless you happen to have ordered it. Four
tons of this chemical were strewn around the
lot and for falling snow there was the other
old reliable — bleached corn flakes . . . Lightning, star of this epic, is a giant German
shepherd and grandson of Strongheart, one
of the earliest and most famous of canine
stars. Lightning goes through his histrionic
activities with amazing ease. His owner, Earl
Johnson, reads the script carefully, determines what the dog is to do in addition to
his current tricks and teaches the new things
to him in less than four days of intensive
training. No oral commands are fired at
this dog. Johnson directs him simply by
flicking his fingers and moving his arms. All
well-trained movie dogs are taught to mean
it when they fight, and for this reason precautions were taken in fight scenes when
Lightning ottacks Carradine. A leather arm
sleeve half on inch thick just barely protected
the actor from the dog's savage grip.

twinge
of pain,
evenentire
a moment's
discomfort
duringor the
period.
So, don't let the calendar regulate
your activities! Don't "favor yourself"
or "save yourself" certain days of

every month! Keep going, and keep
comfortable — with the aid of Midol.
These tablets provide a proven remedy
for the relief of such pain, so why endure suffering Midol might spare you?
You can get Midol in a trim little
aluminum case at any drug store. Then
you may enjoy a new freedom!
Midol's relief is so swift, you may
think it is a narcotic. It's not. And its
relief is lasting; two tablets see you
through your worst day.
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before
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STOPPED
IN
ONE MINUTE
Are you tormented with the itching tortures of eczema
rashes, athlete's foot, eruptions, or other skin afiBictions? For quick and happy relief, use cooling, antiseptic, liquid D. D. D. Prescription. 40 years
H'orld-wide success. Its gentle oils soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaselees and stainless — dries fast.
Stops the most intense itching instantly. A 35c trial
bottle, at any drug store, proves it— or money back.
P>D>D>
PAeA^cA.Zfst'tfCryV
COMPLETE STORIES OF
LATEST MOVIE HITS IN
16 SCREEN
ROMANCES
ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS
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My American Wife
(Paramount)
I'Vancis Ledcrcr at his most roinaulic as
a foreign count ; Ann Sothern at her most
glamorous as his American wife; Billie
Burke at her most flighty as her managing motlicr, and Fred Stone very wholebeing hVed Old
Slone Lafe
. . . well,
don't
miss this heartedly
picture.
Cantillon,
wiio pushed across the country in an ox
cart and founded the town of Cantillon,
is horrified when he hears that his granddaughter has married one of them stuckup, no-count "furriners." He blames it,
riglitly,
in's fact
socially-ambitious
daughterin-law. onThe
that the furriner
is a
count only makes his ten-gallon hat sit at
an even wilder angle on his 100 per cent
American head. The whole town, headed
by the rest of the Cantillon tribe which
is never able to forget its financial and
social importance, turns out for receptions, balls, teas and parties in honor of
their titled visitor. Old Lafe sulks on his
rancli. But the Count fools them all. He
endures a few social functions, then he
discards his uniforms and full dress for
a pair of overalls and a checked shirt and
goes out to the ranch to talk to Old Lafe
about horses, cattle and ranching. He has
a fight at One-Eyed Pete's saloon, takes
to chewing tobacco, and earns the nickname of "Spike" from the amazed and delighted old pioneer. Of all the Cantillon
tribe, the Count turns out to be the most
genuine American. He even buys a ranch
and begins to put in alfalfa.

You

Know

Majesty'' s
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Ridgways

LOOK 10 YEARS YOUNGER — Bf?USH WAV

SUCH a remark might well have
been spoken in some cultured English home long j'ears ago, for the tea
that the great Queen Victoria drank
had been blended to her taste by the

GRAY
HAIR
# Quickly and safely you can tint those streaks of
gray to lustrous shades of blonde, brown or black.
BROWNATONE and a small brush does it. Used and
approved for over twenty-four years. Guaranteed
harmless. Active coloring agent is purely vegetable.
Cannot affect waving of hair. Economical and lasting
— will not wash out. Simply retouch as new gray appears. Imparts rich, beautiful color with amazing
speed. Easy to prove by tinting a lock of your own
hair. BROWNATONE is only 50c — at all drug and
toilet counters — always on a money-back guarantee,

quality tea house of the time — Ridgways (Est. 1836).
For almost 100 years Ridgways Teas
have been the world's foremost quality

WAKE

UVER
WITHOUT

UP

YOUR

teas. Queen Victoria's once private tea
is now sold to the public as Ridgways
"H.M.B.". For almost every taste

BILEand purse there is a —

CALOMEL

And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE liver should pour out t\\'o pounds of
liquid bile onto the food you swallow
every day. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your food doesn't digest. It just decays. Gas
bloats up your stomach. You get constipated.
Your whole system is poisoned and you feel
sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you feel "up and up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25c
at all drug stores.
199S. C M CO
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Ridgways
PRAISED
FOR
While in England, Walter
Wanger signed Joan Bennett to
amind
nicecutting
contract,
so she didn't
her vacation
short
to do "Wedding Present," finishing her Paramount contract.
Here she is alighting from an
American Airways plane.

THE

WORLD

Tea
OVER

ITS FLAVOR

Ask Your Grocer or Get By Mail
Send check or money order to Ridgways Inc.. 230 West
Street. New York City, specifying blend desired. Prices
quoted Include parcel post delivery.
□ Ridgways Orange Label..
1 lb. $1.10
also in iO(*, '4 and Vz lb. sizes at retailers.
□ Ridgways Gold Label
1 lb. $1.20
□ Ridgways Blue Label
lib. $0.90
Ridgways 5H.M.B
O'clock
lib.
$1.10
□□ Ridgways
lib. $1.40
□ Ridgways Darjeeling
1 lb. $2.00
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{Continued from l>age 97)
Francis Lederer is still the good provider
of Hollywood. You may recall a couple of
months ago that Francis sent members of
the press sacks of cabbage from his ranch,
holding out a promise at the time that we
would hear from his apricots as soon as
they were ready. Well, good news! Last
month the apricots were good and ready,
and we got them, in a basket all wrapped
in cellophane, with a little note from Francis
saying here they were, and adding, "Next
time it will be 'nuts to you'!" There's only
one thing you can say to that, and we're
not going to say it.
The latest thing in Hollywood is party
insurance. If you're planning a party, a
solicitor will insure you against anything
and everything. If a guest decides to fill
your swimming pool with the champagne
you bought for the affair, if someone
roasts marshmallows over your flaming
grand piano, if a charming dropper-in
tries out her skull on your staircase, you
simply phone the company and they pay
for everything. Our prediction is that the
firm will be bankrupt in six months, but
they're optimistic about the future. They
say they'll even insure a Lombard party.
Afterof the
most
the "Rhythm
attentiononofthetheRange"
crowd preview
outside
the theatre went to Bob Burns and Martha
Raye, whose comedy was the best thing in
the picture. It was easy for Burns to take,
for the sage of Van Buren, Ark., stands six
feet two and can hold his own. Little
Martha Raye, however, found herself engulfed in a sea of admirers. It was all
pretty swell until she squirmed her way
out of the crowd and discovered she was
minus her purse and $200 worth of joolry.
The price of fame!

Jane Withers' puppet show last month
was a decided success. She invited producer Sol Wurtzel and a number of studio
biggies and all her neighborhood pals to
the world premiere in her back-yard
theatre. But nature dealt a blow to drama,
for just as the curtain went up the rain
came down. Throwing tradition to the
wind, Jane decided the show couldn't go
on and led all her guests to the refreshments. Next day the postponed world
premiere went on before the same distinguished audience and, to the delight of
the actress-producer, there was also a repeat performance of the ice cream.
At The Fun House in Venice one night
recently the barker out front shouted to the
multitudes that Caiy Grant, Sally Filers,
Norma Shearer and Marion Davies were
inside. The crowd snickered, and passed
along. The guy was frantic, because the
stars he mentioned were actually in there.
He finally gave up in disgust, probably
mumbling that people are getting so they
don't believe
carnival
barker.anything — not even an honest
In spite of the rumors afloat that Anita
Louise is entertaining serious intentions
about this person or that, they're saying
she still casts an amorous eye in the direction of Ross Alexander. However, there's
mamma's objections to overcome, but Love
may find a Way.

FLEAS
CHEMIST

REPORTS

SKIP-FLEA KILLS
ALL FLEAS

HERE'S actual proof that Skip-Flea
will freesoap
youron dog
fleas.It Don't
use ordinary
yourof dog.
dries
and
irritates
his
skin.
Use
"Skip-Flea."
It soothes flea bites, destroys dog odor,
keeps coat in top condition and- kills
EVERY FLEA.
Or use the powerful "Skip-FleaPowder." Easy to apply. Guaranteed to kill
fleas. Big, sifter top tins. It doesn't
just stun fleas. It kills them all.

Write for your free copy of Sergeant's
famous book on the core of dogs. It may
save your dog's life. Write today.
Sergeant's Products are made of the
finest ingredients. Standard since 1879.
Sold by dealers everywhere.
Free Advice. Our Veterinarian will anquestions
about
your
S
P. dog's health.
Write swer
fully
giving
allKI
symptoms.
Polk Miller Products Corporation
1974 W. Broad St., Richmond, Va.
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100% Improvement Guaranteed
We
baild,
etrengthen
the mlent
organs —
not
unth
ifs-sono— but
byvocal
fundamentally
sound
and B\ngino
scieotifioally
exercises
and absolutely
guaranteecorrect
to improve
any Binffins. .
or
Bpeaking
voice
at
least
100%
.
.
.
Write yoa
for
wonderful
book—
free. Learn WHY
can now
havevoicethennder
voice17sent
yoo
sent
to anyone
unlesswant.signedNo byliterature
narent*
INSTITUTE,
Studio 7217
St., Chicago
^^^^^^^^PERFECT 64VOICEE. Lake

CORNS

Lustrous

Color for

FADED
HAIR
INSTANT

Relief

From

Remove your corns the modern, scientific, medically
safe way — with Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads. It's easy, quick
and sure. No danger of bloodpoisoning as with cutting
your corns, or risk of acid
burn that caustic liquids and
plasters so often cause. Apply
these soothing, healing, cushioning pads on sore toes
caused by new or tight shoes
and you'll stop corns before
they
can start.
Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads
are waterproof;
do
not stick to stocking. Sizes for
Corns, Callouses, Bunions and
Soft Corns. Sold everywhere.

Pain
/ Test Bottle \
\FREE )
Have ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Clear liquid is combed through
hair. Gray goes — streaks disappear. Color
wanted comes^ black, brown, auburn,
blonde. Nothing to wash or rub off on
clothing. Hair stays fluffy — takes wave or
curl. Get full-sized bottle from druggist on
money-back
Free
Test. guarantee. Or mail coupon for
FREE TEST^Vi'e send complete Test
Package Free. Snip off a lock of hair. Test it first
tills safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000
women have received this test. Mail coupon.

BUNIONS

DrScholli
Zino-pads

r— 2322
MARY
I
GoldmanT.GOLDMAN—
Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
Name.
Street .
City
Color of your hair? .

.State.
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Pretty Olivia de Havilland has managed to
side-step romance rumors, but here Scotty

caught

Just to prove that James Stewart doesn't date
Ginger Rogers all the time, here she is
dining at the "Troc" with Phil Huston, anher with James Blakeley beaming
other attentive swain.
admiringly upon her.

Not to be outdone by younger men-abouttown, Wally Beery takes his best gal to the
Trocadero, too. You're
right, it's blonde Mrs.
B. herself.

Speaking of "San Francisco," it may
surprise you to learn that Spencer Tracy,
who did such a swell job in the role of the
priest, originally turned down the assignment. He had been starred in "Fury," he
argued,
couldn't role
see why
should
accept a and
subordinate
in anyhe picture.
His bosses finally pinned him down, Tracy
took the role, and it turned out to be one
of
the best
he's that
donesometimes
on the screen.
It just
goes things
to show
even
your boss can be right.

Most of Hollywood's sympathy these days
goes to Director E. H. Griffith. He's directing
"Ladies in Love" and his cast includes
Constance Bennett, Janet Gaynor, Loretta
116

As for Luise Rainer, she seems to keep the
town guessing. What with Willie Wyler one
night and now, above, with Clifford Odets
dining at the Brown Derby.

Young and Simone Simon. Most any one
of these gals is a hard day's work for most
directors so everyone's wondering how E. H.
is doing with four of them. Our guess is
that the ladies will be trying so hard to
steal each other's scenes they'll forget
they're supposed to be temperamental.

During Richard Arlen's recent absence
in England his swimming pool became a
summer resort for all the kids in the
neighborhood. One day a future producer
aged 11, took over the place and charged a
dime admission, including the use of a
ladder to climb over the Arlen fence. The
.^.rlen caretakers wrote to Dick and got
this back : "Ban the promoter, but let the
other kids swim all they like. And if the

promoter happens to reform, let him in,
too." P. S. He reformed overnight.
Out of all the pictures made in Hollywood
from January to July, here, according to a
survey made by The Hollywood Reporter,
these were the ten biggest money-makers;
"Mutiny on the Bounty," "Follow the Fleet,"
"Rose Marie," "San Francisco," "Wife vs.
Secretary," "Captain Blood," "Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town," "The Littlest Rebel," "Modern Times" and "The Magnificent Obsession." Among the no-profit group were:
"The Princess Comes Across," "Love Before
Breakfast," "One Rainy Afternoon" and
"Dancing Pirate." And the low for the
season was Hecht and MacArthur's "Soak

Printed in tlis U. S. A. by Art Color Printing Company, Dunellen, N, J.
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lips are a Savage red,

tKe spirit of jungle adventure prevails . . . and hearts
too easily are caused to skip
a beat! For, tlie five Savage
reds were purposely created
to be exciting. And tliey are!
But, it's folly lor lips to
tempt unless their caress
proves

warm,

moist

and

tender. So . . . Savage Lipstick also softens lips . .
makes tlicm softer even than
Nature does; assurance that
Savage lips will always fulfill the promise tlieir Savage
color makes.

And

Savage is really indelible, too. It clings sav-

agely ... as long as lips are
wished to lure... and longer.
None

other is like Savage!

Select from these five shades :
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BLUSH • JUNGLE
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Many smokers have chosen Lucky Strikes simply because
they taste better. Then as the days go by they -t^ense that
Luckies make smoother going for their throats— that they
are a Light Smoke. Certain acids and other heavy, harsh
irritants naturally present in all tobacco are removed
by the famous process — It's Toasted." Only Luckies
are "Toasted." Smoke Luckies to your throat's content.
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She evades
tt's only human nadestroy her
1. ture to wait breathlessly for such a lovely girl to turn her
proud head— to reward your admiration
with the glory of her smile!
And it's only human nature to resent
it, like a physical blow, when she does
turn, when she does smile— and all her
loveliness turns to ashes! For when a
smile betrays dull and dingy teeth— tender and ailing gums— no glory of eyes or
hair can save loveliness.
NEVER NEGLECT "PINK TOOTH B«USH"
Too many soft foods . . .too little work and
resistance for the natural health of our

SCREEN

all close-ups ... Dingy teeth and tender gums

tle extra Ipana into
charm... She ignored "PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
your gums every time
you brush your teeth! For Ipana is esteeth and gums— there are the reasons
pecially designed to help your gums as
why that dental warning "pink tooth
brush" is so often in evidence.
well as clean your teeth. You'll soon notice an improvement in the health of
And for the sake of your own loveliyour
gums. New circulation wakens lazy
ness and your own health— if you see that
tissues. Gums grow stronger. They feel
"tinge of pink" on your own tooth brush,
see your dentist. You may be in for serious
firmer. They look better. And they'll certainly be far safer from the threat and
trouble. But he is far more likely to exdanger of serious gum troubles.
plain the menace of our "modern menus"
The first ten days of Ipana and mas—to tell you to take better care of your
sage will show an improvement. And
gums, to give them more exercise. And he
thirty
days will convince you that you
may tell you— he often does— to switch to
Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.
should have changed to this modern, sensible health measure long ago.
Play safe— get Ipana today. Rub a lit-

°'""""t"eeth and 9""^^
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dentist s a ss
.
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BAA, BAA, BLACK SHEEP
Comedian Joe Penner has changed stooges!

Robert Mcllwaine

WE

• Feel dizzy, headachy? Skin sallow and
inclined to break out? These may be signs
that the system needs clearing out. Millions now enjoy freedom from the misery of constipation. For an ideal laxative
has been found — a dainty white mint-flavored tablet. Its name is FEEN-A-MINT.

SALUTE "DODSWORTH"
Modern Screen's Medal Award picture for the month
SOUTHERN
CHARMER
Juliette Lalne
What you should know about lovely Gail Patrick
BACHELORS BY CHOICE
Mack Hughes
Why are these rich and famous gents still single?
MYRNA TALKS ABOUT MARRIAGE
Virginia T. Lane
An exclusive interview with Bride Myrna Loy
HOLLYWOOD FRIENDSHIP NO. 1
Nanette Kutner
About those pals, Shirley Temple and Bill Robinson

NUTE WAY!
hree minutes
of chewing
malce the
difference

• Just c/ieit; FEENA-MINT, the laxative that comes in
delicious chewing gum. Chew it for 3 minutes—longer ifyou like. The chewing
makes the difference! FEEN-A-MINT
brings blessed r-e-l-i-e-f. Used by
15,000,000 people of all ages. Non-habitforming. Convenient. Economical.
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• Again able to enjoy life! All accomplished without griping, nausea, or disturbance of sleep. No upset stomach due
to faulty elimination. No splitting constipation headache. No medicine taste. So
try FEEN-A-MINT yourself — the cool,
mint-flavored chewing-gum laxative that
is winning thousands
of new users daily.
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Hester G. Robinson

DON'T TRY TO BE A CLOTHES HORSE!
A glimpse into the fall wardrobe of Gertrude Michael
Short

42
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HE GETS AWAY WITH MURDER!..
And Jimmy Stewart is the first to admit it
HAND-ME-DOWN GRETCHEN
Loretta Young says it was no fun being "little sister''
"WOMEN ARE TROUBLE"
So says Stuart Erwin — and he claims to know
FRANKLY FOOLISH
Ida Lupino's existence is anything but dull
AFRAID TO BE HIMSELF
Paul Muni would like to do a Garbo, but — ■
CHILD OF DESTINY
Introducing Simone Simon, French tornado
AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
Our beauty expert gives you valuable tips
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Julia Shawell
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to say STORY
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Read how
affected
their lives
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METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Production^

This page looks like a "Who's Who" of Holl5rwood ! Imagine seeing four of your favorite
screen stars in one grand picture! The story was so good that M-G-M decided to make a real
film holiday of it by giving it this ALL-STAR cast. The result is a gay, sparkling, romantic,
de luxe production in the best M-G-M manner— and that means the tops in entertainment.
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PATTERNS
both

patterns

Here are two new
models to set your
needles flying — one a
stunning wool street
dress, the other a riewlooking afternoon silk.
3338 — A distinctive
version of the classic
coat dress in plaid
rabbit's wool with
button - down -the -front
detail and a pert flare
to the skirt.
2907— A black satinback crepe with collarless neckline and
unusual sleeves with
fullness concentrated
at the wrists. And
again a flare to the
skirt. Both patterns in
sizes 14, 16, 18 years
and 36, 38 and 40 inch
busts.

MODERN SCREEN Pattern Service
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N.
I am enclosing
(in coin or United States
stamps)
for which please send me the following:
Pattern No .'.
size
Pattern No
Size
Do you Want our new Fall and Winter Fashion Book?
Patterns are 15c each. Books 10c when ordered with
pattern;
15c outside
when ordered
PatternsBooks
are 20c
if you live
ofpattern.
the separately.
United
States.
20c
separately,
15c withstamps
No foreigni
or Canadian
accepted.
Street Address
City and State
(Please Print)
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'Oiwin' is Brookl
old Anglo - Sax
To the bride and. neic
and milk-toasty Erwin
' Oiwin' — the horse-pii
bookmakers financial [
Jersey ... but a Hyde-(

NOW

it can be told ! Nearly every star comedian

wanted

in Hollywood

to play 'Oiwin'. "I'll buy the play," said one . . ."I

don't want any salary. Just give me the chance and a percentage,"
said another world-famous funnyman . . . But Warner Bros, decided to give this coveted

acting plum

because he was the best-known

to Frank McHugh— not

actor to do 'Oiwin' — but because

in their opinion he was by far the best suited. How
be they made

this choice when

glad you'll

you meet 'Oiwin' on the screen!

A candid
of 'Oiwin'.
. as
the
marvel camera
of the study
ages picks
a long . shot
and almost wrecks the betting industry.

"IOiwin
Just love
a bettin' man,
. . . especially
if he
keeps winning all the time.'
COMING
THREE

"Oiwin, aireyou
madewant
us millions .. . we
to do
some little thing for you.'

Every time 'Oiwin' looked at
a racing sheet the book'
makers took more aspirin.

SOON!
MEN

Conceded to be the greatest
comedy hit in ten years, now
in its second capacity year on
Broadway and being played
in four countries, by ten
companies to thousands of
hilarious crowds everywhere !

ON

A

HORSE

A MERVYN LEROY
Production with
FRANK
McHUGH
JOAN
BLONDELL
GUY KIBBEE • CAROi.
HUGHES • ALLEN JENKINS
SAM LEVINE • TEDDY HART
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BAA.

WHAT

BAA.

BLACK

Joe's

changed

Yep,

his

cinema

duck

is

now

SHEEP

stooges!
a

lamb

IS to be the fate of

As Joe related his experiences, a far away gleam
came into his eyes, as they

poor Emily Duck — that not
so famous cousin of Donald
Duck? Joe Penner, alone,

wrinkled at the corners suggesting asmile,
and we
wondered
what new,
amusing
incident he would relate.
"I guess," he began finally,

doesn't speculate. In fact,
he blithely tells all within
earshot that she's retired —
exiled to the rarified atmosphere of Long Island. Can
this mean she is to sufifer the
same dark death that is the

"I get twice the kick out of
my pictures being successful,
because in the old days I
never lasted at anything
more than a few weeks. I

lot of many a duck — just
another bird swimming in
brown gravy, and all to appease the appetite of the
fickle public?
When questioned regarding his future, Donald Duck
remained silent, steadfastly
refusing to utter so much as
one quack, undoubtedly preferring to await the incoming
mails to see if there can be
any news which will be good.
Padre Joe Penner admits.
"I've retired Miss Duck on a
nice pension, and have not,
as has been erroneously reported, relegated her to the
home for old ducks. You see,
I've become typed and that's
bad. Under the terms of my
latest contract I work with a
new and more appropriate

was the original Ail-American flop I After years in
vaudeville, I appeared in
several musical comedies,
but they were like the Arabs
•— after a few performances,
they quietly folded their
tents and disappeared into
"There was the 'Greenwich Follies,' which did run
the night."
a little longer than usual.
The best thing I can remember about even that is the
fact that I met Eleanor Vogt
—she was playing in the
show — and later married her.
And what a campaign I
staged to win her, for it was
The

with which Joe informed us that no longer

Penners

pedal

scenes of "Roamin'

accomplice
— a black
We marveled
at thesheep!"
casual
manner

Joe

B

Robert

would his long-time leadin'
lady be with him. New opportunities and bigger goals are
in the offing and so there is to be a newcomer to aid and
abet him in his tomfoolery.
"You know, I've just returned from Europe where
Eleanor and I had a wonderful time," Penner began,
adroitly changing the subject. "While we were in Paris,
'Collegiate' was playing, and all the French kids seemed
crazy about it. I got a big kick when they came up to me
and began jabbering away. I don't understand French,
but when they shoved a pencil and pad vmder my nose,
I knew that in any language that meant an autograph.
"The same thing happened in London and I sure was
grateful! It makes me feel that I'm earning my check
every Saturday, and not just hanging on the payroll be10cause I've got them on the dotted line."

around

between

Around."

Mcllwaine

no easy job to convince Eleanor I wasn't a total flop !
"After that I appeared in
several other shows, equally
short-lived. There were 'Tattle Tales,' 'The Vanderbilt

Revue,' and 'East Wind.'
They were usually on and of¥ so soon that I hardly knew
I was in, before I was out again. However, just when I'd
think I was definitely finished, something would turn up
and I would get another chance. Guess I've been pretty
at that!"
lucky
It was
at this crucial period in Penner 's career that
Emily Duck came into prominence, attaining star billing
long before her now famous cousin, Donald, had the
faintest idea of what the movie bug was. In fact, to him
it could easily have been a six-legged monster creeping
about in the dark of night.
"During one of my vaudeville performances, I happened to ask, 'Wanna buy a duck?' The remark brought
down the house. I used a straight man in the act and
broke in at intervals with,
(Continued on page 101)
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''Lucky
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secret

OUT LOM6
A60LIKE^AE^J
OiRLS WITH
SOFT, S/MOOTH
SKIN
I^
BUT ALWAYS1

BEFORE I 60
TO
BED, I USE
LUX TOILET
SOAP. ITS
LATMER
ACTIVE
STALE
PREVENfTS
A MAKE-UP
FRONA
i, \ THE PORES
f CHOKIM6

lIKE

MOST

ROUGE
but

GIRLS

AND

never

Cosmetic

I USE

POWDEfl.,
do

i risk

Sk\n,thanks

"'^7'OU can use cosmetics all you
X wish," says Loretta Young,
"yet keep your complexion exquisite with Lux Toilet Soap."
This simple beauty secret is making thousands of girls lovelier. Lux
Toilet Soap guards against Cosmetic
Skin — dullness, tiny blemishes, enlarged pores.
We

to"

are so sure you will be delighted with the results of this care,
we want you to try it free. Just
send a clipping of this paragraph
with your name and address to
Lever Brothers Co., Dept. 003
Cambridge,

Mass. By return mail

you will receive two full-sized cakes
of Lux Toilet Soap.
(This offer good in 17. S. and Canada onlyJ)

STAR OF THE 20TH CENTURY-FOX
PRODUCTION, "LADIES IN LOVE"
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Modem Screen's Hollywood Editor, Leo Townsend, presents our Medal
to those most importantlyconnected with the making of "Dodsworth." (Left
to right) Mr. Townsend,
Actor Walter Huston and
Director William Wyler.

WE

SALUTE

Modern
Screen
presents
its Award
'DODSWORTH
of Merit
to this fine entertainment

We

extend heartiest congratulations to all those who

contributed

to make "Dodsworth" a picture of which the industry may
proud, a picture which you cannot afford to miss.

well be

William Wyler, the director of this Samuel Goldwyn special,
Walter Huston and Ruth Chatterton, its most important players, each
comes in for high commendation and praise.
Modern

Screen will award

each month

a Medal

to the most out-

standing production about to be released, the film we feel will enhance the appreciation and enjoyment of the movie-mcfking art. Let
our Medal picture serve as your guide to the highest type of screen
entertainment available, and watch for its announcement each month.

Our Medal Award film, "Dodsworth,"
a Samuel
Goldwyn
Production, released through United Artists, reviewed
by Leo Townsend.
After an illustrious career on the stages
of New York, London and points East and
West, Sinclair Lewis' "Dodsworth," dramatized by Sidney Howard, comes to the screen
as one of the most engrossing and completely
satisfying motion pictures of the year. As a
play, "Dodsworth" relieved New York reviewers of on abundance of laudatory adjectives;
OS a picture it will receive nothing but the
12

highest praise from critics and audiences
alike.

panionship and a new life, Mary Astor is
quietly beautiful and sincere. Plaudits should
also go to Director William Wyler, who has,

First of all, Walter Huston's portrayal of
Sam Dodsworth is by far the year's finest
acting. Mr. Huston has been absent from
the screen so long one forgets his artistry.
"Dodsworth" will certainly establish him again
among the screen's ten best actors. In the
feminine lead, Ruth Chatterton plays Dodsworth's nagging wife with such honesty and
such understanding that one can feel audiences pulling for Sam when he finally walks

with "These Three" and now "Dodsworth,"
established himself as one of the screen's
most intelligent directors.

out on her. It is probably Chotterton's best
screen work. In the role of "the other
woman" to whom Dodsworth goes for com-

All in all, "Dodsworth" is THE GREAT
AMERICAN PICTURE. It is the engrossing
story of two Americans told with humor and
understanding. It is a definite achievement
in motion pictures. It is human, it is tremendously entertaining and it will thrill you
with its emotional ending. If there is such
aliterature.
thing in motion pictures, "Dodsworth" is

;l
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Gail

Pat-

rick's most burning

ambition.

It

cer-

tainly is unique!

Gail is from Alabama and she seems to
combine Southern allure with driving
Northern energy. She thinks that dignity
pays big dividends for a girl and tells
you exactly why.

SOUTHERN

CHARMER

I GUESS it's true, all right, what they say
about Dixie — only they don't say half
enough !
You see, all my life I've been hearing
raves about the charm, the beauty, the whathave-you, of the Southern gals. But I
didn't believe it.
Then all of a sudden I met Gail Patrick.
From that moment, needless to say, I was
perfectly willing to believe every word about
the charm, the beauty, and all the little
et ceteras.
Of course, I went to see her with an open
mind, but the results would have been exactly the same even if I'd been prejudiced
beforehand.
The first thing I discovered was that the
camera hadn't told us half the truth about
her. She is ever so much prettier in reality
than she is on the screen. Moreover, she's
not at all the sultry, languorous type. ■ She
has a vivid, alive look ; black hair that fairly
glistens with vitality ; brilliant, long-lashed
dark eyes, and a sparkling smile. Southern
softness and Irish vivacity ; that's the impression you get.
Yes, she's partly Irish — on her father's
side — and
the
family
name
is really
14

Gail has steadily worked her wcry up to leading
roles. Now she has the feminine lead with Lew
Ayres in the mystery thriller, "Murder with Pictures."

Fitzpatrick (the studio shortened it
for marquee purposes). Her mother
is an Alabaman, whose people have
been Southerners for generations.
at

We've been hearing that silly
phrase, "beautiful but dumb," so
much that we've come to believe it
and are always bowled over when we
find a girl who's just as clever as she
is gorgeous. Gail Patrick is one of
these. A campus belle who made
good in Hollywood. Still, she would
have made good in any other place,
or any other work, just as well and
just asthat
easily.
Don't have any doubts
about
!

8

are

"musts"

eman

aof

the

doctors

al axative

i

AFTER GRADUATING from high
school in her home town, Birmingham, Alabama, she went to Howard
College. Besides reigning at junior
proms she was improving each shining hour by winning no end of scholastic honors as well.
Howard College conferred upon
her the degree of Bachelor of Arts,
and she matriculated in law at the
University of Alabama. Her ambition then — and now — did not lie in
the direction of Hollywood at all.
Her big dream is to become a very
fine lawyer and eventually, Governor
of Alabama ! She has already set a
tentative date for her candidacy, and
though it's still a long way off, I

By

Juliette
L a i n e

don't in the least doubt she'll make it
— if by that time she still wants it.
Gail's entry in the Paramount
contest that brought her to Hollywood was purely a lark. In fact,
she felt so certain that nothing would
come of it that she insisted that the
studio furnish her a round-trip ticket
before she started !
She won the contest, but even so,
things
didn't
any liked
too rosy,
at first.
The look
studio
her. just
So
did everyone else. Yet every time
she was lined up for an important
role in a picture dat ole debbil.
Southern accent, would pop up and
spoil everything. However, instead
of crying about it or getting temperamental, Gail enrolled at the studio
school for a course of training. Then,
very cautiously, she began feeling her
way along in a string of minor roles.
With all this heavily intellectual
background, I could hardly ask her
the sort of questions I ask of a dizzier gal, and as an aura of dignity
seemed to envelop everything I've
ever heard {Continued on page 102)

YOUR
doctor's
concern product
is your
health.
And deepest
any medicinal
even remotely connected with your health
assumes great importance in his mind.
You will discover, for instance, that
physicians have a definite standard of requirements for a laxative before giving it
their approval. Read these 8 points carefully. They are very important.
WHAT DOCTORS REQUIRE OF A LAXATIVE:
It should
It should
It should
Its merit
time.
It should
It should
It should
It should

be dependable.
be mild and gentle.
be thorough.
should be proven by the test of
not form a habit.
not over-act.
not cause stomach pains.
not nauseate, or upset digestion.

For over 30 years mothers and grandmothers have given Ex-Lax to their children. Why? . . . Because the very qualities that make Ex-Lax an ideal laxative
for you are doubly important to a child's
welfare. Ex-Lax has proved so satisfactory in millions of cases that it has become
the largest-selling laxative in the world.
CHECK THE DOCTOR'S FINDINGS YOURSELF
Try Ex-Lax the next time you need a
laxative, and you will see how right the
doctor is. For Ex-Lax is mild and gentle.
It works thoroughly, but without the
slightest discomfort. You'll experience
no stomach pains, no nausea, no weak
"dragged down" feeling. And Ex-Lax will
not form a habit — you don't have to keep
on increasing the dose to get results.
A REAL PLEASURE TO TAKE

EX-LAX MEETS THE DOCTOR'S
REQUIREMENTS

Ex-Lax tastes just like pure, delicious
chocolate ... so different from harsh,

Ex-Lax checks on every point the doctor
looks for in a laxative. Not merely on one
or two. But on all the points that the medical profession includes in its code. You
can have no better proof of the confidence
Ex-Lax enjoys than the fact that many
physicians use it in their own hom.es.

nasty-tasting cathartics. It's the perfect
laxative for all — children and grown-ups
alike. All drug stores have Ex-Lax in
10c and 25c sizes. Or if you prefer to try
Ex-Lax at our expense, mail the coupon.

When

Nature forgets —
remember

LAX
THE ORIGINAL CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

j
EX-LAX
j TRY(Taste
this onATa OUR
penny EXPENSE!
postcard)
II Tinies-PIaza
Ex-Lax. Inc.. Station,
P. O. BoxBrooklyn,
170
N. T.MM-iie
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I I want to try Ex-Las. Please send free sample.
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I
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I
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Age

|
^
I
|
I
i

1^ (If j'ou live ia Canada, write Ex-Lax, Ltd., Montreal) j
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(Left) Nelson Eddy wouldn't ask any
woman to share the gypsy existence he
leads, what with the continual whirl of
concert tours and movies that take up
most of his time.

(Below) Michael Bartlett is another singing star whom no female has yet been
able to lure to the altar. But unlike Mr.
Eddy, he's willing
if he
the right
girl.can only find

EVERY

SENSIBLE,

upright young man

is saving up

for a rainy day, a roadster and a wife. If he hasn't the
latter, you may be sure it is invariably because of money
— or the lack of it. Occasionally, of course, he has not
had an opportunity to meet the girl. But, armed with
a pocketbook, it usually isn't difficult to go places and
get acquainted. So, nine times out of ten, when a gentleman from Cadiz, Ohio or Bangor, Maine is unwed, it's
due to little cash or less chance to find a prospective
Missus.
But there are Hollywood men enjoying single blessedness because they zvant to. Bachelors by choice. There
are many young women who would deem it a pleasure
to tread the bridal path with Nelson Eddy, Cesar Romero,
Brian Aherne or Michael Bartlett, if the aforementioned
gentlemen would only ask 'em. But these Lotharios,
with fame and fortune and "'what it takes" to get a wife,
have so far intentionally escaped matrimony — and for
reasons which they will discuss.
It isn't too easy to get Nelson Eddy to expound on
any subject, but, having finished "Maytime" and while
getting set for a forthcoming concert tour, Mr. Eddy not
only did a little holding forth, but actually talked about
the ladies.
GOD BLESS 'EM," said Nelson, and strictly on the
reverent side, too. Nope, there was no implication of
"and keep 'em — for somebody else" either.
"I'm not only an actor, but worse yet, a singer. Can
you imagine a woman putting up with a singer? Great

guns ! I can't smoke. My voice. I can't stay up late
at parties. My voice. I can't hang around in the night
air. My voice. Some fun ! I'm married already. Yes,
you've guessed it— to my voice. It's my chief concern.
It's my only concern. And while I have it— and a singing voice is very fickle — I plan to take care of it, to
devote all my time and everything I've got to it.
16

"Besides the voice, there are tours — concert, movies,
opera. All over the place. Different cities different weeks.
Would it be fair to ask a woman who is naturally interested in a home — and what woman isn't or shouldn't be
— to share this gypsy existence? It would not. Even
though the gypsying might be done at the best hotels, it
would be a hardship. No, I'm not going to think of
marriage until I can afford to get mad and shout. You
see, I can't even afford a decent outburst of temper now.
Yes, you've guessed it. My voice."
Well, a voice may be a very fine and lucrative asset,
ljut you can see, too, that it has its definite drawbacks.
So, let us shout for a strong, wind-breaking cigar and
get on to Cesar Romero.
Cesar is every girl's dream of romance. He is Latinlooking and, what's more, Latin acting. That seems to
be the important point. On the screen, he invariably wins
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handsome! Still he seems
slated
for bachelorhood.
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HILDA WADE
at all, your skin wiU have a loveliAum.t%
ness all the world can admire.
her picture. This gracious bride

has a perfect complexion — smooth,

the gal in the last reel, but off the
screen, he claims it's quite different.
Indeed, his lack of success in this
direction has given him an inferiority complex. But let him tell it.
YOU
SEE," confessed Romero,
"I've been jilted and — not only once.
It seems that I'm the pal type. Awful,
isn't it? But true. I'm the guy whom
the girl asks how she can get the
other guy. At first, I thought it was
a gag. But when a few of them
asked me, I began to wonder. They
treat me mostly like a brother and
seldom as a beau. Why, didn't Sally
Blane marry {Cont'd on page 102)

clear, fresh. "A tribute to Camay's
excellent care," she says.
Your skin, too, should have
Camay's perfect care. For Camay
has a mild, gentle way of bringing

The magic of Camay ? Its mildness. Camay is definitely, provahly
milder than other leading beauty
soaps. Try Camay today. Order half
a dozen cakes. Its price is very low.
Let Camay bring your loveliness to light.

out the true loveliness of your complexion. Camay's creamy,rich lather
soothes the skin. Camay's tiny bubbles work energetically — cleansing
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Frankly, I think we movie-goers would
enjoy being taken unawares occasionally.
•— Dawn King, Washington, D. C.

Since it is a well-established fact that
the American public likes to be fooled,
one wonders why Hollywood is falling
into the habit of dead-give-away casting.
No one expects to go to a "David Copperfield" or a "Romeo and Juliet" and
come away surprised at the outcome, but
one does expect a new story from the
usual run of Hollywood outputs and, what
is more, one wishes to be uncertain about
the outcome.
There's the Fred MacMurray formula,
for instance. Fred always gets the girl
and I find it hard to work up any suspense even when the heroine seems about
to capitulate to some star of equal rank,
as in "Hands Across the Table," "Reckless," and "The Bride Comes Home."
Walter Connolly, the perennial genial cop,
never makes an arrest that arouses sus-

ME..
N'
Write us a letter and win a prize!
Choose your own movie topic — here ore
some suggestions: Why you enjoy hearing screen stars on the radio, the best
screen performances you've seen recently,
movie-boners, books you'd like to see
picturized, the best technicolor film
you've seen to date, etc. Ten dollars in
prizes are awarded each month for the
six most interesting letters submitted —
1st prize, $5; five 2nd prizes of $1 each.
Send your full name and address. Modern Screen reserves the right to publish
letters in whole or in port. Address:
Between You and Me, Modern Screen,
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

$1.00
To

Spencer Tracy stole "San
Francisco" right from
under the noses of Jeanette MacDonald and
Clark Gable, claims a
South Dakota girl.
$1.00
The

Case

Prize
Against

Prize

Jean

Letter

Harlow

Exit platinum coquette.
For Harlow now has gone brownette.
The sun that made her locks shine bright
Now ridicules its mousey plight.
This ordinary brownish pate
Replaces that which made her great.
Ah, yes, our Jean is growing pure,
Each picture sees her more demure.
Go siren ! Enter girls with souls !
soon be IBreakfield,
playing Gaynor's
roles.Texas.
—She'll
jM. Roberta
Houston,

Letter
Mr. Tracy

Mr. R. People has brought suit against
Spencer Tracy, accusing him of picturestealing. The case continues, People on
the stand, the District Attorney questioning him :
"Where did you see Mr. Tracy pictureA South Carolina mother
puts in a plea for cartoons
that the kids will really
enjoy. Another "Three
Little Pigs," f'rinstance.
pense in my bosom, for Mr. C.'s arrests
are always packed full of human understanding and I know that the hero will
not suffer at his liands. Likewise, Lionel
Stander can't scare me, for all the threatening mugs he makes behind a gun. I
know now that only the two Bruces, Cabot and Barton, ever harm the heroine.
Henry Stephenson may storm through
dozens of feet of intricately plotted film
without arousing any anxiety, for we know
him to be kind at heart, generous and
tactful.
Of course, any girl cast with William
Powell must go through a number of
cold shoulders, lockings out of his apartment, and other manifestations of his complete indifference to her charms. But in
the end he has been in love with her all
along and his brusqueness only hid a bashful heart overflowing.
18

"In 'San Francisco.' "
stealing
"From ?"whom?"
"Right from under the noses of Jeanette MacDonald and Clark Gable."
"Any others?"
"No ! Isn't stealing a picture from those
two cinema favorites enough?"
"What time did the actual theft take
"I was suspicious of him around 8 :30
p.m. but by 10 :30, I was positive."
"How was Mr. Tracy dressed?"
?"
"In black,
like a priest."
place
"Any queer actions?"
"Yes, he acted so much like a priest
that if I hadn't known he was Spencer
Tracy, I'd have gone to Confession right
then
there."
"Anyandother
witnesses to the Tracy pilfer"A whole theatre full of them that night,
would have been more, only they had to
turn
Thethem
case away."
went to the jury. Judge Public
handed
ing?" down the verdict : "Spencer Tracy,
you are hereby found guilty of being the
greatest picture-stealer of all ages. You
are therefore sentenced to hard labor on
the M-G-M lot." — Helen Noteboom, Selby,
S. D.

A Texas reader wants the
Harlow of old to return,
for the platinum locks and
siren roles suited glamor"T."
Jean to aLetter
$1.00 ousPrize
The

Autograph

Problem

My hobby is autograph collecting. About
fifty per cent of the stars I write to take
the trouble to answer. A few of those who
have sent personally signed photos to me
are Helen Mack, Spencer Tracy, Harvey
Stephens and Bette Davis. Several others
responded with courteous notes and enclosed
the requested autographs. Among these
were Madeleine Carroll, Jean Arthur, Julie
Hay don and Joe E. Brown.
Miriam Hopkins and Katharine Hepburn
ignored my desire for signatures, but en-

MODERN
closed price lists for purchase of their
photos.
Many letters are addressed to the studios
and do not reach the pla_vers for some time
and often the star is engaged in a picture
and cannot take the time to answer immediately. These delays must be expected
but when a star fails to make any acknowledgement whatsoever of the letters and
gifts the loyal public sends, then the fans
must come to the conclusion that some
stars do not deserve the support of the
public which, after all, is responsible for
the huge salaries they receive. — Harvey
Helen Lewis, Sioux City, Iowa.
$1.00
Cartoons

Prize

a&ou£

SCREEN

freclerics

PERMANENTS

Letter

for Children?

A short time ago I took my five-year-old
son with me to a local theatre. When a
colored cartoon was shown, he was immensely pleased, as were several other children near us. The cartoon was "Who
Killed Cock Robin?" I may be wrong, but
I'm under the impression that those pictures are primarily to amuse children. If
that is true, then it failed.
I heard several half-grown boys behind
me snickering as "Jenny Wren," a parody
of Mae West, with a high bust, wiggling
hips and a sexy voice, flirted with the
Judge, and later indulged in a kiss with
Cock Robin. The smaller children merely
looked puzzled and disappointed with the
whole thing.
Please have more cartoons like "The
Three Little Pigs," "Water Babies," etc.,
unless, of course, I'm wrong and those comedies are for grown-ups and not for little
children. — Mrs. E. DeLamater, Charleston,
S. C.
$1.00

Prize

Letter

Nelson Eddy at Home
I want to tell you how Nelson Eddy was
received here in his home town during a
recent concert tour. Thousands of people
had gathered in the Metropolitan Theatre
to hear him sing. The buzz of their excited
voices was drowned out by the thunderous
applause which greeted Mr. Eddy as he
came on the stage with Theodore Paxson,
his accompanist, and Governor Theodore
Frances Green. The latter said that he
considered it an honor to have been chosen
"the one of us" (that's how he expressed
it) to introduce the baritone to "the all of
us."
Then Mr. Eddy said, "Ladies and gentlemen, and all you school chums out there,
I came here with a big chest, but now I
can't help feeling a little humble and modest. A long time ago a little girl said if
I ever came back to Rhode Island some
day she'd give me a kiss, and there was a
little boy who promised me a sock on the
nose. As for that kiss, I'm hoping for
success before the evening's over." And
he preluded his singing with, "I'm a little
nervous, but I'll do the best I can."
"The Song of the Flea," in particular,
was delightful because of the comical grimaces Nelson made as he sang it. His rendition of "Evening Star," too, brought
down the house with applause. And everyone admired him for the generous way in
which he shared the applause with his accompanist, who also rendered a solo. —
Betty Seidel, Providence, R. I.
HONORABLE

EVELYN VENABLE — LoKeZy Motion Picture Star
Frederics Vita-Tonic and Vitron Permanent
Waves may cost a trifle more than "cheap" nondescript
permanents, but you will find, by actual count, that
more of your friends have Frederics Permanents than
any other kind. And here is why:
When you have a Frederics Permanent your hair is
waved "naturally" — gently. The deep, soft, lovely waves
and enchanting curls are radiantly beautiful, flattering,
becoming. Easy to arrange for day and evening.
By a new system of thermostatic heat control, Frederics waves your lhair with less than one-half the heat
formerly required. None of the natural oils are extracted
from your hair. That's why Frederics Permanents last
so much longer — why they are 50% cooler.
Beware of "cheap" permanents. These harmful processes contain dangerous and injurious chemicals. They
require excessive heat which leaves your hair harsh, dry,
brittle and unmanageable.
Send for a list of Authorized Frederics Salons in your neighborhood and
let, ''There's A Big Difference in Permanent Waves." Include 10c in silver
send you a beautiful, translucent cigarette lighter (purse size).
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Be sure that 30 or more of
these genuine Vita-Tonic
and Vitron Wrappers are
used on your hair. Insist on
their use for your own protection! Sample Wrappers to
take with you when going
for your Frederics Permanent
will be sent on request.
our interesting bookor stamps and we will
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MENTION

Shirley Too Fat?
It is plain to see that before long Shirley
Temple will be entirely too fat if something isn't done about it. People speak of
{Continued on page 104)
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Talc
Here's America's best-loved talcsoft and fine ; fragrant and fresh as a
rain of tiny flower petals. April
Showers is sheer after-bathing delight! Soothes and smooths the skin
—gives you that all-over feeling of
luxury and delight. Yet this superb,
imported talc is inexpensive.
The standard size is on sale at
the standard price of 28<j: at fine
stores everywhere.
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after which Jeanette had a more important role in
NOTE: larThe
following
are printed
by popudemand.
They biographies
are the ones
most frequently
"Tangerine." Her first real success came with a
requested during the last month by readers who
leading
role in for
"Fantastic
broughtIn
her
a contract
a series Fricassee"
of musical which
comedies.
have sent in the coupon at the end of the article.
1930 Maurice Chevalier picked her to play opposite
Each coupon has been tabulated, so if you have
him
in "The Love
has been
requested matically
any responsible.
of these, kindly consider yours autoa HoUywoodite
ever Parade."
since. Sheandis 5Jeanette
feet 5 inches
tall,
weighs
120
pounds
and
has
red-gold
hair
and
green
GINGER ROGERS: IjancinK won GinRcr her cliance in
eyes. She likes to meet new people, see new places,
the movies, and dancing has pushed her straight to
is fondatre.ofShe plays
swimming,
dancing,
the thethe top of the ladder. Born Virginia Katherine
the piano,
reads riding
mysteryandnovels
and
McMath on July 16, 1911. in Independence. Mo., she
collects tiny figures playing musical instruments.
spent lier girlhood at Fort Worth, Tex. It was there
Oddly enough. Miss MacUonald has never become
that she attended school and at the age of 15 won
the Texas Charleston Contest. She was given a 4
a Mrs., but she's engaged now to Gene Raymond
and lady's
the wedding
will
soon. "Sanis Francisco"
weeks'
vaudeville
then came
to New York
the
latest,Nelson
and beEddy.
"Maytime"
scheduled
foris
where she
joined a contract,
stock company
in Brooklyn.
Next
her.
again
with
Her
address
is
Metroshe was signed for "Top Speed." a musical revue, and
Gold wyn-Mayer Studios. Washington Blvd., Culver
from there went into the New York Company of "Girl
City, Calif.
Crazy" which ran 45 weeks. This resulted in GinDIANA
WYCLIF.
Japan— lately.
Yes, Ricardo
Cortez
ger's being signed to a movie contract, her first piclias been
workingKyushu.
in pictures
He recently
Manhattan"
in 1930.
is 5 ture
feetbeing5 "Young
inches Man
tall, of
weighs
115 pounds
and She
has
completed "Postal Inspector" and will be seen soon
red hair set oif by blue eyes. Dancing is her hobby,
in
"The Case
of the Black Cat," which is a Warner
Brotliers
i>icture.
she plays a fair game of tennis and is fond of riding,
swimming and golf. Edward Jackson Culpepper was
ERIC LINDEN: His is the story of a successful
her first husband, when slie was very young, and
"come-back,"
fact thatBorn
he's inpretty
Lew Ayres. from whom she is now separated, was
young
to have in
had spite
such ofan the
experience.
New
her second. They were married on November 14,
York City on September 14, 1911. of Swedish descent, young Linden attended the New York high
1934.
"Swing
Time"
is
her
most
recent
picture,
but
she is scheduled for a straight dramatic role in
schools and put in two years at Columbia University,
where he was one of the youngest students ever to
"Mother Carey's Chickens" after which she will
enroll. As a youth he worked at a variety of jobs
join at
Mr. RKO-Radio
Astaire againStudios,
in "Watch
Your Step."
Write
her
780 Gower
St.. Holly—
newsboy,
— but even
when
wood. Calif.
he errand
was 15boy.
he knew
theredelivery
were twoboy things
he wanted
most to be. They were actor and writer. While still
JOHN
BARRETT-LETENDRE,
Mont
Vernon.
N.
H.—
Fredric March. Elissa Landi. Claudette Colbert.
at Columbia, where he was Iiettering the latter talent,
Charles Laughton and Ian Keith were starred in
an agent ability
of theand"Theatre
Guildwith
discovered
his
dramatic
signed him
tliat group.
"Sign
of
the
Cross."
WAMPAS
stands
for
Western
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers. Mary Brian
For two years Eric worked with them, then went
was among the 13 Wampas Baby Stars of 1926. The
to Paris to play juvenile leads in three productions.
others were: Mary Astor. Joyce Compton, Dolores
In July, 1931 , -Hollywood claimed him and he made,
Costello. Joan Crawford, Marceline Day, Dolores Del
his
debutother
in "Are
These Our Children?"
Rio. Janet Gaynor. Sally Long, Edna Marion, Sally
several
theFollowed
disap-to
pointment successful
in love whichpictures
sent and
him then
to Europe
O'Neill,
V^era
Reynolds
and
Fay
Wray,
And
most
of these little girls made good!
"get away
all."roles
On just
his return,
appeared in a from
few it
small
to keep Eric
himself
DICK POWELL: Richard E. Powell crooned his f^rst
croon on November 14. 1904. in Mountain View,
occupied, then made up his mind definitely that he
wanted
a
new
start.
In
preparation
for
this
he
came
Ark. Just a country boy until he was 12. he and his
to New York for a stage production, then picked his
two brothers, Howard and Luther, had fine times
together till the day when the whole family took off
unforgettable
in "Ah,
the comefor Little Rock. Ark., where their education began in
back. Result —role
he now
has Wilderness"
a long term for
contract
with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. Washington Blvd.,
earnest. During grade school and college there,
Culver City, Calif., and recently completed a part,
Dick took up the art of saxophone, cornet and clarinet playing, besides which he sang in the church
in "Old Hutch." Right now he's scheduled to be
choir and at weddings and funerals. Next, he organseen 9 with
Cecilia
Parker in "In
His
Steps." brownFive
feet
inchesbrown
tall, Eric
pounds,
ized an orchestra, then made a fatal stab at vaudeeyes and
hair.weighs
He is140fond
of allhasoutdoor
ville in St.
hastening
Mil-a
sports and writing is his favorite hobby. His heart
dred
Maund Louis,
became thereafter
his wife and
life wenthome.
on until
is quite mended now. Perhaps Cecilia Parker has
visiting orchestra signed him to a contract and took
made it whole again.
him on tour. After that, Dick held various positions,
ending up as master of ceremonies in a Pittsburgh
LUCILLE
HUSTED,
Elyria.
Tibbett
is at present
working
on Ohio—
a new Lawrence
picture entitled
theatre
for
3
years.
The
talent
scouts
"got
him"
"LTnder
Your
Spell."
It
will
probably
be
released
and
in "1932HisDickhobbies
made his screenmusic,
debut flying,
in "Blessed
some time in November. The earthquake scene in
£vent.
golf,
swimming,
horseback include
riding, bridge and
football
"San Francisco"
has witnessed
caused a this
great disaster
deal of seem
dis-cussion.
Those who
games, to say nothing of making amateur movies.
He is 6 feet tall, weighs 172 pounds, has blue eyes
to agree, however, that the sound effects in the picand auburn hair. His first marriage was terminated
ture were reproduced excellently.
MERLE OBERON: Her real name is Estelle Merle
a long time ago. and now Joan Blondell seems to be
O'Brien
Thompson,
and sheonwasFebruary
born on19.the1911.
Frenchthe object
of his
affections.
"Stage
Dutch Island
of Tasmania
Her
"Gold
Diggers
of 1937,"
both with
Miss Struck"
Blondell andas
father was an English army officer, her mother Enhis leading
lady,
are
the
films
in
which
he
is
currently appearing. Write him at Warner Brothers
and French-Dutch.
Merle
school in
Bombayglish and
Calcutta. Tliere
she went
joined toa theatrical
Studios. Burbank, Calif.
society with which she sang and danced. When she
LORRAINE LEGATZKE. Chicago, HI.— Doubtless
was 17 her uncle took her to England. France, Italy
you're not the only one who's been wondering what
and Switzerland. She objected so strenuously to
has and
happened
to James
Here's the story.
He
his studio
had a Cagney.
violent disagreement
with
going home that he allowed her to stay, giving her
the result that Mr. Cagney has not made a picture
SlOO and a steamer ticket for home. Her money
since "Ceiling Zero." The matter is still unsettled,
gone
and ticket
"cashed
in"theMerle
accepted
a position
as chorus
girl in
Cafe finally
de Paris.
She
but meantime Jimmy has signed with a new indebegan to get extra work in the British movie studios,
pendent studio lor one picture and is scheduled to
was "discovered" by Alexander Korda, and was cast
make
"Great
Guy"
for
them
in
the
near
future.
JEANETTE MacDONALD: Jeanette has changed,
in several pictures. "The Private Life of Henry
VIII" bettered her chances. Then came "The Batcinematically
hasn't always
been a swell speaking.
actress andNota that
grandshesongstress,
but
tle." "Broken Melody." "The Private Life of Don
somehow her last two pictures with Nelson Eddy
Bergere"
was her
first
Juan" and finally "The Scarlet
Pimpernel."
"Folies
American
picture,
and
she
have given her a terrific boost with the fans. Born
in Philadelphia. Pa., on
has stayed here ever since.
Tune 18, 1907. she is of
Miss Oberon is 5 feet 2
Scotch-American descent.
inches tall, weighs 112
There she attended
pounds,
has chestnut
If you would like to see a brief synopsis
grammar school. but
and
hazel-green
eyes. hair
She
completed
her where
education
is superstitious, likes to
in New York,
her
of
your
favorite's
life
in
this
department,
read
biographies,
is
fond
fill
in
and
send
us
the
coupon
on
page
family
of animals and perfume.
the
aid moved.
of one of Through
her two
1 5. General questions, of course, will
sisters, then playing in
She has no hobbies, enalso be answered here. Those asked
sleep and
New Y' she
o r k obtained
musical a
Sincejoysshe
hasgood
beenfood.in
shows,
nnost frequently and the nnost interesting
Hollywood, David Niven
chorus job in a musical
ones receive first preference. And not
revue.
Then followhas beencort.her
constant
esThe
engagement
Some say
wedding
withing an"The
Night
too many at a time, please. Address:
bells
are
not
far
off.
UnBoat" company as a
Information Desk, Modern Screen,
der contract to Samuel
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
chorus study.
girl
and part
underGoldwyn Studios. 7210
A small
"Irene" came
next,in
Santa Monica Blvd., Hoi-

MODERN
lywood. Cal.. she is scheduled to make "Love Under
Fire"
with Brian Aherne and David Niven, as her
next picture.
EMELDA
Tulsa.William,
Okla.— Don't
let allEleanor
these
wells nUOOKS.
confuse you.
Dick and
Powell are absolutely no rel;ition to each otlier.
Paul
Muni He
was isboru
in Lembert;'.
Austria.
October
14, 1895.
married
BellaCity
I'iukel.
Cagney
was liorn
in New toYork
on JulyJames
17.
1904. Shirley Temple made her advent into this
world in Sania Monica, Calif., on April 23, 1929.
MICHAEL WHALEN: Wilkes-Barre. Pa.. was
.Micliael's birthplace
on aa lad
certain
Junein 30
some
twenty-odd
he lived
Altoona,
Pittsburijh, years
Readingago.andAsPottsville,
and was
given a
splendid musical education by his parents. For 10
years young Alike kept at the piano, but when he
was 1 7 and announced his intention of becoming a
professional musician his family objected. Hastily
they insisted that he go into business, getting him
a job in a Woolworth store. Two years later, when
he was 23, Michael had become manager of 3 Woolworth however,
stores simultaneously.
his father's
death,
Michael becameAfter
unhappy
in this
work, took to the piano again and finally resigned
to come
New York.
he was given
audition andtosigned
by EvaThere
Le Gallienne
for ana year.
Having a fine baritone voice, he next turned to radio,
but in 1932 decided to go to Hollywood. For three
years he tried to gain access to the studios unsuccessfully,things
meanwhile taking
ments to keep
going. various
Scouts theatrical
from the assignstudios
first spotted him when he played in a Los Angeles
production, then things began to break for him. He
was given three contract offers at one ime — and the
day he made his choice he had only 27^^ in his pockets.
On October 7, 1935, Michael started work in "Professional Soldier' ' and has Box
been 900.
underBeverly
contract
20th
Hills.to
Calif.,Century-Fox
ever since. Studios,
Six feet 2 inches
tall, he weighs
170 pounds and has dark brown hair and gray eyes.
For recreation lie swims and hikes, his favorite
color is green and he has several pet Sealyham dogs.
"Sing. Baby, Sing" is his most recent film, and he
will
seen next
in "The is Man
I Marry," with
Doris i;eNolan.
Mr. Whalen
not married.
VIRGINIA CHAPPLE, Greenfield, Ind. — Robert
Montgomery's most recent picture is "Piccadilly
Jim. he
" Joel
McCrea
that gentleman's
and
will be
31 on isNovember
5. 1905 isreal
the name
year
of bis liirth.
OHVIA DE HAVILLAND: Born in Tokyo, Japan, on
July 1, 1916. of English parentage. Miss de Havilland
was brought to America when she was 3 years old.
She lived in San Francisco, then Saratoga. Calif.,
where she attended grammar school, Notre Dame
Convent and the Los Gatos Union High School.
Her girlhood ambition was to become a teacher, an
author or an actress. Along with playing hockey,
public speaking and debating. Olivia appeared in
school theatricals. While emoting in the role of
Puck in "A Midsummer Night's Dream," one of
Max
Reinhardt'sHermia
scouts innoticed
her and signed
her
to understudy
the Then,
Hollywood
production of the same play.
GloriaBowlStuart,
slated to play Hermia, was recalled by her studio
for a picture, so little Olivia stepped into the role.
When Warner Brothers decided to make the picture,
she was assigned the same role. After that came
"Alibi Ike," "The Irish in Us," and finally "Captain Blood" in which she scored a hit. A good type
for costume roles, Olivia then went into "Anthony
Adverse" and has since been working on "Cliarge
of
Light Brigade,"
with the
Errolpiano,
Flynn.swimShe
is the
interested
in painting,again
playing

SCREEN

ming and diving. Her favorite outdoor sports are
horseback riding, tennis and badminton. Olivia is
5 feetdish 4browninches
tall,brown
weighseyes.
107 She
nounds.
redliair and
is not has
married
as
yet.
Write
her
at
Warner
Brothers
Studios,
Burhank, Calif.
FLORENCE GILL. Philadelphia, Pa.— As you have
doubtless learned by now, Dolores Costello Barrymore played opposite George Raft in "Yours for tlie
Asking."
pictureFrances
will probably
boy," withHisIda next
Lupino.
Farmer bewas"Playborn
in
Seattle,
Wash.;
J"ean
Arthur
in
New Carole
York LomCity;
Ricardobard in Cortez
in
Vienna.
Austria;
and
Fort Wayne. Ind.
GENE AUTRY: This singing cowboy first saw the
light of day in Tioga, Tex., on September 29. 1907.
Starting his vocal career early in life, he sang in the
choir of his grandfather's church. Gene worked on
nis
father's
he finished
high school,At
"rode
herd." a ranch
and
at until
12, medicine
entered
his
14 he joined
travelling
showfirstfor rodeo.
a season,
acquired a saxophone and traded it for a guitar.
While in school in Ravia, Okla,, he learned telegraphy
at the railroad station where he worked after school
hours,
and atdivision
18 became
full-fledged
on
a lonely
of the a San
Franciscotelegrapher
Railroad.
Tliere. to pass away the weary hours, he perfected
his guitar technique and composed cowboy songs,
later making good with them when he went on the
radio in Tulsa in 1928. He made recordings for
the Victor Company, had radio programs in New
York and in Chicago as the "Cowboy Idol of the
Air." tered
After
years inof 1934,
radio his
work.firstGene
enmotionfour
pictures
picture
being "In Old Santa Fe," and his second, "The
Phantom
5 feetathlete.
10 inches
tall,
weighsEmpire."
165 poundsMr.andAutry
is a is
natural
He
has reddish brown hair and brown eyes, and is married. "Oh. Susannah" is his most recent picture,
and
the next
will be "Ride.
Ride." Under
contract
to Republic
Studios.Ranger,
4024 Radford
Ave.,
North Hollywood, Calif. , you may write him there.
KATHRYN
SIMPSON,
no
address—
The
best
way
obtain information about starting a fan club is toto
write directly to the star in whom you are interested.
The player in question will also be glad to tell you
which of his clubs you may conveniently join. Victor
born in
England. movie
Decem-in
ber 11.McLaglen
1886. was
He made
his London.
first American
1924. but had appeared in British productions previous togland,
that.
Gary 18,
Grant
on January
and was
madeborn
his infirstBristol.
pictureEn-in
1932. Franchot Tone was born in Niagara Falls,
N. 1933.
Y., on January 27, and appeared in his first film
in
SHIRLEY TEMPLE: On April 23, 1929, Shirley Jane
Temple made her original debut in Santa Monica.
Calif. It v.as an auspicious day for her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Temple. At the age of 3,
during a dancing class, Shirley was spotted by a
talent scout, who finally persuaded the fond parents
to allow her to play in a series of Baby Burlesk
Comedies. Next came "Frolics of Youth" and "War
Babies,"
LasttheMan,"
withbaby
Randyon
Scott. In then
1934 ' 'To
Fox the
started
talented
the
way
to
fame
by
casting
her
in
"Stand
Up
and
Cheer."
result
her excellent
work she was
signed to Asa along
termof contract
and thereafter
has
appeared
in
the
following:
"Now
I'll
Tell."
"Change
of Heart," "Little Miss Marker," "Baby Take a
Bow," "Now and Forever," "Bright Eyes," "The
Little Colonel," "Our Little Girl," "Curly Top."
"The Littlest Rebel," "Captain January," and "Poor
Little Rich Girl. " Her next will be "The Bowery
Princess" and "The Stowaway"
is tentatively
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INFORMATION DESK, MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
r I e a s c print a brief life story of
in your department.
Name
City

State

scheduled as the one to follow it. It is perfectly
obvious
and curly,
that
bluethat
eyesShirley's
go with hair
it. is
Sheblonde
is studying
underanda
tutor and pets are her only hobby at the moment.
Of course she has lots of dolls. John and George,
her two brothers, like to play with her and tease her
— like all brothers. You may write her at 20th
Century-Fox Studios, Box 900, Beverly Hills, Calif.
SELMA
OSTROW,featuring
Philadelphia, Pa.—
"Symphony of
Six Million."
Dunne,
was first released Ricardo
April 20,Cortez;
1932. and Irene
LARRY "BUSTER" CRABBE: February 7th is
ClarencewasLinden
Crabbe's birthday,
and his
Oakland,
Calif.,
his birthplace.
He attributes
giant
physique to the fact that, when he was 2, his
family moved to Honolulu where lie learned to swim
under tutelage of the natives, and practically lived
on a diet of raw pineapple. There he also mastered
the Hawaiian language and the art of ukulele and
guitar playing. Larry came back from Hawaii when
he was in the second year of college and graduated
from the University of Southern California in 1932,
having majored in political science and been active in
campus dramatics. He paid his way through college by working in the stock room of a clothing
store inmer. Inthebetween
winter, times
and ashe a was
life guard
in theofsuma memlier
the
U.S.C. swimming team and played football and
basketball. Paramount sent for him to take tests
for the role
of thesplendid
lion manbuild,
in "King
of the
because
of his
but tlie
firstJungle"
voice
tests were unsatisfactory. After taking vocal lessons, however, he returned and got the part in 1933.
Twice he represented the United States in the
Olympic games, once in Amsterdam and again in
Los Angeles. He at one time held five world swimrecords,honors.
35 national
championships
ousmingcollege
Larry
is 6 feet 1andinchnumertall,
weighs 188 pounds and has brown eyes and hair. His
hobby, naturally enough, is swimming. Married
to Adah Virginia Held, he became the father of a
girl
on July 16,Studios,
1936. He's
busy St..
theseHollydays
at Paramount
5451 very
Marathon
wood,
Calif.,
having
recently
completed
"Lady
Careful," "Stairs of Sand," and is now working Be
on
"The Rose
Bowl."Colo.; EILEEN BROOKS. WoodE.M.D.,
Leadville.
ridge, N. J. — Kenneth Howell played the role of
John
Father."
under Jones,
contractJr.,to in20th"Educating
Century- Fox
Studios,He Boxis
900. Beverly Hills, Calif., and will be in another
Jones
Familyis 19picture
to Nature."
Mr. Howell
years entitled
old and is"Back
not married.
You
may be able to obtain his photograph by writing him
at the above address and enclosing 25^ in stamps or
cash.

a laughing

matter

now!

Gone is the old-fashioned drudgery of dyeing — now you can do it with a smile
on your face because the muggy, steamy boiling has been eliminated by Rit. One
special ingredient found only in RzV makes colors soak in deeper . . . faster . . . easier!
Try Rit soon and enjoy its radiant colors — its ease ... its marvelous economy.
But be sure you get genuine Rit, because truly no other
the same
'^'^
|"' ONLY RIT civF<: * Dissolves
instantly.'Sive
Rit isyou
a powder
waferadvantages.
— easier to measure, won't
sift out of the package like loose powder dyes.

INTS
&DYES
RIH
ALSO WHITE RIT COLOR REMOVER
The safe, sure way to take OUT color, remove
stains, whiten fabrics . . . harmless as boiling water!
NEW COLOR— "NEW" DRESS
Only you and Rit will know
it's an old dress — your mirroi
will say it's lovely todayl
FADED LINGERIE SPARKLES
Tint underthingsquickly and
beautifully, with Rit colors
that resist washing!
FRESH TONES FOR HOSIERY
Save odd stockings by matching their
color with Rit ... or revive faded hose
with new shades.

GLOWING TABLE UNEN
Rit makes luncheon atid
bridge linens so gay and
festive. You can change
them at will.

SMARTLY COLORED
BEDoUNEN
Spreads,
and pillow casessheets
can have
the
loveliest shades — and
still launder beautifully !

TO FRESHEN CURTAINS
French Ecru Rit gives curtains the
sunniest color that never seems to
wash out! Not a "surface color" that
I has to be renewed each time!
21
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GET rid of blemishes, spots and pimples.
Give your arms, your throat, your
shoulders — as well as your face — the radiant,
youthful beauty that men admire so much.
Disfiguring eruptions vanish magically if you
remove their real cause. And the cause in thousands of cases — perhaps in yours — is poisons
that have accumulated within your body and
tainted your blood.
To win the beauty you want — you must rid
your system of these poisons at once. So do as
thousands have done — and try pleasant-tasting
Yeast Foam Tablets today.
Yeast Foam Tablets are pure, wholesome
yeast — one of the richest known natural sources
of Vitamin B Complex. And this precious nalural food substance works in nature's own way.
It tends to strengthen and tone intestinal organs— helps rid the body easily and naturally
of poisonous wastes. Then — your skin has the
chance to become truly lovely.
Get Yeast Foam Tablets today. End the frequent cause of ugly blemishes — and strive to
make all your skin enchantingly lovely. .
Ask your druggist forYeast Foam
Tablets today — and refuse
substitutes.
Mail Coupon
for Trial Sample
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
1750 N. Ashland Av.. Chicago, III.
I Please send FREE TRIAL sample of Yeast Foam
I Tablets. (Only 1 sample per family.)
MM 11-36
I Name
j Address .
I City
22
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SCREEN

SCOREBOARD

Picture
and (Columbia)
Producer
^att^g'
Abdu,
the Damned
2V2 ♦
Absolute Quiet (M-G-M)
2*
The Amateur Gentleman (United Artists) iViic
And So They Were Mar/ied (Columbia)
2*
And Sudden Death (Paramount)
IV2*
Annie Oakley (RKO)
4*
Anthony Adverse (Warners)
^Yz-k
Anything Goes (Paramount)
3*
*The Arizona Raiders (Paramount)
\-k
August Week-End (Chesterfield)
2*
Below the Deadline (Chesterfield)
1★
The Bengal Tiger (Warners)
2-*Big Brown Eyes (Walter Wanger)
2V2*
The Big Noise (Warners)
2*
Blackmailer (Columbia)
Mr
The Bohemian Girl (M-G-M)
2V2*
Border Flight (Paramount)
2*
The Border Patrolman (20lh Century-Fox)
2*
Boulder Dam (Warners)
1*
The Bride Comes Home (Paramount)
3-*Bride: Are Like That (First National) 2V2*
The Bride Walks Out (RKO)
2V2*
Bullets or Ballots (First National)
3*
Bunker Bean (RKO)
2-A*Cain and Mabel (Warners)
1
The Calling of Dan Matthews (Columbia)
^'k
Captain Blood (Warners)
4-ACaptain Jonuary (20th Century-Fox)
3*
The Case Against Mrs. Ames (Walter Wanger). . 3^kCeiling Zero (Warners)
4*
Champagne Charlie (20th Century-Fox) IV2*
Charlie Chan at the Circus (20th Century-Fox). . . .21/2*
Charlie Chan at the Race Track (20th Century-Fox) 2*
Charlie Chon's Secret (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Chatterbox (RKO)
2*
China Clipper (First National)
2V2*
Colleen (Warners)
3*^
Coronado (Paramount)
1
Counterfeit (Columbia)
2^
The Country Beyond (20th Century-Fox)
2-*The Country Doctor (20th Century-Fox)
4*
Crash Donovan (Universal)
IV2*
The Crime of Dr. Forbes (20th Century-Fox) 3-*The
Crouching
Beast (Olympic)
'. . Or
1 -^^
Dancing
Feet (Republic)
Dancing Pirate (Pioneer-RKO)
3*
Dangerous (Warners)
VA-k
Dangerous Waters (Universal)
2-^
Desire (Paramount)
4*
The Devil Doll (M-G-M)
3*
Devil's Squadron (Columbia)
2V2-Ar
Dizzy Domes (Liberty)
i-k
Don't Gamble with Love (Columbia) I'A*
Dracula's Daughter (Universal)
3 -it
Drift Fence (Paramount)
2*
Dr. Socrates (Werners)
2*
Early to Bed (Paramount)
2V2*
Earthworm Tractors (First National)
3-AEast of Java (Universal)
2-*
Easy Money (Invincible)
i'k
Educating Father (20th Century-Fox)
2*
Everybody's Old Man (20th Century-Fox) 21/2*
Every Saturday Night (20th Century-Fox) 2*
Exclusive Story (M-G-M)
2V2*
The Ex-Mrs. Bradford (RKO)
3V2*
Fang and Claw (RKO)
2*
The Farmer in the Dell (RKO)
IV2*
Fatal Lady (Paramount)
i-k
First a Girl (GB)
^Vi-k
The First Baby (20th Century-Fox)
1★
2V2-A
)
mount
(Para
Special
Florida

F-Mon
(Para
mount) *^RXg'
Picture
and Producer
IV2*
Follow the Fleet (RKO)
4*
*Follow your Heart (Republic)
1*
Forgotten Faces (Paramount)
2y2-*Freshman Love (Warners)
2*
Fury (M-G-M)
3*
The Garden Murder Cose (M-G-M)
21/2*
Gentle Julia (20th Century-Fox)
2y2*
The Ghost Goes West (United Artists)
4*
Girls' Dormitory (20th Century-Fox)
3
*Give Me Your Heart (Warners)
3-Ar
Give Us This Night (Paramount)
IVi*
The Golden Arrow (First National)
2V2-AThe Great Impersonation (Universal)
2*
The Great Ziegfeld (M-G-M)
4*
The Green Pastures (Warners)
Half Angel (20th Century-Fox)
2*
The Harvester (Republic)
i-k
Hearts Divided (Warners-Cosmopolitan) 3^
Hell Ship Morgan (Columbia)
2-<r
High Tension (20th Century-Fox)
2*
His Brother's Wife (M-G-M)
2y2*
*Hollywood Boulevard (Paramount)
2^^
Hot Money (Warners)
i-k
The House of a Thousand Candles (Republic). ... i-k
Human Cargo (20th Century-Fox)
2*
I'd Give My Life (Paramount)
2V2*I Dream Too Much (RKO)
3*
If You Could Only Cook (Columbia)
4*
I Live My Life (M-G-M)
2*
I Married a Doctor (Warners)
3-^
The Invisible Ray (Universal)
'^Vz-k
I Stand Condemned (London Films)
i-k
It Had to Happen (20th Century-Fox)
2*
It's Love Again (GB)
3**Jailbreak (Warners)
i-k
King
Century-Fox) 'iVz*
King of
of Burlesque
the Damned(20th
(GB)
IVi*
The King Steps Out (Columbia)
3*
Klondike Annie (Paramount)
1 -A*Lady Be Careful (Paramount)
Of
The Lady Consents (RKO)
2-*
Lady of Secret; (Colum'aia)
Mr
The Last Journey (Twickenham)
2*
Last of the Pagans (M-G-M)
2i(
The Last Outlaw (RKO)
2V2*
Laughing Irish Eyes (Republic)
IVi*
The Law in Her Hands (First National) V/z-k
The Lawless Nineties (Republic)
2*
The Leathernecks Have Landed (Republic).... ik
The Leavenworth Case (Republic)
2-*
Let's Sing Again (RKO)
2*
The Littlest Rebel (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Little Lord Fauntleroy (United Artists)
4*
Little Miss Nobody (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
The Lone Wolf Returns (Columbia)
2*
Love Before Breakfast (Universal)
2V2-*
*Love Begins at 20 (First National)
1*
Love on a Bet (RKO)
IV2*
Magnificent Obsession (Universal) 2V2*
Man Hunt (Warners)
2*
3*
Mary Burns, Fugitive (Paramount)
Mary of Scotland (RKP)
3*
Meet Nero Woile (Columbia)
Wzk
to Garcia (20ih Century-Fox) 21/25*-AMidsunimer Night's Dream (Warners)
AA Message
4*
The Milky Way (Paramount)
Millions in the Air (Paramount)
1*
2*
The Mine with the Iron Door (Columbia)
Wz-k
)
ners
(War
Fleet
Miss Pacific
2-*
*Mister Cinderella (Roach-M-G-M)

You'll find this chart simple to ioUow and a valuable guide in choosing film entertainment. Instead of giving you the individual ratings
of Modem Screen and authoritative newspaper movie critics all
over the country, we have struck an average of their ratings. You'll
find this average under General Rating, beside each picture.
5*. extraordinary; 4-^. very good; 3^. good; 2*. fair; 1*. poor.
Asterisk denotes that only Modern Screen ratings are given on films
not reviewed by newspapers as we go to press.

MODERN
Picture
and Producer
'^rX,'
Ml,
Deeds toes
lo lown iColumbia)
4*
Mister Hobo (GB)
M'Liss (RKO)
3*
Modern Times (United Artists)
4*
Moonlig ! Murder (M-G-M)
SVi-A
The Moon's Oui Home (Walter Wanser
3*
The Morals o Marcus (GB)
M(
Murder by on Aristocrat (Warners)
1*
The Murder of Dr. Harrison (First National) 2*
Murder on the Bridle Path (RKO)
2*
The Music Goes 'Round (Columbia)
2^
Muss 'Em Up (RKO)
2*
Mutiny on the Bounty (M-G-M)
4-*^
My American Wife (Paramount)
3-^
Next Time We Love (Universal)
3*
*Nine Days a Queen (GB)
4,^
Nobody's Fool (Universal)
2*
O'Malley of the Mounted (20th Century-Fox). .2V2*
C1000 a Minute (Republic)
2*
One Rainy Afternoon (Pickford-Lasky) 2*
One Way Ticket (Columbia)
2V2*
*Our Relations (Roach-M-G-M)
1*
Paddy O'Day (20th Century-Fox) ^V^if
Palm Springs 'Paramount)
1
Panic on the Air (Columbia)
2*
Parole (Universal)
2*
The Passing or the Third Floor Back (GB)
3*
Peg of Old Drury (Paramount)
3*
Pepper (20th Century-Fox)
2V2*
The Petrified Forest (Warners)
4-*
Petticoat Fever (M-G-M)
3-^
Piccadilly Jim (M-G-M)
3V2*
The Poor Little Rich Girl (20th Century-Fox) :*
Poppy (Paramount)
4-(t
Postal Inspector (Universal)
2*
The Preview Murder Mystery (Paramount)
3*
Pride of the Marines (Columbia)
1★
The Princess Comes Across (Paramount)
3*
Prisoner of Shark Island (20th Century-Fox) SVi*
Private Numbe' (20th Century-Fox) 2V2*
Professional Soldier (20th Century-Fox)
3*
Public Enemy's Wife (Warners)
2*
Red Wagon (Alliance)
V/z-k

SCREEN
Picture
Rating
General
I
n
^ and■ Producer
*Sworn Enemy (M-G-M)
1*
Sylvia Scarlett (RKO)
ZVi*
A Tale of Two Cities (M-G-M)
5^
*The Texas Rangers (Paramount)
2-fr
These Three (Samuel Goldwyn)
4^
Things to Come (United Artists)
3^lr
13 Hours by Air (Paramount)
3k
36 Hours to Kill (20th Century-Fox 2V2*
The Three Godfathers (M-G-M)
2*
Three
Live
Ghosts
(M-G-M)
2-AThree on the Trail (Paramount)
2V2*
Three Wise Guys (M-G-M)
2V2*
Ticket lo Paradise (Repub ic)
1*
Till We Mee; Again (Paramount)
3*
Times Square Playboy (Warners)
1*
To Mary— With Love (20th Century-Fox -H*
Tough Guy (M-G-M)
iVik
*liaii\n- West (Wqrners)
1★
The Trail o. the Lonesome Pine (Paramount) 2V2*
Trapped by Television (Columbia)
2^
Trouble lor Two (M-G-M)
2*
Two Against the World (First Notional)
2*
Two Fisted Gentleman (Columbia)
i-k
*Two in a Crowd (Universal)
1*
Two in Revolt (RKO)
2V2*
Two in the Dark (RKO)
Wz-k
Under Two Flags (20lh Century-Fox)
3*
The Unguarded Hour (M-G-M)
3★
The Voice of Bugle Ann M-G-M)
iVi-k
The Walking Dead (Warners)
2*
♦Walking on Air (RKO)
2*
Wanted Men (British » Dominion)
V2*
We're Only Human (RKO;
2*
We Went to College (M-G-M)
2*
Whipsaw (M-G-M)
2V2*
The White Angel (First National)
4*
White Fang (20th Cen'ury-Fox)
2*
The Widow from Monte Carlo (Warners)
Or
Wile ¥1. Secretary (M-G-M)
3*
The Witness Chair (RKO)
2*
Woman Trap (Paramount)
t^/ik
Yours for the Asking (Paramount)
2*
Your Uncle Dudley (20th Century-Fox)
ik

Picture
The
Return of and
Sophie Producer
Lang (Paramount) ^a"tng
2V2*
Revolt of the Zombies (Halperin)
1^
Rhodes the Diamond Master (GB)
^-k
Rhythm on the Range (Paramount'
3'Ar
Riffraff (M-G-M)
2V2*
Road Gang .First Notional)
2'/2*
*The Road to Glory (20lh Century-Fox) 3*
Roaming Lady (Columbia)
2^
Robin Hood of El Dorado (M-G-M)
21/2*
Romeo and Juliet (M-G-M)
5*
Rose of the Rancho (Paramount)
2^
Rose Marie (M-G-M)
4*
San Francisco (M-G-M)
4-^
Satan Met a Lady (Warners)
1 ■*
Secret Agent (GB)
3*
Seven Sinners (GB)
3*
bif.okedown (.Columbia)
2^
bhe Married Hei Boss (Columbia)
4^^
Show Boot (Unive-sal)
4ir
Show Them No Mercy (20th Century-Fox) 3-*
Silly Billies (RKO)
2*
*Sing, Baby, Sing (20lh Century-Fox)
3*
The Singing Kid (Warners)
3-k
Sins of Man (20th Century-Fox)
iV^-k
Sky Parade (Paramount)
Or
Small Town Girl (M-G-M)
3*
Snowed Under (First National)
2*
Soak the Rich (Paramount)
2V2-**A Son Comes Home (Paramount)
3-*
Song and Dance Man (20th Century-Fox) 1*
'^ong of China (Douglas MacLean)
3^
Song of the Saddle (First National)
2-^^
Sons O'Guns (Warners)
3-k
So Red the Rose (Paramount)
3-*
Special Investigator (RKO)
2*
Speed (M-G-M)
IVi*
Spendthrift (Wanger-Paramount)
i-k
♦Stage Struck (First National)
3*
The Story of Louis Pasteur (Warners)
4-k
Strike Me Pink (Samuel Go!dwyn)
3'A'
Sutter's Gold (UniversaH
2V2*
Suzv (M-G-M)
2*
Swing Time (RKO)
4V2*
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Townsend

(Above) A scene from the latest

If Westerns

Marion Davies opus, "Cain and
Mabel." This time Clark Gable,
minus the usual moustache, is
her leading man.

"The Texas Rangers" will be
just what the doctor ordered,
Above, Jean Parker and Fred
MacMurray in a love scene.
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(Top) "Piccadilly Jim," with Bob Montgomery and Madge Evans is a real treat.
And, above, one of the best musicals to
come out of Hollywood in many a movie

(Top) "Stage Struck" is very amusing fare
with Dick Powell and Joan Blondell in costarring roles. (Above) Sixteen-year-old
Nova Pilbeam and Sir Cedric Hardwicke

moon, "Sing, Baby, Sing." Alice Faye and
Adolphe Menjou have top acting spots.

turn in superb characterizations in "Nine
Days a Queen."
It's an all-English cast.

****

Nine

Days

a Queen

(G B)

When it comes to making epics of old England it is, logically
enough, England rather than Hollywood which turns out the superior
product. "Nine Days a Queen" is the best English picture since "The
Private Life of Henry VIII," which means it is also better than any
picture Hollywood has ever made dealing with the same general
subject and era. For a specific example, compare this picture with
"Mary of Scotland." Where Katharine Hepburn's "Mary" is strident
and occasionally shot through with high school dramatics, young
Nova Pilbeam's "Lady Jane Grey" is the quietly beautiful performance
of an actress who understands her role and is equal to its demands.
"Mary of Scotland" is a pageant, while "Nine Days a Queen" is a
moving picture. It is the story, as you probably know, of Lady Jane
Grey's unwilling ascendancy to the throne of England and of her
tragic end, after a brief reign, at the hands of Mary Tudor. "Nine
Days a Queen" is a completely adult film, v/hich should be seen by
everyone wanting to enjoy the best type of entertainment the screen
has to offer. Nova Pilbeam is superb as the unhappy young queen,
and there are excellent performances by Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
Desmond Tester and John Mills.
Preview Postscript
This picture was the first foreign-made film ever given a world
premiere in Hollywood. Almost all the prominent stars turned out to
honor their British fellow-actors. And, of course, the British crowd
in Hollywood, including Ronald Colmon, Clive Brook, Elizabeth Allan,
Sir Guy Standing and countless others, was there . . . Sixteen years

old, Novo Pilbeam has been on the stage since the age of 12. She
plays the piano, dances, sews and reads voraciously. She'd like to
see Hollywood, but isn't in any hurry ... Sir Cedric Hardwicke was
knighted at the age of 42 for his remarkable contribution to British
theatrical history. He was playing in "Tovoritch" in London of the
same time this picture was being made, but was the only member of
the picture's cast able to get to Hollywood for the premiere . . . The
"discovery" of the picture was 16-year-old Desmond Tester. He's been
on the stage for four years but this was his first film. He's totally unimpressed with his acting life, lives quietly with his mother outside of
London and just "happened'' into stage work after watching his sister
rehearse in "The Merry Wives of Windsor" and wos asked to fill in the
port of "Robin." He's been acting without o let-up ever since.
Stage

Struck

(First Notional)

Here's a backstage musical that's smart enough to kid itself and
thus
take It
most
the curse
off thegood
routine
"showfor must
on" type
of thing.
also ofwisely
substitutes
comedy
those gotremendous
Busby Berkeley numbers that once frightened us out of our seats.
A good laugh or two is usually much easier on the nerves than the
sight of 5,000 platinum cuties playing 5,000 platinum pianos, and
we'll fight the man who says it isn't. In this one, Joan Blondell plays
a galofwho
has gained
considerable
notoriety
trick
shooting
her husband.
She buys
herselfby athe
showrather
and simp'e
wants
to star in it. Fortunately for the script writers and for Dick25 Powell,
the show's dance director, she shoots another guy on the eve of the
show's opening, all of which allows Jeanne {Continued on page 105)
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Instead of rushing to the courts over She custody of their child,
Joan Blondell and ex-hubby George Barnes have a much better
idea. Joan has complete charge of young Norman Scott Barnes,
and now that she's working in "Three Men on a Horse," at
Warner Brothers, George visits the set every few days and gets
a full report on the child's aciivities from the former Mrs. B.
When the Warner Baxters took that fishing trip to Canada,
Frank McGrath, who is Warner's stand-in and good friend,
went along. "Frank had to go along," said Warner. "He'd
stand in the stream until he got a nibble, then I'd rush in and
get the credit."
When Director E. H. Griffith needed ten white rabbits for a
scene in "Ladies in Love" he bethought himself of the rabbits
Shirley Temple keeps in the backyard of her studio bungalow.
He phoned Shirley at her home and asked if a few could be
borrowed. "Sure," said Shirley. "How much will you pay me?"
Griffith offered a dollar, but he was turned down. "I want
twenty dollars," announced the pride of the Temples, "and I
won't take less than ten." They settled for fifteen, which seems
high for rabbits — even if they're Shirley Temple's.

Herbert Marshall still beaus Gloria Swanson.

At

"Anthony

Adverse"

preview.

Now that the novelty of Bob Montgomery's English sports
racer is wearing off, the eyes of the gapers in these parts
try to focus on the very brilliant yellow number owned and
operated by Robert Taylor. It's so low you climb steps to
get
up to the
curbridefrom
it, and
dachshunds
which
in the
front it's
seatequipped
alongsidewith
Bob three
and
his beret.

There's a big domestic war being conducted at this moment by
Garbo and Rosalind Russell. Seems when the Sad-Eyed One
returned from Sweden she found Hazel, her colored maid, had
been lured away by Miss Russell and more money. Both gals
are too fond of Hazel to give her up, and Hazel is in a state,
to put it mildly.
The Penalty of Fame : After a recent visit to a doctor,
Richard Dix received a huge bill for a papilloma treatment.
Richard had visited the doctor for a mere corn removal, but
a glance at the dictionary proved that papilloma is uptown,
or Beverly Hills, for corns. Naturally, they come considerably higher.
The newly wedded Hornblows (Myrna Loy)
with Mrs. Clark Gable at a recent preview.
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Over on the "Camille" set at M-G-M everyone's talking about
the "nev/" Garbo. It's the same old Miss G., of course, but

By
o w

Leo
n

s e n d

And what studio recently bought 1500 tickets to one of its
own premieres and gave them to the employees? The gesture
was more practical than magnanimous, for the price of the
tickets was amputated from the employees' pay checks.
If you have any doubts as to the popularity of young Mr.
Robert Taylor you should have seen the crowd that mobbed him
in
a theatre
the preview
of "His Brother's
Mr.front
T., of
with
Barbarafollowing
Stanwyck,
was completely
hemmed Wife."
in by
admirers waving autograph books under his classic features.
Such popularity must have surprised even his bosses, for the
studio had scouts in front of the theatre during the preview tipping bystanders off that Bob and Barbara would soon be out,
and hinting, in a nice way, that it would be fun to sort of rush
up for an autograph.

Conversation in a Hollywood bar :
Gal: "I just saw Robert Taylor in 'His Brother's Wife'
and, you know, even down in the jungle with his hair mussed
he still looked nice. I think he's awfully cute, don't you?" .
Guy : "I think I'll have another drink."

Newly engaged Jeanette MacDonald and
Gene Raymond with Anita Louise at Troc.
the "new" is tacked on because The Great One is beginning to act
like people. She has always been easy to work with and
gracious to her co-stars, but now she is loosening up to the
extent of smiling at the extras who encounter her. Which is
something, for a Garbo smile is Swedish for laughing out loud.

Unlike some of the high-priced talent who consider it good
taste to keep the cameraman and director waiting when everyone else is ready to shoot a scene, Garbo is probably the most
punctual of all the stars when it comes shooting time. Bill
Daniels, who photographs all the Garbo pictures, has a small
horn dangling from his camera. When a scene is ready Daniels
blows two sharp blasts on the horn, and out from her dressingroom rushes Garbo.

While we're on the subject of democratic stars, let's take the
case of Gary Cooper. Any guy who makes $5,000 a week
shouldn't even have to speak to himself, but it isn't that way
with Mr. C. Following him down the boulevard on his way to
work at Paramount recently, we noticed people recognizing
Cooper and his elegant Dusenberg. Most of them waved, or
shouted hello. Each of them received a Cooper wave or a
Cooper hello in return. And we know stars who get no more
than $4,500 a week who won't wave at all just to give the impression they're in the money.

Three gals in print! Glenda
Carlisle, Jean Harlow

Farrell, Mary

at Davies' party.
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Two tennis fiends, above, Karen Morley
and Paula Stone on their way to the Palos
Verde courts near Karen's beach home.
Karen's radiant
smile isreturn.
due probably to
her screen
Bob Taylor may be the handsomest guy in town, but Jimmy
Stewart is Hollywood's Number One beau. You see him with Ginger
Rogers, Eleanor Powell and half a dozen other screen beauties all
in the course of a couple of weeks. Last time we saw him was at
Frances Langford's party. This time he came alone and spent most
of his time listening to Frances sing a load of request numbers for
her guests. When Frances became too hoarse to carry on Jimmy and
Sid Silvers went to work on the dance routines they've learned for
the new Eleanor Powell picture, "Born to Dance."
Monthly report on the possible Harlow-Powell merger : Jean
and Bill dining together at the Victor Hugo and looking over
some papers which turned out to be an architect's plans for a
house. Since the Powells and the Harlows aren't in the real
estate business, it must mean something, for Jean sold her house
recently and Mr. P. disposed of the Powell homestead last month.
Item from the publicity department of Mr. Samuel Goldwyn, proving that True Love is always visible to the naked eye: "The first
scene shot by Director H. C. (Hank) Potter on the new Samuel Goldwyn film 'Love Under Fire' was a love scene between Merle Oberon
and David Niven. Potter was heard to remark on the fact that they
'almost seemed to live their parts'." A shrewd observation, H. C.
(Hank).
The social leadership of the movie colony will probably soon
be the private property of Norma Shearer and Irving Thalberg.
At any rate, Mr. Thalberg has a secretary in his office who does
nothing but make, accept and reject social engagements.
All is not sweetness and light in the Fred MacMurray household
these days. The rift, however, is not between bride and groom, but
their respective pets. Fred has a mongrel dog, Friday, while Mrs.
M. has a Maltese cat — and both are working overtime on the "till
death do us part" clause. But it looks like Friday has won out, for
Lillian has written an aunt in Boston telling her to expect a slightly
battered Maltese in the next mail.
28

Above,

two

songsters, Mary

McCormic

and Marion Talley, are Mary Pickford's
guests. Below, Irene Dunne seems to be
warning Merwyn Le Roy of Cameraman
Scotty's presence.

Birds of a feather — an operatic trio meets
at the Troc. Above, Lawrence Tibbett,
Gladys Swarthout and Lily Pons. Below,
Fredric and Florence March attend the
Tallulah Bankhead opening.

Hollywood's latest romance of the younger set. Anne Shirley, beaming with joy,
holds tightly to Owen Davis, Jr.'s arm as
they attend the "Mary of Scotland" world
premiere. Cute?
More fun on the "Ladies in Love" set, where Constance Bennett,
Janet Gaynor, Loretta Young and Simone Simon are trying so
hard to co-star and be big about it. The gals overwork their
smiles on each other, and graciousness is so much the order of
the day that one afternoon on the set four maids staggered in
with trays, teapots and cups, and none of the little ladies knew
which service to honor. Hereafter, they'll order their own. Title
<.if the picture should really be more explanatory, like this : "Ladies
in Love — but not with each other."
Cecil B. DeMille has once more donned his riding breeches and
his puttees, which is Hollywood for saying he's making a picture. It's
"The Plainsman," with Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur, who make a
swell screen team. There was some talk of calling this one "The
Plainsman Goes to Town," to cash in on their last effort, but either
the idea or the guy who suggested it was dropped. What we started
to say was that Mr. DeMille is always the best actor on a DeMille
set. He's so good that Paramount studio guides always conduct
visitors to "The Plainsman" set. Instead of watching the picture,
everyone watches DeMille. Most amusing of all is the chap whose
duty it is to follow Mr. DeM. about with a chair. When DeMille
wants to sit down, he never has to look back to see what's available.
There's something there, or else.
m m m
It m.ay be sad news to learn that there'll be no gilded DeMille
bathtubs in "The Plainsman." In fact, the only bath in the picture
will be taken by a canary. It may be the new Hollywood economy,
but weClaudette
can remember
to those
lush into
days stardom.
of "Cleopatra,"
when
Colbertback
bathed
her way
But a
canary, Mr. Hays !
^

^

^

While Sonja Henie, the skating star, awaits her first picture
assignment she can be seen about town in her white limousine
piloted by a white-liveried chauffeur and sporting a white wirehaired terrier. "Seen" is putting it mildly, for on a good clear day
Sonja
andBeverly
her entourage
visible
What's
more, And
her
home in
Hills also are
carries
out for
the miles.
white color
scheme.
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Above, Bill Powell looks just a trifle on the smug side with an
arm around two beauties such as Kay Francis and Norma Shearer.
-you re
to fluther it, the white-haired boy of the
moment is Cary Grant, even though Gary
is still more than attentive to Mary Brian.

In case you didn't know it, the leader
in the fan mail derby at the moment is Bob
Taylor. Bob gets more letters than Clark
Gable, which means he gets more than
anybody.
being
Farley's leading
greatest asset,Besides
he seems
to Mr.
be playing
man to all of Metro's most e.xpensive
ladies. Right now he's with Garbo in
"Camille" and doing right well, but his
first day on the set was a trying one. The
thought of meeting Garbo was too much
for him. Finally the introduction came.
"How do you do?" said Garbo. Ten minutes later they were in a clinch for the
picture. Who says Garbo's hard to know?

|HE/gIa'mour of aiquisite
finger tips may be yours
for so little with Chic. This luxurious quality polish in an artistic
oversized bottle is a real economy
to use. It's the perfect polish —
easy to apply and long wearing.
With Chic only 10c you'll want
several shades to highlight any'
mood— grave or gay— as you wish.
Chic polish is obtainable in either
transparent or creme. Chic Polish Remover— plain, or oily for
brittle nails, makes a change of
polish utterly simple. Chic Cuticle
Remover completes a perfect five
minute manicure at your own
dressing table.
Chic Manicure Requisites are
sold in all Five and Ten Cent
Stores at 10c each.
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Rosalind Russell found out the meaning
of success one afternoon when she was
showing her sister Mary Jane the town, and
vice versa. It was Mary Jane's first visit
to Hollywood, so Rosalind packed her on a
sight-seeing bus and the two of them listened
to the driver point out all the sights, including the homes of the stars, and including
Rosalind's home. "Just imagine," breathed

Mary Jane, "how far you've come
even included in a bus route."
Child custody wars seem to have taken
Hollywood by storm. Within the past few
months Ann Harding, Mary Astor, Freddie Bartholomew and Edith Fellows have
all gone to court to fight it out. Freddie
was awarded to his aunt, and now Edith
Fellows has just been handed over to her
grandmother. All of which makes Jackie
Cooper a highly unusual young actor.
Don't le+ this get around, but Jackie actually lives with his mother !

Questions without Answers: What prominent and well-to-do screen and radio
comedian of the imitation Will Rogers school
lives in one of the cheapest apartments in
Hollywood — not, as his publicity would have
you believe,
becauseof he's
"just
but
because
the thought
parting
withfolks,"
an extro
nickel horrifies him?

Three hours under the sun meant two
weeks in bed for Jean Harlow. Taking
what she thought was a rest at Catalina,

A merry foursome when all was gay at a recent party. Mary Brian,
Gary Grant and the Errol Flynns, who now are planning a trip.

Miss H. fell asleep on the beach. When
she awoke her mother had to charter a
plane to rush her back to Hollywood and
a hospital. The whole incident conies as
a distinct shock to all of us loyal Harlow
fans, for our thoughts on the comparative
heat of Jean and the sun were quite the
reverse of what, sad as it seems, are the
facts.
Gregory Ratoff
things. On the
talked Adolphe
French lessons.

has a passion for learning
"Sing, Baby, Sing" set he
Menjou into giving him
After a few weeks Ratoff's

Johannes Poulsen, Charles
Chaphn and Paulette Goddard at the Mary Pickford
party, below.
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BODY

the LINIT
Just dissolve some

BEAUTIFUL
BEAUTY

with

BATH

Linit in a-tub of warm

water

and bathe as usual. After drying, feel your skin —
it will be delightfully smooth

and soft — And

Linit bath does away with the damp

the

or semi-dry

feeling of the skin that usually follows an ordinary
bath . . . Make

it a habit to take

a Linit Beauty Bath and join the
many thousands of women

who

daily enjoy its refreshing luxury.
Linit is also unequalled
for all fine laundering.

And above, Allan Jones and
his new wife, Irene Hervey,
embrace Irene's daughter
Gail, after their wedding.
French was "ta-reefic" and Menjou's was
ruined.
can't speak it any more without
a RussianHe accent.

A high school gal was visiting her first
movie set at Metro recently. The picture
was "Love on the Run," and the stars
were Clark Gable and Joan Crawford.
Breathlessly she watched the famed pair
go into a clinch. "Gee," she whispered,
"I'd love to be in pictures." "Well, you
are!" snapped the director. "That remark of yours is right on the sound
track." (Continued on page 114)
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The new M ay bo 1 line
Cream ens,Mascara
— darkbeautifies,
and
tends to curl lashes. Apsmoothlywater.
and
easily plies
without
Black, Brown, or Blue.
Completezipper
with bag.
brush in
dainty

fe^that
Everyone notices your eyes first — remember this! Eyes without proper eye make-up
often appear dull and lifeless — bald and
unattractive. Many women deplore this in
their appearance, but are timid about using
eye make-up for fear of having a hard
"made-up" look, as with so many ordinary
mascaras.
Maybelline, the eye make-up in good
taste, has changed all this. Now you may
have the natural appearance of lovely,
long, dark lashes — instantly and easily —
with a few simple brush strokes of harmless
Maybelline mascara. Non-smarting and
tear-proof.
You will be delighted with the other
exquisite Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids,
too! Try the smooth-marking Maybelline
Eyebrow Pencil to form graceful, expressive eyebrows — it may be had in shades to
match the mascara. Use Maybelline Eye
Shadow for truly glamorous effects — a
touch gently blended on the eyelids

First

intensifies the color and sparkle
of the eyes immensely.
The new Maybelline Cream
Mascara and the ever- popular Solid
Mascara are preferred by over
10,000,000 discriminating women
the world over. Either form is only
75c at leading toilet goods counters.
Generous introductory sizes of all
Maybelline Eye Beauty Aids may
be purchased at all leading ten cent
stores. For the finest in eye makeup, insist on genuine Maybelline!

Solid Form Mascara — Black,
Brown or Blue.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING EYE BEAUTY AIDS
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Impression

Eye
Shadow —Brown.
Blue.
Blue-Gray,
Green or Violet.

ABEL,
RKO-Radio.
ACUFF, WALTER:
EDDIE: Warner
Bros.
AHERNE,
BRIAN:
M-G-M.
ALBERNI, LUIS: Free lance. Write him at 20tli Cenlury-Fox.
M-G-M.
ALBERTSON.
FRANK: Free lance. Write hini at
ALBRIGHT, HARDIE: Free lance. Write him at
United Artists.
ALEXANDER. KATHARINE: Free lance. Write hei
ALEXANDER,
ROSS: Warner Bros.
at M-G-M.
ALLAN,
ELIZABETH:
M-G-M.
ALLEN, GRACIE: Paramount.
ALLEN. JIMMIE: Paramount.
ALLEN, JUDITH: Paramount.
ALLEN. ROBERT: Columbia.
ALLWYN, ASTRID: 20th Century-Fox.
AMECHE, DON: 20th Century-Fox,
AMES,
mount. ADRIENNE: Free lance. Write her at ParaANDRE,
LONA: M-G-M.
ANGEL, HEATHER:
RKO-Radio.
ARLEDGE,
JOHN: RKO-Radio.
ARLEN. RICHARD:
Free lance. Write him at 20th
Century-Fox.
ARLISS,
GEORGE: Gaumont- British.
ARMETTA, HENRY: Universal.
ARMSTRONG, ROBERT: RKO-Radio.
ARNOLD, EDWARD: Universal.
ARTHUR, JEAN: Columbia.
ASTAIRE,
FRED: Columbia.
RKO-Radio.
ASTOR. MARY:
ATWILL.
LIONEL:
M-G-M,
AUTRY. GENE:
Republic,
AYRES, LEW: Columbia.
BAKER, BENNY: Paramount,
BALL,
LUCILLE: RKO-Radio,
BALLEW.
RKO-Radio.
BANCROFT,SMITH:
GEORGE:
Columbia.
BARBIER,
GEORGE: Walter
Paramount.
BARKER. PHILLIP:
Wanger.
BARNES, BINNIE: Universal.
BARNETT, VINCE: Universal.
BARRAT, ROBERT: Warner Bros.
BARRIE, MONA: 20th Century-Fox.
BARRIE, WENDY:DOLORES
20th Century-Fox.
BARRYMORE,
COSTELLO: Paramount.
BARRYMORE, JOHN: M-G-M.
BARRYMORE,
M-G-M,
BARTHELMESS,LIONEL:
RICHARD:
Warner Bros.
BARTHOLOMEW,
FREDDIE:
M-G-M.
BARTLETT, MICHAEL: Republic,
BAXTER. ALAN: Walter Wanger,
BAXTER. WARNER: 20th Century-Fox.
BEAL, THOMAS:
JOHN: RKO-Radio,
BECK.
Century-Fox.
BEECHER,
JANET:20thParamount.
BEERY, NOAH. JR.: Universal.
BEERY, WALLACE:
M-G-M.
BELLAMY,
RALPH: Columbia.
BENCHLEY,
ROBERT:
BENEDICT, WILLIAM: M-G-M.
20th Century-Fox.
BENNETT,
CONSTANCE:
Century-Fox.
BENNETT. JOAN:
Walter 20th
Wanger.
BENNY, JACK: Paramount.
BERGNER. ELISABETH: 20th Century-Fox.
BEST,
WILLIE:
RKO-Radio.
BICKFORD,
CHARLES:
Free lance. Write him at
Paramount. SIDNEY: Free lance. Write him at
BLACKMER,
RKO-Radio.
BLAKELEY. JAMES: Columbia.
BLANE.
SALLY:
BLONDELL,
JOAN:Columbia.
Warner Bros.
BLORE,
ERIC:
RKO-Radio,Warner Bros.
BOGART. HUMPHREY:
BOLAND, MARY: Paramount,
BOLES, GLEN: Warner Bros.
BOLES. JOHN: RKO-Radio.
BOND. WARD: Columbia,
BOYD.
BOYER. WILLIAM:
CHARLES: Paramount,
Walter Wanger.
BRADLEY, GRACE: Paramount,
BRA.DNA,
OLYMPE:
BRADY, ALICE: Free Paramount,
lance. Write her at Universal.
BREAKSTON, GEORGE: Free lance. Write him at
Universal.
BREEN.
RKO-Radio.
BRENDEL.BOBBY:
EL: Warner
Bros.
BRENT. GEORGE: Warner Bros.
BREWSTER,
JUNE:
RKO-Radio.
BRIAN, MARY: Free lance. Write her at Columbia.
BRISSON. CARL: Paramount.
.
BRODERICK. HELEN: RKO-Radio
Gaumont-British.
BROOK, OLIVE:
BROWN.
JOE E.: RKO-Radiq.
BROWN, JOHN MACK: Republic.
BROWN, TOM: Paramount.
BRUCE, NIGEL: 20th Century-Fox.
M-G-M,
VIRGINIA:
BRUCE. FRANK:
RKO-Radio.
BUCK,
BUCKLER, JOHN: M-G-M.

MODERN

Columbia Studios, 1438 N. Gower St., Hollywood, Calif.
Gaumont-British,
Grove, Shepherd's Bush,
London, W. 12,Lime
England.
Grand National Studios, Culver City. Calif.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Washington
Blvd., Culver City, Calif.
Paramount Studios, 5451 Marathon St., Hollywood, Calif.
Republic Studios, 4024 Radford Ave., North
Hollywood, Calif.
RKO-Radio Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood, Calif.
Samuel Goldwyn Studios, 7210 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
20lh Century-Fox Studios, Box 900, Beverly
Hills, Calif.
United Artists Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,
Hollywood, Calif.
Universal Studios, Universal City, Calif.
Walter Wanger Productions, 1041 N. Formosa
Ave. Hollywood, Calif.
Warner Eros.-FlrsI National Studios, Burbank,
Calif

BURGESS. DOROTHY:
Free lance. Write her at
RKO-Radio.
BURKE,
BILLIE:
M-G-M.
BURKE, KATHLEEN: Paramount.
BURNS, GEORGE: Paramount.
BURRUD, BILLY: Universal.
BUTLER, JIMMY: Paramount.
BUTTERWORTH. CHARLES: M-G-M.
BYINGTON. SPRING: 20tli Century-Fox.
CABOT.
CAGNEY, BRUCE:
BILL: M-G-M.
Republic.
CAGNEY, JAMES: Grand National, 1270 6th Ave..
New York, N. Y.
CALLAHAN.
MARGARET: RKO-Radio.
CALLEIA, JOSEPH: M-G-M.
CANSINO, RITA: 20tli Century-Fox,
CANTOR, EDDIE: 20th Century-Fo.x.
CAREY. HARRY: RKO-Radio.
CARLISLE, MARY:
KITTY: Paramount.
Free lance. Write her at M-G-M.
CARLISLE,
CARMINATI, TULLIO: RKO-Radio.
CARRADINE, LEO:
JOHN:Columbia.
20tli Century-Fox.
CARRILLO,
CARROLL, MADELEINE: Walter Wanger.
CAVANAGH, PAUL: Free lance. Write him at 20th
Century-Fox. CHICK: Free lance. Write him at 20th
CHANDLER,
Century-Fox.
CHAPLIN.
CHARLES: United Artists.
CHASE,
CHARLES:
M-G-M.
CHATTERTON,
RUTH:
United .Artists.
CHEVALIER.
MAURICE:
M-G-M.
CHURCHILL, MARGUERITE:
Columbia.
CLARKE.
MAE:
20th
Century-Fox.
CLIVE. COLIN: Universal.
COBB, IRVINCLAUDETTE:
S.: 20th Century-Fox.
COLBERT.
Param.ount.
COLBY, ANITA: RKO-Radio.
COLLIER. CONSTANCE: M-G-M.
COLLINS. CORA SUE: M-G-M.
COLMAN.
20th Century-Fox.
CONKLIN. RONALD:
PEGGY: Walter
Wanger.
CONNOLLY. WALTER: Columbia.
COOK.
DONALD:
20th
Century-Fox.
COOPER. GARY: Paramount.
COOPER. RICARDO:
JACKIE: M-G-M.
CORTEZ.
Warner Bros.
COURTNEY. INEZ: Columbia.
CRABBE. LARRY: Paramount.
CRAWFORD.
M-G-M.Paramount.
CROMWELL, JOAN:
RICHARD:
CROSBY. BING: Paramount.
CUMMINGS. ROBERT:
CONSTANCE:
Gaumont-British.
CUMMINGS.
Paramount.
DA PRON, LOUIS: Paramount.
DARRO.
Radio. FRANKIE: Free lance. Write him at RKODARWELL.
JANE: 20th
Century-Fox.
DAVIES. MARION:
Warner
Bros.
DAVIS. BETTE: Warner Bros.
DAVIS. OWEN. JR.: RKO-Radio.
DEANE. SHIRLEY: 20th Century-Fox.
DEE.
FRANCES: 20th
Century-Fo.x.
DE HAVILLAND.
OLIVIA:
Warner Bros.
DEL RIO. DOLORES: Columbia.
DE
MILLE.
KATHARINE:
DEVINE. ANDY: Universal. 20th Century-Fox.
DIETRICH. MARLENE: Paramount.
DINEHART.
ALAN:
20th Century-Fox.
DIX. RICHARD:
Columbia.
DIXON. JEAN: Columbia.
DODD, CLAIRE: Warner Bros.
DONAT. ROBERT: United Artists.
DONLEVY. BRIAN:
Century-Fox.
DONNELLY,
RUTH: 20th
Warner
Bros.
DOUGLAS. MELVYN: M-G-M.
DOWNS. JOHNNY: Paramount.
DOYLE. MAXINE: Warner Bros.
DRAKE. FRANCES: Paramount.
DRAPER. PAUL: Warner Bros.
DUMBRILLE. DOUGLAS: Columbia.
DUNA. STEFFI: RKO-Radio.
DUNBAR,
DIXIE:Columbia.
20th Century-Fox.
DUNN. JAMES:
DUNNE, IRENE: Universal.
DURANT. JACK: 20th Century- Fox.
DURANTE. JIMMY: Gaumont-British.
DVORAK, ANN: RKO-Radio.
ERNEST. GEORGE: 20th Century-Fox.
EBSEN, BUDDY: M-G-M.
EDDY. NELSON: M-G M.
FILERS.
SALLY:
ELDREDGE.
JOHN:RKO-Radio.
Warner Bros.
ELLIS. MARY: Paramount.
ELLIS. PATRICIA: Warner Bros.
ELLISON. JAMES: Paramount.
ERIKSON. LIEF: Paramount.
ERROL. LEON: Free lance. Write him at Columbia.
ERWIN, STUART: M-G-M.
EVANS. MADGE: M-G-M.
SVA>NS, MURIEL: Republic.
FAIRBANKS. DOUGLAS. JR.: United Artists
(Continued on page 70)

SCREEN

KOOLS NEVER MISS! Do better by yourself this winter
— smoke KQDLS. When overheated rooms dry out your throat or
sniffles spoil you for hot smokes — smoke

KQOLS. Freezing

weather, sudden thaws, late nights, early parties — you'd better
smoke KQDLS. Their touch of mild menthol soothes and refreshes.
Their better tobaccos have won millions of friends. And
each pack carries a B & W coupon good for fine premiums.
(Offer good in U. S. A. only.) Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Corp., P. O. Box 599, Louisville, Ky.

SAVE

COUPONS

. . . MANY

HANDSOME

NEW

PREMIUMS

Women's Toilet Case. Leather. Zipper
FREE. Write for illustrated 28-page
close. Complete fittings. 825 coupons
B & W premium booklet. No. 12
.ALSO
CARRY B& W COUPONS
RAIEIGH CIGARETTES. ..NOW AT POPULAR PRICES,

Asti Tray — Chrome finibh. Keeps cigarettes clean, convenient ... 50 coupons
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MODERN

IN THE

NEW

HITS

GREAT

MORE

FOUR

PERFECTED

SCREEN

FROM

CENTURY-

20th

TECHNICOLOR
Shirley

LORETTA

YOUNG

DON
AMECHE
KENT TAYLOR
PAULINE FREDERICK
• JANE DARWELL
KATHERINE DE MILLE • JOHN CARRADINE
and a cast of thousands
Directed by Henry King
Executive Producer, Sol M. Wurtzel
Based on the novel by Helen Hunt Jackson

Janet

The

Temple

Bowery
with
FRANK

HELEN WESTLEY
DELMA BYRON

GAYNOR

Princess

MORGAN

Directed by William A. Setter
Associate Producer, Nunnally Johnson

PARADE
\\

IX

LOVE

with
Siinone

DON

AMECHE

TYRONE

POWER,

4TUART

and

of

laughter!

ERWIN- JOHNNIE

ARIINE JUDGE

DOWNS

• BETTY GRABLE

SIMON

•

PAUL

LUKAS

JR. • ALAN MOWBRAY
Directed by Edward H. Griffith
Associate Producer, B. G. DeSylva
Darryl F. Zanuck
Based On the play by Ladislaus Bus-Fekete
in Chargs of ProdueHon
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girls, music,

threat"

With a Cast Picked for Entertainment

in

LADIES

•

• ROBERT KENT - ASTRID ALLWYN
• THE HALL JOHNSON CHOIR
STEPIN FETCH IT

It's aV-^triple
YOU^'G
BENl^ETT

Loretta
Constance

FOX

JACK HALEY
•
KELLY
^ATSY
YACHT CLUB BOYS • DIXIE DUNBAR
TONY

MARTIN

n^irected

• JUDY GARLAND
by David Butler

^ Associate Producer, Bogort Rogers

dn'1a
ulat
k woth
i<3 gcd who
lode as beguiling CIS this
5ul<ib© doomed
home -spun
p\&6, but that 13
iochelle's fate,
lUd she be>m08 an inigly good
3S with each
10. Now she is
lusy with the
I© w D i o n n e
)ulns' picture
lounion." Jean
H«r^olt is again
kindly doctor
id Michael
ien the heart
interest.

Maybe

Errol Flynn is a little fed up with colorful

costumes, but he can't deny he doesn't look elegant
in them. However, having finished "The Charge of
the Light Brigade," he is making that best-selling
novel, "Green Light," which puts him in modem garb
for the first time. Anita Louise and Margaret Lindsay
have the feminine leads in this with him.
36

Madge could sit down and brood a bit over her screen
career but, instead, she looks both beautiful and happy.
One of the sweller young actresses in town, she has
not yet gotten the real break she deserves. However,
things seem to be looking up for her with a meaty part
in "Piccadilly Jim," opposite Bob Montgomery, and a
good one in "Pennies from Heaven/' with Bing Crosby.

37

It's been too long a wait for Merle's next picture, but you'll be doubly
rewarded by "Love Under Fire." Not only does she have Brian Aherne
as a leading man, but also David Niven. And since all you' fans have
followed their charming off-screen romance, this will be good news. It
gives David one of the best breaks of his recently-begun screen career.
40

IT'S FUN to be outdoors,
but no kindness to your
skin. Face and hands
lose their niceness — get
coarse, dry, and rough.
Smooth them — sooner
—with Hinds. Its precious softeners soak into
skin — stay there too.
Youc skin wins back
lasting smoothness —
slickness.
not
just aTry
halfHinds
hour'sin
the 50c size with the
new, free one-piece dispenser. Read ail about
it below.

(left)
HANDS
sweet SOFT
music
to are
his
eager touch. Keep
yours
in the verymuch-wanted
class
—isn't
by using
Hinds.
watery.
EveryIt
rich, creamy drop
works better — softening and whitening
dry, red skin.

BRIDE CRIES over burnt
bacon, kitchen hands! So
much to do — only two
hands to do it with — and
both those hands getting
"sick and tired."' Skin so
dry, it's cracking. Natural
softness dried out by ovenheat and soapy work! Put
softness back again with

IN HOT WATER and out— all day long. Hands
pucker up, chap and crack. Put softness back
into your hands with Hinds. Its precious lubricants soak into dry abused skin, restoring natural smoothness — not just a surface slickness.
Hands freshen up with a sweet smell, a cool

Hinds. It's quicker-acting
— not watery. Every creamy
drop does good!

soft look. Use Hinds regularly. It's creamy —
not watery. Every drop works!

FREE

The first One-Piece DISPENSER
IN THE STORES NOW!

The new perfect 1-piece lotion dispenser! Free on
the Hinds 50c-size bottle! Ready to use. Nothing
to take apart or put together. Works instantly.

Copyright, 1936. L«hn & Fink Producta Corporetion

H
I N
D
S
HONEY AND ALMOND
CREAM

Ia- Q*^-

Simply turn bottle upside down — press — out comes
Hinds quicker-acting lotion! Every drop creamy —
not watery. Keeps your hands feeling good, looking grand ! Hinds comes in $1 , 50c, 25c, and 10c sizes .

A^...

Wcd^

HORNMRS. ARTHUR
BLOW, JR. (Myrna Loy, to
you) took her famous titian
locks from under the drier long
enough to shout at me, "I'm
starving! Just a few more
minutes of this and we'll dash
out and have some lunch."
"Bridesback.
aren't supposed to be hungry!" I
shouted
"Well, this one is!" and she ducked back
under the drier. She hummed. It blended
oddly with the whir of the electric machine
above her head but she wasn't listening. Her
eyes were smiling. There was a half smile
on her lips. Her feet tapped out minute
as she sat there. One doesn't
dance tosteps
have
add that Myrna Loy Hornblow was
happy !
She was wearing a tailored maroon dressing robe with silk initials embroidered on the
pocket.
"IT OUGHT to be pink and traily," I reminded her. She wrinkled up her altogether
delightful young nose at me. "I haven't even
got a trousseau. At least not much of one."
That's Myrna for you. Direct and to the
point without fuss or frills. And the point,
in this case, was getting married. She did it
in the simple, unexploited way she does
everything else. One Saturday morning, June
twenty-seventh to be exact, she motored down
to Old Mexico with Arthur Hornblow. They
took along only two witnesses, Shirley
Hughes, who is Myrna's stand-in and closest
ftiend, and Ray Ramsey, a co-worker out at
the M-G-M studios.
"We

chose Ensenada for the ceremony because it's such a sleepy, quaint little town —
as far removed from the hurry and confusion
of Hollywood as anything you can imagine,"
Myrna said. "Eyen the cockatoos forget to
chatter at times !"
There
was
none
of
the emotional

Above, a charming portrait of Myrna Loy and
left, with her husband,
Arthur Hornblow, Jr., who
epitomizes her screen
husbands.

BY

VIRGINIA

T.
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LANE

...MYRNA

MARRIAGE

ABOUT

Now

that

Missus

has

she's
some

TALKS

an

off-screen

valuable

tenseness about it that, characterizes most weddings. Instead, there was a feeling of deep serenity and a happiness that was almost tangible.
Myrna wore a high-neck dress that buttoned up
the back, of beige crepe patterned with handblocked flowers. Her accessories were of brown
patent leather and her hat of brown taffeta. She
might have been a young lady going to a tea —
for Myrna never dramatizes any episode of her
private life. Her bouquet, for instance. In place
of the regulation gardenias or orchids she carried a garden bouquet — ^asters, sWeet william,
larkspur. They blended with the print of her
dress, making a fascinating picture.
There's a charming inn at Ensenada that fronts
a palm-bordered strip of beach. A perfect place
to slip away for a honeymoon. But the young
Hornblows didn't "slip away" from their friends
entirely. -Not from Doug Fairbanks, Sr. at any
rate.
The first intimation they had that something

wife,

tips

for

the

perfect

all of you

special was going on was when
quartet began serenading them.

film

Misses

a Mexican
Then they

were asked to "step dees way plez" into a private dining-room. And there was Fairbanks
with his bride, the former Lady Ashley, the
Countess of Warwick and Billy Fiske III — all
ready to celebrate with a nuptial banquet ! They
had flown down from Los Angeles that afternoon in a cloud clipper that Doug chartered.
Not a thing was missing at the banquet ; the
wedding cake was four tiers high and surmounted bya replica of Myrna done in candy.
From the balcony, the quartet sang sweet old
Spanish wedding songs.
THE

FOLLOWING

Wednesday

Myrna

and

Arthur motored up to Frank Vanderlip's
estate in Palos Verdes, Vanderlip and Hornblow being friends of long standing. The whole
place was turned over to them to continue their
brief honeymoon.
"I was inarried, you see,

between 'To Mary — With
Love' and 'Libeled Lady,'
explained Myrna. "And
there simply wasn't time for
ais trip.
When
Lady'a
complet
may d have
ed we'Libele
chance to go to Honolulu.
know.)is, if Arthur's schedule
That
permit
it." produce
(He's r,Paramount'ss star
you
Mrs.

Hornblow's

titian

locks wereinto
drya now.
whisked
little She'd
print
frock and the starving bride
and I headed for a Brown
Derby lunch.
"Our new house is almost
completed — out in Hidden

Valley, you know. It's really
"To

Mary —

with Warner
e,"
with
Bax
terLovand
Myrna Loy.

"What kind of darling?" 1
a darling."
prompte
It's d.
a provincial farmhouse. Not large I assure
you ! You should have seen
{CoTitinued
bn
page 37)
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You'll be amused when you discover one of the reasons why
Shirley Temple and Bill Robinson
are such good friends.

HE GAVE her a bracelet. She gave him
a watch. He gave her an automobile.
And Hollywood did not snicker. Hollywood did not raise its superior eyebrows
and say, "Well, how long will this last?"
Instead, Hollywood knows that, for once,
there was born in the studios a friendship
rare and beautiful, that of Bill Robinson and Shirley
Temple.
It began the very first day Bill Robinson arrived on the
Twentieth-Century Fox lot. Shirley Temple ran over to
the editor of this magazine, who happened to be visiting
the studio.

"Mr. Robinson is here!" Shirley announced, breathless
with excitement. "Over there," she added, nodding that
curley head of hers towards a group of men who stood
chatting in one corner of the mammoth stage.
"There! See!" she said, taking the editor's hand, and
using most of her will power to refrain from pointing.
For Shirley has been brought up well. She has been
taught that ladies do not point. And Shirley learns all
her lessons thoroughly.
"Mr. Robinson?" queried the editor.
"Which one?"
"The
44 dark one," politely explained Shirley. "And,"

she whispered, confidentially, "he eats ice cream

every

me."that would make him very sick," comHe told
day!
"I should
think
mented the editor with that self-righteous feeling editors
usually have.
"Oh, no! No, it doesn't!" said Shirley, vigorously
shaking the curls, and evidently annoyed, but making
up her mind to stick up for the glories of ice cream, no
matter what the cost.
She had been taught to respect the opinions of her
elders, and here was a case where elders plainly disagreedopinions
;
were divided, so why not follow the most
pleasant one. Anyway, hadn't her brand-new friend
just assured her that ice cream never hurt him.
"Not one bit," said Shirley. "Not one teeny-weeny
bit," and for emphasis she held (Continued on page PI)

"Shirley Temple is not merely a child
prodigy. She will become one of the
grecrtest actresses
the world," predicts Bill in
Robinson.
HOLLYWOOD

FRIENDSHIP

NO.

y

Nanette

Kutner

Money has little to
do with any of
rebellions. But no
Jimmy Cagney's
one else would
have taken the
chance he took to
achieve his goal.

Mrs.

Cagney

knows that if
Hollywood ever
fails her Jimmy,
there are plenty
of other roads
he can travel.

1
Here's

a

By
SOMEWHERE
in the amazing melange of
scenic effects and widely assorted impressions of "movie star" Cagney, there ought
to be found the real Jimmy who has been
called everything from a soapbox insurgent
with the banner of "A Cause" slung over
his left shoulder to "Hollywood's Bad Boy,"
giving free and foolish vent to his waggish tendencies.
Yet, none of these highly imaginative, often distorted
presentations fits the actual figure of the sandy-haired,
keen-eyed little guy whose story reads like the success
fiction he utterly disdains.
The answer to conundrum Cagney is no mystery unIt's all —
46 solved, no secret which will never be divulged.

star

who

Julia

acts

as

he

Shawell

what he has done, how he acts, what he'll do as long as
he's here — found in his elemental, uncolnplicated philosophy of living and bound up in the simple statement,
"I've got to act like I feel."
Whether what he feels is right has nothing to do with
a true analysis of Jimmy Cagney. Every controversy
has two sides — certainly those opposed to Cagney consider themselves aggrieved. But even his bitter enemies
must go into battle with this realist armed against their
own deep-rooted respect for the undeviating course of a.
Cagney righteousness. And it may be that some of the
less crusading members of his own craft look with ai^
almost hopeless envy on his unfaltering daring.
For a Cagney, there is no such thing as today's ex-

feels,

can't

be

swayed

and

won't

pediency with a half-hearted promise of a tomorrow's
justification. Probably because his screen career has
been a succession of parts in which grapefruit squishing, leaden pineapple throwing, sock the ladies and
wrong-side-of-the-railroad-tracks characterizations have
been his meat, there has been a romantic tendency to present the real James Cagney as a quiet little fellow who
likes to play the piano in his own home and putter around
with his art. Neither the screen roles nor the carefully
fostered personality stories have done right by Jimmy.
He's no sleight-of-hand artist with a card up his sleeve
in the big game. Rather, he gives you the impression
of a player with four aces in his hand, ranged alongside
the joker; and yet, you have the feeling he'd stay right
on with a pair of deuces. If he seems to be one of those
long-shot reckless gamblers of whom more timid souls
breathlessly ask, "Aren't you taking an awful chance?"

compromise

on

his

stand

you know he'll play his hunches and take the
consequences.
Money has little to do with any of his rebellions excepting that it represents, in a material way, the other
things on which he takes a defensive attitude.
"Any able-bodied man can always get a day's work,"
he told me, as he contemptuously dismissed the more
compromising gentlemen among his acting contemporaries.
In his interviews he is as definite and thought-revealing
as he is sure-footed on the path which he believes to be
the Cagney destiny. He'll dodge questioners for months
and then, when he decides to talk, you'll get answers to
all your questions. Sometimes the answers are so Startling that it's the interviewer who necessarily must adopt
a protective measure of reservation. There is seldom
47
such a thing as an "off-the-record" statement with Cagney. If he's willing to talk at (Continued^ on page 78)

Bing Crosby's ctnd Joan Bennett's mates can take
credit for starting them on the success road.

SINCE

THE

movies seem to have provided us with some

of the most fascinating case histories of love's inspiration,
we're going to present example after example. If it's
true that the proof of the pudding is in the eating, here's
a whole pudding full of case histories pf players who
have climbed to new heights, in many instances have been
completely rehabilitated, by the inspiration of love.
Case history number one is Jean Arthur. Like doctors
we choose the most convincing case first, and there can
be no doubt but that love found Jean Arthur discouraged
and in comparative obscurity, only to lift her back to her
original height in the movies, and send her to a stardom
she had thought she would never achieve.
It took the love of Frank Ross to convince Jean that
she was an A-1 actress ; that she had but to bide her time
and the world would know, as he did, that she was deserving of success. In his own quiet fashion he encouraged
her to leave Hollywood when the ways of the cinema
began to break her morale. He encouraged her to try
the stage again, although it meant long separations and a
break in the pleasant routine of living they had achieved.

When

Dan

Cupids

arrow

hit

WHEN SHE was discouraged by being typed as a leading lady for comedies, he convinced her that it was a
passing phase in her work. When she got a chance to
play dramatic parts on the New York Stage, he rounded
up the .criticisms as they appeared and made a big fuss
about the favorable comments on Jean's acting. He wasn't
taking any chances that she might slide back into the
morass of discouragement again.
He's been the best sport in the world, too, about her
new chance at Hollywood, because it means a great separation— he is in New York and his wife's in California.
Wheri you're in love a separation can be a painful, unhappy experience. But when you're really in love you
make sacrifices, and that's what Frank Ross, Jr., has never
balked at doing for Jean.
In all the fuss that has been made about the transformation of "the littlest of the Bennett sisters," the
main source of inspiration seems to have been shunted
to the background — if one might say that Gene Markey
could ever be shunted to any background. It is to her
writer-husband. Gene Markey, that Joan owes her success.

these

Hollywood

boys

and

Dick Powell seems to be responsible for the
noticec±)le, happy change in Joan Blondell.

THEIR

George Raft's whole personality has been
transformed — all because of one girl.

INSPIRATION

UNTIL she married sophisticated, brilliant Gene, Joan
was a wide-eyed ingenue just learning the rudiments of
emotional portrayals. She had had a difficult life, although young, but she really did not know much about

a child into a woman ; from an ingenue into a dramatic
star. To some he might have proved a subordinating influence. But not to Joan. She had a serious-minded,
critical husband to please, and she valued his opinion of
her work. The result is obvious in her pictures.
Before George Raft met Virginia Pine, epitome of

the rest of the world. She hadn't read enough, she hadn't
seen enough to know about the depth of people's feelings.
Along came Gene, a man who has done a prodigious
social smartness and sophistication, he was a "slick guy,"
amount of living and thinking and reading about the rest
a "Broadway smart guy" in the fullest sense of the term.
of the world.
His is a profound mind,
He couldn't quite shake off, even in his
a sensitive, serious outlook.
He marpicture characterizations, the mannerBy
Hester
isms of the boy from Tenth Avenue
ried the youngest Bennett and then
began her transformation.
and
Forty-First
Street.
G . R o b i s o n
Look at him today. In person or on
It was only natural that association
with Gene should teach Joan a new
the* screen Raft has a polish, a natural
poise that is real and not an affected smart aleckness.
understanding of people, of life. From little girl-mannerisms she turned to those of maturity.
She acquired
Virginia Pine is "society" and somehow she managed to
a broader outlook, a maturer way of thinking.
It began
inspire George with an appreciation of smooth manners,
to show in her lovely face.
good behavior and appearance. Today Raft can play a
Being the wife of a brilliant young author meant a new
song-and-dance man or a social man-bout-town with
responsibility ; responsibility for his happiness and conequal ease.
tentment, so necessary to his work.
It changed her from
If she hadn't been in love {Continued on page 96)
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HE

GETS

AWAY

HE
away with
!" That's
what GETS
the envious,
heremurder
in Hollywood,
say of James Stewart. "What's he
got?" they ask.
He's tall and lean and gangling. His
hair won't stay hrushed. He is not
handsome; certainly not if you judge
by the profile standards, though he is
handsomer off the screen than he is on. Nice, tanned
skin. Dark hair, even though unbrushed. White,
strong teeth. Expressive hands. A sense of humor
which twists his mouth amusingly and lurks, lazily, in
his deep blue eyes.
He's taller and some forty pounds lighter than Qark
Gable. And he's doing his darndest to "eat on some
weight." He talks slowly, almost drawlingly, and in a
very low-toned, Pennsylvania Dutch voice. He wears
good-looking clothes, which you might not expect. He
wears them carelessly.
But he hasn't the extreme good looks of Robert
Taylor nor the exotic appeal of a Valentino nor the
smoothness of the English actors.

On-screen and off-screen, they're filmdom's
newest romantic twosome — Eleanor Powell
and James Stewart. Below, a scene from
"Born

to Dance" with Sid Silvers, Una
Merkel and Jim.

You can't compare him with anyone, past or present.
He can't be "typed" because he has no prototype. He
has a certain awkwardness. And yet the girls sigh and
sayI "He's
asked won-der-ful
a young and!" pretty girl what it is he has.
She said, "He promises tenderness with strength underneath. He isn't obviously any one thing. It's just that
he seems to promise — everything."
HE

IS BLACK

and blue from pinching himself to

find out whether he is awake or dreaming. He doesn't
believe any of it. He doesn't believe that he is here
in Hollywood, a "moom pitcher" actor. When Gable
and Norma Shearer and Bob Montgomery and others
hail him in friendly fashion he forgets to return their
greetings. He thinks they must be talking to someone else or he has a dreamy feeling that he is still seeing their shadows on the screen.
When he was on location with Jeanette MacDonald
and Nelson Eddy in "Rose Marie," he used to play
the accordion for them evenings and he'd say to himself, 'Hey, this can't be you, James!'
When he has dates, as he does, with Eleanor Powell,
Ginger Rogers, Virginia Bruce, Janet Gaynor, this girl
or that, he is sure he is getting by with murder.
When he looks at himself on the screen and thinks
of all the idols of the past, and now Gable and Taylor,
he wonders how soon he is going to wake up to find
himself back in New York, on the stage, where closeups are not and faces don't matter so much.
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HAVE
YOU ever had to
wear cast-off, mended clothes,
carry cast-off accessories? Have
you ever had to take your turn
at the end of the family line for
anything
and
everything, even
beaux?
Have you known what
it
to
and
then

is to be "little sister" — especially
a beautiful, charming, gracious
favorite big one?
If you have
you will be able to sympathize

with Gretchen.
And
you'll laugh,
cry, worry, fret and dream along with
Gretchen
(Lx)retta)
Young
in her
hand-me-down
experiences. Perhaps
you will also gain courage and hope
from her.
It may be hard to realize that Loretta
Young, the poised, independent, refsponsible head of the House of Young today, was, only yesterday, its patronized,
third-ranking child, its most affectionate but ineffectual Gretch!
Still that
was, ironically, the case.
From the beginning, Gretchen had a complex about
her older sisters. Admiring Polly Ann's
graciousness and Sally's charm she
would often say: "Oh, I just wish /
had something !" She loved them, of
course, and because she loved them so
much and considered them so perant. fect, her yearning was doubly poignBy the hour she would sit around
cross-legged on the floor, watching them while they dressed,
while they fussed with their
hair, listening to their talk
about that gay outer world
which
she felt she would
never know. She hung adoringly on every gesture,
every word, every look.
She tried to imagine
dress
lookAnn's
like
what
Polly
whenwould
it finally
got

still reioihs many
of her simple,
unassuming,
"Gretchen" characteristics.

around
to her
Sally
two years
later.
She
wondered,
too, if

By

Katharine

Believe

crast-off

it

or

not,

beaux
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cast-off

were

once

■ME-DOWN
would teach her to
:he fan puffs at the
)Ut up her curls.
)f them would ever

clothes

and

Loretta's

lot

GRETCHEN

do her hair Hke she did hers, with
side, when she grew old enough to
She wondered, dreamily, if either
let her go out with Eric or Jimmie

to go, of course — she was too little. So I put
her to bed first, for her afternoon nap, and then
got the other girls ready.
We started out an hour
later, and had to walk three blocks to the street
car.
"Now I was sure that Gretchen had been asleep
when we left, but as we boarded the car I heard a
small voice calling from half a block behind us 'Wait
for me. Wait ! I'm going, too, Mama !' And there was
Gretchen in her Peter Rabbit sleeping pajamas toddling
after us ! Well, there was only one thing I could do
and that was to get off the car with the girls and take
Gretchen back home, and spank her ! Naturally, that
made us late for the party.
Polly Ann and Sally missed
their ice cream and cake and it was months before they
ever forgave her."
Something happened when Gretchen was four which almost, but not quite, put an end to her tag-along state. At
that time the family moved from Salt Lake City to Hollywood where an aunt, Mrs. Traxler, was working at Paramount. One day at the studio they were testing a number
of little girls for a role in the film starring Fanny Ward.
None of them was suitable and Director George Melford
turned to Mrs. Traxler and said, "You've mentioned your
little nieces ; bring one over.
One about four." Mrs.
Traxler dashed to the Young home, found a mud-spattered Gretchen in the back yard, whisked her off to the
studio for a test, and mud and all — she won the part.
Later, Theodore Roberts, who was also playing in the
picture, walked over to Mrs. Young and asked, "Is this
your little girl? Well, my dear, you have a genius on

"Ramona," with Loretta Young and Don
Ameche in leading roles, is 20th CenturyFox's contribution to technicolor.
. if Eric or Jimmie ever asked her, of course. She
wondered — ^but then her reveries were broken by her
mother's frantic cries from the kitchen, "Gretchen, hurry
up!
I'm ready to go to the store now.
I want you to
i help me carry things home."
Walking along the street, Gretchen would think: "It's
humiliating always to be just a tag-along. But that's tlie
way I started out. That's the way I'll end up, I guess."
YOU SEE she had so often heard the story of her first
■.hopeless venture out into the world, at the slender age of
-two and a halt, that she couldn't help thinking of it as
prophetic. That story, in Mrs. Young's words, goes Hke
this, "Polly Ann and Sally had been invited to a little
girl's party, and I was to take them.
Gretchen was not

your hands."
MRS.
YOUNG
thought so, too, after seeing the
rushes. But when the picture finally came out she
had to look hard to see Gretchen — that settled it.
A director should know.
(Of course, what Mrs.
Young didn't know then is that those things
happen to the best of actors.)
Gretchen was called
out of the running right then and there, and sent
to a convent to be educated.
So at four she came close to being the main
support of the family, as she is today — but
a few feet of film on the cutting room floor
defeated her.
At the convent she dropped back
again into her old role. In the four
years that she spent there she was
never to know what it was to have
a newhanded
dress down
(one that
been
from hadn't
her
sisters), she was never to
cease hearing about her
adorabletinued onolder
(Conpage 95)
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ARE

TROnBLE

SURE WOMEN
are trouble," said Stu, with that grin
and that kindly light in his gray eyes, which would take
the sting out of anything he might say. You would always
know that his heart is soft no matter how hard his words.
There are many who have tried to say that Stu is the
logical successor to Will Rogers, especially on the screen.
Stu doesn't think so, doesn't want to be placed in that
difficult position. Stu has the same rugged kindliness,
the same salty humor, the same simple honest love of
people.
"I don't mean." Stu was saying, "that women get in my
hair, exactly — not like they might in Gable's or Bob
Taylor's or Gary Cooper's. I mean they're trouble because they're competition.
"I'm about," said Stu, "to become a renegade from my
own sex. What I'm about to say is rank heresy, I know.
My fellow
willwomen
never are
forgive
me. than
It's this:
one
who
believesmenthat
smarter
men. I'm
Better
brains. Quicker instincts. More common sense. Less
sentimentality which reduces many a strong man to the
sending of lace paper valentines when he ought to be on
the field of battle, some kind of a battle. They're better
actors, too, and I don't mean only on stage or screen.
They've got us beat, that's why they're trouble.
"Look how it is, even in this movie business. Look at
the publicity the girls get. Does (Continued on page 93)
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He couldn't stand one of those professional
marriages — a home like a hotel — so when she
married Stu, June CoUyer gave up her career.
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quibble, and
speaks and acts
with daring frankness. At right,
with Nino Martini in her latest
pictiire, "The Gay
Desperado."

By Kay

THEY CALL her foolish, but in her madness is a strange
kind of sanity, A sanity which perhaps seems like madness, because she is only twenty, and few people at twenty
have the call-a-spade-a-spade viewpoint of life that she
has. I'll admit that as one to be interviewed she is a
problem. The statements which she makes so calmly in
the course of mere conversation, on paper, smack blatantly
of an attempt to be startling.
SUCH STATEMENTS
AS: "To the devil with this
profession. I want to be a musician. Composing is the
thing that gives me the greatest thrill. Acting in pictures
is a gamble. I'll take it; I am taking it now, but I take it
with my eyes open. I know everything depends on the
breaks I get. The parts. If they give me good parts,
I'll be good in them ; if they give me bad ones, I haven't
a chance. I want something to fall back on.' My music
is going to be that something. I have just written a song
for Nino Martini. I have six more songs which have already attracted offers from publishers. I also have a
book of poems to finish to complete the collection and
then it will be published, too. These are the things that
are important to me.
As a writer and composer I can

Osborne

grow and grow.

As an actress I can only grow if, and

when, producers let me!"
AGAIN, TO further amaze and baffle one she says, "I
don't kid myself. I haven't any real friends. There isn't
a soul in this town, outside of my own family and Louis
Hay ward (who at this moment happens to think that he
adores me), who would lift a finger to help me. I know
that. I also know that it's quite possible that I'm not
liked around here. As a matter of fact, I have made it
a point to find out what people say and think about me.
They don't know anything about me really, because I
stick so close to home, because I'm by myself so much, so
they make up lovely fantastic lies. I hear that I am a
sex-appealist de luxe, that men are my meat, that I'm
wild as a native from Fiji. It's all a lie ; there's nothing
to it. Half the nights I spend working at the piano,
sometimes with Harry Mann, who is doing my arrangements, most often alone. But the light burns on up here
in my house on the hill, so they figure it must be burning
at both ends. If the reputation of an actress rests on
55
such little things, then I say it's not worth while being an
actress.
There's too little inner {Confimied on page 88)

WE'RE ALL cowards in Hollywood," Paul Muni told
me. "We're affaid to be ourselves, afraid that we will
be called temperamental, 'high hat,' difficult. We follow the Hollywood pattern because we haven't the courage to do otherwise.
"For instance, yesterday we were filming one of the
most important scenes in the picture. Naturally, I was
very anxious to do the scene well. I was sittii^ quietly
in a corner, studying, when several important visitors
came on the set. Under different circumstances I should
have been very happy to meet them but, at that moment.

the scene was all-important to me.
"If I had done as I wanted to do, as I should have done
for the good of the picture, I would have refused to
talk to them, would have continued with ray work. But,
had I done that, you know what the result would have
been. Eyes would have stared at me in disgusted surprise. Voices, dozens of voices, would have spread the
news that Muni was getting temperamental, going 'high
hat,' becoming difficult.
"Only one person in all Hollywood has the courage to
be herself, to do as she thinks best for her own good and
for tJie good of her pictures. That person is Greta
Garbo. I envy her moral stamina. I wish that I had onetenth of it. I try to five my life as much as possible in
the way I wish to live it, but I haven't the courage to

Muni has been called "high hat" because he
seeks seclusion so that he can conserve his
energies for the fine characterizations he gives
the screen. The parade of pictures above,
shows you how completely he has become
Wang in "The- Good Earth." Luise Rainer and
Muni in a tragic moment, above right. Paul
studied the Chinese for months in order to
look and act like them.
Eleanor

it as completely as I would like to do it."
We were sitting on canvas camp chairs, Paul Muni and
I, in a rolling field of young wheat. On all sides we were
surrounded by shabby, slant-eyed Chinamen, thatched
huts, nondescript dogs, patient water buflfalo, cameras,
microphones and thoroughly American technicians who
yelled at each other through an intricate loud speaker
system which reached to the farthest California hill, terraced in Chinese fashion and dotted with crude, unfamiliar shrines.
It was a slice of China brought to the San Fernando
Valley, near Holljrwood, for the making of "The Good
Earth." The slim, young Chinaman on the opposite chair
looked at me with dark eyes which belonged to Wang,
Pearl Buck's struggling young

farmer, and

also to

"Louis Pasteur" and to the "Fugitive from a Chain
Gang" and to Paul Muni, himself.
I had been a little worried about my meeting with
Muni. I had heard so many stories about his elusiveness,
his detachment from the Hollywood scene, his hermit-like
silence. But he surprised me. Instead of the silent,
taciturn man whom I had expected, I found a young,
talkative and quietly enthusiastic person, dressed in the
soiled and worn garments of a poverty-stricken Chinaman.
"I try to be selfish— deliberately, consciously selfish," he
said. "The stories you have heard about me are partly
true. Only, I haven't the courage to carry my selfishness,
if you can call it that, to the final completeness, I know
that you must be selfish to be (Continued on page 85)

Simone

Simon,

Here's

INTO
THE exquisitely modelled
five feet three, one hundred and
fourteen pounds which is Simone
Simon
every
strand
of life has
lieen twisted into one bright, confusing skein, so that
temper and
sweetness, tantrum and melting tolerance, cruelty and charity, bitterness and appeal
alternate in rapid and confusion-making succession.
You think that you have a pretty petulant child
on your hands and that all you need do is produce a lollipop and all will be well. And then,
just as you are in the act of producing the lollipop, you meet the eyes of a wise and worldly
woman — eyes which are cynical and perceptive and
more than a little mocking. And no sooner have

you tried to adjust yourself to this somewhat disconcerting mondaine than peals of outrageous
laughter will startle you into the conviction that
you are talking to a gay, mischievous young girl,
who finds life and you, and mostly herself, deliriously amusing.
You assume, knowing something of her birth
and upbringing, that she has spent her young life
moving with millionaires, magnates and royalty,
leaving their scalps on her slender belts. But then
she. says, almost harshly and with stark simplicity,
"I didn't know any ypung people at home —
abroad. First I am too young. And then I am too

Mile. Simon's ability to steal scenes is
trumped only by her flair for creating them.
But since her triumph in "Girls' Dormitory,"
any dido is forgiven._jelow_with Herbert
Marshall
in a scene from the picture.

a

small

imported

tornado!

hard-working." So you do another mental revision and
come up for air yet again.
You assume that she is a pampered young Continental
of laces and pearls, facials and beauty patches until she
holds up small but totally unmanicured hands and says,
"I hate to fuss with me. I can use my ^hands. I detest
the beauty parlors. I would not have the facials and
those inquisition things they call the permanent waves —
when they are not permanent at all," laughed Simone.
When she laughs she really laughs — not a giggle — not
one laugh but peals of laughter ringing out like bells.
She was known as one of the best-dressed women in
Europe. She arrived in America with twenty trunks
crammed to the lids with exclusive models and the latest
chapeaux from Paris. She says, with impatience, "I
don't know why.
I felt like buying them at the moment.

CHILD

OF

DESTINY

By

Faith

S e r v i c e

"
them.wears
I buy
So She
never
slacks around town or around the
studio. She never wears sweaters, shorts or play suits.
She is forever putting on gloves. Was it Beau Brummel
who said that a woman should always wear gloves because when a woman takes off her gloves, she divests
herself
of had.
half her
charm?
If he
didn't,
he probably
wishes he
Simone
seldom
divests
herself
of her
gloves.
Her name, by the way, is pronounced Sea-moan SeaMoan. It is her real name. Her mother liked the name
Simone and thought she might as well use it twice. Why
not ? She knew of no other name she liked better.
SHE was born in Marseilles, that cross-roads where all
the world meets in riotous color and adventure. Perhaps it was in Marseilles that the small Simone was laced
with all the multi-colored strands which weave her wiles,
rnow.

I

Simone

can be an angel but she gets per-

verse glee in being the opposite. But, 'tis
said,
that
on the
of among
"Ladies the
in Love"
great courtesy
wassetrife
leads,
Loretta Young, Janet Gcrynor, Constance
Bennett and Simone.

From Marseilles, Simone sailed with her mother to
Madagascar. And with only one eye on her school books,
she absorbed with the other the teeming tropical life,
the myriad races meeting and mingling. Perhaps it was
Madagascar that bequeathed to Simone her legacy of
many and multi-colored moods.
And then later in Budapest, in Paris, in Berlin, m
Turin — in a dozen diflferent cities and in a dozen different
schools, the small Simone applied to her own excjuisitely
fashioned young person a delicate veneer of sophistication
which made of her, at sixteen, a woman of the world
with wiles at her finger-tips and wisdom in her sapphire
blue eyes.
I talked with her after she had made some portraits
and stills in the gallery at the Twentieth Century-Fox
studio. She sang snatches of songs very loudly, and hilariously between the clicks of the camera. She jested with
the photographer. She struck ridiculous attitudes, which
were like daring French posters only more so. She told
another actress, who had come into the studio on some
errand to "walk away from here and sit over there,
please." I had been told that I might find her "difficult,"
that she might walk out on me, lay me low if I asked her
stupid questions. Maybe it was my good fortune that I
talked to her after the preview of "Girls' Dormitory!' and
not before ; that I talked to her during the making of
"Ladies in Love," which a wise little birdie tells me she is
"stealing" even as she stole 'Girls' Dormitory" and gambolled off with it. She looked, that day, like the kitten
that has eaten the canary. She looked as though she had
"stolen" something and was a rascally Raffles who loved
it. She was brashly proud and unashamed of her pride.
She called to me, "I am of a good disposition today. My
nature feels good.
I am so {Continued on page 76)
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Who wouldn't give her right ctrm for a
figure like Anita Louise's? It's no cinch
keeping it either.

THEY SAY it's worth a' pound of cure — which last is
our text for next month, in case things have reached
such a pass in your life that an ounce of prevention won't
do you any good. That doesn't let you of? reading this
article, however, for there are a couple of hints here
which will — I hope — be of benefit^ to you.
I made no bones about the fact that this article is to
be concerned chiefly with the debutantes — the young girls
whose figures and faces are good, fair, or simply swell.
And with the young girls, also, whose figures and faces
may not be good at all, but where the fault comes not
through self-indulgence and neglect, but through difficulty in overcoming adolescent troubles.
First, the young miss with the pretty good or darn
ood appearance. To her, life is rosy indeed and she
looks with superiority and pity on other poor mortals
who must diet and exercise and deny themselves this
and that. Thank goodness, thinks she, I need not do such
penance. If she'll deign to listen, I'd like to give her
some advice- Like this : keep your figure as lovely as it
is, sister. Keep your complexion and the fine, clean contour of your face. Give thought for the morrow.
When I was a young thing, I envied tremendously
two or three girls of my age and acquaintance who could,
apparently, eat as much as and whatever they pleased
and never gain an ounce or suffer in any other way. I
had to watch my diet and I thought it pretty mean that

Little Jean Parker's grace
and poise is something for
which to strive.

these others could tuck away untold sundaes and confectioner's magoo and never divulge a bulge. At the present writing, two of these belles are very portly indeed.
The other is nibbling cautiously at carrots and lettuce in
an eflFort not to get any more portly. And am I leffing!
These three belles, you see, passed from girlhood to
womanhood; they married and gave up the peppy activities of youth for a more settled existence ; and having
indulged
to
stop. themselves all their lives, it was almost too hard
Just look through any family album if you wish proof.
That can't be Aunt Agatha — that slim little thing ! Indeed,
it's none other than Agatha, before Nature slipped up with
twenty-five pounds in hand and said, "Aggie, these beI'veon.been saving them up all these years."
And long
soto you.
on and
Could you find four better looking young people than
those you see on these two pages? Anita Louise, so
fragile looking and ethereal. Olivia de Havilland, vivid
and luscious. Jean Parker, with her gypsy grace. And
the little newcomer, Simone Simon, who, after a bad
start in Hollywood has now crashed through with a fine
performance in "Girls' Dormitory" and whose young-girl
charm is delighting everybody.
Don't think for a moment that this beauteous quartette
gives no thought for the morrow. They know, and their
studios know, and their wise (Continued on page 98)
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Here's a crew of Hollywood yoimgstens to keep
your eye on! They're the younger bloods oi the
screen who are distiiigxiSshing themselves in the
smaller roles given them in big pictures. Soon
they will outgrow supporting parts to move on to
featured ones— and then on to that Ottering estate
called stardom! Look them over from left to right,
top row.
First Frances Farmer, who made a hit in Bing
Crosby's "Rhythm on the Range," will soon be
seen in "Come and Get It" Next, dashing Potric
Knowles, Enrol Flynn's good paL who plays with
him in "Charge of the Light Brigade." Eleanore
Whitney, that yoimg whklwind of top, showed
great promise in "Three Cheers for Love" and
probably will trump that performance in "College
Holiday." Then there's hmmy Ellison, who has
made his own fan following through his acting in
the "Hop Along Cassidy" pictures. The newest
of this series is "Heart of the West."
And right Douglas Walton achieved a difficult feat recently and Come off with flying
colors. He made his role of Lord Domley
in "Mary of Scotland" so vivid that he regist«^ in that great line-up of big stars.
And, cdthough Doris Dudley's first pictvure
is yet to be seen, Hepburn's "Portrcnt of
a RebeL" her previous stage experiwce mak^ her another starin-the^aking.
She IooIk a
little like Katie, too,

/

^
^

doesn't she?
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Below left, rich black velvet combined with real lace for a dinner
gown of old-fashioned charm.
And right, Gertrude switches to
a Russian mood for daytime —
green jersey suit with black
Persian lamb trimming.

SEVERAL YEARS ago Hollywood's fashion crown sat
upon the heads of one or two stars who were famous for
their knack of wearing dazzling clothes. They were gals
who dared to try out the newest and dizziest fads — often
even originated some of their own. They spent fortunes
every year in an attempt to out-dress any other star in
Gloria Swanson was one of these and she earned
town.

Gertrude

Michael's

conservative
Above, a stunning afternoon suit
with tunic jacket of black quilted
wool crepe over a plain wool
skirt and white satin blouse.

ntr title of "clothes horse" because of the spectacular costumes she wore both on and off the screen. Lilyan Tashman was undisputed owner of "Hollywood's best-dressed
woman" title up to the time of her death. And strangely,
although there have been designers to step forth and name
other stars as "best-dressed," there never was another
who held the title as uniquely as did Lil Tashman.

obvious
By

and

rather

chic
than

is
too

spectacular

Adelia

Bird

Today, the whole Hollywood viewpoint on clothes is
quite dififerent. The stars who are pointed out for their
chic are, on a whole, women who dress conservatively
rather than spectacularly. And most of them shun the
"clothes horse" stamp. Of course, Hepburn, Garbo and
Margaret Sullavan go to the other extreme by professing
a complete indifference to anything that looks Hke a smart
03

Left, again
the Russian influence
in
the Michael w^ardrobe.
it's
a wineThisredtime
wool
coat with collar and
side opening edged
with Persian lamb.
The cartridge belt
idea is lifted from
a Cossack's
form. Russianuniturban of the coat
cloth and lamb.

Gertrude's favorite
sports suit is the
one below. It's blue
tweed with threequarter length
jacket and matching skirt. Her beret
is navy
blue
stitched wool to
match her blouse.
That narrow gold
chain is her pet
piece of jewelry
and about the only
one
she wears.

costume — but probably of the three, Garbo is the only
one who is really sincere about it.
Just think over some of the stars today who have a
reputation for oflf-screen smartness — Norma Shearer,
Claudette Colbert, Myrna Loy, Carole Lombard and
many others — all of them are almost uniformly tailored
by day, leaving any flights of fashion to their few formal
evening appearances. Of this group, Carole Lombard
probably is the most clothes conscious.
MARLENE DIETRICH, of course, is in a class by herself because she makes a definite attempt to be an individualist inher dressing. She comes closest to the Tashman type because she loves to startle her audience by what
she wears. She uses her clothes as a publicity getter — and
what's more it works. Marlene is the 1936 version of the
Hollywood clothes horse. And although you may envy
her flair for lavish and stunning clothes, she doesn't make
a very practical pattern by which to gauge your own shopping. It's fun to have a big wardrobe and to have it
arresting but most of us can't aflford to be just clothes
horses. And it is far smarter to have your clothes subtly
emphasize your personality than to have them dominate
it!

Don't you agree with me?
Gertrude Michael does.
Right out of the same studio as the dazzling Marlene.

Gertrude's brand of chic couldn't be more diflFerent, more
down to earth. Yet, she stands (Continued on page 83)
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...and

her

^mous
Little

Miss Anne C. Rockefeller, of the distinguished
New York family, enjoys entertaining in Dinners"
a casual,
unpretentious way — intimate little dinners with a few
friends who share her interest in the arts. Good
conversation, unhurried pleasure . . . the menu itself
kept very simple. Just soup and entree ... a pause
for a Camel . . . followed by a green salad, dessert,
and coffee . . . with Camels between courses and after
to accent subtle flavors. "Smoking Camels," Miss
Rockefeller says, "makes the choicest delicacy taste
that much better. They help digestion, too, and bring
a delightful sense of well-being, an at-peace-with-theworld mood. When entertaining, I always see to it
personally, as a compliment to my guests, that there
are plenty of Camels within their reach."'

Sert Room, The Waldorf-Astoria, New York, "Whether I'm in the
Sert Room of The Waldorf-Astoria — at home — or at the homes of my
friends — I notice that Camels are the favorite." — Anne C. Rockefeller
Add

to the joy of good
hy Smoking
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^rs Thomas M. Carnegie, Jr., «<^«
Mrs. Powell Cabot, Boston
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digestion

Camels

the friendly touches that make

Mrs. Jasper Morgan, IVe«. ^ orfc

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^
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Anne Rockefeller's dinners so charming.
A simple menu, plenty of Camels. Smoking
Camels, scientists agree, stimulates the flow of
digestive fluids — alkaline digestive fluids that
play such a welcome part in good digestion.
Smoke as many Camels as you wish, during
meals and after. As Frank, head waiter of The
Waldorf's Sert Room, says: "Excellent food
calls for costlier tobaccos. In the Sert Room,
where discriminating people gather. Camels are
the favorite." Their delicate flavor gives each
succeeding Camel a never- tiring taste. And,
being mild. Camels never get on your nerves.
Smoke them for digestion's sake!
Copyright, 1936, R. J.ReynoIda Tob. Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

FOR

digestion's

SAKE

SMOKE

CAMELS

Smart

YOURS

new

hot-dish

FOR

Act at once — this offer good Jor a
limited time only!
Here's a hot-dish pad to protect your
table. So good-looking, so modern,
you can be proud to use it at your nicest
parties !
It's in soft-lustre, satin-finish aluminum, on a thick felt base. Durable. Something you've always wanted— at a bargain !
So don't delay. Buy a can of Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk — the magic
milk — and send the label and 10c to ad-

pad

lOiz'

of

satin-finish

aluminum

and one (1) label from Borden's Eagle Brand
Sweetened Condensed Milk — the Magic Milk

dress at lower right. Use coupon for convenience. You'll want several!
IMPORTANT: This offer is made solely
to acquaint you with Eagle Brand, the
magic milk which turns
difficult cooking into
easy tricks ! Imagine
changing
into deliciousplain
cakesbread
!Think
of getting gorgeous
chocolate frosting every
time ! in only 5 minutes !

FREE COOKBOOK OF MAGIC, TOO. With hotdish pad,
you get pies,
"Magic
Recipes,"
a whole
cookbook of cookies,
puddings,
candies,
frostings,
salad dressings, ice creams.
Money-back Guarantee— To everyone who takes advantage of this opportunity to secure the smart hotdish pad of satin-finish aluminum, we make this
guarantee : If within two weeks after buying this
hot-dish pad, you are not entirely satisfied, you may
return the hot-dish pad to us and we will refund you
the full 10(? you paid for it. The Borden Company,
350 Madison Avenue, New \brk, N. Y.
Please note : Any Eagle Brand label— either the
one shown here or the one with wide red bands— is
acceptable in this offer.
ACT

AT

ONCE!

Made in 3 minutes! Fool-proof!
MAGIC CHOCOLATE FROSTING

Your order not good unless postmarked before
midnight, Dec. 31, 1936.
The Borden Company,

2 squares unsweetened chocolate
11/3 cups
(1 can) Condensed
Eagle BrandMilk
Sweetened
1 tablespoon water
Melt chocolate in top of double boiler. Add Eagle
Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk, stir over boiling
water 5 minutes or until mixture thickens. Add
water. Cool. Spread on cold cake. Makes enough
frosting to cover tops and sides of 2 (9-inch) layers,
or top and sides of loaf cake generously, or about
24 cup cakes.

P. O. Box 60,
Dept.
Varick MM-H6
St. Station,
New York, N. Y.
Enclosed is one (1)
Eagle Brand label and
10(5 (in coin), for which
please send me the satin-finish aluminum
hot-dish pad with money-back guarantee as
specified in your advertisement. Also please
send free Magic cookbook.

Change bread to cake!
MAGIC COCONUT STRIPS
Slice day-old white bread, '"ch thick. Trim off
crusts. Cut into strips % inch by 2 inches long.
Spread strips on all sides with Eagle Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk, covering well. Then roll in
dry shredded coconut, broken fine. Brown under
broiler at low heat, or toast on fork over coals. It'll
taste like Angel Food Cake, coconut-frosted.

Name
Address
City
If you live in Canada, send
Brand label and 10^- to The
pany, Ltd., Yardley House,

_State_
one (1) Eagle
Borden ComToronto, Ont.

DEMAND

POPULAR

BY

Delicious, golden
brown Griddle
Cakes such as
these can b e
made by following the recipe in
this month's Modern Hostess leaflet, which is yours
for the asking.
Courtesy General Foods
IF 1 WERE to tell you that Bob Brough likes
hot breads for breakfast, lunch and dinner, probably the only answer that you would make to that
remark would be "So what?" unless, of course,
you happened to know that this very Mr. Brough
is none other than Robert Taylor ! And then ? Well,
come now, gals, confess that that would be entirely
diflferent !
When I tell you that you can get recipes for some
of his hot bread favorites — absolutely free — just by
sending in the coupon at the end of this article, it
ought to please a good many of you more than any
other recipes we could possibly offer. We seem to
be besieged, these days, with requests for news and
still more news about this newest "find" whose
present record of 5,000 fan letters a week has
amazed everybody — the young man in question perhaps most of all !
The fact that Bob, as a boy, was a champion
doughnut eater, that he consumed his own weight
in Griddle Cakes during his youth and that to this
day he insists that no chicken dinner is complete
without plenty of rich, flaky biscuits, becomes a
subject of real interest to us all. In fact, anything
concerning this new star is news.
Yet, only a little over two years ago a certain darkhaired, blue-eyed young fellow, with a tennis racquet
probably swinging at his side, could stroll across the
campus of Pomona College without causing any
particular commotion.
But nowadays his every public appearance is the

By
Your

beau

about
helpings

Mr.
of

may

Marjorie
be

Bob's

"What, another interview on the things I like to
eat!" Bob remarked, with {Continued on page 74)

Bob
food Taylor's
preferences will
be
you

enlightening to all
girls.

Deen

tired

Taylor,

signal for a riot, which reached an all-time high on
a recent visit to New York when it required fifteen
patrolman to keep him from being mobbed !
What does handsome IMr. Taylor think of all
this? Well, to paraphrase a famous saying, his
attitude seems to be, "If this be Fame, make the
most of it !" With certain reservations, perhaps,
he seems to be enjoying it hugely, while with no reservations he thinks many aspects of his present
prominence are pretty funny.

of

but

favorite

your

raves

he'll

want

hot

breads
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Stars'
^ome^omen
are
Natural

beauties

They intensify natural coloring . . . yet »,
never look "made-up". Read how the
Color Change Principle available in
Tangee make-up brings natural loveliness.
You see many more "naturally" beautiful women than you used to. For make-up
styles have changed. Gaudy make-up has
vanished. The Tangee Color Change Principle is available in powder, lipstick and rouge.

AndderbecauseTangee
blends nnturulltl Face
with Powyour
own skin tones, your sltlnis-sniootlier. fresher
. . . with never a trace of that powdery look.
Begin tonight to be lovelier in your
own way. Insist upon Tangee for all your
make-up. Only in Tangee can you obtain the
Color Change Principle. Tangee Powder is
55c and $1.10. Rouge, compact or creme,
each 83c. Lipstick is 39c and $1.10.
• BEWARE OF SUBSTITUTES! There is only one
Tangee
don't let //ayiyone
switchmore
you. color
Always
ask for
TANGEE — NATURAL.
you prefer
for evening
wear, ask for Tangee Theatrical.
Famous Lipstick
71 World's Mosf
ENDS THAT PAINTED LOOK

THE GEORGE W. LUFT COMPANY MM116
417 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Rush Miracle Make-Up Set of miniature Tangee
Lipstick, Rouge Compact, Creme Rouge, Face
Powder. I enclose 10)' (stamps or coin),i5(^ in Canada.
Shide □ F'"h n Rachel n Light Rachel.
Name
.
Please Print
A ddress
-StateCity
70

Studio

Addresses

{Continued from page 33)
FAIRBANKS. DOUGLAS. SR.: United Artists.
FARMER,
FARRELL, FRANCES:
CHARLES: I'ar.imount.
Keiniblic.
FARRELL, GLENDA: Warner Bros.
FAVE.
ALICE:
JOth
Century-Fox.
FA2ENDA. LOUISE: Warner Bros.
FELLOWS, EDITH: Colutnbia.
FETCHIT,
20th Century-Fox.
FIELDS, W.STEPIN:
C: Paramount.
FLYNN, ERROL: Warner Bros.
FONDA, HENRY: Walter Wanger,
FORAN. DICK: Warner Bros.
Kadio. RALPH: Free lance. Write him at KKO
FORBES,
FORD,
mount. WALLACE: Free lance. Write him at ParaFOSTER, NORMAN: Paramount.
FOSTER,
RKO-Radio.
FRANCIS, PRESTON:
KAY: Warner
Bros.
FRAWLEY, WILLIAM: Paramount.
FROMAN, JANE: Warner Bros.
FURNESS, BETTY: M-G-M.
GABLE, CLARK:
M-G-M.
GAHAGAN,
RKO-Radio.
GALLAGHER,HELEN:
SKEETS:
RKO Radio.
GALLIAN, KETTI: Paramount.
GARBO,
M-G-M.
GARGAN, GRETA:
WILLIAM:
Columbia.
GAYNOR,
JANET:
Century-Fox.
GEORGE, GLADYS: 20th
Paramount.
GIBSON,
GIBSON. HOOT:
WYNNE:RKO-Radio.
Free lance. Write her at RKO
CLEASON, JAMES: RKO-Radio.
GODDARD, PAULETTE: United Artists.
GOMBELL, MINNA: Free lance. Write her at 20th
Ceiiturv-Fox.
GORDON,
C. HENRY:
M-G-M.
GORDON, GAVIN:
Republic.
GORIN,
M-G-M.
GRABLE, IGOR:
BETTY:
RKO-Radio.
GRAHAME, MARGOT: RKO-Radio.
GRANT, GARY: Paramount.
GRANVILLE, BONITA: United Artists.
GRAY, NAN: Universal.
GWENN. EDMUND: M-G-M.
HADEN,
20th Century-Fox.
HAINES, SARA:
WILLIAM:
Republic.
HALE, ALAN: RKO-Radio.
HALEY,
JACK:
20th
Century-Fox.
HALLIDAY, JOHN: Paramount.
HAMILTON, NEIL: Free lance. Write him at Universal.
HARDIE, RUSSELL: M-G-M.
HARDING,
HARDWICKE,ANN:SIR RKO-Radio.
CEDRIC: Gaumont-British.
HARDY, OLIVER: M-G-M.
HARLOW, JEAN: M-G-M.
HAYDON, JULIE: M-G-M.
HAYES, HELEN:
HAYWARD,
LOUIS:M-G-M.
Uni\ersal.
HEALY. TED:
M-G-M. Republic
HENRY,
CHARLOTTE:
HENRY.
M-G-M.
HEPBURN,WILLIAM:
KATHARINE:
HERBERT.
HUGH:
Warner RKO-Radio.
Bros.
HERSHOLT, JEAN: M-G-M.
HERVEY,
M-G-M.
HILLIARD, IRENE:
HARRIET:
RKO-Radio.
HOBSON, VALERIE: 20th Century-Fox.
HOLDEN, GLORIA: Universal.
HOLLOWAY.
STERLING:Free20thlance.
Century-Fox.
HOLMES, PHILLIPS:
Write him at
Republic.
HOLT, DAVID: Paramount.
HOLT, BETTY: Paramount.
HOLT.
JACK:
Universal.
HOPKINS,
MIRIAM:
Samuel Goldwyn.
HORTON, EDWARD EVERETT: Universal
HOWARD. JOHN: Paramount.
HOWARD. LESLIE: Warner Bros.
HUDSON, ROCHELLE: 20th Century-Fox.
HUGHES, CAROL: Warner Bros.
HULL, WARREN: Warner Bros.
HUME, BENITA: M-G-M.
HUNT,
Paramouitt.HUNTER,MARSHA:
IAN: Warner
Bros.
HUNTLEY, G. P., JR.: Universal.
HUSTON,
WALTER:
Free
lance.
Write him at
United Artists.
HUTCHINSON. JOSEPHINE: Warner Bros.
HYAMS, LEILA:
RKO-Radio.
JANNEY.
WILLIAM:
Renublic.
JASON. SYBIL: Warner Bros.
JENKINS, ALLEN: Warner Bros.
JENNINGS, MAXINE: RKO-Radio.
JEWELL, ISABEL: M-GM.
JOHNSON, KAY: RKO-Radio.
JOLSON, AL: Warner Bros
JONES,
M-G-M.
JONES, ALLAN:
BUCK: Universal.
JONES,
GORDON:
RKO-Radio.
JORY, VICTOR: Columbia.
JUDGE,
ARLINE:
20th
Century-Fox.
KARLOFF, BORIS: Universal.
KARNS, ROSCOE: Paramount.
KEATING, FRED: Columbia.
KEELER, RUBY: Warner Bros.
KEENE, TOM: Free lance. Write him at Paramount
KEITH, ROSALIND:
IAN: RKO-Radio.
KEITH,
Paramount.
KELLY,
PATSY: Paramount.
M-G-M.
KELLY, PAUL:
KELLY, WALTER C: Republic.
KELTON. PERT:
KENNEDY,
EDGAR:M-G-M.
Universal.
KENT,
ROBERT:
20tli Century-Fox.
KIBBEE, GUY: Warner
Bros.
KIEPURA, JAN: Paramount.
KING, JOHN: Universal.
KNAPP, EVALYN: Republic.
KNIGHT,
KRUGER, JUNE:
OTTO: M-G-M.
Universal.
LAHR, BERT: Universal.
LAMONT, MOLLY: RKO Radio.
LANDI,
ELISSA:FreeM-G-M.
LANE, LOLA:
lance. Write her at • Universal
LANG,
JUNE:
20th
Century-Fox.
LANGDON, HARRY: Columbia.
LANGFORD, FRANCES: M-G-M.
LAArtists.
RUE, JACK: Free lance. Write him at Unitea
LATIMER, LOUISE: RKO-Radio.

LODGE,
Write him at Paramount. JOHN: Free lance.
LOMBARD, CAROLE: Paramount.
LORD, PAULINE: Columbia.
LORING, MICHAEL:
ANN: M-G-M.Universal.
LORING,
LORRE, PETER: Columbia.
LOSCH. TILLIE: United Artists.
LOUISE, ANITA: Warner Bros.
LOWE. EDMUND: M-G-M.
LOY, MYRNA:
LUGOSI,
BELA: M-G-M.
Universal.
LUKAS, PAUL: 20th Century-Fox.
LUKE, KEYE:
20th Century-Fox.
LUPINO,
IDA: Paramount.
LYON,
BEN: Free lance. Write him at 20th Century-Fox.
LAUGHTON, CHARLES: M-G-M.
LAUREL,
M-G-M.M-G-M.
LAWRENCE,STAN:
ROSINA:
LAWTON,
FRANK:
Universal.
LAYE, EVELYN:
M-G-M.
LEDERER,
FRANCIS:
United Artists.
LEE, BILLY: Paramount.
LEE, DIXIE: 2nth Century-Fox.
LEE, DOROTHY: RKO-Radio.
LEYTON,
DRUE: 20th
Century-Fox.
LIGHT, ROBERT:
Warner
Bros.
LINAKER, KAY: Warner Bros.
LINDEN, ERIC:
M-G-M. Warner Bros.
LINDSAY.
MARGARET:
LLOYD, HAROLD: Paramount.
MacDONALD, JEANETTE: M-G-M.
MACK,
RKO-Radio.
MacLANE,HELEN:
BARTON:
Warner Bros.
MacMAHON,
ALINE:
M-G-M.
MacMURRAY. FRED: Paramount.
MALA:
M-G-M.
MANNERS,
DAVID: Free lance. Write him at ReMANNORS,
SHEILA:
Columbia.
public. FREDRIC: 20th
MARCH,
Century- Fox.
MARCO: Free lance. Write her at M-G-M.
MARSH, JOAN: RKO-Radio.
MARSH, MARIAN: Columbia.
MARSHALL, HERBERT: RKO-Radio.
MARTINI, NINO: United Artists.
MARX BROTHERS: M-G-M.
MATTHEWS,
JESSIE:
Gaumont-British.
MAYNARD, KEN:
Columbia.
McCOY, COL. TIM: Columbia.
McCREA, JOEL: Samuel Goldwyn.
McFARLAND, SPANKY: M-G-M.
McGUIRE, FRANK:
JOHN: 20th
Century-Fox.
McHUGH,
Warner
Bros.
McKINNEY, FLORINE: Republic.
McLAGLEN, VICTOR: 20th Century-Fox.
MELTON,
20th Century-Fox.
MELTON, FRANK:
JAMES: Warner
Bros.
MENJOU,
ADOLPHE:
MERCER, BERYL: Free Paramount.
lance. Write her at Republic.
MEREDITH, BURGESS: RKO-Radio.
MERKEL,
MERMAN. UNA:
ETHEL:M-G-M.
Samuel Goldwyn.
MICHAEL,
GERTRUDE:
MILJAN, JOHN:
Free lance.RKO-Radio.
Write him at Paramount.
MILLAND, RAY: Paramount.
MITCHELL, GENEVA: Columbia.
MONTENEGRO, CONCHITA: 20th Century-Fox.
MONTGOMERY, DOUGLASS: Gaumont-British.
MONTGOMERY,
MOORE,
Free lance.M-G-M.
Write him at Paramount. DICKIE: ROBERT:
MOORE, GRACE: Columbia.
MOORE, VICTOR: RKO-Radio.
MORAN, POLLY:
M G-M.
MORENO,ANTONIO:
20th Century-Fox.
FRANK: Free
M-G-M.lance. Write him at KKOMORGAN, RALPH:
Radio.
MORGAN, HELEN: Universal.
MORLEY, KAREN: Warner Bros.
MORRIS, CHESTER: Columbia.
MORRISON,
JOE:
MOWBRAY,
ALAN:Paramount.
Free lance. Write him at Universal.
MUIR,
JEAN:
Warner
MULHALL,
JACK: FreeBros.
lance. Write him at Paramount.
MUNDIN, HERBERT: 20th Century-Fox.
MUNI, PAUL: Warner Bros.
MURPHY, GEORGE: Paramount.
MURPHY.
MAURICE:Free20th
Radio. CONRAD:
NAGEL,
lance.Century-Fox.
Write him at KKONIXON,
Radio. MARIAN: Free lance. Write her at RKONOLAN, LLOYD: Columbia.
NORTON.
NUGENT. BARRY:
EDWARD: M-G-M.
Free lance. Write him at ReOAKIE.
JACK:
Paramount.
OBERON,
public. MERLE: Samuel Goldwyn.
O'BRIEN, GEORGE: 20th Century-Fox.
O'BRIEN-MOORE,
ERIN: Free lance. Write her at
RKO-Radio.
O'BRIEN, PAT: Warner Bros.
OLAND, WARNER: 20th Century-Fox,
OLIVER, EDNA MAY: M-G-M.
OLSEN,
O'NEILL, MORONI:
HENRY: RKO-Radio.
Warner Bros.
O'SULLIVAN,
MAUREEN:
M-G-M.
OVERMAN, LYNNE:
Paramount.
OWEN, REGINALD:
M-G-M.
PALEY,
NATALIE:
RKO-Radio.
PALLETTE,
EUGENE:
Free lance. Write him at
Warner Bros.
PARKER, CECILIA: M-G-M.
PARKER,
PARRISH, JEAN:
GIGI: M-G-M.
Renublic.
PATERSON, PAT: Walter Wanger.
PATRICK, GAIL: Paramount.
PENDLETON, NAT: M-G-M.
PENNER, BARBARA:
JOE: RKO-Radio.
PEPPER,
RKO-Radio.
PERRY.
JOAN:
Columbia.
PICKFORD, MARY:
United Artists.
PIDGEON. WALTER: Universal.
PITTS. ZASU: Paramount.
PONS, LILY: RKO-Radio.
POWELL, DICK: Warner Bros.
POWELL, ELEANOR: M-G-M.
POWELL, WILLIAM: M-G-M.
(Continued on page 72')
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IVIrSa Adam K. Luke* Jr. saye: "PoDd''e Cold Cream certainly keepe my pores fine/

Faults

that

UNDER

A SINGLE blemish can dim the
freshness of your skin . . . make
you look older than you are.
A few coarse pores say, " She's getting on in years" — just as loudly as
lines and wrinkles say it. Stubborn
things — that keep on getting worse
till you learn their real cause and the
real way to treat them.
Deep-skin rousing needed
The truth is, almost all skin faults
get their start, not on the surface.

start

in your

briskly patted in. How wonderful it feels.
Blood tingling. Skin glowing . . . and so
much softer! You are waking up that
underskin.
Aging
faults
start here
glands, cells,
;ls which nourouterdarkskinlayer
are on
all
underish yourthat
away.
top.
Keepkeep
themskinactive
and you
faults—

SKIN
but in your underskin.
In your underskin are little hidden
glands and cells and blood vessels.
These are the foundation of your
outer skin's health. The minute they
function poorly, pores begin to clog.
And then blemishes come. Even lines
are really nothing but creasings in
your outer skin, caused by failing
tissues underneath.

Every night, pat in Pond's Cold Cream to
loosen dirt, make-up. Wipe off. Pat in
more cream briskly — to rouse your underskin, keep it working properly, so annoying little faults cant age your skin.
Every morning, and during the day, rethis treatment
with Pond's
Cold
Cream.peat Your
skin becomes
softer every

But — you can rouse that underskin
to healthy vigor — by the regular use
of Pond's invigorating
deep-skin treatment.
Miss Jane Mellon
Twice daily— for a
"Pond's Cold Cream
fault-free skin
keeps my skin soft
and clear — smooths
Pond's Cold Cream goes deep
into the pores. Its specially
out little lines.''
processed oils loosen every
particle of dirt. Easy to wipe
it all off.

POND'S, Dept. L 50, Clinton, Conn. Rush special tube
of Pond's Cold Cream, enough for 9 treatments, with
generous
otherPowder.
Pond's ICreams
ent shadessamples
of Pond'sof 2Face
enclose and
10^ to5 differcover
postage and packing.
Name.
.
City_
Streets

Now the rousing treatment
— more Pond's Cold Cream

_State_
Copyright, 1936, Pond's Extract Company

time — looks younger. And it's all smooth
for your powder.
SPECIAL

9-TREATMENT

TUBE

and 3 other Pond's Beauty Aids
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• Unless ^a
you nj
haveione 'H
of ea
the th
rare husby
bands who is amused to watch mysterious
beauty rites,ofit'sKurlash
up to youenthusiasts.
to join the These
secret
association
wise ladies keep a httle private cache of
Kurlash products and slip away for a few
minutes' beauty conference with them daily.
Husbands are entranced with the results —
and never knoi.i> why wives look prettier.
You can whisk your lashes into Kurlash
($1 at good stores) in a spht second. When
they emerge, they'll be curled back soulfully — looking longer and darker, making
your eyes larger. No heat; no cosmetics — nothing to arouse husbandly suspicions. Do
not hesitate to use these other absolutely undetectable Kurlash products also. Try them
in private . . i and give your husband a
beautiful surprise today.
• Lashtint Compact.
A patented
mas-a
cara case with
little sponge, enjuring just thetoright
ccnsislency
darken
the lashes naturally
without stiffening or
caking them. Waterproof. In black,
brown or blue. $1.
• Kurlene, Dresses the lashes,
keeps them soft and silky,
darkens them, tends to make
them grow longer and thicker
— and, either alone or mixed
with a little Shadette (not illustrated, $1) in a shade to match
your eyes, gives the youthful
shiny-lidded look that is so
flattering. 60c and $1 sizes.
• Tw issorSa The little miracle
tweezer with curved scissor-handles
lets you see to trim brows accurately. Only 25c,

^rile Jane Heath /or advice about eye beauty. Give
your coloring Jor personal beauty plan. Address Dept.
MMll. The Kurlash Company, Rochester, N.
Kurlash CompPny of Canada, at Toronto, 3. Y. The
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The Harold Lloyds (extreme left and right) helped Gene Raymond and Jeanette MacDonald celebrate their engagement. Gene
and Jeanette are the lovey-doviest pair in all Hollywood.
PRESTON.
ANN: RKO-Radio.
PRYOR, ROGER:
Republic.
QUALEN. JOHN: 20th Century-Fox.
QUIGUEY. EDDIE:
JUANITA:FreeM-G-M.
QUILLAN,
lance. Write him at Republic.
RAFT, GEORGE: Paramount.
RAINER.
LUISE: M-G-M.
RAINS. CLAUDE:
Warner Bros.
RALPH,
JESSIE:
M-G-M.
RALSTON. ESTHER:
Paramount.
RATHBONE,
BASIL: M-G-M.
RATOFF. GREGORY:
20th Century-Fox.
RAY. LEAH: 20th Century-Fox.
RAYMOND.
GENE:
RKO-Radio.
REED. PHILIP: United Artists.
REGAN. PHIL: Republic.
RHODES. ERIK: RKO-Radio.
RICE,
FLORENCE:
RICHMAN,
HARRY: M-G-M.
Columbia.
ROBERTI, LYDA:
M-G-M.
ROBERTS.
BEVERLY:
Warner Bros.
ROBERTSON, GUY: Republic.
ROBINSON,
Century-Fox.
ROBINSON, BILL:
EDWARD20th G.:
Warner Bros.
ROBSON,
MAY:
M-G-M.
ROGERS, CHARLES: RKO-Radio.
ROGERS, JEAN:
GINGER:Universal.
RKO-Radio.
ROGERS.
ROLAND, GILBERT: 20th Century-Fox.
ROMERO. CESAR: Universal.
ROONEY, MICKEY: M-G-M.
ROSS. SHIRLEY:
M-G-M.Paramount.
RUGGLES,
CHARLES:
RUSSELL,
ROSALIND:
M-G-M.
RUTHERFORD.
ANN: Republic.
SCHILDKRAUT, JOSEPH: Columbia.
SCHUBERT, MARINA: Paramount.
SCHUMANN-HEINK. MME. ERNESTINE: M-G-M.
SCOTT, RANDOLPH: Paramount.
SEARL, JACKIE: 20th Century-Fox,
SELLON, CHARLES: 20th Century-Fox.
SELWYN,
SEWARD, RUTH:
BILLIE: M-G-M.
Columbia.
SHANNON,
PEGGY: Free lance. Write her at Universal.
SHAW, WINIFRED: Warner Bros.
SHEA, GLORIA: Columbia.
SHEARER. NORMA:
M-G-M.Bros.
SHERIDAN,
ANN: Warner
SHIRLEY,
ANNE:
RKO-Radio.
SIDNEY, SYLVIA: Walter Wanger.
SILVERS,
SID: M-G-M.
SIMON. SIMONE:
20th Century-Fox.
SKIPWORTH,
ALISON:
Paramount.
SLEEPER. MARTHA: Universal.
SMITH. C. AUBREY: United Artists.
SMITH,
QUEENIE: Universal.
SOTHERN,
ANN:Warner
RKO-Radio.
SPARKS, NED:
Bros.
STANDER. LIONEL: Columbia.
STANDING, SIR GUY: Paramount.
STANWYCK, BARBARA: RKO-Radio.
STARRETT, CHARLES: Columbia.
STELLING. WILLIAM: 20th Century-Fox.
STEN. ANNA: United Artists.
STEPHENS, HARVEY: M-G-M.
STEPHENSON,
HENRY:Universal.
M-G-M.
STEVENS,
ONSLOW:
STEWART, JAMES: M-G-M.
STONE,
FRED: RKO-Radio.
STONE. GEORGE
E.: W arner Bros.

STONE, LEWIS:
STONE,
PAULA: M-G-M.
Warner Bros.
STUART, GLORIA: 20th Century-Fox.
SULLAVAN. MARGARET: Universal.
SUMMERVILLE, SLIM: 20th Century-Fox.
SWARTHOUT. GLADYS: Paramount.
TALBOT, LYLE: Columbia.
TAMIROFF, AKIM: Paramount.
TAYLOR, KENT: Paramount.
TAYLOR,
TEASDALE,ROBERT:
VERREE:M-G-M.
Paramount.
TEMPLE, SHIRLEY: 20th Century-Fox.
THOMAS, FRANK M.: RKO-Radio.
THOMAS, JAMESON: Republic.
TIBBETT, LAWRENCE: 20th Century-Fox.
TIBBETTS. MARTHA: Columbia.
TOBIN, GENEVIEVE: Warner Bros.
TOMLIN, PINKY: Universal.
TONE,
M-G-M.
TRACY, FRANCHOT:
LEE: Universal.
TRACY,
M-G-M.Bros.
TRAVIS, SPENCER:
JUNE: Warner
TREACHER. ARTHUR: 20th Century-Fox.
TREE. DOROTHY: Warner Bros.
TREEN. MARY: Warner Bros.
TREVOR. CLAIRE: 20th Century-Fox.
TWELVETREES, HELEN: 20th Century-Fox,
VALLEE. RUDY: Warner Bros.
VELEZ. LUPE:
M-G-M.20th Century-Fox.
VENABLE,
EVELYN:
VINSON. HELEN: Gaumont-British.
WADSWORTH.
HENRY: M-G-M.
WALBURN, RAYMOND:
Columbia.
WALKER,
JUNE:
20th lance.
Century-Fox.
WALKER, RAY: Free
Write him at 20th Century-Fox.
WALTON. DOUGLAS: RKO-Radio.
WARE, IRENE: 20th Century-Fox.
WAYNE, JOHN: Universal.
WEIDLER, VIRGINIA: Paramount.
WEISSMULLER,
JOHNNY:FreeM-G-M.
WELLS, JACQUELINE:
lance.
Write her at
Republic.
WEST, MAE: Paramount.
WESTLEY,
HELEN: RKO-Radio.
WHALEN, MICHAEL:
20th Century-Fox.
WHEELER, BERT: RKO-Radio.
WHITE,
ALICE:
Gaumont-British.
WHITNEY, ELEANORE: Paramount.
WILCOXON, HENRY: United Artists.
WILLIAM. WARREN: Warner Bros.
WILLIAMS. CLARK: Universal.
WILLIAMS, HUGH: 20th Century-Fox.
WILSON,
DOROTHY:
Paramount.
WILSON, LOIS:
Free lance.
Write her at Universal
WILSON, MARIE: Warner Bros.
WING, PAT: Paramount.
WING. TOBY: CHARLES:
M-G-M.
WINNINGER.
20th Century-Fox.
WITHERS, GRANT: Paramount.
WITHERS, JANE: 20th Century-Fox.
WOOD,
Centurv-Fox.
WOODS. HELEN:
DONALD:20thWarner
Bros.
WOOLSEY, BOB: RKO-Radio.
WRAY, FAY: Columbia.
WYATT, JANE: Universal.
YOUNG, LORETTA:
20th Free
Century-Fox.
YOUNG,
POLLY ANN:
lance. Write her at
20th Century-Fox.
YOUNG.
YOUNG, ROBERT:
ROLAND: M-G-M.
United Artists.
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"I adored the exquisite girl I married—And then— I saw her change
after marriage. . . grow careless, neglect her daintiness, actually offend
anyone who came near her. How
could she?
"Perhaps other men can speak
out, but I can't. I've retreated into a
shell of reserve which she resents,
thinks cruel.
"If someone could only speak
for me — I know we'd recapture
that first glorious happiness."
DAINTY

WOMEN

LUX

SCREEN

AVOID OFFENDING -Even those
dear to us hesitate to speak of an
offense that robs a woman of all her
glamour . . . perspiration odor from
underthings. We don't notice it ourselves so — never take chances. Lux
underthings after each wearing. Lux
removes odor and protects colors.
Don't risk ordinary soaps which
may contain harmful alkali, or cakesoap rubbing. These may fade and
injure fabrics. Lux has no harmful
alkali! Safe in water, safe in Lux!

UNDERTHINGS

AFTER

EVERY

WEARING
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Demand

{Coiitiitiicd from page 69)
a mock serious expression and a twinkle
in his eyes, when I went to see him recently. "First you want to know what
meats I like and then, not satisfied with
that seemingly unimportant bit of information, just a short time later you want
me to talk further on the food subject.
Is there no satisfying your curiosity on
my eating habits?" he inquired, laughing.
But, as I explained to him, it was some
time back when I had spoken to him and
since then he has made millions of new
friends through the excellence of his work
in "Private Number," "His Brother's
Wife," and "The Gorgeous Hussy."

''The

Queen

Has
Most

a

Excellent

Taste

ea^'
fors T
an lady may
Victori
SOME graciou
d
well have venture such an opinion, for it was known that England's
great Queen Victoria had had her private tea blended specially to her taste
by the famous tea house of the time —
Ridgways (Est. 1836).

Since 1900 all the world has been
able to taste and enjoy Queen Victoria's private tea — now known as
Ridgways "Her Majesty's Blend".
For 100 years Ridgways have been
the world's Foremost Quality Teas.
Today Ridgways offers teas for almost
every taste and purse. The experience
of 100 years, in selecting and blending
fine teas, assures the deliciousness and
quality of the Ridgways Tea you may
choose —
Ridgways
Pekoe

Gold Label — 100% Orange

Ridgwavs
"H.M.B.")"Her Majesty's

Blend" (or

Ridgways
Darjeeling5 O'Clock — delicious Ceylon
RidgwayserousOrange
10c size Label — now in a gen-

Ridgways
Teas
Praised the World Over for Their Flavor
1836 — Ridgways One Hundredth Year — 1936
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YOU see how it is," I said to my
amused "victim," almost apologetically, although determination was apparent in my very attitude as I took out my
notebook and tapped it with the sharpest
of pencils, "I'm only a culinary reporter,
and it is my sole duty to interview you
on your favorite foods and on no other
subject. I did not come to ask you what
books you have in the library of your
new home — no, I'm the gal who wants
to know about the kitchen and the dining
room. I'm not even supposed to ask you
to give me the lowdown on how it feels
to find yourself starring in a picture with
Greta Garbo after but two short years in
Hollywood.
Yes, I'm just a cook!"
At which Bob, who has the keenest
sense of humor imaginable, threw back
his head, laughed and answered all my
questions, ending up with the helpful suggestion that I probably would be able to
get several swell recipes for his favorite
hot breads from his colored cook.
"After all, he's the one who knows
what I like to eat and how these foods
are prepared," Bob said. "In my opinion,
colored people are among the best cooks
in the world and I'd match my man's
cooking with anyone's. Get him to tell you
how he makes biscuits — they fairly melt
in your mouth. And his announcement,
'Mistuh Taylor there is Griddle Cakes for
breakfast,' makes getting up for even the
earliest of picture assignments lose its
terror. I advise you to ask for that
recipe, too.
"I don't think the doughnuts he makes
are quite as good as the ones made expressly for me once by a dear little lady
back home in Nebraska. But they'll do —
especially
when and
they're
cinnamon and sugar
servedrolled
with in
a cup
of
really good steaming cofifee. And his
Corn Fritters can't be beat ! I've watched
him make them when I've been expecting
my mother and some friends for a real
Southern style supper. Why, his pride in
"these fritters is equalled only by mine
if I place a fast shot into the far corner
of tbe tennis court when my opponent's
up at the net. And that reminds me. . . ."
and Bob's longing glance out the window
told me more clearly than words that he
was hoping to have time for a game on
this all-too-rare "day off." So I quickly
brought the interview to a close, but not
before getting Bob's permission to ask
the presiding genius of his kitchen for
the recipes he uses when making "Mistuh
Taylor's" favorite hot breads.
As a result, I'm pretty proud of the recipes I am able to pass on to you. Golden
brown biscuits that not only "melt in
your mouth," as Bob said, when served
with plenty of butter, but also make a
marvelous topping for chicken and meat
pies in general. Doughnuts that might be

bettered "in Nebraska," but personally
I'm from Missouri! Griddle Cakes that,
because of a simple little secret, are miracles of lightness — an attribute not always
associated, alas, with these breakfast favorites. And then there are those Southern
Corn Fritters. We mustn't forget about
those, must we? For they can be served
\vith almost any meal and will make a distinct hit with every man who tastes them.
thattheallrather
men
likeYes,
thosethere's
foods no
that denying
come under
elastic heading of "hot breads." Indeed,
you'll discover that they will even overlook possible shortcomings in a meal if
some sort of fresh- from-the-oven bread
makes its appearance on the table. Nor
are children far behind them in their liking for this type of home-made treat, although considerable restraint is advisable
in
serving
smaller fry.pancakes and doughnuts to the
Of course, there are many other hot
breads besides those mentioned by
Bob which also deserve consideration.
Graharn Muffins, for instance, for which
you will find a splendid recipe at the end
of this article — just above the coupon
which brings the Taylor recipes to you.
These muffins may be varied by adding
blueberries in season. Or raisins may be
folded into the batter, using a half cup
or more of the seedless variety. Dates
also, sorinkled with a little flour and
chopped fine, make a pleasing variant, and
you can aad chopped nuts if you wish
to be even dressier.
The raisin and date idea also may be
used with the Taylor biscuits in the leaflet, although they are so good plain that
does seem a bit like gilding the lily.
However, I do favor adding a California
touch to these biscuits if you intend serving them for afternoon tea. This is the
way it's done in Hollywood.
After the biscuit dough has been made
(by following Bob's cook's directions) cut
out your biscuits with a very small-size cutter. Place biscuits on lightly greased baking sheet at least half an inch apart. Press
into the direct centre of each biscuit a
half tablet of sugar which has been dipped
in orange juice. Bake as per directions
given in the recipe. The melted, orangeflavored tablet gives a new and distinctive
touch to an already worthy favorite. A
little grated orange rind added to the
dough is also recommended. Be sure to
cut out or copy the above directions so
that, when you get the recipes in return
for sending in your coupon, you will also
know how to go about making this special
tea-time version.
With all these hot bread favorites of
Bob's, however, you will probably serve
coffee rather than tea most of the time —
especially with the Griddle Cakes and
doughnuts, which practically demand this
particular beverage as an accompaniment.
But when it comes to cofifee I agree with
Bob Taylor that it must be good coffee
and should be served steaming hot. The
question in my mind is not one of whether
you have cream with your coffee, or serve
it black, or with condensed or evaporated
milk, or with my favorite half-and-half
(half cream, half evaporated milk, an
idea that is both economical and deceptive). The important thing lies in having
the coffee fit to drink in the first place 1
At least once a year, it seems, I make
my impassioned plea in print for better
coffee ! Generally it's after having had a
muddy and bitter cup of that brew in a
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home where they really should know better ! Yet the rules are so few and so
simple to follow that I marvel that we
do not have perfect coffee on every table.
Have you ever really criticized your
method and its results, by the way? Here
then are a few simple pointers in my nonpartisan campaign for better coffee, regardless of the brand and method employed.
The utensil you use, whether it's an oldfashioned coffee pot, drip type, percolator
or a Silex type of coffee maker, must be
so thoroughly clean that there isn't a trace
of old coft'ee, soap, soda or any cleaning
agent
to be infound.
Alwaysright
washafter
the it
coft'ee
equipment
hot water
has
been used. Drain well and allow to dry
in the air and sunlight, if possible. An
occasional boiling with soda and water
will also help to keep the equipment clean
and sweet.
ALWAYS serve coffee as soon as possible after it has been prepared. If it
must stand then keep the pot over very
low heat so that the coffee, once it's made,
never reaches the boiling point. Nor
should you let it get cold and then reheat
it. Always use clear, fresh water, of
course. And if you are using the drip
method be sure to pour the water on the
grounds as soon as it comes to a full
boil.
If you prefer a caffein-free coffee (especially late at night, as many do) be
particularly careful how you make it, for
people are apt to be more critical of a
caffein-free coffee, though often pleased
and delighted with the results if the right
methods and generous amounts of the
coffee are used.
So brew yourself a copious amount of
the sort of coffee you are sure to enjoy
and all men are certain to praise. Serve
with one of the special Bob Taylor hot
bread favorites included in this month's
leaflet. And here is the promised muffin
recipe.
GRAHAM
%
J4
1
1
1
4
y2
3/4

^W^^
' A delicious
quick
meal
packed
full of nourishment

MUFFINS

cup butter or other fat
cup sugar
f-crcr
cup graham flour
cup white flour
teaspoons baking powder
teaspoon salt
cup milk

Cream butter and sugar together thoroughly. Add well beaten egg. Combine
the two flours with baking powder and
salt. Sift together and add to first mixture alternately with the milk. Bake in
greased
muffin pan
in hotdone.
oven (400°F.)
for 25 minutes,
or until

"The Modern Hostess
Modern Screen
149 Madison Avenue
New York, N. Y.

—and

it costs

less

than

3"^ a portion

The vi'hole family will enjoy FrancoAmerican. Its rich, savory cheese-andtomato sauce, containing eleven different ingredients, makes it taste different
as can be from ordinary ready-cooked

They're growing fast, playing hard
— those lively, lovable youngsters
of yours. They're burning up energy all
day long. They need good, hearty, satisfying food and plenty of it!
Give them Franco - American Spa-

spaghetti. "It's far better than I could
make," women tell us. And costs less!
A can is usually no more than ten
cents — less than 3ff a portion. You

ghetti often. It's rich in vital food
elements. It supplies, at lov/ cost, bodybuilding proteins — energy-giving
carbohydrates ^— -valuable vitamins in
its delicious cheese-and-tomato sauce.

couldn't buy uncooked spaghetti and
all your ingredients and prepare it yourself for so little. Order Franco-American

Children love it and it's so easy for you
to prepare. No cooking or fussing. Just
heat and bring to the table.

Spaghetti from
your grocer today.

Please send me a free leaflet containing Robert Taylor's favorite hot bread
recipes.
Name

Franco

-American

SPAGHETTI

Street
City
State
(Please Print)

THE
MADE
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WITH
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THE
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CAMPBELL'S
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Child

COMEPY

of

TRACEDY

LATER

{Continued from page 59)
happy
my picture."
When about
she finally
alit beside me I asked
her whether she thinks she is like her
screen personality — really. And she said,
laughing
again,Some
"At of
some
not
all
the lime.
the times
times but
in that
picture I feel ashamed when I see myself,
when I felt naked. Other times — yes, I
say, that is me.

TEETH
I/I FCLEANS
Half-way care of the teeth is no
joke. Clean your teeth regularly
but don't neglect your gums.
Neglected gums invite serious
trouble, dentists will tell you.
Why take that chance? Forhan's
gives double protection. Cleans
and whitens teeth, and at the
same time safeguards gums.
SAVES

■h^m^^K

GUMS^

Forhan's is different from other
tooth pastes. It was created by
an eminent dental surgeon to do
both jobs. With it you clean and
brighten teeth; and at the same
time you massage gums, just as
so many dentists advise. Get
Forhan's, today. It costs no more
than most ordinary tooth pastes
— yetendsordinary half-way care.
Also in
tn Canada.
Canaaa. r

EASIEST
IT'S
TO CLEAN
•
ASK
YOUR
DOCTOR
WW

BODY

"I am, you see, a 'Child of Destiny.' I
cannot help what happens to me. I can
do nothing about it. I never have done
anything about it. I have never worked
for what has come to me. I have never
made a plan in all my life. I have never
said what I hope to do or want to do. I
know that I have nothing to say about me
— and that is good. I don't care," and
Simone, clad in a man's heavy maroon
dressing gown, many sizes too large for
her, and wearing a man's leather lounging slippers, flopped back on the divan
we were sharing and laughed. Lest
you be confounded, this is one of the
costumes in which you will see her in
"Ladies in Love" — in which the small
novice in Hollywood is pitting herself
against the established stardoms of Janet
Gaynor, Loretta Young and Constance
Bennett. And which doesn't, obviously,
hamper Simone. She wouldn't care. She
keeps to herself on the set. She is seldom
in any of the informal set pictures made.
She spends the time, between her own
scenes, watching the others work — very
quietly
as maid
Simonein
can ever orbe.asShe"very
has quietly"
no personal
the studio. She takes care of herself,
totes her own make-up box around,
touches up her own make-up when necessary, eats her luncheon alone in her dress- ^
ing-room,
singing to herself most of the
time.
SURE,"
Simone
saying,
"I believe
in fate.
Here was
today
and tomorrow,
pouf , I am gone ! And no matter what
I do today will not affect tomorrow. So
why do anything? I believe in astrologers,
in palmists and in clairvoyants. I go to
them many times. I believe in gypsies
who cross my hand with silver — or do I
cross theirs? I never thought, when a
child, about what I would do when I grew
up. I always knew that what I would
be I would
he and that there wasn't anynothing.thing I could do about it. And so I did

SAFE
BECAUSE

CHECKS

Destiny

NOW-

ODORS

Merwood looks like a compact,
See that V-.;!'
but shoots a fine spray of inBpray?
It
stantly deodorizing powder
covers
every
•
bit of surface
offend- V^.
when pressed between flnIng
v!; ;. gei s. Harmless to skin and
like a light,
•!? - *abric. Perfect for purses
clingy blanket. Try it ini;v-":v?v., •— ™ost
nothing
to spill.
At
steaciofcreams.
10c Stores.
If unliquids.
/T.^". " ■••
obtainable send coupon.
lOc
POWDER DEODORANT
Merwood Co., Dept. 2-IVI, 180 N, Wacker Dr., Chicago, III.
I'd like
to tryregrular,
Merwoodlarse— size.
the new Powder Deodorant Spray. I enclose 10c for
Name
Toum
Address
State 76

"In Budapest someone told me I should
become a sculptor because I make little
funnies out of clay to make me laugh.
So I get on the train and go to Paris.
And study under a famous sculptor, a
winner of the Prix de Rome. And he
tell mc no, no, not sculpture — drawing.
I should take up drawing. So, I do. Someone suggest that I become a fashion designer. Ithink that might be fun to make
pictures so that so many women dress
better. But I begin to make charcoal
drawings of my friends and they are so
much fun I keep on.
"And then one day, in the year of 193L
I am having a mocha by myself on the
terrace of the Cafe de la Paix when a
young Russian comes dashing to me like
awhat
Cossack
full pursuit.
I can'thim
think
he canin want,
not knowing
at
all. His face seemed so wild. And then
he tells me that he is Tourjansky, a refugee from Moscow, where he had been very
big in the Art Theatre and then became
one of the leading European directors.
He looked at me there, through eyes he

had closed like slits, and people even
crowded around to see what was the matter with us and then he sat down beside
me and he said, 'Mademoiselle, to me you
are beautiful !'
T THOUGHT, here is a madman. And 1
1 say as much. And then he tells me who
he is and says that 1 am the perfect type
for his next picture and that he has been
looking for me. And that is what I
mean," said Simone Simon, "he had been
looking for me. I had not been looking
for him. I had done nothing to bring
about a meeting with this man, nothing
but to sip mocha and to mind my own
concern. And there he was. So, why not?
I let him make a test for Adolphe Osso,
the producer, and I get a contract and
the role of pierrette in 'Chanteur Incon"When I was a little child, I used to
stand by myself making believe that I was
doing roles I had seen done by famous
stars of the Comedie Francaise. But I
never thought to try to get them for myself. I knew that if they were for me
to do they would be fitted onto me as a
glove is fitted on my hand in a shop. Destiny gives me the little golden keys,"
laughed Simone, "and I am a good child
and wait until I am given these gifts.
"And then someone give me another
role and nu.'
after that another. And then the
third
play is by
'A Marc
Petite Allegrot,
Chocolatiere'
and itrole
was Idirected
who
was the hand of Destiny that led me,
after a little while, to Hollywood. He
was the one to see that I am not at heart
only the comedy ingenue I had been playing. He gave me more serious roles to
do. He said, 'There is a richer side
of your artistic nature, Simone.' He team
me with Jean Pierre Aumont in 'Lac
aux Dames', which is the screen play of
Vicki Baum's 'Martin's Summer', and I
have success. And then what you call a
Hollywood scout saw me in that screen
play and ask me to make a test. Lmake
one. They give me a contract and I come
to Hollywood, and I am glad I am here
at the studio. I like the way they do
things. I like the way they handle me
and bring the things out in me.
"But before I come here I made two
other pictures in France — 'Les Yeux
Noirs' and 'Les Beaux Jours,' And
then they ask me to go on the stage, between times, and I make my debut under
the direction of Arthur Willmetz of the
BoufTes Parisiens Theatre — I play with
Sacha Guitry in 'O Mon Bel Inconnu'
and later they star me in 'Toi C'est Moi.'
ALL Simone,
this isfeet
just tucked
the facts
of me/'
said
under
the voluminous robe, flinging gold-brown hair
back from her brow. "If it is dull, I tell
you only because all of it is Destiny, every
single thing I do, every step I take, every
thing that has happened to me, I work
hard when I have the work given to me
to do. But I do not work to get the work,
you see what I mean ? You cannot force
the hand of Fate. She deals to whom she
pleases. You and I, we may as well be
pleased
what I she
"Yes," with
I said.
was deals."
trying to figure
this child-woman out to some satisfactory
conclusion, so that I could tell you, definitely, what she
I don't
know what
she isislike.
like.I can't,
She probably
doesn't know herself. Someone had told
me, "She is a cross between Lupe Velez
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and Clara Bow, as Clara was in the begin ing." don't
I
agree. There is the same
child of nature in her, yes. The child that
is or was in Clara and in Lupe. But it is
an older child, of an older civilization.
And the patina of sophistication is more
suavely laid. She is like Clara and Lupe
mainly in that she does what she feels
like doing, says what she feels like saying and let the devil take the hindmost.
She was telling me things about herself.
She most admires Garbo on the screen.
For. she said, "Garbo is the genius of the
screen." And she added, "Among the men
I like that Gary Cooper." Her eyes rolled
in what should be a very Gary-gratifying
fashion !
She has made some girl-friends in
Hollywood — for the first time in her life.
Not movie girls, just girls. She said, "I
never had many girl-friends in Europe.
Just one, maybe two to whom I could talk
and confide my secrets. I always was
more pleased with boy company. But I
did not have even much of that. First I
was too young and then I was too busy.
I have never had many what you call
dates, never have gone often to dancing
places and cafes. I do not like to go now
but if I did like to go I would not go and
then talk about it as they do here in
Hollywood. I cannot understand that.
They will say 'Oh, that old Troc' or that
old Biltmore or that old this place or that,
'how they bore me !'— and then they keep
right on going. Why do they go if it
bores them so? Or doesn't it bore them?
And
doesn'tsay
whythings
do they
Why ifdo itpeople
they say
do so?
not
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mean
asked
Simon.about
How little
couldthings?"
I tell her
who Simone
would
have so little time for happy hypocrisies?
"I like to be alone," said Simone. "I
make good company for myself, I play the
piano and I sing. I am happy with blue
things around me. I mean, I like blue
dresses and a blue room and a blue car.
When I came to Hollywood the first two
things I buy are a blue car and a book
of fairy tales."
"Fairy tales?" I murmured politely, at
risk of being scorched by Simone.

"Fairy tales are simple and plainly
told," explained Simone with heavy patience (for Simone who is not patient),
"and they help me with my English.
"I can cook, too, and I can sew. French
girls are taught these things. And I have
my work. And now after the picture has
been called a success I want to stay here
always and forever. And until — "
"Until—?"
"Until, maybe, I fall in love and want
to marry. Then I would give it all up,
would give up my career for that. Yes,
but I would. Because, you see, / knoiv
ivhat love is. I know how it is when love
is here," and Simone laid her small capablehand
_ is when
on her
"And
I know
how it
lovebreast.
is gone.
I have
not
had any romances, any of what you call
the 'crushes.' No, not even any flirtations
for more than an eyelash or a dance. But
I have been in love. Yes, deeply in love
And I am glad that I know what love is
because it gives you wealth inside."
"It gives you wealth inside. ..." I
think that is one of the loveliest, most poignant lines I have ever heard said about
love, about which so very little that is
new and fresh can be said.
Yes, it gives her wealth inside. Gay,
sullen, amenable, rebellious, possible and
impossible — coquetry and boredom and
outrageousness, fatalism and capriciousness— all of the strands in that brilliantly
hued, tangled skein are wound around the
hidden, the warm deep heart of Simone
Simon — mith wealth inside.
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romance — with happiness? It's so
methods fail to reach. And at the same
easy to be safe when you realize that by
far the most common cause of bad breath
time, Colgate's soft, safe polishing agent
is . . . improperly cleaned teeth!
cleans and brightens the enamel — makes
Authorities say decaying food and acid
your teeth sparkle.
deposits, in hidden crevices between the
Be safe — be sure! Brush your teeth . . .
teeth, are the source of most unpleasant
your gums . . . your tongue . . . with
mouth odors — of dull, dingy teeth — and
Colgate Dental Cream at least twice daily
of much tooth decay.
and have cleaner, brighter teeth and a
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No wonder women all over America are switching
to this glorious new Hollywood Mask. New ingredients, new shades, new blending and harmonizing secrets. See for yoiirself how much more
Hollywood Mask can do for you — to create an
exciting, alluring, charming YOU I

(joodkje WRINKLES, BLACKHEADS
Discouraged because nothing
conquers large pores and blemishes? You must stimulate underlying skin tissues, tone up
circulation — purge pores of dirt
and rancid oils — try Hollywood
Mask! Spread it on ! Rinse it off—
and presto! — what an agreeable
change clear,
— skinyouthful,
once more
looks '^"^^B^
fresh,
glowing!
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Iwia-a-Dcuf moisture proof powder
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Large Size
Size, 7SC
10c
powder bases.
Powder Shades:
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t Natural Blanche
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and and
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Warner Bros.' "Anthony Adverse" premiere was a gala one —
stars in their best bibs and tuckers, etcetera. Left to right, here
are Donald Woods and wife, and Robert Young with his wife.

Cagney

Tells Jimmy's
{Continued from page 47)

all, he'll give confidences freely.
It was a warm day when we talked
over his case in the living-room of a small
suite in a moderate priced Manhattan
hotel. He was registered there under
another name. Jimmy was clad in a pair
of brown plaid trousers, a clean white
shirt opened at the neck without benefit of
tie, a casual sort of tan wool coat and
dark
bother blue
aboutbedroom
socks — Islippers.
mean on He
the didn't
feet !
He had just signed with the newlyformed Grand National Film Company
for one feature picture. This followed
the headline battle with his old company,
in which executives and lawyers fought it
out while Jimmy got more healthy and
sunburned in a little New England coast
town. His companion on this back-tonature hideout had been Ed McNamara,
the singing policeman of the New York
force. Exl did the cooking and Jimmy
was the dishwasher and he was crazy
about it.
"What I've been looking for all my
life, that place," he told me. "Gosh, I
hope I can get back there soon."
"Jimmy," I said to him, "money, obviously, isn't important to you. Why this
particular fight that kept you off the
screen for months and must have cost
you plenty? What did you really want?"
"Fewer and better pictures and something to say about my own stories," he
answered.
Then he told me about the deal for his
film with Grand National. So much money
in the bank — and it's plenty for a production— so many clauses in which Jimmy
has his say about the cast, scenario and
director.
All to : the good. But I couldn't
help suggesting

CASH

PRIZES

FOR

YOUR

Story

"The best picture in the world can't
rnake money until it's shown in a sufficient number of the right theatres. How
about distribution?" And a few moments
later, as if in answer, there was a telephone call from the head of one of the
biggest theatre chains. He wanted to see
Jimmy and, you can take it from me, it
wasn't to buy him a cup of tea. Jimmy
said, gleefully, when that particular telephone conversation was completed :
"I'm not worrying. My picture will be
on the screens where it ought to be
shown." Before we had finished the interview there was a second call — this
time from the representative of another
group
to be
in on of
the financial
financingmenof— they'd
Cagney like
pictures.
And, quite confidentially, there was also
the meaningful suggestion from the executive of one of the major companies — not
the one with which he had been affiliated —
that, "When this is over," meaning the
legal complications over his old contract,
he's ready to talk contract terms with
Cagney. It was quite a revelation, this
particular nibble, what with the generally
accepted idea on the Coast that producing
corporations stick together. I imagine his
old bosses would have been quite surprised
at the source of this offer.
I couldn't help recalling some of the
other
big stars
former years
been bitten
by theofproducing
bug, towho'd
their
own subsequent dismay, and detriment of
their bank accounts. Nor could I ignore
the possibility that Mr. Cagney might
be too close to the Jimmy picture to truly
gauge values for his own production.
"That's what I've got to find out," he
answered. "I think I'm right, I think I
know what's best for me. I can't go on
LETTERS.

SEE

PAGE

18.
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just thinking it and be afraid to learn
the truth. Needless to say, the lesson
could be a very costly one in dollars to
him, but I doubted whether, as far as
the experience could affect his own principles, the toll would be as great as some
people might imagine. If Hollywood
ever fails Jimmy there are other roads
to travel and you have the conviction,
as you talk to him seriously about those
things, that somehow or other Cagney
will always eat. He doesn't need much
money to buy what he wants out of life.
On the subject of Hollywood, Cagney
harbors no illusions about what can happen to him and certainly he has no delusions about the people who inhabit, with
him, that particular little world.
OUT
there,'' he said, "it's such a
small, closely-bound, one-idea community that people get crazy impressions
of their own importance and a lot of the
so-called big ones are over-rated. They'd
be little fish in a big pond like New York,
but in Hollywood they're whales in a
mud-puddle. That can't last forever. It's
easy for producers to spend stockholders'
money and it's grand for the actors who
get it on the payrolls to spend it just
as fast — but money doesn't stay always in
the
if it isn't bringing a
fair same
return control,
to the investors.
"And the stars — well, they amaze me.
They'll struggle for years to get a break
— ^they'll go hungry, they'll work and
they'll be humble about their own talents,
but let them once blink their eyes in the
glare of their own names in electric
lights and they'll devote more energy to
playing the part of a celebrity, off the
screen, than they give to the serious business of showing, before the cameras, why
they should have been made stars in the
first place. Acting in Hollywood is just
a job that you can hold by giving it your
best. You can't do it well if you're not
sold on the tools you must use."
We talked about other stars and he said
swell things about men who might be
considered his rivals. There was a soft,
considerate note when he mentioned the
name of a has-been who found how slippery the Hollywood toboggan can be.
"He's a gentleman — a grand fellow,"
Jimmy's voice was full of admiration.
"He's always dressed carefully in the
good clothes he bought years ago— but
not a quarter in his pocket. You'd never
know it. I like them when they can take
it on the chin without crying out loud."
We talked about directors — ^this one was
an ace, according to Jimmy ; that one,
another big-timer, he called a "phoney."
"They'll find him out yet, not only does
he give nothing to a picture he directs,
but he drags it down." The megaphone
wielder under discussion obviously would
not be pleased.
One moment he sprawled lazily in a
big arm chair, throwing out verbal bombshells into the humid air, apparently relaxed, except for the fire that shot from
under his half-closed eyelids. The next
second he was standing in the middle of
the room, two feet far apart, that fighting
look in his face. You waited expectantly
for the grand explosion. But what he
said with a sudden laugh was :
"Well, how about lunch?"
The waiter came and we studied the
menu.
"I'd like soft-shell crabs," Jimmy remarked. "I go for them."
They told
weren't
on the menu and the
waiter
him so.
"I have a feeling you'll get them,
Jimmy," I said.
And Mr. Cagney did have soft-shell
crabs for his lunch. He didn't touch the
baked potato or bread and there was no
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• "Looka here — this
animal isn't so fierce.
Hasn't got a tooth in
his
we've
eachhead—
got sixheck,
!... Maybe
he isn't looking fierce
at all — only cross. I
knowwonder—
why —he's
hot.
No
all that
hair. Phooeyl . . . he
makes me hot, too!"

0"Now stop and think
—what was it we decided was the best thing
for that hot, sticky
feeling? . . . Drink of
water? No, that wasn't
it. Bath? Now you're
on the right track...
I've got it— a nice
downy sprinkle of
J ohnson' s Baby

Powder I"

• "Seel Mother's
bringing our powder
now I She's a very
smart woman ...
Mother, here's
Whata riddle
feels
better than a baby all
slicked over with soft
soothing
Johnson's
Baby Powder?
. . .
That's right. Two babies ...I
!
told you she
was bright!"
• "/'m Johnson^s Baby Powder. . . I make babies
happy and comfortable. And I help to keep their
skins in the pink of condition— which is the surest protection against skin infections ! ...Vm made of the
very finest Italian talc, silky -fine and even. No
gritty particles— and no orris-root. . . Do you know the
rest of my family? Johnson's Baby Soap, Baby
Cream and Baby Oil— they're all made especially
for babies."
UvyvivvuMmo^
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perma-tip

Laces, He won't break them

Shoe
in a

hurry. That's what Tom Junior, told me
to do... and here they are. He knows how
you jerk and tug at your shoe laces, those
mornings when you leave home in a hurry...
and he says PERMA-TIPS can 'take it,' whatever that means.
Junior uses PERMA-TIPS for his street
shoes... and his white shoes... and his golf
and tennis shoes . . . and there must be a
reason."
Good advice this. And the tips never come
off. They can't. They are a part of the shoe
lace itself... hardened by a patented process.
If you'd like to be popular with your men
folk, get an assortment of PERMA-TIP shoe
laces. You can put your hands on them in any
family emergency. For PERMA-TIPS don't
"hide out"... slip down behind things where
they can't be found when wanted. They are
mounted on a card that you can't help but see.
Another thing. You'll be amazed to find
that these super shoe laces cost only 54 per
pair.

Look for this
card on the counter

TIP
PER
SHOE MALACE COMPANY
LAWRENCE, MASS.
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dessert — just tea with lemon. Slight as
lie looks on the screen, Jimmy doesn't
come by the slender lines naturally. He's
from a family of stout men and he's in
training 362 days in the year— exercises
every morning and watches what he eats.
He doesn't care at all about clothes ; as
long as the suit fits he'll wear it. He
liates crowds, except when they're filling
a theatre to watch one of his pictures,
and he's satisfied with the few friends
with whom he spends his leisure time
in Hollywood — Bob Montgomery, Pat
O'Brien, Frank McHugh and Chester
Morris are among his pals. He thinks
Ronald Colman is swell on the screen —
he admires his suave manner and poise.
He hates fiction stories. He, whose film
plots have been almost lurid in their melodrama, never reads them ; his shelves
are filled with biographies and histories.
The Civil War is his favorite period and
he eats up everything he can read about
that era. He has a sneaking feeling that
some day he'd like to get himself into a
background of those days and do a real
picture about it. It's quite a jump for
the "St. Louis Kid."
We talked about the Cagney road that
led to Hollywood — an amazing story, take
it from me — and going as far back as the
adolescent year when Jimmy left his freshman class at Columbia University, where
he studied art, and went to work as a
bundle-wrapper in a New York department store. Wrapping had been his livelihood on a part-time basis, even when
he was a high school student. In those
days he was convinced he'd be a good
artist some day. His first full-time position paid sixteen dollars a week and that
wasn't enough — Jimmy needed more
money, and needed it badly. So when
a friend came to him and said, "I know
where you can earn twenty-five a week,"
Jimmy
said,was
"Let's
The job
in ago."vaudeville act and

He

Gets

Away

Cagney was supposed to dance. He
couldn't, but he fooled the manager and
learned so quickly and so well that after
touring tank towns for a few seasons he
was teaching professional dancing in a
Broadway terpsichorean institute. There
was a period, too, when he managed a
dancing school in Elizabeth, N. J., but
the suburbanites weren't as serious about
working as Jimmy thought they should be
and after a year he told the financial
backer
money of
for the
himplace
thatthat
way.he couldn't make
Then there were years of other vaudeville acts, parts in musical comedies,
minor roles in dramatic productions and
finally _ "Penny Arcade," which led to
Jimmy's
movie made
contract.
salary
boost
on first
the Coast
a chartHislike
the
sky-rocketing record of the stock market
in pre-crash years. He had more money
than he could spend because, when he
travels, he doesn't go in for de luxe suites
in the big hotels. He wouldn't know
what to do with an English butler around
the house and he doesn't own a Rolls
Royce
When he was a Broadway "ham,"
Jimmy thought George Kelly was the
greatest stage director in the world — and
he still thinks so. In fact, Jimmy has
about the same set of values with which
he started out as a bundle-wrapper and,
if circumstances and fortune have moved
him into a more expensive atmosphere,
he feels exactly the same way about most
things as he did when the opportunity
for a nine-dollar-a-week raise took him
out of a department store and landed him
on two dancing feet before the footlights.
"I've got to act like I feel," says Jimmy
Cagney and that's exactly what he will do
regardless of what the rest of this world
thinks about it and what it will mean to
Mr. Cagney.

with

Murder

(Continued front page 51)
plans to see the world from Pole to Pole,
with all the far-flung horizons thrown in.
Preferably with a wife. No, he hasn't
found her yet — but he's as "willin' " as
Barkis ; he's looking, he's ready for marriage ...
Anyway, he got away with murder
when he used to run away, too. The
family let him run ! He always came
back. He got away with murder, definitely,
when, after graduating from Princeton
and spending a year or so in New York,
he went home and broke the news to his
family — the news that their only son was
not going to be a dignified architect
creating skyscrapers but an actor.
"After all the preparatory years of education at Mercersburgh Academy,"
Jimmyton, after
said,
the years athopes
Princeall "after
their conservative
for
me — an actor. There's never been such
a thing in the family with the exception
of a sort of distant uncle who confided
in me that he had been an actor in his
youth and had subsequently spent several years in jail! I could, he said, take
it or leave it. It was all the information
he had to give me. I left it—
EVEN then, as I say, I got away with
murder, because my folks were swell
about it. They were all gathered together in the dining room, 1 remember,
when I spilled the beans. I can see them
now. Their faces became kind of white
and their eyes kind of glazed when they

finally got what I was saying. But then
they rallied nobly. They patted the renegade architect on his rather wilted spine
and uttered not one word of reproach. I
knew that their highest hopes for me
were lying on the floor like so much
broken china. The Stewarts are not
ones to show

emotion easily," said

He got away with murder in college,
James. He took it seriously enough, studied
too.
hard but changed his course with his own
changes of ambition. He learned to play
the accordion in college and rates it high
among his scholastic accomplishments.
He said, "I did some things with the
Princeton Triangle shows, too. It was
fun but I never for one instant entertained
the idea that I would become an actor
or ever know more of the stage than what
I couldatseetheacross
I didn't
know
time the
whatfootlights.
swell experience
it was.
"Anyway, I kept on getting away with
murder. In my first year I found that I
was doing badly as a civil engineer. So
badly that I was on my way out of college when, for some reason, I changed
my course and took up architecture. That
course pulled me through. And I graduated, if not Cum Laude, at least with a
creditable diploma in my hands.
"I once assisted the magician. Bill NefT,
doing his stuff. I had about as much
sleight-of-hand ability as an elephant. But
I looked so dumb and probably so honest
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that they just didn't believe I would fool
'em, so I got by with that.
"And then I joined some Princeton fellows with the Falmouth Stock Company
on Cape Cod. That was the summer after
I graduated.
I still an
hadn't
the foggiest
notion of becoming
actor.
They just
asked me to trail along. I'd never been
to Cape Cod and I thought I'd like to see
ii.
"Just at the very end of the season we
put on 'Goodbye Again' and a New York
producer saw it and liked it so well he
wanted to do it in New York in the Fall.
He asked me to come along and do my
part. And I went, again not because I
had any idea of becoming an actor, but
because I had never lived in New York
and thought it would be more fun. People
just didn't become actors, I still thought.
But no harm in junketing about for a bit
before settling down to blue prints and
specifications.

I HAD a lot of fun — down to my last
cent at times and all that. I'd met
Henry Fonda, as you know, and at least
we didn't have to make the rounds of
the casting offices or do any starving on
the well-known park bench because we
seemed to be fortunate enough to get the
breaks.
"The next summer," Jimmy was saying
— as he talked he consumed baked potatoes,
macaroni, bread and butter, a quart of
certified milk, steak and onions, rice
pudding, salad and some more milk — and
if that isn't getting by with murder, F>astronomically speaking, I don't know what
is !— "I went to Boston as stage manI didn't
in 'Camille.'
Jane Cowl
ager forwhen
tell her
I applied
for the job that
I had never been a stage manager. I
didn't
say anything.
of the exactly
most efficient
ways of That's
getting one
by
with murder- — just never say anything!
"Well, when Jane Cowl is on the stage,
it is vitally important to her that not a
pin drop. If a pin does drop, she is undone and so is her stage manager. Well,
I got by all right, running around and
shushing every one and seeing to it that
no one even whispered, checking on everyone being where they should be, seeing to it
that the curtain rose on time — until one
dreadful night.
"It was during the death scene of
'Camille.' It would be. When Jane
Cowl does the death scene from 'Camille,'
she gives the most realistic portrayal I
have ever seen. She is dying when she
does it. Suddenly, on this night, just
as she was breathing her last, there
came from somewhere off-stage the most
horrible and stupendous crashes, bangs,
explosions, screams and shrieks. I was
dumfounded.
I couldn't
move.discovered
I, not
Camille, was dying
! I finally
that the noises came from the alley directly outside the stage door. If I had
opened that door the noises would have
come through even more horribly. And
also if I opened it I would have had to
shriek and scream at the hoodlums who
were making the noise in order to make
my voice heard above the uproar. I
couldn't do anything but stand there and
pray and sweat. I did.
WHEN
it was all over and the last
curtain fell, I expected to pick up
pieces of myself and ship them home.
Miss Cowl didn't say a word to me. She
didn't fire me. She was probably too
hurt even for that. She did remark,
in my hearing, that she would never be
able to play 'Camille' again. The run of
the play was nearly over anyway and the
company returned to New York as per
schedule. Which was just as well for me

A ND ITS A SOUND IDEA— a Way to end "misl\. fit" makeup.
It's Marvelous the Eye-Matched Makeup,
scientifically color-harmonized face powder,
rouge, lipstick, eye shadow and mascara,
keyed to your personality color, the color
that never changes, the color of your eyes.
"Really remarkable," says one famous
screen star. "I adore it," agrees a girl whose
name winks in lights on Broadway. And all
over the country women enthuse about EyeMatched Makeup . . . the big improvement it
makes in nine out of ten women who try it.
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Write your favorite beauty editor. Ask
your own drug or department store . . . they'll
recommend Marvelous the Eye-Matched
Makeup . . . tell you to buy the Dresden type
face powder, rouge, lipstick, eye shadow,
mascara if your eyes are blue; Patrician
type, if they're gray; Parisian type for brown;
Continental type for hazel. Full size packages, 55^ each. (Canada, 65^.)
Wear Marvelous the Eye-Matched Makeup,
tonight . . . discover, as other girls have before
you, that the right kind of makeup is a
stepping stone to romance!
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program is presented by the Editors of Modern Screen and the
makers

of O Boy Bread on the following stations, throughout the

Southeast, Monday

through Friday:

Selected
Station City
9:15 a.m.
Atlanta, Go.
WSB
WBIG
Greensboro, N. C. 10:30 a.m.
Columbia,
S. C.
10:15 a.m.
WIS
9:00 a.m.
WFBC
Greenville, S. C.
9:45 a.m.
Charlotte, N. C.
WBT
9:45 a.m.
WTOC
Savannah, Ga.
9:30 a.m.
WMBR
Jacksonville, Fla.
WMFJ
Daytona Beach, Fla. 9:15 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
WDAE
Tampa, Fla.
10:45 a.m.
WQAM Miami, Fla.
10:00 a.m.
WDBO
Orlando, Fla.
WCHV
Charlottesville, Va. 10:00 a.m.
Harrisonburg, Va. 12:30 p.m.
WSVA
Gainesville, Fla. 10:30 a.m.
WRUF
WCSC
Charleston, S. C. 10.15 a.m.

Time
C.D.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
E.S.T.
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as I hadn't the fare to go back by myself.
"On another occasion, also in Boston,
Hank Fonda and another fellow and I
were stranded in a hotel. We had no
money to pay for our rooms and food. We
thought we'd be marooned there for years.
We finally conceived the idea of pooling
our scant resources and sending one of us
to New York to wangle a job or some
money or both. Eventually we were
bailed out and jail yawned for us once
more in vain.
"Well," drawled Jimmy, "I just kept on
getting by with things. I got a part in
'All Good Americans' on a fluke. When
I applied for the job they told me they
wanted someone who could play a banjo.
That wasa the
onlyin requirement.
played
banjo
my life, butI'dI never
said,
casually, that I'd been raised on banjos,
born with a banjo in my hand, didn't
it happened
I didn't
aknow
banjohowwith
me right that
then.
I got have
the
job! I also got a banjo. Then I got a
teacher. When I was due for rehearsal
next day, I knew three chords, one major
and two minor. I kept twanging those
chords over and over in an accomplished,
easy manner. Maybe there weren't any
banjo experts in the cast or in the audience. There couldn't have been because I
got by with that, too.
"When they were casting for 'Page Miss
Glory' and I was again on the list of
applicants they seized hold of me and
said, 'You're just the man we want — you've
got a swell Southern accent and it's a
Southern accent we're after and nothing
else but.' I omitted to inform them that
I had never been south of the Mason and
Dixon line, was a Pennsylvania Dutchman with forebears who fought for the
Union — I just drawled, "Yas, ole Massa'
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or something like that — and became a
Southerner for the run of the play.
the firstin time,
I wanted
ITthat
wasI knew,
when for
I played
'Yellow
Jack'
to be an actor, to stay an actor. Prior to
that play I'd still gone about thinking
that it was a lot of fun and swell experience but something in the nature of a vacation, agrand tour of Broadway. I didn't
take
didn't Itthink
could
satisfyitmeseriously.
as a life Iwork.
was a ithyphen
between college and a real career. And
then I played in that play. I saw what
it meant to the cast and I saw what it
meant to the audiences, what they got out
of it, how they reacted. And for the
first time I realized that giving people
such emotions, such uplift, such relaxation
could be as worthy a life work as raising skyscrapers or doctoring or any
other profession. I threw my hat into
the ring — and went home to tell the folks.
"I never thought about the movies for
me. I thought about them plenty, especially when Hank went to Hollywood.
But I didn't think / had what it takes.
I'd see myself in the mirror while shaving and any little ideas I might have had
along the Hollywood way were nipped in
the shaving brush, so to speak.
"Then came my test for M-G-M. And
when they sent for me to come to Hollywood, along-term contract in my pocket,
I felt more like a character in 'A Beggar on Horseback' than I did like James
Stewart boarding a train to go West.
"I still don't believe it. I still pinch
myself black and blue. I still expect to
wake up one balmy morning and find that
I've had one swell, sweet dream.
"He get's away with murder," they say.
"/ got away with murder," says Jimmy
of himself.

yoa-^
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BURNS ME UP — WHY MOTHEC?,
I'M EVE«V
AS GOOD
THESE
GIGLSBITTHAT
GET AS i
BIGHT OFF. OH, THERE'S
PHOSlE —
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Don't

Try

out both on the screen and off, as one
who wears smart clothes that register with
you because of their good lines and excellent taste. She never tries for a bizarre
or startling effect — she merely selects her
clothes cleverly to stress the best points
of her particular type.
Just as Jeanette MacDonald, a few
months ago, showed you redheads how she
selects clothes to suit her type, so Gertrude
Michael gives some grand tips this month
to all of you who are five feet five, blueeyed and fair-skinned, topped with light
brown hair. Somehow it is rather a spur
to your irnagination if you can know the
fashion tricks of someone who is almost
exactly your type and coloring. That's
why I think Gertrude's new fall wardrobe will abound with ideas for all of you
— and that goes for you, too, who may not
be exactly the same coloring or height.
The day we talked clothes, colors and
what not, Gertrude had just finished assembling new clothes for her personal use.
She had gone about her shopping with an
amazing amount of system — nothing slapdab or hurried. Viola Dimmitt had designed anumber of the choicest costumes
in the group. And what interested me
most was the fact that each outfit had
been picked for the specific use to which
it must be put. There wasn't a superfluous dress, bought just because it was
pretty and might come in handy some day.
Instead, she had taken into consideration
how much of her time was spent working
at the studio, and the costumes she bought
were for definite demands in her social life.

SCREEN

To Be a Clothes
{Continued from page 66)

Horse

Gertrude told me that she was thrilled
with the new silhouette which gives her a
fitted look through the bodice and waist,
with a crisp flare to skirts. She adores
tunics, and as you can see, two of her
costumes stress this style. She has a taste
for variety which definitely is reflected in
the six costumes shown here this month.
For instance, she likes a Russian flavor to
coats and suits. But she picks a dress of
quaint Victorian charm for evening hours.
Then again, for daytime she likes a simple,
modern and tailored line.
SHE loves sports clothes, things which
do not need adjusting all the time they
are being worn. She is partial to blue but,
as you will notice from her new clothes,
she doesn't use it monotonously, choosing
black, green, red and wine shades as alternates. Fortimately, her own coloring permits her quite a color variety that might
b- prohibitive for others who have to
watch certain shades.
Gertrude's sound ideas on clothes are
particularly apparent in her viewpoint on
fur coats. She says :
"I think fur coats, in the wardrobes of
younger players, should serve a double
purpose and be of lines and pelts which
allow them to be used as evening wraps."
She dislikes jewelry — in fact, there is
hardly a piece of it to be seen in all six
of these pictures. The gold chain which
you can see on page 66, worn with her
tweed suit, is the only piece she likes to
wear.
"It's fifty-fifty sentiment and supersti-

I

she laughed,
into thetion,"subject
! not going any farther
One of the first dresses she dragged out
of the closet for me to approve, was the
black velvet and lace dinner gown on
page 64. I fell in love with it. The short
sleeves with their beautiful hand-made lace
cuffs puff up to give a wide shoulder line.
The waist is fitted and very high and the
lace collar opening into quite a deep V,
reminds me of the Fauntleroy suits little
boys had to wear in the early part of this
century ! The skirt flares at the hem and
be sure to notice the length — just the right
one for dining and dancing these fall eveThis is one of Viola Dimmitt's
original nings.
designs.
Still in a formal mood, Gertrude showed
me an evening ensemble of American
Beauty red taffeta which solves her problems of being properly garbed for many
Hollywood affairs when she's not certain
how grand her costume should be. Beneath a tunic coat, which trimly buttons
at the waist, she wears a matching gown
of utmost simplicity. The whole chic of
the dress lies in its cut — the front is rather
straight with a high waistline accented by
the same velvet flowers which she is wearing outside and on the tunic coat in the
picture. But at back the skirt billows out
from gathers placed just below the deep,
waist-high decolletage — this same back
fullness is repeated in the back design of
the tunic coat. The tunic she wears as a
wrap, removing it only if the party is
quite formal.
A daytime ensemble that Viola Dimmitt
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PIMPLES can easily spoil that
good impression you hoped to
make. Yet — they often occur after
the start of adolescence — from about
13 to 25, or longer. At this
time, important glands devel-

by clearing skin irritants
out of the blood
Copyright. 1936, Standard Brands Incorporated

OF

VXfAPlBS
A

JOB

op and final growth takes place. The
whole body is disturbed. The skin gets
oversensitive. Waste poisons in the
blood irritate this sensitive skin. Pimples break out.
Fleischmann's Yeast clears these
skin irritants out of the blood.
Then, pimples go ! Eat 3 cakes
a day, one before meals —
plain,
or in
a little
until skin
clears.
Startwater
today— I
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I WANT
ANTIStP

TIC

POWDtR

". . .cause
am

I going

how

else

to battle

nasty germs ?"
"Mummy — I know you want to give me
the best baby powder you can buy. Well,
gee whiz . . . that means Mennen. Why?
'Cause — that's the kind that's Antiseptic.
I wish you'd heard what Mrs. Holmes
told
my nurse today.
She Mennen
said she wouldn't
use anything
else but
Powder.
Said
it was
a reg'lar
It chases
nasty
germs germ
away, fighter.
for good.Yessir!
And
gosh,
Mummy,I3esides
how . else
am Holmes
I goin'said
to
battle germs?
. . Mrs.
it preventsplainingthat
I'm rawness
always comabout . chafing
. . and that
I get
in my creases. So, gee, Mummy — get me
Mennen, will you?"
America's first baby powder is now Antiseptic. But it doesn't cost a pinny more.
Why use any other!
"W. ?/.">Vvfiowfi*\

POWDER
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designed for her has a most unique tunic
coat made of quilted wool, of all things.
The wool is of thin, crepey texture but
achieves quite a heavy look through the
close
The notice
modified
leg o' is
mutton
sleeve,quilting.
which you
Gertrude
very
partial to, is used in this suit, also. The
turn'c
the a waist
fabric buttons
buttons toand
wide with
suedelarge
belt selffurther emphasizes the slender waistline with
its sharp flare below. Beneath the coat,
there's a plain black wool skirt topped by
a shirred white satin blouse. Shoes, gloves
and bag match the suede belt.
npHE Russian influence is very evident
in both a winter suit and coat. The
coat, of burgundy red wool, has a narrow
edging of black Persian lamb around the
high collar and down the entire front
closing. The belt buckle resembles a cartridge holder, in the manner of the Cossack uniforms. With this she wears the
same Russian turban of Persian lamb
which goes so well with her suit.
A heavy dark green jersey makes a
stunning two-piece suit which also boasts
a liberal trimming of black lamb. The
jacket also follows the line of a Cossack
uniform even to the silk braid frogs. Her
coat, incidentally, is very smart this winter in a more sharply flared version — the
skirt, instead of being rather straight as
hers is, flares out from a belted and fitted
waistline.
Travis Banton, who designs most of
Gertrude's screen clothes, is using this
flared and fitted line in his coats. His
coats match the length of the dress skirts
beneath, and since he is making all of his
dresses short and full, you can gauge the
approximate length of these. On the subject of sleeves, Banton has very definite
thoughts. He is making most of his costumes with sleeves that end just above the
wrist and are fitted either from that point
to the elbow and then fulled, or are given
fullness from that point to the shoulder
line which is slightly widened.
It is interesting to note that Banton is
not influenced very perceptibly by the historical periods which seem to be swaying
other designers. He declares that, no matter how many influences are discussed as
the leading trends for fall fashions, he
will keep his creations modern and thoroughly American. In keeping with this
theory, any inspiration from historical
sources such as the Directoire, Persian or
Renaissance, will be so subtle that it will
submerge entirely into the strictly modern
feeling Banton prefers to stress.
Banton approves thoroughly of the highcrowned hats which are being spotlighted
in millinery, but he insists that they be
built upward with a backward movement
for his purpose.
The again
fur edging
on both
Gertrude's
coatandis
found
and again,
on wraps
suits.
The flared and fitted coat silhouette,
however, is only for you who have youthful, slender figures. In fact, after seeing
princess dresses and coats, not to mention
all the tightly fitted bodices and empire
waists, I think we are all going to have
to diet a bit to fit the picture ! One consoling thought is that the less accented silhouette, one on less figure-revealing lines,
is still popular enough to be listed among
the fall successes.
ALL this stressing of the ultra feminine
figure got us off on the subject of
what to do about proper foundation garments. Iasked Gertrude what she thought
about it, mentioning that a well-known
corset stylist says no one should have less
than three definite types of foundations in
her wardrobe. Gertrude said she thought
that was a very sound idea because with

Tibby and Woggy are aired
in a doggy fashion by Belle
Davis, wearing her newest
fur swagger coat of black
Persian lamb. And what is
that huge flower? Nothing
from
greenhouse,
it's toa
giddy aaffair
made of yarn
look something like a sunflower— only something,
however! Doesn't Bette look
very smart and nonchalant?
waistlines becoming trimmer and smaller
in dresses, it would be necessary to find
foundations that molded your figure to
those lines. In other words, it will be
important to have a foundation that subtly
abets the high bust line and yet gives a
smooth lengthening curve to the hips.
I went on to tell her that this particular
corset stylist listed these three types as
essential to the. complete "foundation wardrobe"— the all-in-one for party and formal
use, the girdle for daytime wear and the
pantie-girdle for sportswear.
"Won't that run into quite an expendiasked. ture for the average budget?" Gertrude
And I said no, because a constant change
from one to the other certainly would prolong the life of each. What's more, I don't
see how one "all-purpose" foundation can
possibly do the job any more.
Incidentally, if you want more and detailed dope on this foundation wardrobe
idea, I am including information about
some of the newest styles in this month's
Shopping Bulletin. I like the idea so much
that I thought it would appeal to you and
you might want information about some
of the newest designs, prices, etc.
But back to the Michael wardrobe. Because California fall days are milder, Gertrude's favorite sports suit is one not
trimmed with fur. You can see it on
page
66. It's
and
skirt worn
witha alight
navy blue
blue tweed
blouse.coatAgain
the broad shoulder line is stressed and a
tiny collar ties with a cord of the tweed
fabric. Unusual pockets and the use of a
corded treatment distinguishes the coat.
That tricky beret is made of a closely
stitched fabric in navy with a small wool
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pom-pom at one side.
After I left Gertrude, and later when
she sent me the photographs of the clothes
we had discussed, I thought what a well
balanced and planned wardrobe she has.
One that has distinction, individuality and
smartness but which never tries to make
a point of being obviously any of those
things. And that, to me, is the essence of
being well-dressed, even best-dressed. Gertrude never will have a clothes horse reputation but neither will she be overlooked
wherever she wears such attractive and
appropriate costumes. And isn't that just
our own goal whenever we buy a new
outfit?
Are you sending in every month for my
Shopping Bulletin? It's full of good shopping tips, new ones every month. Just fill
in the coupon below and it's yours for the
askinar.
Adelia Bird,
MODERN SCREEN,
149 Madison Avenue,
New York. N. Y.
Please send me your November
Shopping Bulletin. Enclosed is a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Name
Street
City
State
(Please Print)

Afraid

To

Be

Himself
{Continued from page 57)
happy. Everyone must, in all fields of life
and work. Understand, please, I don't
mean stinginess. That is a quality which is
entirely different from the selfishness of
which I am speaking. If you go through
life, expending your emotions and your
energies with a free carelessness, you
will have only husks left for your own
happiness, your own contentment and success. So Bella and I guard our companionship with jealous hands and we selfishly conserve my energies for work."
Bella, as you probably know, is Mrs.
Paul Muni. She gave up her own career
on the stage to share Paul's life and to
further his success. She is one of that
small army of unsung Hollywood wives,
content to remain in the background of
her husband's triumphs.
"We go to few parties and make few
public appearances," Muni went on. "If
we go out, I must act. All actors must.
We have to live up to the ideas which
Hollywood and the rest of the world
have built up about us. I know that it is
wise to keep what dramatic ability I may
possess for my work, so we stay home
or find our social pleasure and relaxation
with the few close friends with whom
I can be myself. That's the foundation
for that story about my hermit-like tendencies.

"\X7'E'RE
really not hermits, at all.
''▼ We live a perfec
tly normal life.
I don'tbers.
likePerhaps
or enjoy
people
large numit is because inI suffer
with
self-consciousness. I don't make friends
easily. The few people for whom I have
a genuine liking fill my life with all the
outside companionship I need.
"Because, you see, Bella and I are very

Shade

of Face Powder

You're sure about the shade of face powder you use,
aren't you? You're convinced it's the right shade for
you,
use it.
Youror you
girl wouldn't
friends feel
the same way about the
shades they use. Each is certain she uses the right
shade.
AH right— I'll tell you what I'll do: I'll let you hold
a "face powder party" at my expense. What's that?
Well, it's a party at which you can have a lot of fun
and, at the same time, leam something of great value.
You can hold this party at home or you can hold
it at the office during lunch hour.
The Test That Tells!

and freshest. The other shades, you will observe,
have just the opposite effect. They make her look
drab and years older than she really is.
Why Look Older
Than You Really Are?
It's amazing the women that use the wrong shade
of face powder. I see evidences of it on every side.
Artists and make-up experts also bemoan the fact.
There is one and only one sound way of telling
your most becoming shade of face powder and that
is by trying on all five shades as I have described
above. Trying to select a shade of face powder according to"type" is all wrong because you are not
a "type," but an individual. Anyone knows that a
blonde may have any one of a number of different
colorings of skin while a brunette may have the
same. tally
So,unsound
trying
to match
a "type"
fundamenif not
impossible,
and ismay
lead to
some weird effects.
Prove My Principle!
Be sound, be practical, in the selection of your
shade of face powder. Use the test method as I have
described here. Clip the coupon now for all five
shades of my Lady Esther Face Powder. I will also
send you a 7-days' supply of my Face Cream.

Here's whatyou do: First, send for all five shades of
my Lady Esther Face Powder, which I offer you
free. Then call in several of your girl friends. "Try
to
girls of different coloring — blondes, brunettes
andgetredheads.
Let each girl select what she thinks is her best
shade of face powder. Have her try that shade on.
Then,
all the while
other each
four girl
shades.
Let the have
rest her
of you"tryact on"
as judges
tries
on the five shades.
Then, see how right or wrong each girl
( You can paste this on a penny postcard.) (27)
has been! Note that in most cases, if not in
FREE
Lady Esther. 2010 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.
all, the shade of face powder that proves
Please send me by return mail a liberal supply of all five
the most becoming is not the one the girl
shades of Lady Esther Face Powder; also a T-days' supply of
selected. On the contrary, you'll probably
your Lady Esther Four-Purpose Face Cream,
find that the shade that proves most flattering to a girl is one she would never think of
Name
using at all.
You can instantly tell which shade is most
City^
Address^
becoming to a girl. It immediately makes
her stand out — makes her look her youngest
^tateilf you live in Canada, write Lady
Esther, Ltd.. Toronto. Ont.)
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MASCARA

Ends the artificial look of
old-fashioned

mascara!

Waterproof . . .
far easier to use!
True charm now replaces
the bold, theatrical look
that has discouraged so many
women from using old-fashioned forms of mascara.
Theeffectyou have always wished
to achieve with mascara is now
actually possible! Your lashes
seeming to sweep your cheeks with
their length . . . their luxuriance rich
with the enticing charm of naturalness !
Quite obviously, such exciting loveliness requires an entirely new kind of mascara; one that
darkens
without
"mascara";
one that lashes
does not
brand shouting
its user as
artificial,
"theatrical" or "bold."
Tattoo Cream Mascara is just that. It goes
on so evenly and smoothly its presence on the
lashes is not detected. Nor will tears, rain or a
plunge betray the secret ... for THIS mascara,
not being mixed with water when applied, is really
waterproof! Much easier to use than cake mascara too, and perfectly harmless. Can't smart.
Complete with brush in smart rubber-lined
satin vanity . . . Black . . . Brown . . . Blue . . . 50c
at the better stores. Tattoo your eyelashes!

TATTOO
Cream

Your

MASCARA

Kodak

Picture

ENLARGED
8x10 Incn
ENLARGEMENT
FREE of any SNAPSHOT
Your favorite snapshots of
children, parents and loved
ones are more enjoyable
when enlarged to 8x10 inch
size — suitable for framing.
These beautiful, permanent enlargements bring out the details and features you love just as you remember
them when the snapshots were taken.
Just to get acquainted, we will enlarge any
Kodak picture, print or negative to 8x10 inches
— FREE — if you enclose 25c to help cover
our cost of packing, postage and clerical work.
The enlargement itself is free. It will also
be beautifully hand tinted in natural colors if
you want it. We will acknowledge receiving
your snapshot immediately. Your original
will be returned with your free enlargement.
Pick out your snapshot and send it today.
Dept. 286
GEPPERT STUDIOS De; Moines. Iowa
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self-sufficient. We don't need others to
make us happy. We have tried to build a
barrier around our personal happiness, to
protect it. That isn't always easy to do,
especially when you live in a town which
is so briglitly spotlighted. It is often so
much easier to follow the line of least
resistance and do as the Romans do.
"Bella is vitally interested in my work.
So, when I'm making a picture, that is
our most important mutual concern. Bet^veen pictures we travel, take trips to
New York to see the new plays and our
, old friends. We both are tremendously
interested in our home. We call it a
ranch. But it is really only a five-acre
spot in the valley. We enjoy experimenting with gardening and soil culture. We
resent outside interests which call us away
from our shared pleasures.
"I think that I have discovered one of
the reasons for the super-abundance of
marriage troubles in Hollywood. I may
be wrong, of course, but I believe that a
great many people are so busy, trying to
impress the outside world with their happiness, that they lose sight of the real joy
to be found quietly in their own homes.
They work so hard at acting happiness
that they have nothing left to offer their
own husbands and wives except an empty
shell of emotion. They're losing the really
worth while things of life because they
haven't
the courage
to build and
that the
necessary
barrier between
themselves
world.
They're mental
afraid
recluses. of being called tempera"It's the same way with our work. Why
give your best performances off the
screen, as so many actors do? Why waste
precious energy trying to amuse a group
of only mildly interested people? When
you try to repeat those performances for
the cameras or for a theatre audience, the
fine edge is gone, the first glow has been
rubbed away.
"Not only in Hollywood is this true,
but in New York and in every other place
where writers, musicians, painters and
actors are gathered. Brilliant, clever
words are spoken to entertain a group of
fellow workers and those words, once
spoken, are never written. Songs are sung
on the spur of the moment in some noisy,
smoke-filled room and are forgotten the
next morning. Most of the great artists
of the world have been selfish, have refused to parade and exploit their abilities.
But most of us in Hollywood fall into the
hectic, competitive rush of the town and
display our wares promiscuously, instead
of saving them for the right moments.
"Again I say, look at Garbo. She,
alone, dares to protect herself and her
work. That sort of selfishness is really
generosity in the final analysis, because
she is giving her undivided efforts to her
pictures and to the entertainment of the
many,
instead of director
the few."called through a
An assistant
loud speaker, summoning Muni to the
center of the wheat field. With ainazement I watched him slide into the personality of Wang, kneeling in his field,
watching with fear-stricken eyes the coming of the storm which was bringing terror and desolation to him and his people.
There was nothing left of Muni or of
"Pasteur" or of the "Fugitive." There
was only a desperate, young Chinaman,
waiting for the destruction of his world.
Paul Muni is probably the most thoroughly conscientious actor in Hollywood.
He allows nothing to interfere with his
careful study of the characters whom he
brings to the screen. He lived for several
weeks
in a colony of Chinese truck
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farmers, studying their manners, their
customs, their intricate language, before
he
began a actual
work
"The Good
Earth."
Before
picture,
andin during
its making,
he secludes himself from everyone, even
his few most intimate friends, and steeps
himself in the personality which he is
portraying on the screen.
"I always
avoid nothing
talking for
publication try
because to
I have
startling
or interesting to say. I'm what they call
'poor copy,' " he said with a grave smile,
when the scene was finished and he had
returned to the camp chair. "Some people
are naturally exciting in everything they
do and say. I am not one of them. At
this very moment I am probably one of
the happiest, most contented men in the
world. There is certainly nothing exciting
about that. I don't want to seem smug.
I'm proud that I have managed to reach
this
of mind."
He state
leaned
forward and there was a
warm, eager glow in his brown eyes.
"At last I have reached the place where
Imycanlife,
plansince
not to
plan,"a he
told boy
me. in "All
I was
small
the
theatre,
have said
to myself,
'I will do
this nextI year.
I will
try to accomplish
that the following year. I will never rest
until I reach some definite goal.' Now
those days of planning are ended. _ I have
lost the frantic urge for competition. I
no longer desire to be the greatest actor
or the most spectacular or the most
financially successful. My happiness comes
first now. I realize that, at best, our lives
are short so I'm going to fill the remainme. ing years of mine with the things which
mean the greatest happiness to Bella and
"I have two more pictures to make under
my contract with Warner Brothers. When
they are finished, I shall never sign another long-term contract. I want to be
free to do as I please, to stay here at
home or to travel. Of course, California
will always be our home, our headquarters,
no matter where we may go.
"If a play or a picture, which I particularly want to do, happens to come niy
way, I shall do it. But I hope never again
to be bound by legal ties to do a certain
thing at a certain time. Then, perhaps,
with this freedom, I shall have the courage to be myself.
"The rest of my life belongs to Bella
and me. If we don't drain from it eyery
drop of happiness that is humanly possible,
that will be our own fault. We have been
married fifteen years. We have never had
any children. At first, that was a great
passdisappointment to us. But, with the grown
ing of the years, the sorrow has
less poignant. Our very childlessness
seems to have became one more bond to
strengthen the completeness of our com-

Suddenly his words were drowned in
the roar of the wind machines. The wheat
panionship."
rippled beneath the strength of the
field
blast. American and Chinese voices
barked directions through the loud speakers. The Chinese peasants, the buffalo,
dogs moved into their places.
scraggly
the
The storm had come to wreck the good
earth of that California-China. Paul
Muni waved his hand and walked across
the wind-flayed field.
Watching him, I knew that Hollywood
has been all wrong about him. He is not
a recluse, a temperamental hermit. He is
merely an honest young man, trying valiantly to protect his work and his hapve
make-belie
of of
strangearecity
piness in ahouses
glass and
made
where the
the lights are all spotlights.
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Myrna

Loy

Talks

SCREEN

About

Marriage

(Continued from page 43)
me cutting down floor space on the plans
and tucking in closets here and there!"
"Urn, just as I feared. You're a housewife at heart !" I told her.
"Of course 1 Do you know what I've
been doing all morning? Looking at samples of living-room curtains and, for the
life of me, I can't decide which ones I
want."
Myrna Loy, Hollywood's favorite bachelor girl, would never have bothered with
curtains.
"It onseems
to me,women
though,in you
the
edge
us other
this have
business
of marriage," I said. "You've played such
grand wives on the screen. You've had
the advantage of studying husbands — men
in general — at close range. What's the
most important thing you've found out
about them?"
nPHE most important thing I've found
out is that you can't theorize about men.
They're all too different from one another.
Women should not get fixed ideas on the
subject! For instance, a girl reads somewhere that she should never let a man be
sure of her. Then her mother's friend
draws her aside confidentially and says,
'Really, my dear, men want peace and
comfort most of all and they won't get
much of either if you make love a Guessing Game.' By the time the poor girl
marries
so full
of theories
and home
systems forshe's
holding
a husband
that her
becomes a kind of laboratory with the
genus homo as the practical working specimen. Idon't believe in it. It makes life

f SKIN
m

much
too complicated."
Myrna
simplifies matters considerably.
She boils it all down to this : to know how
to behave and act so that other people
have cial
a cordial
to yousays
— that's
sotechnique.reaction
It is also,
Myrna,
the technique of marriage.
AND it has to be worked at by both
parties, not by one alone. My
screen
husbands,
for make
example.
. . . want
They'veto
been the
kind that
a wife
keep at her best ! They were so civilized.
Nick, for instance, in 'The Thin Man.'
If Nora was a good sport and a gay companion it was because Nick played up
to her all the time. And in 'Wife vs. Secretary' Clark Gable indulged in so many
little niceties. You couldn't imagine these
husbands taking a woman for granted,
forgetting to hold up their end of the
bargain ! They were cultured, humorous
without being caustic, they knew how to
In a word, they were like Arthur Hornblow himself. For Myrna had unconsciously painted a direct picture of him.
live."
It's
true, he epitomizes her screen husbands. She married a man who has certain qualities of them all ! Elsa Maxwell
once referred to Hornblow as "The First
Gentleman of Hollywood." And that was
the first thing about him that impressed
Myrna.
Suddenly I remembered another luncheon long ago when Myrna was still playing exotics. She was dressed as a gypsy
and we'd gone to a little tea room near

FEELS

the old Warner Brothers Studio. "Isn't
there a dark man in your cup?" Myrna
pretended to look. "I don't think so. Not
yet. But I'll know the minute he comes !"
"I used to wonder why I liked the atmosphere of the
well,"
she told me
nowGoldwyn
with aStudio
faint sochuckle.
"I used to wish they'd place me under
contract there. And that was odd because
they didn't make many pictures and probwouldn'tEach
havetime
beentheworking
much
of theably Itime.
studio closed
down I felt depressed and didn't know why 1"
THE fact that Mr. Arthur Hornblow,
Jr., was then an associate producer there
seemed to have no connection. It wasn't
until about a year and a half ago that
she realized what the attraction was.
"I won't generalize and say that it's better always to wait to marry. Sometimes
it isn't. Sometimes very young marriages
are outstandingly successful. But in my
own case
I'm glad I Iwas
didn'ttoomarry
nineteen or twenty.
busy at
then
to
think much about it anyway," said Myrna.
"Your whole perspective changes with
an adult outlook. Little things cease to
be
worrisome,
big things
large.
You can afiford
to be don't
a littleloom
amusedso
at life and yourself. I think that's why
I've preferred men who were mentally
mature to the young ones. They offer a
companionship that's stimulating without
She wearing.
hummed .a. little
under her breath.
being
."
She reached for another roll. Myrna Loy
Hornblow was happy !
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in it, especially
asatisfaction
celluloid actress.
On the when
stage you're
it is
different. There you have the daily thrill
of a job well done. In this business you
have it only at previews."
Then, again, her amazing straight-forwardness regarding herself; her (is it
madness?) ability to self-analyze: "At
heart I'm lazy, full of dippy dreams, but
always battling a nervous energy which I
can't whip down, even though doctors
warn me I should, if I want to live. Of
course, dear, didn't you know? They tell
me I'll be in a box in five years I I think,
probably,
they're right,
too. I have
nervous breakdowns
as regularly
as other
people have colds. I had my first at
fifteen. I'm always having them. I had
one on the desert, on location with "The
GaybedDesperado."
The I doctor
me
to
one day, and
was upordered
the next,
working with a fever of a hundred and
two. I went from 126 pounds to 108. But
I had to work, had to be busy. I couldn't
help it, couldn't stop myself. Cooped up
in a room I really would go crazy. That
would be ducky, wouldn't it?"
I guess that's enough to show you what
I mean. With Ida as a subject, an interviewer just doesn't know where to begin.
Never on guard, she talks always in headlines. Never still, mentally or physically,
she leaps briskly about, from chair to
chair, from subject to subject. Pinning
her down, translating her warm vital youth
and energy into cold black and white type
is practically an impossibility. But here,
let me see what I can do about it.
I FOUND her, in a pair of glove-tight
white shorts and shirt, stretched fulllength on her living-room divan. On a
small table was a tray of food, only half
touched. On the floor was an open copy
of "Lust for Life," the biography of Van
Gogh. Across one arm of the sofa was a
writing
pad,Idawith
pressed
against it.
was Ida's
asleep.pencil
Bee had
let
me in. Bee is her companion, hairdresser,
secretary, maid, everything combined. Bee
was wearing a pair of comfortable house

pajamas. Bee said "Hey!" and Ida woke
Now I ask you. And if you had interviewed as many lady stars in as many elegant homes as I have, you would know
why I ask you ! It was marvelous ! No
customary wait, no planned entrance. No
butler moving on cat soles. Just a "Hey !"
and Ida woke up. What's more she rubbed
her eyes and got mascara in them. Then
she offered me some candy which turned
out to be of a particularly caramelly kind ;
we each took a hunk. So, with one eye
weeping, and two jaws chewing, we began!
In addition to her utterly frank views
on the three subjects which I have already
quoted above, I also discovered that Ida
has always been afflicted with her present mania for doing and being and saying
things to the point. Even at the sapling
age of thirteen she was not content to
think of the things she would do in the
someday-future when she grew up. She
wanted to do them then. Born with some
four hundred-odd years of theatrical tradition in her veins, she naturally was
destined to be an actress, but nobody expected it to crop out in her at such an
unripe age.
Still, on her thirteenth birthday, Ida
showed the restless energetic stuff of which
she was made by announcing that she was
through with school and that she was
going on the stage. This announcement
naturally met with no little opposition from
her famous acting father, Stanley Lupino.
Thinking that he was offering her an insurmountable barrier, he said, "Very well,
if you can land yourself a part by noon
tomorrow, without trading on my name,
you may have it. If not, you will return
to school for four more years. You understand these terms?
You accept?"
"I accept." No quibbling, no asking for
a more reasonable length of time. Undaunted.
That was mid-afternoon. By the end
of the afternoon Ida had uncovered one
part for an immediate production which
looked promising. It was the part of "a
maid, about twenty" — not a big part, but
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from us, it's de
luxe entertainment. Ruth
Chatterton and
Walter Huston
have leading
roles.
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the size of the part made no difference
to her then or now. Early the next mornherself in her mother's
ing she arrayed
too-large
clothes which made her look
tall, thin and haggard, all of the twenty
years which she was not. Then, using
the name Ida Ray, she went to see the
actor-manager and won the role.
For sixteen months she played it, as
Ida Ray, on a small salary, her real identity unknown. For sixteen months she
played matinee and evening performances
and attended the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in between times. Then, accidental y, aletter addressed to her by her
right name was discovered in her makeup box, and the secret was out. Delighted
to find so illustrious a theatre name right
under his nose, the manager could not resist taking her out of her present part and
giving her a bigger one in another production. Pictures soon followed and so,
at fourteen, Ida was playing leading ladies.
But all this too-early activity was
bound to have its bad effect. A year
later Ida was faced with the first of those
breakdowns to which she refers. Calling
off her contracts, she packed a few belongings and went off by herself to Italy,
the country from which her ancestors had
been driven because of political affiliations
many years before. They became strolling
players. Overwrought and tired as she
was when she went there, the gentle
Italian voices soon rested and soothed her,
and it was from them that she gleaned her
first feeling for music. Soon she was
learning to sing and play, too. Piano
came easiest to her and she spent many
hours every day practicing. Most important of all, she began to compose !
As it was a life-saver then, so it has
been during every trying period of her
life. There was the period that followed
her arrival in Hollywood, when she found
herself with a five-year contract at Paramount, but with nothing to do. As she
tells it herself : "I don't know what they
expected, but when I arrived here they
seemed shocked to find me so young. I
think they even doubted that I had played
leading roles abroad. One executive said,
'You should be posing for baby food ads,
not as a leading lady for pictures !' Nothing I could do or say would change their
opinion. So for months they just paid me
to grow up. It was awful ! As I look
back on it now I don't know how I
stood it.
"I used to go to the front office and beg
them to give me some sort of job in the
production department. I didn't care what
— just so I could work — that was important. But no, all I ever had to do was
pose for advertising tie-ups, in lingerie
mostly. I even did that gratefully, for a
while, until I realized that it was creating
a wrong impression about me. Everywhere they were referring to me as a
'second Mae West' — not that I don't admire Miss West; I do. But I felt I had
something else to offer, without being just
a 'delectable dish', which was a phrase a
columnist used in describing me.
"So again I had to turn to music, to fill
my time. I composed a lot of things during those months. Not for publication, but
just for my own peace of mind. At that
time I even thought of organizing a girls'
band and touring the country, and I would
have, too, if something hadn't happened.
Fortunately, it did!"
THAT something was, first, a fairly
good part with Gary Cooper in "Peter
Ibbetson," then a totally different kind of
role in "Anything Goes." Then Ida played
opposite Francis Lederer in "One Rainy
Afternoon." And now one with George
Raft. "Yours for the Asking." The latter,
she feels, is the best chance she's had so
far. "Because the girl I play is a hor-
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rible character. She talks out of the side
of her mouth and is drunk practically
all through the picture. I like mean roles.
Best of all I like roles in which I can look
awful, be awful. I don't care a fig about
There's
pretty-pretty
beingrole
one
I want to on
do the
morescreen.
than anything
— that's the part of the cheap little cock'The toLight
ney girl inwanted
Paramount
borrowThat
BetteFailed.'
Davis
for it, but she was afraid it might be too
much like Mildred of 'Of Human Bondage,' so I may get it after all. I'd rather
play the meanest character part than the
most entrancing ingenue.
"Do you see what I mean about having
personally to be a little bit crazy in this
business, to prevent the business from making you that way for good? Why, if I
had to think, eat and sleep shop all day
long, I really would be goofy. A lot of
people do out here, you know ; they go
what I call career crazy. Making movies
is all they ever think. In self-preservation
I've had to develop a sense of humor about
interests — music, writing, reading. And
I've had to develop a sense of humor about
this
actingit business.
had Why,
to learn
to
burlesque
in my own I've
mind.
Louis
and I, and the whole family too, are always making fun of ourselves, as actors
and actresses. Caricaturing ourselves
You should take a peek at us some evening about five-thirty. The scene may go
something
." the following :
Through like
her this
eyes . I. saw
it was five-thirty and Ida returns from
the studio. Louis Hayward. her best beau,
is already there before her, hiding a bunch
of posies in the hall closet. As he hears
her at the door, he dashes to a corner chair,
sinks down in a position of despair, head
forward on hands, hair pulled forward
over eyes. Ida comes in, strikes a dramatic pose,
declaims it: "You,
too, mymefriend?
Oh, this
business,
will drive
mad !
Mad, mad, mad, do you hear? So tired,
they work us like slaves, eh TiddledeFrom the corner, head still down, eyes
still covered : "Talk to me not in foolish
rhymes, my lady. I am tired to death of
it winks
all I ?'"Whither shall we go — away from
this
wretched place? Name the place, my
fair one . . . and thither will I take thee.
'One touch to her hand, one word to her
ear, they reached the hall door, and the
charger stood near. We are off — we are
of? — we are of?,' I forget the rest — said
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"We Lochinvar
are off," !"
says Ida, "to the roller
young
And believe
coaster
races !" it or not, that is exactly
where they are of¥ to . . . to Venice or
Ocean Park, where they ride on the Sky
High or the Devil's Dip, screeching,
laughing, yelping . . . now in the front
seat, now in the back, now in the middle.
Their romance began on a roller coaster.
That's where it progresses.
I can see Ida's point. A little bit of
foolishness goes a long way in keeping
one from becoming too deadly serious.
W e are an emotional lot — four hundred
years of emotion has naturally made us
that way — and we do get upset easily. We
cry, fret, fume and laugh easily. But
being silly now and then minimizes that.
It's our greatest outlet, you know what I
mean, it keeps us from throwing vases!"
AND speaking of emotionalism, Ida
tells this one on herself. "Several
vears ago in London I went to see Francis
Lederer in 'Autumn Crocus.' Most of
the play was quite gay, but the ending was
so sad, and as the last curtain found
. , . The
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M-G-M promises to release
"Tarzan Escapes" any year
now (it's been in production
for more than two years!).
Maureen O'SuUivan, having
her locks arranged by the studiothe
hairdresser,
back' on
set for was
retakes.
Francis Lederer grief-stricken and in tears
on the stage, so it found me in the same
condition, in the audience. Only I think,
if anything, my eyes and nose were redder.
Anyway I went backstage to congratulate him. I had never met him, but that
didn't matter. The tears were still pouring down my cheeks as I came face to
face with him at the door to his dressingroom. 'Oh, Mr. Lederer, I enjoyed it so
"And (Sniff,
he: 'I'msniff.)'
so glad you (sniff, sniff,
much!
blow)
it!' minutes,
It went on
for at enjoyed
least three
bothlikeofthat
us
drowning our own words in our tears.
But that isn't the end of it, there's a
sequel. After I had come to America, I
saw him do the same play again in Hollywood. And again I was crying and so was
he when I went backstage to see him. A
funny thing — after all those months and
across one ocean and a continent — he remembered me. 'Still crying?' he asked
tearfully. I nodded, too choked to speak.
The leaping Czech and I are a lot alike, I
Incidentally, of Ida, Mr. Lederer once
said to me : "She has more sex appeal
than any actress I have ever worked with
in pictures. She is just a child at heart but
for some strange reason, on the screen,
she portrays worldly emotions with the
ease of a sophisticated woman of thirty !
She is like an artist with every emotional
guess."
color
on her palette, within easy reach of
I think perhaps that last line is the best
her finger tips."
summation
of Ida that you will find anywhere— every emotional color at her finger
tips, and restless
fingers
thatconsidered
can't helpa
dabbling.
Artists are
always
little daffy by the world, perhaps because
they think so little of the world and of
what the world may think about them. As
George Bernard Shaw has said, "She is
the only girl in the world as mad as I am.
She is positively a mad genius !"

Modern Hostess offers you Bob Taylor's
hot bread recipes.
See page 69.
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No.

1

(Continued from page 45)
in mid-air two chubby fingers tightly
squeezed together.
"And look at all he eats!" marveled
Miss Temple.
It was more than clear that she felt
greatly impressed. For, to her mother's
dismay, and to Shirley's unbounded delight, instead of existing on spinach, Bill
Robinson actually eats four quarts of ice
cream a day !
He told me his breakfast consists of
vanilla ice cream plus several hot biscuits.
The main course at lunch is ice cream,
and after an ample dinner of appetizer,
soup, steak, fresh vegetables and salad,
comes more ice cream.
And it doesn't hurt him. Even his doctor, a New York one, in the East Seventies, is unable to account for this phenomenon.
BILL ROBINSON, going on sixty
years old, is in the best of health, and
has been consuming, daily, those four
quarts of vanilla ice cream as far back
as he can remember. Of course, this
pleasing information cemented the amazing friendship which exists between Shirley Temple and Bill Robinson ; a friendship that, for sincerity, loyalty and
honest worship, outdoes any Hollywood
has ever seen.
A mere mortal who can eat four quarts
of ice cream a day, eat it and not only
survive, but thrive, is a super human being
as far as Shirley is concerned.
And Bill said to me, "Shirley Temple

^-YOU
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wouldn't you act— and quickly? Of course!
Well, ordinary rouge certainly doesn't
give you all the beauty you could have.
It gives that "painted, artificial look".
Now let's see about Princess Pat rouge.
You've a good reason to change to
Princess Pat — if it can give you thrilling new beauty. And it does because
it's duo-tone an undertone and an
owertone make each shade. Itisn't just
another rouge, but utterly different.
When you apply Princess Pat
rouge It changes on your skin!
Mysteriously, amazingly it has become such gloriously natural color

SHE
calls"And
me I'll
Uncle
proudly.
neverBilly,"
forget he
the said
first
day I met her. Buddy De Sylva, the
producer, took me to her dressing-room
bungalow and introduced both Mrs. Robinson and myself to Mrs. Temple. Shirley
just sat there very quiet. After some discussion Mrs. Temple said, 'Well, Shirley,
here's your teacher,' and Shirley, she
jumped right up and ran over to me and
said, 'I'm very glad to know you.'
"After that the two of us walked
across the lot. She kept reaching for my
hand, but I just walked along, not seeing
this until Mrs. Robinson called my attention to it, and from then on we always
walked around, hand in hand.
"We made two pictures together, and
I taught her the dances in her last one — •
'Bowery Princess,' which I think will be
her greatest. She does six dances and
five orstart
six to
songs.
on that
screen
from
finish, She's
and does
wonderful
imitations of Uncle Tom and Simon
Legree.
"She learns
me. "We had
than a week.
fast she was

her steps quickly," he told
all her routines set in less
She learned the steps so
three weeks ahead of the

with

net

OUPPOSE YOU FOUND you were less
beautiful than you could be . . . and then
discovered a way to new loveliness...

In the living room there is a striking
absence of photographs, except for a silver-framed one of Shirley and Robinson
which stands upon a small table, and
looking down from the mantel is a dainty
miniature of Shirley in a blue poke
bonnet.

BE

WILL

BEAUTIFUL

Hmtm

is
thing I've
ever about
met.
If the
you sweetest
once get little
me started
talking
her I'll just talk for a year."
It was apparent that he had no time to
talk for a year because, at that moment,
in his living-room were seated Jesse
Owens and Ralph Metcalfe plus five others
from the Olympic team. They were waiting for for
someBillof was
Mrs.dining
Robinson's
fried
chicken,
them before
they sailed for Berlin.
He is tremendously interested in runners. Shirley Temple knows this.
"He won a championship, too," she
brags. "The only running backwards
championship
She neglects!" to add that it also is an
uncontested one !
Bill Robinson and I sat in his den in
the Robinsons' Harlem apartment. The
walls of this room are completely hidden
under a blanket of autographed pictures;
a photograph of Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Rudy Vallee, Joe Penner, Freddie Bartholomew, Marilyn Miller, Katharine Hepburn, Mae West and James Cagney, an
early one of Eleanor Powell and one of
Fred Astaire. On each is inscribed a tribute
to Bill Robinson as a person and as an
artist.
But I noticed that for every photograph
hanging on those walls, there hang two
of Shirley Temple. I saw a picture of
Shirley
standing
in one
Bill's
shoes,
one of her
presenting
himofwith
a watch,
and another of them writing a letter together, and so on and on.

rou

that no one can tell it is rouge. Do you want
that? Color that seems actually to come from
within the skin, like a natural blush. Only
more thrilUng — bringing out hidden beauty
you never knew you had. Somehow, with
such glamorous color, you radiate beauty,
compel admiration. Your mirror tells you
such a tale of sparkle and animation that
confidence in yoin: own lovehness bids you
be irresistible . . . and then you are.
GET

THIS

But remember this — only Princess Pot
rouge has the duo- tone secret. It changes
on your skin— matches your individual type.
Try Princess Pat rouge. Until you do you
will never know your own beouty.

MAKE-UP

SET-SPECIAI.

. The popular Princess Pat rouge, powder and I ip rouge, easily two weeks'
supply, in a novel, attractive Collegian Kit — for this coupon and 10c coin.

Princes* Pot Cojmctics— non - allergic t

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 62-B 2709 South Wells Street, Chicago.
Enclosed find 10c for which send me the Princess Pat Collegian Make-up SetJ
NAME
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jjicture ! And it isn't so easy to learn
a new routine. Why, one of them alone,
has as many as ten new steps ; none has
less than eight, and the waltz clog I
taught her has nine.
"When I'm teaching her, we're together
from ten until twelve in the morning,
and after lunch until five.
"And not only does she learn her own
lines, but she knows everybody else's ! If
anyone forgets his lines she prompts him.
"Once we were playing a scene where
Shirley and I walked, hand in hand, in
the woods. At a certain spot she was to
turn. She couldn't quite get it. It was
difficult to find the spot. So I said, 'I'll
tell you what, I'll just squeeze your hand
when we get there.' After that the scene
went off fine. But the very next day
when I slipped up on a line, she quickly
whispered the right words to me, then
laughed
and said, 'Now we're even !'
"I'm always
afraid of forgetting my
lines, so I've gotten into the habit of
mumbling them to myself, over and over,
until it's time to take the scene. So one
day she said to me, 'Don't keep saying
those lines of yours so much. Uncle Billy,
for when it does come time to shoot the

scene, you're bound to miss up on them!'
• Yc~. Mk li freaks or albinos do occasionally
occur. And a woman's skin can be white and free of
chapping all winter long, also, by using ITALIAN
BALM, regularly each day. Italian Balm spreads
widely — lasts surprisingly long — saves your purse.
Try it at Campana's expense — then you be the
judge! Mail the coupon for FREE bottle today!
(*Authority:
of Knowledge" — Geo. W. Stimpson.
Pub., A. "Nuggets
L. Burt Co.)
Ga/mjixi/ncui
Italian
Balm
THE ORIGINAL SKIN SOFTENER

. -^^^—^
I ^^^^

CAMPANA SALES CO.
1401 Lincoln Highway, Batavia, 111.
Gentlemen: I have never tried
Italian Balm. Please send me Vanity
bottle FREE and postpaid.

j Name

Address
III City
State
In Canada, Gampana, Ltd., MM-1401 Caledonia
Road, Toronto

SHE certainly is the smartest little
thing. Yet she's smart without being
smart-alecky. And that's a large order.
I'm sure, when she grows up, instead of
petering out, like most juvenile stars,
Shirley Temple will become one of the
greatest actresses in the world. That
child," here Bill Robinson shook his head,
as he grinned a grin that stretched frotn
ear to ear, "why, she can do anything,
just anything at all. You ought to see
her play checkers. She beats everyone
on the lot.
"She has another game she loves. She
calls it 'Squares.' You draw a dozen
parallel lines on a sheet of paper, and
you take turns connecting them. You
write your names across each square you
make, and the one who makes the most
squares wins. Shirley is a champion at
this. No one has ever won a game from
her.
"Instead of being spoiled, which would
only be natural, she is uncommonly
thoughtful. When I was laid up in the
hospital she came to see me every single
day, and she wheeled me in my chair,
up and down the corridors. That hospital
wheel chair fascinated her. I think she
kind of hoped to get a chance to be
wheeled around herself."

We talked about their future plans.
"I'm returning to the Coast in a couple
of months," he said, "to make three more
pictures with Shirley.
"You know, I wanted to come East for
the Joe Louis fight, but we were wurking
on 'Bowery Princess,' so I said to Shirley, 'I want to go to the fight and if you
learn your steps in time, I can go.' She
said, 'I'll be good. Uncle Billy, I'll learn.'
'Remember, if you don't, then I can't
go to the fight.' I told her. And she
learned in record time. I guess if I had
left before she finished, it would have
pretty near broken her heart."
He paused
second.
"I gave Iherhada
bracelet,
and aa little
automobile.
it
it can't
go faster
than
nineregulated
miles an so
hour.
She drives
it herself
all over the lot.
"She gave me this watch," he added,
proudly showing me a beautiful modern
designed watch, on which was engraved
'Uncle Billy from Shirley Temple.'
"I suppose this sounds kind of conceited to say," he remarked while I studied
the watch, "but honest, she worships the
ground
I walk
on." His face beamed.
It is such a good face. And although
Shirley Temple is a star, and in that
capacity had plenty of opportunities to
see the patience and goodness of Bill
Robinson, she isn't the only child who
has just cause to "worship the ground
In New York City, up Harlem
I walkwhere
on." the heat beats down merciway,
lessly all summer, and the children have
no place to play, he built a playground.
It is opposite the apartment house in
which he lives. He walked me to a
window overlooking the cheerful square
with its sandpiles, freshly painted swings,
and chute-the-chutes and see-saws.
"It used to be nothing but an old lot
that had everything in it from empty tin
cans
to dead and
dogs. I saw
Now happy
look. .children,
. ."
I looked,
shouting, laughing, thanks to Uncle Billy.
Then, suddenly, I knew the real secret
of his friendship with Shirley Temple.
It was due to more than being the biggest ice-cream eater in Hollywood. It
was the kind quality which is so much
a part of Bill Robinson, the quality of
goodness that never fails to go straight
to the heart of a child. And Shirley Temple, call her what you will, genius, actress,
dancer, singer or star, is still principally —
a child. And you can't fool a child. You
have to be the real thing. Bill Robinson
is all of that.

Mr. Arliss
seems to make
films in England
sivelyexcluthese
PiNAUD'S SIX-TWELVE
CREAMY MASCARA

gives your eyes the naturallooking beauty that stirs men!
Here's the way to frame your eyes with long,
heavy, lustrous eyelashes— to give them
naiitraZ-looking beauty without a hint of an
artificial made-up look! Use Pinaud's SixTwelve Creamy mascara — the mascara in a
convenient tube! Its creaminess does away
with brittleness and matting, too !
smudge.
run or blue
It won'tbrown,
Black,
and Colors:
green. ' w-THE
HOUSE OF PINAUEi
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scene from his
days. Here's a
latest, "The
with Rene Roy.
Nelson is Touch,"
Rene
the gal
who
made
"Passing
of the
such a hit
in
Third
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Are
uncertai

Trouble"
{Continued from page 54)

anyone ask a man to pose for some leg
art so that every magazine and newspaper
in the country is plastered with it? No!
Does anyone
ever do
of
men?
Not unless
they'fashion
want lay-outs'
to get laid
out by the man in question. Does any
Gable get his face on the covers of the
magazines ? Hardly ever.
"When I'm doing a scene with a girl on
the set and even though I may be saying
the most significant lines in the whole picture and would be glad if my mug could
show so that I might help the words along
by an intelligent gleam in the eyes — whose
back of the head does the camera man
focus on ? Mine !

YOU see," said Stu, "women are real
trouble because they've got Nature
on their side. They've got all the aces.
They can be different women every day of
their lives if they use their ingenuity
enough. They've got the — uh — legs and the
hair and the ability to arrange it a thousand different ways. They have the clothes,
an infinite variety, whereas us men have
but one suit of clothes that looks like any
other suit of clothes and a hair-cut that
always looks the same and no one seems
to care about our legs !
"I was born in Squaw V alley, here in
California, you know. Sqiian' Valley, how
do you like that? Then we went to live on
a forty-acre peach orchard. A peach
orchard . . . and when the peaches were
ripe for picking a bunch of girls and fellows used to hire out to us and pick 'em and,
doggone, if the peaches that did the picking weren't more ructions and trouble
than the peaches that were being picked.
They were always having 'heart' troubles
or something and the folks had to take
more
seeing
that they
get
bruised pains
one way
or another
than didn't
they took
with the fruit itself. And still and all,
they picked faster than the boys did. Even
up a tree they had the fellows licked.
"I once wanted to be a newspaper man.
Well, I've had my wish — in many pictures,
anyway ! I went to the University of
California back in 1922, intending to
major in English and journalism. But
after one year I had so much difficulty
getting the courses I wanted that I decided to use my college money to learn
how tomaticact.
at Egan's
DraSchool Iin enrolled
Los Angeles
and after
four months I was given a chance to substitute in 'White Collars' without pay.
"I'd got the yen for the stage doing
some in
college
plays. I'd game
also decided
even
the newspaper
women that
are
trouble. They get better breaks than men,
when they get 'em, and get 'em easily. They
use their feminine wiles and ways and big
strong cops pass 'em in where male reporters never get and they not only pass
'em in, they protect them also. I knew
that I could never scoop a woman without feeling like a big bearded brute.
"It took a George Sand to be dramatized
in plays, written up in more biographies and
letters and memoirs than most of the big
men put together. There have been a good
many grand actors, but the names of Sarah
Bernhardt and Ellen Terry mean more
to the theatre world than any defunct
male mummer, Now, today, Katharine
Cornell is called The First Lady of the
Theatre. I can't think of any man who is
her running mate, exactly. And the
supremacy of Garbo is unchallenged by

Do sudden swerves
Upset your nerves?
Does traffic get your goat?
Do stomach ills
Disrupt your thrills
On board a train or boat?
If so, be readyKeep calm and steadyGive Beech-Nut Gum your vote!
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BEECH-NUT PEPPERMINT GUM...
a! is so good it's the most popular flavor
' of any gum sold in the United States.

tA

GU

BEECHIES . . . another really
fine Peppermint
Gum Like
—
sealed
in candy coating.
Gum and Candy in one.

BEECH-NUT PEPSIN GUM . . .
candy coating protects a pleasing
flavor . . . and, as you probably
know, pepsin aids digestion after
a hearty meal.

BEECH-NUT SPEARMINT. . .
especially for those who like a distinctive flavor. A Beech-Nut Quality product
GET

YOUR

SUPPLY

OF

BEECH-NUT

BEFORE

ORALGENE ... Its
firmer texture givesm uch
needed mouth exercise . ..
and its dehydrated milk of
magnesia helps neutralize
mouth vidually
acidity.
wrapped. Each piece indiTHE
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my inferior sex. There isn't a scenario
writer in tlie industry that tops Frances
Marion. The name of the saint that
comes most readily to my mind is that
of Joan of Arc. Queen Elizabeth and
Queen Victoria stand out more preeminently than any other remembered royalty. For every Lindbergh there seems to
be an Amelia Earhart. For every Monsieur Curie there is a Madame Curie.
Everyone knows the old 'power behind the
throne' legends. There was probably
plenty of trouble back of those thrones !
More men have done things, of course.
But I'm kinda afraid that that's only because more women haven't tried.

Tivo dt'licate flower odors— exquisitely
blended ! And now
Lander's have actually DOUBLED the
perfume content of
every blend! Lander's talc is fine,
pure, satiny-smooth
— irresistibly lovely
on the skin. And the
new DOUBLE fragrance/as<s/ Get the
big box today!
Lilacs & Roses— Lavender & Pine — Orchid
& Orange BlossomGardenia & Sweet Pea
—theCarnation
Valley. & Lily O'
Each (J.blend
protected by
S. copyritrht

DIFFERENT types of women are
different kinds of trouble," grinned
Stu. I've played in pictures with a lot of
different types and I've got 'em all figured
out. I'm only using them as symbols for
what I mean, of course. Nothing personal. Not too personal.
"I once played in 'The Magnificent Lie'
with Ruth Chatterton. Most men haven't
much
thattells
I haven't.
believe subtlety.
that whenI know
someone
me blackI
is black But
theyRuth
don'tcanmean
thatwords
blacklikeis
white.
handle
Napoleon handled armies. When it comes
to
music,
andThen,
diplomacy
I've
yet books,
to listen
to hertravel
equal.
just when
you think comfortably, 'Oh, well, all these
things
are part
a woman's
game,
she
comes along
and of
turns
aviatrix and
proves
that a woman can be all the things a man
can be and do all the things a man can do.
And
that doesn't
put us at the bottom
of theif deck,
what does?
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Make this clever colorful decorative plant at home
of
B." bags,
Dennisonbuttons
Crepe. and
Also"V.make
belts, baskets, trays; do the
new picture craft. Instructions
for 77 novelties are in the handsome 24-page book, "New Dennison-craft
Ideas." toSend
only
10c (coin or stamps)
Dennison,
Dept. Y192, Framingham, Mass.

MICKEY
MOUSE
GIVEN!
WRIST WATCH!
or Choice of Cash Commission— Send No Money — Send
Name
and Aildress!
Mickeys
on the— dial
and band
in colors!
Chrome Boys'.
finish Girls!
case and
bracelet
Unbreakable
crystal. American make. WHAT A WATCHI SIMPLY GIVE
AWAY FREE pictures with famous White Cloverlne Salve
which you sell at 25c a box (giving picture FREE I) and remit
as per premium plan book. Other watches. 39th year. Be
First. Write for trial order dozen salve and pictures NOW!
WILSON CHEMICALCO. INC. Dept. 10-F.
Tyrone, Pa.

Bathe them with lAYOFTIK
Instant relief for inflamed, sore, tired, strained or itching
eyes. 6000 eyesight specialists endorse it. 25 years success. Get Lavoptik (with free eye cup) from your druggist.
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"A girl like Jean Parker is another kind
of trouble. She's so sweet, so gentle and
young
thatto she's
more formidable
aso man
armed
the teeth.
The milder than
and
sweeter they are, the more trouble they
are. For what, will you tell me, can a
mere man do against a girl like some kind
of spring flower? If you happened to be
working with Jean in a picture, if any
question of one or the other getting the
breaks arose, if a chance to do a bit of
scene-stealing fell on your head you'd have
to
off, wouldn't
you?anything
You couldn't
be shove
a bigit brute
and take
away
from a defenseless child.
"Girls like Jean Harlow, Carole Lombard and
Colbert
— you
pect
mereClaudette
men to talk
back
to can't
them, exto
deny them anything they may set their
hearts on. Even when they are wrong no
man would have the heart to tell them
they were anything but right.
"The only time," said Stu, "that women
are not trouble is when they are wives.
But if they are wives and careerists at one
and the same time they are double-trouble.
I know, from personal experience. When
June and I were first married and before
June decided that the babies and her home
and me, I guess, were more important to
her than her career, she made a few pictures. One time while she was working
Stu Junior caught a cold. Well, what
good was June on that set? She was
torn in two. Half the time her mind was
on the lines she was speaking and more
than half the time on whether the drops
nose.
baby's
the set
being
were one
had
footputoffin the
before
the She
last
camera had stopped grinding.
"I always hoped that June would give up
the screen. Of course I wouldn't have
to force her — "
tried
And as Stu spoke I remembered a conversation I'd had with June a few days
before. It wasn't for publication, btit somehow I'm sure June wouldn't mind my
a revealing picwriting it. It gives such
ture of Stu Erwin as he really is, as his
wife knows him, after working with him
in pictures, after five years of marriage.

after the birth of two babies . . .
She said, and her blue eyes were lovelier
than they ever were in any love scene on
the screen, "I'm so terribly happy." When
she
said ever
that Ineeds
thought
to myself,
all that
to be
said or "That's
printed
about Stu Erwin, really. That says it all."
When you see him on the screen and remember that his wife said, "I'm so terhappy,"than
you'll
real can
Stu
Erwin ribly
better
any know
words the
of mine
make you know him.
JUNE
on, Stu
"We and
havethesuch
good
times went
together,
children
and I. Stu is so real. That's why I fell
in love with him, you know. I fell in
love with him the very first time I ever
talked to him. I'd seen him about the
studio quite a bit and we were working
together in 'Dude Ranch' and I thought
he was nice. But the very first day he
ever asked me out to lunch I knew that
— well, that it was love — and so real and
so satisfying that everything and everyone
else in the world seemed unimportant.
"Stu doesn't play the great lover roles,
but he is one. I don't think there could
be a more loving lover than Stu. He always remembers every little anniversary
we ever shared. The time, the place, the
day and the hour of our first luncheon together. The first time we went out to
dance, where it was and what music they
played. If anything, Stu overdoes the
little, lovely things. A little while ago we
had our Wooden Wedding Anniversary —
our fifth, you know. And Stu went all
over the city until he found a little wooden
wrist watch for me as an anniversary
present. No one but Stu would ever have
thought of a wooden wrist watch.
"Last Christmas it was a new car — a
town car, just for me. In the morning all
of the presents were wrapped and under
the tree and there was a tiny box for me,
with a card in it, reading, 'Mommie dear,
your present is too big to go under the
tree. It's in the garage !'
"Stu always notices everything I have
on. I can't wear a new flower in my coat
that he doesn't speak about it. In fact,
he always
I'd
never
buy a goes
gown, shopping
a coat orwith
a hatme.
unless
I had Stu's okay on it.
"I don't think," said June, her eyes soft,
"that you could find an enemy of Stu's
anywhere in the world. He has more
friends than any person I have ever known.
I've never known a man to be as beloved
as he is.
"Why shouldn't I give up any idea of
working? Perhaps our life would seem
very quiet and uneventful to many people.
But Stu makes every little thing so joyous
and important. The baby's new tooth,
Stuart Junior's first swimming lesson, the
dinnersHewehascook
on cook's
night
out.
suchtogether
a faculty
for making
daily living vivid and real and fun that I
don't
needwith
a career
— I've got
at home
the children
and one
me !allHe's
the
time when he isn't actually working. He
doesn't belong to clubs. He doesn't go
off
and play
He'shis raising
now,
Scotties.
Andgolf.
he has
camera,dogs
he takes
hundreds of feet of film of the children
and me — and I've never been a prouder
leading
June laughing
"thanStuI
am
whenlady,"
Stu said
photographs
me with
Junior and little June as my supporting
When she learned this story would be
called "Women Are Trouble," June
laughed and said, "Of course, Stu will say
women are trouble, poor darling. He is
so kind and gentle of heart, he is always
afraid of them. He really admires us
more than we deserve, I am afraid. He's
cast."great gentleman, my Stu — a very
a very
great gentleman."
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Hand-Me-Down
Gretchen
{Contiiuied from page 53)
sisters. When a nun asked her what her
ambition was when she grew up, she stated
plainly, "To have a new blue dress without any mendings on it!" That, I guess,
tells the story as succinctly as anything.
Once when she was only five, however,
she left the convent for one evening to
dance at a benefit. It was at that benefit
that Mae Murray, also performing, took
a great interest in Gretchen, and, seeing
her on several occasions afterward, begged
to be allowed to adopt her. But Mrs.
Young would not hear of it. Hardpressed as she was, with three girls and
a boy to support, she still knew that somehow, some day, she, herself, would manage to give Gretchen the education and
luxuries that Miss Murray offered. Nevertheless, Miss Murray did pay for Gretchen's dancing lessons for six months.
That in a way was a slight turning point
in little Gretchen's life. At last finding
some expression, she ceased to feel quite
so useless, and began to develop a personality of her own. It was slow building, but steady, and by the time she was
eight she had broken out in all sorts of
mental rashes. One consisted of a heavy
foot-stamping, whenever she was told to
do anything, and an accompanying, "I
won't do it ! Nobody can make me do
it!"
She also adored to break rules. One
rule, which turned out to be her Waterloo,
required all children to turn in any cake
or candy brought or sent from home.
These sweets were to be apportioned to
them in small quantities each day. On
one occasion Gretchen withheld a large
chocolate almond bar and gloatingly set
out to eat it— all of it— in bed. Unfortunately, she fell asleep in the midst of
her deviltry. The chocolate melted all
over the sheets, pillow, her face and nightgown, a dead giveaway in the morning.
For three hours Gretchen had to stand in
the gloomy hall alone.
But even that progress — and it was
progress for a retiring girl of her type —
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"COMMON

Common
Cold" is
the!
Common
D'
OL
C
Forerunner
of Pneumonia
and
Other

Serious

The Sensible Thing
in Treatment
How often have you seen it — a cold today
and something worse tomorrow.
Almost every case of bronchitis, bronchial
pneumonia and influenza has its start in the
"common cold."
According to recently published figures,
there is a death every four
minutes from pneumonia
traceable to the "common
A menace to life and
health,
"common
is also the
a severe
tax oncold"
the
cold."
public pocketbook. Statistics prove that the average
person
ten days'
work
a year onloses
account
of colds.
Something to Watch
If there's anything you
want to watch, it's the"common cold." Health authorities on every side urge it.
Don't take any cold lightly. Don't try to laugh it off.
The cold that may be only
a sneeze or a sniffle today
may be a bed case tomorrow. Regard a cold seriously. Treat it for what it is
— an internal infection.
As an internal infection, it is patent that a
cold requires internal treatment. Mere surface
measures — mere local treatments — may temporarily alleviate the symptoms, but to get
at the real trouble, you must get at a cold
from within.
An excellent thing to take for a cold is
Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine.
Fourfold Effect
First of all, Grove's Laxative Bromo
Quinine is expressly a cold tablet and not a

Harold Lloyd's daughters, Gloria (left) and Peggy, are rabid
movie fans. Here they are

FOR

Diseases!
preparation good for a number of other
things as well. It has only one purpose, the
treatment of colds.
Secondly, it is internal in effect and does
four definite things of vital importance in
the relief of a cold:
(1) It opens the bowels, an admittedly advisable step in the treatment of a cold.
(2) It checks the fever in the system.
(3) acheItandrelieves
fever. the head(4) It tones the system and
helps
attack. fortify against further
A fourfold treatment, in
other words. Grove's Laxative Bromo Quinine accomplishes definite and speedy
results.
Grove's Laxative Bromo
Quinine imposes no penalty
for its use. It contains nothing harmful and is perfectly
safe to take.
Grove's Bromo Quinine
tablets now come sugarcoated as well as plain. The
sugar-coated are exactly the
same as the regular, except
that the tablets are coated
with sugar for palatability.
Don't Procrastinate
When you feel a cold coming on, do something about it right away.
Don't dally, don't compromise. Go right to
your
druggist
get a package of Grove's
Laxative
BromoandQuinine.
Start taking the tablets immediately, two
at a time. Usually, if taken promptly, Grove's
Bromo Quinine will check a cold in 24 hours
— and that's the action you want for safety!
All drug stores sell Grove's Laxative
Bromo Quinine. When you ask for it, insist
upon getting what you ask for. The few
pennies' cost may save you a lot of anxiety.

RADIO NOTE: histen to Qahriel Heatter review the nevus. Mutual Broadcasting
System^ every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and T^hursday evening. 7:45 to 8:00 EST
on some stations. 9:00 to 9:15 EST on others. Consult your newspaper for time listing.

after seeing "Mary of Scotland."
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was lost when she eventually left the convent for home. Not that her sisters were
ever in any respect cruel to her— it was
just the old, old case of the too-adoring
younger one. And as is only natural in
any family, the older girls were getting
all the favors. It was Polly Ann and
Sally who were registered with all the
studio casting officers, finding their place
in the world, and Gretchen who stayed
at home.
Then there were the little things to
add to the general hopelessness of it all.
Polly Ann's legs, for example. Whenever
Gretchen and the girls used to go to the
beach, Gretchen always sat on her legs
because they weren't full or nicely rounded
like Polly's. They were, she felt, scrawny
and thin in comparison. Little did she
think that someday studio photographers
would find those same legs the answer to
a camera's prayer, so slim and lovely, with
no muscle bumpiness to be retouched afterward. Just the same they were the source
of no little worry to Gretchen at twelve.
There were a lot of things like that ;
cotton hose for her when the others wore
silk, made-over cloth coats with cloth collars when the others had fur, dusting the
parlor furniture when the others had
dates !
A lot of girls would go on, through life,
accepting this hand-me-down lot. And
Gretchen Young might have done that,
too, except for one thing. She did so
want them to be as proud of her as she
was of them. It preyed on her mind for
months and months. What could she do
to show them that she was admirable,
too?
FINALLY her chance came. At a
very state,
dire there
moment
the call
Young's
financial
came in
a work
from
one of the studios for Polly Ann to come
at once. Trembling, Gretchen hung up
the 'phone Polly Ann, Sally and Mrs.
Young were all downtown for the day —
and she had no idea where to reach them.
Plopping on her hat, she started out for
the studio, gave her name as Polly Ann
Young and found hersel in a picture.
That story, m essence, has been told
before, but always Gretchen's motive has
been misinterpreted. When Gretchen answered that studio call, masqueraded as
her sister, the possibilities of a picture
career of her own never occurred to her.
She had no selfish desire to take Polly
Ann's place in that picture ; there was no
personal strategy in her action. She was

Love's

Been

nobly
to her
family's
dollarsgoing
a day
meant
that rescue.
many Fifteen
dollars
more in the family's purse.
As wise men say, you never know when
one little incident will change the course
of your life. That particular episode
turned out one of the screen's most promising young actresses. An actress with a
long-term contract and a first big part in
Young. Clown, Laugh" with Lon Chaney.
"Laugh,
An actress
whose name was Loretta
As it was difficult to become accustomed
to her new name, so it was difficult to
become accustomed to her new station at
home. As a matter of fact, Loretta has
never quite become used to it. They still
call out to her : "Hey, Gretch, do this will
you?"Loretta
"Hey, still
Gretchen,
give Many
me a hand!"
And
obliges.
is the
time she has been known to get down on
her hands and knees and scrub the bathroom floor "Because the maids are busy,
and besides, because I like it. Good exercise. Great fun. Good for me, too, keeps
myAnother
knees on
the even
floor!"since her stardom,
thing,
Loretta has never once had a personal
maid. The Gretchen still in her simply
can't imagine it ! Nor is she in any way
"starrish" on the set. Unlike most stars
who spend their idle time between scenes
in their dressing-rooms, Loretta prefers
to spend it on the set, satisfying her keen
interest in every angle of production.
Story, photograph, direction and sound
recording all receive her avid attention.
Like the Gretchen of old, she is still a
keen movie fan and goes picture-chasing
more than any other star in Hollywood.
Only in one respect has she changed —
and that is in connection with clothes.
The hand-me-down-Gretchen has given
'way to the most extravagantly dressed
young actress in cinemaland. Clothes are
her mania . . . closets and closets and
closets of them, row on row, as numerous
and colorful as the Flanders' Field poppies
of that world-famous poem. Day after
day she goes shopping, dress and hat
browsing, all around the town. She's a
familiar face to all the salesladies everywhere. As one of them says of her, "She
is the only star I've ever known who will
ofifer to share her fitting-room with another customer, if we're busy, and if the
other customer doesn't mind." Can't you
imagine her always saying, "If she doesn't
mind, I don't. I'd be glad to have her."
Well, maybe she is still just Gretchen
after all!

Their

Inspiration

{Continued from page 49)

There are many flattering ways to
orronge your hair with Hollywood
Rapid Dry Curlers. Will you hove
tight little curls that Fit close to your
head . . or soft loose ones to form
O halo? Will you have many curls
...or just o few? Whatever style of
curl you select con be yours easily,
quickly, right of home . . with the patents
,,
2.000.893
Curler used by the Stars.
2,000.894
Hflif.Biti.^iJ.'iiriB^M:i«;i
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with Raft, Virginia might have had a
very opposite effect on him; she might
have given him an inferiority complex ;
she might have made him self-conscious
of his lack of polish. Instead, she inspired him to rub off the edges of whatever crudity of manner remained in his
make-up. It is this type of inspiration that
is most difficult for a woman to offer —
and make a man see that it is inspiration
and not condescension.

the dither of exI CAN still
that fluttered through the Fox
citementremember
lot when the news got around that Dixie
Lee "might marry that Crosby kid."
There was excitement and chagrin because Dixie was then a coming star, and
Crosby was known for his playboy antics.
Yet twice since she has been in love with
Bing Crosby, Dixie Lee has gone out of

her way to inspire him to great accomplishment.
The first time was before they were
married, when Bing loved her so much he
would do anything she asked, except pass
up a cocktail now and then. When she
found that talking didn't have the desired
effect, that threatening never to see him
again had no effect, she took a long chance
on losing him forever — she ran away from
him. He couldn't bear the separation and
did as she asked — he straightened out his
affairs and began to work seriously.
Then, when it looked as though success was going to have a too-exhilarating
effect, she settled him back to responsibility by giving up her own hopes of a
career to have a family. The man doesn't
live, who doesn't want to be a hero to his
children. Dixie took this fact into consideration. She provided her husband with
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PERFECT

COMPLEMENT

TO

Grace Bradley and Bruce Cabot
relax on a bike between scenes
of

"Don't

Turn

'Em

Loose."

the inspiration to do better work that he
might continue as a record-breaker at the
box-office. A man who has the responsibility of a family can't af¥ord to let down.
There seemed, for a time, as if Bing
might slide along on past laurels. Dixie
didn't nag.
She quietly
the
business
of fitting
herself went
once about
more for
a screen career, then she returned to pictures. It was a challenge, an inspiration,
to Bing.
He and
couldn't
let pictures
his wifeshow
get
ahead
of him,
his latest
how hard he tried to do his best.
You may rest assured that Dixie Lee
Crosby isn't through inspiring her husband. When it begins to look as though
Bing finds golf and fishing more important than his work, when it begins to look
as though he is sliding back instead of
going forward, she will search her fertile
mind for new ways to inspire him.
There was a time, shortly after her
marriage to Valentin Parera, when Grace
Moore wanted to give up her career. She
looked around her and saw marriages
being broken for many reasons that might
affect her own; the wife's career
eclipsed that of the husband ; the separations were too long and frequent; the wife
did
not
accept the
public's
adulationknow
and how
stillto remain
sweet
and
feminine and a good sport. All these
things frightened her.

SHE suggested to her husband that
perhaps it would be wise, since they
were so much in love, to give up her
career. She would be happy in his success,
she said. But he would not hear of it.
Rather, he encouraged her to go back to
Hollywood and make the most of her
golden opportunity. He is a brilliant man;
he knows that success cannot always remain at the peak for either man or
woman ; and he looks forward to the day
when both can retire gracefully from the
public eye, to a private life entirely their
own — and he is content to await that day.
His attitude has been a source of constant inspiration to Grace Moore and, as
a case history in this series, we recommend it to those husbands, in and out of
professional life, who don't know what attitude to take toward their wive's success.
The inspiration that Dick Powell's love

WHEREVER lovely vomen gatker — wkerever
romance and youtk and gayety are found . . .
T kis deliglitful {jerfume
suggests romance so subtly and yet so definitely
tliat many women firefer
it to more costly scents.
lO

In tke smart
C tuckaRaway size

tkere, too, you will find tke exc^uisite fragrance of
Park & Tilford's Gardenia. For kere is a f)erfume
tkat is at once fantastically llgkt-kearted yet aloof.
Gardenia is tke |5erfect com|)lement to lovely
women

. . . flattering . . . witk its fragrant loveli-

ness. In skort, tke ideal f)erfume. Try tkis unforgettakle fragrance today. On

sale in tke new

tuckaway size at all 5 and lO cent stores.
T'lvo other popular Park <Sf Tilford Faoen Perfumes
No. 3 A.n e.xotic clinging oriental fragrance.
No. 12 Delicate refresLing floral bouquet.
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Your Little Finger?
—when you pick up a glass or cup? . . . You know from
watching others that charm and poise can be destroyed
instantly by the misuse of hands. And by the same
token, the mendous
correct
use ofbusiness
your hands
can Great
becomeactresses
a tresocial and
asset.
accomplish much of their poise by proper hand action.
The makers of Frostilla— the famous skin lotion that
keeps hands, face and body smooth and lovely— asked
Margery Wilson, the international authority on charm
and poise, to tell
• how to hold a cigarette
• how to pick up cards
• how to shake hands
• and how to make hands behave to the
best advantage on all occasions
Margery Wilson gives the authoritative answers to
these and other questions in an illustrated booklet on
How to Use Your Hands Correctly. Although this
booklet is priced at 50c, we have arranged to present
it without charge to Frostilla users in the United States
and Canada until May 30th, 1937.
Just mail coupon with the front of a 35c_^Oc or $1.00
Frostilla Fragrant Lotion box {or
two fronts from 10c sizes) and your
copy will be sent FREE.
"FROSTILLA"
412 Gray Street, Elmira, N.Y.
Here is thebox front — sendme my copy
of Margery Wilson's book on hands.
Name.—.
Address..
City..

State..
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short, thin nails with
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nail growth or cuticle. Removed at will.
Marvelously natural-looking. Try them!
NU-NAILS
7 S. CRAWFORD AVE.,

FINGERNAILS
CHICAGO.
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{TODAY; uncover NEW BEAUTY
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for
we'll
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the mailing cost! Do it NOW!
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AND now we have the case of Errol
Flynn and Lili Damita. You could
count on one hand the stage and screen
successes of Mr. F. before his marriage to
the vital Lili. She was the sought-after,
ever-reported-engaged belle of the theatre
and screen. Millionaires fell over one another for her smiles.
The Damita success was so firmly established in the theatre and on the screen that
she had but to speak to get her wish for

Ounce

a certain part, a certain leading man, a
certain play or story. But she knew that
when two careers meet in marriage, one
must be subordinated to the other, for a
while at least, so that the beginner might
get proper impetus. And because she was
in love with Errol Flynn, Lili Damita, who
had been called a tigress and a selfish
woman by others, subordinated her own
career to his. She saw to it that when
publicity was to be gotten, her husband got
it. She saw to it that in pictures he was
the talking.
more prominent, in interviews he did
the
To a less successful, less in love woman,
this would have been difficult. It might
have resulted in ugly jealousy and nagging. But not in this case. Lili Damita
was frank in her attitude ; her husband was
the boss ; her husband was the great one
of the combination. Where she might
have crushed his career, she gave it incentive and inspiration.
And if
been hearing
the rumblings
of you've
those
divorce rumors,
too,professional
you'll know
that
something
other than
jealousy
is at the root of a possible break-up.
We want to make a suggestion. If
you're in love, chart the course of your
association wth the person you love. See
whether the graph indicates an upward
trend in that person's life since you fell
in love. And if it doesn't, read these case
histories again — there may be inspiration
in them for you.

of

Prevention

(Continued from page 61)
NAILS

NU-NAIL CO.

has been to Joan Blondell makes one oA
the loveHest stories in Hollywood. When
Dick met Joan she was slipping in her
career. She was getting, excuse us for the
ugly word, fat. Joan's hair wasn't beautiful
or well-dressed any more ; she seemed to
have forgotten how to be lovely or smartly
attired. Then Dick let her know that he
adored her, and what a change took place !
Joan Blondell took stock of herself.
Dick was young and smart-looking ; she
had to smarten up not to embarrass him
when they went out together. She had
to lose weight ; it wouldn't do to acquire
that matronly look while Dick remained
slender and youthful. By the time Joan
finished making herself over that she
might be worthy of Dick — she had made
herself over into one of the most attractive young girls in Hollywood. And by
that time, also, her bosses saw the change
and began to give her better parts and
smarter costumes to wear.
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mamas know, that they won't be sweet
young things forever. They want to progress— to develop — from young roles to
roles such as Norma Shearer and Claudette
Colbert and Carole Lombard are playing.
If Anita didn't take simple precautions
against the march of time, that fragility
would become downright peakedness. The
luscious Olivia could easily acquire an
overblown look as the thirties approach.
Jean's gamin charm is backed up with
realgan)in
grace, eternally.
with latent
can't
be
Andpoise,
the for
littleoneFrench
girl's softly rounded face, which has that
look about it (I think dewy is the word)
must stay "softly" rounded and no more.

rules, some do's
here areforsome
ANDandso —don'ts,
youth : Eat three
good meals a day, but eat nothing in between meals, with these two exceptions :
if you're a little on the thin side, drink
a big glass of rich milk in the middle of
the afternoon. You can have a malted
milk, if you hate plain milk, but try to
you're
others, yif hungry
youdreadfull
like the milk.
or get
a lot, And,
outdoors
for some reason, eat a piece of fruit in the
middle of the afternoon and stay away
from the corner drugstore.
Watch your pet appetite like a hawk I
If you love sweet things, I am not the one
to say that you should deny yourself
moderate indulgence at this stage of your
life. But let your indulgence come at the
end of your dinner. Then eat a little
candy in place of dessert, or have your
beloved ice cream, or wheedle your ma
into making your pet dessert — and eat one
portion of it. Do not make a beeline for
your favorite form of sweet when you're
very hungry. Wait until the turn is satisfied with more essential foods and then
top off the meal with the less desirable
sweet. Then, too, always eat good sweets,
when you must have them — home-made
things, or good reliable bought ones. Not

cheap,
fections.fancy looking but ill-prepared conRemember that there are such things
as calories after all and they'll count up
by themselves, even if you don't bother
to count 'em. So make up for indulgence
in one thing by self-denial in another. If,
for example, you have regaled your innards with your adored chocolate icebox cake for dessert on Monday, how
about
or
the passing
cream up
or Tuesday
sugar (ormorning's
both) incereal,
your
coffee, or something like that?
Watch out if you have a predilection for
highly seasoned
cestershire saucefoods.
all over Don't
your pour
steak.WorGo
easy on all seasonings and stay away, if
possible, from some which I'll name.
Again, I say — if you're healthy and strong,
there's no reason why you should not lap
up a bowl of chili con carne once in a
while; and if you find some meats, perhaps, flat, stale and unprofitable without
a dash of hell fire, appease your taste in
moderation. Again also, I say — balance
your occasional indulgence by a virtuous,
meatless, fresh vegetable dinner next day.
THE taste for highly seasoned foods
grows on one like the taste for liquor,
almost. Highly seasoned foods cause liver
complaint and red noses in later years and
bumps on the skin right now. Over-indulgence in them dulls the appetite to the
point where a couple of honest eggs or a
decent, self-respecting lamb chop tastes
like nothing unless smothered in goo
registering 104 degrees in the shade.
Here are some seasonings and such,
commonly used in the average household,
vvhich make foods tasty and interesting
and which are not harmful if indulged in
moderately. Celery salt — use it occasionally rather than ordinary salt. Curry,
thyme, bay leaf, paprika, sage, onion and
onion juice. Ask for tarragon vinegar
rather than cider vinegar, or use lemon

MODERN
juice. All of the sweet flavorings are
okay, if sensibly used. Try brown sugar
occasionally, for everything except beverages. I admit
it's
pretty bad
news,that
but init tea
can orbe coffee,
used, and
tastes delicious, on fruit, in sweet sauces
and frostings and when used in the preparation of desserts. Stay away, most of
the time anyway, from pepper — black,
white and red ; from chili powder, tabasco,
horseradish, and mustard. Go easy on the
ketchup and the pickles.
I'm not a bad cook (says she bragging
about herself) and while I have no intention of competing with the Modern Hostess which is so expertly managed by my
friend, Marjorie Deen, I will offer to do
this
tell you, ifcertain
you'll stunts
write mewhich
for
such: I'll
information,
make foods interesting and palatable and
which, at the same time, steer clear of the
taboos which we must observe if we wish
to keep our skins clear and our figures
lovely.
ANOTHER rule for carefree youth :
try to overcome any fussiness of appetite of which you may be guilty. "I
can't eat this and don't like that" attitude. Naturally, we all have our likes
and dislikes. Rare and wonderful is the
person who can eat everything with relish.
But I think it's a swell idea to try to like
almost
that'sandgood
for about
you.
Instead everything
of being faddy
queasy
food, adoptThean fussy
experimental,
"tryones
it once"
attitude.
folks area the
who
end up skinny and scrawny. They coddle
their stomachs till everything but their
pet foods give them indigestion — so they
think.
Finally, the minute you notice any falling
off in your looks, jump on it like a duck
on a June bug.
I almost crossed that
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JUST ANOTHER
PRETTY FACE.
NO GLAMOUR,
CUT!

AND NOW TO BLEND
THE MASCARA WITH
EYE SHADOW... SO...
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IT WON'T
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sentence out, for it is the tendency of
young
to imagine
they're
gettingpeople,
fat, sometimes,
or acquiring
wrinkles
or
something when they're not. However,
I'll let it stand. Use your eyes and common sense — not your imagination. If the
new size sixteen seems tight in the hips,
no buttered white toast and jam for breakfast. Thin wholewheat toast — one slice —
with little butter and no jam. Your desserts will be fresh or stewed fruit, gelatine
or sherbet. Eat less meat and none fried.
Keep an eagle eye on your skin. Makeup off every night before going to bed.
Clean your face and make up freshly once
during the day. Watch the corners of
your nose, the crevice of your chin, the
area across the cheekbones, the skin around
the eyes. Careful, thorough cleansing
keeps the first two danger spots from getting bumpy. If you refrain from applying a new coat of powder over an old
coat, that will help a lot, too Any tendency toward dryness on danger spots
three and four should be fought with
nourishing cream worn overnight. Doctor occasional blemishes with a dab of any
reputable ointment, after a thorough
cleansing. Write for my Skin Routine
No. 1 for young, good — or pretty good —
skins. It won't urge you to spend your
money on expensive preparations, I assure
you. It divides your beauty preparations
into three classes : necessary, nice-but-notso-necessary, and entirely optional.
Now, what about exercise? The answer is yes. You should exercise all the
time. There, there — save the exclamation
points. This is what I mean :
This article is called "An Ounce of
Prevention" and it means just exactly
that. I want to prevent the necessity of
your slaving to regain your good figure in
later years by keeping it good right along.

OH WENDV ! . . I'M
MISERABLE. I'VE FAILED
NOT YET DEAR,
LET ME TELL YOU
A SECRET.

As 3'ou grow older, you will, maybe, put on
a little weight — that's natural. If you
have children, your hips may broaden a
little — that's natural, too. But the slightly
more matured figure that comes with the
years is not to be feared. What is to be
feared is a general going to seed — a slackening of the muscles — a bulging and spreading— the loss of the lovely bust line of
youth. None of these evils is necessary,
but all these evils can sneak up on the best
of
without
one's ; realizing
Good,
firmfigures
stomach
muscles
a trim, it.
bulgeless
appearance of the hips and rear ; and that
uplift look in front — these are the beauty
marks of youth. Let's keep 'em.
Exercising "all the time" isn't nearly as
terrifying
sounds.
It's like this
: when
you
stoop as
to itpick
up something,
make
an
exercise out of it. Knees stiff, as in the
old, familiar toe-touching stunt. Stand
lots of times when you could sit— especially after meals. Feet together, knees
straight, stomach pulled in flat, and derriere pulled in, too, as if you expected a
spanking. Head up and shoulders held
back. And you don't have to look as if
you'd swallowed a ramrod, either.
Sleep without a pillow — it's the best exercise there is for preventing a duckedforward head.
Walk consciously — as if you were taking
a test. Feet pointed straight ahead. Always— always keep pulling your stomach
muscles in. Bye and bye, this will become as automatic as breathing.
When
in a straight-backed
chair, sit you're
all thesitting
way back
in it, shoulders
and fanny touching the chair back. If you
bend forward, bend from the hips, not
from the shoulders. Remember that it's
pretty difficult to have a straight back and
a drooping bust line.
And here are two formal exercises also.

THERE'S no denying the fact that glamourous, alluring eyes have much to
do with a girl's success in romance ... or in business. If your eyes are dull
and uninteresting, just try WINX, the favorite mascara of movie stars and
lovely women everywhere. One application makes your eyes appear
large, bright and starry . . . the lashes long, silky, shadowy. Truly, WINX
gives you the full glory and beauty of your eyes. WINX is tear-proof,
streak-proof and harmless, and actually keeps lashes soft. Try it next time.
^ On sale at all drug, department and 5 and 1 0 cent stores.

WENDY I'M ALMOST AFRAID
TO BELIEVE IT ... . SUCH AN
IMPROVEMENT!

WINX Balanced Colors: Colors either blend or clash. In make-up,
this means "naturalness" or that harsh, "made-up" look. All
WINX colors blend 3 ways. 1. With complexion. 2. With eyes.
With each other. For example, WINX Brown Mascara blends
with WINX Brown Eye Shadow or Eyebrow Pencil. Likewise, its
tonal values are so balanced as to make it complementary to all
other WINX colors. Thus, WINX gives you natural eye make-up.
YOUR EYES CINCHED IT, MISS
BROOKS. ..SIGN HERE... AND NOW
LET ME WISH YOU EVERY SUCCESS

OH
WENDY . . . ^(
/j/
A CONTRACT!
YOU WERE RIGHT. .
AND SO WAS WINX ^
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unless removed Roof'and All
• Thousands are praising this new, scientific
Blue-Jay method that ends a corn forever. Blue-Jay,
the tiny medicated plaster, stops the pain instantly
— then in 3 short days the entire corn lifts out
Root and All.
Blue-Jay is easy to use. Held snugly in place by
Wet-Pruf adhesive. Can't stick to stockings. 25^
for a package of 6. Get Blue-Jay today.
BLUEJAY
Bauer & Black ScienHf»«
CORN
PLASTER
*A
deadascells
like in form and po.Mtion. If
left plug
may ofserve
focalrootpoint
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in addition to the informal ones noted
above : Stand by an open window and do
the swimming breast stroke with your
arms. Bring them up in front, shoulder
height, palms together. Now out to the
side, slowly, turning your palms back. Inhale on these two movements. A good inhale. Exhale as you let your arms down.
Repeat ten times each morning.
After meals, this is a good stunt. Go
stand against the wall, back to the wall,
heels, buttocks and shoulders touching the
wall. That makes you pretty flat in front,
doesn't it? Look down at the old turn.
Then see how much flatter you can make
it. Hold the position for a few minutes
and when you walk away and go about
■"-lur business, endeavor to keep that same
flatness.
Altliough this lecture has to do with
preventing more than with curing, I
mustn't neglect the young person with the
knottier problems. The considerably overweight and underweight young ladies.
Youthful fat is apt to be of the "all
over" kind. You seldom see a plump,
young person — thank goodness — with hard
hunks of fat, with those stubborn, hard
deposits of flesh on hips and thighs. I
have recommended the following diet to
twenty-three plump youngsters I have
known and I have been able to check on
the fact that it has worked in each case.
It's a vegetable, fruit and milk diet. It
couldn't hurt an invalid, so it naturally
can't hurt any hefty, healthy young girl.
Every vegetable except corn goes in the
diet. Eat sparingly of beans and peas.
Eat one baked potato a week. Be stingy
with the butter. Eat all you want of leafy
green vegetables. No cream sauces on
anything, of course. No flavoring meats,
Southern girls. I can't help it if they do
taste pretty dreary. Eat all the raw fruit
you like except bananas. Drink all the
fruit juice you want. Stay away from
meat, fish, eggs and starches — just try it
for one month or six weeks and see if
you aren't pounds lighter. Have your
customary coffee or tea, but most assuredly without cream and without sugar,
too, if you can. Drink one tall glass of
skim milk every day, after your meal, or
in the middle of the morning or afternoon. You can have clear soup — hot or
jellied — too. It isn't as bad as it sounds,
this diet. Remember, eat plenty of the
foods on this diet. You can have a small
mound of cottage cheese with your salads
if you like it— no other cheese though.
You shouldn't take salad dressing, though
I'll permit a French dressing with a sparing cjuantity of olive oil.
A caution : Give up your customary
ration of meat gradually. It isn't good
to
radicalJust
changes
in one's
all make
of a too
sudden.
eat less
and diet
less

cannot eat a lot of candy and a lot of ice
cream, or gorge to the exclusion of everything else, on the foods she particularly
likes. She should partake of a balanced
arrangement of fruits, vegetables, meats,
starches, fats and minerals — the whole
works.
If nervousness is causing the trouble,
she must be in bed five nights a week at
ten o'clock. She should cut way down on
cigarettes and never touch liquor. She has
two nights a week to go stepping — and
the mornings after, she should, if possible, sleep late and have her breakfast in
bed, perhaps. She should take warm, not
hot or cold baths. If someone would give
her a soothing rub before bedtime, it would
be nice. She should have a warm drink —
hot milk, or a malt drink — before going to
bed, though if that strikes her as too, too
nauseous, I'll settle for a glass of fruit
juice. She should be outdoors as much
as possible and she should take swimming
lessons, for swimming is a swell developer.
I'm running short of space, but I still
have room to tell you about a couple of
things you can write for, if you need same.
One is Skin Routine No. 1 for pretty
good skins and Skin Routine No. 2, which
is all about improving young skins which
aren't good or even pretty good. The
second is a personal exercise chart. Last
month, I offered to plan a personal diet
for you.cises.Now
busy help.
on theIfexerAgain, we'll
I needgetyour
you
have a recent snapshot of yourself which
gives an accurate idea of your figure, could
I have it? I can't send it back to you,
so don't mail me anything you particularly
cherish. If this isn't possible, try to give
me as accurate a description of your figure
faults as you possibly can. Don't exaggerate— and don't be guilty of understatement, either. You try to tell me exactly
what you need, and I'll try to give you exactly what you want. A stamped, selfaddressed envelope, please. A good-sized
envelope, if I'm not being too particular.
It's pretty difficult to cram a chart into a
dainty little note-paper sized thing. The
address is Mary Marshall, Modern Screen,
149 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

meat
over aany.
period
week,
you're
not eating
At of
the a end
of until
a month
or
six weeks, if you notice a really remarkable improvement in your weight, go back
gradually to meat eating. But continue
to stay away from cream and sauces, rich,
starchy and sugary desserts.
The underweight young girl, please take
to heart what I have said above about
overcoming any fussiness of appetite. She
should, also, strictly obey what I've said
about highly seasoned foods. For breakfast, she should have fruit, cereal, toast
and butter and a beverage. If she can
manage
of eggs,
with me.a couple
She should
have too,
thatthat's
glass fine
of
rich milk in the morning or afternoon.
For lunch she should have soup, salad, and
a light dessert. In cold weather, she
should have a hot course in place of or in
addition to the salad. She should, in other
words, eat two dinners, virtually, every
day. substantial
It's better, meal
in fact,
she eats
most
in theif middle
of her
the
day.

However, just because she's thin, she

That grand comedian, Roland
Young, returned to his native
London Mines"
to do "King
Solomon's
for GB.
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Black

Sheep

{Contiuncd from page 10)

■'wanna buy a dog, horse, cow, etc., changing the animal each night. Then, luckily,
I hit on the duck. It got such a laugh that
I decided to buy one for the act.
SO,beenI found
Emilya father
and adopted
I've
more than
to her —her.
in fact,
a whole darn family rolled into one. We
were happy together, and even when our
earnings increased, our mode of living remained simple. Home to us was wherever
we hung our hats — that is until the movies
came along with promises of gold. Before
the ink had dried on the contract I was
afraid we might rue the day, but away we
went to Hollywood."
Those three, Joe, his wife and Emily
were very happy. They liked California
and working in pictures. It wasn't until
the meanies began cutting down on Miss
Emily's closeups, and got out long shears
to hack away on her footage, that things
began to_ change. At first she protested,
as any girl would when "done wrong by,"
but when it was explained that it was all
for
the
backJoe's
seat good,
and Emily
did herwent
bitsright
like into
a little
major. For you know there's not a mean
bone in all her feathered breast — in fact,
there beats a heart of gold, and every
beat is for Joe Penner.
"They seem to think my duck has t3 ped
me," Penner explained. "My new contract calls for a black sheep to stooge for
me. Of course, I think it's a little coincidental, not short of an inference, that

it should be a black sheep. Indeed, there
may
be something
personal
in it."
However,
there isreally
the public
to reckon
with in this new venture of the black sheep,
so naturally we felt Emily should have
her say on the subject — sort of make an
official statement to the press. But alas,
poor Emily's exact whereabouts are still
shrouded in mystery, and try as we might,
we couldn't get to see her.
"Directly on my arrival in Hollywood,"
Joe informed us, "my sheep and I will
pose for pictures. Of course, he will have
a big handicap to overcome, taking Emily's
place, but he's a very smart sheep and I'm
sure
he can
m^ake
grade." fashion, our
Thus,
in his
owntheinimitable
lisping comedy man skirted the break belady.
tween himself and his cast-off leadin'
FROM

now on, I make only four pictures a year, my first being 'Roaming
Around,' '' Joe went on to explain his
future plans. "This is much better for
me because the public tires of comedians
when they see them so often. It also means
that I'll get better breaks on stories as
there will be more time to look for suitable scripts. I guess Eleanor and I will
have
a
home offor
our years.
own after all. It's been
our ambition
"This is the greatest opportunity of my
career," Joe told us enthusiastically. "On
October fourth I begin my new radio program, broadcasting from the coast. My new

picture contract allows time for broadcasts, so I'm hoping to accomplish a lot
in the coming year."
Afterdoubt
meeting
Penner,
much
that Joe
he will
soon we
be haven't
one of
the headline movie comedians, for he is a
real personality and has turned every handicap into an attribute contributing to his
success.
Anyone who can begin life in a small
town in Hungary as a soprano in the
choir of his grandfather's church, and come
through to the garish amusement world entirely on his own is bound to succeed.
Joe feels that one of the most disheartening facts of Hollywood is that some of the
most talented people don't get the break
they should.
"For instance," he said, "there's little
Frances Langford. She is a good actress
and is even more attractive in person than
on the screen. If they would only take
a little time to direct her and learn to
photograph her properly, she would be a
real comer. Frances is a hard worker, so
there
willCentury
be no holding
her with
down."
As the
sped away
Mr. and
Mrs. Penner on board our closing thoughts
were in sympathy for Emily Duck as well
as the little black sheep. However, we
hope for the best, and console ourselves
with the fact that we don't like duck soup
and so will
never abemanner.
a party toAsEmily's
departure in such
for lamb
stewthat
— well,
on
scoreit's
! a bit premature to worry

. . . call for the
Flattery
ClingingGerm-free

head,
OVER your cheeks, fore
nose and chin Woodbury's
new face powder lies like a
mist of enchantment!
Its delicate texture and glowing shades give your skin a
smart surface finish that clings
till you wash it off. Yet Woodbury's never sinks down into
the pores to clog them !
Another important quality
of Woodbury's. ..it's germ- free!
You know, yourself, that germs

of Woodbury's
Powder
must get into the fluffy texture
of any face powder. Those
germs may encourage blemishes on your skin! A soiled
powder puff where germs breed
may cause ugly blemish-infections. That's why Woodbury
skin scientists have made this
powder lastingly germ-free!
Give your skin its soft allure
and blemish -protection! Six
shades in all, selected by fashion experts. |1, 50c, 25c, 10c.
9-PIECE

WOODBURY'S, ALONE,
IS GERM -FREE!
20 leading brands were
tested
for germ-growth.
19 harbored
live germs,
as in Tube "A". Woodalone, wasby germfree, as bury's,
shown
clear,
unclouded Tube '^B".

COMPLEXION

KIT!

Brings you 6 packets of Woodbury's Facial
Powder; Sunshine"
a guest-size
Woodbury's
"Filtered
Soap;cakeand ofgenerous
tubes
of 2 Woodbury Germ-free Creams. Enclose
10c to cover packing and postage. Mail to:
John H. Woodbury, Inc., 9171 Alfred St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio. (In Canada) John H,
Woodbury, Ltd., Perth, Ontario.
Name
Address
City _
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Bachelors

By

Choice

FRESHNESS
YOUTH

ROMANTIC about
GROW
lips. So it's
young
soft,
important to use a lipstick that
won't dry and age your mouth.
A special nourishing oil in
Cutex Lipstick helps make
your lips look smoother, more
velvety— 5 years younger!
In Natural, Coral, Cardinal, Rust, Ruby. Try
Cutex Lipstick today!
MEN

CUTEX c^^^^
50^
KEEPS YOUR LIPS YOUNG

{Continued from page 17)
Xdrinan Foster riglit under my eyes? The
culumiiists kidded about it, but it wasn't
so funny to me. Now the three of us go
out, instead of just Sally and I as we used
to.
"And, as I've already said, this isn't the
first bit of jilting I've been up against.
No, I'm serious when I say I'm not going
to be married for a long time. Virginia
Bruce? She talks about all the others
when I take her to dinner. Yes, I'm sure
a romantic flop when the cameras aren't
Well, if confession is good for the soul,
Cesar
Romero should feel just fine. What
grinding."
do you think? Our guess is that he's the
"sudden elopement" type !
And last, but by no means least, is Columbia's single singing star, Michael Bartlett.
"Well," grinned Mr. Bartlett, "perhaps
I shouldn't be in this line-up of males, for
frankly, around
I'm not for
a bachelor
choice.
looking
a wife.by You
see,I'mI
was going to be married once ; in fact,
said a tearful, temporary farewell to my
sweetheart before leaving for Hollywood.
She said she was going to wait, but she
didn't say for how long. And she waited
all right — just five months. Then she up
and married my best friend.
"I was in the dumps for weeks and then
decided to snap out of it. Here I was, I
figured, out here among all the desirables
in the world, and I couldn't find one to
take my mind off the old gal. I couldn't
find one, because I wasn't interested in
looking. So I decided to make myself interested. And now, everything's on the
up-and-up.
I haven't found the girl, but

I've found several of them who are nice
and amusing and fun to be with. I'm not
planning to be married this month or next,
but the minute I feel like it, if she'll have
me, I'll have her. She needn't be an actress, a secretary or a singer. There are
no qualifications. All she's got to be is
darn nice and care about yours truly."
Which,
agree,
is fair enough.
And
not
such you'll
a strict
requirement
for the girls
to meet !
That handsome Britisher, Brian Aherne,
isn't too anxious to take the matrimonial
step and his first and real reason for making haste slowly in this direction is his
career.
"I've been on the stage practically since
boyhood," he said on his most recent trip
to New York, "and I've just lately arrived
professionally. It's been a slow climb and
I'm a firm believer in that famous old
adage that 'he travels farthest who travels
"I may not be in pictures all my life
though, and when and if the day comes
when I turn to business affairs, that is
the time I'll look for a wife, for that is
alone.'
the
time when I'll have time to devote to
a home. You see, there is nothing as fine
as marriage when it is right ; that is, with
the right set-up, and nothing as disappointing when it isn't. Yes, while I'm still
acting, I don't think it would be fair to
think about marriage."
And so we have a- list of the most eligible who will continue to be for soipe time,
simply because they want to be, finances,
opportunity and everything else most men
lack notwithstanding.

Relieve COUGHS
Southern

quicker
Throat''

by ''MoMMethod

Get your throat's
moisture glands back
to work and "soothe''
your cough away

usual cause ,
THE
of a cough is the
drying or clogging of
moisture glands in
your throat and windpipe. When this happens, heavy phlegm
collects, irritates. Then you cough. The
quick and safe way to relief is by letting
Pertussin stimulate those glands to pour out
their natural moisture. Sticky phlegm loosens, is easily raised. You have relief!
Get after that cough today— with Pertussin. Over 1 ,000,000 prescriptions for Pertussin
were filled in one year. This estimate is based
on a Prescription Ingredient Survey issued
by American Pharmaceutical Assn.
PERTUSSIN
"IWOIST-THROAT" METHOD OF
COUGH
RELIEF
FREE TRIAL BOTTLE

Seeck & Kade, Inc., 440 WasTilngton St., N. Y C
I want a Free trial bottle of Pertussin—
quick!
Name^
Dept.
Ul
Address
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Charmer

{Continued from page 15)
about her, I felt that dignity might be a
very good angle for the interview.
Escorted to the set of "Murder with
Pictures," in which Gail's playing the lead,
I plowed my way through a tangle of
cables and lighting apparatus, finally running her to earth. It was one of the summer's hottest days, 95 in the shade, to
be exact, but there, serenely smiling in a
smart woolly winter outfit, with a long
black cape and leopard-skin collar that
came way up around her ears, sat our
beautiful highbrow, looking as cool as
you please ! In one slender hand she
held a cardboard container full of steaming hot coffee and in the other a cellophane
bag containing two discouraged-looking
sugar-buns. She looked exactly like a
little girl at a picnic.

STEVENS arrived at her
W
ONSLO
side at the same moment we did, and
she promptly handed the food to him. He,
in turn, refused to accept it. "But it's
yours," she insisted. "You ordered it ;
said you were starving!"
"Oh, dear no," replied Mr. Stevens. "I
couldn't think of taking it ! Etc., etc."
"Oh, don't be silly," chirped the authority-on-dignity. "You know you want it
and wouldn't be a bit polite about it if
we didn't have visitors ! He's only trying
to show off, pay no attention to him!"
"Dignity?" echoed Miss Patrick in reply
to my first question. "Oh dear, I wish

I'd known in advance what you wanted to
talk about. One's always rather lost just
on the spur of the moment, like this. Besides, we're going to be interrupted every
few minutes, I'm afraid. I'm in this scene
that they're shooting and we'll probably
be kept on it most of the morning. Howwe talking
about ?ever, we'll
Ohtry.
yes, What
dignity were
!
"Of course, it goes without saying that
dignity is— highly
essential
every times
woman'sit
make-up
at times.
At toother
definitely is not. It's a two-edged sword,
and has to be handled very skillfully. In
an unpleasant situation it's a grand 'out';
and of course there's no doubt that everyone has a lot more respect for a woman
who is dignified than for one who is not,
regardless of her other merits. Dignity's
just another word for self-respect or refinement, isn't it? Certainly anyone having these two qualities is rarely lacking
in dignit}'.
"If dignity isn't natural to a girl she
should learn to create it, or simulate it,
just as she learns to create the illusion
of beauty, or glamor, or anything else
she lywishes
to that
suggest.
However,
it's sense
vastimportant
she has
the good
to turn it off as well as on, and to use
it in such manner that it becomes a quality
instead of a nuisance. At times dignity
is a woman's very best weapon ; at other
times it's her worst.
"In cultivating dignity, much depends

MODERN
upon one's type. For instance, if a girl
is tall and statuesque she's simply got to
be dignified, while if she's little she can
be cute and cunning, with dignity brought
out only when it's actually needed.
"Of course, dignity pays big dividends,
yet it can also be very expensive in a
material way Take the matter of clothes,
for
A tall
girl look
can't extremely
wear any
old example.
thing ; she
should
smart at all times — yet smart clothes cost
a lot of money. The little girl can buy
cute frocks for $6.98 and up. Then, too,
the dignified type has to worry more about
her figure ; she can't ever let herself go
on a good binge. If a little girl grows
plump and roly-poly, she's all the cuter,
but a big girl — brrrrrrrrh !
"Most modern women seem almost
afraid to be thought dignified. They think
they'll be classed as prigs and miss a lot
of
fun.idea
That's
because
they've got
the
wrong
of what
constitutes
dignity.
They confuse it with repression. Beingbrought up in the South, I had the importance of being- 'lady-like' dinned into
my
ears
I don't
I ever lostfrom
any infancy,
real fun but
in living
up think
to it.
As I said before, you must know how to
use it. It's absolutely essential that the
girl who's learning to be dignified acquire
graciousness at the same time. Consider
Kay Francis, Claudette Colbert, Myrna
Loy. They are examples of dignity at its
very best — yet no one ever thinks of any
of them as prigs or spoil-sports. This
is because of their invariable graciousness.
Then there's Helen Hayes. She's a tiny
girl, yet she has immense dignity, and
charm enough for a dozen women !
for an example of the dividends
that dignity pays, consider Ann
Harding. She's come through all her
tribulations with the sympathy and highest regard of everyone, because of her
superb dignity. If she had handled her
difficult problem differently, if she'd forgotten her dignity for one moment and
had resorted to mud-slinging and the
tactics that some women would have used,
no one would have cared a hoot what
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happened to her. As it is, we think she's
marvellous !"
Gail's whole manner is a perfect blend
of all we mean when we say "charm."
At this point, she was called for another "take." In this scene Gail was
supposed to have come from a court trial,
with Onslow Stevens and a flock of reporters in her wake. At the door, leading
off-stage, she posed while they took a
flashlight picture of her, looking oh, so
dignified and sad. It was all very solemn
until, just as she made her exit, Onslow
Stevens gave her a push and yipped —
"Not that way, you dope!" From behind the door I heard her giggling, "That
was a 'take,' you poor nut, not a rehearsal !
Now we'll have to do it over again !"
"I see what you mean about turning it
off and on," I said when she came back.
"Yes," she laughed, "but I'm afraid
you've come to the wrong place to learn
about dignity. Everyone's haywire this
morning — 'specially me. Anyway, a motion picture set is a difficult place to practice dignity. If you take yourself too
seriously it gets everybody down, including yourself. Moreover, a keen sense of
humor is a saving grace at any time and
should never be lost sight of."
She's right. I'm sure she's right about
everything. Anyway, if she should run
for
of Alabama, she'll get my
vote Governor
!
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LET YOUR
HANDS
"DATE" YOU!
SOFSKIN CREME Quickly Restores
Their Soft, Youthful Allure
TRY THIS AMAZING NEW CREME 10 DAYS FREE!
Maybe you don't do a stroke of real work.
But just because
in water
so much
oftener.your
liands they're
age faster
than your
face.
Old hands sneak up on you before you
know it — dry, veiny, rough-fingered, with
wooden palms that repel a handclasp. What
a tragedy while your lace is still so young!
Now Science steps in with a marvelous
new youthifier. SOFSKIN CREME. Your
hands absorb its youth-renewing elements
instantly. You can actually see them grow
whiter, softer; harsh lines smooth out. So
fragrant,
so dainty, Just
you'llsoft,
lovewhite,
it. Leaves
no
shine
or stickiness.
gardenia
smoothness. You can wear gloves at once.
Already 12.000 Beauticians recommend SOFSKIN. use
it tlieniselves. It gives liand allin-e \ike
notiiin;^ ever ivnown before : SOFSKIN also ^mr-^^-^gives
arms andpowder;
throat yet
enclianting
white- |^^p^(i
'
ness without
it is a perfect
powder
base.
Get
'i5c
or
00c
black
and
jftSKinfH^!!^
gold jar
at your
Department or DruK
store.Beauty
Or. sendShop,
coupon
now
with 3c for FREE 10 DAY TRIAl. JAU.
SOFSKIN COMPANY. DEPT. 228. Findlay, 0. Please
send me FREE jar Sofskin Creme. (3c enclosed to
cover handling.) This offer not good in Canada.
Name
Address
City
State
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A thrilling fictionization oi

"THE GOOD EARTH" appears
in December Modern Screen

If you

are an addict of musi-

cals, you'll enjoy "Follow Your
Heart." Marion Talley and
Michael Bartlett do the singing.

Between

Yes, here's Dolores Costello
Barrymore with George Raft
sipping a soda in a scene
from

You

"Yours

'n'

for the Asking."

Me

{Coiifiniied from page 19)
"baby fat" but it can be just as unhealthy
as any other kind of fat and although she
is noticeably taller in each new picture, she
will soon only be in line for roly-poly
comic roles if she doesn't get thinner soon.
It would be a shame to let her get so fat
that a sweet child such as she is would
have to be put on a rigid diet which would
impair her health. — H. Park, St. Louis, Mo.
Yankee

Booster

After reading an interview with Marlene
Dietrich, one can readily understand the
viewpoint of those who insist we should
patronize our American stars. No one
expected Miss Dietrich to like the United
States better than her native Germany, but
vol ur. ototter vgraa. oi u njvereity ol
that is no excuse for her unwarranted
Vienna) mous reconstructs
faces
bv
faVienna Polyclinic methode.
criticism. Her remarks concerning AmerUnshapely
Protruding
ican schools and men, to mention a few
Large arcLipe.allNoees.
Wrinklea,
Signe of Ears,
Age,
*;tc.,
quickly
corrected.
Low
oo9t. Write or call for Pree Booklet
things, were simply obnoxious to one who
Reconstruction." (mailed
in'Facial
plain xvrapper.)
is proud of an American heritage. ObviDr. Stotter,
East York
42nd St.,
Dept. 9-E,SO New
ously, Miss Dietrich
hasn't either.
much respect
for American
intelligence
Why
should we support with our dimes and
quarters, men and women who show their
appreciation by making disparaging reand
marks about our country ? From now on I
blondes!
intend to boost such grand stars as Eleanor
Powell, Nelson Eddy and Robert Taylor
too ! —(all
BtQwns
instead fan,
of exotic
"knockers."
A Yankees)
former Dietricli
no address.
Give Your Hair
That Lighter NatuBob Taylor Surprised Her
ral
"Spun-Gold"
Look With This
Recently I received one of the surprises
New Shampoo and
of
my life. Robert Taylor's picture came
Rinse — 3 Shades
to me through the mail ! Of course, there's
Lighter in 1 5 Minnothing
so unusual
utes Without Harsh
photograph.
All oneabout
must receiving
do is say a astar's
few
nice
things
about
his
favorite
star, enclose
Bleaches or Dyes.
a coin, address and mail the fan letter.
Here at last is an easy
way to bring out the full
Sometimes you get a picture and someraciani rinse
loveliness
hlonde itor 2brown
— a shampoo
and
cpecial
that ofwashes
to 4 hair
shades
lighter and
times you adon't.
I wrote
letter to Mr. Taylor ; very few
brings out the natural lustrous golden sheen, the alluring
highlights that can make hair so attractive. Called New
things I said were praiseful. Almost everyBlondes, this amazing 2 package combination — the Shampoo
thing was in the form of criticism. Still I
and isSpecial
Goldensafe.
RinseContains
— costs nobutharsh
a fewbleaches
penniesor todyes.
use
and
absolutely
Used regularly, it keeps your scalp and hair healthy and
got
a
picture and I didn't even send a coin
lovely, gleaming with lustrous highlights. Get the new
for it. Even if he didn't see or read the
Slondes today. There is a new lOc size — at all stores.
letter, I give him credit for being one grand
THE BLONDE
HAIR SHAMPOO
person. Wouldn't it be grand if there were
a few more like him? — Atildred Ferderber,
BLOMDtX
Madrid, Iowa.
1
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A Line or Letters
T-wo from

Lots o'

"Monsieur Beaucaire" would be a natural for Nelson Eddy — music worthy of his
voice and a powdered-wig role to satisfy
those who prefer him in costume. How
about it, M-G-M? — F. Wakeling, London,
Eng. There are rows and rows of magazines on the newsstands and not a man's
picture among them ! How I would like
to add colored photos of Gable, Taylor,
Cooper and Raymond to my collection !
Why not try it some time. Modern Screen ?
— G. W., Sweet Springs, Mo.
I do not
like to see life in its true form portrayed
on the screen. We can see poverty everywhere, so why pay to see it on the screen?
It lifts the morale of the people to see lovely
clothes and elaborate settings ; the trouble
is we see too little of wealth and too much
of poverty. — E. A., Asheville, N. C. Is
there a "blacklist" in Hollywood barring
certain players from the screen for some
unknown reason?
If not, why is Gloria
Swanson still waiting for a come-back
chance? Every so often she is mentioned
for a major production, but finally loses
out to another actress. — G. A., Utica, N.
Y. The attitude of certain stars toward
the fans at previews is ridiculous. I
never hunted for an autograph in my life,
but I can sympathize with the youngsters
who crowd around the stars, notebook in
hand, waiting for at least a smiling refusal. When a star hurries through the
crowd with a frown on her face, she mars
everything the fans believe her to be. I
don't think if is really conscious meanness,
but it looks b-a-d. If it really annoys her
so much there are two suggestions I might
make. 1. To stay home from the preview.
2. To continue her screen acting right on
into the foyer of the theatre and charge
the strain up to professional duty. — ^E.
Morrow, no address. Has it ever occurred
to players
that they
"type"
? If
they
can excel
in only
one themselves
type of role,
or if they go to such extremes in makeup that they can only be cast in one particular role, then, certainly, they must be
typed.
Some stars have such vivid and
charming personalities that they cannot
submerge them for any reason. — D. H.,
Helena, Montana.
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Reviews
EVERY

NIGHT

SHE

CRIED

{Continued front page 25)
Madden, a newcomer, to step into the star
role and score, as every movie understudy
does, a sensational success. The virtues of
"Stage Struck" are the fact that it refuses to take itself seriously and the fact
that Joan Blondell turns in a comedy performance which will surprise even the loyal
Blondell followers. Dick Powell is his
customary self as the dance director, and
a first-rate supporting cast is headed by
Frank McHugh, Hobart Cavanaugh, Craig
Reynolds, Carol Hughes and Warren
William.

HERSELF

TO

SLEEP

Preview Postscript
Joan Blondell went temperamental with a
bong for this role. The least temperamental
of any actress on the lot, she's been waiting
for a chance to get a crack at the other
temperamental gals in town. Her characterization isn't based on any one of them in
particular, but is a composite portrait of all
the choice ones, according to Joan. Some
of her off-screen portrayals were much better,
we hear . . . This is Jeanne Madden's first
professional appearance, never having been
on the stage or screen before. Jeanne's from
Scranton, Pennsylvania. She had opera leanings all through high school and upon graduation secured enough money for lessons from
a New York teacher of note who brought her
to the notice of studio talent scouts. She
was given a screen test and a contract —
but just on the Madden looks. The studio
didn't know or core much about a voice to
go with it. She proceeded to rest for three
months while the studio forgot about her.
Then news come that the Met would like to
give Miss Madden a try. What, asked the
studio, take away their songbird? As a result, she was given this role, and Miss Madden's headed for higher pay . . . The set of
the New York Aquarium was one of the most
interesting ever built on the lot. Experts
studied the original so closely before attempting this set, that it is practically identical. In fact, some New York visitors happened on the set one day and claimed they
recognized the fish . . . The Yacht Club Boys
have one of the nicest set-ups invented. They
are in frequent demand for moving pictures,
but have declined any form of contract. So
they do considerable cross-country travelling,
and manage to hit both California and New
York during the best seasons.
****
Swing Time
(RKO-Radio)
This is the new Fred Astaire-Ginger
Rogers
and that's
reviewer musical
need tellopus
his— readers.
It all
has any
the
standard Astaire-Rogers story, it has music
by Jerome Kern and Dorothy Fields, and
it has dancing. Most of the entertainment,
as may well be expected, is confined to
the dancing department. Miss Rogers'
stepping becomes more and more expert
with
new needs
picture,noandrecommendation
Mr. Astaire's
fancy each
hoofing
whatever.
and anyone
who doubtsHe's
thatstill
hasthebuttops,
to witness
his
"Bojangles
of Harlem"
number
in fanciwhich
he
dons blackface
and turns
out the
est stepping ever to appear on a screen.
The story, sketchy and unimportant, has
Ginger as an instructor in a "Learn to
Dance" academy and Fred an unemployed
hoofer. They form a dance team^ fall in
love, and you know the rest. Two of the
songs are especially good — "This is a
Fine Romance" and "Never Gonna Dance."
"Waltz in Swing Time" is highly efifective
as danced by the two principals, and As-

"then

she

learned

thousands

have

10

lbs.

to 25

how

gained
QUICK!

Now
there's tono remain
longer skinny,
any excuse
for
thousands
laughed
at and friendless. For hosts of people who
thought they were "born to be skinny,"
and who never could gain an ounce before, have put on 10 to 25 pounds of solid,
naturally attractive flesh with this new,
easy treatment — in just a few weeks!
Not only has this new discovery given
them normally good-looking pounds, but
also naturally clear skin, freedom from
indigestion and constipation, new pep.

up so quickly
builds discovered
Why it
Scientists
recently
that no^'
end of people are thin and rundown for
the single reason that they do not get
enough digestion-strengthening Vitamin
B and blood-enriching iron in their daily
food. Now the richest known source of
this marvelous body-building Vitamin B
is cultured ale yeast. By a new process
the finest imported cultured ale yeast is
concentrated 7 times — made 7 times more
powerful. Then it is combined with 3 kinds
of iron, pasteurized whole yeast and other
valuable ingredients in little tablets called
Ironized Yeast tablets.
If you, too, need these vital elements to
build you up, get these new "7-power" IronYeast after
tabletsdayfrom
yourtake
drugg-ist
Then, izedday
as you
them, today.
watch
flat chest develop and skinny limbs round out
to natural attractiveness. Constipation and
indigestion from the same cause vanish, skin
clears to normal beauty— you're a new person.
Money-back guarantee
No matter how skinny and rundown you may
be, try these new Ironized Yeast tablets just
a short time, and note the marvelous change.
See if they
don'thave
buildthousands
you up inof just
a fewIf
weeks,
as they
others.
not delighted with the benefits of the very
first package, your money instantly refunded.
Special FREE offer!
To start you building up your health right
away, we make this absolutely FREE offer.
Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast tablets
at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping: of this paragraph.
We will send you a fascinating new book on
health, "New
Facts
YourtirstBody."
Remember, results
with About
the very
package—
or money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized
Yeast Co., Inc., Dept. 311, Atlanta, Ga.

Posed by professional models
12 lbs., clear skin in 3 weeks
"In S weeks I have gained 12 pounds.
I used to have pimples and blackheads, but now my friends ask me
what I've done to clear my skin and
put flesh on my skinny bones. I just
say, 'Try
Ironized
Yeast'."
— Anita
Looksick,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Ingest gal on the set wos Veronica Kelly —
Patsy to youse.
*★* Lady
(Paramount)

Be

Careful

Surprisingly enough, this has turned out

No DETAIL of grooming
more important than the care of
the nails. ..This need not be o
dreaded task. With a HENCO Nail File, the
daily manicure is quickly and easily accomplished. Carry a HENCO fiTe (in sheath) in
your pocket or purse.. .and keep a HENCO
triple-cut Professional File on your dressingtable. You will find HENCO Files a delight to
^
use. . .truly serviceable. ..
y^' "
and inexpensive.

to be many
very acommendable
fare.Ayres
It's
been
movie moon screen
since Lew
has been in a worth while film, but he
. makes up for everything with his excellent
performance here. And Mary Carlisle has
developed overnight into as pleasing a
comedienne as we have seen for some time.
Benny Baker and Larry Crabbe turn in
good performances and the rest of the
cast is well selected in every instance.
Taken from "Sailor, Beware," the play
deals with the same gob who becomes the
pride of the navy through his irresistible,
though totally unsuspected, sex appeal.

Mary Carlisle ctnd Lew Ayres
turn in slick performances in
"Lady Be Careful."

taire scores in a song number, "The Way
You Look Tonight." "Swing Time" is
better entertainment than "Follow the
Fleet" and is probably the best Astaire"Roberta." An exsince
vehicle
Rogers cellent
cast is headed by Helen
supporting
Broderick, Victor Moore, Eric Blore,
Betty Furness and Georges Metaxa.
TRADE
***Sing.

Baby,

Sing

(20th Century-Fox)
Ask for HENCO Nail Files and Tweezers (10c).. .
Man'cureScissors(20c)...at drug and 5 & 10c stores.

ng
chi
rat
^Sc
/y RELIEVE
nCHlUG
/n 0/fsJI///fuU
Even the most stubborn itching of eczema, blotches,
pimples, athlete's foot, rashes and other skin erupto Dr. Dennis' cooling,
antiseptic,tions,
liquidquickly
D. yields
D. D. PRESCRIPTION.
Its gentle
oils
soothe the irritated skin. Clear, greaseless and stainless— dries fast. Stops the most intense itching instantly. A35c trial bottle, at drug stores, proves it —
or money back. Ask for P. P. P. PRESCRIPTION.
Tmt

away

the

STREAKS
o/GRAY
(Test Bottle FREE)
Ha-ve ever-youthful looking hair this
SAFE way. Merely combing clear liquid
through hair brings desired color: black,
brown, auburn, blonde. Gray goes — streaks
disappear. No fear of washing or rubbing
off on garments. Hair stays soft, fluffy.
Takes wave or curl. Ask druggist for fuUsi:ed bottle on money-back guarantee.
Insist on Mary T. Goldman's.
Or test it Free.
FREE TEST-^Wesend
complete test package Free. Snip
off a lock of hair ... Test it first
this safe way. No risk. No expense. 3,000,000 women have
received this test. Mail coupon.
I—

MARY
GOLDMAN
2321 GoldmanT. Bldg.,
St. Paul, Minn.
Name.
Street .
. State .
I City
I Color of your hair? .
u —
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You can hardly call this a surprise hit
with a cast headed by Adolphe Menjou,
Alice Faye, Ted Healy, Patsy Kelly, Gregory Ratoff and the Ritz Brothers, but you
can definitely call it one of the funniest
musical pictures since the advent of talkies.
To begin with, it's a pictorial chronicle of
the widely publicized cross-country love
flight of a well-known star of stage and
screen and his alleged lady love. ' In the
cinema version — or shall we call it coincidence?— Adolphe Menjou is a slightly alcoholic, Shakespearian screen idol who is
convinced, by the manipulations of an alert
agent, that Alice Faye is his Juliet. Alice
is a blues singer related to the Capulets
only through newspaper headlines, but when
the agent puts her through her paces,
"Sing, Baby, Sing" becomes pure hilarity
every second of its unreeling. Highlights
are Adolphe Menjou's superb comedy, topswell
the Patsy
done; and
everHealy
he'sTed
anything of
comedyping team
Ratoff's inimitable accent ;
Kelly ; Gregory
The Ritz Brothers and their Harry Richman and Ted Lewis impersonations and
their operatic rendition of "The Music
Goes 'Round"; and the song, "When Did
You Leave Heaven?"
Preview Postscript
This marks Alice Faye's camera debut as
on "amber blonde" — light brown and orange
to the cynics. She polled oil of the men
ot the studio to find out if they liked it
better than her blonde locks. Some of them
didn't, but Michoel Whalen did, so that
was that. The Faye "flgger," in case you're
interested, is due to ice-skating. She held
the amateur championship for women in New
York for five years . . . Ted Healy was
married to actress Betty Hickman the day
before beginning work on this film. They flew
to Yuma, Arizona, for the ceremony. Which
explains Ted's hard work on this picture,
for according to Ted himself he was never
so in earnest about work before he had the
little woman to impress . . . The wisecrack-

Sailorpect hisAyres
is the one
who Benny
doesn'tBaker
susown charms,
so when
bets Larry Crabbe, a Marine, that Lew
can have "Stonewall" Jackson (Mary
Carlisle) madly in love with him in no
time, the complications set in. Sinking the
Japanese fleet looks simpler to our hero.
The progress of the romance from then
on involves a continual series of hilarious
situations. You'll get your quota of laughs,
sighs and everything you expect from a
good movie when you see this one.
Preview Postscript
This role marked a triumphant milestone in
the life of Benny Baker. It's the first time
he's ever had a stooge. Having a stooge all
to yourself might not seem so much to lots
of people, but if, like Benny, you'd been a
stooge to other people all your life you'd appreciate the change.
is Benny's
man-of-all-work
now . . Joe
. LewPloskI
Ayres
started
the picture looking pretty glum. Divorces In
Hollywood do get some folks down, popular
opinion notwithstanding. But after doing a
few scenes with Mary Carlisle and playing
o couple of sets of ping-pong with her between shots, Lew began to brighten. Some
of their better scenes, as a result, aren't all
octing . . . Wesley Barry surprised every
one in the cost by announcing one day that
he was celebrating his tenth wedding anniversary. Itseemed to most of the company
that Wes was still the freckle-faced youngster
which he portrayed for so many years on the
screen . . . Larry Buster Crabbe became a
proud father
during champ
the picture's
Buster
was Olympic
for theproduction.
swimming
events in 1932, and this is practically the first
time when brown wasn't the main requisite
for his celluloid appearances.
***

Piccadilly

Jim

(M-G-M)
Here's a load of nonsense, strictly in the
high comedy department, which will more
than satisfy the most particular audiences.
Especially gratifying is the fact that
M-G-M has, after all these years, seen fit
to give Robert Montgomery a role worthy
of his talents. It will make audiences forget his rather negative portrayals in "Petticoat Fever" and "Trouble for Two." In
this one he's a caricaturist for a London
paper and the sole support of his expensive
playboy-actor father, Frank Morgan. The
playboy tactics inherited from dear old
dad soon lead to Montgomery's dismissal
from the paper. Things look black until
he clicks with a syndicated cartoon strip
based on the antics of a title-seeking American family. The strip is a riot all over
England and sends the originals into an
embarrassed retreat to America. Much to
Mr. M.'s surprise and chagrin, he discovers
that the gal (Madge Evans) he loves is a
daughter of the family. The story itself
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Bette Davis completed "Satan
Met a Lady," opposite Warren
William,
before
her ' recent
studio walk-out.
is unimportant, for it's the dialogue and
comedy situations that make it one of the
brightest of¥erings of the season. In addition to the excellent Montgomery and
Morgan portrayals, there is superb support
from Eric Blore in the role of Bob's valet,
and able performances by Billie Burke,
Grant Mitchell and Robert Benchley.

"LDELED

LADF

Preview Postscript
Robert Benchley recently broke all precedent end went to the "Troc" for an evening
of goyety. After the doings he asked a man
standing at the door to get him a cob. "I'm
not the doorman," said the man, "I'm a naval
officer." "Okay," said Benchley, "get me a
boat."
. . . One
of
entertainment
on of
the the
set biggest
was thesources
smallest
member in the cast — eleven-year-old Tommy
Bupp. He mode his screen debut two years
ago in a Hal Rooch-er and since that time
has appeared in almost twenty-five productions. Tommy has no screen aspirations when
he grows up, though. He wants to go right
back to Hal Roach studios and direct all
the kids . . . Eric Blore had to admit that
one much
particular
put ineleven
on the miles
set wasn't
too
fun. day
He he
skipped
with
a rope (Blore calculations), imitated ten
birds, was kicked twenty-seven times in the
shins by Tommy Bupp and had to kick himself a couple dozen times in the . shins . . .
Immediately
following the packed
picture's his
completion, Bob Montgomery
wife,
daughter and household goods and set out
for that farm in Connecticut. The Montgomery's hove been threatening to hibernate to this place for the last five years, but
to date they have only spent a month at a
time. They intend remaining six months at
least, and no matter how tempting a movie
offer comes up, Bob will hove nothing to do
with it . . . Madge Evans claims she doesn't
believe in long engagements, so she must
be married to Tom Gallery by this time. It's
been about two years now that one hasn't
been seen around Hollywood without the
other. But they insist that there have been
no wedding bells. Tom is Zosu Pitts' exhusband, y'know.
*** A Son
(Paramount)

Comes

Home

Erstwhile comedienne Mary Boland turns
dramatic for this. Minus her jittery partner, Charles Ruggles, she dons the mantle
of the late Marie Dressier, and a very nice
fit it is, too, although the hem may have
to be taken up and a iew tucks added. In
this film, directed by Europe's competent
E. A. Dupont, scenarized by Irving Thalberg's sister, Sylvia, Miss Boland is Mary

Her reputation was
mind

worth $5,000,000 — and she made

to collect from

snatcher."

the man

But she reckoned

who

up her

called her "husbond-

without her heart — the heart she

couldn't control! The full-length novel, based

on the picture,

"Libeled Lady," starring Jean Harlow, Myrna Loy, William
Powell, and Spencer Tracy, appears in the November SCREEN
ROMANCES.

Among

the sixteen other stories illustrated with actual scenes

from the important productions are:
"Champagne
MacMurray.

Waltz," starring Gladys

"Dodsworth,"
Astor.

with Walter Huston, Ruth Chatterton and Mary

"The Plainsman,"

Swarthout

and

Fred

starring Gary Cooper and Jean Arthur.

"Green Light," with Errol Flynn and Anita Louise.
"Born to Dance," with Eleanor Powell and James Stewart.
"Pennies From Heaven,"

WIN
Read

A NORMA

starring Bing Crosby.

SHEARER

JULIET

the details of the contest

SCREEN

GOWN

. . .

in the November

ROMANCES
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^^GRIFFIN
DYE

BLACK

Time to dye your white and colored
shoes with GRIFFIN BLACK DYE... a new
formula that guarantees a jet black
finish which will not wear off. Easy to
use . . . non-poisonous . . . leaves no odor.
Gives you a new pair of shoes at practically no cost. For
sale at S and 10 cent
stores and shoe repair shops.
lOc BOHLE
GRIFFIN MFG. CO., INC.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Grady, one of those water-front "heartof-gold" ladies who runs a chowder house.
Her chief concern is her son Denny, missing for fifteen years. When lie turns up
as the murderer in a hold-up killing that
involves an innocent youth, Mary is heroic
in the traditional fashion. The greatest
suspense — and the film has plenty, so you'd
better see it— is the audience's awareness
of Mary's ignorance that the murderer
she is hunting is her long-lost son. There
are several novel plot twists, but we won't
spoil them for you by telling. The intellectuals' darling, Julie Haydon, not seen
since "The Scoundrel," reappears in this
film. Also Donald Woods, Wallace Ford,
Anthony Nace (promising Broadway newcomer), Roger Imhof, Helen Flint. The
latter registers in a shady-lady role. If
you liked the "pixilated" females in "Mr.
Deeds Goes to Town," you'll find two more
like them in this film. The biggest surprise
is Miss Boland, making a skillful transition from comedy to drama and winning
audience sympathy with a tear, a sob, a
smile.
Preview Postscript
After waiting fifteen months for some work,
Julie Haydon finally got this role. After
New York successes she was brought to Hollywood with considerable ballyhoo, then she
was left with time on her hands. Now she
has a contract with M-G-M . . . Edgar Sherrod celebrated his 746th appearance as a
man of the cloth in this celluloider. He's
played all the religions, even to officiating at
a Holy Roller's wedding. In real life Mr. Sherrod is an Episcopalian minister, and formerly
deacon of a diocese in Atlanta, Georgia.
. . . Donald Woods was in a predicament.
Depending on which sequence was to be
shot, he had to appear for half a day in
well-pressed clothes and the rest of the time
in rumpled clothing, or vice versa. Pressing
was easy enough, but it took an astute property man to solve the un-pressing problem.
He rigged up a machine with a wringer
which had corrugated iron rolls on it!
** The Texas
(Paramount)

WAKE

LIVER
WITHOUT

UP

YOUR

BILECALOMEL

And You'll Jump out of Bed in
the Morning Rarin' to Go
THE 1 iver should pour out two pounds of
liquid bile onto the food you swallow
every day. If this bile is not flowing freely,
your food doesn't digest. It just decays. Gas
bloats up your stomach. You get constipated.
Your whole system is poisoned and you feel
sour, sunk and the world looks punk.
A mere movement doesn't get at the cause.
It takes those good old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing freely and make you feel "'up and up".
Harmless, gentle, yet amazing in making bile
flow freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills
by name. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25c
at all drug stores.
© 1935, c m co.

$35 A WEEK
\MAKE
$25!!t\OD
can learn
practical nursing at home
J cians.
in spareThousands
tune. Course
endorsed 37th
by physiof graduates.
year.
jy
One
graduate
has
charge
ofwhile
10-bed
hos^
pital.
Another
saved
$400
learning.
Equipment included. Men and women IS to 60. High
School not required. Easy tuition payments. Write now.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 2311. 100 East Ohio Street. Chicago, III.
Please send tree booklet and 32 sample lesson pages.
City
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Rangers

"The Texas Rangers" is a glorified horse
opera, eulogizing the courage and the
bravery of the hardy souls who play the
title role. Directed by King Vidor, it has
vigor and a certain quota of excitement,
but it lacks the epic qualities for which it
undoubtedly reached. Plot concerns the
careers of Jack Oakie and Fred MacMurray, a pair of bandits in league with
Lloyd Nolan, the toughest hombre in the
West. Oakie and MacMurray join the
Rangers, hoping to secure inside tips on
good robbery prospects which they can
pass along to Nolan. Comes a gal into
the situation, one of the fairest flowers of
old Texas, and she sort of makes Fred
see the error of his ways. His love for
her isn't strong enough, however, to make
him accept an assignment to track down
and kill Nolan, and he's tossed into the
jug. Good old Jack Oakie goes after his
man, though, and gets himself killed for
his
efforts.
Oakie's and
death
Murray
into action,
you spurs
know Macwhat
happens then. The picture has a lot of
cowboy-Indian stuff and, as in the case
of most open air dramas, beautiful photography. Jack Oakie and Lloyd Nolan
take acting honors — Oakie with his excellent comedy and Nolan with a thoroughly first-rate portrayal of the bad man.
Fred MacMurray and Jean Parker share
a mild love story, and there are other
capable performances by Benny Bartlett
and Edward Ellis.
Preview Postscript
The longest location trip ever sent out by

Paramount was for this celluloider. Eight
weeks were spent by the cast and crew in
Gallup and Santa Fe, New Mexico, and adjoining small towns. Among the extras employed were 250 Navajo Indians and two
Governors. Governor Allred of Texas and
Governor Clyde Tingley of New Mexico. If
you look closely you can see them gallop
past in o couple of scenes. Governor Allred even directed the first scene. The company was located on the Indian reservation
twenty miles outside of Gallup, while the
Governor was in Dallas. A field wire was
strung from the town to the set; Director
Vidor held a megaphone to the receiver
ond Gov. Allred let loose with directions.
The foct that Vidor had to direct the scene
all
over again
fun. along
Gallonsto
of sunburn
lotiondidn't
hod spoil
been the
brought
use on the cast, but it was all used up on
the Indians. They just couldn't take it, having
been used to white man's garments these
many years. One day in the blistering sun,
clad in the breech-cloths and feathers of
their forefothers, every last Injun of the 250
began blistering. . . . Albert Silva, well-known
sculptor, under contract to Paramount for
set decorating, was given the job of making
that memorial .statue of a Texas Ranger,
which was sent to Dallas and will later hove
a permanent place in the State House at
Austin, Texas. A gala banquet was thrown
by the Dallas officials for the sculptor, the
principals and the director who went to Delias for the presentation.
** Walking
(RKO-Radio)

on

Air

Watching
one unroll
time
wasted.
Genethis
Raymond
and won't
Ann be
Sothern
come through with some of the best comedy screened in a long time. The plot
doesn't lack complications, either. Ann
Sothern is determined to marry a foreign
count, and the fact that her father, Henry
Stephenson and a man of iron, is equally
determined
she'llrushing
not marry
a noaccount, still that
has Ann
the wedding
bells. In order to outwit him, Ann hires
Gene Raymond, a jobless radio crooner,
to pose as another count and make himself
as thoroughly obnoxious as possible. Then
after several reels of choice insults, Ann
announces that she is going to marry the
new count instead. But life with father
hasn't taught Ann all his tricks. He heartily agrees with her plan, and the fact that
Gene
considers
all a inspot,
the day's
work
puts the
heroineit in
particularly
since discovering that Gene is the Real
Thing in her life. Nothing much to any
of it, but a lot of laughs, provided chiefly
by the leads, aided and abetted by Henry
Stephenson, Jessie Ralph, George Meeker,
Maxine Jennings and Anita Colby.
* Cain and
(Warners)

Mabel

The latest Marion Davies celluloider
differs
little from Initsaddition
predecessors.
It's
just
as mediocre.
to the usual
extravagant outlay of sets, costumes and
dance numbers, however, we have Mr.
Clark Gable. The only similarity in this
performance and the excellent ones he's
been turning in lately, are the Gable dimples. Roscoe Karns gives the most convincing characterization of the picture —
another of those publicity-agent jobs. He
works himself into a couple of nervous
breakdowns
dayhistrying
to get Marion
"color"
into the livesa of
two clients,
Davies and Clark Gable. Marion, a former
waitress, is now the toast of the town due
to a musical comedy success, while Clark,
a former mechanic, has taken the place by
storm with his prize-fighting prowess. Roscoe succeeds in giving them so much

MODERN
glamor that there's standing-room-only at
all performances — only to have his clients
throw it all over for an organdy-curtained
cottage within walking distance of Clark's
garage. The plot, in case you were wondering, has to do with the deep hatred felt
by Marion and Clark for each other until
the last reel when it turns into love's old
sweet story. A good supporting cast includes Ruth Donnelly, Allen Jenkins, Walter Catlett and Hobart Cavanaugh. A
couple of dance numbers and a scene of
Clark in the ring are worth seeing.
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AND MIDOL IS
PERFECTLY O.K.
FOR RELIEVING
/ V^'REGULAR."
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Preview Postscript
It took three and a half months to shoot
this one, known as "Coin and Gable" around
town. When a Dovies picture gets under
way, things really start. Being vice-president
of your company really helps a gal in getting
the background she likes. As an example,
Marion had her heart set on a particularly
elegant set for the "Thousand Love Songs"
background. The fact that no stage at
Warners or any place else in Hollywood
was large enough to accommodate her ideas,
didn't stop the star one minute. A hundred
carpenters were rushed out to Stage 7 and
set to work raising the foundation with packs
so that thirty feet were added to the height
of
doesn't
of the
sets, building.
however. Marion
She takes
the think
cast only
into
consideration, too, to the extent of furnishing gallons of ice-cream, orange juice, etc.,
every afternoon to the wilting extras, and
gifts galore to her supporting cast. Gold
watches were dished out by the star as souvenirs. Clark and Marion had some fun with
those water dousing scenes. At least Marion
did. Contrary to the picture's sequence,
Marion's chance to douse Clark came first
in the shooting schedule. It required six
takes and therefore six drenchings for Gable
before Miss D. did it to the director's satisfaction. Clark swore he'd get even with her
when his turn came. But he was too good —
the director was satisfied with Clark's first
attempt.
. . David
Carlyle's
radio
for
some . time,
but this
is hisbeen
first on
celluloid
appearance. Happening to drop in on his
agent one day, after three years of that gen-tlemon's handling his business with no movie
offers, the agent casually mentioned that
Warners needed a singing star for this picture— and needed him that same day. They
rushed out to the studio, but Dave couldn't
get a test without a light suit. Owning none
but the brown one he had on, Dave was up
against it. Until he spotted his agent's gray
one. After three years, the agent finally
did Dave some good!
** His Brother's
(M-G-M)

Join

the modem

women

who

no

longer give-in to periodic pain!
old-fashioned to suffer in silence,
cause there is now a reliable remedy
such suffering.
Many who use Midol do not feel

It's
befor
one

twinge of pain,
evenentire
a moment's
discomfort
duringor the
period,
including women who have always had
the hardest time
Don't let the calendar regulate your
activities! Don't "favor yourself" or
"save yourself" on certain days of

Wife

This film contains almost every timeworn situation that has limped across the
screen in the past decade or so. First you
are shown Bob Taylor as a handsome
young doctor-playboy with a supposedly
amusing habit of trading hats with milkmen and cab drivers. He's out on a final
binge before setting of? for the South Seas
to do battle with a deadly insect. He meets
a gambling-house gal with a heart of gold
(Barbara Stanwyck) and together they
romp through several days of alleged
gayety, culminating when the young man
decides to give up his trip in favor of
marrying the gal. His brother (John Eldredge) talks him out of it at the last
minute. Out of revenge, Barbara woos
and wins the brother, who goes to pieces
when he discovers she doesn't love him.
In the meantime, Bob returns on leave,
takes Barbara back with him. When she
gets her divorce from his brother, Bob
kicks her out — seems he likes revenge, too.
But brave little Barbara injects herself

every month! Keep going, and keep
comfortable — with the aid of Midol.
These tablets provide a proven means
for the relief of such pain, so why endure suffering Midol might spare you?
Midol's relief is so swift, you may
think it is a narcotic. It's not. And its
relief is prolonged ; two tablets see you
through your worst day.
You can get Midol in a trim little
aluminum case at any drug store.
Then you may enjoy a new freedom
''S
IN
you hadn't
thought
G, possible!
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Sing the most popular songs of the month. In the November issue of POPULAR
SONGS are gathered together the words and music of the songs the whole
country is singing. The featured numbers from seven currently popular musical
SIN
movies are included with dozens of radio's most played pieces.
G!"
Here are some of them: "Afterglow," "Empty Saddles," "And They Said It
Wouldn't Last," "Hidden Valley," "If We Never Meet Again," "Love Will Tell,"
"One
Afternoon,"
Baby, George
Sing," "You
Turned Marian
the Tables
on Me."
FeatureRainy
stories
on Helen"Sing,
Morgan,
M. Cohan,
Talley,
and
Frances Longford, and eight more stars of the air-waves appear in the
November issue of

POPULAR

SONGS

On Sale at Your Favorite Newsstand
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of the deft performance of John Halliday,
the believable romance of Marsha Hunt
and Robert Cummings, and mainly, periiaps, because it gives fans a peek into a
number of Hollywood's most publicized
Preview Postscript
spots.

WOMEN
ABOUT

SHOULD
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MARRIAGE

THfS

HYGIENE

There Is a Simple, Easy Way
MARRIAGE HYGIENE can be difficult— or
easy. Because Boro-Pheno-Form is compounded toaccomplish the same special function
of powerful solutions, but without their muss or
bother, it is the method of marriage hygiene preferred byinnumerable modern wives. No water,
mixing or measuring are needed. Each dainty sups
pository icomplete
in itself. No danger of "overdose" or "under-dose." Soothing and odorless.
At all drug stores.

ORO'PHENO'FORM
Dr. Pierre Chemical Co., Dept. 14-M.
162 North FranklinJSt., Chicago, III.
Please send me a trial package of Boro-Pheno-Form and
enlightening booklet. I enclose loc which will be refundei
when I purchase my first regular-size package.
Name
Address
City--- State
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E. Lake
St.. Chicago

Joel McCrea
in "Two

and Joan Bennett
in a Crowd."

with the virus of the deadly insect, gives
Bob an opportunity to try out a new
serum. True love and the Taylor serum
win out. Best performance in the picture
is Jean Hersholt's, as an elderly doctor
dedicating his life to science. Biggest surprise is that the picture was directed by
W. S. ("San Francisco," "Naughty Marietta," "Thin Man") Van Dyke, who probhand. ably did all he could with the material at
Preview Postscript
When Barbara Stanwyck and Robert Taylor learned that the studio planned to use
them both in a picture, they raised a fine
rumpus. Seems they didn't care to screen
any of their tenderer moments. But the
studio had its way. Bob and Barbara had
such 0 swell time together every day on the
set that they are now begging far another
celluloider together. Bob even bought a
radio-victrola which remained on the set all
the time, so's Barbara could listen to her
favorite recordings and programs . . . Jean
hiersholt received some news while making
this film that made him about the happiest
man in Hollywood. It was word that he was
to be cast in the new "Quints" celluloider
now in production. Mr. Hersholt is eager to
get back to the girl friends, and also to
resume his pleasant friendship with the good
doctor whom he portrays on the screen.
Hollywood
(Paramount)

skin
• Glowing with vitality, smooth and lovely, that's the way your skin looks when
you use Chamberlain's — the lotion that
safinices. Ideal for hands, arms and skin,
Chamberlain's smooths away roughness,
irritation, chapping ; reveals unsuspected
beauty. Not sticky, greasy or gummy; it
dries quickly. At all toilet goods counters.

Chamberlain
Laboratories, Inc.,
Des Moines. Iowa.
Please send free trial size of your lotion.
MM-11

(GOOD ONLY IN U. S.)
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Boulevard

This is the story of a forgotten screen
star. It's cruel, but it presents a fairly
accurate picture of what happens to an
actor
whose
has passed
by. It's
a story
that public
has been
lived byhimdozens
of
one-time screen idols who today are glad
to get "bit" and even "extra" roles in current productions. Conclusive proof of this
point is that several of them are doing
that very thing in "Hollywood Boulevard."
If
you look
see people Jack
like
Charles
Ray,closely,
Francisyou'll
X. Bushman,
Mulhall, Betty Compson, Mae Marsh,
Frank Mayo, William Desmond, Maurice
Costello and Bryant Washburn. The plot
evolves about John Halliday, an actor
whose Hollywood star has fallen. In order
to bolster his dwindling finances, he allows
his memoirs — highly seasoned by ghost
writers — to be published in a confession
magazine.
bother
him The
untilnotoriety
he sees heits attains
result doesn't
on his
Marsha Hunt. The "diary"
daughter,
also
panics the wife of the confession magpublisher, for with
she attheoneactor.
time The
had
romanticazine's
adventures
story is not particularly important, but the
picture will interest movie-goers because

"Hail,
the gang's
here" Salaries
might have
been
thehail,
subtitle
of thisallfilm.
for
this celluloider would have run close to the
three million mark had it been made in the
palmier days of its actors and actresses.
Charles Ray, alone, would have made a
neat dent in that three million. Now he's glad
to get an extra role and in between times
coaches young hopefuls for a screen career.
He's tried writing, running a florist shop, and
odds and ends of jobs since his movie demise
. . . Maurice Costello was quite miffed when
Director Robert Florey called him up to appear in this picture. Mr. Florey, diplomatical y, sohe thought, asked Costello if he
would break his retirement and appear in
the film. "I haven't been in retirement,"
shouted the actor. "I just haven't had any
work since 1927. Furthermore, I don't oppreclote
the gag."
When appeared
he learned promptit was
all
in earnest,
Mr. Costello
ly on the set. . . . Jock Mulhall gets huge enjoyment out of meeting visitors on the set.
They always express pleasure that he's making
a comeback. The truth is that Jack's never
been out of pictures. If you watch your
movies carefully you'll see Jack in many a
"bit" role, which has been his job since
he losthe out
on athose
What's
more,
makes
neat leading
Income roles.
from it.
Jack
started in films back in 1908 — and Paul
Kelly was in his first picture. We hasten to
add, however, that Paul could hardly walk
at the time ... If you remember "Birth of
a Nation," you remember Mae Marsh. She
was the gal who did the dive from the cliff.
Between quite frequent roles in pictures, Mae
lives in Pasadena, where she is the wife of
a writer and mother of three children . . .
Bettyin Compson's
lostmade
celluloid
appearance
was
1933 when she
a picture
for one
of the independents. She started way back
in the "Miracle Man" — remember? She's
Mrs. Irving Weinberg of Beverly Hills in
private life . . . Herbert Rowlinson is one of
the old-timers who is still working in minor
roles. He was that handsome guy who
brought the ladies back to the movie houses
week after week when he appeared in those
men-of-iron, heart-of-gold numbers. Thinks
movies ore sissy now. He was laid up in the
hospital for three weeks during his first picture back in 1917 because of a few broken
ribs and collarbones sustained during a wild
ride after a celluloid villain.
** Yours
(Paramount)

for the Asking

George
gets aAnd
rolewhen
at last
right
down Raft
his alley.
Mr. that's
Raft
comes across something like this he knows
what to do about it. Here he plays a
gambler de luxe, perfect in detail from
patent leather slippers to patent leather
pompadour,
with getplenty
of brain-power.
Emotions never
the upper
hand with
George, even when he meets Dolores Costello Barrymore, a sassiety girl down to
her last yacht. He proposes fast enough —
but it's a business proposition involving a
partnership for them in a gambling establishment to be housed in the Miami mansion belonging to Dolores and the mortgage company. It looks like the perfect
set-up until Mr. Raft's pals, James Gleason, Edgar Kennedy and Lynne Overman,
get wind of the fact that their boss is going
society. Ida Lupino and Reginald Owen,
two of the classiest crooks ever seen, are
enlisted to help the well-meaning meanies.
James Gleason and his two side-kicks give
excellent performances. Dolores Costello's
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This is Julie Haydon's first
screen appearance since "The
Scoundrel." (Above) A shot
from "A Son Comes Home"
with Donald Woods.
dignified beauty has a nice setting, but
feminine acting honors go to Ida Lupino.
If it's laughs, excitement and a touch of
sophistication
you hke, you won't go wrong
on
this picture.
Preview Postscript
Look carefully and you'll spot Groucho
Marx and Charlie Ruggles among the extras
in this picture. Groucho and Charlie, furthermore, turned out to be the cheapest extra
help that Paromount's ever had. In fact they
worked gratis. Both were vacationing down
at Coronado Beach, trying to get away from
it all — meaning anything to do with movies.
While on the beach one afternoon, they were
surprised to see a van arrive, loaded with
film eguipment. It was too much to resist,
so the boys offered to play bits if the director
would let them, just for the fun of it . . .
Director Alexander Holl entertained the entire cast several times during production at
his new ranch out in the San Fernando Valley.
Hall, incidentally, isn't dependent on the
movies for a living, by any means. He bought
the ranch with one obiect in mind — to make
a living. And he's going to do it by turkeys,
of all things. Mr. Hall knew absolutely
nothing about raising anything, let alone
turkeys. But they appealed to his fancy so
he stocked the place with them, and learned
all about raising them. What's more, he's
actually made money on them . . . The girl
who played the $7,500,000 heiress in this
celluloider was an extra earning $7.50 per
day. "Dress extras" — those with complete
wardrobes — receive between ten and fifteen
dollars per day. Extras who con speak a line
— whether it be one word or seventy — get a
minimum of $25.

BLUE WALTZ PERFUME
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DARE

TELL

THE

HIM

TRUTH?

She loved him. . . . She was his wife. But she was
NOT

the girl he thought she was!

WITHOUT

LOVE."

"MARRIAGE

a thrilling love story of two

young people, appears in the November
HEART STORIES.

** China Clipper
(First National)
A giant airliner is the star of "China
Clipper." It is perhaps true that an airplane has no sex appeal, but it usually has
something which registers quite definitely
at the box-office. In this case, the scenes
showing the flight of the China Clipper
are the most exciting in the film. There's
a thrill every moment the camera is focused on the great ship. As for the story
behind all this, it's one of those standardized things. It has Pat O'Brien, the
most intrepid of all screen aviators, with
the possible exception of Jimmy Cagney,
as a great-hearted but hard-boiled executive of an air line. His ruthless tactics,
spurred on by his belief in the future of

SHE

TALC

Among

the TEN FOUR

STAR

SWEET-

Love Stories in this

big issue are: "Elope with Me Tonight," "Brunette
Preferred," "Oh, to Be Alluring," "Forgive and Forget," "Glamour Is the Thing."

SWEETHEART
15c

AT

YOUR

STORIES

NEWSSTANDS

15c
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The infectious gayety of Joel and Joan
is naturally felt by the horse as well as the
audience, so he romps across the line in
the nick of time. It's all too breezy to
carry
McCrea's
efforts much
are conviction,
responsible but
for Joel
a few
really

CORNS
LIFT

OUT

Easily, Safely!

good scenes, and Joan Bennett's blonde
prettiness
Others
in the castdoesn't
who hamper
do well matters.
with what
the
script allows are Alison Skipworth, Henry
Armetta,
Reginald Denny and Donald
Meek.
Preview Postscript
Every year bonks ore closed and millions
of flags fly on Henry Armetto's birthday, for
the popular comedian was born on the
Fourth of July. But he didn't realize the
significance of the date until he came to
America from his native Italy as a boy. Hav-

Pain Relieved in ONE
No waiting for results with
triple-action
Scholl'spain
Zino-is
pads! In oneDr.minute
gone — forgotten. In a few days
your corns or cal louses lift out
with ease. Apply these thin,
soothing, healing, shielding pads at the first sign of
sore toes from new or tight
shoes,they
and can
you'llstart!
stop No
cornsother
oefore
method does all these things for
you. So don't accept a substitute. Dr. Scholl's
are medically
safe, easyZino-pads
to apply.
Don't stick to stocking or come
off in bath. Sizes for Corns,
Callouses, Bunions, SoftCorns.

BUNIONS

DrScholls
Zino-paHs

Pat
O'Brien
and newcomer
Beverly Roberts in "China Clipper." Miss R. looks a bit like
Bette Davis, doesn't she?
aviation, drive his men on to newer and
greater achievements and drive his wife
(Beverly Roberts) baclc to mother. But
Pat wins out, and all hands agree that the
China Clipper, inspired by him, is a step
forward. Pat O'Brien is his usual brusque
self as the tough executive. Beverly Roberts seems miscast as the wife. Humphrey
Bogart and Ross Alexander are excellent
as a pair of aviators, and Marie Wilson
contributes comedy as a gal with a yen
for Mr. Alexander.
Preview Postscript
Beverly Roberts is sick and tired of being
known as "that wholesome looking girl." She
wonts, above all, to ploy the slinky siren and
never see one of those little-girls-f rom-backhome roles again. But it looks like o losing
fight, for Beverly's spent her entire life
cooped up In night clubs and stuffy apartments, in New York theatres and cabarets
of London and Paris, and no matter how late
she wakes up, or how many cigarettes she consumes, Beverly always wakes up looking wholesome. Beverly, incidentally, began her screen
career as a member of the S.P.A.S.A.T.A.U.
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organization
started her career on the
Salve. Wilson Chem. Co., Inc., Dept. 10-H,Tyrone» Pa.
screen either as an atmospheric but speechDEAFNESS
IS MISERY
less stenographer in some scene or a teleMany people with defective hearing and
phone answerer In some other. She was
Head Noises enjoy Conversation, Movies,
formerly a night club singer . . . Alarm clocks
Church and Radio, because they use
Z-eonard Invisible Ear Drums which
and movies
get along
so carrying
well. Marie
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
Wilson
had don't
the clever
idea of
one
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
In her handbag. This was set for half-hour
intervals, so if Marie wanted to curl up in
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of Qf^ljf^
her car between shots for a nap she could
the inventor who was himself deaf .
A. 0. LEONARD, Inc.. Suite 986, 70 5th Ave.. New York
always get back to the set on time. But
she had to give It up finally, due to the fact
that she would forget about her timepiece
ilxu daudi^ GREASELESS
when returning to the set. It went off in the
middle of too many scenes.
^o^^ FEMININE HYGIENE
End the nuisance of greasy suppositories, with the
* Two in a Crowd
new greaseless Zonitors for modern feminine hy(Universal)
giene. Easy to apply, easy to remove, yet maintain
the long, effective antiseptic contact physicians recYou will probably forget what this is
ommend. Zonitors make use of the world famous
all
about by the time you leave the theatre,
Zonite antiseptic principle doctors favor. Full inbut
you may remember that it was pleasstructions inpackage. All U. S. and Canadian drugantly diverting fare. Joel McCrea and
gists. Address Zonitors, 3436 Chrysler Bldg., N. Y.C.,
Joan Bennett furnish the romantic interest.
for INFORMATIVE
FREE BOOKLET!
They treat life and love in the light-hearted
fashion currently in vogue. Even when
both are flat broke on New Year's Eve
they are looking forward with undiminished ardor to the New Year. And they
FOB
aren't
disappointed.
findsbrings
a half about
of a
JEMININE HYGIENE
thousand
dollar bill,Each
which
S110B7
A
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• Greaseless
ZONITE PRODUCT

their meeting. They pool their assets and
back Joel's horse for the handicap race.

ingencesuchthe adeportation
patriotic birth
date didn't
Influauthorities,
who would
have shipped Henry straight home again hod
not a chance acquaintance agreed to give
him a steady job in his barber shop . . .
Few actors have hod such varied experiences
as Nat Pendleton, since his earlier activities
Included four years as an importer in Spain
and Portugal, the formation of True Story
Films Corporation, which he managed, and
later he turned professional wrestler, engaging in bouts all over the country . . . Though
Joan Bennett lived in Hollywood for a couple
of years, she never put foot into a movie
studio, and didn't want to. Married at 15,
Joan was all wrapped up in domesticity,
her husband and baby. But a divorce followed, and on the heels of it Joan delighted
her father by announcing that she would accept a role in "Jarnegan," the play which
Bennett, Sr., was just going to open in on
Broadway. After that success, Joan found
herself back in Hollywood . . . Ten years in
leading roles for Mack Sennett comedies was
the fate of Andy Clyde. And he still likes
custard pies. Andy was born in Blairgowrie,
Scotland, In 1889, and appeared on the
English stage for several years before giving
Hollywood a try.
* Follow

Your

Heart

(Republic)
This is one of those pictures worth seeing just to hear. But that, unfortunately,
is its only justification. Marion Talley
seems very ill at ease in her screen debut,
except when singing, and her speaking
voice surprisingly enough is one of her
weaker points. The final sequences which
concern a show put on in front of a Southern mansion has some interesting features.
Notably the songs by Miss Talley and
Michael Bartlett, the beautiful selections
by the Hall Johnson choristers and a
ballet number, "Magnolias in the Moonlight." Others in the cast are Nigel Bruce,
Luis Alberni, Margaret Irving, Vivienne
Osborne, Henrietta Crosman and Walter
Catlett. The picture is strung together
rather haphazardly on the doings of a
temperamental family of the old South,
who have been stage struck for generations. The only one to escape the curse is
daughter Marion Talley, who in spite of
her family's insistence prefers to stay at
home. Then Michael Bartlett comes along
with a travelling troupe, love comes into
Marion's life and after a series of long
drawn-out complications, she breaks down
and promises to love, honor and go on the
road. Mr. Bartlett is not our idea of romance, being pretty self-conscious about it
all. But you will excuse the heroine and
hero when they break into song.
Preview Postscript
It took considerable persuasion to get
Marion Talley to leave that 1600-acre farm in
Kansas to try Hollywood.
After fourteen
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are 30, 35, 40! A wonderful new creme, applied at night like cold
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fineness and white, clear look of youth. And,
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revelation ! Ask for this creme — Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme at all drug and department stores-

years of training and a Metropolitan debut
at nineteen, Marion retired to the Kansas
cornfields. Happiness and fame, she still
contends, hove nothing to do with each
other . . . Seldom before have so many celebrated singers been assembled in a screen
production. Supporting Marion Talley end
Michael Bortlett, tenor of concert and opera
stage, are thirteen players whose names have
been featured in singing roles. In addition
to these are fifty negro choristers, members of
the famous Hall Johnson choir of New York,
and Lorry Ceballos, dancing-singing ensemble
of 100. Cenorro Curci, brother of Galli
Curci, was among the warblers, and also
Aubrey Scotto, the director, who used to be
a singer of note in opera, would ioin in with
the cost whenever possible. Three of the
songs were created by Victor Schertzinger . . .
For voice range, members of the Hall Johnson
chorus claim the world's record. Three of the
women sopranos sing in E above high C.
Three of the basses take A below lowest C.
Ten altos hove voices ranging from mezzosoprano to baritone. The chorus came to
Hollywood after four years in "The Green
Pastures" on the stage . . . The San Francisco
earthquake caused Wolter Cotlett to leave
immediately for New York and stay 25
years. Besides acting, Cotlett's interests are
torn betwen writing, directing, drawing, painting and collecting books on early American
history.
— * Postal
(Universal)
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baby. Large 25«' and 50^ sizes.

OLIVE

Inspector

This looks for all the world like a newsreel gone wrong. It starts out by giving
us the lowdown on the postal system, complete with shots of thousands of letters
being shuffled around and thousands of
postmen shuffling around, too. Then Ricardo Cortez shows up as a Postal Inspector and on a plane trip he gets the
opportunity to inspect Patricia Ellis. For
some unknown reason he won't okay Pat,
even when it develops that his kid brother,
Michael I.oring, is planning to make her
Ricardo's sister-in-law. But to get on
with the newsreel ; there's a flood and
three million dollars of the post-office
money is lost in it. Michael Loring is
suspected, so is Pat, so is Bela Lugosi,
owner of a night club where Pat works.
We'll let you guess who did away with
the dough. Ricardo Cortez gives his usual
suave much
performance.
Ellis doesn't
have
of a chancePatricia
to do anything
but

KEEPS HIM HAPPY!

OIL BABYPOWDErX
BACKACHES
CAUSED BY
MOTHERHOOD
Those months before baby comes
put such
a strain onsuffers
mother's
muscles, she frequently
for years.
Allcock's Porous Plasters do wonders for such backaches. They draw

AVt— -^'i whether
be on
back, spot
sides,
A
bloodit to
the the
painful
—
legs, arms or shoulder. This has a warm, stimulating effect, and the pain soon vanishes. It takes
only 2 seconds
to putas ongoodan asAllcock's
Porous
Plaster,
and it feels
a $2 massage.
Over .5 million people have used Allcock's, the
original porous plaster. Don't take any plaster
but Allcock's. It brings quickest relief. Lasts
longer. Easy to apply and remove. 25? at druggists.

look pretty, which she manages a lot better than a couple of songs. Michael Loring is adequate.
m
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I
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W

teethe
sufTers
baby rub
your just
N pains,
WHEing
a fewfrom
drops
of
Dr. Hand'sTeething Lotion on tbesore,
tender, little gums and the pain will
be relieved within one minute.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion Is the
prescription of a famous liaby ep^
cialiet, contains no narcotics and has
been used by mothers for almost fifty
years. It is strongly recommended by
doctors and nurses instead of the un*
sanitary teething ring.

HAIR

REMEDY IS MADE AT HOME
VOU can now make at home a better gray hair remedy than you can
buy, by following this simple recipe:
To half pint of water add one ounce
bay rum, a small box of Barbo Compound and one-fourth ounce of glycerine. Any druggist can put this up
or you can mix it yourself at very
little cost. Apply to the hair twice
a week until the desired shade is obtained. Barbo imparts color to
streaked, faded or gray hair, makes
it soft and glossy and takes years ofE
your looks. It will not color the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy and does not rub off. Do not be
handicapped by gray hair now when it is so economical and easy to get rid of it in your own home.

N

T

OFF
FLOOR
(lAA\PS AND RADIO)
XeatI Quick to Install! No
tools. Xo damage to woodwork.
Set
of 8 Push-Clips
in colors
to match
your lamp cords.
10c
At Your 10 -cent Store.
7Mer/CRAY

U

H

JUST
John

Haliiday

and

RUB

IT ON

THE

GUMS

^
R
^

Marsha

Hunt in a scene from "Hollywood Boulevard." You'll see
many old-time favorites in this
picture, too.

^

^

^

^

Teething
LotionS
^
DR.HAND'
Buy Dr.Hand'sfiom your druggist today^
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Preview Postscript

GRAY

HAIR
AND LOOK 10
YEARS YOUNGER
risk;
t anythose
withoutint
Now,
you
s orcanpatche
s oJ gray
streak
or faded hair to lustrous
shades of blonde, brown or
black. A small brush and
NATONE does
ftk.
'wra
>
BROW
etlntit.
Jr>*^^^
; Proveit. byapplyinsth
""'^ved —
°' J'""''
^ ''"^'^ and
' «t ^Ik
J^F> ' t°Used
appro
e years
m^l'Q
lor over
'^ \i by
ands y-flv
.
m?-^'
thoustwent
of women
BROWNATONE is safe.
Guaranteed harmless lor
tinting table.
grayCannothair.
agentIs economical
Is purely vegeaffectActive
wavingcoloring
of hair.
and
lusting — will not w.ash out. Simply retouch as the new
gray appears. BROWNATONE imparts rich, beautiful
color with amazing speed. Just brush or comb it In.
Shades: "Blonde to Medium Brown" and "Dark Brown
to BROWNATONE
Black" cover everyIs need.
only 50c— at all drug and toUet
counters — always on a money-back guarantee.

Women
to make hooked
rugs-i
for our
WA
stores.
No NT
experienceED
necessary. Steady
work. We do tiie selling. Write at once.
HOLLYWOOD STUDIO STORES
5657 Hollywood Blvd., Dept. 7
Hollywood, California

MANY

NEVER

SUSPECTCAUSE
OF

BACKACHES
This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief Of Pain
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache
quickly, once they discover that the real cause
of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
kidneys
are one
Nature's
ways
of The
taking
the acids
and of
waste
out of chief
the blood.
If they
don't than
pass 33 pounds
pints a ofdaywaste
and matter,
so get
rid
of more
your 15 miles of kidney tubes may need flushing.
If you have trouble with frequent bladder
passages with scanty amount which often smart
and burn, the 15 miles of kidney tubes may need
flushing out. This danger signal may be the beginning of nagging backache, leg pains, loss of
pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes and dizziness.
Don't wait for serious trouble. Ask your druggist forfor
Doan's
— They
used give
successfully
by
millions
over 40Pills
years.
happy relief
and will help flush out the 15 miles of kidney
tubes. Get Doan's Pills.

WITH

McrcolizedWax
• Any complexion can be made clearer, smoother,
younger with Mercolized Wax. This single cream
is a complete beauty treatment.
Mercolized Wax absorbs the discolored blemished outer skin in tiny, invisible particles. Brings
out the young, beautiful skin hidden beneatli.
Just pat Mercolized Wax on your skin every
night like cold cream. It beautifies while you sleep.
Mercolized Wax brings out your hidden beauty.
TTSE Saxollte Astringent — a refreshing, stimulating skin tonic. Smooths out vrrinkles and age
lines. Refines coarse pores, eliminates oiliness. Dissolve Saxolite in one-hatf pint witch hazel.
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In a scene where he was wading around
up to his knees in water, Ric Cortez wore
high rubber boots to insure comfort as well
OS the proper effect for the audience. Suddenly a chilling sensation appraised him of
the fact that one boot hod sprung a leak
and
before
couldicysaywater.
"cinematoqrapher"
it was
filledhe with
Ricardo just
took off both boots after that and waded
right in. Cortez has been in pictures for the
past fourteen years and is always threatening
that each picture will be his swan song. He
began his career as an extra in a New
Jersey film company. Three guesses where
Cortez was born — it wasn't Spain, Mexico or
any
that youAustria
might bet
He's a
nativeplace
of Vienna,
. . on.
. Hollywood
Playgirl Number One is Patricia Ellis' unofficial title. If there's a party going on
among
Hollywood's
young thought
set, it'sit aup pretty
sure thing that Pat either
or is
keeping it going. Tennis, badminton, swimming, fencing, riding, dancing — any sport you
might mention — are right up the Ellis alley.
. . . Though Michael Loring started out to
be a doctor at the University of Minnesota,
after five years he found that the ploy's
the thing. So he joined the Repertory
Theatre in Minneapolis, but not for very long.
Then Mike decided to capitalize on his baritone voice.
An engagement
Hollywood's
Trocodero
resulted
in a movie atcontract.

— * Satan
(Warners)

Met

a Lady

Bette Davis takes plenty of punishment
in this one. Of all the roles that the studio has picked for Miss Davis, this is the
prize lemon. She has the role of a coy
murderess, caught in the web of life. Had
her murderous instincts been aroused by
Warren William, the plot would have been
justified in our eyes. But as it is, she
falls for Warren and he reciprocates by
arranging a life sentence for her and wedding bells for himself and Marie Wilson.
Mr. W. plays a crooked detective, for
whom the ladies swoon all over the set.
Marie
private
laughs
worth

Wilson
detective isandsleuth
gets aWilliam's
few bona very
fide
into the picture, while Alison Skipand Arthur Treacher, as a couple

Good

of crooks, try to make their roles convincing, but the cards are stacked against
them. The plot concerns the hunt for an
antique horn, filled with precious jewels
and| — and so we don't know why we're
telling anyway.
you all this because it isn't worth
seeing
Preview Postscript
When Bette Davis, in the parlance of the
movies gives, she gives. In one scene for
this picture the action required her, after
an exchonge of torrid words with Warren
William, to storm out of the room, closing
the door behind her. The scene lacked
punch, so Director Dieterle told Bette to try
slamming the door. Once more the cameras
whirred. Bette rushed through the door and
slammed it with a bang that jarred everyone's eardrums. The cast and crew looked
amazed at what hod been the door. The
portal hod split directly down the middle
and
on Miss
lock and
kind sagged
of acting
Davishinges.
likes toThat's
do . the
. .
One of the unique arrangements on a
Dieterle set is that the stand-ins must learn
the lines of the stars. The life of a stand-in
is a far cry from that of the stage understudy, for they never take the role of the
star in any emergency. But Dieterle acts
on the theory that every individual is a
potential star, and thus gives every stond-in
the chance to prove it . . . Whenever Warren
William
is on too.
the setBefore
you'll every
find aappearance
full-length
mirror there,
for the camera. Warren runs to the mirror
and goes through oil his lines and actions
needed for the shot. It's a habit that Warren's had since his first days in films — more
years ago than you'd think. Warren used
to ploy in those thrilling serials "way bock
when." He appeared opposite Pearl White
when she was one of the screen's brightest
stars, earning the then magnificent salary of
$100 a pulled
week. down
That $25
was. . Pearl's
—
Worren
. Marie money
Wilson
gambled against Hollywood and won. Convinced of her ability, she risked all her material possessions for a one-year campaign
in the cinema capital. The first step was a
mink coat, and on the strength of that she
won a role in a little theatre production.
They didn't need Marie, but they needed a
mink coat. A Warner Bros, sleuth spotted
her and Marie signed on the dotted line.

News

(^Continued from page 31)
Incidentally, Freddie Bartholomew is
picking up some first-class pointers on
American slang from Mickey Rooney and
Jackie Cooper, who co-star with him in the
picture. He's getting now so he can get
off, "Oh, yeah?" and "Scram!" with barely
a trace of the Thames in them. They're
even saying he's out for gangster roles
from now on. It's all a bit of a shock,
you know.
Fans of Anne Shirley might be interested
to know that her heart interests have narrowed down to one young man. Seen
around with various Hollywood gentlemen,
she had been asked who was Number One
in the race. Number One, she stated, was
not a Hollywood lad, but someone from the
east. The other night at a preview she appeared with Owen Davis, Jr., who had just
returned from Connecticut stock company
engagements. Pointing to young Mr. Davis,
Anne weannounced,
that,
suppose. "This is it." So that is

And now that the "Anthony Adverse"
premiere has come and gone, it can probably be said that it was a more "terrific'
opening
"The
GreattheZiegfeld."
Mainly, ofthan
course,
because
Warner
Brothers erected grandstands along the entrance to the Carthay Circle Theatre so
people could look at people who came to
look at Mr. Adverse. Everybody looked
at everybody else, and five women fainted.
Not, unfortunately, because they saw Gene
Raymond, but because it was so crowded
they couldn't breathe.
Here's a problem, if you like problems.
Jimmy Stewart, one day recently, sat on
his porch watching a new next-door neighbor move in. The neighbor, to his surprise,
turned out to be Garbo. Next day a high
board fence was under construction between
the two estates. Questioii: Who put up the
fen re — Garbo or Stewart? Your guess is as
good as ours!
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TIRED ALL
THE TIME

STORY

SHE TOLD HIM
WHAT TO DO

FEELS
LIKE new!
THANKS TO CLEVER WIFE..
TJE nights,
wasn't toohimself.
many
restless
many Had
tired too
days.
Seemed
to
lose his ambition. But his clever wife was too
smart to let this go on. She insisted that he
try
(NR difference
Tablets) itandmade
he
foundNature's
out whatRemedy
a surprising
to use a laxative of entirely vegetable origin.
He didn't mind taking NRs at all, they were
so
gentle,
forming. They simply
made
him and
feel non-habit
like
a new man. Get a
ITONICHT
25c box at any
^TOMORROW ALRIGHT
drugstore today.
Beautiful Six-color 1937 Calendar- Thermometer. Also
samples toof A.NR H.andLewis
Turns.
ana
FREE ■■ postage
Co. ,Send
Desk stamp
79S-15,forSt.packing
Louis. Mo.

■ f V
Easy Terms ^ffi
•
Only
10c
a Day
Cave over
od all standard
office
models. Also portables at leduced prices,
SEND NO MONEY
All late new.
models completelyGUARANTEED.
refiniehed lilte
brand
Bie
free catalogFULLY
ahowB actual machines
to full colore. Lowest prices. Send at once
Fr..cour.o In typing Included. ^ f^onr,,^ SI.
International Typewriter Excn.i Dept. iisi, Chicago
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The "knock, knock" game is riding the
crest in Hollywood these days. One of
the worst ones was Jack Oakie's, told on
the set of "The Texas Rangers." Well,
here it is: "Knock, knock." "Who's there?"
"Texas." "Texas who?" "Texas sap to
think of these." But Fred MacMurray's was
better: "Knock, knock." "Who's there?"
"Jack Oakie."
"There's nobody home !"
Epics come and epics likewise go, but the
most colossal of them all should be "Tarzan
Escapes." Not that it is Garbo in the cast
or anything like that, but because it's been
in production since June, 1935, and it's still
going. Seems after a hard six months work
the picture was completed. It had everything, people said. Everything but a story.
So a new director took over and the
curtain once more falls to denote a lapse oi
six months. Now "Tarzan Escapes" had a
story, but nothing else. A third director is
now at work, and he promises to get the
boys out of the jungles by Christmas. There
are stories around that men go mad out
there on the M-G-M back lot jungle. Men
go into those trackless wilds never to return, unless they escape over the back
fence, which is the route probably taken
by the first two directors.

The whole business is a fine thing for
Johnny Weissmuller, though. He's under
contract for duration of the picture, and it's
beginning to look like a permanent job.
So, time marches on and Johnny swings
merrily from the treetops, growling his
guttural jibes at civilization at $1,000 a
week.

on the
Lady"a
setSurprise
one day party
recently
which"Libeled
really was
surprise party. When Myrna Loy and Bill
Powell walked onto the set, after lunch,
the lights went out and they found themselves surrounded by Jean Harlow, Spencer Tracy, Walter Connolly and the rest of
the cast. When the lights went up there
was a huge birthday cake with a discreet
number of candles and an inscription :
"Happy Birthday to Mrs. Horntoot." Mrs.
Horntoot, of course, is the glamorous Mrs.
Hornblow, nee Myrna Loy.
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Learn
Piano, Violin, Cornet, «7 U U
Trumnet.
Trumpet, Mandolin.
Mandolin, Guitar,
Guitar, i' ■'
Banjo,Orsan,Accordion,Saxophone,Clarinet
EASY HOME METHOD — new, fast way for beginners.
Makes you accomplished
short time.
300,000
enthusiastic
students. Lowin amazingly
cost; easy terms.
Satisfaction
guaranteed. Free Catalog gives full details.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC
Dept. 740,
1525 East 53rd Street. Chicago

MAKE
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The most versatile actor in Hollywood is
probably Pat O'Brien. When Mrs. O'Brien
journeyed to New York recently to purchase
clothes for her dress shop, Pat took over
the
care and feeding
O'Brien
offspring,
Mavourneen.
His dayof the
at the
studio,
where
he portrayed a hard-boiled cop, was broken
up
by on
phone
calls to the with
O'Brien
carry
conversations
the manse
nurse to
in
which sun baths and strained spinach were
the main topics. Mrs. O'Brien returned to
find Mavourneen alive and healthy and Pat
all set ,for a rest cure.
Short Story : Arline Judge likes to meet
people. So when she moved into her
dressing-room at Paramount she had
"Jack Oakie" lettered on the door.

Faster footwork is hard to find
than that of the agile Eleanor
Powell. In "Born to Dance"
you will see her in some intricate and exciting dances.

Here's how some Hollywood stars diet.
The other night in a local cafe, Gladys
Swarthout and her husband, Frank Chapman, ordered Corn Flakes. "No Corn Flakes,"
said the waitress. "Shredded Wheat," said
Gladys. "No Shredded Wheat," said the
waitress. "Well," said Gladys with what
didn't sound like much of a sigh, "you'd
better give us two T-bone steaks."

FINEST

HOME

A lovely complexion
—safely— at less cost!
You can make at
home the same fine
all-purpose cream I

sell at my Salon in
Washington, D. C. You can save up to
75% — and you know your cream will
be pure and safe. My cream makes skin
youthful, clear, lovely. It deep-cleanses
nourishes face tissoothesa and
poressues—— forms
perfect powder base.
Easy to make. I send all ingredients
and instructions. Write today for folder
giving you full details.
CAROL RANDOLPH
Suite L, 1203 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
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Bing Crosby, incidentally, is the hardest
working guy on the "Pennies from
Heaven" set. He's on time at the studio
every morning and he's on hand for every
scene. It may be because he's so fond of
his Art and it may be because he owns a
large share of the picture.

Il's interesting, sometimes, to listen to
what the stars have to say over the microphones when they're collared in the lobby
on premiere night. Most oi them, before
they see the picture, announce to the world
that they're sure it's going to be exciting
and wonderful and, perhaps, even good, inwardly hoping that Mr. So-and-So, who
produced it, will keep them in mind for his
next super-super. Best of all the cracks,
among all the laudatory gushings at the
"Anthony Adverse" premiere was Fred
Heating's. Mr. K. said: "I read 'Anthony
Adverse' — and I congratulate myself."
Virginia Weidler with her
oldest sister, Sylvia, who
is her constant companion.

Miss Crabbe poses for her
first interview with Papa
Larry
and
her mother.

Title change of the month is the handle
on Mae West's forthcoming picture. Mae
has just finished a screen version of "Personal Appearance," the stage comedy success. Butpeople
they'rewill
afraid
keepglamorous
the title
for fear
thinkto the
Miss W. is honoring them with just that.
So now it's "Go West, Young Man." How
about "Mae Time"?
Bette Davis has taken her own private
war with Warner Brothers and sailed off
to
with it.
It'll probably
feel more
at Europe
home there,
at that.
In the meantime.
George Brent, at least, seems reconciled to
her walkout on "God's Country and the
Woman." When the company returned from
its Washington location trip George flew
his plane back to Hollywood — and the only
passenger was his new leading lady,
Beverly Roberts.

asking."
Bing Crosby is still wondering why they
dressed him in a silk shirt for that horseback scene
"Rhythm
on thea Range."
At
least he
wasin still
wondering
few weeks

Above, Francis Lederer
tells Margo something interesting atthe Pons party.

A bit of boyish rough-housing which proves that starlets
can be boys. Below, left to right, Freddie Bartholomew,
Mickey

Barrymore Anecdote : John Barrymore
strode up to a theatre box-office the other
preview night, eyed the blonde captive
within, and said, "Mr. Barrymore's tickets,
please." The gal blushed, as blondes occasionally do, and replied, "I'm sorry, Mr.
Barrymoresaid
"no tickets
you."
, there
"Well,"
John are
philosophi
cally,fordigging
into his pocket, "there's no harm in

Rooney and Jackie Cooper — co-stars in "Devil Is
a Sissy" — up to their ears in watermelon.

ago at a luncheon on the set of "Pennies
from Heaven," his next picture. The silk
shirt drew many snickers from preview audiences and proved a bit embarrassing to Mr.
C. So there'll be no silk shirts in "Pennies
from Heaven." Instead there'll be smooth
music from Bing and the other variety from
Louis Armstrong, dusky master of the
trumpet. And just to prove it, following the
set luncheon Crosby and Armstrong entertained the assemblage with an impromptu
musicale, featuring songs from the picture
and such contemporary trumpet concertos
as "Dinah" and "I'm Confessin'."

An on-the-set shot of William
Powell and Myrna Loy. Yes,
you'll see

them

together

again in "Libeled Lady."
Some others in this "big
name" cast are Jean Harlow
and Spencer Tracy.
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AT Society's most exclusive Fashion Benefits this Fall, the new "Smoky" Cutex
nail shades made a tremendous fashion hit.
The season's newest crop of debutante
models doted on these subtler, softer nail
shades. "They make ordinary one-tone polishes seem harsh by comparison," they said.
"They're divinely flattering, as well as
smart," and "go with many more costume colors. "Smoky"
'
nail shades are definitely in!
OLD ROSE is utterly feminine — true soft
rose, but in the new smart smoky key.
Irresistible with evening pastels and just
made for the new wine shades!
ROBIN RED is a new softer red that goes with
anything and is wonderful with the new
autumn browns and greens.
CUTEX RUST is a fascinating smoky pink,
with a soft, brown undertone. It's equally
flattering to still sun-tanned hands or the
dark elegance of velvets and sable.
You're sure of brilliant lustre and long wear
with any Cutex color. And the wonderful
new formula positively refuses to fade —
andthenever
— it's usable right down
to
last thickens
drop!
Even if your income doesn't run to Paris
frocks, these "Smoky" nail shades will make
you glamorous! You can afford them all — a
mere 35i a bottle, at your favorite shop.
Northam Warren, New York, Montreal, London, Paris
Costumes hy
Germaine Monteil

Cutex Introductory Set containing your 2 favorite shades of
Cotex Liquid Polisli, Culex Oily Polish Remover and the new
Cutex Oily Cuticle Remover for 16«i
Mauve
k A misty lavender pink. Perfect with blue,
gray, and all pale colors.
Rust
k Pink with an undertone of brown — madeto-order to wear with autumn-leaf colors.

Light Rust
A paler Rust with a golden undertone. Very delicate and glamorous.
Old Rose
A pale, dusky rose. Intriguingly feminine. Especially lovely with pastels.

Robin Red
A new, softer red that everyone can wear.
Goes with practically all costume colors!

Nortliam Warren Sales Co., Inc., Dept. 6MI1
191 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
(In Canada, P. O. Box 2.<!'20, Montreal)
I enclose 16^ for the Cutex Introductory Set with 2
shades of Cutex Liquid Polish, as checked. Mauve □
Rust □ Light Rust n Robin Red □ Old Rose □
City
Name_
Address—
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